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"! SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, RAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACII TO THEM THAT DWELL ON 'riiE
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF Hrs JUDGMENT IS COME."-REV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGY THY TRUTH; THY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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THERE IS :MORE TO FOLLOW.
to Follow."

Have you heard the gospel voice?
Then there's more to follow.
H it made your heart njoice,
There is more to follow.
Faith alone no soul will save,
There is more to follow;
Each command which Christ did give,
You have need to follow.
CHORUS.

More and more, more and more,
Christ commands to follow,
Every precept of his word,
You have need to follow.
Are you of your sins assured?
Then there's more to follow;
If resolved to sin no more,
Still there's more to follow;
Christ himself the way has shown,
Him you're bound to follow;
You of water must be born,
Still there's more to follow.

If the Master's footsteps, you,
Through the water, follow,
You will find his promise true,
There is more to follow ;
You, the Holy Spirit's zeal,
Will perceive to follow;
And, r~joicing, you will feel,
That there's more to follow.
When the Spirit you receive,
There is more to follow;
You, a Christian's life must live,
Then shall blessings follow.
When perverted ways of men
Tempt you, do not follow.
Once astray, one step begun,
Soon there's more to follow.
For the faith of Saints contend,
Know that joy will follow;
I'l'o device or plan of man
Substitute or follow;
Him that overcomes is shown,
· Glorious things to follow;
Reign with Christ upon his throne,
There is much to follow.
F. JoHNSON.
------~.-~~~~-----

LETTER FROM BRO. WM. B. SMITH..
--'?~~

Jqsepii:-Ihave delayed:''~riting, in hopes
that when I did write, I might be able to do
be.tter justice to the cause by my not being too
limited in time. While at work on the farm
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it i9 hurry, hurry, all the time; to get the father; and never in all this familiar associaodds and ends gathered before cold winter sets tion with him, did I ever hear him hint or
in upon us. The seasons are so short in this say that he had reoeiv~d a polygamous reve·
lation. And, from these, and other facts that
Northern Iowa, that one can scarcely turn I might name, I pronounce that polygamous
round twice, (comparatively speaking), before revelation a base and wicked forgery, the inhe must put to his best efforts to gather into tent oi' which, like the oaths and covenants
his garner-what grain, hay, and other pro- that apostates administer in their humbug
endowments, was to better enable these usur"
duce that his short summer will permit him pers and conspirators to sustain themselves in
to save from what he has gained by the labor their apostasy, and illgotten power.
of his hands. But, as these are matters that
In conclusion, I will add that I am perI had not particularly in contemplation when! sonally acquainted with the god, or the gods,
began this letter, I will now name the subject. that gave utterance to this monster revelation.
Three of the principal ones engaged in getting
It is the apostasy that I wish to make a few it up are dead, died in Utah, and only one reremarks about, and it is the strange singulari- mains of that party, conspirators who hold
ty that attaches to their teachings abroad.
the monarchial rule, as head and lead of that
First and foremost, they proclaim to the world faction of the Brigham apostasy now existing
in Utah.
that your father, Joseph Smith, was a prophet
I will note more on this subject at another
sent of God to restore the ancient, primitive time, lest this writing becomes too lengthy for
Church of Christ, in its pristine beauty and a place in the columns of the Herald, or in
holiness; but how strangely contradictory are the Saints' Advocate. I will mention, howthe teachings of the prophet, to the teachings ever, that on the subject of the priesthood;
and workings of these Brighamite Mormons, there can not be any divin~,r,ecognition of its
authority in the sight of God; where the only
who deny wholly the Divinity of Christ by claim for its divinity rests upon the facts of a
their substitute, Adam-God.
usurped power; for in all such oases, criminJ oseph Smith, to my personal knowledge, ality, murder and treason become the natural
never taught any such doctrine. While read- results. But how different are the views taing over a few lines of that forged revelation ken by these conspirators in support of their
on the wife doctrine, I thought it singularly usurped power; as per example and teaching.
strange that your father could have given ut- And what a strange falligg away from first
terance to such ideas of blood and murder, positions (when contrasted) as named in the
when in all his lifetime, his example and teach- first of this article; that Joseph Smith was the
ings were so contrary, or reversed to such chosen of God, to build up and restore the
teachings. No man, from my personal know]. pure Church of Christ upon the earth; and in
edge, was more devoted to his wife and chil- that Church there was to be no murder, no
dren than Joseph Smith; nor could he for stealing, no false swearing, but all was to be
one singular moment have penned a law, or peace,joy, loving one another and keeping all
given utterance to a rule that would, under of the commandments of God, that the fullness
any circumstances whatever, have deprived of the glory of God might rest upon his
them of life. Nor did Joseph Smith ever pre- people in this Latter Day Work. Such, in
diet that the time would come, that it would part, we wish to say to the world, and to all
be lawful to murder apostates; or to destroy mankind, was to constitute the mission and
rebellious women, because they refused to be- calling of Joseph Smith, the prophet. It was
come polygamous wives, or to submit to such to build up a gospel church by works of
rules of barbarism. Any one acquainted with righteousness, not by fraud, nor by secret ·
the real character of Joseph Smith, on the works of darkness; nor by evil doing. God 1 ·
subject of family relation, would know, at the (as we are told i:u, the good Book), dwelleth
first glance, that that .monster revelation was not in unholy temples, nor will he ·bless a
a forgery and a fraud of the blackest dye, corrupt priesthood to the salvation of many
palmed off upon the name and character of souls.
the prophet. Twice in my!istory I journeyed
I rejoice much, Joseph, when I read from
with my brother Joseph to Missouri as his your pen that the out look is prosperous for
life guard; once in the camp of the Saints, the progress of the true Church of (,Jhrist.
and once in company with your Uncle Hyrum, Brother W. W. Blair, also, writes .. that the
Vincent Knight, and Elder Rigdon; and up work is on the increa!'le having baptized some
to only a few days previous to his death, I thirty persons of late, and more coming inwas in close council; mor~ or less, with your glory to God! Let him have all the praise,
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for his wonderful .me.rc1es are. extended to all
those that put their trust in him, and worship
him in the beauty of holiness.
Elder David McGoon, from Buckland,
Alamakee county, Iowa, and his wife, made
me a visit a few days since, they were welcome
visitors; they are old time Saints and strong
in the faith of the work. Brother McGoon
has a most excellent talent for public speaking; and his spirit gathers light from a world
that is divine. An Elder coming that way
would find a welcome at his domicile, and
open doors in that vicinity to hold forth in.
I visited that place some three years ago, and
succeeded in removing much of the prejudice
of the people against the faith of the true
Latter Day Saints, by explaining to them that
we neither held nor claimed affinity with the
apostasy that had gone off to the valley of
the mountains.
I am done now. In my next I sh:fll endeavor to explain the mysterious problem of
those .Smiths .in Utah, being so deeply immersed in that Brighamite faction of Mormonism, that has the curse of polygamy for its
motto; a barbarism that every person professing to be a J-'atter Day Saint, ought to be
ashamed of. More anon. This from your
uncle, in love of the truth,
Wilr. B. SmTII.

SIGNS FOLLOWING.
"And these signs shall follow them that· be·
lieve; in my name shall they cast out devils;
they shall speak with new tongues; they shall
take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly
thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands
on the sick and they shall recover."-Mark 16:
17, 18.

There is not that unity in the Church, as
touching the question of authority, that I not
only wish there was, but think there ought
to be, in order to build up the kingdom successfully. A few thoughts have suggested
themselves to my mind, which I concluded to
write, desiring to be guided by that ''spirit of
truth" that .Jesus promiRed bia followers.
The question is, vyho has the right to lay
on hands? Jesus says, "thEm that believe."
Perceiving that this is an ordinance of faith,
it must follow that those who administer in
the ordinance, must have the requisite faith.
Now a faith not founded on the word of God,
is of no effect, is it not? a zeal without knowledge. Then how necessary that the planks
in our platform, be that which is taught in
the revealed word of God. The written law
is what I understand we are dealing with, and
it is by that, that we try the things of the unwritten law. All must harmonize, else we
have no standard. It would indeed be a zeal
without knowledge; and, the history of the
past proves, sadly though it be, foolishness in
the extreme.
If it be true that believers of the gospel,
have the right to lay on hands, we ask, Of
what use is a called, a chosen ministry ? I
answer, there is none, for there is no special
power laid on them more than follows all believers. Again, if this be true, it gives the
sisters equal privilege with the brothers; viz.
to preach (which Paul said was a shame) and
to administer in all the ordinances of the house
of God. I have no objections to their doing
so, provided the law of God permitted them;
and upon the same $round, in the same light,

do I hold the condition of all believers of the
word, eave some, who through faith, are heirs
of the blessing. Let the word of God answer,
and let us as children conform thereto. I ..atter
Day Saints should be consistent with themselves, for they repudiate the teaching of the
Christian world because. they declare, that,
"all that is necessary for salvation is to believe
on the I:.ord Jesus Christ, and they shall be
saved." "li'or by grace are ye saved tluough
faith and this not of yourselves, but of God,"
&c:, and condemn them. for not taking the
word as a whole. Then we should not fall
under this condemnation.
"Then he called his twelve disciples together,
and gave them power and authori~y over all
devils, and to cure diseases. And he sent
them to preach the kingdom of God, and to
heal the sick" (Luke 9 : 1, 2). Some may
urge that because the words "his twelve disciples" are used, that, that was the number
that constituted his followers at that time, as
disciples implies followers; and also, that some
were women; but if yon will read Matt. 8 : 5,
6,· you will find sufficient to disparage you in
the belief that the twelve were all; and in
Matt. 10: 2-4, we have the names of these
twelve, which we find to be the names of
twelve men, and I do not know of a single
instance on record of a woman being commissioned with the authority of the priesthood.
·
·.
"And .the twelve who were ordained of
him, were with him,"-Christ. Luke 8 : 1.
These evidently were the same twelve to
whom the writer refers in 9th chapter, in
which Christ gave them power, they having been previously ordained. Now to ordain,
is, "to invest with ministerial or sacerdotal
functions; a rite." Paul sets forth the manner that evidently was the rule in the apostolic age. ''Neglect not the gift that is in
thee, which was given thee by prophecy,
with the laving on of the hands of the presbytery" (1 Tim. 4: 14). So then this authority
was transferred by the laying on of hands. "After these things the I .. ord appointed other seventy also, and sent them two and two before his
face, into every city and place whither he
himself would come." (Luke 10: 1). It is
harmonious to conclude that he appointed
them in the same manner that he did the
twelve, viz; by the laying on of hands; for "in
Him is no variableness, neither shadow of
turning," acting just like Himself.
"Again, Jesus says, "Ye have not chosen
me bnt I have chosen you, and ordained you,
that yon should go and bring forth fruit, that
your fruit should remain; that whatsoever ye
may ask the Father in my name, he may
give it you." (John 15: 16).
"But," says one, "Christ was talking to the
branches of the vine, His Church." Very
good, but this ordination must be in harmony
with other scripture :
"For to one is given by the Spirit the word of
wisdom; to another, the word of knowledge by
the same ·spirit; to another, faith by the same
Spirit; to nnother, J,)le gifts of healing by the
same Spirit; to another, the working of miracies;
to another, prophecy; to another, discerning of
spirits; to another, divers kinds of tongues; to
another, the interpretation of tongues.
"And God hath set some in the church, first
apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers,
after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps,
governments, diversities of tongues. Are all
apostles? are all prophets? arc all teachers ? are

all workers of miracles? have all the gifts of healing? ·do all speak with tongues? do all interpret?
I say unto you, Nay; for I have shown unto
you a more excellent way, therefore covet earnestly
th9 best gifts."-1 Cor. 12 : 8-10, 28-31. (I. T.)
"And he gave some, apostles; and some,
prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the saints,
for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of
the body of Christ; till we, in the .unity of the
faith, all come to the knowledge of the Son of
God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the
stature of the fnlness of Christ."-Eph. 4: 11-13.

Why all this? "That we be no more children, tossed to and fro," &c. I am aware that
this is delicate ground, as the true minister
of Christ does not wish to arrogate authority
to himself. But who placed them there? Did
not God? Then it is for an all wise purpose
in him; and though those holding the priesthood have caused "the truth to be evil spoken
of," by virtue of "damnable heresies," does it
in any degree-lessen the honor of those offices?
Certainly not. Follow those officers only as
they follow Christ.
Again, "But all these worketh that one and
the selfsame spirit) dividin~J; to every man
severally as he will," or as God will (1 Cor 12 :
11). Many gifts are given to all the believ- ·
ers, for all who do his will, are promised a
knowledge of the works, (John 7: 17), but
that all believers are to receive all the gifts,
or any one or m.ore of them, is folly in the extreme, because it is diametrically opposed to the
revealed word of God, but "dividing severally
as he will." Some may urge all believers
have faith. Yes, but not the [J1/t of faith as
it is understood in (1 Cor. 12 : 9). From
thE:se then we feel safe in concluding with
James, "Is any ~ick among you? let him c;~ll
for the elders of the Church; and let them
pray over him, anointing him with oil in the
name of the Lord" (James 5: 14). Now to
administer in "the name of the Lord," implies authority.
Again: "Now then we are ambassadors for
Christ, as though God did beseech you by us;
we pray you in Christ's stead be ye reconciled
to God" (2 Cor 5 : 20). It must be quite
obvious to all, that no one can labor in Christ's
stead without first having been commissionPd
by him so to do, no more than one could act
as an agent for a firm without first being authorized to do so; and though those commissioned are required to follow a certain law,
and when they do so, all contracts are of full
value; yet, if unauthorized, the contracts are
null and void. And no one can administer in
the ordinances that Christ did, unless they
have the same authority that he possessed;
which, I trust no Latter Day Saint will care
to deny, was that of the higher or :Melchisedeo
priesthood (Heb. 5: 5, 6, 10). ''The office of
an Elder comes under the priesthood of Mel.
chisedec * *
to administer in spiritual
things" (D. & C. Sec. 104 par.3).
Again, speaking of the sick, >r * "and the
Elders of the Church, two or more, sh.all be
called" (Sec 42 par. 12). These harmonize
with J·ames "let him call for the Elders of the
Church." TheBe unite in the one fact; viz;
that the Elders alone have the power to lay on
hands for the sick. "And no man taketh
this honor unto himself but .he that was called
of God as was Aaron" (Heb. 5: 4). ''Behold
I command you, that you need not suppose
that you are called to preaeh until you are
"Behold
called'' (D. & C. Sec. 10 par. 8). '~
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1 speak unto all who have good desires" ing on hands, I do not believe avails them place with all his saints, and the first Adam,
any thing because of authority, else the with his thousands of thousands, will meet
(par. 11).
As regards the blessings that will follow claims of Latter Day Saints is a farce, and the Jesus and his band, and Adam (Ancient of
some of the believers; notice, one of them is
which teach of the ancient apostasy, days) with his thousands of saints will bow to
the gift of prophecy. Now a man may be a
of the re-establishment of God's church, Jesus and become the sons of God. (Read
prophet and not hold the priesthood. John God's authority, viz; the priesthood, does Dan. 7:9, 10). Then when the kingdom
the Baptist was a prophet, and Jesus said, not mean what it says. The whole founda- that was lost by the first Adam will be re"more than a prophet." Why? John held tion is shaken, "and we are found false wit- stored to Jesus and the kingdom is reorganthe priesthood to b:~ptize for the remission of nesses." This is not argument but it is the ized, aU who died without the gospel will be
sins (1Yl:att. 3 : 11 ), and in that I believe he conclusion that I am driven to.
raised, all but willful murderers, and those
Joseph the Seer,
was more than a
Wesley believed the time would come when who received the gospel and turned away from
and others likewise.
apostles, second- the
would be enjoyed. Why did he not it. These will remain in their graves until
arily prophets."
was ordained move and
those ordinances? Because the end of the thousand years. Noah's famian apostle (D. & C.
And he had
the faith, the true faitl1, for he ly will each get the part allotted to them.
the recognized the necessity of authority. Now Shorn, Asia; Ham, Africa; Japheth, the
here I will add that if all
right to
there was no need of
then where are the 1ceys of the kingdom? If northern parts; Abraham and Isaac and Jacob,
or any other ordination.
it be
that the "believers" used in the Palestine; and their spiritual seed, the Conti'fho Aaronic or Leviticnl
11re those that believe that through their nent of America. All these nations will have
a,ppendage to the
the signs do follow, then restored to them the Melchizedek priesthood,
The duty of t}Joso
the JYlolchisedec p:l'iest- that they may be prepared for receiving the
set forth in Sec.
r_rhis
for Satan himself has celestial priesthood of the Son. I refer the
clares what they
it would be abhimself
an angel of light. reader for Israel's part to Ezek. 47: 40 to the
surd to require a declaration of what
let us know the will of the Father and end of the book. David is to be their prince.
shall not do. It
also be urged, that beclimb
the hill, until we reach (Chap. 48). Baptism will be restored. (See
right to ordain other
cause priests have
Zion, is my prayer, · Ezek. 13: 2).
E. H. GuRLEY.
They will have many privileges that we of
priests, teachers and deacons; (Sec.
par.,
10) j that he also bas the right to
on S~DawrcK, Decatur Co., Iowa.
this world have not. Satan is to be bound so
hands for the
insomuch as tho
' <®...,..-that he can not tempt. Children are not to
is done by the
Ghost in him but it JlLETT]i;R :B'ROM BRO. JOHN M.~.\CAULEY. die under one hundred years. The new and
not couched in the
we
-everlasting covenant will be preached ; Satan
need not suppose that it is
; he has
Brother
:-Bear with me in making is to be loosed for a little season, to fulfill the
a degree of this
it
for ,the
a few rcmarkb on an article in the Ilerald of Script,ures, "If ye be without chastisement,
pose of
under
November 1st, page 322, on "Probation." I whereof all are partakers, then are ye bastards
vine sanction;
and not sons." So by suffering they may be
to• show my w;sdom
abo"a
higher than tho
" and the power to do novr'· 'rlllf~r-e
" '"
•
'" made perfect, to receive a house made without
lay on hands for the sick, as we have
any of my dear brethren. God forbid. I love hands, eternal in the heavens. • This city has
for that. But I write for the foundations as well as gates. (Rev. 21: 10,
clearly belongs to the higher or' l'vlelchieedec them too
priesthood. The strongest argument that we tl'utb's sake, and devoutly pray that there may to end). The Millennium then is the time
have he1.<rd in defence of the theory that un.. b
that the gospel will go unto all the world, to
der some circumstances the uncalled believer e no divisions among us.
kings and queens, emperors, lords and nobles,
has the right to lay on hands, is that most
God delights to feed his people with the and they will hear the gospel .proclaimed by
rules have exceptions, and perhaps the same bread of life which he sent down from heaven, God's own mouth. And here comes the enthat is every word that proceeds from him. dowment. Before the former apostles were
with this. For instanoe, the scriptures teach
that through the laying on of hands the Holy
·
sent to the world they had to be endowed with
But I come to the point. There will be a power from above. No doubt they attended
Ghost is given to baptized believers i but that
some believers have received the Holy Ghost, time when all who died without the gospel to the ordinances of endowment. In these
though not baptized, Very true; but mark, law will have it preached unto them; and that last days, before the gospel went to Europe,
there was no human means used to transfer time is in Christ's kingdom or Millennium, they (the priesthood) were endowed; and in
the
Ghost. So, also, has it been in but not in this present world. It is filled with the temple that is yet to be built, will the .enhealing; no Elders being convenient and for
dowment be, before the gospel goes to the nalack of time, the simple method of kneeling pollution and sin, blood toucheth blood, and tions of the earth, and so ends the work of
and asking God for the blessing of health there is all manner of wickedness. If the old God. Amen.
J. MAcAULEY.
brought the desired effect. So here is an ex- world was corrupt before God, this present is
ception, and perhaps many others like it, and worse. Earthquakes, fires, storms, the light- JOHN WESLEY-HIS FAITH IN THE
the beauty of it, to our mind, is, that these
EFFICACY OF PRAYER.
exceptions are similar, no human means used ning's
and the rumbling and roaring of
July 2, 1759.-I rode to Durham, and went
to transfer it. The evidence to us is, that the thunder, show plainly that it is about to
when God uses human means, He will call, be burned up, for it is too polluted for Christ's at once to the meadow by the river side, where
and ordain him to that power. Think you
He said to Pilate, (John 18: 36), I preached two years ago. The congregation
there is an exception to the rule laid down in
is not of this world." To the was now larger by one-half; but the sun was
John 3 : 5? Certainly there can not be; and
so do we consider in the rule of the adminis- Pharisees he said, "Men do not put new cloth so scorching hot upon my head, that I was
tratipns of men. It may be well for any one on an old garment, neither do they put new scarce able to speak. I paused a little, and
to anoint the afflicted part with oil, but when wine into old bottles," for the new wine would desired God would provide us a covering, if it
one does it "in the name of the Lord," or com- burst the bottles. The citizens of Christ's was for his glory. In a moment it was done;
mn,nd the disease to be rebuked with the lay. kingdom must bury these old bodies that we
a cloud covered the sun, which troubled us no
ing on of the hands, it implies authority, and received from the first Adam, must put off the
I can not from scriptural, or any other stand.. old man and put on the new. Read Rom. 6: more. Ought voluntary humility to conceal
point, think it admissable, unless called of 6; Eph. 4 : 22, 23, 24; Col. 2 : 11, 12, and these palpable proofs that God still heareth
God, and ordained unto that power. Literally 3 9, 10. By baptism we bury the old Adam, prayer?
speaking the Christain world are not believers, and by the laying on of hands we receive the
June 8, 1763.-Just as I began preaching
hence have not the blessing, but some of them seed of the new life, that we may receive the
in the open air, the rain began; but it stopped
are perhaps believers in the principle of the
Also the new world will be preprayer of faith saving the sick (James 5: 15).
for the new Adam. See 1 Cor.15 :45~ in two or three minutes, I am persuaded, in
And I believe that
as well as Latter
'fhen when this earth is restored into its answer to the prayer of faith. Incidents of
83jnts, enjoy this to a
but their
st,ate, ;rc~us will come to t1tke his the Sll,me kind I have seen, abundance of times;
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and particularly in this journey; and they are
nothing strange to them who seriously believe,
"The very .hairs of your head are all numbered."
August 16th, 1769.-l gave a second reading to Mr. Newton's account of his own experience. There is something very extraordinary
therein; but one may account for it without a
jot of predestination. I doubt not but his,
as well as Col. Gardiner's conversion, was in
answer to his mother's prayers.
October 10, 1778.-I was desired to visit
one who had been eminently pious, but had
now been confined to her bed for several
months, utterly unable to raise herself up.
She desired us to pray that the chain might
be broken. A few of us prayed in faith.
Presently she rose up, dressed herself, came
down stairs, and I believe had not any further
complaint.
September 5, 1781.-I believe it my duty
b relate here what some will esteem a notable
instance of enthusiasm. Be it so or not, I
relate the plain fact. In an hour after we left
Taunton, one of the chaise horses was, on a
sudden, so lame, that he could hardly set his
foot to the ground. lt being impossible to
procure any human help, I knew of no remedy
but prayer. Immediately the lameness was
gone, and he went just as he did before.
April 26, 1782.-I got to Halifax, where
Mr. Floyd lay in a high fever, almost dead for
want of sleep. This was prevented by the
violent pain in one of his feet, which was much
swelled, and so sore, it could not be touched.
We joined in prayer that God would fulfill His
word, and give his beloved sleep. Presently,
the swelling, the soreness, the pain were gone;
and he had a good night's rest.
August 13.-At three o'clock in the afternoon, Itook coach. About one on Wednesday
morning, we were informed that three highwaymen were on the road before us, and had
robbed all the coaches that had passed, some
of them within an hour or two. I felt no uneasiness on the account, knowing that, God
would take care of us; and he did so, for before we came to the spot, all the highwaymen
were taken; so, we went on unmolested, and
early in the afternoon came safe to Bristol.
December 21.-I visited :M:r. Maxfield,
struck with a violent stroke of palsy. He was
senseless, and seemed near death; but we besought God for him, and his spirit revived, I
can not but think in answer to prayer.
:M:ay 23, 1783.-I set out for Derby; but
the smith had so effectually lamed one of my
horses, that many told me he would never be
able to travel more. I thought, even this may
be made a matter of prayer, and set out cheerfully. The horse, instead of growing worse
and worse, went better and better; and in the
afternoon brought us safe to Derby.
April 9, 1785.-Between nine and ten we
went on board the Clemont packet; but it was
a dead calm till past ten on Sunday, when the
company desired me to give them a sermon.
After sermon, I prayed that God would give
us a full and speedy passage. While I was
speaking, the wind sprang up, and in twelve
hours brought us to Dublin Bay. Dues no~
our Lord still hear prayer?
September 3, 1786.-When we had been
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twenty-four hours on board, we were searce
come a third of our way. I judged we should
not get on unless I preached, which I therefore did, and I believe all were affected. Afterward, we had a fair wind for several hours;
but it fell dead calm again. This did not last
long, for as soon as prayer was over a fresh
breeze sprang up and brought us into the bay.
It being then dark we cast anchor, and it
was well, for, at ten at night, we had a violent
storm. I expected little rest. But I prayed,
and God answered, so that I slept sound till
my usual hour, four o'clock.
July 11, 1787.-At seven we sailed with a
fair wind. Between nine anu ten I lay down,
as usual, and slept till near four, when I was
waked by an uncommon noise, and found the
ship lay beating upon a large rock, about a
league from Hollyhead. The captain leaped
up, and running upon the deck, when he saw
how the ship lay, cried out," Your lives :may
be saved but I am undone !" Yet no sailor
swore, and no woman cried out. '\V e immediately went to prayer, and presently the ship, I
know not how, shot off the rock, and pursued
her way, without any more damage than the
wounding a few of her outside planks.
August 14.-The wind turning cvntrary,
and blowing hard, we were very near being
shipwrecked. When we were in the middle
of the rocks, with the sea rippling all around
us, the wind totally failed. Had this continued we must have struck upon one or other of
the rocks, so we went to prayer, and the wind
sprang up instantly. About sunset we landed.
September 6.-Went on board with a fair
wind, but we had just entered the ship when
the wind died away. We cried to God for
help, and it presently sprung up, exactly fair,
and did not cease till it brought us into Penzance Bay.
November 25.-Returning to Canterbury, I
called on Mr. Kingsford, a man of substance
as well as piety. H!linformed me, "Seven years
ago, I so entirely lost the use of my ancles and
knees, that 1 could no more stand than a newborn child. All the advice I had profited me
nothing. In this state I continued six years.
Last year I sent for a physician, but before
he came, as I sat reading the Bible, I thought,
Asa sought to the physicians, and not to God;
but God can do more for me than my physician. Soon after, I heard a noise in the street,
and raising up, found I could stand. Being
much surprised, I walked several times about
the room; then I walked into the Square.
From that time I have been perfectly well,
having as full use of my limbs as I had seven
years ago."
October 6, 1788.-When I came into town,
i.t blew a storm; and many cried out, " So it
always does when he comes!" But it fell as
suddenly as it rose; for God heard prayer.
May29, 1789.-BetweenNewtonand Moyle
we had such rain as I never saw in Europe
before. In two minutes the horsemen were
drenched from head to foot. We dined at the
rector's, Dr. Wilson, a man of uncommon
learning, particularly in the Oriental tongues.
At six, he t.ook me in his coach to the castleyard, where a numerous congregation soon
assembled. Almost as soon as I began to
preach, the rain began. Observing the people
began to scatter, I prayed aloud that God
would "stay the bottles of heaven." He did
so; the people returned, and we had acorn-

fortable refreshing shower of heart.reviving
love .
. The journals of :fi'Ir. vYesley contain many
instances of answer to prayer. The above instances are selected, and I here present them,
for the glory of God, and for the encouragement of Christians to exercise faith in Him
who answers prayer.

,.....

____

LETTER FRO?! UTAH AND REPLY.
Sr. GEORGE, Utah, June lOth, 1877.
Jl!fy Dear Sister, a.nd Dear Children : - I

now will endeavor to answer your letter. I
was thankful to hear from you, but, was surprised to learn by your letter that you believe
that Joseph Smith's son was the legal heir to
lead the church and
of God. 'l'his
I don't believe. You might ask me my reason.
It is this; I can testify that I heard Joseph
Smith, the prophet of God, say that he was
tired and weary, and he was now to roll off that
power on the twelve apostles and they should
bear off the kingdom of God; and I think you
might have heard J osepb. the prophet say the
same. There are thousands of witnesses that
can
to this. This power was given to
the twelve apostles, that they shouid lead and
bear off the kingdom of God, until God would
appoint another in their place.
You say that Joseph Smith's son is the legal
heir to bear off the Church. I would be glad
if it was so, for I always had great respect and
love to Joseph Smith's family. I, know that
he was a true prophet of God, and I often
heard you bear this testimony with your dear
husband, and you know that this power was
given to the twelve apostles by our prophet
Joseph Smith. Now, I would ask you, who
led the church after our Savior was taken away?
It was the twelve apost,Jes, Peter being the
president of that quorum; so it is Brigham
Young's right to lead the Church, he being
the president of the apostles, or of that quorum,
and now it is the right of the next one that
stood by Pres. Young, and so on till the last of
the twelve is all gone. And so on till every
quorum that belongs to the church and kingdom of God, for the priesthood shall never be
taken from the saints of God. Now I would,
I will ask you a question. Whne did Joseph
Smith's son get his priesthood? Did he come
in at the door of the kingdom of God? Where
did he, Joseph Smith, receive his ordination,
or who baptized him? I can tell you, it was
old Marks and Gurley, that apostatized in
Nauvoo, and were cut off from the church and
kingdom of God, and went to the Strangites,
and then went back to Joseph Smith's son.
And they pretended to have power to ordain
him to be a prophet of God to lead his Church;
they are the apostates that pretended to have
a revelation to ordain him to that office. This
is of the devil, and not of God. If Joseph or
his brother David would come to the Church,
where the priesthood had that power to lead
down into the waters, and they had baptized
them and ordained them to that power, then
the people, or Saints, would be glad to have
received them 1 for I believe it would be their
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right to help bear off the kingdom. I now
will ask you if you don't know that this is the
gospel of Christ that you obeyed. I believe
you had this testimony, to know for yourself.
How is it that you have gone a,way and believe
another doctrine and deny Joseph Smith's
teaching? You know, or ought to know, that
Bro. Joseph received a revelation showing that
polygamy was a true principle, and gave a
commandment to obey it; which he, Joseph
Smith, did, and had several wives and children,
which you know. ~nd ,how _is it that you say
that you are strong m tne faith a?d deny, .by
your letter, polygamy? You m1ght as well
deny Bro. Joseph of being a true prophet of
G_od, ~hich you have testified before God and
h1s Samts, that you knew that Bro. Joseph was
a true prophet of G,)d,
I defy you, or any of the priests of this generation, to find anything against a man of God
having as many wives as he can support. This
you may think is a bold saying, but I can
prove it by the word of God; and you or any
person, can't fetch any scripture to prove that
It was not so. Jesus never said aught against
it, and all_t?e prophets did obey it; and raised
large fam1hes, which you can't deny, if you
believe the Bibie. God blessed them and
of'ren spa~e. to them, and they were blessed
by the Spmt of God continually until
disobeyed the c0mmandments of God. So
iB in our dny, If one man .sins and disobeys
GoJ, he is accountable for his sins; and not
you or any other person; we all shall be j udaed
0
according to our works.
N.ow, :Maria, I have written plainly to you,
aud [ want you to do the same to me; for I
love you and your daaJ? children, and I would
be glad if you could see as I do, fo,):' I know
you have a work to do for your dear husband
and his. dead. Th~s. is required of you, and
your children, and If you don't obey it God
will require it of you, and you will iose that
rew~rd and ble3sing which you might receive.
power for your
I wlll do all that lies in
dear husband ~nd his dead, you don't come
aud at,tend to 1t. Now I want you to ask me
any q ueetions you wish me to answer. Get
some person to Wl'i~e. fur Y?u, for I could not
understand your wntmg. 1\:Yy love to you and
al_! your ch1!d.re~. May God ~less you with
h1s Holy Spmt, rs the prayer or your brother,

God. And why should you be surprised, when and set apart, lteo. J. Adams came down to
the revelations of God, given through Joseph her room greatly elated with what had transthe Martyr, plainly declare him to be the man pired, saying that they now knew who would
to hold that exalted position! Moreover Ly- be the successor of Joseph, for his father had
man Wight, W m. Clayton, w. w. Phelp~, P. just set him apart to that office and calling."
P. Pratt, the martyr's mother sbter J..~ucy
The above is an extract from a tract written
Smith, B. Young and a host of others have on the subject of the successorship, by an
testified that Joseph is the man; and it was Elder in Utah.
generally understood, after the death of the
The value of these testimonies is seen in the
martyr, that "young Joseph" would come fact that they fully agree with the law of God
forth in the due time of the Lord and lead the as found in Doctrine and Covenants. "To the
Chu!ch. Even you admit that if Joseph or law and to the testimony: if they speak not
J_>av1d had gone to Utah, and there been hap- according to this word, it is because there is
t1zed and ordained "it would have been their no light in them."_:_Isa. 8: 20. And we
right to help bea; off the kingdom." Now might add, the law and testimony must agree
the law ma~es it his (Joseph's) right by lineage, else nothing is established.
'
and con tams a promise that the priesthood
Your peculiar idea that it is the right of B.
sha~l continue in the lineage of the martyr, Young (because President of the Twelve) to
until the great restoration. (Doc. & Cov. 6 : lead the Church, and now is the right of the
3, old ed.) Now here is Joseph's right to one next to him in office, etc., etc., is novel in
stand in the place of his father made depend- the extreme, and has been conjured up by
ent upon an ordination from B. Young or any yourself, or some one else for you. Such a
of his fellows. And why should Joseph go to thing is not known to the law of God, and is,
Uta~ to be baptized? seeing he was baptized th~r~for~, an illegitimate child of Brighamite
by h1s father, at Nauvoo, before his father's origm, hke hundreds of others in Utah.
death, ~n~ not. by "old Marks and Gurley,"
You ask, "Where did Joseph Smith get his
as you msmuatmgly, but falsely assert.
authority?'' He got the right to this priestYou say, "I can testify that I heard Joseph hood by lineage, according to promise, as we
Smith., the prophet of God, say that he was have already seen. (Doc. & Cov. 6 : 3). In
now t1red and weary, and that he was now to the revelation of 1841 par. 18, we read "For
roll off that power on the twelve apostles, and t~is anoi?ting have I put upon his head, that
they s~ould bear off the kingdom of God." h1s blessmg also be put upon the head of his
You thmk, so you say, that your sister proba- posterity after him." Joseph was ordained at
heard the same things; but she says she Amboy, Illinois, in 1860, by the authority of
never he~r.d anything of the kind, though her a General Conference of the Church as the
opportumt1es for hearing such statements (had law requireP. (Doc & Cov. 2: 17). lie was
they ever been made) were better than yours. ordained under the hands of brethren W m.
If Joseph placed:the kingdom on the shoulders Marks and Z. H. Gurley. W m. Marks was
of the twelve, then why did B. Young, with the President of the High Council and of the
W1llard and Heber, in December 1847 climb Nauvoo Stake, at the death of Joseph, hence
into "M_oses' se~t," in violation of the p~omise was the highest local authority in the Church
that Bngham hunselfhad~made to the church after Joseph was taken. Z. H. Gurley was a
viz : ''The twelve stand in their own place: president of the Seventies at the death of
and always will."-Times and Seasons, vol. 5, Joseph, and was afterwards chosen an Apostle
p. 618. Why not leave the kingdom where in the Reorganization. Now under the hands
you a,n~ they (Brigham's twelve) say Joseph of these _men, and two o~hers, young Joseph
placed It?
wa~ ordamed to the Pr~s1dency of the High
. From DJc. & Cov. 51 : 2, we learn that God Pnesthood. You say this was all of the devil·
mten.ded to appoint another in Joseph's stead; bu~ the word and Spirit of the Almighty bea:
and ~rom Doc. & Cov. 14: 2, we find that the umted testimony that it is of God. You deappomtment must c?me through the martyr, nounce Gurley and Marks as "old apostates."
Jos~ph. I,yman W1ght, one of the Twelve, I do not wonder at this, for the devil never
WThL IIMPEY.
test1fied up to the time of his death 1858 that knowingly fights against himself but makes it
when Joseph, Hyrum and himself~erein,Lib- his business to oppose the work of God and
:l}mrROIT, Becker Co., ;),linn, erty Jail, l'lii~souri, in 1839, little Joseph was those into whose care it is committed.
BrethJuly 8th, 1878.
brought by h1s mother and left with him while ren Gurley and Marks were men who fully
_Mr. Wm. E'mpPzJ, Dear Sir :-Your letter she attended to some business in town; and endorsed the faith of all true Latter Day
of June 1 Or,h, addressed to your
th;;~ t~en ar:d there Joseph, Hyrum and him- Saints; men who honored the name of the
Maria Empey, was placed ia my hands a short s'"' lelld tbmr hands on the youn"' boy's head martyr, Joseph, but cou~ld not, and would not
time
with a request to answer the same,
blessed him and prophe~ied that h~ endorse the false doctrines taught by Young,
shall now ende~,vor to do, in as
yet lead the church of the Jiving God. Strang and others. These men labored zealand brief a manner as possible.
"Bro. James Whitehead of Alton Illinois ously and not without the blessings of God to
I have concluded to write for the catuo of s~<ys that a short time befo;e Joseph'~ martyr: remove the foul stain that was brought upon
tl'uth without
and if sistel' Empey
young ,Joseph was anointed and set apart the pure faith of the Church by the introducwishes to add thereto,
can do so, as seem- to be the successor of his father under the tion of polygamy and other "damnable hereeth her good. As your letter is mostly made hands of his father, in a cou~cil held in sies,"
up of brre a:sertions, _question~, "nd your own Joseph's own house, the Mansion in Nauvoo.
You accuse your sister of leaving the docper:ona testimony, ~lthout a smg_le quotation, He ~ays Bishop N. K. Whitney h~ld the horn trines of Christ, and denying the teachings of
ur r .,ferenc~ to the wo, d of God as grven through of 01! upon the occasion ; and further savs that Joseph Smith. Did Christ ever teach polygfoseph Smith, ~hos~ nan;e you profess to hold· Geo. J. Adams, and some now in Utah were amy? Let us see. "And he [Christ] an.. n high repute, 1~ Will on1y be needful for me
Bro. \Vhitehead was Joseph's cierk swered and said unto them, Have ye not read
~J prest~n\ a P.o:twn ~~the _:vast ~mount of evithe time. Joseph's widow, Emma, says that he which made them at the beginning:
e~e
~ e:~sts on
e other Sl. ed h
she well remembers the time, and, though not made them male and female, and said, For
011 say
•
a you are surpme t at. your
she heard her husband say that young this cause shall a man leave father and moth81,ster sh.:_uJrl believe Joseph Smith. to be the
was set apart to be his successor. She er, and shall cleave to his w{fe [not wives]:
legal hex, to lead the church and kmgdom of, also says that after young ,Joseph w~s !)>poiuted ~nd they tu;ain [not tl!r~e 1 six 1 9F more] sh~ll.
;,-

~
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be one flesh." (Matt. 19:4, 5). Christ commanded his apostles to teach all that he had
taught them (Matt. 28 : 20), but nowhere do
we learn that they taught polygamy. Paul
says, "Nevertheless, to avoid fornication, let
every :man have his own wife [not wives],
and every woman have her own husband."1 Cor. 'i : 2. But the Brighamite cure for
this evil is, "Let every man have all the wives
he can support!" And then the beauty of
this doctrine is that a man's glory is to depend
upon the number of his wives and children;
therefore, the more money and property a man
has, the more wives and children here, and
the greater his kingdom hereafter! Jesus
flaid, "How hardly shall they that have riches
. d om of h eaven," b u t Wit
· h the
en t er th e k mg
Brighamites, according to this doctrine, their
salvation is about a sure thing. But then
thenumberof'males and females born into the
world is about equal; (or the number of males
born is in excess); and if the rich man is to
have all the wives he can support, then many
a good and worthy man who is able to support one wife must be deprived entirely of
both wife and children; and, as a reward for
his sacrifice here, he shall have no kingdom
or glory hereafter ! ! If this is not a "damnable heresy," I would like to know what is.
Here are the teachings of Joseph Smith.
"For there shall not any man among you have
save it be one wife; and concubines he shall
have none."-Book of Mormon. "You both
[the two standing together to be married] mutually agree to be each others companion, husband and wife, observing the legal rights belonging to this condition; that is, keeping
yourselves wholly for each other, and from all
others, during your lives. And when they
have answered 'Yes,' he shall pronounce them
husband and wife."-Doc. & Cov.
As for that document you call a revelation
from God, it is neither authentic nor genuine
-is condemned by the standard books of the
Church, and the writings of Joseph Smith up
to the time of his death. No one would ever
mistake it for a revelation from God, after
proper investigation, but he who is blinded by
priestcraft or lust. Joseph Smith wrote the
following: "Again we never inquire at the
hands of God for a special revelation, only in
ease of there being no previous revelation to
suit the case, and that in a council of high
priests."-Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 753.
Was there no previous revelation tQuching the
marriage relation? You know, or ought to
know, that the Book of Mormon and Doctrine
and Covenants both condemn polygamy. In
Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 499, Joseph
wrote as follows: "If any man writes to you,
or preaches to you doctrines contrary to the
Bible, Book of Mormon, or Doctrine and Covenants, set him down as an impostor.'' Now,
Mr. Empey, who are apostates? and who are
they that deny the teachings of Joseph Smith?
You challenge all the priests of this generation, and everybody else, to produce anything
against a man of God having as many wives
as he can support. I answer, from what we
we have already seen, it is evident that a "man
of God" will have nothing to do with such
abominable doctrine, only so far as he is deceived, except to put it down by the word of
God. Sir, I challenge you, and all the Brighamite army to produce one single passage
from the Bible, Book of Mormon 1 Doctrine
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and Covenants, or the writings of Joseph /1 lieve the Book of Mormon, Doctrine and CovSmith, as published in the Times and Seasons, enants, and the writings of Joseph Smith as
either commanding or permitting any man to 1 published in Times and Seasons.'!! If you do,
have as many wives as he can support!
1 why is it that you have accepted for truth that
. You say, "Jesus never said aught against I wl,ich they condemn ? and yet style yourselves
it.'' Did he say anything in favor of it? A 1 Latter Day Saints.
doctrine must be properly authorized before
JosEPJI R. LAmBERT, Elder of the Reorganized
it may be practiced. Here are the words of Church of Jesus GhTist ~f Latt~r, JJay Saints.
Jesus. Please read and believe them. 'l'hey
Address Dowvulo, Crawford Co., lowa.
were given through Joseph Smith for the ben-~
, . ~1''" ~
efit of God's people, in these last days, that
TESJ:..tMO~"lY OF. DAVID WIIITMER.
they might not be deceived by designing men _
-.
and devils. "Thou shalt love
wife with IV.l.Essns. Orson Prat,t and Joseph F. Smith, of
all thy heart, and shall cleave
her and Salt Lake City, Utah, on their return to
non~ else.''-Doc. & Cov. 13 : 6. Is not. this Utah have made a very interesting report of
agamst polygamy, Mr. Empey? If not, then l•hni'r
1 ·,h ,_
bn
, bl' h d ·
th ere 1s
· no th'mg agamst
·
lymg,
·
,.
Wlllu
uas ,en pu ,IS. e 1n
steanng
or "•··V
,,
murdering in any of the books, Bibie, Book
Deseret
from whwh we
of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants.
make the following
detailing their
You assert that JosE:1ph had several wives visit to Mr. David Whitmer. :M:r.vVhitmer's
and children, and that your. sister knows it. account of the testimony he received is very
That Joseph had several children, we do not
.
.
1
deny; but they were all by his legal wife;
and will be read Wlth Jheasure by
Emma. That he had several wives, we do
deny. It is one of the assertions that are
often made by the Brighamites, but never
proved. Your sister is astonished that you
should try again to make her believe that she
knows that of which she has no better e·vidence than your bare assertion. If Joseph
Smith was a polygamist, will you please inform us why it was that Joseph and
gave public notice to the Church, over
own signatures, in February,
as
in Times and Seasons, vol. 6, p.
Hiram Brown had been cut ofl:'
the
Church "for his iniquity, preaching polygamy
and other false and corrupt doetrines" You
will please bear in mind that this notice appeared six months after the date of
amic revelation. The writings of
Hyrum, on this subject, are true to the
God up to the time of their death.
I quote again from your letter. "All the
prophets did obey it [polygamy], and raised
large families, which you cc>n't deny if you
believe the Bible."
I am afraid, sir, that you have
wives" and "large families" on the
Can
that that organ has become so badly diseased
thereby, that you have forgotten what yom:
James and
Bible does say, and what it does not
Please give us chapter a.nd verse that we
I do not
never told
I can
tell you what
fm· I
know the respective number of wives
will not testify ~nything I do not know.
children had by Isaiah,
J. F'. S. to D. W. Did Oliver Cowdery die
Jonah, Joel, Zechariah and "'~'""''·""~·
when this is done, we will furnish
here in lUobmond?
another list, before we are
D. W.
he lived here" l
about
the prophets. David and
it is
t~u~ y~a:r before hiB death: l-Ie died in my
fa,tinBT g nouse
n1
1849.
had many wives and concubines, but the
of Mormon informs us that it was abominable
was here
the time.
Elder 0. P. Do you I'Cn:wmber what time
before the Lord. ( J acoh 2 :
?
The people that I
are finn believers in the words of the revelation
in June 1829-~he latter
and t,he eight witnesses
year 1831, which reveal the order
in a plain and authoritative manner.
the next day or the day
they are: "For m:uriage is ordained of God
two
after). Joseph
hiruself, bub the angel
unto man; wherefore i.t is lawful that he
should have one wife, and
twa'in shall be
witnesses) the plates, as
fulfil the words of the book itself.
one flesh, and all this that
eart.h
Harris was not with us this time, he
answer the end of its creation."-Doc. &
(the same
65: 3. How beautifully thi2 agrees with the obtained a view of them
,J
Olive!' and myself were together
marriage ceremony performed by God himI saw them. We not only saw the
self, when he gave to Adam one woman to be
the Book of 111:ormon but also the
his loving wife.
the plates
the Book of Ether,
Mr. Empey, do you and your fellows be-

I
I
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the plates containing the records of the wickedness and secret combinations of the people
of the world down to the time of their being
engraved, and many other plates. The fact is
it was just as though Joseph, Oliver and I
were sitting just here on a log, when we were
overshadowed by a light, it was not like the
light of the sun nor like that of a fire, but
more glorious and beautiful. It extended
away around us, I can not tell how far, but in
the midst of this light about as far oft' as he
sits, (pointing to John C. Whitmer, sitting a
few feet from him), there appeared as it were,
a table with many record~ or plates upon it,
besides the plates of the Book of Mormon, also
the Sword of Laban, the directors-i. e. the
ball which Lehi had, and the Interpreters. I
saw them just as plain as I see this bed,
(striking the bed beside him with his hand),
and I heard the voice of the Lord, as distinctly as I ever heard anything in my life, declaring that the records of the plates of the Book
of Mormon were translated by the gift and
power of God."
Elder 0. P.-Did you see the Angel at this
time?
D. W.-Yes; he stood before us, our testimony as recorded in. the Book of Mormon is
strictly and absolutely true, just as it is there
written. Before I knew Joseph, I had heard
from persons who
about him and the
knew he had
aud swore
declared
they would
them from him.
Oliver
Cowdery went to Pennsylvanh1, he promised
to write me what, he should learn about these
which he did. He wrote me that
,Joseph
told him his secret thoughts, and
all he had meditated about going to see him,
which no man on earth knew, as hesupposed,
but
and so he stopped to write for
Joseph.
Soon after this Joseph sent for me (D. W.)
to come to Harmony to get him and Oliver
and bring them to my father's house. I did
not know what to do, I was pressed whh
work. I had about twenty acres to plow, so
eonoluded I would finish plowing and then go.
I got up one morning to go to work as usual,
and on going to the field, found between live
and seven acres of my ground had been
during the night.
I don't know who did it; but it was done
just as I would have done it myself, and the
plow was left standing in the furrow.
This enabled me to start sooner. When I
arrived at harmony, Joseph and Oliver were
toward
and met me some diBtance
house.
told me that
:had informed him when I started fi·om
where I ha,d

his
and by a

him to ride if he was going our way. But he
said very pleasantly, "No, I am going to
Cumorah." This name was something n·ew
to me, I did not know what Cumorah meant.
We all gazed at him and at each other, and as
I looked around enquiringly of Joseph the old
man instantly disappeared, so that I did not
see him again.
J. F. 8.-Did you notice his appearance?
D. W.-I should think I did. He was, I
should think, about live feet eight or nine
inches tall and heavy set, about such a man
as James Vancleave there, but heavier, his
face was as large, he was dressed in a suit of
brown woolen clothes, his hair and beard were
white like Brother Pratt's, but his beard was
not so heavy. I also remember that he had
on his back a sort of knapsack with something
in, shaped like a book. It was the messenger
who had the plates, who had taken them
from Joseph just prior to our starting from
Harmony. Soon after our arrival home I
saw something which led me to the belief that
the plates were placed or concealed in my
father's barn. I frankly asked Joseph if my
supposition was right, and he told me it was.
Sometime after this, my mother was going to
milk the cows, when she was met near the
yard by the same old man (judging by her
description of him) who said to her, "You have
been very f!l.hhful and diligent in your labors,
but you are tried because of the increase of
your toil, it is proper therefore that you should
receive a witness that your faith may be
strengthened.'' Thereupon he showed her
the plates. My father and mother had a large
family of their own, the addition to it therefore of ,Joseph, his wife Emma and Oliver
very greatly increased the toil and anxiety of
my mother. And although she had never
complained she had sometimes thought that
her labor wa,9 too much, or at least she was
to feel so. ~'his circumstance however completely removed all such feelings,
and nerved her up for her increased responsibilities."

Petersburg. I had on my arrrival an interview with the Russian Minister of Finance,
Count Canerin. I beheld the son of a Lithunian Jew. The loan was connected with the
affairs of Spain. I resolved on repairing to
Spain from Russia. I had an audience with
ths Spanish Minister, lHendizebal. I beheld
one like myself the son of a N uovo .Christiano,
a Jew of Arragon. In consequence of what
transpired, I went straight to Paris to consult
the President of the French Council. I beheld the son of a French Jew, a hero, an Imperial 1\'Iarshal, and very properly "so. For
who should be military heroes if not those
who worship the Lord of Hosts?" "And is
Soult a Jew?" exclaimed the wondering
Coningsby. "Yes, and others of the French
Marshals, and the most famous Massena for
example-his real name was Manesseh."
Sidonia then had to go to Prussia, and when
there, in conference with certain notabilities,
"Count Arnim entered the Cabinet a Prussian
Jew." And so," says Sidonia, "you see, my
dear Coningsby, that the world is governed by
very different personages to what is imagined
by those who are not behind the scenes.'' Is
Sidonia still living? If so, he may have to
record as follows: "In 1877, I had to go to
England to consult with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer about a loan, which, as war with
Russia seemed imminent, might be required.
The Prime Minister, Lord Beaconsfield, entered
the room, and I beheld 'an Italian descendant
from one of those Hebrew families whom the
Inquisition forced to emigrate from the Spanish Peninsula at the end of the fifteenth century,' (Disraeli's Life of His Father). He is
now the favorite Minister of the Queen, and
has in his train many of the mo..st notable
members of the proud aristocracy, ofEngland.''
His object all through his life has been to
glorify himself. He is the most wonderful
egotist that the world ever saw. His adulation, his adroit, delicate flatterings, his prompt
compliance with the royal will, can not but be
----~~.-~~~----pleasing to the Queen. And then note what
CELEBRATED JEWS IN POWER.
A I~ONG SCROLL OF THEIR NAJHES-JEWS IN a position he holds before a wondering world.
Has it not gone forth to the ends of the earth
RUSSIA, SPAIN, FRANCE, PRUSSIA
that he, Benjamin Disraeli, of the house of
AND ENGLAND.
Israel, is the favorite Minister of the Queen
A correspondent writes to a Liverpool news- of Great Britain and Empress of India, who
paper: In his first and cleverest novel Sidonia has honored him as few Prime Ministers have
unrolls before the astonished Coningsby a been honored.- Oakland Radiawr.
long scroll of the names of celebrated Jews
According to Pliny, fire was for a long time unwho have ruled or influenced the destinies of known to some of the ancient Egyptians, and when
The
of the learned Ger- a celebrated astronomer showed it to them, they
were absolutely in raptures. The Persians, Phcerores>:or:s. he tolls the yout,h, are Jews. nioians, Greeks and several other nations acknowlThe fir8t J esuitfJ were Jews. The mysterious edged that their ancestors were once without the
use of fire, and the Chinese confess the same of
which so alarms vVestern their progenitors. Pompanion, Mola, Plutarch,
was organized by Jews. "A few and other ancient writers speak of nations which
at the time when they wrote, knew not the use of
& Co.,] were applied fire, or had just learned it. Facts of the same
Now there has been no friend- kind are also attested by modern nations. The inhaNtants of the Marian Islands, which were disbetween the Court of St. Petersburg and covered
in 1551, had no idea of fire. Never was
* * * * Our representations astonishment greater than theirs when they saw
in fa;vor of the Polish Jews, a numerous race, it on the desert in one of their islands. At first
they believed it was some kind of animal that. fixed
but the most suffering and degraded of all the to and fed upon wood.
have not been very agreeable to the
Abuse-like other poison-when administered
, circumstances drew to an in too strong a dose, is thrown off by the intended
victims, and often relieves where it was meant to
between the Romanoffti and destroy.
resolved myself to go to St.
Self-conceit is the attendant of ignoranCJe,

..
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THINGS THAT PERISH.

JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS1
EDITORS.
----------,------------·
Plano, lllinois, January 1, 1879.
GREETING.
'YITH this number the HERALD begins its twentysixth volume. Some of its readers can easily remember how steadily it has grown from a small
sixte~n page. month!~ to the large semi-monthly
that It now Is, from Its weak list of half a hundred supporters to its present thousands of readers, supporters and sympathizers.
From January, 1866, till now, we have been in
active editorial charge, having been asssisted
during that time by Brethren Isaac Sheen, M. H.
Forscutt, D. H. Smith, M. B. Oliver, D. F. Lambert, and our present co-worker, H. A. Stebbins,
all of whom have done wen for the cause in their
labor with us. Beside these, however, we have
had able c?"laborers by the hundred, who, with
pen and sCissors, have contributed -largely to the
IIUCCeSS of the THE SAINTS' HERALD. For their
assistance, and the good wrought, under Christ,
we feel thankful ; and we greet all with our New
Ye~r's salutation in joyous hopes that we may,
wh2le not forgetting the steps already passed, go
cheerfully forward to the completion of our labor.
In taking charge of the HERALD in those years
that are gone, we had great reason to fear· we
were inexperienced, lacked wisdom, and knew
there were lions in the way; but, we were encouraged, and laid hold, willingly we trust to
labor with our might; and in looking out ~ver
the year 1879, which will mark the 26th volume
of the HERALD, we feel a little of the old time
diffidence. The lions, some ofthem, are still in the
way; and we hardly feel more competent for the
duties before us, than we did then. We know
what those duties are better, having been taught
by experience; but strange and strong additions
~ave b~en added to them, and every year brings
Its curwus medley of cares, fears, anxieties with
its work. We greet the readers of the HERALD
everywhere, with the respect and esteem that ou;
years of intercourse have warranted; and because
we feel encouraged by them, one and all, we shall
renew the fight in the opening year with all the
confidence that we can, and with a trust in the
ultimate triumph of the right that is unshaken.
Stirring times are upon us and 1879 must see its
share of storm and sunshine, and may we endure
the storms that we may bask in the sunshine.
We look for a busy year for all; and in our
busy work-a-day life let us not forsake the way
of everlasting life. May the year be crowned
with peace and the glory to follow reward us at
at the "end of the years."
BRO. JOSEPH R. LAMBERT writes from Portland.
vile, Iowa, December 12th, 1878:
"I have been in the :field for more than a month
and expect to return home about Christmas time'
after which I hope to write a word for the Her:
ald. I felt it my duty to leave home when I did
to labor in the Master's cause, and have been
blessed in the sacrifice. May the good work roll
?n, is the strong desire of my heart. My health
IS some better. Yours in the gospel."
This is not a long letter, but it is a full one, and
suggestive of the spirit ~ll w):lich the laborers
should ~o fort4,
'
.,

THERE are not many who have been so fortunate
in this life as to be placed in a condition to be
entirely without care for the things that perish
with the using. And it is a question whether the
few who are thus placed are not wor!le off 80 far
as the real issues of existence are concern:d, than
are those who are burdened with care.
The necessities for and incentives to labor
thrown around the great majority, seem to be safegaurds against evils, the growth of which would
choke out and destroy the life that should develop
into great deeds.
But, a thought occurs just here, there are those
who have left the field where labor wins the
bread that perishes, to give their strength and
time to the ministering to others the bread of
life for which they were famishing; how can
these be burdened with care for the things that
perish with the using, after the years when ability
and zest for labor shall have passed by reason of
age and its infirmities.
A man at twenty-five years, may feel that he can
put serious calculations respecting his sustenance
resolutely away; it is not mu<:h that he needs he
only is to be cared for, a crust, a place to' lie
down and a place to labor for the truth are all
h? needs. A man at forty-five, who has felt that
his powers have been shaken, and his spirit has
faltered in his labor, who may have wife and
children dependent upon him, mll,y ignore the
z:ecessities of both himself and family, but is not
llkely tt>. do so without many an admonitory grip
of?~nscrence and duty. A man at sixty, whose
ability to do physical labor has been broken, and
whose "fire of youth" is burning low and fitfully
can do neither; he can not put away the realitie~
that surround him and his; just before him falls
the shadow of his broken frame, the reflection
made by the light of life's declining sun now
well down the horizon, within the shadow lies the
final place of rest, and a step or two is all that is
left him of the journey; he can not pause, he can
not turn, he can only stop-at last. To him the
things that perish mean much for a few days, and
then-his anxiety is for those he leaves behind.
These thoughts were suggested by a sentence in
a co-laborer's letter; a man long past the meridian of life, whose days of physical labor are gone
long past: "The prospect temporally is not bright.
The Saints, considering their straightened cir.
curnstances, have stood by me nobly." The
frosts of winter, the heats of summer, the wear of
years, the waning of strength, the weakening by
pain, the receding flow of life's tide have all
done their work upon him, and he waits now the
summons to be gone. But, shall he be admonished by his fellow workers and comrades, that
now, after he has done nearly all that he can do
in the spiritual field, and has spent his manhood's
prime in spiritual care and ministration, that he
is a burden; that his ministrations are no longer
acceptable, that his place is needed for younger
and favorite men; that he had better go to work
for the things that perish. How shall it be?
THE St. Joseph, Missouri, Herald, of Nov. 27th,
sent us by Bro. Joseph Hammer, contained the
following notice:
"The Latter Day Saints of this city are preparing for an ~ctlve winter campaign. One of their
most promment.elders, 9harles Derry, will give
the. first of a senes of discourses this evening in
~elf h~p, cqrn!;Jr of Jj'iftl;l a!ld Francis street~,''

ONE of our brethren, Charles Slocum, living
Nebraska City, Nebraska, was murdered in
his own house, December 1st, and his wife, sister
Eliza Slocum, dragged from her bed, strangled
and outraged. This crime was committed, evidently, for plunder; but the fiends only obtained
the paltry sum of three dollars and seventy-five
cents, all the money the aged couple had except
thirty cents which she had in a dress pocket.
Brother and sister Slocum were an aged couple,
who though old and infirm, were supporting
themselves by selling fruit from baskets in the
streets and business places of the city. By care
they had secured a little home, and were living
comfortably under their own roof tree. Now the
rude hands ot: ruffians have broken in upon their
home and destroyed its peace.
It is stated in the papers sent us by brother J.
W. Waldsmith, that persons have been arrested
who it is thought are the guilty ones. · We hope
if this is true, that farce shall not rob justice. '
Bro. J. W. Waldsmith, of' Nebraska City, Nebraska, has kindly kept us informed of the progress of the officers of the law to discover the
murderers of Bro. Slocum, and the abusers of
Sr. Sloeum, by sending us copies of the daily
papers containing the news.
Henry Jackson, Henry Martin, and Wm. S.
Givens, all colored men, were arrested, and after
the proper preliminaries, weretried before Judge
Gaslin; and on the evening of December 9th a jury
brought in a verdict of guilty of murder in the
second degree. The judge gave it as his opinion
that the verdict should have been guilty in the
first degree; however, he pronounced sentence
which was imprisonment for life. This seem~
not to have been satisfactory to some, for at two
o'clock on the morning of the 10th a mob of men
visited the jail, overpowered the guard, took
Martin and Jackson out of their rooms, and took
them about half a mile from the court house and
hung them to a tree, where they were found in
the morning dead.
Bro. Waldsmith's letter announcing the facts
just recited came in at the same time that the account reached us in the daily papers from Chi ca.
go. Writing of the occurrence he says: "I have
all the way through, and have instructed our
people so to do, contended for the administration
of civil law in the case; so the Saints are clear I
think, of having anything to do with the l;st
crime."
In this reference to the last crime Bro. Wald.
smith properly calls the lynching of these two
murderers, a crime, although they richly deserv.
ed the severest penalty for the horrible wrongs
they committed against the aged and infirm couple; and anything less than capital punishment
might seem to be a farce in their cases.
We believe the stand taken by Bro. Waldsmith
to be correct. Saints may, and should appeal to
the law for redress if the wrongs inflicted are too
gross to be borne; but should never be found advocating or sanctioning unlawful violence to punish commission of crime; nor should mobs, or
mob violence find either advocates, or apologists
among a people who in the past have suffered so
much from them. Let the law take its course.
Givens was not molested by the mob, but was,
the next morning, taken to the penitentiary for
fear that he might share the fate of his comrades
in crime. So is finished a tragedy lasting only
t\l.ll days, be~inning witlJ. a murder of an jnoffen,a~
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sive old man, for the paltry sum of three dollars
and seventy-five cents, and the ravishment of an
aged woman, culminating in a travesty upon jus~
tice by the finding of an insufficient verdict by a
jury, and ending in an unlawful hanging by incensed citizens, who feared that scoundrels might
by chances of the law's delays, or the venality of
public officers, escape just punishment. Surely
these are perilous times.
KEEP the room, called the spare room, or guest
chamber, well aired and sweet. We lately heard
from a traveler, an elder, an account of how he
was put to sleep, in a room kept by the family
for the use of elders and guests visiting them, in
which a close, mouldy, musty smell was very
perceptible, the bed and pillows and covering
smelt musty and felt damp. He had ridden some
miles in the c0ld, and went directly to bed after
returning from services chilled and uncomforta.
bles. He tried to raise the window to get a little
fresh air but could not; and trying to make the
best of it lay down and sought to rest, but could
not. He tossed fitfully all night, and rose in the
morning feverish and ill, having caught a serious
cold sleeping in an ill ventillated bed-room, damp
and unhealthy. He found no fault, but a few
repetitions of such hospitality will fasten disease
upon him, from which he will never recover.
He did not tell us where it was, nor do we care
to locate it; but we hope that all the housekeep.
ers among the Saints will see to it that the guest
chamber is not a chamber of death.
"THE LATTER DAY SAINTS."
UNDEH the above heading the II on. M. B. Castle,
editor of the Argus, published at Sandwich, our
neighboring city on the west, inserts the follow.
ing editorial note in connection with a letter
from Bro. W. W. Blair. The editor says:
The Argus presents below a communication
from one of the leaders in the "Church of I,atter
Day Saints." It believes that if ever the foul
blot of Mormon polygamy is wiped out without
convulsing this nation with civil war, it must be
done by fostering this branch of that churchallowing it to absorb and purify the other, as
Mormonism has become one of the active religious faiths of the 19th century. And further, we
have btJen for years closely acquainted with some
of the members of this church, and can bear testimony that their pra,ctice has been quite as
near conforming to the moral code as bas been
the case with those of other creeds. We have
heard of ministers of orthodox denominations
who administer the sacred ordinances with hands
steeped in vice, who lectured on temperence between periods of beastly intoxication, and of
church members who would smile approval; but
we have never heard of a member of the church
of the Latter Day Saints, who was convicted of
any crime against good manners or pure morals.
And believing in the purity of a faith whose
membership is pure, we gladly give place to this
explanation and defence by Elder IV. W. Blair."
We thank him for these manly words of defence, coming from one who has had good opportunities to know of our people and of their hon.
esty and morality. Since the above was published some of his brother- editors, have ungenerously reflected upon him for his words, to
whom he replies as follows:
"We regret to see a disposition manifested by
some papers to sneer at the Mormon faith, and
to slur a paper that even permits a fair discussion
of its doctrines. We are the bluest of Presbyterians, but for all that can see and appreciate
merit elsewhere, and believe in judging men and
faiths by what they practice and not by what
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Bro. Joseph F. McDowell wrote from Peoria,
they simply profess, or what other persons profess for them. The columns of The Argus will Ill., December 18th, that he had passed a very
always be open to fair representations of opinions pleasant time at Kewanee, that their conference
and creeds."
was a good o:ce, the Spirit being with them to a
WE see by an exchange that a DeKalb county good degree. He spoke on the 8th at Kewanee,
paper has a fling at the Mormons of Sandwich and four times at Peoria, and had three other apand vicinity, by a characteristic sneer at a local pointments to fill. He was also expecting to adpaper, the Argus, published at Sandwich, as fol- dress the Red Ribbon Club at Princeville on the
26th. :ij:e was proposing, if not prevented, to atlows:
"The Argus, of Sandwich, whose motto is, 'Or- tend the Eastern Iowa District conference, J anu.
thodox in religion,' devotes a column of one of ary 4th and 5th, 1879. He closes his letter thus:
its earliest issues to a vindication of Mormonism "I hope to ever prove true to the covenant of
-the Mormons being numerous and very good
pay in that vicinity. This suggests a' new deft. Christ-it is precious to me. I love the gospel.
nition of Orthodoxy. Orthodoxy is the good 0, that I be worthy of the reception of the great
paying doxy."
gift of eternal life. To this end I wish to labor."
Bro. Albert Haws writes from Washington
The article in the Argus hinted at, was a fairly
written one and quite moderate in tone, excep- Corners, California, that there are doors open in
tionally so; and ought not to have excited the various places through that region of country.
ire of a cotemporary newspaper man, but so it He has been trying to do something but cannot
seems. We suggest however, that "pay what do much owing to bodily infirmities.
thou owest," and "owe no man anything," is
A few instructions about district conference
good sound doctrine and strictly orthodox; and minutes; such as we have given before, but
if the "Mormons are very good pay," the editor which few pay any heed to. Do not put the m<'pays the Mormon readers of the Argus a very fine tion to adjourn in the body of the minutes, writeompliment, for which, we at least, feel thankful. ten out in full, Resolved that when this conferWhat was intended as a slur is really fair praise ence adjourns, that it does so to meet on the Sat.
to both the Argus and its readers, in the judg- urday before the first Sunday in December, 1878,"
ment. of fair minds. People who throw boom- but at the close of the minutes write, "Adjourned
erangs must not complain if cross winds throw to - - , November 30th, 1878," with name of
them back upon those who hurl them.
place. The date is essential, because having to
look up the calender every time we prepare five
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
or six minutes for each HERALD makes it consid.
Bno. D. H. BAYS dropped us a line from Coun- erable.work for us and then where it comes in
cil Bluffs, Iowa, on his way to Texas, in pursu- such a roundabout way as the above in stating
ance of the call and appointment last fall. Bro. the time of next meeting we are liable to make
Bays is leaving home under some disparaging an error. If the party making the motion to ad.
circumstances, and is deserving of credit for his joul·n, or the clerk himself will provide a calender
persistency and courage in g'!.\tting oft' to his field; they can themselves set the date, as well as to
and we want to see a strong effort made to second write the above, or to say "On the £atnrday behis labors. This half way business is a very fore the full moon in January," or "On the third
damaging one to all, both Elders and Saints; Saturday and Sunday in February." If the par.
absolute and unqualified endorsement must be ex. ties most interested will attend to these litt.e
tended to men who have the pluck to labor. We things they will save us some unnecessary troub!P,
shall certainly do what we can to aid him; and and occasionally some for themselves.
llro. Nicholas Stamm writes from Newton,
we feel just as we did when we tried to get Brn.
Iowa,
that he had been preaching for part of the
Wandell and Rodger off to their field, that the
Lord opened the door, and it was our business to time in the same field as formerly. He has visited
go in and occupy. We sincerely think that if Xenia, and had bapti7.ed one; and thinks there
Bro. D. H. Bays will push the labor in his field, are more to follow. He mentions the death of
he will see such fruits resulting as will show that Sr. Bouton's daughter.
Bro. W. T. Bozarth was at Montsermtt, Johnthe Master worked with him. He has shown a
good determination, and we hope that he will son county, 1\i[issonri, on the 14th, preaching
expunge the word "fail" from his vocabulary and nearly every night. Had good attendance and
write us from his distant field in the name of aplendid opportunities.
Bro. G. 0. Kennedy writes from Hutchinson,
Christ, "Iu this sign I conquer."
Bro. J. W. Brackenbury writes trom Inde- Colorado, but gives no very cheering account ot'
pendence, lfissonri, Dec. 12th, 1878, that their the work there. He thinks Bro. CaffaH would
branch there now numbers eighty-two. Some be welcomed, and could do a fair work. He was
additions have lately been made by baptism and hurt awhile ago, by a viCious mule, but was re.
by immigration. Bro. B. thinks they are grow- covered again.
I,etter from Bro. Fred. Bishop, dated at 'frinaing in favor with God and man. At a late baptism performed there by Bro. James Caffall, a- dad, Colorado, intimates that there are a number
sister upon rising out of the water saw a light of the Saints getting together there. We sincere.
from heaven shining round heq which was testi- ly hope that no envious or malicious spirit may
gather with them there; but of old when "the
fied to by others also.
A lengthy letter is received from Bro. Caffall, sons of God came together, Satan came also."
Sr. M. A. Christy of Portlandville, Iowa, conwhich we may have to epitomize for want of
tinues to labor for the salvation of her children
room for all.
The same wish for success that we have for and neighbors, teaching them by word and by the
brother Bays' we have for his co-workers in the books, tracts and papers of the Church. May
south, Brn. John H. H. Hansen, H. C. Smith and she have the reward of precious souls that she
the local elders there; and for others in the other desires, and by example and word do muc4
g;ood,
fields.
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~~=============T~======~========~================Col. Talcott states that at a certain point on
Bro. W. Cloggie, of Salt Lake City, sends us
Bro. W. C. Kinyon mentions the good confer.
Kearsarge Mountain, the rumble of th€ trains of the E'()ening News, of Nov. 29th, in which is an. ence of the Central ·Missouri District, held Dec.
the South Pacific Railroad, may be heard as they nounced the death of Elder Orson Hyde, one 7th and 8th. He preached on the way both going
cross the range of mountains west of Mohave one of the Utah Twelve apostles. From the account from Miama and returning there. }fay he be
hundred and forty miles distant. There may be given of him we glean, that he was born in Ox. cheered, comforted and blessed in his work for
a secret there which Edison might discover and ford, New Haven county, Connecticut, Jan. 8th, the Master.
bottle up for use in a telephone, phonograph, or 1805, became connected with the Church in 1831,
Bro. E. C. Brown wrote from Fonda, Iowa,
megaphone.
and was chosen an apostle in 1834. He was December 13th, that Bro. J. R. Lambert recently
Ouray, the king of the Ute tribe of Indians, closely identified with the main features of the preached there. Bro. Brown was expecting to
lives about ten miles from Los Pinos agency, in exodus from the Mississippi valley to Utah, and give a lecture on the Book of Mormon.
an adobe house 30x40 feet in size, and finished in died at Spring City, San Pete county, Utah, Nov.
Bro. Luther Z. Cook has removed from 'l'hegood style. He is surrounded by good buildings 28th, 1878. So pass. away the men who were resa, Jefferson county, New York, to Cameron,
and has a good carriage, a present from Gov. among the first Elders of the Church; and what- Missouri, where he has purchased a home place
McCook; and it is said seems desirous of adopt. ever of good Orson Hyde may have been instru. and thinks to remain, as he likes the country
ing the habits of the Whites entirely, so far as he mental in doing, let it live in the memories of well. Thus they gather in from the east, the
can. He is forty-five, and has one wife and one man i the evil has passed to his account and will west, the north and the south, to "the regions
child. So says the Weekly Times, of San Bernar. not be forgotten in the day of accounts.
round about." Bro. Cook says that Bro. Derry
dino, November 16th.
Bro. D. S. Crawley, Cherokee, Kansas, expects preached there December 8th to 12th and did the
We thank some brother in St. Louis for a copy to begin a debate with a Presbyterian minister Saints good.
of the Times-Journal, of December 2d, containing on January 2d. Subject; ''Resolved, that the
Bro. H. P. Robbins writes from Stockton, Calimome interesting items. Also we thank Bro. W m. true Church of Jesus Christ has continued upon fornia, that the believers in unconsiousness after
Cloggie for copies of Salt Lake Herald.
earth since the first century of the Christian era." death in that region are preaching, but with no
life or power in it.
Bro. A. Marchant of St. Joseph, Missouri, wrote Bro. Crawley denies.
December 4th, that he had recently preached a
Bro. John Justice, of Uorsicana, Texas, reports
Bro. Isaac M. Smith of Southern Illinois,
few discourses at Agency, Missouri. Attendance his gladness in knowing the truth. Years before writes of the good results following the late
good and people were interested in the teachings he heard it he prayed for an understanding of preaching by Bro. Hilliard in Johnson and
of gospel truth.
God's word. Bro. F. M. Sheehy preached there Williamson counties. The Saints were made
Bro. T. G. R. Williams of Coalville, Iowa, last Spring .and Bro. Justice thinks that if Bro. strong and were stirred up to duty, those who
mentions that Bro. J. R. Lambert had preached Bays or another Elder would follow up Bro. needed it, and eighteen more were baptized.
there five times and good was done thereby.
Sheehy's efl:'ort, good would be done.
The blessings heretofore promised have been
Bro.SamuelJohnsonofReese,Miehigan,hopes
Bro. T. W. Smith wrote from Philadelphia, realized by the obedient, and the Saints rejoice
to be in the ministry some this winter. i'll:ay he December !lth, of preaching there. Attendance in the fact of the sick being healed, and in God's
have the Spirit and do good.
large, and the speaker was blessed with the manifested power to them. 'l'he Tunnel Hill
Bro. D. S. Crawley of Cherokee, Kansas, is, as Spirit.
Branch improves in spiritual things, and brother
usual, laboring for tlle cause, having appoint.
Bro. James Perkins wrote from Dickinson Smith writes hopefully for the future of the
ments both in Kansas and Missouri. He also county, Kansas, December !lth, of recent work in cause in that region.
may meet in debate a reputed able man of the the ministry by himself and Bro. I. N. Roberts
Sr. Anmenia 8utherland of Oronogo, .Jasper
south of Albion. Two were baptized, and the county, JYiissouri, reports progress in that branch.
Christians.
Bro. Daniel Evans writes from Sullivan. Mo-, prospect is good for numbers more, he thinks, if Five baptized recently. Bro. C. W. Short preachthat Brn. Hazzeldine and Reese of St. Louis, the work can be continued, but they were under es there. The Methodist society permit our
have been there and preached ten sermons, to obligations to go into Smith county, where Bro. people to have the use of their house when they
fair sized audiences. Prejudice wr,8 removed by Perkins labored last summer prior to his illness. are not using it, somethilag they would not form.
their efforts, people were attentive and the Saints
Bro. C. M. Fulks of Uherokee county, Kansas, erly do.
Sister Ann E. Spann of Reedsville, Meigs
were strengthened.
testifies of the blessing he and his family have
Bro. J. J. Cornish in Sanilac county, Jlrfichi- felt since leaving off all stimulants, liquor, tobac. county, Ohio, says that though they are few in
gan, baptized four more November 30th and co, tea and coffee.
number there, yet the Saints enjoy the blessings
three December 2d.
Bro. vVm. Bradbury of Providence, R.I., says and presence of the Lord's Spirit. They would
Bro. Edmund Thomas of Syracuse, Ohio, says that sorne are being added to their branch by like to have been called on by Bro. and Sr. T.
that Bro. T. W. Smith preached four times there baptism each month, and new ones are constantly V{. Smith. A good opportunity for preaching
when on his wa.y east, which rejoiced the Saints joining the ranks of investigation. Prejudice exists.
much.
goes and friends come.
We have no $1.25 Harps nor any Songs of
Bro. Frank H. Federer of Bunker Hill, Russel
If the sisters who wrote from St. Louis will Zion. Orders can not be filled for a while yet.
county, Kansas, writes us a letter in German, forward a name with whom to correspond, we
Thanks to brethren and friends for papers, T.
from which, interpreted, we learn that he is still think a satisfactory answer to their query ean be R. Hawkins, Nevada; M. ~· Forscutt, Shenan.
in the faith though alone (he and his wife) in given by letter.
doah, Iowa; J. W. Waldsm1th, Nebraska City;
that region.' He came from the Pittsburg Dis-~ Bro. Ralph Jenkins wrote from Birdsdale, Wm. Street, Phih~delphia;
.. ~ariott, Des0 : Chnstensen for cllppmg about the
trict. Would like to have any Saints who migl:l,t Texas, December '7th, that he had preached there eret
be going through on the Kansas Pacific road three times, ·but that the Uhristian society there "Mot:nd BU!lders ;" Bro. E. N. Webster for
call on him. He is nearest the North-Western hindered him all they could, but a
preach-· Providence Joumal; and W. N.
for English
Kansas District, and the ttttention of Brn. Shute er attended and expressed a liking for the preach- paper.
and Roberts is hereby called to the whereabouts ing. See Bro. Jenkins lette• elsewhere.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
of Bro. Federer.
Bro. J. Emrich of Steuben county, Indiana, ·
The subscription time was out with our last mentions the good conference of the J'>'l:ichigan
Question.- Is an Elder whose license has been
issue of the HERALD to over four hundred sub. District held there this fall. Bro. C. Scott cancelled eligible to hold. office?
scribers, and to nearly three hundred on the preached with plainness and power. Bro. Em.
Answer.-If to "hold office" means to act
HoPE, and comparatively few payments coming rich's branch is prospering and the Saints
officially and ministerially, we answer, No; for
in, but the HERALD will be continued just the the blessings. .
when a man has been deprived of his license by
same.
Bro. A. L. Vvhitaker of Wheatville Branch, proper authority, and, of course, for what was
Bro. John Gordon of Coos county, Or·egon, re. Wisconsin, speaks of the favor that God bestows considered to be good cause, either by silencing
ports the health of the Saints there as good, but on the Saints there.
him, pending a decision on charges preferred
Bro. D. C. White of Newton, Iowa, reports . against him; or if so "cancelling" means that he
they feel the need of a spiritual shepherd. We
have not jfound the solution to the enigma he that their December conference was a very excel- has been tried and reduced to membership, he is,
sends.
lent one.
1in either case incapacitated from acting officially
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till the disabilities are removed by restoration or killing each other. This collision resulted in the classes, the rich and the poor, but with forced idlere.ordination.
Q.-How shall I understand par. 13, sec. 17,
Doctrine and Covenants ? Does it mean that the
Elders shall meet to do the business alone, or
shall all the members meet with the Elders and
help do the business; at our quarterly con.
ference?
A.-There is in the paragraph in question no
command to the members; the command is to
the Elders only; upon them rests the burden of
business.
Q.-Par. 9, chap. 8, Book of Nephi, page 318,
Book of Mormon. Whose place is it to forbid
one offering to partake the bread and wine, if
unworthy?
A.-The Elder, or Priest having charge of the
meeting. He should usually be informed re.
specting the standing of an members of the
flock.
Q.-Did the apostles go from house to house
administering the sacrament? See Acts 2: 46?
..11..-It is by inference only, that the conclusion
is reached that the sacrament was meant by this
term "breaking bread" from house to house.
We are of opinion that, while the apostles con.
tinned in the timple, they were fed by the hospitality of the Saints from house to house, receiving
their daily bread at the charity of the public,
that they might give themselves. wholly to the
spiritual work. It is also, not improbable that
as they had no public place in which to meet
safely, they did break the sacramental bread
from time to time, in groups !.!,nd families, from
house to house. It is nowhere definitely stated
that we are aware of.
Q.-Has a district president a right to come to
a branch and without the consent of the authorities of the branch, hold meetings and do business belonging to the branch?
A.-No. If anything needs regulating, the district president, and the branch authorities should
work together in harmony for its adjustment, if
possible.
Q.·-Is it lawful for one, or many, to condemn
another, on the sole evidence of one person's
"dream," the interpretation determined by the
person who had the dream without other testi.
mony? A.-No.
Q.-Can one man's "dream" be lawfully or
consistently accepted as evidence, when several
testify otherwise by the Spirit of God? A.-No.

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

Dec. !lth.-The West of England and South Wales Bank, which has forty-two branohes in various
cities and towns, has faHed. Liabilities seventeen
millions, five hundred thousand dollars. Hs assets are stated to neal'ly equal that a,mount, but
adverse rumors caused. a run upon the bank and
t.he directors closed up.
Slaves are in :reb~llion in three districts of
Cuha.
~'he Wa,shington County, Iowa., Poor House took
fire yesterday, and five persons perished ill the
flames.
The British are advancing in Afghanistan, and
:it is rumored that the Ameer has fled the country.
lOth.-The Anchor Mill at Minneapolis, Minnesota, has been destroyed in the same manner that
the six great mille were last May, that is by the
igniting of flour dust, and the mill was burned to
the ground. Loss eighty-five thousand dollars.
The firemen saved the adjacent flour and woolen
mills.
The people of Jackson, Kentucky, are again

killing of four and the wounding of seven, not as ness and destitution to many thousands of the !atmany as week before last.
ter.
Near Elgin, Illinois, night before last, .a young
18th;-The British army are said to have capman was shot and robbed, and the body put in a tured Jelalabad, one of the chief cities of Afghanhaystack, which was fired, with the intention of istan, and another column is preparing to move on
burning the body up, but enough evidences were Candahar.
found for telling who he was. The murderers
20th.-In the Mediterranean Sea the steamer
not yet found.
Byzantine came in collision with another steamer
11th.-The fami.ne continues with great severi- and was sunk. One hundred and fift.y lives lost,
ty in Morocco, Africa. Deaths in one ci/.y twen- only fourteen of those on board saved.
ty-five daily.
Bayard Taylor, American Minister to Berlin,
From Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Germany, died there yesterday. His death was
~.nd New York comes news of great storms and very sudden and unexpected, as his illness was
disastrous floods yesterday. Two trains wrecked not considered to be dangerous. His name has
through washing out of rail-roads, all.d a few peo- been well known as a traveler and writer for
ple killed and a number wounded. A portion of many years.
Brattlboro, Vermont, submerged, and houses, high·
ways and bridges destroyed. At Northampton,
Mass:.chuset!s, houses flooded, and bridges and
rail-road tracks washed away, also factories and
mills damaged. A bout the same in parts of New
York and Pennsylvania, and as far south as VirTo the Massachusetts District.
ginia.
Brn. Joseph and Henry:-To the official memFive suicides reported in to-'lay'8 paper, rather bers of the branches composing the Massachu.
more than usual.
setts District, and to the members in general.
12th.-The news is more full to-day about the There are some things that I, with others, espec.
great floods that are making such great dest.ruo- ially the former Presidents of the District, think
tion in all the Eastern States, extending through- should be considered and promptly acted upon,
out Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu- in order that we may work more harmoniously
selts, New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. and unitedly; to carry out the wishes of the disThe rivers in many places became broad sheets of trict, which has advised according to the instructwater extending over the country on eit.her side, ions of the General Conference of the Church.
and b;·idges, mill property, and possessions of all
As acting president of this district, I wish to
kinds were swept away. In quit.e a large portion say to all the Presiding Elders, that I would like
of Westfield, Massachusetts, the water is several by next conference time, which will be in Febru.
feet d~ep in the streets. In t.he vicinity of Whit.e· ary, 1879, that they will make it their duty to see
hall, New York, twenty five briilges are washed that all members of the Church have their names
away, and in that city a.nd at Albany, Monticello, enrolled on the records of the nearest branch to
Ilinghamton and Poughkeepsie, people are driven their homes, so that they may be represented;
from their houses, much property swept awayand and I ask all members of the Church in this
cattle drowned. At Philadelphia, Harrisburg, district to take hold and help to accomplish this
Pittsburg and Wilkesbarre, and elsewhere in work. We have some, who, notwithstanding adPennsylvania, great loss. There are land-slides, vice and labor are still at large; some for one
wttshouts in many places, and raihoad lines have cause and some for another. For my part I can
their trains hindered and some have been entirely not see. 'Yhy any Sa!nt should want to be in such
shut off until repairs are made. A few lives have a condrtron, who Wishes well to the Church.
been lost and m:>ny millions of dolhtrs·worth of 1 ~here _are three reasons th.at I can see w.h;v a
property has been destroyed. The Pittslmrg Ex- s.amt mJgh~ want to stand lD ~u.ch a pOSI~J?n,
position bnilding is ss,id to present the magnifi- either o[wlnch would hurt the sp1ntual c?ndi~IOn
cent spectacle of a floating palace, being accessible of a Samt. The ~rst of, these reasons IS pnde,
only by navigation of the waters surrounding it. or a haug~t:y feelmg: Secondly, there may be
In U•e street of Kenosha, Wisconsin, a woman trouble exrstmg between members, or supposed
shot Mr. Bain, the wealthy wagon manufacturer tro?-ble, and on such grounds they keep aloof;
of that place.
Thirdly, they are or h.ave become conformed to
Near Janesville, Wisconsin, a Mrs. Mack and the world .. F?r certamly more or less 9f these
her
murdered her husband and then !roubles exist m br~nches that become disorgan.
put
in the stable and backed a htlrse over him, 1zed. _To the !irst, 1t '!ou!d appear, that perso:rs
to cause the belief that the horse kicked and killed very highly lp!'ted amt With the love of God m
him.
their soul, raismg them above the low and vull3th.--A woman 8 .nd three children murdered gar would, like Jesus, strive to elevate those who
in Kearney count.y, Nebra.ska, and near York, Ne- belong to the Church and to them seem to be of
braska, Noah Martin found dead with fractured low degree, if such there be; and by a wise and
skull.
judicious act of charitable work, they might raise
The Afgha.n defense against the British invaders such to the standard of Saints; worthy of the
has fallen through, the Amear has fled, and the kingdom of God and save some from such supAfghans invite the English to come in and organ- posed condition. To the second, I see no good
excuse for not having all difficulties between
ize a new government.
Saints amicably settled; and I would advise all
14th.--Princess Alice, daughter of Queen Vic- that are in this condition to be in haste to get int.oria, MHl wife of the Prince of Hesse-Darmstadt to such a standing in the Church, that you can
is
as dying.
by faith lay hold on the promises of the Lord,
snowstorm yesterday was
through- for we shall all stand in need of the faith of the
out the vvest. Even in iVlissouri
f!l.l! was very gospel more and more, as each year shall pass.
d:rifts
six or eight feet deep. Trains To the third, I will say, take tbe advice given to
that
were much delay~d, and no the second a.nd try and labor night and day if
t.:rains left St. Loui.s yesterd8·Y· At Kan- you value salvation to be of any worth to you,
it is said i.o have been the heaviest ever for there is one thing certain, to say the least, if
Also very heavy in K9"nsas, and the Lord has given a revelation in these last days,
Illinois and Iowa much snow, the you are in a sad case. And now, without a.ny
of fall decreasing fn1·ther north, so tha.t long argument to prove your condition. I have
~.t Janesville an<.l Madison, Wisconsin, only a few onlv to quote Paul's testimony; 2d Timothy
inches fell.
4 : 7, 8 verses which reads, "I have fought a good
17th.-Powe:rf'ul moantain tribes in Afghanistan fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the
aro said i.o be now opposing the B:dtish army.
faitll: henceforth there is laid up for me a crown
I The West of England and South Wales Bank of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous
whose failure we previously recorded, the inves- Judge, shall give me at that day: and not to me
tigatiug committee find to be involved in a further only, but unto all them also that love his appeardificiency of one and a half millions of doilarB for ing." Again in St. John 14 : 15, it reads, "If ye
which tJ1e s.hareholde:rs are liable. With a.ll these love me keep my commandments." Now it is
bank and commercial failures a state of panic quite certain that if any one is carried away with
seems to exist in the British Isles, affecting all the follies of the world altogether, they cannot
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keep the Lord's commandments and consequently cannot love his appearing; for as a sudden
destruction he will come upon the world of the
thoughtless, and all that forget the Lord. It is
also said by one, that "all who do not hearken to
the words of that Prophet (Ghrist) shall be cut off
from among the people." And now if any of
the Saints do not love the appearing of the Lord,
make haste and get into that frame of mind that
will allow you to look for the coming of the Lord
Jesus Christ; and the setting up of his kingdom,
and be sure that you have nothing, no, not an
idol, that shall be able to turn your steadfast
mind from the Lord of glory.
There is another thing I wish to write of; I
want all Presiding Elders to see that all things
dedicated to and for the Church, and sanctified
by the Spirit, shall be carefully, and not loosely
used; and not at any time trafficked in or mixed
and sold; and teach all that such things are not
acceptable to or with the Lord. No matter what
any person's manifestations may be, all things
dedicated, and sanctified by the Spirit, are sacred, and must be used with care, prayer and
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.
Again, I wish to state to all the Elders who
hold license to preach, to carefully read those papers and see if we are to preach the gospel as
held by the Church, or as we understand it or
pretend to; and let me entreat you to conform to
the order of the Church; and help to build it up
in one and not scatter abroad. Let us all have
an honest interest for our work, the kingdom of
God. Brethren let us work for the good of all,
and not frighten the timid, nor pet the gentle too
much. To close, let me earnestly invite all to
come to the next conference, move all out of the
way that can be moved and com<", and be earnest,
and the Lord will bless us all in this district.
I lately paid a visit to the Fall River Branch,
and had a very pleasant visit: I testified with
the brethren there of the goodness of God, to us,
as a people, and was blessed, edified and encouraged by their testimonies. They all seemed
to be in good spirit, and strong in the faith of
the gospel; as contained in the Bible, Book of
Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants. I spoke
in the evening of Sunday 24th, on the Book of
Mormon, and spoke as the Lord directed me by
his good Spirit. The brethren in Fall River are
doing somet,hing that I certainly think worth of
note, and also of commendation to the rest of the
bmnchPs, in the district. One of the~e is as follows: There was commenced in Fall River some
time last spring, a fund to be called the "Herald
fund for the poor;" so that those of the Saints
who were too poor to pay $215 might be supplied
with the llemlli. An Agent was appoinled, and
the Saints were asked to pay one cent per week
for each one. This sum was considered so small
that many took hold and the result is, the !Jerald
has been furnished to quite a nnmher of those
who were to noor to take it. So by this means
they have been blessed and the Herald helped.
Tmly much good can be done by sm>tll means.
There are a great many who think they are too
poor to pay at once for the Ilemld and Hope that
might by the following method be able to take
both. Put by in some safe place one cent per
d>ty for six days in the week; or let two poor f>tmilies put by three cents each per week, and at the
yettr's end they would be able to take the Herald
and Hope between them. I think 1fthis could be
considered and tried, it would not be long before
we could have these papers at half their present
cost, or a weekly paper. Brethren let us by all
means support eur own first, and that disagreeable sentence, (The Herald is too dear), will cease,
1\nd we will have a cheap paper. Your brother
in Christ,
CYlUEL E. BuowN.
PrTTs~·mr,n,

Illinois,
December, 9th, 1078.
Joseph Bmith and Henry Stebbins; Dear Breth1'en:-The Saints in the Pittsfield Branch are still
rejoicing in the "one faith," which we would not
exchange for any or all other religious ins!itu.
tions called faith, known of by us. The gospel
ha~ done mnch for us al1 for which we feel grateful. We have recently been treated to several
sumptuous meals from the Lord's inexhaustable
§t?r\:l4011Sv of lmowl©dge. Our minds hJ>v© l;ltJep.
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refreshed and our spirits cheered by the timely
visit of Bro. John H. Lake, who came to us on
Thursday, November 14th, and tarried among us
till the 22d. He preached several times to fair
audiences in Bush's Hall. Made the way of
truth appear plain. Especially did it appear so to
us from whose minds the veil of unbelief has
been removed. Vle pray that God may raise up
many such men as John H. Lake to preach the
everlasting gospel. The Saints here fully appreciate the value of his services in this place.
May the Master reward him, and all the Elders
who are striving together to "prepare the way of
the Lord before him,'' is my prayer.
Yours in Christ,
H. R. Jilln,Ls.
Santa Rosa Co., Florida,
November 25th, 1878.
Dear H emld :-When I last wrote I was quietly
waiting at Shackleville, Alabama, for 1\fr. Simms
to get "a good ready" for discussion, Well, to
make the story short he never got ready. The
discussion was one of his own seeking. While
I was absent in Mississippi last summer, he met
Bro. George Chute, and enquired for me, was
very anxious for discussion, and wanted Bro.
Chute to correspond with me, and have me return
as soon as possible. On my return in July, hearing of his anxiety I went into the neighborhood
where he resides, and soon had the pleasure of
his acquaintance, and after some talk came to
conclusions which have been reported heretofore.
I was repeatedly told from that on that he wouid
not meet me, but I thought he would, and so expressed myself on all occasions, until the delay
of the debate, I then began to believe that I had
been correctly informed in regard to his reliability.
On September 25th a, letter was received from
him in which he says: "Rev. Geo. Chute :-Not
knowing the whereabouts of 1\ir. Smith, I write
you stating that a brother whom I engaged a
month ago to pri>panJ for the responsibilities of
the anticipated debate, wrote me a few clays ago
stating to my surprisA, rmd grief, that he could
not be with me, * * * till two weeks later than
tho appointed time for the discussion, and requested that the debnte be deferred to begin on
1\'Ionclay after the third Sunday in October.
Please give notice to Mr. Smith, and ascertain if
the postponement will suit him. Having
pended on another brother from the beginning
have lll!tcle no preparations, and haviug al1
my time engaged from now to the 11ppointed
time for the debate can make none, and of course
would ad quite imprudent if I were to attempt to
dism:tss the doctrine of religion without prepa.
rations.''
Though Mr. Simms had promised that there
shoulrl. be no failn•·e on his part, that he would
eHher discuss at tho appointed time or got, a
substitute, it was plainly apparent that he would
do neither; so I hi1d to postpone it, or let it fall
to the ground. I thought then, and think yet,
that it was only a dodge. He no doubt thought
I would not postpone it, ttnd that would be the
end of the matter; but I promptly wrote to him
criticizing him for hi~ past action, but accepting his proposition fm a
I
was then, and in fact had been all
tlueatened with Messrs Graves,
Seals and othe;·s, but all with no
;
I did not scare, bnt prepared for action deter.
mined to meet any
thrtt should be
brought forward on the
appointed. Bnt, lo!
the night before t,he deb•tte waR to begin I received
the following note :-"Mr. H. C. Smith: Perhaps
ere this time you have heard of my sickness.
One week and a half ago I was taken with chills
and fever, have been sick ever since. I am yet
prostrated though improving some. I regret
very inuch that there will be a sad disappointment. It is providential and can not be helped.
A. T. Simms." Not one .word about the mighty
champion for whom the debate was postponed!
Mr. Bimm.9 was sick and there must be "a sfld
disappointment." But why, pray why should the
sickness of Mr. Simms interfere with the "other
brother."· Alas I fear he had no other brother
engaged and was caught in his own snare. I
will not question his sickness, but only say the
note was written in his own hand writing, and in
l'IILTON,

an apparently steady band though he was
"prostrated."
At the time appointed I was at the place appointed, and read our correspondance, and made
an explanation of all the circumstances. All expressed their disapproval of Mr. Simms'~aetion,
Baptists not excepted. I told them if they were
not satisfied with Mr. Simms' action I would
meet any responsible representative of the Baptist Church, but should pay no attention to Mr.
Simms for the reason that I did not consider him
reliable. I am sorry it happened as it did, for I
dislike to have as little confidence in any man as
I have in him. I think however that it will
result in good to the cause.
From Shackleville I went in company with Br.
Wm. J. Booker, to Lone Star Branch where we
had some of the most disagreeable duties to per..
form that it has ever been my lot to share. We
were appointed to act as a court of Elders to
hear the cases of some members against whom
charges had been preferred. Eighteen cases
were heard, and four were expelled. I shudder
yet when I think of the spirit manifested there,
and of the crimes that were unveiled. One was
expelled for habitually whipping, and abusing
his wife, and it was claimed that the Church had
no right to interfere with troubles between man
and wife. If he had whipped some other woman
it would have been a great crime, but his being
her husband gave him licence to abuse her! Is
this christianity? If so, I have misunderstood it.
I had no scruples in recommending that he be
expelled from the Church, neither yet have I any
compunction of conscience because of such action. Another had set up a saloon, and was selling whiskey within the branch, the arguments
in favor of it were too weak to be worthy of
notice here. One witness testified that a brother
had challenged another for a duel, but as the law
required two we could not condemn him, but my
blood chills at the thought either the brothel' is
,qnilty, (>wcl a failure to, prove it does not clear
him in God'~, sight) or the ·witness testijied .falseljf.
I suggest that .~mne one has need of deep, and
humiliating repentance. 1Ve did nothing officially
on our own responsibility, but acted by request
and under appointment from the branch.
Bro. W. J. Booker is worthyofhonorable mention in this matter, though opposed by his own
relatives, and some of the transgressors were
nearly related to him, he never w~,vered. I respect him for his unflinching devotion to the
right. There was some dissatisfaction with the
action of the court. I regret it, nothing pains me
so mueh as to be suspected of wrong doing by
my brethren, but I have no opo1ogy to make, I
acted conscientiously, a11d leave the matter in
hands of the Great Judge.
Here I parted company with Bro. Booker, he
has been nn agreeable companion. Bro. Seogiu
brought me in his buggy to ]'lorida where we
arrived November 7th. Bro. Scogin staid over
Sunday, and then returned. Many thanks for his
considerate kindness.
Since arrivi11g here I have preached five times
in Sauta Hosa Branch, and once in Cold water. I
found the Saints all well here. Their moral
walk is generally good, but not as much spiritual
light among them as I would like to see. I hope
for a speedy improvemenL in this respect.
Bv letter from Brn. Grierson and Porter of
Three Rivers Brauch, Mississippi, I learn that
the Saints there are doing well. Both of these
brethren seem to be alive i11 the work, and anxious
to do something for its advancement, may God
bless them. When last heard from the yellow
fever was within eight or ten miles of them, at
Scranton, but the Saints were well, may God protect them.
It seems impossible for me to visit Mississippi,
before the 1st of January, but I am anxious to
get there. Prospects are said to be good for a
good work there this winter. From present prospects it seems doubtful about any one going with
me. What we need here is not a new :financial
system, but a practical development of the present
one, and more willingness on the part of the
Elders to labor-more~of a willingness to sacrifice home comforts for the gospel's sake.
Some think it too humiliating to be dependent,
yet are always dependeut on God's providence
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for all they enjoy, and it is a part of his provi- gress has been slow, much slower then any of us the time when the question should be discussed.
dence for the ministry to be supported by the thought of four years ago; but I believe that we I was all alone except an aged sister. Moderators
Church, and for them his perfect law provides an will yet have something of a Church in this were chosen, and the friend was called upon to
honest support. Was it not humiliating when the country.
prove the assertions that he had made. When
Son of God quit the glory of heaven, and came
I have lately been examining Sheldon's attack he had spoken for the space of twenty-four minand suffered and died for us? Can we expect to on Mormonism and Blair's reply, and will here utes, he wanted to stop, but the moderators inenjoy gospel privileges here, and eternal life say that if any have had their faith weakened by formed him that his time was not yet up. So I
hereafter as a result of Christ's humility if we Sheldon's book let them take the reply and com- took my position for the defence and I never berefuse to humble ourselves? (See D. C. Sec. 60 pare them, section by section, and if they are not fore experienced such a measure ot the Spirit. I
par. 1, 2). If we are truly thankful for gospel convinced that Sheldon's course is artful and was astonished at myself. Time was called in
light will we not be anxious to impart that light very weak, yea, more, even dishonest and mean, thirty minutes; theri the friend was called upon
to others? I am glad to hear good news of how it is because they are very blind; while on the the second time, but he would not take his po.
the gospel wends its way in different parts of the other hand Blair's course is manly, candid, and sition, and he said that he would have [no.-Eds]
world, and 0 how I wish I could do more for its very comprehensive. It ought to be in the ·more to do with me, and walked out. He got on
advancement.
hands of all the Saints. In conclusion I say, his horse and went home, leaving the audience
I have lost some of my enthusiasm, but my may the work prosper. It is of God, and it de- to decide the question. Then I had the pleasure
love for the work grows deeper as I journey on; serves our ablest efl'orts. Yours in the bonds of of delivering a discourse to them, showing them
the more the waves of persecution and Infidelity love,
JOHN H. HANSEN.
the difl'erence between error and truth. I found
that the great prejudice that was shown against
are dashed against the basis of my hopes the
me when I first arrived there, was removed by
deeper and firmer is the foundation of that hope
MACHIAS, Maine,
the power of the Spirit. The truths of God we1e
proven to be. Why should a man think of giv.
December 10th, 1878.
made manifest, and those that were honest in
ing up his hope in Christ for Infidelity, with the
Ern.
Joseph
and
Henry
:-A
few
weeks
ago
at
humiliating fact before him, that without the Indian Hiver, the Advents held their general heart that were seeking God were convinced of
light received in the service of God he would not meeting. They tried to add one or more to their the same, and one man eighty years old was bapwho had been· a Campbellite for thirty
have sense enough to be an intelligent Infidel?
but failed to reach any of the so called tized,
years. Three more desired to be but were proThe promises of God seem more and more like church,
During
their
session
a
Mr.
Calles,
oae
gentiles.
realities to me, and in his service I hope to con. of their Elders, threw out a challenge to all hibited by those of their own household. ~'he
tinue.
parties, that no one could prove from scrip- prospect is for a good work being accomplished
I suppose the ravages of "Jaek Frost" are ture, (or Bible), that the spirits of men are eon. there at some future time. From that time I
plainly discernible in the north, but the change scions after the death of the body. Arrangements have preached in various parts, God working
is scarcely preeeptible here. I am sitting on the being made by brother John Hall, the challenge with me in my administration. I also had the
porch, at Bro. :Ji,fcArthur's, and perfectly comfor- was accepted, and my brother, S. 0. Foss, was pleasure of carrying the gospel to a man who
in his hundred and twelfth year, and the
table, while the soft balmy breeze fans my cheek,
upon by brother Hall to meet the great was
prospect is that he will become one with us.
the green pines are waving in grandeur in the called
It
is
true
Mr.
Calles
is
a
smart
man
to
Goliath.
forest near by, and beautiful flowers are bloom; advocate the Adventist faith, and all among the 'fhe calls for preaching in this part of the couning in their loveliness in the yard before me.
Adventists eall him their best, yet, after giving try are numerous, more than we can attend to.
Breathing a prayer for Zion's weal, and hoping the challenge, he did not want to stand to it. I have just returned from delivering a series of
discourses at Laclede, Linn county. Will tarry
always to be worthy the confidence and prayers But some of his supporters forced him on.
until the arrival of Uncle William B. Smith,
of God's·people. I am as ever,
1st. Mr. Calles affirmed that the spirit of man here
who is expected here any hour, and we will then
HEMAN C. SMITH.
is not conscious; S. 0. Foss in the negative.
together. Bro. Chas. Derry is expected
2d. Mr. Calles affirmed that the wicked would labor
here this week. The Saints .are greatly pleased
WHEELER's GROVE, Iowa,
be annihilated; S. 0. Foss in the negative. They to
learn of his coming. JVIy love to all the kind
December 12th, 1878.
discussed upon the above points three days. No
Brotlwr Henry :-After the Semi-Annual Con- use of my trying to tell the feelings of the people,· Saints from your brother in the gospel,
GOMER T. GmFFITHs.
ference I labored in Nebraska unto November but the number of votes cast tells it. On the
13th. Since then have been in Iowa. With Bro. first proposition Mr. Calles had three votes, S. 0.
K l'II. Elvin, I came here to the Pottawattamie Foss forty-eight. On the second, Mr. Calles had
OGDEN, Utah, Dec. 8th, 1878.
District Conference. The meetings were largely six, S. 0. Foss fift.v:-four, and some who voted on
Dear Bro. Henry:-Have made a break in
attended, and peace and unity prevailed. At the Mr. Calles side said the reason why they voted Harrisville. A young man named Hicks kindly
close Robert and I commenced preaching every for him was out of pity, because he got such a went around with me to get a place to preach in,
night to large congregations. Last Sunday he whipping.
and he gave a few tracts to his friend, for whieh
began a series at Farm Creek Branch. 1 have
Our conference is over; had a very good one. he has been cut off the so called church, but he
baptized eight here, and Bro. Elvin will baptize Yours truly,
feels thankful. He sent his name to them prior
J. 0. Foss.
some at this place to-day. Two came forward
to this, requesting them to take it 0ff their books,
last night, and there will be others I think, for
as he did not desire it to be disgraced by re.
BEVIER, Macon Co., Mo.,
several are already convinced. We propose to
maining with them. At Plain City I baptized a
December 2d, 1878.
remain while the interest lasts, or till the Spirit
Brethren Joseph and Henry :-I am well, and man named Rowe, and they summoned him for
testifies that our work is done I find Bro. Robert am enjoying the good Spirit of our Lord to a a debt of ten dollars, when he had a note of the
to be a very agreeable companion and. an able great degree, for which I feel to thank God, plaintiff's for fourteen dollars, bearing interest.
exponent of the gospel.
knowing that he is the giver of all good gifts. The plaintiff denied having given the note, and
The interest at Farm Creek is not as I):OOd. I As I informed you I was threatened by a mob they expected to bring the said brother Rowe bespoke there last night. The congregatiOn was some time ago, but not having informed you how fore the Grand Jury for forgery, when we disnot large but attentive. Our object there is to this came to take plaee, I do so now. While I covered the man who had written the note, and
revive the Saints. I am to be at home on Christ- was in this section preaching I was interrupted he also testified that the plaintiff had signed it.
mas, and after the New Year will start directly by a minister· of the M. E. Church, and that The name by which this plaintiff goes in Utah
for Kansas, the Lord willing. Your co-laborer gentleman made the assertion that Jl,'l:ormonism is James Lund, although this is not his real
in Christ,
R. J. ANTHONY.
should be swept from this part of the country, name. Tliese are the strong means they bring
and that he did not consider a man a gentleman to bear against the truth. I preach here at
unless he would help to do the same. He also brother Chase's twice to-morrow. The Lord is
FARMINGTON, Kentucky,
stated that he knew Joseph Smith to be a horse- confirming his word here, by healing the sick in
November 29th, 1878.
B1·o. H. A. Stebbins:-The cause here has thief, murderer and polygamist, and that only a wonderful manner. We feel to praise his holy
gained some this year. The Saints are growing the dark angels of hell know the crimes they name. God bless you. Your brother,
E. c. BRAND.
some in the gospel, and we are also growing committed. And he said that he was able to
some in number. Since my last writing I have prove all he said, as he was a live witness to the
MIDDLETOWN, Butler County, 0.,
taken another trip to Georgia and Alabama. The same. I thought it my duty as a servant of God,
December 11th, 1878.
cause there is on the increase, and the Saints are one who had been sent forth to defend the truth
Bro. Stebbins:-We have been favored with a
firm in the faith. Three were added during my to do so. Of course satisfaction could not be
stay, and I am informed by letter from brother given to the people until it was ascertained who visit from brother and sister T. W. Smith who
Gerber that one more is waiting for my return to had the most proof. The question was to be dis- staid nearly two weeks. He preached several
be baptized. There are others also who are al- cussed July 20th, which took place. My opponent times in a private house in Amanda, and once in
most certain to unite with the Church, if they was so kind as to inform all his neighbors to the meeting-house three miles south of here, to
have the opportunity. But I will not be able to be there and see how quickly he would demolish attentive listeners. He made a good impression
go there again soon, for want of means. I will that Mormon. A short time previous to the date upon the minds of the people, and I think goed
have to "hang my harp on the willows," except I received a notice that I must leave there within will result from it. He is a very able speaker,
on Sunday, and go to work for awhile. The forty.eight hours, or they would send me to and pointed in his argument. He has a noble
Church here is also gaining slowly I have held hunt Joe Smith, and to never show my ungodly wife, who seems to be filled with the Spirit of the
meetings here most of the time since my return, face or those of any of my kind there again. latter day work. I baptized six during the stay
and with good result. Seven have been baptized, You can judge from this that I felt somewhat of brother Smith; the fruit of the labors of
and one reclaimed who was led off by the sop his. queer, and it seemed to me that they were all brethren C. Scott, B. V. Springer and others, who
tries of the Christian Church, ( ?) so called; The enemies of the truth. But still I placed my have preached the gospel in this place. Others
cause stands better before the world than it has trust in God, knowing that he would not forsake are investigating, and I think more will be added
done before since I have been here. Our pro- me if I did what was right. But I waited till ere long, if the Saints are faithful. The opposi-
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tion comes from those who will not come out to
hear the word, and of course know nothing
about it. Those who know the least, generally
claim to know the most. "Joseph Smith" seems
to be the greatest stumbling-block to those who
are willing to investigate, as well'as those who
will not_ But the Jews had their stumblingblock in Jesus, and this generation must have
theirs, and they have found it in "Joseph Smith."
This branch is not in excellent working order,
owing to slackness on the part of some of the
officers, but we hope for brighter days ere long.
Much of the power of God has been manifested
here in the healing of the sick since this branch
was organized. Yours in love,
M. B. vVILLIAMS.
PITTSBURG Penn., Dec. 9th, 1878.
Ern. Joseph and Henry:-Having been requested to write an account of the recent visit of Bro.
Thomas W. Smith and wife, to this place and
tho general condition of the work here, I send
you the following: Bro. Smith arrived Saturday,
Nov. 23d, and remained nine days, including two
Sabbaths. He preached twice on each Sabbath,
and also took charge of other meetings. His discourses were able, edifying, and, we believe,
productive of much good as the Saints were very
much revived and instructed. At the two or
three closing meetings our hall was completely
filled, many strangers turning out to hear the
word and expressing themselves as well pleased
with the doctrine. We trust that the seed sown
will bring forth fruit. Brother and sister Warnock reunited with the Church-their oldest
son William was baptized sometime ago. Our
branch like many others has passed through
long and severe trials, but we believe that they
are almost over, or at least that the worst is
past. We have better meetings and hope the day
is not far distant when the promised "unity" and
"ingathering" will be realized. We have been
somewhat crippled by the loss of three valuable
laborers, Brn. Ells, Lawrenson and Garrett,
business changes compelling them to remove to
other places. The burden and care of the work
here has rested mostly upon Bro. Reese who has
labored patiently and untiringly for the cause.
We ask your prayers for the success of the work
here and in all large cities. While it is hard to
spread the truth where there is so much to draw
the minds of the people to other things, yet we
firmly believe that there are many Saints in
cities who will be gathered out. For myself I
still desire to be in earnest and to continue faithful. I have been greatly blessed of late, especially since I have withdrawn from many pleasures which I learned by experience were, as the
Book of Mormon says, those "That did not satisfy." I advise all young Saints to do the same
and although it may at first seem hard to do, yet
no real happiness will be lost but much will be
gained. Your Bro. in the gospel,
RICHARD 8. SALYARDS.

-

~ FOR SALE.
FARM
Located in Township 66, Range 27 West, Har·
rison county Missouri, 5 miles south of lands belonging to the "Order of Enoch," 6 miles northeast of Eagleville, and in the edge of a large body
of timber; containing 72 acres of land, 55 prairie,
17 of timber about 90 rods from the farm. The
farm is high dry land, with a gentle slope to the
south, is surrrounded with a tight rail fence, has
47 acres under plow. has two good wells of water,
has six acres of oroharding, with apples, cherries,
grapes and small fruits. has 100 rods hedge, set
last spring, has a good frame house, one and
three-fourths stories high, with porch the length
of it, also an addition 10xl4, has a good frame
barn 38x40, and out buildings to suit convenience.
Is on a public road. Churches and schools at a
convenient distance. Is in a good neighborhood
of people. A part of said farm is well adapted to
raising fall wheat, producing twenty-five bushels
per acre last season. I will sell the above farm
for $1,600, being unable to pay for it.
For further particulars address, box 127, Eagleville Mo.
H. C. SMITH.

HERALD.

'
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A conference was held in the Wheatville Bmnoh,
Crawford county Wisconsin, October 12th and 13th,
, 1878; Frank Hackett, presiding; Willis McDowell,
'clerk, pro tem, F. M. Cooper, assistant.
The resolution passed at last conference requiring all reports of changes in branches to be
written on printed blanks was rescinded.
Branch Repo:rts.-Wheatvi!le 21 members, ineluding 2 Elders, 1 Teacher; 1 baptized, 1 cut
off. Spiritual condition good.
Webster 31, 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teaeher.
Spiritual condition not as good as formerly.
The president represented that the Freedom
(German) Branch is in a disorganized condition,
and the conference, by vote, expressed a wish that
the German Saints there should reorganize so as
to enjoy the blessings of God.
Spiritual condition of Webster Branch :reported
by F. :M. Cooper.
ltesolved that we request all the branches to report to our next conference, that the same may
be spread on the District Record.
Elders J. S. Whitaker, Alrick Whitaker, Frank
Hackett, Wm. Bronson and F. M. Cooper reported
in person and John Bierline by letter. The latter
had baptized five since last repo>t. Priests Martin
V. Thayer and Teachers J. Smith and Joseph
Whitaker reported.
At 7. p. m., preaching by Bro. Hackett.
Sunday.-At 9 a. m., a prayer meeting, and
afterwards a short discourse by F. M. Cooper. At
2 p.m., sacrament and testimony meeting, in
which the gifts and blessings of God were enjoyed.
At 7 p.m , preaching by Frank Hackett.
Resolved that we request the different bn;,nches
of the district to raise means to sustain the family
of a traveling elder in it, their presidents to report
the amount raised to Bro. Edwin Wildermuth, or
forward the same to him, President Hackett to inform the presidents of branches of the aclion of
the conference.
Adjourned to North Freedom, time to be specified by the president.

A conference convened in the Saints' Chapel,
Douglas, September 28th, 1878; G. S. Yerrington,
president; C. N. Brown, clerk.
Statistical reports from Fall River, Dennisport,
Boston, Providence and Plainville branches were
received.
Elders C. E. Brown, J. W. Nichols, Wm. Bradbury, J. Holt, C. A. Coombs, Erastus Vickers, G.
S. Yarrington, E. N. Webster and C. N. Brown reported in person, and John Gilbert, Albert Nickerson, J. Woodward and Geo. Burnham by letter.
Priests Geo. Erwin and F. A. Potter, Teacher C.
D. Seeley and Deacon M. P. Berg all by letter.
C. E. Brown and C. A. Coombs were appointed
auditing committee, and the reports of the Bishop's
Agent, District President and Clerk were referred
to them.
Resolved that the scattered members of this dis·trict be enrolled upon the branch records of those
branches nearest the place where they reside.
Evening, preaching by C. A. Coombs and C. N.
Brown.
Resolved that a president of a branch shall*
serve as the President of the Massachusetts District at ~he same lime; thus holding two important
fields of labor at once. After some discussion the
resolution was carried.
Cyriel E. Brown was chosen president till next
conference, G. S. Yarrington as vice president
and C. N. Brown clerk.
The committee reported favorably upon financial reports.
Sabbath morning devoted to prayer, testimony
and sacrament meeting, conducted by E. N. Webster and Wm. Bradbury. An exceilent seaacn was
enjoyed, in which the gifts of the Spirit were manifest and all were edified and strengthened.
After an intermission, and by request of the
members residing in Douglas, the conference assisted in reorganizing the Douglas Branch. Bro.
Theron H. Barton was ordained a Priest by Elder

C. E. Brown and others, and was chosen president
of the Douglas Branch. J. Merritt Parker was
chosen Teacher, and siste:r Urana S. Caswell clerk
of the branch. Suitable instructions .were given
for their advancement, and an excellent spirit
pervaded the session.
Geo. S. Yerrington preached in the afternoon,
and 0. E. Brown, E. N. Webster and Wm. Bradbury in the evening.
The conference was to all a season of refreshing
in spiritual things.
Adjourned to Dennisport, at2:30 p.m., Saturday,
February 2d, 1879.
*\Vas it not intended to say shall '(not serve? -EDs~
1

'

Ccnh·al Kan0a!l Dbh·ict.
A conference convened at Atchison, November
2d, 1878; David Williams, presiding; William
Williams, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Atchison 35 members, including 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers.
Good Intent 24, 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher.
Netawaka 13, 4 Elders.
Elders Wm. Hopkins, Henry Green, Griffith
George, Daniel.i'IIunns, George 'l'homas and David
Williams reported, also Priests Hiram Parker and
Henry Stawpert, and Teacher Watson Thatcher.
Saturday evening, prayer and testimony meeting, and a good spirit prevailed.
Sunday: At 10:30 preaching by Henry Green;
at 2:30 prayer and testimony meeting, and the
gifts of the gospel were enjoyed.
Resolved that Daniel Munns and Griffith 'George
have a mission to the northern part of Kansas, to
preach and organize branches where they can.
Henry Green to Netawaka, Wm. Hopkins to assist.
At 7:30, preaching by Griffith George and David
Williams.
Adjourned to meet in three months, at the call
of the president.
NoJrtb·'ti'Wc!!itm.·!l:ll. J,~[UllSa!!i D~sh.·ict.
A conference convened in the Saints' Meeting
House at Blue Rapids, Marshall county, Kansas,
November 9th, 1878; Geo. W. Shute, president;
Mahlon Smith, clerk.
The forenoon was occupied with remarks by
the president and John Landers.
At ~ p.m., Branch Reports :-Nobletown 33
members, including 2 Elders, 2 Priests; 2 baptized. 1 received, 1 died.
Blue Rapids 29, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 3
Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized,
3 received, 1 ordination.
Otter Lake and Solomon Valley not reported.
Elders John Landers and E. M. Wildermuth re·
ported. Elder I. N. Roberts had baptized three.
Geo. W. Shute had baptized one. Elders James
Perkins, Norman Hazleton, Daniel Adams, Geo.
W. Vail, Caleb Hall and Mahlon Smith reported;
also Priests J. S. Goble and J. F. McClure.
The committee appointed to investigate and
settle difficulties in N obletown Branoh was discharged, and the matter referred back to the
branch.
I. N. Robe~:ts, James Perkins and Mahlon
Smith were assigned missions.
T. H. Humes was ordained an Elder.
The conference was largely attended, and
showed .. muoh growth and prosperity in the dis·
trict.
Adjourned to Nobletown Branch, Saturday,
February 1st, 1879.
Fre1nont District.
A conference convened at Farm Creek, Mills
county, Iowa, November 9th, 1878; DanielHougas,.
president; Almon D. Hougas, clerk protem,
Branch Reports.-Farm Creek 27, 1 Elder, 1
Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 baptized.
Shenandoah 92, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 7
Elders, 4 Priests, 1 Teacher; 1 died ; S. S. Wilcox
ordained a High Priest.
Mill Creek 25, 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers;
2 died.
Elm Creek 28, 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1
Deacon. Plum Creek and Nephi not reported.
One hour spent in free discussion.
Elders reported in person, G. E. Deuel, S. S.
Wilcox, M. H. Forscutt., Geo. Kemp, Solomon

I
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Thomas, E. F. Hyde, W. D. Leadingham, and D.
Hougas; also Priests E. L. Kelley U. Austin. and
John Goode, by letter.
D. Hougas and John Goode, who were appointed
to visit the Glenwood Saints, reported having
found some of the Spirit among them but did not
deem it advisable to organize a branch at the
present. The conference endorsed their action,
but advised the Saints there to procure a pla,ce and
have meeting. G. F. Waterman and Garret Walling
were appointed to attend to it.
The committee appointed to visit the Nephi
Branch reported. Report was accepted and committee discharged.
Previous mission appointments were sustained,
ministry to report to the president on or before
next conference.
Prayer meeting at 7 p.m.
Sunday, at 11 a,m., preaching by M. II. Forscutt. Preaching at 7 p.m., by Bro. E, L. Kelley.
A good spirit prevailed, and harmony was the
order throughout the se~sion.
Adjourned to the Gaylord School House, Feb.
1st, 1879, at 10 a.m.
\Wyomii~mg VaHey Di®h:ict.
A conference was held at Hyde Park, Pa., Nov.,
23d and 24th, 1878; Hemy Jones, president; Wm.
Harris, secretary.
Branch Reports.-I;Iydc Park 32, 5 Elders, 1
Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 2 received, 1 died,
1 suspended.
Plymouth 12, 1 Elde.r, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon; 1
baptized, 1 ordination.
Ehlers Reports: Thos. A..John, Henry S. Gill,
James Jenkins, J. R. Griffiths, Henry Jones, in
person ; John Edmunds, Lewis B. Thomas and
Priest Llewellyen Harris by letter.
The case of Sr. Jane Devan was again brought
forward, and the action of the Danville Branch in
her case was sustained.
Report of Wm. W. Jones, Bishop's Agent.: "Received $3.85, balance in hand $3.35-total $7.20."
ltesolved that we request all officers in the district to do their duty in teaching the Saints the
necessity of contributing of a portion of their
means, eo that the work of God can be better
prosecuted, both in the district and at large.
All officers are requested to report in person or
by letter to conference, otherwise their licenses
will be withdrawn until they make reconciliation.
(See D. C., old edition, sec. 2 : 13 ; 3 : 44 ).
All branch financial clerks are requested to :re>
port to the Bishop's Agent a week prior to the assembling of conference, so that he can make a full
report to the district conference.
Sunday afternoon, a sacrament and t~stimony
meeting; evening, preaching by Wm. Harris and
Henry Jones.
, Adjourned to the Plymouth Branch, at 2 p.m.,
February 22d, 1879.
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bor in the neighborhood of their respective
branches, as opportunity may offer, within the
district, subject to the advice and counsel of the
presiding officer of the district.
By vote Bro. J. F. McDowell was invited to labor in the district.
Andrew Hayer reported writing to certain persons in Iowa, according to instruction of conference, who left the district without letters, but received no reply. The president instructed that
they be reported as scattered members.
License was voted to llro. Richard Wooliscroft,
as an elder.
At 7:30p.m., H. S. Dille and J. S. Kier preached.
Sunday: At 9 a.m., a prayer meeting was held,
Ern. I. L. Rogers and C. A. West presiding; at
Hl;30, President Blair preached; at 2 p,m Joseph
Smith preached; at 7:30 preaching by Pres. Blair.
Adjourned to Streator, lO a.m., February 1st,
1879.
The Saints at Mission had enlarged their meeting house, by adding twelve feet to its length, and
finished the inside tastefully and neatly.
Large delegations were present from the various
branches.
~J mrtmll. l<~a§t l.'fli!!!sou:ri !Dish· met.
A ccnferenco met in the Saints' Meeting Honse,
Bevier; John Taylor, presiding; Edwt~rd L.
Pa,ge, clerk,
Resolved that tho ''Rules of Order," as adopted
by the General Conference, be ().lso adopted by
this district.
Uranch Reporls,-Bevier 6G, including 7 Elders,
2 Priests, 4 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 3 received and 1
removed by letter. 3 expelled.
Hannibal 22, 3 Elders; no changes.
Salt River 22, 1 Elder, 1 Teacher.
Huntsville 8, 1 Seventy, 1 Elder, 1 Prifsl, 1
Deacon; 2 received.
Elders Gomer T. Griffiths, Hobert Thrutchley,
E<lward L. Page, David D. Jones, Samuellleed,
John L. Williams, Ephraim Rowland and Charles
Perry reported, also P:ries!s Frank Mussell and
James Davis, and ~reachers Wm. Itichards and
David Jones.
Report of Bishop's Agent accepted.
Bro. Frank Mussell's case was investigated, and
it was unanimously agreed to drop the matter entirely.
The counsel of President Taylor !,o the elders
was that they should labor in the Lord's viueyard.
Resolved that David Winn be ordained a Priest.
At 7 p,m. preachin'g by E. L. Page and G. T
Griffiths.
Sunday foTenoon, preaching by R Thrutchly
and by Pres. John Taylor. Afternoon, sacramental service. Bro. David Wiz;n was ordained a
Priest by R. Thrutchly, John Taylor and David D.
Jones. Earnest prayers were offered up and good
testimonies given.
A letter was read from Bro. Wm. B. Smith, proposing to visit the Saints at Bevier, and deliver a
series of discourses, if they would forward the
necessary means to defray his expenses. The
matter was laid before the Saints.
Resolved that Bro. John T. Williams visit the
brethren and obtain whatever amount of money
each can subscribe.
At 7 p.m., preaching by Pres. Taylor and G. T.
Griffiths.
Resolved that this district defray the expenses
of the clerk.
That we extend an invitation to Brn. Wm:B.
Smith and Gomer T. Griffiths to labor in this distl·ict.
That the clerk be instructed to write Bro. J. A.
Robinson, Peoria, Illinois, requesting that the
stateme.nt reflecting upon Bro. John T. Williams,
which appeared in conference minutes of Kewanee
District, reported in Herald of May 15th, 1878, be
corrected through the Herald; for we esteem him
highly as a faithful Saint and officer.
After a very harmonious and pleasant session,
conference adjourned to Bevier, February 1, 1879.

A called meeting of the Board of Publication
of the Church, was held Nov. 17th, 1878, in the
Editorial room of the Herald Office, I. L. Rogers
presiding: I. N. W. Cooper Secretary
Present of the Board I. L. Rogers, H. A. Stebbins, John Scott and W. W. Blair; D. Dancer being absent. Prayer by the President.
The minutes of the regular meeting for March,
1878, were read and approved, there having been
no September meeting in consequence of the absence of the majority of the Board.
The Secretary read the report, as follows:
Cash on b:.nd, February 16th, 1878 ..... $ 12 08
Cash lleceipfs ................. , ...... .4,611 49
$4,623 57
EXPENDl'l'U.RES.

.Employees .......................... $2,806
Freight, expressage and drayage. . . . . .
55
Stamps, mailing and postal cards......
235
Church . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250
Incidentals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
Chicago firms........................
723
Church Library ................ , . . . . .
30
Utah Chapel .Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
52
F, Reynolds.........................
13
W. G. Jarman .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
51
Bills payable........................
100
Wm, W. Blair........................
55
W. H. Curwen .-......................
10
Uash on hand, August 16th, 1878......
197

76
21
98
01
50
58
75
65
55
63
00
12
00
83

$4,623 57
W. W. Blair chairman of the committee to audit
the Secretary's books of account, reported that the
Committee had made only a partial examination
and, so far as they examined, they were correct'
but they had not time to make a complete investi:
gation.
The report was received, the committee was
discharged and the President was authorized to
appoint an auditing committee to thoroughly attend to the work, with the privilege to choose
those outside the Board if deemed advisable.
W. W. Blair, chairman of committee on Mother
Smith's Life of Joseph Smith, reported that there
were some radical errors in the book as heretofore
published, and information on these points was
being sought for from Sr. Emma Bidemon.
The report was received and the committee continued, with request to complete the matter as
soon as possible.
A resolution of the General Conference for April
1878, which requires the Board to prepare and
publish a Synopsis of the Scriptures, was read
and it was ordered that two be appointed to super:
intend the preparation of such a synopsis and epitome of Church History, the work to be subjected
to the Board for endorsement prior to its publication.
.
The prop~iety of publishing in a cheap form, a
small selection of hymns from the Harp, was discussed and it was resolved that Joseph Smith,
John Scott and Henry A. Stebbins be a committee
to salect 150 to 200 pages from the Harp for an
edition of one thousand hymn books, to be printed
at as early a date as possible.
A sample of a concordance to the Book of Covenants was considered, but was decided to be too
voluminous.
An a1·ticle on the Book of Mormon, intended by
the Elder writing it for a tract, was presented and
referred to Brn. Blair and Stebbins for examination.
The President subsequently appointed Brn.
Lawrence Conover and H. A. Stobbins as the committee to audit the books, and Brn. Stebbins and
Blair as the Committee on Synopsis of the Scriptures.
Adjourned with benediction by Bro. John Scott.
I. N. W. CooPER, Secretary.

N m.'tbe.~<·u UUnoiiil Diistl'ict.
A conference was held at Mission, La Salle
county, Illinois, October 5th and 6th, 1878; W.
W. Blair, presiding; Joseph Smith, clerk pro tem.
Branch Reports.-Th'l:isaion 74, 2 Elders, 3
Priests, 1 Teacher. Streator 37, 2Elders, 1 Priest,
2 Teachers; 1 removed. Braidwood 56, 4 Elders,
1 Teacher, 2 Deacons; 3 baptized, 3 received, 2
expelled, 1 died. Piper City 15, 1 Elder, 1 Priest,
1 Teacher. Plano 180, 2 First Presidency, 2
Apostles, 2 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 9 Elders,
6 Priests, 4 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 1 baptized, 2
received and 4 removed by letter, 2 received, 1
marriage.
Spiritual condition of Plano Branch was reported by H. S. Dille; of Streator, by C. A.
West; of B1·aidwood, by J. S. Il:ier; of Mission, by
Thomas Hougas; of Leland, by Odin Jacobs, all
in fair condition.
:l!HdersJ. Smith, I. L. Rogers, W. W. Blair, J. S.
Kier, Peter Devlin, Andrew Hayer and R. Wooliscroft reported, also Priest Austin Hayer, and
--->-Hl}H---~!.'e.acher Hans Hayer and Deacon R. Atkins.
Bro. Blair, as district president, reported havAddre§Se§.
ing received $23 from branches, and $10 of the James Robb, Bishop's Agent for Kent and Elgin
district fund, and having paid out for the use of a
District, is Kimball, Lambton Co., Ontario.
When the million applaud you, seriously ask
horse, for feed, and for sundry expenses $17.93. John Roberts, Livermore, Alameda county, Cali- yourself what harm you have done, when they
Resolved that the ministry of the district do la· fornia.
censure you, what good.
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Notices.
WESTERN WISCONSIN DISTRICT.- A conference
will beh.illd at North Freedom, Sank county, Wisconsin, January 4th, and 5th, 1879. A full attendance of the ministry and of the Saints is
requested.
FRANK HACKETT. District President.
SPRING RIVER DISTRICT.-A conference will be
held at the Pleasant View Branch, January 31st
1879, beginning at 7 p.m.
J. A. DAVIS. Clerk of Districi.
I wieh my correspondents would hereafter address me Thomas W. or T!ws. W. Smith, instead
ofT. W. Smith, as sometimes the T's are made
like F's, and other parties have received letters
belonging to me. Letters sent to 191 Hampden
street, Boston Highlands, Mass., care E. N. Webster, will find me after January 1st next; or if
sent to Philadelphia, Pa , will be forwarded.
Information wanted of William Lewis, nal.ive of
N ;tnlyglo, Wales. He went to Salt Lake, but subsequently joined the Reorganized Church, andreturned to the States. His brother i'n-law, John
Jones, would like news of him. Write him in care
ofT. R. Davis, Nortonville, California.
Information wanted by William J. Morgan, of
1306 Penn. Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa, of Edward L.
Williams, sometimes known 11s E L. Thomas.
When last heard from he was at Silver City, Utah.
OBITUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each additional eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prom..
inent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.

.Boru.
KENNEDY.-At York, Nebraska, August, 1878,
to brother Nathaniel and sister Jane Kennedy a
son.
DonsoN.-Near Deloit, Iowa, December 12th,
1878, to E. C. and A. Dobson, a daughter. It is
well.

Died.
MATTHEws.-At Dutch Hollow, St Clair Co.,
Ills., August 3rd, 1878, of diphtheria, Sarah Ann
Matthews, daughter of Thomas Matthews, aged 7
years, 8 months and 21 days. She was born at
New Cambria, Missouri.
She sleeps! her troubles here are o'er;
She sleeps where earthly ills no more
Will break the slumberer's rest.

MYERS -At Farmington, Kentucky, July :n~t,
1878, of brain fever, Bro. Henry A. Myers. He
was born in Callaway county, Kentucky, May 6th,
1850; was baptized by J. H. Hansen in 1874, and
remained firm in the faith to the end of his earthly
life. He leaves a wife, two children, and many
friends.
HALL.-At Shenandoah,_ Iowa, July 8th, 1878,
Emer, son of Bro. Havens Q. Hall, aged 1 year
and 2 months.
HALL.-At Shenandoah, Iowa, October 21st,
1878, from the effects of poison, Ida Ette Hall,
daughter of Bro. Hiram G. Hall, aged 15 years, 4
months, 21 days. Funeral services in the Saints'
Hall, by Elder Mark H. Forscutt.
MciNTYRE.-At Plano, Illinois, December 9th, at
3:30a.m., Bro. Samuel Mcintyre, aged 66 years,
10 months, 25 days. He was born at Charlton,
Wooster county, Massachusetts, January 14th,
1812, and was baptized at Plano, in 1863. Services in Saints' Chapel, December lOth, 1878. Sermon by Elder J. Smith.
SLocuM. -Charles Slocum was born October 4th,
1818, at Hot Wells, Bristol, England; was baptized in England in early days. Joined the Reorganized Church in Utah in 1865, at North Ogden; was
baptized by Bro. William Chappel; murdered at
Nebraska City, night of November 30th-December
1st, 1878. Funeral sermon by Elder Mark H.
Forscutt, in Saints' Chapel, Nebraska City, on
December 2d. In the dark hou:rs of the same
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night, December 2d-3d, his murderers were hung
by an indignant populace, after they had been
found guilty by a legal grand jury.
KEMP.-Nea:r Tabor, Mills county, Iowa, August 3rd, 1878, sister Mary Anne Kemp, leaving a
fond husband and four children to mourn her, to
him, irreparable loss. She was born at Woolwich,
England, August 1st, 1834, and united with the
church in her girlhood. Her life was a very exemplary one, and her death the death of the
righteous. She was one of those whom the Reorganized Church rescued from Utahism, joining the
Reorganized Church in 1865. Her funeral sermon
was preached in the Waughbon:sey Christian
Church, by Elder Mark H. Foi'Scutt, August 18th,
to a large and appreciative audhmce,
NOT LOST; BUT GONE BEFORE.
Set free from the weary load of life,
Her joyful soul has flown
'fo the Paradise of tha Saints of God,
Where sorrow is unknown.
She has gone and left a void on earth
That naught can ever fill,
Till her husband's grieving heart, like hers,
In the dust lies cold and still.
The pale death-angel softly came
With a silent step, and slow,
To call her away from the smiling earth,
And all she loved below.
But he turned his head when her children he saw,
And an icy tear let fall,
As he saw the grief of the stricken ones 1
Who mourned this early call.
She has passed away in life's sunny noon,
In her firm and changeless truth,
lhom a. world of sorrow, doubts and fears,
To a land of endless youth.
And death no terrors with him brought1
She feared not the ice-cold hand
That caine to beckon her soul away
•ro the blissful-Spirit land.

Dear Pilgrim, summoned so soon away
'ro thy last cold, dreamless sleep,
May thy eyes repose on that blissful shore
Where the heart can never weep.
Where thy joyful spirit ever rests
On thy loving Savior's breast,
And with the redeemed in Paradise.
Thy Spirit be ever at rest.

RusSELL.-- At Sears borough, Poweshiek, county,
Iowa, in convulsions, November 14th, 1878, Bertha, child of brother and sister Silas E. Russell,
aged 10 month and 14 days.
HALLIDAY.-At Kingston, Caldwell county, Missouri, September 14th, 1878, Bro. Abraham Halliday, aged 56 years, 5 months and 14 days. He
was born in Belfast, Ireland; was baptized in the
old country and went to Utah, but became dissatisfied and came back to the States, and united
with the Reorganized Church in 1865. Funeral
service by Elder A. G. Weeks.
VrcKERY.-Near Shackleville, Butler county Alabama, October 6th, 1878, to brother Thomas W.
and sister Nancy Vickery, a daughter.
Wnw.-At Council Bluff's, Iowa, December 5th,
1868, of gastric fever, Carl A., son of Peter and
Mary Wind, aged 4 years, 11 months and 15 days.
May God comfort th'e affi.icted ones. Funeral sermon by Elder H. J. Anthony.
BouTON.-At J\Iinburn, Dallas county, Iowa,
September 15th, 1878, Elsa Bouton, aged 9 months
and 7 days.
DELAP.-At Chebanse, Illinois, Oct. 14th, 1878,
Sister Hannah Delap, daughter of brother Joseph
and sister Esther Buckley, aged 30 years. She
was baptized in 1872, and remained faithful to
the end. For over two years she suffered great
bodily affliction, yet she never complained, and
would often sing,
"Beneath the darkest clond,
God's hand I see."

May we be faithful and meet her where parting
is unknown, is the prayer of her mother,
EsTHER BucKLEY.
WEEKs.-At her father's residence, four miles
south of Hamilton, Caldwell county, Missouri, December 20th, 1878, of putrid sore throat, Clara R ,
daughter of A. G. and C. S. Weeks, aged 6 years,
2 months, and 20 days. Funeral service by Elder
J. M. Terry.

JENNIE D. IIITCJICOCK •

RonERTS.-At Zone Branch, Bothwell, On·
tario, July 12th, 1878, si&ter Sophia Roberts, aged
75 years. She was baptized May 19th, 1873, by
Elder Joseph Snively. She appeared to be qaite
resigned to the will of God, and passed away
quietly and peaceably. Funeral services by Elder
Arthur Leverton.
WALKER.-In the Newport Branch, California,
August 9th, 1878, of brain fever, Joseph, son of
Joseph and Elizabeth Walker, aged 3 years and
3 months. Funeral sermon by Elder D. S. Mills
from Job 19: 14.
HARTNELL.-At the Zone Branch, Bothwell, Ontario, August 11th, 1878, of convulsions, sister
Mary C. Hartnell, daughter of brother John
Taylor, aged 21 years, She was baptized October
15th, 1871, by Elder Joseph Snively; she was
well respected by friends, and beloved by the
Saints. The summons of death was so sudden and
executed so quickly, there was nc time to say
• Good by." She was faithful till death and we
believe our loss to be her gain. Funeral sermon
by Elder Arthur Leverton.
liARRINGTON.--At Lamoni, Decatur county,
Iowa, October 12th, 1878, Frederick Philando
Harrington, aged 4 years, 7 months and 4 days.
Our little Freddie has gone to rest,

He sweetly sleeps on Jesus' breast;
And with the angels around the throne,
His songs and praises are made kuow n.

FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
DISCUSSION BETWEEN
REV . •JOHN
L.
SHINN,
Of the 1Jnivorsalist Church, and

ELDER

MARK

H.

FORSCUTT,

Of the Reorganized Church of Jeans Christ of L. D. Sainta.

J. L. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches that the
Coming of Christ to judge ihe World is now past."
Mark H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."

Price: Cloth, 75 cts.;
~

Paper, 50 cts.

The discussion lasted four days, and makes a book of 194
closely printed pages

JOSEPH THE SEER:
HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED,
AND

The Divine Origin of tbe Book of IVlo:rmon
Defended and l'llaintained;
Being a reply by Elaer Wm. W. Blair to Elder William She!·
don, of the Second Adventist Society.
This is a book of 200 pages, and is an important work to bo
in the hands of the ministry of the Church especially, and it
is a most excellent one to be circulated both in· the Church
and among those without, abounding in proofs never before
presented in defense of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.

Price, postage paid, cloth 75c.; paper 50c.

Addre!!l!les.

Ma.rk H. ForEcutt, box 1222, Shenandoah, Page
county, Iowa.
MEARs.-In the Butternut Grove Branch, Iowa, Alex. H. Smlth, Andover, Harrison county, Mo.
November 2d, 1878, brother Elijah Mears, aged Josiali Ells, Bridgeport, Belmont Co., 0.
72 years, 1 month and 27 days. He was firm in
faith to the last; was loved and respected by his
1 January 79.
neighbors, both in and out of the Church; baptiz- 11/fjj- Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
ed 3 November 1867. His wife is still living, but form subscribt'lrs that their time is out with the number thuo
afflicted with disease ; has been administered to marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. · Reare desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
by the Elders, and is now improving. Elders mittances
full instruc.tions about how, and to whom to send all money,
Larkey and Mandsley took charge of the funeral; orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.
sermon postponed for the present. E LARKEY.
THE SAINTS' HERALD is published SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plano,
TAYLOR.-At Dennisport, Mass., November 21st, Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of the Re•
1878, of diptheria, after a week's illness, Ella A. organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
edited by JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A, STEBBINS. $2.15 per
Taylor, daughter of Sr. Mary Rodgers, aged 5 is
year. All remittances, orders, and business communications
years, 2 months and 29 days. Funeral sermon by intended for the office of publiclt.tion, must be directed to
Elder Thomas F. Eldredge. Mourn not, dear Henry A. Stebbins, Bow 50, Plano, Kendall CV., llls. Money
be Sel'lt Draft on Chicago, Post 01llce Order on Plano, by
mother, as do those who have no hore, for you:r may
rogistered letter, or by Express; hut there is very little risk
child rests in the Paradise of God.
N.C. E. in sending small sums of mon&y in an ordi&aP letter.
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SAW .ANOTHER ANGEL* *, IIAV!_NG THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACH TO THEM THAT DWELT, ON THE EAIJ,TH
SAYX:NG,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO Hur, FOR 'l'HE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS COME."-REV. 14: 6-7.
.. . .
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGbi THY TRUTH; TIIY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JOHN 1!1': 17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NO~!.' ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE 0.NE WIFE;"-Boox:'
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, JANUARY 15, 1879.

WHAT IS FASTING?
I have been requested to answer the question, "What is Fasting?" in the pages of the
Herald. In attempting to do so, I wish it to
be understood that I do not consider myself
authorized to decide upon points of doctrine;
nor do I consider my views necessarily superior to my brethren's views, unless they are
more in harmony with God's word; nor do I
expect to crowd them down by the weight of
"priesthood" to my opinions or teachings. I
shall simply present the answer, as near as I
can by the light of God's word. First, however, I will give Webster's definition of the
word Fast. "To abstain from food." "Abstinence from food." If this definition agrees
. with Holy writ, all right. In reading 2 Sam.
12 : 16, 23, we read:
<.David fasted, and went in and lay all night
upon the earth. And the elders of his house arose
a"d went to him, to raise him up from the earth;
but he woulci ·not, neither did he eat bread." (Ini'pired Translation).
:From this it is evident that the historian
understood that; to fast was to abstain from
food; and David so understood it, and also his
servants. (See verses 21, 22, 23).
Queen Esther proclaims a fast, during which
they are commanded to neither eat nor drink,
three days, night or day. (Esther 4 : 16).
But we will turn to still higher authority. God,
in Zech. 7 : 5, 6, speaks of fasting as in contradistinction to eating; He says:
"When ye fasted * * did ye fast at all unto me?
And when ye did ea.t and when ye did drink, did
not ye eat for yourselves, and drink for yourselves?"
But we turn to the New Testament for a
final settlement of the question. In Matt. 4:
2 we read:
"Then Jesus was led up into the wilderness to
be with God. And when he had fasted forty days
and forty nights and had communed with God,
he was afterwards an hungered."
It was not his communion with God t.hat
rendered him hungry, surely, but his lack of
food; hence Satan sought to take advanta.ge
of him by tempting him to command that the
stones be made bread. Luke distinctly says :
"And in those days he did eat nothing, and when
they were ended he afterwards hundered."-Imke
4: 2.

Both the t.ext and context show that his
hunger was from fasting, or eating nothing.
In the ninth of Matthew, we read that
"Jesus Eat at meat with publicans and sinners."
The act was noticed by the Pharisees, and the

disciples of John enquired, "Why do we, and
the Pharisees fast oft, but thy disciples fast
not." Here again was the act of eating in
contradistinction to the act of fasting. The
same thing is referred to by Mark, in the
second chapter. But Luke, in his fifth chapter, is more explicit. He says:
"They said unto him, Why do the disciples of
John fa~t often, and make prayers, and likewise
the disciples of the Pharisees; but thine eat and
drink?"
But to be more explicit, we will notice the
direct words of the Son of God. In Matt. 15:
30, Jesus said:
''l have compassion on the multitude, because
they continue with me now three days, and have
nothing to eat, and I will not send them away
fasting, lest they faint by the way.'' [See context.. See also Mark 8 : 2].
If the above scriptures are noL sufficient to
satisfy the most skeptical as to what is meant
by the word "fast," then I confess my inability to convince them.
We will next enquire, What is an acceptable fast unto the Lord? The L1rd, through
Isaiah, in his fifty· eighth chapter, shows unmistakably what it is. Israel had been in the
habit of fasting; but the fast was not acceptable, because they merely abstained from food;
they did not abstain from their pleasure, and
they exacted from their hirelings all their la.
bors. They were filled with strife and debate,
and smote with the fist of wickedness. Like
Pharisees in the days of Jesus, they made a
great show of humility, and disfigured themselves to appear unto men to fast; but the
fast which God had chosen W\ts, that while
they truly humbled themselves before him, in
abstaining from food, they must "Loose the
bands of wickedness; undo the heavy burdens, let the oppressed go free, and to break
every yoke." Deal their bread to the hungry;
bring the poor into their houses; clothe the
naked, nor scorn, or spurn their own flesh, "by
hiding their ·face from them," because they
were poorer than they. Then their fasting
would be acceptable and the heavens would
acknowledge it, and hear their cries and supplications. Thirty-one years ago, in my native land, before the monster apostasy had completed its work of corruption, and while yet
the echoes of the voice of the Martyr lingered
in our ears, and the sweet influences of the
Holy Spirit were shed abroad in our hearts,
we fasted as God commanded through Isaiah.
Rich and poor united in our abstinence from
food, from earthly pleasures, and sordid grati.
fications. Our prayers mingled together, and
we brought of our abundance, or of our poverty, and laid it before the Lord, and it was distributed to the needy; and the hearts of the
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down" trodden were made glad. Nor were. our
prayers in vain. The rich dews of the Holy
Spirit were poured out upo~ us, and our souls
were satisfied with the blessings of God.
Thousands can testify of these things. They
are not what we have heard; but what we
have seen and felt, and we give God the glory.
Is fasting obligatory upon us as a people?
In answer I would say, I know of no imperaative command from God that we should fast,
but I find many instances in holy writ where
it has been practiced, and that with glorious
results. Elijah fasted forty days and forty
nights, "and the word of the Lord came to
him," and the Lord passed by before him, and
he was made a witness of his power. (1 Kings
19 : 8-15). Ezra and the people with him
fasted and besought their God, and he was er:treated of them. (Ezra 8: 23). Daniel say?,
"I set my face unto the Lord God, to seek by
prayer and supplications, with fasting :md
sackcloth and ashes." It was accepted. God
Bent his angel to reveal his purposes unto him.
Jesus, the Son of God, fasted forty days and
forty nights, and who shall tell what glorious
manifestations of divine love were manifest
unto him! Who shall measure the abundance
of grace bestowed, the mighty endowment of
power received, or who shall describe the excellence of that unspeakable glory he was permitted to gaze upon? There he received
strength to bear the tremendous burden of a
world's woe, power to cast out devils, to give
sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, speech
to the dumb, life to the dead. There he received power to resist the allurements of Satan,
and to detect his wiles. Then he was enabled
to declare, "The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach
the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to
heal the broken hearted, to preach deliverance
to the captives, and the recovering of sight to
the blind; to set at liberty them that are
bruised."-Luke 4: 18. Who shall say there
is no efficacy in fasting and prayer?
Fasting to be effectual must be voluntary.
The constrained prayer is no prayer at all; the
constrained fast would be equally powerless to
move the heavens; both must be the willing
offering of the soul-heaven accepts nothing
less. Hence, God has not enforced it by statutes of iron. Like the "Word of Wisdom,"
''it is not by commandment or restraint;" nor
by constraint, but it is a privilege which may
be. used by the child of God. It is a lcey,
which, when used in the manner revealed
through Isaiah, unlocks the rich treasures of
heaven and opens, as it were, the bo~om of
the Almighty to receive his pleading chhdren.
There is no law which says, we can not be
saved if we do not faHt, but there is abundant
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evidence to prove that those who have availed
themselves of this key have been the most
blessed among men. There is no blessing in
the heavens that we can afford to lose, there
is none that we do not absolutely need;
and if this means of grace, afforded, but not
obligatory by any special law, will open the
door to greater blessedness, to special manifestations of power, as in the case of the dumb
9.nd deaf spirit, (Matt. 17 : 21, Mark 9 : 26),
then surely we should avail ourselves of it, in
times of emergency and necessity. We need
general blessings as a Church, and special
blessings as individuals. Our success in obtaining them will be in porportion to the zeal
we manifest in seeking them. If we can
not sacrifice our daily pleasures once in a
while to seek for them, then, it is evident to
God, that we love our present comforts and
prize them more highly than we do his blessings; and he has decreed that his blessings
shall not be lightly esteemed. Is not our
spiritual dearth owing to our want of appreciation of the goodness of God? Do we not labor
most for that which we prize most ? When
a:ffiictions come upon us we wonder why our
prayers are not heard. It is because that in
our prosperity we lightly esteem God, and our
hearts are not- prepared to offer acceptable
offerings unto him. If he should give unto us
the fulness of his grace without our earnestly
seeking unto him, like Jeshurun, we should
wax fat and kick against the Holy one of Israel. We should not recognize our entire
dependence upon his bounty ; we should forget the hand that blest us; and our ingratitude would bring his anger and displeasure
upon us. It is well for us that he does not
give us what we need until we have learned
its value, and we shall manifest our appreciation of its value by the sacrifice we are willing
to make to obtain it.
Brethren and sisters, if aught in the foregoing is wrong, I trust you will bear with my
weakness. I only intend to spread light, not
darkness; and I trust our President will correct what errors may be seen in it, that we all
may be benefitted and God glorified.
CHARLES DERRY.

THE WILL OF PETER THE GREAT.
In the name of the Holy and Indivisible
Trinity, we, Peter the First, to all our descendants and successors to the throne and
Government of the Russian nation :
Having by the Great God of whom we received our existence, been also endowed with
the gift of prescience, we view the Russians
as called, in the course of future events to the
general dominion of Europe. This opinion is
founded on the fact, that the other European
nations have reached a state of old age next to
caducity, toward which they are journeying
with giant strides; hence it follows that they
should easily and undoubtedly be conquered by
a people young and new, when it shall have acquired its strength and vigor. We view the
invasion of the East and West countries by
the North as a periodical movement, decreed
among the arcana of that Providence that regenerated the Roman people through the invasion of the barbarians.

The emigration of the polar men are like
the flood of the Nile which comes at certain
periods to fertilize the exhausted lands of
Egypt. We found Russia a rivulet, and leave
it converted into a river; and my successors
will find it a sea, destined to fertilize impoverished Europe, and its waves will break down
all opposing dykes, if my descendents have but
the wisdom to direct the current. To this end
I leave the following instructions, which are
recommended to their attention, and constant
observance.
1. To have the Russian nation con~tantly at
war, that the soldiery may be always disciplined and ready for action. Allow the nation
no rest, but for the replenishing of the treasury, reorganizing the armies, and choosing the
opportune moment for attack; making in this
manner, peace serve war, and war serve peace,
in the interests, aggrandizement and prosperity
of Russia.
2. To attract, by all possible means, the
most efficient and celebrated military officers
in Europe, during war, and the highly educated, scientific men of all countries, in time
of peace, that the Russians may enjoy the advantages of other countries, without losing
their own identity.
3. To take part, on all occasions, in the disputes and contentions among the states of
Europe, especially those of Germany, in which,
as the nearest, we are most directly interested.
4. To subdue Poland; foment their continued rivalries, and disturbances; gain thilir
nobles by bribery; influence their diets, and
by intrigue, take action in the election of their
kings; form partisan clifiues, and for their
protection, send them Muscovite troops, to
remain in the country until the moment of
complete occupation. Ifthe neighboring provinces make opposition, quiet them at once by
dismembering the country, and giving each a
part.
5. To take what we can from. Sweden, and
make any attack by her a pretext for subjugation. To effect this separate her from Denmark, and likewise Denmark frO!Il·'Sweden,
and foment with care all animosities and rivalries between them.
6. To select wives for the Russian princes
among the princesses of Germany, for the multiplying of family alilances will conciliate interests, and by them unite Germany to our cause,
and iDcrease our influence in that country.
7. To attend assiduously to forming an alliance with England, for our commerce; the
assistance of that power we most need, for the
building up of a maritime force, and she will
be of the greatest service in supplying us with
her gold, in exchange for our lumber and other
productions. Continued intercourse with her
merchants and sailors will accustom ours to
navigation and commerce.
8. Extend ourselves unceasingly towards
the North, the whole length of the Baltic,
and likewise to the South by the Black Sea.
9. To take every possible means of gaining
Constantinople and the Indies, (tor he who
rules these will be the true sovereign of the
world); excite war continually in Turkey
and Persia; establish fortresses in the Black
Sea; get control of the sea by degrees, and
also of the B:>ltic, which is a_ double point,
necessary to the realization of our project; accelerate as much as possible the decay of
Persia; penetrate to the Persian Gulf-re-

establish, if possible, by the way of Syria, the
ancient commerce of the Levant; advance to
the Indies, which are the great depot of the
world. Once there we can do without the gold
of ]-\Jngland.
10. Obt,ain and carefully cultivate the alliance of Austria; support (apparently) her
ideas of future dominion over Germany; excite animosities and rivalries among her princes-thus causing each party to claim the assistance of Russia, and exercise over this
country a species of protection that will prepare for future dominion.
11. Interest the House of Austria in the
expulsion of the Turks from Europe, and quiet
their dissensions at the moment of the conquest of Constantinople, (having excited war
among the old states ofEurope), by giving to
Austria a portion of the conquest, which afterwards will or can be reclaimed.
12. Unite within your borders all the disunited or schismatic Greeks now scattered in
Hungary and Poland, making ourselves their
centre, Astablishing before hand an independent
church by a species of autocracy and sacredotal supremacy.
13. Sweden dismembered, Persia subdued,
Poland subjected, and Turkey conquered, our
armies united, and the Black and Baltic seas
guarded by our ships of war, it will be necesary
to propose separately, and with the greatest
secrecy, to the Court of Versailles, and afterwards to that of Vienna, to divide with them
the empire of the universe.
If one of the two accept this offer, so flattering to their ambition and self-love, let her
serve to annihilate the other, commencing a
contest the issue of which can not be doubtful;
and Russia may take possession of all the East
and a great part of' Europe. If both nations
should refuse the offer made by Russia, (which
is not at all probable), it will be necessary to incite quarrels among them which will engage
in a war with each other. Then Russia improving the decisive moment, advances her troops
(ssembled before hand) on France and Germany
at the same time. Two squadrons proceed-one
by the sea of Azof, and the other by port of
Archangel-filled with Asiatic hordes, under
the convoy of our armed ships in the Black
Sea and the Baltic. Advance by the Mediterranean and the ocean, inundate France on
one side while Germany is inundated on the
other, and these two countries conquered, the
rest of Europe will pass under the yoke without firing a gun. Thus may and should be effected the subjugation of Europe."
The above is copied from a book just published, entitled "Destiny of Russia," and sent
us by Bro. Robert M. Elvin, who says, "Inasmuch as for the past two years many diplomatics, politicians and theologians have been
very busy to give light upon the 'Eastern
Question,' I thought it might not be amiss to
give the Elders and Saints the benefit of this
interesting article."
l5ound economy is a sound understanding brough•
mto action; it is Mlculat.ion realized; it is th
doctrine of proportion reduced to practice; it i
the foreseeing contingencies, and providing Rgainss
them; it is expecting contingencies and being pret
pared for them.
Haste trips up its own heels, fetters and stops

itself.
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posed to erect a building for the Indians at a
cost of $10.000. Incidentally, he said a few
words concerning the condition the colored
SEE WHAT IS BEING TRIED FOR '!:'HE
people of the South, expressing his regret that
RED :MAN.
General S. C. Armstrong, Principal of the there was no public man who was statesman
Hampton Normal and Agricultural InstHute enough to see that the colored race was to be
elevated by moral rather than political methods.
at Hampton, Va., gave an interesting account
at. Freeman Place Chapel last evening of an
THE following is from the Shenandoah, Iowa,
experiment which is on trial at the Institute
Reporter, and is reproduced by us for the
to test the practicability of educating Indian
benefit of the HERALD readers.
J:iofs and girls and training them to habits of
THE LA'rTER DAY SAINTS.
industry. After a few introductory words he

THE INDIAN QUESTION.

presented and explained a score of stereopticon
If the people of Shenandoah are not saved,
views illustrative of Indian life, with special it will not be because there are not means and
reference to the methods employed for their appliances enough. For a small population
education.
the religious denominations are pretty well
He then described the manner in which
the Institute had been made the scene of the ex- represented here, and the wonder is that they
periment. A few years ago General Sheridan manage to subsist at all, in a community
was sent to the Texan frontier to put a stop to where so very few are willing to admit, withcertain Indian depredations, and after a hard out blushing, that they are Christians. Talleychase he captured a large number of the sava- rand, who was a very able statesman and the
ges. Some of the worst of them were selected
and sent to St. Augustine, Florida, where principal minister of N apo1eon_ Bonaparte,
Captain R. H. Pratt took charge of them, and once said the only difference between the
managed them with great success. Last spring English and the French was that the French
an order was issued to return them to their old had a hundred sauces and only one religionhome in the Indian Territory, but Captain Roman Catholic, and that the English had a
Pratt was unwilling to have the work of educating them brought to a close suddenly, and hundred religions and only one sauce-melted
therefore sought to have some of them sent butter! Luckily Talleyrand did not live to
East. He applied to General Armstrong to make a comparison of France with America;
take at least one of them, and the upshot of nor could he, for we are a complete combinathe matter was that the whole tribe was sent tion of the French and the English, with this
by steamer to Hampton, and after a stay of two
days eighteen were taken into the Institute slight difierence that we are not quite so good
and the others were sent on their way home. cooks as the one, nor are we quite flO pious or
Subsequently an arrangement was made by so spiritually minded as the other. However,
which the institute was to take fifty boys and there is room for improvment and as our motgirls for a year, the Government paying $Hl7 to is Excelsior, we purpose one day to achieve
for the board, clothing and tuition of each.
Early in November Captain Pratt, to whom the highest success in both. As this country
the duty had been assigned, brought to the is but new, society but organizing, and not
Institute forty boys and nine girls, all of the yet having crystalized into form, it would be
Sioux tribe, whom he had collected at the sev- too much to expect such a display of Christera! agencies. It had been expected, and indeed was deemed almost essential to a fair trial ian graces as are. to be met with in the more
of the experiment, that there should be twenty- Eastern Etates, yet it is quite flattering for
five boys and twenty-five girls, but great diffi- our prospects in the future, to know that so
culty was experienced in securing the latter good a foundation has been laid, and that the
because their fathers were unwilling to dis- workmen are busy with might and main,
pense with their services as beasts of burden.
General Armstrong then described the work molding and fashioning the raw material
which the Institute is doing for the Indians. which will compose the superstructure of a
They are first of all dressed and taught to be- future glorious Christian civilization. Among
h&ve themselves like civilized people, and their the organizations working for this end, we
training is conducted with the object of teach- muet not overlook the congregation of the Lat.
them the Engli~h language and the rudiments ter Day Saints, nor their active Elder, Mark
ot the civilized industries. The boys are taught H. lforscutt. On Sunday evening last we attrades or farming, and the girls sewing or do- tended their services in Williams Hall, and were
mestic pursuits of which they are entirely ig- not a little surprised to find so many assembled
norant. They are all bright and easily taught, there. Their appearance would not impress
and so far as observation has gone are cap:tble a stranger with the idea that they differed
of learning as readily as white or colored boys very materially, either morally, socially,
and girls. There have been no indications of spiritually or intellectually, from the Saints
ill will between the Indians and the colored I and sinners to be found in other churches.
pupils, and indeed the person who has gained What the peculiar tenets or doctrines of this
the most influence over the former is a colored sect are we know not, nor do we care, for disgraduate named Robbins who is the principal's tinction~ of this kind are too nice for a newsclerk. The speaker in answer to questions paper paragrapher, and no doubt are beyond
from the audience said that it was not intended our comprehension. But we sincerely trust
that this experiment should curtail the work that Mr. Forscutt will always have as large a
for the colored people, but that it was pro- I congregation, and that he may be the means
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of soundly converting them and making them
good citizens and Christians, and if he does so
his labor will not be in vain. His sermon
was rather of a controversial nature and tone,
in which he combatted the idea that Old Testament and New Testament history and revelation must be disconnected and disassociated, contending that the prophecies oftheOld Testament
and their exact fulfillment in the person of Jesus
Christ, was stronger proof of the Divine authority and mission of Christ, than the testimony of
his apostles and immediate followers, and ought
to weigh more in the balance with any reasonable mind. Jesus himself appealed to the
Old Testament as establishing his Divine mission, saying, "Search the Scriptures, for in
them ye think ye have eternal life, and they
are they which testify of me." What Scriptures were these to which the Savior so confidently appealed? The Old Testament Scriptures, and none other, for the New Testament
was not yet written. If Christ himself thus
confidently appealed to the support of the
prophecies of the Old Testament in vindication
of his Divine character, shall we his followers
reject and ignore them? The Old Testament
Scriptures were the sub stratum and foundation
on which the new and more complete revelation of God's will and love to mankind as embodied in Christ Jesus, was expressed and
based. Mr. Forscutt occasionally digressed
from his 1mbject to reply to the attacks of
Anti·Mormons, but after he did so to his own
satisfaction, he invariably returned to his subject-the truth of Prophecy, and its exact fulfillment as its first, last and main condition.
He contended that there was a very popular
error in supposill g that Jesus was born in
Bethlehem of Judea, as it is historically known,
situated about six miles from Jerusalem, Mr.
Forscutt maintaining that .Tesus was not born
there but at Bethlehem Ephrata, which was
included as a suburb in the city of Jerusalem,
and quoted a passage from the prophet Micah
in support of his position. He then explained
the origination, meaning and application of
the word Bethel as applied to places of worship, and remarked that many of these places
now-a-days are anything but "the house of
God and the gate of heaven." After which
he gave us an historical account or tradition
of the stone which Jacob used as a pillow at
Bethel, on that memorable night when the
patriarchal fugitive was visited by the angel&,
descending and ascending on the miraculous ·
ladder connecting heaven and earth. This
stone was considered by the Israelites to be
one of their most valuable historical treasures.
During the Assyrian conquest it fell into
the hands of that peeple who carried it to
Nineveh, from whence it had a very eventful
history, falling into the hands of one conqueror after another, until it passed finally into
England where it rests beneath the Coronation
Chair in Westminister Abbey, in which every
English monarch is crowned. This stone
was brought from Egypt to Spain by Gathellus, and was thence transported into Ireland,
by Simon Brech, who was crowned upon it
B. C. 700, and that it was thence carried to
Scotland by Fergus O'Conner, king of Ireland,
and who became first king of Scotland B. C.
330. It was placed in the abbey church of
Scone in 850·
The Scottish kings were
crowned here until 1296, when Edward I.
carried it to England, It was agreed by the
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treaty of Northampton, in 1328, that the Stone
should be returned to Scotland, but this was
not done. It is called the "Stone of Destiny,"
and is fixed under the seat of the coronation
chair, which is make of oak, and is now kept
in the abbey of Westminister.

LETTER FROM ELDER JAMES
CAFFALL.
Dear lferald :-Since last addressing you,
by request, with others, I have spent some
time in endeavoring to adjust, and decide
between accuser and accused, which labor is
not desirable; and few, if any, would engage
therein from choice. It is quite gratifying
that the necessity for such labor in this locality is growing less. Being brought into close
proximity to the Independence, Missouri, District, and a session of conference to be held in
three week's time, I decided to continue and
labor until then ; there being openings all
around.
The year 18'78 will pass away bearing witness that one of the events it has heard and
seen during its existence is a cessation among
some of the members of the Reorganized
Church of useless and nonsensical debates;
und stronger efforts to promote brotherly love,
and kindness and labor more zealously for the
building up of the cause.
The officials of the Independence District
convened at Independence, on Friday, December 5th, holding three business sessions
on that and the succeeding day; the ptoceedings of which, while no evidence of anger
or spite developed itself, showed the necessity
for improvement in the introduction and disposing of business.
Tis said, "He is wise who sees his own
folly." Where then are the wise? Let the
incoming year witness among us a determination to look for and stumble at others faults
less, and more persistent efforts to examine,
reprove, watch over and subjugate self.
Sunday was devoted to exercises of a more
devotional character; the word was declared
by Brn. M. T. Short and W. T. Bozarth; the
former in the morning, the latter in the evening; by which the saints were comforted and
built up in the faith. The two hours the
Saints spent in the afternoon in receiving the
sacrament, singing, prayer and testimony, will
be long remembered; for so was the grace of
heaven showered upon them that their earthly
vessels were filled, creating a joy, leading to
our endorsement of the poet's sentiment:
~

'"And if our fellowship below
In Jesus be so sweet;
What heights of rapture shall we know
When round the throne we meet!"

Believe me, dear Rerald, the place of assembling was a very Bethel to the souls of the
one hundred Saints present. Not only was it
an old fashioned Mormon testimony meeting,
so far as exercises were concerned, but also in
happiness, brotherly love and good fellowship.
It is not too much to say that the Saints in
:be above, as well as some other districts, are
ling convinced that the only way to meet and
·.ss through the fiery ordeal which the fuling of prophecy is creating, is by making
l places they occupy holy; and they are
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working to this end. In the above social
meeting, in all the testimonies of the Saints,
there seemed to be not a thought of berating,
or even finding fault with any of our opponents, who under other leaders are advocating
the latter day work; which argued that be•
cause of the knowledge obtained of the validity
of the cause they could well afford to be magnanimous toward all. And when as a church
we shall evince willingness, coupled with
proper examples, to patiently labor, agreeably
with the revealed pattern, with confidence in
its Author, without spite, envy or jealousy,
towards any in or out of the Church, we shall
progress, ensuring success in the great cause
we have espoused. God speed the day!
On conferring with Bro. Kaster, president
of the district, it was decided to invite all the
officers to meet on Monday in an informal
council. A majority accepted, and two sessions
were held, one of three and the other of four
hours, whir.h were passed in general instruction, asking and endeavoring to answer ques
tions, and much pleasure derived therefrom.
Remaining in Independence over l\'Ionday,
we preached to a fair audience, some few outsiders being present. On Tuesday J. S. Page
and wife were baptized. The latter had never
united with the Church; the former had in
his boyhood days, but upon mature consideration decided to start anew. The day was
raw and cold. but their faith being stronger
than the cold, the act became light and pleasureable. On being raised from her watery
grave, Sr. Page, with arm raised, stood for a
few seconds motionless, her face wearing a beau
tiful expression; on coming therefrom, sta;oding upon the bank and supported by one of the
sisters, she, with tears of joy exclaimed, " I
saw the light of heaven; this is the way of
salvation." The heart of her husband was
touched, and together they shed tears of joy.
while the Saints present partook of the joy to
such an extent as to make it difficult to refrain
from shouting aloud. The doxology was sung
as seldom or never before sung, by some at
least.
There is quite an increase of Saint,s since
the organization of the Independence District,
in said district; and it is gratifying to know
that they are striving to build up a reputation
for themselves; and, with few exceptions, to
remind us that the spirit of fault finding is
not totally dead, they are at peace among
themselves. -Thinking their present place of
worship is, or will be to strait too hold conferences, and with a view to save paying rent,
they have decided to take steps for the erection of a house. But while we are glad to
find those there thus st.riving lawfully, let all
abroad remember two important facts: First,
That none but those giving the necessary evidence of church membership will be recognized and church privileges extended to them.
Second, That they will not feed nor clothe the
idler; and, Lastly, none should migrate thither
without knowing the advantages and disadvantages by actual observation, or through
some person in whom they can confide, t.he
former being more desirable; as two persons
f'requently see the same count.ry differently.
In Jackson and Cass counties, Missouri, as in
other places, chances to purchase good farms
are abundant. Brn. Kaster and Brackenbury
may be relied on for information relative
thereto. The writer is a believer in a local

Zion, and a literal gathering; but, so far as
proper, will be ready to second efforts to prevent hasty gathering to any one given point,
if necessity therefor exists, there being sufficient to teach to us that such gatherings are
decidedly injurious, bringing in disappointment and sorrow which might be avoided.
JAMES CAFFALL.

WYANDOTTE, Kansas, Decmbaer lOth, 1878.

[J. J. Kaster, J. W. Brackenbury, Independence, Missouri].-EDs.

KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.
[JOHN 17: 3.]

The basis of any religion is the object worshipped, and the "object" worshipped is the
God of that religion. The inspiration of all
religions must necessarily accord with and depend upon the nature of' the God which is worshipped in it, increasing or lessening, of course,
in proportion to the understanding, faith, zeal,
or fanaticism of the worshipper. If the foundation be narrow, the superstructure must also
be narrow; and if unsound, the house must
eventually fall.
The God Molech is described as being made
of brass, in the form of man with arms extended so as to receive whatever may be laid
therein. It is hollow, and when worshipped
is filled with fire so that its appearance is al·
most white with heat. Upon such occasions
the fond mother of India takes her sucking
child and lays it in the arms of .this God, and
watches with interest her burning child, believing honestly and sincerely that she is "doing God service," aod to her darkened mind
her's is the only true religion. The J uggernaut car is said to be capable of carrying one
hundred priests and when filled with them is
hauled by the people; the priests making a
good deal of noise. The tires of the wheels are
represented as being about eighteen inches in
breadth, and as the car is moved along with all
the noise and sou_nd of many worshippers. some
over-inspired individual rushes in front of the
car and lies down so that it may run over him
lengthwise and thereby crush him to jelly. He
gives his life a sacrifice, and dies a martyr for
his religion. A friend informed me that once
when in India one half million natives were
counted going past Calcutta, up the Ganges
river, on their way to worship the mighty car
of Juggernaut, conscientious, honest, zealous
fanatics. As an example of their inspiration,
I am told that when the old people becom'e decripid and unable to do anything for themselves, and dependent upon ~orne child or
other relative for support, that they are taken
and bound hand and foot and placed at low
water mark when the tide is out, so that when
it comes in they are invariably drowned, and
many of these bodies were seen in the Gan~es,
and vultures upon them picking off the flesh
as they floated. The vultures are believed by
the inhabitants to be t.he birds of Paradise,
and when they have devoured these bodies
they fly away to Paradise, thus taking their
relatives just where they wanted to go, a.nd
no one is allowed to kill these bh-ds under
heavy penalty.
rVe have in
as we sometimes have in
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professed ChristianHy, an inspiration of the bed)n hell" we certainly will be subjected to the and I confess my inability to harmonize and
lowest depths offanatical depravity. For cru- laws that govern hell: and if the Devil and understand how it is that reasonable beings
elty these religionists exceed that tribe of his angels are the individuals in charge we bow down and pray "Our father who art in
Arabs who worship the Devil, (see "Ninevah shall have to be subject to them. Should we heaven," when their God has no place to dwell
and her Ruins," by Layard), believing that ' take the wings of the morning and fly away," in; having no organization, consequently is
he is a fallen angel; but; that by and by he we shall find in our airy flight that there are not there; and, "Give us each day our daily
will be restored and empowered so that he can laws that govern that condition ofthings,just bread;" when he has no power to give; or,
do them good or evil, consequently they wish as the eagle is sustained in his airy circle; "Lord have mercy on us;" when it is frankly
to keep on the go0d side of him now, so that and duly appointed agents to look after the stated that he has "no passions;" and if "no
when he is restored that he will do them good matter. However, there is no fear of any passion" must necessarily be void of feeling.
in return and no harm during their present ones flying unless they become equally as good To the worship of such a God I should prefer
lives, holding that good ~pirits will injure no and wise as Elijah or Philip, who, to my mind, the infidel position which relieves the mind
one. This logic is certainly good enough, if received gifts or blessings of the great Law- from all obligations of worship, homage, &c.,
Mr. Devil is the ''prodigal son," as believed by giver, in accordance with the laws governing &c. The worship of the sun, moon, or stars,
some professed I"atter Day Saints; for if he the case in hand, and coming to them be- would be equally as sensible, for they are real
is to be restored. policy alone would indicate c~use of their love for and obedience to his objects.
the saying, "Good IJord and good Devil," not commands. This paper upon which I write
"Ah! but," says one, "God is a spirit" and,
knowing just which way an individual might was made by an application of law; but no "a spirit hath not flesh and bones." Very
turn up.
one is foolish enough to believe that said well-what of it! "Angels are ministering
If the '•heathen nations be redeemed," I ·'law" went to work and collected the material spirits," and have administered unto and been
hold their redemption must necessarily take and put it together, producing what is called "seen of rnen ;" hence it is in evidence that
place through the same legitimate forces by paper. None would be willing to admit that spirits being organized entities, and God bewhich you and I, kind reader, may be re· the maker of this paper is a part of it; yet it ing "a spirit," that he too is an organized endeemed. God's "winking at men's ignorance" represents his intelligence and his power in a tity, consequently spirit is material. The
is well enough in its place, but. ignorance will certain degree. I apprehend that no one who most potent substances in the universe are
not save men in the kingdom of God. If ig- took passage on the first steamboat on the Hud- those not seen by man, and this being true as
norance is to be winked at, and the individual son river thought that the boat was brought applied to electricity, atmosphere, and the
saved m the same degree of glory with another into existence by chance, nor that Robert various gasses, why not just as true when
who had lived a life of compliance with God's Fulton was actually part of the machinery by applied to spirit, for a demonstration of its
laws, then it is obvious t.hat it would have which it was run; but all understood that by organization as seen in the angels is past all
been better for the human race if all had re· an application of a rule the boat was run, and controversy. The mind feels relieved when it
mained ignorant, and saved without an effort that "rule" the product of the inventive ge- considers that God is an individual of taberon their part. I hold that like cause pro- nius (the intelligence) of Robert Fulton. nacle, of whose personage Christ was the "ex·
duces like effect, especially in this case, as These simple figures show the fact that men press image," spiritual (or spirit) in nature,
"God is no respecter of persons."
are represented all over the world by their eternal in existence. The heart leaps with
l\iillions of people, I believe, confess that works; and precisely so, I understand, that joy when it hears and understands that "God
all things in the universe are governed by God (the greatest of all intelligences) is rep- is love," and that he will "reward all men aclaw, everything that comes within the range resented-and by his universal laws and power cording to their works." The faithful feel
of our conceptions, from the tiniest blade of to administer them he is everywhere.
rejoiced with the thought that "they who
grass to l.he giant oak, from the smallest atom
If it were possible that God was only a come to him must believe that he is, and that
to the largest planet; both animal and veget- principle, and that he had no existence as an he is a rewarder of those who diligently seek
able kingdoms alike, in all their ramifications, individual, existing alike in all things, then, him.'' He b. 11: 16. The assurance to the "seekin all their interests and productions are gov- of course, the larger the man the more God er," here given, is quite sufficient to justify
erned and maintained by law; and in this would be in him; and so of the rocks and faith in special providences. In this I agree with
Christians and Infidels may agree, but :note trees; and in praying it would be just as true Dr. Holland that "the most dangerous infidelity
the divisions whi0h follow. I tis affirmed by the and sensible to say our father in hell, as our isareligionthatdethronesaGodofprovidence;"
Infidel that the compact of laws by which the "father in heaven;" because as a principle he for if God will not bless you by giving delivUniverse is governed is the "Soul of the U ni- has neither organization nor dwelling place; erance from death, or feeding you by blessing
verse," hence the "God of the Universe;" but if an individual then he must have both, your crops, or heal your sick, or inspire your
and; as these laws are felt in all space and which looks to me as far the most reasonable heart by vision or revelation, or prophecy or
through all things, it is held that "God is and sensible.
otherwise, when you stand sorely in need and
everywhere, in every thing," quoting the Bible,
I believe that this feature of infidelity is are worthy-then in the light of common sense
of course, to give tone, "If I take the wings due largely to the doctrine taught by many what benefit during this life is such a God to
of the morning and fly away, behold thou art and believed in by millions of protessed chris- you. "0, Ye of little faith." The power
there;" or, "if I make my bed in hell, behold tians, viz. That "God is a spirit and possesses and strength of a government are felt through
thou art there." Now, law "is a rule of ac- neither body parts nor passions;" and in the its laws, by which it is preserved, and the
tion, a precept or command originating with a same chapter adds that "Christ is of the same honor, majesty and power of the King, recog·
superior authority, that an inferior is obligated substance." If God is a "substance," as ad- nized and respected, through those legitimate
to obey.'' -Buck. This being true, it follows mitted by this last declaration, then it follows channels; and silly indeed would that king be
of necessity that there is not, neither can there that he has a body and parts which would be who hearing of tumults, disagreements and
be, a law without a J~aw-giver; and that Law- a contradiction of that creed. But the intent, confusion among his subjects, as touching the
giver is the "superior authority," recognized evidently, is to distil the belief that God is not law and their obligations thereto, who could
in the definition already quoted. Intelligence a substance, no parts, no passions," which or would sit, perchance with folded arms and
exists only in organized matter; hence, as the makes him the negation of all existence, a deep unconcern, and mute like say nothing,
compact of laws by wl'lich the universe is gov- nonentity, a notMng If the first part of this when all concerned are anxious to know the
erned is the expression and product of the could be true, then the second and third affir- right and he the only one who is capable of
highest type of intelligence, it follows of ne- mations would follow; and if that were true putting a quietus to the whole difficulty
cessity that the Lawgiver is an organized In- that God has no parts nor passions, then it which might readily be done by telegraph in
telligence, possessed of supreme wisdom and would be folly to worship or pray to such a a few momenta. Yet such to me appears the
knowledge; hence his supreme power, by his God, and a compromise of our manhood and situation of professed Chr.istians to-day. All
laws, by which the universe is governed. He dignity. "Nopassions"-then he can neither pro.fessabeliefinGod,butoh! howfewthereare
is represented everywhere, his interests main- Jove nor hate; (the strongest passions); and all who are willing to and insist upon receiving a
tained throughout the universe through those you hear about such a God's love or hatred, is revelation from him through the medium of
legitimate channels; and in this sense only is a sad mistake, for he is not capable of doing the Holy Ghoat as duly appointed and proGod omnipresent. By agents duly appointed are either. 1 don't wonder that worshippers of vided by him. Many profess to believe in the
those laws administered, and if we ":make our such a God should deny special providences, Holy Ghost, and insist upon the necessity of
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receiving it, but deny its gifts, and absolutely
refuse to have any of them; all of which looks
to me like, "having a jorm of godliness but
denying the power thereof; and from such
turn away." If an individual does not believe
in the gifts of God's spirit, for conscience sake
and for the sake of common sense let him
never profess a "Holy Ghost religion."
In the palmy days of heathen Greece it is
more than probable that individuals were in·
spired largely with the ambition of being canonized-and worshipped as God; and in the
days of Rome's power the blessed Polycarp was
promised life if he would but deny Christ, and
substitute him by confessing the "Genius of
Cresar;" which being refused, he fell a martyr to the cause of truth. This act of integrity is applauded and sanctioned by all who
are called Christian. But it remained for
this nineteenth century to develope a class of
religionists in the vallies of these Rocky
Mountains (called Mormons, which title however is a misnomer) to deny both Christ and
the l!'ather and the Holy Spirit, as the true
God, and substitute one Adam therefor; "hence
their statement in 1852, that "Adam is our
Father and God, and the only God with
whom we have to do." After an acceptation
of this doctrine, and a few articles in the Millennial Star and elsewhere to clinch it, the
manufactury of gods as desired by the leaders
of this class of fanatics, is fully set up; and
presently one of their prophets is heard to cry
out in the great Tabernacle at Salt Lake City,
"You don't know who Brigham Young is.
I will tell you who he is. Be is our father
and God." And it is supposed that "all
the congregation said, Amen." As an e'Kample of their new inspiration, for now with a
new God, (Adam) the people had a right to
expect something, and they are informed by
his mouth-piece upon earth that he is a lover
of the smell of fresh blood, which arose "in his
nostrils as a sweet smelling incense;" hence the
noted doctrine of Blood Atonement. They
were also informed that it was pleasing to
their God to have some who were guilty of
crime, especially those who had or were about
to apostatize from their creed, (an apostate
being considered the vilest of sinners), to offer
their lives as a sacrifice, and have their blood
spilled in the Endowment House, in a proper
room, by a committee duly appointed by the
body for that purpose.
This inspiration is on a par with that
which inspired the worshipper of Juggernaut
to throw himself before it and be crushed, and
the "Indian mother" who gave her child into
the arms of Molech to be burned. But, you
ask, "Has that terrible doctrine really been
practiced?" I think probably that very few, if
any, ever suffered it willingly; but that many
did unwillingly may be seen in the murder of
Joseph Morris, John Banks, the Parishes, and
many others, who were weak in faith or had
apostatized from this new god.
An example of their highest inspiration may
be seen in the expression of their leader and
first man from god in the kingriom; to wit:
"Before apostates shall flourish here [in Utah]
I'll unsheath my bowie knife and conquer or
die.'' Again, one young woman went out
unwisely (and probably unlawfully) to a Gen·
tile, a soldier, returning occasionally to the
home of her father, (who by the way was full
of debauchery), and for this act her father
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gave her over to the Danite brethren and one ness of which might have been forgiven him
evening she" was invited to take a ride, but had he stopped there; but as the "man" sung
when she got into the wagon some half dozen of was dead, he continues the strain, "Mingling
men climbed in too; and away they all went with gods he can plan for his brethren;" which
from Ogden City south-west over the "Sand fully exposes the long ears of the individual
Ridge.'' The young woman noticed a pick concealed "under the skin of the lion." Such
and shovel in the wagon and she knew full men should ever remember that "a live dog is
well that she was going to her grave; her better than a dead lion," and to every one
soul was filled with terror and sorrow-and who trusts in man there is nothing but curse,
silently the tears flowed down her cheeks. cu1·se, CURSE, promised. "Choose ye whom ye
When they arrived at the spot determined up- will serve." The Doctrine and Covenants
on to dispatch her the team halted, and the teaches that "the wise virgins were those who
Danite brethren went off a little ways alone to took the Holy Spirit for their guide," and were
pray (?)their god to give them strength to J "not deceived." Now if an individual "thank
perform this religious rite that the smoke of God," for an apostle or prophet "to guide"
her blood might come up into his nostrils and him, it is evident that he does not depend upappease his wrath. But while they were im- on the Holy Spirit, and should he claim both,
portuning for strength, (the same as they did he will find it as impossible to follow two
at Mountain Meadows), the girl, who was left guides !loS it is to "serve two masters;" you
in charge of her brutal father, besought him will "love the one and hate the other," or
with tears to have mercy upon her; and, serving one neglect the other. The Comstrange as it may appear, his fiendish heart forter, which is the Holy Ghost, will guide and
was touched so that he permitted her to run, "lead you into all truth." (See John 14th,
and she made good her escape, for she ran for 15th and 16th chapters). Jesus having laid
life: and meeting, or coming up to a Govern- down the law in the case, I am not willing to
ment team, the teamster took her on board; compromise it in any sense with a man. And
and joining her soldier shortly after, she has again, "As many as are led by the Spirit of
never returned. Thus the instance was re- God they are the Sons of God."
lated to me, and my informant claims to have
I had thought to say nothing further at
received the statement from the girl's own lips. present, upon the inspiration of the Adam
Those men are good Brighamites and very God worshippers; but one example in which
religious, as one might suppose, and just as a worthy brother was the chief party interested,
zealous as fanatics usually are, true to tl<eir and which elucidates their inspiration precisely
god, their religion, and their church. This god as practiced in Utah, leads me to give it for
has also an organized priesthood, the same as the benefit of ali interested that the Reorgan·
any god has. They strive, and have to some ized Church may be enabled to judge of this
extent made proselytes to their faith. Those Utah Church correctly. I give certificate.
of our brethren who were victimized by them
"I was born in Glanmorganshire, South
some years since in Wales and England, cer- Wales, A. D. 1827, and joined the Mormon
tify that this priesthood taught the sisters in Church in my native country, in the year
those countries that it was an ''honor and bless- 1844. Emigrated to Utah in the year 1853.
ing for them to lie down under the priesthood Settled at Brigham City, Box Elder county,
and thereby raise up kings unto the Lord;" and Utah, in the year 1855. I apostatized from
all this without being married. to them ; and Brigham ism in 1862 and joined the Reorganeven some of the sisters were already married ized Church in the fall of 1866. In the win·
to others. I am informed that this doctrine ter of 1862, one evening about 3 o'clock p.m.
obtained ther<~ as well as the practice, and I receind notice from the Bishop of Brigham
many engaged in the manufacturing of "kinvs." City to leave my house as he would not allow
I would hardly have dared to have written rue to sleep there, they having cut me off the
this but a noble brother wrote me recently to church and from the quorum of Elders to
''let the truth be told though the heavens fall." which I belonged, stating that my wife and
One of these brethren denounced a priest of children did not belong to me now and should
this class, within the past two years, for teach- be mine no longer as I had apostat.ized. :My
ing in his house that the brother's daughters answer was, that I would leave my house,
had a perfect right to have carnal connection (thinking thereby to save my life), but that I
with this priesthood of Utah, aforesaid, and could not leave town that night aR it was too
that it was no crime whatever, and all this latl). While I was getting ready to leave my
without marriage.
family, as I feared for the last time, a man ap·
Sympathy for our readers prevents me from peared at the window, "but soon disappeared,
saying more upon this strain, but I think that when my wife went to the door to tell him that
enough has been given to show that the in- I would soon be ready In a few moments I
spiration of this religion called Utah Mor, started out my wife accompanying me to the
monism, endorses and enjoins murder, adultery, gate; and when I had passed on but a little
fornication, lewd and lascivious cohabitation, ways I heard footsteps and knew an attempt
incest, (in which, by revelation a man marries was being made to surround me. I started
a widow and her daughter, or two of them, and ran with all my speed believing now that
and another man his "two half sisters"), per- they intended to kill me. In my excitement
jury, lying, stealing, (by which the milk of j I turned into the first house and there my
the Gentiles is sucked), and if there be any- persuers missed me. I felt exhausted with
thing low or mean, slimy and despicable, it is excitement and the exercise, and taking off
a part of their religion, ~md it§ inspiration, my hat and boots laid down on the bed telling
arising as it does solely from man. Nor did the woman what was the matter. In a short.
the leaders of such a religion wait until t.hey time however, my pursuers found n.:e, and two
arrived in Utah to commence, for years ago men entered the house partly masked with
one was heard to sing in verse, "Praise to the cloths about their faces; the woman of the
man who communed with Jehovah;" the rsilli- house cried out1 "You shant take him," and
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ormed, neither shall there be after me," and special providence do they not deny the
"And this is life eternal that they might God of Daniel, of Elijah, of Enoch, and of all
know thee the onl:J true God (not gods) and the holy men who have ever lived; for from
Jesus Christ whom thou hath sent." "And Genesis to Revelations I find a God of special
there is no God else beside me; a just God providences, and revelation. Dan; 2 : 28, exand a Savior; there is none beside me." See pressly declares, "There is a God in heaven
that revealeth secrets, and maketh known to
Isa. 43 : 10; 45 : 21. J no. 17 : 3.
This class of religionists believed large! y in the king Nebuchadnezzar what shall be in the
transmigration, and this accounts for the young latter days ;" hereby recognizing the same
"Jesus" that one faction of them, (the original fact that Jesus did in prayer, ''Our Father
organization having gone out of existence), which ar~ in heaven," &c.
The sceptic objects to the God of the old
claims to have among them in the valley of
Walia Walia, and is called Davisites: This is Bible, because of his represented cruelty. I
but the fulfillment of the saying of our blessed do not propose here an apology for all that is
Lord that "false Christs shall arise." All written in the "name of the Lord," but if any
such religionists should read and digest the one can cons(lientiously make an apology for
language of Christ viz. "Then if any man those nations that were "driven out" before
shall say unto you. Lo, here is Christ, or I$rael I should be pleased to see it, for they
there, believe it not," or "Behold he is in the were guilty of all crimes known in the catalogue
desert; (in these vallies ofthe mountains); go as seen in Leviticus 18 chapter; which things
not forth; behold, he is in the secret chambers were forbidden Israel, and because of their
[Endowment House] believe it not." And transgressions they were driven out and not
yet those very "prophets" and "Christs" that because of Israel's goodness, as fully defined in
were to arise and "deceive many," were to Deuteronomy 9: 4, 5. Moreover, Israel had
show forth "great signs and wonders" which forsaken the gospel covenant, as may be seen
has always been their captivating power, just by referring to Hebrew 4 : 2, and was under
as J annes and J ambres captivated Egypt by the law of "carnal commandments," (it being
the use and power of the "Black Art" which the only medium through which God could
they possessed. "Know ye not, that to whom then reach them), which "was added because
ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his ser- of transgression,'' and was the "school master
to bring them to Christ." (See Gal). Paul
vants ye are to whom ye obey?''
The Bible teaches the existence of a per- wisely states that it was "the administration
sonal God and one of special providences, as of death, written and engraven upon stones."
illustrated in the instance where fire was sent (2 Cor. 3d chap). And under it obtained the
down from heaven ''and consumed the burnt practice of "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for
sacrifice, and the wood and the stones, and a tooth.'' When those "nations" came down
the dust, and licked up the water that was in to battle against Israel and were victorious,
the trench." 1 Kings 18 : 38. And in the there was nothing too mean for them to do,
case of the t.hree Israelite children who re- and when Israel was victorious they returned
fused to bow down and worship the God of the compliment as they had to pay them off in
the king Nebuchadnezzar, preferring to be their own coin, and justice demanded it. I
burnt to death in the fiery furnace than bow understand that God is "jealous" for the right,
down to an idol, whose miraculous deliverance the truth, and his love, which is extended in
was then witnessed by all present, and in his works and laws to all creatures; and that
their case as well as Daniel's, God sent his in the ultimatum of the great tragedy of huangel to deliver them. I have noticed already man life, He will reward all men irrespective
that "ani-"els are per~ons," and represent a of creeds, according to their just deserts.
personal God. And the heathen king Nebuch- The will of God, as exemplified by Christ,
adnezzar recognized the superior power of commends itself to all people, and because of
their God and commanded all to be destroyed its divinity it surpasses all other examples
who would say a word against him, wisely known among men; not so significant in its
offering as a reason, "Because there is no exterior, or general deportment, always, but
other God that can deliver after this sort." because of the fountain of wisdom and of love
When king Darius went to the "den of lions" that flowed so generously for all, and in all its
to see how Daniel had fared with them, Daniel meanderings showed his express love and intold him, ''My God hath sent his angel, and terest in humanity. The idea "God so loved
hath shut the lions' mouths, that they have the world'' is understood in a very limited
MALAD CITY, Idaho, Sept. 30th, 1878.
not hurt me; forasmuch as before him (show- sense by professed Christians, and no man can
The above certificate explains itself, and ing his power to judge) innocency was found be a Christian e::tcept he love God, and no one
while the good brother forgives those men in me; and also before thee, 0 king, have I can love God and hate his brother. Whentheir evil deeds toward him, what a terrible done no hurt." Whereupon the king made a ever God's love s'hall triumph in the earth
criticism upon the intelligence of the people decree "That in every dominion of my king- then will there be a Millenium, and all the
that adopt and endorse such a religion, and dom men tr'.lmble and fear before the God of strife and bickerings and hatred engendered
especially in America and in the light of the Daniel: for he is the living God, and steadfast because of sects and sectionalities will have
nineteenth century. The honesty and zeal of forever and his kingdom that which shall not perished, and man be redeemed from bondage
these deluded tools can not be questioned, for be destroyed, and his dominion shall be even and spiritual night. Then will be the reign
such examples are but the legitimate results unto the end. He delivereth and rescueth, of God's universal kingdom, universal love,
of Utah Mormonism as taught, expounded and and he worketh signs and wonders in heaven universal liberty. "And the Lord shall be
commanded by the leaders. "If any one hath and in earth, who hath delivered Daniel from king over all the earth; in that day shall
ears to hear let him hear.''
the power ofthe lions.'' See Dan. 3d and 6th then be one Lord and his name one." Zech~
I am told that Joseph Morris had a god for chapters. In this "decree" we have a decla- ariah was filled with the inspiration of truth
each planet and that Adam would yet be the ration as to the power of the God Daniel wor- when he wrote that chapter; and had in view,
god of this planet, but not now, differing just shipped, which demonstrates all that I have I believe, an universal reign of peace as exa little in th!s from Brigham's theory. Such claimed for him as a God of "special provi- pressed by John, "The kingdom of this world
prophets should remember the inspiration dence," hence an individual. Now when have become the kingdoms of our God and his
that sayeth, "Before me there was no God Christiana (professed) deny present revelation Christ." And a}$o by Isaiah, Habbakuk, and

fought them the best she could, biting the
finger severely of one, whereupon, he dashed
her to one side on the floor, and catching me
they marched me out, bare headed and in my
stocking feet, the snow being from four to
eight inches deep. I soon was surrounded
with six men, two in front of me, two behind,
and one on either side. They led me to the
west about one half mile, then south about
two, and then east about one half, (as near as
I can recollect), and there the command "halt"
was given. In a few moments I was blindfolded, my hands tied behind me and I stood
there expecting every moment to be my last.
When they first started with me my soul was
harrowed with fear, and I felt sick at heart,
(knowing that the only charge they had
against me was apostasy), but when I reached
the halting place all fear left me, and as I
stood there in the winter's wind and snow I
felt no fear whatever. I shall always thank
God for that peace of mind I then enjoyed
and the deliverance which followed; for instead of cutting my throat from ear to ear;
which is in accordance with the oath of the
Endowment House, or shooting me, which I
should have preferred, they carrie behind me
and kicking me on the heels, I fell at once
upon my back, when they took hold of me
roughly and swore they would castrate me;
they hurt me terribly as I felt sick as dettth,
but thank God they were not permitted t.o
carry out their hellish purposes, and though
badly hurt I was not seriously injured. In a
few moments I was stood on my feet, and one
of my captors (the rest having disappeared)
swore me with unlifted hand that I would
"never return to Brigham City" and then ]Aft
me. I then walked to the hou~e of a friend
arriving there between nine and ten o'clock at
night, and they took me in and gave me food
and warmed me so that I soon found that I
was not maimed, and in a few hours friends
came in search of me as they had been all the
time since my capture in the afternoon, and as
they were armPd and "meant business," I believe that it was the fear of meeting them on
the part of my captors that saved
life and
person. And I thank God for causing their
minds to have been thus operated upon. I
have fully forgiven these men for their cruelty
to me, knowing that they were but the tools
of this bloody priesthood of Utah."
Respectfully submitted to all whom it may
COnCern.
WILLIAM RICHARDS.
Signed in presence of Z. H. Gurley and I.
W. Morgan.
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others, ''for the earth shall be full of the
lcnowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover
the sea," and "They shall not hurt, nor destroy
in all my holy mountain." (See Isa. 11th
chap. and Zech. 8 : 2. "Thus saith the Lord;
I am returned unto Zion, and will dwell in the
midst of Jerusalem: and Jerusalem shall be
called a city of truth; and the Mountain of
the Lord of hosts the holy mountain.'' (See
Isa. 2d chap.)
A careful examination of these evidences
will indemnify the conclusion that those early
prophets recognized the necessity of "knowing
the only true God," just the same as expressed
by Jesus in our text. ·And the Bible proofs
upon this matter may be arranged in three
propositions, based upon three passages of
scripture, to wit: first, "And this is life eternal,
that they might know thee the only tnte God,
and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."John 17:3. "No man knoweth who the Son
is, but the Father; and who the Father is,
but the Son, and he to whom the Son will
reveal him."-Luke 10:22. Third, "No man
can say that Jesus is the Lord [understandingly] but by the Holy Ghost."-:-1 Cor. 12: 3.
Hence I conclude eternal life is to know
God. To know God, we must know Christ,
and in order to know Christ, we must receive
the Holy Ghost; so we repeat the injunction
of Peter as being. the mode by and through
which this knowledge may be received. "Re·
pent and be baptized every one of you in the
name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of
sins, and you shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghosl."-Acts 2: 38.
I have just noticed the fact that the Holy
Ghost gives a "knowledge of Christ," an example of which may be seen in the case recited
in Matth!lw, sixteenth chapter, and after
Peter had certified that Jesus was "the Christ,
the Son of the living God," Jesus ~t>nswered,
flesh and blood hath not revealed it [that knowledge] unto thee, but my Father which ·is in
heaven." And in the eighteenth verse, calling it a "rock," he assures all present that "the
gates of hell shall not prevail against it," the
revealed k.nowledge of "the only true God, and
Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent." "Amen,
so let it be."
And now we may cheerfully pray, "Our
li'ather which art in heaven, hallowed be thy
name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be
done in earth as it is in heaven. Give us this
day our daily bread. And forgive our debts
as we forgive our debtors. And lead us not
into temptation, but deliver us from all evil;
for thine is the kingdom, and the power, and
the glory, for ever. Amen.''
Even so. Come Lord J esu~.
Yours for truth,
Z. H. GuRLEY.
MALAD CITY, Idaho, October 2d, 1878.

Egyptian Peas.
A correspondent informs us that Mr. Jamieson

of the Metropolitan Gas Company received by the
last mail a packet of peas which were taken from
the folds of an Egyptian mummy, unrolled in the
British Museum, 3000 years old. Mr. Jameison
on receiving them placed some of them in a glass
of water, and in 24 hours they had swelled considerably. They were then taken out and planted in
pots, with good manure and are now springing in·
to life.

Out· of suffering have emerged the strongest
souls, and the most massive characters are seamed
with deeply-out acarn.
r.
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RESURRECTION.
PLEASANToN, Decatur Co., Iowa,
January 30th, 1878.
Brother Joseph:-I learn with pain, and
deep regret, that the dogma has been taught
by one of the Elders of our Church, that there
is "No literal resurrection of the body."
Now if I could be persuaded to believe that
that item of doctrine should be taken out of
our religious faith, I would say "farewell
Bible, farewell Book of Mormon, farewell all
the revealed word of God," for it would all
be as a myth, and I would be found to exclaim
with Paul of old, "For if the dead rise not,
then is Christ not raised; and if Christ be
not raised, your faith is vain, ye are yet in
your sins. Then they also which are fallen
asleep in Christ are perished. If in this life
only we have hope in Christ, we are of all
men most miserable."-1 Cor. 15: 16-19.
But thanks be to our heavenly Father, I
know positively that these bodies will come
forth from the grave, in perfect form, with
every limb and joint perfectly in their proper
place, the identical person that lived in this
mortal state; for I have beheld it in a glorious vision of the night. :But lest this should
not prove satisfactory to some of our akeptical
·brethren, I refer them to the teachings of
Amulek in the latter part of' the 8th chapter
of Alma, as follows :
"Now there is a death which is called a temporal death; anti the death of Christ shall loose
the bands of this temporal death; that all shall
be saved from this temporal death, the spirit and
the body shall -be reunited again, in its perfect
form; both limb and joint shall be restored to it~
proper frame, even as we now are at this time;
and we shall be brought to stand before God,
knowing even as we know now, and have a bright
resollection of all our guilt. Now thi~> restoration
shall come to all, both old and young, both bond
and free, both male and female both the wicked
and the righteous; and even there shall not so
much as a hair of their head be lost; but all
things shall be restored to its perfect frame, as it
is now, or in the body, and shall be brought and
be arraigned before the bar of Christ the Son, and
God the Father, and the Holy Spirit, which is
one eternal God, to be judged according to their
works, whether they be good, or .whether they be
evil.
Now behold I have spoken unto you concerning
the death of the mortal body, and also concerning
the resurrection of the mortal body. I say unto
you that thls mortal body is raised to an immortal
body; that ia from death; even from the· first
death unto life, that they can die no more ; their
spirits be uniting with their bodies, never to be
divided; thus the whole becoming spiritual and
immortal, that they can no more see corruption."
We will now give Alma's testimony on this
subject, as our Savior says, "in the mouth of
two or three witnesses every word shall be established." See the 2d paragraph of the 19
chapter of Alma, in the Book of Mormon.
There is a space between death and the resurrection of the body, and a state of the soul in happi·
ness or in misery, until the time which is appointed
of God that the dead shall come forth, and be reunited, both soul and body; and be brought to
stand before God, and be judged according to
their works ; yea, this bringeth about the restor~~,tion of those things which have been spoken by

the mouths. of the prophets. The soul shall be restored to the body, and the body to the soul; yea,
and every limb and joint shall be restored to its
body; yea, even a hair of the head shall not be
lost, but all things shall be restored to its proper
and perfect frame."
Now I think it is impossible to imagine or
conceive of any words, or language that could
possibly be used, to set forth in a stronger, or
clearer light, the glorious truth of the literal
resurrection of the body.
See now the testimony of our Savior, after
his resurrection :
"Behold my hands and my feet, that it is I, myself. Handle me and see; for a spirit hath not
flesh and bones, as you see me have.''-Luke
24: 38.

See also, the testimony of John the beloved
disciple:
"Behold, now are we the sons of God, and it
doth not yet appear what we shall be; but we
know that when he shall appear we shall be like
him; for we shall see him as he ia."-1 John 3: 2
If they receive not these testimonies, neither
would they believe though one rose from the
dead. I can compare them only to those who
have eyes, but see not; ears, but bear not,
and hearts, but perceive not the glorious truths
of heaven.
Let those who have consigned their loved
ones to the silent tomb, dry up their tears,
and let their hearts be comforted, knowing
assuredly, that their dear ones will come forth
from the tomb, the idential persons which they
so tenderly laid away.
This was the great prime object of the
mission of the Lord Jesus; without this his
death and sufferings ware in vain.
E RonrNsoN.
Ove•·~overuhm~ 4Jb.ild~t·eu.

Children are often brought up without any partie·
ular habits of self government, because the governing is done for them and on them. A girl that
:a never allowed to Bew, all of whose clothes are
made for her and put on her till she is ten, twelve,
fifteen or eighteen years of age is spoiled. The
mother has spoiled her by doing everything for
her. The true idea of self-restraint is to let the
child venture. A child's mistakes are often better
than its no-mistakes; because when a child makes
mistakes and has to correct them, it is on the way
toward knowing something. A child that is waked up every morning, and never wakes himself up;
is dressed and neven makes mistakes in dressing
himself; and is washed and never makes mistakes about being clean; and is fed, and never
has anything to do with his food; and is cared
for and kept all day from going wrong-such a
child might as well be a tallow candle, perfectly
straight, and solid, and comely, and unvital, and
good for nothing but to be burned up. The poor
weaver who has a large family of children, bread
enough for half of them, and sets them to work
before they are five years old, is a philanthropist.
You may gather round them, and mourn over
them, but blessed be the weaver's children! The
twelve children of the poor wea'\'er will turn out
better than the twelve children of the millionaire.
I would rather take an insurance on the weaver's
children than on the millionaire's. messed are
those that learn by the hard way of life what
every man must learn first or last or go ashore a
wreck-namely self restraint_
Plenty and indigence depend upon the opinion
every one has of them, and riches, no more than
glory or health, have no more beauty or pleasure
than their possessor is pleased to lend them.
The Germans have this good proverb: That
thefts never enrich: alms never impoverish: nor
prayer~ hinder any work.
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Plano, llUnois, January to, 1879.
"TRUCE BREAKERS."
ONE of the most annoying and discouraging traits
of character attaching to fallen man, and manifest in these last days, is that of truce breaking,
the breaking of or failing to keep their covenants
and promises.
Every lesson taught by parents, Sunday School
and day school teachers, touching human char.
acter and conduct, is an attempt to impress upon
the mind of the young that probity, fidelity to
one's word and to principle, reliability and stead.
fastness are solid characteristics, always commendable and in demand, and perhaps none of
all the graces that can adorn human beings are
more often wanting than are these. A religious
regard to the honor of one's promises, a scrupulous keeping of one's word, is by no means common, and what hurts most, occurs far too seldom
among Saints.
'rhe presiding Elders of the Church, upon whom
devolves the duty of securing laborers for specific and distant fields often base their 'calculations
and make their decisions upon the representations
made by others-co-workers in the general cause
-and upon the promises of brethren directly interested in the labor proposed to be provided.
It sometimes has occurred that when the whole
affair was arranged by the Elders having charge
upon the promises and representations made, a
failure has happened, the real cause of which has
been the failure to keep the promises made. A
few occurrences of this sort has resulted in
shaking confidence in men otherwise considered
good; the drawback being expressed in the sentences-"He is unreliable," "He fails to keep his
word."
This is not all. If. these presiding authorities
hesitate to trust what is stated to them, they are
thought to lack confidence, and this Jrlirts those
under distrust, and they feel hard t~lit their word
is not taken; and, unless the Elders use duplicity and mis-state the causes of their distrust, they
lose prestige with these brethren by reason of
their plain dealing.
Elders, some of them, and we are glad there are
not many, are making a bad record for reliability, in that they make appointments for preaching
and allow small opposing things to keep them
from filling them; any trivial excuse serving
them as a reason for staying away. Now and
then, one is found making promises to labor in
given places and then either ignoring the promise, or neglecting to keep it, till all confidence
in their promises is lost.
Again, now and then an Elder borrows money
of some good Saint promising faithfully to pay at
a given time; and when the time rolls round
forgetting the promise, or deliberately failing to
keep it; and so with other promises, respecting
the hundreds of other things occurring in the

daily intercourse between men and their neighbors and fellows.
The constant aim of the teachers of the Church
has been to instil the truth that faithful performance of duty, was the spiritual philosopher's
stone, that was to transmute all minor things into
the golden blessings of the world to come, to be
enjoyed here; that among the duties to be performed was that of keeping the word and promise inviolate and in honor. To be in season at
all appointments, both public and private; and
in whatever thing, word or act, men had been led
to expect, or look for performance, to see to it
that it was done, or an adequate reason given to
them for a failure.
In all this teaching those so teaching have met
the cordial support of the great mass of believers,
some of whom have found fault with individual
elders for not keeping their words.
The sum of our writing may be reduced to
this: it is an age when it has been predicted
there should be "truce breakers," men that were
"headv, incontinent, unfaithful;" and of course
though we are necessarily shocked and hurt
when we discover one or more of this sort in the
Church, we are obliged to admit that it is possible, because it is so.
Elders who are in the field and are blessed in
their labors, often meet strong solicitations to
come and sojourn, or locate their families with
the Saints at certain places; and fair promises
are made that "We will see that your wants shall
be supplied; your family shall be provided for."
Some have accepted these promises, and have
removed into the places named, and after awhile,
sometimes sooner and sometimes later, their families have lacked, and they have felt that they
were a burden and a tax, and disheartened they
have failed to interest and instruct as ministers,
and have been obliged to quit the field. Some
have been severely censured for so quitting the
field, and sometimes by the very men to whom
they had a right to look, if to any one, to keep_
the protestations made to them. Too humble_ to
urge the claim, too sensitive to abide the slight,
too honorable to retort or to find fault, they have
borne while they could, and have settled away to
dig where they should be preaching.
"Let the rich men in the Church bear the burden." Yes, these are only few. There are not a
dozen riel! men in the Church. Not a score who
may be said to have much beyond a competency.
These have borne and are bearing, comparatively,
their part. Perhaps not in such ways as find a
herald always that tells it to every body; or in
ways that find notice on the Bishop's books; but
still it is done. Not all, and perhaps only a few,
(out of the few), do near all that they could do;
but these we do not defe::d; we are writing in
general terms. But the rich are not the mass;
nor are they the burden bearers; the workers,
busy, industrious workers, are the burden bearers; the frugal, saving, contented laborers; these
are the ones who carry the burdens, the larger
portion of the burdens the Church is called to
bear. Too busy to indulge in speculation; t<!MJ
engrossed in their labor to have much use for
luxuries; too healthy-minded to make foolish
display of luxury or wealth to vie with, or out-do
their aristocratic neighbors, what they have is
for use, and they honestly charge a part of their
income with church expenses and pay accord.
ingly. If n sacrifice of time) money, or personal

comfort is to be made, these workers are the ones
who may safely be relied on to make it. They
know how to make it, and are not afraid nor
ashamed to do it.
This class are not the poor, but are the interlocking, intertwining, strengthening, cementing
power of the entire social fabric; are the wealth
producers, and by their wisdom is by far the
greater portion of the wealth disbursed; hence,
it is to this class that the Church must look for
real help.
Some of the denominations of Christians have
established large publishing houses; and have
built public beneficiary establishments, including
hospitals, and places for homes and rest to the
indigent and decrepid, but have done this mostly
by charitable bequests from an occasional con.
vert from the wealthy, who compromises the en.
joyment of the rest of his wealth by thus devot.
ing a munificent part to the work of relief. Or
from the bequest of some dying Christian who
can not take his wealth with him, and so gener.
ously leaves it to God's work among the poor,
and for the cause.
Converts to the doctrine of the Latter Day
Saints are not made from among the wealthy, as
a rule; but the gospel they teach is the one of
which it was remarked so long ago, "The poor
have the gospel preached unto them;" hence no
such bequests fall into the coffers of the Church,
except now and then a few dollars are left to
some specific purpose, but these come from the
workers.
To work, then, is the normal condition of the
Saint, that he may be useful every way to the
cause, both as a preacher and as a benefactor.
Go to with your mights, ye men of God; let am.
bition stir you up to bear these great burdens
successfully on to the final triumph.
There must be no truce breakers in the Church.
We can not afford to have that prophecy in
Paul's letter to Timothy find a fulfillment in the
Church. We have located its fulfillment outside,.
among those "having a form of godliness, but
denying the power thereof;" and hence our gaze
has always been turned towards aud beyond the
outer walls of Zion's courts; and our faculty of
far-seeing has made it difficult to see clearly
objects demanding the exercise of near-sightedness. This habit must be corrected. We must
acquire the faculty of seeing what is needful to
be seen, whether near or far, and by just discrim
ination to put a proper estimate upon what we
see. No, we can not afford to determine that it
is needful to be truce breakers to be good Saints
and fit for the Kingdom of God.
AN Elder dreamed the following and would like
some one to read it for him. He thinks there is
a meaning in it.
"I was .in a room that seemed familiar to me.
There were several persons present-strangers.
There were three doors in the room; one led out
doors, one into a larger room, and one into a
smaller one. I stood between the door that led
into the larger room and the one that led out
doors; beside me on the floor, and next the outer
door, stood a willow basket, in shape like a lady's
work basket, but sufficiently tight to hold wheat.
It would hold about three pecks, and was about
two-thirds full of very clean wheat, nothing but
wheat,...-the grains on the top were "\'ery small.
Standing by the basket, I put roy left hand into
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it, and began to stir it as one will when looking
at and examining wheat; as I stirred it I found
the grains of wheat underneath large and plump.
I took some up in my hand and put it into my
mouth and began to eat. Looking into my hand
again, I found it had become full, I turned some
ouf into the basket,· my hand filled up again,
seemingly, of itself; then a moment after, on
looking into the 'basket I saw that it had filled
up, rounding, all that it could hold of nice clean
wheat."

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Ques.-Are the answers to questions published
in the HERALD to be received and used by the
Church as law to govern in matters to which
they may refer?
Ans.-No; the answers to questions are the
opinions of the Editor, or Editors, upon the sub.
jects referred to; and 80 much is law as may be
quoted from the books themselves, or the decislons of conferences which may be cited.
We have been· expecting that this question
would be asked, and hence we are prepared both
for the question and the answer The only weight
that these epinions may have that which may
attach to the supposed capability of the Editors
.
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Q.-Are Elders or others required to respect
revelations coming through a lower to a higher
in office, commanding them to act in any matter,
or directing the cutting off of members (naming
them)?
A.-Revelations of the character referred to in
the question should be very carefully criticised
before being acted upon. While we can not say
that the Spirit may not thus manifest the will of
God, it has not been usual, and is not in accordance with the philosophy of the work. We are
of the opinion that to establish such a precedent
for cutting members off, would cause serious and
wide-spread distrust in the revelations, and of
course in the revel~tors. The law seems to contemplate that no one ehall be ~ut off e-xeept fol'
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sufficient cause, of which fact there shall be "two
or more witnesses" in the flesh. The Elders are
warranted in believing that the Spirit that gave
the law will itself respect the law, hence what is
manifestly contrary to the law can not be of the
Spirit, nor should obedience to it be expected or
required.
Q.-Is it right and proper for an Elder of the
Church of Latter Day Saints to deliver political
speeches in public?
A.-We did not choose to answer this question
before the late election took place, as we feared
it might assume a partizan shape if we did. Our
opinion has been heretofore that no privilege of
citizenship which might of right be exercised
and enjoyed by a good citizen, was by our Church
law or government denied to the Saints, or they
debarred therefrom. We took this view, and in
harmony with it, we made two or three speeches
before the public on the finance question. During
the campaign we held and expressed decided
opinions regarding the issues before the people,
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. Q.-If a bra.nch ~fficer transgre~ses by gettmg
drunk and bemg disorderly,_ publicly, be:ore the
world, should he be permitted to contmue to
officiate in his office, without suspension from
his duties, until the branch sees fit to remove such
rule of ·suspension; notwithstanding he may
have been forgiven by the branch?
A.-Certainly, if he be forgiven he must not be
· pt"inished, and suspension is punishment. If his
offense is a repeated and flagrant one, he should
be punished. If continued until confidence is
lost, he should be dealt with, and silenced or disfellowshipped.
4).-Has a branch, or a companyj a right to organize according to the pattern given in section
fifty:one of Doctrine and Covenants?
A.-W.e see no reason why any number of
brethren residing near together might not so
organize; provided, that a sutllcient unanimity
of understanding respecting the manner in which
eueh organizatioJt may b<.l ei'eeted; and proYided,

further, that there be not now any law of incorporation existing where it is desired that such
organization should take place, by which it
would be made illegal by law of the laRd, and
therefore inoperative; we, therefore, answer Yes.
Q.-How many Latter Day Saints are there in
the Reorganized Church, that is, approximately?
A.-About fifteen thousand.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
WE notice in the HeraZd, of Salt Lake City, Utah,
two references to the removal of portions of the
wall which the late President Brigham Young
built around his premises; one reference states
that the city is removing portions either side of
the Eagle Gate. We have often wondered wheth.
er the policy of President Taylor would suggest
the propriety of removing that reminder of either
fear or selfish exclusion. We believe that it
would be a stroke of good policy to remove the
wall around the Temple Block, and replace it
with a neat fence, that will be just as effectual in
excluding unnecessary interference with the labors there, will add much to the appearance of
the block, and will go far towards removing the
air of mysterious secrecy that always suggests
guilt, whether intended to do so or not.
Can any of the readers of the HERALD supply
us, by loan or otherwise, with the Supplement to
1Jfillennial Star, volume fifteen, or the Deseret
News, (extra), containing the full account of the
presentation of the Revelation on Polygamy,
August, 1852? We want it at once.
We have lately received from Messrs. Tullidge
and Crandall, of Salt Lake City, Utah, copies of
the "Life of Joseph the Prophet," written by Edward W. Tullidge, a work of five hundred and
forty.five page, on good thick paper, and fair
type. We hereby return thanks for kindness
shown in sending these copiesj one of which is
placed in the Church Library. We are requested
by the publishers, Messrs. Tullidge and Crandall,
to state that the price per volume is $3, at retail,
with discount to the trade. Of the merits of. the
work we can not speak, not having read it; but
do not doubt that it is well written, as the author
is a fair writer.
Bro. T. W. Smith wrote from Cumberland Co.,
N. J., December 18th, that during his preaching
at Philadelphia, the hall was filled with attentive
listeners. Some of his relatives became quite
interested.
Bro. C. Mfl4; of Pittsfield, Illinois, writes of the
favorable e:ffeb't of Bro. J. H. Lake's preaching
while he was there in November.
Bro. and Sr. P. W. Surbrook of Lexington,
Michigan, rejoice that they have heard the gos.
pel and obeyed it. The work done by brethren
Briggs and Kelley, six years agoj took effect, and
the labors of brethren Davis and Cornish brought
many to obedience in that country, as already
recorded.
Sister C.- Gifford of Liscomb,. Iowa, though
she has not heard a sermon since 1870, yet ceases
not to exercise her faith and to feel as strong in.
it as of old, but hungers for the bread of life only
obtained through preaching and prayer meetings.
May she remain ever steadfast and ever comforted and blessed.
Bro. Joseph Luff has been preaching in Totonto and 13aint Thomas, Ontari<J, and was to
return to Saint Thomas soon; so he wrote from
London, December ~2d,
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Sister Hannah Adams of Woodbine, Iowa, an
aged sister, is quite ill and desires the prayers of
the Church for her recovery, so writes Sr. Esther
Rohrer.
Bro. N. Trook, of the J\IIoroni Branch, Cass Co,,
Nebraska, mentions the preaching of brethren
R. C. Elvin and Joshua Armstrong in their midst
early in December. An ingathering of souls is
expected, as God's Spirit is working with both
Saints and those without.
Bro. J. W. Johnson of Breckenridge, Caldwell
county, :Missouri, says that they now number
eighteen in the branch. They meet twice a week
and enjoy the Spirit. The people without are
favorable, and are kindly disposed towards the
Saints. 1\iay they be faithful in all their obligations to God and mankind, so as to do the good
promised to them. Bro. Johnson lives three miles
north of Breckenridge, and would like any passing Saints to call on them.
Bro. J. A. Stewart of Philadelphia, mentions
the excellent effect of the preaching of Bro. T.
W. Smith in that city. Bro. Stewart went with
him to the Hornerstown Branch, New Jersey, to
assist him.
Bro. E. N. Webster of Boston, looks for better
times there, spiritually, and for an increase in the
membership of the Church.
Bro. W. J. R. Herring of Clay county, Minnesota, says that he has had many trials during the
year just gone, but has also had many blessings.
He rejoices in the gospel and in its truths, though
he is absent from the Saints for a time. J\IIay he
. be strengthened and blessed to continue to abide
and to rejoice.
Sister Ruth A. Turner of li'Iontrose, Iowa, writes
that a few souls are yet there striving for the prize
that is to be had at the end of the race, though
the love of some has waxed cold.
Bro. E. C. Brand wrote from Salt Lake City,
December 25th, that he had a successful time at
Kaysville and 0 gden; also, that Bro. Fyrando
had baptized seven at Wanship recently.
Bro. J. J. Cornish wrote from London, Ontario,
that during his last trip into Michigan he baptized thirty. two, making eighty-five since July. At
one place a minister lectured two and a half hours
against our doctrine, supposing that Bro. Cornish
had returned to Canada, but he was present taking notes, and afterwards challenged the minister,
but he would not meet in debate. Bro. Cornish
lectured in defense the next night to a house full
of people, and to their satisfaction, as they expressed by vote.
Bro. R. M. Elvin mentions his trip with Bro. R.
J. Anthony to Wheeler's Grove and Farm Creek,
Iowa, where they preached thirty discourses and
baptized eleven.
Bro.J. H. Hanson is at Farmington, Kentucky,
and hopes for some good results this winter for
the cause in that region.
Bro. George H. Hilliard of tho South-Eastern
Illinois District, mentions their late good conference, and thinks that the work in that country
is steadily increasing.
Bro. John Pett of Galland's Grove, Iowa, says
that the work of the gospel has prospered there
since the General Conference last fall. Twentysix have been baptized, one a lady of seventy-two
years, who came there on a visit, and hearing the
gospel, believed, and straightway obeyed it. He
mentions the starting of Bro. Bays and family,
for Tfi!x:as, Doeember 18th..

Bro. D. S. and Sr. Zerelda A. Bowen, who live
near Stewartsville, J\IIissouri, old-time Saints, send
a few words each, expressive of their faith in
God's work of the last days. Bro. Bowen recommends the quality of the soil in that country, and
says that land is cheap and good. May they be
greatly comforted in the faith.
Bro. John Scott, superintendent of the mechanical department of the Herald Office, left the office
November 28th, for a visit to New York City.
He took his daughter Ethel with him; he returned December 21st, well pleased with his trip.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins left the office for a visit at
Kewanee, and other places west on the line of the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway, to be
gone during the holidays. A line received from
him dated Kewanee, December 23d, stated that he
spoke at that place twice on Sunday, the 22d,
with good effect; but to limited houses, on account of the extremely bad weather. He returned from the west December 31st.
We are indebted to some one (Sr. Bowden, of
Keokuk, Iowa, we think) for a copy of the Constitution, published at Keokuk, containing a very
interesting digest of the business facilities and
surrm,mdings of the "Gate City." We hereby
thank the one sending it.
Bro. Joseph E. Wayt, of Glen Easton, Pennsylvania, sends a copy of "Curiosities of the Bible,"
for the HERALD. This or a similar one was published in the HERALD some time ago, we think,
and our room hardly warrants its insertion now.
Bro. Jas. Caffall was at Forest City, Missouri,
December 21st, on his way home, after a seven
weeks' stay about Independence, St. Joseph, and
other places through that region of country. He
met with some things pleas1nt, and with others
quite to the contrary.
Bro. Fyrando was, on December 21st, at Wan.
ship, Utah. It was very cold. He had been
traveling in Weber Valley; had preached at
Wanship, Kamas, Provo Valley, Wasatch county
and Heber City. Had good congregations and
fine liberty. He had baptized seven.
A good soul signing herself "Nebraskian" has
written an article explanatory of the faith of the
Church, which is published in the Chateauqua
(N.Y.) Record, in which she puts the epitome of
the faith in good form, and makes a fair presentation. We can not well insert it, as we should
like to do, for want of room.
Bro. C. L. Meutze writes from Plattsmouth, Nebraska, December 30th, 1878, that there is now a
branch there of seventeeiJ. members-; two and a
half years ago when he arrived there he found
one member. Five united with them on the
29th, one an old-time Saint. Ern. Joshua Armstrong, G. E. Deuel, and R. C. Elvin had been
with them lately.
Sr. L. D. Hoisington, writes from Winterset,
Jiiladison county, Iowa, that she feels somewhat
lonesome, there being no one of her faith with
whom she may converse about the doctrine, and
on the principles of the gospel. She thinks that
an Elder could find an opening there. She lives
in the Longnecker school district, about five
miles south-west of Winterset.
"Hoing up," is the way Sr. .Eli.za Hunter informs
us of the change of rooms in which the Alton
Saints worship; going ·up meaning going from
a room in one story of the building to one in
tho story above; a bettor and plea~anter one is

seeurei by the ~b•ge.

Bro. George Hatt writes from Omaha, Nebras.
ka, of late date, that there· is quite an improvement in the feeling in the Omaha Branch. This
branch has been badly tried, and we sincerely
hope that good spirits and wiser councils will
prevail for them hereafter.
We publish a strong letter from brother R. D.,
of the l\Ialad Branch, the portion of which in
reference to the waking up, and erection of a
house as a means of uniting their faith and
works, we endorse, and call attention to. Apathy
is hard foe to fight, but good, fair, honorable war.
fare will overcome even that foe at last.
Bro. Wm. Anderson, 1007 Broadway, Oakland,
California, send's us a copy of Oakland's Merchants
and Commerce, in which is an interesting epitome
of the business houses of that city. Bro. A. is a
candy manufacturer and merchant.
Sister Laura Frederickson mentions the good
labors of Ern. Anthony and Elvin at Wheeler's
Grove, Iowa.
Bro. Charles Derry was preaching at St. Louis
and vicinity at last accounts. We are sure that
he will do much good. to the cause in those re.
gions.
Bro. Samuel Orton of Bartlett, Iowa, mentions
the labors of brethren R J. Anthony and R. M.
Elvin at that place. Their efforts were able, but
the severe weather prevented a large attendance.
Bro. Adam See of Adams Center, Wisconsin,
reports that himself and wife and children are
striving to keep the faith. There are no meetings
near them, but they try to preach by example.
Times are very hard; their crops last season hav/i:"
ing been destroyed by hail.
Sister Susan Matthews of Darlington, Wiscon.
sin, who joined the Church in England in 1841,
has heard no preaching for twenty.four years,
except during a visit of Bro. Z. H. Gurley, Sen.,
at that place, 1868-1870. She hoped to have seen
Bro. Patterson there during the pat~t year, but he
was not able to go into Wisconsin, as rel!lted
heretofore.
A child of Bro. Walter A. and Sr. Maggie J.
Head, of Rock Creek, Hancock county, Illinois,
was healed of an attack of diphtheria, December
7th, by administration of oil and laying on of
hands, by brethren Richard Lambert and H. T.
Pitt, two of the Elders of the Rock Creek Branch..
So states Bro. and Sr. Head in their letter of the
18th, for which blessing they ascribe glory to
God.
Jlt'i:rs. Daniel Jones writes from Webster, Dodge
county, Nebraska, of the great stir made in that
community by the preaching of Ern. Roberts and
Rannie, whose Bible doctrine sapped the founda.
tions of the creeds preached in that vicinity.
Bibles that have not .been read for months were
taken down and dusted and read to tlnd if the
gospel preached by these men could not .be refuted, but. without avail; and eager congregations, says Mrs. Jones, continued to assemble and
to listen attentively. The ministers and members of other societies display lamentable ignor.
ance of the Bible and the doctrines of Christ and
his primitive disciples.
Bro. J. R. Cook wrote from Sacramento; California, December 15tb, that he had been preach·
ing' in Eldorado county, and baptized one, the
result of Sr. Plumtree's efforts. He has three
openings for preaching there, and intends to fill
them this winter. May he be able to do much
rood tn. 110 doing.
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Bro. James Caffall writes from Council Bluffs,
Iowa, January 7th, that the conference of the
Northern Nebraska District was held at Omaha
on the .4th and 5th inst. Many of the Elders
traveling twenty and thirty miles, with the mercury down to 12° below zero, to be present.
Among those visiting the conference were two
sisters who rode twenty mile in the terrible cold
to attend the session, showing that the fire is not
all out of the hearts of the Saints. He states that
much good feeling prevails in the district at
present. We sincerely hope that no cause of quar.
rel will ever be found there again.
Bro. Worden Whiting, at last writing, was gc.
ing out preaching with Bro. E. T. Dobson, in
Calhoun and Carroll counties, Iowa.
Some one sends one dollar from Beaver City,
Utah; no name signed.
Bro. J. A. Mcintosh, of St. Thomas, Ontario,
writes of preaching at Bismarck, thirty miles
west of St. Thomas. Some of the Baptists there
changed their views on baptism, and now believe
that it is for the remission of sins. A gentleman
gave free use of his hall to preach in, and enter.
tained Bro. Mcintosh with hospitality and brotherly kindness. At Mount Salem he was also befriended and found a good opening, but there
were some obstacles in the way of procuring a
hall or meeting house. At St. Thomas the branch
spirituality is not very marked, and Bro. Mcintosh suggests that some proper authority come or
be sent to their help.
We thank the following brethren for papers
received: T. R. Hawkins, George Derry, J. A.
Robinson, and 0. E. Cleveland. Bro. John Burlington sends a Gazette from St. Joseph, Missouri,
which contains a statement of the business of
that city for the past year. Among other religious bodies named is given also a notice of the
branch of our faith located there, containing
eighty members under Bro. Burlington's charge.
Do not order Harps at $2 till further notice.

HERALD.

give us a lift? Just leave your abominable lucre
gathering; throw your money 'rakes' aside; put
your purses in your pockets, and come and preach
for us a year or two? Come, there are plenty of
opportunities, good places to preach in, hundreds
to hear, many anxious; come now, just make a
little sacrifice, it is not much, and the Lord will
pour out his blessings for you; come, coME, COME
and help us! We don'twant to leave our ploughs,
our shops, our stores, why, if we do our 'rakes'
wont work for us, and then our incomes will
stop; but you, just come along, the Lord wants
you, and He will take care of your little ones and
of yourselves; CO ME!"
Is any comment necessary?

... .

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared e:<pressly for the Herald.]

Dec. 22nd.-The previous report of the flight of
the ruler of Afghanistan is confirmed. He lost
his power to control his people.
Two negroes in Louisiana, who were summoned
before the United States grand jury as witnesses
in regard to election frauds, have just been murdered, while on their way to attend court.
A man was murdered at night on the platform
of a railway car, $600 taken from his pocket and
his body thrown off. He had life enough to get
to a house and make his deposition, before he died.
This occured on the Grand Trunk road east of
Detroit, Michigan.
Two grave-robbers of Zanesville, Ohio, fined
and sent to prison.
The distress among the English poor and the
laboring classes increases in extent and severity.
23rd.-The funeral services of the late Bayard
Taylor took place yesterday at Berlin, Germany.
The heaviest snowstorm for a number of years
occured in the vicinity of Montreal on Saturday
night, the ground being covered to a d~pth of
nearly three feet.
Reports come from Europe that the king of Denmark had received a letter threatening him with
assassination. The garrison of Copenhagen have
been confined to their barracks in consequence.
By a railroad accident near Moscow in Russia,
twenty persons were killed and thirty-eight were
wounded.
A very severe storm prevailed along the Atlantic
A BROTHER, very anxious that the gospel shall coast on Saturday night causing numerous disasbe preached in the region where he lives, writes ters to shipping.
24th.-The British troops have taken possession
about thus:
J ellalabad, Afghanistan.
"There is very little preaching being done here
The proposed reduction of twelve and a half
at present. The Elders and the rest of the breth- per cent in wages in the collieries in Yorkshire
ren are doing like I am, seeking most after their and Derbyshire affects one hundred thousand laown gain. I do wish some of the Elders from
the North-east would come this way and labor in borers. A very large meeting will be held by
them soon and a universal strike is expected.
the district for a year or two."
Poverty and distress are widespread.
This sounds a key note, and what a curious
The weather is severe throughout Great Britain
tone it is,-but then, it is very like human nature there being also much snow, and in Scotland,
-here is a region of country where preaching is railway trains are blocked, and traffic suspended.
More snow than for tb;Tty years before. The
needed, and where abundant opportunities are snow· fall is also ver;:r heavy on the Continent, in
afforded, with a fair proportion of ability, and a some regions more than known before in any year
fair distribution of this world's goods among the of this generation.
The trouble in Louisiana over the efforts to
"Elders and the brethren," and the wish (earnest
prove the facts in regard to the election frauds
wish) is expressed that other brethren, Elders, no increases. There is almost a condition of rebelbetter off in these things shall leave their homes, lion against the Government. Colored witnesses
fields oflabor, families and dependents, and come have been murdered, and others are threatened.
there and preach a "year or two," and one of the The presence of the army it is believed will be
necessary.
reasons why this request is expressed is because
The Governor of Kansas desires that troops be
they are too poor to maintain an Elder in the dis- stationed on the southern border of Kansas to
trict. If that is not a curious exhibit of human hold the reservation Indians in check, though why
nature we never saw one. It is equivalent to is not stated.
Louis Allenbaugh, a Toledo wife murderer, con.
saying to the folks in the "north-east" (whereve~ victed of manslaughter, was yesterday sentenced
that may be) "Here, you brethren, we in this dis- to twenty years in the penitentiary.
Ad vices from the province of Ceara, Brazil, give
trict love the 'work' and 'word' of God; but, you
see, we are 1!0 busy with our "muck-rakes" terrible accounts of the ravages of the small-pox.
In the capital of the province the daily death rate
that we cannot go and preach ourselves, and is stated to be six hundred, The destitution is
can't give any thing to keep one of our own El- such as to drive people to devour carrion and the
ders at it; so just come over here) will you, and bodies of the dead.

S. D. Richards, who recently murdered a woman
and her three children in Nebraska, has been arrested at Mount Pleasant, Ohio. He confesses
the crime, and also to the killing of five other persons at different times previously.
·The cold has been extreme throughout lheNorth,
both east and west, and the quantity of snow that
has fallen has been immense. Both together have
greatly interfered with travel and trade throughout the country. Even at St. Joseph, Missouri,
the mercury went down to ten degrees below zero.
In our region it has reached twenty degrees below.
25th.-The State Line steamer, State of Louisana, from Glasgow for New York, rau ashore at
Hunter's Rock, on the coast of Ireland yesterdo.y
morning, and will probably prove a total wreck.
No loss of life reported.
Two men were killed and five injured by the explosion of a boiler at Kingsey, Ontario, on Tuesday.
'rhe Spanish supreme court has finally condemned to death 1\Ioncasi, the would-be assassin of
King Alfonso.
The ice came to a stand at St. Louis yesterday
morning, thus closing the Mississippi river from
St. Paul to Cairo.
The ice in the river at Port Neuf, Quebec, went
out, on Christmas night, sweeping away twenty
cabins and two men.
At Janesville, Wisconsin, on Thursday, Mrs.
Malinda Mack was found guilty of the murder of
her husband, and the penalty fixed at state's prison for life. ·
A storm at Aspinwall, on the lOth inst. camed
the destruction of four vessels, and damaged
wharves to the extent of $100,000.
The United States grand jury at New Orleans
on Monday found indictments against some seventy
of the Nachitoches bulldozers.
Abe Rothschild of Cincinnati, has been found
~~:uilty of murder in the first degree at Marshall,
Texas, for the murder of Bessie Moore.
At St. Louis, on Thursday, Edward J. Nugent
was found guilty of murder in the first degree for
killing his wife in August, 1876.
At Union, Illinois, on Monday, John Hammer,
aged twelve years, accidently shot his little brother, aged six years, with a revolver, the ball entering the left eye.
·
Four horse thieves were lynched at Corning,
Clay county, Arkansas, on Monday night.
The weather continues to be very severe through·
out the United States, interfering greatly with
business. It is also reported to be extremely
cold in various parts of Europe.
Ten thousand pounds are required for the sick
and hungry at Sheffield, England. The severe
weather continues throughout the kingdom, and
the distress increases.
At Sheffield it is almost unparalleled. Thousands
are it is said; living in houses stripped of furniture, without fire, and are dependeat on the generosity of their neighbors. So it is in Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester, and other manufacturing centers, and the suffering is so unusually bad
that it is expected that extraordinary measures
looking to relief will be immediately taken by
Parliament,
Concerning the nortb.east passage from Europe
to Behering's Straits, a Berlin, Germany, letter
to the New York World says: "The long and ardently expected reports of Professor N ordenskjold's successful voyage around theN orth Cape of
Asia to the Lena-a feat never before accom·
plished by any vessel-have now come to hand,
fully confirming the telegraphic news of his safe
arrival at Lena."
The Hartford Courant says: "From this point
the party expected to proceed to Behring's Straite,
and were confident of success, as they believed
the most difficult part of their journey was already
accomplished. Altogether this is the most successful exploring voyage of modern years, and will
make its navigator famous, whether it succeeds in
reaching the Pacific Ocean or not, A glance at
the map will show that the greater part of the
work has been performed, and with apparent
ease."
A fire at South Bend, Indiana; loss $60,000,
26th.-Emerson Piano Factory, of Boston, burnQd; loss $100,000.
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1'he wholesale millinery, hat and cap house of
S. Lockwood & Co, St. Joseph, Mo., destroyed
by fire. Loss $25,000.
Another snow storm in the British Isles has
blocked the Scotch railways worse than the previous storm did.
The small·pox is very fatal in North Brazil,
South America. The distress resulting is very
great, and the deaths are by hundreds.
Robbers attacked a train from Mexico to Vera
Cruz, near Puebla, on the 14th, killed the baggage master, wounded the conductor and escaped
with twenty- seven thousand dollars in silver.
Most of' the business portion of Gardner, Illinois, was destroyed by fire yesterday.
27th.-There is likely to be trouble between the
British authorities and the Zulu Africans, near
Capetown.
A fire at Hong Kong, China, on Christmas day,
raged with great destruction.
At Cairo, Egypt, the winter residence of the
Khedive, was partly destroyed by fire.
By a change in the course of a river in Hayti,
West Indies, many houses and people were swept
away.
A small steamship, two days out from New York
to San Domingo, foundered at sea. Two of the
crew escaped, and the twelve passengers and remaining twenty-five seamen are supr.osed to have
perished.
29th.-Three men were killed near Paterson,
N. J , by a nitro- ~lycerine explosion, being torn
into fragments. The houses around were shaken
as by an earthquake.
301 h.-The soldiers and the college students at
Kief, Russia, had an encounter, and eighty per
sons were killed and wounded, mostly students.
Others will be banished to Siberia by the government.
The strike of the ootton operatives at Oldham,
England, is ended.
The recent fatal cholera epidemic in Morocco,
- Africa, is over.
Now the people of Switzerland are in trouble;
many thousands being out of employment, and
much distress existing.
The Turks have again been oppressing and destroying the Bulgarians, sacking and burning their
villages, cruelly using men, women and children,
and causing thousands to flee from their homes
and country.
3lst.-The Mayor of Manchester, England, reports that fifty seven thousand dollars has been
received for the relief of the people thrown out
of employment in the present bad financial and
commercial situation.
'l'wo thousand nail- makers have been thrown
out of employ in Staffordshire, England, and
much destitution prevails.
8 nee our last report of the Swedish Polar Ex
pedition comes the news of vessels blocked in the
ice above East Cape, and they are thought to
be those of the above expedition. German and
Swedish friends of Prof Nordenskjold are much
concerned over the tidings and supposition
Whaling vessels returning brought the news to
San Francisco and a telegram was sent to Berlin,
Germany at once.
January I st.-The Afghan mountaineers again
atempt to oppose the English army by obstructing
Khyber Pass, but are unable to hold their position it is thought.
A fire at Helena, Arkansas, yesterday. Loss
$100,000.
2d -Through the depreciaHon of the currency
of Turkey, gold has reached $4.20 per dollar.
A sudden thaw since the great snow storms in
England and Scotland has caused great floods and
much damage is reported in Nottingham, and
around Darlington and Wrexam, and in Scotland
about Berwick and Aberdeen.
At Blackburn, England, fourteen thousand persons are out of employment.
At Oldham, England, the operatives accept the
reduction in wages, and so the strike ends, and
work will be resumed. The loss in wages by the
strike amounts to £60,000, besides t-he expenditure
of Union funds. and a loss to capital by the stoppage of 4.000,000 spindles. The Sun Mill, which
is the largest limHed company in Oldham, announces a loss of £2,200 during the last three months.

This is the greatest loss ever sustained by any
company since the cotton famine.
Over one thousand dock laborers have struck
work at Hull, contrary to expectation. Nearly
all the masons at Sheffield have struck against the
reduction which they were notified on December
24th would take effect to-day.
Four roughs in Chicago night before last entered the house of a poor old man and woman, threat·
ened their lives and took from them $350, all the
money they had. Then they visited two saloons,
called up the keepers, and dangerously wounded
each of them. Two are under arrest who are
supposed to be the party.
A large mill destroyed at Dubuque, Iowa, by
the explosion of flour dust. Loss $25,000 on mill,
grain and flour.
Over ten thousand bales of cotton destroyed by
fire at Charleston, S.C. Loss on cotton $475,000,
on buildings and cotton pres~es $100,000.
A fire at Tuscarora, Nevada; loss $40 000. One
at Portland, Oregon ; loss $20,000.
At Norwich, Conn., Mrs. Kate Cobb is on trial
for poisoning_ her husband. The presence of arsenic in the body has been proved.
3d.-Yesterday was one of the coldest days ever
known in the United States. Mercury 26° and
28° below zero at Plano and vicinity, and even as
far down as Bloomington, Illinois, it was 22° below. At St. Louis, 10° below. At Memphis,
Tennesee, as low as 15° above; extraordinary for
that latitude. Trains frozen up on many northern
roads, poople frozen to death or injured, and a
general bad time had.
In the midst of the present severe cold, fire disasters increase. At Elgin, Illinois, many business houses destroyed; loss $60.000. At Leon,
Iowa; loss $13,000. At Quincy, Illinois, a new
Presbyterian Church burned, one not yet dedicated; loss $30 000 At Omaha, Nebraska, a residence; loss $18.000. At Farmerville, La., four
buildings; loss $10.000.
A report from Europe is current in Washington
that leading Jews are perfecting a plan for the
purchase of Palestine. Indeed, it is said that the
project is completed, and Messrs. Rothschild,
Montefiore, and other prominent. financiers and
patriots have hopes of success in their undertaking
from every point of view.
A thirt.y-eigh t ton gun on board of the British
war- ship Thunderer burst and caused terrible
havoc. Seven men were killed and fort.y wounded.
Over fiftPen thousand business failures in Great
Britain during the past year, four thousand more
than the previous year.
The Miners' Lodges of South Yorkshire and
North Derbyshire are unanimous for resistin~~; the
proposed reduction of wages. The West Yorkshin• miners will support the resistance.
Of the seventy-six members of the United States
Senate, 58 are lawyers, of the 293 Representatives
223 are lawyers-281 out of 369.
14th.-General Grant was cordially received
and entertained by the authorities and citizens of
Dublin, Ireland, yesterday.
The Bulgarians declare that during the war
last year, one hundred and twenty of their villages were sacked and burned by the Turks and six
thousand men, women and children were massa·
ere d.
The severe cold weather seems to have covered
the whole continent. The New Yorkers are astonished to find their ferry-routes frozen up, and
still more surprising the James River at Richmond
Virginia, is frozen over. In Canada business is
almost at a stand still because of the cold and the
snow, and railways are blocked nearly all over
the country. Mercury ranges in the North all the
way from 15 to 30° below zero, and in British
America 35 and 40 below zero. Even at St. Louis
18° below.
A Baptist church in St. Louis, that cost $140,000, was burned yesterday. A $20,000 fire in
Schoolcraft, Michirmn. A $70,000 fire in Columbus, Georgia. A $30 000 fire at Portland, Maine.
One of $12,000 at Osceola, Wieconsin; $12 000 in
Chatfield, Minnesota. A $60,000 church in Quin
cy, Illinoi•, burned. Also fires at Oshkosh and
Geneva, Wis., Waterloo and Decatur, Indiana;
Reese, Michigan, and Troy, Alabama.
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6th.-The Post Office building in Chicago was
nearly burned down day before yesterday. Mails
all saved. Loss on buildings and contents about
$115,000. A $75,000 fire at St. Louis; one of'
$15,000 at Cleveland, Ohio, and other fires at various other places, north and south.
Even as far down as Mississippi and Alabama
the trains are delayed by the snow. At Jacksonville, Florida, no such cold weather known for
thirty years before. Mercury only 30° above zero,
and thin ice is to be seen.
7th.-Some time ago, in Custar county, Nebraska, two men named Mitchell and Ketchum were
tied up and roasted alive. Seven of the doers of
the awful deed have now been captured, and they
are in jail at Kearney, securely ironed.
A stage robber was lynched in Wyoming, the
5th inst.
The distress among the poor and the laboring
classes in England increases
In Manchester
there are applications for relief for seventeen
thousand persons. The weather is intensely cold.
At Londonderry, Ireland, a grand banquet was
given in honor of General Grant.

. - ..

BIRDSDALE, Bell County, Texas,
December 7th, 1878:
Bro. Henry :-The people here think that we
believe in every thing that is bad and nothing
good. No matter how sound or how scriptural
the doctrine is, they say after they have heard it,
"We can find no fault with your preaching; it is
all Bible, and you prove your doctrines from the
Bible; but, do you believe ·Joe Smith was a
prophet? Answer, Yes. "That is enough; I
want no more." And so it goes.
Now I will make a suggestion: Could not a
pamphlet be written, entitled "Prophecies of
Joseph Smith," and no reference be made to any
book from which they are taken; for the very
idea of a book being quoted from, one that the
people know nothing of, is a stumbling-stone to
many, and may, in some cases, put a stop to investigation. I mean the prophecies and their
fulfillment. If I am too tender, excuse me.
In Belton I found Mr. Cooper and his wife,
Mrs. Anne Cooper, sister to sister Austin of California. Mr. Cooper sent me to his house, saying,
"Make my house your home as long as you stay
in town." Mrs. Cooper told me the same, and he
asked me to pray for him that he might know
the truth; and said that he was willing to be
callea a Mormon, or any thing else, so that he
should be saved, for a salvation was what he
wanted.
Since writing I have learned that Bro. Bozarth
is on his way to Texas. In Ellis countv is a
good field for preaching, I believe the best that I
have seen in the State. When I left there I intended to return in about three weeks, but could
not do so. Ern. Sheehy, Bryan, and myself have
preached there, and the people were very friendly.
I will go from here to Salado, from there to
Round Rock, and, if possible, make openings for
others to tmvel through the State as well as for
myself. For good to the cause,
RAI.PH JENKINS.
OAK IsLAND, Bexar County, Texas,
November 27th, 1878.

Henry A. Stebbins/ Dear Brother in Ohrist:We are quite ignorant, with regard to the history
of this Church, and need all the information, we
can get. None of our branch members except
Bro. A. B. Kuykendall were ever acquainted
with the doctrines until Bro. Bays preached for
us last summer. We have suffered great perse.
cutions, and many of our old friends have forsaken
us. Some pity us and mourn about it, thinking
that we have given heed to seducing spirits; but
all this has only taught me to live near to my
God. I was a member of the Methodist Church
nineteen years, baptized in it when an infant, and
brought up strictly to obey its rules, as well as
the scripture. I read the Bible a great deal,
enjoying much love and peace in believing in
Christ; yet I w_as never able to read the scriptures
so understandingly as I now can. I _can truly
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say that the inspiration of the Almighty giveth
me understanding. My oldest child is sixteen
years old, a member of the Methodist Church,
but I' trust that God will bring her to lay aside
her foolish pride, and to embrace the true gospel
in its fulness. I am satisfied that she is already
convinced that our Church hold forth nothing
but the true doctrines of Christ. I have five
younger, to train for Zion. Pray for this branch.
Your sister in the gospel of Christ,
NANNIE A. GIFFORD.
BANDERA, Bandera County, Texas,
December 27th, 1878.
Editors Herald:-! write to inform you that I
have with ·considerable difficulty at last arrived
with my family in the field of labor assigned me
by the late General Conference; We came to
San Antonia, (about fifty miles east of this place)
December 18th. The next day we went to Oak
Island, some sixteen mlles away, and found the
little band of Saints there struggling with commendable zeal against the elements that oppose
them. The Sunday following I tried to break to
them the bread of life, and enjoyed good liberty
in so doing. The Sunday School organized there
last Summer :a progressing finely. They, being
denied the use of the only church building in the
neighborhood, continue to meet under the arbor
where they were organized. And although some
of the dear little ones are made to shiver with
cold, they refuse to stay at home. .But now that
the weather is so cold they will eithet have to get
a house or discontinue the school till Spring.
May God bless the Oak Island Sunday School.
Brethren Hay and Davenport met us at San Antonia with teams, and we arrived here on the 25th
inst. Found all well. We have a meeting next
Sunday. From present prospects I think I shall
be able to commence active service in a few
weeks. We desire the prayers of the Saints for
the prosperity of the Lord's work in this portion
of his vineyard. Yours in gospel bonds,
D. H. BAYS.
ELIZA, Illinois, Dec. 1st, 1878.

Bro. H. A. Stebbins:-! arrived home a few
days since, from a five week's mission in the Eastern Iowa District. Preached a number of times
in Jones and Jackson counties. Opened one
new place east of {)anton at a place called Red
Oak school-house, where I was earnestly requested to return. I was also requested to preach at
a new place west of Canton, which I expect to do
when I return. I baptized one, the head of a
family, in Jackson Branch, and also solemnized
one marriage there, and assisted the Priest of the
branch, brother Bradley, in getting the branch in.
to working order. Ordained Joseph Jones Dea.
con, and W. H. Bradley Teacher. Also baptized
three at the Butternut Branch in Jackson county.
D.Iring my trip I assisted in blessing five children,
and administered to five sick, with good result.
I returned by Inland and confirmed one who had
been baptized by brother Maitland, a Priest.
Being requested by brother Larkey, the president
of the district, to labor in that district, I expect
to return soon, and do what I can in the work.
Your brother in the gospel,
JESSE L, ADAMS.
ELKHORN CITY, Nebraska,
~
December 18th, 1878.
Brother Henry :-There are many things that
I do not understand, but the way to learn is to
ask those that are likely to know. One of these
things is, by what authority were dreams and
visions prohibited from the Herald. Does not
the scripture tell us that if any thing be revealed
to another let the first hold his peace? Was not
Pharaoh foretold of the famine in Egypt by a
dream? And was not Lehi commanded by the
Lord in a dream to leave the land of Jerusalem?
And was not Nebuchadnezzar warned of the fall
of Babylon by a dream? Wlao can tell but there
may be a Daniel in Israel. We as a people believe that we are living in an age when great
things are to take place. Does not the prophet
Joel tell us of a day when the "Lord will pour
out his spirit upon all flesh, and old men shall
dream dreams and young men shall see visions?"
Who cal). ten b\lt the.Lord has something tore.

veal for our good, and there may be a Daniel
among us yet. Now, Bro. Henry, my wish is
for the brethren and sisters to have the privilege
to publish their dreams and visions in the corres.
pondence columns of our paper. Let us not be
selfish, but let us be wise and try to learn all we
can, that will benefit us in the future, is the
prayer of your brother,
F. WM. CuRTIS.
[WE are not aware that any such prohibition
had taken place. If any order to that effect has
been made, we have not heard of it. But it is
not possible to publish all the dreams and visions
sent us, any more than it is to get in all the
poetry, and letters, and newspaper clippings; our
Herald is not big enough by ten to do it; and it
would be a fearful mess if it was done.-Eds]
JoPLIN, Missouri, Dec. 17th, 1878.

, Bro. Henry:-I arrived home on the 12th, all
right. I attended the conferences at Stewartsville and Independence. The attendance at each
was good, and the proceedings were marked
with caution and good feelings. I met with the
Saints here last Sunday and had a pleasant
time. I think to labor much this winter. I will
begin to-morrow evening in a village a few
miles away. Hard times and financial crashes
are common in the West. The Elders in this
district are not doing much, but are just a goirg
to. . My father had· baptized a few recently.
There were numbers of cases of sun stroke and
of malarial disorders the last season. Yours
in the gospel,
M. T. SHORT.
TABOR, Iowa, Dec. 30th, 1878.

B1•o. Henry:-As we are at the end of the old
year, I begin to look back and ask, What have I
done the past year for the cause I love so dearly?
When I take a retrospective view of my labors I
feel that but little has been done, yet I have
worked hard. But when I look over the Herald
and see what others have done I feel that mine is
hardly worth mentioning. I have made some
mistakes but not wilful ones, and have erred in
judgment, but I earnestly pray that I may be
benefitted py experiencP. I am also comforted
with the thought that God has blessed my feeble
efforts, and that some fruit has been gathered for
the Master's use. My faith is firmer and my
hope more secure than before, and to me the
spark of light and life is growing brighter. I
feel to exclaim 0 for a closer walk with God!
By a determined effort I believe that great and
lasting good may be done; and in a short time
the Saints may behold the Church arrayed in
her beautiful garments. My prayers and effort
the coming year shall be for the advancement of
the Master's cause.
Since the Semi-Annal Conference I have been
constantly engaged in the field, and so far the in.
terest shown has been excellent. October the
12th and 13th I attended the Southern Nebraska
Conference. It was a profitable session. At the
close I rode to Wi bur, Saline county, with my
brother and his wife. There I baptized five.
Our meetings were well attended. On November
17th I lef't the kind Saints and friends there, and
how different were my feelings from those I had
fourteen.months before, when I was assailed on
every hand, both in public and in private. One
man then told me that he would lead a party to
hang me. Others said that we ought to be run
out of town. Now, thanks to Him in whom we
trust, there is a change in the minds of the people,
and some of those who opposed us then, now
gave us a kind good by. Then there was not one
of our name there, and it was nine miles to the
nearest Saints. Now we have thirteen good, lively members, and fair prospects for more.
November 17th I commenced a series of meetings in the Plum Ho'low Branch and closed on
the 24th. Then, with brother R M. Elvin, attended the Pottawattamie District Conference Nov,
30th and Dec. 1st. It was largely attended, and
peace and love prevailed. At the close brother
Elvin and I continued preaching to crowded
houses, and December 9th I baptized six, on the
10th two, and the 12th brother Elvin baptized two,
and on the 16th one. While with the Saints there
we had the pleasiDg as£nrance that we were of one

family and were the children of God. I felt much
strengthened by the wise counsel and excellent
preaching of brother R. M. Elvin. He is a very
agreeable fellow-laborer, and and an able defender of the faith. December 25th I had the pleasure
with my family of spending a pleasant Christmas
at the house of sister E. B. Harrington, with
other Saints and friends. On the 29th brother
Elvin and I commenced a series of meetings at
Bartlett, Iowa. I expect to remain in this vicinity till after the Southern Nebraska Conference
January 13th, then if the Lord is willing I will
go to Kansas and remain in that part of my mission at least till Spring. Yours in Christ,
R. J. ANTHONY,
LA CRossE, Hancock County, Illinois.
December 23d, 1878.
Bro. Henry:-To obviate the necessity of writing to those who may be interested in my whereabouts and doings I communicate with them
through the Herald. I left Davis City, Iowa, my
home, on the 12th inst, for my :field of labor;
leaving the branch, as I believe, in good working
order, with Bro. M. V. B. Smith presiding. Bro.
Van is a good man, and will no doubt preside
faithfully. I arrived here the 13th, and on the
next evening I preached at the far famed Shake
Rag school-house. Among the familiar faces
were those_ of Ern. SoL, Don and Fred, Salisbury,
and Aunt Catherine; also Bro. McGahan and
and others. Next morning made a flying trip to
Burnside to see my af!:ed mother; then to Shake
Rag and preached at 11 a.m. and again at night.
Visited relatives and friends. Preached on the
evenings of the 16th, 17th and 18th. An appoint.
ment had been sent to Pilot Grove for the 19th,
but on account of a severe snow storm no con.
gregation came. 'l'he snow fell twenty inches
deep. On the 21st I spoke at the Ross SchoolHouse, near La Harpe, a new place, but a good
audience. I intended to leave hereto-day, but some
insisted that I should preach at Pilot Grove, so
I consented to be there the 25th, 26th and 27th.
The house there stands on the site of the old log
school-house where in days of vore I received a
large share of my education. There I met men
who, long years agone were the bitterest enemies
of the Saints, but who now take my hand with
friendly grip and talk of times and scenes gone
by, and who bid me welcome to their firesides,
and patiently hear my defense of primitive Mor.
monism. I have been kindly and courteou$ly
treated since my arrival here; and if my mission
had been to this section I could find abundant
opportunities to preach the word of truth; but I
feel that I must move on to the field of labor assigned me by Conference. I expect to call at
Colchester, McDonough Co.; Rushville, Schuyler
Co.; and at Pittsfield, Pike Co.; then to Floyd
Co., Indiana. The "Holiness" people are holding a protracted meeting at Burnside. Object:
Sanctification. They claim that men can be sauctified in t]:l.~ twinkling of an eye; can be free
from sin, anifincapable of committing sin. Well,
well, when I hear men claiming that they are
pure and spotless, I am more and more and convinced that Paul was a. Prophet; for he declared
that the time would come when they "would not
endure sound doctrine." When I saw how earnestly the leading spirit of the above named me tlting labored, I was almost constrained to believe
that the man was honest and sincere, and I was
on the point of accepting the idea that he would
be saved on the plea of ignorance; but when I
understood the pecuniary consideration in the
arrangement I confess that my charity received
a shock, one that well nigh ruined it. But so it
is, and every day's experience brings evidence
of the truth of the gospel; and this acts upon the
faithful Saint of God as an incentive to duty and
faithfulness. JIIIy desire to do good increases
with my years, I wish to so live that my example
may be in harmony with my professiofi; and
having left my home and all the endearments
that cluster around it; having confided the loved
ones to the care of God and my brethren, in order to tell to honest souls the simple story of the
cross, I desire to be remembered by all the
Saints that I may always retain the Spirit of the
Master, and to do whatever I am capable of doing, to the hoD or and glory of God. And, to the
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dear Saints of Davis City, I say, be faithful,
prayerful, and humble, discharging ever duty
that you may rejoice together; not forgetting
your brother in Christ, who, though absent in
body, is present in spirit and in love; who remembers you, and, more especially, at the "Sweet
hour of prayer;" and when, not long since, at the
family altar, I knelt side by side with my aged
mother, and breathed a prayer for her and all the
loved ones, you were not forgotten; and I received the sweet intimation of the Spirit that
you were praying for me. God bless you all.
Yout: brother in Christ,
B. V. SPRINGER.
CouNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Dec. 18th, 1878.
Dear Herald:-At the suggestion of Bro. C. G.
Mcintosh, I write the followinl!'. Our last quarterly conference convened at Wheeler's Grove.
About ten years have elapsed since a conference
was held there before, the former being May 30th,
1868. Quite a number were present from various
parts of the district, and were welcomed by Ern.
Anderson, Winegar and others of the Grove.
The conference convened on Saturday, N ovember 30th. The business was all done with dispatch and order, and the good Spirit guided in
the deliberation; which prevented the stirring up
of feelings and of arguing for mastery, which
sometimes is our fate. AU the business was done
on Saturday, so that the Sabbath might be devoted to preaching. This is according to a resolution of the conference sometime ago, preventing
doing any business on the Sabbath except such
reports as might not arrive on Saturday. Bro. R. J.
Anthony, R. M. Elvin, and D. Hougas from the
districts below, were present, and preaching was
commenced on Saturday evening by Bro. Elvin.
On Sunday the stand was occupied by Ern.
Anthony, Mcintosh, and Elvin. The house was
well filled on each occasion, but more especially
on Sunday evening. The branch have a church
of their own, a very good sized building for this
country, something that every branch ought to
have.
FREDERICK HANSEN.
~IALAD CrrY, Idaho, Dec. 27th, 1878.
Eds. Herald:-This locality not having been
noticed in your columns of late, I send a few
items. I do not desire gaining the unenviable
distinction of a fault finder; but am convinced
that a little wholesome advice, given to the Malad
Branch with the beginning of 1879, will be highly
beneficial as a tonic.
This branch was never before in such a miserable condition. With due respect to the officers,
still there is mismanagement and lack of interest,
manifested throughout the whole branch.
Meetings-if they may be called such, are held
but once a week, in the house of Bro. Rees Thomas. Bro. Thomas' house is already sufficiently
crowded by a large family and it is a shame that
the branch should inflict upon him and family
such an amount of unnecessary trouble, because
he is more generously inclined than other members who are by far better conditioned.
The true and good religious impulses which
once animated this branch and spread a spirit of
kindness and love among us, are rapidly, and,
I fear, effectually dying!
Selfishness and disinterestedness will soon have
such a hold upon us that it will become the dominant power.
Reticence would probably be the wiser course,
but when I stand and look upon the wreck my
conscience whips me as with a "whip of scorpions,"
and urges me to some action which will awaken
and reanimate the spirit which lies latent in the
bosom of all who have once experienced the
pleasures and blessings which none but those of
the fold of Jesus can ever know.
0, Ye! who have known the mercies of Jesus,
who have felt his spirit in sweet calmness, rest
and love suffuse your whQle being,-who ha.ve
been justly proud to be Christ's meek, lowly and
earnest followers; who have sung anthems of
praise and devotion to his glorious name, and
have felt the omnipotent and ]oving hand of the
Father, how have ye fallen from their grace.
Tremble ere ye cast away the "hundred fold"
blessings and life eternal, for the miserable lusts
of the flesh.
J.3ut what shall we do? How cail we better

our temporal condition? How can we re$'ain
our lost zeal? First: Turn aside from the thmgs
of this mortal world; go in meekness and humiliation before Jesus, pray to him on suppliant
knees, beseech him for grace and strength to
trample upon all feelings and impulses which
are worldly and carnal: Ask him for a place in
his. love, for wisdom and guidance; be earnest
and prayerful, and the first step towards regaining your former favor in the "house of God" is
taken.
Second: The enhancement of our temporal·
state must be brought about through temporal
means; "God will help those who are willing to
help themselves." The first. and most essential
requirement is the erection of a suitable edifice
wherein the Saints may gather and together worship God l This can be done by a comparatively
slight expenditure of labor and money. It is no
mark of meekness or zeal to worship God in a
pig-sty, when a neat, comfortable and respectable
looking building can be had by denying ourselves
an occasional luxury of dress or appetite. Let
us take hold, build a meeting house of decent
parts; call the Saints together, regenerat11 our
drooping spirits, and once more feel that God is
omnipresent. Brethren, shall we lie supine and
heedless while the blessings of almighty God
are rapidly slipping from our grasp? Shall we
corn the blood of our Savior with indolence?
Let us awaken to action, grasp life eternal while
within our reach, and the blessings of true religion will rest with us! In this manner, and that
only, can our former zeal be regained. Let us
try it.
May the willing hand of God aid in the resuscitation, and may no obstacle prevent a full and
complete awakening of the Saints throughout the.
land, who have through negligence or disobedience of "God's word" fallen into lethargy.
R:H.D.
PAICINES, San Benito Co., Cal.,
December 12th, 1878.
B1'other H. A.. Stebbins :-I see by my last Herald that many of our people have subscribed for
the He1'ald who are now in arrears; also for
books, and other print~d ~atter, which teey have
ordered from the Pubhshmg House. Now this
ought not to be the case with ~atter Day Saints,
and it surely wounds my feelings to see such a
slackness on the part of my brethren. I say
slackness, for I do believe that every one who
has signed for the Herald _can pay for it; and
many who have not, could, If tJ;tey had the will.
Why is it that such a state of thmgs continues to
exist in the Lord's Church? ~:r .reply is, that
the Lord will let the responsibihty rest upon
them who make promises and. do not exercise
every power to fulfill those promises. I have often
thought to myself what would we Latter Day
Saints do without the Herald and Hope, in case
these good messengers of salvation should cease
to make their regular visits to us? I would not
be without them for twice the amount they cost
even if I had to work for twenty-five cents per
day to pay for them. But a few paying subscribers can not keep up the publication of these
papers. May the Lord's people rally with their
means and help the great cause. Your brother,
J. H. LAWN.
INGHAM, Iowa, Dec. 28th, 1878.
Bro. Henry:-Through the mercies of Him who
watches over our welfare, I am permitted to ad.
dress you. Shortly after you left my house, I
moved to Iowa, and settled down on a farm
where I still reside. I have been deprived of the
society of the Saints; I have not met with one or
heard the sound of the gospel for about eight
years; I have been surrounded by unbelievers in
the last dispensation, those that "have a form of
godliness but deny the power thereof," yet, dur:
ing all this time I have not denied the faith, but
many times I have grieved over m~v wanderings.
Still I have trusted in the merciful God, in whom
there is "no variableness nor shadow of turning."
Notwithstanding my isolated condition, deprived of the society ofthe Saints, I love the brethren,
even those that I never met, their faces seem familar to me, and I delight in the advancement of
His cause. Your brother,
D. LOQMIS.
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FALL RrvER, Massachusetts,
December 22d, 1878.
Bro. Henry:-Brother John Gil bet, our presiding officer, had the pleasure this morning of baptizing a lady who formerly belonged to the Brighamite Church. We have also lost one of our
number by death, Bro. Edward Rogerson. He
was a faithful servant, and, being asked if he was
ready to fl'.O, he said, "Yes, I have tried to do my
duty." We know that this is true and that God
will reward him according to his works.
As a city we have been favored with a visit of
the noted Evangelists, Pentecost and Stebbins.
We went to hear them. The text was "For our
gospel came not unto you in word only, but also
in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and in much
assurance." The speaker said that he would tell
us before he concluded, what this power was.
He spoke in eloquent language for one hour;
made some good illustrations of the power of
preaching, also some very silly ones; told stories,
and said before they left the city he hoped it
would be said of them, that their gospel (which,
if they had any, they did not preach it) came not
in word only, but in power. He concluded, but
forgot to elucidate the power, as he had promised
to do. Such is the preaching that is captivating
hundreds. All the ministers of the city were invited, (except the Latter Day Saints, who are
left out in the cold), and these ministers have to
submit, for the time being, to all the slurs and
rubs given, (and these are numerous), so that the
people will think that they are united in what
they are pleased to call "Gospel meetings." In
fact Mr. Pentecost teaches anything and everything; and he says that it don't matter whether
you belong to this sect or that sect, only believe
on .Jesus and you will be saved.
But the Savior said: "If ye love me, ye will
keep my commandments." From this we learn
that there is something more for us to do than
call on the name of the Lord. Jesus said to NiCodemus, and confirmed it with an oath, "Except
a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he can
not enter into the kingdom of God." Mr. Pente..
cost argued that this does not mean baptism;
but if it does not, then we fail to understand the
English language. This is the time that Paul
tells of, when men "will not endure sound doctrine, but shall be turned unto fables;" and the
time when Christ said that manv should con:e
and deceive, if it were possible, "the very elect.
Thank God that he has given us hearts humble
enough to obey the truth.
We look for Bro. and Sr. T. W. Smith here
soon, and expect to have good congregations,
now that we have a chapel of our own. With
kind regards to you and Bro. Joseph, your friend
and brother in the gospel,
THOMAS WHI'rlNG.
BUFFALO, Iowa, Jan. 5th, 1870.
B1·ethren:-If you have any efficient Elders
that have no place to preach, please send one to
Buffalo. We have no large salary to pay, but
will feed and lodge one if he will give us the
gospel in return for a season. We are in want of
some preaching, or what the Methodist call protracted meetings, or a revival of religion, among
the Saints as well as the world. The Spirit says
that there are Saints here, if we only do our duty.
Yours in love,
C. C. REYNOLDS.

Supreme Cour•t Decision.
N<>. 180. George Reynolds, plaintiff in error,
-rs. United Siates. In error to the Supreme Court
of the Territory of Utah. This was a case brought
up by appeal from the Supreme Court of the
Territory of Utah to test the constitutionality
of the acts of Congress prohibiting poylgamy.
ReynJlds. plaintiff in error, was tried in the 'fhird
Judicial Court of Utah for big>1my, a.nd found
guilt.y, and the Suprfme Court of the Territory,
upon appeal, affirmed the judgment. The case
come-s here upon a writ of error, plaintiff pleading
the unconstitutionality of the law prohibiting bigamous marriages, the justification of religious belief, and various unimportant. lep:al technicalities.
This court, in a long and carefully· prepared opinion, delevered by the Chief Justice, holds that
polygamy is not under the protection of the clause
by the Federal Constitution which prohibits inter·
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ference with religious belief; that a plea of religious conviction is not a valid defense; that
Congress did not step outside the limits of its
constitutional powers, in passing the law for the
suppression of polygamy in Utah; and that the
judgment of the Superior Court of that Territory
must be affirmed. Justice Field dissented as far
as related to the admissibility of certain evidence
introduced in the lower court, but upon the main
question-the constitutionality of the act of Congl'ess prohibiting polygamous marriages-there
was a perfect unanimity -Tribune, Jan. 7, 1879.

.Far West District.
A conference was held at Stewartsvill(), Missouri, November 23d and 24th, 1878; J. T. Kinneman,
presiding; J. M. Terry, secretary; M. T. Short,
assistant. ·
Branch Reports -Center Prairie 20; 2 baptized, 1 died
Stewartsville 71 ; 7 reoei ved, 3 removed by letter, 1 expelled.
Starfield, no changes.
Haden, no changes. (Organized May 5th, 1878;
now contains 7, including 1 Eldel', 1 Teacher,
Pleasant Grove 31 ; 2 baptized.
German De Kalb 21 ; 2 received.
Delana 53; 3 received by letter, 1 died.
St. Joseph 82; 1 baptized, 1 received, 1 died.
The resolution nquiring elders to report in
writing was rescinded.
Elders A. G. Week~, Wm. Summerfi~ld, F. M.
Bevins, M T Short, Jas Wood A J_ Seely, T. J.
Franklin, E. Binstead, Wm. Lewis, T. Hinderke,
D .J. Powell, D. E. Powell, A. Nesser, L. Babbitt,
J. Ritchey, J. H. Snyder, F. Graham, S Butler,
J. T. Kinneman, J. M. Terry, J. D. Flanders, W.
T. Bozarth, J. C. Mcintyre and James Kemp reported in person or by letter. Also Priests J.
Hardacher, J. Smith, F. Uphoff and Frank Steffe
reported.
Committee on the dlici».l acts of J. S. Lee in the
Center Prairie Branch r~ported, and the commit
was discharged.
The tabled report of the Centre Pr11.irie Branch
was taken up, and rl'jected because of inaccuracy.
Resolved that every Elder in this district be required to report either in person or by letter
once in three months, or his license will be demanded. Debated and adopted, sixteen for, nine
against.
Bishop's Agent reported: ••Balance on hand at
last report $1 25; received $26 45. Paid out
$25 59; balance on hand $2.11.-.T. T. Kinneman,
Agent."
Missions: A. G. Weeks associated with J. Snyder; Wm. Summerfield with F. M. Bevins; Bro.
Franklin requested to labor all he could.
Evening, M. T. Short preached.
Sunday: At 10 a.m , social meeting; at 11 am.,
S. Butler preached; at 1 p m , social and sacra.
mentmeeting; at 7:30 p. m., M. T. Short preached.
Peace prevailed and the Lord blessed us.
Adjourned to meet at Center Prairie, February
22J, 1879.

Souther111 Indiana Dl!!itrict.
A conference was held at the Eden Branch,
Floyd county, Indian-a, -.December 7th and 8t.h,
1878; H. Scott, president; C. Scott, clerk pro
tem.
Branch Reports.-New Trenton 14, 1 Elder, 1
Priest; no change.
Olive 20, 1 Elder, 1 Deacon; 1 died.
Pleasant Ridge 41, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 3 baptized.
Eden 27, 3 Eders, 1 Priest; 6 removed by letter.
Amanda, Union and Low Gap not reported.
Elders W. H Kelley, H. Scott, J. A. Scott, M.
R. Scot.t and Columbus Scott reported in person;
.J. S. Christie and W. H. Chappelow by letter;
Priests R. Eyers, .J. R. Cbappelow and W. H;
Burton by Jetter; Teacher P. McPeek in person.
H. Scott had baptized and confirmed fifteen, and
blessed about twerity children.
Resolved that this conference reaffirm its former
decision in the case of James G. Scott.

- That we request the General Conference of
April, 1879, to continue Elder W. H. Kelley in
this mission.
Bro. Kelley was sustained as President and C.
Scott as minister in this mission.
Adjourned to the Union Branch, March 1, 18ill.

Nodaway District.
A conference was held at Liberty School- House,
Nodaway county, Missouri, September 14th and
15th, 1878; William Hawkins, president; R. C.
Moore and James Thomas, clerks1 protem.
Branch Reports -Platte 41, 8 Elders, 1 Priest,
1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 received by letter, 1 died.
Guilford 20, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1
Deacon. Ross Grove as last reported.
Elders Ole Madison, R C. Moore, A. Jacobson,
Wm. Powell, James Thomas, Chas. Williams, C.
Christensen and Samuel Alcott reported. The
president said that be was trying to shape his
affairs so that he could devote the remainder of
his days to the cause of Christ. To this end he
asked the Saints to pray for him. Teachers H.
Froyd and J. Nelson, and Deacon R. Nelson reported.
Bishop's Agent, A. Biergo, reported.
Sunday, the Saints p~rtook of the Lord's supper,
and the word was preached during the day by
Brn. Hawkins, Alcott and Thomas.
Adjourned to February 15th, 1879, at 10 a m.,
at Liberty School-House.

when John S. James was expelled from the
Church.-Hans Hansen, Mary Hansen, Frederick
Hansen."
The clerk was authorized to inform the president of the Lucas Branch about the action of the
conference in regard to John S. James.
Wm. Cook reported that he and Bro. Hall had
visited the Union Branch; found but a few members, not enough for an organization; had instructed them to unite with other branches. The
conference declared the Union Branch disorganized.
Missions were appointed to Wm. J. Cook, Frederick Hansen, Levi Graybill, A. J. Fields and H.
N. Hansen; also Brn. Anthony and Elvin, by request at Weston and elsewhere.
Preaching during conference by R. J. Anthony,
R. M. Elvin and C G. Mcintosh.
Adjourned to Wheeler's Grove, February 22d,
1879, 10:30 a.m.

Notices.

MEETING HousE CALL -The Saints of the Independence District have appointed a committee to
ascertain the practicability of building a house of
worship in Independence, Jackson county, Mo.
This committee have decided to ask all who are
willing to help us in 'this undertaking to send their
names to any of the committee, and say how much
Philadelphia District.
they will give. No one is yet authorized to reA conference was held in Philadelphia, Pa., ceive money. The committee are Frederick Campconvening December 8th, 1878; Wm. Small, pres.; bell, Geo. Pilgrim and J. S Page, IndPpendence,
J. A McGuire, secretary.
Jackson county, Mo.; C. C. Frisby, Kansas City,
Br.anch Reporls.-Philadelphia 46
Mo.; Chas. W. Schroder, Belton, Cass county, Mo.
Hornerstown 12.
Elders' Reports.-Wm. Small: "I have endeavNEVADA DISTRICT.-A conference will be held
ored to do the best I could. The Philadelphia
at the Mottsville school- house, February 8th and
Branch is in a better condition spiritually."
Benj. 0. Herbert: "Our branch [Horne1 stown] 9th, ] 879. A courteous invitation is extended to
is better spiritually than when last reported." all. Come in faith, bringing the Spirit of God
John Stone and Joseph A. Stewart reported by with you.
GEORGE SMITH, President of District.
letter.
'l'. R._ HAWKINS, Clerk of Dist1·ict
Resolved that we take up a collection to defray
the incidental expenses of the secretary.
lliarll"ied.
Adjourned to Philadelphia, on Sunday, Feb
23d, 1879.
BELL-HUNTER -At the residence of the bri·de's
uncle, Bro. L. P. Russell, Inland Iowa, December
4th, 1878, by Rev. A. McClintock, Mr. George H.
P.oU.a,vaUamie Di!ih•ict.
Bell of Pomeroy, Ohio, to Sr. Ada Hunter of InA conference was held at Wheeler's Grove, land.
Iowa, November 30th and D~cember 1st.; 1878;
"1\!ay their minds in future blending,
C. G. Mcintosh, president; Frederick Hansen,
Know the purest of earth's peace;
May
no evil cloud descending,
clerk.
Cause their perfect trust to cease.
Branch Reports.-Council Bluffs 131. 1 Apostle,
With the other each forbearing,
1 Seventy, 8 Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Dea
'\Vhen the time of trial a come;
ET'ry joy and sorrow sharing,
oons; 5 baptized, 1 died, 1 marriage.
Fill with light the halls of home.'"-}'r.oiU.
Wheeler's Grove 68, 1 High Priest, 5 Elders, 4
Died.
Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 1 marriage.
The spiritual condition of the various branches
HAMILTON.-At Alleghany City, Pennsylvania,
was reported by Brn. Briggs Alden, (by letter), November 27th, 1878, Sr. Samuel Hamilton. She
H. N. Hansen, Wm. Cook and Levi Graybill.
was born iu Parkersburg, West Virginia, SeptemElders Frederick Hansen, Wm. Cook, A. J. ber 30ch, 1825; and was sick for a long time beFields, H. N. H11.nsen, .Levi Graybill, R. J. An- .fore her death; bore her affiiction with patience,
thony, R. M. Elvin, D. Hougas, C. G. Mcintosh, her constant prayer, "The will of the Lord be
James Caffall, (by letter), and Hans Hansen (by done." On Sunday night before she died she reJetter) reported.
ceived a visit from two angels who showed her a
Report of Andrew Hall, Bishop's Agent : "Cash beautiful place of abode to which they would
on hand last report $33 90; received since in bring her soon. She died in hope.
tithing and offerintts $41 65; total $75 55. Paid
STILES -Our grandmother, Perces Stiles, aged
to James Caffall $15; to the poor :u;3.50; total 81 years, 2 weeks and 4 days, departed this life
$18 50. Cash on hand $57.05."
December 12th, 1878. She expressed her unwaOne by the name of John S James sent to our vering faith in Christ, and was conscious to the
last conference for an Elder's license. But there last. She remained firm in the doctrines and
was some doubt about his having a membership faith she so long has adhered to. •·She rests
in the Church. He claimed to have been a mem- from her labors and her works do follow her."
ber of what was once known as the Billington
JoHN M. ST!r.u.
Branch. J. C. Jensen and F. H~tnsen were appointed to investigate his case. They now report
Addresses.
that his name can not be found on any of the
D.
H.
Bays,
Bandera,
Bandera county, Texas.
records of the district, and by consulting the
Church Recorder they learned that it is not on the
THB SAINTS' HERALD iS published SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plane,
General Church Record, and never had been. And Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of theRethey further report that the said JohnS James organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Do.y Saints, and
edited by JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 per
was expelled from the Church by the Billington Is
year. All _remittances, orders, and buuinesfi:! commurdcations
Branch prior to its disorganization, as the follow- intended for the offi.ce ot' publication mnst be directed to
Henry A. Stebbins, Bow 50, Plano, KendaU Ch , Ills. Money
ing certificate shows :
may be sent Draft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano~ by
"We, the undersigned, were members of the registered
letter~ or by Expres~.<; but tl:eroa is very Jittle riefk
Billington Branch, and present at the meeting in se-nding small sruna of money in an ordiaa..r letter.
1
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL
*, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL ,'l'O PREACH TO THEM 'fHA'l' DWELL ON 'l'HE EARTII * *, SAYING,
FEAH GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOH TIIE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMEN'f IS COME."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY TIIElii TrrROUGY THY TRUTH; THY WoRD IS TRuTrr."-JEsus; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE \VORD OF TIIE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OP MORMON; ,TACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, FEBRUARY 1, 1879.

26.-Whole No. 411.

'•COlliE."
i\IA'fTHEW, CHAP. ] 1, VER. 28.

I hr;,vc a proved, unerring Guide, whos\l love I
often grieve.
He brings me golden promises my heart can
scarce receive;
He leadeth me, hopes and cheers me, and for all
my paths prov:des,
For dreary nights and days of drought lw;ve you
so sure a guide.
Quench not the faintest whisper that the heavenly
dove may bring;
He seeks with holy love to Jure the wanderer
'neath his wing.
I have a Home-a Home so briJ<ht-its beauties
none can know;
Its pavement sapphires, and such palms none ever
saw below;
Its golden streets resound with joy, its pearly
gates with praise;
A temple standeth in the midst, no human hands
can raise.
Ancl there unfailing fountains flow, 1wd pleasures
· never end.
Who makes that home so gloriou&? It is my loving Friend.

My l\'riend, my Father, and my Guide, and this
our radiant home,
Are offered you-turn not away; to-day I pray
you "Come."
My F.ather yearns to welcome you, His heart, His
house to share.
My Friend is yours, my home is yours, my Guide
will lead you there.
Behold one altogether fair-the faithful and the
true,
He pleadeth with you for your love, He gives His
life for you.

0, leave the worthless things you seek, they perish in a day;
Serve now the true and living God; from idols
turn away;
Watch ·for the Lord, who comes to reign, enter the
open door;
Give Him thine heart-thy broken hea:rt-thou'lt
ask it back no more.
Trust Him for grace, and strength, and love, and
all thy troubles end.
Oh, come to Jesus, and you'll find in Him a loving
Friend.
---+--~

ETERNAL LIFE.
We would understand it more perfectly.
Our Lord said of his sheep, John 10 : 28: ''I
give unto them eternal life and they never
shall perish." What could our Lord have
meant? Surely he did not mean they should
never die, consequent on Adam's transgression. If not what was it that should never die
•

'

• •

.,

•

?

or per1sh. Could that "breath of hfe· pensh.
How could an immateriality perish? If that
"breath of life" should discontinue or cease to

be with the death of the body, then both must
be said to have departed, or become extinct.
But this will not do; it contradicts Christ's
promise. If Christ's sheep are exempt from
the death of the body then both the breath of
life, and the body are preserved; as the body
can not exist without that which made it
alive. Yet may not that "intelligent life"
exist without the body? Where was this
"life" before put into the body? It must be
of God and issue forth from God; and therefore is eternal. What went to Paradise on
"this day," and to what did Christ, in spirit,
preach when he went to prison? See 1 Pet.
2: 10, and 4: 6. And what shall we say of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob? Christ says the
same of them as though they were alive. Not
in body, for that had laid in the grave long
enough to become dust. Then that "life"
must still be there in Paradise and prison,
and possess inteligence; else it would be of no
use to preach to them. Whence we conclude
that some part of man exists after the body
dies; or that the live part leaves the body to
live again in the body. But then the question
recurs again: To what does the promise in the
text refer? It cannot be this peculiar "life"
God breathed into Adam, for this exists though
the body dies; whence it must be this "life"
that shall never perish, but the body may;
whence I conclude that the promise refers to
the justified in the resurrection; for, though
they may undergo a separation of life and
body, which is the sequence of Adam's trans•
gression, yet both shall again unite never to be
separated. Thus Christ's sheep shall have an
eternal reunion of life with the body; and if
we take in other scriptures, a glory as their
works shall be.
But some will say, "the breath of life is
naught but common air, and when the body
ceases to inhale this fluid, all is gone dead,
which will be the end of both, so far as life
connection is concern\)d. If so, then a resurrection must of necessity be understood to be
a new creation; and will differ from the first
creation only in numbers, and since God made
all things good in the first creation, why shall
we not expect he will do so in the second.
But do we not see that a new creation of life
and body would leave the first iri non-existence.
A resurrection is a revival of the body from
the grave, at which time it receives its former
"life," intelligent life, which had not perished. But one may say, No, not perished, but
have slept. But then what did Christ preach
to in the prison~ .It ~ust have ~een alive
and awake then, so 1t existed and w1de awake
out of the body. From what I can see, we
can not admit that any part of man is perishable, except the body; whence the promise in
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the text is "eternal life" in the body. But
by other scriptures this durability will not
commence till the resurrection. Christ's sheep
are to have. an imperishable body. Christ's
sheep hear his voice and follow him, and that
life which became impure by Adam, becomes
pure by obedience to Christ; and such are to
be clothed with "glory, honor, immortality,
eternal life," in the resurrection. To those
who do not hear Christ's voice and follow him,
this promise does not exist; hence the second
R. L. YouNG.
death awaits them.

...

-

IN the Territorial Enterprise of Virginia City,
Nevada, sent us by Bro. T. R. Hawkins we
find the following:
A curiosity, which astonishes scientists and
puzzles them to account for, says the Silve1·
State, is now on exhibition in Gould's cabinet
at Mill City. It is a perfectly formed hand
which apparently belonged to a boy about
fourteen years of age. The hand is open, the
fingers being slightly bent toward the palm,
on which the thumb rests. The back of the
hand seems to have been crushed or decomposed before it was petrified, but the palm,
thumb and fingers are perfect. We were informed by Robert Slade, the obliging clerk at
Gould's Hotel, that a scientific gentleman who
examined this great curiosity offered to pay
almost any price for it, but that it is not for
sale. It was found at the sulphur beds near
Rabbit Hole by one of the men employed in
shoveling crude sulphur into the refining retort, and it is supposed to have been imbedded
in the sulphur bank for ages. The fingers are
comparatively short, a fact which indi.cates
that it did not belong to an Indian, as the red
men's fingers are generally longer than those
of the whites, but the thumb is rather longer
than the average. To what race the owner of
the hand belonged to, and how and when it
was imbedded in the sulpher, will probably
ever remain unknown unless some emi.rient
scientists should investigate the hand and the
sulphur bank where it was found and explain
these mysteries."
THE following gentlemanly notice is from the
Barnard Times, Missouri, of late date.
"We have received No. 24, Vol. 25 of the
Saints' Herald, published at Plano, Ill., by Joseph
Smith and Henry A. Stebbins. Joseph Smith is
a son of Joe. Smith, who was killed at Norvco
many years ago during the Morman troubles.
The Herald is ably edited, and there is not one of
the two hundred Latter Day Saints in Nodaway
county should do without it, and the outside
world will find it brim full of real gems of literature. We welcome the Herald to our exchange

list."
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THE
REVISED SCRIPTURES'
ComtJletion of the New Translation of the
New 'l'estament.
DIFFICULTIES OF THE WORK.

The revisers of the authorized translation
of the New Testament are to be congratulated
on having completed their second and final. revision of the work. The labor of conscientious
translation is never slight, and the toil is not
altogether lessened by being shared. It is
easier for one translator or reviser to make up
his mind than for twenty-four persons to make
up twenty-four minds. Let it be supposed that
all the twenty-four are agreed that a certain
received rendering will not stand,-and to
suppose this is to suppose a great deal. Then
come the different views about the necessary
emendation. One will not do because the
style in which it is couched, though lucid
enough, is not the style of the old version
which is being amended. Another rendering
may be disputed on those delicate points of
scholarship in which Greek of every epoch is
so uncommonly rich. A third version, perhaps,is accurate but clumsy. How are all the
many minds of many men to be reconciled?
The difficulty becomes greater when we remember that many American scholars collaborate with English Hellenists and divines. It
is needless to say that while all the troubles
would perplex revisers if they were merely
mending such a translation the "Plato" of the
Master of Balliol, they beset revisers of a sa·
cred text with vigor many times increased.
Doctrine as well as scholarship is at stake, and
we know how bitterly the two are often at va·
riance. In the fine old times, just before the
Heformation, the Greek of the Greek Testament was declared to be a heretical language.
The Greek text did not always tally with the
Latin; therefore the Greek was wrong. Erasmus never did anything more daring than
when he ventured to edit the Greek Testament.
There was nothing violent in his scholarly
task; he did not throw any documents into the
fire before the eyes of the public, nor hurl his
ink-pot at our ghostly foe, and his defiance at
Home. He simply made an effort to see a sacred work in the clearest light, and to enable
other people to do so, and he could have done
no more irritating or revolutionary thing.
The monks foamed at the mouth, in the choice
controversial language of the period, and let
us be just to them and allow that their conduct was natural. They and the people of
their side had for long been the authorized
exponents of the Vulgate. They had known
all about it, they had all their references pat,
they were ready with Latin texts that demonstrated all their propositions. Suddenly the
ground was cut from under their feet. They
were proved to be little better than the ignorant. The charter of their authority turned
out to be written in a tongue of which they
knew nothing. They were like those worthy
fathers who derived, says Cornelius Agrippa,
the name of Adam from the initial letters of
four Hebrew words with which we have no
concern. "Now," says Cornelius Agrippa,
11 there are only three letters in the Hebrew
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word of Adam," so that little piece of philological ingenuity does not hold water. "No
blame to the fathers," adds the cynical magician, "for many extremely pious persons and
worthy commentators are absolutely ignorant
of Hebrew." The clerg-y of the period were
like the Germans in Porson's poem, "The
Germans in Greek are sadly to seek." How
could they like the discovery of Erasmus?
Nay, even in our tolerant time, if M. Oppert
or Prof. Sayee were to discover the oldest of
all manuscripts of Genesis in Accadian, our
spiritual masters and pastors would not like
it. "Here," they would cry, "is our familiar
Scripture in a tongue which only about three
people know, and they know it differently."
The discoverers would find it difficult to get
the Aecadian version recognized.

has become sacrilegious in the changes of the
world; and still later arc chained to desks in
public places that all may usc and none appropriate their message.
1'HE VARIOUS ENGLISH VERSIONS OF 1'IIE
IIIBLE.

The history of the English translations of
the Bible is not only interesting, but extremely difficult to write. vVhoever ad ventures
himself here must steer between the bibliographers and the devotees of early printing. It
is not safe to say much about Aldhelm and
Caedmon; it is ticklish work talking about
Wycliffe, the very spelling of whose name may
provoke a literary quarrel. vVhen we come to
Coverdale and Tyndal we are in the center of
a faction fight. The Genevan 13ible and the
Bishop's Bible are as perilous topics as the
ANECDOTES AND TRADITIONS OE' SCRIPTURE prayer-books of }Jdward VI. and Jillizabetb.
TRANSLATION.
In the confused theological turmoil of the sixHound the various translations and editions teenth century, when Protestants and Catho.
lies succeeded Henry VIII., who fought chiefly
of the Bible has crystalized a romance or a for his own hand, many parties and people had
mythology. Every one is familiar with the a turn at translating the Bible. It says a good
useful superstition of medieval copyists who deal for their honesty that our authoriz<Jd verbelieved that to make a blunder in writing out sion was evolved, after much contest of opinof the Apocalypse was to commit an unpardon- ion and selection, out of the Bishop's Bible,
able sin. The Alexandrian copyist, who which was a revision of "Coverdale's Bible,"
worked at writing in a spirit of commercial to which again ".Matthew's Bible" and the
enterpris/1', did not look so close. If the early "Great Bible," and "Cranmer's Bible" were
fragments of Homer on papyrus are any test of not unindebted; while W ycliffe's and Tyndal's
the accuracy of common copyists, they were more Bibles must have been consulted now and then,
reckless than the most recklessly ingenious as a scholar might consult Boccaccio's Latin
of printers. Words are invented by the copy- Homer as far as it goes. The complete result
ist out of pure indolent stupidity, and the task of all the revisions up to James' later time is
of keeping the text pure has been one to turn the most splendid monument of pure English
gray the hair of many generations of com men- in existence. It has the vigor of the great age,
tators. The myth about the miraculous agree- the l~lizabethan age, with none of its eccenment of the so-called seventy translators of tricities and conceits. The sacred nature of
the Septuagint was probably of Jewish origin. their task repressed the exuberance of the
Each member of the seventy produced a sepa- translators, if they, like the other writers of
rate version, and all the versions were equally their age, were exuberant. No doubt it has
correct. The story of the Sinaitic manu- had a chastening effect, if a chastening effect
script and its di~covery is not less interesting was needed, on the revisers of to-day, to whose
than the fortunes of Villoison's "1\Iarcian A." hands a volume so doubly and trebly sacred
The fat a libe lorum, the romantic fortunes of has been intrusted. On this Committee, for·
p rotestant sects
all the books in the world
taken together, tunate ly, mem b ers of· vanous
•
1 as the ad- in England are represented. The difficulty is
would not make so movmg a ~a.e
ventures of ~he books of the Bible alone. The avoided which caused so much mischief when
The record IS not y~t closed, and no one can 1 Nieon revised the Hussian Scriptures, and Hasbe absol.utely certam that older and better kolniks went to the block rather than spell the
manus~npt~ than any. yet known may not be sacred name in the new and correct way.moldermg m a cellar m Mount Athos, or neg- London Times
lected in some corner of the Vatir.an, or hid- "
·
• .,........,__ _ __
HISTORY ON BARK.
den away in a monastery of the Armonian or
the Coptic rite. A distinguished scholar is
A short time ago a discovery of several
reported to have been vexed by successful
"finds" of seekers after Biblical manuscripts. mounds, evidently artificially constructed, and
"If it had only been something important, not the handiwork of nature, was made at
now," he said, when he heard of a new dis- what is known as Sheridan's Drive, on a range
covery of this sort; ''if it had been a fragment of hills immediately to the west of Fort Leavof Sappho or Simonides !" Unluckily, the enworth. Within these mounds were traces
very period when Bibical manuscripts were of stonework, as artistic and nearly perfect as
measured as miraculous amulets was also the that of the present day. Some days ago a
time when Sappho and Simonides, equally party went to the mounds, and found a sort of
misunderstood, were regarded as accu3ed wor- book of records, written, or transcribed rather,
shipers of demons. Their writings perished, upon pieces of bark, and placed together like
while even one book of the Gospels, authentic the leaves of a book, and tied with smaller
or apocryphal, was bound in silver set with pieces of bark. Among the exploring party
precious stones, or kept in a casket like that was a gentleman from Boston, who had made
which Alexander won from the Persian, and the language of Mexico a study, and who, upconverted into the home of the Aristotelian on examination of the record found in the
recension of the Iliad. Such are the fortunes mounds, found a similarity between the writof books, which are now adored, now neglect- ings in the records and the ancient language
ed, and again hardly escape the fire at the of l'I'Iexico during the time of the .Montezumas.
The recor~ is a history, a chronicle of events;
hands of persecutors, when what was sacred
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no dates are given, but from a historical analANTI-POLYGAMY LAW.
ogy it is to be inferred that it must have been
about 1420, during the reign of the Montezumas in Mexico, when the Emperors of that
name had it all their own way in not only
their own section of the country, but up this
way as well. The records give the details of a
great battle, probably on the very spot where
the metropolis of Kansas now stands. According to the records, the battle raged for three
days, and the ground was strewn with slam,
and after the conflict was over, the victors,
with the prisoners they had taken, reversed
their steps and went back to Mexico, where
the captives were to be offered up upon the
altars as a sacrifice to their God of war. The
records were evidently written by the victors,
and placed by them in the mounds where they
were found.
'l'he records consist of ten large pieces of
bark, flattened out, about ten or twelve inches
in size, and bound tightly together by thongs
of bark cut into long strips and pressed. They
have been sent to Boston, and are to be placed
in the State Historical Museum there.

Textofthe Law that tlw Supreme Court has
Decided is Constitutional.

of the United States during the existence of
the territorial government of a greater value
than $50,000; and all real estate acquired or
held by any such corporation or association
contrary to the provisions of this act shall be
forfeited and escheat to the United States:
Provided, That existing vested rights in real
estate shall not be impaired by the provisions
of this section,
Approved, July 1, 1862.

Following is the full text of the anti-polygamy law of congress, the constitutionality of
which has been passed upon and decided
affirmatively by the United States supreme
court, in the case of George Reynolds:
DUTY AND OBEDIENCE.
An act to punish an(l prevent the Practice of
Polygamy in the Territories of the United
I feel grateful to my heavenly Father that I
States and other places, and disapp1·oving and
annull{ng certain Acts of the Leg1:slative have been privileged to live in this day, alAssembly of the Territory of Utah.
though it seems that the very elements of evil
Be it enacted b,y the senate and house of have been let loose, and that this is a wicked
representat-ives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That every person hav- and adulterous generation, and that part of
ing a husband or wife living, who shall marry this wickedness has affected the Church.
any other person, whether married or single,
When I turn to the Book of Doctrine and
in a territory of the United States, or other Covenants, section forty.one, and read the
place over which the United States have exdeclarations therein, I feel almost as though
clusive jurisdiction, shall, except in the cases
specified in the proviso to this section, be ad- the words, ''l\iany are called, but few arc choANTI-POLYGAMY LATTER DAY
judged guilty of bigamy, and, upon conviction sen," apply with great force to the elders of
SAINTS.
thereof, shall be punished by a .fine not ex- the Church of Christ, or else there has been a
"'
Brethren G. W. Galley and H. J. Hudson ceeding five hundred dollars, and by imprison- grand mistake made in the ordination
of :t
ment tor a term not exceeding five years:
great
many.
We
see
by
looking
at
the
Church
each send us a Columbus Journal, Nebraska, Provided, nevertheless, That this section shall
containing the following friendly editorial no- not extend to any person by reason of any Records that. there are many elders, and we
tice of our position on the polygamy matter: former marriage whose husband or wife by look through the country and see some of these
"It is not an uncommon belief that all Thior- such marriage shall have been absent for five elders in the great abomination of secret commons, or Latter Day Saints, are polygamists; successive years without being known to such binations; some, and in fact a great many,
but such is by no means the fact The origi- person within that time to be living; nor to working, as it were, their very utmost, but
nal adherents to the doctrines of the Book of any person by reason of any former marriage not for God, but for earthly interests; servMormon, and the more intelligent of the church which shall have been dissolved by the decree ing God only when they have nothing else
as at present constituted are not polygamists, of a competent court; nor to any person by to do, or when it will not discommode them,
in theory or in practice; but are heartily and reason of any former marriage which shall or when they will not lose any of their treasentirely opposed to it; and none so well as have been annulled or pronounced void by the ures on earth; some trusting in man for aid,
they understand the enormity of the evils hid sentence or decree of a competent court on the both in temporal as well as in spiritual afunder t.he cloak, Polygamy. Outside of the ground of the nullity of the marriage contract. fairs. That is when the "God they love and
SEc. 2. And be itfurther enacted, That the trust" chastizeth them by a loss, will borrow
t.erritory of Utah there are but few polygamists, and to-day there is no class of people in following qrdinance of the provisional govem- money or get up a subscription to man for aid;
the United States who have done more effec- ment of the state of Deseret, so called, namely: and when sick will call upon. the wisdom of
tual work against the 'Asiatic barbarity' than "An ordinance incorporating the Church of man do all in his power, until they see that
the Joseph Smith Mormons.
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints," passed no earthly aid can rescue them from the grave,
"An address delivered at Syracuse by Hon. February 8th, in the year 1851, and adopted, then they finally cry to the Lord and say,
Schuyler Colfax, in Sept.ember last and re- re-enacted and made valid by the governor and "Lord! Lord! save me!" and then obey the
cently published, has served to att;act fresh legislative assembly of the territory of Utah commandment which he had covenanted to do
attention to the subject which with slavery, by an act passed January 19th, in the year when he entered into the covenant relation
the Republican party at1 its organization de- 1855, entitled "An act in relation to the com- with the Lord. But some have waited until
nounced as twin relics of barbarism. Among pilation and revision of the laws and resolu- the door was shut; which, when we realize
other things Mr. Colfax shows that the prac- tions in force in Utah territory, their publi- that they are the instruments through whom
tice of polygamy was a parasitic growth, a cation, and distribution," and all other acts God designs to bless those who obey his comfraud palmed off upon the too-credulous, and and parts of acts heretofore passed by the said mandments, it looks hard. Others even feelthat the Book of Mormon is as severe in its legislative assembly of the territory of Utah, ing the duty devolving upon tlaem through the
denunciation of polygamy, as the laws of the which establish, support, maintain, shield, or nature of their calling, yet let the evil one deUnited States are.
countenance polygamy,·be, and the same hereby ceive them, by showing them their weakness
"The history of the conflict in Utah between are, dis_approved and a~n?-lled: Provided, until they lose what little faith they have, and
the United States authorities and the law- I That th1s act shall_be so hmit~d and co~strued they think that their work would be as a grain
breaking, law-defying polygamists, is full of as not to affect or mt.erfere With the right of of sand dropped in the mighty ocean, which
deep interest, and will doubtless be read and proper~y legally ~cqmred un~er the o~dinance would sink to rise no more, not realizing that
re-read until the public opinion of the nation bercto.fore mentione.d, nor w1th. the nght "to if it were even as a grain of sand dropped into
will be so roused to action that the system will worship God accordmg to the dictates of con- the ocean, that others also might be dropping
be wiped out of existence. Such a result, we cie~ce," but. only t? an.nul all acts and laws as grains of sand, and that finally the ocean
are confident, is most ardently desired by the whteh estabhs~, mamtam, protect, ?r counten- would be turned into land; so sin and misery
great body of the people in the United States ance the practiCe of polygamy, evasively called into happiness, therefore they do nothing,
and by none more so than the followers of spiritual _ma~riage, how~':er disguised by legal waiting for something to turn up. Poor morJoseph Smith, the True Latter Day Saints.'' or e~clesiastteal solemmties, sacraments, cere- tals that we are! What great love God must
___ ,..__,___
momes, consecrations, or other contrivances. have for us, since while we are even in sin, he
Men are like words; when not properly placed
SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That iL blesses. And we should take courage by this
they lose their value.
' shall not be lawful for any corporation or and strive anew to obey the commandments and
A man's own good breeding is the best security association for religious or charitable purposes "live by every word that proceedeth from the
against other people's ill manners.
to acquire or hold req,l estate in any territory mouth of God."

I
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I will have to acknowledge that I partially
belong to the latter class. I have only been
in the church since the twenty-second of July,
1877, and ordained an elder May 5th 1878,
and it seems that the evil is so great that what
little faith I have is sometimes almost gone.
But I always look to those good books containing the promises of God, and they are as arefreshing rain in a dry season, making everything look fresh again.
My prayer is for the soon redemption of
Zion, and as long as God shall let me live I
shall be found fighting for that end, in the
name of Christ.
J. F. MINTUN.

WHO ARE FIT SUBJECTS FOR
BAPTISM.
President Joseph Smith, Dear Brother : Reading in Doctrine and Covenants, page 79,
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characters heretofore referred to are but a
type of the means which the adversary employs
in his warfare against the spread and influence
of the gospel, and it is to be regretted when
any of them are admitted within the lines of
the "camp of Israel."
.. Does not an overweening desire to make
converts contribute somewhat to their admission? Now I do not understand this gospel
to be a proselyting institution, but the "power
of God unto salvation, to every one that believeth ;" and the elders as sowers of the seed;
while he who watereth the earth, causing it to
bring forth that which is for the sustenance of
man, will in his owu wisdom, cause the word
spoken to spring up in the hearts of the honest
seekers after truth and blossom in eternal life.
The members of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ are making history; may it be
of a character that shall challenge the ad miration and respect of all honorable men, and redound to the glory of God.
Yours in the gospel of Jesus,

paragraph 7, (old edition), concerning who are
fit subjects to be received by baptism into his
Church, it would seem that a certain amount
EuwARD L. PAol!l.
of discretion was necessarily lodged with the HANNIBAL, 1\Io., October 20 th, 1S77.
officiating elder. Now, no elder would baptize
a person who might present themselves in a THE followwg, taken from an 1ssue of the
spirit of ridicule. So, too, there might be Chicago Times of late date, has waited an inother features in the character and condition sertion for some time but space did not offer
. ·
W
d 't t ' tt t'
Th
of an applicant, which, according to the come commen 1 0 a en 100 ·
e c1oswg
mandment above referred to, would render moral is a good one:
them unfit subjects.
IMPENDING CATACLYSMS.
In the days of Joseph the 1\'Iarr.yr, your cor~
respondent resided in Nauvoo, then ~he gath-'
l!'or som@l> years, it has been believed by
ering place of many thousands, and had occa- many well-informed astronomical observers
sion to know that numbers of vile creatures, that the period from 1880 to 1885 will be one
these, surreptitiously entered the "camp of of a marked character in the lives of the planIsrael," as ''secret service" emissaries of the etary bodies. Some five or six years ago, the
adversary. Some hoping thereby to gratify Tirnes published a series of articles bearing on
the lusts of the flesh, some to accumulate the situation, and .which embodied all that
property, some to obtain political preferment, was then known on the subject.
some for pillage, and others from an innate love
The matter is again making its appearanee
of mischief and "general cussedness." Such in various forms. One of these is a forth.
persons did much to bring upon the Saints the coming translation of Dr. Lowenthal's "Theory
ruin and destruction that afterward befell them. of the Universe," and which is about to be
\Vere such persons fit subjects for baptism ? brought out by the publisher of the Ocddent,
Verily, no! Ofttimes have I heard Joseph a Jewish periodical issued in this city. In
and Hyrum warn the Church against such, the work of Dr. Lowenthal there is to be
and tell them to be cautious in their inter- found, among a vast amount of other matters,
course and dealings with them.
the facts of the curious theory referred to. In
I have been led to these and the following a periodical entitled The Science of Health, its
remarks, in consequence of occasionally read- editor, Dr. Knapp, says:
ing in the Herald statements of the unsatis"If there is anything in •astrological criology,'
factory condition of some of the branches and we are approaching one of the most pestilential
the reasons assigned therefor. Would not a periods of earth's history. Since the commencerigid scrutiny into the fitness of every appli- ment of the Chl'istian era, the perihelia of the
four great planets of the solar system-Jupiter,
cant for baptism afford less occasion for com- Uranus, Saturn, a.nd Neptune-have not been co·
plaint?
incident. But this is about to occur, and there
\Ve know that in a war, secret agents are will soon be •lively times for the doctors.' The
Bent by the enemy to penetrate within the theory is that when one or more of the large planets
lines of the opposing forces, in order to study is nearest to the sun, the temperature and condition of our atmosphere are so disturbed as to
their weak points, obtain drafts of fortifica- cause injurious vicissitudes, terrible rains, protions and general information on vital points, longed drouths, etc , resulting in the destruction
as well as to sow seeds of discord and confusion, of crops, and pestilence among human beings and
by means of incendiary documente, etc. Great domestic animals."
vigilance is required therefore on the part of
The same authority also argues that during
the pickets, as to whom they admit within the the period of the perihelion of planets there
lines; for once within, the chances of detection is always a marked increase of the death rate.
are lessened, as they fraternize with those Dr. Knapp goes back for twenty centuries in
around them, and engaging ostensibly in sim- tracing the history of epidemics, and claims
ilar pursuits, excite no suspicion of their real to have verified the theory as to the coincidence
purpose. Now we are engaged in a warfare, of planets in perihelion, and the existence of
every issue of which is of vital interest, con- great physical disturbances and destructive
sequently needs to be watchfully guarded; for epidemics. In the sixth and sixteenth cen"eternal vigilance is the price of safety.'' The turies, three of these pJanets were in perihe-
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lion, and these periods were characterized by
the development of the most pestilential eras
that the Christian world has ever known.
Now, however, for the first time in forty c9nturies, the perihelia of the four great planets
-Jupiter, Uranus, Saturn and Neptune-will
be coincident. If the coincidence of two
planets produces such marked results; if the
coincidence of three of them-as has happened
twice in two thousand years-has left an indelible impress of devastation upon the human
race, what dire consequences may not be apprehended when all four of these colossal bodies
unite to bring to bear upon this poor little
earth their malignant influence?
Any person who has reached the age of a
score of years will be able from memory to
verify the fact that the last ten or fifteen
years have been filled with actual or premonitory symptoms of disturbanc.e. Yv e have had
enormous tidal waves thundering along our
ocean coasts, tossing about ships as if they
were straws, battering down rocks which had
withstood the storms of centuries. Islands
have gone down in the ocean, sinking like a
plummet, and leaving scarcely a ripple to
mark the place of their disappearance. The
bottom of the sea has been thrust up here and
there, as if pushed up by an earth convulsively
panting with fear at the impending cataclysm.
On land the symptoms are not wanting to indicate already serious disturbance. Areas
have been desolated by tornadoes, and town
after town been obliterated so that their former
location was scarce! y recognizable. Tremendous
rainfalls, borne on the wings of hurricanes,
come at short intervals, deluging valleys,
changing chattering brooks into roaring torrents, leveling hills and filling hollows, and
carrying everywhere irresistible destruction.
The Chicago fire of 1871 is an event without
parallel since the sixteenth century, at which
time three of these planetary monsters sentineled the sky in closest conjunction with the
great centre of the system. It was no ordinary occurrence. It has never been accounted
for, and never will be unless one seek an explanation in external and unusual atmospheric
conditions. The Boston fire partook of the
same extraordinary character. In both, the
flames fed upon stones as upon inflammable
oils, and bore down everything, devoured
everything before it .after a fashion utterly
unlike any previous record of its actions.
There is the same swelling in the tide of
epidemics that has been seen in the rising
strength of errant natural forces which have
suddenly, as it were, been loosed for destruction. The yellow-fever epidemic of the present
year seems to have risen in accord with no
known law, to have extended without reference
to precedent, to have yielded to none of the
usual effective remedies, and to have devastated
and destroyed without hindrance or limit.
The sinister echoes of the footsteps of cholera
are heard resounding along the shores of the
Mediterranean, as if the demon were about to
commence his voyage around the world. It
is not long since a most destructive famine
prevailed in China; and is but lately that
there terminated an era of starvatian in India
which is said to have df'stroyed not less than
a million human beings!
All these things have occurred. They may
be the mutterings, the advancC: drops of the
coming storm, or they may be simply unusual
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developments from conditions not extraordinarily affected. They may have come from
causes limited to our planet, and stimulated by
local combinations into unusual activity.
Again, they may be what some astronomers
claim them to be, the forerunners of the cataclysms which are to be precipitated on the
earth by the conjunctive perihelia of the four
great planets now rapidly nearing the sun.
·whatever the cause, and whatever the indication, these tremendous events of the last
fifteen years should enforce one lesson upon
people. Speaking of these perihelia, The
Science of Health says:
"They will be at their nearest approach to the
sun in or soon after 1880, so that for a few years,
say from 1880 to 1885, the vitality of every living
thing will be put to a severe and trying ordeal.
Some persons think they can 1>ee, by the signs of
the times, evidences of the great disasters in the
immediate future. '!.'he excessive heat, the unexam pled cold, the prevalence of flood and disasters
at sea., the general failure of the potato crop, the'
wide-spread chill fever among human beings, and
the equal prevalence of the epizootic among animals, are mentioned aa among the premonitioils of
the rapidly approaching perihelion. •To be forewamed is to be forearmed.' Accidents exc~pted,
we know very well that the persons of more vigorous constitutioris and more hygienic habHs will
have the better chance to survive whatever adverse
influence the extraordinary perihelia will occasion.
It is well known to physicians that, in all pestilences, pl>lgues, typhus, small pox, cholera, mur"
rain, etc , the intemperate, the dissipated, and
tboge whose sanitary condition was bad, furnished

HERALD.

little blue eyes were radiant with sparkling
tears, and with my wife and daughter Pearl,
left for Reeder's Mills, where I preached that
night. "The next morning a keener pang, if
possible, awaited me. I accompanied them to
the top of the hill leading from Reeder's Mills
to Logan. Here I bade them farewell, they to
return to our home, I to wander for the gospel's
sake. Still the parting scene is before me,
and I have passed through it a hundred times.
The gall is no sweeter yet. The words still
ring in my ears, and remind me of the loved
ones at home, and I am just weak enough to
wish the work was done, that I might enjoy
the society of those loved ones, but faith tells
me, It is not for long-then the battle will be
over, the conquest gained, and the battle·
scarred brow will were a crown. Then the
hearts that now bleed at parting, will part no
more. Our home will resound with songs of
triumph, not with sighs of grief; our union
will be eternal, and infinite love its bond.
The same day Mr. George Wilkins kindly
conveyed me to U nionburg, for which I give
him my hearty thanks. On the next day I
broke the bread of life to the Saints and
friends in Union Grove aud surrounding
country-and they, unsought, blessed me with
~
evidences of their love, not only for myself but
for the cause I represent. Brother Diggle and
wife took me to the place where the Boomer
Branch was. I did not hold meetings here,
but I visited and tried to encourage the widthe victims.'~
ows and Bro. A. B. Smith to cling to the rod
This means that people should put their f ·
Th
· f ·h · h
b
house in order. Cities should clean their o uon.
ere was genmne a1t m t ese ereaved sisters, and they long for the redempsreets and tll,~y~ ,an~ g~ t~~~selves ready 1or tion of Israel. Brother S. is a noble, honest
t e w_orst. nmvwua 8 8 ou,, ~lve temperate y, hearted man; but his mind has been darkened
m every way prepare tnen:selves ~or th~ on account of the follies of others. I pray
ordeal. It may n~~~ come but m case lt shal 1 1 God he may be able to stand. His kindness
WJ~, ,t!l"e_ "':~:ld.
be ~~l.th~ st.ronger and pro-ved his lo-vo. He conveyed me to Council
healtl:!lu fer h.tvwg prepc~rvri lOr lf,.
Bluffs. I preached there three times, and was,
' ------~-blessed by the Spirit and by the Saints. In
LETTER FROM ELDER C. DERRY.
Omaha I preached twice, and here too was
--honored of God, and blessed by his children;
Dear Herald :-"!!y time from the close of but I can not stop to particularize here every
General C\)nfercnec to November lst, was manifestation of kindness received from God
spent
in preparing che necessary winter and man. I will state that in all the branches
I received evidences of their love. I visited
comforts for my family, partly in answering Glen wood, Nebraska City, Ross Grove, Oregon,
calls for preaching, both to the world and to Forest City, St. Joseph, Stewartsville, Delana,
the Saints. By special request I visited and Praire Center, Bevier, and thence to this
preac'led in Galland's Grove, Salem, Spring place. I labored in all those places as long as
I deemed it wisdom; and hope my efforts
Creek, Six Mile Grove, Magnolia and Buenawere not in vain. The anxiety of the Saints to
vista Branches. Gratitude leads me to ac- have me stay in all the places that I visited
knowledge the kindnesses from some of the was an evidence of interest in my labors, and
S"ints in those brilnches, in the shape of money, by the kindness of the Saints in all these
wood,
meat and potatoes; and while I places I was enabled to prosecute my journey
do not mention the names of the kind donors, and bless my family at homo,; and though my
receipts w.ere not large, yet they were such as
I fervently pray God to bless them, not for- the Saints could afford; and what added to
getting the strange1·, who out of his hard earn- their value, they were given unsolicited by me,
blest me with evidences of his esteein. I directly or indirectly. If asked respecting
had never considered myself worthy of so the condition of my family I told the condition, and I thank God it was not a starving
much love as has always been shown to me by one although some things were lacking; but
the Saints. If truth and righteousnes~ render these the kin.dness of the Saints supplied.
our love so pure in this evil
what will May the blessmgs of God ever attend them.
it do when all the bitterness of our nature is
In all these branches I saw many things to
effectually purged away? I left the Saints with gladden my heart, and some things that gave
me heaviness and sorrow. I shall refer to
sadness, but duty called.
them in a general sense and shall not point
On t.he 1st of November, I left my home, out their location; for as every heart knows
E"~ving t~e fareweli kiss to t?e, quiv~ring lips j its o'!n bitten~~ss, so every branch should
o, my elaest
and my htt,e Alhe, whose know Its own ev1ls. In some branches I found
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envy, hatred and malice, and the lust of ambition seeking to obtain rule; in others a disposition to find fault, without attempting to
amend; others complained of rigid overbearance in authorities; and partiality shown to
offenders. There were instances where the
demon of fleshly lust had obtruded itself into
the the sanctuary of God, and had caused
heart burnings that may never be quenched.
Again, some were darkened by manifestations
of false spirits, or mere human imitations of
the gifts of the true; and that too from thosefrom whom better things are expected. Can
it be that the love of power is so great in humanity as to lead some to climb to greatness
by a mimicry of God's blessings, and a base
imitation of his precious gifts? Or are falsehoods of t.he most damning nature thrust into
my unwilling ear? He who knows all things
will bring every secret evil into the light; and
proclaim our persistent evil deeds upon the
house top. In the meantime I will hope that
the offended observers have been mista~en, or
at the worst, that some have been imposed
upon by a false spirit. Bad as this would be,
I would rather think that, than that a professed saint of God should wilfully pervert his
powers to a base imitation of the true manifestations of the Holy Spirit.
Dear Herald, it not pleasant to record the
things as written above, and I may be written
down as a fault-finder; but I must write
of thin 0"'S as they appear 1' and caution the
Saints against such evils. I should be a foe
h Ch
h 'f I
· d
to t e
urc 1
cne peace when there
was none. Hence, I record my observations
that the erring may return, and the injured
be restored to spiritual vigor. Let no one
suppose that all is dark! Thank God! there
is a bright side to the picture, and my pen
must be as true in painting that as of the dark
side. I have met many in whom the !ove of
truth is more deeply seated than all things
else beside; whose lives are Jiving eipstles of
righteousness, and who, as a consequence, enjoy the blessings and favor of God. Many
such are to be found in every branch, and they
are known to the world as men and women
whose examples are worthy of imitation. In
Cameron I remember hearing, in company with
Bro. Short, some of the store keepers speak of'
the integrity and upright dealing of the Saints
in that region; and a similar testimony can be
heard in the vicinity of every branch where I
have been: and this is the silver lining to the
cloud, and it makes my heart rejoice; and I
praise God that there is power in the gospel to
make men and women better people, better
cit,izens, better neighbors, and better Saints.
I must go back a little now, and mention
some whom I met on my way. In Nebraska
City I met Bro. M. T. Short. He had just
fired his last gun at the Infidel, Phelps. I
saw Mr. Phelps too. He was not dead; but
I think a little shattered in his unbelief. I
can not judge of the merits of the debate on
either side, for I did not hear it. I preached
the night following the debate; he was present. I preached on Sunday morning again
in his hearing. I saw no evidence of his conversion. Bro. Short left there with me, and
we rode together as far as Craig. There we
parted. He carried tracts with him and distributed them in the cars. I could not but feel
that he was doing more good than I was. He
was always in season, and ready to attack or
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defend. There is a good deal of coward about
me. I only defend, and can not boast of my
prowess at that. I found him very earnest,
and !pray God that he may always have wisdom according to his zeaL
At Oregon I found Bro. Wm. Hawkins, who
took me to Ross Grove. This is a brother
that I formed an acquaintance with thirty
years ago when trying to declare the truth of
God in Bridgenorth, Shropshire, England.
We had been sent as missionaries to that
place from different conferences unknown to
each other. We met there as strangers in a
strange land, among strangers to the truth;
but we did not remain strangers to each other
long; our mission was one; our message was
one; and as soon as we saw each other we
were one; and there a bond of friendship was
formed which has never been broken, and I
trust never will be. He and I have passed
through many changes-felt many heart- burnings, and have drank deeply of the bitter cup
while separated, and we have had many rejoicings, and now we are growing old; but our
love is stronger and stronger the more we
know of truth and of each other, and I pray
God to bless William Hawkins, and give him
an abundant entrance into the Kingdom of
God. He loves the truth and lives for it.
At Bevier I met with Bro. Gomer Griffiths,
the "young l'r1oody," and I found that like his
Master, "he was not without honor, save in his
own country.'' He seems earnest and devoted.
I did not hear him preach. He told me his
experience; it was a good deal like my own.
He seemed to possess ability; and if he will
curb his strong nat)lre, keep his passions in
subjection, and apply his mind to wisdom,
walking humbly before God, I have no doubt
he will be made mighty in his generation.
Well, here I am at Bro. John T. Phillips'
home. Before I left my home he wrote me
to be sure and come here to preach, telling
me he would never forgive me if I did not, so
to avoid his eternal hatred I came. The snow
two feet deep on the level; no place but a cold
church belonging to different denominations
here to preach in. I have preached twice in
that large, cold church to a very thin congregation, but, though I could not get fire enough
to keep warm, I had good liberty. To-night
I preach again; roads are bad, weather cold,
and preacher not over full of fire. It is likely
I will come out of the "little end of the horn;"
but I will do my best while here. Bro. Phillips seems to be a thorough going man, very
anxious to have the truth known. I believe
he and his son pay the expense of trying to
warm and light the church. His son is not in
the Church, but he manifested his love for it by
giving me five dollars; may the Master remember the kindly deed, and lead him into
the Kingdom of peace where his reward will be
sure. Pardon my rambling letter, and may
God grant its contents may be a blessing to
many and a curse to none, is the prayer of
CHARLES DERRY.

Never tell a man he's a fool; in the first place
he won't believe you; in the next, you make him
your enemy.
There is nothing that so convinces a man that
there is truth in religion as to see true religion in
Christiana.
Good company and good conversation are the
very sinews of virtue. Goed character is above
an thinge else.
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on the part of the family to purchase, he
addressed himself to me, made some remarks
Editors of Herald:- We are thus far on about the new meeting house in the neighour way homeward from a visit to the Saints borhood just finished, and to be dedicated the
next day. After making some desultory reat Meadow Branch, Jackson county, Ohio. marks upon religious subjects in general, he
We visited at the instance of Bro. Joel Allen rather boldly declared himself a Catholic, and
and wife, whose hospitality we are privileged said many things eulogistic of his church and
to enjoy during our sojourn. We remained their doctrines. He further observed that he
there six weeks, preached and held meetings did not wish to offend any one, but that "there
was no salvation outside the Catholic church;"
as opportunities presented; our visit was to that it was the first church; that all the sects
endeavor to confirm the work and testimony came out from it; that she alone held the
of Elder Devore. The Saints there not hav- priesthood-the binding and sealing power.
ing had time nor opportunity only to a very I was satisfied by his manner that he was cognizant of me, and this of course was a challimited extent to become acquainted with the lenge.
He had previously told Bro. Allen
doctrines and principles restored to the earth that he understood four languages, thinking
in this our day; also, are many miles away perhaps the idea might intimidate me. We
from any other branch of the Church. The replied that we did not consider his church
word of faith is with them as with others like either apostolic or catholic. That while it was
seed cast into the ground, it required time to possible that many of the minor sects had their
grow and mature. Men are the same as they origin in a departure from his church, (by
ever were respecting their aptitude and faith themselves styled catholic), we as a people had
to realize the truth. This is as evident now not our origin from that source, but by revelas two thousand years ago. They are willing ation and commandment of our Lord and Sato believe what their fathers believed, but to vior, Jesus Christ. That his Catholic church
exercise faith in God by which they can draw whatever may have been its origin, was now a
near unto him for themselves is altogether departure from the faith delivered to the saints,
another matter. Like the Jews, in olden both in church organization and doctrine;
times, they said, "We know that God spake to which we believed we were prepared to mainMoses, but as for .this man we know not tain.
whence he is." Our own generation are
The Catholic replied, that could not be, as
precisely such men, they say they believe the the Lord Jesus Christ had conferred tho keys
Bible, but when it is verbally declared they of the kingdom upon Peter, and upon him as
do not .
the rock he had said he would build his church,
The tardiness of men to believe the imme- and the gates of hell should not prevail against
diate revelations of God is evidenced in the his- it. (See Matt. 16: 18.) And fur~her quoted,
tory of the Jews. The apostles after three as confirmatory of the position, Luke !J : 1,
years tuition and example of the most perfect "Then he called together his twelve disciple~,
master Israel ever saw, failed to reach the and gave them power and authority over all
standard of faith and knowledge he desired devils." From these scriptures his argument
they should possess. Near the close of his was, that as Christ bad conferred upon Peter
mission he said unto them, "I have yet many the keys of the kingdom to bind and to seal
things to say unto you but ye can not bear in earth and in heaven, and to the twelve
them now." He had spoken to the multitudes power over all devils, it was impossible that
in parables: but expounding to his disciples in the church could be overcome; therefore, that
private, striving to unfold to their understand- power and authority had been retained and
ing the great principles of his mission. Yet transmitted to the present time.
even after his resurrection he ''Upbraided them
It was answered, that the rock upon which
with their u.nbelief and hardness of heart, be- Christ said he would build his church was net
cause they believed not them which had seen Peter; but upon the gift of revelation, brought
him after he was risen."
out by the declaration of Peter that J esuR
The experience of the Elders is similar, the "was the Christ. the Son of the Jiving God;''
people wonder and perish, will in no wise be- and Christ's reply, "flesh and blood hath net.
lieve although earnest, truthful men dEclare it revealed it unto thee, but my Father ·which itJ
unto them. Yet thanks be to the Father of in heaven." In other words, the Father in
mercies there are a few who lay hold of the heaven had made known bv revelation unto
hope set before them although by comparison Peter that Jesus wa~ the Chrlst, and upon that
with the va~t multitude, they are "like the principle of
"they shall all know
~leaning of grapes when the vintage is done." me from the least to
greatest," is the covThey by their acceptance and obedience to enant of salvation in the gospel based. Paul
the gospel have become the sons of promise, taught the Ephesian saints t.hat they as the
and to them the glory of the Lord will appear household of God were not built upon apostles
in the pillar and the cloud ere long.
alone, but conjointly with the prophets, J csud
A few days before we left :Meadow 13ranoh Christ., himself, being the chief' corner stone.
an incident occurred which we will denorqinate, Eph. 2: 20. Jesu~
his apostles that
in its labors
Two Hours With a Catholic. And, thinking it the plan of salvation
might possibly be of some benefit to some of the prophets of old. "I sent you to reap that
our young Elders who have .ali kinds of creeds, whereon ye bestowed no labor; other men [the
faiths and isms to contend and stand against, prophets] labored, and ye h:1.ve entered into
I will give you the substance of our confer- their labors.''-John 4:38.
Therefore the apostles' werk was but a conence.
A man in the guise of a pet!Jler of dry goods tinuance of former efforts in the grand
called at the house of 13ro. Allen, and offered principles of salvation, which had in measure
his goods for s~tle. There being no dispo~i.tion been revealed to many prophets ::>,nd kings.
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Luke 10:24. Peter says, "We have there- sound doctrine, but being turned from the the woman into the wilderness. "And when
fore [by that of which he was a personal wit- truth, they would be turned to fables. And the Dragon saw that he was cast unto the
ness] a more sure knowledge of the word of as instances of the Catholic Church not hold- earth, he persecuted the woman; (church);
prophecy, to which word of' prophecy ye do ing the truth, they teach that the Aaronic which brought forth the man child, (the kingwell that ye take heed, as unto a light that Priesthood is abolished; which God said dom), which is to rule all nations with the rod
shineth in a dark place, until the day-dawn, should be an everlasting priesthood with that of iron; (word of God); and the Dragon was
and the day star arise in your hearts."-1 Pet. family, Ex. 40: 15; and sequently'with that wroth with the woman, and went to make war
1: 18, lD. Against these men, as mortals, error, they ignore the gathering of Israel, one with the remnant of her seed which keep the
death for a period prevailed, but against the of the most prominent doctrines in the reve- commandments of God and have the testimony
rock upon which they built, which was know!- lation of God. Another instance of their of Jesus Christ."
If any thing was lacking to prove that the
edge by revelation, never,-it being an emana- blindness regarding the foretold apostasy, is
tion from God himself,-the gates of hell could their idea and interpretation of the 12th chap- woman represents the church, the characternot prevail. The idea that Peter was the rock ter of Revelations, which describes a woman istics of her seed is conclusive, they keep the
is an absurdity, a delusion.
clothed with the sun, the moon under her feet, commandments of God, and have the testimoRegarding church organization and doctrine and upon her head a crown of twelve stars, ny of Jesus Christ. Therefore not as by the
your people, like all the other churches, are a which they teach was the Virgin Mary, the Catholic Church represented "Mary, the mothdeparture from apostolic order and faith. mother of Jesus Christ. Large pictures are er of God."
Regarding the way in which the adversary
Your Popes claim to be the successors of Pe- framed and had in the Catholic houses having
ter, holding the keys of the kingdom of heaven this super scription, "l\hry the· mother of made war, we read in the succeeding 13th
upon the earth; a successor must in ail things God."
chapter. As in the heavens he succeeded in
be equal to his predecessor. If not, then he
In reading the revelation the absurdity of forming a party, so here upon the earth he
is not his successor in fact. Peter's precedence the idea appears. Jesus announces himself to repeats his policy; this time it is composed
over the other apostles, (if he had any), grew John, "I am he that liveth and was dead, and and constituted of the civil governments of
out of the fact that he was a seer, a revelator: am alive forever more; Amen, and have the the nations, represented as a beast rising out
and even in those gifts others were his equal, keys of death and heU, with the things which of the sea (see Dan. 7th chapter). John in
instance John and Paul. But there is no thou hast seen and the things that are, and the 17th chapter of Revelations describes the
authentic record in existence that one of your the things that shall be hereafter."
beast as a power, intangible; as a something
popes ever had a revelation from God; thereThe vision related to the then present and "that was and is not, and yet is." The dragfore they are not successors in the apostolic future, the past not in any way included. on, the power behind the thrones, gives to the
office as held by Peter, James, John ancl Paul. Nothing can be more absurd than to apply it bP:ot his power, and his seat, and great auThe non possession of those sp}stolic gifts to that which had occurred in the distant past ~hority; hence the world is said to wonder
makes void their pretentious to the successor- of ninety years, namely the birth and death of after the beast; and they worship the dragon
ship as vicegerents of God. But here again Jesus Christ. But the keys of the kingdom which gave power to the beast. "And they
our Catholic rallied to the charge, and came given for the dispensation of the fulness of worshipped the beast, saying, Who is abie to
. down upon us, with the commission of Christ times has unlocked the door and thrown open make war with him. And there was given
to the apostles. (Matt. 28: 19, 20). "Go ye the subject. The woman represented the him a mouth speaking great things and blastherefore and teaeh all na,tions, baptizing them Church of Jesus Christ; the man child which phemies; and power was given him to continin the name of the Father, and of the Son, and she brought forth was the kingdom, for which ue forty and two months [twelve hundred and
of the Holy Ghost. Teaching them to observe the disciples were taught to pray, '•Thy king~ sixty prophetic years. See Ezekiel's mode of
all things whatsoever I have commanded you: dom come that thy will may be done on earth computation-4: 6]
* And it was given
and lo, I am with you always unto the end of as in heaven;" and this kingdom is to rule all him to make war with the Saints, and to overthe world." This scripture was his sheet nations with the word of God, ("rod of iron.") come them. And power was given him over
anchor, both for authority to teach, and prom- The dragon, the old serpent, the devil, aware all kindreds and tongues and nations; and all
ised continuance to be with his apostles and of the struggle, watched determined to destroy that dwell upon the earth shall worship him
their successors to the end of the world.
as soon as brought forth. Subsequently, the whose names are not written in the book of
But in the analyution it was shown the kingdom was caught up to God and his throne, life of the I~amb slain from the foundation of
·
· ,
promise was conditional; conditional to the by the persecution of the men who held the the world."
apostles, that they should teach all things; keys thereof, unto death. At the throne of
At the close of our reading, we inquired
and to the believers, that t.hey should observe God, they joined the church of the first-born of our Catholic friend where was his church
all things so commanded, otherwise it was written in heaven; who, being strengthened apostolic, during the period the dragon held
void.
bv the addition of those men to whom had entire rule over the whole earth, the kingdom
At thi3 juncture, our Catholic was disposed been given the keys to bind and seal both in having previously been caught up to God and
to beat a retreat, by observing that we were heaven and in earth, and having given their his throne. He asked for the book to read
getting into things too deep for us and we lives upon the _earth for the cause, they unitedly for himself, which being done, replied he nevshould not do
we had better dispense made war upon the common enemy and were er had seen those chapters in that light before;
with the subject.
empower,ed to overcome, as written; "There was took up his pack and departed. I learned
·we remarked that as he had introduced the war in heaven, l\lichael and his angels fought afterward, from a party at whose house he
subjeet, we wished now to present our reasons against the Dragon; and the Dragon and his stayed that night, what I supposed from his
for disbelieving his church to be either apo3- angels fought against Michael, and the Dragon manner to have been the ease, he had been
tolic or Catholic-Catholic which means uni-1 prevailed not; neither was their place found sent to confound me; admitted we had two
versa!, it is not; for the Greek church claims any more in heaven; he was cast out into the hours' conversation, that the old man (I) had
equal antiquity and authority with yourselvcElj earth and his angels were cast out with him. gotten the church into the wilderness, and
once one, you are now divided into the ea3t- And I heard a loud voice (the shout of the he (the Catholic) could not get it out. On
ern and western churches, the western divis- victors) saying in heaven, Now is come salva- parting I put into his hand an epitome of our
ion, and a Pope at Rome; and the ea~tem tion, and strength and the kingdom of our faith and doctrine; for as Paul said of the
division, at Constantinople, with a Patriarch God, and the power of his Christ; for t]le Jews, "l bear him record he has a zeal for
for head; hence, your church is but a faction accuser of our brethren is cast down, which God but, it is not according to knowledge.''
instead of a whole, a gect, inste11d of the accuseth them before our God day and night;
Yours for the truth,
JosiAH ELLs.
Church.
and they overcome him by the blood of the
...,...,...
We then quoted the prophecies of Paul in Lamb, and the word of their testimony; and
Passion is the drunkenness of the mind.
his letters to the churches in his care, fore- they loved not their lives unto death, thereI will listen to any one's convictions; but pray
te!livg the apostasy and departure from the fore rejoice ye heavens and ye that dwell in keep
your doubts to yourself. I have plenty of
fa1th. Acts 20; 2 Thess. 2 chap.; 2 Timothy them."
mine own.
1 : 15! showing the. a:postasy in th~ apostles'
With the loss of the authorities of the kingImpatience dries the blood sooner than age or
own tune; and predJCtmg that the t1me would dcm of God
the earth, the Church be- sorrow,
eo me \'\hen thB churches wcmld :not ~mthue Cll,me
:represented
the flight of
:Let til,~m obey wh() lmow hnw t(l rul~.

* *
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know that it commends itself to our common
sense as just and right; and if .it is followed by
the actual finding of favor in the eyes of the peo.
ple of the regions where it is carried into prac.
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.
tice, it has the additional merit offulfillment.
If it be sectarian, we prefer to be sectarian and
Plano, lllinois, February 1, 1879.
right, than to be anti-sectarian and wrong.
HOW IS IT?
In the same section it is expressly stated that
the will of God is, that whatever lands are selec.
WE have been for some time the recipient of let. ted by the Church, (or members of it for that mat.
ters and articles from a class of persons who once ter), for the settlement of what is thought to be
held to the faith of Mormonism, and who still "Zion the pure in heart," should be purchased;
claim to do so, and some who have abandoned and, as if to make this policy more prominent
the faith wholly, who are considerably distressed and attractive, the Church are informed in sec.
and annoyed, because the Reorganized Church tion 63, paragraph 8, that there are only two ways
is :finding some favor among the people; and by which lands can be obtained; one is by blood,
because that body sometimes receives words of (conquest), the other is by purchase, (bargain and
commendation from the world and the sectari. sale). The last is the peaceful way, and the
statement made is, that this method will bless
ans.
It is claimed by these persons that these things those who adopt it; while the other way will
are evidence that the Reorganization is not in send a bloody scourge upon whosoever choses it.
favor with God; and is nothing moi:e than an We are by profession a disciple of peace, and
organization like the sectarian churches them. hope to be found among those who "seek peace
selves; and the positions taken by the Reorgani. and ensue it;" and this peaceful policy of settling
zation on doctrine and church government are the places where Saints may gather and dwell
declared by them to be sectarian and heretical ; has an honorable look about it, is free from fanat.
icism, and is very attractive to us,-and if it be
and are productive of great pain to them.
If these persons all belonged to one class, we sectarian, we prefer to be sectarian and right,
should perhaps, not notice them now; but they than anti-sectarian and wrorig.
are quite numerous, and are of several classes,
The gospel, the pospel of peace, the "everlastvarying from a considerable number in a class to ing gospel," is to be the power of redemption and
single individuals; from the calm thinker who salvation, the means of repentance and purifica.
fears that we may be wrong, to the last discover. tion, and the great work of the last days is the
ed prophet who will set us and all Israel right, preaching of this· pospel; and the gathering of
if we will listen to him, and whose wrath is to be Saints together anywhere, is for their own conve.
terrible if we will not obey him.
nience and advantage individually; for financial
Far be it from us to find fault with these peo. and prudential· reasons; and for the secondary
ple, for we believe them, with few exceptions, to and auxiliary purposes of church disciplinary
be honest in their views, convictions and fears. government with a view to thus. preaching the
That they really love the latter day work, as all gospel; and all who in the past have placed great
classes of Mormons delight to call the Church, stress and reliance upon the gathering, (as a
we believe; and their honesty demands at least church tenet), as being the great and final object
respect, whether their views be correct or other- of the latter day work, and of primary import.
wise. But, we must be a sad heretic if all that ance or who do now do so, have, as we believe,
these vai·ious ones assert regarding us and our erred-this may be sectarian; if so, we prefer to
course be true.
be sectarian and right, than anti-sectarian and
The Doctrine and Covenants is supposed to con. wrong.
tain the general rules upon which the work is to
The practice adopted l)y the Reorganization of
be carried on, and the central ideas of church building houses in the various branches where
government, or "the church articles;" hence, it the church is numerous enough, has been con.
is fair to presume that anything performed in strued by some into an abandonment of the great
keeping with the general direction of those rules kingdom idea; but this seems to have been pro.
must be somewhere near right. In reading that vided for,,,,as in section 42, paragraph 10, the
work, we :find what purports to be a word given building of houses of worship is named as one
on Fishing River, Missouri, in June, 1834, at a of the uses to which the moneys of the Church
time when we understand a serious scattering should be applied. And though such a policy
had occurred from a central gathering place. In
may be construed by some, as we have intimated,
that word occurs the following:
to be an abandonment of some principle followed
"And let all my people who dwell in there. in the past, we shall be content to say it is "nomgions round about, be very faithful, and prayer.
fnl and humble before me, and reveal not the inated in the bond," and seems to be prior to that
thi~gs which I have revealed unto them, until it great work, the building of a temple; for it is
is wisdom in me that they should be revealed. apparently better to build houses where the peoTalk not judgment, neither boast of faith, nor of
mighty works; b?t carefully gather. together,. as ple are, and where they need them to declare the
much in one regwn as can be consistently WI~h precepts of the doctrine in, while they exemplify
the feelings of the people: and behold, I Will them in their daily life, than to build a temple
give unto you favor and grace in their eyes, that where the people are not, and which the traveling
you may rest in peace and safety, while you are
saying unto the people, execute judgment and eldership do not need while abroad in the world;
justice for us according to law, and redress us of in which, moreover, it is just possible that there
our wrongs."-D. & C. 102:7.
might be strife for precedence of place, or priorIn this there is a line of conduct plainly mark. ity of priesthood right or pre:rogative, in civic
ed out; and whatever may be the comment that or ecclesiastic display. This too, may be sec.
others may make concerning the policy shadow- tarian, but we prefer to be sectarian and right,
ed forth in that paragraph, it is enough for us to than to be anti-sectarian and wrong.

As as individtu11 we have supposed that the
statements made in section 98, paragraph 10, were
just as full of instruction and good advice as
other portions of the same book, and these dis.
tinctly advise that the laws and constitution of
this republic shall be maintained; and the reason
for this advice is given in the statement:
"I have suffered [them] to be established * *
for the rights and protection of all flesh, accord.
ing to just and holy principles, that every man
may act in doctrine and principle pertaining to
futurity, accordi~g to the moral agency which I
have given unto them, that every man may be
accountable for his own sins in the day of judg.
ment. * * And for this purpose have I established the constitution of this land, by the hands of
wise men whom I raised up unto this very pur.
pose, and redeemed the land by the shedding of
blood."-D. & C. 98: 10, Cincinnati Ed. of 1864.
In this we :find no warrant for disregarding the
law of the land; neither any foundation upon
which to build for the Latter Day Saints alone,
an ecclesiastical political kingdom comprising
church and state, with despotic right to rule and
reign attaching to a royal priesthood. The king.
dom which is promised to the Saints, if they have
a right to expect any, is one that is to be giVen
to them, to the "Saints of the :Th'Iost High," and to
his "Christ;" and the time of that giving, is when
there shall be redeemed "out of every nation,
kindred, tongue and people," all who are to be
won to Christ by the preaching of the gospel, the
legitimate work of the ministers, or "new eva.ngels" of the new dispensation-this, too, may be
sectarian; but we prefer to be sectarian and
right, than to be anti-sectarian and wrong.
So far then as we have comprehended the scope
of the latter day work, we have tried to shape our
course in accordance with the general tenor of
that work, and have tried to avoid giving undue
prominence to isolated features, to the disparagement of others.
It is believed by some, and .openly stated by
others, that Joseph Smith, whom the Church
usually names "the martyr," lost by transgression,
at some period of his life and his work, his gift
and right of prophecy; and that thenceforward,
any and all revelations published as coming by,
or through him are doubtful, if not absolutely
untrustworthy, or false. The time when this is
supposed to have occurred is set for various dates,
and appears to be fixed by different persons from
the transpiring of different events, according to
the judgment of the person fixing the date.
Others anxiously take up the idea, and seem to
feel, or at least they so say, that if one is false all
are; and as they have not data upon which to
definitely decide, they either deny the whole,
or accept the whole, according to the bent of their
minds, their opportunities for judging, or the,
so.called, evidence of the Spirit to them. Others
again seem to discriminate between what is sup.
posed to be false, and that which is true, accept
the one and reject the other.
Upon these a question aris<e:s; and, so far as we
as a,n individual are concerned, it is a serious one;
how far is an individual under obligation to be.
lieve? How mush must he believe to be saved?
How lit.tle may he believe and yet lose not his
salvation? Must he believe all the Old and New
Testament Scriptures; the Book of Mormon; and
the Doctrine aDd Coven an ttl? llfnst he give an
unqualified, unreserved aBsent and support to
these books and all that is taught from them; as
the unquestioned result of direct, positive, unde.
viating antl infallible inspiration; including
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history, precept, example, life and circumstances account for the faculty of thought, and the power
of all the writers of them, before he is in a saved
or savable condition? If so, must he not have a
thorough and complete knowledge of all that is
comprehended in those books? "Who then can
be saved?"
These are suggested to us in thinking about
the objections urged against the Reorganization
by some of these persons of whom we wrote at
the beginning, who are so well satisfied that the
course we are pursuing is a bad one, and that we
are going wrong, that they do not hesitate to say,
"The Reorganized Church is no better than any
other sectarian church; there is no God in it;"
and to write to us, "You are going to the devil,
Joseph, and I feel it a duty I owe to Israel to
warn you;" and, "You and your followers are
teaching and following lies;" "l'ti:ormonism is a
fraud, and as an honest man you ought to tell
your followers so."
Some think we withhold the truth; some, that
we are afraid to speak, or write our honest sentiments about questions at issue; some, that there
is too much latitude allowed to Elders in the expression of their convictions; some, that there
should be at headquarters sharper criticism and
the exercise of more authority, which should say,
"thus it is," and "thus it shall be;" a sort of
ecclesiastical power that shall overpower all doctrinal opposition, and compel submission to theories there established. And what makes this
idea assume a stranger aspect is, that some of
these same persons are seriously afraid that their
liberties even now are in jeopardy through the
exercise of priestly power centering in one, who
may use it for evil, and the spread of false doctrine. Surely one can not be legally held to
speak, or write in the settlemCI<t of vexed questions and at the same time be compelled to keep
silent. Besides this, we have supposed that there
was to be a great liberty conferred on those who
became members of Christ's body, by which they
were to be made "free indeed" from human domination. The early teaching of the Church was
opposed to priestcraft, by which men were priestridden, and seemed to point out a means of eseapn fmm the tyranny of dogma; hence, under
this teaching, we have hitherto supposed that
there was a certain liberty of inquiry conferred
upuu the many, which they might indulge safely
without fear of undue iuterferenee and censure
from their fellow laborers, without reference to
their position and supposed authority; the written word to whieh they had given their assent
being at once their safeguard against oppression
from others, and their bond of security for their
good behavior to their co-workers. This prineiple adopted by us has made us think well of our
fellow-men who might differ from us in sentiment and belief, and to be inclined to give very
great latitude to the expression of opinion on
doctrine and church polity; as well as to make
us somewhat blind to the possible conflict in theory and belief that is said to exist between various writers fol' the church paper. It has also
made us inapprehensive of injury and disaster
that many have seen as sure to ensue if this thing
was not stopped-but as we have written, if this
be sectarian, we prefer to be this and right, than
anti-sectarian and wrong.
We have told the people that they were to think
for themselves; and have taught them that if they
do not do so that God will hold them to a strict

1 character we received the name and character of
to think with which he has endowed them. In the Church; and we agreed to maintain these so
the effort to enforce this idea, we have strenuous- far as this could be done by us in virtue, in honor
ly sought to inculcate the doctrine of the respon- and integrity. No church command or obligasibility of every one, Jew and Gentile, bond and tion has ever been laid upon us that demanded
free, black and white, male and female, to God the surrender of either virtue, honor or integrity;
alone. Now if this doctrine has been just and nor is it within the range of reasonable probabiltrue, and the Church justifiable in teaching it, ity to suppose that any such surrender will ever
the Church should not seriously eomplain of the be asked of us. But we can not help throwing
proper results that follow it. If truth, and free- in the thought that to exist in the Church, with
dom from error, are what the Church seeks, the all the rights, normal and acquired, that attach
proper exercise of the means to be free and to get to us as a citizen of the world unbroken, unchantruth should not be prevented; nor should cen- ged and unaffected by our unity with the Church;
sure be visited upon those employing the means to ask for and obtain all the benefits, privileges
provided. Acting upon this theory we have ven- and rights belonging to membership in the
tured to permit men to enjoy their own views, Church, including the right to speak and act as
and to express them; believing that in due time a representative of the Churcb, without becoming
assimilation would result in harmonizing truths, liable to the discipline, and subject to the rules
thus throwing out error, as the shaking of the of fellowship and co-labor that are held to gov.
seive settles the wheat together and throws the ern the body, is to us absurd and unjust.
chaff out into the wind. We may have been
We think we have known men who, under a
wrong in this j and these people who stand watch- misconception of what freedom means, have suping may be right in their conjecture that all this posed, and have said that the Reorganization was
incongruity that they see arises from weakness "priest-ridden," because its members insisted
and ignorance; but as they have adopted their that these persons should be subject and submit
own methods of determining their own course, to the rules of government and doctrine that were
and from these methods have judged us, we shall accepted and published as the law of the Church.
find no fault with them; but shall claim the pri- As an instance of what we mean, we refer to the
vilege demanded and exercised by them in thus speech and action of a brother, whom we will
thinking, judging and acting for themselves. We not name, who in a fierce argument respecting
feel_ encouraged, however, that as the Reorgani- the binding character of a law of the State, ex.
zation grows older there seems to be less and less pressed himself thus, that if in his "opinion any
of fear that the storms ahead are worse than those law passed by town, county, or state, was uncon.
already past; and whether our encouragement stitutional he was under no moral obligation to
arises from ignorance of the danger, blindness to obey that law; no matter what court, or tribunal
the events transpiring around us, improper and in the land decided sueh law to be constitutional;
unworthy trust in the men comprising the Church, he was to be the sole and only judge of its con.
a fatal fanaticism, or in a sublime trust and un- stitutionality and his obligation to obey it. And
shaken faith that the work is divine and will be he held the same view respecting the rules of the
cared for by a divine providence, our readers the Church; if in his opinion, rule or doctrine
must judge, each for himself. We wish to close was contrary to the word of God, he was under
this somewhat lengthy article by stating that we no moral or legal obligation to observe it, no mat.
are not ignorant of the estimate many of the men ter who, or what tribunal or authority of the
referred to in the beginning of this writing put Church decided that such doctrine or rule was
upon us, and the men, doctrine and poliey of the according to the word of God .• We thought then
Reorganization. The word sectarian does not as we think now, if that position be true there
frighten us, the word apostate does not move us, is not, neither can there be, any virtue in organthe word coward does not disturb us, the state- ization, either town, county, state or church; every
ment that we are going to the devil does not scare man is a law unto himself, and government means
us, the persistent efforts at fault-finding by every nothing. The words of the apostle, "If the Ger.
one who may have a better conception of the work tiles do by nature the things of the law" are withthan we have does not fret us, the earnest effort out force, for here the law existed, and the Gen.
that many are putting· forth to win us to their tiles were excused from the operation of the law,
understanding of scripture, work and duty, do in the statement made, because they by nature
not worry nor weary us; and we shall go on try- did the things commanded in the law.
ing to be faithful to our own convictions of right
It is clear'then that the Reorganization, while
and wrong, ever willing to- accept the truth of
it may be composed of men who have heretofore
which we are made cognizant, and to abandon held every variety of opinion, and shade of docthe error whieh we are made to see. But, while
trine, from the "true blue Presbyterian" to the
we hope to do this, we shall try and remember,
"freest of all F~ Thinkers;" there must be a
that when we entered into church relationship,
eommon bond~faHh and doctrine to which all
there were some rights which appertained to us
must concede precedence; and to which all conas au individual, a citizen of the world, that we
senting, all and every one must yield to its susurrendered to the Church; one of whieh was
premacy. Hence we say to those who are anxthe right to speak and act solely for ourself, in
iously watching us and the Church, and are
place of which we covenanted to labor in harmoamazed, disturbed, fretted and perplexed by what
ny with our co-workers; to labor to the general
they call inconsistencies, it may be within the
good and in keeping with the general tenor of realm of possibilities that they are partially in
the work; and as au officer acknowledged by the
fault, in that they have mistaken license for libbody as having a right to speak for it and in its
erty, and have really remained isolated in their
name, not to compromise the character of the
selfhood when they should have been affiliated
body, nor its faith, by presenting and advocating
by assimilation; have asked for all the Church
personal theories and convictions for the received
could give them and have given the Church nothfaith of the church. In exchange for our worldly
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ing; have demanded all the rights of membership and association, and have surrendered no
right of person, mind or soul, of thought, opinion
or action. This is to us the same, as if a member
of society were to demand all the fostering care
of the government, the rights of citizenship of
town, county, state and nation, protection of life,
liberty and property, the exercise and enjoyment
of immunities and privileges, and at the same
time reserve to himself the rights of a natural
man, to go naked, to roam at will, kill where he
chose, take unrestrained what pleased him; to
refuse adherance to the law, to deny the right of
society to restrain or punish for crime, to serve
as juror, constable, justice or judge, to work on
the roads or pay taxes. To our mind this is a
clear and palpable perversion of the saying so
frequently quoted in support and defence of this
personal freedom theory, "where the Spirit of
God is there is liberty." The proper rendition
and construction of this saying we sincerely
agree to; but can not consent to its being rendered "where the Spirit of God is there is" license.
1Ve concede the right to examine, criticise,
judge and decide to every one; but must insist
that all this must be clone according to the standards to which all must accede. We believe in
the largest and truest liberty compatible with
truth and our obligation to God, Christ and our
fellowman, and if in all this we are sectarian, so
let it be; we prefer to be sectarian and right, than
anti.sectarian and wrong.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
Bro. F. J\L Cooper, of the Western Wisconsin
District, mentions the peace and union of feeling
that" characterized their late conference. The
interest also among those without is increasing
steadily, and the Elders (some of them) are making efforts to preach the word and the way of
life in Sank, IUchland, Crawford and Vernon
counties. M.ay the laborers increase in number,
in valor and find their blessings increased and
God's promises fulfilled as they go.
Bro. L. C. Donaldson, of Riverton, Iow>t, has
been into Dallas 'county. lie found places where
an Elder would be welcomed. One chance is
between Desoto and Adell. Call on John Collead.
Also in Pilot Grove township, Montgomery
county, A. A. Schram ling will entertf1in an Elder.
Bro. J. H. Lee, of Douglas county, Oregon,
writes of a trip by him into Josephine county,
during which he baptized two. But the work in
that state, he says, is at a standstill, no laboring
Elders in the field, but if one can be sent the
Saints there will sustain him. They ask for the
prayerful consideration of the Saints.
Bro. S. M. Rogers of the Piper City Branch,
Ford county, Illinois, mentions a late visit of Br.
W. W. Blair to them. He thinks it to have been
profitable if it was brief. Bro. Charles Derry is
requested by them to stop there on his way north
to the Spring Conference.
Bro. William Airel, of Heber City, Utah, speaks
of the good labor of Br. M. Fyrando there among
the Swedes and Danes during which he baptized
seven of them. In the town of :1\'Iidway the
Brighamite Bishop showed them good favor,
which, with that mentioned by Br. Brand in his
letters is pleasant to know. Br. Airel says that
there is a good feeling among the Saints. The
grasshoppers destroyed the crops of some of them
this l~.st yflr,r, b>J.t they trv5t in the I,ord f0r their

refuge and support. The HERALD, HOPE and
Bro. Marcus Shaw, of Northern Minnesota, reADVOCATE are welcomed and precious visitors.
ports that prejudice continues to be lessened in
Bro. J. F. Burton wrote from Newport, Cali- those regions and that truth is making its way.
fornia: January 2d, that the branch was flourish- He has many invit~J,tions to preach at various
ing, and calls for preaching are many.
places, and is blessed in spirit in doing all that
'
Bro. Ezra Merrill, of Des Moines, Iowa, says he can.
that the work of God is ever in his mind, though
Sister Barbara Hawthorne, of 1\Ioose Peak
he is often buffeted and sometimes feels forsaken, (State not given) tells of her gladness (as do many
amid his trials of heart and life. Yes, Bro. Ezra, others) in having the HERALD to instruct, console
we all pass through the like afflictions till earth and comfort her in the way of life eternal, and
seems to be no resting place for man, but may she offers fervent prayers for its progress in useyou, with us, "abide the day of trial" and enter fulness and power, and for the sustaining of it by
into rest in God's own good time. Be comforted the Saints and friends, that its influence may inand press on.
deed extend and increase.
Bro. Joel Allen, of the Jackson Branch, Ohio,
Bro. Griffith George, of Netawaka, Kam;as,
says that they are prospering very well, and the writes of a mission appointed to him and Bro.
Saints try to do their duty and to live humble.
Daniel Munns in the Central Kansas District.
Bro. Harbert Scott, president of Southern Indi- They preached in or visited the Saints at Good
ana District, mentions their good conference Intent, Fanning, Troy Junction, Iowa Point and
December 7th to 9th. The people came out White Cloud, organizing a branch of ten memthrough storm and mud to hear the preaching, bers at the latter place, and one of fifteen memand much good seemed to be done by the word bers at Fanning, the former branches at those
preached.
places having been disorganized heretofore by
Bro. D. McGoon, of Alamakee coounty, Iowa., removal, or by reason of difficuities existing.
writes of preaching in Volney in that county, We earnestly wish that they may now remain
and the truth seems to have had some effect on constant and faithful to God and to each other,
the minds of the people. Bro. McGoon is sixty- wherever dissension has existed.
six years old a.nd still tries to teach and live
Sister Delialah Kelley of Bagdad, Florida,
the way of life.
writes a New Year's greeting and exhortation to
Bro. W. D. Clark, of Gravella, Alabama, says
the Saints, but, with many other letters, H. finds
that words cannot express how his heart rl'joices
no place in our overcrowded columns.
in God's work and word of truth. We are glad
Bro. J. Y. Graumlich of Healdsburg, California,
for him, and pray that the way may be full of
says that they have no branch there and it is selcheer to him.
dom that a traveling minister passes that way,
Bro. George Hicklin, of West Belleville, Illinois,
but the few Saints there have not turned from nor
says that the dark clouds that have hung over
denied the faith, for they feel strong and firm in
them are now breaking away and the trials are
it, and strive to live correctly as the day grow
passing away. Bro. Charles Derr:y 's visit was
more evil.
of benefit to them all, for God was with him.
Bro. J. C. F,Jss of Jlrlaine relates a case of healTheir St. Louis conference January 5th and 6Lh
ing, that of sister Delano of Indian River, of
was also blessed by the Spirit's presence.
Bro. C. S. Oliver, of Butler county, Nebrasl{a, quick consumption. The doctor gave her up to
says that he is still trying to serve God, though die a year ago, and Brn. J. C. and E. C. Foss adalone among the world and having hard sur- ministered to her, since which titne she has
roundings. He desires to be remembered in the gained until she is now nearly sound and well.
A prophecy concerning her uttered at the time
prayers of the Saints.
Bro. Wm. B. Smith, uncle of Pres. Joseph of the administration, which there seemed no
Smith, has been preaching at Montrose, Iowa, possibility of being fulfilled, has been literally
for some time. This place is across the river fulfilled. Such evidences as these C!mse the
from Nauvoo, and Bro. Smith says that his per- Saints to be glad in the Loril.
Bro. and Sister T. W. Smith were to be in Monsonal acquaintance with the circumstances of the
rise and progress of the work of God under the mouth county, N. J., till January 20th; then
charge of his brother Joseph, caused many to were going to Providence, R.I., for ten days, and
come and hear, so that there were large gather- thence to Boston, where their address will be
ings night after night at the Saints' chapel. Bro. "101 Hampden St., Boston Highlands, Mass." He
John H. Lake was also there during the time was kept busy preaching at all his stopping
and preached some excellent sermons. Bw. places along the route.
Bro. D. D. Jones, of Bevier, Thio., writes that
Smith esteems the Saints of that place as eminently hospitable, kind and good, as well as bless- good results will probably follow the preaching
ed and loved of the Lord. Their prayer meetings of Brn. C. Derry and T. W. Smith in that place.
Bro. Geo. W. Pilgrim, of Independence, Mo.,
are spiritual. Bro. 8mith was going to Keokuk,
January 17th, to preach and thence to Hannibal says that there are good openings in Independand Bevier, Missouri.
ence for business men with capitol to start with.
Mr. J. S. Halliday writes from Uossito, Colora- Competition in the furniture and hardware busido, of having been a wanderer among the Uocky ness is needed. Bro. Pilgrim will correspond
Mountains for years, and that recently he acci- with any Saints who wish information.
dentally heard Bro. F. C. Warnky preach five disBro. J. W. Johnson, of Breckenridge, Caldwell
courses on our faith, very able ones he considers county, Missouri, writes that Bro. Gomer T.
them to have been.
Griffiths is with them preaching. People attend
Sisters Harriet and Elizabeth Sawyer of Fort well and give good attention. Branch meetin"gs
Recovery, Ohio, write of their love for the cause. are spiritual and the cause progresses with them.
Bro. Geo. W. Shaw writes from Chatham, OnThey would welcome an Elder there to see them
or to preach, and think that some hov.e~t souls tario, of Bro. Lufl:' having been there preaehing,
would he~,r the tr'l.th,
n,nr1 of eKpeeting him aga,in.
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Bro. B. S. Parker, of Unionburg, Iowa, says
that that branch is in the most prosperous condition that it has been in for years.
Bro. W. T. Bozarth had arrived at Denison
Texas, January 18th, and was starting for Red
River county, when he wrote, where he would
begin his labor in. that mission.

NEWS SUJIMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald,]

January 9lh.-The record of one man in Cincinnati shows that eleven hundred and thirty-two
murders were committed in the United States
during 1878. How many others occurred !hat he
did not get an account of we do not know.
A severe storm is reported in the central part
of France. The wind blew with the force of a
hurricane, !ind much snow has fallen.
The S~ine is rising. The towns of Bercy, Charecton, VIlleneuve, and Choisy-Le:roi are partially
flooded. The Loire is also rising, and great alarm
is felt along its banks.
A deadly plague prevails to quite an extent in
Astrakhan, a large province in Eastern Russia.
Deaths have been numerous and much alarm prevails in Russia.
lOth.-The plague in -Astrakhan is spreading
:rapidly and increasing in virulence. Where it
has been raging one-tenth of !he inhabitants have
been slain by it, a large percentage indeed,
Great. snow- storms throughout France ago,ln
and trains are blocked.
'
The British have been victo:rious in a light. battle with the Afghhans, killing 300 of ihem.
SCJgar-refiners, it i~ alleged, by the use of glucose make a clean gam of $15-72 on every hogshead of sugar they refine, three-fifths or" which
amount comes from the Government, and two
fifths from the purchaser, who thinks he is buying
sugar. This is how it is said to be done: Sugar
is bought at 6~ cents a pound, and mixed with
glucose, purchased at 3:} cents a pound, in the
proporl.!on of three parts to one. After having
pocketed the difference in price between sugar
and glucose, the refiner re-exports his ":refined"
sngar, and obtain~ a rebate or drawback of about
3 per cent on his glucose, which he pretends was
Cuban sugar that h9,d been imported here and had
thus paid duty. There are about 300 hundred
pounds of glucose to every hogshead of refin0d
sugar. 'i'he Government, therefore, pays the refiner $9 which he falsely declares he has paid for
duty.
Ilth.-Rains in Virginia are causin a rise of the
.James Riv~r and the breaking up of the ice. Water
six to twdve feet above the ordina,ry level. Along
the Uuio .a des~ructive ice-gorge is feared, as the
weather IS get!mg warmer and the Ohio's tributaries ,,.,. 'w the rise. Seventy- two barges on the
Kanawha have already been sunk or swept away,
some of them loaded with coal. Two steamers
have also been destroyed.
One hundred and fifty Cheyenne Indians at
Fort Robinson, Nebraska, being set a!!ainst ret.urn_iX:g to the reservations in the Indian Territory,
muttmed and broke out of the enclosure, killed
and wounded a few soldiers and fled. The troop~
were pursuing them at last accounts, killing all
they could.
One murderer hung at Camden, N. J., anot,her
Quebec, Canada.
On account of floating ice in the RivH Thames,
steamboat traffic between Chelsea and Woolwich
is entirely suspended, and many barges are frozen in. In Scot.land great snow-storms and in
Ireland furious gales make up the weather record
of the Unit.ed Kingdom.
France the snowstorms have blocked the railways, to a great degree, hindering travel and traffic.
In Montreal there h9,S been held a Catholic
c~urch fa.ir, at which the Po8t of tha,t city sa;vs
wme has been sold, tobacco raffied off, and wheels
of fortune and other gambling devices used promiscously.
In Brazil, South America, great distress :repo:rt-ed as existing, because of the failure of crops and
the death of the cattle. The drouth of 1876 wa~1
followed thi.s ye!J,r by allOther, and many thous·
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ands of people are in a condition of starvation.
The great wave of financial depression that has
swept over the entire civilized world is at present
working disastrous results in Sweden. Many
leading manufacturers of that country have failed
within the last six weeks and new failures are almost daily announced.
13th.-A heavy gale on the coast of Portugal,
and along the Bay of Biscay, has caused great destruction to shipping and seventy fishermen were
drowned.
Weather news from London, England, tells of
the continued and extraordinary severity of the
snow, sleet and wind storms throughout Great
Britain.
A library at Birmingham, England, containing
eighty thousand volumes of books burned.
The yellow fevel:' has re· appeared in Brazil.
Fires yesterday: $100,000 at Birmingham,
Conn.; at Dayton, Ohio, $53,000; at Ji:vanston,
Indiana, $6,000; at Franklin, Ohio, $5 000. One
in progress at Newark, New Jersey.
'
The escaping Cheyenne Indians, from Fort Robinson, Nebraska, have been pursued by the troops
and many slain. Others have been found wounded, frozen or disabled and brought back to the
fort.
l4th.-The British troops in Afghanistan have
gone into winter quarters, as most of the tribes
are said to be friendly to the invaders, and no
great trouble is expected.
A trading ship from San Francisco went ashore
on the English coast; a total loss. Three seamen
drowned; other twenty saved. An Italian bark
also wrecked on England's coast. Eight were
saved; rest probably lost. A steamer from Boston was caught in heavy gales and lost most of
her cargo.
A strike in ihl'l wire trade at Warrenton, England, throws 1500 men out of employment. Six
hundred weavers at Carlisle have struck. At
Bangor a general strike of house- builders, shipbuilders and foundrymen.
Gen. Grant leaves Paris this week for Marsailles
and thence by steamer to the East Indies.
The moving of the ice and the rising of the rivers has caused the crushing, sinking and carrying
away of barges and steamers along the Ohio River,
and in the Mississippi below Cairo. Near Somerset., Kentucky, seventeen coal-barges and three
ferry-boat~ sunk. There the river rose fifty-five
feet, floodmg the bottom lands and destroying
much property.
Fires yesterday : Evansville, Indiana, $30,000 ;
Newark, New Jersey, $100,000; Columbus, Neb.,
$12,000; Lyons, Michigan, $13,000.
~arthquake at Jacksonville, Florida, lasting
tlnrty seconds. It was severe, buildings being
shaken, doors thrown open and things in general
raUled. It was felt also throughout the StateN_othing of the kind ever felt there before, says the
d1spatch.
15th.-Two murderers were hung at Mauch
Chunk, Pa., yesterday. A reprieve from Gov.
Hartranft, arrived thirty seconds too late, but
there was no probability of their being pardoned
had H arrived in sea.son.
A mine explosi~n _in Wales; sixty persons are
supposed to have pertshed.
A fire among the business houses on Grand
Street, New York City; loss two millions of dollars.
By the explosion of powder works near San
Francioco, four whites and Chinamen were killed
and a nn'llber more wounded.
16th.-The soldiers who pursued the Cheyennes
escapil)g from Fort Robinson have returned to the
Fort, the Indians eluding them. In all thhty.two
were killed, including ten women and children
F'ive soldiers were killed and eight wounded. W~
call to the :remembrance of our readers that these
red men nre the ones that escaped from the Inian Tenitory r0SiJ!'Valions some time ago, and
made their way across Kansas and Nebraska to
regain their fx·ecdom, and were subsequently captured by the troops.
17th.-S D. Richards, the wholesa,Je murderer
of Nebraska, is to be hanged April 26th. He confesses to twelve murders.
Auother of the so called Mollie Maguires was
hnnl' at PottsviJJ.e, Penns;ylvania, ifCBt<~rd~,;y, mak-

ing the nineteenth of them hung in that State fo~;
murder.
A railway train fell into the River Arda, in
Turkey, and a Russian General, his officers and
two hundred men were drowned.
It is rumored that a ganeral Indian war is
feared will result from the outbreak and escape of
the Cheyennes from Fort Robinson, who may enlist
the Sioux to engage with them in a war to avenge
mutual wrongs.
18th.-There is a political crisis in Franoe, and
the prospect now is that the present Ministry will
be overthrown.
Another large fire in New York City among drygood's houses; loss on goods and buildings between
three and four millions of dollars.
The Cheyenne Indians are said to be well entrenched some distance from Fort Robinson, and
if troops are sent to dislodge them a severe battle
is expected.
---~~~~-----

LILLY DALE, Perry County, Indiana,
December 23d, 1878.
Brn. Henry and Joseph :-The work is onward
here, although we have no Elder in our branch·
but our worthy •reacher and Priest are very
earnestly engaged for the advancement of God's
?ause; and the Saints in general seem to be trymg to serve God. Prejudice is giving way, and
some are convinced of the truth, while others are
investigating, and I hope, ere long, to see them
go down and be buried with Christ in baptism.
There are others who would heap all the slander"
ous epithets upon us if they could do it with
safety. They see that the truth is gaining ground
and that their crafts are losing ground. Not
long since a Baptist minister said: "People
should not recognize the Latter Day Saints for
they are getting the largest church." Other~ say
"Don't you believe, for it is every bit a lie." But,
in spite of all this, there is hardly ever a time
when we have Elders laboring among us but
what there is some precious souls gathered into
the Lord's Church. Bro. C. Scott is with us now.
He is a very zealous worker, for the Master's
cause. Your brother in Christ,
S. C. GRUVER.
MANDEVILI,E, Carroll Co., Missouri,
December 18th, 1878.
Editors Herald:-I am of pretty much the
same mind as I was at this time last year. I
cannot boast of doing any great deal of good·
still, I feel that I am not as bad as I could be:
I still retain my desire for freedom of thought
and am perfectly willing to allow every man and
woman o!l earth to believe as they see fit. But I
cannot wish success to any cause that I consider
!o ~e _inimical to th_e best interests of society and
Individuals. I believe that no man has a rio·ht
to carry on~ into practice, a faith that will ~ot
~·e~lly benefit him, and which would be a positive
mJury to others. Let every man be free. "The
truth shall make you free." If we are made
free by truth, we will not only be free ourselves
but will also be led to think and act in such ~
manner as will not abridge the freedom of others
nor interfere with any of their God given rights:
I had the pleasure of attending the quarterly
conference of the Central Missouri District on
the 7th and 8th of this month. The conference
was held in Hazel Dell Brauch, at the house of
Elder E. Curtis, who, together with his excellent
lady, exerted himself to accomodate those from
a distanca. The conference passed off pleasant.
ly for the most part, being presided over by the
worthy ~ld veteran J: D. Craven. Several prayer
and. testimon_y meetmgs w~re held during the
sessiOn, the g1fts of tongues, mterpretation prophecy, visions and healing were manifest~d. On
Satn~day nigh~ a sweet soug was sung bv one of
the sisters, wh1le she was under the influence of
the Spirit. This I consider is an unanswerable
evidence ?f spiritual guidance: to hear one, not
lea~ned, smg .an elegantly rhymed song, beautifully timed and m exact accordance with the rules of
prosody. Jlllany of the Saints spoke "as the Spirit
gave them utterance," Some Game from th~J
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Far West District. One, a lady of evident intelligence, said she enjoyed the meetings more than
any she had attended since she came to Missouri:
On Sunday, Elders D. Powell and C. Prettyman
preached the funeral sermon of a child of Elder
Curtis, which has passed on to the fair land,
where earthly cares and sorrows never trouble.
I thought the sermon good, to say the least of it.
I met several of my old friends at the conference
that I had not met since 1874. For the enjoyment
of this conference I am indebted to Elder A.
Young of the Carrollton Branch, who called upon me, as he was going to conference, and insisted that I must go. From what I can learn, the
laborers of the local officers in this district are
being crowned with success. "Sectarianism" revives now and then, and a great excitement for a
time prevails. Their converts come and go like
figures on a Magic Lantern. In this vicinity, it
is hard to get up a dance, all of the young ladies
having "professed.'' I wish that there could
never be another dance gotten up; but I fear
that as soon as the Moody and Sankey spirit dies,
the dance will be resumed and rage with increased severity. 17\'ishing you all merited success,
now and henceforth, I am very truly yours,
J. L. TRAUGHBER, JR.

we ought cheerfully to go, remembering that
we are, or ought to be, followers of Him who
said, "The foxes have holes, and the birds of the
air have nests, but the Son of ~Ian hath not
where to lay his head." Our professing to be
followers of Christ will avail us nothing unless
we are willing to follow him.
The Eureka Branch where I now am is especially in bad condition. When the work was begun here they had a hard time, but God espeCially favored them, and they found favor in the
eyes of the people. At one time they applied
for the use of the Baptist Church in Bagdad, and
it was refused them; the minister stated that if
the Saints preached there the "pulpit would have
to be scoured" before he would again occupy it.
From that time the Baptist Church went down,
they could not pay for the house which had been
built for them, it was sold and fell into the hands
of the Saints; then tlae same minister who had
before so vehemently opposed them asked for the
privilege of preaching in the house. What an
opportunity to "heap coals of fire on his head"
by "returning good for evil!" But, alas! the opportunity was not improved-the voice of the
branch said: "No, you shall not preach here."
And that too, when aid had been solicited of and
received from the citizens of Milton, Bagdad and
vicinity to purchase the church. I do not think
however that the Saints intended to do wrong;
they no doubt thought the action taken was the
proper one, but I am satisfied it was a serious
mistake, and one which I hope wi'l be rectified.
This, with a Jack of humility, and other things
has resulted in placing the branch where it is.
Well, we all err sometimes; but let us have
courage sufficient to correct our past errors, and
pray God for wisdom to govern our future actions,
and we will triumph by and by.
The conferences for both Alabama and Florida
will convene next Saturday. I will attend the
Florida Conference and then be off for Mississippi. I desire an interest in the prayers of a.ll
God's people. I am yours in the hope of Zion's
triumph,
HEUAN 0. Sl\rrru;

BAGDAD, Santa Rosn, County, Florida,
January 1st, 1879.
·Dear Herald:-The year 1878 has now passed,
and during the year I have been a pilgrim in a
strange land for the gospel's sake. While thinking of the events of the year I remember many
things which cause me to rejoice, and some things
which I regret.
One year ago last night, I was on the cars between Shuqulak, Mississippi, and }'[obile, Alabama, and as the year was fast drawing to a close
I sat with wateh in hand, till the last moment was
gone; and then, while all was noise and bustle
around me, I solemnly raised my heart in prayer
to God, and dedicated myself to his service for
the year-it is now past;-past forevel',:.:_l'lly vow
is registered in heaven, and wh'at have I done?
Well, time will tell; and though I have not aceomplished nearly what I wish I had, I do not
NEBRASKA CrTY, Nebraska,
regret having spent the year in the service of
January 1st, 1870.
God.
Bro. Joseph Smith :-Home for a few days, that
My pathway has been rugged, and my trials I may rig up and make anew start wit]l the beoften severe, yet I have experienced many sea- ginning of the year. I left home early iu Decemsons of peace-God's Spirit has blest me in my ber, for the :Moroni Branch, which is in the
administrations, and I have often felt that the south-eastern corner of Cass county, Nebraska,
angels of peace were my companions. I have re- nettr to the Missouri river. I preached three or
eeived many testimonies of the existence of tt four times when Bro. Armstrong came; then I
God, and of his loving kindness, which have went to Plattsmouth. Bro: N. Trook gave me
made impressions on my mind which time can some firewood which came in good time, and
not efface. Though, at times, it seems an unde- two of the brethren agreed to bring each a load.
cidecl question, whether I shall successfully re- I pray that the Good Master may bless them.
sist temptation, and bear my accumulating trials Bro. Armstrong is the president of this district,
or not, yet I do know, and Hhall always know, and is a good mao, earnest in the work, and makthat it is sweet to be engaged in the service of ing for himself a name that will never fade. At
God.
Plattsmouth I preached three times, and on the
One year ago I hetd recently left all that was fourth night it was so stormy that I had no meetdear to me by t.he ties of nature, or by association, ing. The Saints here are poor, but they helped
and was hurrying on to meet S:ctints and others, me from the little they had; may God bless them.
not one of yvhom I had ever seen. During the I then went to Omaha, and on the Sabbath atyear I have associated with mnny whom I have tended meeting. It was good to have the privilearned to love, made the acquaintance of some lege to meet where the Spirit of God is felt. I
whose memory will be ever dear to me, go where was thankful to my Father, to bear them breathe
I may, and whom I hope to meet in the eelestial a kinder spirit toward each other. It is good to
glory of God, when our earthly works and trials see brethren dwell together in unity. In the
are over. I have also seen those who had before evening the president gave me privilege to speak
been strangers to God enlist in his service, and after Bro. Batt, I thallk the Lord for the liberty
testify of his goodness; and those who had been he gave me in speaking of the work commenced
following blilld guides turn and walk in the in these days. I remained in Omaha through
marvelous light of Christ, ~end testify that "it is the week following, attended prayer meeting and
good to be a Saint." Then, though my way is visited the Saints at their houses. I was made
often beset with trials hard to bear, I am to-day glad to see a desire to advance the work of God.
far from beillg discouraged. And I fervently I hope the brethren seeking the peace that comes
pray that God will accept my poor services for by the Spirit of God may be blessed in their
another year, and I will try to esteem it a privi- efforts that the work of God ma.v advance; for I
lege to serve Him. The work here is not nearly know there are good Saints in Omaha; and if a
in so good a condition as it ought to be. The united effort is put forth, setting self and selfish
cause is, want of action on the part of all, and interests aside, and walking as the Master will
the priesthood in particular. If di8trict and direct, there will be an increase in numbers that
branch officers will discharge their duties the will cause the hearts of the Saints to rejoice.
eau;e will prosper; otherwise it will continue to
I will leave home on the third of this month
languish. We ought to consider no sacrifice to.) for Wilber, Dewitt., Bear Creek, and will remain
great fnr the cause from which we have received at these places for the winter, if the Lord will
so much. Should the interest of the cause de-' permit. I intend to open a few new places, and
maud that we should leave the comforts of home, help the brethren in the Blue River Branch. I

I

hope that you and yours, with all Saints, may
have a happy New Year, and that the work
through the present year may be accepted by
the Master, that the servants may watch in prayer
and in all duty where order in the law of God
requires wisdom. I remain your brother in the
gospel of peace,
R. C. ELVIN.
DowvrLLE, Crawford Co., Iowa,
January 1st, 1879.
Editors Herald:-On Christmas Eve I returned
home from a preaching tour of seven weeks' duration, during which I labored in Greene, Webster, Pocahontas, Beuna Vista, and Plymouth
counties, Iowa. In Greene county I held meetings in four different school houses, within a radius of ten or twelve miles of New Jefferson.
My principal effort, however, was made at the
Anderson School-house, where I delivered eight
discourses, five of which were presented in defense of the Book of Mormon. I believe there is
a proper time to present this subject; and when
that time comes, I have no hesitancy in giving a
reason, or reasons, for this part of our faith.
And right here I ofler a thought or two about
the use of the Inspired Translation of the Bible.
There is a proper time and manner of introducing this work to the notice of the people; but to
quote it as authority to those who are not acquainted wilh our faith, and who are sorely puzzled to know why we should believe Joseph
Smith to have been a prophet of God, is, as I
think, folly, and will increase prejudice instead
of destroying it. Moreover, the numbers of the
verses do not always correspond with those in
King James' translation, some chapters in the
former containing more verses than are found in
the latter. Now, when the hearer refers to the
Scripture, as given by the Elder, without knowing from what tra,nslation he quotes, and does
not find it as given, it creates suspicion and distrust, instead of confidence, When it becomes
neeessary to present this P>1l't of the. latter day
-work to the people, a few facts should be plearly
stated which have a strong tendency to allay
prejudice. Among these facts we may mention
the following: 1st. The faith of the Church has
not been chcmged by the publication and use of
the Inspired Translation of the Bible; but is the
same in every particular that it was for thirtyseven years preceding the publication of that
work, when the common Enp:lish version was the
standard 0f evidence. 2nd. 'l'he main cHfl:'erencc
between the two translations is that the New is
more complete in some of its ·historical and prophetical parts, tbau the Old. The moral tone of
some of its historical statements is purer (Gen.·
hl: 8, S0-38). And some contradictions and inconsistencies have been removed.· It is decidedly
wrong, and very injurious to the work, to be constantly finding fault with King James' translation
of the Bible, as though it was a thing of little or
no worth. ·while we appreciate the Inspired
Translation as a great blessing to the Church we
should not forget that is to be 1tsed not abused.
My next stopping place, after leaving Greene
county, was at Coalville, Webster eounty, where
I spent one week with the faithful little band of
Saints residing at that placiJ. I preached four
times, genemlly with gu10d liberty, to fair sized
congregations, with one exception. Bro. T. R G.
Williams' (the president) hetclth is very poor, and
his absence from. the preaching
is g,-reatly felt; but the Lord, by his Spirit,
11.1oving
upon brethren John Neish and James Allen, who
are making commendable efforts to sustain the
work. Some. of the young membership of Coalville need to be a little more active.
November 28th I left Coalville for Fonda, Po.
cahontas county. Stayed over night with Bro.
Brown and family, and the next night eommenced meetings at the Chase School-house, four
miles from Fonda, and continued over Monday,
preaching four times. The congregations were
small, but the interest fair, and I felt well in
preaching to them. While in this place I was
the guest of Mr. Griffin and family, and Brother
and Sister Cook. Brother Brown kindly assisted
me in the meetings.
•
The eause we love is sometimes inj nred by those
who desire its best interests. The knowledge of
this fact has oft times caused me sorrow of heart.
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When the gospel in its beauty and strength fails
to attract the attention of the people, it is useless, and much more than useless, to ridicule
the God they worship, or make a savage attack
upon their creed.
December 3rd, by the kindness of Bro. Harris
Cook, I was taken by wagon to Bro. Hartshorn's,
near Sioux Rapids, Beuna Vista county. We
faced a high,. cold wind, for twenty miles, and
traveled over rough ground and roads. I spent
nearly a week in this place, visiting the two
Hartshorn families, and preaching three times.
With a few exceptions the interest was poor.
The attendance, also, was small.
December !Jth Bro. W. II. Hartshorn drove
team to Newell, thus"affording me the privilege
of another cold ride of twenty-five miles. I spent
the afternoon in a caboose between Newel and
Lemars-did not smoke, myself, but was almost
smoked to death. I slid the car window several
times to let in fresh air, but as the conductor and
brakemen seemed to have a much greater love
for tobacco smoke than fresh air,we had to submit.
The next day I had another half day's ride by
stage to Portlandville. Mr. Christy was the driver,
and he being a friend to us and the cause, our
ride cost us nothing. Who can afford to do without friends? I remained in Portlandville nearly
a week, and preached :five times. The interest
and attendance were better than when I was
there last Spring. The Saints and friends were
kind to me. An Adventist minister, who was
there on a visit, attended all my meetings.
December 1Gth I returned to within four miles
of Lemars, where I remained one week, and
preaehed seven times. t:lome rejoieed at the word
spoken, others became enraged. At this place I
baptized 1l.ve last Spring, since which time Satan
has been busy, and has found ready instruments
to do his work-obey his dark commands. J.D.
Bennett, the Infidel, says the devil is dead, and
the clergy have nothing more to do; but "deluded
Latter Day Saints" believe he is yet alive, and in
working order. I still hope for good at this
place; but when the traveling Elder has so many
places to reach, and fails to obtain needed help
from local or district authority, it is impossible
for him to do any thing like justice to the work
in these various places. It does seem as if one or
two out of an army of district Elders might visit
these places at least once a year. 'liVe have not yet
learned to work together for the greatest good of
the cause, as we should, every man according to
his ability and calling.
In conclusion I will say, what every experienced and observant Latter Day Saint ought to
know, that there are certain potent influences underlying this work, deprived of which, it would
have gone to ruin long ere this. It was in obedience to one of these inflences that I left home at
a time when my health was very poor, not knowing that I should be able to labor more than one
week. But, thank God, I received strength to
labor almost constantly for seven weeks, not
missing any of my appointments. My wants
were anticipated and promptly supplied by the
Saints and friends, for which I thank God and
honor the instrumentalities employed by him.
JOSEPH R. LAMBERT.
Pnovo, Utah, January 1, 187!J.

Bro. Hem·y :-On Wednesday, December 10th,

I went to Eden, in Ogden Valley; and let me
publish it from Dan to Beersheba, that I found
for once a settlement where the bishop, his coun.
sellor, and the school trustees, acted to me as
christians and gentlemen. Not only did they
give me the use of the school house but also the
hospitality of their bed and bread. The bishop's
counsellor essayed to answer me on the Sunday
evening. His arguments were very weak, but he
opposed me in a manly and gentlemanly manner,
and I respected him more in parting than in
meeting.
I preached in a school house near Kaysville.
Bro. Geo. D. Watts extended his hospitality. His
faith and confidence in religion seems hopelessly
gone, broken by cruel treatment; he has my sympathy. At Neff's Mill I had the pleasure of baptizing Mark Surridge. He is the husband ot Bro.
Gomer Griffith's sister. Good news for Gomer.

His sister believes and will be baptized first op-

portunity. I see by the Dese1·et News that the
great apostle, Orson Pra.tt, had to go to Bro. David Whitmer, whom he deems an apostate, to enquire when the rest of the Book of Mormon
would come forth. Nature and history repeats
itself. Saul had to go to a witch and Pratt to an
apostate; not that I so style him, for he is a good,
honest man, and known as such. I :find a great
change everywhere. Brighamism has mostly
turned into "bread and butterism," and to infidelity. Surely most of the people here are bound
in bundles ready for burning, with some honest
exceptions.
E. C. BRAND.

they but trustingly walk where his divine Son,
and his holy messengers lead the way. God be
praised for his mercy to Israel.
My heart lellped with joy when I read the letter of Uncle William in first number of this year,
and with him I cry "Glory to God" for the good
news from the Lord's Elders in the field, and the
increasing watchfulness and more loving and
judicious care of his laborers in the vineyard
My heart longs, 0, so earnestly longs for the
spread of God's glorious truth in the world, and
the increase of fruit from his own planted vines,
that I cry unto him day and night,-"Use me
Lord as seemeth to thee good, and direct my
steps; but make me worthy, by thy divine Spirit
working within me to will and to do thine own
good pleasure, to bear some humble part in the
great and marvellous work thou art doing in the
earth."
I am trying to tell the old, old story, every
where I :find an opening; and am willing to work
where God -shall appoint. Yet I feel so sensibly
my weakness, and so deeply the inadequacy of
my strength for the conflict, that if I promise I
dare only do it as did good John Wesley, with
deep conviction of the necessity of such a prayer:

SHENANDOAH, Page Co., Iowa
December 7th, 1879.
B1·ethrcn Joseph and Henry :-Sometimes I
have hesitated from personal fear, sometimes
from prudential motives, sometimes because I
thought the space in Herald and Hope could be
better employed than by correspondence from
me, and sometimes because the little I have been
able to do for God's great and glorious work is
so incommensurately small, compared with what
I have thought its demands to be upon me, as an
Elder in Israel, that I have felt ashamed to write
"Give me thy strength, 0 God of power,
anything about my own labors. So many, how'rhen let winds blow, or thunders roar,
Fulflll thy sovereign counsel, Lord!
ever, "wonder why brother Mark does not write
Thy will be done, thy name adored."
for the Herald, if it is only a letter to state what
his labGrs have been," that I essay the task.
Your brother,
MARK H. FoRsCUTT.
During the many years that have passed since
I was a regular con tributer to the Herald columns,
I have tried in my weakness to proclaim, on
JoNESPORT, Me., Dec. 11th, 1878.
Dear Herald:- We have just returned from
every fitting opportunity, the glad gospel tidings.
Never, iu all these years, have I ceased to love conference. The brethren and sisters were all
my Gracious Father, my glorious and divine alive; the business was attended with the best of
Savior, or the dear people of his Church, the feeling. Some very interesting testimonies were
'·Saints of Latter Days," and to-day, to God be given in behalf of the cause of truth; the preachthe praise that I am able truthfully to pen the ing was attended with considerable of the Soirit;
sentence, my love is stronger than it ever was be- the Saints all manifested great interest in and
fore, and seems to be daily, almost hourly, inten. love for the cause. We had just returned from
sifying and increasing.
holding a discussion with an Adventist in time
Looking back, the retrospect spreads in one to attend conference. While at conference last
view before me a strange commingling of friends September, at Addison, I was informed by one of
and foes; of the former class, the true and the the brethren belonging there, that :Mr. Calles, a
false, of the latter, the open and the concealing preacher of Adventism, had challenged any man,
ones; but glistening among them all, I see the of any order, to debate with him on the question
bright beams of love from a face divine, whose of unconsciousness between death and the resurinefrable sweetness varies not from year to year;· rection; that he would go one hundred miles to
and though dark shadows are seen to pass and debate it. His members or some of his converts
obstruct at times my view, as the clouds our view at Indian River were at Addison Point after the
of the sun, those shadows pass, some swiftly, challenge was given, and were very anxious to
some slowly, away, and again I see the same get some one to debate with their great man.
benign and heavenly countenance, feel the blessed They were sent to one of the brethren to know if
influence of the same sweet, loving smile, and one of our Elders would take up the challenge;
listen enraptured while I hear his tender accents the brother told them he did not know whether
fall in gentle cadences. "Follow me."-"In the they would or not, but that he would see them
world ye shall have tribulation, but in me ye · and answer soon. So at Addison the brother saw
shall have peace." "If ye keep my command- me and asked if I would accept the challenge.
ments, ye shall abide in my love, even as I have I told him that I would. ·I was afterwards inkept my Father's commandments, and abide in formed that the question of annihilation of the
his love." "He that loveth me shall· be loved of wicked was given out in the challenge. After
my Father, and I will love him; and will mani- this, I heard nothing more about it until about
fest myself unto him." Then, as I still gaze on the middle of November, when I received a card
the passing changes, and the shadows again from Bro. J. B. Hall, stating that the debate
obscure the brightness of this beatific scene, I would begin December 2d; that it would be held
listen, and from behind them I hear the same in the Masonic Hall, Addison Point. Accordsweet voice in rising majesty and pealing tones ingly we met, I had never seen .the man before,
proclaim: "Many are the afflictions of the but had been told that he was a very smart man
righteous; but- the Lord delivereth him out of in the Advent Church. This did not frighten me
them all." "Thou shalt forget thy misery, and any, although my education is very limited. We
remember it as waters that pass away." "For met upon the side. walk; he looked at me very
his anger endureth but a moment; in his favor is closely as we passed along to the Hall. Then
life; weeping may endure for a night, but joy arrangements were made and the congregation
cometh in the morning." "For whom the Lord called to order; Mr. G. L. Tibbetts, of Addison
loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son was chosen as chairman, and his duties defined.
whom he receiveth," and my heart is comforted, Mr. Calles affirmed in both questions. King
my faith strengthened, my hope confirmed. James Translation was the standard Bible auWith the sweet singer of Israel I reply:" "0 God, thority. He was very anxious to refer to other
thou hast taught me from my youth; and hitherto translations, but I did not allow it. His argu.
have I declared thy wondrous works;' make me ment all through was a very weak one. On the
still one of thy messengers of peace and good :first question his main points were taken from
will to the called in Christ Jesus, thati may pub- Ecclesiastes 9:5, and Psalms 115:17, which was
lish thy name abroad, and declare thy loving very easily refuted. It is not necessary to menkindness among the people."
tion the passages that we referred our opponent
If there is one thing, my brethren, that should to, confounding his argument, and substantiating
make us rejoice more than another, it is this, our own.
Owr foundation is sure; for we are built upon the
His argument on the last proposition was based
rock that storms and tempests can never over- on Psalms 145: 20: "All the wicked will he de.
throw, and enlightened by the lamp whose rays stroy." When I referred to the destruction of
will penetrate the darkest cloud God ever permits Sodom and Gomorah, Genesis 19; and to Jesus
to come between him and his dear children, if saying "It shall be more tolerable for Sodom in
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the day of Judgment then for thee;" and also to
the destruction of the Antediluvians, and their
spirit's being preached to in prison; and to many
more points equally as strong against his argument, he was compelled to acknowledge that
the word "destroy" did not mean annihilation,
only, but corruption. This you see weakened
his argument on "destroy;" Therefore he had to
resort to something else; hence the words "perish" and "destructi~n," and others of the same
import were referred to by him, which I was
able to meet by the help of the Spirit, as we were
the word "destroy." We are satisfied that the
debate was a benefit to our cause in Addison.
After the debate, the congregation was asked by
the chairman to deside first question by vote;
Colles had three and we had forty-eight; second
)lUestion Colles six, and we fifty-four.
j!!r
Yours truly,
S. 0. Foss.
Mssouri,
Jauuary 10th, 1879.•
Beloved Brethren :-All is well. I am doing
what I can to strengthen the Saints and instruct
sinners in the ,way of righteousness. Father
Hazle'dine is weak and feeble. I have advised
him to throw all care and responsibility of the
churches in this district off his mind, as it is too
much for his feeble constitution to endure. J1'or
fourteen years he has pres1ded over this district,
opening up new places, visiting the branches,
presiding over the conferences, and bearing the
burden of his own travel. Only twice has he
been absent from the district conferences, and
then was prevented by sickness. His labors are,
and have been appreciated by the Saints and his
co-workers with the exception of a meager few,
and they will feel ashamed by and by, when their
works and his are weighed in the balance.
CHELTENHAM,

CHARLES DERRY\

Eastern lllaine and Nova Scotia
District.
A conference convened at Kennebec, Maine,
December 7th, 1878; J. C. Foss, presiding; S. 0.
Ji'oss, acting clerk.
Branch Reports.-Seaside 7; 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 added.
Union, 1 added, 1 expelled. Other branches
not reported.
Condition of district not prosperous. One Seventy, two Elders and two Teachers reported.
J. C. Foss had preached in eight places since
last conference; baptized one; had received $27.81, $12.31 of which was from Western Maine District.
Samuel 0. Foss was chosen as president, and
.T. C. Foss as clerk of the district.
Money was ordered raised to procure a District
record.
J. C. and E. C. Foss were appointed to assist the
president in settling difficulties in the branches,
to report to next conference.
Prayer and testimony meeting Saturday evening.
Preaching Sunday morning and afternoon by S.
0. Foss; evening by E. C. and J. C. Foss.
Adjourned subject to the call of the. president.

liewan.ee Disti·ict.
A conference was held December 7th and 8th,
1878, in the Saints' Meeting House in Kewanee,
Illinois; John Robinson in the chair.
Branch Reports.-Kewanee 122, 1 Seventy, 10
Elders, 4 Priests, 5 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 10 removed by letter, 2 expelled. Henderson Grove
33, 1 Elder, J. Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 3
baptized, 2 received by letter and 1 by vote, 2 removed by letter. Canton 76, 2 Elders, 5 Priests,
3 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 11 baptized, 7 received
by letter. Princeville and Peoria, no changes.
Elders J. S. Patterson, I. B. Larew, J. A. Robinson, R. Holt, J. D. Jones, Wm. Grice, Thomas
Charles, John Whitehouse, R. J. Benjamin and J.
H.)Iopkins reported in person, and J. F. McDowell, J, y, L . Sherwood and E. T. Bryant by letter.
J; S. Patterson and R. J. Benjamin were appointed to hear Bro. Joseph Terry again, in re-
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gard to the difficulty arising concerning the granting of a letter to the member spoken of, that the
branch may know how to act.
Missions: J. S. Patterson was continued in his
mission to Knoxville, Galesburg and Lewistown and
vicinity. J. F. McDowell, to labor in the district
as long as he shall think best. Isaac Larew, to
labor south of Buffalo Prairie. T. F. Stafford,
continued in his field of labor. E. T. Bryant, in
Millersburg and vicinity.
Bishop's Agent reported: "lleceived during the
past six months $29.45; paid out $30.15, leaving
a balance due me of $0.70. R. J. Benjamin,
Bishop's Agent."
Some branch financial reports were received,
read and approved,
Sunday: At 9 a. m., the committee appointed
in the Millersburg Branch case, reported that the
action of the first meeting was a legal expression
of the will of the branch, (in which a. certain member was refused a certificate of membership), and
all subsequent meetings called to reconsider the
case were, in the judgment of the committee, illegal, having been brought about by those who
voted in the minority; and the committee express
the opinion that the person presiding committed
an error in permitting, under the circumstances,
a re-hearing of the case, and they recommended
that the conference set aside all action in the case,
except the action of the first regular meeting.
The report was received and the committee was
discharged.
Resolved that this conference urge upon the
officers of the several branches of this district the
the necessity of being vigilant in their spiritual
watchcare over their several flocks; and that the
preachers shall especially see that iniquity has no
abiding place in the Church; and, furthermore,
that in the opinion of this conference the branch
officers are morally responsible for the spiritual
condition of the branches under their charge.
Preaching at 10:30 am. by J. F. McDowell;
2:30 by J. H. Hopkins; at 7 p.m. by the president,
after which the sacrament was administered.
Adjournd to Peoria, March 1st, 187\J.

P.i.Usiield Dhh•iict.
A conference met with the Alma Branch, in
Schuyler county, September 7th and 8th, 1878,
Jackson Goodale, president; Emma E. Johnson;
clerk.
Officials present, 1 High Priest, 2 Elders and 1
Priest.
'
Branch Reports.-Pittsfield, same as last re·ported; 1 marriage. Alma 21, 3 baptized, 2 expelled. New Canton, only verbally reported.
Alma Branch Financial Ueport: Iteceived ~5. 95;
paid out $5.97.
Elders J. Goodale, C, Mills and D. J. Wetherbee
and Priest Wm. J. Curry reported.
Preaching on Saturaday evening by C. Mills,
and on Sunday by J. Goodale.
Adjourned to the Pittsfield Branch, March 1st,
1879.

At 2 p.m., a sacrament and testimony meeting.
A refreshing time, the good Spirit's work being
manifested in the excellent and encouraging testimonies given; the work is onward.
At 6 p. m., G. S. Greenwood delivered a very
instructive discourse, succeeded by John Seville.
There was a fair attendance and good attention.
Business resumed: Resolved that the Priesthood
within the district labor as circumstances will permit and report to next conference.
The authorities of the Church in America and
in the British Isles were sustained.
Adjourned subject to the call of the president.
Sh'hll~

Pl·ail'ie anti Nan woo Dhltrict.
A conference was held at Farmington, Iowa,
November 30th and December 1st, 1878; John H.
Lake, president; James McKiernan, clerk.
Branch Iteports.-Rock C!·cek 45, 6 Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Deacons; 2 baptized. Keokuk 38, 4 Elders, 2 Teachers; no changes. Burlington 71, 2
High Priests, 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 3 •reachers, 1
Deacon; 2 removed by letter. Montrose 44, 1
Elder, 1 Priest, 1 'Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized.
Farmington 48, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 2 Elders"
1 'i'eacher, 1 Deacon ; no changes.
Burlington Financial: On hand August 18th,
1878, $ll.GO; received since to November 18th,
$30 97; paid for rent, gas etc., $39.07; balance
on hand $3 50.
Reports of Elders.- D. D. Babcock reported, by
letter, his labors; had baptized one. ,J. H. Lake
had been preaching in Brown, Schuyler and Pike
counties, Illinois, and at Hannibal, Missouri; on
this tour had preached thirty-eight times, and baptized sixteen. Richard Lambert had preached,
and also had baptized two. Wm. Lambert, Jas.
McKiernan, and Priest Walter Head reported.
D. D. Babcock resigned as secretary, and Jaf.
McKiernan was elected in his place.
Richard Lambert, H. T. Pitt and Wm. Lambert
were appointed to Sonora, ::md other place.s in
Hancock county,
·
The collecting committee reported having on
hand $19.25, and were instructed to pay it. so far
as it will apply, for the purpose intended, 'and B.
F. Durfee was instructed to deliver all papers and
receipts pertaining to the above committee to II T:
Pitt or R. Lambert.
J. H. Lake offered his resignation as district
president, but a motion to accept it was lost, and
he consented to serve for the next three months,
with the understanding that at the end of that
time the district must choose some other person to
preside, as duty called him elsewhere.
At 7 p.m., preaching by J. H. Lake. Afterwards two sisters were baptized.
Sunday: At 9 a. m., prayer and confirmation
meeting. The Spirit was present in power. At
11 a.m., preaching by R. Lambert; at 3 p.m., sacrament meeting; at 7 p.m., preaching by J. II.
Lake.
Adjourned to Keokuk, March 1st, 1879.
Sa.nta Cruz District.

Manchestm.•, Dist».·ict.
A conference convened at Manchester, England,
October 6th, 1878; Joseph Dewsnup, president;
James Baty, clerk.
·
Privilege of conference extended to Thomas
Taylor, Birmingham, J. Seville, and Henry and G.
S. Greenwood, Stafford.
James Baty was chosen as district clerk.
Branch Reports.-Manchester 40, 8 Elders, 1
Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; branch in excellent
condition. Farnworth 14, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized, 1 removed, prospects good. Clay Cross 16, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 2
Teachers, 2 Deacons; 2 baptized. Sheffield 12, 2
Elders, 1 Priest.
Elders J. W. Coward, T. H. Pointon, reported
by letter; J. Miller, J. McCue, W. Armstrong, T.
Hughes, R. Baty, J. Arrowsmith, Henry Boydell,
P. Jackson, J. Baty, Henry Greenwood and J.
Dewsnup in person; Priests D. Me liard by letter,
and Henry Jackson and G. S. Greenwood in person.
Resolved that we adopt the "Rules of Order,"
published by the Church, as those governing this
and our future conferences.

A conference was held in the Jefferson Branch,
San Benito county, California, December 8th,
1878; John Carmichael, president; J. H. Lawn,
clerk pro tem.
Preaching by John Carmichael, followed by J.
H. Lawn and John Holmes.
Branch Reports.-Jefferson 22; no change.
Long Valley 19; 2 baptized, 2 removed by letter.
San Benito 20; no change.
Evening: Enjoyed an excellent sacrament meeting; some strong testimonies and exhortations
were given, to the edification of all present.
Adjourned to meet at call of the president.

Add11•esses.
D. H. Bays, Bandera, Bandera county, Texas.
Arthur Leverton, Bothwell, Ontario.
Charles Derry, I,ogan, Harrison county, Iowa.
John J. Cornish, Box 109 F., London, Ontario.
Joseph Luff, care Edgar Harrington, East P. 0.,
London, Ontario.
James Robb, Bishop's Agent for Kent and Elgin
District, is Kimball, Lambton Co., Ontario.
John T. Davies, Weir City, Cherokee Co., Ka nsas
Z. H. Gurley, Sedgwick, Decatur co., Iowa.
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The Church of Jesus Christ in account with
Eishop Israel L. Rogers.
1878.
CR.
Oct. 1, By balance due ................ $688 33
" 7, A brother, Ills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 00
" 7, Austin Hayer, Ills............... 10 00
" 7, Thomas Hougas, Ills. . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00
" 9, John Hawley, Iowa ........ , .... 100 00
" \), Abinadi Hawley, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . 50 00
" ll, Alma Hawley, Iowa............. 50 00
" 15, K M. Bowen, Mont. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
" 1\l, Oregon Saints, per agent, J. Lee. 100 00
" 19, James Crick, Ills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 00
" 26, Niels Nelson, Neb .... ., ........ :
5 00
" 27, Peter Devlin, Ills................
2 00
Nov.4, Sr. Clara Leland, Ills............
7 00
" 7, A. Fosdick, Ills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
5 00
" 9, A. N. Bjeergaard, Mo. . . . . . . . . . .
" 9, Ole Madison, Mo ......... , . . . . . . 15 00
" (), Barnard Branch, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . .
2 00
" \l, Sr. Anna Helli, Mo..............
1 65
" 12, Sr. L. C. Hicks, Wis. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 00
" 12, Lyman Hewitt, Wis. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
" 12, Sr. Hannah Aldrich, Wis... . . . . . .
5 00
" 12, Br. and Sr. C. Davis, Wis .. ,..... 10 00
" 21, James Crick, Ills. . . .. .. . .. . .. ..
1 00
" 22, John Hougas, Ills...............
5 00
" 27, J. F. Clengbak, Idaho...........
5 00
" 27, Morgan David, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
9 60
" 27, Benj. Chapman.................
" 28, Lawrence Conover, Ills. . . . . . . . . .
5 00
1 00
" 28, Sr. Eliza Horton, Ills. . . . . . . . . . . .
1 00
" 28, Mary Brackenbury, Kan.........
Dec. 1, James Crick, Ills..... . . . . . . . . . .
1 00
1 32
" 17, G. M. Jamison, Ills..............
" 19, Thomas and Mary Reese, Mont... 50 00
" 1(), Sr. W. C. Sides, Cal. .. . .. .. . .. .. 10 00
" 20, D. F. Crane, Minn ..... , . . . . . . . .
5 00
" 25, Andrew Rathbray . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 00
" 25, John Rowley, .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .
2 00
" 28, Thomas and Mary Reese, Mont.. . 50 00
" 31, Lovina Newman, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . .
3 00
2 00
" 31, Sr. C. M. Lewis, Ill. .. .. .. .. .. ..
" 31, Henry A. Stebbins, Ills.......... 30 00
" 31, David Dancer, Iowa ............. 100 00
" 31, Sr. Dorothea Kaestner, Iowa.....
5 00
" 31, Herald Office, Ills ............... 300 00
" 21, W. R. Calhoon, Ills.... .. . .. .. • ..
25
Total. ..................... $1,726 15
DR.
Oct. 3, T. W. Smith, ministry ........... $25 00
" 4, The poor....................... 41 00
" 8, J. R. Lambert, ministry......... 40 00
" 9, Stamps and Postal Cards . . . . . . . .
2 65
" \l, The poor........................
·2 00
" 11, W. W. Blair, ministry........... 50 00
" 21, J. S. Patterson, ministry . . . . . . . . 25 00
" 23, Sr. M. Fyrando................. 30 00
" 23, T. W. Smith, ministry........... 25 00
" 24, Z. H. Gurley, ministry . . . . . . . . . . 60 00
Nov. 9, W. T. Bozarth, ministry. . . . • . . . • 30 00
" !l, C. G. Lanphear, ministry........ 20 00
" 12, Sr. M. Wan dell . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 20 00
" 16, G. T. Griffiths, ministry......... 20 00
" 21, Wm. H. Kelley, expenses on Canada Committee ............... . 12 00
5 00
" 28 The poor ...................... .
Dec. 4; T. W. Smith, ministry .......... . 10 00
" 4, D. H. Bays, ministry ........ ·... . 150 00
" 9, Sr. Joseph Luff ................ . 30 00
" 9 W. W. Blair, ministry .......... . 25 00
" 13' D. H. Smith ................... . 13 00
" 26' J. S. Patterson, ministry ....... . 20 00
" 31: The poor .. ·.................... . 30 00
" 31 Church Recorder .............. . 30 00
" 31; David Dancer, for the families of
the ministry, and for the poor
in his charge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00
$805 65
Balance due Church ......... $920 50
$1,726 lb

been there and labored as long as permitted by
the authorities of Tahiti; and, having spent the
remBinder of his money in that mission, he came
back to California in need, hence the return of
the above amount to him.
Sister Lois Cutler, who died in Minnesota in
March, 1878, left to sister Lois Sherman, to be
sent to the Bishopric of the Church, the collection
box formerly used in the Temple at Kirt.land, and
subsequently at Nauvoo, it having remain'ed in
their hands, and the receipt of which from Sister
Sherman we hereby acknowledge. Bro. W. R.
Calhoon, while at Plano, had the honor of putting
the first piece of money in it since it came into
our hands. It will be used for the present by the
Plano Branch.
HERALD OF.FICE ACCOUNT.
Received at the Herald Office and credited to
the Bishop's account; also, sums paid out or
charged in the interests of the Church:
CHURCH l!lR.
Oct. 1, By balance as per last report .... $540 63
" 1, M. C. Larson, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
'' 2, II. B. G., Ills .............. :.. ..
2 00
" 3, Oliver Hayer, Sen., Ills.......... 25 00
5 00
" 4, Sr. E. G. Page, Wis. . . . . . . . . . . . .
" 9, Sr. J. C. Gaylord, Iowa . . . . . . . . .
7 35
" 11, David Brand, Ills. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 10 00
5 00
" 12, Sr. Sarah B. Burtis, N. J. . . . . . . .
1 00
" Hi, E. T. Da.wson, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
" 19, Nephi Yocum, Iowa.............
5 00
5 00
" 28, J. A. White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
" 30, T. W. Bell, Ills. . .. . .. . .. .. ... ..
3 00
Nov.4, C. L. Albertson, Idaho . . . . . . . . . . 12 90
" 11, E. Penrod, Nev. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 75
" 13, Joseph Lively, Ontario..........
2 00
" 16, R. Ballentine, Iowa............. 10 00
" 21, Orrin Butts, Iowa ........... ,... 10 00
" 21, Susan Bourguoin, Mo.,..........
2 00
" 22, W. J. Thomas, Pa.,.. . . . . . . . . . . .
4 00
50
" 22, Sister Webber, Mo ....... , . . . . . .
" 23, Sister E. Green, Iowa . . . • . . . . . . . 15 00
1 00
" 26, E. T. Dawson, Cal...............
" 27, W. B. Tignor, M6. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 00
7 00
" 28, Sr. Martha Kent, Ills.. . . . . . . . . .
Dec. 2, E. T. Dawson, Cal...............
50
" 3, John Ellis, Colo................. 25 00
" 3, Sr. Agnes Ellis, Colo, . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
" 3, Sister l'towland, Colo. . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
" 3, Sister Elliott, Colo. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
" 4, Sister Caroline Eliasson Idaho . . .
5 00
" 4, Srs. M. J. Fisher & Ella Devore
Ohio ............... , ........ .
2 55
" 6, Sr. E. Allen & Alex. Greer, Iowa.
4 20
" 11, Sr. Jemima Califf, Mo ......... ..
2 85
1 00
'' 14, Sr. M. A. Christy, Iowa ..•.......
" 16, W. J. Thomas, Pa .............. .
2 00
" 17, Sr. Lilly J. Smith, Iowa ....... ..
50
" 17, Sr. J. Tomlinson, Colo .......... .
5 00
" 19, J. Longfield, Mo ............... .
5 00
" 21, W. W. Gaylord, Iowa........... .
50
" 23, Peter Devlin, Ills .............. .
3 00
" 25, N. N. Cook, Mo ................ .
5 00
" 25, Sr. Margaret Davis, Mo...•.....
5'00
" 26, Benan Salisbury, Iowa.........• 20 00
" 26, Sr. Mary Sweet, Iowa.......... .
1 50
" 28, Sr. Sarah Weaver, N.Y.
2 85

High !"J•iest's Quon·uun.

To the High Priests s0attered abroad, Greeting,
Beloved fellow-laborers: By a former decision
of the Quorum our Heavenly Father has permitted
us to be members of, each member of our quorum
is req nested to send in an annual report of his
labors to the secretary of the quorum. This
should be done the present month by those who
have thus far neglected this duty, that the secretary may be able to make up a complete record of
the quorum once each year. The report should
embrace labors performed, and where, with your
present willingness and determination for the
future, believers baptized and confirmed, and
each report should be signed by the brother sending it, and his address given, so that in case it
should be necessary to write, the secretary may
have the address. Please attend to this at once.
Your brother in Christ,
CIIARMJS DERRY,
Presidenf, of Quorum.
Address M. II. Forscutt, Shenandoah, Page Co.,
Iowa.

The Saints' Advocate.
We can furnish near two hundred copies of the
present volume, from Nos. 3 to 12 inclusive, at
forty cents per volume. 1'hese copies will embrace many valuable items of Church history from
1823 to 1844, and later, including a succinct account of the ••Endowment" at Kirtland in 1836.
This account should be had by all the Sainte, as it
clearly sets forth the orde1·, and the power, of the
endowments g;.ven of the Lord.
All wanting them should send at once, as those
not sent to subscribers will be sent to Utah for
distribution. Postage stamps taken on subscription.
W. W. BLAIR, .Editor.

Notices.
Brsnor's AaENTs.-All Bishop's Agents are requested to make out their annual reports promptly
on the 1st of March, 1879, and send to my secretary, Bro. Henry A. Stebbins at Plano, Illinois.
Give totals of receipts for the year, with the balance remaining last year, and also total paid out
during year with present balance.
ISRAEL L. ROGERS, Presiding Bishop.
PLANO, Illinois. Jan. 2ld, 1879.

BooK AaENTS.-The attention of those who have
been appointed as Book Agents for the Board of
Publication, in the various branches or districts,
is hereby called to the requirement of the Board,
that Annual reports be made to February 1st
each year, of all books on hand at that date, and
it is hoped that all who have not done so will
square up their accounts to agree with the statements they send. Send as early in February aa
possible.
H. A. STEBBINS, Business JJfanage'l'.

NOTIFIED TO REP€1RT.- The following, whose
names stand on the record of the Shenandoah
Branch, Iowa, but who have left without letters,
are hereby notified to report. Letters will be
issued to them on application, otherwiso their
names,will be removed from the branch record,
and placed with the list of scattered members on
the General Church Record: viz., George and Ida
CHURCH DR.
M. Steele, Cynthia B. Lee; Joseph Zundle and
Stamps for Presidency of Church ....... .
3 45 family, William and Margaret Head, Cecil Jacques
Stamps for Secretary and Recorder ..... .
2 00 and J. W. Morrison. Action will be taken April
Books to traveling Elders .............. .
5 95 6th, 1879. By order of the Shenandoah Branch.
Pres. Smith, traveling expenses as one of
J. R. BADHAfii, Oler!c.
Canada Committee . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 14 05
Letter Book, Pres. Smith.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 25
NoTIFIED •ro REPORT.-Anna Maria Holden is
Envelopes for Church use. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 30 requested to report to the Magnolia Branch of the
One dozen pencils. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35 Little Sioux District, Harrison county, Iowa, by
Cash to I. L. Rogers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 00 letter or otherwise within sixty days from date of
.
$32835 publication of this notice, or her name will be
Balance due Church .................. ·$484 23 dropped from the branch record and placed on the
$812 58 list of scattered members.
DoNALD MAULE, Secretary of Branch;
IsRAEL L. RoGERs,
Presiding Bishop.
PITTSBURG DISTRICT.-A Conference will be
Per. H. A. S. Sec'y.
held at West Wheeling, Belmont county, Ohio,
March 8th and 9th, 1879, beginning at 2 p. m. A
Women are extreme in all points. They are full attendance of the ministry and of the Saints
The $200 given by Bro. William Nelson towards
is requested.
prosecuting a mission to the South Sea Islands, better or worse than men.
JA~IES BROWN, District President.
Harv(llt never comes to such as sow not.
was returned to him, December 4th, he having
~
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HERALD.

PUBLICATIONSJSSUED AND FOR SALE

LANE-BELLAMY.-At St. Louis, Missouri, De:BY THE
cember 17th, 1878, by Elder William Anderson, Mr.
Board of Publication of the Reorganized Ohwrch,
Thomas Lane and Sister Martha Bellamy, all of
AT THEIR PUBLISHING ROUSE
St. Louis.
IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
WRIGHT-SH!PSON.-At Montrose, Iowa, Janu·
--ototo-ary 15th, 1879, by Elder Wm. B Smith, Mr. James
The Saints' Herald:
L. Wright and Sister Maggie Simpson.
Official paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latte~ Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
Died.
contains corre"Spondence from different parts of the world givM
MouLTON.-At Afton, Rook county, Wisconsin, ing accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
at the house of his daughter, Sister Maria Powers, the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
Mr. Calvin Moulton, aged 81 years, and 16 days sixteen
of postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.
He was born in Rutland, Vermont, November 11th,
Zion's Hope:
1797. He was not a member of the Church, but
paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semiwas favorable to it, and had many friends among A
monthly, price 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year free of
its members.
postage. JoSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editor~.
JARli!AN.-At Plano, Illinois, January 4th, 1879,
Holy Scriptures:
Brother William Guy .Jarman, aged 76 years, 9
Inspired 'l'ranslation by Joseph Smith the Martyr.
months and 13 days. He was a native of Rams· Bon~d in I~itation Tur~ey, gilt
2 70
3 50
Turkey Supenor
......
gate, Kent county, England, and came to America,
3 75
"
"
~'
clasp,
in 1832. He was a Congregationalist from his
Roxburg
......
3 75
youth, till he heard the gospel in New York City, New Testament, inspired edition
75
in 1840, when he was baptized by Elder G. J.
Book of Mormon:
Adams. He lived in Plano, the last twelve years Full Roan, sprinkled edges,
1 25
of his life. Funeral sermon by Elder H. A. Steb- Full Turkey Jlforocco, marbled edges
~ ~g
Full Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,
bins, assisted by President Joseph Smith.
DonsoN.-At Council Bluffs, Iowa, November
12th, 1878, of typhoid fever, Emma Ellen, daughter of Daniel K. and Emma C. Dodson, aged five
years and eight months.
ltoGERSON.-At North Dartmouth, Massachu·
setts, November 18th, 1878, of consumption, Bro.
Edward Itogerson, aged 54 years. Funeral service at the Saints' Chapel, Fall River, by Elder
John Smith.
ALEXANDER -At Six Mile Grove, Harrison county, Iowa, Wednesday, November 20th, 1878, Stuart Alexander, aged sixty two years, and four
months. He was not a member of' the Church, but
his house was always open to entertain the members or ministry, and he often said his only charges were to come again. He leaves a widow and
five children; his daugl)ters are Sr. Emma C. A.
Dodson, Plum a A. Matitin, and Itosella Yocum;
his eons· Ensign and Marcellus. In his business
transactions his reputation was unimpeachable.
ScoTT -At Brookfield, Missouri, December 21st
1878, of dropsy of the heart, :Mrs, Mary J. wife
of Andrew D. Scott, and daughter of uncle William
Smith. She was born at Kirtland, Ohio, J·anuary
7th, 1834, and was therefore nearly forty five at
her death. She leaves four children. She was a
member of the Baptist church: and the local pa·
per gives her an excellent character as a wife,
mother and neighbor. Itev. J. Finley oflic.iated
in the funeral services.
WELLs.-At Walsingham, Simcoe county, Ontario, November 24th, 1878, Bro. John Wells, aged
86 years, 2 months and 14 days. His end was
peaceful and joyful. Funeral sermon by Elder
Joseph Luff. He became convinced of the gospel
by Bro. Luff, and was baptized one month before
his death. Prior to that he was a member of the
Church of England.
Information wanted of John C. :Miller, who left
Missouri in 1873. The last heard from him, some
four years ago, he was at Davisville, Yolo county
California. His sister-, Mary M, Richey, of Kingston, Caldwell county, Missouri, will be pleased
with hearing from or of him.
Is this an instance of the prayer of faith?
"Mrs. Bemis, of Holliston, Massachusetts, had
been for thirty years a bedridden invalid. Medicines of many kinds had done her no good. Finally, the Rev. Charles Cullis undertook her case.
He read, at her bedside, passages of Scripture
relating to the power of faith, prayed earnestly
for her recovery, and touched her forehead with
his forefinger, which he had dipped in oil. Mrs.
Bemis got out of bed immediately and has been
well ever since. Whether it was the prayer or the
oil that brought about the cure i~ not clearly explained."-Exchange.
There is no such thing as an easy chair for a
discontented man.

The Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:
In Roan, plain

In Roan, full gilt, gilt edges

1
1
2
2

No. 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office
and Presidency of the Church.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 18. Rejection of the Church.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 21. Truths by Three Witnesses.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.

No. 22. Faith and Itepentance.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 23. Baptism
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.
No. 24. The Kingdom of God.
4 pages, 8 cents per

doze!~-;

60 cents per hundred.

No. 25. Laying on of tlands.
'l'
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 26. Mountain of the Lord's House.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 27. The Sabbath Question.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 cents per hundred:
No. 28. The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon
the (so-called) Revelation of July 12th, 1843.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.
A Memorial to Congress,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.

Prophecy on the late Itebellion,
20 cents per hundred.
'li,fff;ir .An assortment of Tracts 50 cents.
IN GERMAN LANGUAGE~~
Who 'l'hen Can be Saved,
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.40 per hundred.

25
75
Licenses and Notices:
00
25 Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
dozen, 12 cents.
Blank Notices for I.ectures, Preaching, and Two Days' Mce!1 25
mgs, each, per hundred, ......
......
50
1 75 Preaching Notices, smaller, per hundred,
40

......

In Morocco, plain, marbled edges

lu Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges

Doctrine and Covenants :

In sprinkled Sheep

In Morocco, marbled edges,

Hesperis:

Sunday School Tickets :

Poemll,, by Davlu !J. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges
......
......

Tickets for Prompt Attendance, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Tickets for Good Behavior, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Blank Books:
Tickets for 1, 2, 3, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000
100
Branch Records, well bound in J,eather backs and Reward Cards, per
.......
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for
Certificates and Reports:
1 60

Record of Members' Names, Blessing of Children, and for
Marriages; also blank paper for recording minutes of
Branch Business Meetings. Every branch should have
one. Price: for large branches,
......
3 00
Th~ same, for a~al~~r. branches;./ . , .
2 Oq

District Records,
1,248

~tltil'dd).eadin~s

names, and bound sam<d<s'al:Jove

Certificstes of Baptism· and Membership, per dozen
Removal Certificates, per dozen
...... .
Marriage Certificates, per dozen
B1·anch Statistical Reports, per dozen
Annual Statistical Reports, two for

and rnle<il for :,J3ranch Financial Reports, per dozen
3 00 f'District Financial Reports, per dozen

Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for

Sh t

•

1 00
1 00
1 00
60

20
20
~5

50

15
30
55

R~ceipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Disee MusiC:
trwt, and General Church Fnnds; price 35 cents.
Safe in the Fold, per dozen 1Cc., Feed my Lambs, per dozen 10
Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates Song of a Cheerful Spirit. per doz. lOc., Harvest Chorus
10
bound in flexible covers, 40 cents each.
Miscellaneous:
65
Five Quires of Note Paper, free of postage,
......
Pamphlets:
25
One Quire of Note Paper and a Packageof }invelopes
Ru1es of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative One Quire of Letter Paper .and a Package of Envelopes
30
70
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on Emerson's Ready Binder, old Herald size
85
Branch Ru-les, and one on Reports of Branches Bal~~in~s A~~ient ~:Ueri~!w ~' "
2 25
and Districts,
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vola.
........
6 30
1 85
S2 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp c!otll50 cents.
Crud en's Condensed Concordance of the Bible, cloth
Voice of .Warning and Instruction to all People,
"
"
"
"
leather 2 00
2 75
135 pages. A pocket edition of this old and reliable little
Complete
cloth
work on the doctrine and history of the latter day work is Brown's Concordance of the Bible,
for sale at 50 cents each, cloth covers, or 30 cents paper The Koran

60
3 60

1 00
covers.
The Bible Text Book,
1 65
Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J e- Apocryphal New Testament
=~~;;;e~,t~~:!t~:~::.ment,
_ _F_O_R_S_C_U_T_T_A_N_D_S_H_I_N_N_D_I_S_C_U_S_S_I_O_N_.__

Tracts:

DISCUSSION BETWEEN
No. 1. Mountain of the Lord's House.
REV.
JOHN
L.
SHINN,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Of the Universalist Church, and
No. 2. Truth Made Manifest.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.
ELDEit
MARK
H.
FORSCUTT,
Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ ofL. D. Saints.
No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
J. L. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches that the
No. 4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.
Coming of Christ to judge ihe World is now past."
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.
Mark H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
No.5. The Gospel.
Literal Itesurrection of the Body from the Grave."
2 pages, 6 0ents per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.
Price: Cloth, 75 cts.; Paper, 50 cts.
No. 7. Who Then Can be Saved.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
~ The discussion lasted four days, and makes a book of 194
closely printed pages
No. 8. Fullness of the Atonement
\
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per huudred.
No. 9. Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptura
1 February 79.
Standpoint.
JIJfii" Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
20 pages, 40 cents per dozeu, $3 per hundred.
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as ~any fail to notice the time on their label. Re..
No. 10. The Narrow Way.
mittancea are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
8 pages, 20 cents per dozea, $1.30 per hundred.
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money
No. 11. The Plan of Salvation.
orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.
'
18·pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred.
No. 12. The Bible versus Polygamy.
THE SAINTS' HERALD is published SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plano,
14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.
Kendall Co., Illinoio, by the Board of Publication of the ReNo. 14. Reply to Orson Pratt.
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sainto, and
is edited by JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 per
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
year. All remittances, orders, and businees communications
No. 15. Idolatry.
intended for the office of publication, must be directed to
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
Henry A. Stebbins, Boz 50, Plano, Kendall Cl>., ills. Money
No. 16. Polygamy; Was it an Original Tenet of may
be sent Draft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano, by
the Church?
registered letter, or by Express; bnt there is very little ridt
in sending small ij\lmS of IOOn<J¥ in 11n o•dinar tetter.
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.
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Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Ghrist of~;~;tter Day Saints.
============================~r'e;J:=·============
"! SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, HAVING TilE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACII TO THEM(-\~::::iT DWELL ON 'l'IIE EARTU * *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS CO~IE."-REV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THE~! THROUGY THY TRUTH; TIIY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF TilE LORD, FOR TIIERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WrFE."-l'lOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

Vol. 26,-Whole No. 41~.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, FEBRUARY 15, 1879.

No.4:.

THE following was sung in tongues by Bro. John
The ministry of the present time have a ond £10ming. But say some, "He will not
H. Lake, and interpreted by Sr. E. A. Newberry, great deal to say about Infidelity; and think it come in person." If he will not, then this
a disgrace not to believe the Bible; but we will prophecy will fail of its fulfillment.- And our
at a prayer meeting held at Montrose, Iowa.

find upon examination, that it is a greater disgrace to believe trat the things written in the
Bible will surely come to pass; this has been
tested by those men who met in conference in
New York, to consider the Question of the
second personal advent of the Lord Jesus;
they are getting themselves into disgrace, by
believing that Christ will really come again.
One minister is quoted as saying that "no
good could come of such meetings;" and called
it ''all nonsense." This doctrine was once the
Be not faithless, nor fearing, nor doubting,
joy and hope of the Saints, and supplied them
But trust in the Lord who is strong;
with strength in times of trial. This doctrine
0, his arm is stretched out o'er the nation,
spoke consolation to the heart of the martyred
And he'll bring them to judgment ere long.
Stephen, while the death blows were being
And many, your friends that are round you,
inflicted upon him by his enemies. This hope
Will shortly come into the fold;
brought smiles ~o the lips of many whose
Then be faithful and true to your calling,
winding sheet was the flame.
For the gospel's more preciou~ than gold.
Yes, it is a disgrace to believe that Jesus
will come again in person ; because it is not
Those who hear and reject this glad message,
popular. .Jesus was not popular in his day,
Fear and torment will seize upon them;
neither are his teachings popular in these days.
And their souls will be turned into darkness,
It was the religious class who rejected Christ
For God's blessings they never can claim.
at his first coming, and the same class ignore
But the Saints will receive greater blessings;
the idea of his. second coming. But, "what
And power that the world knows not of,
saith
the Scripture?" However much we may
Will be given to Zion-fair Zionhave treasured up the idea that Christ will
From their Father who dwelleth above.
not come in person the second time, if the Bible
says that he will come in that manner, we
THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST.
should be willing to subject ourselves to the
word of the Lord, if we believe the Bible is
There are many theories in the world in re- the word of the Ijord.
gard to this matter.
"For unto us a child is born, unto usl a son is
The Savior told the disciples that there given; and the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called Won~erful,
should arise false Christs and false prophets, Counsellor, The mighty God, the everlasting Fathand should deceive many; so it is necessary to er, the Prince of Peace."-Isa. 9: 6.
The objector says, this has reference to his
know in what manner he will appear, and
whether the Scriptures warrant us in believ- first coming, and at that time this prophecy
was fulfilled. Let us see what further is said.
ing that he will appear in person. Many peo"Of the increase of his government and peace
ple, and even preachers, claim that the com- there shall be no end, upon the throne of David,
ing of Christ is to be a spiritual coming; and and upon his [David:sJ kingdom, to order it, and
to establish it with judgment and with justice
that (real personal coming is_ only believed from henceforth even for ever."-Isa. 9: 6, 7.
and taught by those who do not understand
Now let us ask, Did Jesus take possession of
the throne of David at that time (his first comthe Scriptures.
In this article I purpose to reply to the ing)? Was the government placed upon his
shoulders? Did he reign as king of Israel ?
statements made by some of the ministers of
Did he establish the kingdom with judgment
Cincinnati, (one Methodist and two·Presbyte- and justice?
rians), in which statements they show the deIt is a known fact that these things did not
gree of light the present Christian world have take place at that time. But still the word of
obtained from the Scriptures in regard to this the Lord says, "The zeal of the Lord of hosts
great event, that will so soon take place. We will perform this." (Latter part of 7th verse).
will examine the word of the Lord and see If these things did not take place at the first
what is taught, that we may not be deceived coming of Christ, then we must look for their
by the false teachers that are abroad in. the accomplishment at some future day. And
world.
when will that be ? I answer at Christ,'s sec0, be faithful, ye Saints, God has called you,
And the angels are hovering around;
The Word is being preached to the honest,
And most glorious to them is its sound.
And soon with the angels we'll mingle,
So glorious will be our reward;We will anchor our barques in fair Zion,
As in days past and gone we have heard.

··-·-----

Savior says, "The heavens and the eart.h shall
pass away, but my words shall not pass away,
but all shall be fulfilled." The words of God
are equally the words of Christ, as he and the
Father are one.
The prophet speaks again of the coming of
the Lord in Isaiah 63 : 1:
"Who is this that cometh from Edom, with dyed
garments from Bozrah? this that is glorious in his
apparel, traveling in the greatness of his strength?
I that speak in righteousness, mighty to save.''

Has Jesus ever come in this way, traveling
in the greatness of his strength, and in glorious apparel? Nay, but he said, "The foxes
have holes, and the birds of the air-have nest~,
but the Son of man hath not where to lay his
head."
The same prophet says in Isaiah 59 : 20 :
"And the Redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto
them that turn from transgression in Jacob, saith
the Lord."

T_his has not been done, and"' hence we iook
for 1ts fulfillment. .
Daniel also foresaw the days of the coming
of the Son of Man, and relates the vision as
follows:
"l saw in the night visions, and behold, one like
the Son of man came in the clouds of heaven, and
came to the Ancient of days, and they brought
him near before him. And there was given him
dominion, and glory and a kingdom, that all people, nations and languages should serve and obey
him: his dominion is an everlasting dominion, and
his kingdom, that which shall not be destroyed." •

From what has already been said, we learn
that Christ is to sit upon David's throne, and
his reign is to last forever, and that all people,
nations and languages are to be subject unto
him.
We will call to our aid the testimony of one
more prophet, and then we will see if the New
Testament has anything to say on the subject.
"And his feet shall stand in that day upon the
mount of Olives, wAich is before Jerusalem on the
east, and the mount of Olives shall cleave in the
midst thereof toward the east and toward the west,
and there shall be a very great valley; and half
of the mountain shall remove toward the north,
and half of it toward the south."-Zech. 14: 4.

In the latter part of the fifth verse he says,
"and the Lord my God shall come and all his
saints with thee."
When the Lord Jesus was here, his feet
stood upon the mount of Olives, but the result
was not as above described, neither were all
his saints with him.
John the Revelator bears a simil~r testimony .
to that of Daniel the Prophet. He says:
"Behold, he cometh with clouds; and every eye
shall see him, and they also which pierced him:
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and all kindreds of the earth shall wail because of doth not yet appear what we shall be: but we know particularly with that kind called Graham
him. Even so, Amen.
that, when he shall appear, we shail he like him; flour. Certainly, lmndreds, and probably
·•I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the for we shall see him as he is .. And
of barrels of "terra alba." or white
'
ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, that hath this hope in him purifieth
are sold in our cities every year to be
and which is to come, the Almighty."-Rev. 1: 8, \l. as he is pure."-1 John 3: 2, 3.
If Jesus has appeared, and is with us now,
with sugars in confectionery and other
With this also agrees the words of Peter, in
of course we must be like him;. and as he is white substances. I am told by an eminent
Acts 3: 20, 21:
"And he shall send Jesus Christ, which before invisible, to be like him we must be invisible phyllician that this tends to produce stone,
was preached unto you: whom the heavens must also. He is absent from us in person, but we kidney complaints, and various diseases of the
receive, until the times of the restitution of all have the promised "Comforter," the
stomach. A Boston chemist tells me that he
things spoken by the mouth of all the holy prophets, Ghost," which brings to our remembrance
has found seventy-five per cent of "terra alba,"
since the world began."
words of our a bsent Lord; t,he cheering words in what was sold as cream of tartar used for
This proves beyond successful contradiction that he will come again.
cooking. A large New York house sells three
that Christ is not with us now, (as some say),
Yes, we are looking for him, and soon we
of cream of tartar. A Boston chemist
but that he will come again, at the times or in will see the
of his coming in
recently analyzed a sample of the best grade,
the times of the restitution, which has not yet "and then w~
see the Son of man
and found fifty per cent of "terra aiba" in
taken place.
•
in the clouds of heaven, with power and
that. lVIuch of our confect,ionery contains
Now hear the words of the angels of God to glory," and it has been
said
one of thirty-three per cent or more of "terra alba."
the apostles. (Acts 1 : 10). After Christ had old, "And to them that
him will he 'I' he coloring matter of confectionery frequently
ascended up into heaven from the mount of appear the second time, without sin, unto sal- contains lead, mercury, arsenic, and copper.
Olives the apostles were ~azing after him :
vation."
powders are widely sold which contain
"And while they looked steadfastly toward
This is the hope of true
a large percentage of "terra alba" and alum.
heaven as he went up, behold, two men stood by this is what a minister called
It. is not water alone that is mixed with
them in white apparel; which said, Ye men of
mille Thousands of gallons, and probably
Gallilee, why stand ye gazing up into )J.eftven? this what another called a
hundreds of thousands, are sold in our cities
same Jesus which is taken up from you into heav· other, that "this doctrine
en, shall so come in like maner as ye have seen: ation of the faith of Christians
the
which have passed through large tins, or vats,
him go into heaven."
in which it has been mixed with various subday." If this be true, the sooner the
Now if we can find how he went up into tion of their faith is destroyed, the better.
stances. Receipts for the mixture can be
heaven, we can find also the manner of his
In conclusion, I will say, that if those min- bought
new milkmen from old on Jmyment
coming, for he is coming in like manner as he isters who make so much fuss about Infidelity of the
sum. I am assured, on what
went away. Well, how was that?
would compare their different faiths with the I believe
be reliable authority, that thous.
in the ands of
of so called milk have been, and
"And when he had spoken these things, while Bible, they would :find as much
they beheld, he was taken up; and a cloud re- churches as out of them; and would cease to probably are, sold in this cit.y which do not
ceived him out of their sight."-vs. \l.
"darken counsel by words without
" contain one drop of the genuine article.
As he went in a cloud, just so he wiil come Search the Scriptures and
quantities of the meats of animals more
in a cloud, for he is to come in "like manner'' with the law of God,
you
or
diseased are sold in our markets. Cows
as he went away.
easier to receive Christ when he does come. in the neighborhood of our large cities are fed
Now hear the cheering words of him "who
"With charity for all and malice toward upon material which produces a large flow of
spake as never man spake."
none," I wait for the coming of the Lord.
unwholesome milk. Poultry are fed upon
w. material which produces unwholesome eggs.
"I will not leave you comfortless : I will come
to you.''-John 14: 18.
l'IIeats and fish are made unwholesome, frepoisonous, by careless and cruel
And again:
WHAT PEOPLE EAT.
of killing. A California chemist re"If a man love me, he will keep my words : and
cently analyzed many samples of whiRky, purmy Father will love him, and we will come unto
OHEERlmr, REVJcLATIONS BE:b'ORE TIIE AlliER· chased at different places in San Francisco.
him, and make our abode with him."-vs. 23.
lOAN SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION IN
He found them adulterated with creosote,
But he has promised that during his abBOSTON.
salts of copper, alum and olher injurious subsence he will provide another Comforter. He
Cayenne pepper is adulterated with red
stances. He states it in his published report,
says:
as his opinion that there is hardly any pure
"I will pray the Father, and he shall send you mustard with chromate of lead, curry
whisky sold in that
A gentleman reanother Comforter, and he shall abide with you with red lead, vinegar with
. for ever."-vs. 16.
arsenic and corrosive sublimate.
purchased from a prominent Boston
now sold in our firm a cask of pure
wine for his sick
The Apostle Paul bears testimony to the that probably half the
cities is rank poison. One
I~oston wife. His wife grew worse.
He had the
Thessalonians, saying:
wine analyzed, and found there was not a
"For what is our hope, or joy, or crown of re- chemists analyzed twelve
of the juice of the grape in it. An
joicing? Are not even ye iu the presence of our put up by twelve
Lord Jesus Christ at his coming ?"-1 Thess. 2: 1\l. and found copper in ten of them.
medical gentleman of Boston said
He does not say that we are in the presence our flavoring oils, syrups, jellies and preserved to me: "The adulterations of drugs in this
of the Lord now, but "at his coming." If we fruits contain poisons. The adultumtions of country are perfectly abominable." I say that
were in his presence now, we would not have tea are too numerous to mention. Coffee is laws should be enacted and enforced prohibithas been
the manufacture and sale of these poisonous
his Spirit, for he said, "If I go not away, the not only
in to the
"'"'""'"'Q articles under severe penalties,
Comforter will not come unto you, but if I go taken out for
form of coffee berries,
that clay
the manufacturers and sellers
away, I will send him."
articles to tell buyers the preI might add many more items of evidence is now moulded, and perhaps :flavored with an
in favor of the personal appearing of the l.ord essence to represent coffee. Cocoa and r.hoco- cise character of the adulterations.
Jesus, but two or three more I think will be late are adulterated with various mineral subsufficient, to prove to all candid thinkers that stances.
The Z~nnii lil:!iuUan!i!.
Several mills in New "'"'""'"m'"'
he will come in person. We refer to the BayThe Arizona JJiiner speaks well of the Zuni Indimany elsewhere, are now
are an industrious tribe. This year
ing of St. Paul :
a large crop of corn, and they have a
"For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven white stone into a fine
peach orchard. Two hundred years ago
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel and adulteration. At some of these
Zunis were a worshipping people, but have l'e·
the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall grind three grades-soda grade,
lapsed into their old superstitions. They claim to
rise first."-1 Thess. 4: 16.
and flour grade. It sells for about
be allied in blo.od to the Americans, but will not
He is not to come in Spirit, or an imaginary a pound. Flour has been adulter~,ted
admit any relationship with the Mexicans. They
form, but this "same Jesus," with flesh and land, and probably here, with
are what is known in the popular parlance as
of
bones, shall come as he went away; just as bone dust, sand, clay, chalk,
other articles. "good Indians/'
visibly, just as real.
I am told that large quantities of
He who boasts of a multitude of friends, hath
"Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it unwholesome grain are
in
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RESTORATiml OF PRIESTHOOD, AND
OFFICES.
Under @1ate of Se tember 23 1878 a broth.
p
'.
'
.
er wntes to know, If Joseph Smrth was ordamed to the Melchizedek priesthood under the
hands of 0. Cowdery, April Gth, 1830, by
command of God, and was then and there ordairied to the office or an Elder why it is that
·
ll d " an' appen dage ?"
th e offi ceo t" an I'ld
1, er 1s ca e
.
"
.
.
. .
and when d1d that to whiCh 1t IS an appendage come?"
To this we reply that "an appendage," is
clearly that which properly attaches to, arises
from, or is added to something that is greater
or superior to itself: All the "officers in the
Church" are said to be "appendages" to the
priesthood. This is certainly very consistent.
We may say with propriety that all the offices
.
['
f'
1n any 10rm o government, are "appendages"
to it; that all the leaves and fruit of a tree
are "appendages'' to the tree; and that the
officers in an army are "appendages" to that
army.
As to when that priesthood came, to which
the office of an Elder is an appendage, the history of that matter relates, that it came, (1 ),
by promise of God through John the Baptist,
May, '1829; then, (2), by command of God)·
(in June, 1829); said command being given
to Joseph Smith, and Oliver Cowdery, "in the
chamber of Mr. "Whitmer's house," in answer
to "humble," "solemn, and fervent prayer;"
and, (3), that it was formally conferred upon
each of them, first by vote of all the members
present, April 6th, 18i30, when it was conferred; and then by the laying on of each
others' hands. Of this ordination Joseph
says,"Having opened the meeting by solemn prayer
to our ~eavenly Father, we proceeded, according
to prevtous commandment, to call on our brethren
to know whether they accepted us as their teachers
in the things of the kingdom of God, and whether
they were satisfied that we should proceed and be
organized as a Church according to said commandment which we had received. To these they consented by an unanimous vote. I then laid my
hands upon Oliver Cowdery, and ordained him an
Elder of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints; after which he ordained me also to the
office of an Elder of said Church."-llfill. Starvol.
14, 2G.
Such is the manner in which the :M:elchizedck priesthood, and the office of an Elder in
the Uhurch of Christ, was first received in this
dispensation.
The brother further says, that Joseph Smith
claimed, by Revelation, (D. C. 26: (50), 3),
to have been ordained an apostle "by Peter,
James and J'ohn ;" and he wants to know when
he was so m·dained, and why no mention of
the tirne is made in the history of his life.
If, when he was so "ordained," it was done
formally, by the laying on of their hands, then
I am not aware that there is either a written,
or a reliable oral account of that transaction.
But if he was "ordained" by Peter J·ames and
John, in the sense that he was appointed by
them, which to my mind is the real fact and
what was intended, then I think we hav~ the
account of it in Joseph's History, where he

Ispeaks
of receiving the Aa~onic priesthood,
and the promise of the Melchizedek, by the

Luke 1 : 16, :M:ark 9 : 13). Is it not therefore probable that this promise was fulfilled
in the restoration of "the Priesthood" through
John the Baptist?
In harmony with this position is the following statement by Joseph, ~1ill. Star, 15 : 12:
"At a Council of the High Priests and Elders,
(Orson Hyde, Clerk), at my house, in Kirtland, on
the evening of the 12th of February, [1884] Iremarked, that I should endeavor to set before the
Council the dignity of the office which had been
conferred on me by the ministering of the angel of
God, by his own voice, and by the voice of this
Church!' [i.e. to be "the first Elder"-and first
Apostle-••of this Church ;"-its presiding elder.
D. C. 17: 1].
And to further strengthen our position, we
quote the words of Oliver Cowdery when giv·
ing the Twelve their charge:-"He then read
again, from the revelation," [D. C. Sec. 16].
"What the Lord said to the Twelve. Brethren,
you have your duty presented in this revelation.
You have been ordained to the holy Priesthood,
you have received it from those who have their
power and authority from an angel."-JJfill. Star,
vol. 1·5: 211.
In these extracts we have the testimony of
both Joseph and Oliver, to the effect, that the
authority and power of their priesthood and
ministerial calling, came through "an angel/'
"the angel;" and that "he acted under the
direction of Peter, James and John; who held
the keys of the Melchizedek priesthood."
These men being the persons who received.
the priesthood first, their written testimony
touching the matter is of first importance, and
must be a finality. If Joseph and Oliver had
at any time been formally set apart to the
d z h d f p
Apostleship, directly un e1' t te an so
eter,
James and John as has been claimed by some;
they certainly, one or both of them, would
have left some written mention of that fact.
N 0 such mention is to be found; and this con-

ministration_ of~ ohn the Baptist, who "acted
under the d1rect10n of Peter, James and John,
who held the keys of the Melchizedek priesthood."- Mill. Star, vol. 14, 15.
It should be borne in mind that the word
"ordained," signifies appointed, constituted,
or decreed; and that such is the primary and
meaning
of the
it
•necessary
·
·
f I'word,
· · though
b
sometimes, m matters o re 1g10n, em races a
formal set,ting apart, in a prescribed manner.
Of the first Twelve the Lord said, five years
before they were formally called and set apart
in tha,t quorum,-"You are they who are ordained of me to ordain priests and teachers to
declare my gospel."-D. C. 16: 5.
And further; it should be remembered that
the word "apostle" has a broader and deeper
significance than that which would limit it to
a member of the quorum of the Twelve Apostles. An "apostle" is a snecial
witness. Hence
r
Christ was called "the Apostle and High
Priest of our profession," (Reb. 3: 1), and
hence, also, Oliver Cowdery was called an
apostle in June, 1829, (D. C. 16: 3), ten
months before he was formally set apart in the
Church, by the laying on of hands, to the
authority of the Melchizedek priesthood, and
to the oflice of an Elder. Both Joseph and
Oliver, in the revelation, (D. C. 17 : 1), which
was given some weeks, or months, before their
formal ordination to the high priesthood, were
called "apostles."
"The rise of the Church of Christ in these last
days, being one thousand eight hundred and thirty
years since the coming of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ in the flesh, it being regularly organized and established agreeably to the laws of our
country, by the will and commandments of God in
the fourth month, and on the sixth day of the
month which is called April; which commandments were given to Joseph Smith Jr., who was
called of .God and ordained an Apostle of Jesus
Christ, to be the first Elder of this Church; and
to Oliver Cowdery, who was also called of God an
Apostle of Jesus Christ, to be the second Elder of
this Church, and ordained under his hand : and
this according to the grace of our Lord and Savior
,Jesus Christ, to whom be all glory both now and
forever. Amen."
Inasmuch as they were made apostles
for
and called such many months before they received a formal induction into the
Melchizedek priesthood, is it not clear that
the ordinat1'on to such apostleship consisted,
primarily and chiefly, in their being made
special witnesses of the restored gospel, the
priesthood, and the Church of Christ, by
Peter, James and John, who ministered
throu,qh John the :Baptist? Ordination by
proxy is provided for in the Doctrine and Covenants, when it is done by the will of God. The
Lord said to K Partridge,-"! will lay my
hand 11 pon you, b!J the hand of my servant
Sidney Rigdon."-(D. C. 35: 1). So the ordination of Joseph and Oliver, by the direction
of Peter, James Vcnd John, may be said to be,
properly, and truly, their ordination.
When the angel appeared to Joseph, September. 21, 1823, he quoted Malachi 3: 5, as
follows,"Behold, I will reveal unto you the Priesthood,
by the hand of Elijah the Prophet, before the
coming ofthe great and dreadful day of the Lord."
_Jfill. Star, vol. 14: 4.
John the Baptist was called of Christ, Elias;
[Elijah, Hebrew]; (see Matt 17: 12, 13,

h

j

firms us in the thought that no sue occurrenee ever took place.
It would seem that Orson Pratt and his
fellows did not lcnow that Joseph and Oliver
ever received an ordination to the Apostleship
d
f
formally, and directly, under the han s o
Peter, James and John; for Elder Pratt enquired recently of David Whitm~r as to "the
date of the bestowal of the Apostleship upon
Joseph, by Peter, James and .Tohn."-Iferald,
January 1st, 1879. Elder Pratt and his fellows evidently have no reliable data setting
forth the supposed personal ordination to the
Apostleship by the three angels.
Grouping all the facts at hand together, we
find that Joseph and Oliver were called, and
set apaTt, to the Aaronic priesthood, under
the hands of the resurrected John the :Baptist;
and that they were callecl and appointed, and
in this sense orda£ned, to the Melcbizedek
priesthood, and to the Apostleship, by Peter,
James and John, who acted through John the
Baptist; and that they were formally set apart,
by direct ordination, to the Melchizedek priesthood, and to the office of an Elder, (1 ), by the
command of God, (2), by the vote of the
membership; and, (3), by the laying on of
hands and prayer-Joseph ordaining "Oliver
Cowdery, who was also called of God an apostle
of Jesus Christ, to be the second Elder of this
Church, and ordained under his [Joseph's]
hand;" D. C. 17 : 1; after which Oliver ordained Joseph, as before seen:
The brother wishes to know, further, as to
~chsn th3 office of High Priest was conferred.
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If our memory is not at fault, Elder Hervey
Green informed us that he was present in
Kirtland, Ohio, in June, 1831, and tbat then
the office of High Priest was first bestowed.
A letter is before me, dated October 30th,
1878, received from our aged and beloved
brother, Wheeler Baldwin, who was present,
in which he states when 'the office of High
Priest was first bestowed, as follows :
"Your first question, as to when and where High
Priests were first ordained and by whom, I answer:
A call was made by Joseph for all the elders to
come together in conference at Kirtland, on the
4th [the Ristory of Joseph says the 6th] of June,
1831, and that in that conference Joseph laid his
hands on Hyrum Smith, and ordained him to the
office of a High Priest, conferring on him many
special gifts of the gospel. Then Lyman Wight was
ordained by Joseph to the same office. The third
was Harvey Whitlock. At the same conference there
were called by revelation twenty-five or more, and
all ordained under the hand of Lyman Wight as
equal in authority and priesthood. After this,
Lyman Wight was directed by Joseph· to come
forth and lay his hands on Joseph, and Sidney,
ordaining them to all the gifts of the gospel belonging to the First Presidency. * * * I was
present at the Amherst Conference, and there
Joseph was appointed and ordained President of
the High Priesthood; and I am not positive, but
firmly believe it was under the hands of Sidney
Rigdon. * * * Those men who were ordained on
the fourth of June, were at the same conference
blessed under the hands of Bishop Partridge."
That this was the time may be inferred
from HistorlJ of Joseph Smith, Mill. Star,
14: 67:
"On the 6th of June, the elders from the various
parts of the country where they were laboring,
came in; and the conference before appointed
convened in Kirtland; and the Lord displayed his
power in a manner that could not be mistaken.
'l.'he Man of Sin was re-vealed, and the authority
[full and complete ?] of the Melchizedek Priesthood was manifested and conferred for the first
time upon several of the elders."
We have seen before that the Melchizedek
Priesthood was first conferred by ordination,
April 6th, 1830. But the office of High
Priest, with others, seems not to have been
conferred at that time. But here, June 6th,
1831, there is a further manifestation and bestowal of priesthood power and authority It
is true that mention is made of High Priests
as early as February, 1831, (D. d. 42: 8),
and indeed before the Church was organized,
(D. C. 17: 16), yet no historical mention is
made pf any having been ordained till June
6th, 1831;and this only inferentially. On the
25th of October, 1831, there was a conference
at Orange, Ohio, at which there were "twelve
High Priests," etc. (1Hill. Star, 14: 83) It
would be gratifying to have, historically, the
details in respect to the ordinations under
considerations; and it would be highly grati(ying to have the particulars of the ordination
of all the prophets, John the Baptist, Jesus,
his Apostles, Paul, Luke, Silas and others;
but we must content ourselves with such accounts as we have.
Our brother wishes also to know, "If he
[Joseph] was the President of the Church in
1830-1, did he not, in virtue of that office,
hold the keys?"
Yes, to preside over the Church as its "first
elder," its first "Apostle ;" yet he might, and
did receive additional keys-power and authority-afterward. Joseph's right to preside over
the Church vested in him, (1) by appointment of God, (2) by the choice of the mem-

HERALD.

bership, and, (3) by being formally set apart feet organization was had in 1860, those preto that calling, as we have before seen.
viously called to the apostleship by revelation,
The brother wishes to know, "By what au- with Elder William Marks, the last President
thority was the ordaining of Partridge and of the High Council and President of the
Whitney effected? They were Bishops prior Stake at Nauvoo, ordained Joseph Smith, the
to J. S. being ordained at Amherst, 0., Jan. son of the Martyr, to the Presidency of the
25th, 1832, to the Presidency of the High Church, to which office he clained to have
Priesthood."
been specially called of God; and this ordinJoseph was, in fact, the President of the ation was done by the voice of the General
Church, and President of the High Priesthood, Conference then in session at Amboy, Illinois,
from the time the Church was first organized, April 6th. And it had been revealed of God
though the latter office, formally, had not beeJ;~ to many persons, at different times from 1851
created till January, 1832. The Church, from to 1860, and in different places, that Joseph
1830 to 1836, especially, was in an inchoate, would be called of God to succeed his father,
or formative state, and some things were done and that he would come to the Reorganization.
that were more fully and differently provided
The manner of procedure in the reorganizafor as the Church attained more perfect organ- tion of the Church is strikingly similar to
ization.
what it was in the first organization. All
Edward Partridge was called to the Bishop-· others who have attempted to reorganize the
ric, February 4th, 1831; but it does not ap- Church have gone wide of the original methpear who ordained him. N. K. Whitney was ods and patterns. Read, examine and reflect.
W. W. BLAIR.
called by revelation, December 1831; but it
does not appear who ordained him either. The
_ ......_ __
law had provided that they should "be appointKNOWLEDGE IS SALVATION.
ed by the voice of the Church," (D. C. 38 : 8),
and "ordained by direction of a high council,
"If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in
or general conference." (D. C. 17: 17.) And this thy day, the things which belong unto thy
shortly before the calling of Bishop Whitney, peace; but now are they hid from- thine eyes."it was provided by revelation, that the bishops J esus.
should be "set apart, and ordained unto this
This awful lamentation, once made In bepower, under the hands of the first presidency
half
of God's chosen people, in consequence of
of the Melchizedek priesthood." This was
further confirmed in 1835. (D. C. 104: 4). their rejection of the testimony of the man
It is fair to presume that both the afore men- Christ Jesus, and the ministry of his choice ;
tioned bishops were ordained in the manner will soon be made as justly applicable to Gen·
provided.
t.ile Christendom as it once was to the Jews.
The brother says further: "If the office of
an apostle comes by ordination, and that the For there is but one Jesus Christ, whose peomere ordaining of an elder does not of itself ple must be one, or they are none of his. ·And
confer the apostleship, why is it written that "wo be to the Gentiles if' they do reject these
Joseph Smith was the first apostle and elder?" things."
We think the facts already given explain
That dispensation of gathering into one fold
this matter sufficiently clear, witho~Jt going
being
offered by the Master and King, a11d
over the ground again. As we have before
seen, a person may be an apostle without hav- being rejected by the Jews, was lost to them,
ing been first set apart by the laying on of and hid from their eyes forever; and the
hands to the Melchizedek priesthood, and also, divine oracles and ministry of God were sent
that to be "ordained" of God, is, primarily, to the Gentiles, until the dispensation of the
fullness of times is now introduced by a period
and chiefly, to be appointed of God.
Joseph was the "first apostle" to the Church, of new revelations and ministration of angels.
This glorious epoch in our world's history
because he was made the first special witness
to the Church, both in respect to time, and de- was first introduced by the angel who comgree of authority. And he was "the first elder" missioned his chosen prophet to bring forth and
to the Church, both in respect to his calling translate the "Stick of Joseph, which was in
of God, and in point of ministerial authority. the hand of Ephraim, and place it with the
The brother concludes thus: «The law, in Stick of Judah."
This glorious day-star from on high hath
that it says a first president should be ordained
by action of a high council or general confer- visited us, betokening the rising morn of that
ence, presupposes the existence of a high coun- glorious millennial reign of the Saints with
Christ upon the earth, of which so much has
cil of high priests already in the Church."
We think not; but only that it was a pro- been said by the mouths of all the prophets,
vision for thejutu1·e government of the Church. since the world began. And yet for all this
In the reorganization of the Church, before miraculous work of God in fulfilling the
there was any permanent organization had, prophets in the face of all beholders, the false
apostles were first called, as in the first organ- prejudices of the Gentile churches, with a
ization, and that by revelation. These apos- man.made ministry, have closed their eyes.
tles were selected after the pattern found in Wherefore, we know by the light of God's
D. C. 16: 6. Certain persons were called by revelations and by the power of his Spirit, the
revelation to "search out the" apostles for the woes that will soon overtake them, unless they
quorum about to be organized. The lj'Jrd speedily repent, and turn from their evil ways,
gave instruction by revelation respecting and make restitution for their robberies and
church organization and kindred subjects, murders, which they have committed, and for
through the leading, or first elders, as at the their determined opposition to that testimony
beginning. The calling of men to various which God has sent to this generation, anoffices in the priesthood was done by revela- nouncing to the world of mankind that the
tion, as at the first. And when the more
hour of his judgment is come.
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A brief compendium history of the great
things of God's law, which he had written to
Ephraim is now contained in a book of books,
called the Book of Mormon, after the name of
the ancient compiler, the authors of which are
severally made known as they succeeded each
other, and not after the name of the boy or
man who translated it. It is well to publish
this simple fact for the benefit of such as know
not whereof they affirm, when they cry out
against it as many do among the clergy, as one
Methodist preacher did in public congregation,
asserting that he ''had seen the Book of :Mormon, had opened and shut it, and laid it down
again, and that was all he wanted to know
about that." Still he prided himself in believing the Bible, not knowing much more
about his "folly and shame," than he did about
the title page of a book which he referred unto, as he falsely pretended· I felt moved to
expose his ignorance before them all, by saying that he had witnessed to what he knew
nothing about, and had even lied, and exposed
himself to public shame and ridicule; and that
too, by the plain word of God, in the Bible;
which he so boldly pretended to believe. _
How can such men, in the hour of God's
judgment, stand. For they have blinded their
eyes, stopped their ears, and hardened their
hearts, and the way of truth they despise.
J.

s. c.

--------·~~~-------

STEPPING-STONES AND STUMBLINGBLOCKS.
If one feels like rejoicing and thanking God
for any special blessing, and silent gratitude
and earnest prayer will not suffice to give vent
to the exuberance of joy welling up in the
heart, the Herald and Hope are most appropriate escape valves.
But, when one gets disheartened and blue,
where then is the specific, if prayer and mute
endurance will not bring relief? The Hope
is not the place to picture and portray the
clouds and storms of mature years. Hope
partakes not of a shadowy nature. And why
unnecessarily dim their clear and roseate
morning sky.
"The charms of youth at once are seen and past.
And nature says they are too sweet to last."
And they do not want a grumble in the
lle1'ald. So what is one to do? When one
can't help seeing and hearing and feeling;
and consequently in this world of frailty, feeling like growling occasionally.
But the Herald for January first was so redundant with good and glorious tidings, that
it seems as if one's heart should glow with
gratitude for aye. And never be discouraged,
for
0 why should a I.atter Day Saint become weary?
Why be discouraged or faint by the way !
What though the path way be darksome and dreary,
Keepiog straight onward he never can stray.
Look what a glorious gospel he teaches !
Taught by the Savior and prophets of old,
Faith he possesses which this world o'er reaches,
Faith that when tried is more precious than gold.
The fruits of such faith, the rich and
ous blessings, and the living testimonies of
the true and earnest worker are verily heaven
inclined stepping-stones, and bright auroral
tints that deck our skies in token of the approaching dawn of peace and power, whose
"Morn, her rosy steps in the eastern clime
.
Advancing will sow the earth with orient pearls,"

of purity and truth, and sunlight gems of
knowledge and true charity.
And yet there are stumbling-blocks. To
try our faith and patience, "There must be
offenses, yet wo to him by whom they come."
How carefully and uprightly, ought the life of
a Saint be pursued, to continue without the
appearance of evil, and ever innocent of offense
to a weak brother or sister.
If there exists a presence of evil thought or
principle and some misled Saint continues to
harbor the little viper in his bosom, are we
content to know that the sting will eventually
be turned upon the one who has fostered the
venomous reptile, and silently await just retribution? Are we not sometimes prompted by
sincere love for that brother, (even though at
times over zealous), when we endeavor to
warn him of his danger? Why can not he
see as well as we? Ah, why, indeed! Why
can not we all 'see eye to eye,' that we may
truly put ourself in his place, when we see
him in error, and be persuaded wisely to counsel and admonish. Right here let us diverge
-if divergence be not the rule of our rhapsody,
and ask if there were not many who did not
fully understand that oft repeated and some
time misapplied term, 'eye to eye,' and if they
were not much edified by the perusal of Bro.
Joseph Smith's editorial on that subject some
months since. Clearly elucidated and beautifully illustrated, one could scarcely fail to comprehend the explanation which was a new and
no doubt perfect expo~ition of what seemed
somewhat mythical to many.
And we remember another stepping-stone.
The laudable determination of many of the
sisters to do more in forwarding the truth.
Why are we not all as earnest as they. And
we must not· at the same time stumble over the
fact that we. see other sisters by nature as intelligent and perceptive, and by worldly gifts
as fortunate, who are blind to the opportunities
offered them for doing good, and prefer the
adornments and accoutrements of the daughtera of Babylon rather than plain and saintlike apparel, and will discommode themselves
and disfigure, until they are unable to kneel
in the house of God. And chooBe the society
of those without the fold, and even absent
themselves from worship to enjoy it. And
still such and others who are regardless of
some other point of duty; mayhap a brother
who has been befriended and upheld by those
who met and regarded him as a noble hearted
Saint, until they in endeavoring to do right
by both themselves as well as him, incurred
his bitter enmity, will declare themselves as
strong in the faith as any.
One of the brightest, most joyous steppingstones is to witness erring brothers, or sisters
yielding self-will, and acknowledging their
faults to crave forgiveness; and peace and
unity reign in every heart. Such scenes are
more to us in saint-life than all the vague
shadows unexplainable. And we see now, or
seem to see where remembrance is very like
the sweet reality, dear humble sisters, whose
clothing though neat and rich, and not noticeably different from those around, save in more
perfect harmony of hue and taste, who are
arrayed in a manner that would not ·bring a
flush of shame, or down cast eye, should our
once crucified and now glorified Savior suddenly come to claim his own. If he were
present would not we who bow only one knee

to assume a graceful attitude, feel like prostrating ourselves and hiding our faces in the
humility and fear his presence even in spirit
should inspire?
But are not we stumbling more than climbing? It would seem so. Nevertheless, we
do not feel in a despairing mood. Only the
necessity of a thorough awakening, and, since
we are Cinderalla-like sitting listlessly among
the embers, so many of us,
"Let us shake off the coals from our garments
And arise in the strength of the Lord ;
Let us break off the yoke of our bondage
And be free in the joy of the Word."

... _,..,

PERLA WILD,

AFTER THE MODERNS.
HOW THEY MIGHT HAYE WRITTEN SCRIP·
TURE IN ANCIENT TIMES.

The contrast between the condition of things
when Mammon was persecuting the church,
and when Mammon is holding a pew, and helping to pay for the choir would, perhaps, be
rather startling. Even more interesting would
be an attempt to conceive the present condition of things as existing in the Apostolic
Age. Suppose, for example; that such a record should contain information like the following: Peter went to Joppa to carry the
Gospel to Cornelius, but upon arriving at his
destination, he discovered that he had accidentally left all his sermons behind him at
J erusa!em, and as he did not know how to
speak extemporaneously, he was obliged to
postpone the intended Sunday service until he
could send and fetch his manuscripts. The
brother of Onesimus came to hear Paul preach,
but as he was a person of very humble birth,
and all the pews upon the ground floor were
rented by wealthy people, he was shown to a
back seat in the ~allery. The church edifice
at Antioch cost $375,000; two-thirds of which
remained as a mortgage upon the building.
The brethren strove earnestly to reduce the
debt, and with this intent they held a fair at
which pin-cushions and ice-cream were sold,
and during which there was much excitement
over a raffie for a cake. The gold-headed cane
that was offered to whichever clergyman obtained the greatest number of votes, was
awarded to Paul, who had 381 votes, while·
only 270 were given to Peter, and 111 scattering. The attempt to raise the money having,
however, failed, the edifice was sold by the
sheriff, and was purchased by a Roman, who
fitted it up for a circus. Apollos having been
attacked with a light form of bronchitis, went
to Malta for the benefit of his health, and the
church to which he ministered was closed all
summer, repairs being conducted in the interval. Philip, having for many years performed
pastoral duties faithfully in a parish of
Ethiopia, a number of members of the congregation grew tired of him, and they cut down
his salary to get rid of him. When he resigned a young man was called, and as nobody
extended a call to Philip, he was admitted to
the Home for Decayed Clergymen, where he
ended his days. Paul preached at Corinth
with power and fervor, and at the conclusion
of his sermon he asked that a hymushould be
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sung. It was given in an artistic manner by
the choir, the solos for the soprano and alto
being unusually brilliant, while Paul was
especially pleased with the extraordinary left.
hand playing of the organist during the performance of the florid accompaniment. A
Gentile from Alexandria, who attempted to
sing, was requested by the sexton not to interrupt the music. When Paul visited Ephesus,
he was entertained by Alexander, the copper
smith, who, although not a believer, held a
pew in the middle aisle of the church, belonged to the vestry, and contributed so liberally
to church objects that he was more highly regarded than any of the converts whose circumstances were not so good. Paul, while in
the pulpit, preached with force against sin;
but, of course, carefully avoided saying anything that might hurt Alexander's feelings.
While at Lystra, Paul encountered a cripple
who had been robbed of the use of his limbs
by rheumatism. He advised the unfortunate
man to read carefully the patent medicine advertisements in the religious newspapers in
the hope of being directed toward relief.Philadelphia Bulletin.

- ...

TEA TOPERS, ATTENTION.
If all the tea drinkers in this Christian land
should give attention, I would have a large
audience indeed; but I should expect to meet
a good many scowls as soon as I announce that
I have nothing favorable to say of tea, but a
good deal to produce against it. I fancy I
hear a host of old ladies exclaim, "Oh! my,
I never could live without my tea; I never
could keep awake, and I should die of headache." I have no doubt quite a number of
young ladies would smile their assent; and, I
am sorry to say, not a few of the gentlemen
would think their arguments very sound. But
please listen to what facts I have to present in
the case: It is my solemn conviction that tea
is evil and only evil.
1. Tea is only a stimulant. I suppose that
everybody is ready to admit this, right upon
the start. I never heard any one deny it. It
never builds up the system, never makes blood,
flesh, muscle, or bone. It simply passes through
the system as a foreign substance. Its direct
effdct is to stimulate the system to unnatural
activity. Here is a lady who arises on wash
day,-tired, weak, and dreading the day's work.
She must have an extra cup this morning.
After two or three strong cups, how differently
she feels. Her aches and pains, her weakness
and weariness, are all gone. She feels as stout
as an amazon. She goes into her washing and
does it up with a might. Now has not the tea
helped her? Wait till the day's work is ended, and the excitement over. How does she
She has not,
feel now? Clear done out.
strength left to lift her hand. Just a~< far as
her stimulant lifted her above her natural
strength, just so far below it has she now fallen. Can anybody believe that such treatment
as this in the long run is gain to the system?
is gain to health? is addition to strength?
No; it is the height of absurdity to believe it.
The liquor drinker goes upon the same principle in taking his dram. For a moment it
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stimulates him, arouses all the strength of his ine some specimens. Accordingly, I procured
system, and he feels like a giant. He is happy a number of samples from several leading groas a king; but as soon as the effect of his dram cers in the city. These I subjected to a rigid
is past, he is weak and sore, gloomy, melan- chemical examination. The result was rather
choly, :1nd cross. In the sam!! manner, though astonishing, and fully confirmed my suspicions.
in a less degree, tea affects tea drinkers.
The investigation was continued until several
2. Tea is a great source of headache. But samples had been analyzed, with the following
the strong argument always used in favor of results, as to numbers, kinds, prices, and
tea is, that it cures the headache. This is an adulterations:argument ever ready at hand with all tea to"No. 1. Oolong, price 40 cents, contained
pers. Every one appears to have h&d a long old tea grounds, colored with Iogwood.
experience in this direction, so that they are
"No. 2. Oolong, 50c., same as above, with
mind addition of sloe leaves.
qualified to testify. But it strikes
that it is a little peculiar that every tea
"No. 3. Oo!ong, 50o,, sand, old leaves, suler is so subject to the headache! How does phur, lime, colored with Prussian blue.
this happen? Other people do not seem to be
"No.4. Japan, 50c., sloe leaves, colored
so afflicted. But if it is so effectual in curing with tumeric, and old tea leaves.
headache, why does it not stay cured I How
"No. 5. Green, 50c., colored with tumeric.
"No. 6. Black, 60c., genuine.
does it happen that it comes on so often, so
persistently, and so contiimously? No, dear
"No.7. Oolong, 60c., contained otherleaves
friends, the real fact is, that it is the one pro- colored with Iogwood.
lific cause of a great share of this headache.
"No. 8. Oolong, 70c, Iogwood, sulphur,
It may allay the pain for the time, but it only lime, colored with I'russiail. blue, and containaggravates the cause in the end. It excites ing powdered quartz rock.
the nerves, creates a fever, and this immedi"No. 9. Japan, $1.00, colored with Iogwood.
"Several other samples analyzed contained
ately brings on the headache again. J~ook at
the drinker. After he has had a regular spree, more .or less coloring matter, and other ingresee how he looks, how he feels. His head dients to increase the weight. But one or two
aches badly enough to burst with pain. Now samples were found genuine in the whole
just give him a glass of liquor, and he is all number.
"A sanitary committee has been sitting upright, and his headache is gone. Does not
whisky cure the headache then? But what on the tea of China in the city of London,
caused that headache? You know it was and pronounced it a teetotal fraud of the most
liquor.
desperate character. There are in the wareIt is just so with tea. While it allays the houses of that metropolis no less than ten milpain for the moment, it really causes it in the lion pounds of tea so utterly adulterated as to
beginning, and brings it on again. The very be unfit for use."
fact that your headache comes right on as soon
The San Francisco Chronicle, December 8tb,
as you leave off your tea, is proof that that is 187 4, says : the cause of it. Let any tea-toper be without
"Green tea is colored by a mixture of gyphis tea one meal, or a day or two at the most, sum and indigo, which renders it more strinIt. is estimated that
and he is certain to be all out of sorts, and to gent and aromatic.
have a bad headache. How many times I have the Chinese employ no less than 543 different
seen this at meeting. 'Vhere tbege slaves to substances for the adulteration of tea."
tea can not get it for a meal or two, I notice
What startling facts th!lse ought to be for
that they are soon used up, and have to go off tea users. Instead of tea, you are drinking
to bed. But those who do not use tea are not Iogwood, sloe leaves, sulphur, lime, quartz rock,
affected that way. They can go without tea and the like, beside old, rotten tea leaves which
for weeks and JllOnths without having the head- have already been once used. That many of
ache. Why can not tea users? The reason these articles are poison, all know.
The following extract is taken from M.iss
is evident.
· I have known a good many persons who Beecher's Domestic Receipt Book:were habitually afflicted with the headache.
'On this subject Dr. Lee remarks: "Grfen
They thought they could not live without their tea undoubtedly possesses very active medicitea; but when they were persuaded to leave nal properties; for a very strong decoction of
it off, in the course of a few weeks their head- it, or the extract-, speedily destroys life in the
ache was gone; and this not simply in one inferior animals, even when given in very
case, nor two, but many. If any should read small doses.'
''That wbich
life in the inferior
this article who are so afflicted, we recommend
animals is a medicine. That which will kill
them to try it.
Prob- a dog, therefore, is the very thing to restore
3. Tea is adulterated, and is
ably there· is no article used
the sick to heal~h 1 Wisdom would say, I,et
adulterated as tea; and as tea is very
the dogs have the medicines, rather than raarticle, the inducement to adulterate is very tiona!, int.elligent beings.
great. Actual experiments show that but a
"A gentleman in Cnina is reported as sayvery small proportion of tea is genuine and un- ing, •There is no such
as green tea.' •I
adulterated. The cheaper class of tea, such as notice,' he said, 'a great amount of !'russian
the great majority of people drink, is the very biue amang the articles sent up the river to a
worst kind. Only the higher priced is pure. certain gentleman of this city, and it gees
abundance of proof can be given upon this back in another f,.rm. It comes on the leaves
point. A chemist in Portland, I11aine, makes of your green tea'
the following statement:
''The Lr:n1don
Review says there
"J\Jy attention having been called to some is a manufactory near Canton, in China, where
that the worst kinds of coarse black tea are consamples of tea exposed for sale in this
had the appearance of containing some other 1 verted into green tea,
heating the leaves
ingredients than pure tea, I was led to exam-, moderately on iron, and mixing with it, in the
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meantime, a composition of tumeric, indigo, out teet. It has only been about two
they were incapable of executing wills, of tesand white lead, by which process it acquires years since tea has come be used to any extent, tifying in courts of justice, of having social and
a blooming blue color, not unlike that of so that our race
lived some 5,700 years public worship. The Koran of Mohammed
plums, and that crispy appearance which is without its use.
of that! What· stigmatizes them as wild dogs; the Romish
supposed to indicate the fine green teas. The untold
what terrible headaches they church excommunicated any one who held inwriter says he saw 50,000 chests of this
for the want of a little tea! tercourse with them; the Greek church utous article ready for shipping, and on inquirbeen
short lived and tered anathemas still more severe. They have
ing·for what market it was intended, was told
I
remember now of been forced to diRsemble to save their lives,
it was for the American."
read in n certain old book how they and in Spain and Portugal have even become
Poor slaves to tea; what doses of
used to die at the
of 700 and 800 Bishops, and have governed in convents. In
they will swallow daily .in order to get a small years. It is terrible to
of. But since the prophetic words of the Old Testament,
per cent. of their precious tea! Can anybody tea has been
how life has been they have been "a reproach and a proverb, a
believe that poison of this kind can be poured
The aven:~ge a.ge of man in· civ- taunt and a curse;" they have been "taken up
into the system day after day, month after
count,ries in now said to be nearly forty in the lips of talkers," and have been "an infamonth, through long years, without affecting
I wonder how all those millions of peo- my of the people;" and the general estimate of
the system unfavorably? It is not possible.
tho old ladies with the head- them has ripened into the intense contempt
If you must have warm
make it out of
did mg,rwge to do before tea was discov- of that dramatic conceptiom-"Shylock, the
something else, such as a preparation of
Jew of Venice." And now, in thi~ nineteenth
clover, parched corn, parched peas,
dear reader, who complains century they are a suJI'ering people still, but
carrots, etc. 'f'here are many ways to have
of nervousness, poor appetite, Joss of as indissoluble as ever.
warm drink without buying these miserable
headache, dyspepBia, cold feet, Joss of
But now all this is not according to the esadulterated poisons.
and general ill health? Are they tablished course of nations. The northern
4. Tea £;;filthy, Another serious objection not
very ones who claim that tea is the tribes can::e into Southern Europe, and al.'e now
to the use of tea, at least with cleanly people, sovereign remedy for all these illb, and who not at all distinguishable. No Englishman can
those who are not particularly fond of filth, use it constantly to cure themselves? By ac- say that he derives from the Britons and not
is that most of the teas are very filthy. 'Tea tual observation I know this to be the fact. It from the Romans, or from the Saxons and not
comes from China, as all know; and it is
shows that the advocates of tea are utterly de- from the Normans. On the contrary the Jew
ly well known that the Chinese, living
a ceived. They are
not wit,h wine, but is a Jew still. Even our own all-appropriating
very warm country, are a dirty, filthy race. with
tea.-Selected,
country, which denationalizes Germans, Irish,
They have the whole of the picking, drying,
____ --·~._..._..,._____
French, Spaniards, Finns, Swedes, has left uncoloring, and packing of all the teas to do. A
TilE JEWS AND THEIR REMARKA· touched this wondrous people. Here they are,
minister, lately writing from San
holding fast to the one tell-tale face, keeping,
California, says:BLE HISTORY.
up the sacred learning of their traditions, self" A gentleman of undoubted veracity,
The
passage occms in a conscious of their isolation, irrepressible in
has spent fifteen years in China as tea
"The Gathering of Israel," read by their love of Jerusalem, sublime in their singugives some startling facts concerning the
of
before the lar patriotism, evermore looking for their Mesits oL the Chinamen in connection with packsiah, the same intense individuality as when,
ing tea in boxes for the market. The Chinalords of the soil, they plucked His fruit from
men, he says, go nearly naked, and are eoverlike it? Twice the trees af Judea. And what is more, these
ed with filth and scrofulous sores.
eat
Egyptian world-wanderers of the centuries, these tribes
every filthy animal, oven when found
the fall of of the weary foot, have not only survived, but
and partly decayed. Puppies, rats and
witnessed the have now risen again as an element of power
are counted luxuries with them.
conquests. And among mankind. The Jew is the banker of
"The tea chests are placed in a row
the Crmars, and out- the world; he is among the foremost, whether
side the ""reat bins or reservoirs and while
lived the dark ages.
have been through in science, literature or government. In witchtea is being shoveled
these fllthy heathens all civilizations, shared in all convulsions, and ery of sang unsurpassed, he enchants the
get into the tea chests
their feet to st,amp 'have
with the entire progress of dis- world with some of the sweetest music ever
it down. Thus they work until the sweat runs
art. And here
stand to-dayh heard. Surely he is the standing miracle of
down in streams over their dirty, greasy bodies
no country. or the world's current history; the bush of Moses,
into the 'te<t. The fine poisonous dust,
all c_ountnes, ever burning yet never consumed; an occular
1
from the tea, lodges in their naked bodies,
.
physwgnomy, demonstration of how God may energize the
causes an almost intolerable
so that earth's rneu of destiny, before the venerable- secret· springs of a people's life, yet without
when they stop to rest, they stand
in tlHJ I ness of whose
the proudest escutch- disturbin" individual freedom or social charboxel3 and scratch these scrofulous sores over eons of
arc but as trifles of yesterday. acteristic~ an unanswerable refutation of that
the tea.
Bat have
suffered severely_? One con- godless philosophy that would turn the Al"This agent has witnessed such
of
breathmg through mighty out of His own universe.
dreds of times. Many of the Chinese
heard in every land
-----ings here in San Francisco illustrate
siege of Jerusalem by
A §cmu·ed Sahuy.
firm the above."
the tens of thousands led into
The Des Moines Register says: "Rev. W. J. Gill
has accepted a call to Moody's church at Chicago,
A missionary
remark:-with a large and secured salary."
"You notiee
beneath the
·'Secured" is good! Imagine the old .Jerusalem
and that the
from vour
Herald with paragraphs like the following:
•
Paul ha,s received a call to Antioch, and as the
cup into it.
ib
it is taken
salary is large and wen secured, we presume the
doors aud the contents dried in the sun.
reverend gentleman will accept.
then they are taken into the
Peter has abandoned the field in Gallilee, owing
to the insufficiency of salary, and will aecept a
where they are colored whh
·
d l
·
position in this city.
menc, gypsum, an< oL ·~.er
m
John will preach no more in the wilderness as
the tnhabitants there are poor, and will hereafter
pans, trampled a second time beneath the heels
of a coolie, and. senb over for us to drink!"
be found at the Temple, where he has accepted a
A very deligtfu1
this for delicate
position which secures him a handsome income.
This we presume will be more congeniol to the
ladies l Of course I
you to remember these
are
tastes of the eloquent gentleman.
sipping your tea ; for
a little.
5. Five tlwuscmd sn;en
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EDITORS.

Plano, lllinois, February 15, 1879.
OuR Utah friends are somewhat troubled over
the fact and the possible results of the late decision of the Supreme Court of the United States,
affirming the constitutionality of the laws of
1862, providing for the preventing and punish~
ment of polygamy. We notice an editorial in the
Salt Lake Herald, January 8th, under the caption
of "The Reynolds Decision," in which it is assumed that the "decision is dangerous to the institution of religion in America." The editor
seems to regret that by the decision polygamy
is made a crime.
We condole with the Herald in his position of
regret; for we too think this decision is dangm·ous
to one institution of religion, and that one is the
one directly provocative of the decision. The
language of the decision is quite temperate, (we
insert it that the readers of the HERALD may decide for themselves), and deals only with the
facts in the case; and we should almost conclude
that the Chief Justice who delivered the opinion
of the Court, had read the declaration of the
Church made in 1835, reaffirmed in 1845, and
sanctioned and published by the Utah Mormons
themselves in 1854, in the Liverpool edition of
the Doctrine and Covenants, in the Article on
Marriage. This Article on Marriage has stood
like Banquo's ghost always confronting these
perverters of the commandments, and was not
eliminated from the Doctrine and Covenants until
1876, when the Utah Solons thought it advisable
to leave it out; but by whose authority we have
yet to learn. We made some enquiry regarding
it when in Salt Lake City, and of those interested.
in the matter, but they could give us no information.
That Article on ·Marriage declares polygamy to
be a crime; and how the Herald can object to
the Supreme Court finding that it is a crime,
with the sentence of the Church standing so long
against it, we confess we are at a loss to determine.
The Herald may possibly write, "The article
does not say that polygamy is not a crime; but
does say that fornication is." The language is,
"Inasmuch as this Church of Christ has been reproached with the crime of fornication and polygamy." It is singularly suggestive, that men
should deliberately preface a solemn declaration
of belief with this strange preamble, "inasmuch
as we are accused," i. e., it is alleged that we are
guilty, of the crime of fornication, and of polygamy; as if the latter as well as the former were
criminal, for the elliptical reading would be, "and
of the crime of Polygamy." If it had not been
intended to include polygamy as one of the reprehensible things of which the Church was
falsely accused, and against which accusation the
declaration of belief that followed was intended
to be a denial and a defence, the whole paragraph
is useless and means nothing. But the men who
penned it and who adopted it, were not in the
habit in those days of framing their declarations
of faith and belief ambiguously and foolishly,
whatever may have become their habit subsequently. The use that Apostle John Taylor made
of this paragraph, in his discussion with Rever-

ends Cleve, Robertson and Carter, at Boulogne,
France, warrants the conclusion arrived at above;
that is that it was there intended to call polyg.
amy a crime, and that he so understood it.
We can see no danger to "pure and undefiled
religion," the religion of the New Testament, the
"Doctrine of Christ," that can possibly arise out
of the decision of the court of highest jurisdiction in the United States, which so alarms our
friend of the Salt Lake Herald.
In talking with a gentleman resident in Utah,
during our visit there, it was suggested that the
seemingly rigid rule apparently adopted by the
Reorganization by which an abandonment of polygamous relations between persons who had assumed them was demanded, might be so modified
as to permit those who desired to unite with said
Reorganization to so come in, retaining their
companions and relationship, but going no further, making no further alliances of that nature,
and so allow time to wear it out. To this it was
replied, that such relations could not be maintained in safety in any of the States or Territories
except Utah; and, of course, would involve the
necessity for those so doing to remain there; as
their marriage would not be recognized in any
State now existing. Furthermore, that it was not
likely that Utah would ever be received into the
Union, as a State, with a constitution providing
for the existence of polygamy; that it would be
an anomaly ifshe were; and hence, no man joining the Reorganization under such a special provision could take his household into any other
state, thus making nugatory the rule of intercommunication by which the acts and deeds legally
performed in one State are to be recognized and
valid in the sisterhood of States. The late decision
would seem to eonfirm this objection.
THERE is one thing that we wish the Elders of
the Church, who are abroad in the field, and in
branches, would stop doing, and that is berating,
fault-finding and ridiculing the King James'
version of the Scriptures. No possible good
can come of it, and great harm has come, and
will follow the practice. It should be remembered, that we teach the all important doctrine
that God does not condemn nor punish a nation
until he has warned them by giving them a law;
and that the blindness of Bible believers will be
held against them, because having the word they
have refused obedience to it; and for the Elders
to appeal to the Bible and insist upon its being
received and believed by those to whom they
preach, or they will remain condemned by it,
and at the same time to invalidate its testimony
by ridiculing and making sport of it, is to impeach the witness they introduce to prove their
case, a thing inadmissable in law, and an outrage
upon common sense.
At the time the sentence "ye shall take the
things written in the Scriptures to be a law unto
my Church;" and "ye shall remember the Book
of Mormon and the former commandments; not
only to say but to do the things therein commandeel," the Inspired Translation was not had by the
Church; and the former commandments must
have embraced the King James' version of the
Bible; for certainly the revelations and commandments to the Church were properly the later
ones, not the former. "Ye know that my law is
contained in the Scriptures," mmt apply to the
copy that the Church had, and was using; other.

wise, no general obligation to observe the scrip.
turallaw could be enforced.
Besides this, it is in decidedly bad taste for a
man to go among a people professing to believe
the Bible, and attempt to win their respect and
good will so that they will hear him, by ridiculing and making light of what they hold sacred,
to say nothing of the policy of such a course. It
is our opinion that the Bible is sufficiently cor;
rect in the main and essential points of faith to
condemn, or justify those tG whom the gospel it
contains is clearly presented; and the great bless.
ing conferred upon the Church by the use of the
Inspired Translation, is to enable them rightly
to construe the Bible. Hence it pains to hear
men arraign the Bible as a thing to be derided,
when they are at the same time professing a re.
gard for the word of God. The additional light
thrown upon the doctrine of Christ by the uew
version m~y be presented and the contrast shown,
at proper times, and this can best be done sober.
ly, and without lightness, sneering, or boasting;
for wherever the latter are exhibited, there is sure
to be weakness, wickedness, or ignorance.
Brother Lambert in a letter of late mentions
this subject, and we conclude from the tenor of
what he writes he has had reason somewhere to
feel sad because the friends of the work have
shown their foes the weak places in their defen.
ces.
MR. GEORGE Q. CANNON, it is stated, has said
"his people would accept this decision as
final, and would not, he thought, contest the matter further. If polygamy is a crime against the
laws of the United !:)tates, of course the people of
Utah would not continue to practice it. He was
of the opinion that there would be no more polygamous marriages from this date."
We believe that Mr. George Q. Cannon knew
that polygamy was a crime against the law of
the United States, in 1862, as he knows the same
thing now; and it is not creditable to his common
sense to say that he did not. The fact that Congress exacted the law of 1862, is prima facie evil
dence that the thing to be prevented and punished was contrary to the general law or no such
act would have been adopted. It is now, they
"have no cloak for their sins."
th~t

IN our last issue, we publisded the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of
George W. Reynolds vs. United States, in an appeal from the District Court of Utah, on error.
This was a suit against Reynolds in the Utah
Court for bigamy, he being a polygamist, and
was appealed to test the constitutionality of the
acts of Congress proh~biting and punishing the
practice of plural marriiage; and we presume
that the case was argued strongly upon the side
of those who had practiced that style of marrying,
as to them much depended upon securing a decision ad verse to the acts of Congress referred to,
and which Utah Mormons have bitterly complained of. We have heretofore stated in these
columns that we believed that whenever the
question should appear before the proper tribunals of the land that the defence set up, that is,
that polygamy being a religious tenet could not
be unconstitutional, and that any ana all interference with it, as such tenet, was destructive of
the rights of the people guaranteed by the Constitution, would be found insufficient. Our Utah
friends, represented by the Ogden Junction; char
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acterized an article we once wrote upon this point
as a "weak efl:'ort ;" which, perhaps, was true;
but if this decision of the Supreme Court is to be
received as correct, 'our position was right, if our
argument was a weak one ;-and we have somewhere read that "the battle is not always to the
strong, nor the race to the swift." The Chicago
Tribune of the 8th ult., states that an able Washington lawyer, aided by two from Utah, did what
could be done to present their case; but of no
avail. It also states that that delegate George Q.
Cannon is. "mueh exercised" over the decision.
It was an unanimous decision of the whole
Bench, and therefore much more important than
if one or more dissented.

IN the Catholic for January 11th, 1879, sent us,
with others, by J". A. Forgeus, of Little Sioux,
Iowa, is an editorial sharply criticizing the missionary work of the Methodists in New Britain,
one of the islands of the Pacific, lying near Australia. It appears that the natives of this island
captured, killed and ate four teachers employed
by Rev. George Brown, in charge of the Wesleyan ]\fission in Queensland. The Reverend turned
warrior, and organized a force of soldiery and
made reprisals upon these islanders, burning several villages, and killing some fifty to eighty, including several women; after which he writes
respecting it:
"I am certain that our mission stands better
with the natives than it did before, and that we
are in a better position to do them good. * * *
Ours was an honorably conducted war."
The musket and the torch are doubtless good
preachers in effective hands, but as disseminators
of a· gospel of peace, they have not hitherto proved efficacious; unless in this instance submission
means conversion.
Those Indians who lately broke away from the
soldiery of the United States and were slaughtered in detail as caught, can condole with their"
neighbors of New Britain, in the happy hunting
'grounds beyond, and compare notes as to the
civilizing and christianizing methods employed
to bring them to love the white man and his
religion.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Q.-Are we to believe and teach that Jesus
Christ was the very eternal Father and God in
the flesh, and all the God with which we have to
do?
A.-No. The Lord Jesus Christ, the .i:lon of
God, is only one in the God-head. He is called
the "Father" because "all things were made by
him," under his father's direction. "By whom
also he [God the Father] made the worlds."-He b. 1: 2. We have no room for a lengthy argumenton this plain subject. Read Inspired Trans1ation, Gen. 3: 3; 1 ,John 5: '7; John 12: 28, Ml;
16:26,28,32; and many other passages that Bhow
the distinctive individuality of the two and three.
Q.-Are the Priesthood authorized to preach
the second coming of Christ will he thirteen
years from 1878? .A.-No.
Q.-I have a question I wishyou would answer
in the Herald. You will find it in Romans 16: 5;
1 Cor. 16: 19; Philemon 2. Where does the apostle locate that church? Is it our body, or in our
families, or is it in the branch of the church?
A.-The references are all made to individual
members of the general church who may be permanent members of the family, or be temporary
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sojourners in the house. A man and sons or
daughters, a woman and a part of the family may
belong to the church the rest not, and these were
to be greeted, remembered, or saluted, and were
"the church in your house."
Q.-A few young Saints are desirous that you
would answer through the Herald, what is an
acceptable fast unto the Lord, according to Isaiah
58; Zaehariah 7: 4--10; Book of Covenants, page
181, paragraph 3; together with Deuteronomy
9:9-18; Matthew4:2; Luke4:1-4?
A.-The passages cited seem to cover all the
practicable fasts that could be held; and the lesson to us means this, that any formal fasting, abstaining from food, putting on the clothing and
habits of fasting practiced by any person, or people, was an abomination to God; and that fasting
to be acceptable to him must be an honest abstaining from food for an honest purpose; a fast
of the Church to be duly declared and duly kept,
a fast by individuals to be duly observed by them
according to their purpose, without ostentation
and without undue calling attention of others to
it. Again, fasting is not merely abstaining from
food, though this is usually the method and the
understanding. In the instances cited where forty days abstaining from food occurred, there was
evidently strong spiritual sustenance afforded, or
the fasting one would have perished; and any
sort of fasting that is productive of injury to him
or her who fasts is not acceptable. We have
known a few who have fasted themselves into
weakness, and permanent derangement of the
stomach resulting from frequent irregularity of
habits of eating and drinking; though many
more are injured by over-eating than by overfasting. Acceptable fasts are periods of abstaining from food in whole, or in part, with a spirit.
ual intent coupled with a faithful keeping in view
and desire the object sought, either individually
or as a people. All hypocrisy, all pretensions,
all self righteousness, are incompatible with a
true fast.
•
Q.-How would you proceed to try a person
who has committed adultery, so as to make it
legal?
.A.-Proceed as for any other heinous offence.
Q.--Does not a person commit adultery, in the
strongest sense of the term, when they leave a
man and still acknowledge that they had no
cause, and then marry again?
.A.·-It would appear so; but the crime is only
·a constructive one.
Q.-Is not the law of tithing comprised under
the head of the law of equality?
.A.-It may be. 1,Ve have not so regarded it.
Q.-Should Latter Day Saints meet and partake of the sacrament with other denominations
if invited to do so?
.A.--It is to us very questionable honesty to do
so. We charge them with blindness in not discerning the Lord's body; and then to partake
with them of the emblems, is to admit either that
they do, or that we do not. Latter Day Saints
may very properly meet with any other body of
worshippers for worship.
Q.-Should not a person be found to have a
good report outside of the Church by the honest
people of the world, before he be ordained to any
ofllce in the Church?
A.-It is not often that a man who joins the
Latter Day Saints could get a certificate of good
moral charaeter from his friends outside of the
Church; as many of us know to our cost. A

j

deacon or an elder should be of good repute of
those without and within; but to insist on this
in all cases, before ordination to any office would
hardly do.
ANOTHEH NEWSPAPER DOES JUSTICE.
BROTIIEit J. A. STEWART sends a Philadelphia
Record, which contains a three-fourth column account of our people, including a notice of those
in that city, and of their worship at the hall, cor.
ner of Ninth and Callow hill streets. The reporter marks well the distinction between us and the
church in Utah, showing that we believe in mo.
no gamy and not polygamy. Brother Stewart gave
the reporter a brief history of the rise of the
Church, and of its progress and doctrines until
the death or Joseph, and the apostasies under
Brigham Young and others; and also gave a
sketch of the organization now existing under
the present Joseph. The report errs in saying
that its head quarters and printing establishment
is located at N auvoe instead of at Plano; and,
also, in saying that the Book of Mormon is our
"rule of faith," as if it were so to the exclusion of
the Bible or other Scriptures, but we thank the
reporter and editors for their kindness in giving
so much space to our vindication from the errors
of popular opinion.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
A BROTHER in London, England, writes us that
in a prophecy received among the Saints there,
it was declared that the present year was to be
marked with bloodshed, pestilence and famine in
an unusual degree, and that the "scourge of God
would go forth in a remarkable manner." We
thank Bro. R. Kendrick for his letter and poem.
Bro. William D. Bronson writes from Lafarge,
Wisconsin, that they are having close and hard
times there this winter. They were having enough
to eat, but money was scarce.
Bro. Gomer Griffiths was preaching in Davis
county, Missouri, January 13th, and had baptiz{d
two. He held a debate with a H.ev. Thomas Wood,
Christian, at Laclede, on December 30th and 31st,
concerning whrch we have a certificate signed
by the chairman and moderator and ten others,
stating that Brother Griffiths received a large
majority vote in favor of the position defended
by our brother. "Resolved, that the Bible teach« s
that Apostles and Prophets are needed to bring
us to a unity of the faith." G. T. Griffith affirmed, Rev. T. Wood denied. W. H. Brigger, moderato; J. E. Howe, chairman.
We thank the following brethren for pape1s
received: Joseph Hammer, T. W. Smith, G. W
Galley, B. V. Springer, Wm. Street, J. B. Price,
John Ellis, 1. A. Stewart and R. E. Finch.
Uncle William Smith was at Montrose, Iowa,
January 4th, and was to speak there several times
if nothing intervened to prevent. Last year he
lost one daughter by death, Mrs. Caroline Quince
who died at Fort Worth, Texas, and now, he
loses another, whose obituary we have already
published. He was on his way to Bevier, Mi<souri, preaching by the way.
· Elder M. II. Forscutt is now ready for ministcrial labor at any point within the field appointed
him at last Semi-Annual Conference. Also, by
agreement with the Presidency, he is at liberty
to fill calls from any field of labor where hisservices may be needed. He may be addressed IJ.t
Shenandoah, Page eounty, Iowa.
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We received a long and chatty letter from Bro.
D. S. ~Iills, dated at Santa Ana, California, December 2lst, 1878. From this letter we learn that
it is very dry there, and unless there should be a
change of weather before long, there will be a
"sunny south". in Southern California next summer, with a vengeance. The Saints were praying
for rain; a·:d we hope that their prayer will have
suitable answer. Starvation stares hundreds in
the face. Bread riots are feared. The above
reads strangely when we take into account the
strenuous efiorts being made to attract immigra.
tion to California; the glowing pictures drawn
of its beauties and advantages. We shall keep
out of California for awhile yet, so far as dwelling there is concerned.
Bro. Thomas Ames writes from Green's Landing, Maine, and gives a not very cheering account
of the work there at present. I~etter dated December 23d, 1878.
The Bangor, Maine, Courier, of January 10th,
1879, comes to us, sent by some brother, bringing
the news that Rev. JVL W. Corless, Second Advents, of Milltown, Calais, and Elder S. 0. Foss,
Latter Day Saint, of Jones port, had been discussing the unconscious condition of the dead, Corless affirming, Foss denying, in a three days' debate. The popular vote decided "in the negative
by an overwhelming majority."
Bro. David R. Jones writes from Sheridan, N evada, ])ecember 20th, 1878, in a very feeling manner. He had been very sick but was recovered.
He acknowledges wavering in his faith and feels
grateful that the Lord beard him at last and gave
relief. Not much is being done in the field
there, though he hoped an effort would now be
made. We remember preaching in a schoolhouse a few miles from Bro. Jones', one evening
in the fall of 1876. We can shut our eyes now
and see the little band of hearers who turned out
that night to see and hear the man from the
East.
No changes should be made in the time or
place of holding district conferences, unless for
good causes, and by consent of all the branches,
or a majority of them, and notice to all.
Bro. A. L. Whitaker writes from Wheatville,
Wisconsin, and expresses a strong wish for the
prosperity of the work. He feels the isolation
and absence from the Saints.
Bro. Joseph F. Burton, of Santa Ana, (Newport Branch), California, wrote us January 8th,
187!), a very interesting letter, containing much
to do us good and evincing the fact that many
far away from our personal field of labor feel for,
and desire to encourage us in our labor; a little
unlike some others who expect us to have not
only strength, and wisdom for our own burdens
and needs, but for theirs as well. We thank
God for such men, now and then.
Bro. Wm. Street, of Chester, Penn., 2.lso writes
pleasantly of his need of sympathy, being young
in the cause.
Bro. J. T. Phillips writes fl'om Renick, Mo.,
January 11th, 1879. He had preached some there;
but could not get an extended hearing. Being
Welsh, he speaks English under difficulties. He
had circulated tracts, and been from house to
house doing all he could to warn the people.
Bro. Deny had been there but the weather was
so cold, few onfy heard him.
Bro. D. F. Crane of Lake Crystal, Minnesota,
says that the Saints there a~e still £triving for the
faith.
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Sr. R. M. ·Bradley of Webb City, Jasper counBro. B. F. Durfee sends a Keokuk Gate City, of
ty, Missouri, writes that Bro. M. 'l'. Short preach- January 22d, containing a half column editorial
ed there and at Oronogo. Audience large and sketch of a sermon delivered there by Bro. '1/V. B.
prospects fair for honest souls to receive the truth. Smith, uncle of Pres. Joseph Smith. He is
The Holy Spirit also blesses the Saints' meetings spoken favorably of as to his appearance, zeal
with its presence and aid.
and sincerity, and his sermon is considered to
Bro. W. F. Melvin of Rockland, Maine, says have been important in the sense that he could
that that branch is nearly all scattered awtty. He speak authoritatively of what his brother Joseph
and Brother Seavey still love the cause and take thought, and what doctrine he preached and
the HERALD faithfully, while some there think lived; and, in his denial of the things charged as
that they can not.
evil, the editor sees what may properly and justly
Bro. "\Vm. H. Frost of Bennett, Nebraska, feels be taken as evidence on this controverted point.
comforted and strengthened by the knowledge he
Bro. Henry Southwick, near Delevan, vVisconhas of this work, and by the Holy Spirit's pres- t sin, mentions there being more of an interest in
ence with him. May he continue faithful and our work since the preaching of Bro. W. W.
strong in the favor of God.
Blair at Lyons, early in the wintes.
Bro. F.l\'1. Sheehy of Wyandotte, Kansas, writes
Bro. Richard Farmer speaks of the Saints of
that the Saints gave the use of their hall to Elder Galland's Grove, Iowa, having been favored with
VanNatta of the Brighamite wciety; but "he some exdment sermons from Bro .•J. R. Lambert,
made an utter failure," says Brother Sheehy.
January 16th to 1Dth.
Bro. J. N. Simmons of Sanilac county, MichiSister E. Ray of Casey, Adair county, Iowa,
gan, rejoices that t::te cause is onward in that re- Iowa, says that in answer to the request published,
gion. Last summer when he went with the rest Bro C. D. Norton of London, England, has called
of the people to hear Brother Cornish, they ex- on Bro. Ray's mother in England, and that it has
pected to "hear the Brighamite doctrine presented; been the means of bringing one or more into the
but he heard the best of gospel sermons preach- household of faith. Sr. Ray wishes Bro. Norton's
ed, and by obedience he knows the work to be address in order to write him about some other
heavenly truth. The address he asks for is ".lVIrs. friends in London, disciples of Spurgeon now.
Emma Bidamon, Nauvoo, Illinois."
Will Bro. Nortonwrite to her as above.
Bro. Ekin E. Lovell and wife of Chariton, Iowa,
Sr. J\1artha Kent sends vol. 17 of the JYiillennial
who accepted the gospel ordinances in England Sta,r, and Bro. Richard Farmer vol. 15, with the
in February, 1846, say that it was plainly taught desired Supplement thereto. We thank them,
there that the present Joseph was to succeed his one for the gift to the Church Library, the other
father in the presidency of the Church. Also that as a loan.
th!3 plural wife system was not taught, to their
Bro. M. H. Forscutt was preaching at Logan,
knowledge, for four or five years afte,r that. Bro. Iowa, when be wrote, January 27th. "CongregaLovell was an Elder there, and baptized Henry tions good."
Marriott. He came to America in 1853, and aft.
Bro. Charles Derry sends a St. Louis Republierwards went to Utah, but did not stay long, and can, containing the speech of Senator Butler at
some years ago heard and believed that our the Jews' Fair in Boston recently. He paid
organization was the right one, and they rejoice some high compliments to the Hebrew race. We
in being in the true fold, after being as wander. have not room for extracts from it.
Our aged brother, John J\Iacauley, of Dun ville,
ing sheep for so long:
Bro. Charles Derry wrote from St. Clair conn- Wisconsin, has been quite ill a11d could not reply
ty, Illinois, January 22d, of his preaching at AI- to the S2,ints who have written to him, of which
rna to large audiences, and of being blest in pre- they will please take notice.
senting the way of life.
Bro. John lVIcDowell relates a vision that he
Bro. J. R. Badham sends a Shenandoah, Iowa, had during a recent prayer and testimony meetpaper with an account of the sad death of Mr. J. ing at Kirtland, Ohio, in which meeting the
G. Long. He went out to see to his horses in the Saints were blessed with the peace and the manievening, and his wife becomiqg alarii1ed at his festations of the Holy Ghost, in prophecy, tongues
absence, search was made and he was found to and interpretations. He saw the Ss.vior and varihave been kicked to death by a horse. He was ous Saints, including Joseph and Hyrum and the
the father of Bro. Charles Long and Sr. Clara present Joseph, each enveloped with a bright
Wilcox.
light of glory,-that around the Savior exceeding
Our Februay 1st issue of the HERALD, through all the others in brightness. Brother J\llcDowell's
some fault in the count of the paper, fell so near whole being was filled with great joy and peace
short that we are not able to supply with that while he was in the Spirit and beheld the vision.
number some of those who had their addresses
Bro. W. W. Blair wrote from Stre'lltor, LaSalle
changed and were thus of!' from the printed lists; county, Illinois, of having a good conference
and also some new subscribers have failed tore- there February tst and 2d. Bro. Joseph Smith
ceive it. If any who have read theirs, and do was present, and went from there to Nauvoo.
not wish to preserve them, will send to us we
Bro. Robert Davis, in Lapeer county, Michiwill rem ail to those who need.
gan, writes that the work is onward there, and if
Envelopes with the address of the Business there were ten elders in that region they could
Manager printed on them, for the use of Book fine places for preaching every evening. He is
Agents, and others who may wbh them, are for busy preaching and baptizing. He mentions nine
sale .at fifteen cents per package, post paid.
new branches of the Church in those regions.
Bro. G. 8. Yerrington sends a Providence
Bro. Geo. W. Oman of Petaluma, California,
Journal which contains a history of the State who is seventy-seven years old, and who obeyed
Pl'ison of Rhode Island since the settlement of the gospel in 1833, says that his love for and faith
the state, two hundred years ago, with manner of in his Redeemer has groWlf stronger and brighter
government, sketches of the most noted prisoners, .all these years, a.nd he looks with joyful hope to
~tc.
1the future life of rest and pea.ce.
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Mr. Lconder Clouse of Hamlet, l'l'l:ercer county,
Illinois, writes that for years he was bitterly oppos.
ed to the Latter Day Saints, but accidentally saw
the Voice of Warning and rea.d the preface, which
put him to thinking, and upon investigation and
after a severe struggle with his prejudices, he is
now for the truth. Tidings much llke these reach
us every week from men and women who are being brought to tJ1e light of G0d.
Bro. Levi Cheeny sends Keolqtk Gate City, and
also from the New York Sun what claims to be

vations, thus continuing to sanction the reservation
system and the isolation of the Indians. Considerable space is bestowed on the subject of allotments of laud to individual Indians who make improvements thereon, an .. the plan of issuing pateuts in fee simple, but withholding the power to
alienate the title by sale, mortgage, or long· leases,
is urged. The Board will recommend and urge
three measures: (1) That courts of law be established in Indi"-n reservations, with jurisdiction in
aU ca.ses where both parties are Indians. There
is no tribunal to try such.cases, except in some
tribes a. rude form of administering ju~tice. It
may be remembered that all the assassins of Holethe account of an eye witness of the death of P. in-the-Day, a famous Sioux Chief, who was friendP. Pratt in 1856.
ly to the whites, and restrained his people from
Bro. J. Lamoreaux of Solon, Ohio, expresses taking part in the Minnesota massacre of 1863,
his satisfaction in God's work and its progress. were well known. They were never brought to
justice, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs declinHe also is one of the old-time Saints.
ing to interfere in a case where only Indians were
Bro. B. F. Durfee says that he is still engaged concerned. (2) That common schools be provided
in the cause, preaching in the country near Keo- for Indians the same as for white children under
kuk, Iowa, and recently he began holding meet- some regular system. (3) That the Homestead
law be so modified that that an Indian may select
ings in a ~Iethodist chapel in Clark county, )jiishis homestead within the limits of the reserva,tion
souri, where the people seem interested. ~fa.y he to which he belongs.
be successful in doing much good. The Saints
21st.-The French Ministerial party, which it
at Keokuk manifest an increasing love for the recently seemed likely would be overthrown by
the opposition of the French Republicans, has
work of God, he says.
agreed to terms that suit that party and hence are
Bro. Geo. L. ~Iattbews of Sacramento, Ca,Jifor- sustained. Thus a great crisis has been avoided.
The directors of the Cit.y of Glasgow Bank, Scot,nia, ha.s been constantly strengthened by thl5
Spirit and confirmed since his obedience to the laud, are now on a trial at Edinburg, for fraud,
theft and embezzlement.
gospel a year ago.
The Occidental Hotel of Omaha, Nebraska,
Bro. J. R. Cook recently baptized eight in burned yesterday. Woolen mill at Philadelphh;
California.
loss $150 000. Church at Boston; loss $50 000.
Mills at Geneseo, Illinois ; loss $30.000.
No songs of Zion for sale.
22d.-Still very stormy weather in the British
Isles. Heavy gales in the Channel and on the south
NEWS SUMMARY,
coast of Ireland, with exceedingly heavy rains.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]
The larger fires yesterday, were: At Elizabeth,
New Jersey: loss $100,000. At Sparta, WisconJanuary 20th.-A Spanish steamer reports hav· sin: loss $25,000.
ing had a collision with a British sailing vessel,
231.-Authentic news confirms the report that
off the French or Spanish coast and that the latter the 81vedish Arctic expedition is frozen in the ice
sunk with all on board, number not yet known.
about forty miles from E:1st. Cape. A reindeer and
Fires yesterday: At Galva, Illinois, loss $20,· sl~dge expedition is to start for its relief.
000; at Omaha, Nebraska, loss $18,000; at AllenA cotton-mill at Ashton, England, burned; loss
$150.000.
ville, Kentucky, loss $30,000.
The Northern Illinois Insane ABylum, at Elgin,
A genera.l commercial collapse is imminent in
has now 528 patients, the largest number ever Sweden. Banks and business houses are failing,
there at one time, and no more room for those who and thousands being thrown out of employment.
need admittance.
A civil was is going on in Venezeula., South
The Board of Indian Commissioners has just America. Many lives and much propert.y are beheld its regular yearly meeting, and has pre ing destroyed by the antagonistic parties.
pared its tenth annual report, to be submitted to
l'he fugitive Cheyennes have at last been overthe President. This report will contain a com- iak~~ and captured in their flight across t~e bleak
p~.rative statement showing the condition of the, pra~rtes and among the s~ow covered htlls and
Indi>tns in 1868 and 1878. From this statement. ravmes of Nebraska. Thens was a most desperit. appears that one-half of the Indians have dis- a.te J?light from !.he time of their_ escape_at Fo;t
carded the blanket and donned civilized g9,rb; Robmson, an? _the only wonder 1s that m then
that about one-half have moved out of their lodges helples~ con;ht10n they should ~ave been able to
and wigwams into houses, the number of which elude pursmt so long. Forty-nme of the'_" we~e
has increased nearly three fold in ten years; that e,n.trenched, _of whom twenty-three were k1l!ed m
the number of pupils in Indian schools has more tm,s fight, m?e .were wounded, and t~e oth~r sevthan doubled and that neariy one-sixth of our eJ:~ceen are m:ssmg, lhe number left of the 1o0 who
Indian popula;.ion can read; that about one.eighth escaped from Fort l~obinson.
.
are members of Christian churches· that the num24th.-Severe colu weather prevails throughout
ber of acres of land cultivated by' the Indians is Great Britain, ?'nd .there ia much destitution among
about five times as great as ten years ago; that !he people, wh1ch IS not or ca.u not be attended to
the production of whe;;t h<>s increased nearly five· , 2.5:h -One Tof !he g:r_eat pack~ng_ houses at t~<'
Umo~1 Stock l arus, Chtca~o; Ilimois, burned thls
fold, of corn seven fold, of oats and barley
four-fold and of hay nearly nine-fold· and
mornmg. Immense quantities of pork, beef, lard,
the Indi;ns own about three times as m~ny hOl'Ses
~ere consumed. Loss several hundred thouand mules, six times as many cattle, seven times
aolhrs.
_.
.
a~ many swine, and about seventy five times as
_At. Toledo,. OhiO, yesterday, a gram elevator
many sheep as they did ten years ago. They now wnh mghty-s1x thousand bushels of wheat, corn
own more than two head of sheep for every Iudi.a.n G.nd oats, were burned.
man, woman, and child in the United States. The
is stated that. Sit.ting Bull, with fifteen thouBoard remarks: "This exhibit of results is cer- 8ancl braves, ~qus.ws and papooses, has crossed
tainly encouraging, and it presents a strong <trgu- , th~, line from Bntish America to the United Statfs.
ment against any radical change of policy. How
return with the ~ntent.ion of asking for peuoe,
ever that may be, it is certain that at such a ra.te
be helped by the Government. The Cabof progress, if continued, the feathered and blanto solve !he difficult problem of what
keted savage who now fills the public mind when·
with !bern.
ever the Indian is mentioned must soon disappear,
Austria and Russia, are concerting
and the fat contracts for beef and flour cease to
ward off, if possible, the terrible
exist, except in the sad memories of lucky contrac- plague which has swept with such relentless fataltors." The Board renews its approval of the plan it.y through Central Asia.
to concentrate the smaller tribes on large reser27th.-Four members of the Senate and House
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of Representatives report in fttvor of transferring
-the management of Indian affairs from the Interior
to the War Department. In reviewing the situation the committee says: "l'he history of our treatment of the Indians is one of shame and mort.ification to all right-thinking men. -x- * * Shameful
irregularities and gross fmuds have crept into
every branch of the service. *
* For the lagt
score or more of years the history of such frauds
is written on every page of the lndian management." l'hese are but brief extracts from the
long report of the committee, but serve to show,
as they say, that the correction of these things
"can not, with either safety to the Indians or
honor to lhe Government, be longer deferred."
The Insane Asylum at St. Joseph, Missouri,
burned the 25th. It cost $300 000, but it is said
that it can be rebuilt for $75,000. A $50.000 fire
at St. Stephen, New Brunswick, and one of $25,000 at Dubuque, Iowa.
28th.-The British army continues to advance
through the interior of Afghanistan, occupying
the towns with little or no resistance offered.
The Asiatic plague which came over the borders
into E:1stern Hussia, some time ago, is coming
westward through Itussia, and there is much fear
in Austria and Germany about it. National measures for protection and of qu!lrantine along the
borders are to be taken.
The natives of Guinea, Africa, who are in rebellion, have defeated the Portugese army, with a
loss of three hundred men.
- A torntl.do at Lockport, Texas, day before yesterday, destroyed forty buildings, including court
house, halls and churches. One person killed, and
several injured.
A heavy wind near Dead wood, Dakota, did much
damage, and a prairie fire about there destroyed
.several ranches and hundreds of tons of hay.
29t.h.-France is said to be in the midst of anather political crisis. President McMahon says
that he will resign before he will yield to certain
demands about military commands.
Considerable alarm in Moscow, Russia, about
the plague coming from the East.
There is a fresh outbreak of the rinderpest (cattle disease) in Prussia.
Several thousand miners idle in Durham county, Eo gland. The distress is great in consequence.
'l'he decrease in trade in Switzerland is being
felt severely by all classes.
The cold in Switzerland has been greater this
winter than for fifty years before. Snow fifteen
feet deep in !he French Jura. Wolves a.nd bears
have come down in the valleys for food.
There is a serious famine in Upper Egypt.
The Servian government is passing bills for the
emancipation of the .J ew3.
H. M. Stanley is preparing in London for another African expedition.
30th.-l'he fttmiue in Upper Egypt is reported
as being terrible.
A tornado at Iuka, Mississippi, blew down
houses, and killed and wounded some people.
Some very remarkable statements are made by
tho Austrian press in reg:.rd to the disease ravaging the Volga Valley in Russia. Ninety per cent
of the persons attacked by the plague have died.
It has decimated Astrakhan, and the survivors
bave tled in all directions, carrying the disease
w'cth them. It has traveled rapidly westward, and
i>ppeared within a short dista.nce of Moscow.
Tnere is danger that it will pass the limits of the
Empire, a.nd appear in Austria and Germany.
3lst.-President McMahon of France bas resign.
ed and M. Grevy has been elected president by a
large m3j~ri1y.
M. L. Sullivant, who, a few years ago, owned
forty·· seven thousand ecres of fine farrnin~~: land
in Ford county, lllinois, died yesterday at Evansville, Indiana, aged seventy three years. He was
penniless a.nd in debt, his farming on such a vast
scale not having been remunerative, but the re-verse,
Gen. Grant and party have arrived at Alexa.ndria, Egypt.
Feb. 3d.-England is making wt>r with the
king of the Zulu tribe of South Africa. He is
the most powerful ruler south of the Equator.
A $150,000 theatre burned in London.
'Thousands of people in Southern Morocco dying
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of starvation from failure of the crops by the
drouth last year.
Twenty thousand Liverpool laborer8 are idle,
ten thousand of them being out of work and ten
thousand more (dock men) on a strike.
The number of deaths by violence in San Francisco, California,. during 1878 foots up as follows:
Murders 27, suicides 06, of these 96 suicides 8
were women, 6\J were married, 26 single; 2\J were
natives of the United States, 18 of Germany, 10 of
J reland, 11 of China., 6 of France, 4 of Italy, 3 of
England, 3 of Sweden, 2 of Canada and 1 each of
Switzerland, Spain, Scltland, Russia, Mexico,
New Brunswick and Austria.

.

.....
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450 Cable St., SHADWELL, London,
December 12th, 1878.
Editors of the Herald; Dear Brethren:-Like
many another I had been seeking to discover
which sect of professing Christians I should join,
and had failed to find one which could satisfy
the yearnings of my soul. I considered the Baptists nearest the truth, and so attended their services more than any other; but the desires of my
s.:>ul were still ungratified, and in vain were my
searches for the fullness of the gospel. But, one
riight, while passing along one of the main roads
in our East London, I heard Elder Bradshaw,
and Priest James Tankard proclaim that the·
primitive manifestations of the Holy Ghost were
restored, and I stood and drank in every word
they uttered. I was not disposed to accept baptism for the remission of sins, but after-thought
aud consideration, and prayerful reading of the
Word convinced me of that; and in order that I
might know for myself concerning the doctrine,
whether it was of God or of man, I bowed in
obedience to its ordinances, and can now thank
God and testify of the work, that of a truth God
hath again spoken from heaven! My testimony
will not be invaluable when I tell you that
my acceptance of the work was the result of earnest investigation and keen scrutiny, made all
the keener for previous dissatisfactions, and experiences. Let me ask you to follow a sketch of
my position religiously. I had been for some
time greatly impressed by the evident necessity
of the "signs" following "those that believe," and
I could not find any who so much as looked for
them, except Spiritualists; and I am positive,
that, if God, in his infinite ·mercy, had not shown
me the true light (through the instrumentality of
the above mentioned brethren) I should now have
been an avowed Spiritualist. Only one thing
saved me previously from becoming one of the
pious atheists of orthodox immaterialism, and
that was the fact that I never could swallow the
gross absurdities which made the God of Isreal
an illimitable nothing!
This was my position. an earnest seeker after
truth, and somewhat prPjudiced in favor of Spiritualism, when I heard the glad sound of that gospel which is "the power of God unto salvation,
to every one that believeth!" I must pay my
tribute of respect and thanks to the Saints, for
their prayers for me, and especially for the manner in which the brethren placed their books at
my disposal. And, as I read them, the Book of
Mormon especially, so did all my pre-conceptions
vanish, and I now am able to deelare on the
authority of fulfilled revelations, and healing of
the bodily infirmities of my friends, that the latter day work is the gospel of God! God honors
us here in a good measure, and has promised us
by revelation to manifest himself unto the people
of London. Since I have entered the Church
(only a couple of months) I have been honored
by receiving a portion of the Aaronic priesthood,
and my father, and the young lady to whom I
am engaged have both come in also, and it is
promised that more shall speedily follow. At
present, only one solitary branch exists in all this
teeming city, but shortly there will doubtless be
one in Stratford, (suburb) where the priesthood
have been specially sent, and where the way is
being op,ened up in a manner which shows the
hand of 'the Jiving God. Truly "the harvest is
great" here, and ripe! Every day men are being
driven into the grossest infidelity by the un-

reasonable, and insupportable theories of modern
theological controversy, and the great majority
of the people (although members of sects) look
upon what is commonly termed christianity more
as a sort of goody goodf' scheme for frightening
people who might be naughty, than as a system
of divinely appointed faith. Certainly it is very
excusablP, when we think of the great disunion,
and hatred, envy, malice, &c., which characterize
sectarianism in these last days. It is a lamentable fact that the ordinary daily newspapers,
which do not pretend to be exponents of christian
principles, maintain a tone of greatest courtesy
to each other, while the official organs of the
numerous sects use more words in snarling at
each other than for any other purposes. The po.
litical situation is very bad, and what with the
annexation of "fever dens," and searches after
"scientific frontiers," doubtless some very peculiar experiences are in store for Great Britian.
The commercial position is very bad indeed.
All is stagnation, and want is beginning to make
itself felt in all directions. Bankruptcies are ordinary every day occurrences now, and the
strongest of houses are feared to be shaky. The
moral condition of the people is also unsatisfactory. Honesty, modesty, virtue, and all things
really good and beautiful are at a large discount,
while, in all circles, endeavors tend rather to
evade the law than to keep it. In short, men
walk after their own lusts, and have ceased to
practice the princi pies of even accepted christianity; and look where we ~ill, we find nothing
but mere empty form, plenty of display and tinsel,
while the grand, good, and pure teachings of the
anointed Son of God are generally considered
something mythical. Beyond the shadow of a
doubt, we are living in the last days! May God
raise up many "polished shafts" in this part of
his vineyard, and so cause many to be turned to
his eternal truth! Praying that God will bless
you away in the great American continent, and
asking you to pray for us away here, I remain
your brother in Christ Jesus,
R. KENDRICK.

the Annual and Semi-Annual Conferences of the
Church, a correct report of the mission. We
would like a man from America if possible, and,
if not I am requested to offer myself to take upon
me to' travel among the Saints, which I am willing to do if sustained by General Conference, or
till such times as the Church think proper to deal
with Bro. Robert Evans. I thank Brethren Thos.
E. Jenkins, AlmaN. Bishop, J. R Gibbs, and a~l
the Saints at Llanelly and Hansamlet, for their
hospitality and kindness to me. My love t!l all
the faithful in Christ. Your brother in the gospel,
Tnos. VENABLES,
President of Eastern Distr·ict.

TAYLORVIH,E, Lackawana Co., Pa.,
·
.
January 15th, 1879.
Editors Herald :-I write relative to the position
of the Wyoming Valley District. I am sorry that
I have not a very favorable report to make. We
have a large district in territory but very few as
to the number of Saints. And numbers of these
are spiritually dead, yet they are ready to bear
their testimony to the truth of the gospel. I hope
that we may be consistent with ourselves; otherwise those of the world will come and condemn
us in the judgment day. Ther~ are. some v;ho
are doing good and who are vaha?t m fulfillmg
their duties the best they can, wh1le others are
inclined to make every kind of excuse rather
than to perform any duty. But I ~eliev.e th.at
there is a chanee to do much good m th1s chs.
trict, if we were actuated with the desire to
do it.
This part of the east has been neglected very
much. There are calls from several places for
preaching; but we can not supply them at present for the want of funds to pay fares.·
The depression of business in these mining districts, prevents our having l?ea.ns to ~xtend the
gospel; yet, if there wa.s umty of act10n, and a
bringing of the mites together, we could accomplish a great deal. We can not have the audacity to make the application for an Elder to labor here except we can provide for him and J;tis
family. I am afraid that ;nany of the :'polo~?Ies
PROVIDENCE, R.I., Jan. 10th, 1879.
made by the dilinquent, w1ll not sta!ld mve~tlga
Bro. Henry .A. Stebbins:-vVe ca,n improve our. tion when we shall appear before Illm thatJudgselves by being punctual; for if not, little errors eth the quick and the dead. Yours in Christ,
will creep in. ..l<'or instance, if we say that our
HENRY JONES.
service commences at half past two in the after.
noon and at seven in the evening, and we do not
EDENVIJ"LE, Iowa. Jan. 23d, 1879._
arrive for fifteen to thirty minutes after that time,
Brother Henry :-I have been busy preaching
we lie, and 1,;10t only that, it very often is that the the word since last items to you. Commenced a
meetings are kept on late and some of our sisters series of meetings, in Marion county, NovembeJ;
that are in service get restless and have to go be- 20th, and continued with full houses until Defore the meeting is over and causes a little con- cember 1st. I had there three religious societies,
fusion, and some of us that live a long way from to contend with. One Christian ( ?) minister, esthe meeting are not able to get to the night meet- pecially, made himself quite conspicuous, by
ing and therefore miss one. Now some of us are representing to the people that the word of God
behind our religious friends; for they commence was the gift of the Holy Ghost, promised by Peat time, and I am sorry to say that scme of U6 do ter on the day of Pentecost. In defenc.e of our
that on the Sabbath-day that the religious world position, I produced some of the followmg reaswoald blush to do, and even the apostate church ons: "Then they that gladly received his 1vord
would not do.· Now we, who have received the were baptized."-(Acts 2: 41). Here the wo1·d
light and who testify of it, ought to let it shine, was received, before baptism. "That on the Gen.
that the world may not find fault with us. Your tiles also was poured out the gift of the Holy
brother in the gospel,
T. H. MoORE.
Ghost. For they hean1 them speak with tongues,
and magnify God. Then answered Peter, can
any man forbid water, that these should not be
ToN Y PoND Y, Wales, Jan. 3d, 1879.
Brethren Joseph and Henry:-I write you of baptized, which have received the Holy Ghost as
how the Church is getting along in South Wales, well as we."-(Acts 10: 45, 46, 47). In Acts 11:
and·;· in doing so I ·wm endeavor to give a correct 16, 17, Peter, speaking of the same brethren says;
aceount of her present position. In the first place "That God gave them the like gift as he did unto
the mission is without a president. We have for us." Peter, in his argument, used the words gift·
a long time been presided over by Elder Robert gf the Holy Ghost and Holy Ghost synonyEvans, but, through his strange doctrines, and mously. Philip preached the things concerning
his great indifference to his duties as a mission the kingdom of God, at Samaria; and when they
president and an Elder in the Church, the work believed the preaching, they were baptized.
is greatly hindered, and a cold feeling prevails "Now when the apostles which were atJ erusalem
among the most of the Elders and Saints. And, heard that Samar1a had received the word of God,
accordingly I appeal to you, in behalf of the they sent unto them Peter and Jehn; who, when
Church in Wales, to de>tl with this matter as you they came down prayed for them, that they might
see best, praying our Heavenly Father to direct receive the Holy Ghost: for as yet he was fallen
you concerning the mission. A goodly number upon none of them: only they were baptized in
of faithful Elders and Saints are living their the name of the Lord Jesus. Then laid they their
profession, and are enjoying the gospel gifts hands on them and they received the Holy Ghost."
and blessings, and these are willing to share (Acts 8: 12-18). Paul says, "Our gospel came
their means to help the cause, and they would not unto you in word only, but also in power, and
like to see one in the mission who would teach in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance." * *
the pure principles of the gospel, and who would * 1 Thess. 1: 5. Pages could be written upon
visit the Saints, and who would send regularly to this subject~but enough now~
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After leaving Marion county I preached in the
Valley Branch, and had excellent liberty. Attended our quarterly conference at Newton, December 7th, and 8th. We had an excellent time;
said to have been the best conference that we
have had for five years.
December 13th, started, with W. C. Nirk for
Warren and Marion counties. Held meetings
for nine eveJJ.ings, including two Sabbaths. Had
a good time, and left many investigating. Spent
Christmas at home.
January 6th, went to Xenia, and held a series
of meetings, the first three in the school-house,
which was filled. Then the Methodist friends
gave us the use of their house, for which we extend our thanks to them. It was filled with listeners. While there I was bitterly opposed by
Dr. Sanks, who had been educated in the old
"Mother," for a priest. He opposed baptism by
immersion, asked for a correct rendering of
Matthew 3: 6, or of the Greek preposition eis, in
that text. I concluded my remarks on the text,
by reading Mark 1: 9, 10. After our last meeting,
one prominent lady gave her name for baptism,
which will be attended to soon, and if I have the
time to follow up with a few more meetings, I
believe many will embrace the truth, for I have
never before witnessed a greater stir among the
people, and at every turn God's hand could be
seen favoring us. To him be all the praise.
I. N. WmTE.
Yours in Christ,
GUADALOUPE, Santa Barbara Co., Cal.,
January 19th, 1879.
Bro. H . .A. Stebbins:-We left Oakland on the
10th, and on board the steam ship, Orazaba, sailed
for Port Harford, where we landed in twenty-four
hours; and, after a four hours ride by stage, we
were let down in this place. I have not done any
preaching yet, but will soon try to enlighten this
people concerning the way of life. I wish to say
through the Herald that I love the latter day
work, and desire to spend my strength in preaching, it to mankind. I have met with a great
many rebuffs lately, but I will fight on with the
hope that I may yet win the crown.
In the Herald of December 15th there is a notice of the Sacramento conference, and J. 0. Clapp
was to preach on the third evening, on "the
Church of Christ." Now I wish to say that I
never knew anything about that appointment
until I saw it in the Herald. I have always tried
t9 be punctual at all of my appointments, and. I
hope that no brother hereafter will publish an
appointment for me without first consulting me.
It is assuming a little too much; but it is just
what has been the rule in this mission for some
time. It has all been on paper, and I long and
pray for the time when the Saints in the east and
those in foreign lands, in reading the Herald may
learn the facts about the work on this slope.
Your brother,
J. 0. CLAPP.
DELorr, Iowa, Jan. 24th, 1879.
B1·o. Henry :-Bro. W. Whiting and myself
spent eleven days, holiday time, in Carroll and
Greene counties, in the North Coon and Camp
Creek Branches. Weather was severely cold,
but we had constantly increasing congregations
at both places. The band at North Coon are few.
At Camp Creek there are more, and they are quite
zealous. If they are faithful I look for additions
to their numbers. I go twenty miles to-mm-row,
to preach the funeral sermon of a child. Yours
in truth,
E, T. DoBSON.
CARROLLTON, Missouri,
January 23d, 1879.
Brothm• Henry :-Since I last wrote I have bap.
tized eight. Our branch is prospering in numbers also in spiritual gifts. We have some meetings that make our hearts rejoice. The district
is building up, both by those moving in and by
baptism. Prejudice is fast giving way, and some
of our leading citizens are investigating the truth,
and some that stood high in other faiths have
yielded obedience after they could find nothing
more to fight us with. I find that truth with the
Spirit is powerful to convince the honest. I can
look forward and see that the time is near when
the Saints will receive greater blessings, if they
will only shake off the slothfulness which is bind·
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ing them down. The Lord requires a work at
our hands, and he helps tltose who try to help
themselves. That which leadeth to do good is
from above, and that which leadeth to do evil is
from below. Resist the devil and he will flee
from you. I have learned these things by expe.
rience. Also I have learned obedience by the
things that I have suffered. Your brother in
Christ,
S. CuuM.
PROVIDENCE, R. I. Jan. 7th, 1879.
Ern. Joseph and Henry :-Reaching Philadelphia December 2d, I preached three Sundays in
the Saints' Hall. The meetings on Smiday nights
were very well attended and on one or two oc.
casions the hall was filled. I am satisfied there
are many in Philadelphia, as well as in Pittsburg
who are interested now in our faith, who never
gave it any attention before. December 20th
went into southern New Jersey, but being near
the holidays, there was no opportunity of speaking in Cedarville or Newport, as the churches and
halls were occupied with fairs and festivals. At
Dorchester I preached four discourses in the
Methodist Protestant church; the first preaching
of our faith there. Several were nearly ready to
obey, and I think they will yet, but it was so extremely cold, that they could not muster courage
enough to venture into the water at that time.
At Newport, a hall can be had at almost any
time, with but little cost. January 4th, left Philadelphia for Allentown, New Jersey, with Bro.J.
A. Stewart. Appointments were out for Homerstown and Allentown. Quite a good congregation
at the former place, but only a few out at Allentown, where we had to meet in Bro. McGuire's
house. I spoke eight times in Hornerstown, to
full houses. I have seldom preached to more attentive and interested audiences; and there were
at least a dozen persons "almost persuaded" to
obey. I believe if I could have remained a few
days longer, that some would have been baptized.
And this has been the case in several places,
but having before me the thought that I might
be required to attend the April Uonference, I
have been compelled to hurry over ground that
ought to have been occupied much longer. And
my efforts have been crippled greatly by this
haste. I am confident that I ought to revisit a
number of fields that I have been in, even if it
takes all summer, or longer. There is no one to
occupy them, as they ought to be. I have prOII:\ised to return to a number, and I believe it to be
my duty and for the good of the cause. At Hornerstown are a number of distant relatives of
mine, for I am a descendant of the Horner family,
as well as the Aliens of this region, and here are
also a number of the relatives of Bro. Wm. Hopkins and Sister Hopkins, of Sedgwick, Iowa. I
should not be surprised to see all of the Hopkins,
and many of the Homers, in that region obey the
truth. The gospel faith seems to be hereditary
in some families. While at Hornerstown I
preached the funeral sermon of Mr. Rogers, who,
at one time, nearly yielded obedience to the gospel, and who fnlly believed it when he died. I
had to preach the truth, and I could not offer the
assurance, that it was "well with him;" for,
knowing the Master's will, and doing it not, no
one can expect to escape the "many stripes." I
hope his ,relatives will not run the same risk,
for some of them fully believe the "word of
truth."
At Tom's Hiver, there are a number of old-time
Saints, and also a meeting-house, which is held
for the Church, so I am informed. I intend to
visit that region, if possible, before I leave this
eastern field. I should have got out a few appointments at New Egypt, but the Methodists were
having a protracted meeting, at the time.
We reached Providence day before yesterday,
via New York, and yesterday I spoke three times
in the hall occupied by the Saints. Had a full
house at 2: 30 and 7 p. m. I expect to speak,
once or twice more this week, and on Saturday
may go to Dennisport conference. I understand
that they are expecting labor by me in Fall River, Boston and Douglas, as well as here, and Dennisport.
I forgot to mention that while at Hornerstown,
I preached once in a school house near by where
Joseph the Martyr preached) and also Sidney
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Rigdon, Benjamine Winchester, Samuel James,
and others. At that appointment Elder Cummings, of the Utah Church, came out to hear me.
He is quite a young man, and appears very gentlemanly. I had expected to see him at some
other of my appointments, but he did not come.
He claims not to be on a preaching m1sswn so
much as to obtain the geneological record of
Utah members, so that the dead ancestors and
relatives may have their sins washed away by
proxy. Those of that church in the neighborhood of Hornerstown feel quite sore over the
pungent and unanswerable arguments of Brother
Blair a few years ago, on the "Former and Latter
Day Apostasies." As the people thoroughly understand our position on the marriage question
I have not felt led to examine that subject there
as yet. The branch in Providence has grown
since I was here five years ago, and some have
eome in who will do much good to the cause.
Several Germans have obeyed the gospel, and
they have their meetings every Sunday morning.
ing. Several who have been brought up in the
Homan Catholic faith belong here. The interest
in our faith is much greater in the whole eastern
country than it has been ·before since the Reorganization began; and if there were only plenty
of laborers, a great amount of good might be done
in a short time. There are a number of upright,
efficient men here in the east, who would be in
the field, but the "cares of life" are too pressing.
But there is enough money wasted for tobacco
by brethren in the east to support a half dozen
Elders in the field here. But few seem to think
that sacrifices are to be made by any beside the
Elders and their families.
There are probably a thousand men in the
Church who use tobacco, those who spend not
less than five dollars a year for it, and almost
any Elder'.s family could live comfortably on
three hundred dollars per annum, and so at least
seven Elders could be kept in the field with the
money now more than wasted in the purchase of
that which the Lord says is "not good," except
for "bruises and sick cattle." But some say that
it does them good. Well, I suppose it does, if
they are bruised, or belong among the "sick cattle," and it is so funny, that they are all bruised
in the mouth, and no where else. If none possess
that which they can call their own, but that it is
the Lord's, who is justified in "robbing God," or
in wasting "his Lord's money?" Yours in gospel bonds,
THos. W. SMITH.
BLUE RAPIDS, Kansas, Jan. 18th, 1879.
Editors of the Herald:-Feeling a deep interest
in the complete and full salvation of all Saints, I
write a few lines of warning and instruction,
hoping and praying that they may be sanctified
to the end for which they are written. Beloved
Saints, the signs of the times admonish us that
the coming of the Lord draws nigh, and the time
is at hand, even at the door, when we must give
account of our stewardship. A greater treasure
was never and can never be committed to man,
than that which is committed to Latter Day
Saints. Jesus who knew the worth of salvation,
says, "What shall it profit a man if he gain the
whole world and lose his soul, or what shall a
man give in exchange for his soul?" :fi'Iay we
never, even for a moment, forget that our calling
is to save souls; and if we would be instrumental
in saving souls we must abide in Christ, for Jesus
says, "Without me you can do nothing," (John
15: 5); and again he saith, "If you abide in me
and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what
ye will and it shall be done unto you."-(John
15: 7. It seems as if we could not wish for any
plainer instructions than are here given; and, if
we will wotk by this rule, we are sure of success.
The field of labor exte.nds on every hand, the harvest is great and the laborers are few. In these
parts there are calls for preaching in every direc.
tion, and I wish that L was but sixteen years old,
and as able to travel as I was at that age. I
would not ask to ride on a rail road, through a
country where the people are glad to hear the
word of life. I believe, yes I verily know, that
much more preaching might be done than is
done, if the right plan was adopted. The idea
prevails in the minds of some Elders (who are
not engaged iu the work) that the time will come
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services. It is to be hop;d that Brother Babcock I l'teport of Bishop's Agent: ";>Ioney received
will yet see his way out and. remain in the branch, :$27.57; paid to C. Prettyman $16.10, E. N. Ware
at least until the Lord sends some one to take $8.37; balance on hand $3.10."
his place.
Committee on cases of Samuel Stiles and GilAt Keokuk, we looked for you, and I was in bert Cox, Sen., reported. Report accepted, comhopes to have seen you and have had a shake mittee released, and Samuel Stiles and Gilbert
with the hand, before I left for these parts. But Cox, Sen., were sevt .:OJI:i from the Church, the
as it was, on my arrival at Keokuk I was met at Church Recorder to be notified of the fact.
the cars by Bro. H. N. Snively who conducted
Preaching on Saturday evening and on Sunday
me to his home where I remained the most of the at usua.l hours.
time during my stay in the city. Previous to my
Adjourned to Waconda, 10 a.m, March 1, 187\J.
arrival Bro. John H. Lake who had preceded me,
~-had advertised me in the city papers for public
speaking in the Saints' Chapel, a very neat and
A conference convened at Magnolia, Iowa.,
comely house for public worship. On Tuesday
evening I began my discourses, and kept them December 7th, 1878; J. C. Crabb, president;
up every evening until Monday evening, with Phineas Cadwell, assistant; Donald Maule, clerk;
more than becoming interest; strengthening the Wm, C. Cadwell, assistant.
Branch Iteports.-Magnolia, at last report 127 ;
~aints much and helping to get up an enquiring
spirit in the out side world; and I think that my present 12\J, 2 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 5 Elders,
visit and labors in the church while at this plllce 2 Priests, 2 ~l'eachers, 1 Deacon; 3 received by
will eventually result in good for the cause of certificate of baptism, 1 by letter, 2 died. Spring
God, and his Church, in time to come.
Creek, at last report 39, 5 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1
I could not close this epistle with a justified Deacon; 2 baptized, 2 expelled, 1 marriage. Buena
conscience without comment or compliment to Vista, at last report 21, present 23, 2 High Priests,
the kind Saints of Keokuk, for they responded 2 Elders, 1 Deacon; 2 received by vote. Union
cheerfully in assisting me to aid me on my Center 72, 1 Seventy, 7 Elders, 1 Priest.; at last
journey for Bevier. They are a good people; 60; 6 baptized, 6 received. Pleasant View 18, 3
and Brother Snively; who presides over the branch Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 received.
is one out of a thousand; his wife is a spirit after Little Sioux 127, 4 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 5 Elthe same order, just as good as this earth affords; ders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 5 baptized,
I never saw or found better in my journeyings 5 :received, 1 died. Unionburgh, at last report
during my experience for the last forty years.
36, present 35, 9 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 2
At this writing I am stopping with Bro. John Deacons; 1 received, 2 :removed by letter.
Taylor, the presiding officer of the church, Han.
The spiritual condition of the branches was renibal, Missouri; and find good Saints here. A ported as follows: Buena Vista by W. C. Cadwell;
Bro. Edward L. Page wishes to be remembered Spring Creek by Wm. Chumbers; UnionCenterby
to you. This brother has quite a curiosity in the Gee. Montague; Magnolia by Phineas Cadwell;
way of ancient relics, and ali brary of books written Little Sioux by P. L. Stephenson; Pleasant View
upon almost every subject in the known world; by L. N. Streeter. The reports were all fairly
among other things, that I think will be of inter- favorable, showing that there was life and proest to the Church, he has a file of the New York gress in the district, and in some branches es ·
"I'roplwt," and other Church papers and docu. pecially so.
ments published by the Saints at a very early
Elders J. M. Harvey, Samuel Longbottom,
time. This Brother Page was baptized by your David Chambers, (baptized two), IL S. Smith,
father and ordained by your Uncle Hyrum, only Phineas Cad well and W. C. Cad well reported by leta few days previous to their deaths. I mention tel·, and W. W. Wood, (baptized two), P. C. Keemthese relics as it may be of interest in writing out ish, Geo. 1\Iontague, John Thomas, Colby Downs,
a full history of the Church-.in time to come
P. L. Stephenson, L. N. Streeter, Henry Garner,
I shall write more particulars of my visit to J. M. Putney, J. F. lVIintun, John Conyers, A. W.
this place after meeting with the friends and Lockling, Wm. Chambers, Branson Lewis, Donald
Saints at Bevier next week. In much love,
Maule and J. C. Crabb, in person; also Priest
W n.LIAM B. SMITH.
Levi Gamet.
The committee io examine Bishop GameL'd ac•
J E]'FERSONVILLE, Illinois,
count was continued.
January 14th, 18'19.
Branson Lewis, W. W. Wood and David ChamBrother Stebbins :-Five were baptized Monday bers were appointed missions in tho district.
morning last in the Brush Creek Branch. vVe
At 7 p. m., a prayer and testimony meeting, in
had been preaching there. Wherever there is a charge of Gee. Montague.
proper efiort the Lord blesses it of late. The
Sunday: At 11 a. m., the funeral sermon of
work is gainiug an influence here in places. I Elder .Hose11 Pierce was preached by J. C. Crabb.
desire to assist some in its advancement, but can At 2:30 p. m., preaching by W. W. Wood, and
not do much on account of the cares of home. the sacrament administered by Phineas Cadwell
I pray the Lord to raise up more laborers. Yours, and J. M. Harvey. At 7 p.m, preaching by J. M.
G. II. Hn.I,IATID.
Putney.
HANNinAL, Mo., Jan. 25th, 1870.
Adjourned to Magnolia, Friday evening, Febru~~-.....-...---·-·
Joseph, Dear Nephew :-I b.ave been anxious
ary 28th, 187\l.
for several days to write you a few lines. I was
____
over in Nauvoo to see your mother before leav.
ing Montrose for Keokuk and this place, I left
Dccabu· Distr.ict.
the branch of the Church at Montrose in quite a
December 7th, 1878, conference convened at 10
flourishing condition and with prospects of some
A conference convened December 7th, 1878, in a.m.; 1-I. R. Harder, clerk; .J. F. Scott, assistant..
additions being made, as soon as the ice should
Branch Reports.-Allendalo 47, 5 Elders, 2
move out. Waiting for a change in the climate, Hazel Dell Branch, Livingston county, Missouri;
for a weeks time, or two weeks, would not mate- J D. Craven, president; S. Crum, clerk; E. N. Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 1 baptized, 1 ordained. Lamoni 20\J, 2 Apostles. 1 High Priest,
rially damage a brother or sister's faith in case Ware, assistant.
Branch Reports.-Ca:rrollton, l&st report 07, 4 Seventies, 17 Elders, G Priests, 3 Teachers ; 3
they were honest and true-hearted believers in the
work; and if they were not, it is just as well that present 57, 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 ~l.'eachers, 1 Dea.- baptized, 5 received. Davis City 35, 1 Seventy,
such saints should back out before obeying the con; 6 baptized, 4 received, \J removed, 1 expelled, 1 Elder, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Lucas
gospel, as for them to back out after they have 1 died, 1 ordination. [Error of 1.-Recorder]. 31, 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons; 8
Clair Fork, last 18, present 14, 1 Elder, 1 Priest, received and 5 removed by letter. Little River 104,
joined themselves to the body of Christ.
While at Jliiontrose, I was kindly lodged and 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 4 removed by letter. Wa- 2 High Priests, 5 Elders, 6 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1
Deacon; 4 received.
cared for at Brother Babcock's, who is the pre- conda, last 25, present 25, 3 mders.
Reports of Elders: E. N. Ware, Chas. PrettyElders' Heports: A. H. Smith, Z. H. Gurley, C.
siding Elder of the church at that place. Broth.
man,
(baptized
one),
Ems
ley
Curtis,
Aaron
H. Jones, (baptized 1), J. W. Gillen, (baptized 2),
er Babcock and his wife are heart and soul in
the work; but their situation in a temporal point Young, (baptized one), David Powell, Frank Miller, E. Hobinson, B. V. Springer, S. Ackerly, E. Banta,
of view is rather limited and the chances of labor Aaron Inman, Wm. C. Kinyon, (baptized one), S. A. W. Moffet, 0. B. Thomas, (baptized 3), C. K
or any paying business in that place at the pres- Crum, (baptized three), J. D. Craven, James Blodgett, (baptized 2), R Lyle, W. N. Abbott, H.
ent are out of the question. Brother Oman, who Johnson, 0. A. Richey, E-. W. Cato, Josiah Curtis. C. Smith, G. W. Bobberds, A. Kent, (baptized G),
is a priest, is a good brother, and strong in the Priest John Allison, and Tca.ohers Geo. Payne and M. McHa:rness and A. J. Blodgett, Priea't E. H.
Gurley, (baptized 2).
faith; but he is so decrepid with age and ail- John Inman reported.
E. N. Ware and C.
Heport of committee by J. W. Gillen, did not
were susiained in
ments that it is impossible for him to meet with
prepare and send to General Conference, for the
the church at all times to aid in condneting the their mission.

at some future day when they can so arrange their
business to devote some time to preaching.
In this they generally fail, and the preaching is
not done. No one shGuld be ordained to the
priesthood who is not prepared to magnify his
calling, and all men can do that who are called
of God to the work, if they are not in debt, however poor they may be. If they pursue the right
plan there is no scarcity for places to preach in,
in all the world for aught I know; and every
Elder can find a place to preach each Sunday,
not far from their home, if they try. So I think
there is no excuse for idle Elders. There is a
glorious reward for those who labor, and an irreparable loss to those who do not. Precious
souls, the Judge is at the door, and let a sense of
duty arouse you to action in this the best of all.
causes! 'fhrust in your sickles and reap with
your might, and treasure up fruit unto eternal
life in the everlasting kingdom of God. I am
now well advanced in my eighty.fifth year, and
I am now on the forty.third year of service in
this the gathering dispensation. I bear my testimony to the truth of this work, to the Book of
Mormon, and that Joseph the JYiartyr was the
I,ord's prophet and Seer to this.generation, and
that his son Joseph, who is president of this Reorganization, is his lawful successor, whose labors in the Church are accepted and approved of
God. Excuse so long a letter; I may never.write
again. Your brother in the Lord,
JOliN LANDERS.
-----IVAI,KER 8TA'riON, Red River Co., Texas,
January, 1879.
Brn. Joseph and Henry:- I am now in the field
of labor, appointed me by the General Conference. I left home December Gth, with Bro.}'[. T.
Short, who is a very agreeable companion. We
attended the Independence conference, after
which he went into Jasper county, and I into
Johnson county. I preached there several times;
found a good interest there, and think good will
be done. 8tarted for Cass county, but found that
the roads were blocked, so I returned to-Independence, where, and in the country east and south,
I preached a number of times, and at every place
found good people. I shall not forget the kind.
ness of the 8aints of Independence and JYiontserrat.
I left Independence January 14th, for Kansas
City, thence to Pt. Scott, and then oft for 'l'exas,
Dennison, Sherman, and this place, Walker Station, where I made enquiry for the Saints, and
soon found that I had eight miles to walk through
the deep mud, but I did it as cheerfully as possible, and arrived at Bro. Bullard's, where I have
raised the standard of truth, but am sorry to say
that the cause has suffered very much here by
the conduct of those who ought to have been
Tcally standard bearers instead of a burden to
the cause. May the Lord bless and prosper his
work. Yours in hope,
W. 'l'. BozAwrn.

---~-<.,_..,
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THE SAINTS'.;,HERALb.
reason that it was impracticable, and he deemed
it unnecessary. Report received and committee
continued. The matter contained in a letter from
Bro. Harris of Lucas Branch, was referred back
to said branch.
Bro. Charles Sheen was ordained an Elder, on
the recommend of the La~ni Branch.
The president appointed C. H. Jones, David
Dancer and 0. B. Thomas as a court of Elders to
investigate" cases that may be presented.
W. N. Abbott's request to be recommended for
ordination to the office of a Seventy was taken up,
and it was decided that this conference has no
jurisdiction in the matter.
It was moved that a court of elders has discharged all the duties required of it, as a court,
when it has heard the evidence, and to the best of
its ability decided as to the guilt or innocence of
the party on trial, and reported the same to the
authority appointing them.
After considerable debate it was put to vote and
lost, whereupon J. W. Gillen gave notice that an
appeal would be taken.
The court appointed to investigate charges presented by parties of Davis City, ,reported that they
consider that the charges were made in a spirit of
retaliation and that there were no just grounds
for action, and the committee recommend that no
further action be had in the matter.
Report received and committee discharged.
C. H. Jones and 0. B. Thomas were appointed
to assist the president to adjust difficulties at Lone
Rock Branch.
A Priest's license was granted to E. H. Gurley,
and a Teacher's license to David Young.
Resolved that the district furnish blank licenses
for the benefit of the district.
The Elders were requested to visit Fontanelle
to preach.
Sunday: At D a.m., a prayer meeting; at 10:30
a.m. and 2 p.m., preaching.
Adjourned to Lamoni, March 1st, 1879.

§ouUt-Eastm·n 1HUt11oiis Dish·ict.
A conference was held at Springerton, Illinois,
December 6th and 7th, 1878; G. H. Hilliard presiding; I. A. Morris, clerk.
Preaching Friday evening by B. S. Jones.
Saturtlay.-At 9 a.m., prayer meeting.
2 p. m. Branch Reports.-Brush Creek 02, 2
Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers; 1 baptized, 1 ordained Elder. Dry Fork 17, 3 Elders, 2 Deacons;
1 removed by letter. Elm River 12, 2 Teachers ;
1 baptized, 1 received by vote. Deer Creek 20, 1
High Priest, 3 Elders, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Springerton 52, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 baptized.
Tunnel Hill 73, 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 18
baptized., 3 received by letter.
Elders T. P. Green, B. S. Jones, .Joseph Palfreyman, J. F. Thomas, Martin l~. Brown, I. A.
Morris and G. H. Hilliard reported in person. ·
Report of Bishop's Agent: "BeJance in hand
last report $17.15; received of Brush Creek
Branch $7.22, of other Saints $13.22, total $37.5\J;
paid to the poor of Brush Creek $7.22, G. H.
Hilliard $30.37, total $37.5\J.-D. S. Jones, Ag't."
Evening: Preaching by T. P. Green.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a. m., preaching by I. A.
Morris, at 3 p.m., sacrament meeting, in charge
of Brn. Green and Brown; at 7 p.m., preaching
byG. II. Hilliard.
Adjourned to Springerton, Friday evening
March 7th, 1879.

Ind.epe»ulence Distil!'ii.ct.
A conference convened at the Saints' Hall, Independence, Missouri, December Gth, 1878; ,James
Caffall, president p1·o tern.; C. C. Frisbey, clerk.
Independence, Wyandotte and Kansas City
branches reported. The Belton Branch was received into the district.
Whereas an impression has prevailed that we,
the Elders, wished to exclude the members from
our business sessions, therefore be it, Resolved
that such was not intended; but if we, the Elders
of the Independence District, deem it necessary to
call a council meeting at any time before the time
set for the assembling of conference we have the
right.
Elders J. W. Brackenbury, I:L 0. Waddell, F. M.

Sheehy, W. Newton, Geo. Hayward, C. Schroder,
C. C. Frisby and J. Curtis reported as having
striven faithfully and earnestly for the great
cause. M. T. Short, W. T. Bozarth and J. Caffall,
traveling Elders under General Conference appointment, reported having been highly favored
of God in their labors. Teachers I. Bailey and A
M. Montgomery reported.
At 9 a. m., December 7th, J. J. Kaster arrived
and took the chair; J. Caffall associated with him.
6:ir0 p. m.-Resolved that the president of the
district presides over the conference by right of
his office, and not by vote.
Whereas we think it of general benefit to the
Church and of special benefit to the Independence
Branch, therefore be it Resolved that a committee
be appojnted to make estimates and enquire into
the practicability of building a house of worship
in Independence, they to report at our next conference.
G. W. Pilgrim, J. S. Page, F. Campbell, C. C.
Frisbey and C. Schroder were appointed as the
committee.
Report of Bishop's Agent received,
The presiding Elder, J. J. Kaster, reported having organized one branch, and he had visited the
branches and found them in good condition. He
was determined to labor with still more vigor.
Resolved that we will always be glad to receive
any representatives or Elders of the Church known
to us through the Herald, bnt that hereafter we
recognize none as members or representatives,
who come to settle in our midst, until evidence of
their membership is giver:.
Adjourned to 10 a.m., March 8th, 1879.

Galland's G1eove Disb•ict.
A conference convened at Galland's Grove,
Shelby county, Iowa, Decembr 6th, 1878; J<:!i
Clothier, president; John Pett, secretary.
The morning was occupied by Brn ..John A.
Mcintosh, D. H. Bays and Wm.Jordan, in relating
some of their experiences in the work.
Branch Renorts.-Galland's Grove 216 mem.
hers; 25 baptized, 2 received. Union 55; 3 baptized. Camp Creek 16; 2 baptized. f3alem 77;
1 baptized, 2 received. Coalville 1 \J. Boyer Valley 45; 2 removed by letter, 1 expelled. North
Coon 17; 1 received. Mason's Grove \Jl; 2 removed, 2 died. Boonsboro 12. Franklin and Pilot
Rock branches not reported.
Elders reports by letter: Joseph R. Lambert,
Morris T. Short, J. W. Chatburn, W. Whiting and
Eli T. Dobson, each report showing considerable
labor performed, and much of the Spirit of the
Master enjoyed in presenting the word.
Saturday, 10 a. m.: Brn. Eli Clothier, Henry
Halliday, Geo. Sweet, C. E. Butterworth, Benan
Salisbury, John Rounds, J. A. Mcintosh, N. Booth,
D. H. Bays, P. II. Rensimer, John Hawley, Absalom Kuykendall, Thos. Chapman and J. C. Hardman reported in person. In some instances much
labor had been performed, some new places for
r-reaching had been opened, and good liberty enjoyed generally in presenting the word.
D. H. Bays, J. A. Mcintosh and A. Kuykendall
were appointed to investigate a difficulty in the
Sa.lem Branch.
2:30p.m.: John Pett reported his labors as
clerk of the district, and also as Bishop's Agent,
as follows: "Cash balance, June 8th, $12.17, received since $301.45, total $313.62; paid Bishop
I. L. Rogers $270, the ministry $46.23, total
$316.23, leaving a bala.nce due the Agent of
$2.61."
D. ,II. Bays, Henry Halliday and Chas. Butterworth were appointed to audit the Agent's account with the Church.
Elder's licenses were granted to J. C. Hardman
and W. Whiting, and a Priest's license to James
Allen.
On recommendation of the Salem Branch, the
officers of said branch were authorized to ordain
Joseph Seddon to the office of Priest, and on
recommendation of the Galland's Grove Branch,
the officers of said branch were authorized to ordain Roliondo Wight to the office of priest.
Geo. Sweet, S. R. Shackleton, Eli T. Dobson
and W. Whiting were appointed to fields of labor.
7 p. m.-The committee on the Salem Branch
difficulty reported their investigation of the case
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presented to them, and their report was accepted,
the recommendations adopted, and the committee
dischargecl.
The auditing committee reported that they
found the accounts of the Bishop's Agent to be
correct. Report accepted and committee discharged.
Sunday.-At 11 a.m., preaching by the president; at 7 p m., by P. H. ltensimer, John A.
Mcintosh and the president. The attendance on
both occasions was large, the attention good, and
what was presented was evidently appreciated by
all who heard it.
Adjourned to Dowville, Friday, March 7th,
1879, at 10 a. m.

Iles l'!Jioilu)!l Dist•·ict.
A conference convened at Newton, Iowa, De·
cember7th, 1878; J. X. Davis presidingpro tern,
succeeded by I. N, White, district president, on
his arrival; John Sayer, clerk, assisted by Geo.
Hidv.
B~anch Reports.-Indepedence 54, 8 Elders, 1
Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 baptized. Des Moines 42, 3
Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons; 1 removed. Newton referred back to the branch for
correction. Des Moines Valley 33, 1 Eider, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher.
Elders W. C. Nirk, Bartly Myer, N. Stamm,
George Walker, Moses Houghton. J. K. Kent, John
X. Davis, I. N. White, John Sayer, T. Clark,
Young, Hughes, Knox, Eastman, and Priests Batty
and D. C. White reported. I. N. White had attended the General Conferenee in September.
Since then has been attending to business so as to
free himself in order to go into the field, and recently has been preaching in Marion county, with
success and liberty, and is to return there soon.
At 7 p.m., preaching by George Walker, assisted
by W. C. Nirk.
Sunday: At D a.m , a motion to change theses·
sions of the conference to once in six months was
discussed, and being put to vote it was lost.
. Deacon W. Barbee reported, and Priest Henry
Baker offered himself to go and labor with any of
the brethren.
At 11 p.m., preaching by I. N. White; at 2 p.m.,
sacrament meeting, in charge of I. N. White and
J. X. Davis. The Saints were greatly blessed with
the Spirit in giving their testimonies. At the
close of the meeting I. N. White offered his resignation as district president, thinking that they
might do better, as he has other fields of labor,
but by a unanimous vote he was sustained.
I. N. White was authorized to organize a branch
on Coal Creek, if he deems it wisdom.
Evening, preaching by L N. White, assisted by
D. C. White.
Adjourned to Dt'S Moines, Saturday, 1\Iarch 8th,.
l87\J, at 3 p m.

To the

QUOl'll!m

of §eventy.

The members of the above Quorum, are requested to address me before the next April eonference,
relative to !heir recent labors in the ministry, and
their desire and purpose for the present year. If
they bave prefe1·ence of points of location for ministel,'ial labors they will please to mention it in
their correspondence. Also I wish them to represent the general prospects and wants of the
gospel in their respective missions and localities.
Brethren be prompt.
C. G. LANPHEAR, President aj Quorum.
SANDW1CH 1

Illinois.

l"ictu11.·es.
I have now ready a group picture of the author•
ities of the Church, the First Presidency, the
Apostles and the Bishopric, with Joseph and Hyrum, the martyrs, eighteen in number, all placed
in order on a card for framing. Price one dollar
each, or in clubs of eleven for ten dollars. Size
of card 14x17 inches. Sample copies, album size,
sent by mail for fifteen cents.
Address,
J. H. MERRIAnr,
Stewartsville, DeKalb Co., Mo
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THE SAINTS'
OBITUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each additional eight word• (one line) will be charged; notices of prominent Church officials excepted. l.\'louey to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.

Born..
VaiL.-At Blue Rapids, Kansas, January 4th,
1879, to Brother and Sister G. W. Vail two
daughters.
M~rried..

CooK-BROWN.-John R. Cook of Sacramento,
California, to Emma J. Brown of Mormon Island,
Sacramento county, California, at the residence
of Brother and Sister J. J. Orr, of Mormon Isla!ld,
January 28th, 1879, by Elder Marcus Leowell.
DAVIES-JENKINS.-At the residence of the
bride's father, Brother Rosser J. Jenkins of
Blackfoot City, Deer Lodge county, Montana,
December 28th, 1878, by Rev. J. R, Russell, Mr.
Daniel Davies and Miss Margaret Jenkins.

Died..
ToRANGo.-AtBoone, Iowa, November 6th, 1878,
William, son of Mr. Frank, and Sister Hannah
Torango, aged 3 years, 11 months, and sixteen
days.
McBIRNIE.-:At Gordon Hill, Boone county Iowa
December 2nd, 1878, Edward, son of Bro. Samuel,
and Sister Margaret McBirnie, aged 1 year, 10
months, and 27 days. Funeral service by Elder
William McBirnie.
RonucK.-Near Cheeseland, Texas, 5th January, 1879, Elder William Robuck, aged 61 years,
6 months and 3 days. He was born in Edgefield
District, South Carolina.
He united with the
Brighamite Church in 1845, and with the Reorganization December 23rd, 1877.
RonucK.-Near Cheeseland, Texas, January
3rd, 1879, Bro. Thomas B. Robuck, son of Bro.
.William Robuck, aged 20 years. Both of these
brethren died of pneumonia. They were consistent members of the Church, and were highly es·
teemed in the community. May God's blessing
rest with the bereaved ones.
JAMES W. BRYAN.
JoNEs.-At Canton, Illinois, December 19th,
1878, of membranous croup, Frederick, son of
William and Elizabeth Jones, and grand son of
Bro. L. L. Jones, aged 2 years, 6 months, and 3
days.
EvaNs.-At Churchill, Ohio, January 2nd 1879,
of lung fever, Thomas, son of Bro. Thomas and
Sister Mary A. Evans, aged 1 year and 10 months.
Funeral service by Elder J. R. Lewis.
0LESON.-At Omaha, Nebraska, December 24th
1878, Martin Oleson, aged 71 years. He was
born in Sweden.
BowEN.- Near Versailles, Brown county, Illinois, of tuberculosis, Mrs. Susan Bowen, aged 19
years. The deceased leaves two little ones, her
husband, and many sorrowing friends and relatives. She was a daughter of Bro. Hiram and
Sister Nancy Jacques. Services by Elder Joseph
A. Crawford, from Psalms 8: 4.
MuLLINDER.-At Waupun, FonDuLao county,
Wisconsin, December 25th, 1878, of congestion of
the lungs, Sister Sarah Mullinder. She joined
the Church in Canada in 1837; went to Missouri
in 1838' and had part in the troubles, there and in
Nauvoo. But through ~til she remained up to her
death firm in the faith, j ojning the Reorganization
at an early day after hearing its claims. She had
a vision just before she departed, and spoke of the
beauty of the place she was approaching. Funeral sermon by Elder David Montgomery. Her remains were brought to Lyons, Walworth county,
Wisconsin, to be placed beside her daughter.
J ONEs.-At Cheltenham, Missouri, November
20th, 1878, of croup, Elizabeth Jones, daughter of
David and Mary Jones, and grandchild of W. 0.
Thomas, aged 2 years and 8 months. Funeral
sermon by Elder William Gittings.
MANTER.--,-At San Benito, California, January
13th, 1879, of diptheria, Richard J., eldest son of
John Manter, and only brother of Sisters Mary
Stone and E. 0. Logan, aged 15 years and 5
months. He said that he loved Jesus, and was
glad that he was going to heavon to Bee his mother.

HERALD.

SNIVELY.-In Colfax township, Harrison county,
Missouri, November 24th, 1878, of erysipelas,
Moroni, son of Brother and Sister JosephS. Snively, aged 1 month and 20 days.
BRADLEY.--At the residence of his parents,
near Blue Cut, Jones county, Iowa, December 13th
1878, Brother William H. Bradley, son of Brother
James and Sister Jane Bradley, aged 22 years, 1
month and 20 days. Deceased was the youngest
son of this aged couple, and this is a sad bereavement to them, as he was the mainstay and hope of
their declining years.
THOMAs.-At her residence, in Cheltenham,
Missouri, October 30th, 1878, of pneumonia, S_ister Eleanor Thomas, wife of Brother W. 0. Thomas, aged 58 years. She was horn in Llanelly,
Wales, in 1820; was baptized in Octobe.r 1847;
emigrated to America with her husband iJ! 1857;
was rebaptized July 2nd, 1864, in Cheltenham,
Missouri, by President Joseph Smith. She lived
a life of righteousness, and d.i.ed with the hope of
eternal life fresh and bright in her mind. Her
testimony to the truth was unwavering, and she
left behind her an example worthy of imitation,
and a remembrance that,will not fade away. Funeral services conducted by Elders William Gittings and Abraham Rees.
CAZALY.-Near Batavia, Kane county county,
Illinois, January 30th, 1879, of consumption, Sister Elcina Cazaly, aged 57 years, 6 months and 8
days. Her husband and seven grown sons and
daughters survive her, six of them being present
prior to her death. She was of Susquehannah
county, Pennsylvania. Being convinced of the
truth of the Latter Day work, she obeyed it in
1867, being baptized by Elder Philo Howard.
She was a good wife, a true mother, and a valued
friend and neighbor, as all testify. Funeral ser·
mon by Elder Henry A. Stebbins.
CRANDALL.-At Gallands Grove, Crawford county, Iowa, April lOth, 1878, Sister Marietta, wife
of Brother Lyman w. Crandall, aged 31 years, 8
months and 3 days. Funeral sermon by Elder
Eli Clothier.
PIERC:Ji1 :-'ln,.ltaglan township? Harrison ,connty, Iowa, October 24_.tjr;/L878i.ot' cancer in the face,
Elder Hosea Pierce, aged 70 years. He was s.
member of the first organization and joined the
Reorganization in 1860 by baptism. His wife and
son survive him. Funeral sermon by Elder J. C.
Crabb.
KINYON.-Bro. W. C. Kinyon writes us from
Miami, Saline county, Mo., January 27th, thp,t
his wife was taken sick on the 14th and died on the
19th, of pneumonia. Sr. Kinyon was the daughter of Hiram Page; and at her death gave an evidence to her family that the three books, Bible,
Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants,
should be put together in this Latter Day Work.
She was baptized November 29th, ISG9, by Bro.
D. K. Dodson. It is stated that she lived faithfully
and fell asleep in Christ.
LoNa.-Near Manti, Iowa, January 16th, 1879,
by being kicked to death by a horse, Mr. J. G.
Long, aged 67 year and 2 days. He was born in
Germany in 1812, came to America in 1830, residing in Pennsylvania till 1846, when he came to
Walworth county, Wisconsin, thence to Fremont
county, Iowa, in 1859. His wife and eight children survive him. He is said to have been a true
husband, a kind father, and a man of honor and
integrity. Funeral sermon by Elder J. R. Badham.
CROCK.-Near Maryville, Californi9,, 1878, Elder
David Crock, aged 73 years; born in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, March, 1805; baptized into the old
organization in 1841; joined the Reorganized
Church, April, 1869. He died in the hope of a
resurrection with the just.
MARTIN.-At Breckenridge, Caldwell county,
Missouri, December 5th, 1878, Maude, youngest
daughter of Brother Amos and Sister Jennette
Martin, aged 1 year, 6 months and 7 days. Funeral sermon by Elder Gomer T. Griffiths.
D. H. Bays, Bandera, Bandera county, Texas.
Arthur Leverton, Bothwell, Ontario.
Charles Derry, Logan, Harrison county, Iowa.
John J. Cornish, Box 10\:J F., London, Ontario.

(;on·uptiou in Bi~;h .IP'iaces.
Mr. Wendell Phillips gives utterance to another
sentiment that will find a response in the intelligence of that great middle class now being ground
and crushed between the upper and nether millstone, wealth at the top, vice, ignorance, and idleness at the bottom. Mr. Phillips says: uif corruption seems rolling over us like a flood, mark
it! It is not the corruption of the humbler classes. It is the millionaires who steal banks, mills,
and railways. It is the defaulters who live in
palaces and make way with the millions. It is
the money-kings who buy up Congress. It is the
demagogues and editors in purple and fine linen
who bid $50,000 for the Presidency itself. H is
greedy wealth which invests its thousand millions
in rum to coin money out of the weakness of its
neighbors. These are the spots where corruption
nestles and gangrenes the State. If humble men
are corrupted, these furnish overwhelming temptations. It is not the common people in the streets,
but the money-changers who have intruded into
the temple that we most sorely need some one to
scourge.- If the hills will cease to send down rottenness, the streams will run clean and clear on
the plains."-Argonaut.

Biiu·niin!;;' Gt·een '\Vood Grt~aUy

Wustehd.
Water in passing into vapor absorbs and hides
nearly 1,000 degrees of heat. A cord of green
wood produces just as much heat as a cord of the
same wood dry. In burning the dry wood we get
nearly all the heat, but in burning the same wood
green, from one-half to three-fourths of the heat
produced goes off latent and useless in the evaporating sap or water. Chemistry shows this, and
why, very plainly. Therefore get the winter's
wood for fuel or kindlings, and let it be seasoning,
as soon as possible, and put it under cover in
time to be dry when used. It will of course
season or dry much faster when split fine. . . . A
solid foot of green elm wood weighs 60 to 65 lbs.,
of which 30 to 35 lbs. is sap or water. As ordinaarily piled 'up, if we allow half of a cord to
be .lost in the spaces between the sticks, we
still have .a weight of about two tons to the cord,
of which nearly one ton is water or sap. Such
wood affords very little useful heat ; it goes off in
the ton of sap. The great saving of hauling home
dry is evident-as we get the same amount of real
fuel for half the team work. Beech wood loses
one-eighth to one-fifth its weight in drying; oa~
one-quarter to two-fifths.
·

-·.....,...__

How often a new affection makes a new man!
The sordid, cowering soul turns heroic. The
frivolous girl becomes the steadfast martyr of
patience and ministration, transfigured by deathless love. The career of bounding impulses turns
into an anthem of sacred deeds.
Man, while he loves, is never quite depraved.
Heaven's harmony is universal love.
NOTICE.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring your
paper sent to a different post-office, be particular in giving, in
full, the name of tho post-office, county, and state where you
had been last receiving it, and distinctly state the name of tho
post-office, county and state to which you wish your paper sent
in the future.
1l£!l- If yonr paper has been going in a
package, state whose.
When mailing a letter, whether in a railroad car,on.a steam
boat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance give
your own address where you are taking your paper.
When taking subscriptions for HERALD and HoPE be particular in giving the correct address of the" new subscriber.n
If your paper has been discontinued, state where you ha~e
last been taking it, and the time it was stopped.
·
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ll¥ir Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
form Subscrib~:~rs that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Remittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
orders, and business letters aa recently ad vised.
THE SAINTS' HERALD is published SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plano,
Kendall Co., Illinois, hy the Board of Publication of the R<l·
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
is edited by JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 per
year. All remittances, orders, and business commumications
intended for the office of publication, must be directed to
Henry .A. Stebbins, Bow 50, Plano, Kemdall Co., Ills. l.\'loney
may be Sel'lt Draft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano, by
registered letter, or by Express; but there is very little risk
in sending small sums of.mone·y in an ordiuar letter.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACH TO THEM THAT DWELL ON THE EARTII * *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS COJ\IE,"-REV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGH THY TRUTH; THY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, MARCH 1, 1879.

LIVE BY THE GOSPEL.

THE COMING OF CHRIST.

"Live by the Gospel!" Let no other rule
Or scheme allure you by it surface fair;
The vain imaginings which plt-ase the fool,
On sand foundation built, or in the air,
Have nought within them that can satisfy
The soul which yearns for life-bread from on high.

It seems somewhat surprising that the peculiar notion that the founder of Christianity

'

"Live by the gospel!" All pomp and show
And glittering of gorgeous display,
Which, like a halo, circles high and low
Among the man-made systems of to-day,
Can yield no food ; wheat is not reaped from tares,
And doubtful doctrines can but bring forth fears.
"Live by the Gospel!" Let its spirit be
Lived out in th·y life actions day by day;
Its pure, sweet principles unceasingly
Shine forth from thee that like the sun eaoh ray,
May do its part in spreading light around,
Where else must darkness reign gross and profound.
"Live by the Gospel!" Use your life to prove
The all-sufficiency of God's great plan,
The vast superiority of Love
O'er all the ldeali8m8 of man!
That men, attracted by thy life, may see
God's grace, and from his wrath forever flee!
"Live by the gospel!" Suffer, sacrifice,
Rather than gain of human glory aught,
Be ever faithful whatsoe'er the price,
And in all things be God's approval sought;
Nor take thy part in what he can not bless,
Lest sowing triflings thou dost reap distress.
"Live by the gospel!" Shedding light abroad,
E'er lab'ring for thy fellow creature's weal,
Anxious to give to them the truths of God,
That they also to him their lives may seal;
Yea, live the. life which always speaketh praise
To God in these the solemn Latter Days!
"Live by the Gospell" Soon the world shall wake
From out its drunken sleep, alas, too late !
Lo! Judah's Lion comes vengeance to take
On those who know not God, but vent their hate
Upon His ancient covenanted law,
Not thinking)hat His words are ever sure!
Yea l Live the Gospel life! The day is nigh
When victory will gladden loyal souls !
Yea l Live its every teaching, for the eye
Of him who all the universe controls,
Looks on us, and prepares a crown of life
For all.'l'iho keep the faith unmoved by strife,
.
R. ltENl>RIC!l:,
If we did but know how little some enjoy the
great things that they possees, there would not be
much envy in the world.

is to make his appearanoe a second time upon
the earth, and, as most of the Adventists evidently believe, begin the personal reign that
the Jews were anticipating over 1800 years
ago, should be found a matter of belief even

No.5.

hoped he would be there to lead them up
through the Kyber and across the Euphrates
to the land of Israel's home. An incident
that will be considered of some significance by
Adventists who expect the second coming to
take place in the very near future is related in
the Sunday at Home. It was related in 1853
to a British officer stationed in Cashmere, and
was published before the advance of the English was begun. In a conversation with a
young Moolah concerning the probable intention of the British Government to annex Cabul,
the Moolah said: "This is not a matter in
which there can be any doubt. The English
Government has no choice in its future action,
for it is written that you [the English J have
t o go t o Cab u l"
I n exp1ana10n,
t'
h e sa1 th a·t
.
it was written that momentous events are to
take place in the world before the year 1883.
People having fair complexion.s and red beards
are to come from the other srde of the sea to
India, and are to advance through Cabul to
the Euphrates. Russian and Turkish armies
are to fight there, and in the battle that follows they almost annihilate each other in the
bitterness of a rel!gious strugqle, and th~ rem~ant of the Turkts.h army re~m'ls to an Island
m the Euphrates nver. While they are there
an "Inman" comes in great haste and in great
distress from Mecca, and tells them that the
one-eyed Dujal, or Satan, who has been bound
on an island of the sea, has been let loose, and
is destroying the mosques and the faithful in
the holy city of Mecca. One army is to solicit the Inman to lead them against Dujal, who
they are soon informed has left Mecca for
"Betel Ma Kuddus," or Jerusalem. They follow him, and upon their arrival they see "lsah
Mussah," or Jesus, descend from heaven and
alight upon th~t top of a minaret, from which
he reaches the ground by means of a ladder
set for him. Everybody worships him. They
beseech him to officiate at the afternoon prayers; but he declines, saying that he had not
come to pray, but to destroy Dujal. He at
once pursues Dujal, who attempts to escape on
a donkey. But the ground being soft, the
donkey can not run, and Satan is destroyed.
Great rejoicing follows, and there is peace and
happiness for ten thousand years, and all the
people are true Mussulmans. The times seem
propitious for a revival and another grand
smash-up of a second ~lillerism.-Oincinnati

among the people of India. The name of the
person to come is not always the same; but
the circumstances surrounding the anticipated
advent are such as to render the several per"d ·
.
.
sons
commg of Chnst
.
. 1 ent10al. The second
.
.
1s d1mly foreshadowed 1n the final commg of
Vishnu, which is an accepted being among the
natives of India. Many of the Hindoos are
aware that the Christian English among them
. •
.
.
a~e anxwu~Iy awaihng _the comtng of a great
kmg. This knowledge lS often made known to
Euglish, and under most peculiar circumstances. An English official was one day
vaccinating some Hindoos in a village at a dis• .
•
..
tance from any of the ml11tary or cxvll statxons.
Several children had been successfully vac(Jinated, when a fine, healthy child was t>hown
him from which he wished to take some of
'
t~e lymph to use o~ others. Une~pectedly to
him the mother ob-jected. He failed to persuade her, and as he thought it important to
secure his object, he besought the assistance
of some of the men of the village. One of the
men appealed to gravely stated that they understood all about the vaccination concerning
which the Government was making such a
fuss. It had nothing to do with smallpox, he
said; that was only a blind. "You Christians
are expecting a great king from heaven, and
are searching up and down the land for him.
He is to be recognized, when a child, by having white instead of red blood, and you are
sent to find him." The Pathans, on the northwestern frontier of India, talk a great deal
about the "Second Coming." They say they
came originally from the land of Canaan, and
they claim to be the children of Israel. A
gentleman who has visited them says that
they are a handsome and brave people; so that Commercial.
if they be of the people who are, according to
To be ambitious of true honor, of the true glory
prophecy, to return to Canaan and re-occupy
perfection of our natures, is the very princithe land of their forefathers, there will be a and
ple and incentive of virtue; but to be very ambi ·
fine race to return. Many of them are in the tious of titles, of place, of ceremonial respects and
ranks of the native regiments. An enthusiastic civil pageantry, is as vain and little as the things
officer who believes they will return to their are which we court.
The only way to make a friend is to be one.
fatherland is reported to have said that hewww.LatterDayTruth.org
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my conclusions are, that while those who have
A WORD IN DEFENCE OF TRE FI·
NANCIAL SYSTEM OF THE
CHURCH.
Dear Herald:- While I appreciate every
legitimate effort made with a view to replenish
the coffers of the Church, and acknowledge
that the financial condition of the Church is
far from what it ought to be; I am unwilling
to admit that the system is at fault. I am
fully satisfied . that if our present system was
carried out, the financial condition of the
Church would be better than under any other
system that could possibly be adopted.
I can see no possible good to be derived
from a system which will provide that each
minister shall have a certain sum per annum
for the support of his family;- unless it is to
assist the Bishop in disbursing the means
placed in his hands. But if the conference
shall direct in the matter and say just how
much he shall pay to each one; where is the
wisdom of his having counselors appointed to
assist him in his duties? He certainly would
not need counsel to decide whether he should
do as he is told or not; providing it was made
a part of his duty Lo do so.
The present system provides that a Bishop
and two counselors shall be appointed and
sustained by the voice of the Church, whose
duty it shall be to receive tithes and offerings,
and use them for the support of the ministry,
their families, the poor, etc. In addition to
this, it provides that they shall have an agent
in each district of the Church. It is also
made the duty of the "Bishopric and their
authorized agents, to travel among the churches from time to time, to teach the law of, and
collect tithing and freewill offerings, and see
that the financial interests of the Church are
duly cared for,and the wants of the poor are duly
administered to; and to use their best and
most earnest endeavors to keep the ministry
in the field as appointed by General Conference,
* * * and to see to it that the families of
auch receive proper support." Now if this
system is practically carried into effect, will it
not be sufficient for every emergency?
"We admit," says the objector, "that it
would, if carried out; but it has not been
done."
True; but why? We answer; for .want of
means. Then it is not the system that is at
fault, but the trouble is it has not been sufficiently supported. Let us at least give it a
fair trial before we condemn it. Is it not
possible that if we adopt tbe salary system
that the same obstacle will stand in the way?
It would be an easy matter to meet in conference, and move, second, and vote that each
family should have a stipulated sum per annum.
But the passing of the resolution would not
feed and clothe the family. The means to pay
the stipulation would have to be obtained, be.
fore any good would accrue from the action.
Then unless the passing of such resolution
would bring means into the hands of the Bishop, I see no use of it, for our present system
would supply the demand if the means were
obtainable.
I have carefully considered this subject
since so much has been written upon it, and

*

advocated a change have done so with a view
to better the financial condition of the Church;
it has had the opposite effect. Complaints
have been urged against the system. .,,Assertions have been made that it is faulty, and
some have come to the conclusion that they
will not support it, but will wait till a more
perfect system is adopted. Means have been
withheld, and the movements of the ministry
have been hampered. It is the candid opinion of
the writer that if the same time and talent
which has been used in advocating a change
had been employed in portraying the beauty
and practicability of our present system, the
Church finances would have been in a more
healthful condition. While we are dividedsome advocating one system, and some another,
we may never expect to succeed.
I am fully satisfied that the only way for us
to labor unanimously, is to allow men whom
God has appointed the privilege to direct in
the matter; while we sustain them by our
faith, prayers, and means. If we will do this
I am confident that when a change is needful
they will be enlightened on the subject.
By reference to the revelation of 1861 you
will see that this duty devolves on the "Twelve
in connection with the Bishop.'' These quorums
have met together and taken the matter under
advisement and decided on a plan of action. (See
Herald for May 1st 1878). Read this letter
carefully and you will see that the salary system is not l.'ecommended by those whose duty
and privilege it is to advise. Please notice
the closing words of their epistle:
"We present the foregoing principles of actjon to all the Saints as being the rules and
regulations adopted by us for the government
of, and administration in the financial affairs
of the Church; and we respectfully commend
them to the consideration of, and observance
by the Church in all circumstances and cases
included in and covered by the above specification of principles." Shall we heed the
teachings of these quorums or shall we allow
our n::inds to be led to oppose them?
"Ah," says one, "we have been deceived by
following men, and we propose to be more
cautious in the future.''
Query: Were you deceived by recognizing
men in their legitimate callings, or by recogniz.
ing them in assumed positions?
"'But," says the timid one, "even these men
are liable to err. True; but, if men called
of God to do this work are liable to err, how
much more liable are those who presume to
dictate in matters over which they have no
control. Is it not safe to believe that God
will recognize, bless and prosper every man in
the office of his calling? And are not men
called of God to "see to it," best calculated to
Ray when a change of system is advisable?
"Having then gifts differing according to
the grace that is given unto us, whether
prophecy, let us prophesy, * * * or ministry,
let us wait on our ministering; or he that
teacheth, on teaching; or he that exhorteth,
on exhortation; he that giveth, let him do it
with simplicity; he that ruleth, with diligence;
he that showeth mercy, with cheerfulness."
(Rom. 12 : 6-8). I earnestly pray that each
one of us may, "Learn his d1tty, and act in the
office in which he is appointed in all diligence."
HEMAN

ScrrACKELYILLE, Alabama, July 17th, 1878.

C. Smnr.

PRIDE.
The wise man has said, "Pride goeth before
destruction, and a haughty spirit before a fall."
This harmonizes with what the Lord has said
to the Church in the last days : ''Beware of
pride, lest ye become as the Nephites of old?'
By tracing the history of this ancient people,
we learn that although they were truly an
enlightened people, and had the Church of
Christ established among them, yet they were
so given to pride that many affiictions were
brought upon them from time to time, till at
last they were destroyed from off the earth as
a people, and one of their prophets, Mormon,
declared that "pride hath proved their destruction." How kind the Lord was to forewarn us
of this great evil; for if pride destroyed the
church and people of God in one age of the
world, why will it not do the same in another,
or in the present age, if indulged in by the
church or people of God?
But, says one, "We do not have pride in
the Church now, so there is no danger.'' Perhaps so. But we will ask, What is pride? and
let the prophets and inspired writers answer.
Then we shall be better able to judge in regard to the matter. We read in the Book of
l\1ormon that Alma, the great high priest, at
one time, desiring to visit the churches in
different parts of the land, gave up the judgment seat to another, and started again to 1
preach the word. Some of the people he found
firm in the faith, and rejoiced in their steadfastness, while there were others whom. he
found indulging in very singular customs,
which caused him to mourn exceedingly, and
to put up this remarkable lamentation before
God:
"Behold, 0 God! they cry unto thee, yet their
hearts are swallowed up in their pride. Behold
0 God, they cry unto thee with their mouths, while
they are puffed up even to greatness with the
vain things of the world. Behold, 0 my God,
their costly apparel, and their ringlets, and their
bracelets, and their ornaments of gold and all
their precious things which they are ornamented
with."

We are left to conjecture whether, if Alma
were permitted to meet with us in our Saints'
meetings at the present day, he would find
sufficient cause for making such a lamentation
as is here recorded of him; and whether the
Saints would not consider him a queer sort of
a religionist to "take on so" about their costly
apparel, and their ringlets, and their bracelets
and their ornaments of gold, etc.
In the second chapter of Alma we read :
"And it came to pass in the eighth year of the
reign of the judges that the people of the church
began to wax proud, because of their exceeding
riches, and their fine silks, and their fine twined
linen, and because of their many flocks and
herds, and their gold and their silver, and all manner of precious things which they ha.d obtained by
their industry; and in all these things they were
lifted up in the pride of their eyes, for they began
to wear very costly apparel."

In the following chapter the prophe,t Alma,
while teaching the people on the subject of
repentance, said:
"And also the Spirit saith unto me, yea, cryeth
unto me with a mighty voice, saying, Go forth and
say unto this, people, Repent, for except ye re-
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THE
pent ye can in nowise be saved, in the kingdom of
heaven. * * * And now I say<ynto you, my beloved brethren, can ye withstand these sayings;
yea, can ye lay these things aside, and trample the
Holy one under your feet; yea, can ye be puffed
up with the pride of your hearts; will ye still
persist in the wearing of costly apparel, and setting your hearts upon the vain things of the
world."
But Alma is not alone in his views on pride.
In the last book of Nephi, first chapter, the
prophet in writing of the prosperity of the
Church, said:
"Now in this two hundred and first year there
began to be among them those who were lifted up
in pride, such as the wearing of very fine apparel,
and all manner of fine pearls, and of the fine
things of the world."
Another prophet, l\Ioroni, was permitted to
look down the stream of time, even to the
present day, and wrote to the believers in
Christ after this manner:
"l know that ye do walk in the pride of your
hearts, and there are none, save a few only, who
do not lift themselves up in the pride of their
hearts unto the wearing of fine apparel, * * for
behold ye do love money, and your substances and
your fine apparel, and the adorning of your
churches, more than ye .love the poor and the
needy, the sick and the afllicted."
In the first chapter of Alma there is a striking contrast between those who are walking in
humility and faithfulness before God, and
those who are walking after the manner of the
world. The writer says:
"And thus they were all equal, * * and they
did impart of their substance every man according to that which he had to the poor, and the
needy, and the sick, and the afllicted; and they
did not
wear and
costly
apparel,
yet they were neat
comely;
thus
they did
establish the afand
fairs of the Church. * * For those who did not
belong to their church did indulge themselves in
sorceries, and in idolatry or idleness, and in babblings, and in envyings and strife; wearing cost!fw~P:;:;,1,; being lifted up in the pride of their
We might quote other passages from this
"Fullness of the Gospel," but these will suffice. The prophet Isaiah must have viewed
the subject in a similar light, when by the
Spirit of God he pronounced a curse upon the
"daughters of Zion," because of their h11ughtiness, and even mentioned the names of their
ornaments and useless articles of apparel,
nearly all of which are in common use-shall
I say, among those who ought to be considered the daughters of Zion at the present day?
The apostle Paul might have been oontemplating modern fashions and follies when he
said:
"l will in like manner that the women, also,
adorn themselves with modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety, not with braided hair, or
gold, pearls or costly array, (but that which beoometh women professing godliness, with good
works."
Agreeable to all these sayings of the prophets, is the commandment of God, given
through the prophet Joseph Smith, to the
Church in these last days, which reads thus:
"Thou shalt not be proud in thy heart; let all
thy garments be plain, and their beauty the beauty of the- work of thin!! own hands."-D. C. 42:12.
But, says one, (a "good Elder," perhaps),
"I know the book reads so, but I like to see
the women well dressed." Says another, "I
think we have a right to dress as we please, so
long as we furnish our own money." Another says, "I dress fashionably to please my husband." And thus the reasons and excuses
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multiply, until we cheat onrselves into the be'lief that we shall obtain an inheritance in the
Celestial glory, whether we abide the law of a
Celestial kingdom or not.
Sisters in Christ, and brethren too, let us
cast aside the veil of darkness which is spread
over us, and view these things in the light of
God's Holy Spirit. "Be not deceived; God is
not mocked; for whatsoever a man aoweth
that shall he also reap." (Gal. 6: 7.) If we
sow pride, and selfishness, and folly, will not
our reward be of proportionate value? or, in
other words, shall we not be in danger of losing
the great reward of eternal life altogether, except we repent?
Christ said, "A new commandment I give
unto you, that ye love one another." Can it
be truly said that we love our sister, when we
buy twenty yards of cloth and try to put it all
into a dress for ourself, (to wear to meeting of
course), while our sister and neighbor has to
stay at home from meeting for the want of
even ten yards to make her a plain dress of;
and her children have to 11tay away from Sabbath School, while a small portion of what we
lay out for neckties, and ruffs, and other "vain
things of the world," would make them comfortable and tidy to attend both Sabbath
School and meeting?
.
What would we think of a circumstance
like this: A sister goes to town with a very
little pocket money to buy a few supposed necessities. Before buying, however, she calls
to see the "widow and the fatherless," and her
heart being moved with compassion for them,
she gives her money, a dollar, to the sister, and
· h out
goes h ome, t h'm k'mg sh e Wl'11 get a1ong w1t
the necessaries a while longer. The widow is
thankful for the money, of course, and goes
immediately and buys a dollar flower for her
hat; while the sister who gave the dollar continues to wear a sun-bonnet to meeting-the
1
best she is able to have. '0 consistency, thou
art a jewel!"
Sisters, do we realize how much it costs in
money, to provide ourselves with these useless
articles and ornaments of dress, and to say
nothing of the money, how much unnecessary
time it takes to make, prepare, and keep in
order our clothing, made and trimmed after
the fashions of the world; and how much our
affections are placed on these "vain things,"
when the Lord has commanded us to love
him with all our heart, might, mind, and
strength? Do we realize how many poor and
needy there are among us, many of whom
suffer for the common comforts of life-while
we have nothing to give them? Well did the
·
prophet Isa1ah say, "Ye rob the poor because
of your fine clothing." Do we visit the sick
and the a:ffiicted, and strive to comfort them
and do them good? Indeed we have no time,
it is so much work to keep all things prepared
that we may appear as well or better than
others, that we can scarcely even get time to
pray, to 'lay nothing of treasuring up the commandments ofGod, to do them. Do we realize,
also, how the work of God languishes? The
Church treasury empty, the Bishop's hands
tied, "good Elders" staying at home to "provide for their own, lest they become worse than
an infidel," and the fields white on every hand
-but the laborers are few. Can we do nothing?
0, my sisters! let us rise Sampson likel (see
,Judges 11: 28), in the strength of Israel's God,

and break the fetters that bind us. Let us ·
renew the covenant we made when we went
went down into the waters of baptism, remembering that God has said : "He who is not
able to abide the law of a celestial kingdom
can not abide a celestial glory." Let us set
our hearts to do good, and not falter in making
the necessary sacrifice. We are told that we
"should not follow a multitude to do evil."
Let those who know not God go their own
way, till we can persuade them to embrace the
gospel; but as for us, we will take hold of the
"rod of iron," and serve God with our house.
Truly, we ought to have a higher, holier aim
in life, we who have come to the light and
knowledge of the truth, than simply to follow
the fashions and keep up appearances.
I have been led to contemplate: What if
the Savior should come in his glory, just when
we are assembled in our houses of worship for
a Sabbath meeting. Would he look with
complacency on the display of fancy hats with
their vails, and ribbons and flowers, and gewgaws; upon our ruffs ar.ld collars, and neck1
1
d
ties, and bibs, and jewe ry, and neck aces, an
sleeve buttons and cuffs, and frills and fiounces, and innumerable bias folds, and :•tie backs,"
and puffd, and corsets (stomachers), etc? Or
would he turn away with sorrowing pity and
disgust, saying, "These are none of mine l
Notwithstanding the costliness of their apparel, they have not got on the. wedding garment, and where I am they cannot come?"
Sisters, there is a great responsibility resting upon us. As wives and mothers we have
a great influence over those with whom we
·
11y assoCiate.
·
I t can not b e ot h erwiSe.
·
contmua
As for our children, they are continually with
us, and from infancy we may begin to teach
them right and wrong , and as they grow older;
we may instruct, and instil into their young
minds and tender hearts those pure principles
both moral and religious, which shall shape
their future lives, and lead them to become
righteous men and women.
We have other duties : Never have I felt so
deeply impressed in regard to this particular
point, as during the present sickly season.
We should study the laws of health, how to
care for these frail bodies, "so fearfully and
wonderfully made;" how to avoid sickness and
how to treat disease, when perchance we have
failed to avoid it, and how to nurse and care
for the sick; also we should learn the use of
herbs, and the difference between a pickled
cucumber and a dish of cooked rice for a sick
person-for we are permitted to use " h er b s
and mild food" when our faith is weak, which,
h
·
1 h
W
by t e way, IS not uncommon y t e case.
·e
should also instruct our daughters especially
in regard to these duties, having first taught
them to avoid the errors into which girls and
young women commonly fall, such as wearing
thin shoes in damp weather, thin clothing in
cold weather, and the use of those terrible "consumption strings," which, notwithstanding all
that may be said in their favor by the devotees
of fashion, still remain a curse, not only to the
female sex, but to the human family. 'l'here
is much else we should do which I have not
space nor time to mention. But how can we
perform all these various duties, or scarcely
any part of them while our time and attention
must be given to the study of fashion plates,
and in striving to keep up with the world, in
all its fashions and follies.
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In laying aside our vanity, and folly, and
extravagance, however, it is not necessary that
we become eccentric, nor will there be any
great danger of our becoming proud of a plain
dress, for such a thing would be unnatural, to
say the least; neither will it be necessary that
we should retain a particle of pride to enable
us to be "neat and comely." An eye single to
the glory of God will do this, as far as circumstances will permit. If a family of children
have but one suit of clothes apiece, and scarcly
that, it is impossible for them to be always
clean and tidy, no matter how hard the mother
may work to have them so.
Much more might be said or written on this
subject, but I will leave it for others, more
capable, to say or write. I wish to add, however, that I trust my sisters will, with me, take
this matter into earnest, prayerful consideration; and in contemplating the subject, let us
not say, "There are other sins as great as pride,"
"The brethren are just as proud as the sisters"
&c. For that, you know, is no excuse for us.
If we have other sins, we should repent of
them, and if the brethren are proud they
ought also to repent. It is a solemn fact that
we have each to stand or fall for ourselves.
lUy earnest desires and prayers are, that we
may be able to replenish the oil in our wasted
vessels, and trim our lamps anew and have
them burning; or in other words, that we may
put on the ''wedding garment," that when the
cry is made, "Behold the Bridegroom cometh,"
we may be permitted to enter into the "marriage supper of the r~amb.''
CARRIE

A.

THOMAS.

--~

RELIGIOUS FANATICS.
1'he late shooting of Lazzaretti, the fanatic
and pretended prophet,, at Grosetto, by the
Italian authoritie9, seems to have created 11.
great deal of excitement in the :M:aremma. It
may seem odd to-day that a man should assume
to be Jesus come again, that he should choose
twelve apostles, and pr<:;tend to have divine
authority; but ~uch is the tendency of all religious fanaticism, and such are the phenomena
attendant upon it. Several centuries ago men
of the Lazzaretti sort were not uncommon, for
their theologic madness was an ordinary distemper. .Early in the fifteenth century Conrad
Schmidt, leader of the Flagellants, assumed to
have a divine mission, and so disturbed orthodox Roman Catholicism that the benificent
Inquisition burned him at the stake. During
the Peasants' war of Germany, Thomas Munzer, an Anr\baptist monomaniac, set up for a
prophet and was executed. A little later John
Matthias of Haarlem, and John Boccold of
J,eyden, grew wildly spiritual and then wildly
licentious, and in the name of religion subverted law and authority and came to their
end, one by the sword, the other by torture and
exposure in an iron cage. History, since the
introduction of Christianity, is full of similar
examples: Absorption on re-ligious topics
leads to monomania, monomania to fanaticism,
fanaticism to thegrossest self-delusion. Most
religious reformers, from Mohamed to Joe
Smith have been a little crazed. Many of them
have been called impostors, though there can
be small doubt that they imposed upon them
selves after they had achieved a certain follow-
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ing. The Italian I~azzaretti now seems to oo
a wretched sham, but he may have been sincere in his fanaticism. IL is not impossible
that the time may come whim he shall be regarded as a martyr, as the founder of a sect,
and his memory revered. 1\ien who have been
canonized and embalmed in ecclesiastical history had not, at one time, half so much chance
to be remembered as the distraught Italian shot
dead in the Maremma.-New York Times.
------

hearts against the feelings of pity and forbearance, and conscious only of our wrongs,
crush with all our force of wrath and hatred
the poor weak worms who have injured us;
and- still call ourselves "followers of the meek
and lowly Jesus-the self-sacrificing, longsuffering, and foe-pitying Jesus, who gave
himself for his enemies, and died that they
·might live.'' Our faces should crimson with
shame to think that we have permitted ourselves to be blinded by the weakness, or evils
"BEAR AND FORBEAR.';
of another, and stiflled the nobler sentiments
of our souls in order to demand what we call
Daily experience teaches me the absolute justice upon those who have wronged us, and
still profess to be saints of God. If we would
necessity of learning the lesson at the head only compare ourselves with Him whom we
of this article, and self examination shows profess to follow, our brows would crimson
me how little progress I have made in try- with shame, and we should stand self-coning to make it a rule of my life. Things demned before the tribunal of our own contranspire that are contrary to my views and sciences, and our eyes would wander from face
to face to see if possible some sign of forbearfeelings. How quickly every fiber of my na- ance, some expression of pity; and our hearts
ture is stirred, how strongly every sense of would plead for that mercy we deny to our
wrong asserts itself, and how easily I am fellows.
B{)loved Saints, do you contemplate the
aroused to opposition against the supposed or
real evil, not always directing my opposition life and character of Jesus? If so have you
not seen how patiently he bore with his erring
wisely, but oft times blindly combatting the
brethren ; yea, with his deadly foes ? Have
wrong, and of. course in such instances only you not heard him say to the erring woman,
meeting wrong with wrong, and therefore in- "Neither do I condemn thee," when it was
creasing the evil, and in reality fostering that his sacred law she had broken ? Have you
which I intended to destroy. Am I alone in not seen him weeping over Jerusalem, "the
rebellious city," that had disowned him and
this weakness ! I would to God, for the sake rejected him? Have you not heard that exof humanity, that I was. Then, it seems to me piring groan, full of pity and undying love,
that, seeing myself so differently from my "Father forgive them, they know not what
fellows, my weakness would be so odious in my they do.'' Can you contemplate his life and
eyes that I should make greater efforts to over- character, and say in truth that you are his
followers? If we 'can not, is not our profescome it.
sion empty and vain? Did he not leave us
But observation proves that I am not alone, this "example that we should follow in his
but that the majority of mankind stand with steps ?"-1 Pet. 2 : 21. "With all lowliness
me in subjection to this evil. Yes! fellow and meekness, with long-suffering, forbearing
slaves to an evil, which fastens its yoke more one another in Iove."-Eph. 4 : 2. "Forfirmly upon our necks, an evil that is severing bearing one another and forgiving one another,
the dearest ties and the closest bonds of if any man have a quarrel against any; even
brotherhood. I would to God that the pen as Christ forgave you, so also do ye."-Col.
that traces these lines could truthfully declare 3:13.
that I was free from this wrong; but, although
Some may claim that they have no right to
it can not, I will not be silent, but will raise forgive without full restitution is made. Did
my voice against the monster that crushes out the mobbers and murderers of Christ make
every hope and fosters hatred and revenge restitution? Yet he forgave them, and prayed
where only love and harmony should reign.
his Father to forgive them too. Now hear
"Bear and farbear," is a maxim that is in- the word of the Lord, through the martyr
deed divine, though no prophet's pen has writ- Joseph, given in Kirtland, 1831.
ten it, or sacred record contains it. It is
"My disciples in days of old sought occasion
written on the lineaments of every erring form, aganst
one another, and forgave not one another
on the tablet of every wandering, bleeding in their hearts, and for this evil they were afheart; and finds an echo in our nobler natures, flicted and sorely chastened, wherefore I say unto
as we contemplate poor, erring humanity and you, that ye ought to forgive one another, for he
see its struggles, its weakness and its woes. Its that forgiveth not his brother his trespasses standcondemned before the Lord, for there remain.
divinity is not only asserted but felt, when eth
eth in him the greater sin. I the Lord, will forours have been the feet that have strayed and give whom I will forgive, but of you it is required
the hearts that have wandered. How keenly to forgive all.men, and ye ought to say in your
then we feel the need of forbearance. How hearts, Let God judge between me and thee, and
the heart longs and the eye looks for an evi- reward thee according to thy deeds."-D. C. 64:2.
dence that we shall not be crushed in our
Unless we cultivate the spirit of forbearweakness, nor trodden down in our shame. ance we can not forgive, and if we do not forThen we feel that forbearance is indeed a vir- give we have no assurance of being forgiven.
tue, and pray that the wronged ones may be Moreover it is written, "The measure you
clothed with it. But alas! how sadly we for- mete shall be measured to you again.''
get this truth when another is the wrong
Beloved Saints, do we want to be forgiven?
doer-one perhaps whom we have loved and Then let us forgive; and to this end let us
whom we thought loved us. We turn our cherish the Spirit that leads us to bear and
eyes doggedly away from this divine precept, forbear with each other while here; then how
and loudly call for revenge. We steel our much sweeter will be our intercourse while
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here, and in the eternal hereafter. How
sweet will be our remembrance when we greet
each redeemed soul, and realize that we never
did anything to drag them down, mar their
peace, or prevent their entering the glorious
enjoyment that we shall then. be partakers of.
How much better it will be to know that we
have sought to be saviors than that we have
wielded the sword of destruction. It may be
vexatious to hear evil words, and see and feel
the keen blows of wrong; but if for Christ's
faith and the gospel's, if for the sake of the
poor misguided creature that has injured us,
we have patiently borne with him, refused to
destroy when it was in our power, and have
only manifested a. spirit of forbearance, we
shall know that our hands are clean of his
blood and if our kindness has won him to love
us and the truth, what depth of love will be
in his heart toward us, and what happy consciousness in ours, that we have been an instrument in saving a soul from death.
Crush not the erring soul,
Against thee though he erred ;
Hold thy spirit in control,
Keep back the vengeful word ;
Remember thou art mortal too,
Do as thou wouldst be done unto.
Bear with thy brother now,
As God has borne with thee;
Drive vengeance from thy brow
And from all hate be free ;
Bear with thy brother, and forbear
To fill his heart with woe and care.
0. DERRY.

ANCIENT EPIDEMICS.
The lessons of the last epidemic find numerous precedents in the history of former times.
The "Bla-ck Death" that ravaged Asia and
Southern Europe in the fourteenth century
spared the Mohammedan countries-Persia,
Turkistan, Morocco, and Southern Spainwhose inhabitants generally abstain from pork
and intoxicating drinks. In the Byzantine
Empire, Russia, Germany, France, Northern
Spain (inhabited by the Christian Visigoths),
and Italy, 4;000,000 died between 1373 and
1375, but the monasteries of the stricter orders and the frugal peasants of Calabria and
Sicily enjoyed their usual h'ealth, (which they,
of course, ascribe to the favor of their tutelar
saints), but among the cities which suffered
most were Barcelona, Lyons, Florence, and
Moscow, the first three situated on rocky,
mountain slopes, with no lack of drainage and
pure water, while the steppes of the Upper
Volga are generally dry and salubrious. The
pestilence of 1720 swept away 52,000, or
more than two-thirds ofthe 75,000 inhabitants
of Marseilles in less than five weeks; but of
the 6,000 abstemious Spaniards that inhabited
the "suburb of the Catalans," only 200 died,
or less than 4 per. cent.
The most destructive epidemic reported in
authentic history was the four years' plague
that commenced in A. D. 542, and raged
through the dominions of Chasroes the Great,
the Byzantine Empire, Northern Africa, and
South western Europe. It commenced in
Egypt, spread to the east over Syria, Persia,
and the Indies, and penetrated to the west
along the coast of Africa, and over t.he Continent of Europe. Asia Minor, with its plethoric
cities, Constantinople, Northern Italy, and
France suffered fearfully; entire provinces
were abandoned, cities died out and remained

principles on the supposition of their ill tendency, is a dangerous fallacy which at once destroys all religious liberty." It is declared
"that it is time enough for the rightful purposes of civil government for its officers to interfere when the principles break out into
overt acts against peace and good order." In
these two sentences is found the true distinction
of what properly belongs to· the Church and
what to the State. In a little more than a
year after the passage of this statute the Convention met which prepared the Constitution
of the United States. Five of the States,
while adopting the Constitution, proposed
amendments. Three-New Hampshire, New
York, and Virginia-included, in one form or
another, a declaration of religious freedom in
changes they desired to have made, as did also
North Carolina, where the Convention at first
declined to ratify the Constitution until
the proposed amendments were acted upon .
Accordingly, at the first session of the First
Congress an amendment was under consideration. It was proposed, with others, by Mr.
Madison. It met the views of the advo4!1111> ...
cates of religious freedom and was adopted.
MORMON MARRIAGE.
Jefferson afterward, in reply to an address to
J!'ULL TEXT OF THE DECISION AGAINST
him by a committee of the Danbury Baptist
POLYGAMY.
Association, took occasion to say: "Believing
Washington, January 10.-Following is the with you that religion is a matter which lies
full text of the decision rendered in the solely between man and his God, that he owes
account to none other for the faith or his
United States Supreme Court on Monday, and worship, that the legislative powers of governbriefly reported, in the case of the polygamist, ment reach actions only, and not opinions, I
George Reynolds, against the United States, contemplate with sovereign reverence that act
brought here by appeal from the Supreme of the whole American people which declared
that their Legislature should make no law'reCourt of the Territory of Utah, with some unspecting the establi~:>hment of religion or proimportant exceptions. The opinion of tlie hibiting the free exercise thereof, thus builfl.;
Court was delivered by Chief Justice Waite, ing a wall of separation between Church and
so far as relates to the prisoner's plea of re- State. Adhering to the exprcssson of the
ligious belief, and to the constitutional power supreme will of the nation in behalf of the
rights of conscience, I shall see with sincere
of Congress to prohibit polygamy in the Teri- satisfaction the progress of those sentiments
tory:
which tend to restore man to all his natural
The question is, whether religious belief rights in opposition to his social duties."
can be accepted as justification of an overt act, Coming as this does from an acknowledged
made criminal by the law of the land. The leader of the advocates of the measure, it may
inquiry is not as to the power of Congress to be accepted almost as an authoritative declarprescribe criminal laws for the Territories, but ation of the scope and effect of the amendment
as to the guilt of one who knowingly violates thus secured. Congress was deprived of all
a law which has been properly enacted, he en- legislative power over mere opinion, but was
tertaining a religious belief that the law is wrong. left free to reach actions which were in violaCongress cannot pass a law for the government lation of social duties or subversive of good
the Territories which shall prohibit the free order. From that day to this we think it
exercise of religion. The first amendment to may safely be said, there never has been a
the Constitution expressly forbids such legisla- time, in any state of the Union, when polygation. Religious freedom is guaranteed every- my has not been an offense against society,
where throughout the dominion of the United cognizable by the Civil Courts and punishaStates, so far as Congressional interference is ble with more or less severity. In the face of
concerned. The question to be determined all this evidence it is impossible to believe
is, whether the law now under consideration that the Constitutional guarantee of religious
comes within this prohibition. The word "re- freedom was intended to prohibit legislation
ligion" is not defined in the Constitution. We in respect to this most important element in
must go elsewhere therefore to ascertain its social life-marriage: while from its very nameaning; and nowhere more appropriately, we ture the sacred obligation is, nevertheless, in
think, than to the history of the times in the most civilized nations, a civil contract, and usmidst of which the provision was adopted. ually regulated by law. Upon it society may
The precise point of inquiry is, What is the be said to be built, and out of its fruits spring
religious freedom that has been guaranteed? the social relations and social obligations and
In the preamble of th.e Act introduced in the duties with which the Government is required
Virginia House of Delegates by Jefferson in to deal. In fact, according as monogamous
1775, religious freedom is defined; and after or polygamous marriages are allowed do we
reciting "that to suffer the civil magistrate to find the principles on which the government
intrude his power into the field of opinion, and of a people to a greater or Jess extent rests.
to restrain the profession or propagation of An exceptional colony of polygamiBts, under

vacant for many years, and during three months
5,000 and at last 10,000 persons died at Constantinople each day? (Gibbon's "History,"
Vol. 3, Chap. 48). And the total number of
victims in the three continents is variously estimated from 75,000,000 to 120,000,000.
(Procopius, "Anecdot," Cap. 18; Cousin's
"Hist," Tome 2, p. 178). But in Sicily,
Morocco, and Albania, the disease was confined to a few seaport towns, and the Caucasus
and Arabia escaped entirely. This dreadful
plague made its first appearance in Alexandria,
Egypt, then a luxurious city of 800,000, inhabitants, and Paulius Diaconus, a contemporary historian, speaks of the "reckless gluttony
1y which the inhabitants of the great capital
incurred yearly fevers and dangerous indigestions, and at last brought this terrible judgment upon themselves and their innocent
neighbors" (Lib. 2, Cap. 4). Alexandria lost
.500,000 of her inhabitants in 542 and 800,000 in the following year, and for miles around
the city the fields were covered with unburied
corpses.-Popular Science Monthly.
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exceptional leaders, may sometimes exist for a
RESIGNATION OF D. S. MILLS.
waters of the goodly harbor are deep round
time without appearing to disturb the social ·
about the old ship Zion, and their clear
condition of the people who surround it; but
To the Saints of the Pacific Slope Mission, depths can not be stirred by weakness, so must
there cannot be a doubt that, unless restricted g 1·eeting: Beloved brethren and sisters of the the surface-ripple speedily subside. And as
by some form of constitution, it is within the
the soil is good and good seed is planted,
legitimate scope of the power of every civil household of faith, believing that I am ad- blest abundantly with rains, dews, and the
government to determine whether polygamy monished through the counsels of the Spirit of genial rays of the God of day so shall the
or monogamy shall be the law of social life the Lo1·d, that sufficient reasons exist to justify breach be speedily filled, and the golden grain
under its dominion. In our opinion the Stat- me in resigning the office and trust which I again appear.
ute immediately under consideration is within
Scattered as we are to the four winds of
have so long held, as President of the Pacific
.the legislative power of Congress. It is conheaven, bear in mind that those winds do not
stitutional and valid as prescribing the rule Slope Mission, I publish this announcement, beat upon all at once, hence in our seasons of
of action for all those residing iq the Territo- having as I do the welfare of the kingdom of local rejoicing-let us not forget before our
ries and in places over which the United our God at heart, and a desire to see this re- Father those of the family who mourn. In
States have exclusive control. This being so, sponsibility placed upon the shoulders of one short, let us always abounnd in faith, hope
the only question which remains is, whether
and charity toward one another, faith in their
those who make polygamy a part of their re- whom we shall all honor in the spirit of love, integrity as in our own, although they may not
ligion are excepted from the operation of the and assist in the discharge of those duties per- see through our specs in all things; hope in
Statute. If they are, then those who do not taining to the office, believing that the Spirit the :hour of trial that light will soon dawn;
make polygamy a part of their religious belief of the Lord will direct in such appointment; and if we have the blues don't think every
may be found guilty and punished, while those that whosoever it shall be he may share your one else has them, and try and hold to view
the bright side much oftener than the dark;
who do, must be acquitted and go free. This
would be introducing a new element into our love, help, faith and prayers i as I know that accuse none hastily, rebuke not presumptuouscriminal law. Laws are made for the govern- I have done; and for which I thank you re- ly, but judge righteous judgment, prove all
ment of actions, and while they cannot inter- Rpectively, on my own behalf; also in behalf things, hold fast the good, contend earnestly
fere with mere religious belief and opinions, of the Master as well as bleeding Zion. I also for the best gifts of G-od; till we grow up into
they may with practices. Suppose one religh
the measure and stature of Christ our living
thank t ose elders who have nobly·n.ssisted 1'n
iously believed that human sacrifices were a
"
head.
necessary part of religious worship, would it the ministry, in councils and presiding, and some
I feel to thank God for the Spirit manifest
be seriously contended that the civil govern- of whom are now doing a good work; may in our laboring elders since the October Conment under which he lived could not interfere their efforts and success never be less; and ference; the rich fruits of which are already
to prevent the sacrifice? Or, if a wife relig- their powers for good much more.
appearing, as we hear glad tidings from nearly
every part of California, with a greater desire
iously believed it was her duty to burn herself
Since it has pleased our gracious Father to on the part of the people to hear than we have
upon the funeral pile of her dead husband,
would it be beyond the power of the civil remove from this earthly field of ussfulness, onr ever seen before. Bright prospects surround us.
government to prevent her carrying her belief faithful and well beloved co-workers, Elders Much labor remains to be done; many are starvinto practice? So here, society under the Hervey Green, J. M. Parks and others, whom ing for the bread of life, and infidel making
exclusive dominion of the Unites States pre- we could ill afford to spare, and whose rest machines are in full blast all over the land.
scribes as the law of its organization that must be glorious while their wo.1ks are follow- While several elders, both able and worthy,
plural marriages shall not be allowed. Can a ing them, it has also pleased Him to raise up are willing, but few .ran go forth with the .
man excuse his practices to the contrary be- others to go forth, clothed with the same bread of life-as financial pressure is much
cause of his religious belief? To permit this power, filled with the same Spirit, testifying greater thau in the past record of our golden
would be to make doctrines of religious belief to the same eternal truths, the greatest which young state.
superior to the law of the land; and in eifect exist: First, That there is a God; second,
The California Methodist Church, in their
to permit every citizen to become a law unto That he he has revealed himself to man; and conference advertise that, with all their wealth
himself. Government could exist only in as his witnesses willingly making the same and machinery in good order, they have a loss
name under such circumstances. Criminal sacrifices which his servants have ever been of over seven hundred in membership, for the
intent is a necessary element of crime; but called upon to make; and, to prepare "one of a past year. We can thank the Lord that withevery man is presumed to intend the necessary c_ity, and two of a family," for the coming of out the wealth, or machinery, we have gained
and legitimate consequences of what he know- the Lord in glory; and for this we thank Him, handsome additions; and while we in no wise
ingly does. Here the accused knew that he while we still feel the loss of the absent loved feel to exult in their loss, we con not help feelhad been once married and that his first wife ones, and long for the glorious and happy re- ing grateful to our Father for his choice blasewas living. He also knew that his second union at the marriage supper of the Lamb. ings upon us.
When,. Thus let us strive and labor on in the highest
Owing to my bodily infirm Hies in the past,
marriage was forbidden by law.
therefore, he married the second time, he is and noblest work man and woman can perform my labors have not been as vigorous as I could
presumed to have intended to break the law, as children of the living God, heirs of the wish, but had it not been for the great and
and the breaking ofthe law is a crime. Every world in glory; called into his light-com- special blessings of God unto me, they would ·
act necessary to constitute a crime was know- muning with him-entrusted with heavenly have been much less; and while I have not
ingly done, and the crime was therefore know- tidings-the last warning message to mankind erred intentionally, errors doubtless have ocingly committed. Ignorance of a fact may in the hour of God's judgment, pointing to a curred; for I am but weak and imperfect at
sometimes be taken as evidence of a want of city of refuge. God himself confirming the best; but having started out for the prize I
criminal intent, but not ignorance of law. word everywhere with signs, and wonders, shall strive to continue the fight, at any sacriThe only defense of the accused in this case, with joy in heaven over returning sinners, fice, trusting that circumstances may be such
is his belief that the law ought not to have while from our labors we behold the blade, that I shall be self sustaining in the field.
Let us all determine to.help bear the burbeen enacted. It matters not that his belief then the ear, then the full corn in the ear;
was a part of his religion; it was still a belief, though planted and grown mid joys, sorrows, then; this will lighten it, and our crops will
and belief only. Upon a careful consideration cloud and sunshine, prosperity and adversity be better, bringing better prices; our flocks
of the whole case, we are satisfied that no error of every kind, they that endure to the end will and herds will thrive; our clothes will wear
was committed by the Court below, and judg- be saved. The fiery breath of persecution, or longer; and the oil and meal while they fail
ment is consequently affirmed.
jealousy may from time to time be manifest, not, will have for us a sweeter taste; more
as it raises faint ripples upon the peaceful power will be given of God; our sick will be
The willow which bends to the tempest often waters of the harbor of safety, or as it invades healed more effectually, and God will withhold
esca.pes better than the oak, which resists it; and the beautiful green fields withering and blight- no good thing from us; our faith will strengthso, in great calamities, it sometimes happens that
light and frivolous spirits recover their elasticity ing every green thing within its limited reach, en, all will be union and peace; the elders will
and presence of mind sooner than those of a loftier much more marked will be its effect in preach with more power, and thus will the
character.
the dry than in a green tree. But as the l the kingdom grow and fill the earth.
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With a prayer for the prosperity of kind
Saints and the cause of Zion, I confidently
trust· my resignation may be accepted, and a
worthy successor appointed, who shall receive
the cordial support of all the good, and whom
God shall delight to bless with much power.
And may the Spirit of Christ be and abide
with you all, henceforth and forever, is the
prayer of your brother in the everlasting covenant. Amen.
D. 8.

.MILLS,

President Pacific Slope Mission.
BANTA ANA, California, Janusry 20th, 1878.

~

THE JEWS IN PALESTINE.
The pro~ect proposed some time since in
Great Britain by leading Jews of the country
to buy Palestine is said to have been completed.
The Rothschilds, 1\fontefiores, and other prominent and wealthy financiers have entire confidence, it is reported, in the success of the
undertaking, and are moving energetically toward its early achievement. The secretary of
the association formed for the purpose, who is,
by the by, a Christian in· creed, says that the
Jews of the whole world seem to be in sympathy with the plan, and will do their utmost,
individually and collectively, to further it.
Those familiar with Palestine will not regard
it as specially desirable, for its main features
are not very attractive. It is not an extensive
country-not more than one hundred and
forty-five miles long and forty-five miles broad,
ou an average-and ought to be bought cheap.
The plain of Philistia is its best part, the soil
being of rich brown loam, without a stone.
It is now, as it has always been, a vast grainfield-an ocean of wheat without a break or a
fence. Its extraordinary fertility is shown
by the fact that it has produced the same succeRsion of crops year after year for forty centuries without artificial aid. :Many tourists
have such numberless associations with Palestine that they have idealized it prodigiously;
but to a man who views it without bias it is a
dreary, disagreeable land, its undulating surface, rounded hills separated by narrow glens,
and its crevasses striking the eye monotonously
and unpleasantly. So much has been said for
generations of the Jews regaining possession
of Jerusalem, that it is agreeable to think that
they are likely to do so at last. They certainly
deserve Jerusa!em.-New Yorlc Times.

sides of the church indicate the wealth of the
people. Some of the turnouts are regal.
Many of the drivers are in livery, with kneebreeches and huge white neckties. The
church is full on all pleasant Sunday mornings.
It costs something to worship here. The income from rentals is over $40,000 a year.
The front gallery pews rent for $350 each.
The Stewarts, A. and R. L., own their pews,
· ·
and shey cost $15,000 each.
Two blocks above, and over on Madison,
stands the Reformed church. Though not so
large as Dr. Hall's it is quite as elegant. But
the house is painfully thin. Two-thirds of the
pews are empty. The wide galleries have a
straggler or two. The front of the galleries is
open. The inside is broken into sections. It
has the look of an ice-cream gallery. Four
chairs in each section and a small table complete the illusion.

A VISION.

Thiay 26th, 1878, Sunday morning, being
near Brighton, California, there passed before
my view the following :
From the western side of Asia there rose a
great cloud of smoke, which rolled on westward until i.t overwhelmed Europe. I heard
accompanying the smoke a great noise as :of
heavy artillery, and the clanking and clashing
of cavalry and arms; also sharp streaks of light
or fire pierced the dark cloud. These all
caused an intense feeling of horror to rest upon
me. Then near the middle of this (the American) continent, I saw a large temple, facing
the west, which was surrounded by an evergreentree fence, about a qua:::ter of a mile from the
temple on either side. At the north-west
corner of the fence, was a narrow gate, at which
a beautiful, tall man was standing as gatekeeper. A man came out of the temple,
walked down the steps in front of the building
and went to the gate. He was a servant.
The gate-keeper put into the servant's right
hand a large leaf, shaped like a palm-leaf fan,
which was composed of a great many small
leaves ofthe same shape. He also bound upon
his left arm, from the wrist to the elbow, these
words which apeared like bright gold in color
"Bind up the testimony. Seal up the law."
ARISTOCRATIC CITY WORSHIP.
I The servant then went on his mission, traveling
Irapidly and crying his message with a loud
Like anything in New York, where fashion voice. He soon came to a town, on the outrules, aristocratic worship has its fitting abode. skirts of which was gathered a large crowd of
Setting aside Trinity and Grace, the aristoc- men, who appeared very angry, and were armed
racy worships between Twenty-third and Fifty- with guns, knives, clubs and stones. They
seventh streets, and covers the space between seemed determined to stop and kill him if pos ..
Fourth and Sixth avenues. Into this space sible. I felt very much alarmed for his safety,
are crowded the popular houses of worship of they seemed so angry, and their countenances
the leading denominations. When the ads. were really hideous, but he did not appear to
tocracy moves the churches move. As the heed them at :an, although he knew of their
private residences become more sumptuous so intention. I watched him with much anxiety
do the churches. With the increase of wealth, getting nearer and nearer the mob, who increa,s.
style and elegance, the churches have their ed in anger as he neared them; but he walked
share. The parsonages of Dr. Dix, Dr. Vin- straight ahead crying aloud his message, and
cent, the rectory of Grace and the Fifth ave- when he got close to them, instead of their
nue Baptist church are not exceeded in loca- destroying him, as I feared they would, they
tion and elegance by any private residence in suddenly parted in the middle and left an alN ew York.
ley about three feet wide, through their midst,
Dr. John Hall's church is elegantly located. 1 and a large cable made of iron, about three
The teams that fill the streets on the three l inches in circumference, extending the whole

length of the passage-way on each side, up as
high as the waists of the men, which kept
them from harming him as he passed through
without the least stop or hesitation, crying
aloud his message. And so he went over the
country, through cities, towns and villages,
fearless and unharmed, occasionally stopping
to give a leaf from off the large leaf to some
persons, who always seemed to be very glad to
see him and get a leaf.
I then· saw and heard that after he had
gone along, there followed right upon his track
huge mountains of darkness or blackness, from
which issued sharp lightning and thunder,
and mountains were rolled and tossed and
cities destroyed by earthquakes. The plague
and pestilence also destroyed many people.
And the sharp conflict of the inhabitants of
towns fighting against each other, besides the
assassin with pistol and knife, with horrible
countenance, crouching, waiting for his prey;
afterward a great roar of fire, rushing, crackling, through cities, towns, and over the earth;
and then two angels, one on the Atlantic coast,
the other on the Pacific, each standing on the
ocean beach smote the water with a long rod
saying, "Thy bands are broken." Then many
cities, and towns, and much land were covered
with water. I then heard in a clear, round,
full voice from one mighty and strong, "Come
Home, Come Home;" and these words seemed
to fill the whole vault of heaven; but of all
the inhabitants of the world, none heard it ex.
cept those who had accepted the leaf from the
servant.
Again, I was at the corner of the fence by
the gate. I saw the same servant return. In
his right hand he held the skeleton stock of
the palm leaf which he handed to the gate
keeper, who had sent him out. I then noticed
many such servants returning. This one
seemed weary, and very glad to get back. I
then understood that his mission had been to
stay out until be had given away all the small
leaves off the large palmn leaf-one to each
person worthy of it; which leaf was a passport,
that allowed the holder of it to enter through
the gate into the temple. His eyes seemed to
burn with joy, and a bright color covered his
countenance, which now shone with a freshness of joyous life as the gate keeper said to
him, " You have done well, and have been
faithful. Enter, nothing can keep you out;"
and as he was passing through the gate a
bright crown as of glittering gold, descended
and rested upon his head; and as the gatekeeper adjusted it to his head he again spoke,
saying, "Now is fulfilled the promise made to
you by my Father, that if you would be faithful, you should receive a crown when his Son
visited the earth again." I then saw a beautiful city, which seemed exceedingly bright.
And I heard as in mid air most delightful
music which seemed to entrance me; and from
out the midst of the music which seemed to
be from thousands of angels, came this sentence
in a loud clear voice: "Whosoever is faithful
and remains shall not die, but shall be changed
with power and glory."
Language utterly fails to describe the feelings of perfect joy and peace that I was in
possession of when, after viewing these things,
I again saw the beauties of the country and
felt the quiet of a holy Sabbath day.
I. F. B.
NEWPORT,

California, January 2d, 1879.
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d> ~ ~ '~ A. cast on the Mormons for believing in revelation, column, page 57 should be stricken out, so that
• " " " liJ -r an unintended tribute~s paid to the wisdom and the sentence would be, "It also states that delegate
toleration of the man, or the men, who, rather Cannon," &c. There is one "that" too many.
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
than to present the spectacle of· an embittered Also the word "pospel," occurring in the 3d par.
EDITORS. ,
political antagonism between brother leaders, agraph of the 2d column on page 40 of Herald
would forego an expression of personal prefer. for February 1st, should read "gospel." Also,
Plano, Illinois, March 1, 18i'9.
ment of principles altogether, anu let the oppo. last paragraph in first column, page 56 of HERA LATE St. Louis, Missouri, Globe..Demol'/l'at, sent site have way.
ALD for February 15th, the word "not" in second
us by J. J. Cranmer, of Hannibal, Mo., contains
line is a "not" too many; the sentence should
"SNEAKING OUT.
a statement that at the time Mr. S. A. Douglas
read "The article does not say that polygamy is
was the Democratic leader in the State oflllinois, "HOPEFUL SIGNS FOR PRIEST-RIDDEN SOU1'HERN a crime," &c. We apologize for these errors in
UTAH.
he and the veteran Gen. James Shields went to
copy and proof reading.
"Editors Tribune:-E. C. Brand, a missionary
Nauvoo to place the claims of the Democracy
of the original Mormon Church, known here by .
before the Mormons; that in doing so they found the name of Josephites, preached here on Satur.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Joseph and Hyrum Smith opposed to each other day night and on Sunday and Sunday night. He
Question.-If a person is tried by a court of
in political sentiment; in regard to which Gen. preached to crowded houses of eager listeners,
Shields is reported, in the statement referred to, many regretting that he could not stay longer. Elders, all the witnesses being present, and afterI could not help comparing the difference now wards the case is put before the Branch, and the
as saying:
with that of about eight :years ago. This same
"The Mormons gave Douglas a great deal of Mr. Brand was then visitmg Utah on a similar member makes acknowledgement, and is forgivtrouble at the time that Nauvoo was their head. mission, and was in constant danger of his life; en for all but one, or two; is it according to the
quarters. Just at this time Joe Smith had a rev. and those few who accepted his doctrines had to law to bring the same case up again?
elation, commanding the Mormons to vote the emigrate back to the States, where they could
Answer.-No. It should there end.
Whig ticket, and as they were a formidable ele- be secure in life and property. Now is undoubtAnswers to Several.- We are are in receipt of
ment in the vote of the State, Douglas and him- edly the accepted time for the Josephites (as they
golf called upon Smith to talk the matter over. are termed) to send their missionaries to Utah, as several letters stating certain oases of personal
Douglas was so convincing in his arguments that a large portion who are dissatisfied with the pres. conduct and asking us if persons "can do so and
Smith was converted to his views, but said as he ent condition of affairs here, but still clin~ to
had had one revelation it would not do to have what they are pleased to call Old Mormomsm, so, and be in possession" of the Spirit of Christ?"
another. He said, however, that if they would would gladly flock to their standard, now that To these we wish to reply that whatever might
call upon Rigney Smith, his brother, he could they can do so with comparative safety. A. B. be our convictions in regard to the Spirit actua.
probably accomplish what they wished. Rigney "Monroe, Sevlor Co., Utah, Jan. 21, 1879.
ting persons to do "so and so," as stated, to anwas accordingly consulted, and at the next conThe foregoing tells its own story. It is a clip. swer such questions directly is to sit in judgment
vocation of the temple he announced that he had
a later revelation, which directed the Mormons ping sent to Bro. H. A. Stebbins by Bro. E. C. upon our fellow-men and yoke-fellows upon one
to vote the Democratic ticket. When Joe Smith Brand in a late letter. We have been long and sided testimony. Almost all these questions have
was questioned on the subject, he replied that as patiently standing on the· stairway of passing some object in view; and are quite invariably
Rigney's revelation was later than his, they must events, waiting till "Israel" would listen to us.
represented in the minds of the questioners by
follow that. The result was a sweeping Demo.
We hail the omen as one for good.
cratic victory in that portion of the State."
individuals of their acquaintance whose deeds
It is possible that Gen. Shields may have said
are thus stated for judgment, without giving them
this, but it is quite doubtful. It is quite well BRETHREN J. A. Stewart, M. B. Williams, and W. an opportunity to be present and explain the conknown that Joseph and Hyrum disagreed in sen. W. Blair send newspaper clippings taken from ditions and cirtrumstances under which the acts
were performed: For instance, we have a letter
timent politically; and Joseph may have been the Cincinnati Gazette, as follows:
"A somewhat singular religious revival has just before us now in which the following occur~,
persuaded to remain silent during the campaign,
while Hyrum should talk the people over to the closed near Scottsville [Indiana] in the northern "What shall we do with a member who absents
part of Floyd county, among a new sect of Latter
views of Mr. Douglas and the Democracy; but Day Saints or Mormons. The meetings were himself from meeting with the Saints; and who
that Joseph and Hyrum should have so pointedly conducted by two evangelists, who are traveling excuses himself by saying he can enjoy himself
and publicly ignored or disobeyed a revelation, if over the country preaching their doctrines to the better by stopping at home and reading his Bible;
and resulted in between thirty and forty
one had been given, is unlike the men and absurd. people,
accessions. The peculiar tenets of this new wing who, when their favorite Elder was here, would
The fact that there was no Rigney Smith, is fair of Mormonism are anti-poligamy, healing by lay. always be out to meeting; but when he is not
proof that either Gen. Shields or his reporter has ing on of the hands, baptism by immersion, see- here will not attend because the presiding Elder
ond coming of Christ in the near future, inter. has at some time presented a doctrine that he be.
mistaken.
vention of God in both the temporal and spiritu.
'fhere is a rumor to the effect that during the al affairs of believers, and miracles or special lieves to be erroneous; can such a person be in
campaign then being made, party spirit ran high; providences in the interests of the Saints. The possession of the Spirit of Christ?"
Hyrum took strong Democratic greund, and an. sect numbers about sixty members in Floyd,
Now for us to answer the question in that form
nounced his purpose of supporting those views Washington, and Clark counties, made up from might be to sit in judgment upon men and women
the most respectable and substantial farmers.
publicly. Joseph foreseeing, as a prudent man The church at Scottsville was organized several whom the writer must have had in mind when
would, the result of a political conflict between years ago, but, until recently, made but little the question was written, upon the statement of
Hyrum and himself, stated to him: "I will have progress in accessions or influence. The mem. one side of the story only, without giving the
nothing tc say in this canvass; if you can con. bers ignore the community of property doctrines person the benefit of any extenuating circum.
of the Mormon Church and the Brigham Young
vince the people that they should support the faction, holding to Joseph Smith, Jr., as the true stances, and without either seeing them or knowDemocratic nominees, do so; I will not interfere." and legitimate head of the Church and successor ing them. This we can not do, notwithstanding
It is said that he kept his word and the ticket sup- of his father, killed at Nauvoo, [Carthage] Ill." that we believe that all should attend the meetported by Hyrum was elected. This is by far
The Elders referred to are probably Brn. W. ings when they can; and should not permit
the more consistent story of the two, and is pro b. H. Kelley and C. Scott. Bro. J. A. Robinson, of any trivial excuse to keep them from so
ably in accordance with the facts in the case.
Peoria, Illinois, who is alive to every opportuni- doing. The loss is principally theirs who stay
There is one striking thought in this statement ty for enlightening the people, saw the above in away, or should be; but we have known meetof Gen. Shields, absurd as it is; it should at once the Peoria Journal, and took occasion to state ings to be spoiled, both preaching and prayer
dispose of the accusation made against Joseph our position and to show that our preaching was meetings, to all that were present, by either the
Smith, and the leaders of the Church at that time, not "a new wing of Mormonism," but the origi- Elder or some one else giving those who were ab.
that they were striving to build up and establish nal faith of the Church as established in 1830.
sent a whipping over the backs of those present,
a political theocracy, and that any one differing
showing that the poison of absenteeism had perfrom them politically was proscribed; for here ERRATA.-The word "exacted" found in Herald vaded their minds. It is an easy thing for an
is a statement made by a politician then in the for February 15th, in the third column of page Elder to scold the spiritual life all out of his
field, not a Mormon, who states that Joseph Smith fifty-six, second paragraph of the article com- flock; and a man can, if he chooses, mourn himtolerated a political sentiment opposed to his own mencing Mr. George Q. Cannon, should read, self into a fit of spiritual jaundice over the real
to such effect, that the opposition was successful. "The fact that Congress enacted," &c. The word or supposed short coming of his charge, absenThus, though a slur was evidently intended to be "that," in the eleventh l~ne from the top, tirst teeislll and other follies and foibles; and when
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he does this he will hardly be able to see any
good thing in his people. He would, in our
opinion, do far more good and les$ wrong if he
would permit his charity to make him a little
blind and a little deaf to the faults of his flock.
Love is proverbially "blind." It is hardly compatible with true christianity for the shepherd
to be too impatient and sharp with his flock.
Gentleness usually does more than sharpness
with the timid, well meaning, and weak.
Q.-Has a person any right to preach, or in any
way officiate in the Lord's house when their tem.
poral affairs are not attended to in order and with
carefulness; or if he allows those of his own
household to swear, or in any way does not keep
his house in order according to the laws of God?
Should not a person who is trying to officiate in
the Lord's house, and guilty of either or all of
these, be silenced until all is right?
.A.-All officiating officers of the Church should
be above reproach, just reproach. The ruling of
one's household seems to be a prerequisite to
ruling well in the Church.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

T.a:E binders will not have.the Harps and Books
of Mormon ready for us till March 20th. We
will, as soon as possible after they arrive, fill
orders for those at $1.25 of the former, and $2.25
of the latter, which we have been out of for some
time.
Will Bro. Samuel Longbottom please send us
word where we can address him so that a letter
.will reach him.
Bro. Wm. Nelson wrote from Oakland, Cali.
fornia, late in January that he expected to return
to the Society Islands in a few weeks. We hope
that he may be able yet to prosecute his labors,
which, while he was permitted to stay, seem to
have been of great benefit to the Saints there and
to the cause of Christ. Bro. Nelson's heallh has
been poor since his return to California.
Bro. E. L. Kelley, of Glenwood, Iowa, sends a
Journal published at that place. The editor
gives a favorable notice of the preaching of Ern.
R. J. Anthony and R. M. Elvin there, and says
that the public in general manifested an interest
in the meetings, evidenced, as he remarks, "by
the large audiences that assembled nightly to
hear these men." He says that "in.these days
men begin to realize that there is but little in a
name."
Bro. Charles Deny wrote from Caseyville, Illinois, February 18th, that he was preaching there
and at Alma. He was well, and in good spirits,
and the Saints also. Doubtless much good has
been accomplished in Southern Illinois by the
labors of this able a.nd eloquent defender of the
cause, for thus it has ever been with him.
Bro. Wm. Leeka mentions the good conference
of the Fremont District, Iowa, held February 1st
and 2d. Brn. R. J. Anthony and R. M. Elvin
held a series of meetings in the Plum Creek
Branch just before that, and awakened a lively
interest. Brother Anthony was then called away;
but Brother Elvin was laboring ably and efl'ec.
tively, so that christian people there have become
convinced that they never knew the scriptures
before. Brother Leeka thinks that if the Saints
continue a strict observance of all God's laws and
1n an "upright walk and godly conversation" that
much good will be done there. 1\{ay it indeed
peso, Bro. Leeka,

Bro. A. C. Inman, of Ray City, Missouri, sends
us the pay for his Herald quite promptly, not.
withstanding his being poor. We thank him and
all others who make a valiant effort to pay their
dues. He still hopes and labors for the success
of the cause in all the ways that he can.
Bro. C.]}{. Fulks writes from Cherokee county,
Kansas that their district conference was a fine
one. Good preaching by Brn. D. S. Crawley and
J. T. Davies. Sickness prevented some Elders
from being present.
Sister E. Dudley of Hum bolt, California, writes
that the Saints there are striving to keep God's
commandments; also some of those without are
honestly seeking for truth, and prejudice is losing
its hold.
Bro. G. W. Shute writes from Pottawattamie
county, Kansas, that two intelligent men, formerly bitter opponents of our work, have become
convinced of its truth by being led to read the
book of Mormon. One said the evidence he re.
received was sufficient for him without asking
the Lord for more before obeying the gospel.
Bro. W. M. Goreham wrote February 6th that
five persons were baptized at Shelby, Iowa, the
2nd. Others are believing. Bro. J. H. Lake was
. then there preaching.
Bro. W. W. Blair wrote from Streator, Illinois,
February 6th, that he was having large and attentive congregations there. Two were baptized.
Bro. G. T. Griffith wrote February 4th from
Bevier, Missouri, of Bro. W. B. Smith and him.
self attending a good conference there February
1st and 2d. He thinks that Brother William will
accomplish much good in those regions. Brother
Griffith baptized some in Grand River recently,
and expects to baptize some at Laclede and
Breckenridge soon.
Bro. H. L. Thompson of Oenaville, Texas, says
that he has been much tempest tossed during his
short experience in the Church, but feels that he
is in the only harbor he could risk anchorage in,
and is gaining in both light and knowledge.
May you increase unto full and perfect joy in the
gospel of Christ, Brother Thompson, so as to be
no more moved. The Elders in Texas, or those
who may come there to labor, will be welcomed
by Bro. Thompson at Oenaville, and gladly.
Bro. Jerome Ruby wrote last from Buffulo,
Iowa, of being there preaching.
Sister Jane Lush of Emerson, Iowa, has been
ill, and asks the prayers of the Saints in her behalf. She and her husband will be glad to weicome the elders at their house to preach in that
reJ.1:iOn.
Two extracts from a volume of the Millenz"al
Star which we have not, have been received by
us; one from Bro. Sayer, Iowa Centre, Iowa; and
one from Bro. H. J. Hudson Columbus, Nebraska.
We give these extracts elsewhere. One is from
an address by P. P. Pratt and the other an editorial of the Star.
Bro. A. J. Cato, writing from Stockdale, Wilson
county, Texas, January 24th, 1879; reports preaching in Red River county in November, baptizing
three. From there he went to Robertson county'
where he spoke a number of times. He proceeded
thence to Seguin and Stockdale where he met
Bro. D. H. Bays. They were together at the date
of his writing. He says, "I doubtless have erred
in judgment during the past year;" and asks an
interest in the prayers of the Saints that he may
do better, and do more good for the cause. Our
space forbids putting-all the lette(in.

Bro. I. N. White wrote from Des Moines, Iowa,
February 13th, that he was going thence to Xenia,
in Dallas county, to preach for "a week or two."
He had just closed a series in Marion county,
having had an excellent time. While there debated with a Methodist minister on miracles and
was successful for the truth.
Bro. Edward L. Page writes from Hannibal,
Uissouri, February 8th that Uncle William Smith
had been there and had met with a kind recep.
tion. Such, also, was the statement to us respect.
ing his visit at Montrose, Lee county, Iowa,
where he spoke several nights. Brother Page
thinks that the mission of Uncle William to the
branches he has visited will be productive of
good. He secured an excellent negative of Uncle
and can furnish copies to those who may want
them; address E. L. Page, Hannibal, Missouri.
Bro. Samuel Crum of Missouri, writes that a
man who claims the name of Frederick Cunnington has been in that region and says that he is a
member of the Church and of the Council Bluffs
Branch, and also that he is a member of the
Quorum of Seventy, but Brother Crum writes
that he has proven himself to be an apost.atl! and
a dishonest man, if he ever did hold a member.
ship in the Church. On the Church Record we
find such a name as a member and Elder in the
Glenwood Branch in 1862, but no mention of him
since the11, in any branch, and no record anywhere
to show that he was ever in the Quorum of Sev.
enty. Whetherexpelled from the Church oronly
severed from the record by becoming a wanderer
years ago, we can not say, as the above is all the
information we have of him. If any one has
more let them send it in. Meanwhile those who
may be called on by him, (for he was then leav.
ing Brother Crum's neighborhood), will bear the
above in mind.
Bro. A. Tylor sends some Salt Lake Tribune
extracts, one of them what appears to be quite a
fair article signed "Defender of the Faith." The
writer gives some history of the workings of
polygamy since its establishment in 1852. He
thinks that "ten thousand persons were cut off
from the Church in Europe alone, because they
would not embrace polygamy," taught by the
Brighamite authorities and elders, or receive it
among the doctrines previously embraced by
them as belonging to Christ's Church. He also
says: "I am well satisfied from personal knowledge and observation that as many as ten thousand have left this territory [Utah] in disgust, and
many more would have got away if they had not
been waylaid and murdered." The article is not
bitter and vindictive, and is therefore more worthy
of consideration.
Bro. Alanson Wells of Elvaston, Illinois, says
that ·Bro. D. D. Babcock's preaching near Carthage, is creating some interest in our work.
Sister Louisa T. Carroll of J op!in, Missouri,
mentions the meetings held there by Brn. M. T.
Short and D. S. Crawley, and sends the names of
friends of hers in Georgia and Alabama, hoping
that the elders thne may find them. We send
her letter to Bro. Heman C. Smith.
Sister Jane Moony of Clover Hill, Ontario, rejoices in the gospel, though the Herald and Hope
are her only preachers.
Bro. W. S. Barbee of Newton, Iowa, expresses
his desires to be faithful in his life, and to be the
means of turning souls unto righteousness, and
he.longs to see darkness and trouble driven from
the )learts and minds of the Saints.
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A writer for the Philadelphia Sunday World,
in an article published January 5th, 1879, discovers a "Bishop Robert Smith, foster brother of
the notorious Joseph Smith, and one of the most
ardent Mormons and polygamists on the American continent;" in one "Ellis Galbraith," now
visiting the Quaker City, from Utah. What a
queer world it is, to be sure, and what a wonderful family the "notorious" Smith family is. Gen.
Shields finds a brother named Rigney Smith,
and now comes another Robert Smith whose sir
name is "Galbraith." The family record must
sadly need overhauling.
Sister Eliza A. Lester of Alpena, Michigan,
formerly of Wilksport, Ontario, says that some
seem interested in the gospel, but no Elder or
other Saints live there. She wishes for an Elder
to come and preach. Her testimony is still that
this work is of God's ordaining.
Sr. E. P. Covington of Beaver, Utah, writes of
the good work done there by Bro. E. C. Brand,
as given elsewhere in Brother Brand's letter.
Bro. F. M. Cooper, of the Western Wisconsin
District. mentions the humble, united and devoted branch at Wheatville, Crawford county. He
has been preaching in various places in Sank
county since their last conference, and the people
acknowledge the power of the truth the Elders
bring. The calls for preaching increase everywhere. Several have been baptized in the district recently.
Bro. James Kemp, now of Trinidad, Colorado,
thinks that he will be able to make an opening
for meetings there soon. He is two hundred
miles from the majority of the Colorado Saints
being in the southern part, in a mild climate and
beautiful country, he says. He is doing well,
and hopes to be able to return to Missouri with
suffici.ent to buy himsdf a home, and while there
will do ali that he can for the cause of Christ.
Bro. Geo. S. Hyde of Little Sioux, Iowa, says
that during his ten months' experience in the
work he has had great joy, consolation and
peace of mind, and, above all, there has been in
his heart a bright hope of a better life here and
hereafter. He finds God to be long suffering and
full of mercy, and that he gives aid in time of
temptation. He relates a conversation with the
minister at a recent protracted meeting, in which
he (Bro. Hyde) defended the primitive gospel
ordinances. We have not space for it.
We regret to hear of the loss by fire of the
house of Bro. W. A. Carroll and all its contents,
at Lake City, Iowa, December 6th, 1878. Any
disaster to life and property is indeed sad, and to
have the labor of years swept away by fire and
flood, is a matter which calls forth feelings of
deep sympathy.
Bro. D. D. Babcock of Montrose, Iowa, writes
of preaching in the Elvaston Branch, Illinois,
and of the necessity of some there being reclaimed
from coldness and darkness. He also preached
near Carthage, and intends to go again soon. He
says that the cause of God seems more grand and
blessed than it ever did to him before, and that
he intends to do his part of it.
The Providence (R. I) Journal sent us by some
one contains a notice of the baptism of four persons in that city, Febraary 9th, by our brethren
there.
Sr. S. C. H. writes us from Kirtland sending
some thoughts for the sisters, about helplilg the
cause we all love; may she receive from the
good Father, blessings for her every need.

Bro. J. L. Buckingham of Grant county, OreBro. B. V. Springer at Whitestown, Indiana,
gon, writes of the lonely condition of himself and February 17th, wrote of recovering from severe
family, some of their small branch of ten being illness and was to begin preaching again the 20th.
thirty miles away, and no other branch within Bro. W. H. Kelley, on his way to Michigan,
four hundred miles of them, and Bro. Clapp the preached in the Methodist's chapel at Whitestown
only traveling Elder they have seen, and he only on the 16th.
about once a year. Bro. Buckingham preached
Bro L. U. Parsons of Ferris, Illinois, expresses
nearly every Sunday in various parts of the valley his deep and lasting gratitude unto God, at being
and is doing the best he can, as are the rest of the brought from the darkness of the world's reSaints. He esteems the HERALD and .Advocate ligions, into the glorious light of God's word and
very highly, and rejoices in the gospel and in its work of the last dispensation. Bro. A. W. Head
progress, and is working and waiting for the was the means of aiding him to the light. We
time when "the Messiah's kingdom shall flourish, rejoice that so many are thus "being brought to
and truth and righteousness abound." May he the knowledge of the truth," and we pray for
and the Saints of his region be sustained.
their comfort, and further steadfastness against
Bro. William and Sr. Hannah Spring, each over all beguilers and scoffers, even unto the end.
three score years and ten, live at Newport, Her.
Bro. Joseph Morrill, who was located at
kimer county, New York, and abide firmly in Wheaton, Illinois, during the past year, has now
the faith of God's work, of the last days, and be- taken up his abode in Plano, where corresponding among the aged and lonely ones, away from dents may address him. He is a veterinary surthe society of the Saints, we speak for them a re- geon.
membrance before the Lord in the prayers of the
Bro. Waltenbaugh, of Bevier, wrote February
Saints.
7th about the excellent conference held by the
Bro. Joseph A. Stewart of Philadelphia, writes North-East Missouri District. The Elders and
in full about the enjoyment he had in aecompa- all the Saints were alive and zealous, and the
nying Bro. and Sr. T. W. Smith to the appoint- Holy Spirit blessed the assembly with its pr'esments of the former in Allentown and Horners- ence. Bm. vVm. B. Smith and G. T. Griffiths
town, as already related by Bro. T. W. Bro. were giving them some good sermons.
Stewart was made glad by the good results acBro. E. M. Wildermuth wrote from Blue Rapcomplished, to see so many attend and listen to , ids, Kansas, that now they have meeting-house
the word, and to see prejudice done away. Mr. they hold four meetings per week. An Adventist
John Hopkins, at Hornerstown, was very kind was preaching in. it when he wrote, trying to
in opening his doors for meetings in his house, prove that "Mormonism" is a delusion. Notand those at Allentown were held with Bro G. A. withstanding this rend other excitements, bapMcGuire. At Philadelphia good was also ac- tisms continue to take plcce, from time to time,
complished, and in all places, if followed up and opposition does no good to the opponents.
soon, souls will be saved.
Bro. C. L. Albertson of Owyhee county, Idaho,
Bro. Gomer Reese sends Bozeman .Avant Oour- wishes that an able elder was there to preach
ier and D. R. Harris, Helena Herald, both of awhile. He is doing what he can by circulating ·
Montana. Bro. J. A. Stewart, Jacob Stanley and tracts, Heralds, and Hopes, and by conversing
with the people on opportunity, but they enquire
others send papers.
Bro. R. C. Elvin wrote from Dewitt, Nebraska, for preachers, and he believes that a good interest
February 1st, that he had been preaching at Wil- is among them now to hear and investigate our
ber. Meetings well attended. On the 2d he was cause. It doss indeed seem as if that field
to begin at Dewitt, and with fair prospects.
should be cultivated, an(\_ that Bro. Albertson's
Bro. W. N. Dawson writes from Sacramento, good labors should not be in vain. He has preCalifornia, that they enjoy much of the Holy pared the ground and sown the seed. Who will
Spirit's presence at their meetings, and some have go there and sow more, and then stay and gather
been baptized recently. Brethren Cook and the crop when it matures?
Lowell are out preaching considerable of the
We are asked, "Can a Latter Day Saint be
time, and Bro. Parr, president, ministers ably in 'sectarian and right,' or 'anti-sectarian and
the branch.
wrong?'" We think so decidedly, in the sense
Bro. J. W ..Waldsmith wr.ote from Nebraska in which we used the word in our editorial leader
City, February 17th that Bro.ther Anthony left for Feb. 1st. Whatever the sectarian churches
for his Kansas mission that day, that Brethren may do that is right may be done by Latter Day
R. C. and R. M. Elvin are still in the field, the Saints, and is right, though. it may have originfirst in Nebraska, and the other in Iowa.
ated with the so-c:1lled sectarian church. And a
Bro. W. N. Ray of Casey, Iowa, w1:ites that Bro. Latter Day Saint may say and do many things·
Samuel Longbottom has been preachmg there and I that are strongly anti-sectarian, and be wrong
at Fontanelle recently. Bro. Ray would also like every time.
other Elders to call o~ him.
Bro. L. s. t::ltaley of Leroy, Coffee county,
Bro. Edward ~annie of Fr~mont, Nebraska, Kansas, bears witness to God's goodness and
says that the Samts there en~oy much of the power in healing his family, through the ordip~ace and comfort fou~d only m the gospel, and nances that God has appointed for his people.
tnals and troubles va~1sh away when they have Bro. Staley would like to have the Elders come
these. Brn. T. J. Sm1th and Wm. Rumel have there.
been there preaching and encouraging the Saints.
Sr. Jane Hirons writes from Glidden, Carroll
Brother Rannie is striving for the blessings. county Iowa, that she has been encouraged lately
He says that that branch has adopted the nickel by pleasant presentations of the Spirit.
plan of contributing to the Church, as suggested
--HIIf>->..;.<--by Bro. W. H. Kelley's article on finances.
One may do without mankind but one has need
Bro. Ed ward Delong, president, of the branch of a friend.
'
at Reese, Michigan. writes of their meetings and
The court is like the sea-everything depends
of his preaching at Guilford. Attendance good. upon the wind.

I
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepered expressly for the Herald.]

Feb. 4th.-There is great fear in Russia concerning the plague, and Austria will -issue orders
that travelers from Russia must not pass the border without certificates from the sanitary officials
that all is well with them and their clothing and
bag.gage. Germany has also established strict
passport regulations.
Of one hundred and forty-two cotton mills in
the Bolton district, England, twenty-three are
closed and twenty-eight are working on short
time.
6th.-In the present distress of the working
classes thirty thousand persons are being supported by charity in Glasgow, Scotland, alone.
Another mercantile failnl'e there for $350,000.
The reports from the districts stricken with the
Black Plague, say that it increases in destructiveness. The effect seems likely to cause a European
demand for American grains, and consequently
an advance ·in prices, as the Russian Black Sea
ports are closed to trade because of the plague.
7th.-A disease resembling the plague has
broken out in Thessaly, Greece.
Civil war prevails in Afghanistan between the
various parties.
Russian journals blame Austria and Germany
for their precautions about the plague, and claim
that they are trying to destroy the trade of Russia.
The terror in Europe about the black plague is
because the nations have had sufficient examples
of ita power during the past few hundred years.
The plague in London in 1665 carried off about
70,000 souls in· less than six months, and in the
same year 40,000 died in Neapolitan Territory.
Three hundred years before this it made a still
more destructive visit, starting in India in 1333
Then it was estimated that 60,000 died in Fiore nee
alone, 100,000 in Venice, 50,000 in Paris, 60.000
in Avignon, and 100,000 in London. The plag.ue
was known still further back. The beginnings of
a.uthentio history contain references to it. One
thousand years before Christ 70,000 persons died
of it in a single year in Palestine. Rome lost half
its population by the plague in 452 B. C., and
10,000 a hundred years later. It is said that the
plague spread over the whole known world in the
third century, and in the eleventh century onehalf the known population was swept away by it.
There is a very recent instance of ita appe>1rance
in Russia previous to the present epidemic. It
destroyed 40,000 at Resth, on the Caspian Sea, in
1832, and it almost annihilated the Russian army
which crossed the Balkans in 1828-'29. The feature of the present plague, that makes it still more
alarming, is its rapid spread in spite of cold. The
germ theory, in accordance with which most epidemics are now explained, assumes that a certain
moderate temperature is required to keep the
~terms alive, and that excessive cold kills them.
Yellow fever, for instance, has never spread as an
epidemic in cold oonntries, and the first severe
frost kills the germs in warm countries.
Sth.-Thirty thousand men out of employment
in Liverpool. England, are instituting a riot, forcing the men who have employment at various
plaoes to stop work, putting out engine fires and
doing other damage.
Another failure in London for nearly a million
dollars.
Even Spain has ordered a quarantine in all her
ports beoause of the plague.
10th.-An additional force of four hundred men,
infantry and cavalry, have been sent to preserve
order in Liverpool. A riot on the 8th, was suppressed, but five thousand more laborers are on a
str1ke, and some seven thousand sailors also. The
mayor calls on the citizens to aid in preserving the
peace.
Greece has established a rigorous quarantine,
both on land and sea, against the plague.
llth.-The British troops have met a severe defeat at the hands of the Zulu Africans, losing 500
privates, besides nearly fifty officers, majors, captains and lieutenants. The Zulus lost 5,000 of
their number, but captured a hundred wagons, a
thousand oxen, two cannon, and a large amount
of ammunition, provisions, eto., eto. Gov. Frere

has sent a request to England for six regiments of even when known to the Brazilian Government,
but little aid could be transported to the suffering
infantry and a brigade of cavalry.
The plague and the small pox are advancing hundreds of thousands in that remote and hemmedin country, where the people Jive only from presslowly into Russia from the East.
There are now 50,000 to 60,000 strikers in Liv- ent produots, and save nothing, and are ignorant,
erpool. Not a vessel sailed from there yesterday and debased.
20th.-The situation in South Africa, pending
for a foreign port. In London the boiler-makers
have struck work, and the bolt-makers, pattern- the arrival of troops from England, is said to look
makers, and a hundred other trades are said to be serious, for the Zulus seem to be preparing to make
an attack on the remainder of the troops there.
ready to do the same.
12th.-There is much excitement in England
21st.-A dispatch from Calcutta says the King
over the defeat of the army in South Africa. Seven of Burmah has caused eighty of the nobility to be
slain, so as to carry his views and replace a minthousand men will be sent there immediately.
A physician in Italy thinks that if the plague istry that will make his government a despotic one.
Eight thousand of the ship~ builders at Clyde,
should succeed in passing the sanitary barriers
established in Eastern Europe, it would carry off England, are on a strike.
one-third of the population of Europe. All the
A ship loaded with cattle foundered off Galvesnations are alive to the necessities of the occasion. ton, Texas, the 15th.
The report that the yellow fever is now prevailing in some parts of the Southern States, has
been confirmed. Some have died recently in New
Orleans and Vicksburg, and the prospect for the
COl;lling spring is most gloomy and dreadful.
ELVASTON, Ill., Jan. 31st, 1879.
Physidans claim that the cause now is the exDear Herald:- Brother Wm. B. Smith came to
huming and removal of the bodies of those who my house in Montrose, January 14th, and I wrote
died of the disease last year.
and posted some notices for preaching. The
13th.-Business at Liverpool, England, is al- people turned out to see and hear the only surmost at a standstill, owing to the strike being so viving brother of the Martyr, and good assem.
universal among all the laboring classes.
blies were present from evening to evening.
Fifteen steamers are to take the troops from Some believed that he might be an impostor, and
England to South Africa to fight the Zulus.
came to satisfy themselves about the matter; but
Rains and floods in Connecticut, stopping the after seeing and hearing him, we heard no further
mills, overflowing the country and inundating the about "impostor." His instructions to the Saints
'
towns.
were so plain, and to the point, and given in so
14th.-Forty thousand dock laborers in London, kind a manner, that none could possibly take ofEngland, held a meeting yesterday in regard to fense. If the Saints everywhere would only act
wages, which had been previously reduced. Forty upon such instructions, the hands of many Elders
cotton-mill firms give notice of a further reduc- would be loosed, their excuses would be taken
tion in wages of ten per cent. The spinners offer away, so that they could use the talent given
to take five, and on refusal of the compromise ten them, and many who now do not hear it, would
thousand of them threaten to strike work.
be made to rejoice at the sound of the gospel of
The warm weather in Eastern Russia is in- peace. He gave a condensed account of the comcreasing the mortality by the plague. Many more ing forth of the Book of Mormon and the inciphysicians have been sent there from St. Peters- dents connected with the finding of the plates.
Brother William says that their weight was sixburg.
ty pounds, although their length, width and
Gen. Grant has arrived at Bombay.
The report comes from South Africa that the thickness would not indicate so much. The
native allies have risen and massacred their officers. great adversary of the truth used many devices
In Venezuela, South America, the Government to get the plates away from their possessor, but
troops have defeated the revolutionists in a battle. not succeeding in this he tried in after years
Another revolution has broken out in Hayti, to bring the Church into dispute, and if possible
to destruction. John C. Calhoun was a very tal.
West Indies.
.Fires yesterday: The Rogers Locomotive Works ented man, and had a great influence throughout
at Patterson, New Jersey; loss $210,000. A the South, but, possessed an evil genius, his inbrewery in London, Ontario; le._!3s $250,000. In fluence led to nullification and almost to rebellion.
New York City Tattersall's great ~se stable was But by the firmness of one it was stayed. As
burned, and sixty out of eighty horses, some of Calhoun was the evil genius of this country, the
fire he kindled finally culminated in the Rebelthem very valuable ones, perished.
17th-The Ohio Soldiers' Orphans' Home at Xe- lion; so upon the other hand we find that Brigham
Young- was the evil genius of the Church. Presnia, Ohio, was burned yesterday. Six hundred ident Jackson prevented Calhoun from carrying
children had a home there at the expense of the out his schemes, but President Smith of the
State, which thus loses $75 000. The business Church was removed by the hand of violence,
portion of Bedford, Ohio, was burned. A 60,000 thus giving full scope for this evil genius to carry
fire at Enterprise, Miss., and smaller fires in New forward his plans. "And now ye know what withYork, Indianapolis, Fort Wayne and elsewhere. holdeth that he might be revealed in his time;
Two persons burned to death in a house near for the mysterv of iniquity doth already work;
Pittsburgh, and three children at Somerville, Me., only he who "now letteth will let, until he be
during the absence of their parents.
taken out of the way."-2 Thes. 2: 6, 7. A thing
A detailed account comes to hand, of the terri- or two was related to me by Brother Smith, addble famine existing in Brazil during 1877 and ing links to the chain of evidence, fastening
1878. Both one and two years ago this winter the origin of the great evil upon Brigham Young.
their crops failed by the drouth, and cattle and And these incidents as related by one who has
all animals perished rapidly, as well as men, pa~sed under the rod, who was one of the first
women and children. The number of the people Elders of the Church, takes away some clouds
who died by starvation alone is estimated at 150,· that hung over my sky. An expression of Brig000 to 300,000, to say nothing of those who died ham as copied in ]lfessenger of June, 1875, was as
of diseases induced by the famine. In the mad follows: "While we were in England in 1839 and
ness of starvation parents ate their own children. 1840, I think the Lord revealed to me things
The faminfl,·stricken district, with a population of which Joseph or the Church knew nothing
nine hundred thousand, was shut in by mount- about, which I had for myself and kept to my.
ains and away in the interior, and therefore there self." 'fhat which Joseph uttered, "If Brigham
was little communication between it and the rest ever leads this Church, he will lead to hell."
of Brazil, and only recently have the terrible William says it was made in his and Emma's
facts come to light. After a time yellow fever, presence, and this was not long before his death
small pox and cholera began their destruction, occurred. Again, in the ·council of the Twelve,
and out of a population of 150,000 persons in one which was convened at Boston after Joseph's
region, 21,000 died of those diseases during this death, it is recorded that Brigham expressed
last December, and the mortality elsewhere was as himself on this wise: "I never telt better in my
great accordingly. There being no railroads, no life; I feel like a boy; I feel like a boy of twentynavigable rivers or any mode of public conveyance, one." We may justly ask, Why did he feel so
not only could not communication be had, but while the Church was in mourning for her best
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THE
earthly friends? This evil genius was in ecstacies
over the result, and when he heard of their death
he "never felt better in his life." Then see the man.
ner in which he tried to get rid of and destroy
And now that Brother William
apostates.
stands connected with the Reorganization, we
may expect to hear from his lips, and to see
many things from his pen, disclosing the evils of
those days, which may drive mariy dark clouds
from the sky of the Heorganization. I think
that I have learned a good lesson in the few days
he was with us, for some fears that I had, have
been removed. May the Lord give him strength
in his declining years, that he may do much
good, and that his gray hairs may go down with
peace and honor to the grave. During our pray.
er and social meetings, the Lord was pleased to
bless us with the gift and interpretation of
tongues. Brother Lake was with us, and he
sung ,in tongues a hymn, and the interpretation
came by Sister Newbury the next day, when she
was able to write it. [Given in the Herald of
Febuary 15th.-Eds.]
D. D. BABCOCK.
BuRNSIDE, Illinois,
January 31st, 1879.
B1·otlwr Joseph Smith:-I have just closed a
very interesting series of meetings, near Versailles,
Brown county. I delivered sixteen discourses,
and baptized three precious souls. The interest
manifested was excellent; and four others told
me they would be baptized when I returned,
which I intend doing sometime in March. There.
is, in that section, all the elements necessary for
a branch organization, and, God willing, l think
to organize one when I return. God has greatly
blessed me in preaching the word, and I feel to
give all honor and praise to his most holy name.
1 have been laboring constantly for the three
months past, in Schuyler and Brown counties, in
old and new places, and the invariable rule has
been large attendance and excellent interest, and
more calls than could be responded to. Pray for
me brother, that I may be always meek and
humble, and discharge my every duty fully, in
the fear of the Lord. My address for the present
will be, Burnside, Hancock county, Illinois.
Yours in the gospel,
·
JOSEPH A. ORA WFORD.
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah,
February 12th, 1879.
Joseph Smith, Dezr Brother:-It is with grief
at heart that I sit down to pen you these few
lines, to let you know that sickness has laid its
hand heavily upon me. Since New Year, I have
been unable to travel any. I have only been to
Plain City twice; spoken in public and at a
funeral spoke words of comfort to the bereaved
Brother and Sister T. Robson who in two weeks
buried two sons, one about ten the other about
seven years old. Have also visited Brother and
Sister Thorn, she being quite sick.
My disease has been pleurisy, inflammation of
the kidneys, and general debility. I have suffer.
ed so much that it was for a time that I thought
my days were ended here below. Friends have
done all that possibly could be wished for; but
still "there is no place like home." 1\'ly disease
I got from being wet in a storm. I rode forty
miles in snow and rain. After that, I preached
every night for nearly a week, to full houses,
would get very warm then go out into the cold
air; it made me what I am. If I continue to keep
poorly I shall soon want to go home; but if God
in his mercy will give me strength, I shall then
gladly stay a few months longer.
I have pressing invitations to return to Provo
Valley; to Heber City and Midway, and I shall
visit them before I leave. The Saints in this city
as in Kay's Ward, Ogden, and Plain City do all
in their power to make me comfortable; for
which God bless them. I shall stay here till
over Sunday and find my way to Union Fort.
The short time I have been in this country I
have gained many friends to the cause of Christ
have been kindly received, know that God has
fulfilled his promise, i.e. "His angels should go
before me and prepare my way; they would
stand by me and defend me and make me strong."
Wednesday evening was one of the blessed times
to the Saints of this city, long to be remembered
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by all, and never to be forgotten by some; for
the smiles of a kind and merciful God upon us
in prayer and praise and testimonies. Sisier
Gill was administered to, she being sick a long
time, and the following morning, Thursday, she
was up and felt well; for which I shall always
praise God. The weather is fine, like spring,
lovely and nice. Letters will find me directed
Salt Lake City, care T. N. Hudson. With love
to all in the office and your family, from a far
off, suffering brother in Christ.
M. FYRANDO.

but I do hope that if it is not so now the time
will soon be when all who claim to be Saints will
consider it a disgrace to touch or tast this abom.
ination, much more spend money for it. The
fact is that we might all in some way or other
diminish our. expences. And though few in num.
ber, and poor, we can sustain a permanent minis.
try here; and the Almighty w1ll bless us in the
effort. But it seems to me that we must act now.
Some may say we are weak, but we have demon.
stration that we will not grow stronger by in.
action.
Brethren and sisters, let us arise from lethargy
and inactivity; and, as we love God and appreciate
the blessings of days gone by; and as we value
salvation in the kingdom of God, let us, calling
on God for strength, break off the shackles of
sin and unbelief that have bound us and renew
our hold on the rod of iron, the word of God.
I will mention, in conclusion, the labors of
Bro. Heman C. Smith. Amid unpropitious surroundings he has labored with au. untiring zeal
for the right. As a true soldier of the cross he
has waged an uncompromising warfare against
iniquity, and all its multiformity, and has succeeded in gaining the confidence and esteem of
the Church in this district. He seems to be very
well adapted to the mission; and now as he has
become somewhat acquainted I wish to urge in
advance that he be continued indefinitely.
L. F. WEST.

J\'lrLTON, Santa Rosa Co., Florida,
January 29th, 1879.
Dear Jierald:-Our conference of the 4th to
6th inst. was quite meagerly attended. This was
owing partly to the inclemency of the weather,
but chiefly I am sorry to say to a want of interest
on the part of the Saints. It is lamentable to see
brethren permit trivial excuses to hinder them
from attending the conference, while it is written
that, ''The several Elders * * are to meet in conference once in three months, or from time to
time, * * * and said conferences are to do what.
ever Church business is necessary to be done at
the time." The conferences are not assemblies
that the Elders and Saints may attend or not,
just as they choose; but it is said "The Elders
are to meet, etc. And they are not to meet to
lau~h, talk, renew acquaintances, &c., but to "do
busmess" for the Church. I can see wisdom in
this provision of the law. Churches are here
OAKDALE, Neb., Jan. 20th, 1879.
associated for mutual improvement, and that they
Friend Herald:-In this, the Central Nebraska
may put forth united, and maturely advised efforts, District, we are lacking in ministerial laborers,
for the spread of the work. Besides, a mutual consequently the work does not flourish. We
interchange of thought here will aid us much in are few, and scattered over considerable territory,
having the teaching harmonize everywhere. I and some of us are opening new homes in a new
must think that if brethren realizingly understood country, which has suffered from grasshoppers,
this matter they wol}ld be more prompt in attend- poor crops and small prices for prG~duce. We
ing and participating in the conferences. I won. find it all we can do to collect our dues, pay our.
der if those who are careless about attending feel debts and make a common living. Those who
under obligation to sustain the measures of the have the talent to preach are in such circumconferences. They should. The old thread-bare stances that they can not devote much time to it,
excuse, "I had nothing to do with the origin or consequentiy there is a lack of spiritual food,
maturing of such a measure and shall not sustain and, as naturally follows, a lack of spiritual
it," is to say the least a very poor one. It is ou:r- growth. It is said that "there is no standing
duty to attend the conferences, and if a measure still," that men must either advance or go back.
is introduced that we do not indorse we should We are at that point where it is hard to tell which
say so, and then give OUl' reason, and perhaps we we are doing, and I shall not attempt to say.
may defeat it by fair argument, and in good spirit. But I am confident that we wish to advance. If
Is it not better to proceed in this way than to an Elder would come and preach he might re.
stay at home and criticize what may be done by vive the Saints, strengthen and encourage them
others? Let us try it brethren, we will feel better to persevere, and he could open new places, break
I think.
down prejudice, and perhaps gather some into
Brethren of the Florida District, the work is the fold; for I believe there are many honest
actually declining here, and has been for years. hearts in this country. There are school houses
What shall we do about it? Shall we stand idly to be obtained to preach in, where the people
by and see it go down? God forbid. God, would be glad to hear, although the minds of
angels, and men are ourspectators in this matter. many are occupied with making homes and
Moreover, our salvation, and in a certain sense property, but some desire ·the things that perish
the salvation of our families and neighbors are not. We need the gospel just as bad as if we
involved here. If we would enjoy the blessings were thousands; and the one who gathers the
of the Church ourselves, and bring up our chil. few sheaves where they are scattered, will receive
dren under its influence, we must awake from a reward as well as he who gathers where they
slumber and be more actively engaged in the are more plenty. I hope that some one will
come to us, and that the General Conference will
work.
Would we have the work revived here? I will send us assistance. Your brother in the gospel,
c. H. DERRY.
tell you how we may do it, it may be done if we
have the will. Let each one constitute himself a
committee of one to revive it in his own heart,
CouNCIL BLUFFs, Iowa,
by meditation, fasting, prayer, &c.; and then, as
January 19th, 1879.
regular preaching of the gospel is necessary to
Bro. Henry:-- I have read Brother E. Robinthe being and prosperity of the Church, let each son's article on the resurrection, in Hm·ald of
one be willing to sacrifice that the gospel may be January 15th, and my whole soul responded in a
preached. When I speak of.sacrificing does the fervent "Amen" to every paragraph of that comenthusiasm of any diminish? Does something forting and consoling article. If I could for one
whisper about "no purse nor scrip?" Are any moment believe that our loved ones, who are
tempted to concude that they can spare nothing? passing away one by one, are to meet with a
Let us reason a little: How much do you spend throng of souls without indentity, I would ask
for tobacco in a month? Anything? If so, you for what purpose God has given the strong, encould spare that sum, and be better off, for we during love of parents, of husband, of wife, if it
have the united testimony of experience, science be for time only? If, in our future state, all our
and revelation, that "tobacco is not good for likes and dislikes, all our peculiarities of indiman ;" and the same is true of cofi'ee, though viduality are to be wholly obliterated, I would
most of us can spare something for this. What certainly say to deliver me from such a state of
a sight it would be to see a Latter Day Saint affairs, that such a religion was worse than vain.
sitting cross. legged by the fire some fine evening But I feel to thank God that "We shall know
with a pipe or cud of tobacco in his mouth, each other there," I shall again enjoy the society
philosophizing oh how the gospel may be of my dear little Ella, and that I shall again hear
preached without purse or scrip. Wonder if any her say "Dear mamma." Your sister in the goscan do it! I would me11tion strong drink here, , pel,
·
EMMA C. DoDSON.
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ST. GEORGE, Utah,
January 30th, 1879.
Dear Herald :-Since writing from Manti, des.
cribing the condition of things in San Pete
Valley, I have preached at Monroe, Sevier county
to large congregations, and I met with courteou~
treatment from the Bishop and his counselors;
thence to Beaver, where I also had congregations
of three hundred to four hundred, and baptized
·seven. Re-organized the branch, and they are
now on a firm basis and rejoicing. At Parowan
I found Bro. Lorenzo Barton whom I baptized
eight years ago, firm in the faith. At Washington, Harrisburg, and this place I have found·
liberal minded men, who will receive and wisely
distribute the printed word. I rode round the
St. George Temple, a fair building. The spirit of
a large part of the people in Dixie is to make
wine, sell wine, and get drunk thereon. It seems
also the retreat for many from various settlements
whose hands are stained with blood. But, like
Sodom, peradventure for a few honest hearted
ones the Lord will yet save the city. They are
sealing as hard as ever in defiance of the law on
the sly. I have traveled over many parts of the
earth, but have seen no place which seems so
well to fit the place spoken of by the Savior. It
is overhung by large rocks, and they will yet
call for those rocks to hide them.
I have not seen as much drunkenness in the
state of Iowa during seven years as I have in
Dixie in a week; and, another thing, these
saints are men that will blaspheme and swear
like a trooper.
I hear that there is a good opening at Scipio
1\:Ullard county, and shall hasten there. Yours,'
E. c. BRAND.
PEORIA, Ills., Jan. 29th, 1879.
Dear Herald:-I desire to address the Saints,
in the Kewanee District, through your columns.
I can not boast to them that I have done much
· for the work I profess to love; yet if we really
love as we profess, by our fruits we are known.
Being as I am tied, both hands, I have not been
able to travel in the district as I know the duty
of the presiding elder demands; for how can the
nresident have the watchcare over the several
branches composing the district, at the same
time not visit them, some of them, for years.
This is not as it should be; and know, dear brethren and sisters, that I desire one of two things at
your hands, realizing as I do the great necessity
of the district president being actively engaged
in the ministry, that you will come to our conference at Peoria the first of 1\'i:arcb, prepared to
place a man in the field who can give his time to
the work of the ministry in the district, who will
not have any incumbrances to demand his labor
to provide for; or in other words, who has no
wife and babes at home who need bread and butter; for it would be worse than folly for the
president to give up a situation where he is maint!iining himself and his family, honorably, and
with past experience staring him in the face,
start out and expect them to receive anything
like a comfortable living; and the word of God
informs me that he that will not provide for his
own house is worse than an infidel.
I have just been reading the minutes of con.
ference held at Kewanee December, 7th and 8th,
1878, and therein I discover that our district paid
in six months the wonderful sum of $29.45.
"Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in the street of
Askelon," that four hundred and thirty Latter
Day Saints, all professing they know the work is
true, and at every testimony meeting they stand
up and say, "1 am willing to sacrifice for the
work, and I want to do all I can to help roll on
the great and glorious work of these last days;"
and yet, to your shame, our shame, the average
is only six and two third cents each for six
months, to aid the work of the ministry; just
one cent a month from each member. 0 blush
for boasted love,-the latter day work uppermost
in your thoughts,-it may be in theory but in
practice it is the last end of the tail. I am
aware that a few have done a good deal in paying for house of worship; and those the coat will
not be put on, for it is not made for them, and
will not fit; these are the exceptions.
I can not endure to hold office and not magnify
it, therefore I write, that each branch Jnay be

prepared to accept my resignation, and place one
in the field who can, and will, do what I have
been unable to do, namely to visit the branches
and preach the word outside of branches.
I take pleasure in announcing to the Saints in
the Kewanee District, that Elder H. C. Bronson
has been honorably acquitted of the charges
preferred against him and his persecutor's testimonies all impeached. He came out of his
troubles with flying colors. Ever praying for
Zion's weal, your fellow laborer,
J. A. ROBINSON.
WnrTESTOWN, Indiana,
February 4th, 1879.
Ern. Joseph and Henry:- I left La Crosse, Ill.,
on New Year's day for Peoria, where, I met, for
the first time, Brother and Sister J. A. Robinson,
Brother J. F. McDowell and others. Staid with
them over Sunday, speaking once, and on Mon.
day went to Canton and remaiued till the 17th,
excepting two days spent at St. Davids, speaking
nearly every night to attentive audiences. On
the 13th I baptized a very estimable lady. My
stay in ()anton and St. Davids was one of the
most pleasant seasons of my ministerial life. On
the 17th returned to Peoria, where I enjoyed the
hospitality of Brother and Sister Robinson, and
also formed the acquaintance of Brother H.
C. Bronson and family. They have had severe
trials, but through it all their faith has not failed
them. May- the peace of heaven abide in their
dwelling. Brother and sister Robinson need no
eulogy from my pen. They are well known as
being the pioneers of the work in Peoria. Brother
John is a valiant soldier in favor of truth and order and against error in and out of the Church,
and Sister Robinson is a helpmeet indeed, who,
by her pure christian life, wields a great infiuence
for good.
On the 21st I arrived here. Found a welcome
with Bro. D. 0. Trout, and also met Bro. C. A.
Harder of Illinois. As there was a revival going
on here, I went into the country. Dropped into
a revival meeting of the United Brethren, and,
their preacher failing to appear, I offered my ser.
vices and had good liberty in speaking to a very
large congregation; text 1st Cor. 10: 15. As I
could not get another chance here at present, I
went into another school district, and had a full
house and good liberty. Spoke two nights, and
it was unanimously voted that I should continue
as long as I wished; and, although the mud was
deep, there were not less than twenty ladies in
attendance each night. But I had to close my
meetings abruptly on account of bleeding. I lost
much blood, and was much reduced in strength.
All that kind friends could do was done for me,
and thanks be to God, I still live, and desire to
labor for the Master. I wish to be remembered
by the Saints. I shall begin preaching again and
continue some two or three weeks. I have re.
ceived several letters from points further south,
urging me to visit them, but I desire to canvass
this part thoroughly before I go. I expect Bro.
W. H. Kelley here in a few days, enroute to Michigan. My misssion will be mostly in entire new
fields. Ora pro nobis,
B. V. SPRINGER.
MAXWELL, California,
January 28th, 1879.
Dear Herald:-A few weeks ago I received a
copy of the Saints' Herald, sent me by my good
old father, who is a constant reader of it, and who
enjoined me to send for the same. I must say
that it gave me much pleasure to learn through
its columns that the good work was progressing.
It was also a great comfort to me during my late
illness, when there was no one to cheer me except
my faithful wife, but I did have the prayers of
many Saints in my behalf, for which, I am very
grateful. I will also state that the good Lord
has never forsaken me in the hour of need. There
are no Saints near here that I know of, save myself and wife, consequently we have no meetings
and can not partake of the Lord's supper. I
think that a good field of labor could be opened
here. I do not think that the cause has ever
been represented here. I am the teacher of the
public school, and the school house can be had
for preaching in. I would be glad to see some
of our Elders come. Yours in the gospel of
Christ,
J. M. ADAMSO~.

MADISON, Ind., Feb. 6th, 1879.
fiJdlto1'8 Herald:-Wc are trying to do something in the line of duty, here in southern IncHana.
In December we held conference at Mount
Eden, where during a series of meetings, quite an
interest was manifested, even by those not of the
faith. This was a gratifying surprise, for it was
thought that about all of the fish had been caught
out of that place, but the indications are that
others may be got. The Saints there are contending for the faith, and against poverty, with
little show of triumphing soon over the latter;
but, on the whole, they are doing well, so far that
their neighbors acknowledge them as sincere,
and as possessing the essential christian charac.
teristics. Indeed they have the work at heart,
and labor for it.
Bro. Harbert Scott does what he can, consistently with home duties, to spread the truth and
cheer the Saints, and has the confidence and es.
teem of all. Yes, I had the pleasure of meeting
again my fellow laborer, Bro. C. Scott and his ex.
cellent lady, for the first time since their happy
union. May their happiness be complete. Brotlaer
Scott had on the armor, and I never saw him
look better. What is gratifying, Sister Scott
moves along in her quiet way, not only as splen.
didly ornamental but useful; is endowed with
the spirit and interest of the work, and tells
Brother Columbus to go right out and battle for
the truth.
Since the beginning of the New Year, I have
visited and held meetings at various places, with
attentive listeners in all. At the Olive Branch,
I was pleased to see the spirit of unity and love
among the Saints, with the fixed determination
not to allow human weaknesses, others peccadilloes and frivolities, to move them from the
truth. Some of them were afflicted with the
chills, but might about as well expect to live
with their heads under water and not drown as
to live in a malarial district and not have the
ague, at some season of the year.
New Marion is the place where I had a polemic
tilt a few years ago with a Baptist preacher,
which resulted in arousing some indignation because he could not overcome Mormonism in a
fair encounter. The Baptists took it to heart, and
as the best resort at defence closed the meeting
house against us; and afterwards succeeded in
shutting the school house, besides creating a
prejudice which inveloped themselves more than
others. But, with time, a change has come, and
their wrath has partially died away, so that the
school house is now open for the gospel to be
preached in; and even Baptists come out to hear.
They have about concluded, I suppose, that in
this big world other faiths have right to exist as
well as theirs, and should be tolerated and heard.
If I have judged correctly, what a step in advance
they have taken.
Before going to ()ross Plains, I had sent an appointment for the new BRptist Church of that
place; but on arriving found they had shut the
house. The better clsss were justly indignant
over this; for, when the house was being built,
the Baptists solicited aid from their neighbors,
and in order to secure subscription made promise
that the house should be free for all denomina.
tions; and in view of this the people donated
liberally. They were glad of my appointment;
for they were anxious to see the matter tested,
and whether the Baptists would stand by their
word, play the man and Christian, or be content
to drag in the rut, the mud and the mire, of the
superstitious past. As some anticipated, they
failed to improve the opportunity and make for
themselves a commendable name. This aroused
the feelings of some, so that lawsuits, to recover
property gotten under false pretense was common talk. I hope, however, that our friends of
liberty and gospel freedom will not be driven to
take extreme measures in order to secure their
rights. Ignorance, prejudice, and superstition
have always been strong to lead people to stand
in their own light. School houses were procured,
however, and I labored upwards of a week to remove blindness and prejudice, and endeavored
to educate the people to think, investigate, judge
and choose for themselves, to assert their individ
ual selthoocl, the right of freedom of soul and
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conscience, which right is guaranteed in the law
and gospel. The meetings increased in numbers
and interest, and many became desirous to further investigate the faith. I was kindly cared
for by Messrs. Jarvis, Lemon and Kenan, and was
impressed most favorably with their excellent
families, some of whom are not far from the
kingdom.
Bro. 0. Scott is expected here to-morrow, and
I have appointments at Hall's Ridge, after which
I purpose returning to Michigan for a season,
where my address will be Galien, Berrien county.
I am feeling well in mind-in spirit, happy in
the faith that is certain to outride the storm.
WM. H. KELLEY.
BuFFALO, Iowa, Feb. 9th, 1879.

Bro. H. A, Stebbins:-Some time ago you published word from me for any efficient Elder, who
wanted a place to preach in, to come to Buffalo.
In reply Brother Jerome Ruby has been here
for the past three weeks, and has caused the
hearts of many to feel glad, especially among the
Saints, and we come together, as the children of
God are called, for the purpose of offering our
obligations to him. I think Brother Ruby is going to devote his whole time in the ministry and
we pray that he may bring many souls into the
kingdom. When we came together to-day we
saw two vacant seats, made so by the death of
Father and :Mother Babbit. He was one of the
old time Saints. 'l'heirs makes five deaths in
this branch the past four years, and we feel sorrowful. Yours in the gospel,
0. 0. REYNOLDS.
ELKHOHN, Neb., Jan. 30th, 1879.

Bro. HeM'Y :-I see but little correspondence
from the Northern Nebraska District. I fail to
see such a flourishing spiritual condition, as
some facts speak louder than words. This district once numbered six or seven branches, two
or three have withered and died, and some others
are sick. We all understand that it takes a cause
to produce an efl:'ect. But, as spring is returning,
I hope the ~pii·it will revive us, as the sun comes
bringing its warming influence and its congenial
showers. More anon,
F. WM. OunTrs.

Southern N'ebraslo.:a District.
A conference convened at Nebraska City, Sunday, January 12th, 1879; Joshua Armstrong,
president; Robt. M. Elvin, secretary.
At 10:30 a.m., preaching by Joshua Armstrong;
at 2:30 p. m., sacrament meeting; at 7:30p.m.,
fellowship meeting.
Monday. 13th, 9 a. m. : President Armstrong
reported his labors.
Bishop's Agent reported: "Nov. 1st, balance on
hand $0.52; received $4.00; paid to ministry
$4.50; Dec. 31st, balance on hand $0.02. J. W.
Waldsmith, Agent."
Secretary reported his labors.
Elders' Reports: R. C. Elvin, J. W. Waldsmith,
I. F. Jamieson, P. C. Peterson, Jas. Thomsen, S.
Campbell, Jas. Caffall, (baptized two), R. M. Elvin,
(baptized two). Priest M. Cain, Teachers N.
Trook, John Young and R. Meredith and Deacon
C. Meijer, reported.
Branch Reports.-Platte River 23, 1 Elder, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher; 2 removed. Moroni 19, 1
Elder, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 received
2 marriages. Nebraska City 109, 2 High Priests,
9 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 1'eache.xs, 2 Deacons; 1
death. Palmyra 42, 2 ];Jders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 2 baptized. Plattsmouth 17, 1
Elder, 1 Deacon; 5 received. Blue River, no report.
Resolved that asBro. I. F. Jamieson has not labored in this district, and does not intend to return at present, that therefore we defer issuing
him a license.
Financial Report: "Nebraska City, Oct. 1st,
1878, On hand $5.55, received $38.68, total $44.23; paid ministry $16.85, branch expenses $22.80, total $39.65. Dec. 31st, balance $4.58."
I. F. Jamieson was released, and P. C. Peterson
was appointed to a mission.
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Bishop's Agent's instructions were read, and it
The president was authorized to represent the
district, in person or by proxy, at the Annual was advised that the rules in the same should be
strictly observed.
Conference.
I was ordered that the district clerk be provided
Adjourned to Nebraska City, April 6th, 1879,
with a record, and the clerk of each branch is reat 10:30 a.m.
quested to furnish for said book a correct record of their respective branches, as far back as
<:en.tral Nebraska District.
A conference was held December 13th and 14th, such records can be had.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a.m., preaching by F. M.
1878, in Columbus; Geo. Galley, presiding ; J.
Cooper; at 2:30 p. m, sacrament and testimony
McAllister, clerk, pro tem.
Branch Reporta.-Columbus, as last reported. meeting, presided over by Frank Hackett and W.
Cedar Creek no items. No report from Deer D. Bronson. The blessings of the Holy Spirit
were enjoyed, in the gift of tongues, and in many
Creek.
Elders G. W. Galley and Charles Brindley re- Strong and faithful testimonies. At 7:30 p.m.,
ported. Priest Charles Derry reported by letter, preaching by F. M. Cooper.
Resolved that we sustain Bro. F. M. Cooper in
and Teacher James Warner in person.
Resolved that we disapprove of any officer or the field by our means, both spiritual and tembrother who will persist in attending balls and poral.
Adjourned to Wheatville Branch, on call of the
such other places, and that they can not be suspresident.
tained by this district.
The First Presidency of the Church and the
Sam·ameuto Sob-District.
Bishop and his Counsellors were sustained.
Adjourned to Columbus, March 29th, 1879.
A conference convened at Sacramento, California, January 17th, 1879; J. H. Cook, president;
Wm. N. Dawson, clerk.
NorU1ea·n Ncbra!!ka Dbtrict.
Owing to the inclemency of the weather but
A conference was held at Omaha, Nebraska, few were out.
18th.-More of the Saints were out, and we had
January 4th and 5th, 1879; Thos. J. Smith, presa good meeting at night; preaching by H. Y.
ident; H. Neilson, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Omaha (English) 63 members, Brown. The Saints were strengthened and en1 Seventy, 7 Elders, 4 Prie.sts, 2 Teachers, 1 Dea- couraged.
Sunday, 10 a.m.-Elders' Reports: J. R. Cook
con ; 1 baptized, 1 received by letter, 1 removed.
Omaha (Scandinavian) the same as last reported. had opened three new places and baptized six
Pleasant Grove 10, 1 High Priest, 1 Elder, 2 persons. J. B. Price, said that the Davisville
Priests; 2 received. Platte Valley 38, 5 Elders, Branch had enjoyed the gifts and blessings, and
2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized, 4 re- been prosperous, but the adversary had entered;
but now there is a good prospect ahead. J. H.
moved.
Encouraging reports were made by Elders G. Parr, E. H. Webb, J. Sloan (High Priest) and
Hatt, H. Robinson, J. Caffall, D. Rannie, A. Jeffs, Priest A. Munn reported.
J. B. Price preached. At 7 p.m., preaching by
W. Ballinger, J. Gilbert, G. Medlock, Z. S. Martin,J. Christensen, J. Ogard, S. Butler, T. J. Smith H. P. Brown.
and N. Brown, all having experienced the working
of the strong hand of the Lord in their behalf.
St. Lonis Dish·ict.
The president reported the Elkhorn Branch disA conference was held in St. Louis, Missouri,
organized. The report and the disorganization
was accepted, and a provision made that it be not January, 5th, 1879.
Conference called to order by Elder A. Reese,
again organized except by the direction of the
who stated that president Hazzledine was sick
district president.
S. Butler reported the De So to Branch ; no and unable to be present. Preaching by Charles
meetings held, mostly owing to being so scattered. Derry.
At 2 p. m., instructions were given by Elder
A motion to dissolve, was defeated by the adoption of a substitute, reqaesting the president to Derry, and the sacrament of the L.ord's supper
ascertain the mind of that branch about it. He was administered by Wm. Anderson and R. D.
was also authorized to give letters to the Elkhorn Cottam, The Spirit was enjoyed by the Saints,
and the gifts of tongues and interpretation were
Saints.
An appeal by J. Avondet, that the presiding given for their edification and comfort. R. D.
Elder of the Omaha (English) Branch was illegal- Cottam, Bishop's Agent, gave notice of the necesly elected, was entertained, and a committee was sity of"the Saints contributing funds for the supappointed to investigate, which they did, andre- port of the traveling Elders, and instruoted the
ported finding that the election was legal. Re- presidents of branches to take up collections for
that purpose.
port adopted and committee discharged.
Evening: Preaching by Charles Derry.
H. Robinson, G. Hatt, N. Brown and W. BalMonday, January 6th: A. Reese, presiding;
linger were appointed to fields of labor.
Report of H. Neilsen, Bishop's Agent: "Re- C. Derry,. assisting ; George Hicklin, assistant
ceived offerings, $27.05; paid the ministry, $26.- clerk.
Branch Reports.-St. Louis, at last report 272,
90; due church 15 cents."
present 272, 8 Elders, 6 priests, 4 Teachers, 2
By contribution for the ministry $10 50.
Deacons ; 2 baptized, 2 removed by letter. GraAdjourn.ed to Omaha, March 31st, at 2 p.m.
vois 65, 1 High Priest, 3 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon ; no changes. Cheltenham 29, 4 Elders, 1
Western Wisconsin Distll.'ict.
Deacon; 1 removed by letter, 1 died. Alma 41 ;
A conference was held at North Freedom, Sauk no changes. Alton 30, 1 High Priest, 4 Elders, 3
county, Wisconsin, January 4th and 5th, 1879; Priests, 1 Deacon; no changes. Caseyville 37, 4
F. Hackett, president; E. C. Wildermuth, clerk Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers; 1 baptized. Whearprotem.
so 10, 2 Elders. Belleville, Coon Creek and Boone
Branch Reports.-Wheatville 21, 2 Elders; no Creek not reported.
changes; spiritual condition good ; enjoy the
Spiritual Condition.-St. Louis: "Some are
gifts and blessings of the gospel. Webster 25, 4 trying to live near to God, but many are careless."
Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher ; 6 removed by letter ; Gravois: "Not as good as desireable, and some of
so far as known spiritual condition good; Sunday of the priesthood are remiss." Cheltenham:
School discontinued, on account of scattered con- "Those who try to do the will of God are blest."
Alton : "Branch in working order and peace pred'ition of the Saints. Willow not reported.
Elders A. W. Bronson, F. M. Cooper, Wm. D. vails." Caseyville : "In good condition, and every .
Bronson, John Bierline, John Lee, A. L. Whitaker, one trying to serve God and keep his commandE. C. Wildermuth and Frank Hackett reported in ments." Belleville: "In favorable condition,
person, and C. W. Lange by proxy, and Teacher with some exceptions."
Jeremiah Smith by letter.
Sunday Schools.-St. Louis: Offic-ers and teachC. W. Lange sent in his resignation as district ers 8, scholars 40; average attendance 22. Graclerk, which was accepted, and Willis McDowell vois: Scholars 14; school in low condition. Chelwas appointed to the office.
tenham: Average attendance 20; condition good.
At 7 p. m. preaching by F. M. Cooper.
Belleville : 9 officers and teachers, 26 scholars f
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29 average attendance of all; 166 books in library.
FinanciaL-St. Louis : Receipts $48.25; hall
rent, etc., $37.25; balance $11.00. Cheltenham:
Receipts $14 55; expended $8; balance $6.55.
Priest A. S. Davidson reported from Moselle,
Franklin county, Missouri, having baptized three
there, making, with himself and wife, five members in Moselle. They meet and partake of the
sacrament together.
R. D. Cottam, the Bishop's Agent, reported.
Elders Wm. Still, George Hicklin, R. D. Cottam,
Wm. Anderson, Abraham Reese, John Beaird,
John W. Thorpe and Charles Derry reported.
Wm. Anderson, R. D. Cottam and Wm. T. Kyte,
heretofore appointed to adjust difficulties in the
Belleville Branch, reported, and, after a good
deal of discussion, the report was adopted, and the
committee. discharged.
On protest and petition from George Hicklin,
in regard to the ordination of John W. Thorpe as
an Elder, it was ordered that a committee be appointed to investigate the matter, and report at
next conference.
Resolved that we hereby instruct the brethren
holding the books and other property belonging
to the Belleville Branch, to deliver them up to the
present officers thereof (who are acknowledged
this day by this conference), upon their application for them.
Resolved that Abraham Reese be sent as our
delegate to the April General Conference of 1879.
Charles Derry was sustained in his ministry
with us, as appointed by General Conference.
Adjourned to Gravois, Sunday, April 6th, 1879.

Northm•Jili. Imh!!nesota Disb·ict.
A conference was held in the Oak Lake Branch,
December 7th and 8th, 1878; M. Shaw, president;
Henry Way, clerk.
No reports from the branches. Eight Elders
one Priest and one Deacon reported.
Bishop's Agent reported: "On hand at last report $1.90; :received from Oak Lake Branch
$21.00; total $22.90. Expended to J. R. Lambert $20.00 ; balance on hand $2. 90."
At 7 p.m., a prayer and testimony meeting, and
all were made to rejoice in the work of the Lord.
Sunday spent in preaching, the Lord giving
good liberty.
Adjourned to Silver Lake, or Clitherall, Otter
Tail county, Minnesota, March 20th and 30th,
1879.

Sa&a Beli·nal·diuo District.
A conference was held at San Bernardino, Cal.,
25th and 26th, 1879; Russell Huntly, presiding;
R. Allen, clerk.
Elders John Garner, Sen., M. McKenzie and G.
W. Sparks reported. D. S. Mills and J. F. Burton
took part in the conference. Teachers E. Ridley,
R. Allen, Sr., and R. Allen, Jr., reported.
R. Allen, Sr., Bishop's Agent, reported having
received $15.00 tithing.
R. Allen, Jr., as treasurer of contingent fund,
had received $88.30, and paid out for the branch
$84.30.
D. S. Mills was sustained as President of Pacific
Slope.
Preaching by D. S. Mills Sunday morning and
afternoon. Adjourned.
THE SACRED NA!IE.-The name of God is very
sacred. It may be used not merely at the beginning, but occasionally during the prayer. We
have Scriptural examples for this. But it should
never be pronounced except when we mean to use
it, when we mean something in using it, and when
we can speak it with loving reverence. I think
that those who have ·fallen into this deplorable
habit of constantly repeating divine names in
prayer, ·ought to be told their fault by a faithful
friend; for which they should be thankful, and at
once amend. Let us look to it that no trace of
this fault be found in us.

the list of scattered members, viz: Susanah F
Woodward, John Bardsley, John Hurley, Johanah
Bewchis and Joseph B. Brothers. Action will be
taken April 6th, 1879.
Remni'Uances.
JAMES H. PARR, President,
We are under the necessity of requesting those
WILLIAM N. DAWSON, Secretary.
who can do so to send bills or scrip, instead of postage stamps, which are accumulating on our hands
EASTERN MAINE DISTRICT.-A conference will
so that quite a large sum is already made practically useless to us, for we can neither use them all be held in the Baptist House at Indian River,
Washington county, Maine, March 8th and !lth,
nor sell them.
We are willing to take stamps whenever it is 1879. All are invited to attend.
S. 0. Foss, President,
necessary, and especially for sums under one dolJ. C. Foss, Olerlc.
lar, if scrip can not be obtained; but when from
one to five and even six dollars are sent in stamps,
the senders had better wait until they can obtain
Ui~ll .PJ•iests.
bills, or a draft, or a post office money order, or send
The High Priests are. hereby notified that some
a registered letter. But, excepting on the Pacific important business may demand their presence at
Slope, bills of the size wanted can usually be ob- the April session of Conference for 1879. It will
tained, we think, with but little trouble or delay. therefore be expected that so many as can will
It is an object for post masters to sell you stamps, make it thilir duty to be present, prepared to refor they make a large per cent on their sale.
main until such business as may be presented
Another thing: Do not draw your money orders shall be accomplished.
on .any post office but the Plano post office, for
'd t
JosEPH SMITH,
sometimes we have trouble in collecting them, esW. W. BLAIR,
resr ens.
pecially if we are not certain as to whom they are
Pl.ANO, Ills., Feb. 18th, 1879.
made payable, for when signed over to parties
in Chicago it must be by the one here in whose
Co-a·rcction.
name they are drawn, or we are likely to lose the
In my last quarterly report Jesse Ervin of Nebamount; and make all orders and drafts payable
raska should have been credited $5, not N. Nielto Henry A. Stebbins, as heretofore requested.
son, who only acted as agent in sending; also, Sr.
Martha Kent should have been credited in the reRequest of Church Secretary and port with $5, not $7, and Sr. E. Houston with !.he
other $2.
IsRAEL L. RoGERS,
Recorder.
Presiding Bishop.
District S-ecretaries will confer a favor if they
.....,,_
will make out, as early as they can, their annual
0BITUARIES.-0bituary notices not exceeding one hundred
statistical reports and forward them to me to prepare for presentation to the conference. These words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when
exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each addi..,
reports should embrace the name of each branch,
and number of members therein with the aggregate tiona! eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prom
in all, and statement of how many at last annual inent Church officials excepted. Money 'to accompany notice
report, and the gain by baptism and otherwise, also Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.
the loss by death, expulsion or removal by letter,
Btn·n.
showing the loss and gain for the year. The numLEWIS.- Near Stewartsville, DeKalb county,
ber of each grade of officers in the district should Missouri, December 26th, 1878, to Joseph R. and
be given. If all this can not well be obtained, Susanna Lewis, a son.
then give as far as can be had.
WooLLISCROFT.~At Streator, Illinois, October
The presidents of districts, or the appointed delegates to represent them, may also send in, at an 19th, 1878, to Richard and Emma Woolliscroft, a
early date, their reports of the spiritual condition daughter, named Sarah Ellen, and blessed Januand wants of their districts, or such petitions, ap· ary 30th, 1879, by Elder W. W. Blair.
Married.
peals, resolutions and recommendations, as they
are authorized to present, so that they may all be
HINDERKS-PAEPERGERDER.-At the house of
considered, and filed for presentation in their pro- Henry Hinderks, near Stewartsville, DeKalb Co.,
per order, all of which will expedite business and Missouri, January 9th, 1879, by Elder William
prevent delay and disorder. And if the presidents Lewis, Elder Temme Hinderks and Sr. Lizzie Paeor delegates of districts sending such reports or pergerder, both of the German DeKalb Branch..
documents should be present at the conference,
WILLIAMS-ALLEN.-At the residence of the
they can be referred to in season for information bride's parents, in Coalville, Webster county, Iowa,
or correction before said matters come up before February 20th, 1879, Joseph T. Williams and Elizthe assembly.
abeth E. Allen, both of Coalville. Ceremony by
And those of the ministry who have been labor- Elder Joseph R. Lambret. May their peace and
ing under General Conference appointment, would love increase and abide.
also oblige by sending, in good season, written re·
Died.
ports of their labors since last report, for preparUNSWORTH.-At Nebraska Cit.y, Nebraska, Janing, reading, and then publishing with the minuary 28th, 1879, of bronchitis, Sister Elizabeth
utes, as soon as the conference is over.
Any and all business for the consideration of Unsworth, mother of Mrs. E. Forscutt. Our dethe Presidency, and of the Conference, should ceased sister and mother was born at Little Bolton,
England, August 19th, 1815; was baptized in
thus be sent, where it is possible to do so.
1840; emigrated to Utah in 1863, but never idenHENRY A. STEBBINS,
Church Secretary and Recorder. tified herself with the people there; returned into
1869, was received into the Reorganized Church on
her original membership at General Conference
lJoUces.
April lOth, 1877, and was buried in Union CemelNFORllATION WANTED.-! WOUld like informa- tery, Kansas City, January 30th. Services by her
tion of my daughter, Ellen J. Johnston, wife of son-in-law, Elder Mark H. Forscutt. Her life
William J. Johnston. When last heard from by me was simple and pure ; her death calm and peacethey were living in Eagle Valley, Utah or Nevada. ful.
Thou art gone from our home, precious mother,
Anything of her or them will be thankfully reTo a better in regions above,
ceived.
SAMUEL PERKS,
Thou hast but exchanged this for another,
Alton, Madison Co.,
Where thou'lt dwell in perfection of Jove.
Box 137.
Illinois.
We love thee, we miss thee, and this be our care~

}r

___

To so live to be worthy thy mother-love there.

NoTIFIED TO REPORT.-The following, whose
names are on the record of the Sacramento Branch,
whose whereabouts we do not know, are hereby
What men want is not talent, it is purpose; in notified to report to the secretary of the branch at
other words, not to achieve, but the will to labor. once, and Letters of Removal will be. issued to
At court people sing that they may drink; in a them on application, otherwise theirna.mes will be
village people drink that they may sing.
removed from the branch record and placed with

BABBITT.-At Buffalo, Scott county, Iowa, December 2d, 18781 Sr. Mary Babbitt, aged 81 years.
BABBITT.-At Buffalo, Scott county, Iowa, February 6th 1879, brother Erastus Babbitt, aged 86
years last September. He got out of bed ten minutes before he died, and offered prayer to God,
got into bed and his spirit departed.
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BoswELL.-'-At Bloomington, Decatur county,
Iowa, January 19th, 1879, of congestion of the
lungs John Zenas, son of Brother Joseph and
Sister Elvira V. Boswell, aged 1 year, 2 month8
and 9 days. Sermon January 26th, by Elder J.
W. Gillen.
CooPER.-At Santa Rosa, California, November
1st, 1878, of membranous croup, Franklin, son of
Brother John and Sister Annie Cooper, aged 5
years, 10 months and 2 days. Fune1·al sermon by
Elder Joseph C. Clapp.
IN MEMORIAM.
Sister Clara A. Allen, wife of Bro. William Allen, and daughter of Bro. William Hopkins, was
born in Alameda county, California, March 27th,
1858, and died at Sedgwick, Decatur county, Iowa,
February 9th, 1879, at ten o'clock in the morning,
after aJ:l. illness of about two weeks with s1,1pposed
puerperal fever.
She united with the Church of Christ in the
ninth year of her age, being baptized by Elder
Joel Edmunds in California, and remained a worthy member of the same until her death.
H er firmness in the faith of Christ was great,
as she never expressed a doubt of its truth, and
was always willing to contribute of her strength
in assisting to do good.
During her life, when sick, she invariably desired the Elders called to administer to her, as her
faith- in God to heal, in answer to the prayer of
faith, was unwavering, believing that God would
s,o heal if not a'ppointed unto death. Kind-hearted
and sympathetic,''ever true in her friendship with
a desire to extend the loving hand to all. ,
A loving and true wife, a patient and blessed.
mother, (leaving two helpless little ones), a dutiful daughter, the joy of her parents' hearts, a fond
sister and faithful follower of Christ; husband,
father, mother, brothers-all loved and cherished
her as the "apple of the eye;" an'd iu this ttl:eir,,
great bereavement friends and neighbors extended
the helping hand, and mingled with them their
tears of sympathy, for all felt that this rod of
affiiotipn was heavy to bear.
Hundreds followed the body to the tomb, and
sorrow seemed to hav.e settled upon all; but midst
this gloom as the mind looked forward to the day
of redemption, and to the happy re-union which
a waits all the faithful in Christ, a strong feeling
seemed .to prevail which is expressed in this.
"The fountain of joy Is fed by tears,
And love is lit by the breath of sighs;
The deepest griefs and the wildest fears
Have holiest ministries.
Day will return with a fresher boon ;

Ood.will remember the world!

Night wiH come with a newer moon;

Tracts:

Pictures.

I have now ready a group picture of the author- No. 1. Mountain of the Lord's House,
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
ities of the Church, the First Presidency, the No. 2. Truth Made Manifest.
Apostles and the Bishopric, with Joseph and Hyrum, the martyrs, eighteen in number, all placed
in order on a card for framing. Price one dollar
each, or in clubs of eleven for ten dollars. Size
of card 14x17 inches. Sample copies, album size,
sent by mail for fifteen cents.
Address,.
J. H. MERRIA~r,
Stewartsville, DeKalb Co., Mo
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The Saints'· H~rald :
Official paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains correspondence from different parts of the world, giving accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
of postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINs editors.
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Apocryphal New Testament
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FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
:

1 25

1 25

Poems, by Da·•ta H. Smith, 202 pages, fancr cloth,

"
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"
Complete
"
3 75 Brown's Concordance of the Bible,
75 The Koran

Doctrine and Covenants :
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Removal Certificates, per dozen

Baldwin's Ancient America
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Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols.
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2 70 Cruden's Condensed Concordance of the Bible, cloth
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"
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leather

The Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:

· gilt edges

Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per dozen

"

Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Martyr.

In sprinkled Sheep
In Morocco, marbled edges,

60

Miscellaneous:

A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semimonthly, price 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year, free of
postage. JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINs editors.

In Roan, plain
•.•..•
In Roan, fnll gilt, gilt edges
In Morocco, plain, marbled edges
ln Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges
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Certificates and Reports :

1 50

Blank Books:

BETWEEN
JOHN
L.
SHINN,
Of the Universalist Church, and
ELDER
MARK
H.
FORSCUTT,
Of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. D. Saints.
J. L. Shinn affirms "The· Bible teaches that the
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
Mark H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."
DISCUSSION

REV.

Price: Cloth, 75 cts.;
~

Branch Records, well bound in Leather backs and
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for
Record of Member~'' Names, Blessing of Children, and for
Marriages; also blank paper for recording minutes of

Branch Business Meetings. Every branch should have
Ood will remember the world!"
one. Price: for large branches,
......
3 00
The
same, for smaller branches
......
2 00
Peace to her ashes, and joy to the spirit which
District
Records,
printed
headings
and
rnle<l
for
has "returned to God who gave it."
,1,248 names, and bound sathe as above
3 00
Funeral services by Elders James W. Gillen and Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
Samuel H. Gurley, from Rev. 14: 13.
z H. G.
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dis..
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cents.
SEDGWICK, Iowa, l'eb. 12th, 1879.
Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
--------~··~~----bonnd in flexible covers, 40 cents each.
VENTILATING CHAMBERS.-When it is considered
Pamphlets:
that pure air is essential to the purification of the
blood, and that the food we eat never becomes Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
nutriment until it meets with the air in the lungs,
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches
and when it is furthermore remembered that a
and Districts,
full third of our entire existence is passed in our
82 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth 50 cents.
sleeping apartments, it must be clear to the commonest understanding that the difference between Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
135 pages. A pocket edition of this old and reliable little
breathing a pure and impure air while we are
work on the doctrine and history of the latter day work is
for sale at 50 cents each, cloth covers, or 30 cents paper
asleep, is literally incalculable as to the effects
covers.
upon our happiness and well-being.
Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of J esus-a Legal Argument,
YouTH A,ND AoE.-Hope writes the poetry of
36 pages, 10 cents each.
the boy, but memory that of the man. Man looks
forward with smiles, but backward with sighs.
Such is the wise providence of God. The cup of
life is sweetness at the brim-the flavor is impaired as we drink deeper, and the dregs are made HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED,
AND
bitter that we may not struggle when it is taken
The Divine Origin.of the Boolr of Mormon
from our lips.

---------------------------------

He who has once done you a kindness will more
readily do you another than will one whom you
.have benefitted.
Since I cannot govern my tongue though within
my own teeth, how can I hope to govern the tongues of others.

12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.
No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.
No.5. The Gospel.
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.

Paper, 50 cts.

The discussion lasted four days, and makes a book of 194
closely printed pages

THE SAINTS' ADVOCATE,
A monthly, religious journal, published in the inter<ifJts of
the Reorg;tnized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
and in the special interest of the Utah Mission of said Church
and Edited by W. W. Blair and Z. H. Gurley.
Terms, 50 cents per year, in q,dvance, except otherwise

provided for.

Subscriptions earnestly solicited. Subscribe for yourselve
and for friends deceived by The Latter Day Apostasy.
Remittances must be sent toW. w, Blair, Box 337, Sand
wich, Ill.; or to H. A. Stebbins, Plano, In;
NOTICE.
When changing your place of residence, or desiring your
paper sent to a different post-office, be particular ill givln g, in
full, the name of the post-office, county, .and state where you
had been last receiving it, and distinctly state the name of the
post-office, county and state to which yon wish your paper sen
in the future.
~ If yonr paper has been going In a
package, state whose.
When mailing a letter, whether In a railroad car;on a steam
boat, or while visiting at a friend's, in every instance giv
your own address where you are taking your paper.

When taking subscriptions for HERALD and HOPE be partic-

ular in giving the correct address of the" new Bubscriber."

If your paper has been discontinued, state where you have
last been taking It, and the time it was stopped.

1 March 79.

JOSEPH THE SEER:

J.IGii'" Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Re
mittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
full instructions about how, aud to whom to send all money
orders, and business letters as recently advised.

Defended and Maintained ;

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published SEMI-lii:ONTHLY, at Plano
Kendall Co., Illlnois, by the Board of Publication of the lte
organized Ohnrch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
is edited by JOSEPH 8MI'l'H and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 per
year. All remittances, orders, and buo!ness commulllicatlons
intended for the olllce of pnblicatlon, must be directed to
Henry A. Stebbins, BollJ 50, Plano, Kendall C\>,, lll3. Money
may be sent Draft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano, by
registered letter,. or by Express ; but there is very little rlak
in sending small sums of money in an ordina~ letter.

Being a reply by Elder Wm. W. Illalr to Elder William Sheldon, of the Second Adventist Society.
This Is a book of 200 pages, and is an important work to be
in the hands of the ministry of the Church especially, and It
Is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the Church
and among those without, abounding In proofs never bofore
presented in defense of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
Price, postage paid, cloth 75c.; paper 50c.
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SAW ANO'riiER ANGEL * *, llAVING 'rUE EVEitLAS'l'JNG 00SPEJ, TO PnEACU TO 'l'IIEM 'fUA'l' DWRLT, ON 'l'IIE EAR'l'II
*, SAYING,
FEAit GOD, AND (hVE GLORY '1'0 Hnr, FOR 'l'IIE HOUit OI<' Hrs JUDGM:Kl'i'l' IS COilm."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM Tnrwua:g: 'fny 'l'nu'l'rr; 'l'ny WonD IS Tmnrr."-JEsus; JoHN 17:17.
·
"HEAHKEN TO THE vVOUD OJ!' 'l'IIE LOIW, FOit •riiERill SrrALJ, NOT ANY MAN AlVIONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."--IlOOK
OF MOUMON; JACOB 2; 6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, MARCH 15, 1879.

26.-whole No. 414.

EXHORTATION.
Pause not ye faithful on your way,
Till ye behold the perfect day;
For now a crown of glory waite
For all the faithful, humble, Saints.
Joy, peace, and plenty, then will flow,
For all who meekly dwell below.
Let then your faith and works be ehown,
That you may then receive a crown.
Let angry strife and warfare cease,
That you may see the reign of peace.
Know ye that joy and sweet accord,
Await for all who love the Lord.
May God, most faithful, be our friend,
That we may meet a peaceful end ;
Let others go theit slubborn way,
The Lord of life we will obey.
RoBERT FunER.

WHO SHALL DECIDE 1
We have frequently been tempted to place
some thoughts before the Saints, in defence of
the Reorganization; and one principal reason
why we have not done so long ere this, has
been that H would, in some respects, savor of
self defence. Some things lately occurring,
have determined us to offer something for the
consideration of some who claim to be thinkers,
and are somewhat disturbed by their thoughts,
and what they seem to think the anomalous
position of the Reorganized Church.
First, In reply to the question, Is it not a
new dispensation, requiring a new delegation
of priesthood and ministerial power?
We answer this at once. It is uot .a new
dispensation, as contradistinguished from the
church. established in 1830. Nor is a new
delegation of priesthood required; other than
a commandment to those already empowered
to move in given directions, to the magnifying
of that already given.
Second, If it. is not a new dispensation, requiring a relegation of priesthood authority;
what is it?
To this we answer, that it is what its name
implies, a reorganization of elements· that remained after a disorganization of an organized
body had taken place.
Third, To whom belonged the duty of reorganizing these elements ?
Clearly to that portion of them that re-

mained within the rule of faith and practice,
given of God to govern the body when organized; or to such portion as may have once left
that rule, and had returned thereto.
Fourth, 'l'he question, \Vhera was· the
Church during the lapse of time between the
disorganization and the reorganization?
It was with the remnant scattered abroad,
who remained true to the principles first given
as the gospel of Christ; and with any body of
such remnant, numbering six or more, under
the pastoral charge of an elder, priest, teacher,
or deacon.
Fifth, How could the church reorganize
itself? Can a "stream rise higher than its
f<mniain ?" If the priesthood was disorgan
ized, did not paramount right remain with
some one holding the highest authority, upon
whom the d nty rested, to "set the house of God
in order," to ordain men to the higher offices
in the priesthood and organize the quorums;
and to whom the prerogative to ordain all others belonged; aud without whose sanction
nothing could legally be done to build up the
kingdom of God upon the earth ?
The Church was organized in 1830 with six
members, upon two of :!"hom the eldership had
been conferred by command of G·od ; these two
being called the first and second elders of the
church. (a). From this beginning grew in
fourteen years, a church numbering nearly two
hundred thousand menlbers, all the officers in
which held their respective offices by reason of
ordinations received under the hands of these
two men, directly or indirectly, by virtue of
the command of God, the call of the Spirit of
Christ and the publicly confessed acknowledgment of the people, who by their votes said:
"So let it be." The fountain whence this
stream flowed, was the "will and commandments
of God; (b); the stream, (as many apply it
who object to the positior. of •.he Reorganized
Church), was the priest'b.qod, the 1\Ielchisedek,
in which is comprised ali grades of authority,
and any one of which is competent to the regulating and setting in order all the rest, under,
and by reason of the force and power derived
from the fountain. A command of God to do
anything always conveys the right to do it,
and guarantees to those commanded the powers
necessary to carry in to effect the command;
hence; the command originally given to organize the church, conveyed the right, and vouchsafed the necessary power to do it. No attempt to cause the "stream to rise higher than
its fountain" has ever been made bv the Reorganization. All that it has ever attempted
to do has been to carry into effect the command originally given, and subsequently sup(a) D. & 0.17:1.

(b) D. & C. 17 : 1.

No.6.

plemented by command to the remnants, to
"establish the church," by the preaching of
the gospel, the doctrine revealed to the first
elder.
The mistake that those who so frequently
use this axiom, "a stream can not rise higher
than its fountain," have always and persistently
made is, that they have located this fountain
in a man,-authority attaching as a personal
perquisite,-a:nd, therefore, he could
nothing he himself did not hold; forgetting
the important fact that the law, the command,
the Holy Ghost ;was, and is the fountain, the
priesthood the .str'tl!;:m, men the channels in
which the stream l'i'ms; Ifthe exclusiwe right
and prerogative had·been_· ested in on~, precluding the dir
~~jng~~pd gover!J'~
ing power from •..
. tlitorigh that ono';
then did God sipg .· ~put the wo · jeopardy, and divest him&W of that righ
hich
reason suggests t~a~.. he"has always reserved .·
unto himself, to act·: inde,p~~dently; to take
into his own hands at 'any•t!me the measures
for carrying out his fle§jgns. ·
·
The provisions ot' the law given qf God
seemed to have been _.ample; but, for some
unexplained reason, the church were not prep"ared by an intimate acquaintance with those
provisions, for the emergency that occurred;
or else they strangely mistook the nature of
the command, and the powers necessary to
carry it into effect. One of the provisionf',
states that "an apostle is an elder;" hence,
those two called of God apostles were ordained
to be called the first and second elders of the
church." No higher priesthood att~ched _to
them than was couched i!l the word _!:llder; the
whole body of the :filfelchisedek order being referred to time after time in the. comtnands
given to tho church, as "elders," "tJle'ef~[S
of my church," "ye elders of my church." (c)
Another provision of the law declares that
"the office of an elder comes under the priest·
hood of Melchisedek." This priesthood has
"power and authority over all the offices of the
church." (d). Another clause provides that,
"an elder has a right to officiate in his stead
when the high priest is not present." (e). An·
other still more specific, provides that "the
high priest and elder are to administer in
spiritual things, agreeably to the covenants
and c0mmandments of the church; and they
have a right to officiate in all these offices of'
the church when there are no higher authorities present." (/). Again, another, pointing
still more clearly to the comprehensive character of the word elder, "the power and au(c) D. & C. 17: 9,,13;
(d) D. & C. 104:3.
(e) D. & C.l04: 6.
(f) D. & C. 104: 7.
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thority of the higher, or Melchisedek priest- hold the only priesthood prerogative and right had been created by command, and growth, that
hood, is to hold the keys [right to act] of all to act, without whom no organization could be challenged respect and admiration. Its spiritthe spiritual blessings of the church." (g)
legally effected, is to place the existence of the ual power for good was being felt wherever its
This conveys to us, clearly, that if the Mel- church as a visible aid and tangible help to co-working laborers went. The life-pulses of
chisedek priesthood is present in any of its the salvation of the human race, upon a pre that work, everywhere gave token that the
offices, the right to organize, or to reorganize; carious chance,-the chance that this one man Spirit of Christ was following the message;
t"l:le power to establish, build up, and confirm should live, be wise, good, a worthy example, and that his supervising care was watching
all the church are there; and, if directed by a willing, ready and active worker; and if over it. So long as the workers kept within
command of God, to perform all the work any one of these qualities ~hould be lacking, the lines of their message, the power that
necessary. If it be urged that an elder can then the work would be frustrated, no church built them at the beginning built with
n'otreceive commands to do this work, we reply, could be established ; man's hand would turn them. But change came; the fabric began to
t"\lat the case is covered by the following : "to the keys upon the Emmanuel, the anointed one, shake. Ambition and lust of power and the
have the privilege of receiving the mysteries the Christ. Human sagacity might so have flesh, usurped the places where single-heartedof the kingdom of heaven; to have the heavens arranged the affairs of an earthly kingdom; ness and devotion had been ; prosperity turned
opened unto them; to commune with the as- but divine wisdom could surely have made no the leaders giddy; with giddiness came folly;
sembly and church of the first born; and to such mistake. There may be men in existence hundreds of the honest and faithful, who, like
enjoy the communion and presence of God the who claim that they are the ones who thus Joshua, had testified truthfully, grew faint,
Father, and Jesus the Mediator of the new stand in the place of the axis upon which the remonstrated, then rebelled and scattered like
covenant ;"(h) which appertains to, and applies spiritual world and work of God turn for poor sheep upon the mountains. Valiant men sprang
of right to all officers of that priesthood, that humanity; and that unless the Lord and his out of the ranks, and essayed to stop the curof elder being one of them.
human instrumentalities choose to arrange the rent of spiritual retrogression in vain ; they
Again, It is provided that growing out of wheel, and wheels within a wheel, of church were swept aside. Some kept battling away,
organiz;1tion there is a necessity for presiding government, organization and gospel labor, calling upon modern Israel to return to the
office-rs; and these are to be chosen "out of, upon and with reference to this axis, the whole Word, to stay and inquire what the work deor from among" their peers, the priest.hood business must stop; but we sincerely hope manded at their hands ; but few heeded the
which they respectively hold being equal, the there are none of them in the Reorganization. call. The only body of any number that refact of one being chosen to preside not chang- If there were such a man and he should die, mained together for any considerable length of
ing that held by him. Hence, when organiza- churchly learning and gospel wisdom would time was one that had incorporated into the
tion required these officers at the beginning, die with him, and human hopes must be buried doctrines originally received something in spirit
authority was found in the body, by command, in his grave.
and practice foreign to them. The result was,
to ordain them; and when reorganiz:ttion
"But," it is urged, "such a man would not that large numbers of those who had received
again demanded similar officers, authority was die; God would not Jet him die!''
the first teachings were to be found in almost
again found in the body, by command, and the
every quarter of the land, is.olat.ed and in
Moses was the man who led his people out groups, differing widely from the prevailing
work was done.
If there was one, and one only, to whom the of bondage, and gave emancipated IBrael the faction, and differing more or Jess from each
prerogative attached, and whose assent or dis- tables of the law; yet Moses died, not enter- other j all bewailing the scattered and failen
aent, made void, or legalized all acts done in ing the promised l_a~d: David disenth.ralled condition of the church, and 1mxiousiy enthe progress of building the kingdom, so Israel fro.m the Phl!lStme yoke, yet Dav1d was quiring of each other and the Lord, ''What
called; then this one, whoever he might have not permitted to bmld the temple.. Jesus ful- shall we do?"
been, took the place of, "ThQu shalt take the filled th~ law, and gave the cr?wmng means of I At length the united, or strangely i.manithings which thou hast received, which have redemptwn to. man~ yet .he died_, and all hope mous cry of these scattered and suffering ones
been given unto thee in my Scriptures for a of th.e many d1e_d w1th h:m,, to nse only when was heard; almost simultaneous inquiries relaw, to be my law to govern my church." (i) by his resu;rec~wn. t.he d:se1ples were ~ade to ceived separate but agreeing replies. The
This has been objected to by the Reorganiza- k?ow that m h1s nsmg hfe had b~en given to Lord, tt:ue to his promise and his care of his
tion; which has insisted that the law, and he h1s body, the church. Joseph Sm1th,. to whom people, sent out the Spirit to fulfill his word.
who gave it, are the first authorities in the the fact was made known that Chnst had a The people that were left thus scattered began
church. Hence, to assume that no act could people upon. the earth, whom he would call by to gather themselves together, and in conferbe legal if unqualified by the approval of this a repubh~atwn of.the gospel ~essage, and who ing began to consider the law by which the
person who was supposed to have been invested was permitted to hve to orpamze, by co:nmand, church was to be governed. The Spirit aided
·with supreme priesthood authority, was to deny c?-w~rkers. fitted and. quahfi~d for the d1spensa- them, a command was received, and history
the sanctioning power of the law and its giver, t10n m w_h10h they hved, d1ed long befo;e the rq>':ated itself. Those whose purposes were to
as exemplified in the cases, "Separate me Bar.. work ~hwh the church n;u~t nece_ssanl;; a~- serve God and him only; whose hearts were
nabas and Saul;" and, "This is my beloved comphsh to fill the ~ran~ m!SSIO~ cla:med for 1t set to do his will, waiting only his direction,
Son in whom I am well pleased." The ground had .been done. DH~ w~~dom d1e With Moses, were s~own that there was a re~nant remainoccupied by the church has been; what God Davtd, or Joseph Sm1th. We apprehend not. ing, Wlth whom was left a sufficient degree of
Upon Joshua. fell the labor left when Moses authority to do what was commanded, and the
clearly commands mmt be done; what the
Spirit cJnfirms, though it might be dictated was taken .aw_ay, vpon Solomon rested the bur- Reorganization was a fact, an existent, tangible
by human wisdom, that is correct. ''Though den of bmldwg the temp]~ i .upon James, Pe- reality. The question of authority to organize
it be but a man's covenant, yet if it be con- ter and ~ ohn ~nd all the dtsciples wa~ cast the was sprung at an early day, thoroughly disfirtned, nJ man disanulleth, or addeth there- propagat~on_ of the gospel of peace, With Jesus cussed, and agreement finally reached. It was
as the Ch.nst., after the tragedy ?f the cr~ss found that in several instances branch organto.'' (j)
The R9organization early took the position and the trmmph of the resurrectiOn. While izations, which had been established in the
that morality, honesty, virtue and obedience those upon whom depended t~e work left by days of Joseph, the Martyr, under the ruling
would insure equal blessings to all; that there each of th~se, prosec_uted theu labord m ac- of the church as then organized, still remained,
were no individuals exempt from the opera- cord~nce Wi~h the.gemus of the work as begun, retaining their organization, form of worship,
tion of the saving efficacy of the gospel, neither and m keepmg With the message entrusted to and declaration of belief, unbroken and undisby reason of place, birth, nor importance; and them, sa long there seeme~ to follow great turbed. This simplified the character of the
therefore, the work of God could not and would suceess; but Israel went Widely astray after defence set up by the elders who were elders
not depend for an existence upon the earth to Moses and ~ oshua; the church was €?radually of the churoh before the death of Joseph and
some privileged repository of priesthood, who, sub~erged ~n depa~ture from the fatth after elders of the reorganized one, elementary fragments, remnants of the people of God. The
no matter what h_is acts or teaching, held, or Chnst and ohe disciples.
could hold other co-workers in abeyance.
When Juscph Smith died, he left a work principle was announced, Sunday, June 13th,
To admit the theory that some one man did which was to be proved a grand one. Those 1852. "We believe that the Church of Christ,
upon whom the first burden of the labor fell, organized on the 6th day of April, A.D. 1830,
had ample opportunity and means to know what exists as on that day, wherever six or more
(g) D. & C. 104 : 9.
(h) D. & C. 104: fl.
the genius of that work was. An organization Saints are organized according to the pattern
(i) D. & C. 42: Hi.
(.j) GoJ. 3 : 15.
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in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants."/Hst. of R. p. 3.
This principle became one of the underlying
sills upon which the church fabric rested; and
when it was supplemented by what followed,
the ground work for success was laid.
Resolved "That the whole law of the Church
of Jesus Christ is contained in the Bible,
Book of Mormon and Book of Doctrine and
Covenants."-Hist. of R. p. 4.
Here is an element of strength that must
enter into the discussion of the claims of the
Reorganizr1tion. If one or more ot the branches of the churcb, organized between the years
1830 and 1844, were found to have retained
their organization untouched by the spirit of
apostasy, and unbroken by the assaults of false
doctrine, there was found a witness, who, like
,Joshua, had testified truthfully, and was found
sufficient to the work of reorganizing the
hosts of Israel. We believe it to be susceptible
of proof that there were two, if not three, one
at Beloit, one at Zarahemla, ·wisconsin, and
one at Jeffersonville, Illinois. The latter was
built up by Elder Thomas P. Green, who was
sent into that region of country by Joseph
Smith, the Martyr, himself, and was there at
the death of Joseph and Hyrum, in 18,14, retaining his branch in the truth.
Here, as in 1830, the elements from which
the Church \ras created, existed; here, as
then, commandment gulranteed authority;
the channels of manifestation existed, priesthood having already been conferred, the right
to act was given and the duty of the priesthood made clear.
The charter of their
Christian liberty was declared to be the law
which had been accepted by the whole Church
in solemn assembly, and each and every claim
not in harmony and keeping with that charter
were denied. The result of constant adhesion
to that line of policy, that rule of conduct,
faith and practice is clearly seen. The tide of
prosperity that rolled unchecked from April,
1830, to June, 1844:, gradually receded before
the "iniquity" that came in "like a flood "
until almost everywhere the name of JYiormdn
stank and was a synonym for evil; until
scarcely au organized branch of the polygamic faction was found in America, except
in Deseret. Further on, the tocsin of reorganization was heard. H sounded faintly
and feebly over the wastes of spi,ritual Babylon; but here and there it reached the ears
of the scattered captives, who took up the
cry, until it reverberated from hill top and
valley, until from three lone, solitary folds,
the number has grown to many hundred
folds; the "Spirit of the Lord raised up the
standard," and it has been carried by earnest
men along the front of the battle, cheering the wayworn and weary, and making
firm the strong. One by one the claimants to
the royal pl~ce have passed away, until only
the polygamic departur~ and the Reorganization stand face to face upon the field. Which
shall yield remains for the future to determine.
Sixth. Where was the present leader of
the Reorganization? and why did he not come
into notice before 1860? What of the interval? Where was the priesthood during the
time from 1844 to 1860?
These questions are easily answered in the
light of what has already been presented.
The present Joseph Smith was where his father had left him j a member of Christ's body,

properly baptized and confirmed, dwelling in
the city where reposed the ashes of his father
and uncle, ready to perform his life-work
when pointed out to him. The reasons why
he did not come into notice sooner is that he
was not sooner made aware of his duty. When
his duty was pointed out in the winter of 1859
and '60 he did not tarry longer; and in obe.
dience to call, in fulfillment of prophecy and
in accordance with the wisdom directing the
reorganizing effort, he put himself in the way
of the work. He could not have come sooner
in consistency, and he makes no apology for
the delay.
It is the belief cf the writer that no effort
would have been successful in resisting the
tide of evil which was creeping over the
Church prior to the Reorganization. The
spirit of confusion and adultery seemed to
have a period of undisputed sway. Men
would not listen to the voice of faith; and although the apparently rulin-g majority were
boldly met and their abominations denounced
by faithful, warning witnesses, who knew and
know the truth, they were laughed at and deridf1d,-the time had not yet come.
The
Spirit of the Lord was at work among the
faithful; the spirit of mischief among tre un.
faithful. The Lord was watching over his
own. In June, 1852, a public assembly in
which the unbroken branches-the remnants
-were represented, was held; and there the
ground of hope for the Latter Day Saints was
retaken and reaffirmed. This declaration of
principles was opportune, for on August 29th
of the same year, the dogma of "plural marriage" was announced in Utah. That which
had been at work in the hearts of the children
of disobedience until secrecy was no longer
posible, now raised its formal head. Untruth
put on the livery of heaven to shield its devotees; but truth, though seemingly slow, had
recorded her solemn and dignified protest
months before. The quiet grandeur of righteousness was now arrayed against the· brazen
effrontery of crime against the law of the
land and transgression of the law of God, as
given to his Church is 1830 and 1831, "a
righteous law" and sacred then. All this
was taking place during the interval; the
powers of church organization and government conferred by the divine mind for the
last time, "incapable of annihilation" had remained with the people; and in their exercise,
by the command of God, at the opportune
time, provided the means of escape and de·
fence. Eight years £rom the death of Joseph
and Hyrum the Apostasy was completedin the
public declaration of its shame. At the same
time the standard against iniquity was raised;
the enemy was now an open one, and was deelated against by the Church, the faithful
remnant. Two months before the polygamic
faction had submitted to the shackles of error
put on the people by Brigham Young, the
affirmation of the principles of safety had
been completed; and thus a solemn protest
against that enslavement had been made.
This we believe to have been wisely provided
for by the Lord, that the Reorganization
might have the surer foundation.
Eight
years after this, the son of the Martyr, by divine direction, became identified with the
Church, the body remaining true to the doctrines of the Church into which he been bapth;ed, and the spirit of which he had received
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under the hands of his father. The conditio.ns
of the work seemingly demanded him and he
was added to its workers.
The priesthood, so far as ordained men constitute the priesthood, was scattered here and
there over the whole land; some in transgression wilfully, some ignorantly and some innocently; some in despair; some in suspense
and anxiety; some in hope; some dejected;
some in infidelity, rank: and gross; some in
doubt, and some in confident expectation; but
so far as delegated authority from God makes
priesthood, the priesthood right to act in the
name of the Church as ministers for Christ,
remained with the faithful elder, priest, teacher and deacon, who had not bowed to Baal,
nor spotted his garments with unholy lust.
And if there had been no more than a Joshua,
the son of Nun, and a Caleb, the son of Jephunneh, there would have been enough; but as
there were more, there were more than enough.
'l'he powers of government, and the "law,
to be my law, to govern my church," (!c) had
been conferred; divine wisdom had dictated
both. The purpose for which they had been
conferred had been clearly set forth; the design unmistakably stated.
Neither design
nor purpose contemplated a hierarchy of priestcraft and oppression, of lust, wealth, priestly
aristocracy, or power. When, therefore, leading men, ordained men, either knowingly and
wilfully, ignorantly and blunderingly, or themselves innocently deceived and deceiving, introduced that which subverted the design and
turned aside the purpose, their right to act
ceased; the "amen" was spoken "to their
priesthood,~~ and they unchurched themselves;
they had spoken that which the Lord had not
declared, and had spoken presumptuously, they·
were not to be feared. Hence, the design
and purpose remaining unchanged, those to
whom had fallen the lot to be instrumental in
carrying them out who remained faithful to
their trust, must be acknowledged of God.
That they were and are so acknowledged of
God in the Reorganization we are most certainly assured.
This then answers the query as to where the
priesthood was during the period between
June, 1844, and April, 1860. The Reorgan·
ization has not claimed a new dispensation;
have denied that one was necessary: and any
one reading .the Doctrine and Covenants, must
discover, that a claim to a new dispensation, a
new revelation other than a direction to already
authorized messengers, disposes of. the question of succession of work and creates a new
body of Christ; and fond and slow as many
fancy that the Reorganized Church has been,
is has not been so foolish as that. The men
properly received into the Church prior to
1844, who present themselves to the Reorganization for identification with that body, are
only asked to verify their original reception,
and state their desire for affiliation; these are
held to justify their reception and fellowship.
The position they occupied, within the rule of
organization provided for in the law, is accorded to them as of right, upon a proper confes·
sion of faith. No other body of believers
growing out of the latter day work has, as we
believe, ever taken this ground; but all have
held it essential that all applicants must be
baptized into the specific order to which their
(k) D. & C. 42: 16.
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mora so than the Bible :"-Jlfillennial Star endowment. And there is not a more unlaw(Editorial) August 1st, 1842.
ful, and unjustifiable principle in existence,
"I wish to caution tho churches, and their and one more calculated to injure and destroy
prcsidi!lg elders and officers, and to give them the Church than the principle of seeking to
a very strict charge on some particular points, enjoy those blessings, in the wrong place and
viz.: Beware of all influences calculated to time, that is to say, without complying with
draw your minds away from the gathering to the requisitions of heaven, to build the temple,
the west, the building of the temple and city and gather together there for our endowment,
of our Lord, and the endowment promised and for our preparation for the most holy things.
therein j for herein are the keys of the full- In short, nothing pertaining to the fullness of
ness of the priesthood ordained, for the salva- the priesthood, and to the covenants and preption, and exaltation of the living and the dead; arations for eternal union and exaltation, can
and for the dispensation of power to Israel, be secured short of a strict compliance with all
and thus restoring their tribes and remnants. the duties enjoined upon the Saints in rrgard
Whatsoever spirit, pl\'lphet, seer, angel, devil, to the temple, &c. How frequently a man
or man, undertakes t.o divert your minds for and his wife, or young couple about to be roarone moment from these important interests, ried, present themselves to me, with a rEque&t
the same is an enemy to the cause and king- to be seaJe,l to each other, that is, married for
dom of. God. Again, beware of seducing eternity. Do I ever grant their request?
spirits, and doctrines of devils, as introduced No; for the best of reasons. I have no auby John C. Rennet; ur..der the name of the thority so to do under present circumstances;
spiritual wife doctrine, and still agitated by and, were I to do it, it would only be deccivthe Pittsburg Seer and his followers under ing them, as such a sealing would not stand
the same title. It is but another name for or be recognized in the resurrection, unless
whoredom, wicked and unlawful connection, performed according to the strict law of God,
and every kind of confusion, corruption, and and of the keys of the sealing powers, and in
abomination.
connection with the ordinance of endowment,
Should any Elder or member come unto which belongs to God's sanctuary and no
you, professing to hold to any such doctrine where else. Did I over pretend to administer
or practice, either secretly or publicly, you such a seal or covenant, independent of those
may be sure he is not of God; and it becomes conditions? No, never. The little that I do
your duty to reject him, and report him to on the earth as an agent for Jesus Christ,
PtANO, February 1879.
the Presidency of the Church, m to some tri- shall be done according to his law, and mind,
----Of@>--·-4>bunal of the Church where he is responsible and will, and shall stand, though heaven and
for his doctrine and conduct. If this is done, earth shall pass away. These holy and sacred
OUT OF THEIR OWN MOUTHS!
and testimony adduced he will be immediately ordinances have nothing to do with whoreWe ought tv apologize to the HERALD disfellowshipped and expelled from the Church; doms, unlawful connections, confusion or crime,
for know asssuredly that no one has been but the very reverse. They have laws, limits,
readers for devoting so much space to "this authorized to teach, practice, or introduce any and bounds of the strictest kind, and none b.ut
and that" about the evil of polygamy; but we such doctrine in any of the branches of the the pure in heart, the strictly virtuous, or
know of no time to force the lesson home upon Church. Nor is there any such doctrine those who repent and become such, are worthy
known, held, or practiced, as a principle of the to partake of them. And an awful curse-:t
the people like the time when the theme is in
Latter Day Saints. If a man has a wife ac- dreadful weight of condemnation, await those
every body's mouth. The late discussion of cording to the law of God and the regulations who pervert, or abuse them. The spiritual
the issue between Mormonism old, and Mor- of the Church, she is his real wife, body, soul, wife doctrine of J. C. Bennet and numerous
monism modern, has received new vitality spirit, heart and hand, and not his spiritual other apostates, is as foreign from the real
from the statement by the Supreli1e Court. that wife. She is bound to love, honor, and obey principles of' the Church as the devil is from
him us her lord head, and ruler; and to de- God, or as sectarianism is from christianity.
polygamy is a crime, from which statement our vote all her ene;gies to the mutual welfare of Beware then, all ye Saints, and YfP watchmen
Utah religionists dissent. To assist them to a ber husband, herself and family. In short, to I of Zion, follow no such men, but follow the
correct view, and our readers to a better com- use the language of Paul, she should, if pos- priur"ples and examples set before you, by
prehension of the men ·now chief defenders of sible, bear children, guide the house, and give such men. as Elders Benson, Brown and others
the controverted dogma, we quote the follow- none occasion to the adversary to speak re- of like spirit, which have been. sent among
proachfully. On the other hand the husband you. And I believe I can with propriety say,
ing. The first is a quotation sent us by Bro. of a woman is bound to be her real husband; follow me and my precepts and example, for
H. J. Hudson, from Columbus, Nebraska; the to provide for his wife and children, and to be I have in all things taught you the true prinsecond is sent us by Bro. John Sayer, from their head and father, and bring them up in ciples of Godliness and salvation, wherever
Iowa Centre, Iowa, and the third, is from the the fear, and love, and truth of God, as did I have associated with you. In so doing you
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob of old. As to will be blessed, gathered, anointed, sealed,
Salt Lake Trilmne, sent us by Bro. W m. Clogsealings and covlmants, to secure the union of sanctified, and saved in the celestial kingdom
gie. Each holds up a section (lf' primitive parents, children and companions in lhe world of our God." Address by P. P. Pratt. ./Ifill,
Mormonism as a mirror, into whi~h we invite to come, or in the resurrection, it i5 a true Stw'. vol 6. page 22.
the men, who are now following the dogma we doctrine and as holy and pure as the throne of
THE TAYLOR-HOLLISTER INTERVIEW.
are fighting against, to look, and to be alarmed God, having emanated from his own bosom.
Eds. Tribune :-In his recent talk with Mr.
Its laws are strict, and it admits of no confusat the woes awaiting them, denounced by
ion, unlawful connection, or unvirtuous liher Hollister, John Taylor, "Of the presidency,"
thems.elves; when they had the truth.
ties. It is calculated to exalt society to the etc., in the matter of polygamy, said: "This
"But for the infvrmation of those who may highest degree of happiness, union, purity, fi. ordinance of marriage was a direct revelation
~be assailed by those foolish tales about the delity, virtue, confidence, and love, in this to us through Joseph Smith, the prophet 1
two wives, we would say that no such princi- world and in that which is to come. It is, in which we as a people believe in. I refer you
ple ever existed among the Latter Day Saints, short, a principle so high, so holy, and so pure to my testimony given not long ago in a
and never will. This is well known to all that it can never be secured short of a cCJmpli- United States Court, and I will tell you now 1
who are acquainted with our books and actions. anc~ with the commandments of' G,jd, not only as I there stated under oath, that I know that
The Book of Jlrlormon and Doctrine and Cove- by a virtuous course of life, but by a strict God has given this to us for our guidance in
nants and also all our periodicals are very observance of his commandments in regard to these matters. My oath would be taken in
strict, and explicit on that subject, indeed far tithing, buildin.s the temple, and the order3 of other matters, why not on religion? You

application was made. H was not the individual that they feared, it was the application
and working of the principle. They supposed
some precious prerogative would be jeopardiz
ed by the acknowledgment of a principle that
might possibly take in a wide range, that
might involve the return, in mass, of other
bodies holding similar offices and officers to
fill them. The Reorganization stated and
affirmed the principle, and have abided by its
just issues.
The question is rapidly nearing the solution.
The Reorganization is occupying the ground
it, first assumed, and morally and socially is
standing more firmly than ever before. Tho
blows it could strike but feebly at the first are
being restruck with earnestness and force.
The energizing forces of gospel truth are at
work; and except for internal dissensions,
private brawls, priestly jealousy and contentions, alike contemptible and disgraceful, an
ora of spiritual prosperity is again upon and
before us. The issues are being fairly made;
the refuge of lies is being uncovered; the day
at hand when it may be properly said to Latter Day Saints of every shade of belief and
unbelief, "choose ye, this day, whom ye will
serve;" decide ye, upon which side you will
be found, the side of primitive Mormonism,
the law, virtue, and ultimate peace; or the
side of rebellion, subverted law, lust, and ul
timate disgrace.
·
JosEPH Snnm.
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may not know it, but I know this is a revela- wives!" Yet, in face of this, he now has the
tion from God and a command to his people, assurance to state that he knows this thing to
and therefore it is my religion. I do not be- be of God-as be says, "a revelation from
lieve that the Supreme Court of the United God and a command to his people, and thereStates nor the Congress of the United States fore it is my religion." If John Taylor and
has any right to interfere with my religious his fellow polygamidtS imagine that intelligent
views, and in doing it they are violating their human beings are to be caught by such chaff,
most sacred obligations."
or that the Government of the United States
Neither Court nor Congress has interfered is to be fooled by such a pretentious trick,
with the "religious views" of any one. If one they are mightily mistaken.
John Taylor, in 1850, in defence of his
person may be permitted to hold the view,
''religiously," that he has a perfect right to "religious views," in France publicly and
violate the laws, another person may be per- pointedly denied polygamy as pertaining to
mitted to bold the same idea irreligiously- Mormonism. He had then "pluraled" four
but only in the first case may the idea be acted or five times. Yet he says "the world misunupon with impunity. This religious cloak is derstands us," we are continually misrepresentnot long enough to conceal the cloven foot.
ed." Who most "mibrepresents ?" The world,
The "direct revelation to us through Joseph spite of all misrepresentation pro or contra, is
Smith, the prophet," if Taylor here refers to rapidly coming to a correct; understanding of
that impious farrago generally published and the nature of this Mormon religion.
In Nauvoo, in the Fall of 1842, in conjuncpointed to by Mormons as, "the revelation on
celestial marriage" is dated July 12th, 1843. tion with some thirty persons of both sexes,
In the Nauvoo Times and Seasons of N ovem- members of the Church of Jesus Christ of
ber 15th, 18JA., then edited by this same John Latter Day Saints, residents of the city of
Taylor, appeared a communication signed "An Nauvoo and persons of families, John Taylor
Old Man of Israel," one paragraph of which denied> all know ledge of the secret wife system,
thus reads:
and declared the charge a base aspersion upon
"The Saints of the last days have witnessed the Church by one John C. Bennett. Yet
the outgoings and incomings of so many apos- another Apostle, Orson Pratt, in his talk to
tate!< that nothing but truth has any effect the Josephites at Plano, last summer, cited
upon them. In the present instance, after several instances of JosPph'~ having had wives
the sharn quotations of Sidney and his clique sealed to him, one at least as early as April
from the Bible, Book of Mormon and Doc: 5th, 1841.
trine and Covenants, to skulk off under the
In 1831 when, according to Orson Pratt,
'dreadful splendor' of 'spiritual wifery,' which .Joseph Smith made known to one Lyman
is brought into the account as graciously as if Johnson that he had received a revelation
the law of tho land allowed a man a plurality from God on polygamy, that it was a correct
of wives, is fiendish, and like the rest of Sid- principle and would one day be practiced in
ney'>l revelations, just because he wanted 'to the Mormon Church, both Joseph Smith and
?O to Pittsburg and live.' W o to the man or his God knew perfectly well that such a thing
men who will thus willfully lie to injure an could not be introduced and practiced without
innocent people ! The law of the land and coming directly in conflict with the Jaws of
tho rules of the Church do not allow one man the land.
to have more tha~ one wife alive at once· but
In 1841, when Orson Pratt says he knew of
if any man's wife die he has a right to ~arry at least one woman, being sealed to Joseph
another; ~nd to be sealed to both for eternity, Smith, both Joseph and his God knew that
tJ the liVIng and the dead! There is no law this was in violation of the law. The woman
of God or man against it! This is all the he was sealed to knew it also. Let her read,
spiritual wife system that ever was tolerated mark and inwardly digest what is here writin the Church, and they know it.''
ten. Yet the revelation whicli TayJor cites
The correctness of the sentiments here ex- with such complacence, expressly declares that,
pressed is vouched for by John Taylor in an if a Mormon lives his religion and keeps the
editorial note, as follows:
law of God, be has no need to break the laws
"For the communication of 'An Old Man of the land. That polygamy was contrary to
of Israel,' and the letter of Elder Addison the law of the land and the rules of the Church
Pratt., from the islands of the Pacific Ocean, as well, in November 1844, John Taylor may
we bespeak a hearty welcome. They are here see the record of his having publicly
genuine.''
averred, for he did affirm this when .he comThis sixteen months after the date of the mended those "religious views" of "an old
pretended revelation on polygamy, and about man in Israel" to the readers of the Times
five months after Taylor's Joseph Smith the and Seasons and to the public generally, and
Prophet, was killed. The Mormon Church declared them genuine. He also publicly prowas at t.hat time, as now, without what it claimed the same thing in France in 1850.
styles a "First Presidency," Brigham Young
Taylor may now presume to think that
being then, as John Taylor is now, of the with such a record his religious views in the
Presidency; John Taylor was, at the date of matter of polygamy ought to be entitled to
this point-blank and out-and-out denial of some consideration, and may marvel that his
polygamy, one of the "Twelve Apostles," who very "oath on religion" (whatever he may
constituted the supreme goveming power of mean by that) should be open to susnicion.
the Mormon Church, and must have been And when, in the face of such a fact, Taylor.
aware then of this "revelation" as well as the sets up his dictum on the subject above that
secret practice of polygamy, when his paper of the Government, the people and judiciary
denied and scouted the very idea of such a ?f .the U nit~d States, the thing is laughable
thing the false accusation of which against an m Its struttmg bombast and weak indeed in
"innooont people" was ' fiendish" ''as if the its transparent hypocrisy. Verily, a strange
law of the )apd (~ltowed a l)la!l ; plqralit1 of god is this l\~orwo!l t~eity, ~nd weH Jl?ight 1\!r.

Hollister say he is a "foreign power to this
Government.''

THE LATEST PROPHET·
HOW THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT SUPPRESSED
HIM-A GI,IMPSE OF THE FIFTEENTH
CENTURY.

London, August 25th.-A Roman correspondent gives the following account of the
Grosseto fanatic and the circumstances of his
death ; . The Lazzaretti affair has turned public
attention for the time completely away from
European politics. On the hill near Grosseto,
a little town o:lf from the railroad, between
Leghorn and Civita Vicchia, a semi-political
and religious sect had established itself under
"David, the Saint," as L~zzereti was called,
who declared himself Christ come again. He
had chosen twelve apostles and surrounded
himself with a large number of proselytes, who
required the surrender of all property for common benefit, and the labor of all alike for
society, the latter undertaking to maintain
them and their families and educate their
children.
Their creed is an extended paraphrase of
the Nicene Creed, with some alterations in a
Protestant sense. The other tenets are of a
socialistic character. On the morning of the
18th inst., the prophet, at the head of between
2;000 and 3,000 followers, started for the
village of Arcidosso. His purpose is not
known, but it is said it was not peaceful. One
hundred believers dressed in white tunics, like
the ancient Jewish priests, led the column,s.
At their head walked "David, the Saint," attired in a half-regal and half pontific costume,
with a diadem on his head and an iron-studded
club in his hand. The processiol_l sang a song
with the refrain '"Long live God and the
Christian republic; praise to Christ come the
second time on earth.'' The mob was met half
way by a delegate of the police, accompanied
by nine carbineers, who invited them to di&perse. Upon this "David" cried, "I am king,"
and ordered his fol.lowers to disarm the soldierP~
As he spoke a discharge of firearms was made
upon the police, and showers of stones followed. Again the delegate gave the requisite
warning to disperse, which was followed by
the prophet aiming a blow at him with his
club. Then tho police, finding themselxes
surrounded, opened fire. Among the first to
fall was the prophet, who was shot full in the
forehead. His followers, seeing their leader
down, gave way. Four of the police were
badly wounded. The Minister of the Interior
sent a commission on to make a full inquiry
into the afair.
RoME, Aug. 25.-The United Catholica
says the religious enthusiast, Lazzeretti, was
seriously wounded, but not dead. His disciples are preparing to announce his resurrection.
The story of Lazzaretti, given elsewherE',
reads like a romance of the middle ages. It
almost passes belief that in this eighth decade
of the nineteenth century, an ignorant man
could win three thousand followers by arraying
himself in "semi-regal, semi-pontifical" garb,
styling himself David the Saint, and announcing that he was Christ resurrected. Yet th ·s
is precisely what Lazzaretti succeeded in doing.
He foupded ~ sopjalistip ~Jommunity among
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the hills near J,eghorn, with a creed, a full manded to disperse; but instead of doing so,
LETTER FROM: ELDER 0. DERRY.
set of doctrinal rules, and twelve disciples. an attack was made on the police, and Lazz:tLike most other charlatans, he had an eye for retti was killed, and his followers then disDrar Herald: At last writing I was at Reoscenic effect, for the cable tells us that his last persed. The former was in the hands of the ick, Missouri. After doing all that it seemed
procession was headed by "a hundred believers, civil authorities awaiting trial upon the official
dressed in white tunics like ancient Jewish pledge of the Executive officer of the State of possible to do on account of extreme cold weathpriests." What there was in the man will Illinois, that the trial should be fair and just;, er and deep snow, I left and came to St. Louis,
never be known, for the Italian police have and in accord with the law of the land. While December 23d. I was kindly received at the
forever silenced him. But his success, brief thus waiting he with a brother, was murdered, home of Bro. William Anderson. It was useas it was, illustrates one of the most curious not by authority, but by a mob, who knew less to try to hold meetings during the holiphases of human nature-the readiness, almost that he had done nothing for which the Jaw
eagerness, with which people pin their faith would condemn him, the language of their in- days, so I spent Christmas with Bro. Anderson,
upon ingenious mountebanks. It will not do tent being found in their watchword: "The his wife, and other Saints, and also visited the
to ascribe the progress of thi11 last adventurer law wont reach them, powder and balL shall." houses of several more, all of whom gave me a
to the ighorance of the Itali~ns upon whose
The work of one was to announce himself as kindly welcome. Also, with Bro. Anderson
credulity he played. The success of William "Christ resurrected;" the work of the other and wife, I visited Father Hazzledine, whom
Miller in cultivated Massachusets, or of Joseph was to announce that Jesus, who was crucified,
Smith in enlightened New York, was no less was the Christ, and that he would come again I found very sick. He seemed greatly pleased
prompt or profitable. Both attracted throngs when the gospel work was done; but nowhere to see me. I counselled with him as to where
of followers and founded flourishing sects, be- claiming, or intimating that he, Joseph Smith, he wished me to labor, and he advised I should
cause their capabilities of fanaticism and false- was other than a messenger sent to call man- preach in St. Louis every Sabbath during my
hood transcended those of all minor impostors. kind to an obedience to gospel law and truth.
'l'he luck of Lazzaretti only proves the rule, While one assumed the garb of a King and stay, and in the branches outside during the
that any man may build for himself a devoted Pontiff, with a diadem on his head, indicating weeks.
following, if his cheek and imagination be kingly prerogative and power; the other taught
December 29th, I met with the Saints in
large enough.
positively that the Saint§! were to have no lfing St. Louis, and attended their Sabbath School.
The foregoing clippings are from the Utica in time but Christ. While one taught a full Bro. Richard Cottam, who had never seen me
(N. Y.) Observer, and were sent to a sister in surrender of all property for common benefit; before, spoke to me and introduced me to
the Church by her father, who is bitterly op- the other taught a plain and comprehensive other brethren, saying that he had seen me in
posed to his daughter being a member of the system of sacrifice that could not impoverish a dream, and in that dream he concluded that
Reorganized Church. He is evidently of the the individual and would enrich the whole, or I surely had a better suit of clothes than the
impression that the followers.of Joseph Smith, .so far do so, that all needful expense to the ones he saw in the dream, but he found I had
as they are called, are as much deceived and carrying on of the work could be defrayed.
not. However he thought the dream meant
deludedly fanatical as are those who followed
So far as creed is concerned, L'lzzaretti may something else than a mere suit of clothes. (I
the Lazzaretti "David, the Saint;'' else he have taught some truth; we can not say from must here state that he did not make known
would hardly have sent these to his daughter. the brief mention sent us; and wo should be 1 the dream until after the conference, which
In sending them to us she says, "If it is wor- loth to do as the editor of the Observer has was held January 5th. At its close he told
thy of notice, please defend the Saints through done, denounce without knowleege what we me the dream, and he thought he had the inthe HERALD." The only thing in either ex- might chose to call a fanatic, Surely if the terpretation. I know you will smile when I
tract, aside from the news that such a man father of our sist.er would do his daughter the tell ;you the interpretation is embodied in the
lived, flourished and was killed, that is worth a common justice to examine her creed, and the phrase, ''singed cat.," which phrase is common
second thought, is contained in the editorial reasons for her belief, he would not again do in this country.) I attended Saints' meeting
"The success of William Miller in cultivated himself the injustice of insulting her by show- that afternoon; we had a pleasant time, and I
Massachusetts, or of Joseph Smith in enlight- ing himself to be ignorant of what he pre- shall alw~ys appreciate the cheerful welcome
ened New York was no less prompt or profita- ttlnded to despise.
they gave me in singing hymn 603. The
_ .,.,
Spirit of God was there, and i was satisfied
ble. Both attracted throngs of followers and
IS BEECKER AN ATHEIST.
that those present tried t.o live the religion of
founded fourishing sects, because their capabilities of fanaticism and falsehood transcendJesus Christ. The same evening all the scats
The gradual but sure decline of Henry were 0ccupied, and I tried to feed the fl :ck of
ed all minor impostors. The luck of Lazzaretti only proves the rule, that any man may 'Vard Beecher's influence as a pulpit power God. I at least was blest, whether they rebuild himself a following, if his cheek anJ im- could hardly be better illustrated than in the ceived comfort or nut; and their glowing
scathing review of his teachings to which a countenancrs told me I was not alone with the
agination be large enough."
From this extract we should conclude that Erooklyn congregation was yesterday treated blessing.
the fact that Mr. Miller, Joseph Smith and by Pa~tor Mitchell. Time was in the City of'
I closed the year l8i8 and began the year
"David the Saint," had followers, is considered Churches and elsewhere when, if Beecher was 18ifl, at Belleville, lllin®is, preaching on the
by the editor of the Cbserver conclusive evi- not regarded as an oracle of' orthodoxy, yet last day of the. old, and again ?n t,he first of
dence that they had "large cheek and imagin- few dared to openly encJunter him in the the new year, m fa~t sever.al t1mes there. I
ation." Even success is hinted at as a token controversial arena. Of late years, however, h~d good and attentive audtenc_es. I here met
t,hat fanaticism ruled. How would this rule his pedestal has been rudely shaken, first by I~~t~ some who knew me th1rt.y years ago"
be applied by this editor to the crowning suo- grave accusations agait~st his personal charac- 'Ihe1r faces brought old scenes b~fore my eyes,
cess claimed by all classes of Christians for ter, next by a pronounced change in the spirit a~d ! was glad to meet them ana to ,fin~ them
the gospel? Would the fact that Jesus had of his utterances. Emerging more and more still m the_ fold, ~fter aJl the years o, .toil, sor"devoted followers" be considered by him as boldly from the screen of "glittering gener- ro.w and b;tter d1sappomtment, resuhmg from
conclusive evidence that Jesus possessed "large alities," he has begun to hack at the funda- m1~rule of false shepherds I e~de~vor~d to
imagination" and faculty for imposture? How mental tenets of universal Christian belief. pomt out the true pathway to exa'tatwn m the
would he dispose of this question if the rule Many persons are of opinion that he is now kingd.om of. ~od. I foun~ so_me misun?erbe applied?
merely giving voice to the convictions he has standwg exlstmg, yet I am Jnchned to believe·
There seems to us to be no striking similar- long held in secret-or, perhaps, more cor·· that .all mean w~ll, and I_ trust that ere long
ity between the work done by Joseph Smith rectly, to the doubts in which he has long all d;fferenc,;s wrll,be buned, and each be filland that of "David the Saint;" nor in their been engulfed. It is a significant fact that ed WJ~h the love _of God. The task of forbear-,
death. ·The latter, it seems had some social- Henry Ward Beecher has been publicly pro- ance IS mr1r0 eas!ly taught than perform_ed, ~n
istic ideas, which it is supposed had something claimed an atheist before a Protestant con<rreaccount of our perverse natures; ;yet It Will
0
to do with his proce~sional march to Arcidosso. gation in Brooklyn.-New York Star.
amply repay us to renew the t'ffort again and
What the purpose was is not given, but it is
_ ~
again, until we have become like Christ in this.
One forgives everything to him who forgives and every other excellence of his nature. We.
thought that it was of a kind calling for police
interference. The band was legally com- himself nothing,
should always be sure that pure motives gov-
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ern our actions towards each other, and then
see to it that our method is the proper one to
gain the object. I am sure if we would pause
and examine our motives thoroughly, and then
closely scan the way we have marked out in
order to obtain our object, before we start out
to deal with each other, we should often find
there was a secret evil lurking in our hearts,
and a consequent wrong in our actions, and
our love of righteousness, and sense of honor,
as well as our sense of duty would forbid us
proceeding further in that direction. I heartily endorse the belief that the president of that
branch is well adapted for his high and holy
calling, and I trust he will ever cultivate, towards his erring brethren, the true spirit of
conciliation, but never swerve from the right
to gratify any. I was kindly treated by all.
I attended conference at St. Louis, January
5th and 6th.
.Addressed the Saints three
times on the Sunday.
.An excellent spirit
prevailed in sacrament meeting,-a goodly
number present. On Monday, rather a stormy
session, but it ended well. The difficulty was
caused by the misunderstanding of the brethren in the Belleville branch. The majority of
the conference were united in the right, as
they understood it, and nobly sustained Bro.
Reese in the chair, when he was reflected upon
by some who should have known better.
I visited Gravois, Cheltenham, and Belleville branches several times and preached. In
each of these branches there seemed to be a
good interest, but there could be more zeal
among the saints; yet they all seemed desirous
for the progress of the work.
1 yisit.ed Caseyville and .Alma branches
twice, with Bro. W. 0. Thomas, who kindly
saved me the trouble and expense of. getting
my own tickets, and blest me in various ways.
I visited .Alton and stayed with the Saints
there several days, but owing to one of my
blunders, the card announcing my coming was
never sept and we had no meeting, besides it
was rainy and the roads very bad, and it was
concluded that the people would not turn out,
so I visited from house to house and received
a hearty welcome from all.
I had the pleasure of visiting Father James
Whitehead, formerly a Secretary of the Church,
and closely connected with the Martyr. He
is a very intelligent and agreeable man, untiring in his efforts for the work, and unswerving· in his testimony for the truth. He dearly
cherishes the memory of the Martyrs, and is
equally zealous for the success of the present
Joseph, in the work committed to his trust. I
wrote the following statemenL from the lips of
Father Whitehead as he dictated to me.
"Concerning the long and loud boast of the
leaders of the Brighamite Church, who claim
"that Joseph rolled the kingdom upon the
shoulders of the Twelve," the facts are these:
"In the winte-r of 18!3-4 Joseph declared
he was specially commanded of God to set the
church and kingdom of God in order. He
did so by setting in order all the quorums of
the Church, as n;anifested in vision to him in
the following order :
"The Deacons, Teachers, Priests, Bishoprick, Elders, Seventies, High Priests, Quorum
of the Twelve as Traveling High Council,
High Council of the Stake of Zion, the First
:Presidency ofthe Church, and the Legislative
Body of the Kingdom of God, consisting of
fifty. From this latter body was to proceed

the law to govern Zion. No revelation or law
could go to the church without being presented
to and sanctioned by this body of fifty. Joseph
further declared in one of the councils that he
was commanded to anoint and ordain his eldest
son Joseph to be prophet, seer and revelator
the Church, and to be his successor in office.
Young Joseph was then anointed and ordained
to the above calling, by the Martyr Joseph
Smith, Hyrum Smith and Newell K. Whitney. (The latter holding the horn and
pouring the oil on Joseph's head). When
they had done this, Joseph the Martyr then
said he had finished his work and was going
to rest, and said, 'Now I roll off upon you, my

breth1·en of the priesthood, the responsibilit,y of
the ldngdom of God, that you may bear it ojj'
victorious in the name of the Lord.' In that
council Hyrum was appointed by Joseph to be
guardian in case of Joseph's death until the
Lord should call young Joseph to the work
for which he was now set apart. * * * I
think it was on the Sunday following that I
heard ,Joseph the Martyr preach one of the
most souJ.stirring discourses I ever heard, at
the close ,of which he called young Joseph to
his side, and laid his right hand upon his head,
making a solemn proclamation, saying, 'I am

no longer your prophet.
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name individual kindnesses, and I can not
name them all, where that spirit of kindness
was so general. But I will say that I made
my home in St. Louis with broher and sister
.Anderson, whose kind and generous bearing
toward me I shall never forget; and I pray
God to remember their kindness and love
shown to the Pilgrim.

THE HEBREWS.
The Jewish Advance, of Chicago, continues
to warn its readers that the Jews will entirely
disappear as a distinct race if the f:ttal and increasing tendency to intermarriage with Christians is not checked. .A daughter of the late
Isaac Friedlander, of San Francisco, the colossal grain speculator, married a Christian with
her father's consent, and two children of a
prominent and orthodox Jewish minister of
Berlin have recently mat>:ried out of their ancsstral faith. In the posthumous writings of
Dr. Geiger, the famous Rabbi of Bodin, is
published a letter from Mr. Bis(Jhoffsheim, a
distinguished Jewish scholar of Paris, written
in 1872, in which he says: ''The majority of
the Parisian Israelites have cast a.side cere
monial and ritualistic observances to such an
extent as to be Jews only in name. Many
of the best and wealthiest families attend no
synagogue, and what is worse, marry their
daughters to Christians If the wives themselves do not embrace Christianity, the children at least, are certain to be raised in that
f~ith. The ultimate result of all this can only
be the gradual transfer of the Jewish people
to the prevailing religion."
- · .,

I further testify that Joseph did not say that
he rolled the kingdom of God upon the shoulders of the Twelve, but upon the entire
priesthood a.s then organized by him, according
to the revelation of God to him; and I know
that the claim of the Twelve to the leadership
of the Church is not founded in truth. Nor
was Brigham Young appointed to that holy
calling. Brigham Young did not meet in the
councils of the First Presidency for two years
.Remittances.
previous to Joseph's death. To the foregoing
We are under the necessity of requesting those
facts I solemnly bear witness.
who can do so to send bills or scrip, instead of postJAMES WrnTTHEAD."
a-ge stamps, which are accumulating on our hands
When it is known that Father Whitehead so that quite a large sum is already made practiwas the Secretary of the Church, and acted as cally useless to us, for we can neither use them all
nor sell them.
such in the councils of the First Presidency,
We are willing to take stamps whenever it is
his testimony will have weight.
necessary, and especially for sums under one dolOn the second of February, I preached for lar, if scrip can not be obtained; but when from
the last time in St. IoouiR. I have attended one to five and even six dollars are sent in stamps,
meetings here every Sunday since I came into the senders had better wait until they can obtain
bills, or a draft, or a post office money order, or send
the district, and although the branch was a registered letter. But, excepting on the Pacifio
never fairly represented in numbers at the Slope, bills of the size wanted can usually be obSaints' meetings, yet I witnessed as great a tained, we think, with but little trouble or delay.
manifestation of God's good Spirit as I ever It is an object for post masters to sell you stamps,
saw; and it was general during my sojourn for they make a large per cent on their sale.
Another thing: Do not draw your money orders
among them, so that I know that God accepts on any post office but the Plano post office, for
the offerings of those of his children who live sometimes we have trouble in collecting them, esin accord with his Spirit. And while I was pecially if we are not certain as to whom they are
pained to know that so many were Mgligent of made payable, for when signed over to parties
their duties, I was more than pleased to know in Chicago it must be by the one here in whose
name they are drawn, or we are likely to lose the
of the accepted faithfulness of those who per- amount; and make all orders and drafts payable
formed theirs. Nor did I discover any ill to Henry A. Stebbins, as heretofore requested.
feeling among them, and I am sure if any existed it was among those who absented themPictures.
selves from the means of grace. I remember
I have now ready a group picture of the author·
while meeting with the Saints in St. Joseph, ities of the Church, the First Presidency, the
I experienced a similar outpouring of the Aposiles and the Bishopric, with Joseph and HySpirit and love of God; and the influence was rum, the martyrs, eighteen in number, all placed
in order on a card for framing. Price one dollar
general throughout the meeting, for which I each, or in clubs of eleven for ten dollars. Size
gave God thanks. I again visited the Gravois of card 14xl7 inches. Sample copies, album size,
and Cheltenham branches; also Caseyville sent by mail for fifteen cents.
Address,
J. H. MERRIA~l,
and Alma. And here let me say that in every
Stewartsville, DeKalb Co , Mo
branch in the district the same uniform spirit
of love and kindness was manifested by the
The dog in the kennel barks at his fleas, but the
Saints toward me. l\'Iy wants were anticipated dog who is hunting does not feel them.
and generously supplied; for which I pray
When men are together they listen to one anoth.
God to bless them. lt wot}ld be improper to er, but women and girls look at one ~:~nother.
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idea that nothing shonld be pu blis4ed in the
I!ro. C. J. Hawkins, of Robert/ilon County, Tex.
li1>EALil, only what i~ original with the editors as, relates how Bro. J. W. Bryp,n came into his
ancl writers for that paper. The Israelites were neighborhood two years ago, and calling at his
tasked to make "bricks without £traw," and we shop left an Epitome of our faith. From this
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.
think the IlJ']EAW so made up, woulcl lack an event sprung his knowledge of the work, and he
and four others have been baptized by Ern. Bry.
essential feature-adhesiveness.
Plano, illinois, March 15, 1879.
At last aclvices from Uncle William B. Smith, an, Jenkins and Bays. Jill any others wish to hear
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
he was in the Grand River, (Missouri) Branch, more preaching, and Bro. Hawkins does what
Bro. J. W. Johnson presiding._ He is preaching he can circulating tracts and books and by con.
TnE Annual Conference for 1879, will be held at not far from the scene of the Hawn's JIIIills' mas- versation. May he find joy and peace therein
Plano, commencing Sunday, April (Jth. Busi- sacre, the place where Bro. Huntsman writes he and be a savior of men.
ness of some importance will be transacted, it is assisted to bury eighteen of the Saints killed by
Bro. F. M. Cooper writes from Richland ()o.,
anticipated. We trust that the attendance of gen· the mob. Uncle William says • "Those days of Wisconsin, that he debated one night with E.
eral officers will be fair.
barbarism, however, have passed away, and the W. Bell of the Christian society, recently. The
In the Plano Branch, now presided over by spirit of the people in this state of J\iissouri, is subject was the miraculous power of God, and
Elder Joseph Smith, the manner of obse1:ving not so strongly tinctured with ~border ruffianism' was to have been continued two evenings, but at
the sacrament is a5 follows: On the first Sun- since slavery has disappeared from its borders." the close of the fimt one, Mr. Bell refused to con.
day in eaeh month, at three in the afternoon, the
Bro. James M. Wait, Binghamton, Wisconsin, tinue, so Bro. Cooper preached the nc4t two
Saints gather in their meeting house; the elder writes, Feb. 18th, that the branch there was evenings on the subject.
or elders in charge, with the priest or priests to gaining strength in the Lord. They were hav.
Sr. Judith Kettle of Hot Springs, Ouray conn.
assist,' (or if there ,are no priests present, alone), ing good meetings and were blessed of the Lord. ty, Colorado, hears no preaching, and has to de·
proceeds ~o openithfl_ meeting, by singing, read- He states that a late two clays' meeting held there, rive her spiritual instruction of church affairs
ing, ppiyei<i~~,.,oth ,:·4fPe~ing_ exercise_s as he was the best they had had for years.
and doctrine from the HEnALD. She has sent
may be led. ~::r~n op
umty IS then g1ven for
Bro. T. N. Hudson, of Salt Lake City, Utah, us some papers, and we will be pleased to rc·
any who may desire to !make confession to the writing February 22nd, thinks that an extra ceive more as she offers.
Church or to any other, i~\tecessary; after which effort ought now to be made to finish the chapel
Bro. IL P. Brown wrote from Oakland Cali·
the officer breaks the bread, all kneel ancl he in that place. He sends to conference a bal· fornia, February 27th, that Bro. D. S. Mills
asks a blessing upon the bread, using the form ance sheet of receipts ancl expenditures, showing was lying dangerously ill there, and Bro. John
found in the Doctrine and Covenants; he then the condition of the fund ancl the building, Sutton wrote from Beckville, ]}fo, ]}farch 3d,
administers the bread to the one who is to pass signed by the secretary, Bro. Foreman. He es- that Bro. Wm. Hazzledine was quite low. The
it, either elder or .priest, who in turn ad. timates that it will cost fourteen hundred dollars latter is well advanced in years.
ministers to him, they then hand the bread to to finish it.
Bro. R. M. Elvin wrote from Wesson, Iowa,
each of the Saints in turn, taking the congrega·
Sr. Urania E. Conner, writes from Hockforcl, February 17th, of he ancl Brother Anthony
tion as they sit in most convenient rotation. Af·
Floyd county, Iowa, expressing trust and confi- finishing their series of meetings at Wheeler's
ter the bread is passed, the wine is poured into
dence in the work, and stating how much she Grove before Christmas. But December 28th
the goblets or cups, and all kneeling, the elder or
prizes the HEHALD, and how much she would he started out again, and, with Brother Anthony,
his assistant asks the blessing upon it, when it is
miss it. We pray that the Spirit may comfort preached at Bartlett several times, with the bless.
passed as has been the bread. The congregation
and sustain Sister Conner and all the isolated ing of the Spirit, notwithstanding the extraordi.
sometimes engage in singing during the passing
ones of the fold.
narily severe weather at that time. They after.
of the emblems, but not always; no rule is obBro. II. N. Snively writes from Keokuk of the wards spoke six times at another place where
served in this particular. Irt the absence of the
good work done there by Uncle William Smith. Brother Elvin feels impressed that several per.
presiding elder, the meeting i~:!in charge of the
priest who administers the sacrament, or secures Many were well pleased with his coming there. sons will eventually obey the gospel. He• pays a
Bro. J. M. Terry sends a Cameron Obsm'ver, high tribute to Bro. Anthony, to their self-sacrific.
the services of some elder who may be present,
who then takes charge and presides. We give Missouri, which contains a column and a half 'ing spirit and noble endeavors as a family, en.
the above statement because questions are sent defense of the faith ancl doctrine of the Church, during and suffering before calling foi" aiel from
asking if it is right to do thus·~ncl so, in admin. signed "Observer," a very good article we think. any. Bro. Elvin continued in various places,
istering. , The chief requisites are purity of pur- Such efforts in the right spint must certainly and Feb. Dlh baptized six at Dawsonburg. He
aid in the enlightenment of the people.
afterwards preached in the Court House at
pose anclmind.
Bro.
D.
C.
White
of
Newton,
Iowa,
wrote
Glenwood ancl baptized three. He wrote from
We are acquainted with several men of the
negro race, members of the Church, who we be- March 4th, that Bro. J. H. I~ake had given six Wheeler's Grove, Jlllarch 1st that he had preached
lieve are competent to tell their fellow men the discourses there. The Saints r('joiccd and took every night but one during February, ancl every.
story of the cross; ancl we see no reason why the courage. Bro. White also says that he has where found a great desire on the part of the peo.
word which states that different races should preached according as he had iimc and oppor. ple to hear the gospel, ancl calls more than can
be filled come from all sides. He had also bap.
have priests of their own race to minister to tunity, and intends to continue.
Bro. David Clow, of Davenport, Iowa, writes tized another.
them should not be heeded. Brother Erastus
Bro. Phineas Tun pest ofthe Mill Creek Branch,
Vickers, of Douglas, Jlllassachusetts, in the in gratitude for the goodness of G-od shown to
east, and brother Israel Davis, of Stock- him, yet feeling hit: need of strengthening grace, Fremont county, Iowa, writes that they find great
kton, California, in the west, it seems to us he asks to be remembered. Thilt ho may be able pleasure in meeting together when they can, and
might be employed in this work, according to to live godly and to do good always and to re- now they are enjoying the blessings anrl the man.
their circumstances, advantageously.
There joice therein we devoutly pray. He says that ifestations of the Spirit of God. Bro. J. H. Bad.
may be others, also, who, under the direction of difficulties before existing there have been set. ham comes- and preaches to them sometimes.
district authori~, might labor acceptably. We tied, and darkness has fled away and light Brother A. 'f. Mortimore continues his services
at the county poor-farm where several are interthink it time that every kindred, tongue and na, dawned, while loving unity prevails.
BJO. Richard Coburn, of Uond Eau, Ontario, estecl. Brother Tempest rPjoices at the progreHs
tion should begin to hear the gospel. Take it
(Buckhorn Branch) writes that all but the }[18t of God's work, and he labors thereunto, in his
into consideration, ye elders.
A late writer for the Hope states that the Hope's fifty dollars (due next December) is paid on their branch and neighborhood.
big sister, the HERALD, wears borrowed clothes; chapel, and they feel good in having a house so
Bro. John Potts of F,dl River, J\fassachusetts,
and seems to deplore this sad condition of things. near being really their own. He says of our pa- wrote February 18th that the church was pros.
We wonder what the good Saint m~ans by this pers: "I do not see how anyone can do witho.ut pering there. Three were baptized the 9th, and
term "borrowed clothes." If she means the se- the HERALD and ADVO!JATE," which we often six or eight more to b~ on the 23d. They have
lected articles, items of news, ancl relations of think of many who eoulcl atl'o1'd to have it, at to cut the ice to find water to baptize in. And so
what is taking place in t):le world; the texts of least on the favoral:)le time and terms we give to the kingdom of heaven grows in numbers, and
Scriptqre; or whether she intends to convey the thoso f'not nble to pay
nt !)l'e$CJtt.'1 ·
we hope in righteonsnes,s also,
'
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We thank those who sent back copies of FebBro. J. T. Philips writes from. Randolph county, less disregard to the custom of the country
ruary 1st HERALD after reading and were thus Missouri, that he r:lont.inues to do what he can for and at variance w:ith the opinion of his fellow
able to supply some whom we had none for. H the cause, especially in his branch, (Huntsville). churchmen, while they are quietly attending
is probable that still others would like to be thus He has baptized one recently, and others are con- worship and the service of the house of the Lord,
is very inconsistent, and strangely incongruous.
favored. We also run out of that issue of the vinced of the truth.
HOPE and if any feel like sparing theirs please
Bro. A. Bennet of Beaver, Utah, writes of the If strong necessity exists to save the ·life of stock,
return them for those who wish to read them.
great good accomplished there by Bro. Brand's or wasting crops, work on the day of rest and
Bro. William Bradbury of Providence, Rhode preaching. It stirred the whole place and the worship may be justified for the occasion; but a
Island, speaks of how they were favored with the people came out by hundreds to hear him, and constant repetition of such labor; a frequent
presence and preaching of T. W. Smith for one they gave marked attention to his sound pr cach- making shift to find occasion for such la]J:)r,
week recently. Bro. Bradbury baptized four ing. Old believers say that they never heard its shows a thoughtless, inconsiderate life, which
persons February 16th. Others are not far from equal before.
sadly mars the useful example of a man and finthe Kingdom and they look for a great ingatherBro. J. C. Hardman of Harlan, Iowa, says that ally d£stroys his influence in a neighborhood, in
ing soon, although he thinks that some within Alexander and David Beggs, two miles north of spite of all his professions of faith and good feelthe fold are not as earnest as they should be. Utica, Lasalle county, Illinois, would welcome ing.
Bro. Thomas Chapman writes of their branch an elder of the Church who would call on them.
We can feel some respect for a man who conbeing visited by Br. Lake, who cheered and They are relations of his.
scientiously believes that Saturday is the Sabstrengthened them.
bath, and keeps that day sacredly and religiousBro. G. 0. Kennedy of Jefferson County, Col- IMMEDIATELY upon the issue of this HERALD ly, but works upon the first day of the week.
orado, writes of the reorganization of the Rocky which we get out a few days ahead of time, we But we have no sympathy, and less respect if posMountain Branch, which we are glad to hear, expect to begin moving the presses and fixtures sible, for a man who has no such scruples, but
and that aifairs are moving well with them after of the Herald Office into new quarters, a building who so carelessly manages his weekly labors as
situated on the north side, not far from the rail- to make no provision f~; 'l:!abbath observances
so much difficulty.
Bro. J. A. Stewart of Philadelphia mentions road depot, and as it will take several days to or Sunday keeping; who permits any and all
the encouraging state of affairs there. He thinks move and settle, and consequently this will delay excuses to keep him and his family at daily
the issue for April 1st, we-wish to notify the saints tasks and away from the meetings of his fellow
that some more will be baptized in the Spring.
Bro. W. H. Kelly wrote from ~awyer, Berrien not to be alarmed if their papers are a few days worshippers. We know Paul wrote "Let no man
judge you of a holiday," but this keeping none is
County, •Michigan, February 26th that he was late, as they are likely to be.
In making the change we think that we are not within the meaning of that scripture, for they
preaching. Weather unfavorable but the interest among the people was good, and Bro. William benefitting neat·Jy all departments of the office iri mal,e none holy, but profane every day alike.
Sr. Margaret Thomas, of Beviet·, Missour:,
felt well. He wrote further, March 3rd, that he the matter of convenience and also bettering the
Church
and
its
pubsituation
financially
for
the
sends
us a statement of how she was healed of
was preaching every night and had appointments
lishing interests.
what was termed a "cancer wart," by tbe anahead for a week.
We have paid for so many years a large rent, ointing with oil and the laying on of hands.
Bro. W. T. Bozarth wrote from Red River
This statement is attested by several ofthe bretL·
O(,mnty, Texas, February 23d that he was preach- for but indifl"erent accomodations, that we thought
reD, induding her husband.
We have filed
it
good
economy
to
make
the
precent
change,
as
ing constantly and thought that numbers were
it with many others in the Secretary's office,
interested. He baptized one tl}.e 22nd, and others well as it being a matter of comfort and a saving
whence by and by, a compilation of them may
said that they would be ready soon. When done in running expenses, even for the time that _we
may stay in Plano, whether it be long or short, be made for the benetlt of the Saints.
there he was going to Shawnee. The good wrought
which time will best tell.
by Bro. Bozarth will no doubt be great, and we
Therefore we will welcome the brethren in new WHAT right has a Latter Day $aint to take the
wish him God speed, and much success. Let
rooms on the north of the 'depot, not on the south benefit of the bankrupt law? Just the same
the Saints remember him with other faithful laside as heretofore. Of this they will please take right that any other citizen of the United States
borers in the ministry, and other church work.
has. But if the morality of the act of any pernotice when arriving in Plano.
Mr. Samuel Blake of Harlan, Iowa, s~tys that
son taking the advantage of the law is enquired
by investigation he is convinced of the truth of
Buo. A. H. SMITH writes from St. ,Joseph, Mis- after, we are of the opinion no person is justi.
the gospel preached by us and expects to obey so uri, to Bro. W. W. Blair as follows:
fled in getting into debt, unless at the time the
it. He desires to have still more light and to
"I left home February 1st, and met Bro. J. T. debt is incurred he has assurances thnt he can
have the faith and prayers of the Saint~, for he Kinneman at the depot in Stewartsville, on his pay when the debt is clue, and when debts are
feels that he has long been in the darkness, and way to conference of Far West District. I ac. created by circumstances of distress and necessiwishes to be out of it all. l'l'i:ay he indeed find companied him and near the place of my nativi- ty, no one is justified in failing to make every
ty I met the Saints, among whom I found Uncle
full relief and great satisfaction.
William. It was with peculiar feelings that I honest endeavor to pay them. Taking the IreneA few words from a prayer recently uttered at joined in the business of the conference; and fit of .. the bankrupt law, is a legal way of disa protracted revival meeting in western Iowa, as these feelings were intensified when I was called charging oneself from legal obligation to pay
upon to speak, Hnd subsequently to baptise in
follows: "Lord, send us Christ into our hearts. the
immediate neighborhood of my birthplace, ones debts. An honorable man would not take
We do not know what we do want. Give us a whence forty years ago, my father and mother this benefit, unless great necessity impelled him;
controlling influence over the business men. were driven by mob violence. I could not help and should he become a bankrupt by reason of
Yes, Lord, give the business men pocket book thinking that God in his own time and way was necessity, as soon as he could refund to those
preparing- for the return from exile those who
rel·igion," The result of their methods of deal- are
faithful, to their land of promi.-!e, and my losing money by his taking the benefit of banking with the human heart and passions, was in heart was soft, my trust strengthened in the ruptcy he would do so, considering that he was
this case, the making of one of these leading work."
under moral obligation to so do. Any one who
men "hopelessly insane," says the writer, so that
He had baptised one near Kingston, Mo., five would deliberately put his properties out of his
he "believes himself to be Christ."
at St. Joseph and Bro J. T. Kinneman four at hands for the purpose of defrauding his creditors, and so arrange .affairs that he is surrounded
Bro. James Collier of Bridgeport, Connecticut, the l11tter place.
sends for tracts and books to circulate, saying
by comfort and plenty, though bankrupt, while
that many are anxious to hear the gospel preach· SoMm questions have been sent us fL"om various those whose good-will and money both have
ed and he wishes that the Elders would come directions in regard to the keeping of the day of been used to accumulate his wealth, are perthere, for the poor Saints there are "hungering rest. To us it seems that the day set apart for haps, distressed, or in want, is bankrupt
for the bread of life." Can not Bro. T. W. Smith rest and worship should be kept free from secu- in character and moral worth; he has condeor some other elder or elders in Massachusetts jlar pursuits and labor. It has been so observed scended to systematic robbery. A man may
or Rhode Island visit these lonely ones?
by the church from its rise, and we see no rea- possibly fall into misfortune; business ventures
Bro. Gomer T. Griffith wrote February 20th son why it should not be so kept now. To see a may fail him; others may take advantage of
from· Hamilton, Caldwell county, Missouri, had professed Saint, one who holds standing and him, or thieves despoil his goods, in which case
paptized oue at Salt ~iver and oue at Bevier,
fellowslj.ip with the church, at wor~ wH4 pare·. he may l:)e 1.}uable to l}eep his eng~.!S'ements 1 but
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these misfortunes if he be really honest, will! restitution through the laws of the land .•.-:1\'lill.!
NEWS SUMMARY.
1
pass to his credit with those whose debtor he is, Star, vol. 1, p. 94,
[Prepared expresoly for the Herald.]
and they will by forbearance and aid help a man
Q.-If a person after baptism should become
Feb. 25 -Reports from Russia ln regard to the
to get upon his feet and encourage him to go on; offended with the branch president and refuse to
or will forgive him his debts, thus freeing his let him confirm, and an Elder not of the branch plague are more favorable than heretofore, no further deaths or new cases in the districts.
mind from its oppressive burden. But to dis- should go and confirm secretly, would the conThe Pope, in reply to an address from the Carhonestly defraud, is no better than stealing, in .firmation be a legal one? If not, would a vote dinals emphasized his desire to reconcile both
fact it is stealing, and the command is "Thou of the branch accepting her as a member, make princes and people to the Church; yet an unflinch~
ing intention to mantain the right and independshalt not steal." A man may very properly it legal?
ence of the Church against all who make war
make such preparations during his season of
A.-Such confirmation if done with the lmowl- against
her.
success in business, that should reverses come, edge of branch officers, although irregular,
In an engagement at Olivares, Antioquo Panama,
and disaster overtake him, his family may be se- wquld have the irregularity removed by the sub- between the government troops and the revolutioncured from want; but he ought to do this before sequent vote; otherwise it would not carry fel- ists, the latter were defeated with the loss of 25
his resources and funds become morally those lowship. If it should be followed by the gift of men.
Another shock of earthquake was felt at Arequiof his creditors; ifbefore this, it is legitimate; if the Spirit, it might safely be accepted as legal, pa on the 7th u!L; also sundry shocks at J quiq ue.
after, it is wrong.
by vote of branch. It would be better that the
Prospects of good crops on the Pacific slope are
"' ··~ ~·
cause of offence be removed before even such a very favorable, the number of acres under cultivation is largely in excess of last year. One esQUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
confirmation should take place.
timate puts the grain yield of Solano county at
Q.-If money is given into the hands of a 6,000,000 bushels. Reports from other portions of
Questions.--Can a Priest administer the sacrabrother for the building of a meeting house, is it the state are Equally favorable.
ment when an Elder is present, under any cir- not his duty to report to the branch how the
26th.-The committee to superintend the burn- '
cumstances?
money has been expended; and how much the ing of infected houses in the plague districts of
Russia has begun operations. Seve1·e shocks of
Ansmer.-Yes.
meeting house cost.
earthquake at R.ome yesterday; also at Sienna,
Q.-Can a lay memlfl?r talw any part in the
A.-Yes.
where two churches were overthrown, and two
business of quarterly conference; namely: speak,
Q.-If the brother failed to report is it the du- priests and several villagers were killed.
vote, act on committee or in any way take any
Rumors of further trade depression and failures
ty of the president of said branch to call for
in England continue, and in Sootland great indigpart in the business of the conference? If the the report.· •
nation is manifested at the inadequacy of the
answer is "Yes," define the part or place which
A.-Yes, after a reasonable time to repent har; punishment of the Glasgow Bank directors, that
lay members can act in. We will suppose that been granted.
it is very small in comparison with that me•ted out
a question of supporting an Elder in the field
Q.-Is it lawful for a member of the Church, t.o lesser criminals,
Advises from Mexico indicate that the revolution
with money or mean?, came up in conference, who has refused to do l1is duty, who has not
a:1d it was carried that an elder should be so sup- taken sacrament for a year or over, and has or- in Sonora is assuming alarming propo:rtipns.
Fires at Elgin Ill yesterday, destroyed $i,OOO
ported. Suppose again, there is a lay member dered his name to be taken off the Church rec- worth of property. Also the town of Taylorville,
willing to give largely to the support of this El- ord repeatedly, to bring charges against a brother 'I'Pxae, · was almost entirely destroyed; loss
der, has he any rights in this matter, only to give which cannot be proven according to the laws of $50,000. Also two thirds of the business portion
of his money, sit still and see others vote and the Church, for the purpose io stop an ordina· of Bamberg S. C.
'I'remendous storms continue in !he south of
::ct as they see proper; and they may not have a tion ~
I<rance, where hundreds of people are thrown on
single dime in controversy. (If a lay member
A.-No law that we ani aware of, would justi~ public charily by th.e inundation of their houses.
has rights, what are they?
fy such a proceeding.
Persons are in good In Spain also there has been much damage and
.A.-The answer is "Yes," the "part and way" standing before the law until some steps are tak loss of life from the same cause .
Some mills at Preston, Engla.nd, burn€d; loss
a•·e all of them. The right of all members to a en against them; and so legally, any one in the $150,000,
A fire in Manchester, England; loss
v <>ice in the business transactions of the district
Church may prefer chllrge.s against an other, $500.000.
conferences, has hitherto been~ accorded from
A heavy storm prevailed yesterday throughout
and the accused must stand the chances of a Italy, the sea inundating a large portion of Venice,
custom. Upon what precedents or rule of law
trial. It sometimes happens that charges are and tbe coast from Genoa toN a pies is strewn with
the custom grew, we do not know; and however
wrecks. Parma, Piacenzia, Milan and Florence
true that cannot be proven.
much it may now be questioned, or doubted, it
Q.-Should an Elder call the majority of a we:re damaged by the storm. The English Steamremains by custom unchanged, and will do, we
er Silistra was wrecked at Salerno and eighteen
branch together twenty miles from the place of persons were drowned. At Naples an eruption of
presume, uptil it shall be definitely settled furthmeeting and by their vote ordain one of their ashes from Mt.. Vesuvius took pla.ce.
er on. We can not take it upon ourself to
Fir• s yesterday : At St. Joseph Mo ; loss
number without any previous notification?
change by decision, what has so long obtained
Would the ordination be a legal one, provided $20,000. At Pensacola, Fla., 20 buildings destroyby custom. Already the mutterings of distant
ed; loss $12/'i.OOO. At St. Louis, Mo., rolling
none of the members resided in the place where mill; loss $857,000.
thunder, portend storms that may arise, having
the ordination took place?
281h :-Of forty· nine persons on board of the
fur their centre and darkness, the grasping of the
A- Yes, provided all the members of the British Ship Adriatic, which was wrecked recentpriesthood for power; and a fear that personal
ly near Dunkirk, only seven are known to have
ambition is darkening the counsel, wisdom and branch were present and voting; or all had no. been saved.
customs of the past; therefore we do not care to tice so that they could attend and vote. It would
During the storm which r11ged throughout Italy
seem that circumstances might be of that sort oa Monday night, part of a church near Sienna was
increase the "noise of the fear."
that
would
bring
such
an
ordination
within
the
blown down while the people were at mass, killing
Q.-If a brother in the church be in debt to an
five pe,cG:JS and wounding twenty- four. At Conother brother, and does not appear to aim at pay. rule, "but the presiding elders, &c., may ordain tfmro !.be vault of the church yielded to the forc-e
ing him, what is to be done? The creditor does where there is no branch that a vote may be of the alorm, killing the priest who was celebratcalled!' D. of 0., 17, 16. If not, such ordination ing mass, and injuring a number of the congreganot wi!lh to go to law at any rate before the un.
would not be according to law, nor rule of the tion.
just; but is he to have no way of obtaining his
An avalanche near Marbu:rg, Germany, killed
Church.
due? Or, should he lay his_case before some of
twenty-one persons and destroyed nine houses.
the officers of the Church for them to decide
A CARD oF THANKs.-We the Saints of the
Fires yesterday: At Monroe Mich., the Court
whether the brother be a transgressor, or no, and Buckhorn Branch of the Church, hereby return House; loss $40,000. Steam mills at Monticello,
our thanks to the Saints of the Botony Branch for Iowa; loss $12,000. Frey's livery stable, New
deal with him accordingly?
A.-If he does not aim at paying, he is a trans- the sum of fifteen dollars towards paying the debt York, forty.three horses burned, some of them
on our meeting house; also to Brn. Phelan Shaw very valuable; loss $100,000.
gressor; for the law requires him to pay his of Wilksport, and Hector Gawley of Tilbury, for
29th :-There is more snow on the French slope
brethr·en their due, as well as all other men; and five dollars each for the same. Signed, George of the Pyrenees than the oldest inhabitants remem ~
if after following the instruction of Mathew 18, Cleveland, president; Richard Coburn, clerk, of ber having seen there before.
Forty-three Spanish sailors were drowned while
15, 16, he will not offer satisfaction, tell it to the Buckhorn Branch.
RoND EAu, Ontario, February 24th, 1879.
on their way by boat from Ferrol to spend the
Church, (officers or council) and if the Church
----------carnival in their native villages.
decide that he is a transgressor, they will of
Towers are measured by their shadow, and
Channel storms and snow drifts on the Continent.
prevent postal communication with England,
course cut him off, and then the brotl}er can hf!ve great men by those who 11-re enyious of them.
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The Mayor of Sheffield, England, states that
there are 4,000 persons destitute and 400 families
actually starving in that city.
An outbreak of yellow fever of a very severe
character has occurred among the shipping at Rio
De Janeiro Brazil.
A house at Carbon Hill, Ohio, burned yesterday,
and the occupant., after rescuing his wife and
youngest child, was overcome by the smoke and
heat while endeavoring to save the remainder of
his family and perished with six of his children.
30th :-The Spanish Steamer Guillermo from
Baltimore for Liverpool, and the British Steamer
Is!rian from Liverpool for Boston, came into collision on Sunday off the coast of Scotland. The
Guillermo took fire and sank. A number of the
crew are missing, but are supposed to have been
picked up by another steamer.
Gloomy accounts are received from Hindoostan
relative to suffering caused by famine in Cashmere.
March 3d.-A fire at Reno, Nev. yesterday, de-·
stroyed all the business portion of the town, together with three trains of cars. Loss $1,000,000
Five persons are known to have perished. A
warehouse at Columbus Ohio burned. Joss
$31 000
'
'
'
'
·
4th :-The plague ha~ made its appearance in
St. Petersburg.
The Royal castle of Terouven. the residence of
Ex Empress Carlotta, wife of the late Emperor
l'\Iaximillian, was destroyed by fire yesterday.
The house of Peter Drouillard near Sandwich,
Canada, was burned on Sunday morning; two
daughters aged 9 and 15 years respectively were
burned to death.
5th.-The war of factions in the French Assembly continues to increase in bitterness. France is
fast drifting into anarchy.
The river The~sz in Hungary has ov.erflowed its
banks, inundating a vast tract of country, Troops
with pontoons have started out to save life.
A fire at Silver City, N ev,, yesterday, destroyed
eighteen houses; loss $50,000.
The roof of t.he post office verandah at Mans enville Vt. gave way under the weight of snow, killing one person and seriously injuring a number
of others.
6th.-A telegram from Nagasaki, Japan, states
that the British ship Star Queen has been wrecked
on South Go los, and the captain and t\venty· one
of the crew were drowned.
An explosion in a pit in England, killed nine,
t.een persons.
A severe storm in the Canton of Vane!, Switzerland, has destroyed p•·operly to the amount of
eight hundred thousand dollars. In one district
four hundred thousand trees were blowu down.
A premature explosion of nilro glycerine at
Dutch Gap, on !he James river, Virginia, killed
two wnite men and one negro_
An explosion of gas in a colliery near Pottsville,
I' a,, killed three men, and sevenly burned three
othera.
The Grand Trunk Railroad Company's building
in Montreal, Canada, took fire yesterday, and two
of the employees, unable to escape, were burned
to death.
The Central Iron Works, Brooklyn, N, Y, were
burned last night; loss $100,000.
-----TuE WRONG SERMON.,-Parson Green, a preach,
er in the habit, sometime?, of drawing from a box
of sermons bequeathed him by his father, who was
also a minister, upon one occasion gol hold of a
sermon, by mistake, which the old gentleman had
preached to the State prison convicts. It opened
well, and the congregation were becoming deeply
interested, when all at once the pastor surprised
them with the infOJ•mation that "had it not been
for the clemency of the governor every one of
them would been hung a long time ago,"
To morrow may never come to us. We do not
live in to-morrow. We can not find it in any of
our title deeds. The man who owns whole blocks
of real estate, and great ships on the oce&n, does
not own a s:ngle minute of to-morrow. To-morrow! It is a mysterious possibility, not yet born.
It lies nuder the great seal of midnight-behind
the veil of glistening constellations,
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JERUSALEM, Union Co., Iowa.
February 13th, 1879.
Breth-ren Joseph and Henry:-Leaving Plano
Dec. 6th, I stopped at Kewanee three days;
thence to Princeville, remaing two days;
thence to Peoria, and remained four weeks, during which time we delivered nine discourses.
The Peoria branch was not in as flourishin~ a
condition as might have been desired.
We
sometimes fail to behold manifest in people who
become identified with Christ's church the saying of Paul's, "If any man be in Christ Jesus, he
is a new creature, old things are passed away, all
things ,are become new."
We left Peoria for Davenport, I a,, Jan 9th.
Here vye f~und the Saints quite lively and awake
to the mtmests of the cause. Last summer, when
in Davenport, the Saints were jnot as lively
as . they. migh.t .have. bee~, but, than~ the
Lord, om labms m thmr. m.dst, then and. m Octob~r wer~ blessed .to thmr go~d, they havmg acted m h3;1mony With sugg.est~ons we wer~ .enabled to grve, as well as advrce m the way of Ill!'ht.
eousness. We ascribe the honor to God. We
delivered six discourses while in Davenport,
having remained ten days. From thence we
went to Newton. Here the Saints requested us
to preach to them, which we dji twice, being
there but three days. The New._on branch we
are pleased to say, has improved spiritually since
our last visit there. We went from Newton to
Harlan, fl'om thence to Shelby, where we had the
satisfaction and pleasure of meeting Brother
John H. I~ake, who was holding a series of
meetings in the Baptist church. The minister's
"time" -having expired, it was a most propitious
opportunity. By invitation of Bro, Lake, we
were privileged to speak to the people on the
morning of January 26th and evening of27th; we
enjoyed good liberty of the Spirit. While we
were there, a lad.v offered herself for baptism;
others were believing. On January 30th, we went
to Council Bluff's. We met Bro. Charles Jen·
son, who conveyed us to the home, of his step.
father, A. Hall. \>Ve remained in Council Bluffs
one week, preaching six times to quite large and
very attentive audiences. The Council Bluffs
branch is "down hill" a little, has been for sometime past; but we have good reason to believe
that the Saints in general were refreshed and
strengthened by our visit and labors, God was
with us by His Holy Spirit, unto whom we give
the honor and thanks. Our labors were desired
to be protracted, but other matters called us
hence.
On February 7th, we went to Glenwood,
stopped over night with Bro. E. L. Kelley, who
g:we us a few words of encouragement, in telling
of his perusal of the Book of Mormon, and his
belief therein. It is not impossible for a man to
be a ~ood Latter Day Saint, and a good lawyer
simultaneously, "as some have vainly sup poRed."
We arrived at Creston on the morning of the
8th. We met Bro. Walter D. McKnight who is
teachin~ school at Jerusalem school house,
s.bout six or seven miles north-east of Creston.
On Sunday morning we were invited by a
"would be" Disciple minister to speak, we did
so. "We spoke also to the people on Monday and
Tuesday evening. In the evening of the 9th, we
beard a 1Vfethodist minist~r display his powers
of rhetoric at hermeneutics; but we think he became somewhat intricate. The gospel of Christ
is too plain to allow of any private interpreta,tion. Oh, it is to me a precious theme. When
I, by the eye of faith, "view the grandeur of the
message of life," its power to save, Christ's williugness to redeem, God's love, yea the arms of
His love reaching far out, and taking within
their God-like em brace all, yes all that is called
humanity, it causes me oftentimes to shed tears
of joy and gladness to think, yea more, to know
of the God in whom we trust and have believed and received iuto honest hearts (I trust)
"the truth" as it is in Christ, it causes my soul to
be filledlwith gratitude "unto Him who has called
and saved us by His grace." The whole desire of
my heart is to be saved in the kingdom of God.
Sometimes I wonder, can I be saved, will the
Lord graciously accept of one so weak as I? I

feel to say to the church, I am not a member of
its society, because of anyone belonging to me,
neither because of another's entreaties; but 0 h,
because God, in his love hath given me an assurance of the divinity of His great Latter Day
Work. I am a full believer in all the truths a.nd
principles of doctrine taught in the Bible, Book
of Covenants and Book of Mormon, which
alone, I believe, God asks man to believe and
endorse and obey. And any Elder tha.t assumes
the responsibility to teach or advise contrary to
such, he is doing that "which God commanded
them not," and is unwarranted, unsafe and may
be dangerou~. We are not to preach our opinions, but "Christ and Him crucified;" and all
true principles according therewith. To this end
may all the ministry labor, is the prayer and de·
sire of yours in hope of the "abundant life."
J. FRANI{ McDowELh
_

NEPHI, Utah, Feb. 17th, 1879,
Bro. Hem·y:-I preached at Round Valley to a
large congre~ation and preach here to·night and
to-morrow. There has been no public preaching here yet. rt is a place notorious for murder, etc. I found a brother, Jackson Smith,
born inN orth Carolina, April 2d, 1815; baptized
by Geo. M. Hinkle, September 5th, 1832, in Mon.
roe county, Missouri, confirmed by him. Ordained a Seventy by ,Toseph Young. Refers to
John Mcintosh, Alex McCord, Wheeler Baldwin. His wife, Mary Smith, was born New York,
baptised September 16th, 1834 in Kirtland by
Brigham Young. They desire their names presented to the General Conference to be received
on original baptism. Your brother in love,
E. c. BltAND.
OREGON, Mo., Feb. 18th, 1879.

Brethren JoBeph and Henry:- We are alive in
this portion of the vineyard, so far as our mortal
life is concerned, but our spiritual life would
make a better showing if it was quickened a little. Yet there is one thing my experience in the
Latter Day work has taught me, that the quickening influences of the Holy are Spirit only given
to them who exert themselves, and place them.
selves in the proper conditions for its reception
by doing their duty. Notwithstanding we have
m.any good noble souls in this district, and one
would probably be at a loss to tell where to
draw the line between good and bad, as all express a love for the truth, (and so far as I am ttequainted are living lives creditable to the communities in which they reside), but so far as pushing the work out into those portions of our district where the truth has not been preached, onr
efforts haye not of late been Sll,Ch as they ongbt
to have been. But at our conference of Feb.
15th and 1GLb, several resolutions were adopted,
which, if lived up to, will enable us to make a
different showing ill the future. I am 110t yet in
the condition to prosecute what should be my
part in the work as fully as I ought, but Elder
Thomas Nutt was intrusted with the work of
pushing fmward into new fields. lie is fully
capable and willing, but in order that his heart
may be cheered on the way, it will be necessary
that the brethren and sisters shall perform their
part of the contract, that of supplying the wants
of his family while he is laboring for the Master. One reason why we have so many complaints of neglect of the families of those who
are out in the field, (I am speaking of thoRe
Elders who are out laboring in the districts), is
the neglect or inefficiency of the Deacons of the
branches, whose duty it is to see to temporal
matters, not only local ones but also to remember
the honor of the branch, which with the other
brauces of their district, covenanted to support
the family of the one whom they endorsed as
their traveling minister. These families should
be well attended to; for, where is the father who
can ha.ve the heart or spirit to preach acceptably
if he thinks that the loved onPs at home may
have to go to bed supperless and rise breakfastless? Instead of continuing his labor, he would
be very apt to fly to the rescue of the loved ones,
lest he might be considered an infidel or worse.
Such families do not of necPssity require money
altogether. The Saints in this western country
are mostly agriculturalists, ancl there need be
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no want. The Deacons of the several branche~,
if ener~etic and I alive to their duties, can make
the families ot their traveling Elders rejoice and
be glad by presenting them with corn, potatoes,
beef, bacon, a half dozen chickens, with a score
of other things which the brethren and sisters
could and would donate willingly, (and never
miss them as they would money), if their deacons
would only look after it, :md he can always find
some brother who would be willing to go with
his team to collect it together and deliver it.
Suppose these Deacons should collect a little
more than is necessary for the family to eat, it
can readily be turned into money to provide for
other wants, or traded at the stores for that purpose. VIe need a little more of the practical
business of life in this direction, mixed in with
the singing and praying, to make our workers
tfficient in their fields of labor. Au Elder's mind
should be free from care as to his family,
and he should have full confidence that his babes
at home are cared for by those who covenanted
with him, with each other, and with their God
to do so. Our conference passeq.otr in peace;
the only difficulty being that wewehrtoo crowded the school house not being halflarge enough to
accommodate the people. I trust good was done
by the word preached, and that in the Lord's
own due time we may reap the rew!lrd of our
l11bors by an increase to his kingdom. Any of
the br.ethren who were appointed to missions
from the Genera.! Conference whose field of labor
covers th's district, will receive a hearty welcome by us in this district.
Your Brother,
W~L HAWKINS.
TuNNEr, HrLI.,

Johns~m

Co., Ill.,
March 1st, 1870.
H. A. Stebbins, Beloved Brother:-Your favor
of the 25th came to hand yesterday. I am preaching every night to good audiences. The last two
nights I preached to full and attentive houses itt
the town of Tunnel Hill, four miles from here,
and on 1\fondny night I preach there again, after
which I leave for 8pringerton to attend the conference of this district. I have been here nine
days and have preached twelve times. I have
occupied Presbyterian, 1\-Iethodist and Baptist
church-es. Two have been baptized. I suppose
the Clerk will furnish you the items. J\Iany seem
interested, and the general decision is that our
position is well taken and cannot be successfully
assailed. I am trying to arouse the saints here
to take the Herald and Hope, I lmow not how
successful I shall be. We have had very cold
weather. A good deal of sickness from colds,
and I do not wonder when I see the cold houses
they live in. It tries my endurance as well as my
courage. But I am well, 1httnk God. Your
brother in Christ,
CnAHLES DmmY.
FARMiNGTON, Van lluren Co., Iowa.
January 20th, 1870.
Brother Joseph:- We have .i nst received the
HERAI.D, and it cf\uses us to n'joice and also to
mourn. 'fo njr>ice when we see the good letters
and hear the good reports from other parts of the
"Lord's Vineyard,"ttnd to mourn when we see
the dark cloud that hangs over us here. YeF,
the cause languishes hei·e, and has been going
backwurd for some years past. I have ofcen felt
inclined to write to the HnmALD and make our
case known, but have declined doing so until the
present, hoping that some of the brethren and
sisters more competent than myself would do so,
or that we would have better news to tell. This
branch numbers flf1y, and there fire between thirty and forty members Jiving near enough to attend the meetings; and last summer the average
attendance was about from six to ten, and yet the
attendance is very small. If some of the Elders
traveling this way would stop and preach a
while in Farmington and the surrounding country, [ think much good might be done, for the
people are living and dying without the privilege of hearing the gospel. And we know that
those who would come, would be well cared for
while here, and helped on their way. There are
s •me honl'st hearted Saints here yet, who are
striving to hold on to the fnith, find vvho desire to
11ee th~ cause prosper.
'
·
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Point Clear, where we waited for a boat. January 20th, arrived here, found most of the Saints
doing well, and some of them have macle progress beyond my most sanguine expectations.
Vvhen Bro. West and I were here last summer,
they gladly received the word, but now, thank
God, they have received the Spirit of the gospel.
Surely the Lord has been with this people to
sustain and strengthen them. Without Hi2 help
they could not have endured the tide of opposi·
tion and made the progress they have. I have
DELOIT, Iowa, Feb. 14 th, 1879 _ been greatly encouraged since coming here.
We can well afford to work when God works
Br·o. 11. Stebbins:- Bro. J. A. Goff and myself
went from here to Cherokee, about 50 miles north with us. Though I had great sacrifice to make,
f
·
B 1r
d
yet to-clay, I would not exchange the sweet priv0 1lerc, arrivmg at
ro. '"-ents' on 8 atur ay even- ilege ·or telling the story of the cross for the
ing, February 8th. Next morning and evening monarch's diadem. To see those who have been
preached five miles south of Cherokee to a
crowd of attentive listeners. There is a branch delivered from the thraldom of sin, lmeel and
here of sevent: en members, who seem to be alive thank God that we have been sent here, is enough
in the work, presided over by Bro. J. A. Wed- to arouse the most desponding heart. It brings
lock. They had made it fl subject of prayer, to my mind the promise of the past, when but a
that some of God's servants might be directed child in my mother's arms, and the blessing was
pronounced upon my head, "If faithful your
th at way. This branch was organized about voice shall be heard in the mountains. to the
eight years ngo, but it has been visited but a few salvation of many souls." When twelve years
times. Brethren Clothier and M. T. Short bap- old, Bro. Blair in confirming me a member of the
tisecl seven there last fall, doing a good work.
d
There has much llre.J"udice existed, but the con- Church pronounce the ver·y same words,' though
he had not heard of the above circumstance.
sistent lives of the majority of the Saints have Again when I was ordained by Bro. James Oafbeen a potent influence for good. A Baptist
friend remarked to me that she had noticed one fa.ll the promise was, "If you continue faithful,
thing in pP,rticul'Rr concerning the doctrines we thousands shall yet rejoice that they ever heard
preach, viz: That it had a tendency to make your voice." "If jaitliful" In these two words
men <t great deal better, referring at the same lie the secret of the whole matter, and if I can
time to the contrast in the manner of living of live to realize the fulfillment of these promises, I
·
h
b f
d f
· hope I shall consider no sacrifice too great. 'l'he
some 0 f t h e S amts t ere, e ore an a ter their assurance that I have been instrumental in God's
obedience to the doctrine taught by us. Just so,
Bro. Henry, and this is the legitimate fruit of hands in causing others to rejoice in the truth,
gospel light-to turn men from their evil ways, makes my heart swell, and causes my eyes to fill,
and turn them into woJ ks of righteousness and with tears of jof, a~d my joy shall be full "In
good deeds. Such remarks I love to hear of our the sw~et by anc by. . Then le_t persecutwn rage
brethren; for where such examples are associated an~ tnal~ ;rome, While God IS my strength I
.
,
.,
with precept, the confidence of the people is sh~~l not : .· ·.
gained, making it. easy for an Elder to accom·
Su~ce aruvmg hete, ~e have held. thutccn
plish a work there. I am glad to lmow that in meetmgs, an~ have baptised fifteen mm!'l honest
the president of the braneh, Bro. J. A. Wedlock, soul.s. I be_lleve th9se are those who Will make
we have one, whom not only the flock under his useful men _m the kmgdo~ of God.
care, but also the entire community, place confi~wo. copies of the -!~~RAIJ) have ~een taken
denee in, as :1 man of integrity. vVe continued hew smce the orgamzatwn of the bmnch; and
preaching to a full house all the week except on the good they have done C'a_n not ~e _told. fhey
Thursday evening when a pmyer mcetin<r was have strengthened the. Samts sp1ntually, and
held, at which yo{lllg and old took part. "'After hav_e cau~ed son_w to q:lllt ~he use of tobacco :mel
services on the second Sunday four were baptised coHee, Wlth a v1e.w ot bemg mo;e cleanly, and
by Bro. J. A. Goff. Held meeting again at night, ?onsr_quentlY_ rome acceptable w1t~ God, as. well
house densely packed, and ol.hers presented ns ~;n_ng mole ab:e to help the, cause fi_nancm!IJ.
themselves for baptism, and the next morning Tln~ IS a good les~<;n for th?se who me?ldei In
Bro. Gofl" administered the rite to seven more- the ca?se. I persistently Iefused to bung any
making eleven in all.
At our confirmation 'I O?e With .m~ w?o ~as a us:r ~f ~obacco, and
m. eeting at Bro. Bennett's the spectn'ors who had smcelcommg ~er.e I .tm confitm•~d m my cours_e.
been at, the water, also met with us there. The Shou.d I. have bJOught a man _here who used It,_
Spirit of the Lord was with us in its chcning when seemg the course the Smuts here (so~e ot
power. We then took the parting hand of breth-J the~) ~ave tflken, I would have felt mortified,
ren and friends, after giving a promise to return and_If ne had no!., I ':o':lld have ?een ashamed
to them, as they desired to hear more ofonr doc- of him. And n~w pmm:t me~? respectfully, rctrine, and I believe there are many more there quest that none come h~1e as teach~rs w~~o .~ave
who will embrace the truth. This was a profita- need that one teach them the first pnnCJples
ble as well as enjoyable visit for us, especially o_f decenc~. To mo!;·ov: we cross to the west
to nlP, and I feel to say that it is good to be in the st~e of. P.1scagola_ ,.v~; '· t_o open. a new field.
servicJ of the Jibster. Yours in love of truth,
Play f.J us. Yonts rcJ.ncmg m Ieveal~d truth.
W. Wrrl'l"NING.
HEMAN C. t\Mrru.
Thank the Lord for the HERALD and Church
publications. They have been a blessing and
comfort to us, and were the means of bringing
us to the knowledge of the truth when we lived
away in Canada, our native land. 0 how do
Saints live without them? With an earnest desire
for the good of the Latter Day Work here and
everywhere, I subscribe myself, your Sister in
the Gospel Covenant.
MARY J. WARNOCK.

AALUORG-, Denmark,
Mississippi,
Feb. 10th, 1879.
Feb. Gt!t, 1870.
Brethren Joseph and Henry:~ I wish the Church
DertJ' llera,ld:-;\.fter. writing from Haddad, would do something for the Dnnish Mission, and
Florida, I attended the Floricllt Conference, send more laborers. There are more calls for
which was held with the Cold Water branch, preaching than I can fill. Many are seeking for
Jan. 4tli, 5th and 6th. 'l'he weather not being the truth, and want to be obedient to the same.
f!lvorable, the attendance was small. On the 4th, I hope the Church will send some one in the
between t"flro and three inches of snow fell, more spring. I have baptised four this season, and,
than was ever before seen by most of the inhab- others are readv.
itants. Since that time the weather has been
I wish and pray to the brethren and sisters in
warm and pleasant, and now flowers arc bloom- the Church that they would translate some
ing in the woods. The Saints of Coldv•mter and hymns and spiritual songs from the Saints' Harp
Santa Rosa branches, furnished me the means to the Danish language, so we can have a hymn
for my journey, and, on Jan. 8th, I started for book of our own. The Church can get them
this field. I stopped first at the Perseverance made into books or can send the copy to me and
branch, Bald win Co., Ala. I thought I discov- I will get them printed here.
erecl an increase of individual righteousness with
Brethren, is it not possible that the SAINTs'
some, but in others there seemed to be no HERAI,D can be translated to the Danish Janchange. Here I sueceeclcd in procuring a trav. guage, to strengthen tbe Saints, and also to eclu.
eling companion for the trip, Bro. ,James S. cate others. Do what you can for it is the work
Faulk, who is with me yet, and who appears to 1 of the Lord, and the salvation of mankind.
be deyote(l tq the l)at)se. We pre!J,c)lec} oqce f}t J :):'le')se Rend the hYH1!JR as soon as possible.
----Moss POINT,
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I have asked the presiJent of the Brigharuites
here to defend their position in a debate, taking
the Bible, Book of J\'[ormon and Doctrine and
Covenants as the standards, but he say, "No,"
and he also acknowledged that they had secret
combinations in their church. I told him that it
was built up by the devil, (Book of Ether, 515.)
The president's name is Christensen.
May God bless his work and Church is the
prayer of your brother in Christ.
PE'l'Eit N. Bmx,
Norregade No. 14,
Aalborg, Denmark.LEWISTOWN, Ill., Mar. 1st, 1870.
Bro. Joseph :-We have been blessed with the
company of Bro. Patterson, and with some good
preaching to the satisfaction of all that heard
him, and a good number had the pleasure of
hearing. In Bro. Patterson the church has a
good and faithful representative, and an able expounder of the faith ; I wish there were one hundred and forty four thousand such. 'l'here are
plenty of opportunities in this section for just
such men, and I trust you will sufl:'er him to come
back into this district. I am at work every Sabbath in some locality or other, and also an1 requested to hold meetings on week nights ; but my
work is of such a nature that I must attend to it.
I have promised to speak week nights though, as
often as possible ; this is the reason I want Bro.
Patterson retained in the district. The people
~ue anxious to hear, more so than ever ; and I
must say, freely, that I don't want any one to
come but a competent elder ; not but that all
the elders are good men, or ought to be, but not
every man calling himself an elder is capable of
telling the gospel story as it should be. I speak
to-morrow, March 2nd in a Methodist church, an
entirely new place, by urgent request, and if the
weather is favorable I look for a large turn out ;
at least it is so reported. Hoping that good may
come of it I remain yours in the one faith,
T. F. STAFFORD.
57 Stocks Street,
MANCIIESTER, England,
February 17, 1879.
President .Joseph Smith :-I enclose you one of
our hand bills announcing a course of Sabbath
evening services, which we are now holding in
this city; and which, so far, have been attendi!d
with most excellent results. Since the organization of this branch the brethren and sisters haye
been most assiduously sowing the word, and not
without some efl:'ect. We have many inquirers,
and we believe earnest inquiries into the doctrine
we teach; and believe that quite a number of
them will soon be added to the Church. There
are quite a number of friends who regularly at.
tend our meetings and express themselves much
pleased with the doctrines we teach, and the spirit
manifested in our meetings.
We have our fellowship meetings at the Saints'
meeting room, from 2: 30 to 4 p. m., and preaching meetings from 6:30 to 8 p.m., each Sabbath
day. Then, for visiting purposes, the city is divided into districts, over which district teachers
are appointed, who are supposed to visit the
house of each brother or sister, at least once during each month, and report upon the condition
spiritually of their respective district at each
monthly business meeting. \Ve have also established fellowship meetings in each of the districts, that in, No. 1 district being held at the
house of Elder and sister McCue, No. 7 Freeman
St., Renshaw St., Hulme, Manchester; presided
over by Elder Baty; hour of meeting from 8 to 9
p.m. each Thursday evening. No.2 district being held at the house of Elder and sister Henry
Greenwood, 33 Lodge St., Queen's Road, Man.
·chester; president, Elder Robert Baty; hour of
meeting, 8 to D p. m., Tuesday evenings. And
·Such fellowship meetings.
Gladly young and old assemble;
Sweetest son&.s rise from the soul;
Saints rejoice and sinners tremble,
Power unseen pervades the whole.

F,;ithful Saints, refreshed and strengthened;
Drooping ones revived and cheered;
Thus their happy days are lengthened,
Thus Jehovah's name revered.

Friends as well as Saints 2ay !lnt they feel

that each. meeting is getting better, and they are
feeling more and more of that sweet peace obtained by practice of gospel precept. Well may
the Saints thank God that he has brought them
within the light and liberty of the gospel of the
Lord Jesus Christ. Dear brother, who can realize like the Latter Day Saints may, if they will,
the spirit of that hymn"Swect is the work, my God, my Kin;,
110 praise thy name, give thanks and sing i
l'o show thy love by morning light.
And talk of all thy truth at night."

Surely none to the same extent that the Saints
here are doing. Will all this love for God and
his cause fade from the hearts of the Saints? Let
us hope not; let us pray not. Pray to him we
love and trust, that he will by the assistance of
his Holy Spirit enable us to overcome our weaknesses and short comings, that we may ever stand
with an eye single to his glory. Pray for us, beloved President, that our union may continue to
increase, and that our love for each other and tho
gospel of Christ may never grow less. In this
part of the vineyard we feel assured that if we
continue to try to walk uprightly and just before
our fellow creatures, and before God, the cause
of the Reorganil~ation will make substantial pro.
gress, and many will be adc1ed to the fold of
Christ. May the blessings of our Heavenly
Father abide with ;you, dear brother, and witll
all who labor for Zion's welfare, is the earnest
prayer of your humble co-worker in the cause of
the Lord Jesus Christ,
JosEPH DEWSNUP.
DENNISPORT, Cape Cod, Mass.,
February 24th, 1879.
Bro . .Joseph:-Yours of 17th inst received. I
am glad to hear that Bro. Nelson is going toreturn so soon to Tahiti. I believe he will succeed in carrying out his plan. May God abundantly bless him, and grant him success, and that
he may prepare the way for others to occupy
that field with him. I am satisfied that your
judgment concerning my remaining in this castern field insteacl of returning to April Conference,
is correct. And that it meets the approbation of
the Elders and brethren here is seen in the unanimous vote of the late conference here, on a resolution to request the extension of time for my
labors here. I have preaehed almost nightly in
this place since February 1st, and have had full
houses and excellent attention. I have baptized
thus far eight persons, all married people but one
young woman. There are several others about
ready-and may obey before I leave, which will
be the latter part of this week I think.
There is a great anxiety for my labors maul.
fested by Bro. Gilbert, president of the Fall Hiver
Branch, for the Sectarian priests are doing all in
their power to stop the work there, and have
created 1 an immense excitement, and as usual
call the attention of numbers to the claims of the
Church, who would otherwise never have taken
pains to learn what she taught and practiced.
Ann Eliza Young has been there trying to analyze
Mormonism; and through the public prints, and
by circulating every book and tract that they can
find written against "J\'Iormonism," the enemies
of truth are trying to destroy the work.
They are not as wise as Gamaliel of old, by a
great deal, for he justly concluded, that ''If this
counsel or this work be of men it will come to
naught, but if it be of God ye can not overthrow
it." _And that the Fall River Pharisees can not
overthrow the same counsel or work now, they
will find to their present sorrow and'their eternal
shame. If the Lord did not intend to do, and was
not already beginning to do, a glorious work in
Fall Hiver, Satan and his emissaries, the hireling
priests of Orthodox Infidelity, would not be so
enraged.
The Saints there may congratulate themselves
that the Inquisition and its tortures are not permitted in these days. by force of public opinion,
for "to will is present," "but to perform" that
which is in their hearts, they "find not." I expect to go. there as soon as I am at liberty.
Bro. Gilbert and the rest of the brethren, are
kept hard at work in the factories and other avocations, and have no time to study, or to post
themselves as they desire, yet they are able to refute any attack that can be made on the faith and
order of the Church; ·while the elcrgy of the city
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have but little else to do than to "encompass sea
and land" to hinder the work of God.
Poor blind guides, like their ancient brethren,
the Pharisees of the firBt century, "they neither
enter into the kingdQm of God themselves, and
they who would enter they hinder," or try their
best to do so.
But then, as the Adversary knows "he has but
a little saason" we can not be surprised that his
fast :friends and honored agents have "great
wrath." But why do the heathen rage, and the
people imagine a vain thing~ for "He that sitteth
in tb.e heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have
them in derision."
Let the Saints everywhere pray earnestly for
their brethen and sisters in Fall Hiver, 1\-Iass.,
that shame and confusion shall speedily overtake
the enemies of the work of the Lord, and that the
honest inquirer after Until may be led to see and
em brace the gospel.
Saints who wish to correspond with me will
please enclose their letters (marked simply 'rhos.
W. Smith, and put a postage stamp on the inside
envelope), in an envelope addressed to E. N.
Webster, 191 Hampden St., Boston Highlands,
Mass., for it is more than I can expect of Bro.
W !.lbster to rem ail my letters, paying new postage
on eaeh; and besides this, not more than one in
ten, who write to me for counsel and instruction,
or who expect a reply, ever think of sending a
stamp for reply- Your brother in the field,
Tnos. W. i::lMrTrr.
GREEN CENTER, Ind.,
March 10th 18'78.
Brn. J oscph and Henry :-I feel thankful to
write and send a few words of encouragement to
all the brothers and siste1 s. I feel good in the
work of the Lord ; and that I am numbered with
his people. I have been in this church forty seven years. I feel that I am as an old oak tree that
stands the storms ; and the winds blow, but the
old oak stands there still. I have been driven
from my home and rolled from post to pillar, but
the old oak tree stands there still. I mingled
with the afflictions at Hawn's Mill, Missouri. I
helped to bury eighteen of the dead the next day
after the mob ; and the rest of us got away the
best we knew how. Before leaving there we
would retire to the woods at night, for fear of the
mob. We left there and went to Nauvoo and
settled there ; and there we were plundered and
robbed again, and driven from our homes. I was
out to this country on a visit at the time of the
battle there, and when I got back this had occured ; I saw your father, Joseph, and his brother
Hyrum lying corpses. It looked sinful, and God
also knows it was sinful. May God touch and
tender the hearts of such people.
From Nauvoo we followed our shepherd to
Council Bluffs, and then the leader took his flock
and went to Salt Lake. I saw I was not a sheep
of that fold, so I followed him not ; for I felt that
he was not in that straight and narrow path that
leads from earth to glory ; and felt that he was
going out of the bounds of Zion. I can say this
is a rolling work. Yours in Christ,
JACOB HUNTSliAN.
PROVIDENCE, R !. J!'eb., 10th, 1879.
Bro. Stebbins :-Agreeably with the wishes of
the saints of Brooklyn N. Y., who invited me to
assist them in spiritual labors, I have the pleasure
to inform you that they are now an organized
branch with nine members in a good working
condition, Bro. Joseph Squires Presiding Elder,
and Elder Thomas Truman acting teacher. An
excellent spirit of meekness and unity prevailed
during every gathering while I was with them,
and especially characterized the reorganization
of the branch. Having felt with pain their
weariness in their scattered condition for some
years past, I regard my privilege to witness their
union a special joy permitted me of the good
Master ; almost immediately after a feast at our
district conference at Deunisport. That occasion
was attended by a large delegation from abroad,
the Fall River saints furnishing an excellent
choir,-and Bro. T. W. Smith ancl wife with their
efforts in behalf of the Great Latter Day work,
with the unity .of the saints, rendered the season
especially refreshing and edifying. We earnestly
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hope Bro. Smith and wife will be permitted to
stay in this region much longer. There are many
calls for them, and for others, more than can be
met by the ministry here. The work never looked more promising in New England. The harvest is fully ripe. May the good Master send
forth more laborers to gather the fields. Yours
for Zion's prosperity,
0. BROWN.
CABS COUNTY, Nebraska,
February 15th, 1879.

Dear Herald:- From January 24th to February
16th held twenty-two meetings in Cass and Saunders counties, Nebraska. Three adults were added in the former place January 26th; ice twentytwo inches thick. Tuesday eve February 11th,
at Clear Creek in Butler county, after closing a
discourse, I gave liberty for anyone to ask quest.
ions, when a Mr. Clark came on the platform,
sung, prayed and gave a discourse of one hour's
duration, though the gentleman assumed great
piety, and with upturned eyes claimed that God
for Christ's sake had pardoned his sins etc.,
yet his discourse was most foul arid vindictive.
His soul was much grieved that we were permitted to have access to the school-house. I think
he could give emphasis to "Joe Smith," tho, best
of any one I ever heard, and had I the awarding
of a premium for the best effort of scandal and
abuse, I thi~k Mr. Clark would get it. To aggravate and provoke in a manner that we would
interfere and prevent him from speaking, so that
he might have it say that we dare not allow him
to talk because of his ability to expose, appeared
to be his policy; but the more he abused the
more we would not speak. So the gentleman
was uninterrupted until he had spun his yarn,
when, with considerable agility, he made tracks
for the door and left very abruptly. I invited
him to stay a few moments, but his excuse
was, it was growing late. On Thursday evening
I replied. 'l'he weather was nipping cold, but
the house was crowded. I have never thought
Joseph Smith a perfectionist, but always feel exceedingly well in defending him from all such
ungodly and unmanly attacks, as this one. Our
reply was lengthy, but the best of order and at.
tention was had, save from the man himself, who
kept moving from one side to the other, whisper.
ing to those of the audience who sympathized
with him. Previous appointments prevented my
staying to hear him make another onslaught, as
he proposed doing. I did not think it worth
while to miss an appointment for so unworthy
an opponent. nut I intend to return there.
He, whether saint or sinner, is worthy of little
notice who, in order to establish a reputation or to
make a point, will degrade the dignity of manhood,
and give evidence of vindictiveness instead of
fair argument to prove his position; all such will
find a level. He is not the purest who is the most
blatant in giving publicity to the faults of others;
though it sometimes happens that such an one
shines for a time, but a reputation obtained by
an observance and practice of right, will stand
the test of time. 'Tis quite possible that he who
never desires to do wrong, may be tempted so as
to do wrong after all, but if the desire for right
is strong enough he will, after a calm reflection,
have a desire to retract, and with an understanding that no condemnation follows a confession of,
and forsaking the wrong, he will make one and
return. And, humiliating as a confessing of and
forsaking a wrong is, 'tis much better than making the faults of others a constant stumbling
block, or neglecting duty and cherishing a con.
stant hatred against those who may have offended
us, especially when we call to mind the decision
of our Savior that he cannot be forgiven who does
not also forgive.
In prosecuting my mission I found three obsta.
cles, viz: spelling schools, protrated meetings
and cold. We ought to be making greater efiorts
towards individual righteousness, leaving all
other matters with God, who governeth all things
after the counsel of his own will. I have been
quite busy in my way, and I find it quite compatable with my profession, as well as profitable,
to try to know and attend to my own affairs.
Openings for preaching are increasing, and or.
thodoxy is becoming alarmed. They make few
converts at their protracted meetings. Skeptic-

ism and infidelity run rampant; wickedness in- total $43.15, balance due Agent $11.95.-Wm.
creases. Much indifference among some of the Leeka, Agent."
branches, but some members are untiring in their
John Goode, in behalf of committee appointed to
efi'orts.
JAs. CAI<'FALL.
visit Nephi Branch, reported. Also a committee
of inquiry reported.
---'"""i!...........-.-<1411'--Reports were received and committees discharged.
D. Hougas, Wm. Leeka and E. Benedict were
appointed to investigate the matter at Nephi and
:report at next session.
Conference convened at Fanning, Kansas, Feb.
Elders J. V. Roberts, A. T. Mortimore, James
1st, 1879; David Williams, president; William Calkins, E. Benedict, John Goode, G. E. Deuel, E.
Williams, clerk.
F. Hyde and Priest Stubbard were appointed to
Branch Reports.-Atchison 37, 4 Elders, 1 fields of labor.
Priest, 2 Teachers. Good Intent 25, 1 Elder, 1
Upon recommend from the Elm Creek Branch,
Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Netawaka 14, 4 G. F. Waterman was ordained an elder by S. S.
Elders. Fanning 13, 2 Elders, 1 Priest. White Wilcox, D. Houp:as and R. M. Elvin.
Cloud not reported.
Preaching at 7 p. m. by R. i\1. Elvin.
Elders David Munns, Thomas Davis, Griffith·· Sunday.-Prayer meeting at 9 a.m.; preachinoGeorge, Wm. Hopkins, John lticbards and David at 11 a m. by R. M. Elvin; social meeting at 2.30
Williams, and Priest Hyrum Parker reported in p m., and preaching at 7 p m., by R. M. Elvin.
person.
A good spirit prevailed during the entire ses·
At 7 p.m., preaching by David Williams.
sion, with a large representation of members and
Sunday.-At 10 a. m., preaching by Daniel others.
Munns and Griffith George; at 2 p.m., prayer and
Adjourned to Shenandoah, May 31st, 1879, at
testimony meeting; 7 p. m., preaching by David JO'a. m.
Williams.
"
Adjourned to Atchison, May 3d and 4th, 187\J.
Soadb.-Eastm•i!& Oll:iiiio aud W cslt
Vir~inht Dii!ih·ict.
A conference convened at Syracuse, Ohio, Dec.
28th, 1878; Edmund Thomas, presidiug; 'I'homas
Matthews, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Syracuse 45. Minersville \J.
Lebanon 22, same as last report. Jackson 7,
same as last report.
Elders' Repol:ts.-Ed. Thomas, David Hopkins,
president of Syracuse Branch, David Thomas of
Minersville, and L. W. Torance of Lebanon reported, also Elders E. Thomas, John Harris, David
Matthews, Sr., and Thomas Matthews, and Priest
Lewis Walters.
At 7 p.m, preaching by David Thomas.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a m., preaching by Lewis
Walters and Ed. Thomas; at 2 p.m., prayer and
testimony meeting; at 6 p.m., preaching by David
Matthews, Jr, and Edmund Thomas.
Adjourned to Syracuse, April 27th, 187\J.
Westm·u :Mahac Dish'iicli:.
A conference convened with the Little Deer Iole
Branch, November 9th and lOth, 1878; J. C. Foss,
president; M. R. Co_usins, clerk.
The following branches reported verbally :
Brooksville one added. Little Deer Isle, Bear
Isle and Green's Landing the same as last reported.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a. m. and 2 p. m., preaching
by J. C. Foss; evening, a short lecture, and then
exhortations and prayers. Some of the brethren
made resolutions to come up with newness of life
to battle for the crown and white rvbe. There
was not a very full attendance, owing to unfavorable weather.
Adjourned to Green's Landing Branch, May 3d,
1879.
Fren:aont Dish·ict.
A conference was held at the Gaylord School
House, Fremont county, Iowa, February 1st and
2d, 1879; Daniel Hougas, president; Wm. Leeka,
clerk.
Branch Reports.-Farm Creek 27, 1 Elder, 1
Priest, 1 Teacher. Plum Creek 80, 1 High Priest,
2 Seventy, 8 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 1 received and 2 removed by letter. Shenandoah 92, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 7 Elders, 4
Priests, 1 Teacher. Elm Creek 28, 2 Elders
Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon. No report from
Nephi and Mill Creek.
Reports of Elders.-John Goode, W. Baldwin, A.
T. Mortimore, Moses Gaylord, S. S. Wilcox, E. F.
Hyde, G. E. Deuel, Wm. Gaylord, J. Griffith, Geo.
Kemp, J. V. Roberts, R. J. Anthony, R. M. Elvin, Simon Dike, Sen., J. J. Kaster, - Hersh a
and E. Benedict reported; also Priests Stubbard,
Tempest, Wolsey and Donaldson and Teacher
Simon Dike, Jr.
Report of Bishop's Agent.-"Received $31 20;
paid out $213.00; due Agent l<>st report $17.15,

A conference was held January 4th, 1879, in
the Lone Star Branch, Monroe counly, Alabama;
G. T. Chute, president; W. D. Clark, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Flat Rock 32, 1 Priest, 1
Teacher; 2 expelled, 3 baptized. Lone Star,
Butler, Pleasant Hill and Macedonia not reported.
Elders H. C. Smith (by letter), G. R. Scogin, W.
.J. Booker and G. T. Chute reported; also Priest
W,. D. Clark and Teacher E. Jones.
'!.'he resolution adopted at .the conference of
July 1878, that reads: "Resolved that this conference will give one hundred dollars to the support of the family of an elder who shall take lhe
field for twelve months," was rescinded.
l'tesolved that if the Bishop's Agent have,•any
means in his hands for the family of Bro. W ''·J.
Booker that he hand it to him.
Adjourned to the Butler._Branch, May 3d and
4th, 1879.

Kent and Ei;,{in District.
A conference convened in Zone Branch, Canada,
October 12th and 13th, 1878; Arthur Leverton,
president; Joseph Emmett, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Zone 35, 2 Elders, 3 Priests ;
2 baptized, 2 died. Buckhorn 58, 2 Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Teachers. Wellington 11, 1 Elder, 1
Priest; 1 baptized.
Seventies' Reports.-Robert Davis had preached
in Carlingford, Usborne, London, Dresden, and in
Olive Branch, Ontario; and in Lexington and
Forester, in Michigan, held one discussion ; baptized 26; received $16.00 cash. Geo. W. Shaw
had preached in Botany Branch and Lindsley
church, also near Dresden.
Elders' Reports.-Arthnr Leverton labored some
in Botany and Wellington branches, also at Louisville; baptized one. George Cleveland reported
local labor, and some in Michigan, where he organized a branch; baptized three. Norman
Blakely had baptized two. Charles Badder reported.
Priests John Hartnall, James Robb, Johl! Trax"
ler, John Taylor, Peter McBrayne and Joseph
Emmett reported; also Teachers E. Coburn and
L. Badder.
James Robb, Bishop's Agent, reported: ''Received $22.40; expended $14.50; balance on
hand $7.90."
·
Resolved that we consider Bro. Benj. Black·
more's ordination illegal. Referred to Brn.
Joseph Luff, Norman Blakely and Chas. Badder, ae
a committee of investigation.
A. Leverton, R. Davis and J. Luff were appointed to investigate the difficulties in the former Linds·
ley Branch, and they may reorganize said branch,
if they deem it advisable.
N. Blakely, R. Davis and G. W. Shaw were appointed a court of elders to sit upon the cases of
those desiring to be "cut off."
· Geo. Cleveland was appointed a '•Trustee in
Trust" for the Lindsley Meeting House.
Auditing committee on books of John Traxler,
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late Bishop's Agent, reported "Nothing on hand."
Report received and committee discharged.
That the Bishop's Agent pay John Traxler
forty cents for the district account book.
Joseph Emmett was released from district clerkship, and Richard Coburn was appointed in his
place.
8:30 P.M.-Committee on Benj. Blackmore's ordination reported that they did not consider the
reasons given for declaring said ordination illegal,
to be sufficient to render it invalid, and unless
something further be presented, they recommend
that said ordination be acknowledged.
Report received, recommendation adopted, and
committee discharged.
The court of Elders appointed to sit upon the
cases of those requesting to be cut off, reported
that they found Charles Dunn, Wm. Lewis, John
Emmett and Robert Cleveland to be in transgression, and they recommend that the conference expel them from the Church, according to their request.
Decision of court sustained, and recommendation adopted.
ltesolved that no person belonging to any branch
of this district shall be ordained to any office
whatever, before he shall have been referred to
his own branch.
·
A report and an appeal from Buckhorn Branch,
for aid in paying for their church, was presented.
It reads as follows: •'Paid out $289.00, and $100
yet to pay. Any wishing to help can address
Itichard Coburn, Rond Eau, Ontario."
A vote of thanks was tendered to the Zone
Township Council for the use of the Town Hall.
Resolved that Josenh Emmett receive a letter of
removal and commendation from this conference.
That we extend an invitation to the authorities
of t.he London District to labor in our district.
Sabbath.-At 9 a. m., prayer and testimony
meeting led by Robert Davis ; a good time was
enjoyed. Preaching at 10:30 a.m., by Joseph
. Emmett; at 2:30p.m, by Joseph Luff; at 6:30by
J ..T. Cornish.
Adjourned to Buckhorn Branch, June 7th and
8th, 1879.

______.,_..,.___

Philadelphia Dish·hlt.
A conference was held at Philadelphia, Penn.,
February 23d, 1879; William Small, president;
Joseph A. Stewart, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Philadelphia 48, 5. Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon. Hornerstown 12,
1 Elder, 2 PriestP, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
Elders John Stone, Asa Copeland, Herbert II.
Beaumont, Elias Lewis, Joseph A. Stewart. and
William Small reported in person and Benjamin
0. Herbert by leiter.
Resolved that all money collected for the expenses of the secretary, be handed to the presideD t, to be handed to the secretary of the district.
Adjourned to Philadelphia, Sunday, May 24th,
1879.

Noa·tii.-Ea.st .ll.lissoua•i Dish·ict.
A conference met in Bevier, Missouri, February
1st, 1879; Wm. B. Smith, president pro tern;
John T. Williams, clerk pro tern.
Branch Reports.-Bevier 69, 9 Elders, 2 Priests,
5 Teachers, I Deacon; 4 received and 1 removed
by letter. Hannibal 21, 4 Elders; 2 received by
vote, 1 expelled, 1 ordination. Salt River 22, 1
Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher: 1 ordination, 1 ma.rriage. Huntsville report rejected.
FinanciaL-Bevier: Received $20.80 ; paid
$20.11; balance 69 cents. Hannibal received and
paid $8.50.
Resolved .the request of the Huntsville Saints
that the name of the branch be changed to Renick,
(where a majority of Saints reside), be granted.
Elders Wm. B. Smith, Charles Perry, G. T.
Griffiths, D. D. Jones, J. T. Williams, Samuel
Reed, Ephraim Rowland and Thos. D. Reese reported in person, and J. T. Phillips, John Taylor
and E. L. Page by letter. Priests Frank Mussel
and Nelson M. Ridings; Teachers Jacob Walten·
baugb, J. T. Morgan and J. T. Richards, and
Deacon Samuel Moss reported.
Report of Bishop's Agent accepted. [Not giv-

en.]-Ens.

Preaching on Saturday evening, and on Sunday
morning and evening, by Wm. B. Smith, the
brother of Joseph and Hyrum, to large audiences,
and much interest was manifested, and much
prPjudioe seemed to be removed by his discourses.
Resolutions were passed to sustsin the First
Presidency, Bishops and Counsellor, and all the
authorities of the Church in righteousness.
Thus passed a peaceful and pleasant conference.
Adjourned to Bevier, May 3d, 1879.

London District.
A conference convened at London, Ontario, Oct..
5th, 1878; Joseph Luff, president; J. A. Mcintosh, clerk.
Branch Reports.-London 133. Uoborne 27.
Carlingford 15. Toronto 21. Bay ham 14. St.
Thomas 19.
Resolved that we accept Rules of Order to govern this District.
The committee on St. Thomas affairs reported.
Heport accepted and committee discharged·
Elders' Reports.-Joseph Luff has preached
since last conference sixty-two times, traveled
fourteen hundred miles and baptized five; has experienced God's help and power in many places.
John Cornish preached sixty times, baptized
sixty-five, and, with Robert Davis, organized three
branches ; traveled almost 1000 miles; received
from· Saints about $20, from Bishop $20; finds
more calls than he can fill. George Mottashed
baptized two. S. Brown baptized two. J. A.
Mcintosh baptized one. E. Harrington reported;
also Priests T. A. Phillips, C. Pierson, R. May, G.
H. Graves, G. Harrington and E. Sparks, and
Teachers J. Cornish and A. Clow.
T. A. Phillips was ordained an Elder by branch
vote.
Resolved that we recommend George Mottashed
to Bishop Rogers for appointment as Agent for
the London District.
Port Stanley, one end of the dividing line between the districts, is on Lake Erie; not Lake Ontario as printed in last minutes.
.
Adjourned to Carlingford, June 7th, 1879.

Noi·UuJ».•u .Illinois Distdct.
A conference was held at Streator, LaSalle
county, Illinois, :F'ebruary 1st and 2J, 18791; W.
W. Blair, chairman; W. M. Walp, clerk protem.
Branch Reports.-Mission, last report 74, present 104, 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher ; 26 baptized, 4 gain by errpr in previous report. Bur·
lington (Wis.) 34, 1 High Priest, 5 Elders, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized, 2 died. Piper City 16, 1 Priest,
1 Teacher. Sandwich 56, 1 First Presidency, 1
Bishop and High Priest, 1 of the Seventy, 4 EJ.
derli, 1 Deacon; 1 died, 1 removed. Plano 182,
2 of the First Presidenoy, 2 Apostles, 1 High
Priest, 1 Seventy, 9 Elders, 6 Priests, 3 Teachers,
2 Deacons; 4. baptized, 1 received, 1 removed by
letter, 2 died. Braidwood 57, 3 Elders, 1 Teacher,
2 Deacons ; 1 died, l baptized.
Elders Joseph Smith, W. W. Blair, Odin Jacobs,
R. Wooliscroft, Jacob Stanley, and Teachers C.
A. West and Hans Hayer reported in person,
Elder H. A. Stebbins by letter and P. S. Wixom
by proxy.
Resolved that a two-days meeting be held at
Mission, June 7th and 8th.
At 7:30p.m. Joseph Smith preached.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a.m. W. W. Blair preached;
at 2:30 p.m. social and sacrament meeting, in
charge of Francis Lofty; at 7:30 p.m. Joseph
Smith preached.
Adjourned to Braidwood 1\Iay 31st and June 1st,
1879..
PoRTRAITs.-We have now in addition to the
previously advertised card photographs of the elders of the Church, some of Bro. Charles Derry
and M. T. Short; also some of Bro. Thomas Dodson, that aged and· beloved soldier of the Cross,
who died at Deloit, Iowa, last year. Price, twenty-five cents, postage paid. We have also sample
cards of the large picture advertised on last page
of HERALD.

0BITUARIES.-0bituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, wilJ be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each additional eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prom
inent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Dirth notices free.

Died.
MoORE.--At Providence, R.I., February 18th,
1879, of lung fever, Catherine, daughter of Bro.
Edwin and Sr. Elizabeth Moore, aged 4 months.
Funeral sermon by Elder William Bradbury.
CLARK.-At Kin!!:slon, Caldw~ll Co, Missouri,
December 17th, 1878, Sr. Celia S Clark, aged 48
years, 3 months and 27 Jays. She was a~member
of the Church for over six years, ancl bore her testimony to the last, and d.ied in faith that she would
come forth with the Saints in the first resurrection.
WINEGAR.-At Wheeler's Grovr, Iowa, September 20th, 1878, of diptheria, Emma E. Winegar,
aged 1 year, 11 months and 20 days.
WINEGAR.-At Wheeler's Grove, Iowa, September 25th, 1878, of diplheria, Samuel D. Winegar,
aged 6 years, 4 months and 23 days.
HuoHEs.-At Manchester, England, November
20th, 1878, Leonard, son of Elder Thomas and sister
Martha Hughes, and grandson of Brother and Sister Mathers of Nebraska Cit.y, aged 2 weeks. Not
lost, but gone before.
ARROWSMITH.-At J\'hnchester, England, January 25th, 1879, of bronchit.is and debility, Bider
Jonathan Arrowsmith, aged 53 years. He was
baptized into the lteorganized Church, September
17th, 1876, by Elder l'homas l'aylor. "Blessed
are the dead who die in the Lord."
WASIIBURN.-At Galien, Michigan, Februat:y
15th, 1879, of consumption, Sr. Susan A. Washburn, aged 24 years, 7 months and 29 days. She
triumphed in the faith of Christ. Funeral services by Elder W. W. Blair, at Galien, on February
18th; text, Job 14: 10.
PoTTER.-At St. Joseph, Missouri, August 26th,
1878, Bro. John A. Potter, aged 47 year~, 5 months
and 4 days.
RonEnrs.-At Independence, Missouri, January
22d, 1879, of~pneumonia, Sister Jane Roberts
(colored), a.ged 45 years. She was born in Alabama. Funeral sermon by Elder J. W. Brackenbury.
BEAGLE.-At Independence, Missouri, January
8th, 1879, after an illness of but five days from
taking cold, Sister Mary Beagle, aged 40 years, 2
months, 15 days. She was baptized by Elder J.
W. Brackenbury in 1875. Funeral sermon by
Elder W. T. Bozarth.
WILKENSON.-At Providence, R. I., February,
1879, of croup, Annie Wilkenson, aged 3 years.
Funeral sermon by Elder William Bradbury.
WILLIAMs.-Near Galesburg, Illinois, August
11th, 1878, Sister Dinah Williams, aged 20 years
the day she died. She was baptize dby Elder M.
T. Short, July 30th, 1878. Funeral sermon by
Elder J. H. Hopkins.
HARROWN.--At his residence in Millersburg,
Mercer county, Illinois, December 27th, 1878, of
quick consumption, Brother John W. Harrown,
aged 36 years and 6 days. He leaves a wife and
five children to mourn his loss. He obeyed the
latter day work November 25th, 1877. Funeral
services conducted by Elders J. F. Adams and E.
T. Bryant.
TERRY.--At Millersburg, Illinois, February
20th, 1879, of membranous cramp, David, son of
Brother Joseph L. and Sarah E. Terry, aged 2
years, 11 months and 24 days. Funeral services
by Elder E. T. Bryant.

••Rise early, if you wish to become rich or conquer an enemy." "What is the most beautiful
thing? The universe. 'rhe strongest? Necessity.
The most difficult? To know ourselves. The
easiest? To give advice. The rarest? A true
friend."
A fool never admires himself SJ mu~h as wLen
He who wishes to secure the good of others has
already secured his own.
he has committed some folly.
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noa1·d of Publication Meetings.
A called meeting of the Board was held in Plano,
Illinois, January 3d, 1879; present Brn. Rogers,
Stebbins, Scott and Blair; Bro. I. L. Rogers, presiding; Bro. Joseph Smith acting as clerk.
Minutes of the November meeting were read by
Secretary Cooper, corrected and accepted.
The auditing committee presented a report,
showing a thorough examination to have been
made so far as they had gone, but in consequence
of business calling Bro. Conover (the chairman)
away, it could not be finished by the present
committee. Whereupon Bro .. Conover was released
and Bro. Blair was appointed in his place, and the
committee was continued and to report at next
regular meeting.
Brn. Itogers and Stebbins were authorized to
Hamine, make purchase of and fit up the building
now offered the Board in Plano, for the use of the
·Publishing House.
Brn. Rogers and Stebbins were appointed to exr mine into other methods of keeping the mailing
lists and mailing books, and to adopt the best, if
thry find any other ways belter than our present
ones.
Adjourned with benediction by Bro. Stebbins.
J OSEPII SMITH, Clerk, pro !em.
A regular meeting of the Board was held in
Plano, .Illinois, March 4th, 18ill; present Brn.
Rogers, Stebbins, Scott and Blair; I. L. Itogers,
presiding; I. N. W. Cooper, BMretary. Prayer
by Bro. Rogers, and the minutes of the previous
meeting were read and accepted.
The Secretary read his financial report of the
Board of Publication, for the half year, ending
February 16th, 1879:
·
Cash on hand, August.lGth, 1878 ........ ,. ................... $ 197 83
rrota,J cash receipts on IIerJJ.1d, Hope, Advocate, books,

'

tracts, and other merchandise, and .that taken on
deposit ......................................... , ~·: .. ········· ...... $5,341 30

Total. ..................................: ................. $5,539 13
Expenditures for paper and printing material; postage on Herald, Hope, tind Advocate; postage on
hooks "nd tracts ; to employees; on· building purchased; for freight and expressage, coal and wood;
to Bishop Rogers on Church account; .tct!d to parties
having deposits ; total of...................: .................. $5,200 88
C"sh balance, February 16th, 1879........... ;................. 338 25
Total ...................................................... $5,539 13
Signed, I. N. W. CoOPER, Secretary.

The report was adopted.
Bro. Blair, of committee on "Joseph Smith the
Prophet," reported that the committee (Brethren
J. Smith, Blair and Stebbins) had taken steps to
have the work corrected and revised.
Brother Stebbins, chairman of committee on
Synopsis, reported having written to thirteen of
the Elders for assistance in arranging Bible texts
on given subjects, and in proper order, and some
of them had replied offering to help as they might
have time and opportunity, and he presumed that
all would do what they could as soon. as possible.
Bro. Blair reported having examined the tract
on the Book of Mormon, and finding it an excellent production; but, also, hav;ing some serious
defects. The committee had sent their notes on
the matter to the writer of the article,
Brother Blair had also examined the work on
"Presidency and the Priesthood," at the wish of
the author, who intended to revise it before publication.
Bro. Stebbins reported the printing of 1000 copies of the abridged Harp, 200 pages, 281 hymns,
being contained in it., and the edition has been
sent to the binders for readiness before the Avril
~
•
Conference.
Bro. Rogers reported having made the purchase
of the building, as authorized by the Board, and
having obtained _the deed. Bro. Stebbins reported
the first cost of the building as $700, and the fitting up'and putting in order as costing $350 or
$400 more, and that it was nearly ready for occupancy.
Two forma of subscribers' account books were
presented by the committee, which was continued
till n. selection is made by them.
The auditing committee submitted a report.
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of their labor. Their work was accepted and they
were released, and Bro. Blair of their number
was appointed, with the Secretary, to complete
the work.
Adjourned with benediction by Bro. Stebbins.
I. N. W. CooPER, Secretar;IJ.

To District ~lm·ks.
Having been requested to define the duties of district clerks as to branch reports coming into their
hands, and as to the records of the branches in
their several districts, I reply that for the convenience of the Church Recorder it is best to send
to him either the original reports ~oon after the
conference of the district to which they were
sent is over, (after the district clerk has recorded
them in his own book), or else a copy of thereports to be made, (in order to save postage), n.nd
sent to the recorder, which some have chosen to
do, and if they are careful to obtain all the items
from the reports and to decipher and copy correctly all the names, dates, etc., this does verv
well.
•
Branch clerks should try to obtain and put on
record and on their reports, the items of birth,
baptism, confirmation and ordination of all who
become members of their branches, whether they
enter by baptism, by letter or by vote on certificate or other evidence of baptism. I need the
careful aid of all branch and district presidents
and clerks in order to have correct records of the
whole Church, but some pay no attention to the
lnattcr,or only when continually appealed to. I hope
to make as near a correct showing of the branches in all the world as it is possible to do, in the
General Conference minutes of April1879, if the
brethren will aid me who can. ·
•
HENRY A. SrEnDINS,
General Church Recorder.
Plano, lis., Maroa 7th, 1879.

that his services were no longer required, and he
has not attended him since. If his skillful treatment brought the man out of danger, then the
praise is for him; but he informed 1\lrs. Rae to
the contrary, and told her to watch him about the
ninth day, &o. The "ohiefsaints'' referred to-never saw the doctor at all, hence the statement that
"they infQrmed him that his services were no long~r. required, as they were going to anoint the
lDJured man and heal him by a miracle," also
that they "look the precaution to ask a resumption
of the doctor's treatment in case the miracle failed," is a glaring falsehood. The Saints referred
to never heard of the accident until Sunday, when
t~ey were specially requested by J!l'. Rae (through
h1s messenger) to come up and administer to him
according to the direction given in James 5: 14, 15,
which they did that evening. This statement
will perhaps remove the cause for wonder "why
these economical healers did not perform before."
They never mentioned "miracle," nor do they
now "claim that a miracle has been wrought."
Whatever conversation was had with the doctor
in the house was by Mr. and Mrs. Rae themselve~,
not the "Chief Saints." Mr. Itae is still alive,
and willing to answer any questions put to him.
It would be well, therefore, before the result of
his injury is finally decided, for interested parties
to visit the house and enquire of him or his wife
as to the truth of either of the contrary statements.
Truth, though scarce, is precious, and somelim~s
found where unexpected, as well as vice versa.
Respectfully yours,
Josi~Pn LuFF.
J,ondon East, Feb. 24, 1879.

This man (Rae) was injured by falling backward into the large glue pot, used in the refinery
cooper shop, and scalded from his head to his
thighs on the hack and a large place on his breast,
as well as his arms, down to below the elbows.
~
The scald was deep and very sore. H occurred
4 _
Notes from London, Ontaria.
two weeks ago last Friday, and the man is now
Th f 'l ·
.
able to walk about the room at intervals, as well
e o. owmg extracts from a Lond~n, Ontano, as feed himself, and we expect to see him fit for
paper, sent us by Bro. Joseph Luff, w1th appe!H~· 1 work very soon. He is not n. Latter Day Saint.,
ed note to us from him shows the controversy n:nd was o~ce a. bitter opponent, but now a be.
there and the erroneous teachings of those who hever, as hts actions prove. Yours,
can pervaricate in order to do inJ'ury : JosEPH LuFF.
--------~4H~-------L0ND0N, Out., Feb., 22d 1879.
pRAISE.
The leading spirits of the Latter Day Saints in
TUNE.-" Let the Lo·wer Lights be Buming.
this village claim to have performed a miracle.
It will be remembered that a man named Wm. Rae
Praise the Lord of life and glory,
was badly scalded at the Victor Oil Works several
For the truth he has revealed,
days ago. Dr DeLom was called in and attended
May we ever give him honor,
the man for four days, getting him, by skillful
treatment, out of danger. At this stage the chief
And the truth always believe.
Saints of the above-mentioned sect put in an ap~
CHORUS.
pearance, and informed the Doctor his services
would be no longer required, as they wished to
Yes, we'll love him, and we'll praise him,
"anoint the injured man, and heal him by a mirAnd his name we will adore;
acle." They took the precaution, however, to ask
We will serve him, we'll revere him,
the Dr. if he would- resume his treatment in case
We'll obey him evermore.
the miracle failed. He very naturally replied in
the negative. Nothing daunted, they set, to work,
Hark!
we hear the music ringing,
removed all the dressing, anointed their subject
and went through the ceremony incident to the
In the bright celestial dome;
performance of their miracles. Strange to say
0, 'tis angel voices singing,
the miracle did not in any way interfere with the
Bidding us a welcome home.
previous action of Dr. DeLom's treatment, and
Rae continued to progress favorably. It seems a
Listen to the angel voices!
trifle strange, however, that these economical
Hear how loud their music swells!
healers did not "perform" on the injured man preThe seraphic host rejoices,
vious to the time mentioned, but they evidently
had "a method in their madness."
'Tis the place where saints·shall dwell,
J. F. McDoWELL.
TRU1'11 V8. RUMOR.
Edito1· Free Press :-In your issue for Saturday
15 March 79.
evening last, under the head of "London East
~¥iii"' Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
Notes," a paragraph appears containing many form
subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
misstatements. Now, inasmuch as you have pub- marked, as many fall to notice the time on their label. Relished the matter referred to, and it is calculated mittances are desired. Attention Is called to the notice giving
I'U!llnstructions about how, and to whom to send all money
te create a false impression upon the mind of the orders,
and ·business letters as recently ad vised.
~
public, to the injury, perhaps, of the Latter Day
Saints in London, will you kindly allow us,
THE SAINTs' HERALD Is published BEMI-MONTHLY, at Plano,
through your columns, the privilege of presenting Kendall Co., Illlnolo, by the Board of Publication of the Rethe facts as they occurred, and which may be abun- organized <Jhurch of ;resus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
edited by JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STI!llll'INS. $2.15 per
dantly proven. When Itae was badly scalded, Is
rear. All remittances, orders, and buaines& commuaicatfons
on Friday morning, Dr. DeL om came a,t the re'quest mtended for the oJllce of publication, mnst be directed to
of others, and against the expressed wish of Mr. Henry A. Stebbins, Boz 50, P/.a;no, Kendall Cb., llls. Money
be sent Draft on Chicago, Post OJllce Order on Plano, by
Rae. He attended him three days, (not four), and moy
registered letter, or by Express ; !Jut there Ia very little risk
on the fourth morning was informed by Mr. ltae in sending small sums of money in an ord~ar letter.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL
*, HAVING THE EVERLAS'l'ING GOSPEl, TO PREACII TO TIIEJ\! TIIAT DWELL ON THE EARTII * *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGJIIENT IS COME."-REV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY TIIEM THROUGJl TnY TRU'l'II; Tny WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JOHN17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR TIIERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-,-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

"I

Vol.

26.-Who!e No. 415.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, APRIL 1, 1879.

DUTY TO EE DISCHARGED.
"And he that repenteth not of his sins and confesseth them not, then ye shall bring him before
lhe church, and do wHh him as the Scriptures
saith unto you, either by commandment or reveelation. And this ye shall do that God might be
glorified, not because ye forgive not having not
compassion, but that ye may be justified in the
eyes of the law, that ye may not offend him who
is your lawgiver."-D. C. Sec. 64.

So plain and emphatic is the above, that it
removes the necessity for disputation ; unless
a love for controversy instead of a desire to
know and do what the law directs, exists;
which unfortunately is too frequently the case.
We are made free by the truth, doubtless, but
the freedom or liberty thus enjoyed, neither
a·uthorizes nor justifies us in seeking to change
or modify any duty the law reveals; or to re·
main indifferent to the performance of those
duties. When Christ explained to tbe N ephites the doctrines on which there had been
disputations, He forbade further disputation
concerning points of his doctrine, and said,
''Behold this is not my doctrine to stir up the
hearts of men with anger, one against another, but this is my doctrine that such things shall
be done away with." B. M. See p. 444.
And may it not, in view of the above, be taken for granted that inasmuch, as our duties
are clearly defined, that disputations thereon
should be done away with among us. If the
Nephites whom Christ had instructed in the
points of his doctrines were not justified in
disputations, neither are we.
Differences of opinions on matters of business
or other topics outside of the Gospel economy,
do and will exist; and when held in respect,
as they should be among Saints, benefit more
than otherwise. But as it regards our duties
as officials and non-officials, there exists a necessity for a unanimity of feeling, professing
as we do to be members of the one body. We
never think of discussing the manner or mode
by which we shall receive men and women
into the church. If it be said that the plain
manner in which it is made known, supercedes
the necessity for discussion thereon, it may be
said with equal propriety that the duties incumbent subsequently to our baptism are
equally plain; and therefore we cannot dispute thereon, and be justified. What could
be more plain than the above instruction
showing what shall be done with transgress·
prs. They are not to be east down and trampled on. No, but to confess and repent.
This gives tJ1e erring one a chance to turn

from his evils or wrong doing, and receive
help to get and remain on a moJ;e elevated
plain. We are not to crush the fallen one,
but are encourage him to rise; but if he will
not repent after the required labor has been
perf<;~rmed, then, "Ye shall bring him before
the Church. And this ye shall do that God
might be glorified not because ye forgive not,
having not compassion, but that ye may be
justified in the eyes of the law, that ye may
not offend him who is your law giver." We
would forgive; we would have compassion and
say to the one refusing to repent and confess
his sin, Go thy way, let it pass; it is hardly
worth while to bring him before the church,
all of which would be well enough; but so far
is the law from justifying this course of procedure that the bringing of such a one before
the church is made obligatory; and a failure
or neglect to do so brings condemnation, or
the above, with other items of similar instruction are void of significance, or force, and
might as well be stricken out.
Some have thought because of the above
that all labor and investigation, attendant, in
bringing those guilty, that would not confess
and repent, before the church, must be done
in a public meeting of all the members of the
branch. Wherever this has been attempted,
it has only been like lacerating, or causing the
wound to bleed afresh. A brief examination
will suffice to learn of a more excellent way.
Christ, in Matthew 18th chapter instructs him
offended with his brother to go to him and
tell him of his fault. If he hears him, the
matter ends; if he hears him not he takes one
or two others. If he hears them not, then he
is to be brought before the church, and if he
fails to hear the church, then let him be "as
a heathen man, or a publican."
Here we discover a system by which the
necessary labor to deal with a transgressor may
commence, and be carried to a final issue,
which might be difficult to understand, but for
the latter day revelation through the Palmyra
Seer, in the light of which the matter is made
plain. The moral vineyard of the Lord is
divided into branches and districts, being integral parts of the body or church; each
branch and district having power to regulate
their own affairs or do whatever business is
necessary to be done. But in this business
they cannot conflict with the general laws of
the church or ignore the doing of a General
Conference or assembly without transcending
their bounds. Should it so happen that a
General Conference should pass upon any
measure, or measures, the carrying out of
which would prove oppressive to any branch
or district; or if any defect could be pointed
out in any measure passed, those feeling op-
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pressed or detecting the wrong, might petition
the body and be heard, at a proper time and
place. But no branch or district, or the members thereof, are justified in refusing to endorse the action of a General Conference because of their liability to err. Each branch
has power to elect or appoint officers to preside over it, and to perform the necessary labor. First, a presiding elder, and he doubtless, is one of the elders referred to on page
140, D. and C., who is to see that the law is
kept, if practicable, and the number of members demand it, a priest, teacher and deacon
may be appointed. Should the numbers increase, so as to preclude the possibility of one
priest and teacher performing all the labor
required, others may be appointed; nor would
it be amiss to district the branch where the
members are too numerous or scattered for
two officers to visit, and let a priest and teacher have charge of and visit the members of
each district; nor would it be a violation of
any written law, for the presiding elder, priest
and teacher, to come together once a month,
or as often as they might decide; not to cavil
over controverted points of doctrine, but to
counsel together; to instruct each other in
their duties, and decide what would be for the
best good of the saints under their watch-care.
And if it should happen that Bro. _t\., should offend Bro. B., Bro. B., if the officers of the branch
to which he belongs have been diligent in
teaching him his duties, will go straight. to
Bro. A. and tell him his fault. If he, Bro. A.,
fails to hear him, he, Bro. B., will ask for the
interposition of another, which we underatand,
should be the teacher. If the teacher and
Bro. B. fail, then another, that in the mouth
of two or three witnesses every word shall be
established. Now, thus far, the instruction of
the law given has been observed; still Bro.
A. is stubborn, and fails to be reconciled.
Now the Great Teacher says, he shall be
brought before the Church. How is this to
be done? The Seer of the latter t.imes taught
this, page 147 D. and C.:
"And if thy brother or sister offend thee, thou
shalt take him or her between him or her and thee
alone. And if he or she confess not, thou shalt
deliver him or her up to the church, not to the
members but to the elders. And it shall be done
in a meeting, and that not before the world."

The one refusing to be reconciled is now
to be brought before the Church, or the elders; these elders being authorized to act
for, and in the name of the Church. Bro. A.
and all concerned are before the elders, and,
very properly, not before the world; for it
may be possible that Bro. A., after all may
vindicate or prove himself innocent before this,
a legal tribunal of the Church; and if this
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affair bad not been known, as it ought not but
to those called to act, it would prevent the
world from having suspicion against Bro. A.
without cause, as none should be thought or
published as transgressors, until guilt has been
proven by a proper investigation.
These elders, two or more, have been called
a court of elders; which others have said was
improper, because a court has power to decide
as to the guilt and inflict punishment. Be
this as it may, it will suffice for the present
that these elders form a legal tribunal, whether
it be proper to say they are a court or not.
We will suppose that it is made to appear
to these elders that Bro. A. has offended Bro.
R., by evidence which can not be rebutted,
and he Bro. A. still refuses to hearken, they
can only decide by evidence given, neither
should they wish to decide otherwise. Their
decision is presented to the branch for whom
they have acted; the case is a clear one; the
great Law Giver has declared what shall be
done to the one refusing to hear the one, and
the two, and the Church, "he shall be to thee
as a heathen man or a publican."
And the elders shall lay the case before the
Church, and the Church shall lift up their
hands against him or her, that they may be dealt
with according to the law of God." All this is
very plain, and yet differences exist. Some understand, for instance, that a negative vote to a
decision of elders appointed as above, is not permissable or contemplated in the law. If it is the
law is not very explanatory upon the matter.
The Rules of Order, with a chapter on Elders' Courts, has been submitted to the Church
refering to the difference existing in the matter, which is right. Supposing it not to be
treason, I venture an opinion, viz: If two or
more elders are legally appointed by an organized branch to try a case,. who are known
to be God-fearing and honorable men, and
they give their decision in a manner evincing
that the case had been properly handled, evidence of which would be seen to a greater
or less extent, in the presentation of the deciscision, I should consider it the duty of that
branch to accept that decision; I see no reason
for a negative vote. But I do understand
that provisions are made for an appeal if the
person against whom the decision is made so
desires. 'rho privilege of a negative vote presents a capital chance for lovers of controversy,
under the pretext of not wishing to raise their
hand against a fellow creature ; and with the
right of negative vote, there is a possibility of
the decision of the elders being voted down.
The right of appeal is a sufficient preventive to injustice, if properly carried out. But
a thought of injustice should never enter the
mind of those who are called to adjust difficulties.
"'hile section sixty-four, as quoted above,
states that the non-repentant shall be brought
before the Church; the forty-second section
shows how they are to be brought. By comparing spiritual things with spiritual, we understand. But theories, arc often fortified by
isolated passages, when, if a wider range was
taken, texts and contexts more critically examined, they would appear to us in another
light.
One reason that Christ assigned for praying
that his disciples might be one, was that the
world might believe the :Father had sent him.
(John 14 :~H). While I never look for such
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a oneness as advocat~d by some, that the improvident and non economist shall share the
fruits of the frugal, industrious and economical, I do think that in church discipline, rule,
or government we shall be as near a unit as we
are in what is commonly called the first principles of the gospel; which wosuld be evidence
to the reflective that we were of God, which
evidence ought to exist. Let us then, as elders,
priests, teachers, deacons and members, go to,
learn, and perform the dutiEs of the present
hour. They will prove the legitimate stepping
stones to future greatness. The mysteries and
wonders will be made clear in God's way and
time. Time spent in digging down after
them to the extent that hinders us from performing the duties incumbent now, is time
lost. I would not stultify nor hinder investig.ation, by any means, nor hinder any brother
writing or expressing himself on any subject
the Church has not declared upon, as to him
may seem good, for which he alone is responsible; but the avowed doctrines of the Church
should remain, be taught as they are. The
world is subsisting to a very considerable extent at the present time, upon sensationalism
and excitement. Let us take care that we do
not get a relish for it.
Other items suggest themselves; but finding
that I have already extended beyond the anticipated limits, I will stop. Should you, dear Iie1·ald, decide the above would dim the light reflected through your columns; or the trimming
to make them. presentable would consume too
much time, you can consign thorn to oblivion.
JA~IES. CAFFALL.

[One good way to oneness in Church discipline is for all who are to be governed to consent
to that construction of the law governing the
Ohurch, that those to whom the duty of construing it devolves have given. For instance,
the item of law respecting elders' courts plainly
sta.tes that the elders find only the guilt or
innocence, but do not pass sentence. It is the
duty of all branches to accrpt (receive) the
finding of their courts; but the affixing the
penalty is with the Church. We seriously
question the propriety of putting any motion
to a body of people for their vote, that denies
the call of the negative vote].-EDs.

.

--~---PHYSICAL POWERS EQUAL.

In the rural districts of Portugal, the women
work in the fields from early childhood, share
ing -to the full the toil and fare of the men.
Yet a more healthy, comely and contented race
of women is not met with the wide world over.
No pale, thin, careworn matrons or maidsare
found among them, but almost without exception, they are vigorous in frame, strong and
lithe in step, and cheerful and winning in
countenance. Something of this is to be ascribed to the feeling of security and independence that comes from a sure tenure of their
homes, which, though rented, are retained for
generations on comfortable terms. Something
is owing, too, to a genial climate, and to the
comparative ease with which the necessities
of life can be provided. Yet the fact tends
to show that with identical habits of living,
the physical powers of men and women should
be equal.

UNIVERSAL SALVATION.
That salvation is'for the whole human family is evident from the Scriptures
"Save, 1'0 rescue, to spare, to except. Rescue, to deliver from confinement or danger."Webster.

That God (or Christ) is the Savior of all
men, we will endeavor to show; but that there
is a special ~alvation for those who believe and
obey the gospel we think can be sustained by
the Bible. If Christ be the Savior of all men;
then so far the doctrine of universal salvation
is correct. But that the word salvation does
not necessarily imply that there is no punishment hereafter, is evident fwm our quotation
from W cbster. That the word punishment
does not, nor can not mean the inflicting of a
ceaseless and never ending pain, is also evident from the same source: for he says that
it is a penalty inflicted, or suffered as a reward
for crime. Where and when shall we receive
t.he full reward of our crimes, if we are to suffer
a never ending torment through the ceaseless
ages of eternity ? Do we not read that God
will reward every man according to his deeds,
whether they be good or whether they be evil?
How will he reward us if we are to all eternity
suffering pain and torment; and never get our
reward ? When will he have fulfilled his
word, if our punishment is never completed?
That the sinner may and will be eternally
the loser ; and hence suffer loss, but not eternal punishment, we will prove from God's
most sacred word. That God or Christ is the
Savior of all men is evident from 1 Tim. 4:

10, 11.
"For therefore we both labor and suffer reproach, because we trust in the living God, who
is the Savior of all men, specially of those that
believe These things command and teach."

This special salvation we shall have occasion
to refer to by and by.
What things command and teach? Why,
that "God is the Savior of all men, especially
of those who believe." Now as Paul says:
"All Scripture given by inspiration of God, is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correctian, for instruction in righteousness," (see 2
Tim. 3 : 16, I. T.) Let us learn if we can
what the Scriptures teach in reference to these
two salvations; the general or common, and
the special salvation.
Is it necessary to give the definition of the
word special? If so, Webster says it is "peculiar, appropriate, specific." Now, as God's
people are a peculiar people, zealous of good
works, they ought to have a peculiar, or
special salvation. Again, Paul says:
"For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall
all be made alive:"-1 Cor. 15: 22.

How did Adam die ? Did he die a natural
death? Were the seeds of dissolution and
decay planted in him; and were those prop·
erties inherited by hi.s posterity? If so, then
in Christ there is a remedy for all this, and
we are not responsible for his transgressions.
Neither ought we to be. .Again, Paul says:
"But every man in his own order : Christ the
first fruits; afterwards they that are Christ's at
his coming."-1 Cor. 15: 23'.

Who are the first fruits?
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fruits of what? Of the resurrection. Adam
died a natural death as well as a spiritual
death; Christ died a natural death, but not a
spiritual death. Christ was made alive, or
rose from a natural death. He was first to
1·ise from the dead to immortality. (Rev.
1 : 5; Acts 2G : 23). Hence he was the first
fruits of them that slept. "Afterwards they
that are Christ's at his coming." Who of the
inhabitants of the earth arc his ? Let us see.
"I pray for them; I pray not for the world, but
for them which thou hast given me; for they are
lhine."-John 17 : 9.
Then these are the ones who are to be made
alive at Christ's coming; arc they not ? Cor·
tainly.
But, says the objector, does not your text
say that Christ is the Savior of all men; how
about those who are not his at his coming?
Why, they must slumber on one thousand
years; (as every man is made alive iJ;~ his own
order); before they can be made alive in
Christ.
What, are the sinner and the ungodly to be
made alive in Christ? Certainly; for as in
Adam all die; even so in Christ alt are to be
made alive; but each man in his own order,
or time. Christ, first, as we have shown;
then they that are his at his coming, second
coming, for Paul was speaking of his coming
in the future from his day. Then the rest of
the dead a thousand years hence, or after the
resurrection of those who are Christ's at his
coming. Do you want the proof? If so,
h(,lre it is. In Revelations, we find an angel
descending with a chain and binding Satan for
one thousand years:
"And I saw thrones, and they that sat upon
them: and I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the word
of God, and which had not worshipped the beast,
neither his image, neither had received his mark
upon t.heir foreheads, or in their hands: [now
mark the expression]: and they lived and reigned
with Christ a thousand years. "-Rev. 20: 4.
They were dead, for they had been beheaded
for the witness of Jesus and his word. They
were (are to be) resurrected, for they were
those which the ]!~ather had given Jesus,·
which were to be :made alive at his coming.
They were not those who were resurrected at
at Christ's crucifixion; for in Rev. 4: 1, the
angel was showing John things which must
take place thereafter.
Now mark this expression: "But the rest
of the dead lived not again till the thousand
ears were finished." Again, ve::se 6 :
Y
"Biess0d and holy is he that hath part in the
first resurrection: on such the second death shall
lave no power, but they shall be priests of God
and of Christ, and shall reign with him a thousand
years."
Then we are to h::we two resurrections in
the future, from John's day j and they are to
be one thousand years apart, and the righteous
are to reign with Christ a thousand years on
the earth. Remember this, for we may want
to refer to it agaiu. "But," says one, "where
is your proof that the saints are to reign on
the earth ?" You will find it i.n Rev. 5 : 10.
But is the resurrection from the dead all the
salvation there is for the sinner? No; for
their sins are to be forgiven them, and they
are to come forth out of the pit or prison;
they are also to inherit a glory, as we shall
prove.
That there are three classes of t.he human
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Paul says that the "gospel of Christ is the
power of God unto salvation to every one that
believeth" (Rom. 1: 16). Then as they had
not embraced this saving gospel, hence were
not saved, they must go to the pit or prison.
Then, as Peter tells us, that "the gospel was
preached to them that are dead that they
might be judged according to men in the
flesh, but live according to God in the Spirit."
(1 Pet. 4: 6). Peter says again :
"For as Christ hath once suffered for sins, the
just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God,
being put to death in the flesh, but quickened by
the spirit; by which also [the spirit] he went and
preached unto the spirits in prison; which some
time were disobedient, when once the long suffering of God waited in the days of Noah."-1 Peter
3: 18-19.
Well might these prisoners in the pit
wherein is no water be called prisoners of
hope, when, as Ezekiel says, the strong
amongst the mighty shall speak to them out
of the midst of hell; even unto those who
were slain by the sword. We say, well inay
they be called prisoners of hope, if Jesus who
was put to death on the cross and quickened
by the spirit was to go and declare unto them
the glad tidings of the gospel, and thus speak
words of consolation, comfort and hope.
Now, as we are writing of those who are not
Christ's at his coming, who have not obeyed
the gospel and endured faithfully unto the
end, we will see what Isaiah has to say upon
this important subject:
"And it shall come to pass in that day, that the
Lord shall puni&h the host of the high ones that
are on high, and the kings of the earth upon the
earth. And they shall be gathered together, as
prisoners are gathered in the pit, and shall be
shut up in the prison, and after many days shall
they be visited."-Isa. 24: 21, 22.
By perusing this whole chapter of Isaiah
the reader will learn by the events therein
"Son of man wail for the multitude of Egypt, contained, that it is about the time of the
and cast them down, even her, and the daughters second coining of our Savior, that those events
of the famous nations, unto the nether parts of
the earth, with them that go down into the pit." take place; that is, aft!lr those who are his at
"Whom dost thou pass in beauty? go down and his coming shall appear with him. Then as
be laid with the uncircumcised."
we have shown that the rest of the dead,
"They shall fall in the midst of them that are (wicked dead), rise not till the thousand years
slain by the sword; draw her and all her multi- are finished; truly it will be after many days
tudes."
"The strong among the mighty shall speak to that they are visited.
But that we may learn more concerning this
him out of the midst of hell with them that help
him; they are gone down, they lie uncircumcised, strong one among the mighty who is to utter
slain by the sword."-Ezekiel32: 18-21.
his voice out of the midst of hell, we will turn
Again, Isaiah 24: 21, 22:
to Isaiah:
"And it shall come to pass in that day, that the
"Behold my servant, whom I uphold; mine
Lord shall punish the hosts of the high ones that elect, in whom my soul delighteth ; I have put my
are on high, and the kings of the earth upon the Spirit upon him: he shall bring forth judgment
earth. And they shall be gathered together, as to the Gentiles. He shall not cry, nor lift up, nor
prisoners are gathered i'n the pit, and shall be cause his voice to be heard in the street. A
shut up in the prison, and after many days shall bruised reed shall he not. break, and the smoking
they be visited."
flax shall he not quench: he shall bring forth
To show that this pit or prison is not the judgment unto truth. * l<· * I the .Lord have
grave as some try to make it appear, we will called thee in righteousness, and will upl!old thine
hand, and will keep thee, aud give theeJo.r a covturn to Zech. 9: 11.enant to the people, for a light to the Gentiles.
"As for thee, also, by tho blood of thy covenant To open the blind eyes, to bring out the prisonI have sent forth thy prisoners out of the pit, ers from the prison, and them that sit in darkness
wherein is no water."
out of the prison.house."-Isa. 42: 1-7.
Can this refer to our graves? Do not our
David declares that his heart was made to
graves receive water from every refreshing rejoice:
shower? Verse 12•'.Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell,
"Turn you to the strong holds, ye prisoners of neither wilt thou suffer thine holy one to see corhope ; even to-day do I declare that I will render ruption."-Acts 2: 27.
double unto thee."
That this had reference to Christ is evident
Then they were prisoners of hope, were from the following verse:
they not? 'fhey were those who had never
"He seeing this before, spake of tho resurrecheard the gospel of Christ, or at least who had tion of Christ, that his [Christ's] soul was not left
not obeyed it, for had they obeyed it they in hell, neither did his flesh see corruption."This reference is t.o be found in Psalms:
would never have gone to the pit. For, as

family, viz: the righteous, the sinner or common wicked unregenerate man, and the ungodly man, who has known the ways of God,
having walked therein, and having tasted the
joys of the world to come, and then turned
therefrom. We will endeavor to show, also,
to some extent, the conditions of each of these
three classes. \Ve have already proven that
as in Adam all die, even so in Christ all are to be
made alive, or to come forth in the resurrection, and that they are saved from a ceaseless
sleep in the grave.
If the righteous are to receive a special salvation, then of necessity there must be different degrees of glory, or we may say different
heavens. Well, as Webster defines heaven to
be a place of (or for) the blessed; hence, a
place of happiness, we will say that there must
of necessity be more than one heaven, nor
would it be a difficult task to prove such a
position, especially when Paul says that he
knew a man that at a certain time was caught
up to the third heaven. This harmonizes
with the Psalmist David where he makes use
of the term, "the heaven of heavens; also
with St. Paul, where he says that there is one
glory ofthe sun, :which is one; another of the
moon, which is one also; and another glory
of the stars, which stars are not one but many
and various in their brilliancy and magnitude.
Now, there being different degrees of glory or
happiness, is it not equally necessary that
there should be different degrees of punishment and misery, both in regard to duration of
time and to magnitude, that God may mete
out to every man a just recompense of rewards
or punishments, according to their merits or
demerits? That the. wicked, impenitent man
is to come forth out of the pit, prison, or hell,
(which are synonymous terms) we will now
attempt to show.
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"Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory rejoiceth: my flesh also shall rest in hope. For
thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither wilt
thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption.
Thou wilt shew me the path of life: in thy presence is fullness of joy; at thy right hand there
are pleasures forever more."-Ps. 16: 9-11.

St. Paul tells us, in the fourth of Ephesians,
about Christ going down into the lower parts
of the earth, that he might fill all things;
while Ezekiel calls it the nether parts of the
earth; also the pit; yes, and even hell. Zechariah speaks of this place where Christ went
to preach to the spirits in prison, as the pit
wherein is no water. Isaiah calls it the pit,
the prison; also the prison house, where those
who abide there sit in darkness.
In Matthew 5 : 25, 26, we are exhorted to
agree with our adversary while it is in our
power, lest we be cast into prison ; that we
should not come out thence until we had paid
the uttermost farthing.
Now let us turn to St. Matthew, to see what
is the final reward of those who come forth at
the last re-surrection.
"When the Son of man shall come in all his
glory, and all the holy angels with him, then shall
he sit upon the throne of his glory. And before
him shall be gathered all nations: and he shall
separate them one from another, as a shepherd
divideth his sheep from the goats: and he shall
set the sheep on his right hand, put the goats on
the left. Then shall the king say unto them on
his right hand, Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the
foundation of the world.-Matt.. 25 : 31-34.

Who was this kingdom prepared for, from
before the foundation of the world? Was it
for those who had obeyed the gospel ? Evidently not, for they had long before this been
judged, as we shall try to prove before we are
done. Let us see what the decision of the
judge is, and for what they are to enter this
kingdom. The king says unto them:
"For I was an hungered, and ye gave mo meat:
I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I was a
stranger, and ye took me in: naked, and ye
clothed me : I was sick, and ye visited me : I was
in prison, and ye came unto me."-Vs. 35.

Here is not a word said about their having
obeyed the gospel, and thus being entitled to
a place that Jesus was to prepare for them
after his passion ; for he says of certain ones,
"I go to prepare a place for sou, that where I am
there ye may be also." But of these it would
appear that for certain noble deeds and meritorious acts that they had done, they were to inherit a kingdom prepared expressly for them
from before the foundation of the world; while
those who have obeyed the gospel from the
heart, having been baptized by or with both
the water and the Holy Ghost; received the
Spirit whereby they were enabled to cry Abba
]!,ather, in very deed; also, received a testimony for themselves that they did positively
know of the truth of th_\l work, or cause that
th('y were engaged in. 'rhey also reigned
with Christ one thousand years on the earth,
or during the millenia! reign; hence had already entered into the realms of bliss, or that
place specially prepared for them. But when
those to whom Jesus was now speaking wished
to know when they had done any of these
noble deeds unto him; he said :
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cause they had done certain noble deeds unto
the brethren of Jesus? So it seems.
If the righteous, those whom Jesus calls
the blessed of his Father, are not the brethren
of Christ, who are? Let us see. It will be
remembered that Jesus said on one occasion,
that if any man will do the will of his Father
who is in heaven, the same was his mother,
sister and brother. On another occasion, that
if any man should do the will of his Father,
that he should know of the doctrine. Then
there was a doctrine to be observed in connection with this brotherhood of Christ, was there
not? So it would appear.
J~et us see, if we can, whether those who
had obeyed the gospel, the Saints, had been
judged or not. In Matthew twenty-fifth, beginning at the fourt;eenth verse, we find the
Savior making use of a parable to this effect;
that a certain man about to take a journey into
a far country, there to remain for a long time,
called unto him his servants and divided unto
them his goods; at his return those servants
came to him to render an account of their
stewardship, and to report how they had used
those talents delivered unto them.
"And so he that had received five talents, came
and brought other five talents, saying, Lord, thou
deliveredst unto me five talents: behold I have
gained beside them five talents more. His Lord
said unto him, Well done, thou good and faithful
servant ; thou hast been faithful over a. few things,
I will made thee ruler over many things: enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord·"-Matt. 25: 20, 21.

The same was said by him that had received
the two talents; his Lord also told him, in
consequence of his integrity and faithfulness,
that he should be ruler over many things, and
for him to enter into th~ joy of his Lord also.
But when the wicked and slothful servant,
who had not improved upon the talent that
was given to him, gave an account of his
stewardship, he received a far different sentence, as we learn by the account given.
When the Savior came to earth, over
eighteen hundred years ago, and chose his
servants, the apostles and elders, committing
unto them his goods, the Holy Ghost, with
the priesthood, and then went away into a far
country or place, there to remain for a long
time; and while there to prepare a place for
those who are to be his at his second coming;
and after receiving an account of their stewardship, and finding them faithful unto the
trust committed unto their care, he shall receive them unto himself. While those servants who have refused to occupy, or improve
upon the talents committed unto their trust;
and have even scoffed and made ridicule of
the things of God, after having received them,
having crucified, as it were, their Savior afresh,
and thus brought a reproach upon the cauRe of
Christ after once having known the truth. 'I.' hey
arc the ones of whom Paul says in Hebrews:
"For it is impossible for those who were once
enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift,
aud were made partakers of the Holy Ghost, and
have tasted the good word of God, and the powers
of the world to come, if they shall fall away to
renew them again uuto repentance; seeing that
they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh,
and put him to an open shame."-Heb. G :'l-6.

Of whom he says in another place, that we

"Verily I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have are not even to pray for such. Then well may
done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, it be said unto them as in Matt. 25 : 30, that
ye did it unto me."-Vs. 40.
they shall be cast into outer darkness, where

These then were not the brethren of Jesus, there shall be weeping and wailing and gnashbut they were the }Jlcssed of the Father, be· ing of teeth.

Now, having proven from the Scriptures
that God is the Savior of all men, specially
those :that believe; that through Christ all
come forth from the grave, and are thus saved
from an endless sleep in the same; that Christ
was first to arise from the grave to immortal
life; then they that were his aL his coming ;
that it was those who received the gospel and
obeyed the same who were his at his coming;
that the rest of the dead, or the wicked dead,
were to come forth at the last resurrection ;
that they were the ones who were to stand before Christ at the general judgment to receive
from him their sentence according to their
merits or demerits; we have also endeavored
to show, that although they were called sheep,
or the righteous; and adr.dtted into that
kingdom prepared for them as the blessed of
the Father, that they were not the saints, as
that place was prepared for them from the
foundation of the world; whereas, the saints
are to meet Jesus at his coming, and to receive
their part in a place that he went to prepare
for them after his suffering on the cross. W c
have also referred to Peter, where the gospel
was preached to those who had died without
the gospel, (them that are dead), that they
might be judged according to men in the flesh,
also live according to God in the Spirit; that
the strong among the mighty spoke to them
out of the midst of hell; or in other words,
that Christ preached to the spirits in prison,
that they might be brought out of the pit.
We wish now briefly to notice some of the
different glories or kingdoms that the Father
hath in reserve for the inhabitants of the earth,
and then close.
·
Paul, in speaking of the different glories,
says:
"There are also celestial bodies, and bodies
terrestrial: but the glory of the celestial is one,
and the glory of the terrestrial is another. There
is one glory of the sun, and another [in the singular number] glory of the moon, and another glory
of the stars; for as one star differeth from another
star in glory, so also is the resurrection of the
dead."-1 Cor. 15: 40-42.

Then as there arc different degrees of glory
as proven by our last quotation, it will be an
easy matter for the Allwise Judge to reward
every man according to the deeds done in the
body; for every man to be made alive in his
own urJcr and time; when the times (in the
plural) of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord; and thus make the Scriptures harmonize.
That the Saints may continue faithful, and
sec that they always have oil in their vessels with
their lamps; and thus secure that special salvation which we have endeavored to set forth
in this article, is the prayer of yours in Christ.

.. -

THOMAS Hout1AS,
CAI-IIOON.

W. R.

MrssroN, Ilhuois, January, 1878.

It is well enough to hang up a chromo with
•·God Bless Our Home." on it, but it will do no
harm to help the matter by a little less fretting.
A great many people 11sk the Lord to do what they
will not lift their fingers to do themselves.
Every rich man must watch lest he tread upon
the poor. It is not in human nature t.o be rich and
humble. Grace is required.
We must not judge a man by a word or a single
110tion. Life is composed of so many inconsistencies, that we would often take the exception for
the rule."
The pleasure of doing good is the only one th11t
never wears out.
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"PAY THE PREACHER."
This is something that is spoken of among
the brethren quite frequently; and is a
thing commented on to some extent among
all of them, hut especially by the preachers
hemselves, by writing articles in the HERAI.D
to that effect. Now, if I criticize any, I mean
to do it in the most pleasant mood and in good
humor, aiming at no particular person but the
preachers in general, or nenrly so; hoping that
some may profit thereby. I notice among the
traveling ministry quite fine clothes, which in
former days of the church, according to history were unknown. I have read the Bible and
Book of 1\Iormon sufficient to inform myself
that ministers don't need pay exclusively, and
it is folly for them to try and convince me
that they need as much as they make at their
trade or profession. They say that to-day is
not eighteen hundred years ago, and therefore,
they can't follow every letter of the law, they
have to vary a little to suit the times. Now,
if we vary in one thing, we. can in another.
One is precisely as much limited as the other.
You may say that where you devote all your
time that it is absolutely necessary that you
should have pay, but~not so. Read Book of
1\formon, Chap. 16 of Book of Alma. "Now
Alma said unto him, thou know est that we do
not glut ourselves upon the labors of this
people; for, behold I have labored even from
the commencement of the reign of the Judges
until now, with mine own hands for my support, notwithstanding my many travels round
about the land to declare the word of God unto my people; and notwithstanding the many
labors which I have performed in the church,
I have never received so much as one senine for
labor." I could give many more instances if
my memory did not fail me. Now, our right
eousness must exceed that of the Gentiles;
but does it? If we pay our preachers, do not
the Gentiles even the same. Moreover the
world will say, "Your ministers preach for the
hire thereof." I understand through the columns of the HERALD that· the most of what
:are called our best ministers arc doing but
Hittle for want of money. Now preachers, let a
young man of nineteen, the weakest of the
'weak give you a little advice. God has chos,en you to preach the gospel, don't stop to buy
:a high hat and kid gloves.
(Have your
,daughters learn music and fashion, but learn
iher to fear God also.) Just pick up your staff,
.don't think of getting a brother to haul you to
:the train, hut just start afoot and from house
,to house, village to village, city to city, say
nothing but repentance to this generation; as
·the Lord commands so do. Never mind being called a tramp; many of the witne~ses of
Jesus were used worse than a tramp; be honest, clear, work when it is necessary, and keep
God's commands, and you will come out all
right. You will be rewarded a hundred fold
for all your labor as Jesus has promised.
Never mind what the world thinks of you, nor
fear them; tlle Lord will guide you. You
are going out to try the world, to condemn it,
it is impossible to do it in any other way.
You need not ask the brethren for money,
save it is for the poor, and never mind wheth.
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daughter's dress is made in fashion or
not, or whether she can play on the organ, or
whether she has been to high school or not,
but learn her to be meek, humble and lowly
of heart, as well as yourself and the rest of
your family. And keeping God's commands
say nothing bqt repentance to this generation.
And as I said before, you will receive a hundred fold for your labors, for Christ has prom·
ised it. I do not speak as one that knew
these thiugs of myself, but as they are in ac
cordanctl with God's laws, I desire to sec them
kept.
I have thought many t.imes that .I
would write to the HERALD, but I am such a
poor, weak, failing member that I thought I
could not do any good, but I have ventured,
and hope you will forgive if I have offended
Praying for the general welfare of
any.
God's people, I am your brother in the bonds
of Christ.
J. s. PARRrsu.

-----·----

VINCENNES, Iowa, August 22d, 1878.

WORD OF WISDOM.

To all who have taken upon them the name
of Christ, whether strong or weak, rich or
poor, to you this word is given. Our wealth,
honor, or position, will not shield us from the
destroying angel that will soon pass over the
land; our poverty will not gain pity sufficient
to save us. To one and all this word is sent,
and obedience is demanded of all alike; yes,.
"all who are or can be called Saints"
W d f w· .
.
Dv ~e be1'.!eve th
• Isdom IS a
· e
or 0
revelatiOn from God? If we do, It should be
to us one of the most precious words of counsel
that has ever been given to man for his ternporal salvation and should be hailed with de. '
··
.
hght hy every lover of the latter day work.
If it is nothing but the production of man it
should be regarded as such, bnt we should rejoice that man is endowed with such wisdom
. .
.
'
for 1t IS. truly
a good thmg.
Is God a change·
.
able bemg? No! "I am God, I change not,
thcrefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed."
He says further, "The works, and designs,
and purposes of God can not be frustrated,
neither can they come to naught; for God
doth not walk in crooked paths, neither doth
he turn to the right hand nor to the left, nei
ther doth he vary from what he hath said;
therefore his paths are straight, and his course
is one eternal round. Remember l that it is
not the work of God that is frustrated, but the
work o:' man ; for although a man may have
many revelations, and have power to do many
mighty works, yet if he boasts in his own
strength, and sets at naught the counsels of
God, and follows after the dictates of his own
will and carnal desires, he must fall and incur the vengeance of a just God." (See D.
and C., sec. 2, par. 1, 2).
We are told in the Book of Mormon, that
the Lord does not speak except it be for the
benefit of man. Now if the Word of Wisdom
is the word of the Lord it must be for our
benefit. He has not left us in ignorance as to
how we shall be benefitted by obedience to it,
but has told us in plain terms the nature of
the blessings we shall receive.
If we set at naught the counsel of the Lord
and give heed to our appetite, shall we escape
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the vengeance ofajust God? Verily no, for
"God doth not walk in crooked paths, neither
doth he vary from what he hath said." If
God should promise certain blessings on certain conditions, and we disregard those conditions, it would be co~trary to reason and the
word of God to expect the blessing. Yes !
we forfeit the blessing, let it he ever so great,
if we disregard the conditions, let them be
ever so small.
Christ said to Nicodemus, "]}xcept. a man
be born of water and the Spirit be can not enter the kingdom of God." Could Nicodemus
have entered the kingdom of God if he had disregarded the plan of entering in? No, you say
he muflt obey the gospel or he can not be
saved. I do not believe that Christ could
have been glorified with the Father if he had
not been baptized, for he said to John, ''Thus
it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness."
The Word of Wisdom is just as essential to
our temporal salvation as baptism is to our
eternal salvation. One is given us as a principle with promise and so is the other.
We have heard it remarked that the Word
of Wisdom was not intended to be observed
until the Saints gathered. To this we would
answer, that it is to be with the Saints the
same as it was with the children of Israel.
(See Word of Wisdt>m ). They were in the
land of their enemies when the destroving angel passed over the land of Egypt, "and the
angel kne~ them by the blood bein!? sprinkled
on the lintel of the door; and JUSt so the
Saints, some of them, will be in the midst of
Babylon when the angel passes over this land.
The Saints are to receive this sign, that they
may escape the hand of the destroyer. Others
have said that obedience to the Word of Wisdom is only a matte! of conscience. I understand that to mean If we can break the Word
of Wisdom with a clear conscience it is no sin.
We are not heathen, neither are we to be
governed by the law of conscience; we have
the Spirit and the word to guide us.
The Lord told Adam that he could do as he
" b'dd
f 't
p1ease d ab ou t par t ak'mg of th e 10r
1 en ru1 ,
he told him also what the result of disobedience would be, and then left him to act for
himself; so the devil seeing an opportunity to
do evil, took advantage of it at once, and told
Adam that there was a mistake some place, and
that he might eat of the tree of knowledge,
and that he should not die, but should bE.>comc
wise, knowing good and evil. So Adam hearkened unto the voice of Satan, and brought
upon himself and his posterity a calamity, from
which all will never be fully redeemed. Just
think of it! such a small act, eating the fruit
of one tree, and such a terrible calamity the
result. Yes, and such another small thing,
only chewing a little tobacco, or drinking a
little tea, coffee or beer, or occasionally indulging in a little good wine. Brethren and sisters, can we escape if we disobey the word of
God? May God help us to consider and act
wisely while we have the opportunity.
But, says the objector, Bro. G. drinks beer,
Bro. B. chews tobacco, and Bro. S. smokes.
Well, suppose these brothers do indulge in
these bad habits, does that excuse us? If the
President of the United States should commit
murder, would we be justified in doing the
same because he did, and because he stands at
the head of the nation 't No, but all good
citizens would say, Bring him to justice. I
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do not know that these brethren are guilty of
"Again all grain is good for the food of
these evils. I hope not, but if they are, I man, as also the fruits of the vine, that which
would say to them, Repent at once, and set an yieldeth fruit whether in the ground or above
example worthy of imitation, that men (breth- the ground." If God says that all grain is
ren) may see your good works and be brought good for the food of man, who has a right to
to glorify our father who art in Heaven.
say that it is not? Who is man that he should
What is the Word of Wisdom, is it a com- instruct the Lord? We should rather repent
mandment? No, says one. Well, should we of our sinfulness and neglect of' duty, if the
hesitate to obey it on that account? "Behold preamble to the Word of Wisdom is the
it is not meet that I should command in all word of God, then we are instructed by the
things, for he that is compelled in an things, Lord that the Word of Wisdom is the showthe same is a slothful, and not a wise servant, ing forth of the order and will of God in the
wherefore he receiveth no reward. Verily I temporal salvation of all Saints in the last
say, men should be anxiously engaged in a good days. If this is the order and will of God,
cause, and; do:many things of their own free why should we try to frustrate the purposes of
will, and bring about much righteousness, for God by disregarding his word and still exthe power is in them wherein they are agents pecting to inherit the land of Zion? Can we
unto themselves.
And inasmuch as men expect to inherit the land of Zion while we
do good, they!: shall in no wise lose their re- are yet in the thralldom of sin? If so, our
ward."-D. &;c. 58: 6.
hopes are vain. We cannot change the purAccording to this we are not excusable for poses of God. To see the necessity of an
disregarding the Word of Wisdom. If we obedience to the Word of Wisdom, let us take
want a reward we must do some things that are a look at some of the branches of the Church.
not commands but merely sayings, and these We go into a branch of the Church of ten or
prove our love for him who is the author of fifteen members, some obey the Word of Wisthose sayings, "He that hath my sayings and dom wholly, some in part, and others not at all,
keepeth them, he it is that loveth me, and he and we find that almost every subject outside
that loveth me shall be loved of my father." of the first principles of the gospel is spoken
-Jesus.
of with a difference of opinion. Whence the
Some object to the Word of Wis·dom on ac- division 7 Is it not on account of a lack of
count of what has been said in Doctrine and wisdom? This must be the case; if so how
Covenants, section 49, paragraph 3, and I have great the necessity of having this wisdom.
been referred to it while teaching.
"And Can we gain this desired treasure (wisdom)
whoso forbiddeth to abstain from meats that in any other way than the way which God
man should not eat, the same is not ordained has appointed? If so, why was the Word of
of God; for behold the beasts of the field and Wisdom revealed? And if we can gain an
the fowls of the air, and that which cometh of inheritance in Zion, without obedience to the
the earth, is ordained for;the use of man for Word of Wisdom, why was it made known to
food and for raiment, and that he might have us, as the order and will of God in the teman abundance; but it is not given that one poral salvation of his Saints?
man should possess that which is above anothI read in the Iierald of J nne, 1874, of cerer, wherefore the world lieth in sin; and woe tain men in the days of Joseph the Martyr,
unto that man that sheddeth blood or wasteth being brought before the Church and tried for
flesh and hath no need."
breaking the word of wisdom, they were found
To this I would reply, If the Lord declares guilty and excommunicated.
in the Word of Wisdom that flesh is not to be
Now I want to ask, by what authority were
eaten except in cases of cold or famine, and i these men expelled from the Church? Was
teach the necessity of a strict observance of that act in keeping with the law and testimothat principle, I do not consider that I am ny? If so, why was the order of the house of
commanding to abstain from meats. To ab- God changed? If this act was not sanctioned
stain in the sense here mentioned, is to refrain by the Almighty, then, tl1ose who expelled
from meat at any time and under any circum- these brethren were guilty of assuming authorstances. The Lord is here referring to the ity that did not belong t'J them. God is no
Shakers who command to abstain from certain rwpecter of persons.
He would not allow us to reject the word of
meats at all times, and he says that rJersons
who do this are not ordained of God; but wisdom, and then give us an inheritance in the
afterwards he tells us just when flesh should land of Zion, while those who were the first
laborers in the kingdom and were just as good
be eaten.
Do you think it right for Saints to kill rab as we are, were expelled for the same act.
bits, ~quirrels, or even chickens in summer Are we so highly favored to day that we can
or when they have no need? No: we should do as we please, and escape punishment while
use these things in the season thereof and ourbrcthrenhadtopaythopcnalty? Idonot
sparingly. "Just stop here," says a good broth- desire to find fault, or to put too much stres~
er or Eister, ''If you are going to be so nice on the word of wi~dom, for I think the word
about tlw Word of Wisdom just stop eating of wisdom just fills the place it was designed
corn bread, for it says, that wheat is for man.'' to fill, the same as any other saying of tho
I do not want to be too nice about the \Vord Master's: '''!'his we ought to observe and not to
of Wisdom or anything else; but I want to do leave the other things undone."
]!'or all saints who will remember to keep
what is right if I can learn what that is.
Those who object to using corn. bread, will and do these sayings, walking in obedience to
please read a clause just preceding this and the commandments, shall receive health in
then conclude. "AU grain is ordained for the their navels and marrow to their bonos, and
use of man, und of beasts to be the staff of life, shall find wisdom and great treasure of know!not only f(>r man, but for the beasts of the edge, even hidden treasures, and shall run and
field, and the fowls of heaven, and all wild ~n not be weary, and shall walk and not faint,
and I the Lord give unto them a promise, that
imals that run or creep on the earth."

***

the destroying angel shall pass by them as the
children of Israel and not slay them, Amen."
These promises arc made on conditions, and if
we can obtain the promises without obedience,
it will be because the Lord has forgotten the
conditions, or we will be saved on the ("plea of
ignorance.") There is one thing more I wish
to speak of and then I will leave the rnatter
for all those who love the truth.
"And ye shall remember the Church Articles and Covenants to keep t.hem." "And again, the Elders, Priests and Teachers of this
Church shall teach the principles of my Gospel, which are in the Bible and Book of Mor~
mon, in the which is the fulness ofmy Gospel;
and they shall observe the covenants and
Church articles to do them, and these shall be
their teachings, as they shall be directed by
the Spirit; and the Spirit shaH be given unto
you by the prayer of faith, and if yo receive
not the spirit ye shall not teach."
Is not the "word of wisdom" a covenant?
Does not God make covenant with man, that
if he shall obey this word he shall receive these
blessings? Do we not desire to escape tho
flaming scourge that shall soon oversprerd our
land? Do we desire to stand justified in tho
day of visitation? If we desire to answer yes
to each of these questions, we should hasten
at once to yield a willing obedience to the principles which will secure for us the desired
blessings.
I write this article witf1 no other object in
view, than to see the saints gathered, and
placed beyond the reach of the enemy of souls.
Let us get rid of the filth that has been accumulating in our systems by the usc of tobacco,
strong drink, tea, coffee, and other things
which are not good for man; put off the old
man and his deeds, and put on the new man,
and be renewed after the image of Him who
created us. Let us no longer disgrace the image of our maker by the use of those things
which impair the mind, and render us unfit
for the duties that are devolving upon us. 0!
that I could say something that won ld convince
ALL saints of the necessity of living by cvory
word that procccdcth out of the mou!..h ofGcd ;.
If I could do this I would ihink: myself more
than paid for all the trouble it would cost me.
With charity for all tho weak, and an oar·
nest desire to sec Zion fiomish, I remain your
brother in the love of truth,
·M. B.

W1LL1Al\lS

A SHARP VOICE·
'l'hc following selection is from ]1;iilm Bur"
book just published:
There is no r;owcr of love so hard to i!Ct n!Ht
keep as a kind voice. ~:\ kind hand 'is dear
anddumb. It
be
vet do tho work
a soft
~ soft, touch. But there is no one thing that.
love so much needs as a Rweet voice to tell what
it means and feels; and it is hard to
~wd
keep it in the right tone One must start in
youth and be on the watch
and day, at
wotk and play, to
and keep a voire t.hnt
shall speak at all titncs tho thoughts of a kind
heart.. But, this is the time when a shnrp
voice is most apt to be got. You often he:n·
boys and girls say words at play wid1 a quick,
sharp tone, as it' it were the snap of a whip
j Yvhen one of chem gets vexed you will hear a
voice that sounds fiR if it were made up of u.
iLt'~
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snarl, a whine, and a bark. Such a voice often speaks worse than the heart feels. It
shows more i!J. will in the tone than in the
words. It is often in mirth that one gets a
voice or a tone that is sharp, and sticks to him
through life, and stirs up ill-will and grief,
and falls like a drop of gall on the sweet joys
of home. Such as these get a sharp home voice
for use, and keep their best voice for those
they meet elsewhere, just as they would save
their best pies and cakes for guests, and all
their sour food for their own board. I would
say to all boys and girls, "use guest voice at
home. Watch it by day, as a pearl of great
price, for it will be more to you in days to come
than the best pearl hid in the sea. A kind
voice is a joy like a lark's song to a he'lrth and
home. It is to the heart what light is to the
eye. It is a light that sings as well as shines.
Train it to sweet tones now, and it will keep
in tune through life."
THERE IS NO D.i'.:ATH.
There is no death l The stars go down
To rise upon some fairer shore;
~nd bright in heaven's jeweled crown
They shine forevermore.
There is no death! An angel form
Walks o'er the earth with silent traad,
And bears our best beloved awa.y,
And then we call the in "dead."

..........

RAINY SABBATHS.

ORIGIN OF THE TELESCOPE.
With reference to Galileo's claim to be inventor of the telescope, l\1 Wolf quotes (.Annalen der J>hysil( and Chemie), from a manuscript of Scheiner (1616) in a library in
Zurich, a curious passage, of which the following is apart: "It must be allowed first, considering what the telescope does, that Baptista
Porta has better right to be thought the inventor, because he describes, after his own way,
in obscure words and puzzling expressions, an
instrument like the telescope. But secondly,
if we speak of the telescope, as it is now used
after general perfection, we must say that
neither Porta nor Galileo is the first discoverer of it, but the telescope in this sense was
discovered in Germany, among the Belgians,
and that accidentally, by one Kramer, who
sold spectacles, and either for amusement or
experimentation, combined concave and convex glasses, so that with glasses he could see
a quite small and distant object large and near;
at which success being rejoiced, he united similar pairs of glasses in a tube, and offered the
combination at a high price to wealthy people.
Thereafter they (the telescopes) became gradually more common among the people, and
spread to other countries. In this way two of
them were brought for the first time by a
Belgian merchant to Italy; of these, one remained long in the college at Rome; the other went first to Venice, later to N:1ples; and
here the Halians, and especially Galileo, at
that time Professor of Mathematics in Padua,
tJok the opportunity of improving it, in order
to apply it to astronomical purposes, and extend
its use further. Thus the telescope, as we
have it to-day, was discovered by Germany
and perfected by Italy; the whole world now
rejoices in it."

Rainy Sabbaths te~t tho mental and spiritual
·resources ofthosc who remain at home because
of the storm. How do they spend the time
which, in other circumstances, they would have
given to the house of God? We have often
laughed at th0 story of the Scotch house-wife
who, on looking forth at the clear sky on a
beautiful Sabbath, exclaimed, "Pity me, anithcr dry Sabbath; I'll no get my drawer cleaned
out yet!'' and we would be far from supposing
ihat any of our readers employed themselves
on a wet Sunday in any such way; but how do
they engage themselves? The answer to that
question will determine very much the measure
and strength of their piety. Do they relish
;a qu.iet hour of personal communion with God?
Dq they gather the members of the household
together, and spend awhile in the study of the
Scriptures? Have they any books upon the
closet shelf which they reserve for such oppor·
tunities as a wet Sabbat.h affords? Or is the
hour wasted in sleepy idleness or gossipy conversation? J)o they content, themselves with
t,he perusal of some so called religious novel~?tte, which is made up of three parts sentiment
~nd one part unrealicy? Or, entering fully
1into the meaning of the grand old Scriptural
·:.word "meditate," do they take a Rnbject out
,of the Bible and hold their attention to it for
,a time, turning it round and round, and shaking it as one shakes a heavily laden bough
,until the fruit falls into their laps? These are
. important questions. A Christian is really
what he i8 when he is alone, and so a rainy
;Sunday may be a heaven-sent test to lead us
to the discovery of ourselves.
__,..,._...,
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he had not honored his life with such a death
we should have thought him a sophist. They
say Socrates invented ethics; but others practised morality before he taught it. Aristides
was just before Socrates described justice;
I~eonidas died for his country before Socrates
taught the duty of patriotism. Sparta was
temperate before Socrates praised sobriety;
Greece abounded in virtuous men before he
defined what virtue is. But Jesus-where
did He find the lofty morality, of which He
alone gave both the lesson and the example?
From the midst of a furious fanaticism proceeds the purest wisdom; among the vile~<t of
the people appears the most heroic and virtuous simplicity. The death of Socrates, tranquilly philosophizing among his friends, is the
sweetest one could desire; that of Jesus, expiring amid torments, abused, ridiculed, cursed
by a whole people, is the most horrible which
one could fear. * * * Yes; if Socrates
lives and dies like a philosopher, Jesus lives
and dies like a God !-Rosseau.

HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
One of the most important means of seeul'ing and retaining good health is to live happily. Some one has said : I~ive in the sunshine at home, although clouds of perplexity
environ you in the business marts. Bring
smiles into the realm where so much heart
service is expended for your comfort. Be a
welcome presence to the smallest child, even
to the very house dog, to puss upon the rug.
A benificent and loving spirit diffuses its influence from the highest to the lowest. Enter
the home as you would some pleasant, safe re·
treat, where love and peace await you, leaving
bel1ind all that annoys and worries and disturbs
you outside. As before marriage you always
revealed your better self alone to the eyes of
the beloved, so continue to be that higher
self throughout.

--~·~~_..

Pt·ay(~l· the Secret of Po"'.'llru·.
We must prove ourselves true sons of the clos·
I confess to you that the majesty of the et; mighty in supplication, as well as mighty in
Scriptures astonishes me; the holiness of the the Scriptures, if we would be successful winners
gospel is an argument which speaks to my of souls. No man can be a holy man who is not a
heart, and which I should be sorry to be able man of prayer; hence a prayerless ministry will
to answer. Read the books of the philoso be a powerless one. "l oaght.," says M'Cheync,
pbers with all their pomp j how petty they "to spend the best hours of the day in communion
are beside this! Is a book at once so sublime with God; it is my noblest and most. fruitful emand so simple the work of man? Can it be
ployment, and ought not. to be thrust. into a cor·
that. He whose history it relates was himself
a mere man? Is this the tone of an enthusi- ner." I am persuade(} of this, der.r brethren, if
ast, or of a mere secretary? ·what sweetness, we thrust prayer into a corner, God will soon
thrust our usefulness into a oorner. The most
what purity in his manners! what touching useful men have been pre-eminently men of pray·
grace in His instructions! what elevation in his er. Baxter is saill to havo stained his study walls
maxims! what profound wisdom in his dis- with the breath of prayer, and. J olm Welsh would
courses! what presence of mind, what acute- spend sometimes seven or eight hours a day in tho
and used to keep a plaid upon his bed that
ness, what justness in His replies! what em- closet,
he might rise at night. Sometimes his wife found
pire over his passions! Where is the man, him on the ground weeping, and on asking the
whore is the Rage, who knows in this way how o!1use, he would reply: "l have three thousand
to act, suffer, and die, without weakness and souls to take care of, and how do l know how mawithout ostentation? ·when Plato describes ny of them are prospering?" John Livingstone
''l found that much studying did not so much
his imaginary good man, covered with the op- says:
help me in preaching, as the getting my heart.
probrium of crime, yet meriting the rewards brought to a spiritual disposiLion. There is some·
of virt.ue, he paints, trait by trait, Jesus times somewhat in preaching that can not be
Christ.
~
What prejudice, blindness, or ascribed either to the matter of expression, and
bad faith does it not require to compare the can not be described what His, or from whence it
cometh-but. with a sweet violence it pierceth the
son of Sophroniscus with the Son of l\'Iary! heart
and affections, and comes immediately from
What distance between the two! Socrates the Lord; but if there be any way to attain to any
The greatest friend of trut.h is time; her greatHe such thing, it is by a heavenly dispo~itio11 of the
est enemy is prejudicll; und her constant com· dies without pain, without ignominy!
sustains his character easily to the end. If speaker.
p!\nion is humility.

__

THE MAJESTY OF THE SCRIPTURES.

*

____
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JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Plano, Illinois, Aprill, 184'9.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
As WE write, March 25th, we find ourselves to be
nearly settled in our new quarters, and expect to
go to press to. molTOW and next day with the three
papers. Consequently we will not be a great deal
behind time, if any, to our subscribers. It is two
weeks since the work of taking down the shafting
and machinery begun. The job of moving was
a tedious one, and attended with some inconvcn.
icnces, but with no mishaps or breaks. And, finally, we feel at home in the new rooms for the
editors, secretary, compositors and pressmen, all
departments being lighter, drier, cleaner, and in
other respects more comfortable than the old;
and besides it is our own, and we will not be pay.
ing out thousands of dollars for which there is
no adequate return.
Bro. F. C. Warnky wrote from Alamosa, Colorado, March 5th, that he was going to Del Norte
to preach fo1· a week there.
Bro. G. H. Hilliard wrote March 10th, of the
able preaching being done by Bro. Charles Derry in the South-eastern Illinois District. Their
conference had just closed.
Bro. Worden Whiting wrote March 8th, from
Dowville, Iowa, of his return there from Cher.
okee, Iowa, where Bro. j, A. Gofl:" baptized four
more, making fifteen in all recently. The branch
now numbers thirty-two.
Bro. James Williams of the Lexington Branch,
Michigan, writes that though but eight in number as yet, still there are quite a number of others
attending the meetings, and he hopes to see quite
a growth of numbers in time.
·
Bro. G. W. Shute wrote from Smith County,
Kansas, March 10th, that Bro. I. N. Roberts and
himself were holding meetings in that county,
with good success. About eighteen members are
there now and they expect to organiz0 a branch
of thirty or more soon. Truly the laborers who
go forward are being blessed.
Bro. I. N. White wrote Ji'Iarch 11th that Bro. N.
Stamm and himself held a series of meetings in
the Des Moines Valley Branch, March 2d to 9th.,
They enjoyed the Spirit of the Master. t:lix were
baptized, and others seem near to the door of the
Kingdom.
'fhe Butler County (Ohio) Democrat for February 27lh and March Gth, contains an article entitled The Mission of Jesus, signed L. D. S., being
written we suppose by Bro. ~I. B. Williams of
Middletown, Ohio. It is well written, and is especially devoted to the redemption of earth's
children through the atonement of Christ, and to
the degrees of salvation and glory.
Bro.J. M. Tullar wrote from Shenandoah, Iowa,
JI!Iarch 12th, that Bro. Forscutt was then deliver.
ing a very interesting course of lectures on the
gospel at that place.
Bro. Joseph Squires writes from Brooklyn,.New
York, that they are having good meetings.
Bro. 0. H. Brown of Omaha, Nebraska, says
that the Saints there are enjoying the Spirit of
God to a good degree, and the sick are healed
through the ordinance provided in the word.

Bro. F. P. Scarclifl:' wrote from Holden, Johnson County, Missouri, March 12th, mentioning
the great enjoyment he had at the Central Missouri District Conference, March 1st and 2d. The
Holy Spirit and its gifts were present to cheer
and strengthen the Saints. Many calls for preaching in that district. Bro. Scarclifl:' also attended.
the conference of the Independence District,
March 7th and 8th, and there the same Spirit existed, and the calls for preaching were also many.
Those districts need some laboring ministers to
devote their time exclusively to the cause there.
Some one writes to change HERALD address
from New Marion, Indiana, to Chancy, Illinois,
but signs no name. Will some one please inform
us who has removed as above.
Sister Lizzie Wiper of Dexter, Noble County,
Ohio, writes that the Saints there hold regular
meetings and receive of the Holy Spirit, blessing
and confirming them. Sr. Wiper enjoyed the
article on."Pride" by Sr. Carrie A. Thomas, and
gives her testimony as to the truth of the work,
and exhorts to economy, and to an abstaining ti·om
useless and harmful luxuries and to give the sav.
ings to the spread of the gospel.
Bro. Joshua Armstrong, President of the Southern Nebraska District, writes that ministerial labor is lacking there, although plenty of elders
have been ordained if they would only preach.
He therefore appeals to them not to waste the time
allotted. to them to add to their talents by putting
to use those that God has already given them, for,
he says, "If we cannot use that which has been
bestowed upon us, we ought not to have suffered
ourselves to have been ordained. But, as we ~re
ordained to our several offices, let us magnify
our calling." Bro. Armstrong has baptized two
this winter in the South Bend Branch since the
three baptized by Bro. Cafl:'all the first of February, but the bad weather and roads prevented his
doing as much through the district as he intended doing, to try and answer some of the many
calls that have been made for preaching in that
country.
Bro. Arthur Hailey, of Missouri, writes of the
death of Bro. Daniel Fisher, the Spirit of
prophecy three days before his death saying that
the time of his departure had come, and speaking
comfort to his wife. Thus the aged ones are
passing away. Bro. Hailey is loaning his bound
tracts and with good effect, and wishes that he
had a dozen copies for that use.
Sister Carrie Sund of Sacramento, California,
inquires if there are any Swede elders in the
Church, as she would like some one who speaks
that language to visit her parents at Stenchfield,
Isanti County, Minnesota, so that they may hear
the gospel, as there are no tracts in that language
to send to them. She thinks that good could. be
accomplished there among others of that nation,
and she will assist in paying the expenses of any
who may be simt there. Her father's name is
Peter Sund.
Bro. G. w. Beebe of Browning, Oarroll County,
Iowa, looks hopefully for the time when a minister of the gospel will come there to la.bor. The
Holy Spirit confirms and blesses him, and the
HERALD is food to him. He keeps it and various
tracts, the "Seer," "Voice of Warning," etc., out
among his neighbors, preparing the way for
preaching when it comes. Doubtless the author
ities of that district will try and do something to
aid Bro. Beebe, as soon as they can.

Bro. E. N. 'Vebster, of Boston, Jifassachusetts,
says that there was a large attendance at the conference at Dennisport, March 1st, and the word
spoken by Bro. 'l'. W. Smith and other .elders,
was well received. 'l'he Saints wish to retain
Bro. Smith in that field for some time to come.
Bro. Webster's health has not been good la,tcly,
and he was confined to the house when he wrote.
Elder Cummings of the Utah society has been
writing articles for the Boston Herald, defending polygamy, etc.; but our people intended to
present the true faith and to expose the evils introduced and practiced by ihe apostasy. Bro.
J. W. Nichols, now eighty eight years old, "is
enjoying excellent health and spirits, and full of
faith a11d confidence in the triumph of the worl,,"
says Bro. Webster.
The Kansas City (l\Jlo.) Tribune, of ~'larch "/tli,
contains eleven columns about Cherokee County,
Kansas, and its towns and business prosperity.
In the sketch of W cir City is a notice of the general merchandize house of Bro. C. M. Fulks, post .
master of that place.
Bro. A. F. H,udd of Dow City, Iowa, says that
the Galland's Grove District Conference was a
very good one. 1\'l:any Elders were present, in.
eluding Bro. J. C. Crabb of the Little Sioux District. Bro. Caffall came, but was called away to
preach a funeral discourse at North Coon. Bro.
John Pett also mentions the peaceful and. enjoy.
able conference, and says that considerable labor
has been done the last quarter in the district, resulting in fifteen baptisms at Pilot Rock Branch
alone. A branch is also likely to be organized
at Shelby Station. Bro. Pett says "And so the
work prospers and triumphs gloriously," as it
undoubtedly will if the elders are diligent, and
the Saints are faithful and true to all their obligations in life.
Bro. Elias Land of Limestone County, Texas,
writes of blessings from the Lord, such as immediate and comforting answers to prayer received
by himself and family. He intends to improve
all opportunities for preaching that are opened
to him, or that he can make.
Bro. Frank Hacket writes from Sank County,
Wisconsin, that the result of the labors of Bro.
F. M. Cooper and himself has been to the remov.
ing of a great deal of prPjudice among the peo.
ple, and to the confirming of the Saints, so that
the work is gaining and faith and spiritual gifts
and blessings increase among the Saints.
Bro. Josiah Curtis of Johnson County, :Missouri,
says that the Clear Fork Branch numbers thirteen, and they have enjoyable meetings. There
is a good field for the ministry in that region, fol'
very little of it llfls been cultivated. Bro. Curtis
preaches some. He was challenged to hold a
discussion on various points, but the gentleman
failed to present himself at the time appointed;
but Bro. Curtis improved the day in preaching,
and also spoke there afterwards. He says that
so good a field needs au able and experienced
elder to accomplish a lasting worl,, but asks the,
prayers of the Saints that he may prove faithful
and do what he can.
Bro. Gomer Gdfl1th writes f1·om Hamilton,
Mo., :March 10th, 1879. He was preaching frequently and was well received. Numerous calls
for the word.
Bro. Hichard Coburn of Hond Eau, Ontario,
says that he feels strong in the faith a,nd rejoice~.
in the work.
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Bro. T. W. Smith wrote from Boston, JUass.,
Bro. G. :F'. Waterman of Glenwood, Iowa, is
March 15th, that himself and wife came from desirous that the elders who pass that way will
Dennisport (Cape Cod) the day before, he having give them a call, not pass through without stopbaptized eleven people during their sojourn. ping. The sermons of Bro. R. J. Anthony late
They expected to return there before long.
in Januaey cheered them and awakened an interSister Nollie Hansen of Florence, Benton est outside. Bro. R. M. Elvin also preached there
<Jaunty, Iowa, says that she has heard no gospel in February and baptized three.
preaching for three years, and she is hungry for
Bro. Jacob Stanley of Streator, Illinois, feels
the preached word, though the Ifi,;RALD, HoPE grateful for the blessings and the comforting asand ADVOCATE arc invaluable to her spiritual surances given to the Saints by the Lord of the
life.
vineyard. Their branch now numbers forty.six.
Bro. Gco. N. Davidson of Scots Bay, Nova Brn. J. IGcr, J<~. Lofty, 'f. "'\V. Smith, W. W. Blair,
Scotia, discovers that prejudice among his neigh- J-. S. Patterson and J. W. Mathers have all been
bors is breaking away, as even some are standing there and preached. Prejudice has greatly deup for his belief as being a better religion than creased and among the S<tints, the blessings and
much that is current and popular, therefore Bro. gifts of tho Spirit are enjoyed. Bro. f)tanley reDavidson feels encouraged. He is strengthened joice~ in the progress of the work, and enjoys the
to bear his testimony, ancl he finds that his con .. IImtALD's teachings and cheering news. He exstancy and faith in so doing carry conviction to horts all to godliness of life, of conduct and
some hearts that he has truth on his side, and he of conversation.
finds himself growing stronger.
Sister JilL A. Christy of Portlandville, Iowa,
Bro. James A. 1\icintosh, of St. 'l'homas, writes says: "It seems to me that the Saints who live
February 28th, that he had been laboring at dif- where they can enjoy attending preaching, prayferent places near St. Thomas, with varying suc- er and testimony meetings ought to live in a very
cess. At "\Vallacctown he met with considerable close walk with God.*** We lonely ones, who
opposition, one phase of which was the old do not have the advantages others do are trying
Spaulding story revived. It is astonishing how to walk and live so that the destroying angel will
silly a story will be accepted as against the truth. pass over us." She says that the three or four
Bro. R. C. Elvin was at the naperville school- sisters there meet together and read, and talk of
house near Dewitt, Saline County, Nebraska, on the work of God, and arc blessed in so doing.
the 6th of March, where he says, "I am anchored Her health is not good, and she wishes the faith
down till they say 'what shall we do to be saved.'" of the Saints in her behalf. We do not think
He reports good prospects. He had preached at that we will have room for a good letter from
Wilbur, at Sr. Gardner's and Bear Creek, to good Bro .. C. Derry to these sisters.
houses in most places. Bro. John Peathoud had
Bro. Joseph Lampert speaks of the excellent
visited him and reported six ready for baptism. meetings at Binghamton, Outagamie County,
Bro. Elvin returns thanks to Drn. Anthony, Tripp, Wisconsin, Jan. 11th and 12th. Their next sesSavage and others for their kind support extend- sion of conference will be held April 5th and Gth.
ed to him.
The Jury in the case of Robert 'f. Burton, on
Brethren Edwin Crum. and Ji!Iitchel Haynes, trial in Utah for the murder of Ji!Irs. Bowman,
from Noblestown Branch, near Abilene, Kansas, killed during the JHorrisite war in Weber Valley
have been in Plano, on business connected with in 1862, brought in a verdict March 7th, of not
the starting of a foundry enterprise in Abilene. guilty.
These brethren state that the cause is gaining
Sister Angeline Houghton at Wilton, Will
ground in that region. The continued efforts of County, Illinois, says that she hungers to hear
Uncle John Landers in the gospel, and a fair the gospel preached once more, and reads andreeff >rt to live justly upon the part of the Saints, reads the HERALD for her comfort and strength.
are having their effect. upon the people. · More May the Spirit be with her to give instruction
opportunities for tho preaching of the \Vord than and assurance.
tile limited number of workers ean :flll. Bro.
"'\Ve arc indebted to Ern. 'f. R Hawkins, Joseph
Crum is satisfied that a good work will be done A. Stewart and 1\'I. B. Williams for papers reccivin that section of Kansas, as a "great and effect. eel; also to Sr. 1\iary Lee for a Reedsburg, (Wis.)
ual door" is opened there. "'\Ve commend the Jhee Press, which eont:<ins another historical
patience and good works of these Kansas Saints, sketch of "Mormonism,, wherein the oft repeatand sha1! hope that in every Tegion where our eel Spaulding fiction is given of the origin of the
people may choose, or be called to dwell, their Book of l\Iormon. It is of course full of errors
influence may be for good, by reason of good lives and but a rehash of what many a man has ignorand godly conversation.
anlly or wilfctlly told for truth when it is not, but
Bro. L Niedorp of St. Joseph, I\Ii.ssouri, m:;n. these
will wear out in time, and it is not
tions the recEnt acceptable labors at that place worth while to reply to the same nonsense every
of Brn. W. W. Blair A. H. Smith, James Caff'all time. Have patience to abide, and God will
and J. 'f. Kinneman. Bro. Alexander gave them justify his truth before all men ere long, and those
several very excellent discourses says Bro. Nei- who make lies their refuge will ~ee.nnd know it.
dorp.
Bro. JohnS. Page, of Independence, Missouri,
Sister Caroline \Vayt of Glen Easton, West is iu receipt of a pleasant letter from Sr. Savary,
Virginia, rdates her pleasing expcrience\vith the , widow of Elder Richard Savary, of Pittsburg,
Saints of the Pittsburg District in conference at Pennsylvania., who is still in the faith. She exWest Wheeling, Ohio. There was preaching by presses pleasure that Bro. JohnS. has united with
Brn. Ells, Craig and Brown, and the prayer meet- tho Hcorganization, and hopes he will become a
ings were a spiritual feast from the Lord. Sr. 1 steadfust expounder of the faith, as was his fathWayt and the others of the Fair View Branch er. We endorse this hope. Sr. Savary rememenjoy the Spirit in their branch meetings, and do bers when Bro. Page was baptized by her busthe best they can in the a.bsence of preachers.
i band.
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No numbers for February 1st liErtAI.D or HOPE
on hand, as we have before notified. We thank
those who have returned theirs after reading. We
have sent them as far as they would go, to new
subscribers.
Bro. Wm. Hay of Casey, Adair Uonnty, Iowa,
would like to have the elders who mn.y pass that
way to call at Casey.
Those elders who have been requested by the
Board of Publication to compile proof texts on
the various subjects arc informed that what is
wished for is the texts written out, copied from
the King James' translation, and not any from the
Book of liiormon, Doctr inc and Covenants or
other works. ·Do not give the references only
but copy the proof texts that are considered applicable, being careful that it i~ done word for
word as the text reads. If desired we will willingly pay for the paper aml postage required.
Bro. Samuel Crum of Carrolton, Missouri,
wrote l\farch 21st, that he had baptized three more,
recently. He renews the liErtALD and ADvOCA'l'JTI,
and says: "I think that they should be in every
family of Saints who wish to be posted about ti}e
church and its work and progress."
Bro. Joseph Luff wrote from London, Ontario,
March 17th, that he was on his way to Toronto
and was to answer a call made by a Saint who
has been quiet for fourteen years, but. now a wah
ens to the value and earnestness of the work, and
calls for Bro. Luff to come and preach where he
lives. Bro. Lufl:' writes, "I have had great liberty in preaching in London lately. The congregations here and in Usborne have been good.
Some of the branches of this district show sigr s
of improvement. May the work go on. I feel
anxious and willing to keep in the field, and any
part of the world that the Spirit points out for me
there is my choice. I thank God for the gospel
and that my wife is willing to make any required
sacrifice for its spread."
Bro. Halph Jenkins sends a Corsicana (Texas)
Index, containing what claims to be "Visions
given by the Holy Spirit," to some gentleman in
that place, January 8th to 11th, 187[), they being
believed to be "a picture of the world's history in
the near future." Europe and America, accorc'.
ing to these visions, arc to filled with scenes of
carnage and desolation, the end being the corring of Christ, and the setting up of the reign of
peace. Bro. Jenkins says he visited Mr. Gooc1 night, one of the gentlemen concerned, and presented our claims as the true Church prepadng
for Christ's coming and being arrayed to mec t
him, and Bro. Jenkins thinks that J\fr. Goodnight
will investigate. The value of the visions time
will tell. There may prove to be some truth in
them, and they may be found like many other
self-made interpretations of the prophets, or like
the fabricated visions or baseless spiritual manifestations that please and so often delude, not bring of God.
Bro. J eromc Rnby in Jones County, Iowa, says
that they are having good attendance at the meetings.
BRO. E. C. BRAND writes from J\Ialad, Idaho, as
follows:
"lYe have had a fc1ir conference. I have been
preaching every night since last Friday to large
congregations. Malad Branch are determined
to throw off lethargy and revive themselves.
Prospects for them and the work here are now
good. I expcet to return home about the 28th
of March."
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CANADA. AFFAIRS.
BRo. JosEPII LUFI•', writing from London East,
Ontario, February 28th, 1879, states:
"I would like to make an appeal to the Saints
through the HERALD, on behalf of the Toronto
Church, as the two Saints upon whom rests the
burden of payment for the building in which they
meet, are poor, yet are strug$'ling to keep the interest paid up. The remamder of the Saints
there are too poor to do anything. There is a
mortgage of $1,000 on the building. Business
reverses have spoiled the calculations of our
ablest supporter there; therefore we. are trying
to raise a subscription to pay ofl' as much as
possible of the principal, and thereby reduce the
interest as well. Any assistance will be thankfully and cheerfully received at Box 38, London
East., Ontario."
If we could make any special reference to a
Branch where individual industry and personal
rBacrifice were deserving of reward in aid and
ll1elp, we should certainly name the Toronto
JBranch. The church was originally bought by a
;great personal sacrifice, and under discouraging
;prospects; but it was deemed the only course to
:pursue at the time, and it is a great pity some one
could not be found able and willing to now lift
the burden, by generous aid.
There are other churches in a similar condition and it would seem impracticable to pay the
debts out of general church funds, which should
be employed to speed the gospel plow; but individual sacrifice might do it.
Bro. Luff also writes of the spiritual condition
of the London district. He has had a great deal
of opposition, and from sources whence he should
have had help. He is a sound adviser, and will
be proven a safe and judicious man in the field.
lJranch ofl:icers will do well to consult with him,
before putting half digested measures into execution. 'Ve have prayed and do pray that the
spirit of wisdom may he with Bro. Joseph Luff
in his initial labor for Christ.
Bro. A. Leverton, president of Kent and Blgin
district, we hope will he able to man lain the good
reputation hitherto enjoyed by him. His district
has been a scene of sore and continued distress.
'l'he Lindsley Bmnch had been in disaster, and
the prospect before Brother Leverton at the time
he was chosen to preside, was not a tlattering one;
hut we believe that it was undertaken in good
faith. We see that the Conference for this district invited the Elders of the London District to
labor in their field; this is right, interchange labors, and cultivate reciprocal relations. 'V c are
pleased to learn that the Branch at Blenheim had
nearly comi)lctcd paying for their house of worship. \Ve hope never to forget the one evening
'IYC spent at TI!cnhdm, and the liberty we enjoyed in that same house, speaking to the tlaints
and others on the latter day work. May the
Spirit foster the good work among our Canada
S:tintB.
what tobacco will do for a bird, just
breathing H. How about the human who inhales
it piping hot?
Ladies who have pet canaries should put a
veto on smoking in the room where they are.
In Davenport a very musical songster hun~ just
above the chair in which a gentleman was m the
habit of sitting and smoking. As time wore on
it wns noticed that the bird had ceased to sing
as mnch as formerly. After a while the bird
ceased to sing altogether. Finally, one day the
bird was observed wildly endeavoring to keep on
its perch, and floundering about the cage as
though dizzy and very weak. It occured to the
l{gAD
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gentleman and his wife that perhaps the tobacco
smoke might have something to do with the bird's
strange condition, and it was taken into another
room. 'rhe pure air seemed to have an effect.
In a day or two it was heard singing, though 'in
a weak and tremulous voice. After a week had
gone by it began to send forth notes of purity and
clearness,. and at the end of a fortnight it was
itself again.
"TEA. TOPERS, ATTENTION."
TnE selected article in the HEitALD with the
above title has attracted considerable attention
among our readers. And from what has been said
to us by those we meet and hy what others write, it
appears that a good many who hacl previously
been in the pr11,ctice of drinking tea have stopped
its use since reading said article; yes and some
of them have also ceased to drink coffee, and we
hope that none will do as we have heard the
fear expressed, "stop the tea, and drink all the
more coffee." Many who believe that these
drinks are harmful and that God has discountenanced the use of them will no doubt be glad to
see a reformation with many more:
Of the effect produced by reading the article
in question we reproduce the words of a brother
in northern Illinois and those of a sister in Canada. The former is sixty years of age, as is his
wife. He says:
"I was in the habit (tea drinking) up to the
time I read that piece, but the story of the stamping with bare feet, the sores running, etc, turned
my appetite so that I have no taste for it since;
neither has my wife nor any of my family. It
will save us quita a store,bill too, and I would
advise the elders to read that article to their
hearers before dismissing their congregations; it
will put on the cap sheaf."
The Uanada sister writes as follows:
"We thank you for that article on tea-topers.
for I think it will do much good. I have heard
several sisters say that their tea had not tasted
good since, and several have quit its use already.
This will do for the weaker vessels, but you will
have to select something stronger for the strong
ones, because I have not heard of but one brother quitting it. I have always been subject to the
sick headache, and on wash-day I always had my
extra cup. Last Friday and Snturday I had the
headache, and as I was to go to church on Sunday, I made an extra cup to lwep my head right,
hut while waiting for the family to get ready for
breakfast, I took the HEHALD and read that article. I thought of my tea, and I was sorry I had
made it; but I must not waste it, so I tried to
drink it., but it made me sick and my head ached
worse than ever. I have not tasted tea since that
day, and I have not had the head ache since."

gations with this book, strangers as well as their
own members, at little expense, and to much profit
in the singing line. Traveling elders will find
them also convenient for their own and congregational use if they have two or three where they
need aid in singing.

=

Mn. W. H. EARLS of Traverso City, :M:ichigan,
writes:
"I find that the preachers of this place dislike
your doctrine. When they come into my shop
and see the Herald lying on the table they look
it over and say 'Well, you have turned Mormon,
have you.' I reply 'If the Bible makes me a
Mormon I wish it would make Mormons of more
of you.' I get all kinds ofwhippings, but I do not
take them unless the Scriptures give it. Truth
will whip the best of us who are out of the ark of
safety, me for one of them. Hemember me in
your prayers."
We trust that this volunteer defender of the
gospel will go on in his defense of truth and yet
become obedient to it and bring others to the
same happy condition

=
QUESTIONS AND

ANSWEI~S.

Question.-Is it right to partake of the sacrament on Sunday morning as well as in the afternoon?
.Answer.-We never knew of the Lord's Supper
being administered twice in the same day to the
same congregation. If the question means whether it would be proper to administer the sacrament
in the forenoon, we would reply, it is not forbidden, nor is it prescribed; but propriety suggests
that supper usually comes in the after part of the
day. Where circumstances render it inconvenient -to administer the sacrament in the evening,
it may be done in the forenoon.
Q.-What is the "mark of the beast?"
A.-Whatever marks show that tho life has
been devoted to vice, immorality, debauchery and
kindred evils, are marks of the beast, literally.
Q.-Uuder whose jurisdiction do members of
the Church at large come?
.A.-General ofilcers of the Church; but they
may be dealt with for immoral conduct by the
officers of the nearest branch.
Q.-What are we to understand by "not discerning the Lord's body?"
.A.-To "discern the Lord's body," is to have re.
ceived the Spirit by which we comprehend what
and where the Church is.
Q.-Why did Christ, upon several occasions,
when he had healed persons of sickness, charge
WE have justreccivcd several boxes of boolw, the them to tell no one of it?
cost of binding of which is four hundred dollars,
A.-Y{e do not know.
Harps, Seers, Doctrine and Covenants, Books of
Q.-Is :it right for a sewing circle to make up
Mormon and Hules of Order. lienee we hope to garments, and sell tickets to any who will buy,
once all waiting orders for styles of bind- and thus dispose of what is made?
fill
ing of which we have been out for a time, though
...1--It is of doubtful propriety for any people
very sorry that the delay has existeu ut alL But to denounce lotteries, games of chance, and other
now that we are settled and bettur prepared for schemes of obtaining money in which the cupidwork, we trust to have no more delays of the kind ity and covetous nature of mankind are excited by
hereafter.
•
the hope to secure semething valuable for a small
In addition to our book list we now ofl'er for outlay, and then assume to sell clothing, or artisale the abbreviated Harp, or hymn book, contain- cles of 01•namentation by ticket as the question
ing 281 hymns, in four styles of binding, two of suggests, usually styled raffling. \¥e should precloth an~ two of leather, prices, twenty..five, thir- fer to sell the articles made at private sale, or !It
ty.fivc, s1xty and scventy.five cents, postage paid. auction to the highest bidder, where the coml)e. Bear in mind that this collection includes the ' tition is open and honorable. The morality that
most commonly sung hymns from all parts of the makes such methods of raising money far Church
book, bound in their order r,nd with an index to purposes innocent is the old one "the end justifies
first lines. And at the prices given it would seem the means;" which is by no means true. ·what
that many branches could supply their congre- is reprehensible in the world's peop Ill i~. far worst\
0
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in those professing religion. Church gambling
is as wicked as secular gambling; and if this
selling of goods by chance can come under this
head it is not proper. We believe that direct
methods of raising money for church needs to be
the best.
Q.-Is a person under obligation to join some
branch of the Church, even if they hold an E!Uer's
certificate of baptism?
A.-So says the General Conference, that all
persons baptized into the Church should unite
with the nearest and most convenient branch.
Q.-What is the meaning of the 13th verse of
the 3d chapter of St. John?
A.-That no man had at that time ascended into heaven but Christ, who was the Son of l1:an.
This is all that the verse seems to imply; but the
querist and many others would like to know how
Christ was on earth and in heaven too. To this
we answer; that it is likely that this is one of
those enigmatical sentences the meaning of
which is to be inferred; as, for instance, "For our
conversation is in heaven"(Phil. 2: 20); "For we
know that, if our earthly house of this tabernacle
were dissolved, we have a building of God not
made with hands, eternal in the heavens" (2 Cor.
5: 1); and others of a similar character. Christ
evidently wishes to convey the same idea that he
does when he says, "I and my Father are one;"
and that in spirit, essence and power the Son of
J\'Ian is both on earth and in heaven.
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and the bursting of the remaining one, which is
hourly expected, will render seventy thousand
people homeless.
The floor of a hall at North Berwick, Maine,
gave way yesterday, precipitating one hundred
and fifty persons to the floor below, seriously injuring a large number.
The recent rains and sudden thaw have inundated the southern suburbs of Buffalo, N.Y. Several bridges have been carried away. A family of
four had their house washed away, and the party
was forced to take refuge in trees.
During a scramble for oranges among some colored folks at Lincoln, Nebraska, a lamp was
knocked over and exploded ; one person fatally,
and another seriously burned.
Altherby's grist and Eaw mills at Orrillia, On·
tario, were burned yesterday ; loss $25.000.
12th.-Ad vices from India state that the people
of Cashmere are dying of famine like flies. The
present rate of mortality will nearly depopulate
the province by the end of the year.
A fire north of Yankton, Dakota, swept over
fifty square miles of forest, destroying timber,
houses and cattle, valued at $25,000.
Fourteen fishing vessels, forming part of the
fleet, belonging to Gloucester, Mass., which were
anchored on George's Bank, are supposed to have
been lost during the severe gale of February 20th.
Their crews numbered one hundred and forty-six,
of which number, forty·one leave widows and
nearly one hundred children.
The remaining embankment which protected
the town of Szegedin, Hungary, from the river
Theiss, gave way at three o'clock on Wednesday
morning, inundating the town to the depth of fifteen
feet. Hundreds of people are drowned and eighty
thousand people are homeless. One hundred
square miles of the surrounding territory is cov_ _ _......,..._._·-ill---ered with water, involving the loss of all the
·crops.
NEWS SUMMARY.
(Prepared expressly for tho Herald.]
A tornado destroyll;d. a number of houses, barns,
l\Iarch 7th.-The Russian Government has dis- and other property in Macoupin county, Illinois .
. covered a plot for forcibly liberating the Nihilist. Two persons were killed and a number wounded.
prisoners.
Eleven buildings in Hannibal, N. Y., were
The greater part of the town of l\Ieringen, SwHz- burned last night.
erland, has been destroyecl by fire. One thousand
Hth.-.Later accounts from the submerged town
of its twenty-eight hundred inhabitants have lost c~f Szegedi~, Hunf?ary, do not lessen the cx~enl. of
all they possessed, and the m~jority of them arc J tnat calamity. SJx l~ouGand persons arc. still sn.rrounded by water. 'I he houses were mamly bmlt
houseless and homeless.
Fires yesterday: Dent and Downey's ware- o.f sun· dried bricks, a?d t~ey cru~bled by the. achousc, Columbus, Ohio; loss $12,00. Also tho t10n of wa_ter. _The ~1tuat.Ion of tnose who fa1led
fiom•ing mill of J. H. Keedy at South Bend, Ind.; to c~cape IS penlous m the extreme.
loss $20,000. Also at Fairfield, Maine, five build1''1res yesterday: At Onslow, Jones county,
ings destroyed ami flames stilt ra.,.in"'.
Iowa, twelve houses burned; loss heavy. At
5
'mh.-A. fam'ino is raging in the most fertile East l'epperel~: Mass., Leighton's shoe factory
portions of Bolivia. In the District of Cohambam- burned; loss $go,OOO.
h~mhn., from eight to ten die.daily of starvatlol!.
l5th.-Siilllater accounts place the loss of life
L uue ~m:tll town, two hundr"'d and six persons caused ·by the inundation of Szcgedin at several
died in twenty days.
thousands. Sickness ha.s broken out among the
At. 0,5den, Utah, in the case of 11.. T. Burton, refugees encamped in the vicinity.
eil:.trgcd wit.h the murder of Mrs. Bowm<m, during
A pilot boat was run down by a steamer off
t.hc l\lorrisiLe !rouble seventeen yean; ago, the l)ungcnes~, Scotland. Ten pilots aud five of' the
jury, afto·r being out nearly two d11ys, returned a crew were drowned.
verdict of '·not guilly."
. Fires yesterd11y: A prairie fire near Abilene,
A dispcttch announces the death, night before K:wsae, destroyed a large amount. of corn and
last., at New Britain, Conn., of Blihu J3nrrit.t., well wheat storecl in the suburbs of t.he town
Loss
known in this country and in J<~urope as the "learn· eelimatcd at $100,000 The 'l'ayior hon Co's. car
eel blacksmith.''
whe~l foundry and nwchine shop at Highbridgc,
Fires yesterday: 'l'he pt;ckiug house of 'l'. l\11. N..L; loss heavy.
Biriehdr & On .. at Cedar R~tpids, Iown.; loss $~~!)~
lt)th.-The Sonth Chicago 'Watch factory~ em~
000 Ahw tile rPsldrncr; of Daniel Sha.w~ a.t Eau ployin[~ seventy hn.nJs, wu.s burned on Saturday
Claire, 'Vis; lusu ~)10 000. By the turning of a. evening; los:8 not. stated.
house at Huysville, Pa,
lost her
]
to the inc>·rasing boldnuss of So·
Hfe; eauBe of the ilre
the Oerrnan Government ha,s
lOLh.-R•Jrorta from
siege in llm·lin.
EngUeh troopB ba~·e
~1~he vill&ge of Ycr:uet, France, containing one
ttt the hands of the tribes in
hcwdred hous~s, has been totally destroyed by
firP
..
country.
The dam:J.gc to Szegedln and surrounding counThe plngne is a,bating in Russia,
tawsed by the overflow of the river Thiess is
Slx builllings were destroyed by fire
es<
at sevt'n mi !lions of dollars.
in Bast St.. LouL3, lllinois. In one of
Fires yesterday: At .Fountnin City, Wisconsin,
persons were burned t.o d1mth. 'I'bc
Crnisch Brothers' dry goods stores; loss $8,000.
the coroner's inquest points strongly to
At Enst Sagi:naw 1 1\'licldgan, Ih~ado<Jk & Son's sawism as the cause of Lhe fire.
In a fire
Geo1·getown, D. C, i.hr~o children mill; loss $3,000. At Newark, N. J, Hall, lla't,
& P,uker's :factory; loss $40,000; two hundre.J
were burned to death.
llth.-Disastrous floods are reported in Hungn.- hands thrown out of employment. At New Orry. Many villages have already been swept away. leans, La. ; loss $50,000
The Riverside Presbyterian Church near Chica·
'.l'wo of the three dams protecting the town of
Szegedin from the Theiss river have given way, go, was burned on Sunday morning; loss $12,000.
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1\Jth.-A great fire is raging in lhe city of Rangoon, India.
A store, dwelling, and railroad depot at Tustin,
Mich., were burned last night; loss $6,000. A
warehouse at Minneapolis, Minn., was burned
last night; loss $16,500. Also a flour mill at
Auburn, N. Y. ; loss $40,000.
20th.-Eight officers belonging to the Russian
Imperial Guard, have been arrested at St Peters·
burg, charged with Nihilism.
~'he British steamer Bolivm·, from Liverpool to
St. Thomas, came in collision with the IIaytien
steamer JJfichael, sinking the latter and drowning
sixty persons.
At Bleiburg, in the Austrian Tyrol, an avalanche
crushed ten houses, Forty persons were killed,
eighteen injured, and fifteen are missing.
An explosion in a colliery at Pottsville Pa..
killed two men and injured two others.
A prairie fire in Uepublic and Cloud counties,
Kansas, swept over an area ten miles long and
three miles wide. One person was burned to
death and one hundred homes consumed, besides
large quantities of grain and hay.
The town of Pineville, Missouri, was almost entirely destroyed by fire last night, only four
houses escaping. Also a fire at Vicksburg, Miss.,
caused a loss of fort.y thousand dollars.
March 22d.-The French iron-clad ship At-rogante, foundered off the coast of France on the
19th. Forl.y·seven men were drowned.
By a prairie fire in Lincoln county, Kansa.s,
three persons were burnet.! to death.
Two men were killed at Springfield, l\Iass, by
the explosion of a boiler. Also at Clayburn, 'l'exas,
two lives were lost from the same cause.
Fires yesterday: A furniture factory at. Burlington, Iowa; loss heavy. Also several buildings and a quantity of grain at Big Ridge, near
Sioux City, Iowa; loss three thousand dollars

- ...

JHo.,
March 11th, 18'7().
IJ·ro.. llenr!f:-Sincc writing last I have labored
some for the Master. At Downvillc school.housc,
ncar Weston, Iowa, I spoke eight times. At first.
the congregations were small, but before the close
the house was full, and an excellent spirit was
manifested by the people. They expressed themselves strongly in favor of more preaching. The
Saints and friends were very kind to mo. I attended the quarterly conference at Wheeler's
Grove, 22d ult. No business of great importance
was accomplished, but there was a large attendance of people, yet very few of the officials were
there to discharge their duties. I continued
meetings for several days and baptized two on
1\'farch 1st. At 5: 30 was up, and at 7 a.m. waB
in the water, that a soul might obey. the law of
adoption. The same evening I ate my supper at
Dawson burg, distance forty.fivo miles. Hoclc in
a cold wind and over a very rough road. 2d inst.,
spoke twice at Dawson burg, and arrived at home
on the 3tl, where I remained a few days for repairs, nnd to do some business. On the 7th inst.,
shook the parting hand and next morning arriv.
eel at this place about daylight. I viewed the
"TEMPI,E LOT." It is a very nice piece of ground,
and :t beautiful bniiding spot.
The Saints of this place believe very strongly
that the set time h:ts come to favor. This seems
to be a pleasant and peaceable city, and a good
farming country is around it. But no saint should
come here, unless he is able and willing to work,
and has some means to purchnse property. In
this manner, and with a. heart set to do the will
of God and keep the lavr, a large body of Saints
may come here and live, and be the means of do.
ing great good. 'l'he conference vms well attended, and the business was accomplished with a
good degree of sntisfaction. I was cheered in
meeting with Bro. Alex. H. Smith, but very sor.
ry to witness his feeble condition of health. Of
former friends I met Ilm. J. J. Kaster and Joseph
F. McDowell. Also met a host of new friends.
Among the latter Dr. Wm. E. McLel!in, whose
whole conversation is upon the principle of Mor.
monism. At some other time I may furnish you
INDEPENDENCE,
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:Jome of his statements. Last evening I adminis~crcd baptism to William Brown, fonncrlyofllick-erton's church of Pennsylvania. He has lately
came here from Newton, Kansas, and seems to
manifest a love for work; and he expressed himself
as feeling like a little child, when he came up out
of the water. May God bless all those who seek
for the right and the spread of the truth.
March 17th.-I have preached here for a week,
and there appears to be some interested in om·
cause. But for severe weather baptism would
have been administered yesterday. This is the
most peculiar 1ield of labor that I have been in
during this winter; but I am still confident that
the truth will pwvail over all hard sayings
aga~nst our founder and the organiz.ation and
callmg we seek to honor. Tho~c who come here
should be established in their faith, and should
have some knowledge of Mormouism from its
first, and wisdom and meekness should he the
two strong principles of their teaching. Should
you think of me while addressing the throne of
grace, ask the Father to give me confidence,
strength and wisdom, that I may abide unto the
I.Jnd. Yours in Christ.,
Howr. M. ELVIN.
England, Dec. 12th, 1878.
Deltl' lferatd:-At the present time the inclem(mt weather confines us prisoners at home by the

tire-side. For a quarter century we have been
privileged to enjoy the genial clime of California,
away down upon the Pacific shores, where the
cold, frosty, biting blast of winter is not known
to any great extent., and where the deep white
snows that pay their annual visit to this and other countries are rarely seen; but time that works
ils changes to all in the common pathway of life,
has brought them to us likewise, and here we are
among what is termed the pleasantries of old England. Well, if we should judge from the expressive blue noses, purple cheeks, and hunched up aspect of the pedestrian generally, we should think
afler all such can not be very pleasant, but seemingly the old adage is true wi lh the people here,
"ignorance is bliss;" not knowing any more
pleasant c:>nclition. But with us how is it? Not
very pleasant, thank you, but acting on the principle, "Make the most of everything," we are trying the best we know how to overcome those unpleasantries of climate by less pedestrian exercise
than those who are compelled to take it; and
having better and bigger glowing fires than I
fear many people in this land are blest with ; still
the time is hanging heavy on our hands, and
sometimes we feel almost at a loss how to while
the time away. Many times I am led to reflect
upon myself and surroundings twenty-six years
ago. 'l'hen, as now, I was anxious for the cold
winter months to be as fleet as possible, for then
I was contemplating and preparing to leave this
Janel for distant clime~, even America. But that
long interval is filled with rich experiences, and
many a dear: bought lesson, I assure you; and in
the usual and perhaps the best way of all others
to acqiure profitable experience by the things that
we suffer. Well, I am not going to relate the
character of my sufferings to your readers, because no doubt many of them have had very similar ones, and their recital would perhaps give
them unnecessary pain, we will just allow the
curtain to remain as it is, and with those who
have gone, done, and se€'71 as I have, there is room
to be thankful that we have escaped the "fowler's
snare," and that our surroundings are immeasurably better after all. I was going to say, let us
forget the past; but no, that would never do.
The scenes and miseries of our follies, should ever be in our remembrance, and then we remember the cause that produced them, and with a
recollection of our past follies we can readily and
compr.sionately commiserate other's woes: for
there are yet many who have sufl:'ered equally,
and perhaps more than we, but who have not as
fortunately and quickly realized the lesson they
teach as we did; and then again there may be
others who arc just as credulous as we were, and
who only await the opportunity to plunge into
1he vorkx as readily as we did.
TlH·se fireside reflections have many times suggested an article for my pen upon the subject of
the Gathering; but as many times I have refrain.
(d because of the proscriptive spirit that has to
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be dared in writing views that are not altogether
current with the body; however we will essay it,
and trust to the arguments for our vindication.
Ever since the commencement of the latter
clay work, the doctrine has been a fruitful and.
pleasant theme for the flippant writers and fluent
speakers of the Church. To the body pcrhnps
no other doctrine has given so much comfort, because associated with it in the immediate future,
so much was promised and hoped for. The doetrine certainly exercised a strong binding tendency upon the body, and more than any other it
proved a strong incentive to those who believed
it, to be willing to make every sacrifice a duty to
be in harmony with it.
]\lore especially since the martyr's day, while
under the influence of that seductive syren song,
many thousand of poor innocent ones have blindly achieved their own irreparable ruin. To those
who have been immediately associated with the
various schemes put forth as positive definitions
of the doctrine, it is no exaggeration to say that
many happy homes have been broken up and destroyed by following after those "will o' the wisp"
shadows. Neither can it be denied that by so
doing, many, very many splendid independencies
have been in a most ruthless manner and in an
incredibly short time swept away, bringing torment of mind and wretched poverty to those who
once happily owned them. Many of these are
still living, hopelessly crushed in spirit, leaving
them destitute of aim or lawful ambition. And
then.we have not said all, for how many are still
living, pitiful burdens to themselves in their
wretched physical deformity; created so by the
act of following after that alluring phantom.
And then again what a host of sincere ones have
yielded up their precious lives to the ruthless
violence of a cruel fanaticism, the bitter elements,
privation, want, and other cruel causes, all encountered in chasing this fatally common error.
For at least forty years this untiring work has
been going on, and the princi'Ple is still alive and
persisted in, making it quite evident that many
more valuable lessons, only obtained by suffering
have yet to be bought; and seemingly the end
will never be seen until reason shall assume its
proper throne, and men, and women too, stand
still and calmly consider the whys and wherefores of such palpable failures. To the considerate mind it requires but a few thoughtful moments in which to scan over the whole field of
operations, and the verdict must be that utter
failure has attended every movement made pretending to be carrying out the abstract doctrine.
At this point I wish to be distinctly understood
by all my brothers and sisters in the Church,
that I am not by this prepared, notwithstanding
all the failures of the past, to pronounce against
the abstract doctrine of the gathering; and furthermore, I am at a loss to know how any person
can sufl:'er them to disturb his faith in the doctrine as a necessary and indispensable part of the
grand whole; that it is correctly foreshadowed
as a work to be yet accomplished in the future,
in the revelations of God to the first people ntiseel up, must candidly he admitted; and that that
people were favored with the privilege and necessary instruction upon some points, and to a certain extent for a practical carrying out of the
doctrine can not be denied ; but still there is a
growing tendency to deny its necessity and practicability in the future. As yet I can not afford
to see it in that light; at the same time, I am determined to be just liberal enough to exercise no
proscription upon any person who chooses to
look upon it differently. Of one thing I feel
quite certain, that although we enjoy immense
ad vantages, having revelation' slight to guide us,
we are far from being impervious to error; and
possibly the advent among us of some determined iconoclast occasionally would have a most
beneficial effect in clearing away some of our
useless idols that we have been bowing down to
so long. The old proverb says that "God's glory
consists in his hiding up his works." And I
think all will be ready to admit that he deals out
even to his own people a knowledge of his inscrutible works with a severe economy. I say
let the iconoclast come and sweep away our
refuge of lies, if we are hiding behind it; and
God be praised for any new light or information
he may give to his servants.

But to return to our subject more closely. In
view of so much failure in the past, and the possibility of more in the future, the stubborn querry; What has and may yet cause more? stands
staring us in the face. If the reader will exercise
patience with me for a few moments, I will endeavor to partially answer it by relating an incident that recently came under my notice, and of
which I took note at the time, as I thought how
valuable a lesson it contained.
Comte de Chamborcl is an anxious believer in
his Divine(?) right to the throne of France; and
consequently is not a pleasant admirer of the
present Hepublican government; he says "The
revolution is a social doctrine, a political doctrine, which pretends to found society on the will
of man instead of the will of God, on the supremaey of human reason in the place of the Divine
law."
An ttl1mirer of the Hepublic answers him tersely, thus, "No doubt democratic government is
based upon the people's will, yet that is chosen
as a foundation, not because the will of God is
rejected, but because it is not known."
Some facts, in both statement and answer, have
a pertinent application to our question. Those
men who championed those ill-starred expeditions, called gatherings, were also professed be..
lievers in the prominent doctrine of divine law
having precedence to laws founded upon human
reason. Very excellent doctrine and abstractly
true, we verily believe, and these men in claiming that they in their proceedings were only carrying out schemes having their foundation and
character in divine law, must also be prepared
to admit that their failures with all the miserable
results that have attended them must be the eli.
rect result of divine law also. Monstrous admis.
sion, yet the facts in the case will warrant no other logical conclusion.
Our conclusion of the matter is this; that those
men knew as little about divine law, as Comte de
Chamborcl would have known, even were he today seated upon the French throne, and in the
absence of this knowledge, they formed their
outrageous projects upon human reason instead.
We do not deny, but we very much doubt, but
they may have thought they had divine approbation, and were carrying out divine law, but the
disastrous results that have followed their works
will not admit of any such conclusion, but rather point out unmistakably that there was not only
an utter absence of God's sanction, or law in the
whole proceedings; but rather a great deal of
reckless and cruel work that even human wisdom
would most emphatically condemn.
Let us follow the subject further, and look at
the gathering in another phase, that separates it
entirely from those monstrous assumptions that
have wrought such misery and woe to thousands,
and destroyed the belief of thousands more in the
latter clay worlc I mean in its abstract sense.
'l'his will bring it home to ourselves, and possibly may help cure that restless disposition, ever.
more or less prominently manifest among us
touching the doctrine.
The Gathering certainly was a church doctrine
revealed as distinctly and foreshadowed in the
revelations as clearly as any doctrine of the
Church. If any condition of the Church in the
future seems evident to our limited foresight, it
is that at some future time it will have a distinctive and independent character; the wasting and
exhaustive tendency of the present principalities
and powers of the world, marks to us as clearlv
as possible that they are weighed in the balance
and will rapidly deline under the pressure of influences over which they will have no control.
This condition of things is clearly revealed;
whereas, on the other hand, an opposite condition
is foreshadowed for the cause of Christ. The
logical deduction from this presumption is that
of necessity this people will sooner or later concentrate and become a distinct body. But how, and
when, are perplexing questions; and it might, I
think, be questioned if there is any person living
that can answer them. That a community of
this character will converge and establish itself
with its own voluntary momentum independent
of any divine direction I can not believe; any attempt to do so, now or hereafter, would be but a
repetition of those event$ rtw,~ ~a>;:e ~0 slgnall;v
farled.
·· ·'
1
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I do not think a single member of the Church
can be found who will claim that a sufficiency is
already written to warrant the undertaking by
this present Church. However that may be, I
know we have some very excellent authority to
warrant the truth of the inference. Not having
the proper data at hand, I only speak from mem.
ory, bnt believe it serves me correctly on this
occasion. Bro. Joseph, the president of the
Church, owing to the earnest anxiety and possible
solicitation on the part of members in relation to
gathering, sought for in divine presence, further
information about it; and candidly tells the
Church that "no answer came." This certainly
gives the matter much support. .The evident
lack of understanding in the Church upon the
subject, also gives an additional support. And
above all the diversity of the opinion manifest by
the repeated attempts to formulate practical
measures ought to be sufficient to put the matter
above all disputation.
If it should still be maintained that the pres.
ent record is destitute of all ambiguity and in its
clearness should be accepted as suitable, and
enough to warrant a practical and present appli.
cation, I am sure the person who could and would
elaborate upon its details, and out of it formu.
late a plan that would tell us when to begin and
carry it out properly, .would receive the lasting
gratttude of all interested in the subject. If our
present record is defective in its deficiency, it may
then be consistently enquired of what service is
such a record to us. In our opinion had this
inquiry been made forty years ago, and answer.
ed and understood as it appear to us, how immeasurably better off thousands would be to.day
in numberless ways. In one sense, I do not re.
gret that it was not so understood, because our
excessive ignorance has resulted in more real
practice and sound knowledge of humanity; not
only in ,he sense of its true greatness, but in its
astonishing weakness, than we could possibly
have acquired in any other school; and who that
are included in the number of credulous ones of
the past can feel one pang of regret for actions
that brought for them such priceless lessons, that
qualifies them to resist such follies in the future.
It is our candid opinion that the gathering is
to us only a prospective work, like many other
recorded prophecies, having reference to our
present dispensation for its fulllllment. Our
present record is simply the foreshadowing, ac ..
companied with a few preliminary details that
were given to the first people raised up. Had
that people honorably observed the first detailed
outlines, without doubt further details of the
grand c11mprehensive scheme would have been
from time to time given as circumstances would
have called for them, and there would have been
no failure. As it is, they are still hidden up in
the Divine Economy and there they will remain,
and we cannot bring them forth until the anspic.
ious moment arrives. And no eflort put forth by
us, or any other body of believers to carry it out,
because we find the doctrine and a few preliminary details upon the record, can ever succeed.
It seems evident to me that we should live and
act in the light of present revelation, and not
that of the past. This is the assumed foundation
of our work. It is the successful weapon that
has to thousands cleaved asunder the superstition
of the present age, and must be the foundation
upon which the superstructure of a redeemed
world must stand. Should we not still contend
earnestly for this preeminent faith.
Before closing, a few more words may be written upon one detail found written in connection
with the doctrine; it partakes in a manner of the
character of a parting counsel to that people to
whom the work was revealed, after they had
proven themselves unworthy instruments to car.
ry it out. It is found in soc. 102, par. 7. "And
let all my people who dwell in the regions round
about, be very faithful and prayerful and humble
before me, and reveal not the things which I
have revealed unto them, until it is wi~dom in me
that they should be revealed. Talk not of judg.
ment, neither boast of faith, nor of mighty works,
but carefully gather together, as much in one re.
gion as can be consistently with the feelings of
the people; and behold, I will give unto you
grace and favor in their eyes, that you may rest
in peace and safety, while you arc saying unto
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the people, execute judgment and justice for us
according to law and redress us of our wrongs."
Very many of our people are found quite willing to accept this paragraph as a proper lisense
for 1hemselves, and the members in general to
undertake a gathering together in the manner
described, I can not so view it. What right, I ask,
have we to appropriate a commandment of this
character to ourselves, when it is evident it was
given to another people for a special object, it
being peculiarly suited to the strange surround.
ings of the people at that time. Any one who
will read understandingly can discern at a glance,
that the purpose for which it was given no long.
er exists; and consequently the commandment,
·or counsel ceased from the moment of its term in.
ation to have any vital force. If it gives us the
right to gather in as described, we must undertake
to contend for justice and judgment for the wrong
committed upon the people immediately concern.
ed at the time; as both are unseparably connect.
ed. I presume that however much we may feel
persuaded that many innocent ones suffered with
the guilty at that time, we would not feel justified
in pleading the cause of that people as a body;
believing as, we do that the sufferings and ultimate expulsion of that people from the land was
the legitimate result of their own transgressions
of divine law and commandments.
In all the written word I discover no license
for us to attempt any measure of gathering in a
Church capacity. That which is written was
given to another people. With them and their
law we have nothing to do. Whatever there may
be in the future for us to do, we can only surmise.
In hope and effect there will be a gathering as
foreshadowed in the written word; but we must
wait and act only upon a speciallaw·to us to that
efl"ect; and it strikes me at this moment that the
sooner we disconnect whatever practical meas.
ures may be set m motion for mutual benefit,
from all church connection, the sooner we Wlll
he showing our respect for that divine wisdom
underlying the words of the paragraph we have
quoted. I have nothing to say against legitimate
efl'ort being made to improve the condition of the
poor, but everything in its favor, aud subsequent.
ly may say something about joint stock companies, building associations, &c.
'I'. J. ANDRE;>VS.
SUGAR GIWVE, Mason Co., Mich.,
March 16th, 1879.
Bro. Ilenr·y:-It will be four years in May since
we have been visited by any of the traveling ministry; and, although I have tried to· impress upon
their minds the necessity of living in humble
obedience to the will of God, yet our branch is in
a sad condition; for, although we have twenty.
five members within three miles of our place of
worship, yet ofttimes there are not enough of the
Saints comes out on the Sabbath for a prayer
meeting. I have an appointment for preaching
every two weeks, but sometimes am compelled to
give it up for want of some one to preach to. We
have some in our branch who are trying to keep
their lamps trimmed and burning; and if some
one could come and labor with us awhile I think
there might be some good done. I regard our
district president, Bro. W. H. Kelley, as a man
whose whole soul is in the work, but his field is
large and he and his co-laborer cannot visit all
the branches. Yet I hope we may be visited soon
as possible. Praying that the Spirit of the Lord
may direct in all the procedings of the conference,
I remain your brother and· fellow laborer for the
Master,
E. A. SuELI,Y.
LoGAN, Iowa, March 18th, 1879.
Bro. Joseph Smith:-! hasten to inform you
that the good Lord has been with us at Magnolia,
during the past winter: Bro. Mark H. Forscutt
was with us a· short time, some few weeks since,
and his labors were crowned with success; four
were baptized during his sojourn, and three since.
Our conference passed ofl' very pleasantly, with
a good representation from portions of the district, and we felt refreshed and strengthened to
persevere in the good cause we are engaged in.
Several are enquiring, and we hope will, ere long,
embrace the truth as it is in Christ Jesus. Yours
P. CADWEr.r•.
in Christ,

LONDON, Ontario, M1;1rch 17th, 1879.

Bro. Henry:-I feel it good to be a Saint, and
I thank God that he brought me to see the light
of the same. It is about three years since I em.
braced it, and I only regret that I did not live
more faithful up till the present time, but many
seasons of rejoicing have I had, and many times
has my soul been lifted with the spirit that Peter
received by which he knew that Jesus was the
Christ. I am at loss to express my gratitude to
God for the blessings he has bestowed upon me
since I obeyed the gospel. I have seen the sick
recover by the laying on of hands, and devils
cast out, and those that were poisoned raised to
perfect health and strength. These are the signs
that Christ promised should folio~ the believers.
And further, I have heard the gifts of tongues,
and of prophecy. All this goes to confirm me in
the latter day work. I feel like spreading the
truth far and wide. May God enable me to do
so, and in due season I shall reap if I faint not.
I have been ordained to the Aaronic priesthood
about nine months. I have baptized two since,
but have not done any public preaching as yet,
but hope to do so shortly, by the help of God, and
then may I go forth with the power and proclaim
it valiantly to my fellow men who are in dark.
ness, that many may rejoice in glorious work of
the latter day.
GEO. E. HAURINGTON.
ScoTs BAY, Nova Scotia,
March 12th, 1879.
B1·o. H. A. Stebbins:-Some of the neighbors are
getting interested in reading the Church papers,
and prejudice is breaking a little; in fact some
of them are contending inbehalf of my re·
ligion as being of a better quality than much
that is current. I am striving to so live that my
light will shine, and I hope that I am doing bet.
ter this year; for, to tell the truth, I did the two
years past feel discouraged, yet would not deny
the faith for my right hand. And now, dear
brother, when I am in social meeting with Adventists or others, the Spirit comes upon me, and
I feel so strong and happy I can speak and bear
testimony of the latter day work, feeling that
the Spirit that gives utterance is carrying conviction. I love to speak when all fear of man fieeth
away and words flow apace. I feel like singing
praises to our God, and though poor in this world's
goods, sometimes of late I feel rich. Thanks to
God. I pray that the author of the great work
of the latter days will keep you and all the constituted authorities of the church full of wisdom
love and light, that the weak and isolated one
may be fed and strengthened till all become strong
in one mind and faith, then the good things
promised will be sure to come as the Lord hath
spoken. The more I learn of this work the
stronger is the tie. I often sing "There is a land
immortal," in memory of Bro .•Joseph in CP.lifor.
niau travels. Yours in hope,
G. N. D.
ST. Lours, Mo., March uth, 1879.
B1·o. Joseph:- When out in the field of labor
as a traveling elder nearly thirty years ago, I of.
ten felt much benefitted and blest, especially when
worn down from lack of food and hard usage,
in communing with those I knew to be my friends,
and to those I would often try to go or write, and
I think now that these personal communications
as well as even epistolary arc sometimes the
means of great good, and even an assisting grao0,
especially when the interest of the Gospel of Je.
sus Christ and the work of the Kingdom of God
becomes a necessary burden of our souls. I have
been watching this interest as the president of
Gravois Branch, for the past sixteen months with
a great deal of jealous care, knowing that tlw
enemy is ever on the alert, and ready to sow his
tares ;-and I thought this evening I could not
spend a few moments to greater profit than in
reporting to you-knowing that all these fields
of labor are over and continually upon your
mind, and that you not only sympathize with the
brethren, but your whole heart is with them in
their endeavors to build up the kingdom of God;
this, every faithful Latter Day Saint will always
try to do for the glory of Christ, especially when
he remembers that he is one of Christ's fellow
heirs. With this in view, we as a branch are work.
ing and praying that the glorious gospel of the
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Son of God as revealed by the Prophet Joseph,
may triumph over error; and we are very thankful that our heavenly Father gives us a great
deal of encouragement if not in present fruits,
in future rewards-and who is there that has such
a glorious future as the faithful l:laint. It is true
that many have trying vicissitudes to pass through
here, but the futui'e to such will be a very blessed
reality, if faithful.
Dear brother, with these thoughts upon me
with increasing interest, and I rejoice exceedingly that I am thought worthy to be allowed to
help herald its glorious truths, but there is one
thing that gives at Gravois great solicitude, that
is the continued sickness of our much loved president of the conference, Bro. vV. H. Hazzledine,
he is very sick; will the Saints pray for him.
Your brother aud fellow laborer in Christ,

w. STILL.

W ANSIIIP, Utah, March 10th, 1879.

Bro. Henry A. Stebbins:-Since my last letter
I have been preaching in Union Fort and Sandy;
also at Mill Oreek, where I baptized four, one
being the wife of Bro. Surridge and sister to Gomer Griffiths, and two daughters and one son. I
blessed three of their children, and had a very
good time in company with brother W. P. Smith
of Union Fort, who is one among the few who
have stood nobly for the cause of Christ; and,
fearless of all persecution, he has held high the
banner of light and truth among his fellow men.
God bless this aged veteran for the noble defense
he has made for the pure and undefiled gospel.
It was a day together long to be remembered. I
was two weeks at Salt Lake City, and I hope they
were not spent in vain. I found some old friends
dear to me for twenty-three years ago. I tried to
bring them hack to the love of God that we once
enjoyed together. I visited friends and Saints
and had a good time. I feel some better in health,
but riding hurts 1ne very much. I start to-morrow for Wahsatch county, Heber City, and Midway. I trust God will give me strength to discharge the work before me. I desire it for
Christ's sake. Love to ail. Your brother,
M.FYRANDO.
BURNSIDE, Ills., March 6th, 1879.
Brethren Joseph and HenrJ;:-The conference
of the String Prairie and Nauvoo District was

held at Keokuk, Iowa, March 1st and 2nd, and it
was indeed a season of rejoicing; and one long
to be remembered by all who attended. The
gifts of the gospel were poured out abundantly,
in admonition, prophecy, speaking and singing
in tongues, with the interpretation following,
while the harmony, quiet and peace of the Spirit
was ours to enjoy throughout the entire business
sessions. Many Saints, long resident here, say it
was the most joyful and glorious session of conference ever held in the district. May God thus
continue to be with us, even unto the end, is the
prayer of your brother in the gospel,
JOSEPH A. ORA WFORD.

PoUawaUamlc Dish·ict.
A conference was held at Wheeler's Grove,
Iowa, February 22d and 23d, 1879; Jas. Caffall,
president; Frederick Hansen, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Wheeler's Grove 77, 1 High
Priest, 5 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon;
11 baptized. North Star 32, 6 Elders, 2 Teachers,
2 Deacons. Crescent City 39, 4 Elders, 2 Priests, 2
Teachers, 1 Deacon. Fontanelle 16, 4 Elders, 1
Teacher; 2 received by letter. Council Bluffs
134, 1 Apostle, 1 Seventy, 8 Elders, 3 Priests, 3
Teachers, 2 Deacons; 3 received by letter.
Elders Samuel Longbottom, R. M. Elvin, D.
Hougas, Frederick Hansen, James Caffall, C. G.
Mcintosh, A. J. Pields, Lyman Campbell, Hans
Hansen and H. N. Hansen reported.
Report of Andrew Hall, Bishop's Agent.-"On
hand at last report $57.05, received in tithings and
offerings $38.35, total $\l5. 40; paid to Jas. Caffall
$21.30, balance on hand-$74.10."
Missions appointed and continued: Hans Hansen, James Caffall, E. C. Briggs, Fred. Hansen,
Wm. J. Co<rk,; also H. M. Elvin, by request.
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James Caffall was appointed delegate to the
General Conference, and the Bishop's Agent to
pay his expenses out of the Church funds.
Resolved that all Elders and Priests desirous of
magnifying their callings shall report themselves
at the next session, either in person or by letter.
That the district clerk purchase the "l'tules of
Order" for use of district.
· Preaching during conference by James Caff:tll,
and R. M. .Elvin.
Adjourned to meet at Crescent City, Sntmday,
May 31st, 1879, 10:3.0 a.m.

\'Vyom.ing VuUcy Dish:ict.
A conference was held at Plymouth, I'enn.,
February 22d and 23d, 1879; Henry Jones, pres.;
William Harris, secretary.
Branch Reperts.-Hyde Park at last report 32,
present number 30, 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers;
1 removed by letter. Danville 7, 1 Elder, 1 Priest.
Plymouth at last report 12, present 14, 2 Elders,
2 Priests, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized, 1 received.
Elders Wm. W. Jones, Lewis B. Thomas, John
It. Griffiths, HenryS. Gill, Henry Jones, Thos. A.
John, and Priest Wm. Harris reported in person,
James Jenkins by proxy, John Edmonds, William
Crumb, Lewis D. Morgan and Priest Lewellyn
Harrison by letter.
Report of W. W. Jones, Bishop's Agent: "On
hand $7.20; received Danville Branch$3.00, Hyde
Park $11.00, Plymouth $1.58; paid Henry Jones
for traveling expenses $2.10; total in hand
$20.68."
Hyrum Shaffer was cut off from the Church at
his own request.
Resolved that any officer or member who becomes drunk and repents shall be forgiven; but
if he does it again he shall be cut off from the
Church.
That we discountenance dancing, in every sense
of the word, because of the evil connected therewith.
That Elder Henry Jones spend all his time to
labor in and travel through the district the ensuing three months, and he is hereby authorized to
draw from the Bishop's Agent, funds to defray
his expenses.
Sunday.-At 10 a.m., preaching by HenryS.
Gill and Lewis B. Thomas; 2 p.m., by Wm. Harris and John R. Griffiths; evening by Thomas A.
John and Henry Jones.
Adjourned to Danville, May 24th, 1879.

J. . uue Sioux Dish·jct.
Conference convened at Magnolia, Iow3, February 28th, 1879; J. C. Crabb, president, and P.
Cadwell, assistant; llonald Maule, clerk, and
Levi Gamet, assistant.
Several resolutions were presented ancl discussed, and the following ·was adopted: Resolved that
we believe that it would be for the best interests
of.the Church if the Unionburgh, Six Mile Grove,
and Spring Creek branches, would unite together
and form one branch, agreeing upon a central
place of meeting.
March 1st.-Wm. Chambers reported the spiritual,condition of the Spring Creek Branch as being
good; J. M. Putney reported the Union Center
Branch as good; and John Conyers reported that
those who attend the prayer meetings are blessed
with the Spirit; P. L. Stevenson reported the Little Sioux Branch as improving ; P. Cad well reported the Magnolia· Branch as being in good condition, with two or three exceptions.
Branch Reports: Spring Creek, at last report 39,
present 4.2, 5 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 3 bap-.
tized. Magnolia, at last report 129, present 131;
2 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 5 Elders, 2 Priests, 2
Teachers, 1 Deacon; 5 baptized. Ple.asant View,
at last. report 18, present 18, 3 Elders, 2 Priests,
1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Unionhurgh, at last report
35, present 34, 9 Eldel"S, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1
Deacon; 1 died. Little Sioux, 132, 4 High Priests,
1 Seventy, 5 Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, 1 Dea·
con; 5 received by letter. Buena Vista returned
to the branch for correction.
Elders J. M. H11rvey, J. R. Lambert, and David
Chambers reported by letter, nnd Elders John
Conyers, P. L. Stephenson, J. M. Putney, S. M:ahoney, S. W. Condit, H. Gtuner, C. Downs, Brnn·

son Lewis, A. W. Lockling, D. Maule, Phineas
Cadwell, L. Marchant, J. C. Crabb, and Priests
Levi Gamet, Benj. Kester and J. C. Johnson, reported.
J. M. Putney, chairman of committee to audit
Bishop Gamet's books reported; report received
and committee continued, with request to report
at next conference.
David Chambers was continued in his former
mission, and Benj. Kester and Branson Lewis were
released from theirs. J. F. Mintun stated that
the Pleasant View Branch has its ditnculties, but
the members want to do right.
A question to the chair as to whose duty it iA to
labor with scattered members, was answered.
An hour was devoted to free discussion on the
duties of Priosts, Teachers, and Deacons, in branch
labor.
On recommendation of Little Sioux Branch, Geo.
S. Hyde was ordained an Elder by James C. Crabb,
S. W. Condit, and P. Cadwell.
At 7 p. m. a prayer and testimony meeting, conducted by Wm. Chambers and J. M. Putney, in
which the Saints had a season of njoicing.
Sunday, March 2ncl.-At 11 a.m. preaching by
S. W. Condit; 2: 30 p.m. the sacrament was administered by J. M. Putney and J. JVI. Harvey;
preaching by J. C. Crabb.
A two-days' meeting was appointt'd at Pleasant
View Branch, May lOth and lllh, 1879; Phineas
Cad well to be in charge.
At 7 p. m. preaching by J. C. Crabb.
Adjourned to Little Sioux, 11 a. m., June 7th,
1870.

Far '\Vest District.
A conference was held at Center Prairie Branch,
Mo., February 22d and 23d, 1879; J. T. Kinnaman,
presideni; J. M. Terry, secretary.
Branch Reports.-Stewartsville i6; 5 received
by letter. German Stewartsville 24; 4 received
and 1 removed by letter. Delana 50; 2 received
and 5 removed by letter. Center Prairie 19; 1
died. St. Joseph 84; 2 received and 1 removed
by letter. Bleasant Grove 27 ; 1 received and 6
removed by letter. Starfield 28; no change. Far
west 41 ; 4 received by letter, 5 baptized, 1 died.
Elders Thos. Worrel, Lorin Babbitt, F. 1\f.
Bevins, F. C. Graham, Wm. Lewis, E. Binstead,
D. E. Powell, D. J. Powell, Geo. C. Smith, Senterlow Butler, Arnold Neeser, J. C. Mcintyre, Ezra
Hayden, T. Hindirks, John Burlington reported
by letter, and Wm. Summerfield, Jacob Snyder,
A. G. Weeks, A .•T. Seely, 1'. J. Franklin, J. D.
Flanders, Jas. Richey, R. Phillips, L. Booker,
Uncle Wm. B. Smith, J. D. Craven, A. H. Smith,
G. T. iGriffith, J. T. Kinnaman, and J. lVI 1'erry
in person; H. Sherard by proxy. Teachers Henry
Casto and P. Hill and Deacon Henry Edwards reported.
The secretary was instructed to again forwarcl
to the Church authorities the evidence in the
Bishop case, the documents having been lost when
sent before.
Bishop's Agent Reported: "On hand last report $2.11, received, $9.95: paid for orders 30c.;
balance on hand $11.76; T. Kinneman Ag't."
The Elders and Saints received many words of
encouragement from Brn. Wm. B. and Alex. H.
Smith. Saturday evening, Bro. A. H. Smith
preached; Sabbath, at 11 a.m., Uncle Wm. B.
Smith preached; at 7 p.m., A. H. Smith preached.
The Spirit's presence was had, and consequent
peace was enjoyed.
Adjourned io Stewartsville, .Tune 8th and 9th,
187\J.

.Des llloiues District.
A conference convened in Saints' Hall, Des
Moines, Iowa, March 8th and 9th, 1879; John X.
Davis presiding pro tem.; John Sayer, clerk, assisted by W. Barbee.
Branch Reports.-Independence 54; 8 Elders,
l Priest, 1 Teacher. Newton 51, 6 Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 1 marriage; Thos.
Reed and Edward A. Deuel dropped from the
branch record; they are scattered members, residence not known. Des Moines 42, 2 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons ; 1 removed. Des
Moines Valley 31, 2 Prieets, 1 Teacher; 2 died.
I\lders T. E. Lloyd, R. Young, M. Houghton, J.
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Sayer, I. N. White, J. X. Davis, N. Stamm, and
W. C. Nirk reported; also Priests C. Merrill and
D. C. White, and Deacons M. Craycraft and W.
Barbee.
At 11:30 a.m., preaching by I. N. White; at 2
p.m., sacrament meeting in charge of John X.
Davis and Robert Young; the Saints were greatly
blessed in giving their testimonies to the truth of
the work; at 7:30 p.m., preaching by T. E. Lloyd.
Adjourned to Newton, Iowa, Saturday, May 31st,
1879, at 3 p.m.

Nodaway Di.sb'ict.
A conference convened at Liberty School House,
Nodaway county, Mo., February 15th, 1879; wm.
Hawkins, president; Joseph Flory, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Oregon 32, 5 Elders, 1 Priest,
1 Deacon ; 2 baptized, 1 died, 1 cut off. Platte
41, 7 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2
baptized, 2 removed. Guilford Hi, 2 Elders, 1
Priest, 1 Deacon; 4 removed. Ross Grove 39, 4
Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 1 baptized, 1 removed, 1 died, 1 ordination.
The branches of the district were reported as
in a general good condition.
Elders Thos. Nutt., Chas. Williams, P. Rasmus
sen, Benj. Fisher, R. C. Moore, J. Flory, A. Jacobson, Ole Me.dison, R. T. Roes, Jr., A. N. Byergaard, Wm. Reeves, Wm. Hawkins, S. Alcott and
Wm. Powell reported their labors.
A motion to renew the licenses of the elders of
the district was discussed and lost.
Elder Thos. Nutt was recognized as a traveling
elder in the district, and the branch presidents
are requested to solicit means for the support of
his family while he is out preaching, to be held
by the branch treasurers subject to his demand.
A. N. ',Byergaard, Bishop's Agent, reported:
"Balance last report $4.80, received $23.G5; sent
to Bishop Rogers, $23.65; balance on hand $4.80."
Josep9 Smith and his Counsellors, the Bishop of
the Ch.urch and his Counsellors, and the general
·Clnrrcn authorities were sustained.
Preaching on Saturday evening
Sunday.-At 10:30 a.m., an hour of free discussion; afternoon and evening, preaching.
Adjourned to meet at Ross Grove School House,
at 10 a.m, August 2d, 1879.

Decatur Distl'ict.
A conference was held March 1st and 2d, 1879,
at La.moni Branch ; E. Robinson, president pro
tern.; 0. B. Thomas, clerk, H. R. Harder having
moved away.
The report of the Davis City Branch in last
minutes was corrected.
Committee on tho case of Bro. J. W. Mather reported and wore discharged. A motion was
made to adopt the report, but a substitute was
offered and adopted, that we object to the· case
being referred to his quorum, and we hereby repeal the act of a former conference to so refer,
and that we table the report now before us.
Following this, E. Stafford, Geo. Adams and 0.
B. Thomas were appointed as a court to try tho
case, all papers pertaining to the case to be referred to this committee.
Branch Reports.-Lamoni, at last report 209,
present 215, 2 Apostles, 1 High Priest, 4 Seventies, 20 Elders, 5 Priests, 4 Teachers; 1 baptized,
2 received by certificate of baptism and 13 by letter, 8 removed by letter, 1 died, 1 marriage.
Little River, at last report 104, present 97, 2 High
Priests, 5 Elders, 5 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon;
1 received by certificate of baptism, 3 removed by
by letter; resident members 86, non-resident members 11. Davis City, last report 35, present 40,
1 Seventy, 3 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized, 4 received by letter. Allendale,
last report 47, present number 45, 3 Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 2 removed by letter, 1 died, Joss by illegal baptism 1. Union Hill
13, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; branch not re·
ported in good working order, owing to the scattered condition of tbe members, and want of
preaching. Lucas and Lone Rock branches not
reported.
Official Reports.-Ofthe quorum of the Twelve,
Z. H. Gurley; High Priests, James Anderson and
E. Robinson; Seventies, C. H. J·ones, S. Ackerly,
and J. W. Gillen; Elders E. Banta, J. Snively, A.

W. Moffet, Geo. Adams, R. Lyle, I. P. Baggerly,
F. Leonard, M. McHarness, A. J. Blodgett, 0. B.
Thomas, P. Harris, J. P. Dillen, W. N. Abbott,
Geo. Bird, J. Johnson, H. Church, E. Stafford;
Priests, E. H. Gurley, and Teachers A. K. Anderson and D. Young.
Committee appointed to visit Lone Rook Uranch
reported, found nothing to do.
0. B. Thomas was appointed as District Secretary.
Resolved that we request the several branches of
this district to require one week's notice of members desiring letters of removal.
Davis City Brauch desired the conference to
appoint Elders to keep up regular· preaching there
during the ensuing quarter, and the president
called for volunteers, which was responded to.
Resolved that T. J. Bell prosecute the case of
J. W. Mather, in behalf of the conference.
That the court of elders on this case be required
to report at the next conference.
O."B. Thomas was released from said court and
P. Harris was appointed in his.stead.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a. m., preaching by Z. H.
Gurley; 2:30p.m., some time was spent in testimony, and a good measure of the Spirit being
prestmt; followed by the administration of the
sacrament. Evening, preaching by J. W. Gillen.
Adjourned to Lamoni, May 31st, 18i9, at 10
a.m.

Resolution of Fan R.ivm· Branch.
At a regular business meeting of the Fall River
Branch, the following was adopted:
Whereas, we the Fall River Branch of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, do believe that dancing, novel reading, and
theatre going, are unchristianlike, and tend to
bring reproach upon all who profess to follow
Christ, and also to draw our minds from Christ,
and the things of Christ; and
Whereas, Christ has taught us tbat we can not
serve God and Mammon; and
Whereas, these things are plainly manifested
"that, they are not of God," therefore be it,
Resolved, that we, the Fall River Branch, do
condemn all such practices among our members,
and that we will proceed against any of our members who shall be guilty of these things, the same
as for any other unchristian like conduct.
JoHN GILBERT, Prest. of Branch,
THO~IAS WHITING, Clerk of B1·anch.
l1AI.L RIVER.
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Masl., March 9th, 1879.

Notices.
KENT AND ELGIN DISTRICT.-The conference of
the above district will be held at Buckhorn Branch,
Ontario, June 14th and 15th, 1879, not June 7th
and 8th, which was an error in writing the minutes. Richard Coburn, district clerk.

priesthood; in short, we meet to strengthen and
build each other up in a spiritual sense, by which
means many a drooping sister has been revived
and encouraged to set out afresh.
At the close of our meeting we Mch contribute
our mite: and every quarter we hold a tea meet·
ing followed by a business meeting, when the
money is taken out., and used in various ways by
common consent, for the benefit of the branch.
As regards the needlework part of the business,
that is undertaken by the sisters and done at
their own homes, and presented at the quarterly
meeting. Among many other things that have
been made are two baptismal robes for the use of
the branch. Though our numbers have been
few and our means small, we have been able to do
much by way of assisting the poor. But what is
most precious to us, is the fact that the Lord owns
and blesses us by the gifts of his Spirit. In tho
last quarterly meeting he poured out his Spirit in
the gift of prophesy, expressing his pleasure at
what had been done; and promised, if we kept
faithful, overcoming Satan, he would increase our
means and our numbers; in less than a month
sisters were added to the Church by baptism, and
our weekly collections were nearly double what
they had been; which gives us great cause to rejoice, knowing indeed that the Lord does not des-.
pise the weak things of the earth ; nor is he confined to numbers or to place, but is wiJiing to
bless those who diJJigent.ly seek to please him and
to cultivate his Spirit. It is our earnest and
united desire to do the will of our heavenly Father and to become useful members of society, by
doing the best we can in all things. Our motto is
to listen to no slander; but where there is a grievance to strive by our labors and acts of love, as
well as by our prayers, to put all wrongs right.
May this and every other good desire grow stronger in the hearts of all tho Saints throughout the
world, is the earnest prayer of your sisters in
London.
ESTHER OLIVER, Secretary.
LONDON, England.

-----

0DITUARIES,-0bituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve Jines, will bo pnblished free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each addi~
tiona! eight worda (one line) will be charged; notices of prom
inent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.

Born.
CLAPP.-At Guadalupe, California, March 14th,
1879, to Bro. Joseph C. and Sr. Sallie Clapp,-a
son.· Brother Joseph says, "1 am the richest man
on the coast."

Man·ied..
GEORGE- SAVERY.-At the residence of the
bride's sister, Mrs. Salyards, East Liberty, Pittsburg, Pa., March 19th, 1878, Bro. William C. R.
Pope George and sister Alma 0. Savery, both of
Pitt.sburg Branch. Ceremony by Elder James
Brown.
See the bridegroom stand erect,
See his brow with honor stamped ,
lie no other bride expects,
He no other bride doth want.

Information wanted of William Cooper Royal,
May their peace and love increase and abide.
who, when last heard of, was at Council Bluffs,
KEMP-GAYLORD.-At the residence of brother
Iowa. If he (or any one knowing where he is)
would inform James Green, Willow Creek, Galla- Robert Winning, St. Joseph, Missouri, March 5th,
tin county, Montana, they would confer a great 1879, Elder George Kemp, of Tabor, Fremont Co.,
Iowa, and Miss M. Gaylord, former Matron of the
favor.
Home of the Friendless at St. Joseph. Ceremony
performed by Elder Alexander H. Smith. They
United. Siiiite:~.·s' :Mission.
go to their home in Tabor, Iowa.
Brother Joseph :-We, the sisters of the above
Died..
named society, feel desirous of communicating
LANE.-Near Pittsfield, Illinois, January 19tli 1
with you again, having sent you an account of
the organization of the society which appeared in 1876, Bro. James Lane, in his 68th year. The dethe Herald some few years ago; and as we have ceased was born in England, October 16th, 180S;
been silent ever since, we now desire that the united with the old organization while there; emireaders of the Herald, especially our sisters in the grated to this country in the Spring of 1851, in
Church, should know that such society is still in the ship Ellen Jlaria. During the dark days he
existence; and that, nowithstanding we have had often spoke of the time when young Jnseph would
much to discourage us at times, and have met lead the Church, and he united with the Reorganwith many trials by the way, yet we have, by ization, July 29th, 18G6, and remained a faithfui
God's help, been able to surmount all difficulties member until death.
up to the present time; and we r~j oice to say that
SELLE.-At Miiier, LaSalle Co., Illinois, March
we are now in a prosperous state.
lOth, 1879, of consumption, Sr. Sarah Ann Selle,
Our weekly meetings consist of singing, reading wife of Mr. John C. Selle, of Marseilles, a god 34
the Scriptures, testimony, and the exercising of years, 1 month and 10 days. She was born Febour faith and prayers on behalf of the cause ; par- ruary 1st, .1845; baptized August lOth, 1872, by
ticularly that God's blessing might rest upon his her brother, Elder 1'homaa Hougas, Her funeral~
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at the .Mission Branch, was largely attended by
the brethren, sisters and friends, by whom she
was highly esteemed, Funeral sermon by Elder
H. S. Dille.
SHUMWAY.-At the residence of his son-in-law,
Bro. L. P. Russell, near Inland, Cedar co,unty,
Iowa, of cancer and general debility, January
31st, 1879, Elder Otis Shumway. He was born in
Belchertown, Massachusetts, July 21st, 1798; ·
baptized in Genessee county, New York, October
1832, by Elder John P. Green; afterwards ordained to the office of Elder-then Seventy-which he
continued till his departure hence. He bore his
long, painful illness with patient meekness, and
now is at rest. Services by Bro. W. T. Maitland.
Text: "Blessed are the dead, that die in the Lord;
they do rest in peace and their works do follow
after them."
'Tis done, the last, no other grief
Like this can bow us down,
The omly thought brings relict;
The Savior claims his own.

Our mother has but lately passed

In to that land so fair;
:Five children saved among the blest,

Have gone before her there.

Now father's gone; ob, happy they !
United ne'er to part.

That we may meet them all one day,
Dear Lord, thy grace impart.
PERLA WrLD.
ANDERSON.-At Miller, Illinois, February 7th,
1879, Mary Eveline, daughter of Andrew H. and
Martha E. Anderson, aged 6 years, 1 month and
29 days.
HAYER.--At Miller, Illinois, March 8th, 1879,
Minnie Theresa, daughter of E. L and M. Hayer,
aged 1 year and 8 months.
WILSON.-In Red River county, Texas, January
22d, 1879, of pneumonia, Samuel M. Wilson, aged
u"4 years, 6 mon th s an d 22 da ys. 'I'hough he had
been in the Church but a short time, he died firm
in the faith of the !alter day work.
DitURY.-At Alliston, Ontario, February 10th,
1879, Thomas Drury, husband of Sister Drury, of
that place, aged 40 years and 3 months. llorn in
Canada. He was a kind husband, and favorable
to the latter day work. His death was the result
of an accident with which he met some four days
before. It has cast a gloom over the homes of
several. U prigbt in life and peaceful in death.
May comfort and consolation be given to the bereaved.
Bmn.-At Pleasant View Branch, Cherokee
county, Kansas, March 2d, 1870, ,Bro. Benjamin
F. Bird, aged 52 years, 7 months and 12 days.
Funeral sermon by Elder M. T. Short.
Bmn.--At Pleasant View Branch, Kansas, October 16th, 1878, L.A., the infant daughter of Bro.
Richard and Sr. Jane Bird, aged 1 year, 1 month
and 5 days.
LANJiJ.-Noar Pittsfield, Illinois, February 11th•
1879, of lung fever, s~. Hannah Lane, wife of
James Lane. She was born in England, January
1st, 1822, was therefore in her 58th year.
CLARK -At Newton, Iowa, December 18th, 1878,
of lung disease, Elder Tally Clark, president of
the Des Moines Valley Branch. Bro. Clark went
to Newton, to attend district conference; and while
there took sick. He was a promising young elder.
He obeyed the gospel February 14th, 1875. Born
in Jackson county, Ohio, August 3rd, 1840. His
wife and six children and many friends mourn his

loss.
McKEE.-Ncar Stewartsville, Missouri, March
7th, 1879, Mary Emery, daughter of Bro. Thomas
and Sr. Jane McKee, aged 8 years, 10 months,
and 12 days. The beginning of her sickness was
whooping cough. For eight weeks she was relieved of her ~pain several times by the goodness of
God; but notwithstanding the prayers and faith
of the saints her race on earth was run. Funeral
service by Elders Wm. Lewis and John T. Kinneman.
GnAvEs.-At StThomas, Ontario, December 3d,
1878, the wife of Bro. G. H. Graves, aged 24 years
and 6 months.
CALKINs.-At Mill Creek, Iowa, March 12th,
1879, James Madison, son of Bro. James W. and
Mrs. Eliza Jane Calkins, aged 15 years, 1mont.hs,
and 28 days,
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WICKER.-In Des Moines Valley Branch, Iowa,
January 19th, 1879, of consumption; Brother Samuel Wicker. Born in Fayette county, Ohio, December 21st, 1822; embraced the gospel June 7th,
1875; died in full hopes of a glorious resurrection.
Funeral sermon by Elder I. N. White.
SMITH.-Near Cheeseland, Angeline Co., Texas,
January 16th, 1870, of pneumonia, sister Nancy
Smith, one of the honest in heart, who, as soon as
she heard the word of truth, yielded obedience.
We need not doubt that she will receive the reward
promised, The funeral of the two brethren Robuck and this sister, will be preached in one discourse, April 20th, 1870, by Elder J. W. Bryan.
HINCKLEY.-At Mooresville, Livingston county,
Missouri, March 6th, 1879, after an illness of three
months of consumption, Sr. Clara Hinckley [Age
not given.-Ens.].
Funeral sermon by Bider
E msley Curtis.

___..

,.......__

A Weste•·n Wondm·.
The greatest wonder in the state of Iowa, and
perhaps in any other state, is what is called the
"Walled Lake," in Wright county, twelve miles
north of the Dubuque and Pacific railway, and
one hundred and fifty miles west of Dubuque city.
The lake is from two to three feet higher than the
earth's surface. In some places the wall is ten
feet high, fifteen feet wide at the bottom, and five
feet wide at the top. Another fact is the size of
the stones used in construction, the whole of them
varying in weight from three tons down to one
4nndred pounds. There is an abundance of stones
in Wright county; but surrounding the lake to
the extent of five or ten miles, there are none.
No one can form an idea as to the means employed t.o bring them to the spot, or who constructedit. Around the entire lake is a belt of woodland, half a mile in length, composed of oak; with
this exception the country is a rolling prairie.
The trees must have been planted there at the
time of the building of the wall. In the sping of
1856 there was a great storm, and the ice on the
lake broke the wall in several places_ and the farmers in the vicinity were obliged to repair the
damages to prevent. inundation ..
The lake occupies a ground surface of 2,800
acres; depth of water as great as twenty. five
feet. The water is clear and cold; soil sandy and
loamy. It is singular that no one has been able
to ascertain where the water comes from, nor
where it goes, yet it is always clear and fresh.
.

FitlelUy to 1Em).lloym•§.
We do not hesitate to give it as our deliberate
opinion, that the greatest peril which threatens
our working people does not grow out of over
hours or over work during any number of hours,
be they more or less, but out of a general want of
fidelity to their employers during working hours.
What are the facts? I buy a pound of sugar.
My grocer sends me only fourteen ounces. He
robs me of one eighth of what I pay him for. I
pay a working man for eight or ten hours of faithful labor. He renders me one hour less than I
pay him for. He robs me of so much service.
Had he stolen a like amount in money out of my
drawer, we should all know how to characterize
the deed. Is it any better to steal my time than
it is to sleal my money? Go into any place where
large numbers are employed. How many arc
ready for work when the clock strikes the hour?
How many quit five or ten or more minutes before
the hours of labor are over? How much time is
wasted in useless conversation? A street show
sees a hundred heads at the window. Where are
the employer~s interests meanwhile? And even
when the hands are employe"d, how little of skill
and force are put into the work, and how imperfect are the results!
What is to come of all this but a gradual sifting
out of the faithful and conscientious working men
from the faithless and careless ones? The former
class will get full work and full wages, and the
fewest hours convenient with the mutual interests
of both parties,-while the latter class will have
work half the time, and spend the other half in
idleness, clamoring for eight hours, as full time
for a day's work, and pnt.ting in peril the inter·
eats of better men.

A Re.!lic of .Ancient America.
Appropos of the fact that the absence of the remains of horses on this Continent, of a period anterior to its settlement by Europeans, is som•>times used against the Book of Mormon, by its
enemies, I give to the readers of the HERALD
the following circumstance, for which we are indebted to Mr. Higby of Plano, who was an eyewitness to the fact. In the year 1862, a Mr.
Ward sunk a well on his farm, situated one and
one half miles north of Waterman, in DeKalb Co.,
Illinois. When at the depth of twenty-five feet
below the surface, he found a heap of compost,
mixed with straw, which had apparently been
thrown out from a horse barn. Some fragments
of wood were found at the same place in a very
good state of preservation. The pile was about
two feet deep, and covered the entire area of the
well, which was situated in a bed of sand, on an
elevation overlooking a valley. Both the compost
and the straw were well preserved, so it was impossible to mistake its character. The place
where it was found, the depth of earth covering
it, its general appearance, and the circumstances
attending its "finding, all tend to show beyond
the possibility of a doubt, that it had been burieu
centuries ago; thus proving beyond question, that
horses did·exist, and were used by men in America long before Europeans imported them.
CHARLES.
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.: "Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousand of end of the world, and said when the fig.tree

his saints, to execute judgment upon all, and to con.
. .
..
vince all that are ungodly among them of their
Kmd reader, your attentiOn IS respectfully ·ungodly deeds which they have ungodly commitsolicited to the consideration of the subject ted, and of all their hard speehes which ungodly
'h b
t'
d ·h'l
sinners have spoken against him."-vs. 14-lii.
sugges t ed b y " e a ove cap IOn an w 1 e we
.
.
.
.
The above 1s emphatic, and qULte free from
. . . .
'
.
extend tlns m~r~atwn, we are no: un.mmdful ambiguity, that all may comprehend, and as
of the probabthty of your havmg . become none of the events here made known were fulakeptical through the many sounds that have, filled at Christ's first appearing we are led to
and are being heard by men · who not only the conclusion that it' relates to his second
• declare themselves competent 'to make 80 cer- coming. Before intr.oducing other evide~~es,
.
. , we suggest to you, kmd reader, the conditiOn
tam a sound as, not only to prove Chnst s of the unctodly at the time of his coming and
'
b
'
second coming scriptural; but to decide upon that those who oppose or disbelieve in his
the time when he (Christ) would show him- Fecond comi?g ~ill be amonl? the ungodly:
self. He.nce jt has been, since 1843, that
An cxammatwn of the mnc~ee~t~ chnpter
. t'
h
b
d · 'd d
d of Job enables us to know that Uhnst s second
severa1 xmcs
ave
een
ec1
e
upon
an
·
.
·, . .
. . '
commg
was nota d ou b t fu1 one to h'1m; h ence
p~aces dtstgnated to ~:Inch the behevmg ones we hear him exclaiming thus:·
have gathered with f9nd anticipation of being
"0 that my words were now writt~!:l;: ,. O.that
caught up, and undergoin()' their great. and they wer~ printe~ in a booH; 1:'hat;,t~~Y,were
•
•b
.
graven w1ih an non pen ·'~·ii· !!)ad m the rock
final change; but dcsp1te all these pre para- forever! For I know thaC@:l Rideemer liveth,
tions the heavens still retain him and will and that he shall stand in tn·e·latter day upon the
·' h' "
'I h ·
f
. ' .
earth: and though after .my skin worms devour
re t am 1m unt1 t c times o restitutiOn spo- this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God: whom
ken by the mouth of all the holy prophets since I shall see for myself and my eyes shall behold and
the wortd began." (See Acta, third chapter). not another; though my.,r~ins be consumed within
We should not expect that God will in any me."-Job lll: 23--27. ·
way be directed by our pet theories So far
If we admit that it was the in~piration of
from this, that it is his to command, ours to the Almighty that gave him understanding,
o.bey. It is therefore to be hoped that the then it furnishes an evidence in favor of the
non·ability of man to delve into God's mystery subject under consideration. We are aware
will prove a sufficient admonition to lead him that thrse declarations of Job have been and
to be satisfied, and seek to govern himself' by to-day are freely criticised. Even many who
what He has revealed. We have no condemn a- profess to accept the Bible as a light to their
tory remarks, but rather believe that those feet and a lamp in their pathway, are slow to
whQ have taught as above, have had good mo admit the correctness of Job's teachings relatives, for they have doubtless met and con- tive to the place of his future abode. It furtended with opposition, as Christ's second nishes evidences in favor of the subject under
coming and reign upon the earth has been consideration notwithstanding.
We now wish to cite you to Matthew,
very unpopular; but while evidence of sincer.
ity may exist, it by no means proves the valid- twenty-fourth chapter. There we lind Christ
ity of any' system or doctrines advocated. and his disciples assembled near the temple at
'fhere ruuot of necesshy be a standard of ap- Jerusalem, and the following questions propeal, to settle points of doctrine of a religion& pounded to Christ.. "What shall be the sign
character. We therefcJre ask you to calmly of thy coming, and the end of the world?"
consider those evidences we shall hereafter Strange topics upon which to talk, certainly.
adduce from the Bible, iq favor of the above j Christ's coming and the end of the world, in
subject, we only design to notice a few of the the light of Scripture, signifies an end to all
many evidences that exist. We shall make no human governments, or the fulfillment of the
effort to add to or detract from what we shall prayer taug'ht the disciples by Christ, "Thy
lind written,. in the Bible, believing as we do, kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as in
that men assume forbidden ground, when they heaven," and ~}lese ancient disciples were so
attempt to mod\fy, or in any way meddle with, interested as to enquire when so glorious a
what God has revealed for the benefit of man; time was to brought about; but ChrisL did
but we believe whatever conditions are re- not give: them .a direct answer to their quesvealed to man in the word, that man should tions, but instructed them in regard to the
yield unqualified obedience to the same.
events that were to precede the destruction of
The.first proRhetic declaration we shall no- Jerusalem, that they might know when to flee
tice is foU,nd ill Jude, who tells us that Enoch, to the mountains. He Q.id, however, speak of
the seve,nth:fx:.om Adam, prophesied thus:
signs that should precede his coming, and the

buds it is known that summer is nigh, so likewise when ye see these things, lift up your
heads and rejoice, for your redemption draweth
nigh. These .sayings appear ambiguous, to
many, but they are consistent. when properly
understood, and afford much consolation to the
believer. We find nothing said by the Savior
~J.S to the time when he would return to the
earth, and the world or wickedness would end.
But we learn that the predictions he made in
reference to destruction coming on the Jews,
the demolishing of their temple, and Jerusalem being trodden under foot of the Gentiles,
were literally fulfilled.
.
Of the Emperor Julian it is said; he made
an extraordinary effort tQ rebuild the temple,
and reinstate the Jews in their own land.
Whether thus prompted by pure philanthropy
towards the Jews, or a desire to falsify the
predictions of Christ, we will not stop to enquir~; but the story has it that balls of lire
cam_e iri such close proximity to where they
were working as to necessitate them to abandon
their project. The fulfillment of' these predictions encourages us in the belief that those
which relate to his second coming will also
have a literal fulfillment.
We next examine a question recorded by·
Luke, Acts 1 : 6, 7 :
"When they therefore were oome together, they
a~ked of him saying, Lord, wilt thou at this time
restore again the kingdom to Israel? And he
said unto them, it is not for you to know the times
or the seasons which the Father hath put in his
own power."
It would appear from the foregoing that
they had been taught that which ·led them to
believe that the kingdom was at some time to
be restored to the Jews. Hence the question,
"Wilt thou at this time restore again the
kingdom to Israel." He said nothing to lead
them to believe they were in error in supposing the kingdom was to be restored to t'hc
Jews, and certainly it would have been a fitting time to have corrected them: But his
non-effort in this direction furnishes evidence ·
that their expectation of the restoration of the
kingdom to the Jews was begotten in their
minds through his (Christ's) teachings, ~nd
hence correct. But he did tell them, which
we should not overlook, that it was not for
them to know the times the Father had put
into his own power.
Look a little further, before you pass from
this chapter, and we are informed that while
the disciples stood witnessing the ascension of
the Savior~ two men appeared in white apparel,
and informed them that the same Jesus which
was taken up from them; should so come in
like manner. And thus we find in their
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ministerial labors they taught that Christ's
return to the earth was a reality. And here
we notice an objection-perhaps you, kind
reader, have heard it. It is that the apostles
expected and taught that Christ would come
in their time and were deceived.
This question can better be settled by an
appeal to what they taught on this very important subject. The Apostle Paul received
no tuition from Christ while he. was .prosecuting his ministerial labors on the earth; yet
we find him, in common with those apostles
who traveled with Christ in the days of his
ministry, teaching the second coming of Christ
as an event to come. See 2 Thess. 1 : 7, 8.
''And to you who are troubled, rest with us,
when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven
with his mighty angels, in flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know not God, and that obey
not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ."
It is hardly possible to mistake the meaning
of the apostle; but while he speaks so positive of Christ's second coming, and the effects
produced by his coming, he makes no attempt
to fix the time for that great event to take
place. He did say, in the following chapter,
that that day (the day of Christ) should not
come "except there come a falling away first,"
but did not say when the falling away should
come, or how long it should last. It is plain
to be seen from the foregoing that he had a
positive knowledge that the day of the Lord
would come, without knowing when. It might
have come, therefore, in their time, or in two
thousand years after, for anything they said
about the time;· hence the objection based
upon the hypothesis that they were deceived,
is unscriptural, .to say the least of it, and but
a poor excuse for a non-interest in so important a subject as the second coming of Christ.
As additional evidence of his return, we
read in 1 Thess. 4 : 14-18:
".!!'or if we believe that Jesus died and rose
again, even so them also which sleep in Jesus will
God bring with him. For this we say unto you
by the word of the Lord, that we which are alive
and remain unto the coming of the Lord sh~tll not
prevent them which are asleep. For the Lord
himself shall descend from heaven with a shout,
with the voice of the archangel and with the trump of
God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first,. Then
they which are alive and remain shall be caught up
together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord
in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.
Wherefore, comfort one another with these words."
You. kind reader will, we think, be led to
think seriously upon this subject. See what
grand events are to be brought about! The
dead in Christ are to be brought and ever remain with liim (Chirst). And should you
wish to know where so glorious a throng are to
be located; we are told by Peter there is to
be a new heaven and a new earth. W c shall
not attempt to tell you the mighty changes
which will take plac:; to make the earth new.
\Ve only expect to notice facts as recorded,
and if by so doing you shall be induced to
make a more thorough and systemetic investigation, we shall consider our object accomplished. For additional evidence that glorified beings will reign on the earth; see Rev.
5th chapter, verse 10.
"And has made us unto our God kings and
priests; and we shall reign on the eart.h."
Many more Scriptural evidences might be
adduced in favor of the subject under consideration but suflicient has been noticed to establish his personal appearing and reign upon

the earth. We will now enquire what means be patient and follow on, we shall not digress
shall be used to prepare the way for His com- from our purposed plan. We read in Revelaing and kingdom. It can hardly be expected tion 14: 6, as follows:
that so grand an event can be brought about Andisawanotherangelflyinthemidstofheaven,
without a preparatory work; nor can it be ex- having the evet:lasting gospel to preach unto them
pected that said preparatory work can be that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and
brought about without a delegation of author· kindred, and tongue, and people.
ity from God. Be not startled, kind reader,
This was written by John about ninetyyou know we have not sought to lead you into six years after Christ's ascension to heaven;
any bye and forbidden paths thus far, nor do and was to come to pass, at some future time
we desire to. We ask you to consider a verse from John's day. Now the prophetic dec1arin Matthew, twenty-fourth chapter.
ation of Paul touching the falling away, and
"And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preach- the saying of the Savior before alluded to,
ed in all the world, for a witness unto all nations; that the gospel of the Kingdom should be
and then shall the end come."
preached in all the world, and the angel seen
We gather from the foregoing that at some by John with the gospel to be preached to all
age subsequent to the one in which Christ nations should awaken in your mind a deep
made this declaration, that the gospel was to be in teres~ and lead you to calmly reflect with
preached, and that would be a sign that would prayer to God that you may see aright.
evidence His new approach. Perhaps kind
If it be a fact that God would send an anreader, you may be somewhat puzzled to see gel at some time subsequent to the time John
the consistency of such a declaration. Come so declared, judging from the past, we would
and let us reason. The popular idea is, that not expect that this angel would preach and
the gospel has always been preached, from sojourn among men, but that he would comChrist's day, to the present, and popularity mit the message, with authority and command,
is hard to attack; but we refer to the stand- to a man or to men, to deliver it to others, and
ard of appeal, and by so doing we can deter- thus it be made known to all dwelling upon
mine this very important question before we the earth. Nor would we expect that the
can decide whether the gospel has been preach- great and mighty of the earth would be called.
ed as claimed, we must learn what that gospel Let our minds go back to the time Christ
is. Christ authorized his disciples to preach made his appearance among men, and we find
the gospel to every creature and strictly charg- that a very humble individual was appointed
ed them to teach them (the people) to observe as his forerunne1', called John; but . it is said
all things whatsoever he had commanded he was sent from God. He was clothed in
them. What they did teach then must be camel's hair; a leathern girdle about his loins;
the gospel, and any thing different must be a his meat was locusts and wild honey, and he
preversion:of that gospel. W:e find that these came out of the wilderness. His external apambassadors taught the people faith in Go.~, pearance was not very prepossessing, nor did
repentance from dead works, baptism by ifn- the world see evidences of his having .been
mersion for the remission of sins, the laying sent. He came from God, nevertheless, and
on of' hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, he was a messenger before Christ's face. We
the resurrection from the dead and eternal claim, in consideration of Christ's return to
judgment, that the fruits of the Spirit are love, the earth, there exists a necessity for a prejoy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, paratory work, and the past justifies us in
faith, meekness and temperance; while the saying that to effect this preparatory work,
manifestations of the Spirit were knowledge, men must be commissioned from on high.
faith, gifts of healing, discerning of spirits, Nor must we look for a sek·ction from the gay,
divers kinds of tongues, interpretation of ton- nor from the ranks of those who have been
gues, ·prophecy, miracles, helps, government,s, bold in their declaration that the day of rev-.
apostles and prophets, fvr the work of the elation has past; but from the poor and humministry. Such were the teachings of the ble. We tell you, then, in word a of truth and
apostles. But as we have noticed Paul pre- soberness, that the sfl!cction has been made.
dieted a falling away, and we are bold to say It was not a John, nor did he dwell in the
that he referred to a falling away from the wilderness of J udca; but his name was Joseph,
gospel; and when we examine the past and and he dwelt in Amcric:t. Now, kind reader,
the present we are led to exclaim with 'vYesley we pray you not to stop here. If God, eight
Where shall I wander now, to find
ecn hundred years ago, could use so humble a
Successors they have left behind?
personage as John the Baptist, and subscThe faithful, whcm I seek in vain,
quently call illiterate fishermen and use them
Are mil)ished from the sons of men!
as instruments to preach tho gospel; if in
Or the ancient Saints there are no successors; keeping with his decrees, can he not through
we mean to say, there arc none who received similar instrument.s at this time accomplish a
the authority to teach and have taught in similar work; or has the lapse of a few hunpurity the gospel that was taught by Christ dred years shorn God of his power? You,
and his apostles, and the multiplicity of kind reader, will certainly agree with us that
societies claiming to be Christ's, furnishes ev- it has not; but his power is to-day as it ever
idence in favor or the above; we are there- has been You may ask for evidences of the
fore led to declare that an entire falling away above declaration. We will proceed to give
from the ancient order of the gospel has them.
taken place. And in view of this and the
Joseph Smith declared that he commenced
declaration of the Savior, before refered to, we his ministry by and with a command from
say that power given with a command t.o again heaven. ~vYhether his pretensions were tru0
preach the go~pel, will be one of the signs of or false, it certainly agrees with scripture; for
the near appr<mch of the Son of God and ihe every prophet we read of was thus sent. He·
end of the world. We know, kind reader, taught faith, repentance, baptism by immerthis is very opposite to modet;n religion; but lsion, for the remission of sin!3,. the la~in:g on,
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of hands, as noticed before. He also taught
the second coming of Christ to reign on the
earth, and the gathering and re-establishment
of the Jews in the lands of their fathers, agreeably to the covenant made with Abraham;
all of which accords with the scriptures God
has given. But should you; gentle reader,
object to these evidences in favor of Joseph
Smith's mission, on the popular religious
grounds, that the gospel has always been
preached, our arguments brought forth to
prove an apostacy from the apostolic order of
the gospel to the contrary notwithstanding,
we would respectfully suggest a more rigid and
thorough examination of the claims of the
present teachers and professors of religion.
They claim authority to preach the gospel because Christ gave his apostles a commission to
preach the gospel in all the world.
The
apostles ordained elders after the above commission, and Paul taught in Rom. x., or he
asks, "How can they hear without a preacher,
and how shall he preach except hebe sent;"
and in Heb. v- 4, "No man taketh this honor
upon himself but he that is called of God as
was Aaron." The above proves the _necessitY.
of calls from a legitimate source in order to
empower men to preach. Then are the claims
of the present teachers valid in the light of
scripture? 'Ve answer, No. As further evidence, we find that except a professed faith in
Christ, repentance, praying, &c., the whole of
the apostolic teaching and practice are ignored.
This may appear severe, but we do not feel
justified in trifling with so important a matter.
We now notice an objection to Joseph
Smith's mission: The days of revelation and
prophets are past, or, that no more revelations
were to be given after the days of the apostles.
We unhesitatingly say that such teaching is
unscriptural. For the proof, see J er. xxxi.
31, 32, 33: "Behold, the days come, saith
the Lord, that I will make a new covenant
with the house of Israel, and with the house
of Judah; Not according to the covenant
that I made with their fathers, in the day
that I took them by the hand to bring them
out of _the land of Egypt; which my covenant
they brake, although I was an husband unto
them, saith the Lord, But this shall be the
covenant that I will make with the house of
' Israel; after those days, .saith the Lord, I will
put my law in their inward parts, and write it
upon their hearts, and will be their God and
they shall be my people." You must admit,
kind reader, that that which is spoken of in
the above scripture cannot be accomplished
without revelation and prophets. It is quite
clear that the covenant here spoken of, was to
be made at some period subsequent to the apostolic times; for when Christ appeared, t.hey,
the Jews, were suhject to the Roman power,
and by this power their temple was demoli~hed
and they disposseesed. of their inherlt~,nce,
and scattered in all the world, and their
was and has been trodden uHder the foot
the Gentiles.
The apustle Paul is plain upon this matter.
In Romans 11 : 25 be says:
"For I would not., brethren, that ye should be
ignorant of this mystery, (lest. ye should be wise
in yonr own conceits), that blindness is in part
happened to Israel, until the fullness of the Gen·
tiles be come in."

The logical deduction of thi~ would be, that
when the fulness of the Gentiles comes in, that
the blindness will be removed from Israel.
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You will admit that the teaching of Paul is for others. We know that from the time that
confirmatory of the prophetic declaration of Joseph Smith declared that he by the comJeremiah, and upon a calm consideration of mandment of God, and agreeably to the laws
the couree of procedure of the religious re- of his country, did, on the sixth day of April,
formers, that they have failed to notice and one thousand eight hundred and thirty, orteach to the world the designs of God, made ganize the Church to be known as the Church
known in the above, and many other similar of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, the
prophetic declarations in reference to making world has been saying he was not the man.
a new covenant with, and restoring the king- This popular cry has been raised, nor has the
dom to Israel. So far have they been from sound died away to this day. But, notwithteaching this, that it seems that the fulfillment standing all this, kind reader, the contents of
of unfulfilled prophecy, is a matter entirely this small tract are presented to you for a
lost sight of by them. True, it is, that many two-fold object: First, as a testimony that
have visited the holy land, and made known God did call and qualify Joseph Smith for a
the result of their travels thereto, and the prophet, and that he did organize the Church
many evidences seen of Christ and his disci- according to the apostolic order, and laid the
ples traveling and teaching in the cities and foundation of the latter day work, which will
villages, either from the rostrum or by the ultimately end in the second coming of Christ
means of letters and tragts; and have mourned and in restoring the kingdom to Israel. And
over the state and condition of the people; also to suf\"geRt to you, that if the gospel
and have told the people that all the misery taught by Paul and Peter was Christ's gospel,
and trouble to which they have been subject and the organization as taught by these men,
were because they rejected the prophets that the only gospel and organization recognized
were sent unto them; but remain silent as by God; then we say that while there may
death and mute as the grave touching the fu. have been many people who have meant and
ture dealings of God with that people reflected who did well according to the light and
through unfulfilled prophecy. And upon fur- knowledge they have had, that all the reformther consideration, you will also find that ers have failed to introduce a religious system
these reformers are not only silent upon un- that in all particulars will agree with the one
fulfilled prophecy, but have changP.d the or- built up through the instrumentality of the
dinance of baptism; for whereas, the apostles apostlEs, under the guidance of the Spirit of
taught baptism by immersion, to adults for revelation. Nor has the Church the apostles
the remission of sins, the reformers have, that established, or its form been kept by men to
is, many of them, and still c0ntinue to teach whom they transmitted their authority.
Second, to invite you not to be startled or
infant sprinkling; and, whereas, tpe laying
on of hands was taught by the ancient apos- offended with anything we have said, but pray
tles for the gift of the ~oly Ghost, following and search to see if these things are so.
Should you wish, on application to Henry
the administration of baptism by water, and
that those they baptized and up::m whom they A. Stebbins, Plano, Kendall Co., Illinois, Box
laid their hands, were told, not only, that by 50, you can purchase books and tracts, illustheir faithfulness that pr,)phecies, tongues and trative of our faith and doctrine, at reasonmiracles would follow them, but how they were able rates; or for two dollars and fifteen cents
to use these blessings so as to prevent confu- per annum, you can have the True Latter
sion; and, whereas, those apostles taught that Day Saints HERALD, issued semi-monthly,
God had placed in the church apostles, proph- (our Church organ) sent where you may wish,
ets, pastors, teachers, &c , for the work of the and should the J~atter Dav Saints hold meetministry and the edifying of the body (or ings in the locality where" you may be, we adchurch), these reformers agree in saying that vise you to go and hear them.
all these things are done away; that remission
of sins can be obtained without baptism ; that
WHAT AN ELDER HEARS BY THE
the laying on of hands is too simple in such
WAYSIDE.
an enlightened age as ours; that miracles, and
In my scribble of what an Elder hears by
apostles, were only given to establish the gospel; that we have greater facilities for educa- the way side, I see that I gave offen~e to some
tion; that our theologians graduate from sem- of my brethren, and it is more thau probable
inaries of learning, and this supercedes the that some of my sisters are offended too. I ask
necesity of all these powers and gifts possessed all who are offended to forgive me, as I had no
by these illiterate fishermen of Gallilee; or, intention to offend any one, and I will endeavin other words, we don't want this man or to correct my statem(lnts, eo that they will
(Christ) to reiga over us. And thus it is that convey my intentions better. I had no intenPaul's prediction. in reference to a falling tion to insinuate that I t.hought, or that others
said that Bro. Joseph, or Bro. Blair, or any
away, is literallv fulfil.led.
•
l~ view, then, nf the great preparatory work other brother was using or spending the tithnecesc;ary to be brought about before Christ's ing or sacrifices of the church for tobacco or
second coming, w s s:J,y that there exists a ne· st.rong drink, or in any other unlawful way;
c"~sit,y for men to be commissioned from on but that these with other evils had been prachigh. for previous to God bringing to pass any ticed in the old church and that the people
works among the children of men in previous had been deceived and had lost confidence; and
ages, he has first revealed his secrets to hisser- that many are standing aloof from us, talking
vants, the prophets; and we say, that the great about these things and watching and waiting
preparatory work to be consummated prior to to see what the Reorganization and its authorthe second coming of Christ., will not be an ities will do.
exception to this rule. Hence, kind reader, if
I am sorry that I repeated what others said
Joseph Smith and those called to ,co-operate in order to justify themselves in following She
with him, are not the chosen messengers for fashions of the world. I find that many of the
the above preparatory work, then we must look saints and others that once had a name in the

___.,._._.______
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church, are looking for a perfect church,
with all its authorities perfect; in fact, they
want to see perfection in every body else and
then they will stop trying to justify themselves
by quoting the faults of others, and look for perfection in themselves; and of course they will
then take hold and help roll the work ahead
and stop finding fault with others. So mote
it be.
A. HAws.

- ...

LIQUOR STATISTICS·
The National Temperanee Advocate has received from Dr. Edward Young, Chief of the
United States Bureau of Statistics, the following unofficial letter in relation to the liquortraffic in the United States, which may shed
a light on the hard times problem.
BUREAU OF STATISTICS,

D. C. May 27th, 1878.
"Sir: I have the honor to state that the
only official information I am able to afford,
in regard to the consumption of spirituous,
vinous, and fermented liquors, is derived from
the report of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, showing the quantity of spirits and
beer on which duty was paid; and from the
returns to this Bureau showing the quantity
and value of spirits and wines imported from
foreign countries. The figures are respectively as follows:
Distilled spirits, exclusive of braudy made from fruit, withdrawn
for consumption during the year
ending June 30th, 1&77 ........ 5G,818,525gals.
Fermented liquors, paying a tax
of $1 a barrel, ................. 0,07 4,30G bbls.
IMPORTS OF LIQUORS DURING THE
FISCAL YEAR 1877.
Spirits of all kinds, ............. 1.386,Gi0 gals.
Wine in casks and bottles, computed in gallons, ..•............. 5,723,•160 gals.
Native wines, brandy, etc., made
from grape and other fruit, and
made wines ................ quantity unknown.
From the Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for 1877 the foilowing data are obtained:
Amount received from retail liquor
dealers paying a special tax of
$25 each....................... $3,8i0,469
Amount received from wholesale Ji.
quor dealers paying a special lax
of $100 each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410, 72\l
It will be seen that the total number of retail
dealers in the year indicated was 153,618; and
that of wholesale dealers, 4,4H7.
The average amount sold by each is unknown,
but is estimated as follows:
153,618 retail dealers i. average sales,
$3,000 ~ach ..................... $4G0,85•1,000
4,497 wholesale dealers; average
sales, $30,000 each .............. $134,010,000
WASHINGTON,

Total ........................... $595.764,000
Another estimate of the aggregate amount of
money actually expended in the United States for
liquors is as follows:
Whiskey and other spirits, 56,848,625
gallons, at $6 retail ............. $341,091,150
Fermented liquors, 9,074,30() barrels,
at $20 retail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181,486,120
Imported brandy and other spirits,
1,386,670 gallons, at $10 retail... 13,866,700
Imported wines, 5, 723,46\J gallons,
ut $6 retail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34,340,815
25,000,000
Domestic wines, brandies, etc.
$595,784,785

HERALD.

If the f~regoing estimates are not excessive,
it is evident that the direct cost of the drinking habits of this country exceeds five hundred
and ninety:five million dollars, or an average
of about thirteen dollars for each man, woman
and child in the United States!
Enormous as is this expenditure, it is gratifying to know that there has been a decrease
not only per head but in the aggregate, which
a few years ago exceeded six hundred million
dollars, being an average of about $16 per
head.
·
Careful estimates show that there are over
six hundred thousand drunkards in the United States, and that seventy thousand die annually who go to the grave of a drunkard.
Every year one hundred thousand men and
women are sent to prison under the influence
of intoxication, while three hundred murders
and suicides occur from the same cause. Two
hundred thousand orphans are yearly thrown
upon the charity of the world by this curse of
intemperance. Nine tenths of our crime, and
not less than seven eights of the pauperism is
the immediate result of strong drink, and
that at a cost to the government-besides individual want-of not less than $60,000,000
every year.
The Herald for February 1st, contains a letter from Bro. Joseph R. J-'ambert, in which
occurs this remarkable sentence, "J. D. Bennett, the Infidel, says, 'the devil is dead,' and
ministers have nothing more to do."· Therefore
to Bro. J~ambert are the following lines most
respectfully dedicated, as a reply to the implied
imputation cast upon
J. D. B.
MY CI~EED.
This life is but a transient scene
Of fleeting joys and grief;
Which fadeth like a passing dream,
Or as the autumn leaf.
But God is good, his mercies great,
I see them all around,
And these do fully compensate
Though sorrows should abound.
In woodland, clothed in living green ;
In fields, so fair and gay;
Sweet birds beneath the shadows sing
To cheer us on our way.
The eagle on the mountain height,
The herd upon the hills ;
The kids that graze with fond delight
Beside their native rills ;
The azure dome, with stars begirt;
The royal king of day ;
The moon, with soft and mellow light,
Their beauties, all display.
The season comes with gentle paco
And golden waves the grain;
The forest yields, with pliant grace,
To zeyhyrs from the plain ;
'fhe autumn landscape far is strewn
With beauties fair and bright;
The earth in winter's' snowy gown
Of pure and spotless white;
The Bible too, a sacred chart,
To man by God was given;
And I will clasp it to my heart.,
0, precious gift of heaven;
And Mormon's book, of golden pag~,
What glorious truths unfold;
0! may they spread from age to age,
To millons yet untold;
0, blessed boon of IaUer dayP,
The "Law" to guide the church,*
*''Covenants."

And lead us into wisdom's ways,
And warn us of the scourge;
All these are gifts of God, divine,
Most precious in my eye;
Of joy and truth, exhaustless mine,
On which we oan rely.
I love this work-God's blessed wayI love its purity;
It keeps my soul each day by day
From infidelity.
Should Satan rise, or hell menace,
My progress to oppose;
I'll trust in God for conquering grace,
And triumph o'er my foes.
This is my creed, my brother dear,
And has been since my call;
And though no friend should offer cheer,
It saves me from a fall.
J. D. BENNETT.
AMBER, Iowa, l'ebruary 5tb, 1879.

... ..... ""'

SEE WHAT YOU DRINK!
The following receipts for the manufacture
of whisky, brandy, gin, lager beer, etc., are
furnished by a converted liquor dealer of
Brooklyn. They are what are used by distillers, liquor-dealers, and compounders, and if
we should give the quantities of each, which
we have in our possession, any one could make
their own spirituous or malt; liquors. Read
the following and drinlc no more!
Bourbon or Rye Whisky is manufactured
with highwines, commonly called fusil.oil
whisky, made to.day and drank three days
after; contains also vinegar, syrup, oil ot
Bourbon, water, French coloring, bluestone,
and other poisonous chemicals. Costs, from
90 cents to $1 per gallon; retails from $5 to
$6 per gallon.
Cogniac Brandy. French or cologne spirits,
burnt sugar, oil of cogniac, vinegar, bluestonc,
Jamaica rum, honey syrup, port wine, French
coloring, alum, and aloes. Cost, $2 per gallon; retails from $6 to $10 per gallon.
Irish and Scotch Whisky. Canada highwines, or new distilled whisky one week old,
saltpetre,· fine salt, essence of oil of Scotch or
Irish whisky, fusil-oil, syrup, bluestone, St.
Croix rum, some imported Irish or Scotch
whisky for flavor. Cost., $1 50; retails for
$6 per Kallon.
Old Holland Gin. French spirits, water,
oil of juniper, syrup, white-wine vinegar,
bluestonc, New ]~ngland rum, peach pits, with
some imported gin fvr flavor.
Old Tom Gin.
Same ingredients, but
double sugar to make sweet. Cost, $1.25; retails for $5 per gallon.
The above is sold by druggists for medicine
for kidney disease
,Jamaica and St. Croix Hum. Double refined high wines, French coloring, oil of rum,
fusil oil, vin£gar, bluestone, burnt sugar, molasses syrup, with some imported Jamaica,
Cuba, or St Croix rum lor flavor; alum, aloes,
prune juice.
.,.
Stock Ale or Porter is diluted with oil of
vitriol, strychnine, and aq1nfortis to m1ke it,
keep.
New ale is diluted with oil of vitro!, damaged molasses, and bilge water from sugar or
mobsses veEsels.
Lager Beer, and what drugs it contains.
A little malt, plenty of water, some inferior
hops, rosin, tar, saleratus, soda, with four different kinds of chemicals, to keep it after brewing.
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Thus you see, by
he expected that he would have trouble with the secret workings and secret doings of these
men for years gone by, the Church was robJoseph; Dear Nephew :-Several times I Brigham Young, especially, and added that bed of her prophet and patriarch, by a most
"should the time ever come that this man B.
have taken the pen to write you on the sub- Young should lead the Church that he would. hellish plot that had been in vogue for not
ject of this caption, the death of the two Mar- lead it to hell." And these words I remem- only months, but years previous to :the time
tyrs, and the principal causes that led to their ber as plainly as though they were spoken of their deaths. When I see men whose findeath. But the causes have been so misun- but yesterday; as at this time I had not known ger stains show positive signs of their guilt in
that there could have been a charge of fault the death of the martyrs, now revelling in the
derstood and I have felt so diffident about brought against the man. My association with spoils of the Church robbed from the innocent
writing the facts in the case as I understand this ma!J. Brigham Young for near three years and unsuspecting saints, lcannot restrain my
them, that I have refrained from the task, for previous, had been very limited, in consequence pen from writing the facts and incidents that
I do know before God and man were the
fear that the circumsances I have to name of our different localities and fields of labor.
means of your father and uncle Hyrum's
that
I
have
thus
named
do
not
These
matters
might throw a back influence upon the charcomprise the whole ground of the causes that death.
acter of the man whom we all esteem as the led to your father's death; although in part
There is one more fact I will notice and
prophet of God j and the longer I have put it did, as this secret evil that had crept into that is, that however strange or great the testhis matter off, the more and more I have felt the Church, by means of this private teach- timony that might be brought against these
it impressed upou my mind that I should ing, gave food and material for the Expositor men, .John Taylor and others, in this murderpress to pour out its vials of wrath upon the ous affair, the Utah Mormons would not credwrite. The history and the circumstances
head of the prophet, making him responsible it it though one rose from the dead to bear
connected with the death of your father, and for the conduct and teaching of these secret witness of it, and as for the redemption of any
your Uncle Hyrum, are events that transpired, and clandestine teachers. What fixes the from their blindness, who have willingly given
for the greater part while I was residing in stain of guilt upon these parties named in this their names in support of this great apostacy,
Philadelphia in 1842-3-4, having charge of letter making them more criminally murder- I am in much doubt that there are many who
the Church in the east. But the links in ous, is the part that the City Council at N au- will be saved or forsake the great error they
the chain of circumstances that I am about to voo took in getting up the ordinance which have fallen into.
relate were occurrences that took place while resulted in the destruction of the Expositor
And especially do I believe this in regard
I was on a visit to Nauvoo, for the purpose of press. And I wish here to name the fact that to the remnants of the Smith family in Utah,
attending the April Conference in 1844.
the principal instigators in getting up that whose chances for knowing the erroneous poAfter attending the Conference held by the ordinance were men who feared the revelations sition they are in, and with ample proof from
Church at that time, and also several of the that this organ (Expositor) was about to the Word of God that their whole system of
political caucuses to nominate candidates for make of their secret and ungodly doings to the church organization is founded in corruption
President of the United States, and business world. The persons who were most conspic- and fraud; and still they persist in their unmatters of this sort having been disposed of, (in uous in the work, and were the means of holy alliance with that apostate and Godwhich Lyman Wight, Brigham Young, John bringing on the scenes that finally resulted in forsaken people. " There are none so blind
Taylor, Willard Richards, and H. C. Kimbal the bloody tragedy which took place at Car- as those who will not see."
were the principal speakers), I began to arrange thage Jail were no other than John Taylor
This, then, is the end of this epistle, and I
matters to return to my family who were, as I and Willard Richards, who by constant im- conclude with many good wishes to you and
have before stated, residing in the City of portunities prevailed upon your father to sign to all good saints. Your brother in bonds of
Philadelphia; and on the morning previous to his own death warrant by placing his name love.
WM. B. SMITH.
my leaving Nauvoo, I called on your father to that accursed ordinance which· resulted in KINGSTON, Caldwell Co., l\Io., March 25th, 1879.
and took breakfast with him. While seated his death and the death of your Uncle Hyrum.
----~.-~-.~----at the table a conversation was had participated
To these importunities of Richards and
STARTING IN LIFE.
in by your mother, concerning some things Taylor I was a witness, and was present when
that she had learned in the discharge of her Richards brought in the book containing the
The first lesson a young man should learn
mission among the Saints as one of a, commit- ordinance and asked for your father's signa- is, that he knows nothing. The easier and
tee appoinied by the Female Relief Society, ture to make it a law in the City of Nauvoo. more thoroughly this lesson is learned the
to visit the Saints and look after the interest I remonstrated with Richards at the time, better. A home-bred youth, grown up in the
,of the poor of Church; to enquire after their against my brother Joseph putting his name light of parental admiration, with everything
occupation and financial prospect for food and down in such a place, as it would most certain- to foster his vanity and self-esteem, is surprismeans of support. In relating her report she ly result in his death. Richards, failing to ed to find, and often unwilling to acknowledge,
said, that some complaint had been made to secure your father's name at this time, both the superiority of other people. But he is
her by females whom she had visited, that he and Taylor called on your father the next compelled to learn his own insignificance;
John Taylor, Willard Richards, and Brigham morning, with feigned tears of desperation, have his arts ridiculed, his blunders exposed,
Young had been teaching some doctrines expatiating upon the great necessity of having his wishes disregarded, and he is made to act
amon~ the Saints privately that was going to that Exposito1· removed, as a means to the in a very sorry figure, until his self-conceit is
ruin the Church, unless there was a stop put further growth and prosperity not only of the abased, and. he feels that he knows nothing.
When a young man has thoroughly comto it, as it was contrary to the l~w and rules City of Nauvoo, but ofthe cause of the Church
governing the Church. J;"our father remark- abroad. Thus these men, with the sophistry prehended the fact that he knows nothing, he
ed that he would attend to the matter as soon of their lying tongues, like wolves. in sheep's is of but little value, the next lesson is, that
as he got through with his troubleswith the clothing, ensnared the prophet from off his the world cares nothing for him. He is a subLaws and Fosters. But mark you their con- watch tower, and led him as a lamb to the ject of no man's overwhelming admiration;
versation took place only a fe.w days prev'ious to slaughter, they promising, also, to be his as- neither petted by the one sex, nor envied by
your father's death. What that private teach- sistants in case he should fall into trouble, as the other, he has to take care of himself. He
ing might have been, that those persons whom a result of his name being placed to that ordi- will not be noticed till he becomes noticeable,
your mother named, were circulating in a clan- nance. This accounts for the whys and the till he does something to prove that he is of
dl'stine manner, (since there has been so much wherefores, that Taylor and Richards were some use to society. No recommendation or
said about a doctrine called the plural wife both in the jail at the time your father and introduction will give him this; he must be
doctrine on this subject), I leave the reader your uncle Hyrum were murdered. The prin- something to be recognized as somebody.
to judge.
cipal reasons why these conspirators against There is plenty of room for men in the world,
One other point I wish to notice in the con- your father's life did not suffer the same fate but there is no room for idlers. Society is not
ver3ation that took place while I was eating that your father and your uncle Hyrum did, very particular as to what a man does, so long
at your father's table, and that was, as the are, because, like cowards they hid themselves as he does something useful, to prove himself
conversation turned upon Brigham Young, away-Taylor under a bed that was in the to be a man; but it will not take the matter
your father remarked that with regard to the room where the prisoners were confined and on trust.
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their motives may not stand the test of close
scrutiny.
It must be conceded that individuals that
That there is liberty in the gospel was, I .act aggressively do not in all instances look
presume, at one time admitted by all; but that into the looking-glass of the law of liberty, and
that liberty is enjoyed in the crurch to-day, behold them~elves in their_ true stat~; for it is
is a question pendin"' discussion.
patent that m numerous mstances m the exTh
h
l'b
t
t b
fit
bl
perience
of this people, that those who were
ere can e no 1 er Y 0 ene or ess loudest in denunciation of one who had, or
without law, and law defines what shall be may have promulgated an error not common,
were of narrow, conceited minds; or else
done, and prohibits what shall not be done.
The understanding of the law is a matter of simply _used the occasion to give vent to sple~n.
great importance for all things are or should Yet thiS do~s not, and can not appl! ~o all m:
'
.
stances of difference; for many permcwus docbe governed by It i not only he:e but m the trines have been met in their incipiency by
hereafter. There are revealed m the gospel the good, and wise, God-fearing men of this
certain essential principles, and these have generation; but then it was a simple question
been from time to which the "memory of man of right _and wrong; law, or no l~w. 'Fhere is
runneth not to the contrary" recognized as a vast difference between a rad~cal nght, .or
'.
wrong, and one of mere speculatiOn and opmthe fundamentals. That wh1ch forms the ion upon unimportant differences.
"pillar and ground of truth," is found in the
"When doctors disagree, who shall decide.''
The very genius of the gospel would suggest,
declared and authorized tenet; and it would
seem to be unreasonable to formulate another as uttered by the Redeemer, "Whatsoever ye
tenet or doctrine without another revelation. would that men should do unto you, do ye
even so to them;" but this, to our shame, is
Upon matters clearly revealed and defined theory and not practice; for were it practice
as tenets of faith, the libe~ty according to the and theory, men would not be made offenders
law does not warrant teaching to the contrary; for a word, nor would any be hoisted to the
and right here comes in the line of demarca- cynosure of all by a species of red tapeism
under the special plea of charges, when they
tion. That which is not clearly revealed, and have only differed from self appointed judges
that which is undefined by the church as a in matters of opinion.
matter of belief, is open for investigation and
0! what shall the harvest be? Let us hope
discussion, and herein consists one of the lib- that the harvest may be one of blessing, that
erties of the gospel. Who can show us a law good may accrue from evil, that lessons of ben·
efit niay be derived to the permanent blessing
that would compel us to accept as a matter of of the body; and that in no instance may it
faith, that which has not been defined? The he the scene of personal "axe grinding," which
very absence of such law, and the factthatlib- in nowise is conducive of good.
erty is by the law, should send the blush of
What good can result from ostracising, or
driving good men and women out of the
shame upon any man that would dare to trample church; for the simple reason that they fail to
upon one of our most sacred rights.
see all things in the light that others do? Will
It is gross injustice to deny to another an the church in so doing, rise upon a broader
opinion, when we possess no more than an platform, in the practice of gospel liberty? Is
opinion thereon ourselves, in that the subject the cause of Christ advanced by detracting
is one that has not been determined. A mat- from the liberty of the gospel? If it is, then
ter is determined, when it is set beyond con- is there any reason why the church should not
troversy, not by the preaching of some great establish a sortof"holy inquisition," and thereelder, but by the action and dcree of the gen- by reenact the dark scenes of by-gone ages?
cral church, authoritatively; and until such The writer is pained in contemplating such
action is had, the pro and con of every matter events, and the great harm that must ensue to
the subject of enquiry, are open for discussion, the church, except she wears the mail and arfor all, not for one view alone, but for all the mor nf charity, love to God, and peace and
shades of opinion. Every man in Christ has good will to man. It may not be wise to talk
rights that all are bound to respect; and when upon mysteries ; but wise men sometimes do;
this is not done, then the boasted liberty of and ·where one is countenanced, all should be
the gospel, by a gospel-professing people, is the law to one is the law to all.
Where is there a people that have done
purely fictitious. The opinion of one, upon a
matter undetermined, is just as authoritative more speculating than the Saints ! 'ro issue
as that of another; and were it otherwise, then a bull now, shutting the whole of it off, would
there must be an inequality before the law. It be the same as to stop the revolution of the
follows, if we admit the liberty of the law of earth in an instant, to spread world widP. deGod, that it is not a crime against God, man,' struction. But with some this is not contemor the church, to hold an opinion upon a sub- plated-only the- punishment of an eye !.hat
ject that has never been defined; even though has offended a tongue,
it be unwise, accerding to common sentiment.
The remedy is seen in the desire to condone
That man or ring of men that would seek the mistakes of others, realizing that even we
to engraft views upon the church as authori- may be in the wrong. The rule of right does
tative (as if by sheer audacity) and at the not consist in assuming for self pompous iufalsame time deny to another the right to think iability, for that attaches to no man, whatever
and speak upon matters undefined, are a com- may be the station, in the wisdom of God, he
mon enemy, disturbers of the peace, workers may be called upon to occupy.
of injury to the cause of Christ and humanity,
"Follow after charity," was one of the grandand as such the subjects of flagrant bigotry, est utterances of the illustrous Paul. It is

GOSPEL LIBERTY.

grand, because it is the highest human attainment; for without it all oth(lr gifts would be
as graces bestowed upon a barren waste; and
therein, with the use of common sense and
moderation, all the evils of conflict in matters
of opinion only, would vanish as frost before
the genial rays of the god of day, and good
would result, and the· usefulness of none be
impaired. While we assume authority over
others, and appoint ourselves censors of their
views, xp.ay we not forget that one day we too
may be judged by tlw Great Judge, "weighed
in the balances, and found wanting." And
while we may be in possession of great light
even, yet are we justified in assuming that we
know it all, and, that which we do not know
is not worth knowing i for when we take that
stand, we simply wrap around ourselves a mantle of intolerable bigotry, and shut out the
light of heaven, and diminish that which we
have.
IJest any should presume from the ·fact of
having passed into greater light, that all is now
possessed, we would refer them to the wise
Paul, who said, "We now see through a glass
darkly," and of the glorious future, "but then
face to face." I..et no man be wise in his own
conceits.
I subscribe myself a well-wisher to Zion's
J. U. STICE.
cause, and a looker on.

·- ..

THE TWIN :BROTHERS.
The twin brothers, Esau and Jacob, a likeness, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints in type.
"And, behold, all things have their likeness; and
all things are created and made to bear record of
me; both things which are temporal, and things
which are spiritual; things which are in the
heavens above, and things which are on the earth;
and things which are in the earth, and things
which are under the earth ; both above and beneath, all bear record of me."

And Rebecca the wife of Isaac, the son by
promise, conceived, and the children struggled
before the birth. (First figure).
At the birth of Esau, Esau came first, then
Jacob caught hold of Esau's heeL (Second
figure).
Now Esau, because the oldest, held the
birthright, but not considering it of any value, sold out to one who prized it very highly,
even Jacob, (third figure), making three witnesses.
Now, after the little stone that was to roll
forth until it filled the whole earth, was cut
out of the mountain, there was increase,
prosperity and peace for the space of a time;
and the time drew nigh when an evil spirit
that was not of the Lord entered, and abominations, seditions, and divisions crept in, and
breaking up, scattering and going into darkness resulted, and the Lord withdrew his
presence from them. The majority of this
seemingly dead body, with Brigham Young as
their leader, journeyed into the wilderness,
even to the Great Salt J~ake, and there they
set up their idols, and submitted themselves
unto the powers of their strange god.
There was savory soup (polygamy) made
and set before F.Jsau, (the body which was
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nigh unto death), and he was commanded to eat.
"And Jacob said, Sell me this day thy birthright." ,"And Esau [Brighamites] said, Behold,
I am at the point of dying, and what shall this
birthright profit me?" So he .despised it and
sold out. They partook freely of their savory
soup (polygamy), and their eyes were opened,
and the dead body got new life into it, raised
up its head, opened its mouth and began to
speak great swelling words. Its voice was like
that of a lion when he roareth, fire and smoke
issued out of its mouth, and it even defied the
powers of earth and hell; and, like Esau, received a mark, which was the mark of a beast,
and a decree went forth from the first beast
(Brigham) that they should not buy nor sell,
save of them that had the mark in their forehead or in their hand, ZCMI, with a hull's
head or a hull's eye, such as you can see in
every town all over Utah.
Other beasts arose and exercised all the
power o.f the first beast, (Brigham's Counsellors), save the first beast, who made himself
like unto the ]}lost High, who caused that as
many as would not worship the image of the
beast should be killed. (Blood atonement).
Obher abominations were mixed in the cup,
and the daughters of Zion made to drink
freely, and there was no rest day nor night,
and the smoke of their torment ascendeth up
forever and ever, and according to the word of
the Lord we must be justified in the belief
that he has rejected the"m and all their works,
losing their birthright, and consequently receiving no blessings.
Now to solve the problem of these figures
and the word of God, we will proceed to es.
tablisli the younger brother, the Reorganized
Church, on the figure of Jacob, the last figure
now to be first. We find that body under
young Joseph Smith in possession of the
birthright, and the consequent blessings that
belong, coming up right upon the heels of the
old, the Utah brother; and, verily, the struggle
is now going on for the right. And as Jehu
said, "Who is on the Lord's side ?" Who ?
Read Gen. 28 : 12-14.
"And he [Jacob] dreamed, and behold, a ladder
set up on the earth, and the top of it reached to
heaven: and behold, the angels of God ascending
and descending upon it. *·* * And thy seed shall
be as the dust of the earth; and thou shalt spread
abroad to the west, and to the east, and to the
north and to the south: and in thee and in thy
seed shall all the families of the earth be blessed."
We will turn again and look a little more
after this first son, which, according to the
word of God, the record stands against them,
for by their works ye shall know them. Jesus
says, "l came not to bring peace into the
world, but a sword." Further, "My word is
truth; and it is the sword of his Spirit, which
is the sword for his people to use for their defence, tor reprvof and for instruction. Brigham was for drawing his bowie knife and
sending people " to hell across lots." Our
Lord said, "Peter, Put up thy sword," (bowie
knife), "for he that taketh the sword shall die
by the sword." Brother Esau threatened to
kill his brother Jacob. In the same family of
destructive spirits stands Brigham, flourishing
his sword.
The Lord says, "I loved Jacob and hated
Esau." Contrary to the law or will of his
father, Esau took Canaanitish women for his
wives, which was a grief of mind to Isaac and
Rebekah. Brighamites are in the same order.

The milk which the Utah Saints are being fed
upon, the Lord 'has declared an abomination.
Truly, Utah has been, and now is, a boiling
cauldron; it will cleanse the people, taking off
the scum.
But, "thou shalt not seethe a kid in its
mother's milk." Our very oldest brother's
offering was not acr.epted. And why? Good
and evil are twin brothers, born of the same
mother. Frst evil, then the good. When
the Lord works, the better wine comes after
they "have well drunk.'' Rise, and let us be
going. Yours in gospel bonds,
ARCATE, Humboldt Co., Cal.
WM. M. llOHALL.

...

- ..

CHURCH GOVERNMENT.
We write to offer a few remarks ooneerning
the true character of the government of the
Church; and also to learn if the Latter Day
Saints have the proper form of organization,
as spoken of by Paul, wherein he says:
"That in the dispensation of the fulness of
times [completion of dispensations] he might gather together in one all things in Christ, both which
are in heaven, and which are on earth, even in
him."-Eph. 1: 10.
We understand from the Biblical history
that in the earliest existence of the church, it
had its various officers according to the order
of the variom:1 dispensations. Adam was a
high priest; Abel was a priest also. There
were patriarchs, such: as Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob. There were prophets; Moses was one;
he was also a high priest. Aaron and his
sons were chosen to assist him. (Exo. 28).
They were priests of a lower order. ".And it
shall be a statute forever unto their genera.
tions."-Exo. 27: 21. Moses was commanded
to choose twelve men for a special purpose.
He was also commanded to choose seventy
men. (Num. 11 : 16). There were eldersin
Israel. There were teachers also. (2 Chron:
17: 7). There were men in the days of Solomon appointed by him to attend to the afi'!irs
of the temple, filling the capacity of the officer
now called deacon. Here, then, we notice
that we have the names of prophets, patriarchs, high priests, twelve, seventy, elders,
priests, teachers and deacons.
We come now to what is termed the "Christian dispensation;" and we learn 'from the
reading of Mark 3: 14:
"And he ordained twelve, that they should be
with him, and that he might send them forth to
preach."
These twelve were termed "apostles." (Mark
6 : 30). As for prophets, we read Acts 13: 1 :
"Now there were in the church which was at
Antiooh certain prophets."
Again we read, Luke 10:1:
"After these things, the Lord appointed other
seventy also, and sent them .two and tw() before
his face into every cHy, and place, whither he
himself would come."
In Titus 1: 5:
"For this cause left I thee in Crete, that thou
should est set in order the things that are wanting,
and ordain elders in every city, as I had appointed
thee."
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Eph. 4: 11:
·•And he gave some*** pastors, [or priests],
and teachers."
"Let the deacons be the husband of one wife."
-1 Tim. 3 : 12.
We must not forget the "bishops.''
"This is a true saying, If a man desire the office
of bishop, he desireth a good work."-1 Tim. 3: 1.
From whence originated this "saying ?" It
must have been among the Jews of the old
dispensation, and Paul did not ignore it. I
believe, by what we read in the Doctrine and
Covenants, the bishop is to "receive the tithings.'' Hence 1\felchisedek must have been a
bishop in that remote age.
Well, where are the "high priests?" I believe, from what God has revealed in these last
days, that the "First Presidency" is composed
of three high priests. Jesus said unto Peter:
"I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom."-Matt.l6: 19. The "keys of the kingdom'' belong to the chief ruler of the church,
the president. There were two men who
were associated with Peter, James and John.
Hence, we infer that those three men constituted what is now understood by revelation,
"the First Presidency of the church." Now
Paul has asserted by inspiration that all these
officers were placed in the church for a purpose, a special purpose. (Eph. 4). Are they
in this church of Latter Day Saints? We
answer, Yes.
I believe that Jos.eph Smith, the Martyr,
was called of God. I believe that God instructed him how to thoroughly and completely
organize the church. I believe that God told
him how to divide these several officers into
quorums, so many constituting a quorum, according to the authority of the offiecrs. It is
God's plan, and no man can alter it. Let any
one read the seventeenth, sixty-eighth and one
hundred and fourth sections of the Doctrine
and Covenants, and then presume that Joseph
Smith invented the order. Not one office can
be dispensed with. Not one quorum but what
has its duty to perform, that no other quorum
has full authority to perform for it, or in its
stead. What beauty and symmetry there is in
it-God's holy plan! It is folly for any person to say that Joseph Smith was a false
prophet; it must be proven, and that by t~e
doctrines he advocated. If what Jesus Chnst
and the apostles taught in their day was true,
then what Joseph Smith taught is true also.
He denied no commandment, no ordinance of
the gospel that Christ instituted for the benefit of mankind did he dispense with. Christ
did not deal in non-essentials, neither did
Joseph Smith, who claimed to be God's proph·
et and Christ's ambassador. We have in
brief given the true order of the church.
Ever and anon.
Jos. ·F. McDowELL.
No minister of the present day can expect to
become deservedly popular with a fashionabla
congregation unless he makes the route to heaven
an allogorical excursion trip on a chartered
steamboat, when you've got a right to have things
about as you want them, stop where you 'please,
start when you get ready, and drink mint juleps
through fear that river water might make you
sick.
The deacon of a Washington church, while re•
cently counting over the collection money, found
an old and faded piece of paper, which proved to
be his own nearly outlawed note for $30, which
the holder, unable to collect, had. turned into the
treasury of the Lord.
·
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Plano, Illinois, Aprill;J, 18?9.
ONE prevalent and mischievous source of annoy.
ance and trouble in the Church, is the foolish
and pernicious habit of some to raise questions
of worthiness to fellowship, founded on sins
committed by persons before entering the Church.
All sorts of misdemeanors, by all sorts of persons,
committed at all periods of time prior to hearing
the gospel, are made offences by these busy bodies,
harpies, who delight to feed upon the short comings of their fellowmen. We are disgusted with
them. Any one hearing the gospel, and deciding
to obey it, may, if they choose, make a statement
of any sin lying heavily upon their conscience,
to the elder who is to baptize them, but such con.
fession cannot be forced from them. Persons
whose lives in a community are known, and who
receive the gospel and present themselves for
baptism, do ·thereby publicly confess their con.
viction of sin; and if they are received unto bap.
tism, their sins are presumably forgiven theni,
and to our view it is illegal and decidedly un.
christianlike to afterwards make them offenders,
either by relating the sins or transgressions of
which they may have been guilty in the form of
scandal, or by charging them with wrong doing
and putting them upon trial for their fellowship
and standing.
It is very humiliating to a person fully awak.
ened to a sense of sin and the fact of a redemp.
tion from the consequences thereof, after they
have done what is commanded in the word of
God, to be told that they are still amenable to
trial before a human tribunal for acts for which
they had already pleaded before a heavenly
court, and received tokens of divine clemency in
a conscious assurance that their sins had been
remitted unto them.
Human ingenuity must be severely taxed, if
any more ingenious device to alienate the regard
of newly made converts to the truth, than the
circulation among the Saints, theiT brethren, by
busy tongues, of their short comings before en.
tering into the covenant of peace can be found;
it is an abominable torture to wMch they are
subjected, useless, foolish, cruel and wicked; de.
serving the most unqualified condemnation. So
far as we are concerned, we denounce such con.
duct and censure those guilty of it. ·
BRO. JosEPH LAKEMAN sends US a Boston Even.
ing Transcript, of March 18th, containing a letter
from a correspondent to that paper, in which is
a statement from the pen of Bro. Lakeman, of
Grand Manan, New Brunswick, which is pithy,
straight, and to the point, written in reply to the
letter of B. F. Cummings, an elder from Utah,
published in a late issue of the Advertiser, mak.
ing gross misstatements respecting the question
of polygamy. One of these misstatements is to
the effect that Joseph Smith, the martyr, publish.
e~ the ~ook of Coven~n.ts containing a revelation
given Ill 1843 authorizing and commanding the
practice of polygamy; when Mr. Cummings, and,
everybody else who knows anything of the hist?ry of the Church knows that in no single editwn of the Doctrine and Covenants issued by any
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portion .of the so-called Church of Latter Day
Saints, including the Utah Mormons, before the
year 1876 is this alleged revelation of 1843 contained. In an edition published by the Utah
Mormons in 1876 this revelation was inserted,
by whose authority we do not know; as we have
never seen any act of their council or conference
published directing its insertion.
We wrote the Advertise1' in reference to the letter
of Eld. Cummings, correcting his misstatement,
which letter of ours was published in their issue
for March 13th, a copy of which has not yet
reached us.
Bro. Lakeman's statement makes the issue
plain, and arrays .J\IIr. John Taylor of 1850 against
Pres. John Taylor in 1879, strikingly to the discredit of the latter.
We are right glad to note that in almost every
quarter of the States, wherever these misstate.
ments are made, some standard bearer is ready
and willing to step out in defence of the truth.
We are gratified that thi good Spirit is providing
defenders of the gospel so widely; and commend
our brethren for their watchfulness and zeal.
Bro. Lakeman has our thanks. The Transcript
correspondent says of him: "Elder Lakeman is
a man of character and good standing in the
community where he lives, and besides, he is
well read in the matter of his church history."

shall expect the end. In the meantime let the
Saints pay heed to the injunction, "Ye have no
need that that day overtake you as a thief in the
night;" be ye also ready.

SOME good soul, resident in Kansas, sent us a
copy of the Oltronicle, published at Abilene; and
upon looking over it we discover Bro. N. VanFleet's name in it, and conclude that it came
from him. In it there is a fair notice by a cor.
respondent who writes from South Logan, of the
Saints there and of the preaching of Bro. James
Perkins, of Nebraska, who has been at work there
for a few weeks past. In the course of the notice this correspondent says: "If there has been
any inspiration vouchsafed to man since the days
of Christ and the Apostles-verily he possesses
the attribute." This is excellent praise, and when
connected with the fact, that Brother Perkins has
baptized several there, and others are "like Felix,
almost persuaded," as the paper states, is indica.
tive that the Spirit is with the brethren there.
May the good work continue. A letter received
by Bro. Stebbins, dated March 20tb, from Bro.
Perkins, states that five were baptized inLogan
Valley. He had been there about three weeks
after the 1st of February, and had preached sev.
eral times to good audiences. He has been sick1
but wa~ better when he wrote. Bro. and 8ister
VanFleet had cared for him during his illnese.
OuR friends, the Adventists, have again fixed upon May they ever be blessed for their kindness.
the day when things earthly are to be wound up.
This time it is the 11th day of next July, so soon
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
after the National day of Jubilee, that many of
those who get enthusiastically patriotic on that TuE article by J. U. Stice, in this issue, is quite
day will hardly have time to get sober from their a good one, regarding it from the point from
revels before the dread tocsin will sound that which the writer vi.eW§ it;_buthe should write
warns the world to flee from the face of Him that another in which he should regard the rights of
the many, called the body, as to whether there
cometh.
,
The day of his coming has been so often set by were any rights belonging to the body, accruing
these men, and time has so persistently kept up to it by virtue of organization, which the memits steady march without stopping to fulfill their bers of that body as individuals are under oblipredictions, that there must be very many among gation to respect; or are the rights of the individthe faithful of their flock who will hardly pre. ual more sacred, and to denominate in matters
pare their ascension robes, as that may again be of controversy upon the subject of opinions and
the expression of them.
a lost work.
Sister Mary J. Salisbury writes from Fountaip,
We feel assured that many have strong desires
for the coming of the Savior; and are prepar. Green, Hancock county, Illinois, that she is re.
ed, se far as the mere philosophy of belief is con. ceiving much joy and comfort in the work. She
cerned, for that coming; and if this were all the has b<'Pn nearly four years a member of the
preparation needful they may be able to shout, Church and is most thoroughly convinced of the
"Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly." But we truth of the gospel, and writes for the encourage.
we have always hitherto been led to think that ment of all. We thank Sister Mary for her words
no person was properly prepared for Christ's of encouragement and cheer. She holds that
coming until by the influence of the gospel hope, "prayer offered under the power of the Spirit is
and the Spirit of Christ that should accompany the prayer of faith, and the only one that heals
the gospel, their life had become thoroughly in the sick;"· and wishes some one to write and tell
what the prayer of faith is.
accord with the theory of salvation.
The address of A. J: Seely is wished for by Sr.
Besides this we can not see that man can sure.
ly predict that great Second Coming until the Emeline Seely, Wheeler's Grove, Iowa.
Bro. A. C. Everett, of Paw Paw, Michigan,
gospel has been "preached in all the world as a wit.
ness unto all nations," in pursuance of and in writes cheeringly of his faith in the work of God
keeping with the Great Prophet's own words, as and of his seasons E>f rejoicing with the saints in
found in Matthew 24th, wherein it is so stated. their meetings, from time to time, at which the
When that prediction has been fulfilled then Spirit of God is given, confirming and strengthwe may confidently look for his coming. We ening them. Bro. Everett desires to do all he
can not feel elated or alarmed at the near ap. can for the Master, and we earnestly hope that
proach of July 11th, 1879, as if the day of the he will not flag in zeal, but may increase in
Lord were near at hand, until we shall be assured strength in every way, and be able to accomplish
that the gospel has been heard in
the world much, even all that may be demanded of him in
by every nation; and when this has been done' his time.
should we be living then, we shall be satisfied
We thank Sr. D. Rood, of Lapeer for a copy the
that he will come, and whether we have that (Mich.) Clarion. Also, Bro. W. Cloggie for Salt
thorough preparation yqe referred to or not, we Lake Desm·et News.
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Sister Sarah Munns, of Good Intent Branch,
Kansas, writes of her joy in the gospel and of the
saints being edified by the ,;isit and preaching of
Bro. R. J. Anthony there, and at Atchison and
Netawaka. A better interest was also manifested than ever before by the people of the neiglfborhood, and at Netawaka the people were
astonished at the soundness of the doctrine presented. Tha calls for preaching are very many,
more than can be filled, in that region. The following newspaper clipping is correspondencefrom Neta,waka to the Hatton Signal, Kansas:
"The series of meetings conducted by Rev.
Anthony, of the Latter Day Saint profession,~ for
the week, continues with unabated interest.
Those who are willing to omit prejudice and
sectarianism readily f!Cknowledge him an excellent speaker."
Bro. J. A. Stewart, of Philadelphia, Pa., sends
a copy of an old poem which we think to publish. He mentions some interesting meetings and
preaching had there, with prospects of good
results therefrom.
Sister M. Mansfield of Winterport, Maine,
writes spiritually and feelingly of her hope in
the gospel of Christ and the truth of God, as revealed to us, and she bids
God-speed:in our
work of enlightening the honest and endeavoring
to cheer and bless those who have need thereof.
We thank her and pray for her advancement in
the divine life.
Sister Jennie E. Scott of Monterey. Indiana
sends her testimony to the truth of the gospel,
and gives a history of her acquaintance with the
work, her mind being gradually led to investi~
gate and to read and pray about it, which resulted in her conversion, and she now feels that she
grows stronger and firmer in faith and in knowledge. May she be confirmed and strengthened
always to follow Christ, and to live and labor for
his work.
Bro. E. L. Page, of Hannibal, 11-Iissouri, writes
under date of March 23rd, that the spiritual condition of the saints of theN orth-eastern Missouri
District is good, while there is a growing desire
among the people to hear the word of life. Bro.
Page has been preaching across the. Mississippi
River, in Illinois, where he had a respectfui
hearing and calls for regular services. All it
needs is laborers, for the spirit of inquiry increases among the people, he says, which is the
case nearly everywhere now, and a good hearing
and other courtesies are extended now more
than ever before.
Bro. W. T. Bozarth wrote from Cameron, Missouri, March 27th, that he arrived .at home from
Texas the 21st He was needed at home bec~use
of sickness there, and was also ill and weary himself with travel and ministerial labor, but was
gaining when he wrote. He left the Saints where
he labored in fine spirits, and the cause prospering. He says that he never saw a greater interest displayed any where than there is in the Texas field. He baptized eleven on his trip and organized the Red River Branch. He intends to
begin ministerial labor in Missouri as soon as
possible.
:Bro. Chauncy Loomis, of Madison county, N ebraska, says that they have kept up their branch
meetings, but that he has done but little preaching outside of it. Some good Saints are there,
he says, and some seem not active enough for
their own and others well being.·
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Bro. E. M. Reynolds, of Sac county, Iowa, gives
some items of the needs of the work at the Camp
Creek Branch, and he feels gratified that he has
been brought to know the truth. They look for
Bro. Clothier to come among them and preach.
Sister Abigail Trowbridge, of Greenwood, New
York, says that she remains firm in· the faith,
and she and others would like to hear the voice
of a gospel preacher in their land.
Bro. H. R. Harder and family, recently of Decatur county, Iowa, have located in Clay county,
Kansas, where we hope they will do well. The
invitation to "call and see" them we would be
pleased to accept, if it ever becomes convenient
to do so.
Bro. Joseph Lakeman, of Grand Manan, New
Bmnswick, writes that he is watching, waiting
and laboring for the Master's cause, and has the
assurance that he will reap in due time. The
people have so far changed in their feelings the
last year or so that numbers who were bitter opposers of the gospel now listen with respectful
attention, and he has invitations now to preach
in places where but a few months ago he could
gain no admission, and he feels that ere long
some honest hearted ones will make covenant
with Christ in baptism.
March 22nd, Bro. T. W. Smith was at Fall
River, Massachusetts, and was speaking to the
people there in Claflin Street, Flint Village; so
states a notice in Tlw Daily Record of that date.
Bro. Smith has an excellent article on the " Origin of the 1\'Iormon Dible," in the Fall River
Daily Herald for March 28th, which we shall try
<tnd give to the readers of the HERALD next issue.
The Record for the 27th contaius a review of a
sermon by Bro. Smith, that is very fair .
.As may have been noticed in the price list of
the HERALD we have reduced the price of roan
gilt Harps from $1.75 to $1.50, and morocco marbled from $2 to $1.75; and those agents who
have any on hand will please send notification
of what amount of these styles they had on hand
April 1st, and we will credit them with above reduction.
When a district nominates a brother for Bishop's Agent the officers thereof should send an
official notification to the Bishop, I. L. Rogers,
Sandwich, Illinois, of the same, as being necessary before an appointment will be announced.
Bro. T. J. Martin of Audubon, Minnesota, writes
feelingly of the time of severe sickness had among
the Saints of that region recently, and we do indeed extend our .sympathy and prayers in their
behalf that the cloud of affiictions may be removed by the goodness of God, so that they may
rejoice plenteously and give thanks.
Sister M. Loomis of N-ebraska, feels interested
in the progress of the cause, and exhorts that
with a pure heart the Saints should rejoice in the
progress of the work, and that they be not envious
of each other, or jealous of each others authority
or position, for these feelings and their expression
by word and act are the cause of much evil.
Whosoever does good should be rejoiced with,
whether his talent be great or small. We cannot
keep God's full commandments to us unless we
love each other truly and without envy or selfishness.
We thank the following for papers and clippings: R. M_Elvin,JohnMacauley,JosephHammer, Edward Rannie, Jun., T. R. Hawkins, William Street, and Thomas Henning.
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Bro. A. J. Kenison of Eagle Rapids, Smith
county, Kansas, mentio51s the good preaching "by
Brn. I. N. Robe1ts and G. W. Shute, in his neighborhood recently. The attendance was good
considering the busy time among the farmers, for
the people were interested. The ministers of
other societies cried "False prophets," "Delusion"
etc, and opposed the teaching of the ordinances
of the gospel of Christ taught in the Scripturesbaptism and the laying on of hands. Bro. Kenison would like to have some Saints settle in his
neighborhood.
In our issue for March 15th was published the
minutes of Kent and Elgin and London (Canada)
District Conferences, showing an adjournment
of both to June 7th. 1879. On the appearance of
these minutes in the HERALD, the president of
the London District notified the branches thereof
that a change of date ought to be made, in order
to allow visitors to and from both districts, and
advising that a vote be taken in each branch to
decide the matter. Subsequent to this a notice
was received at the office and published in the
HERALD for April 1st, to the efl:'ect that a mistake
had been made in writing the minutes of the
Kent and Elgin District, and that their conference bad adjourned to ineet on the 14th and 15th,
instead of the 7th, as published. If the branches
of London District have voted for a change, will
they now rescind that resolution and meet according to original adjournment, on the 7th June, at
Carlingford. Bro. R. Brown will be at St. Mary's
Station with teams to convey visitors to the
place of meeting, on the 6th, from 12 o'clock
noon.
Sister Sarah A. Rose of Grayville, Ohio, is doing what she can by talking with and instructing
her friends and neighbors, and feels blessed of
God's Spirit in so doing. She also loans her
Heralds, Hopes, etc., and one lady is interested
whose influence and ability may do good to the
cause, and Sr. Rose is glad in the truth and
power of the gospel.
Bro. H. R. Mills sends us some copies of the
Ohristian, published at St_ Louis, Missouri, in
which a contributor for that sheet essays to ridi.
cule the translation of the Bible, by Joseph
Smith. He claims to see wonderful things, but
really makes out nothing against the book whatever.
Bro_ W. 13. Taylor, of Columbus, Kansas,
writes that the work of the gospel is gaining
with them in the Spring River District. Bro. M.
T. Short has been in those regions, preaching,
and he baptized six in one place. Bro. Taylor
feels alive and rejoices in heart over the progress
of the cause, though his health has been poor for
two years past.
Also there will soon be ready a large number
of the small hymn pamphlet, by Bro. T. W.
Smith, "Songs of Zion," which has met with so
much favor heretofore. Price, ten cents each, or
one dollar per dozen.
Bro. Henry Halliday of the Salem Branch,
Iowa, wdtes that the work of God is onward
there, and that their meetings are well attended,
they being blessed also with the Holy Spirit and
its gifts and manifestations as promised in the
word of God. A number of those without are investigating the truth. Bro_ Halliday was recently
badly injured by being kicked by his horses, so
that he became unconscious, but he was greatly
helped through the ordinance provided by the
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I:vhat
w!l~ a~ :firs~ merely an indiscretion, ending
m hu!llihatmg disgrace, have too often. s_addened

Lo.rd in his gospel law, Brn. George Sweet and
William and David Chambers officiating.
In late notice of labor by Brn. I. N. White and
.
N. Stamm, the name of Bro. W. C. Nrrk should
have been either sent or mentioned as laboring
with the other two brethren.
.
.
..
·
. We have JUSt prmted a large ed1t~on of the
sixteen page tract, by Bro. T. W. Smrth, called
"The One Baptism." This is an excellent exponent of our position on this important doctrine
. ,
.
.
o~ Ch~rst s Chur?h, sustame~ by scnptural and
historical proof m full, and It meets a demand
that no other tract does and we hope to see a
large sale of it made 'regretting that we have
.
'
.
. .
been out of 1t so long a tnnc. See advertrsmg
column for prices.
WE sincerely commend the following tb the elders of the church, especially to younger ones of
that body; and should there be any of the older
ones who are over fond and susceptible, we would
heartily f;)ommend the course advised therein.
The rapid increase of crime in what is called by
the world the christian ministry, warn us that
the elders of true faith must be very circumspect.
No true servant of Christ can afford to compromise his character, and that of the flock, by indulging in undue familiarity with his sisters and
co-workers in the church, and to those out of it
he should be upright both in precept and exam·
ple.
LETTERS TO A YOUNG PASTOR.
UNDUE FAMILIARITIES.
"J\fy DEAR YOUNG FRIEND:-You know that
I have abiding confidence in your good sense
and the purity of your character. But there is a
subject of special delicacy on which I must
write you, not that I think you need precaution.
ary words respecting it more than any other
young pastor upon whose reputation rests no re.
proach.
You have in your church and congregation
many interesting women married and unmarried.
It is your privilege and right to cultivate their
acquaintance and society.. You will need to do
so tor your own sake. 'l'he society of intelligent
and refined women will prove your best school
for the cultivation of good social manners; and
a genuine politeness, an ever.present freedom
from embarrassment and restraint in social life,
are attainments which no young minister can af.
ford to think lightly of. It will prove an unfailing source of usefulness, influence and power. The society of such .women as those to
whom I have referred will also prove a fountain
of timely suggestion. Questions will arise in
your pastoral experiences in which their opinions will be worth more to you than those of
men. Give such. women your confidence, and
through them seek to develop the real strength
of the whole sisterhood of your church. Probably two-thirds or three-fourths of all the church
are women, and their capacity to bless the
church and the community is in every respect
too important to be neglected or undervalued.
Then be on terms of cordial friendship with
the women of your church. But never suffer
yourself to forget, in these expressions of friendship, that you are expected to behave like a considerate gentleman and a Christian pastor-that
you are bound by the highest obligations to
overstep no law of Christian propriety. "Be ye
clean that bear the vessels of the Lord," was the
word given by the greatest of the evangelical
prophets, in themidst ofone ofhismostsplendid
visions of what was to come; and the greatest of
the Apostles enforced a yet broader application
of a like precept, when he said, "Abstain from
all appearance of evil.''
.
You do not need to be told. in how many in·
stances scandal has been brought upon our holy
cause by forgetfulness, on the part of ministers,
of these laws of Christian life. The records of

saints, affirmed, "!J'.aith without w~rks is dead."
And we d_on't thmk that any samt, howevet
and src_kened all hearts to need repetrtwn ~ere. modern, wrll deny tlte fact.
"Abstam," then, "from ALL appearance of evrl"o .from everything which with seeming reason
NE
might be construed into a breach of propriety
dWS SUMMARY.
in the society of women. Many of us have .
[Prepare ex~ressly for the Herald.]
known men who could not come near to an inMarch 24th.-AdviCes from Cape Town repreteresting women without doing or saying some- sent that the ~nglish ~roops·wh? _are op.erating in
thing that was indecorous or vulgar. I have re- Zululand, as m a peril? us cond!ilon, bemg almost
peatedly seen a minister kiss other men's wives surrounded by t?e hostile Zulus.
with his arms around their persons. I could
A number of lives hav13 _been lost by _the burning
name others who have the habit of putting their of the Dreher brewery, V1enna, Austria.
han?s on the shoulders or arms of their lady acSev~ral h~us~s were destroyed by fire yesterday
quamtances. Every well bred man knows that at Elgm, Illmo1s.
.
to take such liberties is a gross vulgarity-more
25th.-Severe shocks of earthquake occurred in
than the "appearance of evil." It is evil itself, and Nort?ern Persia, March 22J. and 23d. The towns
the breeder of evil. Outside of his own family of l.VImaeh, Tark and l\Iannan were totally destroy·
circle, and that of a very small number of closely ed. Out of eleven hundred inhabitants only a few
related friends, no man is excusable in touching escaped death.
more than a lady's hand, and then only at meet·
Two men were instantly killed yesterday by the
ing and parting, or in rendering a needed per- falling of the Empire Colliery, at W.ilkesbarre, Pa.
sonal assistance. The beginnings of scandal are
Fires yesterday: At Oelwein, Iowa, a number of
buildings were burned; loss $17,000. A residence
in the violations of restrictions such as these.
I once knew the pastor of a village church at"Washington, Iowa; loss $2,000. At Philadelwho would not ride in a buggy with any women phia, Pa., a ham curing house; loss $25,000.
but his own wife or a near relative. No man
26th.-Floods still threaten destruction in porhad a keener sense of the pleasure and profit of tiona of Hungary and the remainder of the city of
woman's society, and no man was more heartily Szegedin is in danger of being swept away. The
welcomed into such society. But he would do water breaks over the dikes and inundates the
nothing that could be tortured into undue famil- country.
iarity with women. It might have seemed inThe weather all over the British Isles is report·
considerate at times for him to excuse himself ed as being cold, a bitter wintry wind blowing,
from "giving a ride" to a lady friend when he and in Scotland there are snow storms, as wt>ll as
went to :fill an evening district-school appoint- on the west coast of England.
Queen Victoria has started on a tour of the conment. But he felt that it was a restriction he
MUST put upon himself for "the cause' sake," tinent.
27th.-The famine in Upper Egypt still con tinand he. has always believe.d he dJd right. If he
erred, 1t was on the safer Side.
ues, and men, women and children are said to be
Now, my dear y~ung friend, you know how to starving "like dogs."
·
be fra:nk and. cor·dral. You kn?w how to con.
A large portion of the town of A Kyab, Farther
verse mterestmgly on m~ny sUbJects.. ~our na· India, was destroyed by fire recently; loss ·two
ture has much of the socml element m 1t. Con- million five hundred thousand dollars and thoustinue to be yourself, a! ways and everywhere; ands of people were made homeless thereby.
but NEVER, under any cucumstances, neglect to
The danger in the·fiooded district of Hungary ia
go!"ern your interc.ouse with wom~n ?,Y the decreasing.
stnctest rules of pohtenes.s ond propnety.
29th.-It is announced that the King of Burmah
Smcerely yours,
will form an alliance with China again~t England.
An Exchange.
Gen. Grant will visit Siam at the invitation of
the King.
The attention of the British Parliament is offiTHE Shenandoah, Iowa, Reporter, of March cially called to the depression of trade and labor
21st, 1879, contains the following excellent notice that exists in the kingdom to the damage of all
of the preaching ot Bro. M. H. Forscutt in that classes.
3lst.-The British troops and Afghans are fightplace:
ing occasionally.
"Last Sunday evening's lecture closed the seThirty-two thousand dollars worth of property,
ries of lectures on the Principles of Faith of the buildings and !.heir contents, were burned in the
Latter Day Saints, delivered by Elder Mark H. small town of Seneca, LaSalle county, Illinois, the
Forscutt. They ran through a course of two 29th inst.; a heavy loss.
weeks, and were so interesting and entertaining,
.Aprillst.-Col. Pearson and a body of British
that the lecturer had a full house almost every troops are besieged by Zulus in South Africa and
evening, and on Sunday evenings especially it an attempt is being made to send sufficient relief
was crowded by eager and attentive audiences.
set them free, though the country is swarming
We do not flatter Elder Forscutt when we say to
the natives.
that, in our opinion, the subjects taken under with
In another fight in Afghanistan two thousand
consideration were ably and intelligently treated,
and that the line of argument adopted by him natives were defeated by tlie British troops.
Gen. Crook and a staff of officers held a council
required a thorough acquaintance with sacred
and profane history, besides the ability to ana. yesterday at Omaha with Standing Bear and eight
lyze, explain, interpret and apply prophecy, and other Indians of the Ponca tribe, who were taken
furnish undeniable examples of its fulfillment. from the north and placed in the Indian Territory,
The ease, order and harmony of his argument in a hotter country, and where they have suffered
proves him to be a painstaking and skilled de- in various ways by neglect, eto , and they appeal
bater of no mean order, and the fluency and co- for redress.
A woman and her two daughters and a young
piousness of his language, combined with a vein
of wit and humor which ran all through his dis- man were riding to their home near Decatur,
courses, lent them a charm which, if treated by a Illinois, day before yesterday, when a thunder
less talented person, they would not otherwise storm came up and the lightning killed the young
have possessed. The Latter Day Saints ought to man and one of the young ladies instantly. The
highly esteem so able an exponent of their views, others will recover from the shock.
2d-To prevent any further trouble between the
for we believe there are but very few of their number capable of advancing so able, cogent and Turkish people and the Bulgarians, Austria, Rusexhaustive an argument on the principles of sia, England, Turkey and Italy are to take joint
their faith as he does. The education which he occupation of the province of Roumelia.
A battalion of French Zouaves were caught in
received in the Old Mother Church stands him
in good stead now in sustaining and defending a snow storm in Algeria, March 28th, and ninehis advanced religious theories. We trust that teen men perished. Fourteen others had to go
these lectures will not only have the effect of into a hospital.
3d-There is much despondency over the merrooting and grounding the Latter Day Saints in
the faith, but also of inducing them to do all the cantile prospects i.n the British Isles. The balgood they can in this world; for, as both St. ance of trade is said to be overwhelmingly in
James and St. Patrick, who were pretty good favor of the United States.
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Forty English soldiers in Afghanistan were
swept away and drowned, while crossing the
river Cabul, March 31st, with their squadron.
5th-It is stated that the ruler of the Zulus in
South Africa is ready to make peace with the
English. He states that the war, on their part
was a matter of accident, not of premeditation.
Thousands of deaths have occurred in Upper
Egypt from the famine there, and the situation
continues as bad as ever.
The Egyptians, in an effort to break up the
slave trade in Central Africa, visited the gathering places where thousands of slaves were held
for shipment. A conflict occurred, and the Egyptians slew a thousand of the natives and defeated
them.
Quite a heavy fire occurred in St. Louis, Missouri, last night, and also a $50,000 fire at Dayton, Ohio.
7th.-The claim of the Zulu chief that he wants
peace is understood to be that he wishes to gain
time till their harvest is gathered, before renewing the war. The Zulus still have the·best of the
situation against the British troops now there, but
a relief force is on its way from Cape Town.
After the battle already reported between the
Egyptians and the slavers the former followed the
latter and slew two thousand more of them.
Sth.-General Garabaldi has come to Rome
from the country, almost dying and will probably
soon end his days there.
Thirty thousand English miners and weavers
are out of employment.
9th.-In South Africa a detachment of British
troops in charge of a convoy of supply wagons for
the beseiged forces, were attacked by four thousand Zulus, March 12th, and overpowered, the
most of them slain and the wagons and ammunition taken.
------~.-.~~~------

MY MISSION TO SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.
DY

CHARLES

DERRY.

Dear Herald:- I arrived at Jeffersonville,
Wayne county, Illinois, on February lOth, was met
at the Depot by Bro. George Hilliard, President
of Southern Illinois district, who gave me a hearty
welcome to his District, and took me to his house,
where I was made welcome to his hospitality.
Arrangements having been made for the use of the
Methodist church in Jeffersonville, I occupied it
two nights, and although the weather was cold
and stormy, I had good attendance and attention.
Only a few Saints were present as they live
several miles from town. I afterwards preached
in father T. P. Green's house; and in a schoolhouse. Audiences not large but attentive. I tried
to show the object and power of the gospel and
the necessity of its admirers living up to its precepts, that their lives might be a continued testimony of its truth.
On the 15th Eld. Hilliard took me down to Springerton in White county, where I preached three
times in the Saints' neat little church, to a full
house of apparently interested listeners of various
shades of opinion. The Disciples have a church
here, but it appears the Saints church is most patronized by the people. By the kindness of the
brethren my fare was paid to Tunnel Hill, Johnson county, a distance of about eighty miles. I
was met at this place by brethren Elisha and
Frank Webb, who furnished me a horse to ride to
their home, four miles away. It was night and I
could not judge of the country through which I
passed, but I could see that it was in the backwoods. I placed myself at the disposal o'f the
Branch President, Elder Elisha Webb, and as
meeting had already been appointed, I commenced
business at the Webb school-house, on the 19th, to
a closely packed audience. Some who were not
Saints came sixteen miles to hear. The virtue of
patience was well exercised, for half of the audi-
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ence had to sit on fence rails, and many had to
stand; but they seemed· hungry, and I fed them
with the bread of life to the best of my ability,
during six discourses in the Webb school-house
and one in the house of Brother Daniel Webb, who
was sick, three were baptized.
Bro Elisha Webb having secured the use of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church at Vienna, we
travelled through· the cold, over fearful roads,
about nine miles to that place, where we preach·
ed twice. The citizens of that town manifested
their desire for truth by flocking together to the
extent of two in number. Yes, dear HERALD, all
of two came to show their appreciation of our devotion to their spiritual interests, and, mark you,
both races were present in those two-black and
white. Eight more came about nine miles, and
we had gone there to preach and we did so, and
God was with us. The black man expressed himself as pleased, and the white man wanted us to
stay and preach at night, so that he could make a
few cents by ringing the bell and lighting up.
We did so, and had the privilega of preaching to
about forty, from town and country. I had good
liberty in showing why I was not ashamed of the
gospel of Christ. At the close of the meeting, a
tall soldierly looking man, standing in a crowd
near me, stretched out his hand from the midst of
the crowd to me, at the same time saying "Sam
Hess," and politely invited me to go home with
him. I accepted the invitation, and Bro. Webb
went also, when I found the gentleman's name
was Samuel Hess, a colonel of the army in the
late war: We were treated kindly, but I soon
discoverd the Colonel was drunk. His wife told
us that her son-iu-law declared we had preached
the truth. She told him she knew the blessings
were with our people, for she had seen the sick
healed. I had a very bad cole! on my lungs, and
the Colonel was very solicitous for my welfare,
and after I was in bed he set to work to make me
some apple vinegar, bnt I told him I needed sleep
more than the vinegar. The next mor~ing I was
amused, when he invited us into bre11-.kfast, he remarked, "We will dispense with prayer this
morning," at the same time it needed no discernment to see that prayer was not among the practices of the family. However, we were treated
kindly, and before we left he subscribed twentyfive dollars towards building a meeting house for
the Tunnel Hill Branch. Bro. Webb paid the sexton seventy-five cents for the lighting of the
house and ringing of the bell, and as I did not
feel able and was unwilling to ask Bro. Webb to
pay any more, we left Vienna until a more convenient season.
On the Sabbath I preached in Bethel Baptist
Church, not a square of glass in it, but the sunshine had free course through the open windows,
and so the superior light of heaven beamed upon
the people, but I fear the shutters of the mind
were closed, for they did not seem desirous of
hearing more. The Wesleyan Church was secured
and on the first evening, the local minister, seeing
a larger audience than generally greeted his eyes,
bethought himself of an insurance debt that hung
over the building, and, no donbt, pondering in
his mind how the incubus could be removed, light
dawned upon his troubled soul, and at the close
he announced that a collection would be taken up
to lift that debt, the next evening. It was the
neatest piece of 1\Iethodistical meanness I had
ever seen. I preached again the next evening.
The preacher was there, taking full benefit of the
sermon, with his face buried in his hands, perhaps dreaming of the pennies that would soon
drop into his hat. The sermon closed, but alas
for his insurance debt, sterner thoughts had crowded his brain and, either he had forgott!)n the
"right smart chance," or his righteous soul was
grieved to such an ex tent that he could not pass
around his cranial cover, for not a word was said
about the collection When it came to the test, he
had not assurance enough to collect the insurance
fee. He will have to rub his face against the kettle again, before he makes a successful Methodist
preacher.
A gentleman named Vincent sent an urgent request that I should preach in his new house. I
complied, and after the ,meeting commenced, a
note was handed from a stranger, requeijting me
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to preach on the subject of " Modern Revelation
and the Divine Claims of Joseph Smith." I did
so, with good liberty and general satisfaction.
I preached three times in the town of Tunnel Hill,
The
to very large and attentive a-udiences.
branch is about four miles from town. All the
Saints and some outsiders took every pains to
make me comfortable. They are poor, generally,
but love the work, and are very willing to comfort those who labor for it. They are trying to
build a Church house, 30 x 40 feet. The sills and
some of the lumber were on the ground, and I
trust they will never slacken their hands until
the work is accomplished, for they need it, and
it will be a source of blessings when built.
On the 4th of March I returned to Springerton,
wearied with almost incessant preaching, rested
that evening, and preached on the next. On Friday, Southern Illinois District Conference opened,
presided over by Eld. Hiiiiar(!. 1 preached, and on
the Saturday evening I had the pleasure of hearing him. I found him a plain, forcible preaoher,
a close reasoner, indeed, an able defender of the
truth, and as earnest as able. I preached twice
on the Sunday to large audiences. Rumors were
afloat that the. champion of Campbellism in this
county had announced his intention tp fling the
gauntlet in my face for debate. In fact, good
authority declared that it was sent to our meeting,
to be hurled in christian defiance at your humble
penman as soon as he closed his sermon. I noticed a gentleman taking notes, right before me, but
he soon got weary. 'fhe Christian friends loudly
boasted of the expected challenge, and threatened
our annihilation; but, thanks to his mercy, or
fears, the dread gauntlet was not thrown, and we
still live, but their empty boast has destroyed
their influence.
The conference was a pleasant one. Bro. Isaac
M. Smith was called into the travelling ministry.
A young man of good talent, humble disposition,
gentlemanly bearing, unflinching in his trust.,
and unswerving in his devotion to the cause of
God. He is loved by all who know him, and will
faithfully represent the Church of Christ wherever he goes. With brethren Hilliard, Thomas
and Morris, I bade farewell to the Saints of
Springerton, amid the tears and blessings of the
Saints who came te the depot to bid me good bye.
While with them, every kindness was shown to
me in their power, and I felt to bless them as I
saw their devotion to the truth, manifest in their
kindness to me as its servant.
I returned to Father Green's, where I was
kindly treated. I preached to a few in his house.
From there Bro. Hilliard took me to Dry Fork,
where I preached four times during the week, and
on Sunday morning, (March 16th), I preached
the funeral sermon of Brn. Nathan Morris, Benjamin Ballowe and his wife, and two little children
and two children of Bro. Morris, all of whom died
four years ago of small pox. Good attention was
given. A heavy snow storm was raging, and we
had to forego our evening meeting. I enjoyed
the hospitality of Bro. John Thomas and daughter,
while in Dry Fork Branch, until Sunday night,
when Bro. Walker took me under his wing and
sheltered me from the storm, and on Monday
morning he took me in his sleigh to Brush Creek,
(fifteen miles). I preached at Brush Creek Branch
six times, sa IV one baptized, performed, in connection with brethren Isaac Morris and John
Henson, the confirmation rite, at the close of
which, while singing a farewell hymn, saints and
strangers came one by one to give me the parting
hand, and I could but feel to bless them, for
their eyes and hands at once expressed their love.
I prayed my ·heavenly Father to bless them and I
bade them farewell, and was taken by Bro. Morris to Xenia, Clinton County, Illinois. Here I
had the pleasure of meeting Bro. Hilliard again,
and hearing him preach in the Christian Church
to a large and respectable audience of all classes.
The next day, (Sunday), I preached twice in the
·same Church. We had good attention. Ministers,
Merchants, Doctors, Lawyers, and all classes
present, and I trust good was done. I am sure
friends were made by the utterance of truth, and
kindly words were spoken to us by our stranger
friends. I trust Brn. Hilliard and Morris will
gather in the fruits. They are both very highly
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esteemed by all classes, and are well known.
They are the right men for the respective places
they fill, and they fill them with honor and dignity.
I want here to say that in Jackson county the
labors of Brn. Joseph Clapp and Joseph Lambert
are well and lovingly remembered ; and will not
be forgotten. In White and Wayne counties, the
labors of M. H. Forecutt, R. M. Elvin, Wm. Anderson of California, and W. W. lllair are highly
appreciated. Nor do the Saints in Wayne forget
the labors of Father Hazzledine; but they cherish
his memory as that. of the just and the true. It
does me good once in a while to know that I have
not labored in vain, and I love to let the above
brethren know that their works of love are not
forgotten. The Saints in this entire district love
the truth and are anxious to see it prosper. Good
feelings generally prevail, and the love for their
president is general, in facti heard of no complaint
from hut one source, and after hearing both
sides, I am forced to the conclusion that a more
perfect understanding of motives would dispel all
differences and cement them as one. Bro. Hi!liaru
has my highest confidence as a man and a presiding
officer, and I look for good results from his labors,
as there has been in the past.
! thouglft I saw among the brethren of this district too great a desire for de hate. r believe in
t · d
t
.
h t th b t 1 th' k ·
def end mgt e ru ; u
m It no WIB om 0 ·
go out of my way to seek for debate. I find that
when circumstances demand my defense of truth
1 can look to God with confidence for help, and he
has never failed me yet; but if I foolishly seek
for debate relying upon my own wisdom, I can not
f h'
ask God with proper assurance or 1s aid; and I
dare not risk a failure for the truth by fighting for
it single handed. I must have God to help, or my
own arm fails. I am glad to to see Saints proud
of the superiority of their religion over the bogus
creeds of humanit.y; hut while I would encourage
a just pride in this particular, I would suggest
that it would be better to reduce our beautiful,
God-given theory to practice, and prove to the
world its superiority and divinity by yielding the
fruit of righteousness in our lives. Let tl;iem see
that it makes ns better men and women than those
who believe not the fulness of the gospel.
My laboJB here are finished. God grant that
they may yield the peaceable fruits of righteous·
ness, in the bringing of many into his kingdom.
1 bid the Saints in Southern Illinois farewell; I
thank them for their kindness and love, and I
pray they may all be gathered in the garner of
God, and that I may have the honor of being numbered with them there.
Near STEWARTSVILLE, l\tio.,
December 3d, 1879.
Sisters Christy, and LiUy Smitlt and aU saints
and friends at Portlandville, Iowa:-Beioved in
the Lora:, I am well thank God and trust you all
are. I Often think of you, and pray that mercy,
grace and peace may be yours to enjoy. I hope
before this you have been cheered with the pres.
ence of Bro. Samuel Longbottom. It would hav~r
afforded me much pleasure to have been permitted to visit you, and to break the bread of life to
you once more. Here the saints have a good
church-house of their own, and they seem to be
improving the time. I carne here yesterday and
preached last night. Although roads are soft, yet
numbers came five or six miles.
Well, what progress are you making in your
own spiritual growth? Do you find temptations
thick in your pathway? Do you feel yourselves
tried sorely? Do moments of darkness almost
obscure your path? These things are a part of
the heritage of the saints, and are very essential,
to teach us how weak we are, and how much we
need a God, and a Savior. Without these we
should never know ourselves, and if we are ignorant of ourselves how can we know God?
Eternal life has never been promised to those
who do not need it, nor to those who have never
been tried. "To him that overcorneth will I give
to inherit eternal life." If there were no trials and
temptations there would be nothing to overcome
and hence no crown. Thank God for trials they
devolope the man, they discover to us our weak
points, and they lead us to cast about to find help
from some greater source than ourselves. Then
we prove the goodness of God and taste his bound-
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less love; and then we are drawn nearer him, and
see more of his beauty and loveliness, and can
better admire him, and appreciate his boundless
love. Thus we become prepared to dwell in his
presence, and to partake of his glory. There is
no cloud so dark but there is a silver lining be.
hind, that even mellows the darkness and makes
it more endurable to our hearts. The Son of
Righteousness is but just behind the darkness,
and ere long will penetrate the gloom and disperse it, and then how bright the glory and how
tenderly it is softened that our eyes may gaze
upon it, without being over dazzled by the sight.
Surely God .is good and all his ways are love and
truth. Continue to watch and pray, and strive
for that holiness and purity which alone will enable us to dwell in his presence. Continue to
seek for such gifts of the Holy Spirit as God in
his wisdom sees are suitable to your wants and
condition. Do not seelr for them out of idle enriosity,· but seek for such as will enable you to
glori(y God. Everything must be done for his
glory. Joseph was not permitted to receive the
sacred record, until he was prepared to use it for
the glory of God. The things of God are sacred;
and the man who uses them for self aggrandizernent will find them a curse instead of a blessing.
Cherish the love of God, and you will love your
fellow man. Love is the fulfilling of the law.
When the love of God fiils our hearts there is no
room for envy and jealousy, none for hatred and
malice. ·Remember Paul's word, "In malice be
ye children, but in understanding be ye men."
May the fear and love of God abide in your hearts.
May the graces of the gospel adorn your lives,
and may you grow up to the perfection of holiness, to the fullness of the stature of men and
C
J
women in hrist esus, is the prayer of your
humble brother in the gospel,
CHARLES DERRY.
EDENVILLE, Iowa, April 4th, 1879.
Bro. Herwy :-I am now holding meetings ten
miles. north-east of Grinnell, Powesheik county,
Iowa. Having a good time and full houses. This
is a Methodist neighborhood; they closed their
church house against me, thinking I would be
discouraged and leave the neighborhood-but the
people said, "Corne to the school-house," which
invitation I gladly accepted-although the schoolhouse had never been opened for any public services. I held four meetings, and one young man
arose and asked for baptism. I telegraphed for
Bro. D. C. White, of Newton, to come to my assistance, and he responded. Many are believing
our report, and we feel that God has a people
here. At times I feel down cast, because of my
inability to present the word. But since here,
while at secret prayer, the good Father opened
the heavens to me and poured forth his Spirit,
which gave me evidence of my calling and put
new vigor in my effort. To God be all the praise.
I. N. WHITE.
MoNTROsE, Iowa,
April 2nd, 1879.
Dear Herald:- Having just returned horne from
Hancock county, Illinos, from a short mission,
and will say that so far as good attendance, attention, and liberty is concerned, I had as good
success as one need wish. I baptized none be.
cause I did not have sufficient time to expound
the doctrine. But there is an interest awakened,
and if it can be followed up will result in inducting some into the kingdom. I delivered eight
discourses in the school house in district No. 1,
Bear Creek, with the privilege of the school
house still further. I also preached twice in the
village of Basco. Good attention and most ex.
cellent liberty, especially on the second night.
Basco is about seven or eight miles by rail
from Carthage, and the school house in district
No. 1 is about five. I never felt so well in the
gospel since I embraced it; never felt the burthen
of my calling so heavily; never felt the worth of
souls so much, and never felt or saw the profound
sublimity and grandeur of this great latter day
dispensation as I have this spring. To have the
mind expanded and to see in some small degree
(though greater than ever before) is a feast to the
soul indeed. As Bro. Crawford said in last Herald, that the Saints of this district at the late con-

ference had a feast of good things given of the
Lord, so they had, but I think I had greater
blessings while on this short mission than I ex.
perienced at the conference. I could find places
to preach in almost constantly if I only was free.
And I believe the time is in the near future
that it will so be, but by what means I do not
see. '!'here are many old hard shells in Hancock
county, that are in the way somewhat of the pro.
gress of the work; but, by proper care, the
gospel standard will be planted right in Carthage.
•Tis a point that I have my eye fixed upon. The
few sisters in Montrose still love the cause.
There was born to D. D. and E. E. Babcock,
March 30th, 1879, a daughter; mother and child
doing well. Yours in gospel bonds,
D. D. BABCOCK.
OAKDALE, Nebraska, lVIarch 3d, 1879.
W. lV. Blcti1·, dea1' b1'otl!er, before me is the

Herald for February 15th, 1879. On page 52,
Br. Wheeler Baldwin states that the conference
where High Priests were first ordained, was held
on the fourth of June 1831. My grandfather,
Lyman Wight, agrees with him. This seems to
conflict with the history of Joseph, which says it
occurred on the sixth. Before me is the journal
of my grandfather, and thinking that it may be of
some use to you I will quote an extract in regard
to said conference. He states-"On the 4th of
June 1831, a conference was held at Kirtland,
Ohio, represented by all the above named branches." (He does not mention the names of the
branches in this journal). ",Joseph Smith, our
modern prophet, presided. Here, for the first
time, I saw the visible manifestation of the power of God as plain as it could have been on the
day of Pentecost; and here, for the first time, I
saw the Melchisedec priesthood introduced into
the Church of Jesus .Christ, a,s anciently, whereunto I was ordained, under the hands of Joseph
Smith; and I then ordained sixteen" (instead of
25) "others, (such as he (Joseph) chose) unto the
same priesthood. The Spirit of God was manifested to the healing of the sick, casting out devils, speaking in unknown tongues, discerning of
spirits, and prophecying in mighty power. After
two days the Uonference broke up, and the following Revelation and Commandment were given." (D. and C., s. 52, old ed. s. 66).
H. 0. SMITH.
BANDERA, Bandera Co., Texas,
. March 26th, 1879.

Editors Herald:·-I write to inform you of the

state of the work in this mission. As a general
thing the outlook is by no means discouraging.
The calls for the word are numerous, and from
all parts of the field. The ministry has been attended with good results. Since my return here
several have been baptized, and the prospects are
fair for quite an ingathering at no distant day,
I am now of the same opinion as when I left the
field last summer, namely, that a good work can
be done here with the proper care and effort. I
have but one fear. This country is just passing
the ordeal of a severe and protracted drouth;
there having been no rain, in this section of the
state, to amount to anything, since last August.
The crops already planted are suffering for want
of rain, while a great many have not planted yet
although it is past the usual planting season. "In
fact, many have not been able to plow their
ground, on account of its being so dry and hard.
If seed is planted, there is not moisture enough
in the earth to cause it to germinate. Many
think that if we do not get rain soon, crops will
be almost a total failure. And if such shOuld be
the case, it is hard to tell what will be the result;
for, on the average, not more than one in ten have
enough to do them six months. These things
will have a telling effect upon the work here.
The Saints being generally poor, will scarcely be
able to live, much less to sustain a missionary
and his family. We desire the prayers of the
Saints for the success of the work in this field.
The work is the Lord's and he will take care of
it, whatever may transpire amongst the sons of
men.
Struggling, hoping, praying for the good of
Zion's cause, I still have the pleasure to be, yours
in bonds of peace,
D. H. BAYS.
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UNCLE William writes, from Kingston, Mo., as
follows:
I now come more to the main object of this
letter, and that is, to tell the Saints through the
HERALD, if admissible, that Zion in Missouri is
redeemed; and that the feelings and spirit of the
people in this ·Far West district, as almost universally expressed, are "Come in, come in,
ye . ¥ormon Saints,· and possess the goodly
land." All around the old city of Far West land
and farms are for sale, and at reasonable :figures;
and such is the civilized condition of the country,
that Saints can purchase land and live on it without molestation. And now is a good time to make
purchases, as many of the people in this country
are anxious to sell out and go into Kansas, or
locate in other parts of the west. Lands that are
under fence and well improved, near the city of
Far West, can now be had for ten, fifteen, and
twenty dollars per acre, according to the value of
their improvements. Some lands unoccupied,
held by persons not living in the state, can be obtained on easy terms. Lying near the city, one
farm enclosing city lots is now for sale. This
country, Far West, retains all of its beauty for
landscape and for richness of soil. This is a
great farming country, stock of every kind, and
fruit and honey. For the last forty years the
timber has grown in great abundance, splendid
groves nearing the city, mark the spots where
forty years ago, there was nothing but bare prairie; once patches of hazle brakes, but now beautiful groves of timber, large enough for rails or
other uses have grown up for :fire or farming purposes. On next Sunday the 30th of this month,
I expect to meet a large number of the Saints at
Far West, and there to speak to them from the
Terp.ple corner stone, and send report after meetWM. B. s~n·rH.
ing. More anon,

PLANO, March 20th, 1870.
Brother Henry:- When I wrote last fall, I was
in northern Indiana, and about to go into the
school room for the winter. My school began
Dec. 16th, and closed March 7th. While endeavoring to aid myself :financially, I have not forgotten the glorious latter day work, but have
endeavored to tell the people of the only sure
way of salvation. Last August I applied for a
school in Indiana, but before the school meeting
I delivered three discourses in one of their school
houses. and consequently I did not get the school.
Just before I returned to Knox, a kind old gentleman, of the Disciple order, invited me to call
on him when I could make it convenient, so, the
first Saturday after I began my school I called.
He soon assailed me about education, claiming
that it was only a human institution. I took the
negative, and referred to the most prominent of
andent historians, and from these, with the
i::ieri ptures, I found sufficient evidence to prove
that human education was of divine origin, and
I finally succeeded in drawing him into a theological channel,"begimiing with the Papal apostasy, the foundation of Babylon, the birth of her
daughters, even to the last granddaughter, which
I let be the Disciple reformation. He admitted
by the evidence produced, that God had nothing
to do with any of these churches, consequently,
when I arrived at the Disciple reformation, it
was an argument he was hardly expecting. He
seemed bewildered and made a faint effort to de ..
fend the order, but he had admitted too much,
and the facts were against him. I passed nearly
the whole day with him, setting forth the various
evidences of the latter day work, speaking on the
Book of Mormon, restoration, the work and suffering of Joseph Smith, in fulfilment of prophecy;
and from that time I have been welcome at his
house whenever I could be there. During the
winter the United Brethren began a revival, and
about the middle of February I again visited his
house. I attended three of their meetings, with
his family, and left an appointment. Our United
Brethren, hearing of this, their leader advised
them, (so I was told), to turn the oil out of the
lamps. But we were well provided with light in
spite of them. I spoke once after that to a goodsized and attentive gathering, and last Sunday
evening I spoke in the Grovertown school-house
to a well-filled house. While teaching my term
of school, I have preached nine times, aug have

found some good honest hearts, who gladly heard
the word, and who in due time will rejoice in the
liberty and blessings of the gospel of Christ. I
expect to return to Stark Co. this fall. Whether
I shall remain there during the winter or not, I
cannot say.
With all the discouragements I have met,
among brethren, as well as in the world, my
heart is in the great and glorious work. To me
it is dearer than life, and never shall the indifference of brethren, or the scorn of the world, darken or obliterate the evidence and love that is in
my heartfor the great work of truth; for I know
of its truth and power, by that knowledge God
has given me by his Holy Spirit. Your brother
in the everlasting Gospel,
FRANCIS EARL.
SYRACUSE, Ohio, March 9th, 187D.
Breth1'en Joseph and Henry:-Enclosed in this
letter you will :find two short notes sent to me by
sister Spann, in a letter dated March 7th. Bro.
and sister Spann are but young in the Latter Day
Work; yet their life is worthy of imitation by
many of the older Saints. There are no saints
living near them; that is, they live a long distance from their branch. They never saw any
one of the traveling ministry; only the local.
Their whole soul is in the Latter Dav Work.
They live in the country, and when preaching is
at their house, people coming from a distance are
fed by them. S.ister Spann is a woman of great
faith and by what I have seen myself when going
there to preach, the neighbors hav<l a great respect
for them. May God bless them, and increase
their faith in the name of Jesus to the conversion
of many honest souls.
In connection with Brn. David Matthews and
Edmund Thomas, I have been preaching there
with fair liberty. It is my impression that God
has a people there, if the Elders will continue to
preach to them, and distribute the bread of life
to hungry souls. Brn. McMurray and Torrance,
of Dewitt's Run, will preach for them on Sunday,
March 1D. J\by God bless them. If the Lord
will, on Sunday March 30th, Bro. David Matthews
Jr. and myself will preach there. May God bless
all the honest in heart everywhere to obedience
to his holy word, and the saints to live worthy
of the name they bear. This in short from your
well wisher and brother in the Latter Day work,
TnmrAs MA'r'l'HEws.
Near SYitACUSE, 0., March 4th, 187D.
Jll'r. 8mith>·-Sir: I feel it to be a duty to write

a few lines to the Herald: I am not a member of
your church yet, but I think I will be before long;
I believe in your faith and doctrine. On the 16th
of January, I was taken with a pain in my leg
that I could not get around. J\Iy husband wanted to get a doctor, but I told him to take me to
1\1rs. Ann E. Spann's a member of your church,
and she could cure me. It was so far to an elder
I could not go. We went to :!\'Irs. Spann; I told
her what I wanted, she said she had no power in
herself. I told her that through her I could be
healed. After praying she annointed my leg with
oil, in the name of the Lord, and in less than three
minutes the pain left and I have not felt it since.
I give God the praise. From a friend of the Lat.
ter Day Work.
J\;lns. YmGINIA E. DEAN.
THOMAS DEAN
Witness JAMES E. SPANN
ANN E. SPANN

timony meeting last evening, though only three
of us, yet feel truly that God is not always with
the multitude, but where two or three are met together in his name, there will he ]Je and that to
bless. We had an exhortation given in tongues
by Br. Fuller, interpreted by the unworthy writer
of this, and it will be long remembered by me.
It seems while I write I can yet hear these words
ringing in my ears and :filling my heart with joy.
The last pavt was thus:
"Jesus· is coming; prepare, prepare!
Jesus is coming with saints in the air!·
Prepare, 0, ye saints, prepare r
0, ye .who are lukewarm,I pray you awake! prepare!
For Jesus is coming with saints in the air!
Prepare, 0, prepare! "

Brethren and sisters, shall we let the cares of
life so take up our attention, that we shall not
have our lamps trimmed and burning, and oil in
them? Shall we be so conformed to this world,
that that day shall come upon us as a thief in the
night? Let us watch and pray that that day
conre not upon us unawares and we be found
without the wedding garment on, without which
we cannot enter to the marriage supper of the
Lamb. Pray for me, that I may be one of the
wise virgins. With love to all lovers of truth·
and righteousness.
S. C. H.
TAYr,on, Texas, November 29, 1879.
B1·n. Joseph and Henry:-This day two others
have obeyed the truth, and there are several others that will as soon as they hear the gospel explained. Therefore we are very anxious to have
an Elder sent to us; for there can be a good work
done hear. We have some of the same opposition
that the Saints have everywhere. The world
wishes for a debate, as soon as an Elder comes.
I call them the world because they do not keep
the commandments. Jtespectfully,
J. 0. STEWAU'l'.
March 23rd, 187D.
Dear Herald:- Though there has been much
said against the uses of tobacco, ten, and coffee
I am surprised it takes so little effect upon th~
Elders and those professing to be called saints
of God, that they do not guard against such uses·
especially in meetings. How can we expect tr;
receive the Spirit of God with a piece of tobacco
in our mouth? Or what is more disgusting than
to see a member sitting over a spittoon in prayer
meeting or other places, where God commands
us to come with clean hands and pure hearts
that our temples may give free course for th~
spirit of God. I believe that tea aud coffee are
injurious to any one; then as saints of God let
us use a little more energy and abstain rl·om
them. I have felt better since giving up my cup
of tea. I believe we would have more of the
Spirit of God and less sickness if we would quit
these :filthy habits; try it brethren. Yours for
the gospel, and the progress of Zion, H. R. W.
TAnon,

1

Co., Iowa,
April 1st, 187D.
Dea1· Herald:-Piease allow me through your
columns to thank the saints of Idaho and Utah,
as well as some of Nebraska and Iowa, who so
ldmlly aided me and ministered to my wants
during my late mission, and to inform them of
my safe arrival at home, and that I expect still to
labor in the interest of that mission, although not
present with them. I subscribe myself their
brother in bonds,
E. C. BRAND.

KIRTLAND, Lake Co., 0.,
1\1arch 13th, 187D.
Bruther Joseph and Hem·y :-This beautiful
Spring mornin,;;·, while the birds warble forth
their s \Veet songs of praise, I take pen to write.
The few saints here rejoice in the great work of
the last days, and we feel the great need of being
very faithful, very humble, and prayerful, and
diligent, knowing !hat the days are evil, and the
evil one goeth about like a roaring lion seeking
whom he may devour. We long to see the Elders
of Israel coming this way. There is a good :field
here for a good live Elder. The only Elder here
(Br. R. Fuller) is poor in this world's goods, and
has a family to cnre for, and cannot go out to
preach without neglecting them, and that would
not do, for he would be called worse than an infidel. We had a very profitable prayer and tes-

KIRTLAND, 0.
Bro. Joseph:-The piece in the Herald referring to tea being so poison, reminded me of a
prophecy of your father's, years ago in the temple in this place; that the time would come when
evil designing men would poison tea to that extent that it would be unfit for use; and also other
things. When I read that piece it hrought it 1o
.my mind plainly. I remember at the time of the
Church being driven out of Missouri of a circumstance that then took place, that makes me shudder to think of it; and to think that the cry of
the blood of the saints ascends to the cars of the
Lord of the Sabbath. A girl by the name of
Fanny Tuller then lived with a family by the
name of Beauregard, a methodist minister. The
mob, of which he was one, shot some fourteen or
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:fifteen, while in a shop where they had fled for
refuge and afterwards boasted that they put their
guns through the logs and shot them dead.
Among those shot was a man .by the name of
Warren Smith. and this man Beauregard pulled
off Warren's boots and offered them to his hired
man; he refused them, so he took oft' his own mid
handed them to him, and put the others on his
own feet. He boasted that he was in the mob
and helped to shoot them. The young lady came
here to Parkman, to make a visit and was at my
house and told me she knew it to be true. May
God have mercy on all such ministers.
R. DAY'l'ON.

South-Eastern .Illinois District.
A conference was held at Springerton, White
count.y, Illinois, March 7th, 8th and 9th, 18i9-; G
H. Hilliard, president; I. A. Morris, clerk.
Preaching on Friday evening by Charles Derry.
Saturday, March 8th.-At 9 a.m , the Saints had
a season of prayer and testimony.
At 2 p.m., Branch Reports.-Brush Creek 66, 2
Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers; 6 baptized, 2 died.
Dry Fork 17, 3 Elders, 2 Deacons. Deer Creek
20, 1 High Priest, 3 Elders 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon.
Springerton 50; 2 removed by letter. Tunnel
Hill 76, 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon;
3 baptized. Elm River, not reported.
Elders C. Derry, J. F. Thomas, I. A. Morris, M.
R. Brown and Elisha Webb reported in person,
and I. 1\I. Smith by letter. Bro. Derry has been
in· tho district twenty-five days and preached
twenty·fi ve times.
Isaac M. Smith was appointed to labor in the
District, under the direction of the president.
C. Derry to represent the District at the Annual
Conference.
Bishop's Agent's Report.-"Amo1int received
$6.50."
On motion this was given to C. Derry, t.o help
defray his expences to <Jenera! Conference.
At 7 p m , preaching by G. H. Hilliard.
Sunday·-:\lorning, preaching by Bro. Derry;
at 4 p m., sacrament; at i p m ., preaching by Bro.
Derry.
AdjourJeJ to Brush Creek, Saturday, i\Iay let,
187\J, at 10 a m.
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J. S. Patterson, Lewis J·ones and R. J. Benjamine were appointed to investigate the causes of
an appeal asked by Sister Hurstine of Peoria.
The committee in case of Charlotte Herstine and
Jane Robinson reported finding no cause for action,
and sustained the former decision.
In the case of a charge prefered by Sister Herstine against the President of the District for condemning the spirit manifested through her, we
agree that by virtue of his office he holds the
right to judge all spirits manifested under his
presidency; and we further agree, from evidence
admitted by both parties, that he did not err in
the case reported to us.
In the case of George Secor, who desires to know
if he can not be received back into membership
without baptism, we agree that there is but one
solution to the question, namely that he shall manifest to the satisfaction of the Church that he has
truely repented and then he may regain membership by baptism.
The district secretary was ordered to write to
each branch to send funds to the Bishop's Agent
for the spread of the gospel and to pay the expenses of a delegate to General Conference.
Saturday evening preaching by J. A. Robinson,
Sunday morning by J. S. Patterson, in the afternoon sacrament and testimony meeting, and in
the evening preaching by J. S. Patterson.
Adjourned to Canton, June 7th and 8th, 1879.

.Independence District.

Conference convened March 8th, 1879; J. J.
Kaster presiding; C. C. Frisby clerk.
Elders J. W. llrackenbury, S. 0. Waddell, F. M.
Sheehy, J. G. Bauer, A. Lloyd, Wm. Newton, C.
M. Schroder, F. Campbell, S. G. Mayo, J. J. Kaster and C. C. Frisby reported as still striving
earnestly for the great cause. G. W. Pilgrim had
no report. A. H. Smith of the Decatur District
and R. M. Elvin of the Southern Nebraska District reported. W. B. Tignor, Wm. Pond and F.
P. Scarcliff reported as having labored as circumstances permitted. Priests Anderson Cox and
Wm Pooler had labored some. ·
The Bishop's Agent reported no moneys collected, none paid out, had received a list of property
etc.
Mission fields in the district were appointed to
Wm. Newton, J. F. MoDowe1!, A. Lloyd, C'. M.
Schroder, J. J. Kaster, F. M. Sheehy, C. C. Frisby,
F. Campbell and S 0. Waddell.
A. H. Smith to represent the district at the
liiewauce Distl'lct.
April conference.
A conference was held at Peoria, Illinois, March
The secretary was appointed as the treasurer of
1st and 2d, 1879. At 10:30 a.m. preaching by J · the district, and he was authorized to receive
S. Patterson. R. J. Benjami~e., clerk, protem.
moneys necrssary for the expenses of the seGre~ranch Reports.-St. Davtd B _10, 1 Elder, 2 tary'd office and to issue licenses, charging an
Prte~ts, 7 re~oved by le!tet;; 1, died. Can.ton, 1 amount therefor equal to the expenses.
baptized. l\hllersbnrg 46,. ~ l!:lders, ! Pnest, 1 1 At 7 p.m. preaching by R M Elvin.
Teacher, 1 Deacon; 3 .bapttzed, 2 received and 6
Sunday, 9th -A. H. SmH.h preac;hed at 11 a.m ;
removed by lett.:r, 1 dted. Henderson Grove 32, sacrament meeting at 2 p.m , J. ,J. Kaster in
1 Elder, 1 Pnest, 1 Tea~her, ~Deacon; no charge; J. F. McDowe!Jpreachedat7p.m.
chan!fes. Kewanee 114, 1 Htgh Pnest, 10 Eldere,
Monday, l.Oth ~Resolved that we give the build3 P~tests, 3 Teacher~, .1 Deacon; 8 expelled. ing committee entire control as to where, when
Peona 26, 2 Elde;rs, 1 !'rtest, 1 Deacon; 1 remov- and to what extent we will build, they being limited to the last report:
ed ~y let~er. Prmcevtlle 14, no chang~.
Fmancml reports of branches rece1ved were
R. M. Elvin was sustained in his mission.
roa~ and approved.
Adjourned to .June 1st, 18i9, at 9 a.m.
llishop's Agent Report.-"Amount due me last
report 70 cents; paid out $3 95; now due me
$4 65; received nothing. R. J. Benjamine Agent.."
Elders R. J. Benjamine, J. S. Patterson, J. A.
A conference convened in the Waconda Branch,
Robinson, H. C. Bronson, Lewis Jones, reported March 1st, 187\J; J· D. Craven, president; A. N.
in person, and E T. Bryant, T. F. Stafl'ord, J. H. Ware and C. Prettyman, clerks.
Hopkins by letter. J. II. Hopkins, E. T. Bryant
Branch Iteports.-Grand River 29, 1 Elder, 2
and T. F. Stafford were sustained in their missions, Priests, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons. Hazel Dell, last
and J. S. Patterson was returned from General 19, present 19, 3 Elders, 1 Priest. Waconda, last
Conference to labor in connection with T. F. Staf· 25, present 25, 3 Elders. Clear Fork, last 14,
ford.
present 14, 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
'!.'be president was instructed to inform the Valley, report returned to branch for correction.
Bevier llranch of the facts in the case of John T.
Elders 0. W. Prettyman E. N. Ware, J. W.
Williams, and to further inform them that the Johnson, Joseph Westwood, Emsley Curtis, E. W.
same reasons still exist that caused the action of Cato, Josiah Curtis, G. T. Griffiths, Wm. B. Smith,
the Kewanee District Conference.
- Richey, Aaron Young, David Powell, F. P.
R. J. Benjamine, Lewis Jones and J. A. Robin- Scarcliffe and J. D. Craven reported.
son wue appointed to investigate the appeal askResolved that the building committee be sused by Sister Sumption of Kewanee.
tained, and that the presidents of branches act as
J. S. Patterson and Lewis Jones were appointed agents to solicit subscriptions of money or materito inve•tigate the causes of an appeal asked by al, t.o be paid, on or before the first of September,
•
George Secor of Peoria.
1879, and report to the secretary of committee.

That the Knoxville Branch be disorganized, and
that. letters be granted to the members in good
standing.
That some one be sent into Johnson county to
organize a branch there.
Adjourned to J. D. Craven's, June 7th, 1879, at
10 a.m.
Bishop's Agent reported: "Received during the
quarter $9.90; paid E. N. Ware $4.25, C. W.
Prett.yman $5.55; balance on hand $2.10; since
paid to G. T. Griffith $2.25."
A. C. Inman was granted a letter of removal.
Prayer and testimony meeting at night.
Sunday.-At9 a.m., prayer meeting; at 1la.m.,
preaching by G. T. Griffiths.

Pi Us bur;- Dish•ict.
A conference convened at West Wheeling, Ohio,
March 8th, 1879; James Brown, president; L. R.
Devore, clerk.
Branch Reports -Fairview, (W. Va.,) 22, 1
Elders, 2 Priests; 5 removed by letter. Belmont,
(Ohio), at last report 31, present 24, 1 Elder, 2
Priest; 2 baptized, 5 removed, 2 expelled. West
Wheeling, (0), 24, 2 Elders, 3 Priests; 10 received. Lampsville, (0), 14, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher.
Pittsburg (Pa)., 72, 3 received, 1 removed. Sugar Creek, (Va), Monroe and Church Hill, (0),
not reported.
Elders Jas. Brown, Jas. Craig, Josiah Ells and
Frederick Ebeling reported in person, and Wm •
Lawrenson and Ephriam Thomas by letter; Priest
A. R. Wilson in person.
The Treasurer of the Elder's fund of the Pitta ..
burg Branch reported.
A Priest's License was granted to Robert Wiper.
Resolved that it is the duty of all the Priesthood to preach the gospel, whenever and whereever they can, whether Elder, Priest, Teacher or
Deacon, and report to the District Conference.
That L. R. Devore labor as heretofore.
At 7 p.m. preaching by James Craig.
Sunday morning preaching by Josiah Ells; at
7 p.m. preaching by James rrrown.
Monday -The petition of Joseph Parsons was
granted and his license was restored to him.
H was decided to be the duty of this district to
send a delegate to the General Conference and
Josiah Ells was chosen, the secretary to notify the
branches to take up a collection to defray the expenses of the delegate, the secretary to act as
treasurer of said funds.
Adjourned to Lampsville, Ohio, June 7th and
8th, 18i9.

.PiU!iiicld. District.
A conference convened at Pittsfield, IllinoiP,
March 1st, 18i9; J. Goodale, president; Emma E.
Johnson, clerk.
Branch ltepo1·ts -Pittsfield 42, 2 · Elders, 1
Priest; 1 died. Alma 28, 1 Elder, 2 Priests; 5
baptized, 2 received by vote.
Bro. Goodale stated that the Saints of the New
Canton Branch were so widely scattered, and their
presiding officer so old and feeble, that no meetings
have been held for a long time, but he considers
the members as being in gGod faith and fellowship.
J<Jlders ,J. Goodale, C. Mills and - Huffman and
Priest .T. 1'\Iiller reported in person.
Resolved that our president report this district
to the Annual Conference by letter.
Preaching on Sunday morning and evening by
Bro. Goodale, on the Book of Mormon; sacrament
meeting in the afternoon, w'hen a good measure of
the Spirit was enjoyed.
Adjourned to Alma Branch, September 27th and
28th, 1879.

Eastm.·n. l'l.laiinc and Nova Scoua
District.
A conference convened at Indian River, Washington county, Maine, March 8th, 1879 ; E. C.
Foss, president; J. C. Foss, clerk.
Branch Reports -Olive 40; 1 baptized. Other
branches not reported.
Officials present, 5 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers.
Committee chosen last conference was continued,
and to report at next conference.
·
Saturday evening, a testimony meeting.
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Sunday morning, preaching by S. 0. Foss; afternoon, by E. C. Foss; evening, by J. C. Foss.
A vote of thanks was given to the members of
the Baptist Church for the use of their house
Notices.
during conference.
SPRING RIVER DISTRIOT.-A conference will be
Adjourned to the Olive Branch, June 28th, 1879. held at Columbus, Kansas, :M:ay 2d. 1879, beginning at 7: 30 p.m.
J. A. Dayrs, Cleric.

Galland's Gt•ove District.
A conference convened at Dowville, Crawford
county, Iowa, March 7th, 1879; Eli Clothier,
president; John Pett., secretary ; Chas. Butterworth, assistant.
The morning was occupied by the president and
by Geo. Sweet, James Crabb, John Hawley,Hyde and Thos. Chapman, in· giving instructions
and exhortations, and in relating some of their
experiences in the Church.
At 2:30p.m., Branch Reports.-Galland's Grove
221 ; 4 received by vote, 1 by letter. Franklin 7.
Mason's Grove 94; 2 received by vote, 1 by letter.
Salem 79; 2 baptized. Boonsboro 14 ; 2 received
by vote. Coalville 19. Pilot Rock 32; 15 baptized. North Coon 17. Camp Creek 17; 1 bap.
tized. Boyer Valley 47; 1 received by vote, 1 by
letter.
Elders Geo. Sweet, W. Whiting, Ira Goff, (baptized 15), Charles Butterworth, John Hawley,
John Rudd, Richard Farmer, Thomas Chapman,
James Crabb and B. Hyde reported in person.
At 7 p. m., Preaching by Eli Clothier.
Saturday, 10:30 a.m.: Elders John A. Mcintosh,
John Rounds, Robert Butterworth, Eli Dobson
and Eli Clothier reported in person, and Joseph
R. Lambert, James Allen and Robert Montgomery
by letter; also Priests Joseph Seddon, Harrison
Rudd and Joseph Smith reported in person.
Bishop's Agent's Report.-"Balance due Agent
$2.61; received since $7Lll ; paid Bishop I. L.
Rogers $66.50 and Agent $2.61, making of $69.11 ;
balance on hand $2.-John Pett, Agent."
At 2:30p.m., Brn. Ira Goff and Eli T. Dobson
were appointed to labor in Cherokee county, and
can.extend to Soldier Valley.
George Sweet and Joseph Seddon to labor in
and near Shelby Station, (and by request of Bro.
Crabb) can extend to Union Grove and Sprin.g
Creek branches in Little Sioux District.
A series of two days meetings were appointed.
The following resolutions were adopted: That
from the largeness of the district the president be
permitted, according to his request, to have an
assistant, and to choose who he pleases to assist
him.
That all conference bueiness be transacted by
the common consent the members present., except
such as is strictly confined to the elders.
That in the opinion of this conference the priest
of a branch has .a right to administer the sacra·
ment., when called by the presiding officer to do
MO, though an elder may be present.
That the Annual Conference held at Plano, April
Gth, 18i9, be requested to hold the Semi-Annual
Conference at Galland's Grove, and that Bro.
Joseph R. Lambert be appointed to represent this
district at said Annual Conference.
7 p.m.-The president stated that he had made
choice of Bro. Whiling to assist him in district labor.
Sunday, 11 a.m.-Preaching by James Crabb;
in the afternoon by Eli Clothier and W. Whiting;
and in the evening by James Crabb. The discourses were edifying and instructive and listened to with earnest at.tention.
Adjourned to Deloit, ,June 13th, 187\l, t1l 2 p.m.
------~~--.-

Conscience is a clock, which in one man strikes
aloud s.nd gives warning, in another the hands
point silently and strike not, meantime hours pass
away, and death hastens, and after death comeR
judgment.
If we need a strong will in order to do good, it
is more necessary for us still in order not to do
evil, from which it often results that the most
modest life is that where the force of the will is
most exercised."
To be covetous of applause discovers a slender
merit, and self-conceit is the ordinary attendant
of ignorance.
The great end of a good education is to form a
reasonable man.
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To •rHE Saints of Utah, greeting: As several
years have elapsed since a conference was held
in this valley, and as it is the request of some of
the Elders, and I hope the wish of all, that a
Conference be called; I therefore invite all the
Saints, and the brethren of the priesthood in par.
ticular, to attend a Conference to be held at Salt
Lake City, on the first Saturday and Sunday in
May, (3rd and 4th), 1879, at eleven o'clock, for
the purpose of counselling together, for the
promulgation of the cause of Christ that we all
so fondly love, and to transact such business as
may be for the benefit of said mission.
Ample provision will be made for all who wish
to attend. Your brother in Christ,
M. FYRANDO.
Salt Lake City, April lOth, 1879.

Born.
BLaiR.-At Sandwich, Illinois, March 1st., 1879,
to Charles E. and Doretta M. Westfall-Blair, a son.
NrcnoLsON.-At Paw Paw, Lee Co., Illinois,
March 4th, 1879, to Delos F. and Minnie C. BlairNicholson, a son.

Iflarried.
PAUiER-WnsoN.-At the house of Mr. C. Rogers, Lancaster county, Nebraska, March 18th,
1879, by Elder J. Amstrong, Mr. William Palmer
and Sister Margaret E. Wilson. May love and
peace abide.
Grant now Thy prosence, gracious Lord,
And hearken to our present prayer,
Tho nuptial vow in heaven record
And bless the newly married pair.
0 guide them safe this wide world through,
'Mid all the cares of life and love,
l\Iay they with joy Thy glories view,
In the eternal world above.
·
May their minds in future blending,
Know the purest of earth's peace,
May no evil cloud dosconding
Cause their perfect trust to cease;
With the other oa.ch forbearing,
When the times of trial come,
Every joy and sorrow sharing,
}'ill with light the place of home.
J. A.

HoLT,-At San Benito, California, March 17th,
of epilepsy, Mrs. Nancy Holt, mother of brothers
Hiram and Eugene Holt, after a two hours sickness. Age 54. :M:rs. Holt, had been a member of
the Methodist Church South, for years, and was
a. very consistent and liberal one; she was also a
kind mother and a faithful wife. Her loss is deeply felt.
HILLs.-At String Prairie, Lee county, Iowa,
:M:arch 14th, 1879, suddenly, of apoplexy as it is
supposed, sister Susan, wife of Bro. Allen Hills,
aged 57 years. She was the mother of seven
children, five daughters and two sons, the latter
dying in their infancy. She was baptized March,
1861, by Elder John Shippy, and has lived as a
faithful, consistent Saint should.

KEEP THE FAITH.
TUNE.- Hold

the fort.

Pilgrims in this vale of sorrow,
Filled with anxious care;
Yet with hope we look for Jesus,
Rest with him to share.
Keep tlwjaith, the Lo1·d is coming,
Hear the watcltmen cry;
Do not in the contest waver,
Victory is nigh.
Oft the heart is sad and weary,
With the toil of life;
Oft the w~ty seems dark and dreary,
And with dangers rife.
Though our trials may be many,
And temptations strong;
Yet we can by Christ's assistance,
Overcome the wrong.
Jesus will not let us sufli~r,
More than we can bear;
Those who do not yield the battle,
Shall his glory share.
T. w. Si\-IITIT.

LAliiONI, Iowa, July 29th, 1877.

Editor of Pall River Herald:--llecause of the
liberal spirit exhibited through the columns of
am led to hope for a courtesy, very
seldom extended to us by the newspapers of the
country, viz, a reasonable space for a little selfdefense. Ii is very seldom that I attempt a reply
to an anonymous writer, for I assume that a perEDM.UNDS--PERRY.-At the house of lhe bride's son who lacks moral courage to openly father his
father, at Bevier, Missouri, March 27th, 1879, literary offspring ought not to be noticed, as a
Brother Daniel Edmunds and Sister Lydia S. general thing. But there are so maTiy hundreds
Perry. Ceremony by Elder T. D. Rees.
of honest hearted, truth-loving peoplr, who are
Died.
being deceived by the misrepresentations of those
HoGABOOM.-At Burlington, Kane county, Ill- who only repeat what they have been told, or reinois, February 15th, 1879, in the 86th year of iterate the assertions of those who know no more
his a.ge, Isaac Hogaboom. He was a member of about what they affirm than those who circulate
the old organization and was then associated with their stories. I am willing to think that these
Bro. John Landers in the ministry.
parties fully believe these reports. I do not wish
BRYAN.-At West Oakland, California, lVbrch to believe that they wilfully misrepresent us.
19th, 1879, William Edward, sou of Bro. A. C.
But as there is so much danger of violating that
Bryan, a.ged 17 years, 6 months and 17 days. command, "Thou shalt not bear false witness,"
His ailment was the hip disease, and he was a it is well for people to know both sides of the quesp!1tient sufferer for five years. He was a member t.ion, and after an accusation is denied, it would be
of the West Oakland Branch, and a firm believer well to keep quiet, unles~ some bett.er evidence
in the faith. May he rest in peace.
I t~andrudmor, or unsubstamated assertiOns can be
.
auor e .
WAY.--At Detr_ott, Mi~neso_ta, Mar~h 18th, 1879,
The force of the opposition to our position and
of measles ~nd, d1phthena, S1s_ter Lo1s Dor~ Way, the point upon which the case of our opponents
daughter of Elder II. and Stster J anc "' ay, of rests, is in the assertion, that Joseph Smith and
Audubon, aged 15 ~e~rs, 2 ,;nonths ~nd, 4 days. Sydney Rigdon conjointly produced the Book of
She was one of the fruds of ,I- W. Smiths labors. Mormon, from either a copy or the original manHer last ';,ords were, "Don t, weep, mother, I am uscript of a certain retired clergyman, Rev. Soloso happy.
mon Spaulding.
We shall know as we are known,
This gentleman it is said finished a romB.nce
Never more to walk alone,
In the coming of the morniug
a f ter th ree years 1a b or or by t h e year 1812., wh ile
When the mists have rolled awuy.
residing at Conneaut, Ohio. Reliable testimony
'1'. J. lHArtTIN.
in my possession prove the following fact.s: 1. :M:r.
ARNoLn.--At Plano, Illinois, March 30th, 1879, Spaulding and family removed to Pittsburg, Pa.,
of consumption, after nine months of failing health in 1812. 2. They removed to Amity, Washington
James L. Arnold, aged 28 years, 4 months a.nd 14 county, Pa, in 1814. 3 Mr. Spaulding died in
days. Funeral sermon by Elder Henry A.. Steb 1816. 4. Mrs. Spaulding (afterwards Davison)
bins, assisted by Elder Joseph Smith. Though declares, that "In 1816 the ma.nuscript then fell
making no profession of religion yet he bad many into my hands and was preserved carefully." She
manly qualities and was a good son to his widow· also states, that Dr. P. Hulburt obtained it from
ed mother. 1'he Moulder's Association formed a her in 1834, to get it printed, promising her one
procession, and with music attended the corpse, half the proceeds, this he failed to do, writing her
from the house to the church and to the grave.
that it didn't read as they (he and E. D. Howe,
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author of the "History of Mormonism") expected,
hence would not print it.
Now is it not a little surprising that somebody
has not obtained either the original or a correct
copy of this novel writing clergyman's manuscript
and: published it? And thus forever prove by a
comparison that every intelligent person can make,
that the Book of Mormon has been created out of
said manuscript.
We will pledge ourselves to print it, under the
supervision of a committee appointed by any of
Spaulding's friends or relatives.
,
We would rejoice to have the privilege, for we
are confident that we would need no further argument to prove the complete dissimilarity of tiie two
productions.
We have challenged our enemies for nearly
fifty years to produce either an authenticated copy
or the original Spaulding romance, and we will
pay $1,000 for it, and return it after we print
from it, to its present owner.
If neither the original "which was preserved
carefully" till 1834, (four years after the Book of
Mormon was published), or a true copy thereof
can be provided, no candid, intelligent person
will take the empty assertion that the Book of
Mormon was based upon the Spaulding romance.
I have in my possession a copy of a letter pubished in the Quincy, Ill., Whi,q, written by Mr.
.T ohn Haven, of Holliston, Middlesex county,
Mass., (which I should like to publish in full if
space could be allowed), in which Mrs. Davidson, (formerly Spaulding), denied positively that
she wrote the letter to Dr. Storrs published in the
Boston Rec01·der, (not Jomnal), that she did not
sign her name to it, nor did she see it until it appeared in the Boston Recorder; that a Mr. D. R.
Austin came to her house, asked some questions,
took some notes on paper, and from these wrote
tho letter.
She says that she thinks some of the names in
the Book of Mormon a.nd Mr. s·s manuscript are
alike; that she has read the Book of Mormon; that
lhil, MSS describes idolatrous people (which the
Book of Mormon ct.ws not do); that the MSS.
would ma.ke a book abnut one third a~ la.rge as the
Book of Mormon
Mrs J\lcKinalry (•laughter of Mrs S.) stated
that she thPught that, some of the names '!:greed,
but was not certain. She had never read any in
the Book of Mormon; and that her name was not
attached to the letter prepared for the Boston Re
corder by 1\lr, Storrs, by her consent.
This much for the pious fraud-the forged letter
in the Boston Recorder-pretending lo give her
"story of the manuscript."
In your paper it is said that Spaulding's "York
was never published becauge "probably" he "bad
not'the money to pay for it." Could not some of
the neighbors "who were deeply interested in its
progress, and greatly entertained by the ingenuity
of the aut her," furnished some help; and is it
possible that such a complete means of proviog the
fraudulent character of the Book of Mormon as
the printing of this work would have been, shouid
for nearly fi[ty years rem 'tin unpublished? Hand
it to us a.nd we will print it.. Was not the true
rell.soll of Hs non publication, that given concerning other of his novels, in Appleton's Encyclopoolia,
viz: their worthless character'!
Of Sydney Rfgdon's connection with the matter,
as asserted in the lle1'ald, let. this suflice as a re-fu,
tat ion
Sydney Rigdon was hom on his father's f:trm, at
Piney Fork, of Peter's Creek, St. Clair Township,
Allegheny county, Pa, Feb1·uary 19th, 1793, where
he lived till the winter of 1818 aud 1819, and followed farming and received a common English education. In the f~tll of 1817, he professed religion and
joinE>tl the Regular Baptist Church, of that place,
and in the winter of 1818 and 1819 be went to Beaver county, Pa, where he' studied divinity with a
Baptist preacher by the name of Clark, an<l was
.licensed to preach by the Conoquenessing Church
and waa ordained a Regular Baptiot preacher a.nd
went to Pittsburg in the winter of 1821-22 and
took the care of the First Regular Baptist Church,
and continued to preach till the fall of 1824, when
he left tha.t body, not being able to endorse all
their views. He and his brother in law, Mr.
Brooks, followed the tanning business till the win-

ter of 1827-28, when he moved into the "Western
Reserve," in. Ohio, and there espoused the cause
of Alexander Campbell and others, and preached
the faith of the Campbellite or Christian Church,
till the fall of 1830, when Parley P. Pratt came
into that region, and preached the Mormon faith,
and. had with him printed copies of the Book of
Mormon, which Rigdon always asserted was the
firat he had seen of the work in! any form. Pratt
baptized him, and be went to visit Joseph Smith in
the winter of 1830,' Pratt himself joining the
church only a little while before or in September,
1830.
.
Rigdon affirmed always that he had no connection with a printing office in Pittsburg and that
there was no man by the name of Patterson who
had a printing office in Pittsburg during his residence there.
Rev. S. Williams who wrote a small work
against the Mormons affirms that "Rigdon came
to l.his city (Pittsburg) and connected hinself with
the Baptist Church, January 28th, 1822."
Mr. E. D. Howe in his work on the History of
Mormonism says on page 289, that Mr. Patterson
says he has no recollection of any such manuscript
being brought there for publication.
And that Sidney Rigdon located himself in that
city, about the year 1823 or 1824.
Well, as this precious manuscript, was in Mr.
Patterson's possession (howbeit he has no recollection of it.) only the two years Mr. Spaulding remained in Pittsburg, i. e , from 1812 till 1814,
and as it was preserved carefq,lly as Mrs. S. says,
from that time till 1834, and as Sidney lUgdon was
not living in Pittsburg till 1822--or eight years
after Mr. S, with his manuscript, went to Amity,
Pa., how could he have an opportunity te copy
the wonderful work? We challenge any person
to produce any evLlence that Sidney Rigdon ever
saw Joseph Smith, or the Book of Mormon in any
shape, till after the book was publishe<l, or that
he had any connection with the church till at
least eight months after the church was organized,·
April Gth, 1830.
The assertion lhat ••the three witnesses collfessed to ha.ving sworn falsely" is a base fabrication, it
is unqualifi~dly false. Beside possessing evidence
that can not be gainsaid that. Oliver Cowdry and
1\hr~in Harris maintained the truth of their publi"hrd testimony concerning the seeing of the angels an•l viewing the plates, till the day of their
death: (and I will gladly ava.il myself of the privih•ge of proving this;). and beside having the printed testimony of D<tvid Whitmer the other witness
aR it appeared in the Chicago Times, August 7th,
1875, I personally heard him state in January
1877 in his own house in Richmond, Ray county,
1\Io., in most. po~itive language, that he did truly
see in broad day light, a bright, and most beautiful being, an "Angel from Heaven," who di<l hold
in his hand~ 1he golden plate8, which he turne<l
over leaf by leaf by leaf, ~xplaining the contents,
here and there. He 11loo described tho size and
general appearance of the plates, and he further
said, that he saw Joseph translate, by lhe a.id of
Urim and Thummim, time and ag11in, and he lhl'n
produced a large pile of foolsca.p paper closely writtan In a very fair hand, which he declared was the
manuscript, written m!linly by Oliver Cowdery
and !'dart.in Harris, as the translation wa.s being
read by the aid of the Urim and Thummin of l,he
characters on tho plates by Joseph Smith, which
work of translation and lro.nscri.piion he frequently saw.
In conclusion, I would suggest that ift.he Book of
Mormon is Solomon Spaulding's Romance, that the
novel loving public get and read it as a novel.
While I ha.vc tenfold more evidence to give in favor of the Book of Mormon, yet I will not presume
on your patience further at this time. If you will
kindly do what so few have the generosity, manliness and independence to do, viz: publish our
brief defense, you will greatly oblige a much maligo'ed ,and misrepresente<l people. And be it
known to all, that they ma.y expect us to defend
our&elves from every assault made from pulpit or
preEs and hold every mnn accountable for every
unjust and slan<lerous attack made on us, as indi:
viduals or as a people. We fear no open manly
opposition, but despise underhanded work or stabs
in the dark.
T. W. SMITH.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *,HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACII TO THEM TTIAT DWELT, ON TIIE EARTH * *, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS COME."-REV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGY THY TRUTII; 'riiY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WrFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, MAY 1, 1879.

GENERAL CONFERENCE MINUTES.
APRIL 6TH TO 13TH 1879.
The forty-first Annual Conference of the
Church of Jesus Christ, being also the twentyseventh of the Reorganization, convened at
Plano, Illinois, at 10:30 A. l\L 1 Sunday, April
6th, 1879, Presidents Joseph Smith and W.
W. Blair being sustained as presiding officers,
and Bro. Henry A. Stebbins, the Church
Secretary, as the Secretary of the Conference,
he to choose. his own assistant. Bro. John
Scott of Plano, was selected by him.
After this preliminary business the service
was opened by singing, "Let all the Saints
their voices raise," followed by prayer by Bro.
Joseph It. Lambert, after which the hymn,
"Great God attend while Zion sings," was
pleasingly rendered by the choir and assisting
Saints.
The President announced that the forenoons
of the week would be devoted to prayer meetings early, and preaching at 10:30 o'clock,
while committee and quorum meetings can al·
so be held in the forenoons, leaving the afternoons to the regular business sessions of the
Conference, With preaching again in the
evenings.
Following this he preached a pleasing discourse upon the necessity of harmony existing
in the religion of Christ to be preached to
men. He mentioned the incongruity existing
so much in the religious world, notwithstanding the efforts of reformers ever since the days
of Martin Luther. Bro. Smith made a good
plea for the golden mean of truth existing between the two extremes, and claimed that
this was· held by the Latter Day Saints, by
the favor and blessing of God in revealing it
to them. And the fact of this golden mean
existing somewhere, or as held by us, involves
the necessity of its being told, and the necessity of so;ne one tellir)g it. Query: Who
shall tell 1t, what shall he tell, and how shall
he tell it? Not to drive or force, but by presenting the truth and inviting men to consider
it and obey it, if it be found to be what we
, claim it to be, and what God presents it as
··being in his revealed word.
After singing an hymn, benediction by the
President.
At 3 p. m., met in sacrament and testimony
meeting. Sung, "Christ is coming! Let creation." Prayer by Bro. James Caffall. Following this two children were blessed under
the hands of Brn. J. H. Lake and J. R. Lambert. The bread and wine were blessed by
Brn. Joseph Smith and F. G. Pitt, and passed
by Brn. Ira Agan and P. H. Briggs. Then
the time was spent in giving testimonies, relating experiences, and in singing spiritual

songs, a pleasant season of waiting before the
Lord being had, in which much of the Holy
Spirit was enjoyed in peace and consolation,
and to the edification and confirmation of the
Saints, with whom the house was well filled.
Benediction pronounced by Bro. F. G. Pitt.
At 7 p.m. the house was filled to overflowing with Saints and the citizens of the place.
Opening hymn, "O'er the dark wave of Galilee." Prayer by Bro. Joseph Smith. ·Bro.
Mark H. Forscutt preached an able and eloquent discourse on the Mission of Christ.
'l'he service closed with singing "All hail the
power of Jesus' name," and benediction pronounced by Bro. Joseph Smith.
MONDAY, APRIL 7TH.
At 9 a.m. a prayer meeting was held, in
charge of Brn. G. S. Yarrington and J. S.
Patterson. A good time is said to have been
enjoyed.
At 10.30 a.m., Bro. G. E. Deuel preached,
assisted by Bro. J. S. Patterson.
At 1:30 p.m., Pres. Smith in the chair.
Sung " JYJ:y faith looks up to thee." Prayer
by W. W. Blair. A portion of the minutes
of the last General Conference, embracing
the most important business then transacted,
and the resolutiong adopted, was read. Inquiry was made concerning some remarks
made by two of the brethren at last Conference, which were ordered to be published,
but of which not even the resolution ordering
the last one was contained in the published
minutes. The President stated that he had
in his possession the notes taken, that were
ordered to be_published, but which were not.
The Secretary stated that the resolution ordering the publication of them, he sent with the
rest of the minutes, to the office.
A document from the First Presidency,
concerning the most important missions and
their needs, and about certain matters pertaining to the Church, was read, as follows :
To the Reorganized Church, in Conference assem·
bled, at Plano, lll., April 6th, 1879, greeting:

The Presidency, in pursuance of duty, respectfully submit the following :
l. THE AUSTRALIAN MISSION. We are advised
that Bro. Glaud Rodger has already left Sydney
for his home. It is, therefore of the utmost importance that he be succeeded by one or more ef·
Jicient elders.
2. THE SociETY IsLANDS. Bro. William Nelson,
who was last year authorized to go to these
Islands, did go. He also placed in the Bishop's
hands, $200, to be used for this mission. In the
course of the few months past; Bro. Nelson returned to California, he having remained on the
island of Tahiti as long as he could safely without
an official permit, which he could not obtain as an
officer of the Church. After his return to Oakland, Cal., he requested a return of the $200, he
then being out of work and without me11ns. This
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was done, and not long since we were informed
that he had again started to the Islands, all of
which has been at his own expense, unless the
withdrawal of the $200 may be otherwise accounted.
During his stay of three months upon Tahiti,
he was at Siona for the greater part of the time,
and when he left there he had added some thirty
to the Church, which now numbers eighty-one,
and had succeeded in imparting valuable instruction upon Church government to the branch there.
From a letter directed to Bro. T. W. Smith, we
learn that the one who had been left there by
Brn. Wandell and Rodger, who spoke English,
had gone o.way from the island, and that the presiding elder left in charge had been deposed and
severed for sufficient reasons.
There are a number of islands adjacent to Tahiti, upon which Bro. Nelson reports numbers of
believers, and deems it of importance to try to
obtain a hearing upon then. He intends making
the effort.
3. TIIE ENGLISII MISSION, From reports re·
ceived we deem it essential that a change be made
in the presidency of the Welsh mission, and suggest the name of John R. Gibbs. We also think
it important that, if the Church is now prepared
to meet the expense, there should be an active
elder sent, who can stay for two years at the
least.
4. THE DANISH MISSION. Bro. Peter N. llrix
is trying to do a good work, and it is necessary
that some one be sent to aid him, or to t~tke up
the work where he may leave it.
The Presidency attempted to supply one to this
mission, but f~tiled, for obvious re11sons.
5. THE CALIFORNIA MrssroN. Bro. D. S. Mills
has resigned the presidency of this mission, and
we recommend that Bro. Joseph F. Burton be appointed in his stead. Bro. Mills has been very
faithful in his service, and his resignation was
advised by Pres. Joseph Smith, for causes of a
local character, affecting the progress of the work
in some localities, but not affecting the character
of Bro. Mills. In this connection we regrd to
state that the health of Bro. Mills has failed him,
and, as informed by Bro. H. P Brown, it is feared
that he will soon pass beyond the river. He is an
estimable man and full of sympathy and noble
resolution. It is fair to state that many of the
branches are opposed to his resignation.
6. THE CASE oF Bro. J. W. BRIGGS. The Resolution of the Semi-Annual Conference, authorizing
the Presidency to call a proper council, before
which the question at issue might be placed,
seemed to point out the necessity of some other
body than any that had been named in connection
with it. In pursuance of this view, correspondence was had with Elder Briggs, in regard to the
number and composition of said council, and it
was soon apparent that. the only course left to the
Presidency, was to issue a general call to the
class of officers from which such council could be
chosen, to assemble at the present session, with
the intention then to perform the duty imposed by
said resolution. Subsequently to this call we
learned that in all probability Elder Briggs would
not be able to attend. Later still, we have received an article from Elder Briggs, which will
be laid before you for action. Your action in the
premises will dispose of our duty. Other explan"
ation will be made if found necessary.
7. Several matters from different localities h~tvc
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come before us, purporting to be on appeal from
the decision of courts of Elders and action of
Conferences for districts, in nearly all of which
cases only exparte statements by those making the
appeals have come to us; in very few cases only
are the allegations and minutes of courts and conferences fully given ; upon these we decline to
act. In other cases, appeals and papers in them,
have reached us within too limited a time before
Conference to demand consideration, as the law
provides that in all cases of appeal, the Presidency
must first examine, and decide whether or not it
is of sufficient importance to grant the hearing
asked; unless, therefore, time sufficient is given
by the statements and evidences being sent in
time for such examination, it can not be expected
that the desired action shall be. granted. In some
of the cases presented to us, we have already given advice and opinion, which should have been
sufficient, as in them no just grounds exist, in our
view, for an s.ppeal, the matter having been prop-

er~ ~~!'\JTAII

First Presidency to appoint a court to try the case
of J. W. Briggs, on the charges made against him
at this session of Conference." Said charges being
a revision of what purports to be reasons for not
sustaining at the preceding Semi-Annual Conference, which "reasons" were by committee presented to J. W. Briggs, and his answer furnished
them, which, with their own report, were submitted to the late Annual Conference, when the
whole ·case was referred to another committee,
composed of the Quorum of the Twelve, and by
them reported upon, after which, the Conference,
in compliance with the recommendation of this
last committee, voted as follows: "That it is the
sense of this Conference that he (J. W. Briggs) be
relieved from the odium attached to his name as
an officer of the Church, that he may labor in his
exalted calling."
Now, therefore, I respectfully demur to the act
of the late Semi-Annual Conference, aforesaid, on
the following grounds:

1st. That it is unjust, and subversive of the elements of all just government, to put in jeopardy
twice for the same cause, or alleged offence.
2 nd. That it ignores, or violates a rule and usage
of the Church, in respect to quorums, that their
members ought to first, in case of grievance or
b
.
.
accusation, e heard by the1r respectiVe quorums.
3rd. That the First Presidency are not authorlld at an early date.
ized to appoint a court to try the said case, the
The prospects in the general field are good, so Church being governed by law, and not by the
far as open doors and opportunities for the preach· viva voce order of a Conference.
ing of the word are concerned. In some districts
5 th, That the aforesaid charges, based upon
there has been a marked increase in membership,
and a corresponding increase in spiritual growth. published articles, (except the last), in which the
several questions embraced were discussed, from
In other districts a series of continued disputes a Bible, Book of Mormon, and Book of Doctrine
have weakened the influence of the working elders, and Covenants' standpoint, are in antagonism to
and injured the spiritual growth of all. These the declared liberality of the Church, before the
disputes have grown out of several disturbing
d
d
·
·
·
d
causes, chief among which is the absolute failure world, an ten s to repress mvestigatron, an
of differing brethren to submit to the decisions of thus block the way of progress in the discovery of
new truth.
the councils to which they have appealed, some in5 th. That the adcled charge to the revised list
variably charging injustice and corruption either before mentioned, of denying "the law of tithin the composition of the council, or in the proces- ing," is based upon remarks upon a resolution on
ses of conducting enquiries by the officers of the that subject in open Conference, and violates parChurch, in case they are found in fault. In some
others, offences are seriously. aggravated by con- liamentary rules, forbidding the calling in qi:lesstant bickering over causes that have been adjudi- tion elsewhere, words (or sentiments) spoken in
cated, but which are revived at successive periods debate.
of time, settlement not being followed by forgiveness
Without multiplying further objections to the
from the offended. These difficulties reflect discredit act of the Semi-Annual Conference in my case, I
upon the parties to them, and many have employed respectfully reque.st at your hands, the considerthe best wisdom of the Church, to little avail; and ation due the subject involved, and to myself the
it is with great regret that we see them occur simplest justice. I ask first, that the act of the
again and again in the same branches and dis- Semi-Annual Conference, before mentioned, be
tricts, and are compelled to hear over and over by you rescinded, and an affirming the act of the
1
h"
·
late Annual Conference, before mentioned; or,
again the ta es of injury w lCh mquiry upon our second, so far modify said act of. the Semi-Annual
part has failed to confirm in many cases. We are
of the opinion that the attention of officers and Conference as to refer the whole subject to the
people in the Church should be more constantly Quorum of tha Twelve, in their capacity of a Preand actively engaged in the acquirement of per- siding High Ceunc!l. To this High Council I apsonal gospel graces than in bringing real or sup- peal, and from Church usage, might and do deposed offenders against the law to judgment. We mand, as a right, to be heard before that Council.
While I do this, I am sensible that the action of
believe there has been quite too much factious
"cutting off" of members where kindly forbear- the Quorum in this case is not final, necessarily, I
anoe and ministerial counsel would have saved feel it to be the first legitimate step toward such
them; we therefore advise as of the utmost im- a finality, a consummation rqually desirable to me
portance that the ministry do not lend their in- and the Church.
It is not inconsistent with the foregoing to furfiuence to this spirit of disintrgration any longer,
we protest against it as beneath the dignity of ther represent to you upon the whole matter, that
their calling.
for twenty-six years I have watched the germinatWe cheerfully commend the brethren of the or- ing and progress of the Reorganization with an
ganized Districts to the Conference fox· their en- int.erest exceeding that of any other subject, and
dorsement and support, and trust that the reports have sustained a relv}i~n ~o it, i!l some respe~ts
will bear out our statement of fair increase both unshared by any, aud aurwg thla >"hole perr?d
in numbers and spirituality.
up t~ t~e present, I have sought to promote 1ts
1
R
tf 11
b "tt d
J
S .
best Hherest, by a thorough c<>uvass of all subespec u Y su mr e '
,~s;J'Hn M~rn
jects relating to H, and especially in respect to
PLAxo, Ill., April 6th, l87D.
·
• LAa.
the published articles complained of, my intent
'l'he President presented a letter from Bro. and whole design was to discriminat0, and stimuothers to do the same, between truth and
J. W. Briggs, who had also sant a request late
error, between the :rational and tho fanciful, or the
that it be read at an early hour of the Confer- fanaticaL And still further, I call attention to an
ence, in order that it might have careful obvious fact, if the same course is pursued toward
thought before action, and then be acted upon all others who differ from somebody else, it will
with deliberation. It was read by the Secre- result in generating hypocrisy' as a defence
against accusation, Ol' divide ·every branch and
tary:
every quorum in the Church. To God, the heart
To the Elders and Church in General Conference searcher, I commend his truth and his work, and
assembled:
invoke his blessing and divine inspiration upon
Brethren: At the session of the late Semi- your sittingA. I remain in hope,
Annual Conference, it was voted to "Request the
J. W. BRIGGS.
MrssroN.

It appears that under
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all the circumstances now surrounding this mission, it should be vigorously prosecuted. The
position hitherto assumed by the Reorganization
is coming into prominent notice, and the time for
a strong effort is at the doors. We deem it wise
that the chapel in Salt Lake City should be finish-

_The article not being dated, the President
stated that he received it within the past
week.
The President stated that he had an article
from Bro. Z. H. Gurley, which would be read
whenever it was called for.
REPORT OF THE CHURCH SECitETARY
AND RECORDER.
Bro. Henry A. Stebbins, the Secretary and
Recorder of the Church, read the reports of
such of the ministry who are under General
Conference appointment as have reported to
this session, of which the following summary
of the most important items of their labor and
of the situation of the work where they have
been, is published. He also read the reports
of the statistical and spiritual condition of
the various districts, so far as reports had
been furnished him by the officers or dolegates thereof, and also presented his report as
Church Recorder, of the standing of all the
branches upon the Church Record.
Elder Josiah Ells, of the Twelve, (present),
reports that during the past year he has preached
nearly every Sabbath, and occasionally during
the week at times. He has been favored with the
peaceful influence of God's Spirit, and at times
with much liberty in declaring the gospel. He
has baptised but twelve persons, he preferring
that others than himself do this work. His physical strength is on the decline through age and
disability, but he tries to perform his duty to the
Church and to God, and his forty years experience in the work enables him to bear testimony
of the truth of the gospel and of its promises, as
restored in these latter days, and he has learned
that those who are governed by the law of. God,
are preserved and sanctified by the same. In its
doctrines only is the hope of eternal life. His
recent experience shows more of n. willingness
on the part of the world to listen to our doctrine
and to consider it. Therefore he looks ror a refreshing future to the Church.
Elder John H. Lalce, of the Twelve·,
(present), reports, that since October last he has
travelled and preached in Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri, and has enjoyed good liberty of the Spirit
in presenting the gospel; has preached one hundred and ten times and baptized twenty-two persons. He has passed through some severe trials,
but says that he has been. sustained by the Lord,
and praises him for the same.
Elder Joseph R. Lambert, of the Twelve,
(present), reports having preached in Crawford,
Shelby, Harrison, Webster, Greene, Pocahontas,
Buena Vista, l'lymouth and Boone counties,
Iowa; also eight times in three different pJaces in
Hancock county, Illinois, having preached in all,
eighty-six discourses, besides doing other ministerial labor. Notwithstanding his continued ill
health and his release from any special responsibility, he has travelled and preached abr.oad
during three months of the time, since the September Conference.
Elder Thomas H': Smith, of the Twelve,
writes from Boston, Massachusetts, that after the
September Conference, he preached in 1\Ia.gnolia,
Iowa; Nebraska. City, Nebraska; Delano, Bevier,
and Hannibal, Missouri; Pittsfield Illinois, aml at
various places in Southern Indiana, and in Ohio;
also in Pittsburg and Philadelphia, P<>., and in
places in New Jersey, before aniving in the New
England States. In many of the places visited
there is an earnest inquiry and a deep interest in
our preaching. During six weeks at Dennisport,
Massachusetts, the branch there was greatly revived, eleven were baptized, and some seriou~
difficulties were settled. Some immediate and
remarkable blessings have followed the annointing with oil aud the laying on of hands, in cases
of sickness and disease. He finds a f,;.r greater
inte:rtst existing in the Eastern and in the New
England States than had been before, and many
people are found who are seeking for the religion
of the Apostles' days. He has also been at Prov-
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idence, Rhode Island, and is to go there again,
also to Fall River, Douglas, Massachusetts. Since
the above letter, Bro. Smith writes of being at
Jj'all River, preaching, and answering publicly
some newspaper attacks on the Book of Mormon
and our faith. Twenty-one have been baptised
there in the last two months.
Elder James Oc1;(all, ofthe Twelve (present),
reports that he has been active in preseniing the
word of life in Western Iowa, Eastern Nebraska,
etc, and he has never fe~t more assurance of God
being near, or seen brighter prospects for the
work than now exist. He has baptized eight persons and administered to the sick with good effect.
He thinks that failing to allow that other people
are sincere in their belief, and also that ridiculing
!heir views has hindered the work to a degree, by
creating a prPjudice in some minds, and he be·
lieves that ·the truth is not compromised by carefully avoiding to unnecessarily arouse the feelings
of our religious opponents. These unwise ways
he has seen existing in some cases where he has
traveled.
Ji]lder l.Y. ll. Kelle.y, of the Twelve, (present),
reports that he has been active the most of the
time in the mission assigned him, sickness preventing his labors some of the time. He has been
encouraged and comforted, and has seen some
fruits of his labors. The calls for preaching are
many, the laborers are few. The work is in good
~ondition, and the Saints are laboring to forward
1 t. The sucoess of the work was never more favorable, and we need efficient laborers to sustain the
work. Brethren c. Scott, R. Davis, J. J. Cornish
and B. v. Springer, have preached in Michigan
and Indiana and have acquited thcm•elvcs creditably and ha~e done a good work.
·
• .
.
Elder Charles Derry, Pres1dent of the High
Pri.estl!' Quorum (present), reports that since last
Conference he has preached in Galland's Grove,
Little Sioux, Pottawattamie and Fremont Districts
in Iowa; also inN orthern and Southern Nebraska
Districts; thenintheNodaway,FarWest,North·
East and St. Louis Districts in Missouri, and recently in the South-Eastern and Northern Illinois
Districts. He feels that he has done his best in
all places visited by him to raise high the gospel
standard to the world, and to lead the Saints to
the fullness of that standard in their lives. His
efforts have been nobly seconded by district and
branch _officers, and he. has been. treated with
great kmdness by th_e Samts, and w1th respect by
the world. The desire among the people to hear
he found to be great nearly everywhere, and
there is a prospect for 11; steady. growth i_n right~ousness am~ng the Sa1~ts, a~ a for an m~rease
m membership. He desires still to labor m the
cause
Elder Wm. B. Smith, of' the High Priests,
yvrites fro~ .Caldw~ll Co., Mi_ssouri, of his work
m the '?1mstry smce leavmg Clayton Count.y,
~owa, (hlB home), January 1st. He h.as prea~hed
m Th!ontrose and ~eokuk., Iowa, and m Hanmbal,
~en~r, Br~ckenridg~, Kmgston, and ?ther places
m J\hssour1, preachmg and converamg on the
gosP_el almost con.sta~tly. He has aided in removmg much preJUdice, and has also strengthened
and confirmed the Saints. He thinks that in all
places where he has been the prospects are excellent for the advancement of the cause, and in
North-western Missouri the calls· for preaching
are many and are increasing constantly. Bro.
Gomer T. Griffiths is doing a good work in those
regions. Bro. Smith has remained' longer than
he intended to stay, by reason of the many pressing calls, it being diffictllt to get away from them,
and from the good and kind people where he has
sojourned, but he feels to be with us in spirit at
t.his session, and would like a general mission to
go wherever he feels called to go, as he believes
that.his P.roper work is to do so, for he intend~ to
contmue m the field. He suggests the appomtment of Bro. Griffiths to labor in North-western
Missouri and Eastern Kansas,
.
.
. .
Elder R. 0. Elvm, of the High Pnests,
reports from Nebraska of having preached in varions places in that State since last Conference
and has endeavored to spread the truth of the
gospel in new fields, away from the branches.
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The Lord has blest him in his endeavor;- He
concentrated his efforts at a few places and labored
to break down prejudice. The people were kind
to him and some will obey the gospel. He baptized a few while out, and is willing to continue
in the service of the Master.
"Elde~: 111. II..Porscutt, of the High Priests,
(present), reports that since receiving his last
appointment at the fall Conference he has earnestly sought to further the work of God. He has
labored, as appointed, in South-western Iowa,
mostly in Page and Harrison counties. He has
seen but lilLie of the fruits of his labor in the con·
version of souls; thouooh conviction of the truth
seems to have been cre~ted in the minds of many.
He reports having baptized five. He was called to
Kansas City by the death of his wife's mother, and
while in that region preached several timrs to
emall congregations during the week nights, and
t9 a large congregation Sabba!.h evening,c with ex·
cellent libert.y. He felt that the Lord's promise
to sustain him had been more than f'ulfilled, and
that he was greatly blessed. He also preached in
Independence,. in the. court· house. He had also
had. the happmess, for n;ore than pleasure he
felt It to be, to meet and lls~en to. that v.enerable
serv:mt of God.' Father Davi~ WhH.mer, Ill refe~ence to. the _wo~derful mamfesta!Ions of God 8
power m brmgmg fort.h the Book. ~f Mor'?- 00 ·
Through allthe pe.rsecu.IIons, .superstltwns, prwstcr.afts and sceptlOIBU: hrs,~estlmony has stood and
shll ~tands unwavermg: I know the Book of.Mormon I~ true, for the voice of G_od declarecl 1t. I
know that th~ reco.rds from which that ~oak were
translated ex1st, w1th other records, the mterp1·ct·
ers and the sword of Laban, for the angel of God
showed .them to me." ElJe: ~orecutt say~ that
he exammed carefully the ongmal manuscript of
that Book, comparing parts of it. with the published edition of the Reorganized Church. With
his faith confirmed and his hopes brightened, he
still desires to labor for the cause of God, wherever He and His church may appoint.
Eld J k
G d l fth H"1 hP. t
. er ~c son 7o a e, 0
e . g . nes s,
~en!Ions b.riefly (b:f .he pen of.t.h~ dtst:lCt.clerk)
his lab.ors m the Pilt~field, Illmois, DJslrlCt, as
travell.mg and preaohmg, and the clerk says th~t
the Samts have been blessed by Bro. Goodale s
labors.
Elder 0. G. Lanphear, of the Seventy,
(present), reports, that for the most part of the
winter he has not been in the field, feeling unable
to endure the severity of the cold weather. Has
been out two weeks of late visitin.,. the brethren
at Mission and Leland.
spok; at Mission on
one Sabbath, and twice at Leland the next, feeling
blest in preaching. He desires to do what he
can and to cast in his mite for the cause as God
shall give him strength and opportunity.
Elder John 0. Foss, of the Sdv<mty, writes
from Maine, giving an account of the places he
has preached in in that State. He has found a
good feeling among many, and baptised ten persons. He wishes to have Rhode Island added to
his field of labor as he is invited to go there and
preach.
'
, .
.
.
Elder B. V: Sprmger, of' the Seventy, wntes
from New Trenton, Indiana., that on his way from
Iowa to Indiana he preached at six places in
Illinois. I baptized one and assisted in the settlement of some cases of difficulty. Since the 21st
of January has labored in Southern Indiana.
Finds a large field there, and plenty of calls for
preaching. Has opened one new field and has
preached forty. five times, mostly to large and attentive congregations, and has been blest with
great liberty in speaking. He places himself at
the disposal of the Conference. There is a, good
field iu !hat region and in Western Ohio.
Elder John If. IIanscn of the Seventy writes
,
.
. '
'
from I\entucky tllat SI~ca last report he has 1~bored. m th9"t State, m Tenn~see,. and som~ m
Georgm and Alabama, preachmg m that time
sixty-two discourses, and baptizing ten persons.
Since cold weather he has done but little; is now
teaching school, but he hopes after it closes this
summer, to labor in the cause. He wrile.e that.
Bro. Heman C. Smith is doing nobly in the South
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and hopes that he will continue there; and also
writes that if Bro. Derry is continued in the St.
Louis District, he would like to see his field extended to Kentucky and Tennessee. His desire
to labor in the ministry is as great as ever, and
he remains at the disposal of the Conference.
Ji]lder Robert Davis, of the Seventy, writes
from Burnside, Michigan, that he has visited several branches in Canada, btJt that his labors have
been principally confined to Michigan, in Sanilac,
Lapeer, Tuscola, Saginaw, Genesee, and St. Clair
counties. He writes that Bro. Cornish has also
done a great work there the p:tst year. In 1874
there were but a few scattering Saints in those
1·egions, but now there over two hundred who
have been organized into several branches Bro.
Davis has held two discussions with ministers of
other denominations.
}1Jlder J. T. Dav 1:es, of' the Sevent.y, writes
from Weir Cit.y, Kansas, that he hopes to be able
now to devote all his time to the ministry. The
field is inviting and there is great demand for
preaching. The greatest obstacle of late has been
the lack of means to sustain ministerial labor, but
the prvspect for the future is better in this
respect. He thinks that he and Bro. M. T. Short
will labor together during the coming summer, if
the Conference sustain them in that field. Considerable preaching has been done there by Brn.
D. S. Crawley, M. T. Short, and many more of
the elders.
Elder J. S. Patterson, of the Seventy (present), reports that sickness prevented his taking
th·e field until January; but before that he preach·
ed some in Kewanee, and since has preached forty-four times at various places in Fulton county,
at Streator and Braid wood in LaSalle and Will
counties, Illinois. His health has been poor at
times this winter; has never before, in all his min·
isteriallabors, felt blessed and aided by the Spirit
as he has recently. He says there is a marked
spiritual improvement in most of the Saints, though
inafew places the work has been hindered by
personal malice and false spiritual manifestations.
Satan having sought thereby to hinder the work.
He has been aided and blessed by the kindness
and liberality of the Saints in many instances. for
which he feels grateful.
l!Jider J. Franl;; ]rfcDowell, of the Seventy,
writes from Wyandotte, Kansas, that he has
preached in the Galland's Grove, Des Moines,
Eastern Iowa, Kewanee, Northern Illinois and Independence, Missouri, Districts, in all, 64 dis·
courses.
Ile has absented himself from the
itinerant ministry because he deemed it necessary
to make a changs. He has been identified with
the Church for about thirteen years, during more
than eight years of which he has preached the
gospel. Six years of the time has been devoted
exclusively to the ministry, doing it cheerfully,
with but ono motive-to do good to his fellow
men. He has had much to contend with, but God
and Christ have been his stay and help He says
he has sacrificed $4000, and has received from
the Church about $400; has spent many pleasant
days and many grevious ones, having suffered
from false brethren. His trials have been worse
from those who professed to be Saints than from
those termed sinners. He is in business near central Zion. He advises the Saints not to be hasty
in going to that region. In gathering there they
must not expect to find perfection, and they may
be better off to stay where they are. He reports
that he is not prepared to take any mission from
the Conference.
Elder Hernan 0. Smith, of the Seventy,
writes from Mississippi, that he has labored in
Alabama, Florida, and Mississippi, and has haptized about forty-five persons nnd organized two
·branches. In Florida the wosk has made no progress, but in Alabama it has, and in Mississippi
is in a flourishing condition. He has been as
sisted by Brn. Wm. J. Booker and James S. Faulk.
He asks that the General Conference send some
one of the ministry there to aid in the work, and
thinks that a minister of the N~gro race could
also do a good work there. He feels that the
Lord has blessed him to a remarkable degree, and
that he is growing stronger in the faith every
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day. He rejoices greatly in the work and holds the field assigned him, with the exception of a
himself in readiness to go or stay for the next short time when kept at home by sickness in his
family. He preached in Nebraska where the in·
six months, as the Conference may direct.
terest was good ; better than ever before; also in
Elder E. C. Brand, of the Seventy, writes South-Western Iowa and Kansas he found a great
from Tabor, Iowa, of his recent missionary labors interest manifested. Has baptized eighteen perin Utah. He arrived in Salt Lake City, Oct 15th, sons in the time. He found some good openings
and reported to Bro. Z. H. Gurley, in charge, and for preaching, and says that there are many who
upon Bro. Gurley's departure soon after, he, by are investigating and looking with favor on the
direction of the First Presidency, took charge of work. The Saints generally throughout that rethe mission, and during his stay, travelled and gion are living faithfully and their influence is beministered as far south as St. George, and north ing felt for good. He says the Lord has been
as far as Malad and Elkhorn in Idaho. He was with him, enabling him to present the truth more
in San Pete Valley and Servier County, entirely plainly than ever before. He speaks very highly
new ground to the Elders of the Reorganization, of Bro. I. N. Roberts, and recommends that he be
and where excellent, opportunities are afforded appointed to labor in Kansas and South-Western
for the preaching of the word, and also good Nebraska. He has labored in this region since
opportunities for distributing the printed word. December 15th, doing excellent work, but he
He preached in seven places in Iowa and N ebras- makes no report to Conference, because he has no
ka on his way to Utah, and while there he spoke direct mission and has not yet been ordained to,
in twenty-three places, in all, ninety-three dis- the quorum of Seventy, as ordered by the resolucourses, and baptized twenty-two, and travelled tion of the last Conference.
over two thousand miles by railroads, and nearly
Elder M. T. Short, of the Seventy, writes
fifteen hundred on foot and on horseback. He
also worked to secure subscribers for the Church from Cherokee, Kansas, that he has labored much
papers and publicl'ttions, and he reorganized the in the ministration of the word. Has preached in
Beaver branch. The Salt Lake City branch he Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas, finding
reports as being in a prosperous condition now, every where open doors and eager listeners.
so also the branches at Union Fort, Beaver, Plain There are demands for preaching from all quarCity and Kaysville, Utah, and those at Malad and ters and many laborers could be well employed in
Elkhorn, in Idaho, are in good order and doing that field if there could be found those ready and
well, some of them are small, however. No or- willing to work. He held one debate with an Inganization at Ogden. He leaves it to Bro, Fyran- fidel gentleman at Nebraska City, and has baptized
do to report the other branches. Bro. Brand sixteen persons. He has been solicited to return
mentions the energy and zeal of Bro. Fyrando, to places where he has previously labored, but
and fears that he is injuring his constitution as thinks that for the good of the work it would be
well as present health by his efforts. Bro. Brand better for him to be continued in his present mis·
writes that there is need of both an English sion.
speaking and a Danish speaking Elder in NorthElder 0. N. B1·own, of the Seventy, writes
ern Utah and Idaho, and also in Southern Utah from Providence, Rhode Island, that he has been
the same, and that there ·should be a good and so necessarily occupied with temporal labors that
able Elder and speaker at Salt Lake City, and it he has been unable to visit the distant field asis necessary that the talked of chapel at Salt Lake signed to him (Ohio). He has preached in MasCity be built, he thinks, as the Saints meet in a sachusetts, Rhode Island and in Brooklyn, New
private room in a remote part of the city. Num- York, in all one hundred and twelve times. He
bers of citizens are ready to assist in it. He has baptized twelve persons and reorganized a
suggests that the Conference send a man there to branch of the Church at Brooklyn. He wishes to
preach who can sustain himself by teaching school, be released from the Ohio portion of his mission,
and a well educated man would be an advantage and to be continued in New York and the New
to the cause there. He thinks that the Church England States.
should build the chapel and have the deeds transElder D. II. Bays, of the Seventy, writes
ferred to its name, and then send such a man as
above described there. He says also that he en- from Bandera, Texas, that he commenced active
joyed the favor of the Almighty to a remax·kable labor for the cause, as soon as he arrived in that
degree during his late mission, and he desires still field, which he did with considerable difficulty,
to be God's servant. At present will labor in about the middle of December. He says that sevSouth-Western Iowa, but if the General Cqnfer- eral have been added to their number since his
ence desires it, will go early next fall to Montana, return, and that he believes the inter'est to be
that part of his mission not visited by him on his more general and profound than ever before.
The spirit of opposition in some localities runs
late trip.
high, but the unfairness of the opposers is so apBro. Magnus F!Jrando, of the Seventy, parent, that it only tends to make friends of the
writes from Ogden, Utah, that he has traveled reasonable and respectable part of the community.
and preached all that his health would permit, and The Saints in general manifest a good feeling and
has baptized twenty persons. He has been well on the whole he thinks the work in that mission
received and has had good congregations in vari- is in a good conditio~. He has baptiz3d three,
ous places. His health is impaired by:the climate and others are ready for baptism, and many more
and much travel, and he wishes to be released almost persuaded, He says that the work there
from his appointment. There are many calls for will experience but one difficulty during the compreaching both north and south in the Territory, ing summer, and that is, the times are so oppresand more missionaries are necessary to gather out ively hard and the Saints generally poor in this
the honest in heart. In these respects he has world's goods, that it will be difficult indeed for
been happily disappointed, not expecting to find them to sustain the laborers in the field, but he
so many friends and good openings.
feels confident they will do the best they can. He
sure that with necessary labor, there will be
Elder J. 0. Clapp, of the Seventy, writes feels
from Guadalupe, California, that he has preached in an excellent work done in Texas, and hopes that
Sonoma, Alameda, San Francisco, Santa Cruz and the General Conference will see that the field is
well provided for.
Santa Barbara counties. He has had some severe
Elder A. J. Oato writes from Stockdale,
trials, but has tried to fight on, believing that the
faithful cross-bearer would ultimately wear a Texas, that he has labored in Red River, Robertcrown. The mi~sion has for some time been on son, Wilson, Gonzales, and Bexar Counties, Texas.
the decline. However he does not feel to give up Has preached sixty times, held two public debates,
the contest. More laborers are needed there, and and baptized five persons, besides performing
he states that he believes Bro. Charles Darry is other duties when in the limits of branches. He
the proper man to be sent there as a missionary. still desires to labor for the cause of Christ and is
He is willing to spend his strength in the service at the disposal of the Conference.
of the Lord, and desires to labor wherever the
Elder James W. Bryan writes from ElkConference shall decide is for the best.
hart, Texas, that since the Fall Conference he has
Elder R. J. Anthony, of the Seventy, writes labored in the Texas mission, generally having
from Blue Rapids, Kansas, that since the Fall good liberty in preaching. He has baptized sevConference he has labored almost constantly in en and others have promised obedience to the

gospel soon. A hemorrhage from the bronchial
tubes had interfered with his speaking, since
Christmas, until recently. He has commenced
preaching again, though not yet recovered. He ,
wishes to labor in Texas this year.

Elder Ralph Jenlcins, writes from Ennis,
Texas, that he has labored in Rockwall, Red
River, Williamson, Ellis, Navarro, Limestone,
Falls and Bell counties. He was associated with
Bro. Bays. He writes of good faithful Saints living in that region. He organized one branch.
In some places he found it hard to obtain a house
or a hearing, but in others the interest was good.

Elder William T. Bozarth, writes from
Taylor, Texas, that before going to the field in
Texas appointed him, he preached in several
places in Missouri. He started for Texas in January, and since that time has been laboring in
that mission. He writes that he has never been
in a place where the prospect was better for a
great work, than there, and thinks that if the
work can be kept up there will be a great ingathering of souls. In some places h.e met with opposition, but in others a deep inter~st was manifested. He desires still to aid the cause, and if the ;
Conference wish to sustain him in the field, he
would like to labor this summer in Missouri. He
has preached seventy-nine times, baptized eleven
persons and organized one branch. He feels that
the Lord has blest him and that he has never had
better liberty. By a note received since from Bro.
Bozarth, from Cameron, Missouri, we learn that
he returned home March 21st.

Eider Gomer T. Griffiths writes from Kingston, Missouri, that he has opened up several new
places in that State, and that prospects are better
than for sometime. There are more calls for
preaching than they are able to filll. Many are
believing, and would have been baptized but for
the severe cold weather. He has preached seventytwo times, held one debate and baptized eleven
persons. He reports himself ready for one more
year's service in the cause, and is willing to labor wherever the Conference. thinks he can do the
most good.

Elder Columb1ts Scott writes from Wirt,
Indiana, that since his last report he has traveled
and labored almost constantly in the mission assigned him. He has labored in Van Buren, Kalamazoo, and Branch counties, Michigan, Williams county, Ohio, and Steuben, Floyd, Perry,
Jefferson and Ripley counties, Indiana. He has
baptized seven persons. The desire to investigate
is growing stronger and the calls for preaching
more numerous. He says that the number of laborers now in that field can not possibly fill all
the calls, but they are doing the bsst they can.

Elder R. Jrl. Elvin writes of his ministry in
Iowa, Nebraska and Missouri, having preached
ninety-three times since last Conference and baptized nineteen persons, administered to the sick
many times and performed other service, in all of
which he has been blessed by the Master of the'
work. Brother R. J. Anthony was with him for
six weeks in the ministry. Brother Elvin attended six district conferences and traveled nearly
fourteen hundred miles. He was kindly received
and was urged at many places to return and preach
again. The major portion of the Saints where he
was, he considers as being alive to their duties,
but some (including a few Elders) are apathetic
and inactive, and their example and lack of life
do as much harm as that of the willing worker
does good. He is willing to labor in his present
appointment, though he cannot be in the field
constantly.

Elder Joseph Luff (present), of the Canada
Mission, reports that two months of last Spring
he was busy arranging his home matters to be
ready to spend his whole time in the work of God,
and last June when the Kent and Elgin District
was made into two, he was chosen as president of
the London District, and since has spent nearly
the whole of his time in it, going once into Michigan and once into the Kent and Elgin District.
He h_as baptized fifteen since last report and done
other work as a minister. The Lord has blessed
his administration to the sick in numbers of cases
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to their healing. He is at the disposal of the Con- ing entirely removed to Nambucca, about two
ference to go anywhere that he is required to go hundred miles away), so that he could give no
perfect statistical report. The work, however, is
by God or his Church.
in fair prosperity. Bro. Rodger expected to start
Elder G. S. Yerrington, (present), reports for
America by the March mail steamer.
that after the last April Conference, he made a
Alabama District. No report.
trip out into Western Iowa, preaching several
timee on the way, and then returned to the east,
Pacific Slope Mission. No report.
to the mission assigned him. Has preached in
Canada, Kent and Elgin District. No report.
New York, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts, and
London
District: 6 branches, 234 members, 6
has baptized several He says that he has not
Bro.
done as much as he could wish, but has tried to Elders, 12 Pl,'iests, 5 Teachers, 3 Deacons.
do what he could to help in the spread of the gos- Joseph Luff, the president, reports that the spiritpel. There have been many calls for preaching ual condition of some of the branches is not very
which could not be filled, and he thinks the east- excellent, and that more earnest and efficient laern mission needs a number of good men in the bor is needed. Bro. Luff spends all his time in
field all the time. He says the Lord has greatly the work, and Bro. J. A. Mcintosh a portion of
blessed him in his labors, and he feels that the his. If one of the general authorities of· the
prospect there is encouraging. He wishes to Church could come to and remaia in Canada for
labor in the Eastern mission, but yet desires to go some time, a better condition might result, as the
rulings and views of such an one would probably
wherever the Conference may appoint.
be respected and submitted to more readily than
Elder J. J. Cornish writes from Sanilac his have been in some instances during his labor
County, Michigan, that he has been busy all the in the district since its organization last year,
time, except one month, since last April. He has and he so desires, if the Conferenca will see fit to
t.ravelled on foot, 1100 miles, has preached about appoint one.
126 times, and baptized 90 persons, and assisted
Florida District. Bro. L. F. West reports that
to organize 4 branches. He hopes to continue in the district is not in as favorable a condition as
the same field of labor. He writes that he feels he would like to see it in, and there is not that
well and like laboring. He will not be doing amount of ministerial labor done that is needed to
much for about four weeks, then hopes to be in be done. Also the lab'ors of branch officers
the field all the time. He says he finds the breth- among the flocks a.re very limited, consequently
ren there all alive, and that they would like to be inefticient. Bro. West says that he has not been
organized into a district.
very diligent, but yet has preached and visited
The attention of the Conference is called to the among the churches as much as he felt that he
1•equest of Bro. Wm. B. Smith, that he receive a could. He mentions, with praise, the labors of
general mission to the Church, to go wherever the 13rn. J-. H. Givens and E. Powell. Others labor
Spirit and necessity may requiTe, in bearing his some. ~ro. Heman C. Smith has done them great
testimony and preaching the word. He also sug- and laatlllg good, and they hope to retain him in
gests that Bro. G. T. Griffiths be assigned to labor
that South-eastern Mission, if the General Conin North-western Missouri and Eastern Kansas. ference will so continue him.
Bro. Heman C. Smith urges the claims of the
Illinois, Kewanee District. Bro. J. A. Robinson
Southern States for more missionaries, and Bro.
D. 11. Bays does the same for Texas, while Bro. writes that the work of the Lord is in fair standRalph Jenkins sends word that the brethren in ing in that district, though it bas not been prosTexas would like to have Bro. Frank Sheehy ecuted the past year with that vigor that the
come there to labor, if his affairs are so that he circumstances and favorable opportunities decan. Bro. C. N. Brown requests to be releaeed m.anded. The hard times have taken more of the
from the Ohio portion of his appointment, and he time of the brethren to support their families than
recommends that Bro. G. S. Yarrington be put in it used to do. The appointed delegate is for the
the field in the Eastern States, if he can take it. same reason prevented from being present' with
Bro. J. a. Clapp believes that Bro. Charles Derry us. J. A. Robinson, President; J. H. Hopkins,
should come to California and he also advises that Clerk.
Bro. J. L. Buckingham, of Oregon, have an apIllinois, Northern District. This district conpointment to labor there, and Bro. J. H. Hansen tains fifteen branches, and fragments of branches
wonld like Bro. Charles Derry's field extended to there being three or four that are without presid:
Kentucky, if his present mission is continued.
ing officers or regular meetings, in these instances
Of petitions for laborers in special fields, there the Saints being few in number and much scatterare: From Massachusetts, that Bro. T. W. Smith ed. In these all there are 578 members, 90 of whom
be continued in that mission ; from California, were baptized into the Church between March,
that Bro. D. S. Mills be reappointed in charge of 1878, and March, 1879. The condition of the disthe Pacific Slope Mission ; from the Eastern Iowa trict is fair, and good fields exist in several places
District., that Bro. Hyrum C. Bronson be appoint- known, and the prospects are favorable for the
ed to labor there.
ministry who will labor. W. W. Blair, president;
Henry A. Stebbins, clerk.
DISTRICT AND MISSION REPORTS.
Illinois, Pittsfield District, contains 3 branches
I also present, in condensed form, a statement
of the condition of the various districts, so far as with a total of 81 members. 10 baptized during
the year. The delegate, Bro. Jackson Goodale, at
furnished to me, as follows:
writes that the spiritual condition of the
English Mis8ion, contains 11 branches, with a Barry,
total membership of 363; 47 .Elders, 21 Priests, Saints is good, and some efficient labor has been
9 Teachers, 8 Deacons, 57 baptisms during the done by the ministry. Bro. Goodale labors all
. year, 8 received by letter and. vote, 2 removed, that he feels able to do. They intend to build a
3 died, 1 expelled; net gain 59 for the year. meeting house at Pittsfield this season, which will
Thomas Taylor, president; C. H. Caton, secre- require much of the means of the Saints of the
tary. Thomas Ta.ylor, president, writes that the:v district. Emma E. Johnson, Clerk.
Illinois, South Eastern Disi1·ict, contains 6
have been doing the best they could, according t"o
their circumstances. About sixty have been ban. b:ro.nches, having a membership of 231. G. H.
tized during the past year. The Saints generally Hilliard, p1·esident; I. A. Morris, clerk. Bro.
feel well in the cause, and are willing to give all Charles Derry, authorized and appointed to repaid to it that is possible ; but the times a1:e now resent tho district, reports that the Saints in genvery hard in England, and the brethren have to eral are alive in the cause, but their circumstanlabor very diligently for a living. But what they ces aro poor. He also found a great lack there in
can do in the ministry is attended with increasing taking the Church publications, HERALD, etc., and
good results, and the Lord blesses the Saints in therefore a lack of intelligence respecting the
Church and it.s government and progress, so that
various ways, so. that all feel encouraged.
thei:r spiritual life is not great, and some think
Welsh Jllission. No report.
more of the noxious weed than they do of the culDanish Mission. No report.
ture of their minds. However, a union of sentiAustralian Mission. Bro. Gland Rodger writes ment and feeling exists, and he tried to arouse
that there has been a breaking up, or removal, of among them a desire and &ction towards a closer
some of the branches, by reason of the changes of walk with God. Tnere is a lack of presidin11
trade nnd labor, (the Port St.ephens Branch hav- ability in Rome of the branches. As for the inte":
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rest among the people, there seems to be a positive hungering to hear the truth, and more labor·
era are needed. Bro. Hilliard does all that he
can for the work, and is ably seconded by Brn.
Morris, Walker, Thomas, Webb, and Isaac Smith,
and the last named is to take the district field
steadily, and he is esteemed by Bro. Derry as being worthy and intelligent. The Saints of Tunnel
Hill Branch are erecting a meeting house. On
the whole, the work is on a good footing in that
district.
.
Indiana, Southern District. No report.
Iowa, Decattw District, contains ei~tht' branchee,
with a total of about 475 members. -Alma Kent,
president; 0. B. Thomas, clerk.
Iowa, Des Moines District contains 4 branches,
with 198 members; 18 have been baptized during
the year, 12 have been added by letter and vote,
8 have removed by letter, 2 have been expelled,
aud 3 have died. The district is reported by
Brother Sayer as being in an improved condition.
There is also more preaching being done and the
people are more willing to hear and listen attentively. Elders I. N. White, W. C. Nirk, N. Stamm
and others are laboring quite a good deal, and
with favorable results. I. N. White, president;
John Sayer, clerk.
Iowa, Eqstern District: No report.
Iowa, Fremont District: No report.
Iowa, Galland's Grove District: has 11 branches, (one organized the past year), containing 602
members, besides 25 scattering ones in the district.
Of the priesthood there are as follows: 1 Apostle,
3 High Priests, 5 of the Seventy, 47 Elders, 17
Priests, 18 Teachers and 9 Deacons. Net gain of
district for the year 88. Eli Clothier, president;
John Pett, clerl,:. They write tha.t the district is
in good condition generally, no serious difticulties
existing, but peace and unity prevail in nearly all
the branches. The local Elders are doing well in
the ministry, and Brethren Lambert, Lake, Derry
and Short have preached in the district, which is
large a.nd many calls for preaching are made. On
the whole the work is prosperous and the prospect
is encouraging. Brother J. R. Lamb.ert as delegate, reports having visited six of the branches,
and he thinks that the spiritual condition of the
district is even better than formerly. The district
is large. There are many openings for preaching
and many more places where openings ought to
be made. But though there are many Elders in
the district there are few who labor to spread the
word. However, during the last winter good
has been done by some Elders, and there are
others who would gladly have gone into the field
had they been able. '!;hat district request that
the next Semi-Annual Conference be held at Galland's Grove.
Iowa, Little Sioux District: 8 branches, 478
members, including 9 High Priests (one a Bishop),
3 of the Seventy, 40 Elders, 11 Priests, 9 Teachers
and 7 Deacons. During the year 51 have been
baptized, one has been expelled and 3 have died.
J. C. Crabb, presidelft; Donald Maule, clerk.
Iowa, Pottawattamie District: Contains 7 branches, 353 members. Of the number 3 are Apostles,
1 High Priest., 3 of the Seventy, 35 Elders, 9
Priests, 10 Teachers and 7 Deacons. 33 have
been been baptized anil. 21 received by letter and
vote, 9 removed, 6 expelled and 8 died. C. G.
Mcintosh, president; Frederick Hansen, clerk.
James Caffall, as delegate, reports that some of
the members of that district, by free-will offerings
and tithing, are continuous in their efforts to aid
the cause, as well as otherwise doing so. Very
few of the local elders are active in preaching or
in attending the district conferences. The labors
of Brethren R. J. Anthony and R. l\1. Elvin in the
places visited by them had a salutary effect. Two
or three branches are giving signs of additional
activity, while others ~tre the reverse and suffering from a lack of labors by branch officers, members being held in no way accountable for their
conduct. or for neglect of duty. Th~re is quite a
good field of labor, and with due perseverance
much might be done.
lowCl, String Prairie Di,trict: 9 branches, 337
membere, including 1 Apostle, 3 High Priests, 1
of the Seventy, 2G E!dcr8, 7 PriePfs, 11 Te~ch~m
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and 8 Deacons. 18 received by letter and vote,
20 baptized, 44 removed. by letter, 12 expelled, 7
died. · J. A. Crawford, president; James McKiernan, secretary.
·
Kansas, Central District: 5 branches, with a
membership of 98, including 14 Elders, 3 Priests,
3 Teachers and 1 Deacon. 8 scattered members.
Kansas, North Kansas: No report.
Kansas, North-West: No report.
Kansas, Spring River District: 8 branches, 210
members, including 2 of the Seventies, 17 Elders;
9 Priests, 11 Teachers, 4 deacons; 10 baptized, 2
removed, 3 died. John T. Davies, president; ,T.
A. Davies, clerk.
.Maine, Eastern District: 9 branches, 214 members; 2 of the Seventy, 10 Elders, 9 Priests, 8
Teachers and 2 Deacons. During the past .year
23 have been baptized and 3 have died. Very
little preaching has been done outside of the
branches. Bro. J. C. Foss has labored in three
places in this district where no branch exists. The
branches are quite low in spirit, but there are
some excellent members who are striving for the
kingdom of God. Samuel 0. Foss, president;
John C. Foss, clerk.
.Maine, Western District: No report.
.Massachusetts District. Brother Cyriel E. Brown,
the president, writes that he has visited and labored in the branches of this district, (five in
Massachusetts, two in Rhode Island and some
two fragments of branches in Connecticut), and
also the other Elders, (with some few exceptions),
are trying to build up the kingdom of God. Furthermore, Brother T .. W. Smith has been doing a
good work among them recently. Brother Brown
finds delight in laboring for the ·Redeemer's
cause. He thinks that some branches have gone
to pieces in that district because of their hasty organiz&tion, and by reason of the unwise ordination of branch officers, especially presiding Elders;
and he believes that whoever organizes a branch
should remain among them long enough to instruct and counsel the Saints in the important
matter of branch government and conduct.
Michigan District: No statistical report,.as the
district clerk writes that he could not make out a
perfect one before this session.
.Minnesota, Northern District: No report.
JJfissouri, Central District : 7 branches, with a
membership of 210; 23 Elders, 6 Priests, 5 Teachers and 3 Deacons; 29 baptized and 31 received
by letter and vote during the year; 16 removed
by letter, 7 expelled and 5 died. There are 9
scattering members in the district. Charles W.
Prettyman and E N. Ware have labored here the
most of the time during the last six months. The
officers in the district are willing to do all they
can. Many good citizens are favorably inclined
toward the cause. The work of able ministers is
needed. Many are wanting to hear. Some of
the branches are prospering; others undergoing
severe trial. J. D. Craven; president; S. Crum,
clerk.
Missouri, Far West Dist·rict: \l b~anches, 356
members. Of the priesthood, there are 40 Elders,
11 Priests, 16 Teachers, and J1 Deacons. 24
baptisms and 62 received by letter and vote ; 20
removed by letter, 3 expeilocl and!) died. J. l\1.
Terry, secretary.
Missouri, Independence District: N urn ber of
branches not given. 'fotal membership 129; 1 of
the Seventy, 13 Elders, 8 Priests, G Teachers, and
4 Deacons. 'l'he spiritual condition of the district
is improving, and many willing hearts are found
among the people to he:;Lr ihe preaching of the
gospel. J. J. K•1ster, president.; C. C. Frisby,
clerk.
Missouri, Nodaway District: 4 branches, 13G
members, 18 Elders, 4 Priests, 3 Teachers, and 3
Deacons. In the past two years, I2 baptir.ed, and
15 received by letter and vote; 19 removed by
letter, 4 expelled, and G died.
'l'he condition of
the district is considered to be good. Wm. Ihwkins, president; ,Joseph Flory, clerk.
Missouri, North Bast District. No report.
JJfigsouri, St. Louis District: !) branches, G18
members, 2 High Priests, I of the Seventy, 39 El-
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ders, 2G Priests, 12 Teachers, and 8 Deacons. 16
baptized, and 11 received by letter and vote; 22
removed by letter, and 5 died. Wm. H. Razzledine, president; John G. Smith, clerk.
Nebraska, Central District: 3 branches, 72 members, 1 High Priest, 7 Elders, 6 Priests, 2 Teach·
ers, and I Deacon; 2 baptized, and 1 received by
letter. The district is not in a flourishing condition. Geo. W. Galley, president; Geo. N. Derry,
clerk. Brother Galley writes of his efforts and
labors in the district, mostly in the Columbus
branch, where affairs were at a stand still for
some time, but a better condition has ensued. He
intended to labor much more of his time, but a
loss of some propert.y by fire prevented his being
able to do so. Their Conferences are good, and
those who ·love the cause are hopeful for the future.
Nebraska, . Northem District; represented oby
James Caffall, as being a very extensive field, with
many opportunities for preaching therein. A few
of the local Elders are working with zeal, and
some have been added to the Church the past
year. Internal broils have injured the cause, but
there is hope that the hue dignity of the laws of
the Church and of God will be respected and victorious, that prosperity will obtain, and many
souls be saved. The president, Thomas J. Smith,
is exerting himself all that he can for the cause,
and it is desirable for its sake that he devote all
of his time to it as soon as it may be brought
about.
Nebraska, Southern District: 6 branches, 295
members, with 55 scattering. There are in the district, 2 High Priests, 16 Elders, 12 Priests, 6
Teachers, and 7 Deacons; 9 have been baptized,
and 9 added by letter and vote. 7 removed by
letter, 1 expelled, and 1 died. Joshua Armstrong,
president; Robt. M. Elvin, clerk. James Caffall,
as delegate, represents that good openings for
preaching exist in this district, many of which
cannot be filled by the present laborers. Bro.
Armstrong is a zealous and God-fearing man, and
does all that he can, but some of the Saints are
careless. There is need of much more labor in
this field·, and that financial means be given to
sustain the cause.
Nevada District. No report.
Ohio, South Eastern District. No report.
Oregon District. No report.
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia District. No report.
Pennsylvania, Pittsburg District: 9 branches,
236 members, .1 Apostle, 2 High Priests, 16 Elders,
11 Priests, 3 Teachers, 5 Deacons. The condition
of the district is not as good r..s it shoul'd be.
James Brown, president; L. R. Devore, clerk.
Pennsylvania, Wyoming Valley District.
Bro.
Henry Jones writes that the condition of the district is fair. Necessary traveling and preaching
has been prevented by lack of funds, but these
have been increased and they hope for improvement in this respect. 'l'he field is a good one
and the prospects bright.
TexaslJfission. No report.
Uta!! JJfission. No statistical report, but represented in the letter from Bro. Brand. The Salt
Lake Cit.y branch, however, wish to be represented as being once more correct upon the Gkurch
Record, and also as being much better ~piritu
ally. 149 members, with 6 Elders, 2 Pries!s, 2
Teachers, and 1 Deacon. T. N. Hudson, president; Joseph Foreman, clerk.

after calculating (as usual) the a-verage on those
seventeen not yet on record, of over eleven hun·
dred during the year, the best increase the Church
has had any year since its reorganization, so far
as statistics are had.

AUSTRALIA.
Deer Creek .... ..
.. .... 17
Dry Fork ..... .
•..... 20
Bungay
.... ..
•..... 23
Elm
River
....
..
•...•• 13
Bungwall .... ..
...... 15
Elvaston ..... .
.. .... 19
Hunter River ..
.. .... 29
•..... 36
Port Stephens ..
.. .... 12 Fox River .... ..
Henderson Grove
...... 29
Sydney
...... 20
Kewanee .•....
.. ....133
ENGLAND.
,, .... 7
Leland
.... ..
...... 18
Birmingham ... . ...... 69 Marengo .... ..
.. .... 51
Clay Cross ...... No Record Millersburg .... .
•.....
.. ....102
Farnworth ......
.. .... 10 Mission
.... ..
...... 22
Hanley
...... 35 Nauvoo
.. .... 11
J,ondon
......
. ..... 47 New Canton ... ..
...... 9
· Manchester .....
.. .... 20 Pecatonica .... ..
.....•
...... 29
t'heffield ......
.. .... 11 Peoria
•..... 64
Stafford
...... 9 Pilot Grove .... ..
...... 16
Walsall
No Record Piper City .... ..
Pittsfield ..... ~
...... 42
SCOTLAND.
Plano
.. .".. .
.. ....182
Penston
...... 15 Princeville .... ..
...... 14
...... 45
Rock Creek .... ..
SWITZERLAND.
...... 55
Zurich
...... 16 Sandwich .... ..
...... 8
St. Davids ••...•
DENMARK.
.. .... 38
Streator .... ..
......
50
Springerton
...
..
North Star......
. .. :.. 2
Truro
•.....
....... 13
WAL-ES.
...... 73
Tunnel Hill .....
Aberaman .... ..
...... 21 Wabash
.. .... 18
Beaufort ..... .
...... 14
INDIANA.
Caernarven ..•... No Record
Clear Lake .... .. No Record
Cwmwood ..... . No Record
...... 32
Eden
.... ..
Llanelly .... ..
...... 52
...... 22
Llanfabon ..... . No Record LowGap ..... .
...... 14
Merthyr Tydvil
...... 7 New Trenton .. .
...... 29
Morristown .....
.. .... 14 Olive
...... 37
New Tredegar ..
.. .... 30 Pleasant Ridge
•..... 27
Union
•.••..
Ogmore
..... .
.. .... 30
...... 10
Ystradgylaes .. .
.. ... 13 Yellow Rh·er ...
IOWA.
CANADA.
...... 15
Bay ham
...... 11 Boomer
•..... 28
Botany
..... .
.. .... 18 Boonsboro ......
Boyer Valley...
•..... 45
Buckhorn .... ..
•.... 58
••..•• 21
Buxton
•....•
.. .... 13 Buena Vista.....
......
.. .... 26
Car lingford ......
•..... 14 Buffalo
East Dover .....•
.. .... 16 Burlington (English) ...... 71
Lindsley
...... 19 Burlington (German) ..... 10
...... 24
London
......
.. ....131 Butternut Grove
.. .... 16
Norton Creek ..
.. .... 19 Camp Creek.....
Chariton ......
•..... 21
Olive
......
.. .... 29
.. .... 19
Puce River .....•
.. .... 12 Coalville ......
•.....134
St. Thomas ......
.. .... 16 Council lllnffs..
.. .... 30
Toronto
...... 18 Crescent City...
.. .... 32
Usborne ..... .
.. .... 21> Davenport ......
•..... 52
Wellington .... ..
.. .... 10 Davis City ......
.. .... 40
Wilkesport ..... .
•..... 26 Des Moines......
Des Moines Valley
...... 31
Zone
•.••.• 35
Elm
Creek
......
..
.... 2.9
ALABAMA.
Farm Creek .....
.. .... 27
Brewer's Creek
.•..•• 9 Farmington .....
. ..... 51
Butler
......
.. .... 24 Fontanelle ......
.. .... 16
Flat Rock ......
.. .... 32 Franklin ......
.. .... 7
Lone Star ......
•..... 92 Fremont ......
.. .... 12
MacedOnia ...... No Record Gallands Grove.
.. .... 214
Perseverance ...
. ..... 64: Harlan
......
...... 2!1
Pleasant Hill...
.. .... 42 Independence...
.. .... 54
Inland
......
14
CALIFORNIA.
.. :... 15
Alameda Creek
...... 60 Jackson
Keokuk
......
28
Brighton ......
•..... 9
......
.. .... 209
Davisville ......
. ..... 20 Lamoni
Little
River.....
..
....
101
Humboldt ......
.. .... 17
.. ....124
Jefferson ......
.. .... 21 Little Sioux.....
......
•..... 26
Long Valley.....
.. .... 27 . Lucas
Mason's
Grove..
.. .... 97
Newport ......
.. ....101
Magnolia.
......
..
....134
Nor ton ville .....
.. .... 18
•..... 27
Oak lata!
...... 49 Mill Creek ......
Montrose
......
..
.... 46
Sacramento .....
. ..... 60
...... 8
San Benito......
. ..... 20 Nephi
Newton
......
51
San Bernardino
...... 234
.. .... 17
San Francisco ..
. ...•. 25 lllorth Coon.....
North
Pigeon...
No
Record
Santa Maria.....
.. .... 22
.. .... 32
Santa Rosa......
.. .... 69 North Star......
•..... 17
Stockton ......
.. .... 48 Pilot Rock ......
Pleasant
Grove
...... 15
Visalia
...... 14
Pleasant
Ridge
......
16
Watsonville.....
. ..... 60
Pleasant View..
.. .... 18
CONNECTICUT.
Plum Creek......
.. .... 83
lialem
......
.. .... 77
Brooklyn ......
.. ....: 83
Fair Haven......
...... 8 Shenandoah .....
Six
11-lile
Grove
...... 2:l
COLORADO.
Spring Creek...
.. .... 4·l
...... 13 String Prairie:..
Denver
.. .... 31
...... l~
Rocky 1\Iountain
Union
......
No Record
Union burg ......
.:.... 37
FLORIDA.
No Record
Wisconsin, North Eastem· District. N,l np<wt. Coldwater ......
...... 51 Unian Centre...
Union
Hill
......
.. .... 14
...... 35
West Wisconsin District. This district has 4 J~ureka
Vincennes ......
.. .... 22
...... 11
Hinote
....•.
''\"heeler's
Grove
......
71
branches and 9G members. 'l'wo of the branches Mount
...... 41
Olivet ...
Yell
....
..;14
...... 24
are in a scattered condition and their spiritual Santa. Rosa .... ,
IDAHO.
...... lb
strength not as good as desired. 'fhe ~piritual Unity
No Record
Elkhorn
ILLINOIS.
condition of the other branches is good. Frank
...... 4:~
Alma (Schuyler Co.) ...... 28 llfalad
Hackett., presiil~nt.
.. .... 8
Soda Springs ...
Alma (St. Clair Co.) ...... 33
KANSAS.
...... 32
Alton
CHURCH RECORDEH.'S REPORT.
Amboy
...... 45
Armstrong Academy· ...... 23
...... 14
I also present to you my report as Rccnrder of Batavia
Atchison .. ....
.. .... 8G
......
G7
Belleville
Black WoJr Creek
...... 12
the branches of tho Church in all the worLl. name lloone County...
.. .... 8
Blue Rapids .....
.. .... 3G
ly of all the branches so f>tr as reported to mens Braidwood ..... .
.. .... 58
Center Creek...
No Record
.. .... 55
they stand upon the Church Record of names. As Brush Creek .... .
Columbus .. ....
.. .... 28
.. .... 18
Fanning
...... 31
will be seen there has been a net gnin in the num. Bryant
Buffalo Prairie
.. .... 87
Good Intent.....
. ..... 22
ber of branches, over the losses hy disorganiza- Cauton
...... 75
Indian Creek...
.. .... 20
...... 43
tion, of thirteen, and a net. gain of m~mbership Caseyville ......
Jacksonville ...
...;.. 8
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Leavenworth ...
•..... 16
~Ionnd Valley..
. ..... 30
Netawaka ..... .
...... 13
Nobletown ..... .
.. .... 37
Otter Lake ..... .
No ltecord
Pleasant View..
. ..... 73
Scranton ..... .
~ ....
6
Solomon Valley
...... 18
. ..... 15
White Cloud .... .
Wyandotte ..... .
. ..... H
KENTUCKY.
Farmington ..... .
.. .... 27
JIIAINE.
...... 12
Bear Isle .... ..
Brookville ..... .
...... 37
Deer Isle ..... .
....•• 19
Green's Landing
...... 37
•••••. 40
Kennebec ..... .
1\fason's Bay .... .
...... 36
l\fay
...... 35
Olive
..•... 40
Pleasant River..
.....• 14
Pleasant View ..
••••.• 24
Rockland
...... 13
Sea Side
...... 6
Union
...... 13
Jl.IASSACI'IUSETTS.
Boston
...... 32
Douglas
...... 20
Dennisport ......
•..... 11
l<'all River •.....
.. .... 14
Plainville .....•
. ..... 10
Simmonsville...
. ..... 12
South Yarmouth No Record
MICIIIGAN.
Bridgehampton
...... ·18
Coldwater ......
. ..... 47
Forester
.. .. .• 20
Galien
...... 32
Hopkins ......
. ..... 5
Lawrence ......
. ..... 6
JJebanon

......

Mill Creek •.....
Reese
Sherman
St. Clair
St. Johns
Union

. ..... 25

No

l~ecord

•.....
......
......
......
......

20
37
13
20
38

MISSOURI.
Allenville
..... 47
Alma
...... 12
Bevier
...... 65
Bigelow
.....•
•..... 8
Uoon Creek...... .
•..... 24
Carrol ton .. ....
... ... 48
Center Prairie..
. ..... 20
CheJtenbam .....
•..... 30
Clear Fork ......
.. .... 14
Coon Creelt......
. ..... 36
llelano
...... 43
l!'ar West ......
. ..... 41
Galesburg ......
.. .... 40
German Dekalb
...... 26
Grand River.....
. ..... 29
Gravois
...... 51
Guilford
...... 16
Haden
...... 7
Hannibal
...... 71
!laze! Dell . . .. ..
. .. .•. 20
Independence...
. ..... 82
Joplin
...... 13
Kansas City.....
. ....• 12
Knoxville ......
.. .... 15
J.one Rock ......
. ..... 15
Oregon
...... 37
Platte
......
. ..... 35
Pleasant Grove.
. ..... 26
Renick
...... 12
Ross Grove......
.. .... 37
Salt River ......
.. .... 23
Starfield
...... 28
Stewartsville....
.. .... 76
St. Joseph ......
. ..... 83
St. Lonis
...... 27 4
Valley
...... 40
'Vaconda ......
. ..... 25
Whearso ......
. .... 10
JIIINNESOTA.
Grand Prairie ... ·
...... 16
Hope of Zion ...
.. .... 18
IAttle Cannon .. .
...... 23
Oak Lake ..... .
...... 31

MONTANA.
Dry Creek .. ....
•..... 10
Gallatin
...... 21
NEBRASKA.
Bell Creek •.....
•..... 17
Blue River ......
...... 8
Cedar Creek.....
•..•.• 17
Columbus ......
. ..... 39
DeSoto
...... 22
Deer Creek......
•.•••• 9
Elkhorn
...... 28
Moroni
...... 15
Nebraska City..
•....•112
Omaha (English)
•.•..• 69
Omaha (Scandinavian) ..... 39
Palmyra
...... 40
Platte River.....
•..... 23
Platte Valley...
. ..... 37
Pleasant Grove
...... 10
Rock Bluffs......
...... 8
NEW JERSEY•
Hornerstown...
. ..•.• 12
NEW YORK.
...... 12
Brooklyn ..... .
...... 13
Savannah .... ..
NEVADA.
...••• 45
Carson
.....• 12
Dayton
...... 18
Franktown ..•...
...... 48
Mottsville ......
OHIO.
•••••• 19
Amanda
...... 22
Belmont
. ....• 16
Churchill
...... 7
Jackson
•.••.• 21
Kirtland
...... 14
Lampsville ..... .
••••.• 22
Lebanon ..... .
...... 9
Minersville ...... .
...... 11
1\Ionroe
...... 45
Syracuse .. ~ ...
...... 28
West Wheeling
OREGON.
Coos County.....
.. .... 12
Myrtle Creek...
. ..... 13
Prairie City.....
. ..... 10
Sweet Home.....
•..... 56
PENNSYLVANIA.
Danville
...... 7
Hyde Park......
. ..... 29
Mansfield ......
. ....• 14
Pittsburg ......
. ..... 71
Philadelphia....
. ...•• 48
Plymouth ......
. ..... 14
Sonth Bethlehem
...... 3
RHODE ISLAND.
Providence......
.. .... 99
Simmonsville...
. ..... 12
TEXAS.
Bandera ......
. ..... 27
Cheeseland ......
. ..... 11
Lone Star ......
. ..... 6
Shawnee ......
. ..... 6
Red Rh er .....• No Record
UTAH.
...... 15
Beaver
Ephraim
•·•·•• 41
•....• 16
Heber City •....•
...... 8
Kaysville .....•
Plain City ..... . No Record
.•...• 11
Pleasant Grove
...... 18
Providence ..... .
...... 149
Salt Lake City..
...... 2~
Union Fort ......
...... 28
Wanship •.....
VIRGINIA.
Fairview . .....
.. .... 20
Sugar Creek.....
. ..... 26
WISCONSIN.
. ..... 47
Binghampton .. .
...... 34
Burlington ..... .
Darlington ..... .
..•..• 9
Freedom (German) •..... 13
•..... 27
Janesville .... ..
Sandusky ..... . No Record
No Record
Webster
•...• 21
Wheatville ......
...... 29
Willow

The above list comprises the names of 359
branches, 342 of which are on record, as above,
and have a total of members .............. 11,615
Estimate of 17 branches.................. 561
Total . . . . . . • . . . 12,176
Number last annual report in 346 branches ll,060
Showing a net gain of ................... 1,116
members over losses.
I hope to receive the names and items in full of
the branches not yet on record, o.nd hereby request their officers to favor me with such reports.
I also desire to receive full corrections from those
branches between whose recorda and mine there
is a variance in numbers of members or of officials.
I earnestly thanK those presidents and clerks who
have been diligent in aiding me in corrections
heretofore, and I trust that they will continue to

HERALD.

do the same, as is necessary in order to comply
with the law of God concerning the records of his
Church. Some have been very remiss in this duty, and in some districts there is a great neglect
about forwarding reports that are presented to the
district conference, so that, in a few cases, years
pass away and none are received by me from
them, and corrections are only to be gained after
much writing on my part, and by direct appeals
to the branch officers, some district officers seeming to take little or no interest in the affair, or in
having order and system in these things, while
others take much care and pains to keep in order
this part of the Church service and system .
Of further business I have a financial report
from the Utah Chapel building committee; also a
report from the chairman of the music committee.
There is also a petiiion from Kansas for the uniting of the North Kansas and Central Kansas Districts. I have some appeals; one from the West
Belleville Branch, Illinois ; one in the case of the
Far West District and Albert Bishop; one from J.
G. Scott, and one from Wm. Gurwell.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
HENRY A. STEBBINS,
Church Secretary ana R ecoraer.

Bro. W. W. Blair inquired if the Church
Recorder had means of knowing how many
scattered members there are who are not numbered in the branches. The Recorder replied
that only in a few instances did the districts
keep an account of the scattered ones, or report their number with the annual district reports, so that nothing like a correct or even
approximate account can be given of their
number, but hundreds, and probably thousands,
are thus scattered and unnumbered.
Bro. C. G. Lanphear, president o£ the Quorum of Seventy, presented a report of the
situation of his quorum, as follows:
QUORUM OF SEVENTY REPORT.
As the president of the Quorum of Seventy, I
submit to you a statement concerning the same:
The number of names, as ascertained from the
Church Record, of those who are or have been
members of said Quorum, from 1853 to the present ye·ar, is 123. The changes that have taken
place in the Quorum since the former date mentioned, by ordinations to higher offices, expulsion,
and death, leave the number at the present time,
76. Of this number, the following names are of
those from whom I have had no report, and who
are not known by me : Samuel Blair, Benjamin R.
Tatum, George W. Harlow, Isaiah Harlow, Wm.
Harlow, Horace Ovitt, John A. Butterfield, Wm.
White, Henry B. Lowe, David Evans, Samuel M.
Hough, Henry H. Morgan, David Wilding, Richard H. Atwood, Thomas Job, Wm. D. Lewis, Isaac
Newkirk, Wm. Newkirk, Ira Guilford, Ethan Griffith, and Wm. S. Smith. In all twenty-one, leaving fifty-five ofthe present number who are known to
me either personally or by reporting by letter and
otherwise. Those of the qourum receiving new
appointments and missions, and those continued
in former missions and appointments by action of
the last Semi-Annual Conference, are, John T.
Davies, James McKeirman, John II. HanJJon, R.
J. Anthony, John T. Phillips, E. C. Brand, Duncan Campbell, J. F. McDowell, Charles N. Brown,
Joseph C. Clapp, John S. Patterson, Heman C.
Smith, C. G. Lanphear, J. C. Foss, J. W. Gillen,
M. T. Short, J. M. Wait, Joseph Lakeman, Robt.
Davis, D. H. Bays, Magnus Fyrando, B. V. Springer. Bro. Gland Rodger, one of the quorum, who
has labored valiantly and effectually in the cause,
in Australia, for the last few years, was relea.sed
from that mission by action of the last Annual
Conference, I would earnestly request a report
from those of the members formerly mentioned as
not being known by me. It is necessary that the
members be known, both by the one presiding,
and also by the Secretary, that the quorum may
be properly arranged and set in order.
During the year past, four members have been
added to the quorum by appointment and ordination, and two taken out by ordination to higher
office, and one died.
The good results of careful selections for ordi--
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nations to the office of Seventy, as has been the
rule and order adopted by the body for the last
few years past, is manifest, by a considerable increase of effectual and efficient laborers, who, by
their untiring zeal and desire, are making their
calling honorable, and for the good of Zion's
cause ; as also and likewise, several others of
those of.early and former ordinations in the quorum are working to good effect, and their labors
are being crowned with success. All of which is
C. G. LANPHEAR,
respectfully submitted.
President of Seventies Q1torum, March 26, 1879.

The report of I. L. Rogers, the presiding
Bishop of the Church, wa.<~ presented and read.
Annual Report of Bishop Israel L. Rogers, of
moneys received and paid out by him, or by his
instruction, by provision of the General Conference, from Aprillst, 1878, to March 31st, 1879.
Receipts of Tithings and offerings, as
credite(l. in the quarterly reports .•.. $3694 53
Previous balance in the hands of the
Bishop, or due from the HERALD Office, subject to call . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1226 48
Total credits. . . . . . • . 4921 01
CONTRA .
Expended during the year for the ministry, the poor, o.nd other Church purposes, as published in the quarterly
reports ............. : . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3657 88
Balance due the Church.............. 1263 13
I also present a summary of the report of each
Agent who has reported to me, but some have
sent very imperfect reports, and some sent none at
all, so that I cannot give as full a statement of t,he
financial condition of the various districts as I
would like to do.
Accounts with the Bishop's Agents in the various missions and districts for the year ending
March 1st, 1879, according to the books of the
Bishop and the reports of the Agents:
English Mission: Thomas Taylor, agent. No
repo-rt. Appointed the past year.
Alabama District: Franklin Vickery, agent.
Due Church last report $3.25 ; receipts $36.40;
paid to the ministry $34.40; due Church $5.25.
Calif1lrnia, Pacific Sl,ope Mission: John Roberts, agent. Due Church last report $9.53; receipts $289.70; total $299.23. Paid out $177.25;
due Church $121.98.
California, San Bernardino District: R. Allen,
agent. Due agent at last report, in 1876, $6.75.
Present report imperfect, so that I cannot tell the
standing of his books, only that $12.15 is now
due to him .
Canada, Kent and Elgin District: James Robb,
agent. Receipts $38; paid out $29; due Church
$9.
Colorada District: John Ellis, agent. No report. Nothing in hand at last report.
Florida District; Benjamin F. West, agent. No
report. Appointed the past year.
Illinois, Kewanee District: R. J. Benjamin,
agent. Due Church last report $11.05; receipts
$29.5G; paid out $45.25; due agent $4.65.
Illinois, South Eastern District: B. S. Jones,
agent. No report. No balance at previous re·
port.
Indiana, Southern District: S. Rector, .agent.
Report imperfect. Due agent last report $9.70;
receipts believed to be $54.65; expended $43.80;
due Church $1.15.
Iowa, Decatur District,: David Dancer, agent.
No report. By report of previous agent, March
1st, 1878, a balance on hand of $32.31.
Iowa, Des Moines District: J_ X. Davis, agent.
Received and paid out $4 32. No balance previously.
Iowa, Eastern District: M. G. Maudsley, agent.
No report. Due Church last report $6.
Iowa, Fremont District: Wm. Leeka, agent.
Due agent, last report $25.90; expended since,
$73.75; total $99.65. Receipts $81.20; Due
agent $18.45. .
Iowa, Galland's Grove: John Pelt, agent. Due
Church last report $30.17 ; receipts since $394. 56;
total $424. i3. Paid to Bishop I. L. Rogers $356.
50; to the ministry $66.23; total $422.73; hal·
ance on band $2.
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Iowa, Pottawattamie District: Andrew Hall,
agent. Due Church last report $24.40; receipts
$146.50; expended $70.80; to Bishop Rogers $70;
total $140.80; balance $30,10.
Iowa, String Prairie District: J. W. Newberry,
agent. Due at last report 2c.; receipts $50.35;
to ministry $50.00; on hand 37c.
Kansas, North West District: Mahlon Smith,
agent. No report. Appointed the past year.
Kansas, Spring River District: I. R. Ross,
agent. Receipts $59.98; to ministry $53.05; to
Bishop Rogers $5 ; on hand $1.93. Balance in
former agent's hands unaccounted for.
Massachusetts District: E. N. Webster, agent.
Report imperfect.
Michigan District: G. A. Blakeslee, agent. Balance at last report $26.70; receipts $167.80; total $194.50; expended $193.70; balance SOc.
Minnesota, Northern District: J. R. Anderson,
agent. Balance at last report $1.90; receipts
$21; total $22.90expended $20; balance $2.90.
Missouri, Centra:! District; E. W. Cato, agent.
No report. Due Church at last report $2.85.
Missouri, Independence District: J. J. Kaster,
agent. No report. Appointed the past year.
Missouri, Far West District: J. T. Kinneman,
agent. No report. No balance.
Missouri, Nodaway District: A. N. Biergo,
agent. No report since appointment in 1875.
Missouri, North East District: R. Thrutchly,
agent. No report. Appointed past year.
Missouri, St. Louis District: Richard Cottam,
:tgent. No report. Due Church last report 25o.
Nebraska, Central District: Charles Brindly,
agent. No report. Due Church at last report
$8.82.
Nebraska, Northern District: Hans. Neilson,
agent. Receipts $103.58; expenditure $101.68;
due Church $1.90.
Nebraska, Southern District: J. w. Waldsmith,
mith, agent. No report. Appointed the past year.
Nevada District: T. R. Hawkins, agent. Receipts $31.50. $10 tithing sent to Bishop Rogers; balance in hand $21.50.
- Ohio, South Eastern District: Thos. Matthews,
agent. No report. Appointed past year.
Oregon District: John H. Lee, agent. Report
imperfect. $49.81 on hand at last report, but
present one does not agree with it. Year's receipts $93. Sent to Bishop Rogers $100; balance $42.56. By last report previous should be
$42.81.
Pennsylvania, Wyoming District: W. w, Jones,
agent. No report. Appointed the past year.
Wisconsin, West District: E. C. Wildermuth,
agent. Receipts $14.50; expenditlJ_re $13.50;
balance $1.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
IsnAEL L. RoGERs,

past for this kind of hasty legislation,
and it ought not to be encouraged. He spoke
on the differences of opinion held by brethren
on church government, and on some points of
doctrine. We ought to harmonize our views
and ideas on the subjects. He added that he
had been mortified the past few weeks by the
receipt of statements of some brethren and
others in regard to the position he had assumed on the subject of polygamy.
Adjourned to 7:30 p.m. with singing the
doxology, and benediction pronounced by the
president.
At 7:30p.m. the meeting opened with singing "Hark, listen to the trumpeters." followed
by prayer by Bro. J. H. Lake. Sung "Jesus,
lover of my soul." Bro. Joseph Parsons addressed the assembly from the text "Whosoever doeth my will shall know of the doctrine."
Closed by singing "This God is the God we
adore," and Benediction pronounced by Bro.
J. H. Lake.

eral Conference of September, 1878, in the
case of Bro .. Briggs, and afterwards upon request of Bro. Joseph Smith, that portion of
the article of the First Presidency referring
to this case, as read yesterday.
Bro. Kelley (in reference to that) asked if
the Council failed to be called because of correspondence between the First Presidency and
Bro. J. W. Briggs; and Pres. Smith answered that it was not because of that.
The Secretary then read the document of
Bro. J. W. Briggs, contained in yesterday's
minutes.
Upon question as to whether this petition
of Bro. Briggs shall. be received and acted
upon, it was by motion ordered that it be entertained.
The following was Qffered :
Resolved that this Conference grant the request
of Bro. J. W. Briggs, made in the petition presented, and that we rescind the action of the last.SemiAnnual Conference had in his case.
An amendment was offered, that there be
added to the foregoing resolution the followTUESDAY, APRIL 8rH.
ing words:
At 9 a.m. a prayer meeting in charge of
"So far as the resolution to request the First
brethren J. S. Patterson and G. S. Yerrington. Presidency to appoint a court is concerned."
A
There followed a discussion upon this prot 10:30 a.m. preaching by Bro. Abram Reese,
posed amendment, occupying considerable
assisted by Bro. T. F. Stafford.
At 1 p.m., sung "Where wilt thou put thy time, and upon being put to vote the amendtrust." Prayer by Pres. Smith. Sung "Arouse, ment was adopted.
arouse, why idly stand."
The resolution as amended was presented,
The minutes of the sessions of Sunday and and it was spoken upon by several, and questions were asked and replied to. The requests
Monday were read by the Secretary.
S.ome ministry reports from members of the of Bro. Briggs were re-read. Those taking
Quorum of Seventy to the president of that part in the discussion were Brn. I~ake, J.
d
1 .e.
b
quorum wore rea 'name y, .rom rethren Dun- Smith, Patterson, Morrill, Kelley, Ells, Caffcan Campbell and James McKiernan in Iowa, all, Alex. Smith, and Luff, when thequestion
John T. Phillips in Missouri, Jesse L. Adams was called and ordered by resolution, and the
in Illinois, James M. W ai~ in Wisconsin, and motion as amended was put on its passage
Eli M. Wildermuth in Kansas, all but the and lost. Then, by motion, the further con1
dh ·
·
.e.
ast name
avmg appomtments •rom the Gen- sideration of the subject was made the special
eral Conference. These brethren reported be- order for Thursday afternoon.
By permission, E. W. Tullidge, of Utah,
ing aided by the Holy Spirit in the performance of their duties, so far as they have been made a statement of his position concerning
able to labor in the ministry.
the Utah Church and his defection therefrom,
The Quorum of the Twelve presented a writ- and stated that he was convinced that the
ten notification that they (six in number at truth was with us, also desiring baptism. He
the present conference) are prepared to con- r~Jquested that Bro. Forscutt officiate therein.
Presiding Bishop.
sider such matters as may be referred to them.
Pres. Smith gave a full and explicit stateThe president asked if the Bishop had a
Upon order of the conference for the ap- ment in the matter of Bro. J. W. Briggs' case,
financial report of the value of church build- pointment of a committee of three to examine as to why the First Presidency had not called
ings and church property, as required by last the report of Bishop I. L. Rogers, and to audit the tribunal which they were requested by
Annual Conference to be obtained and pre- his books, the president appointed brethren J. last Fall Conference to do, and explained why
sented. Bro. Rogers replied that he had not W. Gillen, G. A. Blakeslee and Abram Reese, so'me part of the minutes, namely, the remarks
of himself and another, ordered inserted last
obtained from the local authorities sufficient for this duty.
to make such a report.
The names of .Tackson Smith and Mary Fall session of said Conference, were not pubBrethren J. W. Gillen, Abram Reese, J. H. Smith were presented (as sent by Bro. E. C. lished, and he now handed them to the SecLake and G. S. Yerrington were appointed to Brand from Utah) for admission into the retary to be examined by the Conference if
attend to administering to the sick during the church on their original baptism in the days desired by it.
conference, and announcements were made for before the death of Joseph Smith, and after
Benediction by the President.
meetings this evening and to-morrow.
some discussion on the legality of so receiving
After the session, Andrew Rattray was bapThe president congratulated the brethren members, (without any personal reference to tized by Bro. G. E. Deuel.
At 7.30. p.m., sung "Lord, let thy power
present, and the church through them, that these applicants, however), and the reading of
the church had never presented a better moral resolutions adopted in April, 1866, these two attend thy word."
Bro. J. R. Lambert read
aspect to the world than it does now. He were received by vote, and following it Wells the 4th chapter of John and offered prayer.
mentiom;d the fact that formerly ordinations Chase of Ogden, Utah, was received in like Sung " Doubt, like tempest clouds may lowhad been too unwisely and indiscriminately manner as a member of the Reorganized er." Bro. Chas. Derry preached from Heb.
performed, and complaint is now heard of tho Church.
xi. 6, the discourse being in defense of the
lack of willingness to ordain. Hence it may
The President suggeste,1 that the c:tse of tendency of true faith, that it was towards
be possible that we are drifting to the other J. W Briggs be taken up and disposed of in exalting and ennobling tho human character,
extreme. This we ought to avoid, but should some form, and upon so presenting it to tho that it blessed and made better both ihe phy.
find the goldt;n mean. He said that we ought body, he vacated the chir and W. W. Blair sical and the mental in man j and .to believe
not to be too hasty in legislating on watters ofl presided over the assembly during tho discus- in God and in his truth is not degrading to
business, but should give to all questions rea- sson of the matter.
.
man, as some in these days teach. And whatsonable thought and discussion. 'l:'he time is
The Secretary read the action of the Gen- ever the truth may be, whether scientific
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truth, natural truth, or revealed truth, it has
an elevating and ennobling effect, as the person seeks to grow towards that truth that is
greater, or to emulate the example of those
who hold that truth, or who have the corresponding nobility of character, possessed by
reason of holding such truth, or who have the
attributes naturally connected with such a
character of faith and virtue. And superior
to all other faith, to elevate the human mind,
is the belief that there is a God. The speaker portrayed the character of God, as to his
attributes of love, justice, mercy, wisdom,
power, etc., and stated that the reason why
God cannot be pleased with those who do not
exerciRe faith in him, is because he is the embodiment of all that is good, and of all righteousness; and as good and virtuous people
are not pleased to see or know of that which
is sinful and wicked, in those who exhibit evil
things in life and character, so God is only
pleased by seeing men have faith in and laboring towards that which is true, towards
that which is exalting in its tendency and
power We do not see the good acts and the
pure deeds .of men and women without wishing that we were like them in the things
wherein they excel. So with God, and our
feelings towards him. We cannot advance
towards his matchless glory and excellence
without having faith in him. Man, compared
with God, is impure and unholy, and he
stands in need of a Savior, a Redeemer, which
want and need God recognized and supplied,
and therein we see the love of God manifested that we might have life; and this messenger of God "went about doing good.'' So
when we see his character we seek to be like
him, and to walk and do as he walked and
did, and to obey as he obeyed, that we may
be like him. Sin tends to separate man from
his fellow man, as well as from God, but
righteousness unites and makes one in motive
and in happiness.
Sung "Lord, at this closing hour." Benediction by Bro. J. R. Lambert.

that ihe High Priests' Quorum is now ready to attend to any business that the Conference may desire to refer to them, was adopted.
And we also present that the following brethren
are prepared for ministerial labor: C. Derry and
M. H. Forscutt wherever the Conference may ap·
point, but would prefer Iowa and Nebraska, as
their field of labor. Hugh Lytle, S. W. Condit,
D. M. Gamet, J. C. Crabb, J. M. Harvey, P. Cadwell, W. Baldwin, T. Carrico, J. A. Mcintosh, J.
W. Chatburn, S. S. Wilcox, G. Sweet and C. G.
Mcintosh as circumstances may permit, in Western Iowa. H. J. Hudson, G. Derry, in Nebraska.
R. C. B. Elvin, in present field. John Landers in
Kansas. G. A. Blakeslee in Berrien county,
Michigan. W. H. Hazzledine and J. Whitehead
in St. Louis District. W. D. Morton and 0. P.
Dunham in Eastern Iowa. H. P. Brown in Pacific
Slope Mission. J. Parsons and J. Price in Pittsburgh District. T. P. Green in South·Eastern
Illinois District. A. M. Wilsey in Northern Illi·
nois. Respectfully submitted.
M. H. FoRSCUTT, Secretary.

It was resolved that the part of this report
that refers to missions be referred to the
First Presidency and the Twelve for their
consideration it! connection with the subject
of missions.
The President gave notice that no new
businees would be allowed to be presented
after Friday noon. Either the business or a
notification of such business being ready,
must be in the hands of the Secretary by that
time.
A petition was read from sixteen members
of the-Church in Kansas, in reference to the
consolidaton of the North and the Central
Kansas Districts, and referred to a committee
of three, Brn. M. H. Forscutt, A. H. Smith
and C. Derry.
An appeal from West Belleville, Illinois
was received an.d referred, without reading,
to a committee, namely Brn. Chas. Derry, J.
S. Patterson, and Joseph Luff.
An appeal from James G. Scott was enter·
tained and read and also referred to Brn.
Derry, Patterson and Luff.
The President read a document addressed
to the Conference, by Bro. Z. H. Gurley, as
follows:

and take a position, so I submit the following reasons why I should be released:
1st. I have reasons for believing that Sec. 26
in the original was but the first paragraph and
nearly three lines in our present edition, the rest.
being added after the publication of the first edition; which I object to.
2d. I reject the inspiration of Par. 6, Sec. 61 ;
Par. 5, Sec. 100; Par. 1, Sec. 101; Pars. 5 and 8,
Sec 102; and seriously doubt the entire sections.
3d. I reject the "Order of Enoch," as not being
applicable to us, and all the v"arious fictitious
names in Sec. 101, and elsewhere.
4th. I reject the local Zion, or gathering in the
Doctrine and Covenants, but confess the general
gathering as taught in the Bible, Book of Mormon and also in parts of Doctrine and Covenants.
5th. As I know of no law of God eit.her permitting or commanding the establishing of "StakeR,".
and "High Councils" in said Stakes, I reject the
same as no part of the organization of the Church
of Christ. And for the same reasons I reject the
"School of the Prophets," believing them to be
addendas to the gospel and church of our blessed
Lord, and their tendency a return to Judaism;
and also the office of Patriarch.
6th. As I reject a local gathering, or Zion, the
revelation on tithing is of none effect to me as a
law; but the principle of "freewill offering" in·
volved in it, however, I heartily endorse.
ith. I do not believe in baptisms for the dead;
hence I reject that doctrine, as ·also some other
features of the revelation of 1811.
I believe that all offices and doctrines which did
not obtain under the administration of Christ as
shown by the New Testament and Book of Mormon, should be expunged fro'D our faith instead of
adopting the same as a "standard."
8th. The expression about Joseph Smith in Par.
3, Sec. 113, I ber!eve to be false, an outrage on
good common sense, and unbecoming lh!l Church
of Christ.
I offer the foregoing reasons why I should be
released, without comment; and here let me assure you, that it is the result of mature reflection
and calm consideration. However weak my efforts as a minister may have been, I have not one
fear to meet the record I have made; and lest I be
misunderstood, permit me to assure you that I do
confess, and hope I ever shall, the gospel of our
blessed Lord as published in the Epitome of
our faith, but nothing more.
Ever praying that truth may prevail, I am
Z. H. GuRLEY.
yours for truth.
SALT LAKE CrTY, Utah, October 15th, 1878.

The President suggested that it be referred

To the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of to the Twelve, and a motion was made that it
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9Tn.
Latter Day Saints in Conference assembled, holden at be so referred.
At 9 a.m., prayer meeting, in charge of Plano, Illinois, April 6th, 18i9, greeting:
Bro J. Smith stated having received a let-

Brn. G. S. Yerrington and Joseph Parsons.
Bro. Andrew Rattray was confirmed by G. E.
Deuel and A. ~I. Wilsey.
At 10 30, preaching by Bro. Francis Bar!,
aasisted by Bro. Joseph Smith. The discourse
was upon the restoration of the gospel.

Whereas, At your last Semi-Annual Conference, ter to-day from Bro. Gurley, who says that if
the Church adopted and affirmed the "Book of it is likely that the quorums will meet in a

Doctrine and Covenants" as a "standard" of faith
to the church; and believing that all who represent her should now accept all the revelations
contained therein, and that the church so eJJjoins
and expects them so to teach; and whereas, beAt 1 p m., sung " Come thou fount of ev- fore God I can not consistently subscribe to that
ery blessing." Prayer by Bro. G. A. Blaki'S- position, or feature of faith, I hereby offer you
The Secretary read the minutes of my resignation as an officer in the church, and
lee.
yesterday.
pray you to accept the same and grant me an
The reports of J. F. McDowell and J. J honorable release. In 18i0, I think, I fasted and
•
· prayed for two days in relation to this same
Cornish were road.
matter; and though I was blessed with spiritual
The report of the Quorum of the Twelve in food, I received no evidence in .relation to that
the case of an ordination, the question of the book. After a severe mental struggle fo! ~ne,
legality of which was referred to them was two or three year~, I felt to tolerat.e un.t1l t1;ne
.
• d d
d
£ ll
.
'
should make 1111 right, but I have watted m vam.
1
presen,e an rea ' as 0 ows ·
Some five or six weeks since, my mind was led
"After investigation of the case of ordination I to reconsider the matter, and since that date it has
submitted to us, as per resolution of last Fall Con- continued with me both night and day-and with
ference, we decide that, said ordination was unwise prayer and supplication to God I arrived at the
and illegal.
following conclusions, before I heard or knew
Priest's Quorum what the action of your last conference was upon
A report from the Hi"'h
0
d.
this subject; and this, too, without any influence
was rea ·
..
I whatever from any one. Entirely alone I wrestled
HIGH PRIEST'S QUORUl\1 REPORT.
early and late.
The High Priests' Quorum met April 9th. 1819;
I despise duplicity in religion, and I propose
Charles Derry, president; M. H. Forscutt, sec:re- being honest with God, the Church and myself;
and when I read the action of the conference retary.
A resolution informing the General Conference ferred to, I felt constrained to "come to the front"

General A&sembly in one or two years, he is
willing to defer or withdraw his resignation.
Bro. W. W. Blair here took the chair as
presiding officer, as President J. Smith desir·
ed to speak to the question, and the debate
on whether it should be referred or not, was
taken part in by Brn. Forscutt, J. Smith,
Gillen, Patterson, and Luff, in favor, and by
Kelley and A. H. Smith, against, Brn. Lake
and Caffa!l saying that they were ready to do
their duty either way it was considered. Brn.
Kelley and A. H. Smith were priviieged to
speak twice on it, and the motion to refer
being put, it was decided to have been adopted; a division being called for and the vote
counted there were found to be 15 for and 8
against.
Bro. Ells asked if the quorum should give
a decision in the case would it be considered
as a committee decision or a quorum decision.
The chair answered that it w,mJd be as a
committee decision.
The following was moved: _
That the quorum of the Twelve act r.s a com-
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mittee in the matter of the resignation of Z. H. "gospel of the Kingdom" would be preached
Gurley.
as a warning that the end was nigh at hand.
The discussion here took a wide range con- He closed with a stirring and powerful testicerning the value of any decision that might be mony by the Spirit of God for the Latter Day
made by the present number (ten), or by a Work and and its truth and divinity.
majority of the quorum, or by those who may
Sung "With thankful hearts we meet, 0
be present at a Conference, and as to whether Lord." Benediction pronounced by Bro. W.
such majority could give a final decision as a H. Kelley.
quorum. Bro. J. Smith gave his views on
THURSDAY, APRIL 10TH.
the matter.
Bro. Lambert opposed the making of the
At 9 a.m., a prayer. meeting, in charge of
quorum into a committee, and thought that if Brn. Deuel and Yerrington, at the close of
they acted it should be as a quorum, and that which E. w. Tullidge and Elizabeth Osborne
their decision would be a quorum decision.
were confirmed members of the Church by
The previous quest.ion being called and or- Brn. Forscutt, Stebbina and Yerrington, the
dered, and the vote being tak$n on the motion, two former acting as spokesmen in the order
it was lost, not a voice being given in the af- given.
firmative.
At 10:30, preaching by Bro. Yerrington,
The following was moved and adopted:
assisted by Bro. Deuel.
At 1 p.m., sung "0, bow thine ear, thou
Resolved, that the quorum of the Twelve be requested to report to this body their action in the God of Saints." Prayer by Bro. James Caffcase refer~ed to them, touching the case of Z. H.
Gurley, during the present session, iffound J;>rac- .all. Sung "All hail the power of Jesus'
ticable.
name."
Upon the moving of the subjoined resoluThe minutes of yesterday were read. The
tion there followed some discussion, but it was Secretary stated that he had in hand several
committee reports, one on the report of Bishop
finally adopted by vote:
Whereas, the present system of reporting the I. L. Rogers, and another in the West BelleChurch finances by the Bishop and Agents is not ville appeal case.
uniform, neither satisfactory, but is discriminaThe matter which on the 8th inst was made
ting and partial, in that the means received by the the special order for this afternoon, namely,
Bishop direct, is properly itemized and reported the case of Bro. J. W. Briggs, was taken up.
th.rough the HERALD, giving the names of the par·
h' h
ties paying in the means and to whom paid, but The· President explained the manner in w IC
that which is paid to the Agents is not itemized the case had arisen, and gave the main items
The
in the it: reports, neither the names of the donors, of legislation thus far had in it.
nor of the ones to whom money is paid, but only Secretary read the petition of Bro. Briggs, as
the aggregate is given, therefore be it
·
·
h
·
f h 8h • t
Resolved, that we require of the Bishop of the given lD t e mmutes o t e t ms ·
Church a report through the HERALD, or in a supBro. Kelley gave notice of some business to
plement sheet, an itemized report of the means re- be presented durjng this session concerning
ceived and paid out by the Agents, with the names the publishing department of the Church.
of the donors and to whom paid, and that this
In the case before the house; the following
was moved:
report be made annually.
Resolved that the petition of Bro. J. W. Briggs
Benediction by Bro. \V. vV. Blair.
After this session Bro. M. H. Forscutt bap- be referred to the quorum of the Twelve for their
tized two persons.
consideration, examination, and action.
At 7 : 30 p. m. sung "From Greenland's icy
It was favored by Brn. Derry, and Pattermountains." Prayer by Bro. W. H. Kelley. son, and opposed by Brn. A. H. Smith, LamSung "Faith adds new charms to earthly bliss." bert, and Kelley, also Brn. Caffall, Ells and Lake
Preaching by Bro. Joseph Luff, of Canada, made speeches upon it, and by permission of' the
from the text: "The earth also is defiled un· body Bro. Ells spoke the second time. Pres.
der the inhabitants thereof," etc. He can- Smith again made a statement of the origin
vassed the different covenants that God has and progress of the matter under considera·
made with men in the various ages, the one to tion. Bro. Forscutt asked some questions,
Adam, the one to Noah, the one to the chil- which were answered by the president. By
dren of Israel .under Moses' leadership, and permission, Bro. A. H. Smith spoke the secfinally the later, the "everlasting covenant," ond time. Brn. C. Wicks, Gillen and Forsthe breaking of which would bring to pass the cutt favored referring. Bro. Kelley asked
ultimate burning of the world, the destruction a question. Following this the motion was
of a great share of the race. But it is shown put to vote and prevailed by a large majority.
Upon recommendation of the President,
by the t~xt that even in the time of that great
destructwn a few Will be saved, therefore the. the following was adopted:
covenant must be renewed after the days of Resolved that the Quorum of the Twelve to
its breaking, and its saving power must be re- whom the petition of J. w. Briggs is referred: be
stored to have its effect over the few that and are hereby authorized to call witnesses and
they may be numbered with the saved. He obtain from thepros~cution and the defense all nospoke especially, and with good argument, of cessary papers.relahve to the case.
'
the covenant given in Mark 16th chapter,
~h~ financ13:l report of the Utah Chapel
about the gifts and blessings promised by God bUild1pg committee, was read, as follows:
to them who believe without limit to aae or
CHAPHL DR.
people, and also of the principles of faith, re- 1878. To ~mounts received. by T. N. Hudson
d f th ·
1
d Mar. 29, Wa1ker Bros., due b1ll and check ... $37 00
.
~entar:ce an d. b ap t ISm, an o . mr v3: ue an
.April 4, Walker Bros., 2 due bills and check. 55 00
force m savmg those who Will rece1ve and Mar. 31, Cunnington &Co................. 17 00
obey the truth. Jesus made a covenant with
D. S. Tuttle..................... 5 oo
man when he established his Church as preJos. Clark $5, W. Cloggie 25c...... 5 25
se ted in 1 Cor. 12th chapter but tbat this
Geo ..A. Mears $5, Dr. Hamilt?n $5. 10 00
n
.
'
.
Sophm Butcher $5, R.N. Baskm $10 15 00
covenant would be VIOlated and the vwlent
Robertson & McBride ............. 10 oo
would t.ake it by force, yet that "again'' t.he
H. Cameron $1, M. Carlson $15: .... 16 oo

Collected by M. Wardell . . . . . . . . . . 2 70
W. P. Smith $5, H. Marriott $2 • • . . 7 00
M. Raymond $2, W. L. Mitchell $7 . 9 00
Robert M. Elvin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Bro. Pitt, Plano . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 50
.A. Thorn ....................... 10 00·
I. L. Rogers (by mail) ............. 10 00
H . .A. Stebbins (by mail) .......... 144 60
To amounts received by J. W. Briggs
W. Holmes $2, E. Holmes $1 . . . . . . 3 00
W. P. Smith $5, M. Marriott 25c.... 5 25
1fr. Stone $2.50, H. Stone $2.50. . . . 5 00
Joseph Clark $20, H Stone 50c .... 20 50
M. Guffin $5, Mrs. White $13 ...... 18 00
Mrs. McKirby ................... 10 00
Collected by M. Wardell ..., , . . . . . . 6 00
I. L. Rogers ..................... 111 11
Herald Office .................... 117 50
Eastern collections .......•....... 161 00
$822
CONTRA CR.
April 3. By am't pd. for land, deed,& expenses 516
" " " " " T. Smith for rock...... B9
" 10. " " " G. R. Jones for lime... 12
May 22. " " " G.Paramore,layingrock 54
" " " " " vV. W. Edgington, sand 11
July H. " " " .Armstrong &Co., lumber 87
" " " " " Printing.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

41

1878

Aug. 23.

u

"

u

Lumber and nails ... . o .

20
50
00
00
00
62
50

1 55

1879, Jan. 25. Cash on hand deposited in
Walker Bros Bank.. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 43 (14
$822 41
The chapel building foundation consists of a solid
rock wall two feet above the level, 29x50 feet. The
joists are laid. .All is covered with boards, and in
good condition. The location is central.
JOSEPH FOREMAN; Sec'y.
CHAPEL BUILDING Co"UIITTEE: Thos. N. Hudson,
member· and trustee, appointed by the Branch January
2d, 1875; Jason W. Briggs, member and trustee, appointed by the Brauch January 2d, 1875; Israel L.
Rogers, member and trustee, appointed by the Branch
October 27th, 1878; Joseph Foreman, member and
Secretary, appointed by Branch Octoher 27th, 1878.
Also a letter was read, asking that the Church
here in the East raise one thousond dollars
towards finishing the chapel, the Saints and ·
friends in Utah believing that they can raise
the other four hundred dollars of the fourteen
hundred which it is expected will finish it.
On motion the matter was referred to the
Bishopric to examine and report.
Bro M. H. Forscutt, chairman of' the committee on Tune Book, reported that he had
hoped to have the music all prepared by this
time, but he was unable to do so, and therefore he asks for an extension of time, which was
granted by vote of the Conference.
The committee appointed to examine the
appeal from West Belleville, Illinois, reported:
From the··fact that no evidence has been placed
before us to indicate that the defendants in the
case have been notified of the appeal being made,
we have no means of arriving a,t anything like a
proper decision in the matter, and therefore report ourselves unable to act in the case. Signed,
Chas. Derry, J. S. Patterson, Joseph Luff, Committee.
·
The report was received and the committee
was discharged.
The committee of examination of Bishop
Rogers' report and accounts, reported as follows:
We find the books to be correct, corresponding
with the previous reports.
Balance due to
Church $1263,13. However, we find only seven
of the .Agents' reports itemized, which was requir.
ed of all agents at last Annual Conference. Signed
J. W. Gillen, Chairman of Committee.
The S.emi.Annual report of the Board of
Publication was read, received, and referred
to a committee to examine and report, namely
Brn. Blakeslee, T. F. Stafford, and Parsons.
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The committee in the case of appeal by J.
G. Scott reported:
After a careful investigation of the matter, and
a hearing of all the evidence deemed necessary,
we are of the opinion that the decision of the
Southern Indiana District Conference concerning
his case should be sustained, and we so recommend. Signed, Chas. Derry, J. S. Patterson, and
Joseph Luff.
It was received, and after discussion the
recommendation was endorsed and the committee was discharged.
Pres. Blair in the chair.
Bro. Joseph Smith read a resolution to be
acted upon at some suitable time. It was
moved, and the consideration of it was deferred till to-morrow afternoon, the Secretary to
allow any who wish to take a copy of the same.
Appeals, one from the Far West Missouri
District, and one from Wm. Gurwell, of Kan~as, were presented, and on motion referred to
a committee, the chair appointing Brn. Fors·
cutt, Deuel and Luff.
A report from the Quorum of Seventy was
read:
QUORUM .OF SEVENTY REPORT.
At a meeting of the Quorum of Seventy, held
April lOth, 1879, C. G. Lanphear, presiding; J. S.
Patterson, clerk pro tem., the following business
was transacted :
In the case of Bro. Delorme T. Bronson, after
due consideration, it was resolved to drop his
name from the quorum, for persistent neglect of
duty and refusal to officiate in his office, and because of his oft repeated requests to be released
from his office, together with his expressed belief
that his ordination was unwise and improper.
A general inquiry into the condition of the quorum was had, and the president was requested to
. make inquiry regarding the peculiar views held
by some of the members.
Resolutions expressive of regret at the death of
Brn. J. Jeremiah and Otis Shumway, members of
the quorum, and offQring condolence to the family,
were adopted.
Quorum adjourned.
C. G. LANPHEAR, President.
J. S. PATTERSON, Clerlc pro tern.

Another resolution was moved and deferred
till to-morrow afternoon.
Sung "This God is the God we adore."
Benediction by Bro. W. W. Blair..
7:30 p.m., The usual opening serviees.
Prayer by Bro. J. H. Lake; followed by
preaching from Bro. J. W. Gillen.
.FRIDAY, APRIL liTH.
At 9 a.m., prayer meeting, in charge of
Brn. Yerringt.on and Wilsey.
At 10:30, preaching by Bro. J. S. Patterson
assisted by Bro. J. Smith.
At 1 p.m., sung "How gentle God's commands." Prayer by Bro. W. W. Blair.
The minutes of yesterday were read.
The Secretary announced having in hand,
besides the motions deferred from yesterday,
a report of the committee on the North Kansas petition, a report from the Bishopric on
. the Utah Chapel, the reports of the Twelve
in the cases of J. W. Briggs and Z. H. Gurley, a report from the High Priests Quqrum,
and a resolution concerning the Board of
Publication.
Bro. Stafford, of the Committee on Board
of Publication report,, having returned home,
Bro. M. H. Bond was appointed in his place.
The first resolution of yesterday afternoon
that was deferred to this session was read, as
fo!lQWS:

Whereas, there is an apparent necessity for the
declaration of a creed, to which all adherents to
the faith must subscribe; and
Whereas, it appears that dubiety exists in the
minds of some respecting the scope, meaning and
intent of the resolution affirmed at the last session
of Conference, held at Galland's Grove, Iowa, respecting the Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine
and Covenants, as standards of decision in case of
controversy; therefore
Resolved that the published Epitome of Faith
and Doctrine, contains a declaration of principles
which can properly be made the only test of fellowship; belief or disbelief in which shall disqualify or qualify baptized believers for continued
membership or expulsion from the church.

It was moved that the first preamble be
stricken out. A motion was made to amend
the amendment by striking out only the word
" creed," and substituting the word "princi·
pies" in its place. This did not meet with
favor, but the first motion to strike out the
preamble, was put to vote and adopted.
The resolution as amended was read and it
was further moved to amend by striking out
the words "the only" in the resolution, and
inserting the article "a" in their place.
Bro. Kelley spoke against the amendment.
Bro. J. Smith said that whether the resolution offered obtained or not, there are reasons
why the matter should be discussed. It is
everywhere urged that one man believes this
much and another man believes that much,
and it is a question with him as to how much
a man can believe, and on the other hand how
little he can believe, and yet retain a standing
in the Reorganization.
The amendment was put to vote and adopted .
It was furtb._er moved to amend, by adding
to the resolution the words "so far as belief
or disbelief can qualify or disqualify for mem·
bership."
~'his was favored by Bro. Forscutt, and opposed by Brn. J. Smith, and Kelley, and Bro.
Ens said that he could now vote on it. It was
put to vote and lost.
The resolution as before amended was favored by Brn. Kelley and Caffall, and opposed
by Brn. Lake, Derry, and Gillen, and speeches
were made by Brn. Luff, Patterson, Tullidge,
Wilsey and J. Smith.
Here a motion to defer the further consideration of this matter until the next Fall
Conference was presented, but the motion to
defer was lost, and further discussion on the
main question waR continued.
Bro. Forscutt spoke against it, and the
previous question being called and ordered, it
was put upon its passage and declared lost.
The second resolution deferred from yesterday was moved and unanimously adopted :
Resolved U1at it is the opinion of this Confer.
mice that when a member has been legally ex.
communicated from the church, he can be re.
ceived back into the fold only through the door,
baptism.
The report of the committee on the North
Kansas appeal was received and the committee
discharged, the report being as follows :
vVe, your committee, have carefully and prayer.
fully weighed the language and statements of the
petition, and heard the testimony ofElder James
Ca1Iall, who has spiritual oversight of the district
referred to, and we have come to the following
conclusions: 1st. That by the wording of the
petition itself it is evident that the North Kansas
District was disorganized, as represented by the
signers of a petition to last fall Conference. 2d:
The North Kansas Distriethaving, us set forth in
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both petitions, been disorganized, and the pc.
titioners themselves having claimed only that at
a subsequent meeting it was decided to retain
their organization, there having been a disorgan.
ization previously, there was no organization to
retain. 3d. In view of these facts, your commit.
tee believe that it would be proper to decline the
granting of the petition, especially as your committee learn that some of those who signed this
petition have since removed to Missouri. Respectfully submitted. Signed 1\L H. Forscutt,
A, H. Smith and Charles Derry.
A report of the High Priests' Quorum was
read, received, and ordered spread upon the
record:
The High Priests' Quorum in council assembled
April 9th, 1879, being satisfied with the ordination
of Bro. Justus Morse to the office of a High Priest,
received him into fellowship.
It was also resolved to rescind the resolution requiring an annual renewing of licenses.
It was resolved that each member of the High
Priests' Quorum be urged to respond to the request to report on or about the first of Januuary
of each year, but that each man be privileged to
report in the manner that to him may seem best.
William B. Smith was received and enrolled in
the quorum as a member."'··
The following named brethren were also nominated for ordination in the High Priests' Quorum,
if you shall so direct., namely : Crowell G. Lanphear, Henry A. Stebbins, David Dancer and Daniel
S. Mills.
The quorum authorities were sustained, C. Deny
as president, M. H. .Forscutt and D. l\f. Gamet as
Counsellors.
M. H. FoRsCUTT, Secretary.
The report of the Quorum of the Twelve
on the case of Bro. Z. H. Gurley, referred to
them, was read, being as follows :
Rosol vcd that we believe that the reasons pre·
sented by Z. H. Gurley for his resignation as an
officer of the Church are sufficient ground for the
acceptance of said resignation, therefore we recommend that he receive an honorable release from
his official slanding in the Church. Signed
A. H. SMITH, President,
JA~IES CAFFALL, Clerk,

pro tem.
pro tern,

On motion the report was received, and by
a subsequent motion the recommendation was
adopted by the Conference, after amending by
striking out the word "honorable," and by inserting so as to read "that he be released."
The following from the quorum of the
Twelve, in relation to Bro. J. W. Briggs, was
read, and on motion, adopted:
Whereas we deem it impracticable (because
illegal) in the absence of the accused, he not
having been notified to appear, to prosecute the
trial of J. W. Briggs, at the present session of
Conference ; therefore
.
Resolved that said trial be deferred to the semiannual conference of 1879, and that all parties
concerned be notified to appear then and there
before this council.
A. H. SMrTrr, Pres. pro. tem.
J. CAFFAI"r,, Secreta?'l/, pro. tem.
The following letter from the Chicago Historical Society was read:
Chicago, April 7, 1879.
Joseph Smith, Esq.,
Dear sir,-I write you in behalf of and for the·
Chicago Historical Society, to thank you for the
Saints' HERALD, which is sent regularly to the
Society and carefully preserved by us. We hopeyou will continue to keep this society upon yotw
free list.
I also write to ask if you will do the favor to·
supply this Society with some Autograph Letters
of the principal leaders of your denomination.
We would like especially to get some of your
father's and his associates during the earl!y history of the Church. We want them for preserva"
tion, and should you comply with ouT request,
we shall have the letters bound into w volume ..
and in that way they will be preserved.
·.
Possibly you may be able to .secure for us some·
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letters touching the outrageous treatment your
people received in Illinois and Missouri, written
at the time or thereabout by some victim of that
relentless and disgraceful persecution. If you
furnish us toith anything relative to that outrage,
it shall be preserved.
. .
I would be glad to have you call and see our
library.
·
Send by express at our expense.
.
Yours truly, ALBERT D. HAGER,
Librarian.
Elder Forscutt said:
Mr. President,- Feeling very thankful to Almighty God for, and appreciating the kindly
feeling manifested by Albert D. Ha-ger, Esq.,
Librarian of the Chicago Historical Society, towards this body, I rise to move that this body
authorize the Board of Publication to forward to
that society a copy of each of the following bound
works: The Holy Scriptures,·The Book of Mormon, The Book of Doctrine and Covenants, and
The Saints Harp.
Elder Lake .said :
'fhanking God for the fulfillment of the promise, in that the time is come that his people
should have praise and a name where they had
before been put to shame, I rise with pleasure to
second the motion.
The following was moved by Brn. Kelley
and Ca:ffall :
Whereas, upon examination, it is made to appear that a change in the Board of Publication
is necessary, and would be productive of good,
therefore, be it Resolved that the present members
of the Board be respectfully requested to resign.
This was opposed by Brn. Forscutt and
Gillen, and favored by Bro. Kelley, and the
matter was on motion deferred till to-morrow's
session, with an order that the objections of
the movers be then presented in writing.
A business session was ordered for -tomorrow at 10 am., so that the business in
hand may be finished before the Sabbath.
At 7.30 p.m, preaching by Bro. J. R.
Lambert
SATURDAY, APRIL 121'H.
At 9 a.m., pr~yer meeting, in charge of
Brn. Yerrington and Knox.
At 10 a.m., business session.
Sung
"Awake, saints, awake."
Prayer by Bro.
J. H. Lake. Pres. Smith in the chair.
The minutes of yesterday were read and
corrected.
The resolution deferred from yesterday, regarding the Board of Publication, was taken
up.
In constquence of the allegations required
not having been yet fully prepared, on motion of Brn. Forscutt and Dzrry, this subject
was deferred for one hour, so that the matter
may be finished for presentation.
.
'rhe question was asked as to the position of
Bro. Zenos II. Gurley in the Church since his
resignation was accepted, and the President
replied that he stood simply as a member, without any official capacity.
The report of the committee on the appeal
of W m. Gurwell vs. James Caffall was read :
"We report that we met April 11th, and, Bro.
Caffall being present, testified that at the
first trial of the case Wm. Gurwell then
personally plead guilty to the charge brought
against him, but did not promise to reform; that
he, Bro. Caftall being then present, was called to
the chair and the case was tried impartially, and
the appellant was expelled from the church by
unanimous vote.
The appellant was expelled in December, 1874,
appealed to General Conference in 1876, had his
appeal returned not granted, as it had not been
made to the district authorites, retained it in his
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hands until March, 1879, and then appealed to
the branch at Fanning. Upon the face of it there
is no evidence that it has ever been appealed to
the district authorities, to whom it should have
been appealed, and from whose decision, if appeal were made, your committee are of the opinion it ought to have come to. this General Conference.
We therefore recommend that the appeal be
returned with instruction to the appellant to present it to the district conference, if he still desire
to make the appeal. In any event we hold it
would be unjust to Bro. Caft'all to now consider
the appeal, without his having been notified to
have his evidences ready to present, as the examination would be exparte under the circumstances
existing. Respectfully submitted. Mark H.
Forscutt, Gordon E. Deuel, Joseph Luff, Com.
mittee.
It was adopted and the eomUiittee was
discharged. ,
The same committee reported in the case of
the Far West District :
In the case of the Far West District, appealing
from the decision of the last Annual Conference
in the matter affecting the removal of Albert
Bishop, the receiving him by letter in the St.
Joseph Branch, and the rejecting of the St. Joseph Branch report by the ensuing district conference in consequence, report that, after hearing
the testimony of the brother in charge of the mission in which the district appealing is situated,
and reading various papers, as evidence on both
sides, we are unanimously of the opinion that
the decision of the last Annual Conference should
be fully affirmed, and do so recommend. Respectfully submitted. Mark H. Forscutt, Gordon
E. Deuel, Joseph Luff, Committee.
It was adopted and the committee was discharged.
·
The Bishopric, to whom was referred the
report .of the Salt Lake Chapel Committee, reported as follows :
The financial report of the Utah Chapel Building Committee having been referred to the Bishopric, together with a statement from the chairman of said building committee, that probably
$1400 will be needed to finish the building, of
which amount he thinks that they in Utah can
raise $400, if the Saints in the East will supply
$1000, we hereby report that we have considered
the matter; and, while we believe it would be for
the good of the work to have a house of worship
in Salt Lake City, could the money required be
readily spared from the funds of the church, or
from the contributions of the saints, over and
above other_ demands upon them, yet we do not
feel that we are authorized-or at liberty to make
such a call as the one contemplated in the letter
requesting aid; neither do we believe that it is
practicable at present to make a successful call
of the ldnd, in addition to supplying the other
needs of the church. We also advise that Bro P.
H. Rensimer be directed to pay the $75 said by
the committee to be in his hands, to the Chapel
Building Committee. Israel L. Rogers, H. A.
Stebbins, David Dancer.
It was adopted and the committee was
discharged.
The recommendations of the High Priests'
Quorum, asking for the ordination of several
brethren into their quorum, namely, Crowell
G. Lanphear, Henry A. Stebbins, David Dan ..
cer and Daniel S. Mills, were taken up.
The President asked why these names were
presented. Bro. Derry replied that they had
hitherto found great difficulty in getting together a sufficient number of the quorum to
act as an High Council, and they knew that
these were wise men, and they needed their
wisdom in the Council. He further gave
their reasons for the nomination of each of
those named.
Upon separate motions, Brn. J~anphear,
Stebbins, Dancer, attd Mills, were ch0sen to

be ordained High Priests, and the ordination
of the first three was set by the President for
to-morrow (Sunday) afternoon, and Bro. H.
P. Brown was authorized to ordain the last
named.
Bro. E. W. Tullidge spoke in favor of a
larger meeting house in Salt Lake City than
the one contemplated, and thought that much
means could be obtained in that city. He
would himself give $50 towards one.
On motion, the building committee of the
Utah Chapel was requested to make an additional effort to get a meeting house in Salt
Lake City.
Bro. I. L. Rogers· did not know why he
was placed on that committee, and wished to.
be released, and was referred to the branch
who appointed the committee.
Bro. Kelley read the written reasons that
he had why he thought that the present
Board of Publication should resign, prefacing
his remarks by saying the did not intend any
personalities in his remarks yesterday, for he
had no charges of any wrong doing to make
against any of these brethren. The reasons
were nine in number, as follows:
1. Object to three men of one quorum occupying such an important position as the Board of
Publication, and the whole of the Bishopric are
members of the board.
2. The Board should be composed of men of
the best literary talent, as well as financial abilt
ty. The Church literature is to be passed upon
by the Board, such as books, pamphlets, &c.
3. One of the members of the Board is already
burthened with a multiplicity of offices .that imposes too great labor upon one, is not according
to the genius of the work, and a bad precedent.
4. The President of the Church, by reason of
his literary ability, talents, and position, should
be a member of that Board.
5. Amount of errors that have occurred with the
Secretary in his books, both in the debt and credit, amounted to about $1000, but after investigation it has been reduced to about $200, loss to
the Church. We do not knll>W what further in.
vestigation may show, as the investigation has
not been completed. That since retiring from the
house, some $96 have been discovered in favor of
the Secretary, which leaves a balance of about
$200 due the Church.
6. Upon reliable authority from men of good
business capacity and who have a chance to
know, we are informed that the office should be
run so as to save at least $1000 per annum from
the net proceeds, and that this can be done in
justice and right.
7. The selling price of the books and pamphlets is by far greater than should be, as may be
seen by comparing the cost price of books with
the advertized selling price, which is as follows:
COST.

SELLS AT.

:PROFIT.

Bible, Imitation Turkey $1.35
$2.70
$1.35
3.50
2.70
" Turkey Sup., plain 1.75
New Testament
40
75
35
Book of Mormon
1.06
2.25
1.19
"
"
82
1.75
93
Hymn Book, full gilt
1.25
2.25
1.00
"
" roan, plain
80
I.25
45
Book Cov., mor. marble 80
1.75
95
"
sheep
70
1.25
55
Branch Records
1.50
3.00
1.50
District
"
1.50
3.00
1.50
25
75
50
Seer, cloth
" paper
12
50
38
Voice of Warning, paper, 10
30
20
"
''
cloth
22
50
28
Rules of Order, cloth
20
50
30
This shows a lack in financial management.
8. The Board has had doubts of the competen.
cy of one of the employes since 1877, but he is
yet retained.
9. Appointed committee of the Board some
time ago to audit the books, but failed to do so
on account of not being convenient. I~eft worl~
undone that should have been done,
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Wages paid to Herald Office employees: Joseph
Smith, Editor, per month, $104.16; John Scott,
Supe:Hntendent and Foreman, $75; I. N. W. Coop.
er, Secretary, $65; H. A. Stebbins, Associate Editor
and Business Manager, $57; W. H. Deam, com.
positor and pressman, per week $10.50; H. S.
Dille, compositor, $9; Henry Stahlle, compositor, $6; Will. A. Blair, apprentice, $4.50; Carrie
L. Smith, $3.
On motion it was ordered that a committee
of three be appointed to examine into these
objections and report at 2 o'clock, and the
body appointed Brn. Forscutt, Patterson, and
Gillen.
The Business Manager wished the commitmittee to examine into number 8, as, so far as
he was aware, the Board had no such doubts
at the time stated.
Benediction by Bro. J. Smith.
At 1.30 p.m., prayer by Bro. J. Smith.
The list of names of missionaries and their
fields, as proposed by the Twelve, was presented and read, and the entire list was appointed as therein provided, as follows :
1\'HSSIONS.
Josiah Ells, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
John H. Lake, Central and Southern Illinois
and Southeastern Iowa.
Joseph R. Lambert, Northern Iowa and Min.
nesota.
T. W. Smith, Eastern States.
J. Caffall, Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado.
Wm. H. Kelley, Ohio, Indiana, Canada and
Michigan.
A. H. Smith, Missouri and Southwestern Iowa.
Charles Derry, Nebraska, Iowa and Minnesota.
M. H. Forscutt, wherever opportunity offers as
circumstances may permit.
Hugh Lytle, S. W. Condit, D. M. Gamet, J. C.
Crabb, J. M. Harvey, P. Cadwell, W. Baldwin,
T. Carrico, J. A. 1\'Icintosh, J. W. Chatburn, S.
S. Wilcox, G. Sweet and C. G. Mcintosh to labor
as circumstances may permit in Western Iowa.
H. J. Hudson, G. Derry, in Nebraska as cir.
cumstances may permit.
R. C. B. Elvin, in present field of labor.
John Landers, in Kansas.
G. A. Blakeslee, in Berrien Co., Michigan, as
circumstances may permit.
W. H. Hazzledine and J. Whitehead in St.
Louis district.
W. D. Morton and 0. P. Dunham, as circum.
stances permit, in Eastern Iowa.
H. P. Brown, in the Pacific Slope Mission.
J. Parsons and J. Price in Pittsburg District,
in connection with local authorities.
T. P. Green, in Southern Illinois District, in
connection with local authorities.
A. M. Wilsey, in Hl.inois, in connection with
local authorities.
Wm. B. Smith, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri.
E. C. Brand, Utah, Idaho and Montana.
Duncan Campbell, Southern Iowa and Northern Missouri.
B. V. Springer, Southern Indiana, Southern
Ohio and Kentueky, under direction of Wm. H.
Kelley.
J. H. Hansen, Southern States J\'Iission.
Robert Davis, Michigan.
J. T. Davies and M. T. Short, Southwestern
Missouri and Southeastern Kansas.
J. S. Patterson, Northern Illinois.
James McKiernan, in former field, as circum"
stances may permit.
J. T. Phillips, Missouri.
J. C. Foss, Maine, with liberty to extend to
Rhode Island.
J. W. Gillen, to take charge of the Australian
1\'Iission.
I. N. Roberts, North Kansas.
J. M. Wait, North-eastern Wisconsin.
Joseph Lakeman, Maine and Canada.
Heman C. Smith, Southeastern States.
Magnus Fyrando, to remain in Utah if health
permits.
J. C. Clapp, in charge of Oregon and Washington Territory.
· .
.
R. J. Anthony, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas.
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C. N. Brown, New York and Rhode Island.
Cash on hand August 16th, 1878 .......... $ 197 83
D. H. Bays, Texas Mission.
Total cash receipts on Herald, Hope, AdvoA. J. Cato, released from Texas Mission.
cate, books, tracts, and other merchandise
J. W. Bryan, Texas Mission.
and that taken on deposit .............. 5341 30
Ralph Jenkins, released from Texas and ap$5539 1:!
pointed to Northwestern Iowa.
Expenditures for paper and printing material,
W. T. Bozarth, Missouri, with privilege to expostage on Herald, Hope and Advocate,
tend to Texas.
postage on books and tracts, to employGomer Griffith, Missouri.
ees, on building purchased, for freight and
Columbus Scott, Michigan, Indiana and Ohio.
expressage, coal and wood, to Bishop noR. M. Elvin, Southwestern Iowa, Northeastern
gers on Church account, and to parties
Kansas,
Southeastern Nebraska and Northwesth avmg
· deposits, tota1 or ............. _.$5200 88
ern Missouri.
Joseph Luff, Indiana, Michigan and Canada. Cash on hand February 16th, 1879 ....... - 338 25
John J. Cornish, Michigan and Canada.
$5339 13
G. S. Yerrington, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
I. N. W. CooPER, Secretary.
and Connecticut.
PLANo, Ill., April 7th, 1870.
James Brown, Wes~ern Virginia and Ohio. .
The report of the committee as follows:
Thos. Taylor, Pres1dent of the European M1sWe repor'• th a 1 we find sa1"d repor,t f rom Augus t
s"on
1
P.' N. Brix, Danish Mission.
' 16th, 1878, to. February 16th, 1879! to be cor:ect,
F. c. Warnky, Colorado.
as enclosed w1th the sta~ementd which we obtamed
J. L. A.damsrpresentfield.
from the secretary. Signed G. A. Blakeslee, JoE. M. Wildermuth, T. E. Jenkins and Geo. seph Parsons.
Hatt, as circumstances permit.
The recommendations of the Hi"h Priests'
C. H. Jones1 under direction <!fA. H. Smith.
Quorum concernin"' missions wer~ adopted
J. L. Buckmgham to labor m Oregon under
' .
"
' .
.
·
direction of J. o. Clapp.
[~h~ appomtments are embraced m the hst of
d
_
B
missions.-IL A. s.J.
_.
A petJ~Ion .was presente to cont~nue ro.
It was ordered that when this Conference
D .. S_. M1lls m charge of the Pamfic Slope adjourns it does so to meet at Galland's Grove,
Mt~swn. A telegr~m from there wa_s read, Iowa, September 24th, 1879.
saym_g th~t Bro. M1ll~ had been unammously · The committee on tbc objections made con.
sustamed ~n .that Presrde~cy by the conference cerning the Board of Publication reported, the
of that. MISSIOn ~eld ~pnl 6th.
_
objections being read and then the reply of
.P:es1dent Sm1th sa1~ that he beheve.d t?at the committee as follows:
•
miSSion should be considered as only a distnct,
President and Brethren:- Your committee to
and, as sueh, of course eleet its own president whom was referred report of brethren moving
without the necessity of the general conference the resignation of the present Board of Publica..
making the appointment, though it might tion, and their reasons therefor, beg to submit
the following:
sanction their choice.
Obj. 1. That three men of one quorum, the
It was moved that the choice by that con- Bishopric,
are members of that Board, we hold
ference of Bro. Mills as their president be to be an invalid one, if no specific ground be al- '
ratified.
leged.
No.2. We hold to be no objection, as the op.
Bro. A. H. Smith thought that it was properly a mission, for it was subdivided into dis- posite has never been urged with respect to the
Board against whom it seems to be urged as an
tricts.
objection.
The motion was put and adopt~d.
No.3. We know of but one member of the
Bro. William Nelson was sustained in his Board holding a multiplicity of offices, and as he
mission to the Society Islands, and the return of has not complained of the onerous duties thereof,
the $200 to him by Bishop Rogers was sanction- nor has it been alleged that he in any sense hus
failed in the performance; and furthermore, he
ed.
J. F. McDowell was released from his appoint- has this day been released from two of those offi.
ces, we also hold this objection to be invalid.
ment.
No.4. Your committee agree with, but as the
Bro. Robert Evans was released from··':the
presidency of the Welsh Mission and Bro. J: R. Board of Publication is by the Articles of Incorporation to be nominated by the Bishop of the
Gibbs was appointed in his place.
All other ministers in good standing were Church, this should be referred to him.
No.5. Places both credit and debit as $1000;
requested to labor as they may find opportunity. this
should be divided and credit and debit separOn inquiry relative to the Kirtland Temple, ately shown; it also claims $200 loss to the
Bishop I. L. Rogers said that he had no defi- Church which we understand the Secretary himis responsible for. The investigation being
nite report to make. The committee found self
incomplete, we think the action for reportiug
the matter more complicated and difficult than such loss till clearly ascertained, a serious error
was expected. He has a purpose in trying to against the brother involved. 1::\till further, the
establish the title of the Church to that pro- Church would in no case suffer loss, as the Treasperty, as a matter of precedent. He asked if urer, Bro. Dancer, is held responsible.
No.6. As to the possibility of saving $1000
it was proposed to continue this committee. from the net proceeds, your committee is not preThe President answered, yes, and on motion pared to say, as the< figures on which to base nec!ISSary conclusions are not before us; ifthere be
he was requested to eontinue the work.
No report from the committee on location. a reduction of wages, and a corresponding re.
duction in prices of books, we, however, fail to
Committee on Lucy Smith's "Joseph Smith see
how there can be any increase of net gains.
the Prophet," reported that efforts are being
No.7. The complaint of the vast difference
made to perfect the work; and this committee between the cost and selling price of the books,
and the one on the History of Joseph Smith, as showing a like lack of financial management,
and the one on the Reorganization, were we beg to report that the brethren have given as
the cost of some of these works a sum too small,
continued.
including neither cost of plates nor postage in
The committee on the semi-annual report most instances, nor any or the percentage deductof the Board of Publication reported. It was ible as an allowance to agents. As an illustra.
received, adopted, and committee discharged. tion, we find they have entered as cost price for
morocco .and gilt Book of Mormon $1.06, whereThe report is as follows:
as the actual cost, independent of rents, wages of
I hereby submit the financial report of the Board of bookkeeper, and incidental expenses, averaging
Publication from August 16th, 1878, to February 15th, on an edition of 3000 copies, larger tltan we ever
issue, and thereby giving to our brethren who
18~9:1:
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That the Secretary and Recorder of the Church
The following was moved and adopted
make the price so small, every possible advantage
in the figures, as follows:
I b
· ·
t
be sustained.
d·
That the ()burch Librarian be sustained.
una lmous Y Y a nsmg vo e:
~
Per Copy.
Whereas,
the
object
and
motives
of our beloved
Setting type and proof correcting
14
f
The
ollowing
was
moved
and
adopted:
brother
and
President,
Joseph
Smith,
have
been
Cost-of forwarding and receiving back t
Whereas, some fault has been found with the assailed, and in this assault he has been charged
..
type from electrotypers
.. l
007:;' present salaries paid to persons in the Herald with seeking to build up a family name at the
Freight on electrotype plate
Office, therefore be it
expense of truth, because he cannot accept the
04
Press work
Resolved that the Board of Publication be re. rumors circulated by the Utah leaders for the
10
Paper
107:;' que~ted to take the matter under advisement and, purpose of sanctifying their unlawful and polyg'
Electrotype plates
if practiabte, reduce the wages of employees a,mous practice, viz., that the Martyr, Joseph,
Binding
86
taught and practiced polygamy; therefore be it
Freight to and from bindery
1% therein.
R
Resolved that this Conference has no sympathy
Postage, included in published price (10
P
RE 0 T OF FIHST QUORUM OF ELDERS. with such slanderous assault, and that we con07
cents allowed)
The First Quorum of Elders met April 11th, sider such attack upon the motives and charactAgents profits, 10 per cent
22Yz
1879. Henry A. Stebbins, counsellor to the pres.. of our beloved President, unwarranted, unkindly
.. $1 57
dent, presiding; F. G. Pitt, clerk protem
and unbrotherly; and we hereby cheerfully ac.
Total
And if this illustration serves to convince your
The report of the court of Elders appointed at cord to him our purest sympathy, and do heartily
honorable body, as it does your committee, that last fall session in the case of Elder B. B. Brack- express our fullest confidence in the pul'ity of his
estimates on the report referred to us are incor- enbury, was read and the committee discharged. motives, the righteousness of his conduct, and
rectly based, we think the objection of very doubt- Upon the merits of the report, said Elder was re- the wisdom of his counsels. Signed,
ful propriety, as presented.
lieved of the disability resting upon him by reaCHARLES DERRY.
No.8. The Board not being present, and not son of the charge and silencing then put in force.
JoHN H. LAKE.
having heard from them, as a Board, we are not
The report of the committee in the case of
President Smith thanked the conference for
prepared to say whether the objection be valid Elder C. A. Beebe was read and the committee
or not.
was discharged, and their recommendation that its confidence in him, and said that he did not
No. 9. We must leave as we have done No. 8, the case be dismissed was adopted by the quorum. wish to cJmpromise any one.
Sung "Men of God, go take your stations.''
having no information authoritatively.
Reports of Elders R. Warnock, M. B. Oliver
The question of wages we do not feel at liberty and A. G. Weeks, members of the quorum, were Benediction by Bro. I. L. Rogers.
to say anything about, and prefer to leave it with read.
the Conference and the Board.
Bro. G. S. Yerrington was received into the
At 7:30 p.m. sung ''Lord, we in thy presYour committee, therefore, is unanimously of quorum to filL a vacancy.
ence come;" prayer by Bro. Joseph Smith.
the opinion that the demand for the resignation
Adjourned subject to call.
Sermon by Bro. :M:. H. Forsoutt in defense
IFI. GA. PS•rEBBOINl s,, pq·esident.
of the prophetic miEsion of Joseph Smith. He
of the Board is unwarranted, as far as the facts·
before us could justify such a demand.
· · ITT, m·,c.
Hespectfully submitted.
President Smith made a lengthy s:atement presented the general idea that exists in the
\MARl{ H. FoRscuTT.
of his connection with the office and its affairs, world as to the appearance of a prophet, and
Committee, ( JorrN S. PATTERSON.
and of his salary therein and how it was used, showed the err"r of these views. He presentand spoke of the brethren of the office, and ed from Deuteronomy and Jeremiah the texts
J. W. GILLEN.
The subject of receiving was spoken to by their corresponding situations as to their sale- given of God as to how a prophet might be
Bro. Kelley, Gillen, and Forscutt, and it was ries and expenses.
known, even by the coming to pass of his
It was moved and ordered that Bro. E. W. words. He said that the Saints were willing
moved that the report be adopted and the
eommittee discharged.
Tullidge be ordained an Elder.
to test prophets and prophecies by this rule.
The motion :o adopt was favored by Brn.
Adjourned with benediction pronounced by T~e revelations in th~ Book ?f Covenants ar<'
Gillen, Forscutt. Curwen, Derry and Patter· President Smith.
sard to have been gtven of God to Joseph
sond, Land bopposedAbl y BErn. Kelley, A. H. Smith
7:30 P. l\I -Preaching by l~lder W. H. S_mith, ahnd.tif ~he ~ ook is in2eed ohne of di~m ert.
so rn. Blair, R0gers, Steb~ Kelley.
J vme aut on y, ~t Wl
appear ..-rom t e face of
an
bins, Lake, Caffall and Cooper spoke on the
the work. If the words therein have been
fulfilled, or hereafter come to pass, this is
subject, and the resolution was put to vote and
proof of divinity; but if the book is not of
adopted.
SUNDAY, APRIL 13TH.
The Pn.·~id<:nt Haid that he thought snme
The morning service opened at 10.30 o'clock God, we can prove it by its words not being
uno should go to Australia with Bro. Gillen, by singing "He dies, the friend of sinners fulfilled. N'apoleon said of the Bible that its
and that he bad one in his mind to go t hne dies.'' Prayer by Bro. James Caffall. Sung contents showed that it was not the work of
]3ro. Gillen said that he had expected that "IIail, thou loLg fXpec!ed Jesus."
Sermon human beings. Bad men could not have writ.
some one would be sent to labor with him.
by President J oscph Smith. The discourse ten it, as it reproved all wickedness; good
Bro. A. H. Smit.h stated that the Twelve was pronounced a very timely and satisfactory men or philosophers did not write it, for it
had had this. matt~r under c':osider~tion, but. one; edify_iog _and comfortin~ the Saints. .
excelled all the creeds and philosophies ever
on consultatiOn with the Btshop, 1t was not 11 F ollowmg It Charles H. I< rost was baptized invented by them. So we can say of the prothought to be practicable now, but perhaps by Br?. II. A. Stebb~ns.
phecies of Joseph Smith. He was called igone could be sent from the fall Cor,fcrenoe.
At 3 p m. an opemng hymn was sung and nm:ant, yet he foretold w6nderful things that
The Board of Publication was presented to prayer was c·ffered by Pre~. Joseph Smith. have oqme to pass; and all who wish to do so
be sustained. The Bishop was asked if he He announced that some ordinations and a may receive a knowledge of it and of the diwas satidied with tho present Board, and he oo~firmation were to be a~tended to, and ap- vinity of the work entrusted to him of God.
n-plied that he wus.
pomtcd Brn. W. W. Blair, J. R Lambert, The sp('aker presented the testimony of the
[twas moved that the present Board be James Caffall, and M. H. Forscutt to officiate. three witnesses as to the plates of the Book of
sustained, which by vote prevailed.
Ordinati?n prayer by Bro. J. R. Lambert, Mormon, and then Joseph's prophecies of the
Resolved that we sustain President Joseph after whiCh _Brn. Crowell.G. J... anphear, Hen- stars to fall from. heaven "not many days
Smith as the President of the High Priesthood ry A. Stebbms, and D<tvld Dancer were or- hence," which came to paEs November 13th,
f~f. the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day daincd High Priests, and Edward W. Tullidge 1833, eleven months after the prophecy was givt:lamts.
was ordained an Elder, Bro. Caffall being en, and in a most marvelous fulfillment. Jesus
That Bro. W. W. B'air be sustained as First spokesman for Bro. Lanphear, Bro. Forscutt foretold the same to come to pass in some fuCounsellor to President Joseph Smith.
for Bro. Stebbins, Bro. Blair for Bro. Dancer, ture generation, but Joseph defined the time
That all the members of the Quorum of the
Twelve against whom there are 110 charges pend- and Bro. Lambert for Bro. Tnllidge. Also to be in our generation, to come to pass soon
ing-, be sustained.
Charles H. Frost was confirmed by the sa.me after he spoke it, which wa'l fulfilled. The
That all the members of the High Priests' brethren.
speaker presented the decision of learned men
Qu01'um, against whom no charges are pending,
At the close of these services the meeting that the.v were really stars that fell in 1833,
be sustained.
That the members of the Quorum of Seventy, was given to the Saints for testimony and and not meteors, which was the theory for a
against whom no charges are pending, be sus- prayer.
long time, and he read some fine descriptions
The minutes of :yesterday and to-day were of that wonderful exhibition in the heavens,
tained.
That the Bishopric of the Church be sustained. read by the Secretary, and then thanks were which so remarkably fulfilled the prophecy of
That each organized quorum of Elders, with voted to the Saints and friends of Plano and Joseph Smith, and forty years after he said
their recognized officers, be sustained.
That the Prie 3 ts, Teachers and Deacnns he Sandwich, fur their hospitality and kind care that they were "falling stars," science demon1 strated that those brilliant falling bodies were
sustained.
to the visiting brethren and sister~.
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indeed star!!. Another testimony was that of
the earthquakes that have increased in number and destructiveness since the prophecy of
Joseph Smith about them. Br. Forscutt gave
a tabular statement of this increase. He also
spoke of the tempests, tidal waves, fires, and
other destructive agencies now so common and
increasing, all prophecied of by Joseph Smith
as to come in a remarkable degree in this generation. He also dissected the prophecy on
the civil war, given in 1832, and showed how
minutely it was fulfilled. He closed with a
testimony of the knowledge he had for himself of the divine truth of the work presented
by Joseph Smith to the world.
The conference closed by singing "I~ord of
the harvest, hear." Benediction by Pres. J.
Smith.
Adjourned to Galland's Grove, Iowa, September 24th, 1879.
JOSEPH Sllri'rH, President.
W. W. BLAIR, .Assistant President.
H. A. STEBBINS, Secreta1'Y·
JOHN ScoTT, .Assistant.

JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Plano, lllinois, May 1, 1879.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
ON Sunday night, April 20th, the senior editor
of the HERALD received a telegram from Nauvoo,
Illinois, that his mother, Sr. Emma Bidamon,
was very low, and likely to soon pass away. He
left for her bedside the next morning, and on the
23d wrote that though still living, she was likely
soon to depart. She is in the seventy-sixth year
of her age, and has lived to see the name of her
children and the standing of the Church of Christ,
reorganized and under the leadership of her eldest son, made honorable together, and progressing
towards victory over the powers of sin and trans.
gression arrayed against her by wickedness and
apostasy, and carrying out the doctrines and
policy of her husband, as revealed to him and
commanded by the Lord.
Bro. E. W. Tullidge, late of Utah, and who
eame into full fellowship with the true Church
of Christ by baptism during our late Annual Con.
ference, and who is an author of considerable
note, has left for sale at the Herald Office a quan.
tity of his books, "Joseph the Prophet," which
since his coming among us he has revised by
foot notes, and we can recommend it as a book
of value in giving a history of many things con.
cerning the Church. It will be sent by mail to
any part of the United States for $2.50, post paid.
Address as for the other books sold by us.
Bro. Joseph R. Lewis, at America, Nemaha
County, Kansas, refers to the good impression
he has heard made upon the people in that conn.
ty by Bro. R. J. Anthony's preaching, and Bro.
Lewis would like to have Bro. Anthony or some
elder come to America, where he is residing now.
School houses can be had.
Bro. Geo. Kerstetter writes from Gaylord,
Smith County, Kansas, of there being a branch
there (name not given) of twenty-two members,
and says that they enjoy the Holy Spirit in tes.
timony to them and in healing the sick, both
those in and those out of the Church.

HERALD.

Bro. Phineas Tempest is now at GrahamP. 0.,
Graham Co., Kansas, and would like to know
what district he is in; and if there are any Saints
near him to hear from them as above.
Sister Elizabeth Black, at 1\Iill Grove, l\'lercer
Co., Missouri, writes that she has heard but once
in the past ten years the preaching of the true
gospel of Christ, but she has just as strong a testimony to bear as if she had been more privileged, the Spirit having remained wilh her. She
longs to hear the gospel preached in her neighborhood.
Bro. E. 'f. Dobson wrote Bro. J. R. Lambert
during the Genm'al Conference that he and Bro.
Ira A. Goff had held more meetings in Pilot
Rock Branch, Iowa, ancl baptized three others,
all heads of families, making eighteen additions
to it by baptism since February 1st, which is indeed good news. Bro. Dobson also preached at
Charter Oak, where a first rate interest exists ancl
some are about ready for baptism.
Bro. F. P. Scarcliff writes from Holden, Mo.,
that he had been into Cass county, and met the
Saints in a testimony meeting, which was very
spiritual and comforting. He also hunted up a
member in Fayette county. A branch has also
been organized at Holden, which he has hopes
will prosper, and in which he trusts to be useful
for Christ's cause.
Bro. Robt. Jackson, of Far West, Jliiissouri,
writes of the preaching of Brn. W. B. Smith, G.
T. Griffiths, and J. M. Terry there. The Saints
enjoy good health and fair prosperity, and the
blessings of God. He advises those who wish to
buy Janel to come to their region.
Sister Lilly J. Smith, who lives in Dakota Territory, expresses her deep gratitude to Gocl that
he led her to the knowledge of·the truth of his
work and word, even her, out of all the people
around her, and she wonders that others do not
or will not see the truth also. She writes, " Sure.
ly his goodness and mercy have followed me all
the days of my life, and I will praise his name
forever and ever."
That the gospel may be
preached where she and others can hear is her
great desire.
Bro. J. W. Bryan wrote from Elkhart, Texas,
of his preaching there in March, and expected
soon to go to Houston, where two were likely to
be baptized. .A.t Elkhart, Dr. Hassell ancl family
entertained him while he stayed, and they are
friendly to the cause. In Houston county he was
to have held a debate with a Presbyterian minister, but the Synod to which the minister belong.
ed forbade him discussing with Bro. Bryan.
Bro. Richard Gould, of London, Ontario, feels
thankful to the great Master for what he knows
of the Latter Day Work, the word of which was
first heard by him from Bro. J. J. Cornish three
years ago. He investigated and, being convinced,
obeyed, and knows for himself that it is the gospel
of the Son of God. May this testimony abide
with him.
All persons wishing "The Seer," should write
to H . .A.. Stebbins, Box 50, Plano, Ill., ancl not to
W. W. Blair. Bro. Blair wrote the book for the
Church, and he neither owns it nor has any
monied interest in it.
Bro. ]\.'[. H. Forscutt has been preaching a series of discourses in Sandwich and in Plano;
from which good results are expected. His pres.
ence and preaching f1.re acceptRble wherever he
goes,
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Bro. J. W. Johnson, of Breckenridge, Missouri,
says that they enjoy God's Spirit in the branch.
They were favored with a visit from Bro. W. B.
Smith, and would like other elders to call and
see them also. They are three miles north of
Breckenridge.
Bro. G. 'f. Griffith wrote from Carroll County,
1rfissouri, April 15th, that he was still laboring
in the cause of Christ, and the Lord was with
him in ministering the word. He baptized four
persons April 6th, ne:.n· Mirabile. Bro. Jacob
Snider was with him. Bro Griffiths was then
going to Bevier, Macon City, and other places to
preach.
Since the close of the Gcnenll Conference Bro.
H. A. Stebbins baptized one in Plano and two in
Sandwich.
THE April Conference has, like the snows, pass.
ed, and again we must settle down to the grave
and serious business of another year's campaign.
There was a marked increase in unanimitv of
feeling, and for the first time the President's
gavel was not needed to call any one to order, so
closely did all comply with the rules governing
the discussion of questions calling for debate.
Our little Book of Rules and the love of the
brethren for order, and the desire that all things
shall be done decently and in order, has succeed.
eel in simplifying onr methods of procedure,
and results in facilitating business to a great de.
gree.
By the way, it is rumored in some quarters
that the Book of Rnles was intended to do away
with and supplant the Doctrine and Covenants.
Now, whoever is of this opinion, is very far from
the truth. It was not only not intended to take
the place of the Doctrine ancl Covenants, but is
not in any wise subversive of, or iu opposition to
the laws found in that book It was designed to
provide the Saints wiLh a cheap, suffiCient and
reliable work on the method of doing business
in legislative and deliberative bodies, that all
contentions ancl hnp.hazard ways of getting at
affairs might be done away, and order and meth.
od take the place thereof. Besides this, it is not
binding in District Conferences or branches, un.
less adopted by them, although it is binding
upon the General Conference, because they have
adopted it. It is recommended to the Church,
but is not forced upon them.
There was some important and serious lmsL
ness presented ancl considered, but in that con.
sideration there was no malice nor bitterness
displayed, and we believe none was felt. Num.
bers of the Elders have Nisibly advanced during
the last annual session, and some younger mem.
bers of the ministry proved by their "speech"
that they had been with Christ. There were two
sermons per day for seven days, and on the
eighth day but onr, all unexceptionally good,
some of them remarkable for ability and the
presence of the Spirit.
THE Providence Bulletin, Rhode Island, for Ap.
ril14th, 1879, handed us by Bro. G. S. Yerrington,
contains the following friendly notice of our
people in that city:
"The Mormon Church of this city appears to
have been experiencing, like many of the other
churches, a revival, and has made many acces.
sions to its membership. Within the last month
or two, twenty or twenty-five persons have been
baptized, and this morning four more, one female,
two men, and a youth about eighteen years of'
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age. They were all baptized in Wattuppa pond,
just over the narrows. The baptism was by immersion. The minister waded into the water up
to his waist, and the new converts followed and
were each dipped in the usual manner, the officiating minister repeating the words of Scripture
Used on such occasions by the ministers of the
Baptist Church. There were about a hundred
spectators present."
HESITANCY and irresolution are terribly productive of injury and distress of mind. A determination to do what is clearly pointed out as a
duty at any risk, nobly seconded by the exercise
of a wise caution. in making promises that need
to be kept, persisted in, will surely lead on. and
up to victory ; while those ·who are weakly hesitating let the golden moment and opportunity
pass together unimproved and are as surely defeated. This has been the case of hundreds who
have become satisfied with the truth of the gospel, but have delayed the necessary uniting step~>
by which they should have been placed in active
sympathy and labor with their co-believers.
Why men should fear to avow their convictions
in favor of truth, or hesitate to array themselves
on that side to which their convictions direct
tbem, is strange to us; not strange in fact, because we see it done almost every day; but
strange in motive-the sentiment must surely be
au insufficient one.
Have done at once with hesitancy to do what
ought to be done.
BRO. C. L. Ar;BERTSON writes from i\iarsh Basin,
Idaho, as follows:
" I do not like to ask good men to
come out here, away from where we all
hope ere long to gather, but I do wish we had a
man· here who was able to expound the true gospel of our Saviour; one who would teach his
doctrines both by precept and example. * * * I
am asked to superintend the Sabbath-school, and
to do it I ought to be strong and able, but I have
great need that some one teach me before I teach.
If we all lived just right we would in time convince all the honest in heart."
Yes, that is one great secret of success in saving souls, and the fait~ful Saints who· attend to
all the minute details of the heavenly law, the
moral and spiritual law, must inevitably see the
fruit of their labors, though the waiting may
sometimes se·em long and wearisome, and if one
does the best that he or she can, to teach, God
will surely fit them to do all that he requires,
asking no more of them than they can do, and
teaching them his truths as they go forward in
teaching others. Do what you find there is to be
done, Bro. Albertson, and God will care for the
rest.

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

April 15th.~An attempt was made on the life
of the Czar of Russia. The assasin fired five
shots at him but none took effect. Within two
weeks eleven hundred and forty revolutionists or
those supposed to be such, have been arrested in
Russia.
Collinsville, in Southers Illinois, was struck
_by a cyclone yesterday and about one hundred
buildings were destroyed, ten being ground to
pieces, and the others crushed and broken up.
Only one person killed and three wounded,
lltrange as it may seem.
16th.-Great excitement in Russia over the attempt on the Czar's life, and about the Nihilists
being in such force among the people, also among
the police and the army.
17th.--It is said that nothing more horrible
has ever been recorded than the effects of the
plague in JVIorocco, Afdca, famine and starvation

being gaunt attendants therewith, even so that
the living have eaten the dead, and parents eat
their own children. Tens of thousands of bodies
are unburied or only imperfectly buried, sa that
the atmosphere reeks with the effluvia.
18th.-The British relief forces in South Africa
are moving cautiously forward to effect their
purpose on the enemy and save the other troops.
By a mine explosion in Belgium two hundred
and forty men are supposed to have perished,
that number being in the mine.
21st.-A freight train ran mto a burning bridge
on the Hannibal & St. Joseph railroad night before last, and one man was killed and the other
six on the train were injured. Some oil cars
caught fire and burned up. The bridge caught
fire from a preceding train.
"
Quite a number of murders are reported in today's paper as well as deaths by various kinds
of accidents.
22d.-Heavy snow.storms in Afghanistan impede the active operations of the British troops.
Gen. John A. Dix died in New York City last
night. He had not spoken for three days before
his death.
A murder took place near Anna, Illinois, caus.
ed by controversy over a game of cards last Sunday.
23d.-West of Cheyenne, Wyoming, terrific
wind and rain storms have prostrated the telegraph poles for quite a distance.
In South Africa Col. Pearson, who commanded
the British troops beseiged by the Zulus, has
had relief by the rescuers, but only after two severe battles, March 28th and April 3d, at both of
which the natives were badly defeated.
A rain on the Island of Cuba has given relief
from the serious drouth prevailing.
Nine buildings destroyed by fire at Anna, Illinois. Two large stores and other buildings
burned at Waupaca, Wisconsin.
August Belmont, the well known Jew banker
and politician died in New York yesterday.

that they be also ready to meet them at that time,
and be counted worthy to be taken with· them
into the same kingdom.

Notices.
Crn;Rcrr LIBRARY.-We were pleased to receive
as a present to the library, from Bro. S. F. Walker, of Sedgwick, Iowa, a book entitled, "The
Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man,
with remarks on theories of the origin of species
by variation," by Sir Charles Lyell, F.R.S.
JoHN ScoTT, Librarian.

Ill•.

N oti.iied to R.epmrt.
The following named members of the Mason's
Grove Branch, Iowa, are requested to report their
whereabouts and wishes concerning their mem.
bership, and to ask for letters of removal, or
their names will be taken from the branch record
and be reported to the District Clerk and Church
Recorder as scattering members of the Church at
large, and so enrolled :
Esther J. Hough, John Whiting, Mary E.
Spence, William l::lpence, Lovin a Newman, Minnie A. Newman (now Lewis), Nephi Goodman;
Melissa Cox, Sylvester Horr, Margaret A. Good.
man; Joseph Goodman, jr., Rebecca Baber, Silas
Trickey, Henry H. Franks, Elizabeth J. Franks,
Mary M. Baber, James W. Long, David M. Worley, Ellen Horr, Mary E. Stephens, :M:argaret E.
Long, Caswell D. Stephens, Riehard F. Baber,
Delia N. Corbet.
Action will be taken July 1st, 1879.
B. F. WICKs, President.
N.H. BROGDEN, Clerk.
Address: Deloit, Iowa.

JOSEPH THE SEER:
HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED,
AND

The Divine Origin of tlw Book of :Mormon
Defended and :Maintained;
Being a 1·eply by Elder Wm, W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon, of the Second .Adventist Society.
This is a book of 200 pages, and is an important work to ll0
0BITUARIES.-0bituary notices not exceeding one hundred in the hands of the ministry of the Church especially, and it
words, about twelve linea, will be published free of charge; is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the Church
w~en exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each addi~ and among those without, abounding in proofs. never baforg
presented in defense of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
tiona! eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prom
Price, postage paid, cloth 75c.; paper 50c.
\nent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.

Bo1·n.

FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.

WILKINSON.-In London, Ontario, June 20th,
DISCUSSION BETWEEN
1878, to Bro. and Sr. Wilkinson, a son; name
REV.
JOHN
L.
SHINN,
Frederick George.
Of the Universalist Church, and
SMITH.-Saturday, April 11th, 187(), to Elder ELDER
MARK
H.
FORSCUTT,
Thomas J. and Sr. Katie Smith, a son. lVIother Of tho Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of L. D. Saints.
and child doing well.
J. L. Shinn affirms "The Bible teaches that the
Coming of Christ to judge the World is now past."
Died.
SMITH.-At Nebraska City, Neb., of lung fever, Mark H. Forscutt affirms "The Bible teaches the
March 7th, 1879, Carlos, son of Mr. William and Literal Resurrection of the Body from the Grave."
Price: Oloth, 75 cts.; Paper, 50 cts.
Sr. Jennie Smith, aged 1 year, 2 months, and 12
~ The discussion lasted fonr days, and makes a book of 194
days.
closely printed pages
FISHER.- Near Manti, Iowa, October 19th,
1876, Oron Pliny, son of Lyman and Sr. Sarah E.
THE SAINTS' ADVOCATE,
Fisher, aged 2 years, 4 months, 25 days. Funer- A monthly,
religious journal, published In the interests of
al services by Elder M. H. Forscutt.
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Chriot of Latter Day Saints,
and
in
the
special
interest of the Utah Mission of said Church,
THOMSEN.-At Nebraska City, Neb., of lung
by W. W. Blair and Z. H. Gurley.
fever, March 16th, 1879, Hulda, daughter of M. and Edited
Terms, 50 cents per year, in advance, except otherwise
P. and Anna Thomsen, aged 1 year, 4 months,
provided for.
and 1 day. Funeral sermon in Dahish by Elder Subscriptions earnestly solicited. Snbscrille for yourselves
and for friends deceived by The Latter Day Apostasy.
James Thomsen.
Remittances must be sent toW. W. Blair, Box 337, Sand·
JENKINS.-ln Bosque county, Texas, April 3d, wich, Ill.; or to H. A. Stebbins, Plano, Ill. .
187(), Wesley, child of Bro. and Sr. F. A. Jenkins,
1 May 79.
aged 3 years, 9 months and 7 days.
Q- Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
Jon.-At Goshen, Utah county, Utah, February form
subscribers that their time is ont with the nnmber thus
7th, 1879, of inflammation of the lungs, Walter marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. ReDavies Job, son of Thomas and Elizabeth Job, mittances are desire de Attention is called to the notice giving
instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
aged 6 years and 11 months, lacking one day. full
orders, and business letters as recently advised,
A very promising and attractive little boy. The
management of the funeral was by Bro. Eleazer THE SAINTS' HERALD is published SEMI-1\IONTHLY, at Plano,
Edwards, who also delivered a short but appro- Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
priate discourse on the occasion. Text: "Let lit- Is
edited by J OBEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 per
tle children come unto me." He said they will year. All remittances, orders, and business communications
be sure to come forth in the first resurrection, and intended for the office of publication, mnst be directed to
Henry .A. Stebbins, Bo"' 50, Plano, Kendall Co., llls. Money
enter that kingdom when Christ will come to may
be seat Draft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano, by
reign over it for a thousand years on the earth, registered
letter, or by Express ; but there is very little risk
and exhorted all to search themselves, and see in sending small snms of money in an or<.linar letter.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL* *.HAYING THE EYERLAS'riNG GOSPEL '1'0 PrtEACII TO '!'HEM THA'l' DWELL ON THE EAHTII * *,SAYING,
FEAR GoD, AND GIYE GLORY TO H!llf,,FOR THE HOUR OF Hrs JUDGMENT IS co~m."-REY. 14:6-7.
"SANCTIFY TIIEJ>I TIIROUG::;I THY TRUTH; TIIY WORD IS TRUTll."-JESUS; JonN-17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TilE \VORD OF TilE LORD, FOR TilER)~ SilALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT liE 0NJ<: WIFE."-BooK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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Davenport Brothers had been imposing on the dry goods box, which was so arran~ed on the
public, as spirit mediums, to which task he stand as to prevent suspicion. The crowd
considered himself fully competent, having gathered-silence reigned. The oldest brothJoyfully sings the wand'ring pilgrim,
er came to the front and placed himself at the
I have found my life at last;
served those gentlemen for several years in mouth of the dry goods box, asked for and reHere is what l've)ong been seeking,
thc capacity of a ventriloquist, for a stipulated ceived the attention of the gaping audienceGospel light and heavenly rest.
salary,
which service appeared indispensable offered a brief but solemn speech, in wnich he
Here's the Church of the Messiah,
to their success. But as they failed to meet succeeded in impressing them with the solem'Stablished as in days of old;
nity of the occasion, and their expectations
Here's the priesthood sent from heaven,
their obligation as per agreement, Johnny, as were raised and they fully believed that the
Joyful news by angels told.
we shall call the lecturer, for reasons which dead is coming up. Their never dying thirst
will hereafter appear, decided on this method for signs, wonders and miracles prevent them
With a prophet and apostles, .
t.o expose, whether thus prompted through a from even a thought of deception. At· the
In the order of the Lord;
love for humanity or for revenge, your read- end of his speech he says audibly, but the auThey have organized a body,
ers must decide. Johnny gave publicity to dience perceived it not, "We will have twenAfrer God's most holy word;
t,he following statements to his auditors, who ty six, Johnny," hence the name. •
They've the Holy Ghost to lead them,
paid twenty-five cents admission, and many
He also used the word miracle, which was
And the gifts and blessings too;
others besides Bro. 1\f. conversed with him in a signal for turning down-the lights. A death0, the Lord is surely with them,
like silence continued-all was expectation.
a similarly private way.
Would that all the world 'niight know.
A hall was secured about two years before During the speech Johnny has been active in
Here's the word of God untainted,
the above named time in State Centre, Iowa, his box in preparing a picture similar to a
By profane or wicked hands;
of which we give an account of but one even- photograph struck on pasteboard, of which
· And, through revelations holy~
ing's exercises, which were performed iu the they have a number, representing persons
above place, one of which was the raising of from one to one hundred years of age; twen"Here are God's direct commands.
1$ the dead.
Some time
throwing open ty six is covered with phosphorous, which
Lere the Cl:arch of Christ assembles,
the doors, the mediums
hnny were at glares in the almost dark hall, giving a deathHere is unity and !ove,the hall, as was their
the necessity like appearance, and now, as it appears to the
Wea;.-y pilgrims, a0ek no farther,for this being apparent from the fact of the audience, the form of a man twe11ty-'Bix years
Here's the gospel from above.
l impracticability for spirits to interpose and de- old arises and comes up from beneath, but
Jesus is among his people,
monstrate their power unless conditions are really from the box, where Johnny has been
In the Spirit he comes down,
and these conditions, as will be engaged completing arrangements of which
favorable,
'
Fills their souls with joy unspoken,
seen, of their own creation, there was no al- the climax is reached in the presentation of a
And proclaims them as his own.
ternative but to meet and perfect prelimina- man who lived and died. The mother rises
Erring mortals, weak, misguided,
ries, the carrying out of which would be and goes to the stand and asks the medium if
Come and see this heavenly light,
evidence to those who should come and lay she can speak. Being answered in the affirmShining 'mid the gathering darkness,
down their money, of spirits presence and ativc, she calls her son by name, and says:
·Calm, unwavering, pure and bright..
power. On the first evening in the above "Are you dead?" at which juncture Johnny,
place, a lady gained access to the hall some the ventriloquist, th!'ows his voice, and to all~
The above was given us by Sister Mcintire, of
time before the hour for the introduction of appearance, the standing form answers, "yes."
Plano, as having beentaung by the Saints in the
the exercises and asked for an interview with She is heard to exclaim, "It is my son," esold organization.
one or both of the mediums, which was grant- says to speak again but is overcome, staggers,
ed, t,he oldest brother bidding her to feel free, her friends are near, interpose· and take c"'re
to tell all that might burden her soul. Lady of her. The brother of the supposed dead
SPIRITUALIS)i'{.
said she had reason to believe one of her sons man goes forward, and no sooner expresses a
Dear Herald.-I would not presumtHhat had died in Colorado, and would like to have wish to shake hands than an arm with a gum
our readers are not observant of the signs, it demonstrated.
hand protrudes, which the· brother grasps;
Y
~L-" How old was your son?"
the gum hand is filled with air, is cool and pHevents and won~rs which ~r,e b.eing developed
L.-" Twenty-six."
able-a string is attached which Johnny pulls
"·what was his general appearance?''
and the air immediately escapes, and the gum
in this fast, exciting, ;tndsensatjtmal age of the
Here the lady's suspicion was aroused and. hand shrinks in his grasp. He lets go and
world; but iJ, rpay be yossib\,e; ~hat there are
some who· have .aceiiss. to· but few if any she refused to give any further des'cription, exclaims, "Yes, it is my brother, the hand is
,.
whereupon the medium said that he could be like that of a dead man." The figure is now
of the leading ll,!lwspap.er!) \'Jf·trre.,q(ty, in which raised as w&ll without as with any further de-. hauled !:lack into the box, the lights ar~ turnevent the following items ;rp~y, not be altogeth- scription, and promised to bring him up that ed to a full glare, the audience loo~ at each
er without interest":to tP.em., From Bro. L. evening if he was dead, which of course the other, with a gravity indicative of an internal
Melton, a resident or-s&und~rs' cfbunty, Neb- spirits would know. Mother; son, frien,ds, conviction. ofspirits' power. The oldest bro- /
raska, ~ learnoed' that )n .November, 1877, a and a whole host came toge£her, for it Jiad ther comes to the front again, and invites one
-..
. _ been announced that one test for that evening two, or two hundred to circle around the plat. ... ,
gentleman hlr~d .s-ev~ral ~P~~ol houses m, the would be bringing up the dead. Arrange- form and additional evidence will b:e given by
. above QOUn~, and lect~red m them, 'for the ments completed, one of which was the seeret- bringing them all to their lqwe5. And if
purpose of ~~'Posing thc-~_tteccption which the, ing of ,Johnny, the ventriloquist, in 11 large thosQ who l:lircle refnscf} t,o drop on their knee~
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when they felt the power he would invoke the
great confidence in the integrity and sincerity
LETTERS FROM ELDERS.
spirits to prostrate them, which was brought
of' these men, and I am perfectly satisfied of
about on this wise, or so Johnny declared :
Mrr,LviEw, Escambia Co., Florida, their callings. If they remain faithful God
Attached to the medium's person, under his
willmakc them instruments in his handt~ in ac.
March 31st, 1879.
coat, was a galvanic battery, leading from this
Dear Herald :-After writing you from complishing much good. It then became our
battery were two wires, running over his
duty to take the parting hand, and leave
shoulders, the ends of which protruding at the Moss Point, Mississippi, we crossed the Pen- this little band of Saints endeared to us by
end of' each wrist, which, by throwing or bend- secola l'iver, and commenced preaching the the strong ties of affection and love, and this
ing back the hands, were brought into contact night of February 8th.
We found some is one of the many hard trials I have to bear;
with or made to touch the hands of those near prejudice existing, but f..mnd friends who to go into a neighborhood where prejudice
the platform, and thus the whole number
runs high, and labor wit.h and pray for them
kindly entertained us. We preached eleven
forming the circle were wrought upon as they
till God's Spirit softens their hearts, and our
believed by spirit power, but really were elec- times and succeeded in creating a lively in- minds blend together in union and love, and
trified from the galvanic battery which John- terest and many expressed a belief in the doc- then part with them to turn to fields untried
ny, while secreted in his dry goods box, was trine. Leaving them to study on the subject and new, but 0, we shall meet to part no
engaged in charging with electricity as power- we left an appointment for the 8th of March, more.
fully as emergency required or until all were
On the 18th we went to Three Hivers
brought to their knees. This being done and and returned to Three River Branch, and Branch and preaehed to a full house, and
those affected thus being recovered so as to spent the intervening time with them instruct- then another parting scene.
retire to their seats, a skeptical Dutchman is ing them in the laws of the Church, as found
May God inspire our hearts to movr,
seen making his way towards the platform, in the three standard works. We felt blest
So that his goodness we may prove;
And when our labors here are o'er
exclaiming, " By tam, the spirits no make me
o, may we meet to part 110 more.
fall like tat." But the protruding wire touch- in so doing, the Saints seemed to enjoy
I am well satisfied with the condition of the
es the skeptic's hands which Johnny has more our labors, and we are satisfied that God acheavily charged, and instanter he is sprawling knowledged them and will bless them to t,he work in Mississippi, and a much greater work
on the :floor. Recovering from the powerful good of his people.
may yet be done there; we had many calls for
effects of the electricity, he gathers himself
On March 7th we baptized two, and on the preaching which we could not supply. The
up and exclaimed "Mine Got!"
sound of the gospel was not heard in this
J ohuny further explained that cloth of all 8th returned to the place of our appoint- country until last June; but now there are
kind is a non-conductor of electricity, hence mont and commenced labor, the interest had two :flourishing branches including forty-nine
the battery attached to the medium's person not abated in the least; on the contrary their members and God is displaying his power in
could be charged ever so strongly without af- investigation had resulted in strengthening confirming and strengthening his people.
their conviction.
The adversary" was not
An aged sister of seventy-eight years who
fecting him.
Bro. l'II. had considerable conversation in idle, but through the blessings of God his before her baptism was afflicted with grievous
private with the above person, all of which emisaries effected but little. We heard a fits has been healed and restored to perfect
was confirmatory of the above and other de- Methodist minister preach on the 9. th, he was health, the :flesh on her arms is now covered with
ceptive tricks which these so-called spirit me- very certain that God never calls men to scars where she had bit herself while under
1
diums have been practicing upon the public. preach only in the sense that he calls men to the iniiuence of' these fits, and when we came
But it would seem the people love /to have it teach school, support their families, etc. He there she was so poorly she could scarcely get
so, as shown by their willingness to run after said that "God
er did call man by an au- to meeting; but now she is as strong and acnder if the apostle Paul tive as a woman of forty years. She was hapand sustain whatever promises a pandering to dible voice."
IS confidence. shaken in his tized January 26th, on JYiarch 18th she intheir curiosities or carnal propensities..
If would have ha
the above statements with many other simi,Iar calling if' he had heard the reverand gentle- formed me that she had not had a symptom of
ones are true, surely the frauds practised have man make this assertion.
fits since her baptism, though before scarcely
been gigantic, and the end has not yet come.
Paul, did you not mistake when you said a week past without them. To God be all
No wonder with a knowledge of latter day de- you saw a light and heard a voice? .Mr. Cal- the praise!
Thus ended our two months' labor in Misslusions, that Christ should exclaim, "When houn says, "God never speaks to man with a
the S:m of' l\Ian shall come, shall he find faith voice." John, did you not mistake about issippi which resulted in the baptism of thirty
on the earth?" Without any extraordinary hearing a voice on the Lord's day saying, "l and the organization of one branch.
On the 19th we started for Alabama and
amount of sagacity, the fact of dark seances, am Alpha and Omega Y" And was not that
and these mediums running through. the coun- "all a delusion" about Peter, James and your- Florida; arrived at Perseverance Branch on
try in theatrical style, claiming to demonstrate self hearing a voice when you were with the 22cl, and preached in that vicinity seven
immortality for fifty cents per head, ought to Christ on the mount? John the Baptist, times, and came here the 2!Jth, and have
have created suspicion and proved a preven- how about that voice you heard at the baptism preached twice. The Perseverance 13rtmch
tive to any one patronizing so palpable a hum- of Christ? Mr. Calhoun says, "God does not is not in as good condition as I had hoped to
bug. But so far from this, H would seem the speak in that way," and he is perhaps better find it Svmething had transpired to mar
deeper the deception the better the masses educated than you were, fur you lived in a day their peace, but I hope all will soon bG right
again. 'l'he absence of the II:,ra{d among the
are suited, which would be unaccountable but of ignorance,
0, bow literally are the words of the prophet Saints is to be regretted fc>r I have obsm:Yed
fvr a ray of heavenly light which beams across
itH
the path way of those who are pure in heart, fulfilled, "darkness covers the earth and gross that it imparts much
are too
to
through a prophetic declaration of Paul, viz., darkness the minds of the people." 0 God, readers. :Most of the
of
"He shall send them strong delusions, that arise in thy strength and endow thy servants take it, yet they ca.n aJfvrd an
they may believe a lie, because they believe with power from on high; educate us as thou tobacco. One lmdcr informs me: that his toupnot the truth but have pleasure in unrighteous- didst thy servants of old, for we prefer it be bacco bill for himself and tho~e
on him is twenty dollars per
two hunness." Surely there is a bignificance in the fore the wisdom of this generation.
vVe preachrd every night during the week dred and forty dollars per yea.r, and yet he is
propheoy.
JAMEs CAJIFALL.
and on Sunday the 16th, had the blessed not able to take the Ilera!d and has none of
·-Such is the
blessing of a benevolent heart, that privilege of leading eight precious souls into the Church publications. It is too bad that
let the world frown LS it will, it cannot possibly the waters of' baptism; they were c:mfirll:!,ed a man called to teach must be deprived of
hereave it of p.ll ha,ppiness, since it can rejoice in at night and God's Spirit cheered our hearts. these sources of information. Can not the
the prosperity of others.
The next day five more were baptizgd, and at Board of Publication, or some individual SetJ.d
It. is a great deal easier I o commit the second night four of them were confirmed (the other them the Herald gratis? ']'ob:wco is a curse
· sin than it was to commit !he first; and a great
deal harder to repent of the second 1han it was to being hindered), and thq Bluff Creek Branch I to this country. Thiany children are suffering
organized composed of twelve members. l~ro. for food and clothes whiie their p::ncnts, and
repent of the first.
up
The tree overthrJIVtl hy !h~ wind h~ts more Richard l'tf. King was ordained a Priest and even the children themselves, arc
]~ro. Simeon CJchrane a Teacher. I have. many dollars for that which
sapg the
branches than root~,
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fountain of life. It is lamentable but we must
meet it with patience-God bears with our
weaknesses and we must bear with each other,
and to those who have set the noble ·example
of abstaining from thi8 evil, I will say do not
treat harshly those who use it, love and kindness are the most potent influences that can
be wielded to conquer evil.
r suspect that some of the Saints have
thought I was rather severe on this subject,
but if they knew how often without uttering
a word of complaint I have retired from their
presence to the fresh air to escape the consequence which muRt have followed-how often
my head has been racked with pain and my
appetite destroyed by the fumes of tobacco
they would think I was extremely patient.
I can exercise patience with members, but
I confess my patience with those of the priesthood who use it is about worn oun. Some
are affiicted with cramp colic, dyspepsia, tooth
ache, etc., and use tobacco for a remedy. The
law of God says, "Is any among you afflicted?
let him pray." But it no where says, let him
use tobacco. Some say if they do not use tobacco they hve "a foul mouth and bad
breath-.'' This reminds me of a circumstance
which happened during the war; while men
were in constant dread of being drafted a
flaming advertisement came out in the papers,
offering to send by private Jetter, for one dol
Jar, information -how the draft could be avoided. , Many sGnt their dollar and received intructions to "volunteer."
I will leave here April 2d, make my way
to the Florida conference, which covenes with
the Santa Hosa branch April 5th. Here I
must part company with }Jrother James S.
Ji'aulk who has been with me for nearly three
mont h s. B rother Paulk has been a very
agreeable companion and has nobly tried to
discharge his duty as a servant of Christ.
May God bless him and his with the rich
blessings of heaven. I still rejoice in the
work and esteem it a privilege to labor and
suli"er for its advancement.
Praying for
the welllarc of God's people, I am as ever,
lh:MAN
N~;mtASKA

c.

SmTll.

Cnr, April 14th, 1879.

·

To make good a promise in a former letter,
was the object of this present writing. You
will therefore please pardon my prelude.
While at Independence, Missouri, last month,
I spent considerable time in sight seeing, and
in making enquiry in relation to such objects
as interest the Saints. 'l'he city is built upon
a hill, I might say upon a rock, as this material is seen projecting from every hill.side.
'l'he site at some fo.rmer day was covered with
heavy forest trees. On the four sides of the
city flows inexhaustible springs of pure, limpid water, furnishing a full supply for the people for all necessary purposes. The only virgin soil I found was that of the Temple lot,
upon which no house has ever been built, or
tent set up.
I understood that Granville
Hedrick holds this lot by deed of trust. The
estimate is that this is the highest piece of
ground by about fifteen feet of the hills around.
Located in the ninth section east from·Kansas
City, and about three miles south from the :Misso uri river. H is not generally understood by
the Saints that Independence is west of the
Missouri river. They claim about three thousand dwellers in the corporate limits of the
city, and for that number they seem to be as
peaceable and law abiding as one could expect
to find. There are here several institutes for
education. The majority of the buildings are
after the style of the sunny south, and the
habits of' many of the people are like those of
southern people. On Saturdays the saddle
horses in the streets would suggest to a stranger
that a regiment of cavalry had eome to town
for reft·eshments. This mode of travel seems to
indulged in by both sexes. The soil is not as
rich as it is a hundred and fifty miles north.
It is about the color of ashes, d in places is
of a brick color. The orchar
ow the need
of care.

1'he Saints will forgive me if I p'lss a striature or twe upon them. ]'irst, allow me to
say that they were very kind, and I shall not
soon forget them and their saint-like acts to
me. As a rule they manifest that love and
charity, that is born of the gospel of Christ.
[witnessed but one token of an illiberal spirit.
The dark skin of t.hose who were once held in
bondage gave rise to this.
The following
should dispel every doubt from our minds:

whom polygamy was introduced into the
Church. The only answer was what the widow
of J QSeph stated while he was on a visit to
Nauvoo, in 1847. The doctor believes that
the true. church will be set up this year. I
might give you still other statements, but
some of them are unimportant, and others of
such a character that you would not publish
them, even should I have the hardihood to pen
them. One thing can be said to the credit of
the doctor: he has perseverence and energy
worthy of emulation, and he is given to hospitality, and always willing to impart his religious opinions to all those who will hear him.
He enjoys the privilege to criticise, but receives criticism as persecution.
While there I attended a funeral, and in
company with Bro. J. W. Brackenbury, spent
an hour in the graveyard, and saw cut in marble some names that are written in the history
of this people, among them that of General D.
S. Lucas; and while standing by his monument, the scenes of other days came flowing
in upon my memory like a flood, and it was a
rest to the mind to say, "Let the dead bury
their dead. "Peace to his ashes."
This is my thirteenth birth-day in the gospel; and oh, the changes and trials duriog
that short period, and also the many lessons
which I hope have been for present and eternal benefit. If it was not that for the future
we see a fiery furnace and feel assured that
there are new trials awaiting us, we might
fold our arms and take rest by the way. But
I firmly believe that inactivity upon the part
of any Saint is suicidal, and therefore I desire
to be actively engaged unto the victory, that
I may find rest with those who shall be accounted worthy to form the army of the soon
coming Lord.
Excuse the length of this rambling Jetter,
and whether it shall find a place in the Herald
or the waste basket, I shall be satisfied with
your judgment, for I believe that the editors,
and not the scribbler, should make choice of
the subject matter for publication.
Yours in Christ,

.

ROB.J<:R'l'

·--·----~-

l\1.

ELVlN.

ACTS OF LOVE.

Bro, Ifcnt!J.-Ere this the General Conference
J<Jach one of a thousand acts of love costs
"And hath made of one blood all nations of men
has completed its work, and the salt of the for to dwell on all the facll of the earth."-Acts very little by itself, and yet, when viewed all
earth have scattered to their Beveral fields of 17: 26.
"And they Etwg a new song, saying, Thou art together, who can estimate their value? What

appointment. I trust and pray that a new
impetus and zeal was imparted to all who were
permitted the pleasure and the enjoyment
of assembling and conferring together in
relation to the establishment of the truth.
During my short experience in this work I
never knew of such a demand for preaching
as at the present time. From every direction
C3mes the cry, Come and teach us the way of
life more perfectly. And when the appeal is
made to me, my soul is pained, by reason of
circumstances over which I have no control,
that forbids JllY entering fully into t11e work
as much ~,s I degire to. But my faith is strong
that cbins
:·•}t always bind the hands that
'.he Vlill of God; therefore, with
s''ceiU we wrestle with our adversary,
until victory :Jball b0 our portion.

wm

worthy to take the book, and to open the seals is it that secures for one the name of a kind
thereof, for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed
us to God by thy blood out of every kindred, and neighbor? Not the doing of a half dozen
tongue, and people, and nation."-Rev. 5: !J.
great favors in as many years, but the little

The building of a house of worship may
cause some heart burnings, unless much forbearance and discretion is exercised between
brethren. M:ay the Lord give them wisdom,
that the way of truth may not be evil spoken
of, is my earnest supplication for them and all
the household of faith. 'l'he whisperings of
tbe Spirit are in effect that heretofore God
had permitted his Saints to be driven by their
enemie~, on account of transgression, but now
those who would come upon the consecrated
land and sin against the law, God would cut
them off, and they should not be permitted to
pollute the holy heritage of the chosen heirs
of salvation.
I obtaineu a few of the objections of Dr.
W m. R McLellan to the Reorganization, and
I aBircd him to tell me when, w1Jere 1 and by

everyday kindnesses, neither of which seem of
much consequence considered in itself, but
the continued repetition of which sheds sunlight over the whole neighborhood. It is so,
too, in a family. The child, whose good offices
are always ready when they are wanted to ruu
up stairs or down, to rock the cradle, or to run
on an errand, all with a cheerful look and a
pleasant templlr-has a reward along with
such good deeds. If a little girl can not take
her grandfather on her lap as he takes her on
his, she can get his slippers, or put away his
book, or gently comb his thin locks; and
whether she thinks of it or not, little kindnesses that come from a· loving heut are sun
beams that lir;hten up a dark and wo~ft!l
world,
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sell all that he had and give to the poor, in you owned me as your brother. vVhy now do
exchange for a treasure in heaven, and then you hate me? Are you not a murderer? Is
follow the Master. This proved his greater it your religion to love your enemies, and
How shall I love God with all my heart,
love for his earthly treasure. "He went away hate nobody but Mormons.,
and with all my mind and with all my strength? sorrowful and very heavy." Thus proving
If there are any true friends and lovers of
This enquiry has often arisen in my mind; that "they who will be rich, fall into a snare, mankind now living who are seeking tho best
and the answer I will now attempt to give, as and pierce themselves through with many sor- good of their fellow men without, fee or rethe Spirit of Truth, together with the word of rows." Not only many sorrows are theirs, but ward, they may be found with those men who
are sent out without purse or scrip, and these
divers and hurtful lusts also.
truth may eliable me.
I do not imagine that the Lord requires of are called Mormons,
J. s. c.
When the Lord would know of Peter wheth- ever-y rich man that he should sell all he hath
er or not he loved him, he called for something and give to the poor; but he does require of PREACHERS, THEORIES AND TIMES.
more than profession, or expression of the all that they should love God with all the
In all ages of the world there have been
lips. For every time that Peter answers affiirm- heart, and with all the mind, and with all the
strength, and to love our neighbor as ourself.
preachers.
A preacher is "one who discourses
atively, the Lord replies, "Feed my sheep! And it will not do to make a god of earthly
Feed my lambs!'' How then could Peter treasures, or to put our trust in uncertain on a religious subject." All such have ad voknow that he verily loved the Lord, if he riches, as many do. God is truth, and will catcd doctrinal theories of various kinds, at
neglected these special duties? Or how can fulfil all his promises. "He will rain indig- various times; each one believing his theory
nation. and anguish upon every disobedient to be the true one. A preacher, properly
any one else know whether they love God,
soul, whether Jew or Gentile." _For so it is
save it be by obeying his commandments? written. "The promises of God are yea and speaking; is a man authorized to preach the
And the strength of that love must be meas- amen in Christ Jesus." "Say ye to the right- gospel; this authority, to be of value, must
ured by the amount of labor and sacrifice ex· eous, it shall be well with them." "But wo be come from God. There have been times when
pendcd in the right performance of such du- to the wicked, it shall go ill with him, for the this authority was withheld from man because
reward of his deeds shall be given unto him."
ties.
How often do we hear it from the mouth of of transgression. During such t.imes men asPeter, being acquainted with Jesus Christ professors ofreligion, publicly proclaiming, "I sumed, or arrogated unto themselves tho right
as a man, he might have become personally love God and his people." This expression is to preach what they thought was gospel truth.
attached to him as an individual, and failed to so common that one might be surprised if he Not l1aving, or being in possession of divine
love the members of his body, whereas the should not hear it in every class-meeting, as inspiration, by which their ~inds might have
well as in many other places. And sometimes
Lord would have us all to know that h!:l will this profession is made by those who are been illumined, thus being enabled to undereventually measure our love to him, just in strangers to both God and his peop!e, and stand the truth as it was and is, they erred in
proportion to that measure we mete to our his people, and know not that they belong to doctrine, erred in theory and principle, and by
fellow men. For he requires us to do good to that class of formal religionists who deny the so doing advocated that which was false. Uppower of godliness, being haters of God on these various theories were creeds founded,
all men, but especially to the household of
and despisers of good men. One of these and upon the creeds religious societies.
faith.
zealots, ·au". acquaintance of mine, with
Men being desirous of salvation, of eternal
And these duties must be done in propor- whom I ofti!!P'fhet in religious assembly, came life in God's presence, deemed it essential that
tion unto the might and strength which God up to me at the close of a meeting, very pleasantly faith and repentance should be preached, as
has severally favored us with. Property is embracing me by clasping his arms around my also baptism; thus far they ventured and no
strength, and with this all who have any body, saying, "Do you feel any of this love? farther. They discovered that that power
should love him by doing good
the poor, as When I first got acquainted with you, our which had attended the ministration of the
they have opportunity and ability. Such du- hearts run together like two drops of water. gospel in "primitive times," was not now to be
ties are to be done not half-heartedly, but Oh! how I wish von were back where you were found; hence, in order to pacify the minds of
"with all thy heart;" and the heart of man is then." And loosing his arms from around their fellow men, they told them "we must
not all of his mind, nor of his strength, for all me, turned away, exclaiming, "I perfectly not expect such extraordinary manifestations
three of these powers with which God has hate those Mormons!" He made me think now;" and in consequence of this idea, the
endowed his creature man, are called into prop- of the text, "Let us love one another; not as ordinance of the laying on of hands for the
er use by the first a greatest of all the ·com-' Cain." I told him "I would not be back in bestowal of the Spirit was neglected, and laid
mandments of God. Wherefore the Lord said those grounds of error, where I once was, by among the things forgotten; in fact, it was
of the poor widow who east in the two mites and where you now are, to save me from well enough that they did not and do not
into the Lord's treasury, that she had cast in your hatred or to secure your lost love." He practice such, because no power or manifestamore than all the rich men, Undoubtedly wanted me to be a backslider and live with tion of God's divine approval would follow as
she loved the Lord, "with all her heart, and him; but I had slid too far ahead beyond that the result.
with all her mind, and all her strength,'' while mud-hole, so that I could not endure the
The gospel is a mass age of life and mercy.
the rich men loved him very sparingly. They thought of again going into the mire. I The spirit that accompanies it, is one of justice,
gave just enough to show themselves friendly would like to see a perfect picture of that peace, and loving kindness.
Persecution,
to the cause, not considering that the Lord man's love and hatred towards the same per- bigotry, superstition and hatred can not exist
would take such notice of it as to make public son. I confess I hardly knew which was where the gospel and it~ pqwer rxists, But.
the littleness of their love to him. And es- which, or whether both were but an ignorant, where there is an abscnco of t.he same, and
pecially such comparative littleness as that of silly, conceit-ed farce. "Do you feel any of where blind opinions exic1t, there c mtention,
one poor widow who evinced by her charitable this love?" What love? say I. "0, I feel some strife and persecution exist, bec1use of opinion
act more real love to God and his cause, than as I did twenty. five years ago, when you and I and the diversity of the samP..
all the rich men. And yet she had given but were both Methodists!' Yes, but do you not
During the reign of King J~Jward VL in
two mit.es. But it was all she had, even all know that sinners also love sinners, while they J<]ngland, the t.her.ry of "preckstination and
her living. And if any one of those rich men hate the saints? And may you not be one of foreordination" had an existence; it was ramhad cast in all his possessions down to the last that kind who loves as Cain? He loved his pant in the land. H was taught that some
mite, as she did, then might it be said of him brother's property better t.han he did his, wer?J born to he A'l.ved, o! hers born to he eterthat he loved the J:..ord with all his heart, brother, and so murdered him. Now here nally eondtnnoed. "Hell was crammed with
mind and strength.
comes an honest Methodist, owning himself a Lnfants da:l\lled, without a
of grace."
The LCJrd loved the young man who said he murderer, yet claiming to love God and his These ideas were taught,
and accepted
had kept all the commandments from his people. "Ob, no, says he, I don't call a Mor. as true; while :1t the same time they were unyouth up. But one thing he lacked, and if he n:.lon a brother. I know if I hate my brother j wananted by the
devoid of mercy and
would be perfect, the Lord told him to go and I shall be a murderer." Very good, but once justice, as they wore.

HOW SHALL I LOVE 1
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. so long -negle~t~d to preach the whole of the
gospel, hence times and theories must undergo
a radical change, and who can say truthfully
that there have not been such changes since
the restoration :or the gospel.
A word about preachers and their appearance, mode of travel and so forth. Thirty and
forty and fifty years ago, more or less, many
ministers used to travel horseback and some
foot it, preaching in their respective circuits
and appointed places. People in those times
were called humble. Pardon me should we
say as has been said, a Methodist was known
as far as you could see him. How? By his
dress, and many other classes by certain characteristics peculiar to themselves. Times have
changed and we have changed with them.
Some say, if we mistake not, that as an elder or
minister should take his satchel in his hand,
if the weather be inclement, put his pants in
his boots, and start out and preach-that's the
way it used to be done. These railroads are a
hindrance to the proper propagation of the
gospel, because we go by so many places where
preaching might be done. Well, let us see.
vVe have said that times and opinions have
changed. How would it answer for an elder
to so travel? How much of a hearing would
he obtain in a community of intelligent, clean·
ly people? Not very much, we avow. We
have seen it tried.
We read in the Bible, that in the day or
time of God's preparation there was to be a
swift means of travel and God's messengers
are termed swift messengers. The cars are
this means of travel to-day, the time of God's
preparation. 1Ve don't care so much about
an elder's dress, providing it is clean and his
general appearance tidy. An elder, we think,
should never enter a pulpit or desk with mud.
dy boots or shoes, towsy hair, a quid of tobacco in his mouth, or tobacco spit on his shirt
front. No one of these things. Times have
changed. You call this pride, indeed; we
should call the other slovenliness. Humility
does not consist in uncleanliness by any
means. Ifwe are to honor the cause of God
and his Christ, let us do so in our dress and
general appearance before the world. It is
no honor to Christ nor his cause for any of his
representatives to appear in a slovenly manner
to minister the word of God. " Be ye clean
that bear the vessels of the Lord's house."
Hold fast the form of sound words and remember the gospel of Christ obligates us to p,erform
much, and that much must be good.
1878 ___ ___..
J. F. McDowELL.

_______

SECRET SOCIETY.

SAINTS'

HEHALD.

the Latter Day Saint. One is of God, while
the other is not. While one is good for the
life that now is and the one to come, the other
is good for neither j and my reasons are good,
taking scripture ss the rule. ''No man can
serve two masters :· for either he will hate the
one and love the other; or else he will hold
to the one, and despise the other ."-Christ.
And as nothing but the gospel of Christ can
save man, and a strict observance of the gospel
law, it is reasonable to infer from the words of
Christ and the apostles that all institutions,
aside from the gospel are but forms, and very
empty ones at that, adding no beauty to the
gospel, but the very opposite, taking from the
gospel the great love it should receive from
those who profess to have obeyed its princi·
pies.
Masons claim Solomon and St. John as their
patrons; but it would puzzle the wisest Mason that ever lived to give even the smallest
evidence of the truth of such assertion. I de·
ny emphatically that any of the old patriarchs,.
kings, or prophets, except indeed false prophets, ever had anything to do with any such
secret organizations, and no good ever came of
such. Belonging to them before I united
with the Church and being nearly carried
away with its pomp and show, I have experienced all that is necessary to cause me to
know that no Latter Day Saint has any business with anything of the kind. And if any
there be who are on the eve of joining any secret society, let me say to such, stop and think
a moment; whether it adds anything to your
faith; to the advancement of God's kingdom,
or his glory; ~~ as certainly as you live, the
Spirit of your Master will tell you, No. Many
inducements are held out to men to join, such
as, "You may be in needy circumstances some
time; you may become sick and away from
home; you may be out of employment; and
being a Mason will be a great benefit;" and so
on and so forth. But remenber, that God nowhere sets up any such inducements as rules
to exercise faith in him. God has never, in
any of his laws, said that man shall form any
connection with such things; those I mean
calling themselves his people. Christ, our
Savior, did upon one occasion say to his disci.
pies, "Make to yourselves friends of the mamon of unrighteousness, so that when ye fail,
they may receive you into everlasting habitations;" but what reasonable man intends to
fail; after having put his hand to the plow
intends to look back. Look for one moment
at the leaders in Salt Lake. To what excess
have they gone in wickedness; and how dark
have become their minds. So far have they
placed their confidence in secrecy and the
abominable things connected with secret societies, that the God of all the earth is ~aid by
some to be begotten of another father, a,;
Christ was. And if there ever was a time
since Sodom's destruction when men worship·
ped the creature more than the Creator, they
of the Salt Lake have been the ones, and all
this accruing from the desire to be something
that God strictlv forbids. 'rhere never was
a time nor ever .;ill be, when God approbated

selves with the like; but all who are saved by
the blood of Christ can add no lustre, no
beauty to their faith by any such connections.
Saints, remember that salvation is obtained
through Christ, and keeping ourselves unspotted from the world. The pomps and vainglorious shows of the world are a detriment
instead of a help. Satan is the father of all
such organizations. The darkness that covered the earth so long was in consequence of
amalgamating foolish rites and ceremonies
of a Pagan character with the gospel of Jesus ;
until finally the truth of heaven was buried in
rubbish and vanities of men, carried away
with something that pleases the eye, but is as
empty and as void of good as a shadow. ''Seek
first the kingdom of God and his righteousness,
and, all these things shall be added," without
secret societies' helping. God has promised,
and his word is truth. Yours in hope of
eternal life.
IN EARNEST.

-----··- ..
I

r. . mm

FOR

no»n~.

n,

let me to my Savior go,
Where I can dwell in peace;
Where pleasures sweet will 'round me flow,
And never, never oea.oe.
Where I can walk that blissful shore,
And dwell with Saints on high;
Where friends may meet to part no more,
And never, never clie.

0, for a blissful home like thi~,
I'd part with all below,
And taste above the hallowed bliss
Which but the ransomed know.
I'd meet upon that happier shore
The friends who now are gone,
And wel~ome, with those gone before,
The bright millennia! dawn.

0, may I cleanse my body now,
From ev'ry sin and stain;
That I may with the ransomed bow,
And with Christ Jesus reign
Where I can find a sweet release,
With naught to mar my joy;
Where sin can not disturb my peace,
Nor Satan's art decoy.
Wn.nwoon.

RECEIPT FOR

:M.Al~ING

TATTLERS.

Take a handful of a weed called Run-about,
the same quantity of root called Nimble-tongue,
a sprig of herb called Backbite, either before
or after dog-days, a teaspoonful of Don't-youtell-it, six drachms of :M:alice, and a few drops
of Envy, which can be purchased in any
quanti~y at the sho.ps of Miss Tabi~h. a Tea-tabl,e
and MISS N anc,v Gad-about. St1r them well
together and stm~er them ~or half an ~our
over the fire of Dis.con~ent, kmdled by a httle
Je!llousy, the.n stram 1t thro.ugh, the rag ot
M1sconstructwn, and ?ork 1n t~e bottle of
Malevolence, and hang 1t on a skem of Street!arn,, shake it occasionally for a few days, and
It will be fit fo: use. Let a few dr?ps be. taken before w~lkwg out, and the subJect Wil~ be
able to contmually speak all manner of evil.

After some time spent in thinking over one
particular matter that should interest every
J~atter Day Saint, I have thought to give vent
to my feelings regarding the same by penning
those feelings for the benefit of others who
may have been halting between two opinions.
Secret societies, are they of God?
Having had a considerable experience in
secret organizations, and knowing something
of the tendency of the orders, I ought to be
---~--able to give a reason for the thoughts I am
l'teceive your thoughts as guests and treat. your
~
desires like children.
penning. There is all the differen.ce in the secret socities. Those who have never been
One never needs one's wits so much as when
world between :Free l\fasonry and the faith of purged from their old sins may connect them· one has to do with a fool.
1
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"But, behold, I say unto you, that I, the Lord freed. These we call lost; and, 0! how
great the loss ! What an eternity of glory
should not die as to· the temporal death, until I,
"And all scl'ipture given by inspiration of God the Lord God, should send forth angels to declare they have lost! And tho loss is the more
keenly felt when they realize that once they
is profilabllil for cloctrine, for reproof, for correc- unto them repentance, and redemption through
faith on the mime of mine only begotten Son ; and beheld the glories of the celestial world by the
tion, fur instruction in righteous:UliBS; that the thus did I, the Lord God, appoint unto man the
Spirit of God, having been born of water and
man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished days of his probation; that by his natural death,
of the Spirit, and held the precious promises
he
might
be
raised
to
immortality,
unto
eternal
unto ail good works."-2 Tim. 3: 16, 17.
life, even as many as would belie!e," &c.-Par.12. ofJesus within their grasp, and then to lose
My mind has been drawn out on this suball. 0! that the number may be small who
ject by rending an article in the Herald of
This I think sufficient to prove that the thus abandon all hope of the glorious reward
death as the penalty for the first sin, was a promised to the faithful, is my prayer.
~~ une 1st, 1878, entitied "Life and Death, aud spiritual death.
Christ, by becoming obedient unto death,
again IHe and Death," in which are some
The next point we will notice is the state- and coming forth from the regions of the
things that l cln not harmonize with the ment concerning little children. The brother dead, px:epared a way for the escape of aH men
Scriptures; and in calling attention to them I says that when little childr?n "live on," and from that condition forever.
Our brother says that Adam was not a
I do it with charity for the writer; and if I transgress, they become subJect to the second
spiritual man till quickened by the Spirit, or
am wrong .In my app l'tea t'10n o.f' t h e wor d of' death.
God, I desire to be set right. ·
"Thus saith the I.ord God concerning all who till he was "indued with the Spirit," then he
~
know my power, and have been made partakers prophesied Now, as Adam did not prophesy
[ will endeavor to show in this article, first, thereof, and suffered themselves through the power until after the fall, it would follow that he was
that all men wiil become immortal in the res- of the devil, to be overcome and deny the truth, not a spiritual man until that time, and if he
and defy my power; they are they who are the
urrection, by the power of the resurrection of sQns of perdition, of whom I say it would have was not so much a spiritual man before the
Christ, md that they will no more die as to been better for them never to have been born; for fall as he was after, I would ask, What was he 't
they are vessels of wrath, doomed to suffer the How could he become spiritually dead if he
the temporal or literal death, but will become wrath of God, with the devil and his angels in was not spiritually alive previous to his death?
Jiving souls.
eternity; concerning whom I have said there is no We have shown that the first death was spirituforgiveness in this world nor in the world to come;
The writer of the above mentioned article having denied the Holy Spirit after having re- al; that is, the death which followed the transstates that the literal death was the penalty ceived it, and having denied the only begotten gression; and, if this be true, the life that he
Son of the Father; having crucified him to them- lost must have been spiritual; consequently
attached to .Adam's transgression, whereas the selves, and put him to an open shame; these are Adam must have been a spiritual man, when
opposite is the case; and the literal death was they who shall go way into the lake of fire and he came from the hand of his Creator a "living
brimstone, with the devil and his angels, and the
pronounced upon mun that he might attain to only ones on whom the second death shall have soul."
There are two deaths which the unrepentimmortality by the resurrection from the dead. any power; yea, verily, and the only ones who
shall not be redeemed in the due time of the Lord, ant sinner must suffer, from which they will
This I will endeavor to prove by the Scrip· after the sufferings of his wrath; for all the rest be released; viz., the temporal and the spirittures which are given for our instruction. "As shall be brought forth by the resurrection of the ual. We read :
dead; through the triumph and the glory of the
in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be Lamb, who was slain, who was in the bosom of "0! how great the goodness of our God, who
made alive." \Ve venture to say that if all the Father before the worlds were made."-D. & prepareth a way for our escape from the grasp of
that awful monster; yea, that monster death and
.
t,a l b y th e res· c. 76 : 4 • .
men are no t t o b e ma d e 1mmor
hell, which I call the death of the body, and also
urrection, they will be subject to the second
From this we learn that those who obey not the death of the spirit. And because of the way
the gospel are not subje<:t to the "second of deliverance of our God, the Holy One of Israel,
death, and mort~lity will reign the same as if death," "which is spiritual."
this death of which I have spoken, which is the
there liad been no atonement made; that Christ
I will make one more quotation to prove temporal, shall deliver up its dead: which death
is the grave. And this death of which I have
did not, conquer death when he triumphed that all men will be redeemed from hell and spoken, which is the spiritual death, shall deliver
over the grave.
the grave, by the resurrection from the dead. up its dead: which spiritual death is hell; where·
dh b
· · 11
"Now, verily I say unto you, that through the fore, death and hell must deliver up their dead,
W h'en 1l"
~a am same
e ecame spu·Jtua Y redemption which was made for you, is brought to and hell must deliver up its captive spirits, and
dead, and subject to the literal deatb. This pass the resurrection from the d€ad, And the the grave must deliver up its captive bodies, and the
first death which was pronounced upon Adam, spirit and the body is the soul of man, and the bodies and the spirits of men will be restored, one
resurrection from the dead is the redemption of to the other; and it is by the power of the resurwhicq was spiritual, is the same death which the soul; and the redemption of the soul is through rection of the Holy One of Israel."-2 Nephi 6: 4 .
. shall be pronounced upon the wicked, when him who quickeneth all things, in whose bosom it
Now we are beginning to see the condition
is decreed, that the poor and the meek of the earth
of the wicked who take up their abode in hell,
God shall say, "Depart ye cursed," which is shall inherit it."-D. & C. 85: 4.
Rpiritual death.
Now, as all men are to come forth from the those who obey not the truth, as I said before.
Christ, by becoming obedient unto death, and
The first point I will call attention to is the dead, their spirits and bodies reunited, it folcoming forth from the regions of the dead,
statement that a literal death w,<s the penalty lows that all men are to be redeemed from
prepared ,a way for the escape of mankind on
atta.ched to Adam's transgression. I will not hell and the grave; and all who do not receive
the same conditions.
try to answer t.his myself, but will simply ap- a portion in the celestial glory, shall also be
Now let us see the ccndition of the rightpea\ to the word of God, and if I "speak not redeemed from hell; but they will not all reeous.
according to this word," it is because I have ceive a kingdom of glory. those who sin
"0 how great the plan of our God! For on the
no light.
I agq_inst .the Holy ~host will receive a king?om other
hand, the paradise of God must deliver up
"Whenfore, it came to pass that the devil whwh 18 not a kmgdom of glory. (D. & C. the spirits of the righteous, l),nd the grave deliver
tempted Adam and he partook of the forbidden 76 : 4, latter part).
up the body of the righteous ; and the spirit and
fn>it, and transgressed the commandment, wherein
These will not be resurrected not brouaht the body is restored to itself again, and all men
he became subject to the ":ill of the dev.il, because forth by tho "triumph" and "glory" of the become incorruptible, and immortal, and they are
he
unto temptatiOn; wherefore, I the
.
living souls, having a perfect knowledge like unto
Goll, caused Lh&t he should be cnst out from I I.amb j for they shall return t? their o:vn us, in the flesh ; save it be that our knowledge
the garden of Eden, from my presence, because of place; these are they who remam filthy stilL shall be perfect; wherefore, we shall have a per!lis transgression; wherein he became spiritually D. & C. 85 :G.
fect knowledge of our guilt, and our uncleauness,
dead, which is the first death, even that same
"And they who remain shall also be quickened; and our nakedness; and the righteous shall have
death, which is the last death, which is spiritual, nevertheless they shall return again to their own a perfect knowledge of their enjoyment, and their
which shall be pronounced upon the wicked, when place, to enjoy that which they are willing to re- righteousness, being clothed with purity, yea, even
I shall say, Depart ye cursed."-D. & C. 28: 11. ceive, 'because they are not willing to enjoy that with the robe of righteousness."-vs. 5.
We have discovered that all men will become
I understand from this that the spiritual which 'they might have received."-Par. tl.
death was the "penalty attached to Adam's
It seems they are to enjoy this place wher- immortal, both the righteous and the wicked;
t.ranRgression," and not the literaL In the ever it is, for it will be so much better than they will no more be subject to the temporal
next paragraph the Lord says :
t.he torment from which they have just been deatJJ. This, Nephi calls the fJ1Wil "plan of

"WHAT SAITH THE SCRIPTURE?"

i God, gave unto Adam and unto his seed, that they
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we reject it? I rejoice to see the mercy of
God made manifest in behalf of the wicked.
We read further :
"And it shall come to pass, that when all men
shall have passed froni this first death unto life,
inasmuch as they have become immortal, they must
appear before the judgment seat of the Holy One
of Israel; and then cometh the judgment; and
then must they be judged according to the holy
judgment of God."-vs. 6.

This is too plain to need comment ; the
word of God plainly teaches that all men will
become immortal, and that by the power of the
resurrection of Christ.
We can now see the meaning of tlie text,
"As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall
all be made alive" [temporally and spiritually].
After the spirits of the Saints come forth
from Paradise and take possession of their
bodies, and the living Saints are caught up,
then another trump shall sound which is the
second trump; then cometh the redemption of
those that are Christ's at his coming, those who
have received their part in the prison prepared
for them that they might receive the gospel, &c.
After this another trump shall sound, which
is the third trump, then cometh the spirits of
men who are to be judged and who arc found
under condemnation; they shall not live again
for a thousand years and a little season; these
are they who remain filthy still; these are
they who commit the unpardonable sin, who
h~ve to suffe_r the w~ath of God in eternity
with the devil and h1s angels, and no man
knoweth the end of the sufferings of the ungodly but they who have part therein and
those to whom it is revealed.
'
And then when Christ shall have completed
his work and delivered up the kingdom to
God, even the Father, in a perfect condition
then these wicked will receive their kingdom'
w?ieh will not ?e a kingdom of glory, but ~
kmgdom for whiCh they have lived.
I will make one more quotation to show that
Christ's work of the redemption of mankind
will be a perfect and complete work.
"And the Lord God spake unto Moses, saying,
The heavens they are many and they cannot be
numbered unto man, but they are numbered unto
me for they are mine; and as one earth shall pass
away and the heavens thereof, even so shall another come; and there is no end to my work
neither to ~y words; for this is my work and my
glory, to brmg to pass the immortality and eternal life of man."

Now if all men were not to be redeemed
from hell and the grave, aud be freed from
suffering, would the plan of redemption be
perfect?
If a portion of mankind, all of whom are
the workmanship of God, shall be doomed to
suffe~ in hell throughout the countless ages of
etermty, would the purpose of God be a glori.
ous one?
God has said, "For mine own purpose have I
made these things.'' What things? The
many worlds and the inhabitants thereof, and
he says, "Here is wisdom and it remaineth in

me!'
Yes, the wise "purpose" of God will be made
known in due time; then we will know that
the redemption of man is complete-that the
plan is perfect.
L~t us be f~ithful to the end that we may
rece1vc the highest glory. Your brother in
Christ,
M. n. WuLIAnis.
MIDDLETOWN,

Ohio, .July 22d, 1878.

Q- Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Re·
mittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.

JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,

·-

EDITORS.

Plano, lliinois, .May 15, 18'79.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
WE returned home on the 6th from Nauvoo,
where we have been watching by the bedside of
Mrs. Emma Bidamon, our loving and loved
mother. We waited in watchful' expectation for
the end, which came at 4: 20 in the morning of
the 30th of April, when she breathed her life out
gently, and slept the last sleep in peace. On Fri.
day, May 2d, neighbors, friends and relatives,
bore her remains to the place where our rela.
tions lie, and there we left them, where on her
grave the gentle dew and genial sunshine, the
storm and the calm, shall bless her repose until
with them that sleep she shall rise to the eternal
newness of everlasting life.
Bro. J. J. Cornish wrote from Sanilac County,
Michigan, May 1st, that he baptized eight more
at Bridgehampton the Sabbath before. He was
to begin a series of meetings at Richmondville,
May 4th. May the usual success, by God's aid
and Spirit, be with Bro. Cornish.
Bro. A. Haws wrote April 29th from Alameda
County, California, that he expected to start for
Nevada May 2nd, to preach there this summer.
Bro. C. E. Blodgett, near Eagleville, Missouri,
writes that he has been doing what he could for
the work of God in Lone Rock Branch and vicinity.
Bro. D. S. Crawley wrote from Cherokee, Kansas, May 6th, of the district conference at Colum.
bus having been one of harmony and peace.
Bro. M. T. Short is preaching in the Pleasant
View Branch, and Bro. Crawley is busy in several places.
Up to date of writing (May 6th) we have no
Conference Minutes on hand but those published
in this issue besides those of the Pacific Slope
lVIission. We mention this so that if any have
been sent and. have not arrived, it may be known
to the senders.
We have a card that seems to be signed by H.
Carr, requesting the HERAI.D to be continued,
but no place given where the person lives.
Bro. T. F. Stafford, of Lewistown, Illinois,
mentions in a late letter having a large attend.
ance at his meetings, and says that calls come
faster than he can fill them, but he hopes that
Bro. Patterson will be able to give his welcome
and valuable help in those regions this seasor.
Bro. Wm. B. Smith wrote from Miami, JYiissouri, (the Valley Branch), April 8tl1, of his Ia.
bors in March in various places in Missouri, at
Center Prairie, Knoxville, Far West, Waconda,
Carrollton, and Miami. He found many people
interested in the gospel restored, and· he generally was blest in speaking to them the word oflife.
The calls are many but the laborers are few. At
his last writing, April 23rd, he was at Renick,
Randolph County, and expected soon to go to
St. Louis.

A branch has been organized at Holden, John.
son Co., Missouri, containing seven membe1·s,
Bro. F. P. Scarcliff, presiding; Henry Scarcliff,
Priest; Newtou Evans, Clerk. Bro. Josiah Curtis presided over the meeting for organization.
Sister Elizabeth Chapman of Scranton, Kansas,
writes that no branch exists there, but yet they
meet together to worship God and are blessed in
so doing. Bro. Jarvis is faithful in the work,
visiting people and distributing tracts.
Sr. M. C. Strole, of Coldwater, Michigan, says
that the branch there is prospering and the Saints
are alive to their duties. They have spiritual
prayer and testimony meetings wherein all rejoice and praise God, and they hope to have some
more preaehing done there before long.
We thank Br.!l. Edwin Cadwell, 0. W. Reeves,
C. D. Seeley, and others. unknown, for papers
and clippings received.
Bro. J. M. Range, of Hollister, California,
sends the American Oltristian Review, published
at St. Louis, containing ,the so-called "Third
Epistle of Peter," written in 1825, as a take-off
on the vanity, ostentation, display, ritualism,
love of show, and covetousness of priests and
people in the ancient and modern religious world
since the departure from the meekness, humility,
and plainness of dress and manner exhibited by
Christ and the early ministers and disciples of
his Church.
Bro J. H. Ruby sends sundry copies of the
Record and Evangelist, published at Oskaloosa,
Iowa, and containing some good things, among
others part of "The Celestial Railroad," all of
which we would have liked to publish in the
Hope.
Bro. T. W. Smith wrote froin Providence,
Rhode Island, April 28th, that the interest among
the people of that city to hear our doctrine was
increasing, the hall being well filled and even
crowded, many coming to hear who have never
before attended our meetings.
Bro. John Watkins writes from Cleveland, Lu·
cas (Jounty, Iowa, that they have regular meet.
ings in their branch. He thinks that some of
the people will unite with the Church ere long,
as a number are favorable and friendly. He
says truly of the power of example before the
world, that the Elders may preach as faithfully
as they can, but if th~ Saints are at variance with
each other the work will be hindered and will
not progress; but if the Elders preach and the
Saints live in accordance with that which is
preached, then their testimony unites together to
convince the world that they have learned of
God and of Christ as they profess.
Bro. F. P. Scarcliff wrote from Holden, Missouri, April 22nd, that he had recently' preached
in Lafayette County and had good attention. He
says that all through that country there are plenty of school houses where our Elders can preach,
yet he is the only one in that region and has
charge of a branch at that, but it gives him two
Sundays a month away, which he improves.
May you be able to accomplish much good, Bro;
Frank.
Bro. J. J. Kaster of Jackson County, lVIissouri,.
speaks well of the aid rendered the cause at
Wyandotte, Kansas, by Bro. J. F.lVIcDowell.
Bro. and Sr. Geo. W. Lilly are at New Tabor,.
Republic County, Kansas, alone in that county
and they feel the loss of the privileges of worship
and society among the Saints.
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Bro. Frank 1\:J:ussel of Bevier, Missouri, writes peel the drinking of tea in several families and
of visiting the Salt River Branch with Bro. G. T. many from cofl:ee also, and she thinks that an
Griffiths, and finding it in good condition, the article as efl:'ectual against tobacco would be a
Saints being blessed of God. At Bevier another good thing.
strike by the miners has made it hard times for
Bro. C. M. Fulks of Weir,· Karisas, desires to
them all.
learn of some man in the Church who is a baker
Bro. W. T. Bozarth wrote from Cameron, l\'l:is- by occupation. Address as above.
Bro. M. P. Berg of Roxbury, Boston, Massasouri, April 22d, that he was to start next day
for Johnson County, thence to Independence and chusetts, writes cheeringly of their faith and efsouth and east, preaching the gospel. He receives forts for-the cause of God in Boston and vicinity,
letters from Texas desiring his return to that state, and they hope to continue to do good and to save
one from Bro. J.P. Brannan, of Red River County souls unto Christ. May they do ever all this, we
he encloses, who writes that the Saints there enjoy pray.
the Holy Spirit and its gifts in their meetings. THINKING for onesself is a good faculty; we
He had also baptized some recently and he and hardly know of one more conducive to healthy,
the Saints were doing what they could as new be- right-minded results. To be able to think, and
ginners in the work of the Lord. They are per- think. and think, constaRtly, unceasingly, first
secuted for their faith, but among themselves all upon this thing and then upon that, upon this
is unity, peace and love, They believe that Bro.
subject and then upon that, this circumstance
Bozarth can do a good work if he will come and and that is a grand good thing. To possess the
remain, and their offers of aid to him are good, if
ability to examine, weigh, determine and decide
their circumstances and the times, crop prospects, in reference to words to speak, acts to do or
etc., warrant them in making such and in fulfill- course to pursue, under the varied and constanting to him aud his family, as we hope is and will
ly changing condittons of human life is a m9st
be the case. Bro. Bays writes that through the excellent thing-we can think of no one thing
drouth in the part of Texas where he is the prosjust now more desirable than to be able to think
pects for a crop are of the poorest character, in
correctly-we have some thinking of our own to
fact more probability of a famine than of a good
do, and a great deal of it to do for other people.
yield at harvest time.
There is lying upon our table a pile of letters,
Sister L. Pratt of Newton, Iowa, writes of the communications, queries, questions, suggestions
successful meetings held by Brn. I. N. and Curtis and ac1vices, that has accumulated during our
White in that district. At a place thirty miles attention to the business of conference and our
from Newton anu ten from Grinnell, they have two-weeks' stay at Nauvoo, which is formidable
been much blest of God in preaching, and the in size, and perplexing in character. It is simply
people have listened, anu turned from opposing astonishing to see the wide variety of topics that
the doctrine to gladly receiving and entertaining somebody has grouped together. Some of the
the Elders and Saints who come there.
questions asked would, if the persons asking
Sister Carrie Heath, of Nashua, New Hamp- them were not innocent and honest, be silly; and
shire, who is alone in the faith of the gospel there, some of them are hard to answer, showing that
says that it seems hard to stand thus alone in the somebody has been thinking deeply and wants
midst of opposition. In a prayer-meeting recent- light on good and grand subjects ;-we just ache
ly, one present referred to the "Mormons" as a for a thinking machine into which we could toss
people who did not ·believe all the Bible, and it the entire pile, turn the crank and get the soluis pleasing to note right here that it is .granted tions, decisions and answers, all nicely written
that we believe any of it, which some have been out and neatly labelled ready for use. loth to do till forced to. Sr. Heath took occasion
Advice is asked for, in love, domestic war,
to defend the cause of truth, and to show that family government, branch government and
others instead of us left out a large portion that church law; questions involving a lmowledge of
should be in force as commandments and prom- the "whys and wherefores," for almost every kind
ises, and that it was hard for one who believed of work and word. Some of these questions the
aU the word of God to be persecuted by those whn questioners themselves could answer clearly
did not believe all. Thus, by this open attack enough if they did but stop to think, the same as
upon her, she was able, with spiritual boldness they ask us to do; for precisely the same ways
to speak for the cause of Christ words which we to get an answer are open to them as to us; and
trust and pray will not be without efl:ect. But, the same method of reasoning is available to
instead, may they prove unto life and salvation them. Think for yourselves, is what we tell the
for some one. Added to this Sr. Heath says that world. Let us apply a little of the philosophy of
she is striving to live a godly life, for she is it to ourselves.
convinced that without holiness none shall see
the Lord. l\iay she be glad in the way of life and WE have now ready the tract by Bro. T. W. Smith
do all God's will.
"The One Body," as advertised in the last page
The correspondents of Bro. Joseph Luff will of this HERALD. We shall send to Chicago, now
l)lease address him at Plano, Illinois. For a short that we have thill "One Baptism" and "The One
time he is working in the Herald Office as com- Body," a quantity of sets of tracts complete and
positor before taking the field again. He intends have them bound in better style than we have
'to locate his family in Plano.
been able to do, while waiting for the tracts named.
Sister Sarah A. Rose of Grayville, Ohio, says We add the important tract "The Trial of the
'that Bro. L. R. Devore has been there preaching Witnesses to the Resurrection of Jesus," all in
tts he found opportunity, and their belief is that cloth binding, over 230 pages, and send for sev>a people of God will be found there and gathered enty-five cents, post paid- It makes a fine collec'OUt, though opposers now rage. Bro. S. W. Hogue tion of thirty tracts and pamphlets; for home
is also doing much good for the cause. Sr. Rose reading and for distribution. ·
!'lays that the article "Tea Topers, Attention," stopYve have nearly ready an edition of "Visions of

Joseph Smith," a small 48 page pamphlet at fifteen cents per copy. Previous orders for these .
will be filled soon.
The paper covered Voice of Warning is reduced to twenty five cents each. This useful little
work continues to be of great benefit to the cause
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Ques. Is it wrong for a Latter Day Saint to
act as Chaplain in a temperance club ? Is it
wrong for a Letter Day Saint to sign the temperance pledge?
Ans.There would not necessarily be any wrong
doing in either acting as Chaplain or signing
the pledge, but the Saints in general have very
little favor towards secret societies as aids to
temperance, morality, or philanthropy, believing
that the gospel includes all these good doctrines,
and that its claims are stronger, and more impressive than any other pledges, or than .any
oaths can be. Hence few feel that they ought to
take active "part in these matters, though they
should give their influence and their example on
the side of temperance in all things, not only
about strong arink, but everything else wherein
might be excess baneful to bOdy or spirit.
Q. In the light of the law given in Sec. 1'7: 11,
D, and C., has a presiding Elder, during his a b.
sence from his branch, the right to appoint some
other Elder, district president or otherwise, to
take charge of meetings during his absence.
Has he the right to difl'er from the law already
given that the priest has the right to preside in
the absence of the president, and the teacher In
the absence or lack of the priest?
A. It is the place of the next in branch authority to have charge in the absence of his superiors. He can ask whom he pleases if he does
not wish to preside over a meeting. However,
if the president makes a prior arrangement with
and has the consent of the lesser branch officers
thereto, he would be privileged to invite au Elder to take temporary charge, if there be also no
objection by the branch to such arrangement.
Q. When a president of a branch is elected for
one year and the time expires, and he fails to notify the branch, and one of the other officers
gives a general notice that the branch will meet
for that purpose, and they meet and elect another, is it in keeping with the law of the Church?
A. Yes. The branch should take notice of the
time when the term expired, and any officer
could call the attention of the branch to it, especially the teacher or clerk.
Q. Should the name of a person lawfully disfellowshipped remain on the Church record?
A, Yes, with the additional entry, "disfellowshipped" at such a time, giving date and place.
Q. Can a brother hold the office of president of
a branch when he can not present a licence or
certificate of ordination?
A. Yes, if proper reasons for such failure are
given.
Q.-In sec. 113, par. 7 of D. C., the words, ''And
their innocent blood on the floor of Carthage
Jail, is a broad seal affixed to l\formonism, that
can not be rejected by any court on earth." Why
was the word Mormonism used ?
A.-Because the word included in the mind of
the writer of that section, the principles of the
faith as believed by the Church, and for which
the Martyrs were slain. It is a term accepted by
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An editor in Zurich, Switzerland, has been ar·
rested, charged with being engaged in a plot with
others to assassinate Queen Victoria, of Bngland,
and the King and Queen of Italy.
A fire at Galena, Illinois. Loss $12,000.
Paper mills at Wilmington, Illinois, burned.
Loss $30,000.
Gen. Grant is in Japan.
29th-In Russia many army officers have been
arrested on suspicion of Nihilism, and cast into
prison. The Czar and other high officials are in
TuE following is from the Grinnell, Iowa, Tnde- constant fear of assassination.
pendent. Success to Bro. White. See his letter
A. strong effort is to be made in Chicago towards
· th · ·
I havmg a general observance of the Sabbath, by
Ill
IS Issue.
the cessation of all trade, business and labor, the
"We attended services last Sabbath at the Gore- shutting of all places of carousal and of theatres
ham School-house, some twelve mil~s north.east and places of amusement. As it now is the city
of this city, by Elder White, of the Church of does not present on .the Sabbath day any great
Christ, or Latter Day Saints. Mr. White is an improvement over the week days.
intelligent gentleman, and in his discourse show.
30th-An earthquake has occurred in l'ersia,
ed plainly how this denomination was persecuted
by other denominations. The Latter Day i:3aints resulting in the destruction of twenty· one villages
differ materially from the i:3alt Lake Mormons, and the death of nearly one thoasanu people, and
they being as much opposed to the doctrine of four thousand animals, sheep, cattle, horses and
polygamy, set up by Brigham Young, as any camels.
other denomination. According to the teachings
A fire at Durant, Mississippi, burned ten buildof the Bible they are more strict than any de- ings, including a hotel, stores and dwellings.
nomination we have yet heard. Their ministers
There is a great exodus of Negroes from the
are not salaried, nor do they take up a collection lower Mississippi country northward into JYlissou·
for defraying the expenses of the church. The ri and Kansas. They are getting away as fast as
members contribute just what they choose, and the river steamers can cany them, and most of
the Elders preach on Sunday, and work week them nearly destitute. The planters are trying
days. We are under the belief that all denomin- hard to have them remain, as it will be a great
ations in this section are doing g,ood, and we see loss to the labor interests of the Soutb.
no reason why a minister should get up and abuse
May 2d-The Nihilist movement in Russia is
any other church just because there was a class greatly unsettling society. Notwithstanding the
of people who had at one time professed the same labor of government spies and detectives, evidenreligion and afterwards turned out otherwise."
ces show that the work of the revolutionists moves
on.
A great fire at Orenburg, Russia, burned nearly
one thousand dwellings, besides one mosque and
NEWS SUMMARY.
three hundred shops, stores, mills and other
(Prepared expressly for the Herald.]
buildings.
By a cyclone in the Isle of Bourbon, Franco,
April 2lst,-In consequence of the great. fear
felt by the Russian rulers concerning Nihilist op· thirty. five persons were drowned.
Quite disastrous floods at and near Houston,
erations, that country is almost in a state of martial law. This is very severe and trying for the Texas, and the same in New Hampshire by reason
innocent and law-abiding, and a hindrance to of sudden rains and the rise of the rivers.
Heavy rains and melting snows are again caustrade and business.
By a fire in St. Louis, Missouri, a street-car ing great trouble in Hungary as they did two
barn was burn'ed, (loss $12,000), and $10,000 weeks ago. Also in one place a hurricane destroyed t.he worked performed to restore the rail way
worth of cars.
The steamship, Great Republic, is a wreck at as it was before the previous storm.
General Grant is at Hong Kong, China.
Astoria, on the Pacific Coast, and that place is full
3d-England is trying to make negotiations
of the rescued passengers and crew. In trying
with the several South African chiefs who have
to get to shore a few of the crew were drowned.
23d-The town of Eureka, Nevada, was nearly offered submission.
In the Miles polygamy case being tried at Halt
destroyed by fire, April lOth. A heavy gale was
blowing and consequently the destruction was very Lake City, yesterday, Daniel H. Wells refused to
great. Loss figured at one million dollars, with answer questions as to the character of defendant
scarcely any insurance. Cold weather and a and the regalia worn by Mormons in the Endowsnow storm succeeded the fire and great suffering ment House. Judge Emerson committed him to
resulted to the houseless people. Relief movements the custody of the United States Marshal, Wells
were organized at San Francisco, Sacramento and to appear in court to-morrow morning to show
cause why he should not be punished for conother Coast cities.
A fire at Braidwood, Illinois, burned a depot, a tempt. It is said he will not expose the secrets of
hotel, two saloons, and some corn cribs. Loss the Endowment House. The jury is composed en·
$20,000.
tirely of Gentiles.
The people of Cape Cod, Massachusetts, are
A fire at Anoka, Minnesota, destroyed nearly
greatly excited over the most inhuman murder of
one hundred million feet of lumber.
a little girl by her father in Pocasset, part of the
A $70,000 fire at New Orleans.
24th-The Catholic University of Notre Dame, town of Sandwich, sixty miles from Boston, day
at South Bend, Indiana, was destroyed by fire before yesterday. The mother was a consenting
yesterday. Loss two hundred thousand dollars. party. Charles J. Freeman, the father, is a SecSome rolling mills at Pottsville, Pennsylvania, ond Adventist, and says the Lord told him to com·
mit the murder and the child will come to life
burned. Loss $250,000.
Eighteen buildings at Midway, Wisconsin, burn- Sunday morning. For thirty-six hours, he says,
it had been impressed on him that he must kill
ed. Loss $18,000.
26th-The Russian penitentiaries are being fill· one of his family, but he was doubtful whether it
with political prisoners.
should be himself, wife, the older girl, or the little
Portions of Hungary are again threatened with girl. Finally he made it clear it must be the
little girl. He did not tell his wife at first, but at
disastrous floods.
There is a small war going on between Chili two o'clock, day before yesterday morning, he told
and Peru, South America.
her what he was going to c!o. They talked it over,
A flood at Houston, Texas, has destroyed fift.y agreed it was right, and then knelt and prayed
thousand dollars worth of property.
over H. Both then went to the room where the
Two strong men died of hydrophobia, in Brook- two little girls were sleeping, and, after looking
lyn, New York, the 23rd or 24th.
at them some minutes, he went to his shop and
28th-Great fear in Russia of the intention of got a large sheath-knife, singing all the way out
the Nihilists or revolutionists, the government and back, and never feeling so happy as then.
taking every precaution against trouble, without He coolly turned the bed-clothes down to expose
knowing how or when H may come.
the child, his. wife standing hy, and stabhed h.er
thinkers typifying the doctrin!)s of the Church,
and derived from the Book of Mormon; or the
doctrines of the writers of the Book of Mormon,
and named from the prophet 1\formon.
Q.-Was the Church ever called the Mormon
Church, or was it ever organized as the Mormon
Church?
A.-Only by sufferance. No.

in ihe left side. She turned towards hiru, lifted
up her arms, and saicl, "Oh, father!" and he
then held her in his arms till she clied, five minutes afterwards.
She was only fi vo years olJ.
The older girl partly awoke, aud the mother carried her out of the room before she knew of her
sister's death, and she does not know of it now.
Freeman then got into bed with the dead child in
his arms, and stayed till after daylight On the
way to the station for his mail he met a brother
Adventist, and asked him to notify all Adventists
in the neighborhood of a meeting at his house in
the afternoon. They came, supposing it was a
farewell meeting before Freeman went on a tour
as a preacher. In the meeting :Freeman told the
whole story of killing the child, and sl!>owed the
body to them, and they kept the afiair a secret.
The mu'rder leaked out through a young girl who
was present, and who last night was seen in apparent distress by a constable. A little queetion·
ing revealed the whole affair, but it was three
o'clock this afternoon. before offioers from Barn·
stable reached the town. The house was guarded
by neighbors from three o'clock this morning.
The man and his wife were arrested without resistance, however, and taken to Barnstable Jail,
shaking hands with friends before leaving, and
seeming to be in good spirits.
Freeman was
noisy during the ride, and he and his wife talked
freely together, and evidently were not sorry for
the deed. Freeman says he is not insane, and all
Adventists say the same thing of him. At any
rate he is sane and collected to·night. He asks
all who do not. believe in God !o come to his house
Sunday, &nd they will see wonderful works. The
child would be raised and would help him preach.
5th-The funeral of Edith freeman, the victim
of her father's fanaticism, took place at Pocasset
yesterday. Up to the lime of the burial it is said
that some of the Adventists looked for the raising
to life of the child, by the power of God. One of
them tried to interrupt the services at the church
and finally did mount a gravestone and make a
speech in the cemetery, attempting to justify
Freeman's motive if not his act.
A dispatch from Calcutta, India, states that the
cholera has been spread far and wide by the pilgrims to a great national fair returning to their
homes in various parts of India, having received
the contagion e.t the fair.
A wind· storm in Southern Idaho blew a freight
train of sixteen cars from the track, some of them
loaded with silver bullion.
6th.-A convention of the· alarmed citizims of
the Mississippi Valley is bei!lg held at Vicksburg,
concerning the astonishing exodus of the negroes
from the South, and they are talking of' remedying
the evils and errors of the past. But the convention considers that if the cause of their leaving is
the short crops and general hard times. that have
swept over the country, that it is plainly out of
their power to remedy these things. But, if the
causes of unrest and removal are of a character
which they can remedy, they wish to, as they are
anxious to have the negroes remain.
The awful power of nitro-glycerine as an axplosive was illustrated yesterday at Stratford, Canadn.,
where a package in a car-load of the fearful stull'
exploded the entire mass, creating a shock and
noise that were felt and heard for twenty miles
around, and scattering death and destruction in
the immediate vicinity, two men being instantly
killed, others mortally or less seriously wounded,
fifty cars being blown to pieces and freight and
household goocls scattered in a confused mass all
around. The glass in the windows in town were
broken, and the sound was like that of a might.y
earthquake.
.
D. II. Wells, who in the Miles polygamy case
was sent to the penitentiary for two days for con·
tempt of court in not answering r1uestions, was re·
leased last evening, and to-day the Vtahites will
hold a holiday in his honor as a martyr oppress!'d
by the Government.
,
Gth.-A. P. Davis, a leading Adventi~t and abettor of Freeman, is thought to be ,hopelessly insane,
and it is reported that immediate .. steps will be
taken for his arrest, it being tho:1ght that he is
unsafe in the community in his rresent. state.
The grn.ve of the lit.tle vict.im iB still guarded day
and night.
·
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HARRISON, Ohio, April Elth, 18'79.
Bro. Henry :-I am still striving to discharge
my duty by preaching the word. I have been
in a new place five miles fl"om this city, and delivered ten discourses with good liberty. Much
prejudice was allayed, and I confidently expect
that much good will result therefrom. I was
kindly treated. and I feel that in leaving them I
leave many warm friends. I have been trying
to get an opening in the city, but thus far have
failed in securing a house. Last week I was invited to lecture before the Blue Ribbon Club of
the city. I accepted, but when the time came another speaker was on hand, and it was claimed
that his appointment was the oldest. That may
have been the case, but I think not. I often hear
the remark as I pass through the street, "There
goes the Mormon preacher." I leave tracts in
the stores and talk the matter up on all occasions.
'l'here is music in the air. The subject of infant
baptism is being agitated through the paper.
Some one having asked the question, "Is it from
heaven, or of men?" and calling on the ministers
to answer, one man answered by telling the enquirer to call on him and he would explain in a
private conversation, but declined to give,. an answer publicly. The temptation was so great that
I took it upon myself to answer plainly and unhesitatingly that it was not from heaven, but was
of men; stating also that I was not in the least
surprised at the refusal of the Reverand to reply
directly. He dared not say it was from heaven,
because he knew the Bible would not warrant it.
He dared not say it was from men, because it is
the doctrine of his church.
My next point is in Ohio, five miles south-east
of this city and twenty miles north-west of Cincinnati. Our faith has never been preached there.
I shall perhaps go thence to Kentucky. Hoping
to be remembered by all Saints, I remain as ever
B. V. SPruNGER.
yours in Christ,
NEAR BLUE RAPIDS, Kansas,
April 9th, 1879.
·
Bro. Henry:-I send you a few words from this
part of the field to let you know something of the
prospects for good as well as some things that
are not for good. I arrived at Atchison, Kansas,
February 20th, and preached a few times. The
Saints seemed firm in the hope, and outside I
found a few that seemed to be willing to hear
our claims. The Saints were kind and generous
to me. I preached at Good Intent but the weather was cold and but few came to hear. Some good
Saints there, but others of them have not lived
up to the standard of right. I went with Bro.
David George and other young Saints to Netawaka, and, as we rode along, our journey was made
joyous with the sweet songs of Zion, interspersed
with pleasant chats. We stopped on the way at
"~'[ormon Camp," and took a lunch. Arrived at
Bro. Griffith George's, and felt at home. Anumber of the Saints came in and it seemed to us that
all were of one mind and I rejoiced to see such
a desire and interest to do good. The next evening I spoke in a school house to a good congregation, and the next morning in the Presbyterian
church inN etawaka, also in the evening; but the
elders and Sanhedrim of that place being clothed
in straight jackets, they closed the doors against
us, so we went to the Grange Hall, and I delivered eighteen discourses there to good and attentive congregation. I have never seen a better
interest than was there; and I can say of the
citizens of Netawaka, that I never met a more
liberal minded, generous, and kind people than
are they. They were willing to hear and investigate, ancl they took me to their homes and
kindly cared for me while we reasoned together.
The interest was excellent, and many pressing
invitations were given for me to return. They
seemed to anticipate my wants and generously
supplied them. May God bless them abundantly
with the precious things of the earth and a glorious entrance into his presence. You can imagine my feelings at parting with strangers who
had never heard anything good of us and yet be
so kind. My faith was strengthened in the promise of the blessed Master, "I will go before you,"
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etc. The Saints also kindly ministered to my
wants.
Brn. Griffith George and Henry Green took me
to Blue Rapids. We stopped one week on the
way near Centralia and preached there and baptized three, principally the fruits of others' labors. In Blue Rapids I spoke fourteen times,
but there was not the interest that I hoped there
would be. An article published in the Blue
Rapids Times against Mormonism, or rather a
rehash of the old story, and this had some effect.
Some who had been quite attentive heretofore
kept away. It has been the means of retarding
the work there, but by and by there will be a reaction, we hope, if internal discords .can be killed out. The Apostle's idea of bridling the tongue
is a good one. Brethren Shute and Roberts are
and have been doing a good work both planting
and watering, and, taking all things in consideration, the cause is moving on m this part of the
R. J. ANTHONY.
field. Yours in Christ,
NEWTON, Iowa, May Gth, 1879.
Dear Brotlter: About the last of March Bro. I.
N. White and I took a trip north-east of Grinnell,
about thirty miles from here. We got out an appointment while there, and preached six discour.
ses with good effect. Two were baptized; one a
young man, the other a lady of about forty; she
had been a member of theM. E. Church for about
twenty-three years. After our departure we learned from Bro. Goreham of that place, that one
Rev. Coals from Grinnell, was to preach against
"lHormonism." We made it a point to attend on
that Sunday. Well, you know about the argument such reverend gentlemen use against us.
He stated in his speech that the "three witnesses
of the Book of Mormon had denounced their testimony, and the whole thing to be false;" and 0,
how trashy his argument was, too much so to
notice. After he was through, Bro. White asked
the privilege to speak only five minutes; but
"No," was the answer. Brother White announced
that on the next Sunday he would make a reply.
So when the time arrived we found the house to
be filled with listeners. Brother White made an
able defense. The editor of the Independent, at
Grinnell, was out. I will send you the paper, so
you can see what he had to say. We expect to
go there again May the 18th. Some are ready to
be baptized. I think there will be a branch built
up there. 1 don't know that ever I saw such a
great interest taken in the work as there is in that
neighborhood.
:1\J:ay the Lord be with us when we return there.
Yours for the truth,
D. C. WHrrE.
NEBRASKA CITY, Nebraska.
Bro. Hem·y:-Our conference passed off harmoniously, not much of anything of importance
being accomplished. There are too many called
elders sitting upon the stool of do-nothing, or like
the dog in the manger, will neither eat the hay,
nor permit the ox to eat. Can a district do anything to be freed from carrying this official load?
I was disappointed in not being able to attend
the Annual Conference. I could not go without
paying tribute to the railroad, and not having the
wherewith, had to remain at home, like the boy
at election, with nothing to say. I have several
calls to go and preach, both in new places and
where I have labored during the past winter.
Have good news from Bro. Anthony, and he
wants me ·to join him in labor in Kansas. I
hope by Fall Uonference to make arrangements
to take the field in .fact. For that is the full desire of my heart. Yours in Christ,
ROBERT M. ELYlN.
BOSQUE county, Texas,
April 9th, 1879.
Brethren Jose1Jh and Henry :-My husband and
I are the only Saints in this country. We have
written to Bro. Bays, thinking that we might
have him in these parts, but we have not heard
from him. We would like very much to have
some good elder come. We became members of
the Church in January, 1878, and I have enjoyed
more heart-felt religion since then than I did in
'the nine years that I liyecl in the Christian

Church, though I then loved my Master as clearly
as any converted soul. I thank God that I have
had the privilege of hearing the gospel in its fulness,Jlhowing me the true way wherein we might
all be saved. I had been investigating for over a
year, and asking God to show me the right way.
I had heard Bro. Short several times at Joplin,
Missouri, and had almost become convinced.
Then Bro. Bays came there on his mission to
this State and unfolded the Scriptures so plainly
that I could refuse no longer; so my husband
and I were both baptized. I hope that some
Elder will come SO@. Your sister in Christ,
F. A. JENKINS.
PoTTORVTI~T~E,

Texas,
April 13th, 1879.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins : For a week or two after
Bro. Jenkins l~t us it seemed as though the good
Spirit left also, but we realized that his faith
would not save us, so we looked to God and asked him for a return of the Spirit to assist us to
carry on the work. And I can say now that we
have had the manifestation of the Spirit and have
been led by it to preach the gospel of Jesus
Christ.
I preached my first sermon by special request
on Sunday, March BOth, to a little colony some
four miles from my home. I we.o.t trusting in
the Lord for strength, and I had a good hearing
and liberty that almost astonished me. I gave
an appointment for to.day, and Bro. Land accompanied me, but we had a small congregation on
account of the bad weather, the rain descending
in torrents for two hours; but prior to this we
had a joyful time at my residence, spending the
forenoon in prayer and testimony and the afternoon in administering the Lord's Supper. The
brethren and sisters returned home giving God
J_ L. S1'0NE.
thanks.
MIDDLETOWN, Butler Co., Ohio,
April 21st, 1879.
Dear Herald: What comfort and consolation
your pages bring to my heart. When trials and
temptations beset me, and I am almost persuaded
to give up the struggle, the light that l)l·eaks forth
from your pages brings back to my mind the
blessings of the past, when God in his mercy
poured out his fi·ee Spirit upon the Saints of the
Amanda branch, causing our hearts to swell with
gratitude. At times darkness seems to overspread my mind, but when I see the light of
truth shining upon your pages, I am strengthened ancl encouraged to press forward, that I may
obtain the prize of salvation. At times I think
there is a great work to be done in this place and
that many will obey the truth, and again the spirit of rebellion breaks out, which seems to make
the prospects look dark.
I now think if we can succeed in saving those
who have espoused the cause there will be a
great work done. I have succeeded in getting
space in two of the papers of the world for a defense of the cause, which is the best I can do bv
way of preaching the gospel nt present.
•
Dear Saints, I hope you will pray for me that
I may be able to stand firm to the end, and that
I may not be overcome with evil, but overcome
evil with good. Yours in love of the truth.
l\'L B. WrLJ,IAMS.
:1\iERRY OAK, Va.
B1•o. Hem·y: On the evening of April Gth,
1879, the little band of Saints of the Shenandoah
Valley Branch, met at the house of Elder 0. E.
Cleveland. All wer!3 present and tool;: active
pnrt in prayer and in bearing testimony to the
truth of the latter day work. The Sacrament
was administered by Elder Cleveland. President Joseph Smith and his Counsellor, the Bishop of the Church, and Counsellors, and the
general Church authorities were sustained in
righteousness, and the Saints request that the
HERALD should be published weekly as soon as
possible, and for this purpose . they send the
amount of money in the treasury, $2.50, for the
benefit of the omce, to sustain the I!ER,H;D and
make it a weekly paper.
0. E. CLEVELAND, Prest"dent
BEN.r. Bow:~<rAN, Clerk.
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ScOTTSVILLE, Ind., April 24th, 1879.
Bro Joseph: We are having meetings every
Sabbath at Mt. Eden and the little band is striving for the right, realizing that greater is he that
is with us than he that is against us. The 1 ' war
horse of Southern Indiana," as he is sometimes
denominated, James Gos~, sometime since made
an attack on the different orders of the day, and
to show when the kingdom of God was set up,
and at the close of the meeting I asked him to
identify the kingdom in point of theory and
structure, and tell the people where it is to-day.
He stated that he would do so that night if it
would not weary the people; but he said that he
would answer it the next night. The night following he essayed the task. He tried to show
that it was set up by Christ and the apostles and
was set up on "This Rock;" consequently the
Christian Church of the nineteenth century is the
true Church. He then gave placli for the questioner to speak. Itook the stand and tried to
show that the point under consideration was,
where is that kingdom to-day? I wished him to
identify it. The 1irst night passed and the second came, and he took the stand and recapitulated. The same place for the querist was offered,
and took the stand with a house filled to overflowing with eager listeners; and I think I showed to'the satisfaction of the audience in general,
that.the Christian Church of this century is not
identical in theory nor in structure.
The·third night came, but we had no chance
to say anything: but he was dissatisfied with his
effort and-sent the question to Rev. Tully for an
answer. J\'Ir. Tully did not answer. He sent in
turn, 1\it'; Brown, who came to our meeting when
Bro. Kelley was with us, and thought that we
had posted him on the position that was taken
by them, arid he was very sensitive, and made an
attack on Bro. Kelley's discourse; and all that
I have to say about it is that it was a very cool
night, and he feigned vmy hard to keep cool
when Bro. Kelley replied to him last Sunday.
Bro. D. Scott and I had meeting at Brush College on the pike, to a good audience and with
good liberty. The work is onward.
Your brother in the covenant,
•
M. R. ScoTT.
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try till thirty years of age, could we expect to be
prepared in an hour or a week? Simply because
a man to-day is ordained an Elder docs not mean
that to-day he is qualified to preach the gospel of
Christ. In theN ew Testament and other Church
history, I learn that the apostles and seventy are
to do the field preaching, having their minds released from worldly cares. They are not called
to build houses or herd cattle, but to preach. If
we desi.re to preach because we think it an easy
way to live, or more honorable than common
labor, or because we do not like common labor,
the time of our ministry may not draw nigh.
The time of mr public ministry has not drawn
nigh. Why? Because I am not qualified for it
(the ministry. If I fail to be studious, faithful
and obedient to God, the .time of my ministry
never will draw nigh. God knows who qualifies.
He who qualifies not, God will not set apart to
his (God's) public ministry. An architect will
not send out of his shop an apprentice to build
a counter for a merchant till he has taught him
how to do- that piece of work. Would not God
exercise as much discretion as a man.
B. A. A1'WELJ,,

the comfort received, they would be adding and
aiding to spread the gospel, to cheer and comfort
others, and thus do something for the Master's
cause
Bro. John H. Lake was with us some time ago
and preached a series of able discourses, placing
our cause in the right light before the world, and
doing lasting good. After which we had the
pleasure of planting five into the kingdom of our
God and his Christ, making a total of fifteen members here in an unorganized condition and belonging to no branch. The lack of a house to
worship in has prevented an organization. At
Shelby there are two churches, but both have by
resolution forbidden the Latter Day Saints from
worshipping- therein, under 'any circumstances
whatever. "While we feel that this is a slight
persecution, yet, like Ern. Forscutt and Lake, we
are thankful to almighty God for the kindness
and esteem manifested towards us by a large majority of the people, and we feel that a continuance on our part, will soon bring about the entire fulfillment of our loved president's words,
namely, that he expected to "live to see the name
of a Latter Day Saint made honorable." To this
end we pray, and remain yours in hope,
T. w. CHATRUHN.

OsnonNE CITY, Kansas,
April 2oth, 1879.
Bl'o. H. A, Stebbins : As we are all interested
LA wrmNcJC, lifichigan,
in the cause of Christ, I wish to report progress in
April 30th, 1879.
this part of the vineyard. I have been preaching
Bro. Joseph ancl IIem·y: Since my last commuin Mitchell County some of my time and some nication, in Jnne',-1878, I have been trying to do
at Gaylord, and at home in the Solomon Valley something in tlie glorious cause of truth. DurBranch. Had a two nights' discussion with a ing July, August and September, I labored in
Disciple minister, which resulted favorably to Branch and VanBuren Counties, Michigan, and
the cause. I also organized a branch of sixteen in October opened a new place in Kalamazoo
members, known as the Elmira Branch, in J'dit- Co., at the Owlsburg school house. In that vicichell County ; Bro. ~Iason, President. Pray for nity I encountered the famous D. Comstock, a
us that we may continue in the good work.
Congregationalist, who grew noisy and boisterYour fellow laborer in Christ.
.
ous at the sound of the truth. He caused us to
J. F. JE,IISON.
be excluded from the synagogue and instituted
----an independent exposition of the Mormons. I
INDEPENDENCE, Jackson Co., Mo. went to hear. He began by making some scurriApril 19th, 1879.
lous remarks about the Church in general, but
Decw Herald: I have 11 desire to say something as he progressed, his speech assumed the nature
about this latter day work. I have lived to be of a personal harrangue. about me. His statetwenty-six years of age and never heard the gos- ments were so low, false, and obscene, that many
pel preached until about one month ago, and I left the house in disgust, murmuring as they
am satisfied that this is the work of God, and I went. Only two of his congregation approved
GuADALUPE, Santa Barbara Co., Cal., have had the privilege of testifying to it, thanks of his conduct.
April 24th, 1879.
be to God. I am not a member of the Church
Bro. Clum and others procured a hall in the
Bro. Henry: I am still in this dry and windy yet, but expect to be soon. I request the prayers village of Mattawan, in which I reviewed the
country at work with my hands for the present, of the brethren and sisters, for it is everybody's expose to the satisfaction of a full house. 1mbut occasionally I get a chance to preach, and I place to pray and to pray earnestly. I have al- pressions favorable to the truth were made on
do net allow a fair opportunity to pass without ways had an earnest desire to live a Christian, the minds of numbers in this place, and we now
bearing a testimony to the truth. I am anxious but never could content myself to join the other anticipate good results ere long. From 1\iattato see the HERALD, to learn what the Conference churches, and it must be that God held me for a wan, late in October, I went to Steuben County,
has done with me. The Saints are very anxious better purpose. I feel it that way now. He has Indiana, to attend the Michigan Conference, held
for me to come to Oregon, and I dont know but promised that those who live up to his word to November 9th and 10th. It was a good meeting
I will try it again if the Conference has not or- the best of their ability they shall not perish, and and I baptized three intelligent young ladies.
det·ed otherwise. Your brother, J. C. CLAPP.
certainly I desire to be saved.
The remainder of November was spent at Clear
Yours respectfully,
Lake and Coldwater, then by direction and urMRS. El'1nrA PARKER.
gent request I went to Southern Indiana, arriving
INDIAN CREEK, Elk Co., Kansas,
----December 7th. Met with some of the Saints at
April 1st, 1879.
the Confer.ence in session at Eden, Floyd County.
SnEI,nY, Iowa, ~Iay 2d, 1879.
Bro. Hem>y: I have been absent from home
Bro. Hem'y :-I received the Hm'ald of :Th'Iay first From Floyd County went into Perry and Crawsince about January lst, till last week. Built a
house for a farmer. I was 25 miles from home, this morning, and have just finished reading it ford Counties, where I tarried six weeks and in
stayed at my work till completed. Lectured from first to last, page by page, and I feel in my various places held meetings. Large audiences
once on Church history, Church organism inclu- heart to say, 0, blessed treasure! What a comfort usually and good interest. I must here apoloded. I had a likely appearing audience ; they thou art, in cheering, encouraging and strength- gize to Brn. Harp, Maymon and Bagggerly, for
gave me good attention and kept good order. ening the thousands of thy readers; and on each not fulfiilling my appointment at their place.
The room was well fiilled. My surroundings reading awakening new and better motives, bet- The roads were in such a condition as to render
were Methodist and Campbellite, also near the ter, higher and nobler aspirations; and, with a the travelling dangerous. I hope they will parBickertonite former location in the Verdigris corresponding desire and determination to press don me and will strive for the blessings and the
River bottom. I trigd to give my audience some on to the mark of our high calling in Christ; and, crown.
I hope that Bro. V. A. Baggerly will strive to
distinguishing lines, by whieh to separate the with a throbbing heart, we breathe afresh a heartfalse factions from the main or trhe body. I felt prayer for Zion's weal. But for thee, we fear retain the<faith and confidence imposed in him
have thought it required the patience of a Job the drifts of life, the eares, responsibilities, trials, by the brethren there, by wisdom, prudence, and
and the skill of a Solomon to represent the true tribulations and perplexities thereunto belonging, faithfulness, and be instrumental in doing great
Church of Christ. This part of Kansas has some would bury us so deep that a glimpse of the "silver good to the cause.
I did not have an opportunity of visiting the
Bi:ighamites. An Elder has said he thought lining" beneath the dark clouds of life would
some ordinations were too hasty, so many Elders pass unobserved, and all would be dark. But, Saints or the Low Gap Branch, at Anderson, albut no preachers; perhaps ha is right. In my thanks be to God for the Spirit which attends though I very much desired to; but my prayer
youth I wish to add some scriptural comparisons. thee, the words of comfort and consolation which to Gocl for them is, that the Lord will bless them
Christ knew when a child his work. We get thou. bearest, breaks afresh the. rivulets of life, abundantly and that they remain faithful.
While laboring at the Pleasant Ridge Branch,
that from his own sayings to his parents. He and enables us by the eye of faith to discern "just
(Christ) says, "I must be about (or do) the work below the horizon" the silver light, and bids us the brethren of the Christian Church at that
place felt disposed to fire a few shots at us on the
of my Father." Yet he was subject to his pa- "bide its time and it will shine."
rents' parental government till the time of his ·Would to God every Latter Day Saint would subjects of "This rock," '"The Priesthood," and
ministry drew nigh, or till God commanded him read thy pages; for we know that strength, com- "Authority," and kindred topics. 'l'his led to
to commence his personal and public ministry. fort and consolation to the weary ones is thy mis- an examination of these subjects, rather to their
If Christ was not prepared for the public minis- $ion, a,~d all may taste that will; and, besides displeasure, while the truth was developed to the

I
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Ipast 10 a.m., and

encouragement and strength of the Saints. Late
in January I .baptized four persons; afterwards
turned northward and, passing through Floyd
County, visited Jefferson and Ripley Counties,
aboring at various points, enjoying the happy
company a part of the time, of Bro. Kelley, who
left Indiana in February for Michigan.
March 1st, attended the Conference at Union,
Jefferson Co. Had a real good time; two were
baptized during the Conference. After it we enjoyed several good meetings there. Subsequent.
ly vye went again to Ripley County and preached
for a season, but my labors were intercepted by
the illness of my dear companion, who was an:
ected with fever of some character. During her
illness she was kindly cared for at Brn. Rector's
and Fisher's. For their kindness we feel under
many obligations. The -Lord was our great helper and friend in time of need. During three
weeks I was only able to preach occasionally.
Then my wife became able to travel and we
started for Michigan, April 24th, arriving at this
place the 26th, feeling well, and I hope to begin
the campaign here soon.
I am thankful to our l'Ieavenly Father for his
preserving and watchful care, for his guiding
and directing hand, that has been exercised over
us; and to the Saints where we have journeyed
on. our last mission, for abundant kindness and
assistance rendered.
Praying that the blessings of God may rest on
all his Saints, and that great prosperity and sue.
cess attend his cause, to the salvation of the
honest in heart, and the final revealment of his
kingdom, I am yours in hope,
C. ScoTT.

CIIEESELAND, Angeline Co., Texas,
April 21st, 1879.
Bro. Henry : According to appointment I
preened a funeral discourse yesterday, and in the
afternoon I had the pleasure of baptizing four
more precious souls. Four others promise that
they will obey the gospel soon. I had good liberty, a large congregation, and excellent attention.
}\'[any who spoke evil of the way when I first
preached here, now say that I preach ·the truth,
and that they will come and hear. May God
still enable us to carry on the worl>: and convince
the gainsayers.
Your brother,
JAl\IES W. IlRYAN.

at the Willow School-house in
the afternoon and evening. We will·preach at
the United Brethren Church, on Narrows Prairie, this evening on my roa<l home.
Many arc the calls for preaching, hut it is impossible for me to fill half of them. 'l'he' outlook
for the work in this country is good. Quite a
change has taken place in the internal affairs
and condition of the Church in this district, for
the better; union and confidence are more prom.
inent among the brethren; love and peace have
stronger hold upon our hearts, and the universal
desire of the Saints is to see this work roll on to
a glorious consummation. J\'Iay God, who is
guiding this work, guide our individual feet in
the narrow way, that in our lives we may exhibit the fruits of the gospel of peace, and with lov.
ing hearts may point the erring sinner to that
highway of holiness which leads to eternal rest.
Your brother in Christ,
F. M. CooPER.
57 Stocks Street, MANCHES'I'En,
April 22d, 1779.
Pre.1ident Joseph Smilh:-We held our District Conference here in Manchester on the 13th
of April, and we had a glorious time together, the
Spirit's power was much felt, and the Saints were
strengthened for present as well as future warfare.
Pray for us brother Joseph as we pray for you.
From your brother in the gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ,
JosEPH DEWSNUP.

A <;:onference convened at Dennisport, Mass.,
February 1st, 1879; Thomas W. SmHh, president
p1·o tem; C. N. Brown and F. A. Potter, clerks.
Elders J. W. Nichols, C. E. Brown, Wm. Bradbury, G. S. Yerrington, E. N. Webster, John Gilbert, T. F. Eldridege, Nathan Eldridge, George
Linnell, Nehemiah Eldridge, C. N. Brown and T.
W. Smith reported in person, and Geo. Burnham,
Erastus Vickers and S. H. Morse by letter ; also
Priests F. A. Potter and N. C. Eldridge in person,
and M. Dambruch and T. H. Moore by Jetter;
Teachers Thos. Whiting, M. P. Berg, H. C. Doane
in person, and C. D. Seeley by proxy ; Deacons
DAWSONBURG, Iowa, April 25th, 1879. Isaiah Chase and Samuel Smith in person.
Resolved that F. A. Potter be ordained an Elder.
Bro Hem·v: Have been here a week in comAt 6:30p.m. John Gilbert preached.
pany with iny father, holding meetings. The
Branch Reports.-Providence 104, including 8
farmers are very busy with their Spring work.
Not mueh interest, but a few seem to be willing Elders, 7 Priests, 2 Teachers, 4 Deacons; 6 bapto hear and investigate. The Saints who trust in tized. Dennisport 72, 8 Elders, 1 Priest, 3 TeachGod were never firmer in the cause, and I a.m ers, 4 Deacons; 1 baptized. Plainville 16, 1 Elder,
well satisfied that many of them will stand the 2 Teachers; 6 baptized. Boston 33. 3 Elders, 1
storm and anehor at last in the haven of eternal Teacher; 1 baptized. Fall Piver 77, 4 Elders, 2
rest and peace. I am deeply interested in the Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 1 baptized.
The Providence Branch was authorized to place
triumph of the work of God. In bonds,
the name& of the members of the late Simmonsville
RonT. M. Er.vm.
Branch (with the exception of Bro. Jesse Nichols)
SANDUSKY, Arril 27th, 1879.
on their branch record, the clerk of the district to
B·ro. Joseph Smith: I am still travelling in this notify them of this action of conference.
district; have moved my family to North FreeSunday, Feb. 2d.-At 10:30 am., preaching by
dom, at the request of the brethren; have been T. W. Smith; at 2:30p.m., a prayer and testimony
preaching in the Saints' hall at North Freedom meeting, in which the gifts of the Spirit were
on Sundays and from two to three times during m&nifested. C. N. Brown was ordained as one of
the week. The interest is good, a number be- the Seventy, and F. A. Potter as an Elder. At
lieve the doctrine, but seem to be deficient in 7:30, preaching by C. E. Brown and C. N. Brown.
moral courage to obey. If the truth was only
Monday, Feb. 3d, 8:15 a. m,-Elders A. Nickerpopular we would soon have a large ingathering son and J. Potts reported in person, and II. H.
into the Church. Yle baptized a lady on the 3rd, Thompson, Amos D. Me on, John Smith and Chas
anc1 would have baptized another if her husband A. Coombs by letter.
had not been opposed. We have subsequently
A committee appointed to hear the appeal by G.
heard that if she had been baptized we would S. Yenington in relation to receiving reports of a
have had an introduction fo a suit of tar and court of elders, :reported that it. was illegal to l'B·
feathers, and a free ride out of the country on a ceive thei~ report, ex?ept it was presenter! by some
rail. I started on last Saturday morning for I member ~.' the cou~t m person.
Willow Creek, thirty-two miles distant, aniving 1 E N. Vvebster, B1shop's Agent, repcrt.ed: •·Balat Lloyd about sundown with a tired horse;; ance on hand last donference $23.22. received
found an opportunity for preaching. I spoke to $22 84, total $,13 06; paid out $10.75, leaving
a large and attentive crowd, from 1\fatt. 4 : 4. $35 31, of whieh
50 belongs to the Bbhop as
On Sunday morning drove over to Bro. \Vilder- tithing, and $28
to the district''
muth's; spoke at half past ten and again at three,
C. E. Brown, president of the district, reported
to quite large and attentive congregations, in the his traveling expenoes $10 \JO. C. N. Brown reschool house, on the first principles, and anum- ported his expenses as district clerk $6.60; had
ber are believing here. If the Lord wills we will received $5 12, leaving $148 due him. Reports
in four weeks speak in Lloyd, on Saturday, at r\'ceiveu and refe,.red to .J. Gilbert, .J. Potts and
the P!easrmt Ridge Church on Sunday at half~ F.
Potter,
committee, who reported

bills correct. Iteport adopted, and the bills were
allowed and ordered paid.
C. E. Brown was chosen presiuent~ and F. A.
Potter clerk of the district.
- C. E. Brown, E. Small and 'f. W. Smith were
appointed as a committee to visit the members at
So. Yarmouth, to bring them to a proper standing
in the work.
Adjourned to Providence, May 17th and 18th,
187\l.
3 r.~I.-Resolved that the action of the Boston
Branch in receiving Bro. J. W. Nichols as a mem·
ber without a letter being. presented, be declared
illegal, and that the district clerk be authorized to
issue him a letter instructing him to join the Boston Branch.
_
A resolution was adopted expressive of the desires of the conference that Bro. T. W. Smith be
permitted by the Church authorities to remain
longer in the district.
F. A~ Potter was continued in his mission, and
E. Small was given one.

§outllm·n Indiana Distl'ict.
A conference was held at Union, Jefferson
county, Indiana, March 1st, 2d and 3d; Samuel
Rector, president pro tern.; E. C. Mayhew, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Olive 20, 1 Elder; 1 Deacon.
Union 27, 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. New
Trenton 14, 1 Elder, 1 Priest.
Elders John A. Scott, C. Scott, J. S.,Christie r.cported in person, and W. H. Chappelow by letter.
Priest - Burton reported in person, and J. R.
Chappellow by letter.
Bishop's Agent reported: "Total receipts $27.85; total expenses $2l.G5; balance on hand $6.20,
Samuel Hector, Agent.
Elders and priests who are not engaged as
branch officers were requested to labor in the district. John S. Christie and Samuel Rector to labor in Itipley and Jefferson counties.
""'""''''""~
Committee appointed to htbor with Wm. Ferguson, reported having tried to see him, but could
not, therefore gave him written notice to appear
at this conference, to answer to charges preferred ;
and that if he did not appear and vindicate himhimself he would be cut off. Committee recommend that, as his crimes are so wide-spread and
notoriouR, that he be dealt with at once. A court
was appointed, and, after examining the case, they
were unanimously in favor of withdrawing the
hand of fellowship, which decision was sustained
by the conference.
Other committees appointed lo labor with erring
ones asked for further time. A committee was appointed to labor with Bro. f oung, and report at
next conference.
Adjourned to New Trenton Brauch, June 7th
and 8th, 187\l.
SouUwt·lill Ndn·aska Dii!>ita·ict.
A conference was held in Nebra.ska City, Neb.,
April 6th and 7th, 1879.
At 11 a. m., preaching by J, Armstrong; 2:30
p.m , sacrament and fellowship meeting; at 7 30
p m., preaching by Hiram Robinson.
7th.-Eider J. Armstrong reported his la.hors as
president of the district (bnptized four). Secretary
reported his labors.
Bishop's Agent's Report..-"B<tlance on hand
.Jan. 1st,. 2 cents; received from .James Perrin
$L50, Nicholas Trook and Ellen Trook $1.00.
Paid provisions for John Cattlett $1.50; balance
on hand $1 02. J. W. Waldsmith, Agent."
Elders Reports: It. C Elvin preached 72 timeP,
baptized three; received about $20. J. W. Waldsmith, S. C. Gra•s, ,James Thomsen, Chas. Muetze,
.fohn Jamieson, Paul C. Peterson, Hiram Robinson,
Knud Johnson, It. P.L Elvin, and Priests F. L.
Tucker and ,J. Gordon r~ported.
Branch Reports.-Blue River, last. report 22,
present 29, 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 7 baptized. Palmyra, last report 42, present
42, 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teach ere, 2 Deacons;
no changes. Nebra~ka City, !>1st report 109.
present 109, 2 High Pdests, 9 Elders. 4 Priests, 2
Teachers, 2 Deaeuna; no chll.~>ge. Platte R;ver,
ln.st report 23, pre8cHt 29, 1 Eluer, 2 Priests, 1
Teacher; 7 bnpti7.ed, 1 removecl, 1 marriage.
Moroni, last repnt 19, present 19, 1 Elder, 2
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Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; no tJhange. Plattsmouth, no report.
Zion's Hope Sunda.y School, of Nebraska City,
reported.
P. C. Peterson and Samuel C. Grass were released from the mission previously given, and the
lattei' wa~ appointed til labor as circumstances
permit. P. C. Peterson to labor Jn the vidinit.y of
Nebraska City.
It was resolved that we establish a Scandinavian Mission in this District, and Elder James
Thompsen was assigned to it.
Adjourned to l\icCape's School House, Cass
county, Nebraska, July 6th, 1879, at 10:30 am.
An hour was devoted to free discussion.
Preaching in the evening by R. M. Elvin.
----+-~•

Sh•in~

Prairie and Nauvoo
Dishict.

A conference convened at Keokuk, Iowa, March
1st, 187\J; J. H. Lake, president; Jas. McKeirnan,
clerk.
Branch lteports.-Pilot Grove 34, 2 Elders, 1
Priest, 1 ~l'eacher, 1 Deacon; 3 received by letter,
23 removed by letter, 8 expelled, 1 ordained.
Montrose at last report 44, present 27 1 Elder, 1
Priest., 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 17 remo~ed, 1 married. String Prairie 30, 3 Elders, 2 Teachers ; 1
removetl. Burlington 73, 2 High Priests, 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized.
•rreasurer's report: Cash- an hand last report
$3.50, receipts during the quarter $31.20; expeliditures daring the quarter $24./0; balance on
hand $10. Farmington 50, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized,
B received, 1 expelled, 2 died. Rock Creek 45, 6
Elders, 2 Priests 2 Deacons; no change. Keokuk
38, 4 Elders, 2 Teachers; no changes. Vincennes 21, 2 Elders, 1 Deacon; 4 baptized, g removed by letter, 2 died, 1 ordained.
A statement was presented from the ex-secretary
of the Burlington Branch, and referred to J. A.
Crawford, Solomon Salisbury and .J as. McKiernan.
Bro. Marion Dorothy presented an appeal from
the decision of the Pilot Grove Branch, and it
<vas referred to Thomas Hovel, Nephi Snively, and
D. D. Babcock, who ware also ordered to report
on charges against Solomon Salisbury.
Report of Bishop's Agent.-"Amount. on hand
1Rst report $GO 37; paid out ou indebtedness of J.
H. Lake .$50. 00; balance on hand March 1st.,
18/H, 37 cents.· .J. W. Newberry, Agent."
ElderR Thomas Wellington, J. H. L~tke, .J. A
Crawford, H. '1'. Pitt, Wm. Lambert, B. F. Durf~e,
D. D. Babcock, H. N. Snively and Jas. l\IcKeir.nan
reported labor performed.
Committee appointed te examiue papers presented by the ex secretary of Burlington German
Branch reported the paper a transcript of the
record, "s·l!.owing that the members were scattered
and the branch disorganized. They recommend
that the items of change be enterred on the dietdct record. and the transcript be forwarded to
the General Church ltecorder.
The committee to whom was referred the appeal
and charges from Pilot Grove Brauch, found
that there ha.d been hasty and illegal transaotions
in the cases, aud recommended that a committee
he appointed to go there and investigate the whole
matter.
Report approved and II 'r. Pit.!, Richard Lamoert and Wm. L>tmbert appointed to the duty.
'l'he committee appointed to investigate the con"
ditiou of the Vincennes Branch reported. "Visited
t.hR.t place December Hth, 1878; called the branch
together, and the Saints mutually resolved to forgive each other, drop their grievRnces and start
nnew. By vote of branch we ordained Bro. Jasper
Evehtnd to the Deacon's office, and left them in
goo<:l foeling and working order. Signed, Nephi
Snively and Jas. McKiernan, committee"
H. T. Pitt., B. F'. Dnrfee and Wm. Lambert were
continued in their former missions, and Henry
;-lt.evens was given one.
.J. H. L:tke resigned the presidency of the district. A vote of thrnks was tendered for bis services, and J. A. Crawford was chosen in his place.
Rr•porr. of secretaty's expenses for tbe quarter:
"fo~tilroad l':tre, postage, &c., $j 50." lteport approved, and bill paid by collection.
· .7 p m.-"PrP~l).\lJnz by J. A. Cmwforrl.

SAINTS'

HERALD.

Sabbath .-At 9 a.m., prayer meeting; had a
season of rejoicing; gifts manifested, and the
members encoura.ged. At 11, preaching by J. H.
Lake. At g p. m., sacrament meeting. Some twodays meetings were appointed, and Richard Lambert elected vice president of the district.
Nathan Spicer was voted a Teacher's license
and Frederick Salisbury a Deacon's license, and
in accordance with a request from the Keokuk
Branch, l:lro. George Jill. Jamieson was ordained a
Priest by J. H. Lake. Solomon Salisbury and J, A.
Crawford.
At 7 p. m., preaching by Jas. McKiernan.
Adjourned to Rock Creek, Illinois, June 7th,
1879.

§t. Louis Dish'.ict.
A conference was held at Gravois, St. Louis
county, Missouri, April 6th, 1879; William H.
Hazzledine, president; John G. Smith, clerk, and
Geo. Hicklin, assistant. Prayer by G. Thorp.
BranclJ. Heports.-St. Louis 270, including 8
Elders, 7 Priests, 4 Teachers, 2 Deacons; at last
report 272; 2 expelled. Gravois 53, 1 High
Priest, 3 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon; 2 received
by letter. Objections were made to this report,
that there were twelve less than last report said;
this loss is not accoanted for, so was returned for
correction. Alton 29, 1 High Priest, 4 Elders, 3
Priests, 1 Deacon; at last report 30; 1 died.
Belleville 74, 9 Elders, (2 of whom are suspended
from office), 4 Priests, (1 of whom is suspended),
2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 4 received by letter. Alma, at last report 41, present 41, 2 Elders, 5
Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; no change. Cheltenham 20, 4Elders, 1 Deacon; 1 expelled. C11sryville 37, 4 Elders 3 Priests, 2 Teachers; 11 are
scattered. Boone Creek 24. 2 Elders,· 2 Priesis,
!Teacher; '1 are scattered. Whearso 10, 2 Eldere.
The spiritual condition of the St. Louis, Alton,
Belleville, Alma and Cheltenham branches was
reported. Also financial reports were read from
the St. Louis, Alton and Belleville branches.
Sunday School reports were received from
Belleville and Alma.
Bro. A. S. Davidson reported from Moselle, Mo.,
that there has been no change since last report.
There are five members, all of whom are trying to
serve the Lord.
President Hazzledine desired tho clerk to send
to the [{emld, with the minuted of the conference,
instructions to tbe presidents and clerks of
branches of this district, to make their reports
accurate and full, and to have them presented to
the branches to be alfopted, and that the date of
their approval be stated on the reports, before
sending them to conference.
2. p. m.-President Hazzledine addressed the
Saints. The sacrament was administered by
Elders It. D. Cottam and Wm. Anderson. The
meeting was then given into tho hands of the
Saints. Many strong testimonies were borne, and
songs of Zion sung. The Spirit of the Lord pervaded the assembly, and love and harmony prevailed.
4:15p.m-The elders reported their labors during the past three months. :\Iost of them had labored officially in their respective branches.
The committee on the protest and petition of
Bro. George Hicklin reported:
"That the law goveruing ordinations was not
complied with in the case, no legal vote of the
Belleville Branch having been taken to authorize
the ordination of Bro. John W. Thorpe to the
office of an Eider, anJ that. ihe action taken by
the district conference, October 7th, 1878, in
adopting the so-called recommendation of the
Belleville Branch, that Bro. John W. Thorpe be
ordainel an Elder was illegal; and also that the
subsequent. ordination of Bro. John W. Thorpe,
October 13th, 1878, by Elders Beard and Miller,
was and is null and void. Respectfully submitted,
Wm. Smith, John Sutton. Wm. 0. 'l'homas, and
Wm. Gittings, committee."
The report was accepted, the committee was
discharged, and the decission of the committee
was adopted. Then thepreEidentmadethe declarat ion tbat Bro. John W. 'rhorpe was not an Bider,
and instructed the clerk to notify Bro. John W.
'L'bm·po of the action taken in his case.
l 'l'h~ West. Belleville Branch petitioned that th~

conference would state the conditions on which
the branch can re-instate Bro. Francis Izatt in
the branch, as he has applied for his standing
again .•
It was resolved that the petition be eonsidere<.f,
and a motion that the former court of elders bs•
reappointed to reconsider the case of Bro. Izatfi.
was overruled by the adoption of a substitute,
that as he did not comply with the decision of the>
court of elders in his case, which was adopted by
the St. J"ouis District Conference, April 7th, 1878;
and that the Belleville Branch also on their part
neglected compliance; therefore be it Resolved
that if Bro. Izatt repents and makes confession to
the Belleville Branch, promising to do better for
the future, thus, as far as practicable,' complying
with the former decision in his case, that he be
forgiven and reinstated.
Hesolved that we authorize the two presiding
officers of the St. Louis District to arrange a plan
for the labors of the Elders and Priests in this
district for the ensuing three mo»ths.
Adjourned to St. Louis, July 6th and 7th, 187\\.

..

'

Bisb.op's Qu.at·terly HeJI.liOll't• ,
The Heorganized Church of Jesus Christ in a<>
count with Bishop I. L. Rogers for the quarter·
ending March 31st, 1879.
187\J.
CH.
Jan. 1, By balance due Church
$1404 73:
1, " Error in footing previously
4 00·
2, From Susan Matthews
'
1 85·
3, J. T. Ayers, Illinois.
5 00·
'1, ,Joseph Squires, New Yol'k ... .
10 00•
8, Mary H. Haymond, Mont. ... .
6 00•
8, James Crick, Illinois.
1 00•
" 11, Hannah Bardsley, Cal.
2 50·
" 17, J. G. Holman, Ohio.
2W
" 17, Susan T:Holman, Ohio.
4 85·
1 20•
" ] 8, E. & II. Sawyer, Ohio.
" 20, Wm. Pooler, Missouri.
10 00•
" 21, Thomas Standeven, Iowtt.
5 00
" 23, Boren Wilson, Iowa.
3 50·
" 23, Anna Wilson, Iowa.
5 00
g 00
" 23, Christian Wilson, Iowa.
" 24, John Mantle, Missouri.
2 00
" 25, Henry Sfawpert, Kansas.
5 00
" 25, Wm. Pucell, 1\Iass.
G 50
" 27, Thomas Standeven, Iowa.
a oo
10 00
" 28, James Davies, Missouri.
Feb. 1, 1\I. A. Meder, California
2fJ2 50
3, Isaac Phillips
5 00
"
3, .Tames l'erkins, Utah.
1 00
"
3, \Vm. Ballinger, Nebraska ....
1 00
3, Joseph Branton, Neb.
1 00
a, - Jamieson! Nebraska..
1 00
"
3, Geo. Wedlock, Nebraska.
1 00
"
GJ J. ~..,_ Gibbons, 1\linnesota .....
5 00
8, James Crick, Illinois.
3 50
" 10, Thomas Taylor, England, as follows: A brother $23.73, John
Haywood $3 63, l\Iatilda Nerrey
$3. 37, Ephriam Webb 96 cents.
'l'otal
30 69
" 11, W. H. Curwen, Illinois.
6 75
" 12, C. D. Alberson, Idaho.
4 .22
" 12, .Jane Moony, Ontario.
4 25
" 12, J"ucy Lyons, Michigan.
22 85
" 13, John McMulkin, Ontario.
5 00
" 13, Anna Flower,-Illiuois.
50
" 13, Frank Lofty, Illinois.
2 85
14, R. Balentyne, Iowa.
18 50
" 14, Abednego Johns, Nevada.....
10 00
" 14, Elizabeth Mitchells
1 50
" 15, B. Nelson, Nebraska.
5 00
" 20, Charles Kemmish, Iowa.
1 85
3 2,5
"' 20, W. H. Curwen, Illinois.
" 21, G. S. Lincoln, Cal.
1 85
" 24, Amelia F. Hain, Iowa
5 00
" 25, Levi Cheney, Ill3.
13 30
'· 25, Peter Devlin, Ills.
2 00
Mar. 1, James Crick, Ills.
1 00
4, John Richard8, Kans.
2 00
"
4, Lyman Hewitt, \Vis.
5 00
G, D. J. Jones, Pa . . .
"
5 00
"
7, A. Hall, (as Agent. for Pottawaltfl·

I
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J\Iar.ll, T. R. Hawkins, (as Agent for tho
WANTEn.-Brother William Wallace of Elvaston,
Nevada District)
....
10 00 Hancock county, Illinois, wants some woman of
12, A. Ha.iley, Mo.....
2 00 industry and integrity to ~eep house for him.
13, Eliza Green, Iowa.
10 00 Brother Wallace is a widower with three children
" 14, T. C. Kelley, Ills.
1 50 to do for, the youngest being ten years old. If
" 14, Morgan David, Utah
5 00 the young lady who is now with· him should leave~
" 18, Mary A. Redfield, Iowa
5 00 he will probably get another in her place, so there"
18, William Pett, Iowa
30 00 is likely to be two women to do the work all the
" 18, David Hall, Iowa..
15 00 while. Further particulars furnished on applica·
" 19, J. T. Kinneman, (as Agent for the
tiou. Address as above.
Far West District, Mo.) . . . .
10 00
" 19, C. H. Derry, Neb.
1 40
KENT ANn ELG!N DisTRICT.-The conference of
" 20, James Shipman, Conn.
,1 00 the above district will be held at Buckhorn Branch,
" 23, D. F. Crane, Minn.
5 00 Ontario, .June l4th and 15 th, 1879 , not June 7th
" 25, John Scott, Ills....
4 00 and Sth, which was an error in writing the min'' 31, E. M. Bowen, Mont.
5 00 utes. lUohard Coburn, district clerk.
31, James Houston, Ills.
4 00
" 31, Stephen Woods, Iowa
25 00
" 31, Martha Kent, Ills.
5 00
OmTuARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one huuured
'31, lt brother, Ills.....
25 00 words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
" 31, Janet Black, Ills...
2 50 when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each addi1 00 tionaleightwords(oneline)willbechargod; noticosofprom
" 31, J ames Crick, I l 1s.
l
2· u"0 inent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
31, Silas Hevener, Il.
103 5 5 Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.
" 31, John Leeka, Iowa

OBITUARY.
James Stuart, born July 7th, 1813, at Lancaster,
England, came to this country in 1850; was baptized by C. Derry in H:l62; died April 28th, 1879,
after nine days' illness of apoplexy; at his residence in Council Bluff.!. lle atruggled in llltlrttJ.lit.y 66 years and 9 months; and, while evidence
of fallibility and mortal weakness marked his
course, his life, as many know, was not barren of
noble and godlike deeds. His most intimate
friends have the satisfaction of knowing that for
the last year of his life, for moral rectitude his life
was all that could be looked for in erring man;
nor has their joy been lessened in the thought
that the merciful God, who, though not looking on
sin with allowance, will never turn a deaf ear to
the penitent cry. Two sons and one daughter
survive him, and they with many Saints and
friends mourn his loss. While always ready to
confess his faults, he never boasted of the good he
did, but frequently regretted his inabilit-y to do
f' · b 1
more good. In him the Church has lost a art fu
and honest book agent, which position he filled
for years. The success of the HERALD in Council
BOl'll!.
Bluffs is to a great extent attributa.ble to his diliBRYAN-At West Oakland, California, April gence. Funeral service by Jas. Cail'all at the
15th, to the wife of Bro. A. C. Bryan, a daughter. Saints' house of worship, which was well filled
J,LoYn-To Helen Mar and T. E. Lloyd, at Des by members of the Church and others.
Moines, Iowa, March 23, 1879, a daughter.
Dear brother,' thou art called awayMother and child doing well.
Thy absence gives us pain,
Although we realize our loss
GEORGE-At East Liberty, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Is thine eternal gain.
April 6th, 1879, to William C. H. P. George and
The deeds of kindness thou bast dono,
Alma 0. Savery-Georgr, a daughter.
And many works of love,

DR.
$2,276 04
.Jan. 8, To David Dancer, for the family of
Bro. Gland P.oger, and for the
poor in Iowa....
$150 00
,, 8, W. 'l'. Bozarth, Texas Mission
20 00
8, :Hobert Davis, ministry
25 00
17, Printing Envelopes for Church use
7G
'" 17, One hundred Licenses for Quorum
ffi 1· j
') 00
Lur<·.-At London, Ont., 1\Iay 6th, 1879, to Br.
17 Tr~-~~~ ~~d notices for Utah 1\Iis- ~
• n
"
•
o" Su" Joseph and Sr. Janet Luff, a daughter.
81 0
'l J5 h
" 17, Tracts to Elders aud others .
4 45
GOULD.-At Clitherall, Minnesota, Aprr ~-I. •
" 18, Book of Mormon aud Doctrine and
1879, to Bro. Clayton G. and Sr. Ellen D. Gould,
Covenants sent Pres. Hayes
g 75 a daughter. All doing nicely.
" 21, J. R. Lambert, ministry
60 00
I'flhi.rl'ied.
" 21, Sundries for the Church
~ 84
FRosr-BAYLEss.-At the house of the bride's
" 23,' W. W. Blair, ministry
3o 00 1parents, Lincoln, Nebraska, April [)th, lSiD, 1\:Ir.
" 27 p t 1
ds
1 00
l
. , os a. car
William H. Frost and Miss Annie Bayless. Cere2~ 0 0 mony by ltev. Sanford Gee, of the Baptist Church.
" "8 J. J. Cornish, ministry
Feb.-5: Wm. II. Kelley, ministry
11 00
5, Stamps,
3 00
Died.
5, Joseph Smith, traveling expenses
HowELL.-Near Volcano, Amador Co., CaL,
on Church matters
20 00 May 21st, 1878, of gravel and inflammation of the
10, The poor
;)4 35 bowels, Joseph Howell, aged 63 years. He was
" 10, Josiah Ells, ministry
40 00 born in Shropshire, England, Nov. 14th, 1815;
" 14, J. A. Crawford, ministry
20 00 was baptized in 184ii; went to Utah in 1854;
14, The poor
12 00 came to California in 1859. Was baptized into
14, W. W. Blair, ministry
20 00 the Reorganized Church in 1865, and remained a
" lii, Church LibraTy books
54 05 faithful member until the time of his death.
15, Heralds to England and Wales, .
STollllARD.-Near Caseyville, St. Clair Co1mty,
aud posta.ge . . • .
....
109 20 Illinois March 30th, 1879, of pneumonia, Gwinne
" 20, Postage on Advocates to Utah MisStodda;d, wife of Mr. Alexander Stoddard, in her
siou
.. :.
. ....
32 33rd year. The deceased was born in Wales and
'' ~51 Stamps for Churcn busmess . .
5 80 baptized in the old organizr;tion while there: em,, 25, Coal and oil for Jiecorder's office
. 3 50 igrated to this country with her parents, Elder
I;Luc. 1, The poor
20 00 Morgan and Sr. Ann Lewis; wa.s b"ptised into
1, Sr. B. C. Brand...
10 00 the Iteorganized Church in the f<tll of 1866. Her
~. W. W. Blair
25 00 funeral was largely attended by the brethren,
I~, Sr. M. Fyrando . . .
25 00 sisters and friends by whom she was highly es,. 20, Sr. W. 1'. Bozarth
:w 00 teemed. Funeral ~ermon by Elder George Hick
,. :~4, The poor
8 50 lin. Her husband aud four small children, and
81, The Church Recorder
25 00 many friends mourn her loss. ,J. W. THORLEY.
•• :-31, For fenc~, wire for Church land 100 00
IhALY.-N ear Mill Green, lllarylancl, April lsi,
., 31, For famHy of It. J. Anthony, by
187\J,Elizabeth Healy, aged 78 yea1·s and 8 months
Agent I.eeka. · · ·
__ 103 5G .Mother of Sr. L J. and M. P. lVIatthews.
$1,012 \)]
DAYIS.-At Long Valley, Ca.lifornia, April 2d,
Bahnce due lbe Church
1,263 13 18Hl, of diphtheria., lit-tle Cora Bell, daughter of
Brother Perry ancl Sister J\fari~. D:tviP, aged 8
$2,276 04 yearP, -1 mouths and 29 days. Her sickness was
IsRAEL L. RoGERs,
of ~hort duration; taken on 'l.'bursday night and
Presiding Bi~;lwp.
died the following Wednesday. Sbe Wt>s beloved
by all those who knew her. Hence-

2

I

EAwnaw IowA DrsTRJO'r.-A conference of lhe

above district will be held at the Jackson branch,
Jones count.y,
May 31st and June 1st, 18/D.
Those who come
Amber Station by rail will

'l'h is lovely bud~ so younp.:, FiO fair,
Called hence by early doom,
:Just came to show how sweet a flower,
In l)aradise \vould bloom.

YnF n. ---At

;\Ie:rced, California, March 7r h, 1879,

aftet• iourieen years of suffering from the l·hemati~tn, mnch of the time being deprived of the use
ED\\.-AR.U LARIU,Y, Pres. of District.
of .her hands and f~et, Sister Elizabeth Youd, wife
of Brother .T:-tmes Yond, aged 61 yeard. She wn.s
In.formn.tion wantt~d of James H. JHorgnu :t,nd. bol'U in Chester, Englnnd; was bapdzEld in Liverhis wife, two scattered members of pco!, ]}by l4,b, Hl-11. She was glad to he releasfron1 nn.in and to go to her rest; havin·!r faith
branch. Thomag A .Tohu, pr0si- ed
'· ' b '"
11
f·or th 10
· th
,...t·
cf
t,ua.".
A e. wont com_e
. e t•esnrre .. 1on J
! the: .1\U~t.

Jllen.se enquin1 for ,] ames Bradley.

Have all been noticed by tbat God
Who dwells in heaven above.
And a reward thou wilt receivo,
'Vhen .Jesus comes to reign
Upon tho earth a thousand yearsThen may we meet again.

MoBGAN.-At Coldwater, Florida, January 31st,
1879, Bro. William M. Morgan. He was born in
Alabama, Decem her 4th, 1840; baptized by
Alexander Kennedy, June 6th, ]8()8, and was
subsequently ordained a Teacher, which office he
h ld
h .
f h' d th
H 1f
·r
d
e at t e trme o
rs ea .
e e t a wr e an
three children. We feel assured that it is well
with him. Funeral sermon April 13th, 1879, by
Elder Heman C. Smith, from John 11: 25.
CosHAW.-In the Centre Prairie Branch, Missouri,
April ] lth, 1879, of consumption, Sr. Sarah E.
Coshaw. She was born November 2d, 1859, in
Camden county, Missouri; baptized September
7th, 1872, bp ,Joseph S. Lee. Her former name
was Clark, daughter of Celia Clat·k, deceased, and
she was the wife of James 0. Coshaw.
JOHN C. FOSS.

PENSION, BOUNTY AND CLAIM AGEN'I'.
PENSIONS.
Soldiers wh·l have been wounded, injureU., or have contradu
ed any disease, however slight, should apply at once. 'Vidows, children nuder twenty-one years, dt.lpendent motheJ!i,
fathers, and brothers and si~ters under twenty-one y~a.rs, are
entitled to Pension. A Pension of Eight Dollars per month,
is allowed to all s'urvivors of the War of 1812 who served four~
teen dayR, or were in any engagement, and to the '\-ridows of
such sohliors, without regard to date of mar1 iago.
!:'<CREASED PENSIONe.
VVe make Increased Pensions a speciality, aud can obtain an
1ncrease of rate in every case where a Pensioner has a right
thereto, and every Pensioner, whose disability ha.s increased
si11ce the allowance of his cJaim, should immediately apply
for increase through me. Thou~ands are entitled.
VETERAN BOUNTY AND YETERAN MUSTEI\.
Soldiers who were in the service of the United States, aud
who served a period of nine months or over prior to January
1, 1863, were honorably discharged for any reason, and wlw
again enlisted for three )ears subsequent to the above date
and prior to April I, 186'1, who received only $300 for l~st scr·
vice, caP obtain an amendment of the records of the Ad,Jnta;+ tGeneral'~ Office, U.S. A .. to show vete.ran muster and rece~vo
an extra $100 therefor, Heirs of Sold·ers who may have dwd
during their secc>nd service are entitled.
BOUNTIES.
Soldiers diseharg-ed on a('connt of rnptnre are cntit!ed to
Bonnty. The additi.onni Bounty of $tOO is still Ueing paid.
AI! kinds of Bounty Claim• collected.
QO)BlUTATI0~-1 O.F ItH'IO:>iS.
Soldiers who were in Hel>el Prisons are entitled to Comm,;latiou of Rations.
Quartermaster Chtims, Clairn~-J for Arro 1uH of Pay, Commntation of Rations, .Extra Pay. Prize ~lolH\Y, &c., pl'omptly collccted and quick returns JnatltL
Only legal fee~ charged. We desire Agen!H in every toW(\ ..
LILeral eommls:3>ons alluw~>(l.
·
"
AddresR withont delay. Nr, chat·ge unless I'Hlc<:el::sfnL Aq~

II

d!f'\s \~( 1 th

sbtrHJJR,
~. ('.11'0~~, :\I.tdJI.t.:>J ..,r.LslJingtonC() 1\-hine.
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PRICE LIST of JOB PRINTING.
We are now prepared to do Job Printing at the
following prices, in good style and on good stock,
postage or expressage prepaid.
500 Note Heads, ruled ............ $2 50
l,OJO
" ...•...•.... 4 00
500 Letter Heads, ruled., ....•.. , 3 50
......... 5 50
1,000 "
"
"
500 Bill Heads, tyvo sizes, rulfd ... 3 50
1,000
"
'
5 00
500 Monthly Statements, ruled .... 2 50
4 (J()
1,000
"
500 Envelopes, No. 5, ............ 2 60
500 Hand Billa, G x IJ inches . . . . . . 2 25
500 Business Cards, No. 2 ... , .. ,,, 2 20
1,000 "
"
"
3 25
No.3 ......... 2 40
500
3 50
1,000
"
2
50
No.
4
500
"
3 65
1,000
"
500
No.5~ ....
2 90
3 80
1,000
25 Visiting Cards, mixed colors ....
20
35
50
"
1lji,j; Prices of other work given on application. Proofs furnished when desired.

.
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BY THE

The Saints' Heral(l:

Zion's Hope:
A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semi~
mouthly, price 60 cents pflr annum, 30c. per half year, free ot
postage. JOB.EP.II SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS editors.

Holy Scriptures:
In.•pi>·ed Translation by Joseph Smith the Mtirtyr.
2 70
Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
3.50
"
Turkey Superior .
. .....
3 7o
"
•'
clasp,
"
Roxbnrg
..... .
3 75
New Testament, inspired edition
75

Roan, plain
Roan, full gilt, gilt edges ......
Morocco, plain, marbled edgea
Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges

Concordance to Book of Covenants,
24 pages, 10 cents.

'frial of the Witnesses, to the ltesurrection of J esus-a Legal Argument,
36 pages, 10 cents each.

Tracts:
No. 1.

C' oth, limp, cut flush
Cloth, limp, turned -in
ltoan lea1her, boards, plain
R<mn leather, boards, full gilt ..... .

Doctrine and Covenants:
In sprinkled Sheep
In l\lorocco, marbled edges,
Hesperh~:
Poems, by Drt'ftu H. Smith, 202 pa~es, fancy u1nth,
gilt edgt-;li

Mountain of the Lord's House.

2 25

30

55

No. 2.

No. 3. Voice of tho Good Shepherd.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

Epitome of Faith and Doctrine.

one paget 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hundred.

No.5.
2

The Gospel.

pages~

6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hundred.

No.6. ~'he ••One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects.,
Pre· Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall
Administer.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 7.

Who Then Can be Saved.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozeu, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 8.

Fullness of the Atonement.

16 pages, 30 cents per do"en, $2 por bundreu.

No. IJ. Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural
Standpoint.

~o.

11.

The Narrow Way.
The Plan of Salvation.

18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hundred •.

No. l!l.
No. 14.

The Bible versus Polygamy.
Reply to Orson Pratt.

16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. 15.

Idolatry.

4 pa.ges, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. Hi. Polygamy; Was it an Origina.l Tenet, of
the Church?
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundre<l.

N'o. 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office·
and Presidency of the Church.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.

No. lti

li.ejection of the Church.

8 pa.ges, 20 cents per

dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

No. 20. The "0 n ~ l\ o d y ;" or the C)lurch of
Ghrist under the Apostleship and under the
Apostasy.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.

No. 21.

Truths by Three Witnesses.

one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.

No. 22.

No. 25.

Faith and P.epentance.

Laying on of Hands.
Mountain of the Lord's House.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

No. 27.

May the 31st, and J una. the 1st and 2nd is tho
time appointed for holding the Michigan District
Conference. The place of holding said conference
ie near Coldwater, Branch county, Michigan,
probably at the Fowler School·honse, the usual
place of meeting. Saints coming ·via R~ilway
will be met at the Coldwater depot.
.
It is desired that each of the several branches
will make out a complete report and send to this
conference, ghing their present numerical strength
changes, &c., since last reporting, that a correct
record may be had by I he District Secretary; also
that a correct one may be furnished the Church
Secretary. I call especial attention to this, as H
has been sadly neglected in the past., and hence a
very imperfect. report appears in the minutes of
the last General Conference, of this District.
The District Secretary has asked in vain,·so far,
for the necessary items to enable him to make out
a complete record. Branches are reported as
they were years ago, for the reason that no reports
,.have been had recently. Will the branch officials
make out a complete record of names and changes
in their respective brunches and send therq. to the
District Secret.ary (Seth M. Bass) before thesession of Conference herein announced? You WILL,
WONT YOU'? Address, Seth M. Bass, Coldwater,
Branch county, Michigan, in care of Bradford
Corles.
We will all attend the Conference, who can, to
do good for the cause, encourage and render
each other happy and stronger in the fu.ith, and
try and pasA the limo so pleasantly th»t we wlli
regret the time for separat.ing when Oonfcrence
shall have closed, woNT wE?
The District Conference for Southern Indiana,
will be held at New Trenton, .June 7th and 8th.
The London District ConferenCe\ Ontario, at
Carlingford, .June 7th and 8th.
W~1. H. KELLEY, in charge of Mission.
~We are aware that there have been delays in
filling orders for books, etc., but we think that
hereafter neither we nor our employees will give
any just cause for complaint in this directioR.
Where errors are made either by the sender or us,
we shall be glad to rectify, on noVfication.
·

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
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Conference for M.icl!ligan.

Truth Made Manifest.

12 pagea, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hundred.

No. 4.

65

-------------·-------·--·-------------------

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.

ABBREVIATED HAP.P--200 J.>AGES.

Five Quires ofNoto Paper, free of postage,
......
One Quire of l)i'qto Paper and a PackageofEnvelopes
One Quire of Let tor Paper and a Package of Envelopes
Emerson's Ready- Binder, old Herald size
H
"
"
new "
"
.Baldwin's Ancient America
Rol1in's Ancient History, 2 vols.
........
Cruden's Condensed Concordance of the Bible, cloth
6
H
·"
'
"
leather
H
Compl~te
"
"
cloth
Drown's Concordance of the Bible,

40 pages, lOc. Mcb, $1 pet dozon,

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

1 25
l 50
1 75
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50
15

Miscellaneous:

Songs of Zion, by T. W. Smith,

1 25 No. 23. Baptism.
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hundred.
1 75
2 25 No. 24. The Kingdom of God.

The Saints' Harp-Hymn Book:

20
20

Sheet Music:
135 pages. A pocket edition of this old and reliable little
work on the doctrine and history of tho latter day work is . Safe in the Fold, per dozen lOc., Feed my Lambs, per dozen 10
for sale at 50 cents ea~h, cloth covers, or 25 cents paper Song of a Cheerful Spirit, per doz. lOc., Harvest Chorus
10
covers.

14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.

Official paper of tho Reorganized Church of Jesus Chr-ist of
Latter.Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains correspondence from different parts of the world, giving accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year $1.10, free
of pdstage. .JoSEPll SMlTll and HENEY A. STEBBINS editors.

of Baptism and Membership, per dozen
Removal Certificates, per dozen
...... .
Marriage Certificates, per dozen
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen
Anrual Statistical Reports, tw·o tOr
Brauch Financial Reports, por dozen
District Financial Reports, J)er dozen

82 mo.,128 pages, bound in limp cloth 50 cents.

8 pages, 20 ceuts per dozea, $1.30 per hundred.
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Full Roe~, sprinkled edges,
}"~ull Turkey 1\'Iurucco, marbled edges
l'ull Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,

Certificates and Reports:
Cortificatc"~

Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,

No. 10.
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Pamphlets:

20 pages, 40 cents por dozon, $.3 per hundred.

Bua.·d of 1 'ublicalion of the Rem·ganizcd Church,

Bo'ok of Mo'rmou:
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P.ules of Order and Debate for all ihe Deliberative
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches
and Districts,

••

PUBLIC AT I 0 NS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
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The Sabbath Question.

¥.! P.ages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 cents per hundred.

~~ No. 2·8.

Ad.di'CS§C!l.
The l:lasis of Polygamy: a Uriticism upon
Joseph Luff, llox 50, Plano, Kendall Co., Illinois.
the (so-called) li.evelation of July 12th., 1843.
75
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.
Joseph Squires, 93 P.alph Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
A Memorial to Congress,

6"

1 25
1 75

8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.

THE SAINTS' ADVOCATE,

Trial of the Witnesses to the P.esurrection,
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.

A 'IUontbly, religious journal, published ln the interest• of
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
and in the special interest of the Utah Mission of said Church,
and Edited by vV. W. Blair and Z. II. Gurley.
Terms, 50 cents pe-r year, in advance, except otherwise
provided for.
Subscriptions earnestly solicited. Subscribe for yourselves
and for friends deceived by The Latter Day Apostasy.
Remittances must be sent to '\V. W. Blair, Box 337, Sandwicb,.Ill.; or to II. A. Stebbins, Plano, Ill.

Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
20 cents per hundred.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, JUNE 1, 1879.

THE EVIL HEART OF UNBELIEF.
"Take heed, brethren, lest there be in any o
you an evil heart of unbelief, in causing you t
depart from the living God."-Heb. 3: 12.

:M:an in his inward nature, is a compound o
three sets of faculties, which together make
up his soul, or spiritual being. lie has reason,
affections, and will; he has capacities to know,
to feel, and to do. His powers of understand·
ing, calculation, judgment, &c., are termed the
intellect; his impressibilities, or the emotion
of joy, sorrow, love, hate, fear, &c., constitute
the affections; while that activity of purpose
with which he sets hjmself in motion, is desig·
nateil. will. A close examination of the Scriptures reveals the fact that they recognize and
are mainly conformed to this three. fold classication of the human faculties or powers; proving that He who indited them, better under·
~itood human nature than did tho ancient sages;
and showing also, that the most satisfactory
researches of modern mental science, fit exactly into the utterances of sacred writers o
thousandcl of years ago. A thought just her
suggests itself, although not pertinent to th
subject; viz., that this idea of the tripple na
ture of the soul now so universally accepted, is
a strong argument against the assertion of
infidelity that the Bible is the production of,
or rather grew out of the teachings of heathen
philosophy,)or it is e.vident that they recognized no distinction between the affections and
wi:ll, claiming}hem to-. be identical, and that
the soul of man consisted of but two elements,
intellect and will.
The Bible is not intended to be a book of
science as-men .use the term, but it is a rues·
sage from God to man, addressed to human
understandings~ and therefore couched in language best adapted to accomplish the end de.
signed, which was not to teach us physics or
metaphysics, but to be to us a guide in matters
pertaining to our salvations and our-relation to
our Creator. In order to bring this about, it
was not necessary to go into all the various
fields of secular knowledge and investigation
yet it; was impossible to pass them by entirely
:untouched; hence we find that there is scarcely
a department of human science upon which
the sacred writings do not border, or over which
they do not throw their light; and it is no small
proof of .th~ l;}ivip.e origin of the Scriptures,

that human investigation and research have
thus far, although in many instances conducted
with this special object in view, utterly failed
to bring to light any well settled or established
results contrary to its language or its teachings;
but that the Bible, fairly and grammatically interpreted, is everywhere found to be in accordance with the ascertained nature of all things,
and must therefore have emanated from Him
who is the Author of all things. •
The passage at the beginning of this article
speaks of the heart ; of our emotional nature,
and of the other powers of our being, only as
they are acted upon and controled by the emotions. A solemn warning is given against unbelief; especially tha(unbelief which has its
rise in the emotions or passions. We are to
take heed lest there be in any of us, an evil
heart of unbelid'.
There are two shades or degrees of unbelief,
not always distinct from each other but often
existing together as cause and effect; both the
same as regards the ultimate result, yet each
situated in separate and distinct departments
of our mental nature. The orfe'is intellectual,
the other is ethical, or more distinctly related
to our emotions. The one is an absence of
mental conviction, the other a perverseness of
moral affection or desire. The one arifles from
darkness in the understanding, the other from
corruption of the passions. The one is the
unbelief of reason, the other is the unbelief o
the heart. Of the two, the latter we believe
to be the most prevalent, and by far the most
dangerous. Indeed, so little is eaid in the
Scriptures respecting the scepticism of reason,
as to lead us to suppose it something rare, or
at least incapalile of existing alone. Pure
reason, undistutbed by the affections, or uninfluenced by passion is predispos.ed to be logical,
and 1·£ght logic is very apt to move in harmony
with God and his revealed truth. It is only
by the weakening, distortion, or the subjugation of the mental processes that reason can be
made to err or to wander. Hence, as in cases
of mental aberration or insanity, the primary
cause is found in a majority of cases to be
something that has first taken hold upon the
emotional part of the nature, and through this
channel acted upon and weakened the intellectual faculties; so we b<1lieve that there can
rarely be a case of scepticism, that has not for
its origin or foundaiion so.me perverse moral
affection or desire.
•
Looking back over the history of mankind
in all nations and all ages, notwithstanding
the blinding and perverting concupiscence that.
has ever existed in the heart of man, impelling
him away from rather than towards his Creator,
we find an underlying stratum of common
sense ever concluding and maintaining that

No.

u.

here is some Supreme Being whom it was
their duty to consult, worship and obey.
Hence the words 'Of the Scripture that "The
fool hath said in his heart, there is no God."
he commonly received definition of the word
fool is, one that either has no possession of his
reasoning faculties, and is thus governed by
his emotional nature, or one who while capable
of forming an intelligent opinion yet acts or
speaks without regard to what his judgment
tells him is correct. The latter is evidently
what is meant in the passage above quoted.
Mark the language ; he does not say it in his
reason as a logical deduction of his understanding, but only in his heart, as the perversion
of some moral affection or desire. We doubt
whether even in this age of so-called free
thought, there exists a man who from cool,
calculated, unprompted intellectual judgment
and conviction, has deliberately settled down
to the conclusion that there is no God, or that
the Bible and its teachings are untruths and
forgeries. The Creator has surrounded him$elf with so many witnesses, he has made the
demonstration of his eternal power and Godhead so ample, and luminous; he has placed
about the gospel such mighty bulwarks of testimony as to its truth ; and above all, he has
so adapted it to what is in man, to the satisfying of the true cravings of his spiritual nature,
that it is impossible to conceive how reason
and judgment left free to act, with the facts
fairly stated, can settle down into blank unbelief.
Hence we find a great deal of intellectual
or speculative faith; a degree of it exists almost
everywhere. Reason is not the seat of the
difficulties and objections which the gospel has
to encounter; they spring from another source.
Although they are put forward in the name of,
and under the cloak of Reason, their real
source is an "evil heart of unbelief," and Reason is but the slave that is dragged in to fight
the battle of debased and perverted affections.
It is not that men's minds are so perplexed
with logical difficulties in admitting the existence of God, or the claims which the gospel
has upon them; it is not that intellectual assent is not given to the truths of the gospel~
when faithfully presented in their primitive
simplicity and purity; but it is because men's
affections are corrupt and their likes adverse,
that unbelief surges like a wave through
the lund. A fofcible illustration of this, is
shown from a remark made by a man after
listening to a discourse by one of our elders;
id he, "Every word of that is Bible truth,
but I do not believe a word of it." Now
what is the true solution of this seeming paradox? Simply this, that while his understanding had been enlightened, and his judgment convinQed 1 the claima of the go~pel as
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presented by the speaker had run counter t
either the prejudices or the desires of th
listener. To have submitted to those clai
and obeyed its commands would have involved
either the sacrifice of his pride, or some othe
idol which he had enthroned in his affections.
People assent to the truth of the go11pel bu
their likes are adverse, and their hearts go no
with it. They can not repel the charge tha
they are sinful creatures and that there exis
even to their minds, no satisfactory ground
for hope in regard to the life beyond, othe
than those which the gospel presents, yet the
will not come to Christ or submit themselv
to His righteousness. They acknowledge tha
there is a God, but they hesitate to "glorif
him as God, neither are they thankful." The
are persuaded that there is a future of rewar
and of punishments, and that only those wh
obey and keep the commandments can hope
obtain eternal life, yet they are charmed wit
the vanities of this life, they can not dethron
the idols which their affections have reared,
and submit to the requirements of the gospel.
They are not infidel in theory, but they ar
unbelievers in heart, the whole condition o
those passions which govern their life is Athe·
istic, while in mental persuasion we may term
them orthodox. We have a good illustration
of this class in the case of the Hebrews, t
whom the quotation at the head of this ar·
ticle was addressed. Every effort had been
made to not only root and ground this peopl
in the knowledge of the true God, but also t
awaken in their hearts a sense of gratitud
towards him for his goodness, as well as a fea
of his power, which would lead them not only
to obey, but also to worship him as their Lord
and Redeemer. God had spent. the most ex·
traordinary gifts of his providence and gra
upon them; he had smitten Egypt, and broug
them forth with a "high hand and a stron
arm." He had dried up the Red Sea befor
them and led them forth triumphantly from
the land of idols and of suffering. He had
guided them by the visible symbols of h"
presence and power through the dangers o
the desert. He smote the rocks and gave them
water to drink. He gave them bread from
heaven, and never once departed from them
The manna was not missed for a single morn
ing, the pillar of cloud for a single day, or th
pillar of fire for a single night, in all thei
forty years journey. They had constantly before them such evidences of the existence,
goodness, and overruling providence of J ehova
that it was impossible for them logically and
rationally to doubt; yet with all this ••They
believed not in God, neither did they trust in
his salvation." All his marvelous care ove
them, all the manifestations of his power in
their behalf failed to call forth that love and
gratitude which all right thinking demanded.
With all their mental conyiction, their pe1·s1ta·
sion of intellect and their occasional readines
to obey, their hearts rebel1ed and thei
feelings and their choice did not respond t
what they mentally admitted. They had dem
onstrations so manifest and convincing as t
leave no room for doubt to crePp in, yet ther
was no proper heart belief. Under the ver
shadow of the mount that bad hardly cease
smoking and quaking with the thunders o
incumbent Deity, they set up the golden cal
in his place, and gat.ll.ered around it with all
the enthusiasm, the dancing and the obscenity
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f the devil worship of the heatlien.
peak, this people had seen God. His exis
nee, power and grace, had been demonstrate
o their every sense, yet they turned from tha
wful vision, to adore the "similitude of th
x that eateth grass." '\Vith their eyes, ears
ands and mouths full of the evidences of hi
xistence, power and love, their lusts crave
d they bowed the knee to a calf. They ha
ental conviction but were governed by hear
nbelief.
But it is not necessary to turn to the per
erse Jews or to the ages past, for illustration
f this sub?ect. Our own times, our ow
ommunities are full of them. How man
re there among those of our own acquaint.
nee, who have never seriously doubted th
xistence of a God or the truth of his reveal.
word. How many are there who have sa
nder the sound of the gospel as it has bee
ithfully presented by those whom God
nt to proclaim it, mentally, and ofttim
penly ar.knowledging the truth of what ha
een spoken, yet who refuse to obey its co
ands; and what are they but living pictur
f the power of perverse hearts over bett
onvictions. In theory .these persons believ
he goepel, and often are found willing
pport it, yet in heart they are not conform
d to it. They fear God in mental conviction
et serve other gods in practical preference
hey have intellectual faith, but are controlle
y heart unbelief.
True faith of course must exist in th
nderstanding as well as the affection
here must be knowledge in order to hav
"aith, but knowledge is not yet faith. Tru
aith is knowledge so distilled into and ab
rbed by the···heart and the affection as t
arry with it the feelings and the will. It i
ot the assent which thil mind gives to
mathematical problem, but the consent whic
moves and carries with it the whole natur
It involves an active reaching forth of t
ul; it is an intellectual business but it is
eart business also. The good ground hear
rs were those who in good and honest heart
eard the word and kept it. The promise i
hat " If thou shalt believe in thine hear
hou shalt be saved," and in this case only·
or " with the heart man believeth unto right
ousness." The heart is the theatre upo
hich the transactions which take hold upo
alvation are performed. The whole nature i
f course concerned, the understanding mus
e enlightened, the intellect persuaded, the
udgment convinced, and the will moved; but
ove all it is necessary, because largely conoiling in all else, that the affections be touchd, enlisted, and carried along, and. that cur
esires be made to run in the same line with
ur convictions. Mere mental faith will not
, mere formal obedience will not do, buL th
otion, the outgush of t;he inner life and d
re, must be made to go with the assent
e mind, the confession of the lips and t
eed of the hand. It is one thing to see th
romises and be "persuaded of them," bu
t is another thing to confess, embrace, an
ive in accordance with them. Yet withou
he latter the former will do us no good.
here there is no relish, no desire for th
hings of salvation, there is heart unbelief, b
he theoretical persuasions what they may.
Hence we can see what it is that the apostle
arns us of; that rebellious, sinful feeling or dis.

per we may call it, of the heart, which pererts the reason, disregards God's providences,
buses his mercies, and disobeys his gospel.
t is one of the very worst things that can
efall a man, because it thwarts everything
ood. It does away with the counsel of God,
rosses his desires for our welfare, and deises his goodness and patience. It renders
f no avail all those testimonies which he has
iven of himself and his Son, and gives the
e to the divine author of them. It frut'lates all the agencies which God has institu:d to bring man into saving relations with
imself. It smothers and quenches all the
otions and suggestions of the Spirit of God,
d stifles and kills the dictates of better rean. In a word it sunders from the living
od, deluges the soul of man with mischief
nd ruin in this life, and cuts off all hope of
eward and glory in that to come. Far down
n the Southern Ocean lies a reef, whose
eacherous summit is scarcely visible at a
·stance from it. From its isolated position
d the difficulty of access, no warning beacon
arks its position to the mariner, although
ts position and bearings are accurately laid
own upon his charts. Were it possible to
ee its base we would behold the fragments of
any a noble ship that has been dashed to
ieces on its treacherous edge-sad monuents of shattered hopes and unfulfilled de·wave after wave as they pass andreover the bosom of the ocean, beats upon
e reef with a sullen roar that seems to utter
warning to the sailor, of the danger that
rks there. And so there is a rock jutting
p in this sea of life, whose base is deep down
here the black waters of unbelief find no
ore of rest, around whose brow the sea ever
oats with the memorials of destruction, the
ementoes of many a sad and fearful ruin;
here every wave as it beats upon it, seems
freighted with the sighs and fears of those
who, having cherished those idols which their
wn desires have created in this life, have
ene down in the dark empire of death with
o ray of light or hope from the beyond to
heer or to comfort.. This is the rock of
eart unbelief, more to be dreaded because
very current of sinful pleasure draws toward
, and the atmosphere with which we our.
elves surround it, tends to divert the mind
rom the dangers which await us.
One of the worst features of this unbelief
s the insiduousness of it. vV c often hear the
ceptical cavil, by which so many we fear are
eceived, that faith is a matter of conviction,
nd one is not to be condemned for not believng that of which he has not had evidence
nough to convince him. But no one with
he word of God in his hand need be an uneliever in or rejector of Christ, except by
is own choice and fault. The difficulty is
ot with the intellectual convictions, but with
he moral temper. People love the darkness,
choose the evil, ?.nd avoid the light. They
cling to their self. consequence, their conceits,
and their selfish desires, and it is because of
these that they cannot take Christ as their
vior, or the gos-pel as their rule of life and
inking. They choose their own way and
en compiain that they are not convinced,
en the truth is they are not convinced beuse at heart they do not want to be.
A
an's own willingness and obedient temper
re among the requirement.>! of saving faith,
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and these are within his own control. If
does not believe it is because he will not; h
will, guided more by his feelings than his
judgment, shrinks back from the practical requirements of faith. There is at the bottom
of it a heart rebellion against God, a self. acted
repulsion of the light and truth, a cherished
refusal to surrender our idols. Hence the Sa·
vior calls it a sin not to believe on him, and
singles it out as a j1Ist subject of future punishment. We may flatter ourselves that we
are not to blame for our *ant of faith, bu
Christ has forever cut off such a plea. His
words are, "If any man will do his (God's)
will he shall know of the doctrine whether it
be of God." Here then is the way to cure
all doubts, and if we do not have them cured,
it is because we refuse to have them cured in
the way which he has laid down, and hence
our unbelief becomes our crime. We load
ourselves with self imposed burdens, and then
complain because we are commanded to rise;
we fetter ourselves with self-imposed clogs
and then find fault with the requirements o
the gospel which commands us to move.
These burdens and clogs are as various in
their nature as are the minds and dispositions
of those who hear the gospel and refuse to
obey it. With some it is the pride of place
and position, with others a fear of and shrink
ing from the ridicule of the world; among
others it is that stubborn prejudice, induced
by having in former years heard the name o
Mormon coupled with and synonymous for
everything that was bad, a stigma which the
most rigid adherence to the strictest principle·s of virtue and integrity on the part o
those who claim to hold the doctrines of the
Church in their original purit.y, has been unable to entirely remove. The way out o
these difficulties is plain and clear. We
must ourselves remove these self. imposed clogs,
and set ourselves to do the will of the Father,
and the promise is that we shall have faith,
and not only faith,- but assurance also, for we
shall know of the doctrine whether it be o
God. If we are unwilling to do this our un·
belief becomes our sin, and we are only de
ceiving our own souls. The word i3, do your
duty and faith will come, and so long as we
refuse to do this we plead in vain against the
sentence pronounced on us, and must take the
consequences unmodified by any excuses we
may offer. So long as we refuse to enter the
door which stands open before us, we do but
enhance our guilt by pleading that we cannot
find the way, and while we stand t"!J.us parleying with conscienee and weaving plausible
excuses with which to justify and excuse our
unbelief, we are but pushing farther out upon
the stream that is bearing us away from God.
L.

c.

-·----..-~---

A middling sized m9.n would weigh as much as
4,000 wrens, and as much as 10,000 locusts. The
note of a locust can bs heard one· sixteenth of a
mile, If a man of moderate size could make his
note heard at a distance proportionate in comparison to his size, his voice would be heard at the
distance of one thousand miles.
Difficulty is thA soil in which all manly and womanly qualities flourish, and the t:rue worker, in
any sphere, is continually coping with difficultiee.
His very failures, throwing him upon his resources, cultivate energy and resolution; his hard·
ships teach him fortitude; his successes inspire
self-reliance.
·
To & full stomach !1ll meat if! had,

I:IERALD.

WHAT IS TRUTH?
A LECTURE.
~'here

might be several reasons offered, or
apologfes presented for appearing before yo
to-night asking your time and attention. T
ll to whom this address shall prove a disap'
pointment I offer one. I desire to do good; I
believe that good has been shown me, that I
have found it, and iL is a constant source o
regret to me that I have no sufficient com,,
maud of language to make apparent to yo
that which I so earnestly and surely feel to b
true.
Of all questions that do to·day-or eve
have interested humanity, the one asked by
Pilate of Jesus claims paramount attention.
What is truth ? And the difficulties that li
in the way of solving this question do not,
believe, consist so much in lack of knowledg
which is or may be acquired by mental study
·eason and human experience, but in th
lack of that higher knowledge, that surer testimony which the practice of virtue and goodness bring. Pilate wanted to know, but wa
not wi}ling to pay the price which Jesus aske
of him; which he asked of the Jews, whic
he asks of the world to-day in exchange fo
the key with which to solve this great question
What is truth? A common answer migh
be, that which can be (is) attested to by th
physical senses. But I believe that he wh
accepts such a definition as the only, or sur
means of acquiring truth, stops far short o
all the light which his Creator has place
within the reach of man. Nay more, he ma
by these evidences alone not only stop fa
8hort of what he might seek arid ought t
know, but be liable to actual deception-led t
accept as facts, that which indeed is not truth
This is a material, and I liked to have sai
a practical age; but they do not in my opinio
belong together, when applied to morals o
'ritual questions; for the religion of materialism is not practical, not sufficient for all th
wants of man, or human emergency or trial.
"If a man die shall he live again?" was a
question asked thousands of years ago ; an aborb!ng problem, and to the great masses unsettled and unanswered. Those whose fait
make them exceptions to this general unbelief
may be divided into two classes, in the main.
[ speak with reference to what are called
Christian countries. Those who accept Christianity as the one and only true faith, and another and rapidly increasing class denominate
Spiritualists;; and it is the purpose of thi
evening to show something of the true merit
of these two faiths and of their claims to our
acceptance. We shall begin with the latter,
and strive to apply the question, What i
truth, with regard tothis subj(lct? Spiritualism as a religion, or as a whole, though claim,
ing as a part of its creed the moral excellcnc
and many cf the teachings of the Nazarene
nay, all that is good in all the universe, .
seen from their stand point; nevertheles3, ma
I think, be fairly said to predicate itself as
faith or religion, upon the (to them) fact o
spirit communion ; i-e., the communion of' me
and women in this life with those whom w

commonly call dead, who have passed away from
his earth life; so much so, that Spiritualism
s a religion or faith, may be said to stand or
ll upon this issue. And why is this class so
pidly increasing? Because, as we before
ated, this is a material and sign-seeking age.
nd we charge this result upon a spurious
hristianity; i.e., men want the evidence of
heir senses in regard to this matter, and
piritualism proposes to gratify them. "We
ave seen," say they, "those whom we once
bought, or at least feared the grave had forver closed over, our loved ones, come back to
s. Even their forms appear and their
aces are recognized. The secrets of our
earts and known only to themselves and us,
e by and through their mediums made manest; and by many other, to us, infallible
oofs the vail that has for so long a time, if
ot always in the past, hung between us and
e great unknown, and as we once feared unknowable, has been rent away, closing behind
.nd leaving us in the presence of those from
hom we had been separated by that physical
hange called death. And so, for us is the
uestion settled, and the truth with regard to
his, made manifest by the . evidence of our
en sea.
How shall we meet the evidence of the
undreds who testify to the truth of these
anifestations and whose testimony in courts
f justice would be considered valid? And
not accepting all or any of their interpretaions, how shall we disprove? By a cry of
urn buggery, trickery, nonsense? Nay; the
stimony is too abundant, the manifestations
o complicated, the conditions impossible
hat it should all begin and end in legerdeain. I myself have seen too much to lead
e to accept such explanation. But while I
ay accept as a fact the presence of superatural power, I may not necessarily endorse
he character or the moral bearing upon socity of these manifestations, nor accept them
truth or that which they purport to be.
e have neither time nor ability to deal with
his subject in a scientific or exhaustive maner, but a half hour is not sufficient time for
s to say all that we would like to or could
ay. But as we said before, he who depends
holly upon his senses for evidence in spirita! matter~, or questions more especially, is lible to error. We believe this phenomenon
o bo a deception, not having its origin with
an,and that history only repeats ib;elf, that
here is nothing new under the sun in this
eception of spiritualism or modern witchraft. " Should not a people seek unto their
oil, from the living unto the dead?" says
od's prophet. And why? Because, 1st,
hat the revelations emanating from him have
ever nor ever can be successfully impeached.
On the contrary the prophecies of what is
called sacred history have established their
claim to cur confidence, by the literal and exct fulfillment of' all thas ever been promised,
far as time will permit. 2nd, Because comunications from all other sources, whether
rom men or devils, in the flesh or out, always
ave been and always are, though sometimes
rue, confessedly unreliable.
There are two powers at work among men.
One, the power of darkness, the other of
ight; of truth and of error; of evil and
ood; of the genuine and. the counterfeit.
nd the more perfect the imitation, the more
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e flesh, is flesh," said Jesus. "That which When we use the word I, we mean something
dangerous does it become. We read of Saul
orn of the Spirit, is spirit;" another and more than the body; something more than
who by sin and transgression had forfeite
gether different thing; flesh is one thing, that which belongs to us by virtue of our mere
his right and privilege of communion wit
pirit another, and so he sought to relieve him bodily structure; a something which owns the
the eternal source of truth, seeking counsel o
f misapprehension and explain something o body as its property and commands it a.s a serhis own and of God's forbidding, with th'
ancient spiritualist, this woman of Endor. the· difference. "Except a man be born of the vant. The poet has expressed the idea, beBut she told the truth, say you. So does the Spirit, he can not see," much less enter the ginning:
modern spiritualist. Many strange and start. kingdom of God, which the Jews were expect'·The purple stream which through my vessels glides,
Dull and unconscious flows like common tides.
ling truths and perform many wonders tha 'ng; but were not in a condition to receive,
The pipes through whirh the circling juices play,
ny more than we are to-day. A spiritual
astonish the physical senses. But none th
Are not the thinking I, no more than they.
This frame compacted wifu transcendent skill,
irth is to be obtained and growth commenced
less a huge deception, and whatever the mean
Of moving joints, obedient to my will,
Nursed from the frui~ul glebe, like ;:iODder tre-e,
employed, the ultimate end a bad one. Men efore we can begin to be able to comprehend
\Vaxes: and wastes, I call it mine-not 'lnt<.n
r become competent judges of what is truth
m~y sneer at the idea of devils, but the fac
ith
relation
to
spiritual
questions.
that there are men to-day, who for the uncer
If mind is simply finely organized matter,
"We speak of that we do know and testify then every mental action must be a material
tain prospect of securing a few thousand dol
Iars, will deliberately seek and so nearly ac- f the things that we have seen, and ye re- process or product. If this be true, every
complish the destiuction of a vessel in mid eive not our witness.'' And why? Because, thought, .every impression of the mind, every
ocean freighted with human souls, bringing so e answer again, that men are not willing to memory, must leave a material and life-long immuch of woe and sorrow to so many hearts, in lace themselves in the position of reception pression. Simple reason teaches the impossif the truth; are not willing that the broad bility of this. The material structure of tho
order to obtain something which is not the'
own, needs no additional proof of what we a
ight of heaven's truth should shine upon them. brain could no more hold these physical im'God is light, and in him is no darkness at all;" pressions of a lifetime than you could write
sume, that there are devils, in the flesh an
out, who make mischief and deception thei
d he who truly seeks for heaven's eternal the history of the world upon one of these
trade.
And the moral questions they bring ruth, cometh to the light, that his deeds may pages. There may be an objection raised to
e made manifest. "My doctrine is not mine, this, on the ground that mental action deto their aid, the appeal to the hearts affection's
and the skillful manner in which this Prine
ut his that sent me," and if any man will do pends for its brilliancy and vigor upon the
of the power of the air appeals to the preju he will of God, "he shalllcnow of the doc- normal and symmetrical condition of the boddices, and the phenomenon with which h
rine;" not guess at it, nothing uncertain ily organization. If this be true, which I do
seeks to captivate the physical senses and rea- bout this precious information. These are not admit that it necessarily is, always, yet a~
son of men by his skillful manipulation of su
e words of authority, not of speculation, or we said before, the body is the servant of and
perior and supernatural power in the sub til
f analogy, or of analagous reasoning, or hu- is not the man. Good tools are necessary for
influence of electricity; his arraignments o
an philosophy. "No one hath ascended up good work. Give the accomplished workman
so-called Christianity; his objections to th 'nto heaven, but he who came down from clumsy and inferior tools and his work must
claims of Christ, his mission and the scripture
eaven, even the Son of man who is in heaven." be inferior, although the genius of the master
which testify of him; and the nameless ways
e alone is authority in these matters. He may be there; and when the soul shall be at
with which he appeals to the passions an
lone it is who has truly and surely brought once freed from the hindrances of its imperprejudices of men everywhere, are in realit
fe and immortality to light, through heaven's fect or crippled organization, who knows what
only blinds to draw men away from the pure piritual law, the gospel. ]Jven the story its capabilities or possibilities of performance
principles of the gospel of peace, and the fore
f' the appearance of Moses and Elias upon or accomplishment may be. We do not sec
e mount of tranllfiguration, needs also the with our eyes, or hear with our ears; the forof the law which makes them binding and
valid, and which alone can save men fro
resence of him who said, "I am the resurrec- mer is but the window through which the
spiritual decay and death,
on and the life," to save it from the fate of soul looks and takes cognizance, the latter the
It is, or ought to be, patent to every on
en-made stories, and give to it the power organ through which the sounds are conveyed.
that obedience to physical law is the price o
hat should preserve it through the crucible o Analogy teaches that to all the sum of animal
physical blessing, or acquirement or possession he ages to follow. True, there are many life inferior to or below man, there is a sphere
of normal condition. The same rule applie
trong inferences or testimonies in nature, rea- of attainment or development equal to or comin the spiritual realm. The gift of God is no on and analogy, of the conscious existence mensurate with its capacities. The instinct
to be purchased with money; though there b
fter the visible change called death. But a or intelligence necessary to the continuance
many to-day, who like Simon of old, thin
of the
ife beyond the tomb can only be made cer.tain of physical life and the
differently. Yet, my feiends, it is not so
y direct revelation, or authentic testimony of species seems to be the suu1 of animal cJpacily
obedience to the only spiritual law God ha
he return to this world of one whom we call or attainment. It also teaches us that man
ever set his seal to, the gospel of his Son, i
ead. No other argument is suffi..cient to has or ought to have a sphere of development
the price of the possession of the truth. And each or satisfy us that death is a name and and action commensurate with his nowers ~nd
he who promises, and he who receives more o
ot a fact. Yet at the same time if man is not capacities, but that he has not got 'in this life.
less than this, are the victims of a deception, eally destined for another, higher and broad. May we not reasonably infer, then, that there
which in the day of trial by fire that shall re r sphere, we may reasonably expect to find must be fot him a life after death, that shall
veal every man's work and how he bas builded
me birth-marks of his ultimate destiny; some afford him scope f\n· the dovclDpment which
shall be manifest. vVe might consume th
sible testimony in the universe of nature the lower animals find here; and if he lives
hour in urging more of the reasons which ap
at shall harmonize with this theory, rather beyond, why not fol·evor. 't'hcse all may be
pear to our mind for the non-acceptance of
not certain proofs of
ore than that of annihilation. In the first counted arguments
faith which promises knowledge, light and lib- lace, so far as we know, death is but merely a immortality j for crrcr and untruth may az:d
reason and
erty, without law, and blessings without obedi
hysical change. If there be an immaterial do often pass fur truth,
cnce, but time will not admit.
rinciple in man that does not depend upon analogy; and although it may gu~de UB in r.nr
there is no bdief,
Jesus, receiving a certain Jewish ruler one odily organism for its existence, it is at least investigations aft.er truth,
ossible that this immaterial portion may live no hope, nor fear that may not thus fortify itnight astonished him, by the to him singul
and abrupt manner of introduction or explan- n when the body dies. We naturally think se:f. Thus, though the caterpill8r dies but. to
ation of the living, vital idea which he contin- f our bodily members; our limbs for instance, give form to a higher and l1H're beautiful life,
ually and everywhere taught, and lived, suffered r any part of this physical structure, as bo- and the f!owus wither and lie under the
ow, yet appear in a yearly resurrection of
and died to exemplify and maintain. Nicodenging to, not a part of the conscious me.
mus was a representative of a large class of o
adical changes and separation may be made; each after its own order and kind; thou;4h in
day. Belonging to a wicked and adultero
our limbs may be separate from, yet the con- the springtime we may lay in the ground the
gencr;ttion of sign-seekers, he would hav scious I, myself, suffers no impairment_. "'\Ve potato, and in a few days returning to its
liked to witness some astonishing physica may possess but half a body through disease or grave we fin,J tho resurrocrion power bas been
demonstration, and was given to weighing a! accident; and yet we can not feel that part of at work, and that by the inherent principle O\'
questions in a material manner, or by the evi
s is gone. It is not the bodily shape that po'Ver of tho old llerm or seed, it has drawn
dence of his senses. ''That which is born o preserves our identity through lapses of time. from the surrounding clements and builded
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for itself a structure, a body,-though al
these in our happy hours and hopeful mo
ments naturally may seem to us prophecie
or promises of eternal life, yet when disease
decays and the death shadows approach, and
the time for annihilation, for aU that we know,
be fast coming to us, analogy may present op·
posite and sad and chilling argument. It may
tell us of the many more of withered germs and
blighted buds that never resurrect, whose identity is lost where life ceases to be; and many
other like arguments which render reason fu.
tile, analogy and Mgument unreliable and uncertain for all the hours and times of human
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logs, in order to throw off the roof, and I said, offered us any aswistance he could render, and
"shoot," and Bro. Benson shot, the ball strik- told us to help ourselves freely to his corn,
ing the young man in the thigh, and he fell potatoes, &c., and did all in his power to alto the ground cursing and swearing at his own leviate our sufferings.
During the three days that we remained
company for shooting him.
Soon after this a proclamation came from encamped here, without tents, or covered wagthe Governor, for both parties to give up their ons, the weather damp, cold and windy, at
anus. Prior to this, women and children had near ten o'clock one night, the camp was wakfled to the woods, near a large ravine, where ened to behold one of the grandest displays of
they remained three days, while the men were celestial scenery that was ever witnessed by
on guard, keeping off the mob. The Saints mortals. The whole heavens were lit up with
marched up to the Temple lot in Independence, the glitter and sparkle of the falling stars. It
(but the mob did not), and after having been seemed that all the stars were careering wildfaithfully promised by the Governor that y through the midst of space, ·casting their
nerd.
they should have security, on the ground that fiery, fitful gleams in awful splendor upon every
they would leave the county after sufficient object around. Every heart rejoiced in the
time was had, they gave up their arms. The midst of this display of the power of God, and
PERSONAL REiviiNISCENCE.
very next day, the Saints having given up some hoped and conjectured that it was an
their arms, (but the mob did not), and return- omen of approaching deliverance. Bros. JoshNarrative of Bro. Edward J~arkey, and Sr. d to their homes, being promised protection, ua Hitchcock, and Ziba Peterson, came to us
Nancy, his wife, a~ given to Elder W. W. the mob with painted faces came to their settle- from the Singe, fifteen miles away, and invited
Blair, August lGth, 1878, at Iron Hill, Iowa. ooents, firing off guns around their houses, curs- us to their settlement, that they with others
I~dward I~arkey was born June 17th, 1809, ing, swearing and threatening if the Saints did might aid us to necessary things in our time
not; leave they would kill them. In the midst of want, and we gladly accepted the invitation
at Easton, Northampton County, Pennsylvania,
of this our little daughter, Elizabeth, came to and went with them. It snowed the night
and united with the Church under P. P. Pratt, her mother crying "0h, ma; what shall we do; efore we started, and we travelled through
in 1831; went to Missouri in the fall of 1832, what shall we do !." to which the mother re- ear three inches of snow, Sr. Larkey and child,
and settled in the Big Blue Branch. He con- plied, "Do not fear, if they kill us we will go nd Sr. Dutton, her mother, with her child, ridsecrated all his property to Bishop Partridge, to God, where they cannot come," with this th ng on horae back, without roads, till nine o'clock
child was perfectly pacified. All fear seemed t night, when, weary and worn, they at length
and received his inheritance back, though he to be removed from us.
cached the hospitable abode of Bro. Hitchnever received a deed; for the troubles soon
ock. Remaining here over night we preI felt uneasy at the state of affairs, an'd wen
came and the saints were expelled. Wheeler and prayed in secret, and when thus engageiil ceded on to Hous Helms, whose wife was a
ister to the notorious mobber, Neil Gillum,
Baldwin was their Presiding Elder, and he I seemed enveloped in light, and entranced i
the Spirit, and all fear was taken from m where we were kindly entertained for about a.
was succeeded by Eider Thos. B. Marsh.
mind, and I felt assured that I should re week, after which we occupied a house offered
Troubles with the Thiissourhns began in the ceive no personal harm from the mob. Th us by a kind, noble hearted old gentleman, a
summer of 1833. H arose from jealousies on same day I was taken prisoner by the mob,
ennesseean named David James. Here we
ere made very comfortable, the old gentlethe part ofthe 1\'.(issourians, who accused Saints Bro. Abraham Tanner was taken with m
an freely offering us provisions and doing all
of being abolitionists; together with the like- They charged us with being in the battle at
Bennett'&, and threatened us, and pointed thei ·n his power to make us contented and happy.
lihood of their overrunning the country, after
e remained here during the winter. Bro.
guns at us. The Captain, Moses Wilson, ap
awhile.
pointed two men to search us for arms, an Larkey did not go with the company to Big
Some of the Saints were whipped in the finding none, they told us they would give
reek, but afterward called upon them while
Whitmer settlement, six miles away. Threat till the sun was half an hour high to leave hey were encamped there.
were made by Missourians.
A council and after that they would kill us. They at
Soon after Bros. Larkey and Tanner were.
was called of the officers of the Church, and tempted to catch us afterward, but we ran an
eleased by the mob, Bro. Tanner denied the
T. B. Marsh, President of the Twelve presid- secreted ourselves in a thick!)t, and thus elu aith, cursed and swore, and declared that
ed. '!":his council dedded that it was proper ded them. On returning to our home& w
oseph Smith had brought all our troubles upto take up arms in defense. Some Saints op- found our families gone. Father David Dut n us, though Joseph was in Kirtland, Ohio.
posed this, but finally most, if not all, acquies- ton had taken our families, with his own, i
fter two days' search for his family, Bro.
ced. In September, probably, (before the above his wagon, in a southerly direction to hea
arkey found that they, with others, had fled
council), a conference was held, (P. P. Pratt, waters of Little Blue. Having but a few mo outh, and proceeded to seek them. When
I think, presided), for three days and during ments warning Sr. Larkey prepared only tw
assing through a lane, they were accosted
this conference, the Spirit was poured out in corn cakes and some boiled eggs, and when th
·n by the mob, who by this time had become
a marvelous manner. It came like a rushing company, composed of near one hundred
ore tolerant, as they saw the Saints had fled,
mighty wind, and all seemed actuated by it, reached the open prairie ten miles distant, leaving behind most of their property. Bro.
and nearly all either spake in tongues, inter- south-east, when they stopped for the night, Larkey inquired of them. in regard to the
preted, or propbeoied. This, we have since it was found that the food prepared by Sr. whereabouts of his family, and was told as to
thought,, was given in order to prepare and Larkey W'as all there was in the company. Yet the direction they had taken, and the evening
strengthen the Saints for their coming trials it proved sufficient to prevent the children, as of the same day they found them encamped at
and affiictions. We were warned through the well as others, from complaining for food. The Big Creek. Bros. Larkey and Dutton then
Spirit of the he:~vy trials approaching.
ext morning the company, without breakfast, proceeded to their former settlement on Big
'fhe mob, thirty or forty, came at night to proceeded on eight or ten miles to a stream of Blue to look after their stock and household
Bro. David Bennett's, who lay sick; his wife, water, and here on its banks, beneath the jut- effects, and while here they witnessed, from near
who was in a critical condition, and children ting rocks of the bluffs, we rested, and, Bro. nine o'clock in the evening till their fitful glare
fled; they took Bennett's rifle and beat the -Brush killing and dressing an ox, food was was swallowed up in the gorgeous flood ligM
sick man with his own gun till his life w
prepared for refreshment. Here we remained of the glorious king of day, the before mention- .
despaired of. A company of Saints were on three days, and on Sunday, beneath the bright ed falling of the stars which continued.
guard near by, at the rear of the house, under blue arch of heaven, we offered our service of
While at old Mr. James', Bro. Larkey asthe lead of Solomon Hancock, and when the praise and thanksgiving to God, and felt great- sisted him to a small degree in his work, and
mob came, Hancock said that we should ly blessed and comforted in our desolate situ- by pressing invitation had free access to flour,
have no firing on either side; and Jerome ation.
corn, meat, honey, etc, and by request of Mr.
Burson said, "what shall we do?" At this,
On Monday we took up our line of travel to James had concluded to work his farm for the
a young man of the mob attempted to climb Big Creek, where we camped; and here a Mr. coming year. In the Spring, however, tidings
up the corner of the house which was built o Butterfield, who lived near at hand, kindly came that all the Saints on the south side o£
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the Missouri river were to move over into
Clay and Ray counties, those counties being
in "the regions about" Zion. The mob learning that Bro. Larkey was stopping with Mr.
James threatened that they would burn him
out unless he drove Bro. Larkey off. At this
the old gentleman declared indignantly, that
their threats "Almost made his jackknife fly
open in his pocket!" Bro. Larkey requested
to be released from taking the farm, upon
which the old gentleman was much grieved,
ltssuring him that he would find ample protection if he remained. And when Bro. Larkey determined to go, and asked for a settlement
for his kind ·accommodations during the winter, the old gentleman replied, that if Bro.
Larkey would allow Mr. James' son to take
his family to the river, twenty miles distant,
and also receive a bag of flour and a hundred
pounds of bacon, he would call it square. This
generous offer was gratefully accepted, and in
due time Bro. Larkey moved his family into
Clay county near Fishing River. This was the
spring of 1834. The following summer the
camp came up from Kirtland, Ohio. Bro.
Thomas B. Marsh and Bro. Larkey lived with
in a few rods of each other, on the farm of
the notorious Dick Weldon, who was after
wards knocked down by John L. Butler, who
he (Weldon) was puTsuing with a drawn knife
a brother who was seeking to vote at the polls
at Gallatin, Missouri.
When the camp arrived, many of its mem·
bers, among them Joseph Smith, Martin Harris, Ezra Thayre, B. Young, David Whitmer,
and others, called upon Bro. Larkey, and himself and family for the first time were. mad
acquainted with them. Much interesting an
valuable instruction was given by the Prophet
The Saints rejoiced at the coming of the camp
and yet they were made sorry that by the ravages of the cholera many had died. The cholera was not confined to the camp; many o
ihe Missourians, old settlers, fell beneath it
power. The Saints, generally, were satisfi
to wait for the redemption of Zion as comreand.... ed by the revelations given at that time. They
expected to have rest in Clay and Ray counties.
But it was fina11y concluded that the Sain
should locate in Caldwell county, as has bee
stated in the church history, in the Times an
Seasons, and elsewhere.
The troubles brought upon the Saints i
Clay and Ray counties, Bro. Larkey is sure
were incited by officious,· turbulent spirit
from among the mobbers of Jackson couniy
and likewise, that the troubles of the Sain
in Caldwell county had their beginning, in
large degree, by the malicious interference o
the leading mobbers of Jackson, Clay and Ray
counties.
He is personally knowing to the organizatio
by Sampson Avard, in 1838, of what was called the order of Gideon; and that it was in
tended to act in defense of the Saints agains
the incursions of the mobbers, and for no othe
purpose. He is confident that the order wa
afterwards changed, and that, at length, th
- order of the Danites sprung out of it, or too
its place.
In 1839 Bro. Larkey and family went to
Quincy, Illinois, having saved but a trifle of
their property. He was residing, with his
family, at Macedonia, Illinois, at the time of
the exodus from Nauvoo, 1846. And after
living a short time near Canton, Illinois, and
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Southport, Wisconsin, he finally settled down
where he now resides, Iron Hill, Jackson county, Iowa, in 1848.
He states from what he knew of Joseph
the Seer, that he was always ready to serve
and to suffer for the Saints; and that when
there were dangers to face, and perils to endure.
Joseph was the first to step forward and offe
his labors, and if necessary, his life, in th
interests of the Saints.
Bro. Larkey never united with any factio
-Brighamite, Strangite, Rigdonite, Baneemy
ite, or any other-but waited, looking fo
"Young Joseph" to be called to fill his father'
place as the Seer and prssident of the Church
[n 1860, Bro. Otis Shumway and himself felt
prompted to hold some meetings, which they
held, and soon after this a number of the Her·
ald was sent them by Elder E. C. Briggs, and
they then came to the Reorganized Church
and united with it. He testifies that he fin dE
in the Reorganization the same Spirit-the
Spirit of God-that he first received, unde
the ministration of Elder P. P. Pratt, in 1831,
and that he afterwards enjoyed during the
days of the first Joseph.
His wife, and most of their children are
nited with him in the same precious faith
d he is now the president of the Easter
Iowa District of the Church, which is makin
air progress under his administration.
Bro.. and Sr. Larkey bear decided testimony
o the gifts and blessings of the Holy Spirit
aving been in both the first Church unde
he first Joseph, and of their being in th
eorganized Church, under the presidency o
the second Joseph.
They are now enjoying a hale, and happ
ime, as the golden beams of their declinin
un cheer and enlighten their pathway on
ard to the borders of the beautiful land, an
the shining gates of that city of glory "whos
uilder and maker is God."

..

----~~~-

W. W.

BLAIR.

-.~----

JOHN LELAND'S EXAMINATION.
The following is an account of the examintion of the celebrated John I.-eland, befor
rdination as a Baptist preacher.
"It is reported that Leland was at first orained a minister by the choice of the church
ithout the imposition of the hands of t
resbytery. He continued for some year
terward to preach and to baptize, on th
ti.thority of his simple appointment, much t
e disturbance of the peace of the associatio
which he belonged. In fact, on account
is departure from the usages of the,. church
Virginia, he waa not for a while in goo
ellowship with any. Whether right or wrong
e openly professed to believe that the imposiion of hands by the Apostles, in ancient times,
as only to confer miraculous gifts, and that,
onsequently, such a ceremony in the church
ow was in itself worthless, because wholly unuthorized. His brethren urged him mos
arnestly for the sake of peace to submit t.
ordination by the hands of the ministry; and
finally, to gratify them, he consented that they
might call a Presbytery for that purpose.
Knowing all the questions which they would
ask on his examination, and resolved in hi
own mind on the answers he would give, h
felt confident that they would not ordain him.

"The Council, consisting of three staunch
alvinists, was called. The day appointed for
he ordination arrived, and with it came a
ultitude of people to witness the ceremony.
he work was divided amongst the Eeveral
Presbyters. One was to ask the usual questions concerning his faith and call; another
was to offer up an ordination prayer; and another was to deliver the charge to the pastor
nd the church. Leland took his seat long
efore they appeared, and re~ting his arms on
is knees and burying his face in his hands,
waited their movements. The Presbyter apointed to conduct the examination at length
egan:
'"Brother Leland, it becomes my duty, acording to previous arrangement, to ask you
few questions upon the subject of your faith,
d in r2ference to your call to the ministry.'"
'"Well, brother,"' said Leland, slowly raisg his head. '"I will tell you all I know,"'
nd down went his head into his hands again.
Moderator. '"Brother Leland, do you not
believe that God chose his people in Christ
before the foundation of the world?"'
Lelan(l (looking up). '"1 know not broth' what God was doing before he began to
ke this world."'
Moderator. '"Brother Leland, do you not
elieve that God had a people from before the
oundation of the world?"'
Leland. '"If he had, brother, they were
ot our kind of folks. Our people were made
ut of dust, you know, and before the foundaion of the world ther.e was no dust to make
hem out of." '
fi'loderator. '"You believe, Brother Leland,
hat all men are totally depraved?"'
Leland. "'No, brother; if they were, they
ould not wax worse and worse, as some of them
o. The devil was no worse than totally deraved."'
·
'
fi'Ioclerator. '''"'Vell, there are other quesions that will embrace all these in substance.
r will ask whether you do not believe that siners are justified by the righteousness of Christ
imputed to them?"'
Leland. "'Yes, brother, provided they will
do right themselves; but I know of no right~
ousness that will justify a man that won't do
ight himself."'
111oderator. '"Brother I~eland, I will ask
ou one more question. Do you believe that
ll the saints will persevere through grace to
lory and get home to heaven at last?"'
Leland. "'I can tell you more about that,
y brother, when I get there myself. Some
em to make a very bad st,art of it here."'
"The Presbyter, seeing that the audience
as greatly amused, proposed to his colleagues
at they should retire for a few moments and
nsult together. After returning, they rearked to the congregation that Brother Leand had not answered the questions as satiB·
actorily as-they could wi5h, but they all knew
hat he had many eccentricities for which they
hould make every allowe,nce; that they had
ncluded accordingly to aEk him a few quesions touching his call to the ministry.
]lioderator. '"Brother Leland, you believe
hat God has called you to preach the gospel?"'
Leland. '"I never heard him, brother.'''
Moderator. '"We do not suppose, brother
eland, that you ever heard an audible voice,
but you know what we mean.'' 1
Leland. '"But wouldn't it be a queer call,
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And for those who cannot meet every Lord's
We need a dozen men under the able leaderbrother, if there were no voice and nothing
ay, Paul says, "Let them lay by them in store ship of Zenas H. Gurley in Utah; and Utah
said?"'
Noderator (evidently confused). '"Well until they can meet] according as they have can have them if the membership do their
een prospered." "Verily I say, that inas- duty; and if they do not, the skirts of the
well, brother Leland, you believe, at least, tha
uch as ye do this the fullness of the earth is eldership are clear, and the loss of souls lies at
it is your duty to preach the Gospel to ever
ours."-D. C. 59. 4.
the door of the rank and file.
creature?"'
Is it any wonder that the Saints are poor?
For God's sake, for the sake of humanity,
Leland. "'Ah I no, my brother, I do no
ou will not do that which will give you the who are bound by cast-iron cree!Is, fastened to
believe it to be my duty to preach to th
llness of the earth. Still I have this faith in set stakes by chain-cable opinions; for your
Dutch, for instance, for I can't do it. Whe
e Saints, that if the situation is properly own soul's mke, let the flood of light and truth'
the Lord sent the apostles to preach to ever
nation, he taught them to talk to all sorts o placed before them they will try at least and burst upon humanity, which has been pent up
people; but he has never taught me to talk edeem Zion, and furnish the sinews of war so long, and let those liberators go and break
for the redemption of Zion. Now for the those chains. Just so long as the devil can
Dutch yet."'
gures.
make you stingy, so long will his kingdom
JJfoderator. '"But, brother Leland, yo
feel a great desire for the salvation of sinners
Our church numbers, according to reports stand.
resented at the April Conference, 1878, I . I know there are some who profess to love
do you not?" '
hink, 11,600 members. I will try and divide _this work; I have known some who even
Leland. '"Some times I think I do, an
his number up according to the best of my owned farms, who would pinch a quarter until
then again I dont care if the devil gets th
whole of them."'
udgment, and show that it is possible now to you could almost imagine you could hear the
nd the gospel to the nations, that the Son of l)agle squeal, before they would give it unto
Upon this the Council retired again, and
an may come.
the Lord; such will have their reward. My
reported as before ,much to the surprise of
I will only speak of offeringe this time.
brother, my sister, did you ever hear of any of
I~eland, who was constrained to submit to or·
dination. After they had ordained him in due
First allow that 2,600 members are so cir- the ancient saints coming to worship empty
form, he said :
umstanced that they have nothing to offer; handed? I would be obliged for the reference.
'"Well, brethren, when Peter put his hand
,000 have, but are too stingy, and wont;
David says, "Bring an offering and come
,000 can give one cent each week, $10.00, · into his courts." The poor widow brought her
on people, and took them off, they had mor
fyty-two weeks $520.00; 1,000 can give two two mites. You poor, mean man or woman
sense than they had before; but you have al
had your hands on my head, and, before God ents each week, per year $1,040.00; 3,000 who can bring an offering to the Lord and will
I am as big a fool now as I was before you an give five cents each week, $7,800.00; 1,000 not, but come empty handed aud expect that
put them on."'
an give ten cents each week, $5,200.00; 500 the Lord will bless you, is it any wonder that
an give twenty-five cents each week, $6,500.00; you get only a very small portion of the
00 can give fifty cents each week, $7,800.00; Spirit of God? Prove the Lord and see if
OFFERINGS.
00 can give seventy-five cents each week, he will not open the windows of heaven and
3,900.00; 100 can give one dollar each week, pour you out a blessing that there will not be
Dear J[crald :-I have been pondering and 5,200.00; total from 11,600 members, $36,- room to receive it. Dare you challenge him
figuring, and desire to let yout dear reader
60.00. Allow out of this $6,960 00 for this way? Come, do not be a coward; but
ranch expenses, and we have $30,000 for the show the :Lord you mean to put him to the
think also. Are the Saints doing their duty in al
things? Or do they realize that the slow march families of the elders who are out in the field. test, and I am willing to abide the issue.
Elders' families are not paupers. Their fam·
Praying that the Saints may see their duty,
of the Church is chargeable to the rank and ilies must be properly supported; their child- and before closing I will tell you how we do
file, and not by any means to the eldershi
en need books and must have them; and be as in our branch. We meet every Sunday afterell educated as if their father was at home. noon for sacrament; as soon as the wine is
[only]. Why is it that the hard reasoning o
he Lord has not promised to see that their passed, the priest, whose duty it is to receive
a .rason W. Briggs is lost to the Church; h
being compelled to labor with his hands to ge families will be provided for by him; he has the offerings, passes the same plate that you
left them to be cared for by the Saints. While took the bread from; each offers what they
his bread? The fine force of reasoning of a he has promised to care for the elders, the can. We then proceed with the meeting; and
Edmund C. Briggs; the powerful argument
aints must do their part. Let the presidents we are blessed.
.T. A. RoBINSON.
f districts and of branches instruct those who
of a Zenas H. Gurley; the soul-inspiring logi
4 - , .,.
o not take the Herald, and you will open the
of an Alexander H. Smith; the fiery eloquenc
ECONOMY IN A FAMILY.
ood-gates of the Church, and pour out such a
of a M. H. Forscutt, with a hundred, or mor
dal wave of truth upon the world a~ shall
There is nothing which goes so far toward
others, too numerous to mention, all lost to th
ss the religious crafts of Christendom high placing young people beyond the reach of
Church, and why? I answer in a word, bed dry, and bring into the Church in one
poverty as economy in the management of
ear how many ? Let us estimate. Ten elders
cause the Saints are not willing to obey th
ill require for the support of their families their domestic affairs. It matters not whethlaw given in these latter days for their guid
ne year $500 each according to their fami- er a man furnish little or much for his family,
ance; thinking that because they have obeyed
es. $5,000; ten $450 each, $4,500; ten $400 if there is a continual leakage in his kitchen
the form of doctrine delivered unto them, tha
ach $4,000; twenty $350 each $7,000; or in the parlor, it runs away, he knows not
all is well and all is done that they have to do. wenty $300 each $6,000; twenty $200 each
how; and that demon waste cries "more,"
This is a great and miserable mistake. Re- 4,000. Total for ninety families $30,000.
like the horse·leech's daughter, until he that
ere
we
have
ninety
elders
sent
out
for
one
member that he that ~inneth in one point i
ear by the Church; they are perfectly satis- provided has no more to give. It is the hueguilty of all.
ed that the loved ones at home are cared for; band's duty to bring into the house, and it is
Says one, What have I done or neglected
eir minds are then full of the gospel. With the duty of the wife to see that none goes
that has caused the stagnation in the Church ? hese, fifty young or single men arc sent out; wrongfully out of it-not the least article,
You have been stealing; you are not a Saint, hese will average twenty-five converts a year, however unimportant in itsself, for it estabbut instead-a thief, a robber. You· have
very low estimate, besides others who have lishes a precedent; nor under any pretence,
robbed God, by neglecting to ooey his explici
eard, and will obey afterward, and you have for it opens the door for ruin to stalk in, and
commands.
40 elders, 25 converts each, making a total he seldom leaves an opportunity unimproved.
"Will a man rob God? Yet have ye robbed me. f 3,500 converts. These will add at least A man gets a wife to look after his affairs,
if -~< * In tithes and o.ITerings."-Mal. 3 : 8.
9,100 in offerings, provided they are taught and to assist him in his journey through life;
"And that thou mayest more fully keep thysel
he law governing the matter, which will send to educate and prepare his children for a prounspotted frolil the world, thou shalt go to th
ut thirty more the next year. Add to this per station in life, and not to dissipate his
house of prayer and offer up thy sacraments upo
he increase by the local eldership, and in five property. The husband's interest should be
my holy day; but remember that on this, th
ears we will be able to carry the gospel to all the wife's care, and her greatest ambition
J.ord's day, thou shalt offer thine oblations and th
sacraments."-D. & C. 49: 2.
nations.
should carry her no farther than hia welfare,
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John Thornton, Sisters Timmins, Patten, Reed
and some others are gone to rest, while Brethre
0man, George Wilson, Sisters Thornton, New
1
berry and others remain, still maintaining th
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY .A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.
way of life. We heard Bro. Crawford and Bro
Alexander H. Smith here, as well as having th
-==-P"'l""an""o"",_m=i-n'"'o""is__,"'J_u_n""e""l_,=l-8""'';-9""'.==-=lprivilege of addressing the people. Five wer
"
added to the Church,-three by baptism, and two
THE EDITOR AWAY FROM HOME.
Bro. and Sr. Benbow, on their original baptism
performed in 1840. How the hearts of the Sain
WE had the pleasure of attending a session of the went out to these two, who left their native la
two days' meeting held at Rock Creek, Hancock for the gospel's sake, and wandered into the was
county, Illinois, April 26th and 27th, and the one places after the shepherd's death; but who, wh
at Montrose, Iowa, May 3d and 4th, "by the Saints they heard again the watchmen's warning cr
of the Nauvoo and String Prairie District; and knew and recognized the sound, and desired thei
We were much surprised and pleased to observe names once more enrolled with the sheep wh
the difference in feeling and standing from what "knew their Master's voice." How jleartily di
used to exist in the same district ten, twelve and they lift up the hand to receive them into th
fifteen years ago. The contrast is quite striking. fold.
Then, a very few met in a little school-house in
Bro. D. D. B!tbcock is now presiding at lYion
Rock Creek township, hardly twenty feet square, trose, and surely the Lord must be pleased wi
and under thG direct blaze of the indignation of the self-sacrificing labor that he and his fiock a
the people, who thought and said, "the Mormons doing there. The sisters of this branch have, a
ought not to be allowed to preach, or pray in most unaided, wainscotted the building, put in
Hancock county," not knowing when rude hands pulpit stand, papered the wa11B, and decorate
would be laid upon the cross-bearers; now, a the ceiling. Surely these are worthy of Paul'
plain, but commodious church stands but a few commendation, "I commend unto yon" - - ou
rods away from the spot where the little frame sisters, who are "servants of the Church which i
school·house stood, and scarcely a school-house at" Montrose. They have done much to deserv
in the entire county is shut against the Elders, the regard and esteem of all the churches. From
who, after the manner the priests call heresy this branch the men servants have been taken by
preach Christ. Veterans, like Richard Lambert, death and removal, until there are not even a
brethren Stevenson, father and sons, and their "few men !'eft," but only two or three; but th
wives, John Alston, Sr. Charlotte Pitt, her son widows and their sisters, co-workers together, a
and daughters, Sr. Terry and a few younger ones, still faithful to the covenant of peace, and a
who once stood almost alone, are now surrounded proving their title to steadfastness, like Mary a
by many of like faith, neither afraid nor ashamed Salome, being the last at the cross. Brave hear
of Christ or the cross for his sake.
bear on, crowns are not made for men alon
We felt grandly inspirited, when, on Sunday the women shall share in the glories of the comin
27th, requested to address the Saints in "their Zion, as they now bear the burdens of the da.y
own (not hired) house," we essayed to do so be. of toil and watching.
fore a respectable number of bright-faced believBro. John H. Lake was with Brn. Crawford and
ers, respectfully sustained by the presence of Lambert, assisting in the services and aiding by
numbers of their neighbors and friends, gathered his counsel in the affairs of the district. Sain
from their homes to attend divine worship with from adjacent branches were out in some force
them. We had come among them unheralded, and added to the enjoyment of the occasion.
and therefore knew that it wa3 not the stranger
that had drawn them together.
ONE of the most disgusting and outrageous fea
We felt like shedding tears of pleasure-and tures of bad administration in branch govern
· did-while contemplating the change that had ment is quarreling in meeting. But, stop, Mr.
taken place; and tracing the fulfillment of the Editor, do you really mean to say that Saint
words, "ye shall find favor and grace in the eyes quarrel in meeting? Yes; we mean to say tha
of the people," tried to carry a part of our joy to exactly; or perhaps we ought to qualify it thus
them that are without. The influence exercised those who have been baptized, and have made
by the Saints is felt quite sensibly all through the profession of faith, do quarrel in meeting; an
country where they are known.
that too, over the administration of Church a
We here met several younger members of the fairs. It is a very unsatisfactory thing to say,
family of Saints, among them brethren Joseph write; but as it exists, and to the no small d ·
A. Crawford and - Parsons, whom we met for credit of the Chmch in the place and regio
the first time; our cousins Solomon J. Salisbury where it occurs, we feel to write of it.
and Don C. Millikin, with a nlilmber of others,
First, It is very unbecoming to men of th
whom to know in Christ was a pleasure indeed. world; to meet for business purposes, and the
0 ! the power of the gospel, to fraternize and settle (unsettle) their differences by a quarrel.
make one men of every mind ; to make men o
Second, It is discreditable to men of any de
every nationality one in the hope of Israel; to nomination of worshipers to meet in a religio
create of men of every opinion, one people in meeting for the consideration of matters connec
Him, even Him whom we serve. One could al- ted with their religion, and the carrying on o
most hear the glad song, '',';r,b,.ou art worthy, * * their religious affairs, to decide the questions by
for thou hast redeemed us out of every nation, calling names, telling each other that they lie
ldndred, and tongue, and people."
are of the devil, threatening to strike, knock
On the 4th we met the Saints at Montrose, and down, shoot, kill, and so on.
here remembered again the few who stood so
Third, It is simply abominable for Saints t
loug and so faithfully, of whom brethren J. Doty, meet, ostensibly to labor and do business i
A. Strothers, Frederick Borley, Archibald Patten, Christ's name, and after a prayer to God tha
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hrist's Spirit may be with them, to quarrel, to
recriminate, call names; threaten, and do each
other injury and evil.
Fourth, The Spirit of Christ does not prompt
y man, (Elder, Priest, Teacher, or Deacon), or
oman, to any such irregular and unbecoming
onduct; self, or the spirit of evil, either of which
ill destroy, is at the bottom of such things.
Fifth, The Spirit of Christ gives great restraint
ver self; and no where should this be more
trongly exercised, or more strikingly manifest
an in the meeting of Saints for business pur.
oses. It is a shame to the Church and a disrace to those who do it to quarrel in meeting.
ONEST conviction and rectitude of intention
re ever worthy of respect, whether they be man.
st in the defense of position and principle, or
departing from position, or changing allegiance
d devotion to a faith or principle. Change of
entiment and opinion result from investigation.
nvestigation, however, does not always result in
hange; butfrequimtly, a firmer conviction, a more
ecided D,ttachment and devotion to faith an<'!
rinciple follow the closest and most scrutinizing
xamination; while sometimes the most casual
perficial glanceworks a change. He who chans his belief, after examination and from an
t conviction, is entitled'to fair and honoraole
·eatment, both from friends and foes; but he who
hanges his faith, or abandons a principle for po.
ition, name, place, worldly emolument, or tern.
oral success, for popular applause or for fear of
opular scorn, is unworthy honorable considera'on, is liable to and should receive the condem.
ation of his friends and the contempt of his en e.
ies.
A consistent devotion to an honest conviction
s commendable; and, however erratic the opinon may be, if the thought, expression and ac.
ion of the person holding it are in keeping with
he conviction, men admire the man, though
they may not endorse the opinion. Saints, of all
thers, should be careful how they allow them.
selves to think and speak of those who may deart from what is recognized as the principles of
1th. The first thing to be considered is, do
ev act from honest conviction ; if so, they
duld not be dishonorably entreated. We ask
en to change their life-long opinions, because
·uth is presented to them; and we blame them
, when convicted, they do not so change. If,
en, after-change is wrought in them, resulting
·om the same honest conviction, there should be
o intolerance and no bigotry manifested to.
ards them. Saints, who preach freedom, must
ot complain if the application of the rule may
metimes seem to be against them. An honest
evil, so from conviction, is entitled to some re.
ect, but an intolerant Christian, a dishonrst
aint, a hypocritical believer, is not.
RO. NICHOLAS 8TAMi\<I has been preaching and
aboring in Iowa, not far from Des Moines; and
its vicinity for the last seven years. Just bere and durin.g this time he has used, and lost
y confiding in others, a sum of property rated
t $1200, and has received from the Church not
o exceed $25. He writes to Bro. Stebbins:
".Notwithstanding all this I will try to serve
y God to the best of my ability, hoping, strug.
ling, praying for his divine grace to help me to
vercome, for 'He that overcometh shall be
lothed in white raiment and I will not blot out
is name out of the Book of Life.' 'He that
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overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of
my God; and he shall go no more out; and I
will write upon him the name of my God: and
this is the name of the city of my God, New Jecrusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from
my God; and I will write upon him my new
name.'"
"0, what a promise, and that by him who can
not lie, who is strong in battle and mighty to
save. The battle is onward; we are gaining
ground day by day. Courage, brethren, onward.
Ye that are "in the front ranks-onward to the
victory; for I know that God is at the helm.
What do you think of me being so deaf that I
can not keep time to the music; but I walk by
faith and I am trying to keep close to my Captain. I often commune with him and he strengthens me; he lifts me up when I am cast down.
The Lord is always ready to lend a helping hand.
The fJromises are by the Spirit that if I am
faithful I shall be blessed with my hearing, and
shall bring many souls into the kingdom of God.
Thank God for this promise."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
IN the description of the 'l'emple at Kirtland, or
more properly speaking, in describing the plan
of it, there was a provision for the ehoir, or band
of singers at one side of the pulpit. How i~ it
that a place in our present houses of worship
where a choir, or band of singers may collect and
bear the burden of the praise by song, is offensive
to Saints, or considered to be inconsistent with the
law of God. If he gave direction to Solomon
how to build the temple with a place for Asaph,
chief musician, and for his band of trained sing.
ers; and to .Joseph how to build the temple
Kirtland with a place for the singers at the sid
of the pulpit, why should it be thought out o
place to have a band of singers now in the
churches at Canton, Kewanee, or Plano? What
is there about the idea of learning to sing by note
that is inconsistent with true worship? We confess that we can not see why we should not learn
to sing harmoBiousJy, rather than to continue to
sing out of tune.
We publish elsewhere, in this issue, the obituary of the widow of Joseph Smith, the JHartyr,
the "Elect Lady," as she was termed in a revelation in the Doctrine and Covenants. This
obituary appeared in the Nrtuvoo Independent, of
May 9th from which it is taken, and was received too late for insertion in last issue. A commemorative sermon will be delivered in the
Saints; Chapel in Plano, Sunday, .June 15th, by
Elder Mark H. Forscutt, which sermon will be
published in the HERALD.
Some one has been stating that at the time Bro.
Nicholas Stamm was sick, on the Conference
grounds last fall, that when administered unto
by us we should have said that he was "in transgressions," and that the "devil would have him
but for the prayers of Saints.'' This has troubled
Bro. Stamm greatly. We do not know how the
story got afloat; but so far as we are concerned,
it is entirely false. We found Bro. Stamm very
ill, we prayed for him and laid hands on him;
but did not say a word about "transgression," or
the "devil.''
"Auger is the vice of fools.'' A man should
always be himself; but as an angry man is always
not himself, he is therefore a fool. Of all the bad
places for a man to get angry, or to allow the
attack of his opposers, or the errors of his friends
to make him angry, the place of a presiding
officer of a religious meeting is the worst. How
the adversary must laugh in his sleeve to see an
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Elder in the discharge of his duty get angr
either at his foes, or members of the Church, hi
riends, the friends of the cause they mutuall
have at heart.
Attention is called to an error in the footing
in the i'eport of the Secretary of the Board of Pub
lication, made to April Conference. The total o
expenditures and cash on hand February 16th
1879, should be $5,539,13 instead of $5,339,13
he report will be found on page 141 of HERA!,
for l:lay 1st, 1870.
Bro. G. F. Waterman. sends us a l'Ii!ls County
ournal, published at Glenwood, Iowa, containing the following notice: "The meetings of th
Latter Day Saints of last week were conducte
by R M. and R. C. Elvin. 'fheir Sunday Schoo
is held at their hall every Sunday morning at 1
a.m. and it is followed by religious service
Five persons were baptized last Sunday and the
Church is in a prosperous condition.
The Conference for the Nauvoo and String
Prairie District is set to convene on Saturday
and Sunday, June '7th and 8th next, at Rock
Creek, ten miles east of Nauvoo.
Bw. Samuel Crum wrote April '7th from Car
rollton, Missouri, that good had seemingly been
e1Iectcc1 by the labors of Uncle William Smith
in the neighborhood there, also that prejudice
was passing away there, and that it was now
quite safe for any one earnest and honest to live
in accordance with their faith in that region.
Bm. Magnus Fy1'ando writes from Ogden City,
April 23rd. "I go to the City to-morrow to invite
the Saints to Conference. Since my last writing
I have had a splendid week at Heber City and
Midway; baptized eight."
Bro. C. Mills, of Pittsfield, Illinois, wri
April 27th, that they have a lot and over fiv
hundred dollars subscribed to build a house o
worship there. Any one desiring to help them
can do so by sending toJhe above address.
Bro. D. H. Bays writes from Bandera, Texa
that the weather there is very dry, and crops ar
suffering. Wheat is gone, and corn perishing
It would almost appear that a season of wan
was imminent there. A letter sent by him from
Bro. Barber, at Oak Island, states the same thing.
People are talking of leaving for the north, in order to avoid absolute want. Bro. Barber state
that on the 17th, corn was worth $1.15 per· bush
el. No work and no supplies to last through th
ummer.
The Saints in the Independence, 1\nssouri, di
trict number about one hundred and sixty, an
in the branch about one hundred and ten. Th
branch has the use of the Court house for mee
ings by paying the janitor a nominal amount fo
care and incidental expenses. Bro. Bracken bur
remarks in a late card, "Surely the Lord ha
softened the hearts of the people.''
The Emponent of Rochester New York, for Jan
nary 1'1th, 1879, contained an article on the "Or
ganization of the lHormon Church," mainly devoted to setting forth the crimes and supposed
crimes of the priesthood of the Utah hierarchy,
though it contains some errors even about them
and their ways, as well as of the trtle organizatio
of the church as established by Joseph Smit
and now existing under the presidency of hi
son.
The Times of Philadelphia, for April 27th, 1870,
contains a half-column article from the Sunday
After'noon, entitled "The 1\'rormon Creed," aimed
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ainly at the Utah theology, but of course inluding misstatements concerning the truth unorrupted by apostasy. In reply to this, Bro.
oseph A. Stewart of that City published in the
ame paper an article of nearly equal length, givng the faith and doctrine of the Reqrganized
burch in contradistinction to the doctrines of
he Utah Church. We are glad that Bro. Stewart
hus took np the defense ancl made so good a
ne, 111 brief, and answering all purposes.
By the request of some one the editor of the
eporter, published at Shenandoah, Iowa, copied
ntire the article of Bro. E. W. Tullidge to the
ay Saints' Advocate, entitled "To the Utah
aints," being a defense of the rights of the
resent Joseph Smith to succeed to the presideny of the church, and giving his reasons for afliation with him.
Bro. Joseph Squire of Brooklyn, New York,
writes that the branel1 there is doing well. 1::\ome
'trangers attend every Sunday and the scattered
nes of the latter day Israel come to hear the old
ospel sound again. Bro. G. S. Yerrington was
ith them May 4th.
Bro. R. M. Elvin wrote from Weston, Iowa, May
th, that he and his father left home March 18th
d preached in Dawson burg and bapti:wd one.
hey were also at Glenwood and baptized five.
he people continue to investigate and the prospects are good for some to obey at Weston.
Bro. M. B. Williams of Middletown, Ohio,
ublishes an article in the Jmmwl, a local pape~·,
defense of and as an exposition of our faith.
t occupied over a column in two successive ises of that paper. 'For the courtesy of the editor
inserting it we feel obliged to him. It will
oubtless do good for our cause, being a fair and
orrect statement of our views and well written.
We thank some one for a Rocky lffountain News
with a short article "The Jews in Palestine:' and
another "A real ship in the desert," the latter
being the story of the finding of some timbers of
vessel among the mountains of Nevada.
Sister Eliza Davis of New Harbor, Lincoln
ounty, Maine, says that she would be so glad to
ear a sermon by one called of God, and she br·
ieves that there ate many honest souls there who
would receive the truth if they had opportunit.y.
he prays God to send some elder there.
Bro. H. P. Brown wrote from Oakland, Galiforia, JYiay 9th, that the Saints on that coast never
lt better during his time there than they do now,
ro. Gland Rodger had been visiting them sinee
is return trom Australia and was soon to come
ast to Decatur county, Iowa, where his family
re. Bro. Brown is very hopeful of the results
· take place in consequence of the adoption of
new constitutio~ by the state of California reent1y.
Bro. M. H. Forscutt after his able and successul preaching in Sandwich went to Streator where
e has undoubtedly done much good. By last
ews from him be was at the. Mission Branch, ·
aSalle County, and then expected to finish his
ork more thoroughly at Sandwich, where the
eople were enthusiastic to hear more of his atractive and convinci~g,preaching.
Bro. C. G. Lanphear wrote May 16th fl'Orn
alworth County, Wisconsin, of preaching in a
fethodist meeting h<fuse there, the same we think
hat we used some years ago. He had been at
yons and Burlington just previously among the
ranch of Saints thereabouts.
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Bro. Geo. L. Hyde of Mondamin, Iowa, writ
encouragingly of the work of the Lord in tha
region. Good openings all around and many de
sirous of hearing the gospel. He has baptize
one recently.
Bro. M. T. Short wrote from Carbon, Kansas
May 14th that calls were numerous and the interest excellent among the people. He has baptized eleven since the report he sent to the April
conference.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins baptized one of the Sandwich believers on May 14th and three other
have made arrangements for baptism on the 25th
We have a money order from Merced, Califor
nia, drawn by Augustus Johnson, but no instruc.
tion what to do wi.th the money. Will Bro. John
son please inform us.
We have added five pages to the new editio
of the "Visions of Joseph Smith," the matter add
ed being valuable antiquarian evidence, and ·also
that which is fully equal in importance, namely
the latest testimony extant of the "three witnesses" to the presentation of the plates of the Book
of Mormon by divine revelation and the admin.
istration of the angel of God. We sell this small
but important work of 48 pages for fifteen cents
postage paid, or eight for one dollar.
Bro. W. F. Melvin wrote from Rockland, :JHaine
May 11th, that they had not heard any preaching
for two years, but that Bro. J. C. Foss was with
them the 5th.
Bro. J. R. Lambert wrote from Green County
Iowa, May 17th, that he was in the field preaching, but that, while he found plenty to do, ye1
his health was very poor, with no encouraging
prospect for the future but the reverse. Let th
Saints remember him before God
prayer.
Bro. W. L. Mitchell of Park City, Utah, sayE
that the $7. credited to him in the report of th
Utah Chapel Building Committee should hav
been to John Phillips, Bro.l\'litchell only acting
as agent in sending.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Ques.--"Wherefore, this people shall keep my
commandments, saith the Lord of Hosts, o
cursed be the land for their sakes. For if I wil
saith the Lord of Hosts, raise up seed unto m
I will command my people; [To do what, and b
what means?] otherwise they shall hearken un
these things." What things? When seed woul
be required or needed was this to be changed, a
it says, otherwise, inasmuch as I don't want see
now, you are to pay attention to what I have said
above, is that the way of it?-Book of Mormon,
Jacob, 2: 6.
Ans.-Our understanding of the pagsage refm'fed to is as follows. The people of whom th
Lord is speaking had been guilty of crime and
wickedness, which were clearly pointed out; an
the declaration made, "for 1 will not sufl'er thi
people to do," a3 did those who practiced certai
.things spoken of, among them the things don
by David and Solomon, which are declared t
be "an abomination before me;" "wherefore," b
cause of this, these abominable practices tha
exist among you, by which this people are defiled
I will command, they must obey and keep my co1
rnandrnents. The excuse ltlade by these trans
gressors was probably of a similar sort to on
that we often hear now, in defense of the sam
order, that it is necessary to raise np a royal see

o the Lord; but the Lord here takes this excus afterwards, in hearing of some scandal from anut of their mouths, and says, virtually, when I other one, in passion swears again, and is again
urpose to raise up seed unto me, I will direct, reminded of his error, is sorry and sues for parovern, control, command my people, they must on, can both stand as witnesses before a court
isten to my commands and obey them; or other f Elders together, against him for each offence?
ise, or in other words, they shall "hearken u
A. We think not. His contrition and seeking
ese things." The things, these things refer
rdon is sufficient evidence of repentance and
, are the things to which he had been callln
e should not be held to punishment.
heir attention; which condemned their wicke ·
Q. Is it legal to bring the same brother before
e Church for trial after this reconciliation to
ractices, their abominations, and under the cir
umstances, the still more wicked excuses tha ach party?
ey urged in their defense; the law of righteous
A. It may be legal, but we believe it to be uness which specifically· declared that the me
st and unkind.
hould have one wife, and one only. This is th
ight part of those "things" to which they wer
o "hearken;" and forms that correct and righte
us principle of the law, upon, and in referenc Mns. ElltiVIA BIDAIVION, whose departure from this
which the whole passage is founded; whil life on April 30th, we noticed in our last issue,
the daughter of Isaac and Elizabeth Hale,
its opposite, that which is condemned as wicke
utrageous and abominable before God, and nd born in the town of Harmony, Susquehanna
which forms the incorrect and wrong part of the ounty, Pennsylvania, July 10th, 1803. She reained an inmate of her father's house until
"things," to which they were likewise to "hearanuary
10th, 1827, when she married Joseph
," that they should not do them, upon whic
mith, the founder of the Mormon Church, as it
e passage is predicated and founded.
The whole force and vitality of the passage i s usually termed. It is stated that Joseph Smith
le her away from her father's house and maround in the fact that God had led their fathe
eel her against the advice and wishes of her
ut of Jerusalem, unto this land; that he migh
iends; but whether this is true or not, it appears
reserve unto himself a righteous seed; to d
at after her marriage, her father relented, as
which, he gave the pattern and the rule, one rna
thers usually do, and the runaways returned to
ne wife; the pattern, Lehi and his sons; th
rule, "there shall no man among you have save er father's farm, where they remained for some
o or three years. From there Mrs. Smith reit be one wife, and concubines he shall hav
oved
with her husband to Palmyra, New Yorll:,
one." The words, "for if I will," have a retr
nd from there to Kirtland, Ohio, where she wns
pective reference and recall the main fact ju
constant participant in the busy scenes of the
ecited, that this raising up a righteous seed w
,hurch's prosperity and exodus from there.
he purpose of all he had hitherto done for the
uring her stay at Kirtland, her two sons, Joseph
nd the declarations pointing out these "gro
d Frederick G. W., were born, o~ whom Fredrimes" clearly indicate that he was accusi
ick died in Nauvoo, in 1862. From Kirtland,
hem of defeating the object he had in vie
rs. Smith went with others to :Missouri-, living
rustrating his will as expressed in the thing
ith her husband, first in one county and then
efore recited; therefore, the J~orcl reiterates hi
another, till the mobbing in 1838; when,
etermination to be the commander of his peo
er husband having been taken prisoner
ple, the one who directs, not the one who is die
nd lodged in Liberty jail, in Ray county, she,
ted to.
ith the great mass of the Mormons, was obliged
To give the passage the construction some pu
o leave Caldwell county and the state of Mispon it, that is, that it covers a mental reservatio
ade by Jehovah that he reserved unto himsel ouri. She arrived at Quincy, Illinois, where
he and other refugees from violence were kindly
e right to command his people contrary to th
s to which he called their attention and com eceived. Here, some six months after his capanded them to hearken to and obey: and th ure, Mrs. Smith was joined by her husband, he
aving escaped from the custody of his guards,
urther promise that he would at some fntur
n going from Liberty to another county ostensiime issue a commandment that would instit
different order of things respecting their mar ly for trial, !!-p.d not long afterwards, they settled
n the Hugh White farm below Commerce, in
age relations, is to make the Diety a party t
eception and dnplicity, unworthy the consider he building now standing opposite the Riveride Mansion, on the west.
tion of a decent man of the world, a fiedgeli
During the five years from their first settling
f the devil's kingdom, to say nothing of an hon
ere, Mrs. Smith bore her part in the toils; depri·
st man, in the faith, as the writer of the Book o
acob professed to be. To charge as 3ome seem ations and sickness incident to the settling of a
o do, that it was really intended by God as a blind, ew country. Her son Alexander, was born in
er stay in Missouri, and one other, Don Carlos,
o cover up the design of introducing a difl:"eren
as born to her in Nauvoo, but died in his in·
ystem further on, and to so leave the passage that
ncy. Her husband, :M:r. Smith, was killed at
lausible rendition favorable to such design could
e made when such time came, ill revolting . arthage, June 27th, 1844, and Mrs. Smith reained at Nauvoo during all the troubles attend·
uch rendition of the passage does violence to
ts grammatical construction, violates the com- ng the expulsion of the Mormons from the State
f Illinois, except the time between September;
ouest rules of the relation of words to thei
846, and February, 1847, when she, with two or
eaning, and makes the "unchangeable God" o
ree families that went with her, s<>journed at
e Latter Day Work, a puppet in the hands o
ulton City, in Whiteside county, in this State.
en of vascillating minds, and lustful herats; w
er youngest son, David Hyrum, was born Novannot believe this.
Q. If a member in having words with anothe mber 17th, 1844, a few months after Mr. Smith's
n the heat of passion; swears, and when checke death.
mmediately makes reconciliation; a few week
1\'Irs. Smith W!W keeping the Nauvoo J\l[ansion,
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so long the principal hotel of the place, duri
ok leave of her whom they had so long known
the year 1847, and here became acquainted wit
d loved. The coffin lid was put in place, the
Major Lewis C. Bidamon, one of the new citi
x bearers raised their burden reverently, and
zens, as they were called, and on December 27th
ith the mourning train, passed to the place o
1847, she was married to him, the Rev. Willia
nterment, upon the premises of her oldest son
Han a, brother to the celebrated Rev. Dick Hana
ear by, where with solemn hymn and ferven
of the M. E. Church, officiating in the marriag
rayer the remains were left to their long repose
ceremony.
The assembly was large; almost every on
ew ]\Irs. Bidamon, some intimately and fo
Mrs. Bidamon raised her four boys and a
any years; some but for a few months, but i
adopted daughter, now Mrs. Julia Middleton, t
safe to say that the respect, esteem and lov
woman and manhood, all of whom, except Fred
ith which· she was regarded by all, is but
rick before named, now mourn her demise. Sh
st tribute to the sterling virtues of the woman,
was the companion of her first husband fo
fe and mother, whom the community so sobereighteen years, and shared his fortune during th
y, so sadly and so tenderly laid away to rest, on
fourteen years of his active ministry; passin
through scenes @f sorrow and trouble that tested hat beautiful May day, by the side of the fathe
her character to the extreme; and won the esteem f waters, the mighty Missisippi.
Mrs. Bidamon was a member of the Reorganof all. She was the wife of Major Bidamon from
1847 to 1879, nearly thirty-two years, and proved zed Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
d her funeral services were conducted by elder
herself to be a worthy companion. She wa
nd members of that body of believers, and the
mistress of the Nauvoo Mansion, with the excep
tion of two or three short intervals, from its erec ermon was indicative of their hope in the milenium yet to come.
tion in 1843 till about 1871, when the buildin
At the close Of the sermon, Elder Lake paid
fell into the hands of her sons Alexander an
uching tribute of love and respect to Mrs. Bi
David, when she and her husband removed t
mon, in a few words expressive of her fait
the Riverside Ilfansion in a part of what wa
known as the Nauvoo House, on the river bank nd hope, stated to him a few days before he
eath. Taken as a whole the funeral was remarkat the toot of Main street. She was loved an
bly impressive and tenderly sad.-Nauvoo Inderespected by all her neighbors, for her charitabl
and kind disposition. She was a good and faith- endent.
ful wife, a kind and loving mother, as the expres
NEWS SUMMARY.
sions of her children and associates will verify.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]
If such a record as she has left does not render
person 'worthy of a better life beyond, it is di
May S'th.-Iu Southern Illinois, and in som~
cult to conceive how it can be done.
lections of Central Illinois, the night flying moth.
The body of Mrs. Bidamon was laid in th which deposits the eggs from which the army
parlor of the llbnsion, where she resided, in the worm is hatched, has been found in large numbers.
tnd is now busy laying its eggs in meadows, field
morning after her demise, and in the evening of md other situations favorable therefor. Th~
the same day, was placed in the burial case, where weather has been favorable for hatching. Th~
it was constantly watched by Mrs. Middleton places usually selected by the moth are in timothy
the inmates of the Major's house and a few inti- meadows and on winter wheat. From its habit
Jf flying at night, it is not usually seen by the
mate friends, until the afternoon of Friday, May asual observer. As is well known, in season
2d. At twelve :M:., the friends and relatives of avorable for its periodic visitations, the worm~
the deceased began to arrive, and at 2, p. m., the atch in immense numbers, and carry destruction.
hour set for the services, the rooms were filled, ating everything in the shape of grain and grass
The insects hatch about the time grass and grain
and a large number in attendance who could not are well up.
find entrance, but stood gathered ncar the open
The American Tract Society held its annua
doors to listen.
meeting in New York, on the 7th. The availabl
The funeral services were in charge of Eld. resources during 1878 were $410,000, and the expenditures during the same time, $407,000.
John H. Lake, of Keokuk, Iowa; the sermon wa
A Calcutta despatch of the 7th says Gen. Grant
delivered by Eld. Joszph A. Crawford, of Burn has returned to Singapore, to embark on his homeside, this county; the singing was in charge o ward voyage.
In the Miles polygamy case at Salt Lake, on th
Eld. Richard Lambert, of Rock Creek township
th, the jury found a verdict of guilty. DefendThere were six bearers, five of whom were neph
nt appealed and was held to bail in the sum of
ews of JYirs. Bidamon, sons of sisters of Josep
5,000.
A sensation was created in tne British House o
Smith, her :first husband, four of them brothers
ords, on the 6th, by the introduction by th
named respectively, Solomon J., Alvin, Don C.
rince of Walee, of a petition favoring the passage
and Frederick Salisbury, the other nephew Don f a bill to legalize the marriage with a deceased
0. Milikin; the other bearer was Eld. D. D.
ife's sister.
Babcock, of Montrose, Iowa.
Forty-nine failures occ:ured in New York City
uring April, with liabilities aggregating $1,199,After the services were over, the large com
83, and assets, $633,121.
pany filed through the room past the coffin, view
Whittemore, Peet, Post & Co., woolen and drying the face of the deceaBed,as they passed.
oods commission merchants, of New York, one of
was a touching ~ight to see thoBe citizens solo
e largest in the line, failed, ou the 7th. Liabil·
ies variously estimated at from $500,000 t
acquainted with the silent sleeper, while she w
750,000.
living, pausing beside her to take a last look
On the 7th, the Secretary of War instructe
her peaceful face, so calm amid the grief of th
en. Sherman to remove the trespassers in th
assembly. Now and then one to whom she ha
ndian Territory by force, If necessary. Th
roper instructions were forwarded to Gen. Sherbeen dearer than to others, would caress the ex
tended hand, or gently stooping lay the hand up dan.
An explosion of gas in the Staunton Shaft of
on the cold face or forehead, some even kissin
oal mine at Wilkes barre, Pa., on the night of th
the pale cheek in an impulse of love and regret. Bu
th, fatally burned from six to eight of the miners.
Cape Town dispatches, received on the 2d, say
scenes of grief must pass-the family at length

1H

e indications were abundant that an early peace
uld be secured. It was stated that Cetawayo
imself had offend to make his submission, proided he could be assured that. he would receive
ood terms.
9th-The American Bible Society held its sixtybird annual meeting, in New York, yesterday.
he meeting W'!lS very largely attended. The annal report shows there are engaged in the Socia's work in this country 168 ~uperintendents, 98
ounty agents, and 5,929 volunteer Bible disibutors. Receipts of the year, $462,274; excess
ver the previous year, $15,320. During the year
he whole Bible was translated into Turkish and
ortions of it into many other languages. During
he year there were 1,266,958 Bibles manufactured
nd of these 949,814 were issued at home, and
38,040 abroa·l. The issues of the Society during
sixty-three years have been 36,052,169 copies.
Four hundred and forty-five thousand and thirtyfour families were visited during the year.
Two of the 400-ton guns bought by the British
overnment from the Armstrong Company for
1,000 apiece, are to be sent to Gibraltar and
wo to Malta, where they will be mwnted behind
arbette earthworks.
12<h.-By a railway accident at Carrolton, Cana,. day before yesterday, quite a number of
rominent citizens of the dominion and railroad
cials were wounded, one so severely that he
as since died, and others are likely to because
f injuries received. The accident seems to have
een caused by a misunderstanding between enineers and switchmen. An incoming train
truck a passenger car that was standing on a
ide track.
By a fire in the "lumber district" of Chicago
130,000 worth of lumber and drying kilns were
estroyed the lOth instant. Also some residences
ere burned and twenty or thirty families were
ade homeless thereby.
A dispatch from Sioux City, Iowa, states that a
remarkable meteor appeared in the sky the afternoon of the tenth. It appeared as a long stream
f flame and exploded far away. It was seen~t
'torm Lake and a double explosion occurred th~t
hook the houses. One was seen at Worthington,
innesota, the same day. It exploded just.before
reaching the earth with a noise that shook the
buildings.
In the penitentiary at Anamosa, Iowa, there are
~mong the convicts 4 Baptists, 12 Lutherans, 18
tholics, 4 Presbyterians, 30 Methodists, 3 Conegationalists, 1 United Brethten, 1 Universalist,
Infidel, 4 Christ1.ans, 1 Evangelist, 1 Episcopalan, 20 no religion. This is the record for the
ast six months.
15th.-A disease has broken out in the Russian
aucasus which proves fatal in twenty· four hours
from time of attack. A great many deaths had
ocurred at last reports.
The town of Halas, Hungary, has been inundad in consequence of heavy rains, and also three
undred houses have been destroyed in another
illage there.
A fire in Lexington, Ky., yesterday, destroyed
he Phoonix Hotel and other property to the value
f about $200,000.
Some more heavy failures of merc:mtile firms in
England.
· A great conflagration at Poanah, near Bombay,
[ndia, destroyed government buildings and many
wellings.
16th.-The fires set by the Nihilists in the towns
f Eastern Russia are causing great loss, and
rouble. Seventy arrests have been made in
renburg where the recent great fire occurred.
Iu South America the war still goes on between
hili and Peru. Some cities bombarded and Jme
estroyed with great loss of life and property.
!so in the land battles many hundreds of lives
ost.
17th.-Tbe greater part of Lublin, a city of
wenty thousand inhabitants in Russian Poland,
as been destroyed by fire.
Prof. Nordenskjold of the Swedish Polar expe•
ilion has written to St. Petersburg from Eastern
iberia. It was written Sept. 25th, 1878, and an·
ounces that all connected with the expedition
ere then well.
Mount Vesuvius has been in a state of agitation
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for some days but the eruption so far is ~light,
Six men were hung yesterday in various parts
of the United States, three'in North Carolina, one
in Louisana, one in Missouri and one in Utah.
20th.-The cholera in India has appeared in
many cities, and in other parts of Asia it is severe.
Also in India armed and lawless bands of men are
going through the country, robbing houses and
villages and setting fire to houses and government
buildings. They threaten a more extensive mutiny.
2lst.-Four other heavy mercantile failures in
England are reported, the firms being cotton manufacturers, iron mongers and merchants.
Dispatches say the Danube is over its banks
along the Austrian line, causing great damage to
crops and buildings. At Belgrade it is fifteen to
twenty miles wide.
---~~~~-----
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lieved what I said, and if she was not right
wanted to be. I told them to give what I h
sa-id a thought, and when I returned again
should like to tell them more about the law o
God. To-day I leave for Machias, my home.
Yours truly,
J. C. Foss.
DELOIT, Crawford Co., Iowa.
Editor's Herald,· Dear Sirs-Before me is Her
ald for April 15th, 1879. In the editorial colum
I find this: "that there must be very many amon
the faithful of this flock who will hardly prepar
their ascension robes; as that may again be a los
work." This is written in relation to our frien
the Adventists. We have reason to believe that
there never has been an ascension robe prepare
by that people. We have talked with their lead
ing men in regard to this matter and they tell me
that there is a standing offer of one hundred dol
lars for an ascension robe made by order of said
society.
Now, dear brethren; let some paper publish
that the Book of Th'Iormon is the Spaulding ro.
mance, and immediately, the cry is, the world i
trying to injure our cause by telling that which
is not so. Can they not with the same propriety
point to our paper and say, here is the otflcial
paper of a people who believe in c!irect revelation
accusing us of having and preparing ascension
robes which we know is not so.
By doing in this way, brethren, we think thai
instead of narrowing the breach that exists be,
tween us and the world, we are widening it, t
our own disadvantage. From the fact that in ou
short experience in this work we have found tha
we could accomplish more with kindness and
words of truth than with slurs and ill timed words
and if I mistake riot this has been the teachin~
of the leading men of the church.
We write this with feelings of brotherly inter
est in the cause of God, and if our criticisms of
fend, we are sorry and here is our hand. Your,
in the gospel, very respectfully,
ROBERT R. J\IIONTGO~IEHY.

DOWNSVILLE, Iowa, J\lfay 12Ul, 1870.
Bro. Henry: Have spent a week in this vicinity trying to sound the trumpet of truth. The
spring work with the farmers and ill health on
my part has been some of an hindrance, notwithstanding the Lord has been kind and his"bless.
ings have been enjoyed. The positive line between truth and error is being drawn by the
people and we have no reason to fear the result
On yesterday I admistered baptism to two young
ladies. Three others were present for baptism,
but one drew back, his faith failing, one was denied the permission of her husband, and the
third was held by his friends, But the end is
not yet; the ensign of Christ has been lifted up
and positive position taken. We may perish on
the field, but yield never. Several gave promise
that at no distant date they would unite with us
in this glorious work of salvation. Many o
those who once where active in the palmy days
of the North Star, but who drifted away and became careless, are warming up and will again
take hold of the iron rod and seek to keep time
GALIEN, Berrien Co., JVIichigan.
to the music of heaven, that after the trial of life
April 7th, 1879.
there may be a sure rest appointed unto them if
I!Jdito1'8 of Heratd: I arrived at this place Feb.
they continue faithful until the end, which is my
ruary 18th and received the usual welcome at the
humble prayer for all the Saints.
home of our excellent Bro. G. A. Blakeslee.
Yours in Christ,
RonT. M. ELVIN.
Here also I met Bro. W. vV. Blair, from f:landwich, Illinois, who had preceded me, by reRocKLAND, Maine, May 8th, 1870.
quest, in order to preach the funeral discourse of
Bretltren Joseplt and Hem·y: About two weeks a late deceased sister, He was looking his best,
ago I left my home to visit the Saints in the which is a good enough reference, and all alive
Western Maine District. I attended Conference to the interests of the work.
the 3rd and 4th at Green's Landing. Had a
I assisted him in his meetings at Galien until
very good time; one was baptized by Bro. G. W. Sunday the 23rd p.m, when I accompanied Bro.
Eaton. On the 5th I came to this place and and Sr. Spinnings and Sr. Emma to Chickaming,
held meeting Tuesday evening. Last evening I and in the evening addressed an attentive audiwas to speak in the Adventists' hall, but when the ence in the Green Bush School-house. I remain.
people got there the door was locked. One o eel in that vicinity until March 4th, preaching
the Adventist faith had carried the key away. every evening save one, either in the Green B
Some seemed to be desirous of hearing what I Troy Station, or Drew School-houses. 'rh
might say, so they invited me to go to a school diences were usually large and respectful.
house. I did so, but to my surprise when enter- number expressed a sympathy with and interes
ing the house, J\tir. Lawrence, an Adventist Eld- in the faith declared, believing it to be clearl
er, took 9harge of the meeting, calling upon taught in the Scriptures and rendered far mor
those present to pray. After a few prayers he plain, simple and consistent thau anything the
said that it did not make any difference to him had before heard. I was made welcome an
whether Mr. Foss spoke or himself, but he hard- kindly eared for at Bro. Spinning's during thes
ly knew what to do. After a few minutes talk meetings.
about being with President Lincoln at one time,
While these meetings were in progress an inhe sa1d the Lord wanted him to speak. His fluence was exerted in New Troy by the thinktext was in Amos, concerning the famine the ing and liberal minds of that place, chiefly Dr
Lord was to send. When he got through I arose Bostwick, E. Babeoek, Capt. Keath, Squire Bor
and said that I had been d_isappointed in the way den, E. J\IIorley and others, to have a course o
I had been treated this evening, and asked the ectures delivered in that town. I agt'eed to do
people if they desired me to speak to say so. my part providing a suitable house could be proVoices were heard through the house, "Go on, cured. Dr. Bostwick went in person to the trustwe came to hear you." I spoke about half an ees of the M. E. Church and requested the use o
hour, from the Adventist's text, and showed the their house at times when not in use by them
fall of the gospel and its rise with all the gifts and insisted on a positive answer, yes or no; th
and blessings. As I sat down one arose and said answer came with true J\IIethodist liberality-N
that in Christ's and the apostles' day they had I am glad, however, that the Methodists do no
power to do anything, but in this age it was lim- all endorse such queer liberality. A hall w
ited power. Another arose and said he believed then engaged for seven evenings for the sum o
that God had never changed, and he believed $5. At the appointed time the meetings com
the same gifts were for us now as for those in
enced, with a large and respectful audience i
ages gone by, and what he had heard from the attendance. Though roads were bad and evenspeaker was the truth, and he could not and did ings dark, the crowd came, and what they leas
not wish to deny it. A lady said that she be- expected, soon not only lJecame interested i

aring, but were impressed with the facts that
ay be brought to sustain this great latter day
rk. They seemingly rejoiced, too, to learn
at the gospel taught in the New Testament is
ne of liberty and freedom, and that it places no
etters upon the human soul, and sets no bounds
o the flights of the intellect, but that earth and
eaven are open to the study of man, from which
e may gather wisdom and give free scope to
is intellectual powers, to search, to know, to
rove; and no barrier stands in the way of its
nward flight but that inevitable law of fixedness
at compels all beings to move in the sphere
pointed by him who gave nature her decrees.
at the religion of Jesus is an aid to progress
ther than a barrier, and from it we obtain the
ey that will in due time reveal that infinity of
cts hid away in nature's shroud, until that
hieh is "in part" shall have been done away.
he seven evenings passed away pleasantly, the
nterest continued, and preparation being made,
e meetings were continued. It is said that
hese meetings produced such a ransacking of
i bles as never was known to even the oldest inabitaut. Why call me "an evil tree," if by the
resentation of gospel facts it moves a commuity to brush the dust from. their Bibles and
earch them daily." The Bible reflects the true
gUt. To inspire a diligent reading of it ought
o be commended. But the difficulty is here, the
1ore they read the more they believe in the faith
f the Saints, and the .more they don't believe in
ectarianism, with all of its popularity and boast.
An excellent feeling prevailed throughout and
friends were made for the cause.
I am indebted to Sister Babcock, her kind
mother and brother and sister, with Dr. Bostwick and his excellent family, for pleasant homes
while in the community. These kindnesses arc
ppreciated and remembered. Why forget and
et them fall like the pleasant odor of a desert
lower as it is wafted over sterile plains and hills?
o, we will remember them.
New Troy is the place where a member of the
Methodist Church refused last summer to ring the
hool bell on a funeral occasion, because a Latr Day Saint was to officiate. President Joseph
mith was the speaker on the occasion and was
ortunate enough to gain his audience by an exclient and an appropriate effort. When it was
learned that it was religious bigotry that had
revented the ringing of the bell on the occasion,
t filled the better class of citizens with disgust,
d they felt humiliated and outraged, hence
ok the first opportunity to give it a public reuke. At their school meeting they expressed
hat "Whereas the school bell had refused to ring
n said funeral occasion, when Elder Joseph
mith had in kindness halted on his return trip
om the east to preach the funeral sermon of one
f our neighbor's children deceased, Resolved,
bat it ring no more for any purpose but school."
ar1:ied.
The Methodists then raised funds and bought
bell which now swings on a Methodist house,
o call together a Methodist flock, to bow around
Methodist altar, sing Methodist songs, listen to
ethodist sermons, and worship a Methodist
d, which, by the way, the Discipline informs
IS has neither body or parts, which, if true, a
uery arises in my mind as to how he can hear
hat bell, or become at all interested in what is
oing on in that church.
Arrangements having been made for a series
f meetings at Bridgman, through the effort of
ro. George Weston, on Friday, the 14th of
arch, I accompanied him to his father's, where
was kindly received by that very worthy houseold. 'rhey are Baptists, but have made religion
study and practice, and, indeed, have many
ommendable traits, which I was inclined to atibute to innate goodness in the general make
p, rather than as the result of their religious
stem. Although they have to contend against
feeling of prejudice, havlng only heard the enmy's side-fulminated lies and stories by hypo.
rites and deceivers-they manifest a desire to
ear some of the evidences in favor of the truth.
ister Weston has the law of kindness in her
eart, which finds expression in good to others.
I expressly mention this as it is an exhibit of the
rue life, and all religious systems are worthless,
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a myth, and fanciful, only as they find expression
ver felt more happy, delighted and confirmed
of good to the race or reverence to God. They in its truth. Are not others? We hope so and
are to be the most praised who possess the great- that the race may ere long see the way that
est amount of good, all things being equal.
brings the greatest possible felicity.
W;vr. H. KELLEY.
held eight meetings at Bridgman with fair audiences, attentive and orderly. With what result
is yet to be seen.
Moscow, Nez Perces Co., Idaho,
April 21st, 1879.
Monday the 31st, I was at Galien and in th
Dear He·rald: You are au ever welcome visiafternoon went by railway to New Bufl:'alo, an
r. I read your pages with the deepest interest.
thence on foot four miles along the lake shore t
should feel lost without you. I desire to comUnion River. The scenery along the lake was
unicate a few words with Bro. Clapp. We
little wild and strange and I enjoyed it. It wa
ave been waiting nearly a year for a letter from
a pleasant change. The wave-s were runnin
im, but it does not come. We think perhaps
high and beating hard upon the beach with
e has written but by some mistake it does no
dash and roar mingled with a gentle moa
ach us, and, not knowing where to address him
which really rung out of nature one of her plea
ask the liberty to do so through you. Bro
ant songs that fell like sweetest cadences upo
lapp, I wish to tell yon that we are looking fo
the ear. Thousands of water fowl were swim
on here this spring or summer. By your last
ming upon the rough billows, now out of sight
tter to us we concluded that you would come
now upon the crest of the wave, gliding an
soon as you could get liberty to leave Califorsporting over the deep waters. The sun was se
ia. If so, I wish you would let us know a
ting in the west, and its beams shot out to sparkl
oon as possible, for I intend to go to Il!inoL
in the watery spray and be reflected from th
ncl Michigan to stay till next spring, and I feel
high sand hills that line the lake shore, studde
ery anxious to have the gospel preached here
over with small evergreens, and trees. All alone
efore I leave. You and any other Elder that
yet I was enraptured with the scene.
In the evening at Union River a nice hall was on can bring with you will find a home with
warmed and lighted by a 1\'l:r. Gowdy, and I ad- s, or any Elder or good Saint passing this way
dressed a very attentive audience. This is a Bap. would be welcome here, for I want to see mv
tist community chiefly and Mr. Gowdy is th people aroused to a sense of their duty before l
leading spirit of the society. He led the singing, take so long a journey. I am willing in heart
took charge of the house, listened attentively, ncl hand to do all I can for the latter day work
hope ancl pray that this Conference will exgave me my supper, and in every way acted the
nd your mission to reach us poor souls here
gentleman and Christian. Nature has done too
in
Idaho. Your sister in the one faith,
much for him to be a great bigot. I hope he will
ANNA D. HowAnD.
not be content until he learns more perfectly th
things of the kingdom. On the sollowing even.
BmMINGHAM. England,
ing I preached in the same place with an in
April 24th, 1879.
ereased number of hearers and good order. They
Bro. Joseph:- I had to go to London first, to
have a peculiar organization in that neighbor
hood, so I was told, composed of young people ransact my small afl"airs, after that I went to
imehouse, found Bro. Bradshaw and his wife,
call'lld the Praying Band, who at stated times g
ho gave me welcome. Went also to meeting
around the neighborhood attacking whole house
ith them, found others that I knew when I wae
with their united prayers in order to conversion
ere before. vVe recognized one another, had
something after the fashion of the woman crusa
od meetings both afternoon and evening ; and
ders against the whisky business. They esteem
did me good. l::lurely the door is opening wide1
a man destitute of the right kind of sentiment
London, and I believe more so in Manches.
who objects to trying this new system of convertr which is two hundred miles north of London.
ing. I presume it is innocent enough in its way
n
fact
what I can see and hear tells me thinge
and the boys only need to have a little mor
re moving here in the right way.
knowledge and a little less zeal to enable th
Bro. and Sr. Taylor are well, and the best I can
" to understand the true plan of converting sinner
ay have the work at heart, and are made glad in
Jesus sent men out to preach in order to conve
t. I hope their kindness may ever be appreciated
men. "The law of the Lord is perfect convertin
y all who may come here. Remember me to
the souL" Prayers are good, but like other exer
y brethren and friends in Omaha; I often think
eises they neecl to be directed to the right pur.
out them and pray for them; I believe I have
pose and in the right direction.
eir prayers also.
On Wednesday the 2nd of April, Mr. Nelson
Brothers Hatt and Mark Forscntt were inquir.
brought me with horse and buggy to 'rhree Oak
"d about, and other brethren who have been here.
w :,en I returned. to Galien. .Bro. J'll:. H. Bon
am almost persuaded that the time- must be
frum Cat1illac. I\Iichig:w, gave us a passing call
ery near when God's servants will come here
and in the evening we atte.nded the Discipl
ith greater power than ever, and build up
nwetiug. llro. Bond thought the speaker mani
'hrist's kingdom in this island, Great Britain.
fested a good deal of ingenuity in getting out hi
nd I believe they will be well received. I have
points and did well considering the amount of
"elt much of God's power since I have been here;
eapital he had to do it with.
I remained in Galien until date, in the mean- [ can not describe it, but it is so. Lord help me
say, "Thy will be done." Yours in the Lord,
time preached funeral discourses for five persons.
JOSEPH GILBER'r.
Two were corpses at the same time-moth
and child. Death had brought a solemn gloo
----over the community. None of these belonged t
MouNT PLEASANT, Perry Co., Ind.,
the Latter Day Saint Church, and some though
May Gth, 1879.
it strange that I did not preach them all int
BTo, lieM'p: The-work is still onward in this
hell becanse they did not; but I didn't. I clon'l part of the world; some are waiting for an Elder
like that place. I would .rather believe that to come to baptize th•· .". It seems that preju.
there is good enough in every one to give them ice is wearing oft", and some are beginning to
n passport to a happier sphere. If there is no see at last that Brighamism has nothing to do
then I shall be sorry. Any way I do not kuow with the doetrine of Jesus Christ, and that theRewho are the elected ones to that place, only on >rganized Church teaches nothing authori.tativegeneral principles. To find them outis the worl ly but what Christ and his apostles taught; and,
of the Heart Searcher, not mine. I was. blessed when I think of the greatness of the work, I
in trying to presflnt the grand principles and
ink how careful we should be to never teach
culations or opinions, nothing but the word of
promises that span bridges, and reach into th
summer land on the other shore and more than
th, the gospel of our salvation, in meeknes
once was impressed wHh that life substance tba
c1 in fear.
is enjoyed in its fullness by the angels and the*· We are trying to live according to God's com.
loved and blessed ot: the ages, which manifests~mandmen1s, trusting to _him for his guidance,
beyond the power of human tongue to tell thetllthat we may be found farthful when he comes.
reality, glory, and surety of a tangible and real~Pray for us that we may neither teach nor prac.
future life, full of bliss to tb,ose who strive law-!11l~tice anything that is not just and right before
fully to obtain it. That the gospel is true is putJ.God and mRn.
Yours as ever,
V. D. BAGGElRLY.
beyond all kind of controversy with us, and we~

GuATEMALA, Central America,
March 21st. 1879.
Bro. JosephSmitl~ :_:I am quite well, for which
I am thankful to my heavenly Father. I left
'Frisco January 20th, arrived in this city February
1st. This is a city of GO,OOO inhabitants. It is a.
very pretty city; all the people speak Spanish
except a few. I have the oversight of a large
stage and freighting line, road master, and the
doctoring all animals. This is quite a romantic
country; very mountainous. It has been all torn
up by earthquakes. The city of Antigua was destroyed by one, some hundred years or more ago.
It had some fifty-two churches at the time. Many
of the old relics are still visible. It has at this
time some ten thausand inhabitants. It is situated at the foot of the mountain that destroyed it.
It now flows torrents of water and is 19,000 feet
above t1le sea. There is one other mountain burning at this time, 18,000 feet above the sea. This one
gives us a shake pretty often. Antigua is twentyeven miles from Gautemala; the burning one is
near Esquintlia some thirty-five miles on the
8tage road to San Jose, or port. No churches
here, except Catholic; no chance for preachin!{
here; though I shall tr:v before leaving, if God
will help me so to do. There are many of the real
Lamanites here. They still go almost naked;
they travel in a trot; men and women carry by
the head, and on the head; they dress different
from all the balance, and talk difl"erent, and are
very dark and swarthy. When I see them it
brings to mind the history of their fathers who
fought so strenuously against the gospel of Christ,
and being in a land where men sealed their faith
with their blood, it brings many things to mind;
for instance:
..Did sweeter sounds adorn my flowing tongue,
Than ever man pronounced or angels sung;
Had I all knowledge, human and divine,
That thought can reach or science can defio~:
And had I power to l(ive that knowled~~:e birth,
In all the speeches of the babbling earth;
Did Shadrach's zeal my glowing breast in spiro.
1~o weary tortures and rejoice in fire;
Or had I faith like that which Israel saw,
When Moses gave them miracles and law;
Yet gracious charity, indulgf\nt guest,
1\i,..ere not tby power exerted in my breast,
Those speeches would send up unheeded pnt.yor;
That scorn of life would be but wild despair.
A cymbal's sound were better than my voice,
My faith were form, my eloquence were noise.

"The most excellent aud honorable character
.which can adorn a man and a Christian, is aruired by resisting the torrent of vice and acf ..
ering to the cause of God and virtue against a
orrupted ·multitude. It will be found to hold in
!1:!ineral that they who in any of the great lines of
life have distinguished themselves for thinking
profoundly and acting nobly, have despiRed popular prejudices and departed in several things
from the common ways of the world.
"On no OQcasion is this more requisite for true
honor than where r.;ligion and morality are concerned; in times of prevailing licentiousness to
maintain unblemished virtue and uncorruptefl
integrity in a public or a private cause; to stand
by what is fair and just amidst discouragements
nd opposition. despising groundless censure ar d
reproach, disdaining all compliance with public
manners when they are vicious and unlawful,
never ashamed of the punctual discharge of every·
duty towards God and ma.n; this is what sh<"ws
true greatness of spirit and forces approbation
ven .from the degenerate multitude themselves.
"This is the man their conscience will oblige
em to acknowleclg-f', whom we are unable to
end to mAan condescensions. \Ve see it in vain
ither to flatter or to threaten him; he rPsts on
principle within, which we can not sbake. To
his man we may on anv occasion safely commit
ur cause; be is inf".a.pable of betraying his trust or
f deserting his friend, or denving- his faith. It
is accordin7l.v this steady, inflexible virtue, this
egard to principle superior to all custom and
lpinion, which peculiarly marked the characters
of those in any age who have shone with distinguished lustre, and has consecrated their memory to nll posterity. It was this that ohtainPd to
ancient Enoch the mnst singnla1· testimony of
honor from hea.ven; be continued to wa.lk with
God whAn the world ~.postati11ed from him; he
pleased God and was helovecl of him so that livinl!: among sinners he was translated t0 heaven
without seeing death; yea, speedily was he taken
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a way, lest wickedness should have altered his
llnderstanding or deceit beguiled his soul. When
Sodom could not furnish ten righteous men to
save it, Lot remained unspotted. Amidst the
contagion he lived like an angel among spirits of
darkness, and the dE'stroying flame was not per
mitted to go forth till the good man was calle
away bv a heavenly messenger from his devote
city. ·when aU flesh had corrupted their wa
upon the earth, then lived Noah, a righteou
man, and a preacher of righteousness. He stoo
alone, and was scoffed by the profane crew. Bu
they by the deluge were swept away, while
him Providence conferred the immortal honor
being a restorer of a better race, and the father
a new world. Such examples as these and sue
honors conferred by God on them who withstoo
the multitude of evil doers, should often be pres
ent to our minds. Let us oppose them to th
members oflow and corrupt examples which w
behold around us, and when we are in hazard o
being swayed by such, let us fortify our vir
tue by thinking of those·who in former time
Rhone like stars in the midst of surroundin
darkness, a.nd ar&now shining in the kingdom o
heaven as the brightness of the firmament for eve
ani! ever."
I have many things I would like to write, bu
I omit it for this time. I pray that you may hav
a good conference on the <ith of April. M
prayer is that the Saints in every land may
blessed with the outpouring of his Spirit, to tb
renewing of faith and the up building of the kingdom of God. As ever, your brother,
WM. POTTER.
LOGAN, Harrison Co, Iowa,
May 10th, 187!1.
Hem·y:-I arrived home three weeks ago to
day, was sick with severe cold on my lungs
Have been sick ever since, some better now, but
not able to preach.
I have done nothing at the Synopsis since conference, but will try and do my part as soon as I
can. I have but little strength physically o
mentally at present. I found my family all well
Weather is very dry. Fears are general here lest
crops fail. I hope I will be able ere long to fill
my mission. Remember me to .Joseph and all in
the office. With kindest regards, I remain you
brother in gospel bonds,
C. DERRY.
WEST WHEELING, Ohio,
March 28th, 1879.
Dl311!1" Her11ld:-On November 2d mv wife a.nd
T left Wheeling W.Va. for the Fairview branch.
We found some of the Saints there very in differPut to the chtims of the gospel, and not letting
their light shinP. And though the branch num
hers a score or more, only about six or ei~<ht
up and doing. I spoke fifteen timPs with liberty
-and there were Rome who manifestly seemed
"almost persuaded." We afterwards wPnt to the
Rugar Creek branch, Pleasants Co., W.Va. W
found a welcome there, and remained about a
month with them. Spoke thirteen times. I or
<iained Bro ..Jonathan Yocum an elder. He is
man capable of doing much good. The Saint,
there are genPrally poor, being renters-but theil
kindness will be felt by all who visit them
December 31st. we crossed the Ohio river and
walked fou1·t.een miles, there being no conveyauc
tlat we coul1l !ret, ani! arrived at Graysville, Mon.
roe County, Ohio. We were welcomed by bot,h
saint anil Rinner, it being the home of my childhood. But how changed are all the faces one
so familiar. There live my aged f>ttherand moth
Pl", yet strangerB to the truth. "\'V e rPsted a few
days, and thPn WPnt to DPxter City, Noble Co.,
where lives Bro. Robert Wiper. Bro. McMullin
found the team anrl served as driver. We we
n~;cnmpanied hy Bro. Hogue, Sister8 Powel an
McMullin. 'IVe staid a week and together spok
five times. Returned to lVIonroe January 15th
and commenced a series of meetings at Lewisville
at which place a schoolhouse was freely openPr!
and tl:r house was well iilled each time. W
gainvi the goo!l will of many, for the seer! foun
soil. 1{,-,,, S. W. Hogue labored conjointly wit
me. He b a worthy man a.nd one who desires t
see Zion pru~ 1Jer. Although the Saints of th
Monroe branch are situated widely apart, ye
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hey managed to meet together a few times.
They are steadfast in the work. February 14th,
Bro. Hogue conveyed us to the Lam psville Branch.
We began preaching on the 15th. Bro. Hogu
remained until the 17th, and spoke twice, then
he returned home. I spoke every night during
ur stay. Bro. Sidles spoke once. On the 22d
I baptized two, an aged couple, making the num
er 14 there. On the 24th went to the Belmon
ranch, where Bro. James Craig was holdin
eetings. He staid with us until the 26th. Som
terest was manifested. I spoke on the 27th,
th, then left for home, from which we had been
sent nearly three months.
To tell all the incidents that happened on our
ound would take up too much space. I had
bought of giving you a few "Propositions" which
were handed me while in Pleasants County, W.
Va. The writer of them desired a discussion,
but I thought that my time could be better emloyed, for I learned that he was not a responsile man. The propositions were ludicrous in
he extreme, and he knew no difference between
he Reorganized Church and the Brighamites.
have read somewhere that "he that will n
·eason is a bigot; he that cannot is a fool< he th
are not is a .slave," and surely I have found t
hree classes to be quite numerous. I have tb
ssurance that the true Latter Day Saints are th
ost reasonable people existing to-day.
We found a welcome every where we went, and
any of the Saints supplied our wants. We reeived several valuable presents, besides cmTen,y to defray our expenses. We reached home
arch 1st, and a burden for a time seemed to be
oiled. off. Conference convened March 8th and
th, and proved to be one of the best held fo
ears in the Pittsburg District. By act of Co
renee I am continued as before, traveling in th
lace of Bro. J as. Brown president. I expect t
ain visit Jackson County, Ohio, in June, i
rovidence favors. That the Saints throughout
be district might know what I have been doing
have written this letter for publication. Bap
ized two, and blessed five children and adminstered to the afflicted frequently. My wife acompanied me. Yours for the truth,
L. R. DEVORE.

about the Church. Your uncle William was with
us a.bout twelve days; he preached three times
in the church, and on Sunday night the house
was crowded and I believe there has been much
ood clone by his coming. I talked with a man
-night that never heard the doctrine preached
11 he heard him, and be was well pleased to
ear him; and we as saints all feel anxious to
have him come back again, to visit us. I believe
that be will do great good by traveling among
the branches. From your brother in the gospel
bonds,
JOHN T. PmLLII'S.
--~-~e.-

llJiiclli~an.

and Noa•tBlena Indiana

Dish:iict.
A conference convened at the Rathburn School
House, Steuben county, Indiana, November 9th,
1879; C. Scott, president, pro tem; J. Emerich,
clerk p1·o tem.; N. W. Smith, assistant.
Branch Repo:rts.-Coldwater 47 members, 2
Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 3 bapt.ized, 2 removed by letter. Lawrence 59, 1 Elder, 1 Priest,
Teachers, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized, 3 removed by
letter. Clear Lake 45, I Priest. Hopkins 22, 2
Elders, 1 Deacon ; no change. Sherman 36, 1
Elder, 1 Teacher; 1 died. Galien 40, 1 baptized.
A number of branches in the district did not report.
Elders G. A. Blakeslee, N. W. Smith, B. Corless
rmd C. Scott, and Priest A. J. Smith, and Teacher
G. Corless reported in person, and Elder S. I.
Smit.h hy letter. G. A. Blakeslee had baptized
one. C. Scott h>td bn.ptized fifteen. Had received $25 00 of the Bishop's Agent, and $4 00 of
various Saints.
Bishop's Aj!'ent, Bro. Blakeslee, reported having
received $90 70. Pa,id out $94.50, overpaid $3.80.
Resolved that the district clerk be requested to
correspond with the officers of those branches in
the northern part of the district who have notreported to-the conference hitherto, urging them to
report their branches to the next conference of the
di~trict.
·
The president stated that the district clerk had
tried to corre~pond with the branch clerks, as far
as they were known to him, but had not been as
successful RS he desired.
Mr. W. V. ltathburn requested the privilege of
selecting such items from the minutes of the conference, as ma.y be suitable for publication in the
county paper. Request was granted.
Attendance at conference unusually large, a.nd
all seemed to enjoy the sessions.
Preaching by C. Scott on Saturday evening,
Sunday morning and afternoon, to house filled to
overflowing.
Conferenca adjourned to the Fowler School
House, Branch county, Michigan, the time to be
set by the district president.

MAPLE VALLEY, JVIicb,
JVIay Vth, 1879.
Bro. Henry: I am laboring in the vicinity o
Burnside and Maple Valley. The Saints in this
ection are in a fairly prosperous condition, con'idering the labor spent among them. I baptized
our last sabbath; four or five more gave their
ames for baptism. We expect to send you an
count of the Maple Valley Branch soon. I am
ankful to God that I know the doctrine for my;elf. Zion will not bP moved although her chilren are scattered. The work here is onward.
[ am not· able to attend to half the calls fo
reaching. I expected Elder Kelley, and I have
een much disappointed by his absence. My
eart is iu the work. I know it is of God. I in.NorUum.·n NebD·aslia District.
nd with the assistance of my heavenly Father
o spend my remaining days in the spread of th
A conference was held in Omaha, Nebraska,
lorious gospel. Yours in the gospel of Jesus i'viarch 20th, 1879; James Caffa,ll, presiding; H.
hrist,
ROBERT DAVIS.
Neilsen, clerk.
Branch B.eports.-Omaha (Scandinavian) 30
RENICK, R9.ndolph County, Jlvio. members, 5 Elders, 1 Priest., 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon;
7 removed by letter. Om3.h!l. (English) Gl, 1 SevJlviay 12th, 1870.
Bro. Joseph:- We hold meeting here every Sun enty, 6 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers; 2 expelled.
. ay, at 2 o'clock, iu my house, and every Thurs- Pleasant Grove 12, 1 High Priest, 1 Elder, 2
ay evening from house to house, among the Priests; 2 received by letter. Platte Valley the
'aints, and sometimes the house is full, and then same as last, reported.
Elders' Renorts.-G. Hatt, H. Robinson, N.
preach to them the best I can. J\IIy whole hear
s in the work, and I could testifv that the Lord Brown, J. Caffall report~d ver-bally, and Thos. J.
s with us here; and I praise his "holy name that Smith, J. P. O;;;ard a.nd E. Rannie by letter.
Missions.-G. Hatt and A. Brown to Sarpy and
e does give his Spirit to them that have obeyed
is word, and makes them rejoice. On J\iarch Dodl'e counties, and all other elders and priests
he 21st, I baptized a man sixty-six years of age; to labor as much as practicable.
James Caff"'ll and Thos. J. Smith were appointed
is name is Lawrence Cocks hot; he came thirty
1iles to me filr to be baptized. I convinced him to visit Bell Creek Branch, to ascertain the reason
year ago when I was here, and on April 13th why that branch does not report to conference.
Report. of H. Nielsen, Bi~hop's Agent.-"llcbaptized three; the mother and daughter nlmost
own; and the oldest daughter of my son Thorn- ceived offerings $34.65, due church from last reand I believe there are some more here tha port 15 cente. pn.id to the ministry ~3~.65, balance
lieve and said that they would join us soon due church $2. 00.
Resolved that dancing as H is practiced at the
d my prayer is that the Lord will help met
e useful in hiR cause, as long as I live. I am present day, is an idle recreation, productive of
ast sixty, last February, it is my delight to talk evil, and shonlJ. not be indulged in, nor encour-
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aged by the Saints, and any member of the district known to indulge in the same should b
dealt with for unchristianlike conduct.
Resolved that we appreciate the labors of Bro.
James Caffall with us and do hereby invite him t
spend as much of his time in the district
possible.
Contribution for the purpose specified $8.60.
Adjourned to Platte Valley, June 28th, 1879, a
2:30p.m.

onference for its approval, unless it be for the and that he obtain a suitable book for a record.
ole purpose of completing branch organizations.
At 11 a. m., preaching by the president; at 2
Bro. Anthony presented a request of certain p.m., sacrament meeting, in charge of Daniel
rethren in N emeha county to be set off into the Brown and John Holmes; evening, preaching by
entral Kansas District. This was deferred until John Carmichael t.o attentive listeners.
hey are organized into a branch, when they can
28th, 10 a.m.-We enjoyed a social meeting, in
ct officially in the matter. On motion, brethren charge of J. H. Lawn. The good Spirit was manf the Netawaka Branch were invited to visit the ifest in tongues and the interpretation of the
rethren of Nemaha county.
same, which caused our hearts to rPjoice.
Saturday, 7 p.m., preachinp; by It. J. Anthony;
Adjourned to meet at Watsonvile, Sept. 14th,
unday, 2 a.m., by Geo. W. Shute; 2 p. m, 1879.
rament and testimony meeting; .7 p. m , preachCentl·al Kansas Dist:d.ct.
g by It. J. Anthony.
A conference convened at Atchison, Kansas,
Adjourned to Delavan, near (Clay Center), Aug.
May 3d, 1879; David Williams, president; Wm. 1st, 2d and 3d, 1879.
Williams, clerk.
__,.......,..,
(»1·o~pectus fot• the Saints' Advocate,
Branch Reports.-Atchison 35 members, 4 ElVolume 2.
ders, 1 Priest, 2 Teacher. Good Intent 22, 1 ElCentl·al Neb1•aska Dish·ict.
der, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Netawak
A conference was held at Columbus, Nebraska,
The present number closes the first volume of
20, 4 Elders ; 5 baptized since last conference. March 28th and 30th, 1879; George w. Galley, the Advocate. We heartily thank its patrons for
Fanning 13, 2 Elders, 1 Priest. White Cloud 9, president: George N. Derry, clerk.
the {fenerous. support they have exten~ed to it,
1 Elder.
Elders Geo. w. Galley, Chauncy Loomis and and 1ts co.ntrib~tors for the valuable articles they
Charles Pierce was ordained an Elder, by re·
has. Brindley reported in person, and Chas. • have furmshed It.
.
.
. . .
quest of the Good Intent Branch.
hrush and Thos. Galley by letter. Priests c. N.
We ~re encouraged t? believe that 1ts misSI?n IS
Elders David Williams, D. Munns, W. Hopkins.
utchins, Moses Welch, c. H. Derry, H. 0. Smith but fauly begun, and 1ts usefulness but partially
J. Richards, G. George, G. Thomas, A. Estes, J.
d G. N. Derry reported. Teacher Jas. Warner developed.
.
.
.Jones and and J. Jarvis, Priests H. Parker and H
d Deacon Wm. Shefford reported.
It ~eems to h.e t~e general WISh of the Sam~s
Stawpert, Teachers .W. Thatcher, 'f. Bailey and
The visiting committee to Bro. Oehring con· ~h~t 1t sh.ould l~ve '. a~d we ar~ c?nfident ~hat 1f
T. Stewart, and Deacon Charles Pierce reported. erning his letter of removal, reported that the tt lB conh?ued. 1t Will mcrease m .m~erest: m valMissions: Daniel Munns in Fanning and vicin·
ranch where Bro. Oehring lived had been disor- ue, and m s1ze. If our subscriptiOn lists are
ity. James Jarvis baptized one in Scranton, anized the reason said brother had no certifi- ~oderately e?larged, we ~hall endeavor to double
ate. '
1ts pages, at 1.t pres.ent ~rice. Much depends '_lPJames Bicardite.
Adjourned to Netawaka, Kansas, August 2d_and
The report was accepted, the committee was on our subscrtb.ets ~~ th1s ?latter. _Prompt. aotwn
3d, 1879.
ischarged, and the president was authorized to on .th~ part of I .s fnends !n renewmg theiy subbtain a certificate of removal for Bro. Oehring scriptiO.ns! and t m proourmg new ones, Will sarom the proper authorities.
cure this 1mpor ant end.
.
Ncn:tb.-Western Kansas DistHct.
Resolved that the rule requiring printed blanks
O~r pr?spects are now f.ar bet~er f?r secur1'_lg
A conference was held at Nobletown, Kansas,
e suspended and the report of the Columbus for 1t a high order of doctrmal1.,;f1B.toncal and ht·
Februauy 1st, 1879; J'!lmes Perkins, president ranch be accepted as the clerk had no blanks on er11.ry excellence t~an. at any time
m the p~st..
pro tem.; T. H. Hnm'es, clerk pro tem.
d.
'
. We r.espectf?llY mv1te all to ta~e B,n active mBranch Heports.-Nobletown 40 members; 2
Branch Rep(lrts.-Columbus 39, 1 High Priest, terest m makmg our paper.. a faithful exponent.
baptized, 5 received by letter. Blue Rapids 29 ;
Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon, active a?d advocate of trut~ and ng?teousness_. and t.o
2 baptized, 2 received and 4 removed by letter. fficers 6, ina,ctive 4. Cedar Creek 17, 1 Elder, 2 ~~d us what they can m procurmg subscribers for
Solomon Valley and Otter Lake not reported.
Priests. Deer Creek 16, 1 Elder, 2 Priests.
tt. Let us hear from !or; at once.
.
1
Elders I. N. Roberts, James Perkins, Norman
Sunday 20th 10:30 a. m.-Preaching by the.
The rates of subscription for volume two, wd
Hazleton, Nelson Van Fleet, and Priests J. S. president'
'
be the same as for the present volume; 50 cents
Goble, James McClure and Edwin Crum reported
2:30 p.~.-Resolved that we accept the report per copy, 11 copies to one a~d~ess, $5, 22 copies
in person. Geo. W. Shute, district president, and f last conference, as printed in the Herald., with to 0 ',le address, $10, to ?e ~aid m advance.' unless
Mahlon Smith, district clerk, reported by letter. he correction of Cedar Creek report.
parties arra~g~ to pay m .siX months, whiCh I?ay
Geo. W. Shute was released as district presiA few remarks by Bro. H. 0. Smith. The sa- done by ~otJ!ymg the editor, or H. A. Stebbms,
dent, and James Perkins was elected io fill hi
rament was partaken of, then a discourse by the Plano, IllmoJs, of _tha~ fa~t.
.
Dlace.
resident, followed by testimonies.
We hav? been distr1butmg, g.ratJR, from ~00 to
• Hiram Noble was ordained an Elder by I. N.
Charles Brindley; Bishop's Agent, reported, 1,500 cop1es of each number, m Utah and cl.seRoberts and Nelson Van Fleet.
rom March 1st, 1878 to March 16th, 1879: "Bal- :vhere, a!Id ~e have most valuable and ch.eermg
A conference convened at the Saints' Meetingce on hand last report $9.12, received since last mfor~atiOn m re~pect to the great good bemg aoHouse, Blue Rapids, Kansas, May 3d, 1879; R. J. eport $4.45, total $13.57; paid to Chas. Derry comphshed by th~s ~eans.
Anthony, presiding pro tem.
5.00, to Geo, w. Galley for repairing buggy
E. C. Brand, miS~JOn.ary to Utah, rec~ntly wrote
Branch Reports.-Nobletown, at last report 40,
1. 75, wood for church $1.50, total $8.25, balance ?f the Adv?cate:-: ·.It IS a most u~efnlmstrument
present 39, 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon; 1 ex- n hand $5. 32, loaned to building fund until col- m p;os~cutmg miSSIOnary labor m _{Tt.ah; I may
pelled. Blue Rapids, last report, 30, present 43,
ted $5.09. Building fund March 1st, 1878 to say mdispensable; and I pra;v God for '!',s success.
1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1
arch 16th, 1879: Balance on hand last report c:-od bless the Advocate a~d Its author.
Among
Teacher, 1 Deacon; 12 baptized, 1 received by 9.20, received since last report $5.60, total t.ne many who .send us kmd words for o~r paper
lH!ter, 1 marriaj1e. Solomon Valley, last repor
14.80; paid since last report $19.80."
ar~ ~he followmg:-Wm. Anderson, (Cahforma,)
20, present 14; 6 removed by letter, 1 marriage
The report was accepted.
- :your Advocate has afforded me more real
Otter Lake 8 members, 2 Elders: 2 removed
Resolved that we sustain the President of the pleasure .than ~ny paper I ev~r read; a,~d I hope
Gaylord, (organized 16th March, 1879, with 11
hurch and his Counsellors, and the several quo- every .sa.~nt~,~tll lend a helpin_g hand.
Hem~t~
members), 29, 1 Elder, 1 Priest, l Teacher;
ums and the Rishop and his Counsellors in C. Smith.- All are pleased Wl~h t,?e Advocat~.
baptized, 4 received by letter.
· C. Derry :-"I have no doubt 1t will accomphsh
i!'"ht~
8
Elders' U.eports.-John Landers, R. J Anihony,
· :reachin.,. by C. H. Derry and great g~od.': J. F. Clen~back :-•·It h~ts filled my
7 : 3 0ousn~~
E. M. Wildermuth, I. N. Roberts, Geo. W. Shute,
PL
' .P
"
heart with JOY and grahtude to God." Harbert
h
auncy oomts.
S tt
"l h' k "t l"ttl
" J C Cl
.Tames Perkins and Mahlon Smith in person; N.
Ad' our ned to Cedar Creek June 28th and 29th,
co : - t m 1 a 1 e gem.
· ·. app ; Hazleton and Jacob Jamieson reported by letter, 8"9 J
"
'
"We shall do all we can to extend the circulation
The last named h[td organized a branch of 16
' ·
of the Advocate." Wm. Anderson: (St. Louis):members on Salt Creek, called the Palmy
, "A valuable advocate for the truth."-J. J. CorBranch, which failed to report, but was receive
. nish :-"I am pleased wit.h the Advocate.'' M. H.
A confeNnce convened in the Jefferson Branch,. Forscutt :-"Thanks to God for the noble stand
by vote of the conference.
I. N. U.oberts was sustained in his mission t
an Beuito county, California, April 26th, 1879; He is enabliTlg you to take for the fn,ith of our
Northern Kansas, and Geo. Shute was assigned t
ohn Carmichael president; J. H. L11wn, clerk Lord Jesus Christ, in the Advocate." H. Neilson:
the eastern part of the district and Mahlon Smith
ro tem.
' -"A va.luable paper." F. Lofty :-"A (l:reat
to Jhe western, in connection with I. N. Roberts.
source of strength to the Saint.s." Geo. Hat.t:Enmin!!; devoted to prayer and testimony.
A vote of thanks was extended to Bro. R. J.
27th, 10 a.m .. Branch Reports.-.Jefferson 21, 1. "It gives me much joy and gladness.'' L D. MorAnihony for his labors in the district, and a re·
San Benito. bst re-. 1mn:-"Am well pleased with it.." R. Young:po:rt 20, 1 died, present 19, 1 Elder, 1 Priest.. , "I like its contents." J. T. Richards:-"! likP it
quest that he continue.
Hesolved that all Elders who wish to labor in
ong Valley 21. 1 Elder, 1 Teacher. Watsonville very much." A. McKenzie :-"I think it will be
this district shall, as soon as practicable, preseni. 9, 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon, 2 re- · of great benefit· to all who want. to get pop ted in
to the authorities of the district their liceMes, o
oved by lett.er, 1 died, 1 marriage.
· Church matters and the plan of salvation.'' Jomake a fu 11 assurance of their standing as Elders
Resolved !.hat we sustain D. S. Mills as Presi- •eph Luff :-"It will meet a want. felt by young
in full fellowship, 3.nd it shall be the duty of the ent of the Pacific Slope Mission, until his sue- Elders, as well as tho•e who wish to inform t.hemsor is appointed; and if he should be reap- Relves concerning the history of the Church." C.
district president to silence all who do not comply
inted by the General Conference, we will be.,i!E. Tillinghast:-"Will work for your paper to the
with such requisition, according to law.
Resolved that we discountenance making any well satisfied.
lfibest of my ability." Sr. M. H. Raymond ;ordinations in this district unless referred to the
Resolved tl:mt John Holmes act as diatrictclerk,I"Thank you.for sending me theAd-vowte, and will

__

...,___
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be glad to do what I- can for its advancement."
W. H. Kelley :-'"Indeed, I like the Advocate."
Wm. Leeka :-"Believing the enterprise to be one
that will be of great utility to the Church, sha
use my endeavors to give the Advocate a good circulation." Fred. Johnson :-'~.Jt's quite interest·
ing, and I wish to continue taking it." Wm. Wor·
wood, (Utah) :-"They are silent and noble preachers." I. A. Monroe:-••I think a great d.eal o
it.. " D. H. Bays :-"Pleased to receive it." R
J. Anthony: -•·A mighty· messenger of truth."
Sr. Rachel A~stin :-"Find them quite interest·
ing; would be glad to have them cheer our home."
,J. Adamson :--"I'ts well worth the money." W
Dawson :-"l want to bind and keep them. They
are filled with soul cheering words." R Coburn
-•·We like your paper very much." E H. Gur
ley :-•·Success to it." J. W. Bryan :-"Am much
pleased with it." W. H. Garrett :-''We are pleas
ed with its :1.ppearance and sentiments." E. C
Brown;-•·We want !be Advocate." E. N. Web
ster :-••I have the fullest confidence in you as 3
teacher of those divine truths which. tend to elevat~
and ennoble mankind." Sr. l\L J. Warnock:"We are much pleased with your paper."· Jno
Traxler:-'~ am much pleased with it." K Robinson ;-"I s'ay frankly, i am well ple11sed with
it.. " J. F. Burton :-"We want it."
H. Green:
0
-"It mPe!.s the approbation of our God, and the
wan!s of the Church.'' John Landers :-"We will
use our inftu~uce to get subscribers for it."
In all this we see A. confirmation of the testimo
, ny given Pres. Joseph Smith when we counselled
with him last ,June in respect to starring the .4d
vocate, of which he said•-"1 felt a.n uneoitHif<Hl
witness of its fit.ness while 'reading your and
Henry's notes on the subject."
Hemittances m9 be sent toW. W. J,llair, Bo:x
337 Sandwich. 111., or to H. A. Stebbins, Box 50.
Plano, Kennan co:., Ill.
W. w. BLAIR.

THE SAINTS'. HERALD.
OnrTUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding '0)10 hnnqred
ords, about twelve lines, ~ill be published free of charge;
hen exceeding onO hun.dred ~ords, five cents for e·ach addi~
onal eight w~rds (One line) will be chtttged; notices of prom
ent Church officials excepted. Money to e.ccompany notice
Iarriage notices .$1 each. :Birth not{Ces free.
•

Died:.
BuRNAM -Near Edgerton, Platte Co., Missouri,
ApTil 13th, 1879, Susan Ellen, infant daughter o
: n.·and Susan C. Burnam .•
BuRNA~I.-N ear Edgerton, Platte Co., 1\Hssouri,
pril 17th, 187(), of puerperal fev,er, Mrs. Susan
. wife of J. H. purhal)l, aged 22 years, 1 month
nq 9 da.ys. She was a faithful, loving wife and
ister. Al~hough she had never united with any
hurch, her conversation on her death bed proved
at she scc,rpted Christ as her Savior. He
hole heart was given•to God, and it was fille
ith love towards him and his. people. She talke
o calmly on her departure that our sorrowin
earts were comfort_ed. She sang some beautifu
ymns of Zion, and composed words and music t
ne hymn. She was a constant reader of Zion'
'Iope and expressed her love for· it in her las
oments. She loved to .,J;~ad the Saints' !feral
o, and we feel assured the reading of them help
d to prepare her to meet her Lord with joy. Sh
ked me to pray God· to· ma.ke her. well; but w
esig.ned to his will saying, "He knows best."
I

M. J.

~I.

----~-------------

ular attendant at Sabbath School, but was not
me"mber of the Church. Services by Elder
ames Rty. Nearly six hundred attended funraJ.
DAvrs.-At Plymouth, Pennsylvania, April 13th,
879, Edgar I-I. Davis, son of Thomas and Rosana
avis, aged 5 months and 10 days.
HINKLEY.-At Mooresville, Livingston county,
Iissouri, after an illness of•twelve months, with
onsumption, Sisler Clara Hinkley, aged 34 years,
1 months and 23 days. She leaves a husband
nd. ~ young child. Funeral sermon by Brother
B. Curtis_
1IALL.-Suddenly, supposed to bo of heart disase, Sister Eincy Hall, wife of brother Elijah
all, at Crescent City, Iowa, April 25th, 18iD.
e was born Decemb,Qr 25th, 1805. A very explary member of the Chur'ch; was ba.ptized at
early day of the Reorganized Church. A largo
,die nee at her funeral, J am,es Caffall officiating.
Iuch grief shown by young and old. For fifty
ears .has sh~ proved a virtuou9 and faithful wife
o Brother HalL 1\l::ty the Lord comfort him in
is bereavement.
· GrLEs.-At Myrtle Point, Coos counly, Oregon,.
December 28th, 1878, Sister America Giles, wife of
•- lder Daniel Giles, in the 38th year of her age. She
was baptized October 24th, 1871, by Elder James
W. Gillen, and confirmed by the writer. She
eaves a husband and six·children, besides a large
ircle of relatives and friends. Her disease was
onsumption. She was patient in her affliction
d never was known to waver in the faith of the
ter day work. The world has P,.roduced few
qual and no beLter women that Sister Giles.
ven an Infidel P<tid at her funeral that she was
ne of God's elect if there was such a thing. Her
aleep is sweet, her rest is glorious.
J. C. C.

HoPPER.-Near San Juan, San Benito County,
al., April 2nd, 18iD, of epileptic fits and congestive chills, Wm. S, Hopper. He was born in Ad
1ir Co, Kentucky. Jan. 21st, lSOG, and was at thP
r.ime of his death 73 years, 2 months, and 12 dR.ys
old. He was baptized by Bro.- A. H. Smith, May
::lrd, 1874, and ha.s ever since rejoiced in· the gos
pel. He was sick only about eigliteen hours, till
the Lord took him. Shortly before he died he
-----------*---------------aid, "Merciful Father, 'l'hy -will be done." II
Blank Books:
lied as he had li vod (ever since h"is connection
SAxnwwu, JJI., .Juue 1st., 18/V.
Records, well bound in Leather backs and
with the Church), "Ill peaue with God and man." Branch
corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for
'Blessed are the dead that. die in the Lord." Fu
Record of Members' Names, ll1essing of Children, and for
neral sermon.by mder J. H. Lawn ..,
J\larriages; also blank .J)apcr for recording minutes of
Notices.
:Branch Husiuesa :Meetings. I~very branch shou,ld :&ave
NoT HIED ro. R~roR'l'.-Georl!e l\L Decker is re
R~AN.-At Streator, LaSaHe County, Ill., April
one. Price: for large branches,
3 00
he samo, for smaller brauches
,2 00
quested to let his whereabouts be known to th• 20th, 1870, Sisler Elizabeth Ryan, aged 72 years
officers of the Platt. Branch, Nodaway District. 11 months, and 26 days. She died in the hope o District Records, printe~l lwadings and rule~l foa1,24:8 name~. and bound same a.s above
3 00
l\lissoul'i, or he will be reported as a soatterec • glo~>ious resurrection. Funeral sermon by El
Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
ruember. C. Christensen, Barnard, Missouri.
er Jacob Stanley. Text, Job 14 : 1±.
Receipts and .~xpenditures of money, for Branch, District, a.nd Gonoral Church Funrls; pric.e 35.cents.
TI.m~SJ<l.-At Streator, I"aSalle county, Illinois
CoLORADO DrS'raw·r.-The next conference of April 25th, 1879, William W. spli of Bro. William Baptism, Confi<·m.ation, and Ordination Ccrtifio,.tes
bouud i:n tloxtble co-verB) 40 conts each.
the C,;lorado District i~ appointed for the 7t.h and 11. and Sr. Sophia Reese, aged 12 years and 8
8th of :June, 1879, at 11 o'clock, a.m. G. 0 Ken· months. ,She ~as baptized August 12th, J 87G, at 3unctay School Class Books, l~o. each.
''treator, Ulinois, by Bider D'. D. Jones. Pun era
nedy, Pnsident .•
Pamp1llets:
;ermon, Sunday, April 27th, by Elder J'acob Stan
Rules of Order ancl Debate for all the Deliberative
ley. Text from Hev. 20: 6.
WERT WrwoNorN DrsrRICT.-A conference wil:
Assemblies of the Church; also a Cbapter on
YouNo.-At Des Moines, Iowa; April19, 1879
he hAid at. the Wheat.ville Branch, Crawford Co
Branch Hules, and one on R~ports of Branches
'r.
Harriet,
wife
of
Eider
l{obt.
Young,
ngad
7
and Districts,
·
Wisconsin, June 7th and 8!.h, 1fi7D. A general
82 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth 50 conts.
attendance is de;-ir<·d.
Frauk Hackett, District yearP, 8 months and 23 dayR. £3he received the
~ospd in England~ in lMD, and ~migrated t
President..
Visious of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
Uta.h in 1856, being one of a ·com-pany under Ed·
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
.vard Martin's -comm,nd, tlu;t \'1'11& frozen in th
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Converted Jew)
NEvAilA Drsraw·r -The quar!nJly conference of
nount3ins, but finally delivered after.many h~
and others,
the R.bove district will be held in C~trson Cit.y, .Tune
lied of starv:1tion. Being disgusted with th'e pol
In
colored covers, 4:3 pages, by mail 15 cents each.
Hth and 15'h, !Sill. A cordial invitation is extend
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SAW ANOTHER ANGll1L
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_),
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"HEARKEN TO 'l'HE WORD OF THE LORD, FOit 'l'HERE SHALL NOT AiS'Y MAN AMONG YOU liAVE SAVE 1'1' DE ONE \VIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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Col. 2: 20, 22,

for man's salvation, and what man is required
to do in order to be s~v:ed.
This leads us to consider the New Covenant
between God and man-that of which Jesus
is tho mediator-that which was sealed by his
blood upon Calvary. The importance of the
covenant is seen in the greatness of its victim,·
the ever-blessed Son of God; in its efficacy to
cleanse and save from sin; and in its wondrous
power to ennoble and exalt in everlasting glory
all those who come to God by and through i.t.
To such as accept this covenant the Lord
says:
"I will put my laws into their mind, and write
them in their hearts; and I will be to them a God,
and they shall be to me a people. And they shall
not teach every man his neighbor, and evllry man
his brother, saying, Know the Lord: for all shall
know me, from the least to the gre~J,test: For 1
will be merciful to their unrighteousn,,ess, and
their sins and their iniquities will I remember no
more. "-Heb. 8: 10-12.
From this we see, that this covenant is addressed to the-intelle<it:-:-the "mind," of those
who receive it;. and that it is likewise addressed to the ~JJfeetions-,-the "hearts"_:_.of the
obedient ones. It is. alsq promised, that the
Almighty will be their "God;".and that they
shalL be in a sp.ecia~ and pre-eminent degree,
his "people." . A~d, what is ,of the highest
importance, it is further promised, that all
who. receive this covenant according to all its
provisions, shall obta~n di.rl)ct knowledge to
themselves of the existence, the goodness, and
the pardoning and saving power of God,-for
"They shall not teach every man his neighbor,
and every man his brother, saying, Know the
Lord: For all shall know me, from the least
to the greatest. For I will be merciful to
their unrighteousness, and their iniquities
will I remember no more."
God reaches the "mind," and the "heart,"
and there imparts ·· hiR saving knowledge,
through and by the light of his word, and the
power of his Spirit.
''Now we have received, not the spirit of the
world, but the Spirit which is of God; that we
might know the things that are freely given to us
of God."-1 Cor. 2: 12.

With these, and many similar teachings, to
guide us, we are bound to conclude that God's
salvation originated solely with him,· and is
dependent alone upon the love, the wisdom,
and the power of God, and must be received
in God's own way, ana upon the terms which
he alone prescribes. It is for God to speak,
and man to hear; it is for God to command,
and man to obey; it is for God to provide the
means of salvation, and for man to humbly
accept of them.
With this view of the matter it becomes
highly important to know what God has done

Again:
"The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God."-Rom. 8: 16.
And again:
"Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have
entered into the heart of man, the things which
God hath prepared for them that love him. But
God hath revealed them unto us by his Spirit; yea,
the deep things of God."-1 Cor. 2: 9, 10.
And yet again :
"For by one offering ~e [Christ] hath perfected
forever them that :ue sanctified. W~ereofthe Holy
Ghost also is a witness unto us."-Heb. 10: 15.
And in conclusion upon this>point:

THE NEW COVENANT.
In these times when such great latitude is
assumed for the religion of Jesus Christ, when
it is held by many thaL it does not matter
what a man believes if he is only conscientious;
ayd."by others that it does not matter as to
any works so one simply believes that Jesus
is the Savior of men; and by others, still, that
the faith and works of the individual are of
.. no speeiaJ yalue, no saving worth, but that
obedien¢~0,~o the priesthood is the first and
most essen'tial thing, it is well to examine
with care and .thoroughness the ground upon
which the hope for life and salvation in jesus
Christ depends.
Jesus tells us that the way oflife eternal is
neither a varied nor a varying one, but that
"straight is the gate, and narrow is the way,
which leadeth unto life, and few there be that
find it."-l\1att. 7:14. He also informs us
that something more than a mere profession
of the Christian faith is really indispensible,·
for he says:
"Not every one 'that saith unto me, Lord, Lord,
shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he
that doeth the will of my Father which is in heav·
en."-vs. 21.
He furthermore infprms us th?-t the worship
and service of God are not founded upon nor
regulated by the will of man, nor in any way
dependent upon the wisdom of man, for he
says:
• "In vain do they worship me, teaching for doc·
trines the commandments of men.":._Matt. 15:9.
After him, St. Paul, his faithful apostle,
warns the Saints against the pr;ecepts and institutions of men in the worship of God;"Wherefore, if ye be dead with Christ from the
rudiments of the world, why, as though living in
the world, are ye subject to ordinances * * *
after the commandments and doctrines of men?"

No. 12.

"But ye have an unction [the Holy Ghost] from
the Holy One, and ye know all things. . . . But
the anointing [of the Holy Ghost] which ye have
received of him abideth in you, and Ye need not
that any man teach you; but as the same anointing teacheth you of all things, and is truth, and
is no lie, and even as it hath taught you, ye shall
abide in him."-1 John 2: 20, 27.
These quotations, and scores of similar ones
might be made...-enable us to see the exalted
privileges, and the distinguished blessings,
which belong to God's children under the
New Covenant. All that is reasonably desirable in the worship of God in this life, with
all that can be desired by the saved and glorified in the world to come, is embraced within,
·and amply provided for in the terms of this
covenant.
How incomparably important, then, is this
covenant, which has for its object the salvation
and eternal exaltation of the soul ! How immeasurably great and good it must appear to
the redeemed of God in heaven, as they sing
to Jesus, its "Mediator," the new song, saying,
"Thou art worthy to take the book, and to
open the seals thereof; for thou wast slain,
and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out
of every kindred, and tongue, and people, imd
nation; and hast made us unto our God· kings
and priests; and we shall reign on the earth!"
Dear reader, have you ev.er thought how
perfectly this covenant should. be kept in all
its requirements, and be honored in all its
precepts and provisions? Are we not bound
to conclude that, having God for its Author,
and Jesus for its Mediator, it is, of necessity,
perfect? And, having for its object (1) the
establishment of the true aud perfect worship
of. God, and, (2), the everlasting salvation and
happip;CSS of man, is it not essential that it
should"be unchangeable in all its parts? And,
being divine in its origin, divine in all its
precepts, principles, promises, and powers, is
not man thereby and therefore prohibited forever from adding to, taking from, or in any
way changing it in any respect?
Now, the old covenant, that which was
given through Moses at Sinai, was faulty,·
(He b. 8: 7); it was weak, and unprofitable;
(Heb. 7:18, 19); by it man could not bo
justified in the sight of God; (Rom. 3: 20,
28 , Gal. 2 : 1 6); and yet the Lord demanded
and required, that those who lived under it
should keep it in every particular until it was
fulfilled in Christ, and term ina. ted by Jim itation at the introduction of the New Covenant
when Christ, the victim, was offered upon the
cross. Hence we find Israel, when they at
different times, had departed from God, were
called to return to that covenant, with all its
statutes, precepts, judgments, and ordinances,
from which they had strayed. The history of
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Israel, from Sinai to Christ, presents a series
of apostasies and reformations. In every reformation they were reproached with having
previously gone away from more or less of the
precepts, statutes, and ordinances of the covenant, to which they were now commanded to
return, with the promise if they did so, that
the Lord would return unto them. Every
precept and ordinance, notwithstanding they
had transgressed and departed from them,
was still binding upon them, either for blessing or cursing, until the Great Sacrifice was
offere~ upon the cross, when "everlasting
righteousness," under, and by means of the
New Covenant was ushered in. In the days
of the prophet Malachi, the Lord reproves
Israel for transgressing the Old Covenant,
saying:

was in force; and will he not hold all to whom
the ·New Covenant-the gospel-comes, responsible to honor and keep it in all its provisions ? There are no non-essentials under
either covenant. God does not deal in them.
And for man to claim that some things pertaining to either may or may not be observed,
is to claim, in effect, that man is wiser than
God. It is true that some matters are ''weightier" than others-"judgment, mercy and
faith,"-under the old, and the moral precepts under the new. "Then, verily, the first
covenant had also ordinancies [ceremonies] of
divine service;" (He b. 9 : 1); so also,had the
new:

Plano, that Bro. D. S. Mills had been unanimously sustained in the Presidency by the
Conference of this Mission, held April 6th,
and upon the receipt of which unauthorized
telegram, the conference at Plano took action
·reinstating Bro. D. S. Mills, as !'resident of
this Mission. The precedent to establish that
they will act at the whim of any man, is a
principle unparalleled by any organized body,
and thus acting the Spirit of our eonfercnc.c
was ignored.
Any light that can be reflected on these
proceedings will be received by
w. A.

"Now I praise you, brethren, that ye remember
me in all things, and keep the ordinances as I delivered them unto you."-1 Cor. 11 : 2.

THE SPAULDING STORY.

Here the cause and cure of Israel's apostacy
is clearly stated. The original covenant made
with their fathers was still binding upon them,
and to it they must return if they would secure
the favor and blessing of God. So also in the
days of Jesus, "the perfect teacher of perfect
truth," the Old Covenant, made 1490 years
and more before, was still in force in all its
particulars, upon Israel; hence Jesus said;-

ceremony, promises, priesthood, and organization, doing all things "according to the pattern"
given in the word of God, and the result
would be, that the same form of worship, the
same kind of a church, the same faith, hope and
the same spiritual graces and gifts would be
had now as was had in the times when the
New Covenant was first given.
We remember of reading the statement of
a partially converted Jew, to this effect: That
he, through the instruction of the Scriptures
had the right to expect that theN ew Covenant,
in all its doctrines, precepts, ordinances and
blessings should be had now just as in the
times of the first Christians. To this the Latter Day Saints agree. This they persistently
teach, and they will be satisfied with nothing
short of New Testament Christianity. They
claim that New Covenant in Christ, wherever
and whenever found, must of necessity be just
what it was in apostolic times. For this they
are derided and contemned; for this they have
suffered, and for this they can well afford to
suffer. After the cross, the crown.

OAKLAND,

Cal., May 12tlJ, 1870.
-~~--

The following extract from the Springfield

Under either, all pertaining to it was to be Republican, 1\'fassachusetts, for April 2'Hh,
"Even from the days of your father's ye are
gone away from. mine ordinances, and have not observed, and none to be rejected.
kept them. Return unto me, and I will return
Now, let this principle be applied in respect 1879, and written by Brother T. W. Smith,
unto you, saith the Lord."-Mal. 3: 7.
to doctrine, principle, precept, ordinance or we commend as summing up in brief the ab-

"The Scribes and the Pharises sit in Moses'
seat: all therefore whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and do ; but do not ye after
their works; for they say and do not." Matt. 23:
2, 3.

In further proof that Jesus held that the
old covenant was still in force in all its parts,
and was binding in all its precepts and ordinances, we find him saying:
"Woe unto you Scribes, Pharisees, hypocrites !
for ye pay tithes of mint and anise and cummin,
and have omitted the weightier matters of the law,
judgment, mercy and faith; these ought ye to have
done, and not to Zea1>e the other undone. "-vs. 23.

Some "matters of the law" were ;,weightier"
than others, yet all were of importance, and
none to be left "undone," even if it were but
the "tithe of mint and anise and cummin."
No part of the old covenant, so long as it was
yet in force, was held by the Savior to be nonessential. It had been given of God to Israel
for a purpose, viz., to bring them to Christ,
and to the new covenant in him; and until it
expired by limitation and was succeeded by
the new, no one had the right to reject anything, whether precept or ordinance, that appertained to it.
Now, dear reader, as the Lord was so particular and exacting in respect to that weak
and faulty covenant, are we not herein admonished that he will be equally, if not more exacting and particular in respect to that glorious New Covenant, so perfect and ample in its
provisions, so important and efficient in its
operations, and so rich and satisfactory in its
exalted, heavenly results? If, in the estimation of Jesus, the "tithe of mint and anise and
cummin," under the law, should not be left
"undone," will he not adjudge that the least,
even, of the precepts, principles, and ordinances that pertain to the New Covenant should
not be left unhonored, unobserved and "undone"?
Jesus held that Israel was responsible to
the whole law, and to every part thereof, imperfect though it was, just so long as that law

W.W.B.

SOME THINGS THAT I CAN NOT
UNDERSTAND.
I can not understand why, that after Bro.
D. S. Mills sent his resignation as president
of the Pacific Coast Mission, claiming as he
did in that resignation, that the Lord counseled him so to do; the President of the Church
also in coference assembled stated that he had
also advised him to resign, that some one not
having the good of the work of this mission
at heart, unauthorized by the body politic, and
ostensibly in opposition to the spirit that urged
the resignation, wrote to a number of branches of the Church, urging them not to receive
the resignation of ·Bro. D. S. l'liills, but to
sign a petition to retain him, as president of
this mission.
I can not understand why, when after the
Pacific Coast Mission in conference assembled,
by their unanimous vote, sustained Bro. D.
S. Mills, as president until he be released by
the General Conference; (notwithstanding the
desperate effort by some to have him reinstated, contrary to the dictations of the Spirit),
that some unauthorized person, unknown to
the president or secretary of the conference,
telegraphed to the conference 11ssembled at

surdities of the tale that the Spaulding Itomance was the original of the J3ook of Mormon.
A LATTER DAY SAINT GIVES HIS VIEWS CON·
CERNING THE BOOK OF jl,lORllfON.

To the Editor of the Springfield Republican:-

A clipping from the Springfield Republican
(date unknown) came to my notice the other
day, containing what purported to be a true
account of the origin of the Book of Mormon,
commonly called the "l\Iormon Bible." Knowing how difficult it is to secure the publication
of as elaborate and comprehensive defense of
this work as the various forms of attack seem
to justify and demand, I shall only ask you to
publish a few facts of history, which can be
attested by personal recollections, family
records, and other equally credible testimony.
To the oft published statement that Joseph
Smith and Sidney P.igdon, separately or conjointly, copied and published the Book of'
Mormon from Rev. Solomon Spaulding's romance, are offered the f\1llowing facts in refutation:(1) Sidney Rigdon was born at Piney li'ork
of Peter's Creek, St. Clair township, Allegheny
county, Pennsylvania, February 19, 1793.
(2) He lived there till the winter of1818-:)9,
and followed farming, receiving in the meantime a common English education.
(3) In the fa.ll of 1817 he prof<ssed religion
and joined the regular Baptist church of' that
place.
- (4) In the winter of 1818-10 he went tn
Beaver county, Pennsylvania, where he st,udied
for the ministry under a Baptist preacher
named Clark, and was licensed to preach by
the Conoquenessing church.
(5) From there he went to 'v'hrrcn, Ohio,
and was ordained a Baptist minister, andi
went to Pittsburg in the winter of 1821-22,.
and took charge of the "First Regular Baptist-,
church" of t,hat. city.
(6) He. continued to
there till the
fall of 1824, when he severed his connection
with the association because of diffaence of
views, and he began to preach the views held
by Aiexander Campbell, and held meetings
in the court-house.
(7) He and his brother-irdaw, I\Ir. Brooks,
followed the tanning business till the winter
of 1827-28, when he removed into the
"'Yestern Reserve" in Ohio, and there con-
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tinued to preach the sentiments of Campb.elll Mormon was printed in 1830, now why has
till the fall of 1830.
not that romance been printed and circulated
(8) Parley P. Pratt, who joined the Latter for the people to compare with the Book of
Day Saints, commonly called Mormons, in Sep- Mormon, and why is the original not protember, 1830, came into l{igdon's neighbor- duced, or a correct copy, and let an impartial
hood in the latter end of the fall of 1830 with committee examine and compare the two
printed volumes of tho Book of l\!Iormon, works ?
which was the first Uigdon ever saw of that
The Latter Day Saints challenge the prowork in any form.
.
duction of the original. It must be in cxist(!J) Rev. Spaulding wrote his lilSS in 1810, ence somewhere, unless our enemies have de1811 and 1812, in Conneaut, Ashtabula Co., stroyed it, to prevent its falling into our hands,
Ohio. In 1812 he removed with his family knowing that we would be glad to get a chance
to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. In 1814, or two to print it, and let a candid public compare
years after; he removed to Amity, Washing- the two works. Come, good friends, print this
ton county, Pennsylvania, and died there in precious document, and let the people see how
1816.
much it agrees with the Book of Mormon!
(10) Mrs .. Spaulding (afterwards Davison) You know that tens of thousands of copies will
says in vvhat purports to be a letter from her be bought, for if'it reads anything like the Book
in the "Boston Rccm·dcr;" 1839, that in 1816 of 1\Iormon, the clergymen of the land will ad" the manuscript then fell into my hands and vise its purchase without hesitation. If you
was preserved carefully."
are afraid to print it, knowing full well that it
. (11) Philastus Hulburt,, who was cut, off does not bear any resemblance to the Book of
from the I .. atter Day. Saints for attempted se- Mormon, and knowing that your only ground of
duction and other immoralities in 1834, ob- attack is taken from you, if you do, (for we will
tained this MSS for the purpose of comparing cheerfully risk a comparison of the two
it with the Book of Mormon (which had works), then do not expect intelligent men
been published then nearly four years) and and women to believe your unsupported and
publishing the MSS if ~tread as he thought untruthful assertion that the Book of Mormon
and hoped, but he. refused to publish it, in- is founded upon and fashioned by a reverend
forming the Widow Spaulding (as she affirms) gentleman's work of fiction.
T. w. SMITH.
that "it did not read as he expected, and
therefore he would not publish it."
~'cnL ltivER, 1\fasa., April22, 1879.
(12) Joseph Smith, who never saw Ohio till
----~-~
after the Book of Mormon was published in
The following is an editorial, from the
1830, and was born in Vermont, December,
1805, and Qonsequently was not quite seven Chicago 11ribune, of May 19th, and under the
years. old when Spaulding left Ohio for conditions which the Church has been comPittsburg and took his "Romance" with him. pelled to labor, is quite suggestive of the
He was but· nine years old when Spaulding growing sentiment in favor of the truth of
left Pittsburg with his MSS, and but eleven
Mormonism:
years old when Spaulding died.
POLYGAMY IN UTAH.
(13) Joseph Smith (who was not in Ohio
If President Hayes and his good wife were
when Spaulding was alive) must have been
anything else than the "lazy, ignorant lad" to visit Utah to-morrow, and the decent people
that he is accused of being, to copy in a "week" of Salt Lake City should undertake to show
the romance that took the Rev. Spaulding their respect for their distinguished guests by
three years to write, or from 1810-12, and a public demonstration, it is not likely that it
must have been quite a precocious and mature would be one-tenth as imposing and conseboy to "read it" to "his family" when he was quential as the 1\'l:ormon meeting and procesbut six and seven years old, for the only chance sian in honor of one of their number whorehe had was while Spaulding lived in Ohio, and cently defied Federal authority. A member
he left there in 1812.
of the Mormon Church was asked some ques(14) 'I'he manuscript being "preserved care- tions while he was giving his testimony under
fully," as Widow Spaulding says, from 1816 oath in the United States District Court a few
to 1834; Sidney Rigdon never having lived days ago in regard to what took place in the
in Pittsburg till 1822, never having had any Endowment Rouse,-a sort of sanctum saneconnection with any printing oftl.ce while there, torurn where spiritual marriages are performand being only from 19 to 21 years old when ed,-and because he refused to answer and
the MSS was in Pittsburgh-or from 1812 to reveal the secrets of the Mormon priesthood
1814; Joseph Smith being only seven years he was sent to jail for two days as a punishold when he read and copied in a "week" l'1!r. ment for contempt. After suffering this mild
Spaulding's romance, and not having ever
he wu;;; released from prison, and
seen Ohio, or l~1r. Spaulding either at that time, his co-religionists-or rather his co-fanatics,
we think these facts make this account of the for
is too sacred an idea to be menorigin of the book, as published hi your paper, tioned
the same breath with the Mormon
rather a silly story, to say the least. And with system-got up a monster mass-meeting and
a quotation from E. D. Howe's work written procession for two objects: (1) To properly
against Mormonism, and called "History of recognize the fidelity of th2 recalcitrant witMormonism," I shall close this brief defense, ness to the Mormon faith and to glorify him
with a little advice :-for the same, and (2) to manifest their con(15) On page 289 "Historyof.rv!ormonism," tempt for the Federal authority in the most
he says, "Mr. Patterson says he has no recol- unmistakeable and insulting manner. These
lection of any such manuscript being brought two objects were fittingly celebrated by the
there for publication."
largest assemblage ever seen in Salt Lake
Mrs. Spaulding says she had the manuscript City on any occasion,-no less than ten thouin her possession till 1834. The Book of Rand pe:rRons joining in the procession, which

was furnished with all the banners, devices,
mottoes, music, and paraphernalia incident to
the success of an exhibition of that kind.
It was only last winter that the Mormon
women of Salt Lake City held an immense
mass-meeting in the theatre of the Saints,the largest building in the town except the
great Tabernacle,-which was packed to its
utmost capacity by the advocates of polygamy,
and they then and there boldly proclaimed
their firm faith in and adherence to the pernicious theories of the Latter Day Saints.
The occasion of this meeting was the appeal
of the Christian women of Utah to Mrs. President Hayes to use her influence for the elimination of polygamous marriages from the social system of that Territory. It was a little curious, too, that this immense meeting was presided over by an unmarried woman, a Miss Snow,
-who had never tasted the sweets of married
life the fair presumption is,-at least she is
entitled to the benefit of the doubt,-and
whose very name is suggestive of the purity
of those icicles that are said to have been suspended from the temple of Diana. Miss Snow
not only presided with grace and dignity over
the vast assemblage, but delivered the principal address on the occasion, in which she
stated with considerable emphasis and perspicuity, interlarded with the inevitable adjuncts
of religious zeal and fanaticism, the tenacity
of the Mormon purpose to continue this obnoxious praotice in the face of all opposition,
and that the foundation stone of their whole
system was polygamy. We say it is a little
singular that Miss Snow should dwell with
such loving emphasis upon an institution that
she had no personal interest in except as a
matter of anticipation, and indeed it is still
more strange when we consider that the dogma she thus eloquently defended and praised
promises little or no happiness in the next
world to those unfortunate females who go
through this in an "unsealed" condition,the best seats in the dress-circle of Heaven,
1tccording to the Latter-Day programme, being
reserved for practical polygamists and their
wives.
But this ease as well as the one of the martyred 1\iiles, is merely cited to show how tenaciously those strange zealots adhere to the fanatacism that they have espoused, and to raise
the question: When will polygamy be eradicated
from Utah, and this twin relic of barbarism
with chattel slavery be wiped out from our
civilization forever?
Every intelligent person is familiar with
the rise and progress of the Mormon delusion
in this country, and the peculiar circumstan.
ces of the settlement of Utah by these ignorant
and deluded people.
Polygamy was not
taught at Kirtland, 0., where their first tents
were pitched, by Sidney Rigdon, Joseph
Smith, Lyman [Oliver] Cowdery, and others,
nor was it tolerated at Nauvoo, in this State,
while Joseph Smith was its principal apostle
and law-giver. But away in the wilds of the
limitless West, hemmed in by the arid deserts
and mountain fastnesses of Utah, after the violent death of their first Prophet and the accession of Brigham Young to the head of the
Church, this new and seductive revelation
was incorporated into their religious system.
No doubt but that Young and his followers
imagined and intended at the time to locate
themselves in New Mexico, and were surpris-
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ed to find afterwards that the jurisdiction of
the United States still extended over their
settlement, and that the enlightened civilization and the moral force of Christian institu.tions still protested against their strange re·
ligious infatuation.
For a long time we only knew what was
going on in Utah from hearsay, and we were
kind enough to liberally discount the stories
of murder and massacre that came to our willing ears on the weird west wind. Schuyler
Colfax and Horace Greeley had taken trips
''Across the Continent," stopped at Salt Lake,
and told us what they could learn of Mormonism while eating their dinners, and taking in
$100 a lecture and expenses paid. After a
while Utah was organized as a Territory, Brigham Young appointed Governor, and a Delegate-a Mormon polygamist of course-was
sent to look after its interests in Congress.
Still later the Pacific Railroad was built,
which fringed the Territory within thirty
miles of the Mormon Capital. Federal Courts
were established, and Gentile Judges appointed who were sworn to execute the laws; an
anti-Mormon was appointed Governor in place
of Brigham Young, and then trouble commenced. There was a serious schism in the
Church of the Latter Day Saints, led by Godbe and others, who opposed polygamy, and
who were encouraged to take a bold stand
against the accursed practice in the face of
Brigham Young by the presence of a Governor and Federal officers, and by the presence
of a regiment of well-drilled soldiers at Camp
Douglas, which overlooks the town, and whose
guns command the Mormon Tabernacle in a
manner that would afford the gunners fine
target practice. Visitors flocked by-thousands
to California, and most of them stayed a few
days at Salt Lake. They boldly said what
they pleased about the Mormon heresy, and
argued the case with their preachers and·
prophets face to face. They carried away reports that the delusion was rapidly disintegrating in the bright glare of our progressive
civilization, even as a bit. of quicklime falls to
pieces under a summer shower. Lltws were
passed by Congress looking to the eradication
of this corroding evil, and religious and other
conventions fulminated their severest anathemas against it. Then Brigham Young died,
and we were asaured that a crisis had indeed
arisen in the Mormon Church that it could
never survive.
But we are only beginning to learn something of its vitality and wonderful tenacity of
life. If the inherent viciousness of the system
excites our wonder and disgust, so does the
enthusiasm of its followers challenge our admiration, bad as the cause is in which they
are engaged. Ignorance and superstition are
both the necessary ingredients of a delusion
like theirs.
We do not look for any rapid extinction of
l\:Iormonism in Utah either by the supremacy
of an antagonistic population or by the rigid
execution of the laws against the practice of
polygamy, nor yet by the conversion of the
Mormons to the methods of Christian thought
and practice. Mr. Cannon, the Delegate from
Utah, goes to Washington every winter to
take his seat in Congress, and draw his per
diem from the Treasury of the nation which
is supplied from the pockets of taxpaying
Christian people. True, he has three wives
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at home; but he only takes one of them to the
Federal Capital, and the same one each session,
probably as a rebuke to some of his associates
in Congress who profess to eschew polygamy.
If Cannon should take all three of his wives
to Washington at a time, and Congressmen
should make a fuss about it, he might invoke
the application of the same rule which the
Savior made in a certain case when he invited
those who were "without sin to cast the first
stone." The Mormon Delegate might escape
a pelting in Washington under those circumstances; but a higher standard of morality
than is in vogue there imperiously demands
the expulsion of this man from his seat in
Congress. That is the first step towards publicly branding this institution as a plague-spot
and as the burning shame of our boasted civilization.
TO BROTHER ALEXANDER H. SM:ITII.
Weep not brother, no despairing
Grieving now should rend thy breast;
Out beyond the night of sorrow,
Dawns a beautiful to-morrow;
While through the rifted clouds appearing,
Breaks the morn of endless rest;
That awaits thy darling mother,
Passed to Paradise, before,
Where no pain or trouble, brother,
E'er will cross her pathway more.
Now that she is calmly sleeping,
'Mid the darkling silent gloom,
Waiting for thg resurrection,
Where the mortal gains perfection;
Still thy sorrow, cease thy weeping,
For the passage through the tomb;
Dark and silent, brings awaking,
To a life eternal, bright ;
]'or the day-dawn grandly breaking,
Wafts to her celestial light.
Grand has been her mission. Living
When the gospel sun-hurst come;
Side by sido with Joseph bearing
Up the standard. Gladly sharing
All the trials; calmly giving
For the gospel, friends and home.
Pressing onward, faltering never;
Though thy father in the strife
Died a martyr, crossed death's river,
To the golden port of life.
Then she saw the gospel standard,
Overthrown by Satan's might;
Though the darkness closed around her,
Error's bondage never bound her;
When the ship of Zion wandered,
Out in darkness, into night.
Ever trusting that high heaven,
Would the trusty pilot call;
By whose bands, the bands all riven,
From the shackled helm should fall.
God be praised, thy aged mother
Did not paqs behind the vail;
'Till she heard the proclamation,
Ushering in the restoration:
Lived to know thy noble brother,
Loosened every shackled sail.
Mourn 1 No, brother. Weep 1 No, never;
Happy is her soul at rest;
If we're faithful, o'er the river
We shall join her with the blessed.
'Vhen the resurrection glorious,
Wakes the sainted, sleeping dead;
Thou shalt gladly haste to meet her,
At the golden portal greet her;
She o'er death shall rise victorious,
When mortality has fled.
With thy martyred father, !Jrother,
On the bright celestial shore;
Thou shalt meet thy no!lie mother,
NeHr to lle parted more.

Onward, brother; firm and steady,
Bear the gospel banner high ;
Sound the tocsin of salvation,
To each kindred, tongue and natiou;
And, like her, be ever ready
To Jay down thy cross-to die.
1\Iaguify thy holy calling,
An Apostle of the Lord;
]'or the nations darkened, falling,
Rear "tha ensign," bear "the word."
JOSEPH A. CRAWFORD,
BURNSIDE, Illinois, l\Iay lOth, 1879.

Bro .•T. 0. Stewart writes from Taylor, !'ted
River Co., Texas, and sends the following
clipping from the Paris Weeld;q Banner. It
probably would be an excellent good thing if
some believing brother of the faith represented by W. P. Billingsley, would take tho scriptures and openly show the Saints there that
they are sadly deluded, if indeed they are.
It ought, however to be a real "Bible effort," .
if any is attempted, for any other will be sure
to fail:

FANATACISM IN RED RIVER COUNTY.
Biardstown, Tex., March 30, '79.
BRo. BuRNETT: -Having just returned
from a hasty visit into the camps of the socalled Latter Day Saints, near Taylor, Red
River County, Texas, I desire to make known
to the brethren at large, through the 111essenger, some of the strange things that aretranspiring in that locality. One so· called Elder
Bozarth, of Missouri, has been there and set
up, as they say, a branch of the church-organized) with fourteen souls, and now is at his
home in Missouri. Told the proselytes that
he would set the rest in order when he comc-;s
again. Now, Mr. Editor, I want to say that
the Mormon mania is rife in that section.
Many silly men and women are being led captive by its pernicious influence. They are
pretending to speak in tongues unknown to
them or any one elee. They are prophesying,
seeing visions, and God is making hi!?Jself
known to them in mysterious ways. Prayers
are answered (they say) in ways that they
can not be mistaken. These romantic dreamers are seemingly as happy as pigs in the sunshine. They say that they are directly under the influence of the Holy Spirit, and are
living and acting entirely according to the
dictates of the same.
Now, to our preaching brethren I would
say that I believe much good could be accomplished if some one or more could go and
!>pend a few days at Taylor, and reason with.
the people from the Scriptures. We have,
some brethren there who, I think, need teaching· and more strength to enable them to with-stand the qevil. 1\'Iy brother there, who is a.
confirmed Mormon, say& he will help liberally;
to remunera:te any good brother who will go·
there and make a Bible effort to refute Mormonism. But my letter is already too lengthy,
I must close for the present. If you will give
this a place in your columns, I will be obliged.
The accommodation of my br~thren is all that
I am seeking by this.
Your brother in Christ,

w. P:

BILLINGSLEY.

Correspondence Ol!ristian.i'rlessenger.
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al name among them. The Welsh harp is also fluenced by the sign of her imperial mission.
suggestive of the Psalmist King.
In her was the fate of the world. With might
CHAPTER XXXII.
now
let
us
historically
test
this
Israeland
majesty she threw herself into the tramAnd
NATIONs SHALL SPRING FRO}f THEE-KINGS OF
PEOPLE SHALL coME OF THEE-ISRAEL PROV- itish subject, as enlarged by Joseph. Let the bling balance, becoming the very prophetess
ING HIS BLOOD-MESSIAH's KINGDOM RISING text be, "Their seed shall be known among and savior of Protestantism. Calling herself
IN AMERICA-JEHOVAH's CHARRIOTS-THE the Gentiles."
the Lioness of England, she became in fact
TUMULT OF His COMING- THE IUNGDOM: OF
The bJood of Israel will be known by its the Lioness of the Lord, and fulfilled a truly
HEAVEN Is A'r HANG.
manifestations. The Israelitish genius will divine mission as the head of the English
"But ye shall be named the Priests of the Lord; speak in the peoples who are of Israel. This Church. The bishops of the Romish Church
men shall call you the ministers of our God: ye
b
d
·
· 'fi
b
h
d · h J'L' •
h
shall eat tire riches of the Gentiles, and in their may e mf!, e qmte a sment1 c pro lem.
refused to crown er, an m er 11et1me t ree
And Israel will most certainly antagonize Popes excommunicated het, but she forced her
glory shall ye boast yourselves. * * *
"And their seed shall be known among the Gen- the Romish power. The genius of Judah and crowning and anointing, and in three months
tiles, and their offspring among the people; all the genius of Rome can but be in deadly an- after her ascension overturned the entire Romthat see them sho,ll acknowledge them, that they tipathy. Rome was that "nation of fierce ish hierarchy throughout her realm. When
are the seed which the Lord hath blessed. * * * countenance" that destroyed Jerusalem. And the Pope anathematized her she ordered an
"For as the earth bringeth forth her bud, and who destroyed the Roman Empire? Israel? anathema to be hurled back in his teeth from
as the garden causeth the things that are sown in
Th E h · · ,
h
1
J f s p 1
a·
it to spring forth; 80 the Lord God will cause e p ra1m1tes ·
t e so emu porta s o t. au , a procee mg
righteousness and praise to spring forth before all
In the third and fourth centuries of the without precedent, and which probably no
the nations."-Isaiah.
Christian era the Germanic hosts poured down other mortal in Christendom would have dared
Judah has beep. well defined among the na- resistlessly upon the iron empire of the Cresars, to do. And when finally Pope Sextus and
tions, by the curse which has scarred his brow; and upon its ruins built the empires of the all the Catholic princes of Europe joined in a
but here is described an Israel which shall be West. In Ephraim was Jehovah's vengeance crusade against her, a mighty storm destroyed
upon that nation of fierce countenance, that their invincible Armada off the English Coast..
known for the blessing, not the curse.
1\Iuch light is thrown upon this point by destroyed his once beloved Jerusalem.
In those days 'twas said, "The Lord did it."
the enlarged views of Joseph. According to
Alfred, the founder of England's greatness, Whatever may be said to day, there never were
his finding, Jacob and his children are empires. was strangely Isra.elitish in character and meth- such examples since the world began, till
The great Germanic race is the seed of od; and his writings, which are voluminous, Cromwell and his Jehovah-fearing men cut off
Ephraim, or at least the seed of Ephraim is are peculiarly like those of David and Solomon. the head of their king in the name of the
But it is to the period of the Protestant Lord of Hosts.
very markedly mixed in that race. The Scan·
The England of Cromwell's day was as
dinavian peoples are also greatly of Ephriam; Reformation, and that of the Cromwellian
and so, as matter of course, are the English Revolution, that we must go for the most strict- Israelitish as were the tribes of Jacob when
and American nations.
ly Israelitish manifestations. In those days David reigned in Jerusalem.
·
In this view of Israel let us now read the the God of Jacob was not confounded.
But at this date already had New England
promise made to Abraham, by Jehovah, who
First arose John de Witcliffe. He was call- arisen. The Pilgrims had landed on Plymouth
ed 1'The Morning Star of the Reformation." Rock, and Israel was migrating toward the
"keepeth covenants:"
"Behold my covenant is with thee, and thou That star rose in England then, just as in this Zion of the latter.days. The setting up of
shalt be a father of many nations. * * * I will age it could rise only in America; for the star Messiah's kingdom was now a prophecy well
make nations of thee, and kings shall come out of of both empire and reformation has crossed defined; the voice of the age was crying, "The
thee."
the Atlantic.
Kingdom of Heaven is at hand."
And to Sarah: "I will bless her, and she
Wickliffe's controversy struck directly at
And what a remarkable fact is it that Israel
shall be a mother of nations; kings of people Rome, else had he been no morning star of in the seventeent·h century actually attempted
&hall be of her."
Israel. He it was who called the Pope "An- to establish the Zion of the Lord in England!
Surely this has a fulfillment beyond that of tichrist," and spake of him as "the proud That which those God-fearing men of the Com~
the Israel in Palestine, with the short record worldly priest of Rome,-the most cursed of monwealth undertook was no political revoluof his kings,-so insignificant that the mighty clippers and purse-kervers (cut-purses)." He tion, in the ordinary sense; it was an Israelrulers of the heathen scorned to recognize it was who translated and unsealed the Hebrew itish upheaval in the world,-an upheaval
them.
Scriptures. And thus was it England's des- that was sure to repeat itself in America.
With this splendid view of Israel which tiny to open the seals of Judah's Book. From
And those men of God, in the seventeenth
Joseph has given, it can be easily imagined that hour, as from an archangel's trump, rang century, called themselves "The Saints," and
that some of. the most potent monarchs of forth the doom of the Romish Church. But "The Latter Day Israel," just as do the Saints
Europe have been of Israelitish blood, and that what shall the awful pronouncement be when . of America in the nineteenth century. N eithe mightiest spirits that have moved the world Judah himself sends back upon Rome the ther of them have minced their Iangurge in
for the last thousand years were the offspring curse of ages?
this regard. Indeed, they speak in the same
of men such as were known of old as JehovA century and a half later, in Germany, tongue, the same words: their themes are
ah's prophets.
Luther arose, and burned the bull of the Pope. one. The Latter Day Saints of England, unThis gives new light indeed to the whole Rome had a terrible fall over the Germanic der Cromwell, and these Latter Day Saints of
history of Christendom. Abraham is a "fath- nation. Those Ephraimites proved their blood. America, under Joseph Smith, are the only
At about this time, however, Charles V., two peoples who have strictly resembled each
er of nations;" 1 'kings of people" have come
of him.
of Germany and Spain, attempted to restore other during the whole Christian era. And
And here may be presented the singular the universal power of Rome to more than its the crowning fact is that not only do both
fact that Great Britain bears the arms of Is- pristine glory, while his brother-in-law, Henry possess the same genius, but one is literally
rael,-the lion of Judah and the unicorn of VIII., of England, threw his might of char- the offspring of the other.
Ephraim.
acter into the same scale. Fateful days for
For a full century Israel, among the nations,
"Judah is a lion's whelp.'' Messiah him- Israel! Will Jehovah fail him?
was actually proving his blood. Notably so
self is called the "Lion of the Tribe of Judah."
A woman for the sacrifice! One in whose in Germany, England, the Netherlands, and
Of·Joseph, Moses said: "His glory is like the veins flows the sacred blood! Anne Boleyn! Scandinavia.
firstling of his bullock, and his horns are like The issue lost her her head, but it cost Rome
What then shall we say of these wondrous
the horns of unicorns: with them he shall push a world!
manifestations of an Israel among the nations,
the people together to the ends of the earth:
From her Elizabeth! Born on the eve of -the voice of his genius and the instincts of
and they are the ten thousands of Ephraim, the Virgin's nativity! Died on the eve of his blood? Is all this but the noise of' J ehoand they are the thousands of Manasseh.''
the Virgin's annunciation! The "Virgin vah's chariots passing by? Are not his angels
turning earthward? Is there no purpose in
The royal arms of Great Britian should Queen," indeed!
Surely here is Hebrew mystery! Surely this tumult of his coming?
.
therefore ethnologically signify a mixture of
And finally, let us mark the fact that the
the blood of David and the blood of Joseph. here is a star of the house of David risen in
The Welsh people show much of this Hebrew the West.
foundations of our American nationality were.
element in them. ·David is almost a nationAnd statesmen, as well as myst.ics, were in- not laid by Godless and ambitious colo.nists,

l.IFE OF JOSEPH THE PROPHET.
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there is. As we said before, the gospel of the Son science, spiritual nature, and its adaptibility
of God carries its stamp and seal of its truth and to his manifest spiritual or moral being, in orclaims to our confidence and acceptance with it der to have retained such allegiance, from
always, wherever in its purity, its fulness and numbers, intelligence; and more than aU else
completeness it is presented. It is called the beside, the purity and best instincts of the
everlasting gospel ; the eternal and unchange- human heart. When we consider how old this
able gospel. If so, it must be as old as its gospel is, and what battling it has had against
need ; as old as the wants of man for spiritual the whole world. I use this word in its large
law and truth. Paul tells us that the gospel sense. The whole world; for Christ's religion
was preached unto Abraham. They (Israel), requires so much of purity, self-abnegation and
savs the Apostle again, "eat of that same self-denial of all the things which human naBplritual food, and drank from that same spirit- ture so much likes to do, that his friends of
ual rock; for they drank of that rock that to-day are his enemies of to-morrow; and after
followed them, and that rock was Gh1·ist/' a short allegiance have turned and slain him;
But God was not, could not be well pleased and his children have built hin;t a tomb, and
with them. Their life was taken up with temples and tombs for his prophets; and in
eating and drinking, playing, murmuring, turn· have slain their successors, whom God
minding the things of the flesh, and not of has sent with his everlasting truth to teach
the spirit, profitless ; and God overthrew ma- them.
ny of them in the wilderne~s. The pure
"As your fathers did, so do yc," said the
spiritual law of Jesus was r~Jected j an~ .to martyr Stephen; and history only repeats
this was added, because of theu transgre~sron, itself; always, and the same; for God and,his
the law of temporal commandments, with the truth do not change, and no more does human
types, trappings, and outward ordinances _and nature. And seeing and knowing all these
WHAT IS TRUTH1
symbols, significant of the great exemphfier things, with what force and conviction ought
A LECTURE.
and teacher of pure sacrifice who should the injunction of the apostle to come to us,
Continued/rom page 165.
come as soon as mankind would appreciate "Prove all things and hold fast that which is
Christ alone has solved the problem. And he him "a schoolmaster," the apostle says, "to good.'' ..
The religion of Christ will, when properly
has l'!olved it, doubt it however much you may. bring them to Christ." . The only way by
understood,
satisfy the highest reason and
which
a
rude
and
barbanc
people
could
be
If you are in doubt, it is your own fault; for
spiritual wants of man; for the truth is always
taught the way of life and peace.
you may, for God intended that you, and every
~'he proof of. the purity'· efficacy .an~ pra?- reasonable. When men are enabled to put
one to whom this word has come, shorzld know ticability of th1s law and 1ts assoCiations, IS themselves upon true instead of false premises,
and be satisfied; and if, as the Apostle says, seen in the history of Moses; who, though it it can always be made apparent to human
"our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are be hardly possible for him to have been the comprehensio~; but in saying that truth is
lost;" "in whom the God of this world hath compiler of the Pe~tateuch, m~st ha~e been reasonable, of course, all that men have called
the virtual author of a good portion of 1t. We or may call reason, is not truth. Experiblinded the eyes of them that believe not·I know him first trained in a corrupt court, af. ence and history tell us that men, with their
lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, terward a fugitive from justice for the murder religion and their reason, are very uncertain
who is the image of God, should shine unto of one whose crime was insult to a brother and unreliable; and to-day, because we find so
them." "For God, who hath commanded the Hebrew · afterwards, a common shepherd many teaching for the doctrines of God the
commandments of men, men who in this, as
light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in- amon"' ~ roaming, idolatrous tribe; whence
came~ code of laws and morals so just, so far in all past ages, are holding between us and
to our hearts, to give the light of the knowl- above all that mankind had then reached, em- heaven's truth their own weak, uncertain, inedge of God in the face of Jesus Christ.'' And bod yin"' so much of purity, justice and truth, sufficient, r.ontradictory, unreliable, unsatisfyhe continues, We have this "treasure " of that st~tutory law of all succe~di~g .time has ing and incompetent creeds.
knowledge, of light and of truth i!l earthen not been able to improve upon 1t, m 1ts adapt·
We havespoken ofthe inadequacy of human
crumbling, decaying vessels, that the excel~ ability to the regulating and controling of hu- reason, analogy and creeds to solve our quesIeney, the exceeding worth of this precious man society. King David was a cruel, licentious tion; we turn to.science and find no more satknowledge may be of God and not of us. "For and barbarous chief, adding to the crime of isfaction. The prophet Daniel, looking forwe know," he again continues, "that if our adultery cruel murder ;-whence the pure spirit ward from his time declared that knowledge
earthly house of this tabernacle were dis- of devotion, the beautiful and poetic language should increase, and so it has. Man has sought
solved," crumbled, faded away and resolved expressed in his Psalms. Who taught the fear out and obtained many inventions calculated
back into its former elements "we have a of the pit, the certainty of .the ju?gment .to to r,romote temporal ease and worldly knowlbuilding of God, an house n~t made with come, and the punishment to follow hiS commiS- edge. Dut the discoveries in Bteam and elechands.'' Certainly Paul's renunciation of the sion of crime. Infidels have always been and tricity and their application have apparently
popul~.r rel}gion~ of the day, for the stripes, are fond of dwelling upon the crimes and fol- brought us no nearer to the solving of life's
suffermgs, 1mpnsonmcnts and death which lies of prominent characters in sacred history. most interesting and absorbing problem. Rail·
followed his espousal of the cause and faith of Peter's cowardly denial and falsehood ; the roads have brought us no nearer heaven ; the
the Nazarene, entitles him to credence so far cowardly persecution of helplesB women hy a telegraph has failed to connect us with tho
as his belief is concerned. But he ;ays he Paul; his apparent egotism and assumption. great unknown and beyond. An Agassiz finds
knows of this resurrection power and of its We are thankful for tl1cir helps to argument. no revealments satisfactory; nor the study of
certainty. The Psalmist David testified, thou· The more prominent their faults arc made to a Darwin into all forms and developments of
sands of years before, of his faith in the fulfill- appear, the more unreasonable it is to deny all orders of life with the clearest of mental
ment of the promise of God, made before to the cleansing and renovating power of the law faculties, the most acute of reasoning powers.
him and his other prophets, in that he would of the Spirit of life, which renewed these Nature reveals no more to them of the great
ma~e manifest in the sight of men the power men, and enabled them to write the words of secret of life, its source and end, if end it have,
of hfe over death antl the grave, in the mission inspiration, that have so oft blessed, refre~hed, than has been embodied in the poets' song-1
and person of his Son Jesus Christ.
·
and reassured struggling souls in their warfare from the Psalmist's day until our own. Can
Now. if tho unimpeached witnesses of the for purity and spiritual truth. Now, while I we by searching find out God i and who, or
Old and New Testaments seem too far fetched, am willing to listen to those who oppose hon- what is sufficient for the encompassing of this
that"the possibility of mistakes, honest or in- estly and conscientiously the fundamental and question. Jesus in his prayer for his disciple11
te~ded,,secm too likely for us to predicate our vital principles of the Christian religion, I ask prayed that they might be sanctified through
fa1th With regard to such an important ques- of them in return to stop and candidly consid- the truth, declaring that his (God's) word is
tion ; is there not some other testimony of the er how strong a hold the doctrines of Jesus truth. John says that "we have this word
truth within our reach? We answer, Yes, must l1ave upon man; upon his reason, con- from the beginning."
but by the very men who had already raised
in England the standard of Messiah. Then
came the Revolution under Washington, and
the mighty Republic emerged upon the theatre
of nations. At last a magnificent kingdom,
without a king,-the Zion of God awaiting
the coming of her lord! Then came Joseph,
crying in the ears of men, "Behold the kingdom of heaven is at hand!"
But the churches were deaf to this prophet
of glorious tidings; therefore have they sealed their own doom. They shall pass away.
Rejecting Messiah, in their rejection of his
Prophet, they shall themselves be rejected of
him at his coming.
Yet will Israel prevail, for outside of churches is gathering a mighty host; and ears have
they, and eyes to see, and faith, and courage
true. And glorious testimony shall they give
of the light that gleamed athwart the sky as
Joseph rose to oracle the Zion of the Latterdays.

...
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We have shown that this gospel is as old as
the spiritual wants of man. It is called good
tidings. Paul says it is God's power unto salvation. God revealed himself to his people
whom he anciently chose, with whom to make
and preserve himself a name.
In his Son who was to come in after time,
to show the world what he in his own truth
and purity, what he himself was like; full of
goodness, pati.mce, long suffering; Almighty
wisdom and humility combined; all that is
good and true that they, or even we to day
are able to comprehend, and a vast deal more
than man can nal,urally comprehend.
Paul, in his letter to the Hebrew church,
mentions the principal doctrines of Christ, six
i n number: viz , faith, repentance, baptisms,
laying on of hands, the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead, and eternal judgment.
Now in the contemplation of spiritual questions, it is hard for any one to appeal successfully to those in whom spiritual questions or problemsfindnoansweringreceptivechords. Itouch
the keys" of the piano or organ; if the corresponding sound answering to the note of music
in my soul is there, music, harmony is the resuit. If, throug,h fault, the mechanism be imperfect or destroyed, no answering chord comes
back to my consciousness to tell me of its agreement with the music in my soul. The thunder
peal that crashes round our dwelling, at first
makes no answering music that we commonly
call vibration; but as it rolls away in the dist,ance, the answering chords that lie inherent
in the material of the structure of the dwelling,
answers ba<lk to the touch and sound of harmony from the heavens by the vibration of
every timber upon the foundation, and thefar
and mttlc of the windows are but the harmonious responses of nature's music. And so, by
just so much as our natures be attuned in harmony with the great, loving, throbbing heart
of nature's God and his Christ, by just so
much will we be enabled to comprehend and
rejoice in his spiritual law.
.
We said there are six cardinal principles of
the law of obedience to Christ's will, that en-.
title us to citizenship in his kingdom of peace,
and through which he has promised the information which we seek. First, faith. Faith
in God; in his existence; a first great cause,
if you please, as a starting point; v, being of
intelligence, goodness and power; the author
and supporter of our being; of his willingness
to communicate or reveal himself to his intelligent creatures; and more, that "He is arewarder of those who diligently seek him."
Faith is an eternal principle, not subject to
improvement, addition to or subtraction from;
but, like all. of God's gifts, misapplied and
abused may prove the opposite from that
which it is designed to prove if used aright;
in other words, to make a right use of it is to
have faith in the truth; at least, faith in an
error, though pe1·haps se1·ving for discipline,
can be of no use or worth to us as an end.
Next, Repentance. Is it not reasonable
that men should always repent and make restitution when in their power, for wrong doing?
No improvement, or new revelation is needed
upon this principle which Christ asks men to
accept, and be governed by.
Baptism. "Except a man be born againborn of the water and of the Spirit, he can
not enter the kingdom of God." And as the
birth of the infant into this world, so is pre-
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ceded by water envelopment the birth of the resurrection power with which God had enspirit into the kingdom of God; counterfeit dowed the germ, upspringing into beautiful life
and unacknowledged baptisms the world over a lovely blooming flower. God has never reto the contrary notwithstanding. It is Christ's vealed anything more satisfying in prospect toreasonable test of our faith in his resurrection me than the reuniting of the spirit to a body
from the grave, "the figure'' and fact of which like unto the one I now possess; with the
the apostle says "doth now save us." It is power and presence of pain, sickness and dealso for the remission of sins.
cay, eliminated, banished, rising and awakenThe ordinance of laying on of hands for the ing in the likeness of our elder brother; with
reception of that Holy Spirit of truth ; that David of old, "I shall be satisfied;" for their
Comforter, that divine and subtle influence is no true ideal of beauty, or practicability
which Christ promised to send upon his sor- that is not satisfied in the contemplation !Jf a
rowing disciples; which he promised should perfect physical manhood and womanhood,
lead them into all truth and abide with them created in God's own image; none is needed,
forever, comes next. It was also commanded none is wanted, save where sin and vice and
and practiced for confirmation and blessing. ignorance of, and disobedien~e to God's physJesus, in his last commission to his chosen ical law have crushed, marred, misplaced and
witnesses, enjoins them to teach all things deformed.
which he himself had taught them, saying that
The doctrine of eternal judgment covers so
they should "lay hands on the sick, and they much ground that we can but glance at some
sht:mld recover." James, in his general letter, of the scriptural and natural reasons for its acreiterates, "If any are sick among you," etc. ceptance. This part of the principles of Christ's
We read in the recorded Acts of the Apos- doctrine, so little taught, so misunderstood by
tles that many were converted to the gospel all classes, so ignored; or if not ignored, so
through the preaching of Philip at Samaria. misrepresented, dwarfed and dif!jointed to conIt is written that they received the word of form to the creeds and opinions of men, that
God; consequently must have repented. and it is no wonder that the Christian's God is ia
were baptized by Philip. Was not that enough? bad repute and odor among the best reasoning,
No, not according to the apostolic plan; for thinking minds of to-day.
Peter and John being sent for, prayed, then
Turning away from the opinions and creeds
laid their hands upon them, according to the of men, let us look at revelation and reason
gospel ordinance, the Holy Spirit was received, combined, and if agreeing, as we claim it is
enveloped them, "they spake with tongues and susceptible of proof that they do, see what
prophesied." A man named Simon, who dealt claims this part of Christ's teachings and law
in sorcery and witchcraft, bE)ing present and have for our acceptance. "In Adam's fall we
seeing a superior power manifested through sinned all," is the sentiment of an old rhyme
the laying on of the apostles' hands, offered in which we do not concur, and which is as
them money for a transmission of this super- unscriptural as it is unreasonable. God renatural gift to himself; but Peter informed wards or punishes man for his own acts and
him, as we do you to day, that the gift of God not for Adam's or any one else's transgression.
is not to be purchased with money. If they Paul says "as was the offense so the free gift."
could have received the Holy Ghost without And again, that ''~he creature was made sub·
the laying on of hands, the journey of the ject to vanity, not willingly," i.e., we had no
apostles might seem unnecessary. Thus a man option in the matter, "but by reason of him
proves his faith by his works-and God hon- who subjected the same in hope." What
ors his obedience with blessings, of which the shall be done with the vast majority of men,
world are ignorant. Paul wrote to Timothy who, made in God's image, have never heard
not to neglect the gift of prophesy which he of the salvation wrought by Christ in this
received through the laying on of the hands life. Are they forever lost to its blessings?
of the ministry. And in his second letter to Paul defines sin as a "transgression of the
him, again to stir up the gifts which he re- law," and "and where no law is, sin is not imceived through the laying on of his (Paul's) puted." That as many as have sinned withhands. And after the death of the early out the law are not under its condemnation;
Christian writers, Tertullian in the close of but the law entered, sin abounded through its
the second, and Cyprian in the third, Chrys- rejection, but much more grace by obedience.
ostum and Agustine in the fourth century, all Then what does the gospel propose with those
declare the practice and teachings of this doc- who have never heard its sound, or hearing it
trine; as does also Mosheim, showing how reject it. Is the hell of the creeds to be
these men in the early time succeeding Christ their portion forever and without reprieve?
and his apostles under13tood and applied his Mary, coming to Jesus' sepulchre on Sunday
doctrines.
following his death, weeping because the body
The doctrine of the Resurrection of the of her Lord was gone, and in the twilight of
body is not without its friends and abler ex- the coming morn, appealed as she first thought
ponents than myself; and perhaps it were a to the gardener, who, turning, said the one
profitless task to essay conclusive or convinc- word, "Mary." In an instant she knew all,
ing argument to-night in favor of the doctrine and in her astonishment could only utter,
of the, or a literal resurrection of the body, or "Rabboni." "'Touch me not," said he, "for
a body. The miracle of resurrection is going I have not yet ascended unto my father and
on all around us, and if nature and reason your11, unto my God and your God." Where
teach any resurrection at all, they teach the was he in spirit since the Friday previousresurrection of the same bodily as well as spir- the day of his death and entombment. Peter
itual identity. We read of the breaking of informs us in his first epistle, that Christ also
the clasped hands of ihe bodies of the em- once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust,
balmed Egyptians and finding therein small being put to death in the flesh, but quickened
seeds, which, when planted in the earth, drew by the Spirit, by which he went and preached
from the surrounding elements by the almighty t.o the spirits in prison, who were disobedient
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in the days of Noah, while the ark was preparing, and whom Noah, a preacher of righteousness h!!-d warned. Referring to the same
in a subsequent chapter he speaks of ]lim as
the judge of the quick and the dead, and says
"for this cause was the gospel preached to
them that are dead, that they might be judged
according to men in the flesh, but live accord·
ing to God in the spirit." For what purpose
~hould Christ go in spirit and preach to those
spirits in prison, whom Noah had warned, if
their estate was eternally fixed in the fires of
hell. Nay, the word of the Lord through his
prophets and his apostle tells us differently;
"judged according to men in the flesh but live
according to God in the spirit, "that," as the
apostle says, "he might bring us to God."
This was his object, that receiving the judgment of men according to the flesh, they
might repent at hearing his gracious word and
live unto God in the spirit, and after the payment of the penalty find their release. This
was no unimportant part of Christ's mission
as foretold by the prophets; to open the prison
doors to them that were bound, and them
that were in darkness. Isaiah speaks of the
punishment of the kings and the high ones,
that the Lord shall gather them together in
the pit as prisoners, and after many days shall
they be visited. David, with all his crimes,
realized a time when he should be free from
the payment of the penalty of some crimes for
which he knew there was no forgiveness,
when he said, "Tho.u wilt not leave my soul
in hell." Yes, my friends, it was, and is, and
will be, so long as sin abounds, a part of
Christ's great mission, to reveal to men or
spirits out of as well as in the body, the power
of his love and his salvation. "God is love,"
and if he punishes and chastens it is but to
save. It is upon the same principle that a
loving parent corrects whom he loves; every
blow or stripe given is a wound to him, and
stripes come only when all other means of
love fail. If Christ was his own true representative what do we learn of him? Unvarying pity and love and tenderness. It was he
who said to the woman in sin, "Go, sin no
more, lest a worse thing come upon thee," and
stooping, wrote her crime in the sand for the
blessed rains of heaven to wash away. It was
he who after his resurrection said "Go and
tell Peter," the miserable fellow who but a
few days before, cursing, said, "I know him
not." It was he, who in one of his beautiful
parables said that who "was most forgiven
would love the most;" who said in his agony
on the cross, "Father forgive them, for they
know not what they do."

___..............
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An .Explanatiou.
In the Herald for April 15th, p. 116, is found a
beautiful little poem, with introduction, written
by J. D. Bennett, a man with whom I have no acquaintance whatever, but whom I take to be a
brother in the church. Now as this roem was
most "respectfully dedicated to Bro. Lambert,"
thanks are hereby returned to its author for the
beautiful lines so expressive of his creed, with the
following explanation as a reply to its introduction: The sentiment ofthat "remarkable sentence,"
referred to by Bro. J. D. Bennet, was culled from
a small pamphlet entitled "One Hohr with the
Devil;" but was wrongly imputed to J. D. Bennett instead of D. M. Bennett,~"the Infidel," author
of the pamphlet, and editor of the Truth Seeker,
an Infidel paper published in New York. The
mistake was made by the Ilerald Office or by Bro.

Lambert, probably by the latter, (though I confess I do not know how it came about), and if so,
he humbly asks pardon of Bro. J. D. B. for any
injury he may have received from this wrong imputation. That "remarkable sentence" was qualfled by the phrase, "the Infidel," and, it seems to
us, that no one who is a believer in the Bible,
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants,
ought to have supposed that it was meant for him,
even though his name was used. Yours for truth,
JoSEPH

R.

LAMBERT.

15 June 79.
.Q- Look Her e.-A mark opposite this notice will in
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Remittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving

full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
orders, and business letters as recently advised.

JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.

Plano, Illinois, June Hi, 1879.
ELSEWHERE in thi:s number will be found a
short article, headed, "l'lome things that I can
not understand." It is not much that we know
about. the matter, but the following seems to us
to be plain enough:
The president of the Church did advise Bro. D.
S. Mills to :resign the care of the Pacific Slope
Mission, believing that it would prove beneficial
to the interests ofthe work, and advantageous to
Bro. Mills. The resignation of Bro. Mills was
published, subject to the ratification of the April
Conference. Before the sitting of Conference
Bro. Mills, or his friends, doubtless thinking
there was not the urgent necessity for his resignation that others thought, or that he was as well
qualified and situated to perform the duty as any
other in the district, wrote to different branches
throughout the mission asking for an expression
of their desire or wisdom concerning the release
of Bro. Mills; and it may possibly turn out thai
some one or more of Bro. Mills' personal friends
have "urged" the retaining of Bro. Mills in
charge, notwithstanding his resignation, as it
was to be passed upon at Conference both at
Oakland and Plano, either to be accepted or refused. It does not appear that these friends were
authorized by Conference to do this, nor can we
see that any authorization was needed, if they
choose to pursue that method to get an expression, other than the consent of Bro. Mills, and
the consent and action of the different branch or
district officers where the vote was taken; unless
undue influences were brought to bear to secure
a result favorable to the wishes of the writers.
Be this as it may, the sessions of both Conferences were held at the same time, and therefore the
action of both in reference to the question of receiving the resignation might be simultaneous.
It so happened, however, that the question
came up for consideration in the Conference
held at Oakland, for the California mission, first,
and upon the vote being taken was disposed of
in the following form: "Resolved, that we sustain Bro. D. S. Mills as President of the Pacific
Slope Mission until he be released by the General Conference." It appears to have been adopted
without opposition, and if intention or spirit is
to be inferred from action, it is a fair presumption that this resolution expressed the spirit of
the Conference.
At the adoption of this resolution, some one

present at the Conference, very properly thinking
that the fact if made known to the Conference at
Plano, might affect their action with reference to
the same subject, at once telegraphed to the
President of the Church, who with his colleague
was then presiding over the session at Plano, the
brief message, "D. S. Mills unanimously sustained to-day." It does not appear that this message
was authorized by the Conference at Oakland,
nor does it seem that they could have voted that
no such message should be sent, at least no such
action appears upon the minutes. When the
mission for the Pacific Slope came up for consid.
eration, this message was read with other papers,
and neither the President of the Church, his col.
league, nor the Conference could derive any
other conclusion from the action of their Oak.
land co-workers, than that it was their wish that
Bro. D. S. Mills should be sustained; they therefore passed as follows: "That the choice by that
Conference, (Pacific Slope), of Bro. Mills as their
president be ratified."
There was not a man present at Plano Confer.
ence when the motion was put, but what believed
that Bro. Mills had been so sustained, and the
minutes show that he was. The General Conference could have done no different than it did do
without disregarding the vote at Oakland; a
thing which the past opposition to Conference
interference in district affairs makes the brethren unwilling to risk.
The session at Plano did not act at the "whim
of any man," but upon the whim of the Oakland
Conference, of which they received notice prior
to thj:Jir own action in the case. The only rein·
stating done was by the Oakland session, the
part which the General Conference took being to
"ratify" what was done.
The wording of the resolution by which Bro,
D. S. Milia wa~ sustained, "until he be released
by the General Conference," contains no intimation to that body that it was the spirit of the Pacific Slope Mission Conference that he be so released. On the contrary, the words "by their
unanimous vote sustained Bro. D. S. J\-Iills," car.
ries directly upon the face of it, the wish that he
be sustained, and leaves it for the General Conference to confirm their choice. If it was thought
that when the mission came up for consideration
in .April session at Plano, the resignation of Bro.
Mills would be deemed sufficient cause for his
relea~c, and in the absence of further information
that he would be released, and that therefore the
resolution of the Oakland session was in effect
inoperative and would be an easy way out of the
difficulty of choosing an officer, if there was a
difficulty, some one certainly made a mistake.
It is usual to take the resolutions of Confer.;
cnces as indicative of the spirit of those Conferences, and the announcement of the s_imple fact
that the Conference at Oakland had "unanimously sustained Bro. Mills," was unanimously taken
by the Conference at I>Iano, to mean that they
had. The President of the Conference had been
under the impression that the Conference at
Oaldand would aceept the resignation offered by
Bro. Mills, and so release him, make choice of
another and certify that choice to the Confer..
·ence at Plano. The same means of communica.
tion could have been employed to convey such
information, that was used to announce his being
sustained. We certainly should not have considered such telegram, though sent by a member'
of the body without official direction, as crim"·
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inal, or seriously wanting in respect to the Conference, or a violation of the decorum of the body.
Nor do we see any intention upon the part of
the General Conference to ignore the rights, privileges, or wishes of the California Saints, in ratifying what was believed to be their act, expressive of their will. If the General Conference
was misinformed and thus misled, it will be their
duty to rectify the blunder they may have m.ade.
The President of the Church confesses, on his
own behalf, that the action of the Conference at
Oakland was a surprise to him; that when the
matter came np for consideration, and the telegram was received, he thought it possible that
his wisdom in judging of the matter had been at
fault; that those who were nearer and upon the
field in California had better facilities for knowing, and could judge more correctly than he.
With this thought in his mind he could not in
.i ustice to his sense of propriety do otherwise than
give assent to their decision in the matter.
We have no personal e:rid or friend to serve in
what we have written herein, and hope that neither side of the controversy, if there are two sides
to it, will mistake us, and quote us for one and
against the other; we have tried to state facts
omly and their, to us, proper conclusions.
AT the last April Conference a measure was set
on foot to inquire into the price of the papers
and books produced and sold to the Church by
the Herald Office, and since the Conference, as at
some times before, letters have been received at
the office, containing reflections, complaints, and
now and then a downright charge about the high
price of books, papers and pamphlets, and the
large salaries paid to employees of the Herald
Office. It seems to be about time that these
things complained of should be changed, if what
is so frequently and so flippantly said and written be true. Either the price of Herald, Hope,
tracts, and books should be reduced, or the men
in charge of the publishing department should
be changed. Either the salaries now paid to the
employees should be reduced and those receiving them be continued in employment at lower
rates, or the present incumbents dismissed and
others who can and will work cheaper employed.
Either this should be done, or all this complaint
and bickering about high prices and fat salaries
be stopped.
Before this work of changing existent things is
begun, we desire to suggest the following facts
and ideas:
1 The Herald is unlike any religious journal
in existence in the United States.
2 It was decided by Conference that it was
necessary that the Church papers should be issued from an office owned and controlled py the
Church.
3 The present Editor was requested by resolution of Conference to remove to Plano and take
charge of .the Herald, and was told repeatedly by
good men-leading Elders-not to make the
office of editor a "sinecure."
4 The Herald is not an advertising sheet. No
revenue accrues to it from advertising, except
the occasional dollar tor a marriage notice, and
now and then a small notice for a brother.
5 The circulation of the Herald and other
Church papers is in the Church only. They are
therefore necessarily limited in their issues, and
fur thi~o~ reason the price of production is un-

avoidably higher than it would be if the character of the paper was secular.
6 The character of our Church papers precludes the close application of ordinary rules of
economy employed by daily journals or large,
successful weeklies and monthlies, in securing
workmen and paying them.
'7 The nature of the contributions, communica..
tions and letters received, intended and used to
make up the Herald and Hope, originating with
the members of the Church, is different in many
respects from those of ordinary journalism, and
requires a difl:'erent class of qualifications in
those in charge of the work, than the journals
demand with which those who complain compare them.
8 The books and tracts produced by the office
are different in their character from all others
we know anything about, and those engaged in
producing them are under the necessity of conforming to the same law of supply and demand
that governs all things produced. They have to
be produced by the hundreds only, while the
books and papers used as examples in comparison, are made and sold by the thousands and
hundreds of thousands.
9 There has been in the past a constant complaint about the "poor," "awful," "terrible,"
"shocking," "shabby," and "shoddy" binding
of the books published by the Church. "Why
don't the office give us a better binding?" "Why
does the Board of Publication issue such poorly
bound books?" It will be just as well for those
who now complain to put good binding, well
bound books, and cheap prices together, and try
conclusions from that trial. The Board now pay
for the binding of the Saints' Harp, from fortysix to eighty-six cents per copy. Several changes to secure cheaper work have been made, but
each attempt has resulted unfavorably and has
subjected the Board to severe criticism for poor
binding again.
Besides this, many persons misuse their books,
the same as they do everything else, and the
binding is destroyed by careless handling, the
book falls to pieces as a result, then the fault is
charged to insufficient work. Careful usage
would secure a better word for them. We have
used books of all sorts of binding and have never
had reason to complain.
Mr. Chapin, bookseller, of Chicago, puts our
morocco Book of Mormon, which we sell at
$.2.25, on sale at $3. Few books of same quality
on sale but what are higher than we ask for
them.
10 The original edition of the Holy Scriptures is
not yet sold, and there were only five thousand
of them, and these cost an aggregate of over $10,
000, an average of a little over $2 each. There
was not a sufficient percentage put upon the cost
price to cover the cost of plates out of first edition
sold. The Board of Publication has twice reduced the selling price of the Scriptures ten per
cent., thus taking twenty per cent. oft' the price
ofit. Neither the Scriptures nor the Book of
Mormon has returned any profit to the office of
publication.
1l The journals and newspapers of the day,
with which those complaining compare the price
of Herald, Hope, Book of Mormon, Doctrine and
Covenants, and other works, are all printed by
the thousands, some of them by the hundreds of
thousands, and in many instances the entire cost
of production, including prices paid to contribu-
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tors for articles, communications, &c., is paid by
advertisements, leaving the subscription to be
clear gain; especially is this true of the large
weeklies, the contents of which first appear in
the dailies, and are thence transferred to the
weekly without the cost of re-setting.
12 A fair comparison of amount and worth of
original reading matter in the Herald, with even
the c.heapest journal to which complainers refer,
will result favorably to the Herald. So also will
a fair comparison of the quality of work, paper,
and binding in our books, with books of a similar quality of paper and binding, result favorably
to the prices charged by the office.
13 The Board of Publication in calculating
upon the number of those who will buy tracts,
books, &c, subscribe for the Herald and Hope,
can only rely upon sales and subscriptions to
Church members, very few not of the Church
being found either buying or subscribing. To
publish beyond this probable demand would be
an act of folly; and as the cheapness of a commodity is determined by the number produced,
any body ought to see that even wise men can
not produce books and papers for a possible
three thousand buyers and subscribers as cheaply as they could for three hundred thousand.
14 Cheapness and goodness are not found together, as a rule. Cheap things are not durable,
only the better class of all articles being really
lasting. In no other class of articles is this truer
than of books; cheapness and frailty go hand in
hand. It is not possible to get thoroughly good
articles without paying a fairly high price for
them.
15 So far as high or· "FAT SALARIES" is CO!lcerned, we confess we do not know what the
words mean, or how they can possibly apply to
those employed in the Herald Office. If it is the
intention of those hinting at them in their writ·
ing and talking about them at home and abroad,
to apply these terms to the Herald office employ.
ees, it is simply astonishing that they do not
take the pains and trouble to inform themselves
as to the facts in each individual case, and com.
pare the facts so obtai11ed with the facts in other
cases of similar service, before peddling dissatisfaction and fault.finding among a class of people
who do not know and have not the opportunity
to know the truth in regard to'the matter talked
about. Or, if they do not like this method of
procedure, we suggest that at a suitable occasion
in Conference, a resolution like the following be
introduced: "Wh&reas, it appears that the repre
sentatives of the Church living at Plano, and employed in the Herald Office, are receiving greater
compensation foi' their labors than other men of
like circumstances are paid for similar services,
therefore, Resolved, that the Board of Publication be instructed to reduce said compensation,
respectively; (one fifth, one fourth, ·one half, as
may seem good to Conference): and if the present employees can not and will not continue iii
employment at said reduced prices, that the
Board discharge said employees and secure the
services of others in their places."
If the employees of the Board are getting on
too rapidly, more rapidly than the general aver·
age of workers and idlers in the Church, they
certainty need a vigorous looking after. All
these things will go into the enquiry, and we
are by no means certain but what things do need
an inquiring into; and no one can or should
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complain if their administration in public affairs
be investigated. Economy is a science, and
those who understand it should teach it to those
who do not, that all may profit together. Those
who refuse to be disciplined should be made to
feel the hand of reproof and reform.
16 In making up the verdict, fitness, propriety,
availability, qualifications, the work and its design, should be taken into the reckoning. •If the
office is simply a thing to make money with, and
this is the chief object in view, certain changes
could be effected with great propriety, and this
also should be considered.
WE publish, this issue, the thirty-second chapter
of Elder E. W. Tullidge's "Life of· Joseph the
Prophet," as a specimen chapter of that work.
This book was written before Elder Tullidge connected himself with the Reorganization, but from
the point of view of one in sympathy with Mormonism from its inception, but laboring under
the convictions that an association with the Utah
Church must more or less engender. We are
not in sympathy with a part of what appears on
page 426 of the work; nor with the brief extract
from the King Follett sermon, that is introduced
in chapter forty-five, believing that so short an
extract from a sermon said to have occupied two
hours and three quarters in its delivery, can not
convey a correct view of what was said; and that
if the whole was together it might afford a different conclusion than has been drawn from it so
far. But, notwithstanding these objections, we
are surprised to find so little in the book that is
seriously objectionable. Taken with the explanations now furnished by the author in foot notes,
it is a readable and interesting work
WE published in a late issue a strong article
against the utility of secret societies, Masonry
included. This article was written by a brother,
prepared by long acquaintance with secret orders, to write from experience, and we therefore
clreerfully commend a re-reading of what he states.
Some years ago we rather fell into the displeasure of some solid saints, because we declined
making an attack upon secret societies in general, and Masonry in particular. Our plea then
was that we knew, personally, nothing about
them, except by outside observation, and this
though construed by us in a way to keep us from
joining any, was insufficient to justify us in attacking them. Here, however, is a man who has
been engaged with the orders about which he
writes, and he challenge5 our attention by a
pleading warning to keep away from them, as
there is nothing there worthy the attention of a
Latter Day Saint. For one we tal>e this warning
in good faith and in earnest, and shall be less inclined than ever before to join in with them. If
he can so earnestly caution Saints to keep themselves free from entangling alliances with secret
societies, we are certain that there are good reasons why he docs it, and we give the more cheerful adherence to his words.
One thing ~eems to us peculiar. We know
men who are hard pressed to kerp up the ends
of living expenses, whose families are none too
well housed or fed, who somehow have money
for to baeco,both smoking and chewing, with now
and then a hob-nobbing bout at the beer casks;
and are members in good standing, (which usually means paid up dues), in from two to five secret order~. How they can stand the expense,

and the. draft on their time without neglecting
their families is a mystery.
Some who are under obligation to meet with
their lodges, both at the stated monthly meetings
and occasional holiday and grand occasions, are
sorely pressed for time to attend the prayer meetings of the Church of which they are members.
They have only a penny or a nickel for the weekly offering to church expenses, because lodge
dues must be met. They cudgel their brains to
remember grips, signs, and passwords, because
if they fail to remember them they will be found
unworthy of fellowship, or will lose caste among
their comrades. How well they rememQilr the
vows they have made to God, and whether they
shall be able to give the heavenly password, or
the angelic grip among the worthy in the eternal
day, in the Grand Lodge of Eternity, are matters
of minor importance, if they have the others all
correct. Truly human weakness is dazzled by
the gew-gaws of earth. Take the brother's advice
and keep out.

stance, and otherwise made preparation for his
coming, including the washing of their bodies
and putting on suitable apparel; and it was to
this we desired to refer. We had no intention to
find fault or cast slurs upon these people for their
belief, nor have we now, but we think that the
belief announced by them that Christ will come
on such a clay, and at such an hour, is a declaration challenging attention; and as we have stated
that we believe that "no man knoweth the day
nor the hour," though his coming may be and is
imminent, we do think that the setting a time
and having the set time pass, time and again,
and the world still going on in its regular routine, is calculated to make one think that the
preparation of an "ascension robe," especially
with a view to that coming so often foretold l)y
them, and just as often failing, was, or was like.
ly to be, a lost work. However, we beg pardon
if any body is seriously hurt or offended by our
manner of writing.
EDI'l'ORIAL ITEIYIS.

THE Herald Office is doing fairly well financially,
and could our subscribers for Herald and Hope
make their payments in good season it would be
very satisfactory to all concerned; but we trust
that those who owe us so much upon the delinquent book, or upon the present lists, (many of
them from six months to two years subscription)
.will reach those favorable circumstances when
they can pay. We simply invite their attention
to the fact that we could use it if we had it, and
that the aggregate amount is quite large.
We are constantly atanexpenseforpublication
interests from which we receive no present re.
turns, sometimes never do equal to the outlay.
Just now there is in the compositor's hands the
work, "Joseph Smith the Prophet," familiarly
known as "Mother Smith's History," which will
require a constant' outlay till got out, which we
hope will be some time next winter. Probably
it will be two or three years, if not longer, before
it will pay the cost of publishing. The cost of
paper (just engaged) alone, will be about one hundred and twenty-five dollars for the edition talked of, besides type-setting, presswork, etc., and
by-and-by the binding.
Hence if those who owe us for bopks and papers can pay us something it will be a favor accepted with thanks.
A BROTHER whose communication was published in last issue is of the opinion that we erred in
referring to the "ascension ro bcs" supposed to
have been made by some of the Adventists in
former years, when confident that the day of
Christ's coming was known. We have never
supposed that the society or the council5 of it,
ever ordered robes to be made, or that any ever
made a robe because the society or its preachers
authoritatively taught them to; but we have both
seen and heard accounts wherein it was stated
that certain believers did prepare clothing supposed to be suitable for the aacensionj We did
not mean to cast a slur upou any honest confession of faith or to cast ridicule npon the belief
of a coming Savior. · But the fact is too plain
for denial, that Adv.entists have set the time for
the coming of the Savior; since Wm. Miller in
1843, up to July next, and that bodies of them
have waited at stated times until the midnight
hour was past for him who did not come. Some
went so far as to sell or give away t1wir IJUb-

AN error occurred in the statement of the age of
Sr. Emma Bidamon, The aate of her birth
should have been July 10, 1804, instead of 1803.
The error is corrected by her son, Alexander II.
Smith, from the family Bible, containing the
record, in his possesion.
Found, on the floor of the Editors' room in the
Herald Office, Plano, Illinois, a day or two after
the adjournment of Conference in April last, a
small sum of money, probably dropped by some
visiting brother. The owner can have it returned to him by dropping a card to H. A. Stebbins,
Box 50, Plano, Illinois, giving statement of
amount lost and description sufficient to identify
the same.
There was received at the HERALD Office, June
7th, and invoice of cheaply bound Saints' Harps,
which will be on sale hereafter at one dollar
each. We sincerely hope that those who buy
this book will not expect sole leather wear out
of the covers; if they do then they will be disappointed; still they are good, muslin bound books
and will with care last half a life time.
Bro. C. Christensen, of Barnard. Nodaway Co.,
Missouri, says that Bro. Charles V'!illiams, formerly of Amboy, Illinois, is preaching nearly
every Sunday and doing good for the cauBe. He
baptize& some occasionally. We are glad to
hear of "Uncle Charlie" still being zealous and
active as of old, whw we travelled and preached
with him in Northern Illinois.
Bro. A. Bennett, of Beaver, Utah, says that
the branch of the Heorganized Church there iB
in good condition. Their number is now nine.
teen.
Bro: J. C. Foss wrote from l'l!achias, Maine,
May 24th, that he baptized three on the 18th.
Bro. Willis McDowell writes from Wheatville,
Crawford County, Wrsconsinj that they enjoy
the blessings and favor of God in that branch,
for they have the 1Ioly Spirit and the gifts thereof, and l:e is thankful that he with others have
been brought to know the truth.
Bro. J. B. Jarvis wrote from Scranton, Kansas,
May 23d, that he has been laboring again in the
ministry and has lately baptized four persons.
He also believes that others are almost persuaded
to follow Christ's example and obey his gospel,
for they give earnest attention and the Spirit
blesses the word spoken. •
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Bro. Glaud Rodger left San Francisco, May
22nd, for Decatur County, Iowa, where his fam.
ily live. After so long and faithful a service in
far away Australia, may he enjoy the full blessings of home amid the loved ones and his friends.
Bro. J. H. Merriam wrote from f::',tewartsville,
Missouri, May 22d, that Hro. Kinneman baptized
twelve recently into that branch, which now
numbers ninety.
The Pike County Democrat, published at Pittsfield, Illinois, for March 20th, contains notices
of the business of the town, and among others
that of Mills and Quinby, of which firm Bro. H.
R. Mills is senior member. It represents their
establishment as being -one of value sud their
business as prosperous and important. They
deal in books, stationery and fancy goods.
Bro. C. J. Hawkins, of Headsville, Robertson
County, Texas, writes that Bro. J. L. Stone, of the
Lone Star Branch, preached there May 11th, and
quite a large congregation was present. The
people seemed to be agreeably surprised at the
truths presented, and the promise for a hearing
in the future is good, Some are investigating,
and some admit that if there is any gospel
preached we have it. Bro. Hawkins feels strong
and firm in the work, and he desires to be re.
membered in the petitions of the saints that he
may both live and teach Christ's doctrine,
Bro. C. W. Short wrote from Joplin, Missouri,
May 20th, that during the last three months he
had opened up five new places for preaching in
that region, and usually he was blest with liberty in spirit. He has baptized .four or five since
he last reported. The Joplin and Center Creek
branches have many happy meetings in worshiping God. Bro. Short preached the funeral
sermon of Mr. Orson Springer, son of Bro. B. V.
Springer, whose accidental death is recorded
elsewhere in this HERALD. It was a sad event,
and we sympathize with Br. and Sr. Springer
and their other children in their bereavement.
Br. Short speaks highly of him and says that he
was a full believer in the gospel, but not yet obedient to it ere his death.
Sister M. l\1:ansfield, of Winterport, Maine, is
using her talent in the service of God with faithful zeal, and is letting her light shine for the salvation of those whom God may bring within her
reach. We were glad at the spirit of her letter,
and pray that she may have the desires of her
heart granted, even that God will bless her efforts to the saving of those whom he may lead
by reason of their love for truth to know the
same. She s11YS "There are hundreds of us in
tho Church .tho have not been called ae was
Aaron, but we have been commanded to let our
light shine and to confess Ohri~t before the world,
yet I fear that some of us are too much afraid of
the world; but we need to get enough of the true
love of God in our hearts to drive out the f'ear of
man, and then we shall be ready to tell the world
what glorious truths we have received, that they
may be benefitted thereby." She sends money
for tracts to help her on in the good work that
she has set her heart upon.
Bro. R. J\II. Elvin wrote from Council Bluffs,
June 3d, that he baptized seven on the 1st instant,
during the session of the district Conference,
making twenty-eight baptized by him in si.x:
weeks. He wrote the week before of preaching
at Eight :M:ile Grove, and at a new place hear by
where the people seem to be deeply interested.
He baptized eleven. that Suudav.

Bro. Temme Hiuderks writes from Stewartsville, liissouri, that the German branch thete,
over which he presides, grows stronger in the
faith and the Lord blesses them with his Holy
Spirit and the manifestations thereof. Bro Hinderks desires to have the gospel preached to his
nation, that the honest therein maybe saved, and
he labors to that end among those of them who
are in this laud.
Bro. Henry Green writes from Netawaka, Kansas, that many around there appear to be inter.
ested, yet when the Elders are there preaching
they seem slow to accept the doctrine and obey
it, yet the Saints hope that some will do so ere
long. Bro. Green preaches what time he can
and intends to continue.
Sister Ann Webster wrote from Newcastle,
Australia, April 21st: "Bro. Glaud Rodger has
gone home with the good wishes of the Saints,
and they pray him a safe lauding. I am strong
in the work, contending for the faith once delivered to the Saints. We look and long for a live
Elder to come."
Bro. John ICier wrote from Braid wood, Illinois,
May 24th, that, after a long period of not prosperous times in that branch, because of many
Saints moving away and the indifference of those
without, there is now taking place a revival,
such as the Saints have long prayed for. Six
were lately baptized, one of them being a man
who long opposed the truth, but found no rest or
peace till he gave that up, and, confessing the
truth, went forth into the waters of baptism.
'!'hanks to the following brethren for papers
and clippings received: Ed win Cad well and C.
W. Reeves for copies of Amboy Journal; T. W.
Smith, Springfield Republican; C. L. Muetze; E.
W. Knight; C. D. Seely, for others.
Bro. C. L. Muetze sends a poem of twenty years
ago, published in Sartain's Magazine, entitled
"The Return of Israel." We will publish it.
Will Bro. Jenkins, of Bosque Co., Texas, or
any one who knows his address, please send it to
Elder J. W. Bryan, Mastersville, 1\IIcLeuuan Co.,
Texas, as he desires to visit them.
Bro. Wm. A. Moore, of Ford County, Illinois,
wishes to see the HERALD a weekly, and pledges
himself for two copies regularly. Bro. S. I.
f:lmith, of Hopkins, Michigan, says that he
would give five cJollars per year for the HERALD
as it now is rather than be without it., for he is
cheetcd and comforted so much by it, as also by
the IIope and Ad?Jocctte. He thinks that some do
not wish to be cheered, or they would take the
papers.
Bro. N. Stamm wrote from Newton, Iowa, June
2d, that they had a full conference. The testimony meeting was a very excellent one, and the
Holy Spirit in power confirmed them in the gospel of our Redeemer. Bro. Stamm has been in
1\!Iariou County, where quite au interest exists.
He has been blessed in preaching, and some sick
have been healed. He thinks to go into Clark
and Lucas Counties.
Bru. Gillen and Dancer both inform us of the
arrival at home (Decatur CountY, Iowa) of Bro.
Glaud Rodger, June 1st. Bro. Gillen was to
start on the 4th for San Francisco, to remain in
California four weeks and then go on to Australia.
Sr. Huth A. Turner writes from Montrose,
Iowa, that the branch there is prospering, and
the Lord has blessed them to a good degree in
spiritual things. Also some have been added to
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their numbers. Sr. Turner feels strong in the
faith.
Sister Clara Leland, of Pecatonica, Illinois,
wrote of Bro. Lanphear's being there preaching
late in May. Sister Clara and the few Saints
there have the cause of Christ deeply at heart.
Bro. J. B. Prettyman, of Knox, Stark County,
Indiana, says that the Saints there would like a
visit from Br. W. H. Kelley, as they understood
that he partially promised to make them one,
and they hereby call his attention to it.
TnE Independent, published ~;~.t Grinnell, Powesheik county, Iowa, for May--22d'/contained the
following friendly notice of our HERALD:
"The Saints' Herald is the title of a religious
publication we have received. This paper is
published at Plano, Illinois, and is ~he official
paper of the Heorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints. It is a very neat and tasty
publication.
Parties wishing to peruse its
columns can do so by calling at this office."
In the same paper a correspondent, living in
Chester Center township, writes as follows:
"Elder I. N. White, of the Latter Day Saints,
held a meeting at the Goreham School-housP,
yesterday, and had a goodly attendance. His
sermon had the old 'metal ring,' and whether we
call it pith, sarcasrh, or truth, it seems to go like
'fire in dry stubble.' The anticipation that Mormonism was dead, after the sifting Rev. Cowles
gave it, has proven a fable in this vicinity, as
these people with their 'Marvelous work and a
wonder,' (I sa. 29: 14), have converted several of
our very best citizens to their faith. 1\!Ir. D. C.
White, of Newton, baptized five to-day, all heads
of families. Their baptismal exercises should
have come off yesterday, but the insufficiency of
water in 'Elk Run' prevented, and to-day they
went to Iowa river, because there was "much
water there." These people are a strange people, and whether they will prove a benefit to our
vicinity or not, time will tell. By accident au
Epitome of their faith fell into my hands, which
I enclose to you, which I hope you will publish,
"MADURO."
The editors published the Epitome according
to request. Their correspondent in Sheridan
township, also mentions the meetings by the
Brethren White at another school-house.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Ques. Do those members of the old Church
who run into error, or into the same abomination
that the Church did, and followed it up for foUl"
or five years and then quit it, still retain the
priesthood that may have been conferred upon
them, they having remained in good standing
until the death of the Martyrs?
Ans. It has been held that priesthood having
been properly conferred before June 27th, 1844,
should be considered valid, so far as the Reor.
ganized Church is coucemed; provided that the
calling and the office are again ratified by vote
of the Church; the argument being that the rc,
jectiou of the Church was a rejection of the organizations of quorums, rather than as inclivldtl·
als. Individual priesthood might remain while
quorums might be rejected. The priesthood and
the right to act in the name of the Church, are
two quite separate things; the one is conferred
by call of the Lord, the other by recognition of
the call by the Church by its vote and ordination through the laying on of hands. The next
question that follows, is, of course:
Q. Does a man lose the priesthood by transgression?
.A. We believe that when the Lord calls a man
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ttnd the priesthood is conferred, the responsibility thus created will not cease till the judgment
day, and then only will the discharge be made,
·eithe.rJn honor or in dishonor; but the right to
act in the name of the Church, the visible body
of Christ, or to officiate in the offices of that
riesthood may be lost by transgression. We
P
believe that technically speaking there is no
such thing as "losing the priesthood; b11t that·
practica,lly,"H. man who proves himself unworthy
as a man and a minister, there is an amen, or
stop to that man's right .to act, or his authority
in the priesthood, and in this sense he may lose
the priesthood. Those who fall into error, and
even go into abomination and w. ickedness, when
.
they truly repent and turn from their evils their
transgressions are not remembered against them;
they are forgiven of the Lord, and their right to
act may be properly restored.
There were some ordinations in former days
that we can not recognize; as, for instance, ordinations to any quorum of seventy higher in number than the seventh. Why? Because the law
s!Oys, "till seven times seventy, if necessity requires;" clearly indicating that no necessity will
exist for any number of seventys beyond seven
times "seventy or four hu"ndred and ninety.
1
"But," says some one, "men were ordained into
quorums above the seventh in Joseph's day."
True, and so was Joseph made a Lieut. General,
~l:ld others made Brig. Generals, Colonels, Ma.:'!'
jo'rs and Captains, &c., but that does not argue
that for this reason, the present Joseph should
be a Lieut. General, Israel Rogers an Adjutant
General, Elijah Banta a Colonel, or Alma Kent
a Captain. The law is silent in regard to all
these military offices, and so it is with the eighth
and succeeding numbers of quorums.
Q. Is it not the duty of the several Elders to
.
meet in conference, (when they come together at
a General Conference), to do all Church business
amongst themselves, before it is brought before
the public conference for their decision, when
all can vote for or against? Is not this the spirit
of the law in Book of Covenants, sec. 17, par.
13, where it states "The several Elders composing this Church of Christ, are to meet in conference, once in three months or as said conference
shall direct or appoint; and said conferences are
to do whatever Church business is necessary to
be done at the time."
A. We have not so understood the law. That
the Elders may meet in council, and ascertain
what business may be needful to be done, before
presenting to the assembly, may be proper; but
"
.,
to sit in d ecision •Or the con.erence, seems to us
hardly in keeping with common consent.
Q. A local Elder is called upon to baptize a
candidate who he knows to be worthy, nnd when
all are assembled at the water, the Elder asks the
candidate "Have you made. application to the
branch," and is answered, "No." Should the
Elder go and ask the branch president, wait un-

til the branch convenes, or baptize the candidate?
A. We think that a little care beforehand
would prevent a thing of this sort occurring. If
it did occur, however, we should take consent of
the branch officers for granted, and baptize the
candidate; but should be careful next time.
Q. If a local Pl"iest or Elder, who is in the
habit of preaching in the branch he belongs to,
by requeRt of the president, should announce to

l

speak in the branch at a certain time without
asking the president, has he trampled over. the
authority of the branch? Is he censurable?
·.
.
.
.
A. It IS a liberty Whlch.no man should take.
If he was invited by others to speak upon a given
subject, he could so inform the presiding officer,
and let him make the announcement or get per. .
.
.
.
.
m1sswn to do It. It IS not a cnme speCially, but
is an act of discourtesy to branch officers, which
ought not to be repeated.
Q. If a presiding Elder of a branch has a stand.
.
Ill~ appomt~e~t once a month about fifteen
miles from hm1ts of the branch, and the members (about twenty-five in number) being present,
except six or seven when their votes are called
.
'
.
fort? orda1~ on~ of the~~ number to. the office of
a Pnest, which Is unammously earned, and after
the ordination, at the regular branch business
meeting, it is placed before the branch again
.
.
.
.
. . .
an d earned, only SIX votmg agamst It, IS It not
legal according to Doctrine and Covenants, section 17? If not, where is the deficiency?
A. Technically speaking it is' not legal· but as
. .
.
' .
t.h e maJdonty were ~resent at t~e time of ordmatwn an voted for It, and as It was afterwards
presented to the branch in regular meeting and
by them approved, or sanctioned by a majority
.
.
d d h
1
;ot e, t h e d e fi Ciency IS remove an t e act legaIzed.
Q. What was the cause of the darkening of the
sun May 19th 1780?
;
W d
' k
.
.,.... e o not now, unless It was a more than
Usually complete eclipse.
Q. Will there be another before the coming of
the Son of Man?
..1. We so believe.

An eiuption of Mount Etna on the 25th.
The largest mass of the rer~lite wh~oh fell in
Emmet county, !owa, the lOth mst, weighed fot;r
hundred and th1rty-one pounds. Those who laid
hold of it are said to be selling it for one dollar
per ounce.
The B~oa~wa;r Savings B~nk, _of St. J:.~uis, the
largest mstltutlon of the kmd m that City, suspended on the 21st. Over one hundred th-ousand
dollars of the public school money was in it. The
cashier has been arrested for embezzlement.
. A P?Wder magazine n~ar Chicago was struck_ b;r
hghlmng_ Sunday mormng the 25th, and anmhllated. Fifty thousand pounds of powder was
?urned, but no person was near enough to be in·
JUred.
_A warehouse of cotton burned in New York
City; loss $ 330,000. A fire _along the wharves of
Brooklyn destroyed from $o00,000 to $1,000,000
of buildings and other property.
29th.-Yesterday a party of nine children, at
Newa:k, Vt., drank water from a brook, the waters
of which had been polluted by the c~rcasses of a
horse and several sheep, and were poisoned, from
the effects of which seven. died soon after their
bodies becoming putrid and demanding imm'ediate
burial. The others could not survive.
Prof.. Nordensjold with his Swedish expedition
has arrived safely at Behring's Straits, thus having
made the passage around the North of Europe.
May 30th.-Gen. Sir Garnet Wolesley sails to.
day from England for the Cape of Good Hope to
take full command of the British troops against
the Zulus.
The volcano of Mt. Etna is ill full eruption,
three new craters appearing on one side, and
streams of lava flowing down the western slope.
Several villages are threatened with destruction,
and there is a general alarm among the inhabitants around the mountain
In Italy the river Po h;s risen so from floods of
rain as to threaten the city of Turin with great
damage. .
The Paris International Congress for discussing
the routes for an inter-oceanic canal across the
•
Isthmus of Darien, in America, closed ita labors
NEWS SUMMARY.
yesterday by the adoption of a resolution ~hat
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.)
the construction of such a canal is possible and
that it is desirable in the interests of commerce
May 24 t h. -0 ver e1even thousan d emigrants ar- and navigation that it be put through.
rived in the port of New York during April, and
A large hotel at Hagerstown, Maryland, was deduring the year ending April 30th, eighty-seven stroyed by fire yesterday. A number of persons
thousand landed there, eighteen thousand more were fatally or seriously injured by jumping or
than there did the previous year.
falling in their efforts to escape and two men
.
t wo h un dre d an d a!ldy-seven
·
t h ou- were burned np. An incen.diary se'• ·1·1. on fire and
0 ne m1. 11 ton,
sand bibles were issued by the American Bible the flames were far advanced before being disSociety for the year ending May 1st.
covered.
William Lloyd Garrison, the distinguished ora31st.-News from Africa is that a large body of
tor and anti-Slavery agitator, died in New York the Zulus desired to surrender to the British and
City, on the evening of the 24th. Ile was seventy- started off for that purpose, !Jut they were interfour years old.
cepted by Cetawayo and the main force of the
26th.-The largest Catholic Cathedral in Amer- Zulus, and in a great battle the king's army was
ica was dedicated in New York City yesterday, victorious, defeating and driving back the desertwith splendid pomp and pageantry; the many ers. Cetawayo and his men are said to be enhigh church dignitaries were gorgeously appar· trenched in a strong position, prepared for the
elled, making the scene a grand one to the thous- Britsh assault.
ands of spectators present. Two organs are in
The eruption of Mount Etna increases in force.
the building, one a very large one, having four Gr.eat quantities of ashes are thrown out, and at
thousand pipes, five key boards, and fifty-eight- night balls of :lire ascend to a great height and
stops. There are seventy windows in the build- burst like rockets in the air and scatter fiery
ing, most of them painted, illustrating scripture showers, while loud reports like artillery are
scenes and events in the lives of those Catholic heard in the mountain.
devotees of the past, who are specially denominaA train on a Spanish railway was stopped by
ted as "saints."
brigands yesterday and robbed of $8,000.
A daring fisherman and boatman at Niagara
In the principal cities of the United States yea·
Falls, who had previously been nearer the rapids terday decoration day was observed, that is the
above the falls, without being drawn in, than any. national day for decorating the graves of the solother one on record, tried it once too often yester- diers who died in the late civil war, processions,
day, and, while standing up and drinking from a speeches, music, etc., being part of the general
bottle, he let his boat get too far, and before he exercises.
could recover his oars, his boat was in the rapids,
June 2d.-The perpetrators of the great three
and he went over the falls. His body not recov- million dollar bank robbery in New York last
ered.
October, have been at last discovered, after months
One hundred and eighty houses burned in a of "shadowing" and watching. It took the burglara three years to plan and effect their object,
town in Russia.
The Zulus in South Africa, are said to be ae full and they succeeded through the corruption of the
of fight as ever, and the British may have plenty night watchman, who has now been arrested and
to do in that line.
has confessed
· forth lava, and
A British steamer by collision with another
Mount Etna· continues to pour
vessel was sunk, and sixty-six of the crew and Vesuvius also increases its demonstrations.
four passengers were drowned,
Three cyclones, or wind storms, visited the west
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last Friday afternoon, May 30th, one in Marshall,
Republic, Ottawa, and other northern counties of
Kansas, another in Jackson county, Missouri,
(mostly about Lee's Summit), and the third one
north-east of St. Joseph, Missouri. Hundreds of
buildings were destroyed, as well as crops and all
kinds of property, while about forty-five persons
were killed and seventy wounded.
3d.-The flow of lava from~ Mount Etna, island
of Sicily, is very great, four large craters and
many smaller ones being open. The stream down
the~mountain is a half mile wide and one hundred
feet deep. Valuable estates of farming lands are
being destroyed by the fiery flood and enormous
storms of ashes descending.
The Peruvian and Chilian vessels have recently
had a battle on the Pacific with varying fortune
to both.
Almost all parts of Mantua, Italy, are flooded,
and the town of Rogivo is threatened. The rivers
J\Uncio and Adigo have risen by heavy rain falls.
Thousands of laborers are working on the dykes.
An avalanche fell on Fontana, a village of
Switzerland, destroying a church, some houses
and six: people.
Seventeen Chinese lepers who have been in the
pest house at San Francisco, were yesterday
shipped back to China.
The Puddlers of Pittsburgh, Pa., are on a strike.
It is thought that this move will involve 30,000 to
50,000 iron-workers in a cessation from labor, but
the employers intend to effect a reconciliation if
the men really desire to work, not merely to make
trouble.
The .destruction of houses and property in Kansas and Missouri by the tornadoes causes much
suffering, and relief committees are getting money,
clothing and provisions to send to the needy.
4th-Baron Lionel Nathan de Rothschild, chief
partner in the banking firm of the Rothschilds,
London, England, is dead.
The Pope protests against the new Italian civil
marr.iage law and declares. that civil marriages
are neither honest nor sacred bonds.
The famine in Cashmere, India, is very' serious.
Great distress prevails and many towns have been
depopulated.
The Spanish government will soon submit a bill
for the abolition of slavery from its dominions.
M. De Lesseps has begun· the formation of
company to construct the canal across Central
America. A first subscription of eight hundred
thousand dollars will be started simultaneously
all over the world. It is expected that it will cost
one hundred million dollars and that it will take
at least ten years to build it. There will be one
tunnel through a mountain ten miles long. The
canal is to go via Lake J.. emon. The American
Phgineers preferred via Lake Nicaragua, but M.
l>e Lesaeps and the majority of the congress ob·
jected, because it would necessitate the building
of twenty· one locks, at a great expense, and they
would also be a hindrance to commerce.
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PORTLANDVILLE, Plymouth Co., Iowa,
June 1st, 1879.
Dear Herald: How welcome you are. I often
wonder how a Latter Day Saint can do without
the Herald. Its pages always bring something
new and strengthening for our spiritual needs,
and I look forward to the time of its coming- as
much as I do my meals when I am hungry. The
The first and chief desire of my heart is to see
'this gospel work roll on, until.God's work is fully accomplished. And how are we to know this
except through our Church organ, the Herald.
But I do not enjoy reading it so well when it is
not IllY own. When I let my subscription run
~ out and fail to renew it, and our brethren keep
sending it to me on my promise to renew, how'
ever much inconvenience it may be to them, I do
not enjoy perusing its pages as I do when I own
the paper myself. We all talk of hard times.
True, times are very hard, but are they not equal.
ly hard for the publishers? Has not each one.
all he can do to owe no man anything, but to
love one another? I have been reading borrowed Heralds since March, but now, Bro. Henry, I

renew my. subscription and ask you to pardon
my delay, aud I thank you for your kindness.
And now let me exhort the dear Saints, readers of the Herald, to faithfulness. Let us put on
the whole armor of God and fight the good fight
of faith, and lay hold on eternal life. Let us
shun every appearance of evil. My brother, (a
member of the Christian Church), of Jackson
Co., Iowa, writes thus: "Dear sister: One of your
Elders has been here preaching. His first sermon was excellent, but in his second he run
down all other denominations." Brethren, this
ought not to be so. Paul says: "Preach the
word." We want to teach the intellect, and not
work upon their feelings nor against them, but
preach the gospel of the kingdom to the people.
This is the command, and it is cheering to see
what power such preaching will have upon the
mind of the honest enquirer after truth.
Your sister in the everlasting oovenant,
M. A. CHRISTY.
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montlrs, I find it necessary to leave the field for a
season, so I only had time to make a passing call
in St. Louis and vicinity. But I was highly
gratified in seeing the good spirit that prevailed
among all whom I chanced to meet who pro.
fessed the name of Latter Da:Jii,Sai):rts.
My stopping place in the 01ty was at Bro. Wm.
Anderson's, and I would not be doing, justice if
!"did not mention the kindness ,shown me by
him and his wife, who is a sister indeed. Others
also are worthy of mention, but I do not propose
to make along story. I :timst mention, ·however,
the ldndnl)ss shown me at Renick, Randolph
county, Miss•":i,:J. The. generous and thoughtful
kindness
tn\'\ sisters in that branch of the
Church who remembered my wife and family
with several good presents that will make their
hearts glad, and they will respond with many
thanks to those good sisters for their generosity.
WILLIAM B. s~nTR.

TAYLOR, Texas, May 20th, 1879.
Bro. Editors: I have been a member of the
Cliurch about six months, and I now inform you
of the work in this part. The first gospel sermon
was preached by Elder Cato, last Fall. Bro. Ca.
to was here about four or five weeks, held a de.
bate with Elder Murphy, of the Christian Church,
preached several times, baptized three-myself
and wife and Bro. S. M. Wilson. Bro. Wilson
died January 16th, 1879, of pneumonia; aged 54
years. He remained strong in the faith to the
end. We were visited by Bro. Bozarth early in
March. He stayed about four weeks, preached
over twjlnty discourses, baptized eleven, organ.
ized the Red River Branch with thirteen mem.
bers, one Priest, one Teacher, and one Deacon.
I was chosen as Priest, and I am happy to say
that I have baptized six more honest ones, mak.
ing us number nineteen now. The Saints are
doing some good preaching by their godly walk
and conversation, but we need a good live Elder
here. I think there is a great. work to be done.
A good Elder can do well here and be well sup.
ported. Money in this part of the country is
scarce, but provisions are plenty and a good
prospect
for a good harvest this year. I ask an
758 5th Street, OAKLAND, Cal.,
interest in your prayers that I may be made
May 26th, 1879.
J. P. BRANNON.
·Bro. Stebbins:-I have just arrived here from strong. Yours in Christ,
the South, where I left all in good condition and
activity. I find the Saints here arousing and
CooK's PoiNT, Texas, May 7th, 1879.
more determined to push forward in the work
Brn. Joseph and Henry:- I am now in Burleson
than hitherto. Bro. Brown and myself have County, Texas, and far from any of the Saints,
marked out a programme for earnest work in so I will have to fight the powers of darkness
these cities, and the live local Elders agree to as. alone. I think of staying here a year at least,
sist. San Francisco, Oakland, and San Jose, are and I intend to preach wherever and whenever I
our principal objective points at present, and, have an opportunity. I have already awakened
from present indications and testimonies received an interest with some here, and they are investiwe believe that now is the time to try and warn gating for themselves,. I have not had the plea.
these places as fast as possible; and under the sure of speaking to the people. I am going to
blessing of God, and with returning health and visit near Lexington, Lee County, in a few days,
vigor of body, I trust we shall be able to do a and hope to proclaim the gospel to some of my
better work than in the past. At all events we people who live there. Now, dear brethren,
intend to do our duty, with the united aid of the when you bend the knee in supplication to our
Saints, and trust in God for" the result. We feel God, I beg you to remember me. I desire the
with the faithful that this is an important hour, prayers of all God's people, that I may have wis.
'and one in which every true Saint will arise and dom and understanding, that l may be able to
will cease thejr contentions and raise the stand. stand in defense of the truth and proclaim the
ard of Zion, and unitedly carry the war into the gospel in its fullness and purity to my people.
camp of the enemy. We feel much encouraged They have never heard it in its fullness and know
with present prospects and with the zeal of the nothing as yet of this great work of the latter
brethren. Bro. Glaud Rodger has gone to Iowa days, except one brother, and I have b~een w.ith
-left last Thursday. We expect Bro. Gillen him only a few days. He is now a believer in
soon. Bro. Clapp talks of going to Oregon soon. and a defender of the truth. I hope to 'baptize
Love to all. Yours in bonds,
D. S. MILLS.
him before many days. He lives near .S..yan,
Burleson County. :My mother and two sisters
HANNIBAL, Missouri,
are living near Lexington. If any of the traveling
liay 26th, 1879.
Elders should come out this way, they would be
Bretlt'ren of the Herald :-There is a duty we welcome atWm. Sherrlll's, fourteen miles west of
owe to all mankind, and one we owe supremely Bryan. I am young in the cause and I feeljP}.y
to him who is the giver of all good gifts, so l inability to do justice to it. I was called to the
take this opportun!tY to express my gratitude to ministry only a few months ago and ordained by
God for his good Spirit bestowed upon me during Wm. B. Smith, and if there ever was an Elder
the time I have been laboring in this upper Mis- that needed the prayers of Gcd's children it is
souri district. lHy stay in St. Louis was short, myself.
but I trust with good results. I held several
May 21st, 1879.-I am about to address tlw
meetings in that city; and, although my time people for the first time in this section. They
was limited, the feeling of the Saints, expressed have never heard any of the Saints preach, and
by a generous spirit, made me wish to remain air are anxious to hear. I visited my mother
much longer than I did; but letters from home la.st week. She and two of my sisters are living
came with pressing calls for my attention to near Lexington, Lee county, Texas. I preached
affairs there. So, after an absence of some six once in a private house; had good attention. I
CoLDWATER, Michigan,
June 4th, 18i9.
Bro. Henry :-Our conference closed here on
the second. The representation was small from
abroad. The weather was somewhat unfavorable,
yet there was good attendance at the preaching
meetings. Unity and peace prevailed with us,
and there was not a jar or note of discord felt.
The Spirit was present; at times most sensibly,
and the Saints rejoiced in its power. One was
baptized, Bro. Francis Perry, a promising youth.
The Saints returned home cheered and com.
forted in the faith. Our next. conference will be
in Galien, Michigan, in November next. I pur.
pose starting for Canada to-morrow. · The Saints
are filled with sorrow when they learn of the
death of the "Elect Lady," the mother of our be.
loved President and those familiarly known as
Alexander and David. The Saints feel endeared
to her as the wife of the Seer, and one whose life
is acknowledged to have been.pure and spotless.
Peace to her memory. May Saints imitate her
noble life. In the faith,
WM. H. KELLEY.
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am now with my brother at his home. I have
only been h"Cre two weeks, and my brother,
mother, and: one Of my sisters and her husband,
are believing and defending the latter day work.
God be praised! Brethren, pray for me. I wish
to be useful, and my greatest desire is for wisdom, knowledge and understanding, that I may
be instrumental in bringing souls to God. I
have always been of a backward, timid disposition, never putting myself forward, and it is a
great cross to me, but I wish to be a bolcl, true
soldier of the cross, faithful and diligent, ready
to do my duty in all things. Sometimes I almost
wish that I had not been ordained to the ministry, for well clo I know that if I do not magnify
my calling and preach the gospel to a dying
world, to an erring people, their blood will be
required at my hand; and I, like the unjust
steward, will be bound hand and foot and cast
into outer darkness, knowing my duty yet doing
it not. I am resolved to go on; I dare not stop
and fold my arms and say, "All is peace," when
·sudden destruction cometh.
I believe there are many honest souls here that
may be gathered out with proper care. How
glad I would be if some good Elder could come
this way and help me; one able to expound all
things unto them. Pray for me, that I may be
able to set forth the true principles of the gospel.
:My brother is well known, having lived here
many years, and all are anxious to hear hill. Mormon brother preach. Your brother in the gosp"el.
s. P. SHERRILL.
1\iiDDLE'l'OWN, Ohio, May 30th, 1870.
Bro. Hen1·y:-I am still in the land and doing
what I can for the cause of Christ. I have just
recovered from another spell of bleeding. It was
not, however, as severe as former attacks. I
came from Kentu<,:ky here and expect to go
hence to New Trenton, Indiana, to attend the
quarterly Conference, thence South. I am feeling well and strong in spirit. I have just received a letter from home and learn that my wife
and daughters are to start June 3d for Harrison
Co., Iowa, our former home, to visit our only
surviving son. Your brother in Christ,
B. V. SPRINGER.
SAN FRANCisco, California,
May 21st, 1870.
B1·o. Henry :-I have met with the Saints at
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose and Watsonville; had good meetings and a good spirit gen.
orally. Like most other places the cry is, "We
want a good Elder to travel." The harvest ripens
fast, but few to help to secure the grain. I am
disappointed at not seeing Bro. J\iills, but he is
toe> far off, and I hear that his health is poor.
May the Lord bless Bro. Mills and all those who
seek to build up the Church of God. I am happy to say that my health is good and hope
bright of seeing my family soon. Hoping to
hear from you on my arrival, I remain your
brother in Christ,
GLADD RODGER.
OAKDALE, Neb., Jl'[ay lith, 187D.
Bro. Hen1·y:-The cause is progresssing slowly
here. Om district president is not able to travel
much, and there is no one else able to travel who
is competent. If some one who has had more
experience in the work than I have had, could
travel with me, I would be willing to spend some
of my time in the ministry, if not all of it; but I
am young in. years and in experience, and do
not feel competent to travel alone, although I clo
what I can, laboring in the brarch with Bro. C.
H. Derry. I have preached but once outside of
the branch this year. I take the Herald now
and I can not see how people can get along without it, although I did for two years, but now
would be willing tv pay double the price if I
could have it every week.
As a good many have had something to say
about the "Word of Wisdom," I will have to
contribute my mite. I think that it is very necessary that the Saints should keep the Word of
vVisdom, for we have no promise that the destroying angel shall pass by us unless we live by
every word that proceecleth out of the mouth of
God. And in this day when the desolating
scourge is going through the land "If the right-
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eous scarcely be saved, where shall the sinner
and the ungodly appear?" I would be ashmned
to own that it was "Tea Topers, Attention," that
turned me, when we have had the word of God
for so many years' that hot drinks are not good
for us. It would seem that we had more confi.
deuce in the word of man than of God. For God
says "In consequence of evils that ·do and will
exist in the hearts of conspiring men," is the
reason why he gives the Word of Wisdom. Then
why can we not take him at hi3 word and keep
it? Yours in the gospel,
H. 0. SMITH.
OAKLAND, Cal., May 2Gth, 1870.
B1·o. H. A. Stebbins:-Yesterday I ordained Bro.
D. S. Mills an High Priest, (according to the instruction of the April General Conference). The
Saints are all welL Bro. Mills is real well again.
To'God be the glory.
H. P. BrwwN.
F AIRHAYEN, Connecticut,
J\'[ay 18th, 1879.
B1·o. Jo8eph Smith:-Yesterday, May 17th, the
Massachusetts District Quarterly Conference con.
venecl.at Providence, R. I. That was my eighty.
eighth birth-clay. The lack of health and money
kept me from it; but I do not feel fully confident
that my feeble labor in the Lord's great harvest
field is finished, for the visions of my early days
appear as bright and glorious as. when first received; and all that have not been fulfilled call
me to attend to the work, notwithstanding my
great age; and if health and strength return, as
the silver lining of the dark cloud which begins
to show; I shall strive to labor during the few
more clays or years that are allotted to me, or
even until the Lord of the field shall declare the
harvest over. Am feeling a little more strength
to-clay and resigned to the will of him who doeth
all things right; for to die I should consider
gain, but if my feeble work is not fully finished
shall strive to finish my day's work so as tore.
ceive the penny according to the promise.
Yours in hopes of Zion's redemption,
J. W. NICHOLS.

she exhorted her husband and relations to obey
the gospel, and her words were not in vain, for,
when we were coming back from the funeral, one
of her sisters, mother of a family, made application for baptism, which was attended to on the
18th ult. J\iy heart rejoices for people to
come to me and say that they never before saw
any person die so happy as she did. "Blessed are
the dead that die in the Lord." Your brother in
the one faith.
Tnos. MATTHEWS.
CRESCENT CITY, Iowa, May 28th, 1879.
Bro. Henry:- I have been in the water every
Sunday for five weeks past and have baptized
twenty-one. 'l'here are more to follow if it is
possible for me to continue in the field.
R M. ELVIN.
HANNIBAL, Missouri,
May 28th, 1870.
Bro. Henry A. Stebbins:-I take pleasure in
stating that we have enjoyed another real good
visit from Bro. W. B. Smith. He left yesterday
for Keolmk, en route for his home in Elkader,
Iowa. It is cheering to note the vigor,youthfulness and zeal with which he labors in this great
work. He comforts and encourages the Saints
wherever he goes, and stimulates the young Elders to renewed activity in their calling.
The following statement was made to me at last
conference, and I desire to give it publicity, suggesting that tobacco users make a note of it. Bro.
W. H. Dennis, belonging- to the Salt River Branch,
was some years ago crippled in the coal bank,
and is dependent upon charity for assistance. He
can sit in a chair, but has no use of his lower extremities. He was a tobacco user at the time,
and states that in a dream was told that if he
would be baptized and quit the filthy habit, he
should be healed; and that after bapt1sm, he, to
the astonishment of every one, walked out and
picked up chips. He afterwards returned to the
vile habit, and tlae process of healing was suspended. He is now as helpless as ever.
I find in the IIerald that I am credited with
labors performed by Bro. John Taylor in Pike
comity, Illinois. He has labored acceptably
there and bas an appointment for Sabbath week,
the citizens having promised to send a convey.
ance for him. They say they never heard the
Scriptures explained so clearly, and we believe
that ·much good will result therefrom. With
kind regards to Bro. J o&eph and associates, I re.
main your brother in the gospel,
EDWARD L. PAGE.

ABILENE, Dickinson Co., Kansas,
May 1Dth, 1870.
Bro. II. A. Stebbins:- I see by the Herald how
well the Saints are getting along in other places,
but have seen nothing lately from Nobletown
Branch. We are trying to live in accordance to
the laws and commandments as near as we can,
trusting in God for help, for we realize our weakness to accomplish anything of our own strength;
therefore we can but strive to clo our duty ac.
cording to the law, feeling assured that God will
NEWTON, Iowa, June 4th, 1870.
verify his promises unto us. To this end we
Bro. Hem·y :-The Des Moines District Conpray and remain yours in hope,
ference was held May 31st and June 1st, one of
T. H. Hmms.
the best conferences ever held in the district. I
think that I never saw the Saints enjoy them.
OGDEN, Utah, May 10th, 1879.
selves better. Five of those lately baptized above
President Joseph Smith:-Having received your Grinnell were here; all bore testimony to the
welcome letter yesterday, I send you a few words latter clay work, that it "was of God." One was
in return. We had a splendid conference at baptized on Sunday, Joseph Knox, of Marion
Salt Lake City. I have since that time baptized county. All business through conference passed
eight. Others almost convinced. I intend to oil' smoothly. Bro. I. N. White and I go next
leave for home about the first of June, if I live. Saturday north-east of Grinnell, and hope to bap.
There are many things that make me return. I ttze one or two while there. Yours in the gospel.
have stood my trial, and borne my burden only
D. c. WHITE.
in the strength of a kind God, and feel perfectly
satisfied in returning home to rest, and see the
SANDwrcrr, Illinois, ~Iay 22d, 1870.
Kingdom of God glorified in the land. I trust I
Editors Hemld: When at Amboy a few days
shall never be a clog in the great wheel, to in the since, I learned from Mr. Michael JYiorse, brother.
least stop its motion. I think some of your re. in-law of Joseph the Seer, (he having married a
marks on the Utah missron, in regard to cutting Miss Hale, sister to Sr. Emma), some valuable
off, are not at all applicable, for not one that I facts in respect to Joseph the Seer and his work.
know of is severed from the Church without It should be premised that Mr. Morse is not, and
cause. With love from your humble brother in has never been a believer in the prophetic misChrist.·
M. FYRANDO.
sion of Joseph.
·
He states that he first knew Joseph when he
SYRACUSE, Ohio, JVIay 22d, 1870. came to Harmony, Pa., an awkward, unlearned
Ern. Joseph and Henry :-On May 6th I was youth of about nineteen years of age. This was
called on by Bro. Lewis W. Torrance, president in 1825. Joseph was then in the employ of a
of the Lebanon Branch, to go and preach the Mr. Stowell, a man of some wealth, of mature
funeral sermon of sister Sarah J. Taylor. She age, and an active professor of religion. Joseph
was baptized Fe bruar.v 12th, 1876, by John C. and others were employed by him to dig fo.r a
Foss, died May 5th, 1870, and was buried on the silver deposit,- said to have been made at some
7th. She was sick about one year and was very time long previous. Joseph and others of the
much tried with persecution and affliction since company boarded at a Mr. Isaac Hale's, whose
she came into the Church. But, thanks be to daughter Emma he subsequently married. He
God, the victory was hers. In her last moments states that the sons of Mr. Ihle seemed opposed
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to and at enmity with Joseph from the first, and
took occasions to annoy and vex him, and that
at one of these times, when out fishing, Joseph
threw off his coat and proposed to defend hin1self.
He states that Joseph told him that he found
the gold plates, from whence it is claimed the
Booll: of Mormon was translated, in a stone bo:c.
(Some of late have said that Joseph at first professed to have found them in an iron box).
He further states that when Joseph was translating the Book of Morn;ton, he, (Morse), had occasion more than once to go into his immediate
presence, and saw him engl1ged at his work of
translation.
'fhe mode of procedure consisted in Joseph's
placing the Seer Stone in the crown of a hat,
then putting his face into the hat, so as to entirely cover his face, resting his elbows upon his
knees, and then dictating, word after word, while
the scribe-Emma, John Whitmer, 0. Cowdery,
or some other, wrote it clown.
Bro. Cadwell enquired as to whether Joseph
was ,sufficiently intelligent and talented to compose and dictate of his own ability the matter
written clown by the scribes. To this Mr. Morse
replied with decided emphasis, No. He said he
then was not at all learned, yet was contldent he
had more learning than Joseph then had.
Bro. Cadwell enquired how he (Morse) accounted for Joseph's dictating the Book of Mormon in the manner he had described. To this he
replied he did not know. He Sl1id it was a
strange piece of work, and he had thought that
Joseph might have found the writings of some
good man and, committing them to memory, recited them to his scribes from time to time.
We suggested that if this were true, Joseph must
have had a prodigious memory-a memory that
could be had only by miraculous endowment.
'fo this Mr J'lforse replied that he, of course, did
not know as to l!ow Joseph was enabled to fur.
nish the matter he dictated.
In speaking of J\fr. Isaac Hale and his daughter.Emma, he said Mr. Hale always claimed that
he was converted from deism to faith in Christ
as the Savior, by a secret prayer of Emma's,
when she was but seven or eight years old, which
he acciclentlally overheard when just entering
into the woods to hunt. In the course of her
prayer she besought the Lord in behalf of her
father, ancl the force ancl efficacy of that prayer
entered into his heart with such power as to lead
him to faith in Christ the Lord.
\Ve are glad to be able to say that the Amboy
Saints are in the faith and love of Christ. We
hacllarge and attentive audiences to hear us, and
we look for a goodly increase in that branch at
no distant clay.
W. W. BLAIR.
-
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dained him that he might preach to the people
there. He felt that he had authority to ordain
him as there was no branch there. He stated that
there were fourteen members of Eureka Branch
(to which Bro. Donoho belonged) present at the
moeting when he ordained him, and that he laid
the matter before them, and they all voted for the
ordination.
It was moved that the action of the branch be
sustained, and the question was spoken to, and on
being put to vote it was lost.
Resolved that the motives of the brother ordained and the brother who ordained him, were,
in our opinion good, and should not be questioned.
That we endorse the action of the president of
the district in silencing Priest Duncan M. Sweeny.
Adjourned to the Perseverance Branch, Baldwin
county, Alabama, July 5th, 1879.

A can.
To the Saints and generous-hearted and liberalminded, in all the world: When the Saints at Stockton, California, built the Chapel there on the land
generously donated to them by deed from Captain
Webber of said city; they were but few in number, and poor in this world's goods, and were
obliged to do it in part upon borrowed capital.
Bro. H. P. Robbins to assist in aiding the work,
advanced two hundred dollars of his own money,
which still remains unpaid; and, also, mortgaged
his little home for four hundred dollars, which is
still unpaid, and is an incumbrance on the property. The lots and building will belong to the
Church as soon as paid for, and will be deeded. to
the Bishop in trust for the Church.
Now a small donation from each member of the
Church who can will afford the sacrifice will pay
off the indebtedness, and relieve the incumbrance.
.Bro. Robbins is now dead, and the debt should be
'promptly paid, and the property of the heirs re
lieved from the mortgage. This letter is to ask
you who are able and desire to assist the good
cause to donate for that purpose whatever you feel
able to do to relieve that incumbrance, and discharge that debt of honor~
Donations can be sent to Bishop Rogers, Sandwich, Illinois; and to John Roberts, Bishop's
Agent, 1728 Seward street, near Wood, West Oak
land, California; and when sufficient has accuniulated to make a payment, it can be applied.
I am your brother in the work of the Lord,
H. P. BROWN,
President of the San Francisco Sub-District
for California.
I concur,
D. S. MILLS,
President Pacific Slope J11ission.

-Notices.

F!ot•ida Distl'ict.
A conference was held at Santa Rosa., Florida,
April 5th and 6th, 1879; Heman C. Smith, pres.
pro tem.; L. F. West, clerk pro tem.
Reports of Officers.-H. C. Smith, of the Seventy, reported having pre~ched twelve to fourteen
discourses in the district during the last quarter.
His time had been mainly spent in Mississippi.
]~ldcrs Jesse Reeder, B. L. West, E. Powell. W.
W. Squires, .Tames Calhoun, Alexander Kennedy,
.J. N. Hawkins and L. F. West reported; also
Priests Wm. West and Teacher J. R. Blocker.
Branch Reports.-Coldwater 50; 1 died. Eureka 37. Perseverance 62; 2 removed by latter.
Santa Rosa 23.
B. L. West, the Bishop's Agent, reported.
W. W. Squires presented the following appeal:
"Whereas Bro. Nathaniel B. Donoho has been
chosen by Eureka Branch to act in the oHice of
Priest for that branch, and as I consider his ordination to that office to have been illegal, I hereby s.ppeal from the action of the branch to this
conference for a decision of the matter. W. W.
Squires, pres. Eureka Branch."
The brother who officiated in this ordination,
being called upon, said that he was at least twentyfive miles from the meeting-house of the Eureklil
Branch whim he ordained Bro. Donaho, and that
pro. Donoho resided there at the time, and. he o!'-
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INFORMATION WANl'ED.-Alma Porter, of Porterville, Morgan county, Utah, wishes to know the
address of Washington Voorhees, who once belonged to the Mormon Church and moved from
Nauvoo to near Iowa Cit.y, Iowa. He was married to Anna Sumner, daughter of Jonathan and
Susannah Sumner. Address Mr. Porter as above.

OBITUAitrES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one hulldred
words, about twelve Jines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, :five conts for each additional eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prom inent Church officials excepted. M:oney to accompany notice'
Marriage notices $1 each. Dirth notices free.
"

Marl'ied.
CnuM-SwANsoN.-At the residence of Bro.
Jas. F. McC!urt>, Dickinson county, Kansas, 1\Iay
18Lh, 1879. Bro. William Crum of Nobletown
Branch, and Miss Katie Swanson of Dickinson··
county. Ceremony performed by l'riest James F.
McClure. May their peace and Jove increase and
abide.

Died.
PLAIS1'ED.-Susan Andrews l'lais!ell, born June
1st, 1800, in Buxton, Maine; came from Maine
to Ohio in 1836; died February 19th, 1879, in
Kirtland, Ohio, aged 79 years.
JE~nsoN.-Near Osborne, Kansas, May 18th,
1879, Cora May, daughter of J. F. and Eveline
Jemison, poisoned by eating sour dock greens,
aged 5 years; 5 months and 23 days.
LEEs.-Sister Temperance Ann Lees, born
March 3d, 1845,atDelphi, Delaware county, Iowa,
united with tho Church, December 27th, 1875, in
Cherokee county, Kansas, baptized by Elder Jas.
Dutton, died April 15th, 1879. Funeral sermon
by Elder D. S. Crawley. Sister Lees lived the
life of a Saint. Her husband, two daughters, and
many friends mourn her loss.
RonnrNs.-Elder Henry 1'. Robbins, May 20th,
ISiS, at Stockton, Califomia, of congestion of the
lungs and neuralgia of the heart. Sermon by H.
Brown, from 1st Thess. 4: 13. Bro. Robbins was
born in 1815, in the Parish of Bucklebury, Berkshire, England. ~He joined the Church early, and
came from England in 1848, to St. Louis; went
to Utah about 1850, and in 1860 came to Stockton.
September 20th, 1864, he was baptized int.o the
Reorganized Church, and on the 25th was ordained
an Elder by Wm. Cunnington and R. Amer. He
was president of the Stockton Branch for a number
of years, and very much respected by all, both in
and out of the Church, for he lived a consistent
life. The Church has lost one of its strong pillarP,
and the world a good citizen. He leaves a wife
and eight children.

Hoa•t•ible Accident.
A young man by the name of 0. P. Springer,
formerly a resident of Woodbine, Harrison county,
Iowa, who was at work in the bottom of a very
deep shaft in the Bonanza mines, about one mile
north-west of Galena, last Tuesday, was instantly
killed by a large tub falling from the top of the
shaft.. We are informed that the tub was left near
the top of the shaft and was blown into the
shaft by a heavy gale of wind. Mr. Alex. Smith
was in the shaft with Mr. Springer, but a little
sheltered from danger by being in a very short
drift whioh they were starting. Mr. Springer's
head was horribly mashed, the whole back part
being torn off, his brains dashed out, and his neck
and ba.ck were broken in several places. He has
no relatives in this county, we are informed, .hut
he was cared for with due respect by his acquaintances. He was a man in good standing in society
and had the good will of all who knew him. His
death bas cast a gloom of sorrow and regret in !.he
hearts of all who knew him.-Oalena (Kan) J)feB-

INroMIArroN WANTED -Bro. George Cooper of
Clayton county, Iowa, would like information
Ellen Cooper. She was in Virginia City, Benper.
This sad accident occurred ou April the 22d,
Nevada., g,t one time and then went to Oakland
as we suppose. Mr. 0. P. Springer was thirty
and afterwards to Middletown, Californht.
years of age, a.nd the son of Bro and Sr. B. V !'
Springer, of Davis City, Iowa, to whom thiA sad
INFORMATION· WANTED.- A. H. Herke, 1605 intelligence comes like a thunderbolt. Feeling
Grand Avenue, Kansas City Missouri, would only as a mother ca.n feel, Sr. S. remarked to the
like tidings of his brother. Charles Herke, aged writer that "It seems tb:.t God bas forsaken me."
.29 years, born Feb. 5th, 1850, in Jena, S11x Weim- Her three daughters here all feel the shock of'
er, Germany. In Ma.y, 1804, he landed in New this terrible blow, and sorrow bows down their
Yo:rk with his parents, and that is the last that hearts. Bro. Springer is absent preaching the
Bro. Herke knows of him, therefore if any can word of life, upon whom thiR cloud will fall heavfurnish the desired information they would greatly ily, as he loved his son as the apple of his eye.
oblige him.
15jun4t
May God give all needed gr~ce; and will the
--------~~~----Saints remember them before Him who ·•do.eth all
For him who does everything in its proper time, things well," though his ways s.re not our ways;
one day is worth three.
and may these afflicted ones feel that. "behind the
The less indulgence one has for one's self the clouds the Stln's still shining," is the prayer of
more one may hM•e for others.
Z. H. G.
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40
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following prices, in good style and on good
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The Bible Text Book,,
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No. 2. Truth Made Manifest.
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Administer.
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This is a book of 200 pages, and is an important work to be
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
--ototo-.in the bands of the ministry of the Church especially, and it
No. 7. Who Then Can be Saved.
ib a most excellent one to be circulated both in the Church
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4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
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SAW ANO'l'IIER ANGEL * *, IIAVING TIII~ EVERLASTING GOSPEJ, TO PnEACII TO 'l'IIEM TIIA'r DWET,L ON TIIIc EAll'l'II
*, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR TilE HOUR Ol!' HIS JUDGMEN'l' IS COMm."-UEV. 14: 6--7.
"SANCTIFY THEM 'l'HROUGll 'l'IIY 'l'RUTII; 'l'IIY WORD IS 'fRUTII."-JESUS; JonN17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TIIE WORD OF TIIE LORD, FOR TIIERE SrrALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE rr BE ONE \VIJ;:E."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, JULY 1, 1879.

HIS COlliNG IS NEAR.
The gospel again to the earth is brought
In these the latter days;
And in the purest simplicity taught,
In wisdom's holy ways.
It is the truth again revealed from God,
As taught by Christ his Son;
It is the path the good Apostles trod,
Who crowns of glory won.
The predictions now are being fulfilled,
As prophets have foretold;
Christ, in his glory, to earth soon will come
To gather in his fold.
And the signs of the times plainly declare
His coming is at hand;
With him, the King, all the true Sa'nts of God
Shall inherit Zion's land,
1

'1 he signs and promises as taught by the Saints,
In days that are gone by,
Are now believed by the world's wise meu
As truths from God on high.
Wa1t:e up and be ready your Lord to meet}
Have your lamps bnrning bright,
That when he comes all his tried ones to greet
You'i\ be walking in the light.
PJ•.u-qo, Illinois, Nov. lOth, 1878.
l\rM. H. DRAM.

THE KEYS OF PETER.
~'\,'

There is no subject connected with the order
of the Priesthood for the government of the
Church of Christ, so vaguely understood as "the
keys of Peter." The idea that Peter was the
president and great head of the Church after
Christ, gave precedent to the great apostacy of
the latter days, to ignore or reject any claim
of right that came in the order of a lineal
priesthood. Brigham Young and his abettors
averred, that, as Peter held the keys of priesthood as chiefruler of the church, that therefore he, Brigham Young, being president of
the twelve apostles of the "latter days," held
of right the presiding authority over the
Ch h f J
Ch . t ·f L tt D S . t
urc . 0
esus
ns 0 .a er ay am s.
There IS therefore much mistake over these
keys of authority. Brigham Young had no
keys of priesthood given him, that were not
given equally to the rest of his brethren of
"
,
.
the twelve, as the book of the law Wlll
r,rove.
There is a key of power in the exclusive
right to preside over the Church of God on
earth; but this right is not an ordained power
outside of a lineal priesthood. If it can be
shown that the3 presiding authority over the
Church hasnotadivineclaim bylineage, then
we might say that our present Joseph, who is
the son of the Martyr, is only occupying a po·

sition that luckily might have fallen to the lot
of any other man outside of the Church.· But
taking away this right by lineage, we ignore
the whole and complete order of priesthood,
handed down from Adam, to the Joseph and
prophet of this last dispensation, as by the
Book of Mormon we can prove.
If so be .that the priesthood could be taken
out of its legitimate channel as ordained of God,
why then was it so predicted concerning
Joseph the Seer, that he was to be of the
lineage, or a descendant of Joseph who was
sold into Egypt? And under this covenant
given and made to Israel, this blessing of
priesthood was confirmed, to be handed down
from father to Son. If the great hobby of
"Peter's keys" could install him president of
the church after Christ, outside of any lineal
claim, then may we not claim with equal
authority, that any other change in the order of
the gospel is just as permissible; and hence,
if Peter was chief ruler of the church without
lineal authority to justify that claim, then
Brigham Young by this example of Peter could
justly assume the "keys of Peter," for the
government and rule of the church. But,
hapily, I am not so instructed in the Law of
God. Neither Peter nor Brigham Young held
any such authority. The key of authority
that Peter held was his authority as an high
priest; and this authority Peter held in common with the rest of his brethren; while the
presiding authority over the church belonged
of right by lineage to James, the I~ord's
brother; Peter and John being b.is two connsellors. Against this proposition it might be
argued that the law conferring priesthood
from father to son could not apply in the case
of the apostle James, as he was not a son of
Jesus Christ. If not his son he was the
Lord's brother, and must have had enough of
the I~ord's flesh, blood and bones, to have
place~ him directly. in the channel of the
promised ~eed, wherem dw~lt the, great blessmgs of priesthood as promised of God to the
fathers.
It will be especially noticed that the apostles
and evangelists, .in giving the record and genea~ogy of ~hrist, have traced h~s hereditary
or lmeal claims, ~hrough ~ long lme.of prophets, as the promised Chrrst or Savwr of the
world. Now, we ask, why all this genealogy
running down through so many hundred
years, on the subject of a lineal claim of priest,
hood and authority, if there had not been a
law of God giving this weight of priesthood to
a particular seed of promise? It is in this
view of the subject that we claim that our
present Joseph Smith, who is of the blood,
and is the son of the man who was chosen in
thifl seed of promise, holds the legit.imate

No.13.

authority to preside over the church that was
established by his father in this latter day dispensation; and whenever the world, or any
I~atter Day Saint, can make it appear that
Peter, Brigham Young, or any other apostle
has been ordained of God outside of a lineal
priesthood, to preside over his church, then
we must conclude that there is no permanency
in a law purporting to be of divine origin given
upon so grave and important a subject; as the
one now under consideration. And if we
change the order from its legitimate channel,
well may we conclude that any change of the
gospel in its order of faith and bap,tism, is
equally as legitimate for our belief.
1'hat covenant which was given before, Paul
tells us, Christ came to confirm; ·and then
again Paul tells us that if there had been perfection by the Levitical priesthood, there was
no need that another priest should arise after
the order of Melchisedek and not he called
after the order of Aaron. Now this Christ
was after the order of a priesthood that was
everlasting and a priesthood that was perfect
in its order as it came down by lineage from
Adam to Melchisedek, from Melchisedek to
Christ, from Christ to James, Peter and John,
and from James, Peter and John to Joseph
Smith, the prophet of this last dispensation,;
and neither Peter nor Brigham Young held any
keys of presidency over the church outside of
this lineal order or right of priesthood. As we
have stated, Peter held no keys or authority
that were not herd in common with the rest
of his brethren, "the twelve." This extravagant idea of holding keys of authority to
unlock mysteries and to open dispensations, has
been one of the great blunders committed by
the church in this latter day work, and one of
the many evils that has. led thousands of honesthearted Saints to ruin, apostasy and sin, for
whom there is no hope Of redemption. All
that c~n.be made of Peter's ~eys is that he was
commiSSioned b:y Jesus Chnst to ;ere.ach the
gospel; and havmg been thus commissioned to
preach, he held this key of power and authority t() preach; and so did the rest of his brethren hold the same keys of power and authority
to preach the gospe~ as Peter did; and yet
they were not all chief rulers o~ the church
because they held keys of authonty t~ preach
the gospel. The term keys of authonty only
means a right to administer the ordinances of
the church in all things that pertain to the
order of the church; and this key of authority is submitted to the priesthood in every
grade of :wthority in the priesthood, from the
highest to the lowest authority in the church;
hence where the term keys is used connected
with the priesthood, it only means to reprosent that t.he individuals to whom it refers,
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have legal authority to preach the gospel or to
administer the ordinances of God's house.
That Peter preached a gospel sermon on
Pentecost day was very much to his credit.
yet this was not the opening of the gospel dispensation to either Jew or Gentile, as the gospel had been preached to the world thousands
of years before that day, and Jesus had
preached all that Peter declared to the Jews
before his crucifixion; and Mary also at the
tomb, made a first declaration of a risen Savior;
a testimony that occupies a most conspicuous
position in the great plan of salvation ; and
still we have no account written, that Jesus
gave her the keys of the kingdom, or that he
made her the chief ruler of the church, because she was the first to see the Lord after
he was risen from the grave, and bore a faithful testimony of his resurrection. Peter preaching to the Gentiles and seeing visions af angels,
and that sheet let down from heaven, to set
him right on the subject of an impartial gospel, would only intimate to me that it required
much revelation from God to keep this man
Peter in the way of his duty, and to remove
much of his ignorance; when he should have
learned his whole lesson in the gospel while
he was under the special teachings of the Savior before he was crucified. Jesus, fearful
that Peter would be a castaway at last, reproved him by telling him, that, as he held the
keys of. authority to preach the gospel, he
certainly ought to be a better man.
Now that we have said as much as we have
upon the subject of Peter's keys, we will give
the Scripture testimony verbatim, both for and
against this great chief apostle and ruler of
tbe church. We quote from Matt. 16: 13-23:
"When Jesus came into the coasts of Cesarea
Phillippi. he asked his disciples, saying, Whom do
men say that .I, the Son of man, am? And they
eay, ~ome say John ~he Baptist; some Elias; and
others Jert)mias; or'ttne-ofthe 'prophets. He said
unto them, But 'I'!' hom say ye that I am? And
Simo!l Peter answered and said, Thou al't the
Chriat, the Son of the living God. And Jesus answered and said unto him, Blessed art thou Simon
Barjona; for flesh and blood hath not revealed
this unto thee, but my Father who is in heaven.
And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter,
and up.on this rook will I build my church, and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And
I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of
heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth,
shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou
shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.
Then charged he his disciples that they should
tell no man that he was Jesus, the Christ. From
that time forth began Jesus to show unto his disciples, how that he mu~t go to Jerusalem, and
suffer many things of the elders, and chief priests,
and scribes, and be killed, and be raised again the
third day. Then Peter took him, and began to
:rebuke :him, saying, Be it far from thee, Lord ;
thili shall not be done unto thee. But he turned
and said unto Peter, Get behind me, Satan; thou
art an offence unto me; for thou savorest not of
the things which be of God, but those that be of
men."

From the foregoing on the Peter question,
we learn that the question that Jesus placed
before his disciples was of a general character;
and that Peter seemed to be the first to re!!pond. That Peter should merit honors above
the rest of his brethren by means of this quick
and ready reply, is barely posBible, but rather
doubtful. Inquisitiveness ia moflt generally
manifested where cases exist that are of a
doubtful character; and it is reasonable to
lluppose that i~ this case, that the reJ:Jt of the
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disciples of Jesus had no need to be questioned
as to their faith in Jesus Christ (silence giving
consent); and that Peter's response was an
impetuosity that was strangely peculiar to the
man. Neither would Jesus be likely from his
knowledge of the changeable character of Peter to appoint him chief ruler of the church.
The statement that Christ would give Peter
the keys of the kingdom of heaven, reads thus:
"And I will give unto thee [Peter] the keys
of the kingdom." It is not fully satisfactory
that there was anything conferred at this especial time, more than as we have stated; that
Peter was reminded of the authority which he
held, having been ordained as one of Jesus'
disciples, and holding this key of knowledge
and power ; and whatsoever may have been designed in the future to be given, can only be
explained in the promise concerning the Comforter, that should be bestowed upon his disciples after his departure; and the promise in
the text, 19th verse, "and I will give unto thee
[Peter] the keys," &c., must have referred
to a future time, when the blessing should be
bestowed; and this promise was fulfilled when
t;he great endowment took place on Pentecost
day. And yet Peter had no more keys than
the rest of his brethren, as they all conjointly
had been ordained to the apostleship and high
priesthood, by Jesus himself. And that Jesus
conferred no more right of power upon Peter,
at the time of his acknowledgment that Jesus
was the Christ, is very evident from the turn
that matters took almost in a breath; from the
time that the subject of the keys was spoken
of, Peter began to show his want of faith in
Jesus; and. when Jesus began to show unto
his disciples, twenty-first verse, that "he must
go unto Jerusalem and suffer many things of
the Scribes," Peter began to rebuke the Lord,
saying, "this shall not be;" and ,we judge
from these statements that Peter (notwithstanding his revelation), must have been
somewhat ignorant of the ultimate and final
object of the mission of Christ into the world;
and what still more confirms my belief that
there was no chief presidency conferred upon
Peter at this time that the keys were spoken
of, is the fact that in the rebuke that Jesus
administered to Peter, twenty-third verse, saying, "Get behind me, Satan ; thou art an
offense unto me," it is evident that Jesus
would choose no such man to represent the
great head of the church; one who, in five
minutes after receiving a revelation from God,
could bccoree a devil, and an offense unto the
Lord ; one too, whose principles were those of
men, and not of God. And what still puts a
final quietus upon this great question of Peter's keys, is in reference to what was said in
the nineteenth verse, in relation to the binding and loosing power spoken of in connection
with the keys; a power that God never bestowed upon any man on earth. It is a doctrine almost as ridiculous as the Adam-God
doctrine of Brighamism. That God gave to
any man (save Jesus Christ), power to forgive
sins, to bind on earth and bind in heaven is
not only absurd but ridiculous and false in the
extreme. This man power extraordinary, said
to have been granted to Peter, must be taken
with a great deal of allowance; and indeed it
would be absurd not to do so, as Christ had
no intention to bestow a God power upon any
man. This man Peter might do for a foundation for the Catholics to b~ild their church

upon, but the Church of Christ is one that
does not rest upon the arm of flesh, nor distinctly upon any special keys that were ever
given superior to any of the other apostles
whom Jesus ordained. That there is power
in the gospel to save, and to remit sins, we
believe. That the power to remit .sins has
ever been conferred upon any man, we do not
believe. This prerogative is a power held
alone in the hands of God ; through the moans
provided in the gospel of our salvation; which
is not of man but of God.
And now to conclude on this subject of
Peter's keys, when we scan his history closely
and note his oft denial of Jesus, and his singular profanity when charged with being one
of his disciples, it is not strange that Jesus
should so oft refer to Peter in his care for him;
having just reasons to be jealous of Peter's
love and faith in him; and would often exhort
him to faithfulness and to "feed my lambs;"
and to further prove him, would enquire of
him, "lovest thou me?" These very oft repeted exhortations, and inquisitive examinations, prove most conclusively to my mind, that
J esu'l had but little confidence in Peter's stability or faithful integrity ; and for the best of
reasons as we must conclude ; for upon some
of the most import.ant occasions during this
man Peter's travels with Jesus, he had not
only denied him thrice, cursed and swore, but
had by means of his ignorant blindness, offered
a rebuke to Jesus, for which Jesus denounced
him as a devil. Rather a rotten stick, or a
broken one, was he for Jesus to make choice
of, as the chief head and ruler of his ehurch.
And admitting that all that has been said
in the foregoing as proof that Peter was not j
the chief ruler of the church aftqr Christ, the
fact that Peter was not of the lineal seed .of
promise, proves all we have desired on this
subject, and that is that James, the Lord's
brother (and not Peter), was the chief ruler
and head of the church; Peter and John being his two counsellors. The precedent for
the Adam.-God power in the professio~al keys,
to bind on earth and to bind in heaven, came
by the way of the Brigham apostasy; but the
example of three high priests, presiding over
the Church of Christ on earth, came by the
way of the established order of God, in the
priPsthood as ordained of God from the foundation of the world. Hence the Lord's brother,
James, Peter and John, filled this example
after Christ; and the same pattern was revealed to Joseph Smith in the work of this
latter day dispensation.
We ought not to forget to mention here that
while we write about this God-man power of
Peter's supposed keys, that James, the I~ord's
brother, sat in the chair of presidency in the
council held at Jerusalem, upon the law of _
circumcision; and after having heard the
pleadings of Peter, Paul and Barnabas, elders
and apostles of the church, his decision upon
the subject put an effectual quietus upon any
further propagation or teaching of this law
of 1\Ioses among the churches of the Saints.
Query.-If Peter was the great apostle and
head ruler of the chureh at the time this
council :was called, why. was he not honored
with a seat in the chair; and his decision
given as a law to the church instead of that
given by James 7 The answer is obvious, that
Peter held no such right to preside, nor to
give out a law so important for the future gov-
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ernment of the church, in the work of its
ministry, and labor of gospel preaching. The
facts also considered in Paul's declaration to
his brethren after his three years' absence
from the church at Jerusalem. James, Peter
and John, of whom it is said "they seemed to
be pillars," gave to Paul and Barnabas the
right hand of fellowship. In this reference
it appears that James, Peter and John not
onlj seemed to be pillars, but it emphatically
appears they held that superior right to examine the faith of other brethren and to give
a final acceptance by the right hand of fellowship.
And we might still add, in conclusion, that
there are things on earth, that are in the likeness of. things in heaven. There are three,
the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, that bear
record in heaven, and three on earth, that hold
the presidency and ruling authority over the
Church of God. This is in the pattern of
heavenly things, and the order of God established from the foundation of the world; and
has been handed down from time to time in
all ages; from Adam to the present dispensation of this latter day work. Much more
might be said, but we defer till a more convenient season. ·
And now, brethren of the Herald Office, I
have written out in part my views and belief
upon the subject of the, so-called, "Keys of
Peter," and the rights of authority in the rule
"of the church by a law which I esteem to be
divine; which is that of a lineal priesthood,
&c., &c. And as I notice from time to time
articles published in the Herald written upon
a variety of subjects, I hope that you will give
me a hearing upon equal grounds with tha.t of
other men, which favor I have no reason to
disbelieve that you will grant, from your profession of equal justice to all mankind.
In much esteem and love of the cause of
Christ, and the abundant truths of the gospel
revealed in these latter times, I subscribe,
your brother in Christ Jesus; and to all Saints,
your fellow laborer in bonds and in hope.

.. -

WILLIAM

B.

S~IITH.

llow Tbe A1mstles Died.
1. Peter was crucified in Rome, and, at his
own request, with his head downward.
2. Andrew was crucified by being bound to a
cross with cords, on which he hung two days,
exhorting the people till he expired.
3. St. James the Great was beheaded by order
of Herod, at Jerusalem.
4. St. James the Less was thrown from a
high pinnacle, then stoned, and finally killed with
a fuller's club.
5. St. Philip was bound and hanged against a
pillar.
G. St. Bartholomew was flayed to death by
command of a barbarous king.
7. St. Matthew was killed with a halberd.
8. St. 'l'homas, while at prayer, was shot with
a shower of lances, and afterward run through
the body with a lance.
9. St. Simon was crucified.
10. Thaddeus, or Judas, was cruelly put to
death.
11. St. Matthias; the manner of his death ie
somewhat doubt.ful; one says stoned, then beheaded;. another says he was crucified.
12. Judas Iscariot fell, and his bowelfl gushed
wt.
.
13. St. John died a natural death.
14. St. Paul was beheaded by order of Nero.
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Dear Brother: An article reached me a few
days ago, written by you, which by your request was forwarded to me by Bro. Stebbins.
I am glad to learn that you appreciated my
"The Future," as published in the Ilcrald.
But as there seems to be some things that are
not in harmony with your views I am willing
to do the best I can to explain.
In answer to your query, "If the wicked
are only to be punished for a season, what
does that verse mean which says 'everlasting
punishment,' in 1\'Iatt. 25 : 46 ?" I would say:
The Savior is speaking here of tho11e who sin
against the Holy Ghost. In speaking of the
wicked we refer to those who sin against the
Holy Ghost, and not those who simply reject
the gospel of Christ. Those who commit the
sin of rejecting the gospel will be reached by
the atonement of Christ and be redeemf)d by
his blood in the own due time of the Lord,
while those who sin against the Holy Ghost
will not be redeemed by the blood of the
Lamb, but must pay the debt; they must suffer the full extent of the law; they will be
ca1>t into prison and shall not come out thence
unt£l they have paid the uttermost farthing.
So you see there is a chance for them to pay
the debt; but they must pay all, while those
who sin not against the Holy Ghost will be
reached by the mercy of God as presented in
the person of Jesus.
Read D. and C., sec. 76, par. 4. Speaking
of those who sin against the Holy Ghost, the
Lord says: "Wherefore it (the gospel) saves
all except them; they shall go away into everlasting punishment, which is endless punishment, which is etElrnal punishment, to reign
with the Devil and his angels in eternity,
where their worm dieth not and the fire is not
quenched, which is their torment, and the
end thereof, neither the place thereof, nor
their torment, no man knows, neither was it
revealed, neither is, neither will be revealed
unto man, except to them who are made partakers thereof: nevertheless, I, the Lord, show
it by vision unto many, but straightway shut
it up again; wherefore the end, the width,
the hight, the depth, and the misery thereof,
they understand not, neither any man, except
them who are ordained unto this condemnation."

From this I infer that there will be an end to
this terrible punishment sometime, for the
Lord says the end, the hight, &c., has been
shown to many by vision, and straightway
shut up again. And those who have part
therein are to know that there will be an end
to their misery sometime.
If there was never to be an end to their
punishment, how could the Lord reveal the
end to them? This place, "where their worm
dieth not and the fire is not quenched," is
their torment. I will give you an illustration.
We will call this place, or this torment, a furnace. 11The smoke of their torment ascendeth
up for ever and ever." He does not say the
-Religious Exchange.
smoke of the burning man ascendeth, but the
9 HIU I
Your own society yoqq~R not avoid i therefore smoke of their torment, or the ~Jmoke of the
make it the beet.
·· ~urnace asce:o.~~th up forever and e!er. This

place was prepared for the Devil and his angels-those who kept not their first estate,
and all whose names are not written in the
Lamb's Book of Life, were cast into the lake
of fire. Now, as the Devil is to be tormented
day and night for ever and ever, just so long
will the smoke of this furnace ascend up.
Although the wicked will have paid the penalty and come forth to receive their kingdom,
the smoke of their torment will continue to
ascend up, (i.e.), the smoke of this lake or
furnace as you may please to call it.
I do not see that the scriptures teach that
man will be tormented in hell throughout the
countless ages of eternity. I think it is contrary to the very nature of a kind and loving
God.
Read carefully the vision of blessing and
woe in Doctrine and Covenants, and you will
there learn considerable about the future.
Read also the seventy-sixth section, which
may aid you in gaining light, "And when thou
art" convinced "strengthen thy brethren."
I trust this is sufficiently plain, so that you
may understand it. If there is any part that
is not plain enough, please make it known.
May the Lord bless you and give you wisdom and knowledge from on high, is the
prayer of your brother in Christ,
M. B.

WILLIAMR.

------q-~-.-~----~

IMMUTABILITY OF GOD'S LAW.
"For as the rain cometh down and the snow
from heaven, and returneth not thither, but waterelh the earth, and maketh it bring forth and
bud, that it may give seed to the sower and bread
to the eater: so shall my word be that goeth forth
out of my mouth : it shall not return unto me void,
but it shall accomplish that which I please, and it
shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it."lsaiah 55 : 10, 11.

The law of carnal commandments, when it
had accomplished the thing for which it was
sent, was abrogated; so with many other
things. But to claim that any command of
God has been abrogated until it has accomplished the thing for which it was sent, is
simply to claim that God has made a failure;
and this will apply as readily to latter-day
revelations as to former·day revelations.
The author of an article recently published
in the Herald, speaking of the former organization of the Church, says, "'rhat which is
written was given to another people. With
them and their law we have nothing to do."
Now, when did that people cease to be a
people and another people take their place?
Was it at the death of those then living? If
so, and some of those persons still live, shall
they be subject to the old law while the rising
generation shall have a new one, thus bringing confusion and discord? The question is,
how long will a revelation continue in force?
Will one given last year do for this, or one
given yesterday do for to day? If this position is correct, we ought to have some under.
standing as to the time we are required to
obey a command before laying it aside. To
my mind the only answer to the question is,
when it has accomplished the thing which
God please.
If it be claimed that tho law ceased to be
valid when the Church was rejected, could we
not with as much propriety reject the Bible
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the revelations upon this subject will all be
fulfilled in the own due time of the Lord. If
this is enthusiasm,~! am an enthusiast; if it is
heresy, I am a heretic; if it is fanaticism I
am a fanatic, and take great pleasure in it.
In speaking of the command to gather in
the regions round about (D. C. 102: 7) the
question is asked, '·What right have we
to approprillte a commandment of this character to ourselves, when it is evident that it
was given to another people for a special object?" &c.
The best right in the world, because God
applied it to us. See the revelation of 1873,
it is not by me, so I shall not attempt to quote;
besides I have proven that we are the identical people spoken to. I might multiply quo85, 8.)
However, I deny the assertion that we are tations, but let this suffice. With an unshakanother people, and shall attempt to prove en confidence in the revelations of God to his
that to admit that we are not identical with people, I am as ever,
HEMAN c. SMITH.
the people who composed the former organization is :fatal to our claims. The representaSONG OF THE MYSTIC.
tives of the Church have always claimed that
the organization effected through theinstruI walk down the valley of Silence
mentality of Joseph the Martyr was the little
Down the dim voiceless valley alone ;
stone kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar's dream.
And I hear not the sound of a. footstep
Around me, save God's and my own,
"And in the days of these kings shall the God
And the hush of my heart is as holy
of heaven aet up a kingdom, which shall never be
As hovers where angels have flown.
destroyed: and the kingdom shall not be given to
other people, but shall break in pieces and conLong ago was I weary of voices
sume all these kingdoms, and shall stand forever."
Whose music my heart could not win ;
-Dan. 2:44.
Long ago was I weary of noisee
That fettered my soul with their din ;
Here we are told plainly that the kingdom
Long ago was I weary of places
shall not be left to other people; so, if' we are
Where I met but humans and sin.
another peqJ?~~, we have no right to claim that
I walked through the world with the worldly,
we are in possessipn of the kingdom. From
I craved what the world never gave;
the following quotation it appears evident that
And I said, in the world each ideal
the Reorganization should heed the revelaThat shines like a star in life's wave,
tions given in the days of the Martyr:
Is toned on the shores of the real
And sinks like a dream in a grave.
"0 hearken ye elders of my church, and give
an ear to the words which I shall speak unto you:
And
still did I pine for the perfect
for behold, verily, verily I say unto you, that ye
And still found the false and the true.
have received a commandment for a law unto my
I sought 'mid the human for heaven,
church, through him whom I have appointed unto
But caught a mere glimpse of the blue:
you, to receive commandments and revelations
And I wept when the clouds of the mortal
from my hand. And this shall ye know assuredly
Hid even that glimpse from my view.
that there is none other appointed u.nto you to receive commandments and revelations until he be
And I toiled on, heart tired of human,
taken, if he abide in me.
And I moaned 'mid the mazes of men
"But verily I say unto you, that none else shall
Till I knelt, long ago, at an altar,
be appointed unto this gift except it be through
And I heard a voice call me-since then
him. l<· * * For verily I say unto you, that he
I walk down the valley of Silsnce
that is ordained of me, shall come in at the gate
That lies far beyond mortal ken.
and be ordained as I have told you before, to leach
Do
you ask what I found in the valley?
those revelations which you have received, and
'Tis my trysting place with the Divine!
shall receive through him whom I have appointed;"
And I fell at the feet of the Holy
-D. & C. 43: 1, 2.
And about me a voice said, ••Be mine,"
By this we learn that the successor of Joseph
And there 'rose from the depths of my spirit
An echo, "My heart shall be thine!"
was to have been ordained, to teach those revelations which had at that time been given,
Do yo ask what I do in the valley?
and those which should afterwards be given
I weep, and I dream, and I pray!
But my tears are as precious as dewdrops
through the Martyr, the gathering not exceptThat fall on the roses in May;
ed. How many in the Reorganization owe
And my prayer, like a perfume from censer,
their conversion to the fact that its president
Ascendeth to God night and day!
has taught, and firmly. adhered to the revelaIn
the hush of the valley of Silence
tion given through his martyred father. They
I dream at the songs that I sing;
have turned in disgust from those who said
And the music floats down the deep valley
the revelations were not worth the ashes of a
Till each finds a word for a wing.
That to men, like the doves of the deluge,
"rye straw." Shall we drive them from us
The message of peace they may bring!
by the same course? God forbid! Why
should Joseph's successor teach those revelaBut far on the deep there are billows
That never shall break on the beach !
tions if with them "we have nothing to do?"
And I have heard songs in the valley
Is it not in keeping with our text to believe
That never shall float into speech,
that the word spoken in regard to the gatherAnd I have had dreams in the vallfy
ing will remain in force, until it shall accomToo lofty for language to reach.
plish the thing which God please?
And I have had thoughts in the vaiJey,
I think I am not an enthusiast in regard to
Ah, me! how my spirit was stirred l
the gathering. I am not in favor of its being
They wear holy veils on their facesTheir footsteps can scarcely be heard.
done "in haste.'' But I do firmly believe that

and Book of Mormon, for in both cases the
Church to which they were given was rejected?
This position would destroy all that has
ever been given, with the possible exception
of what has been received by the Reorganization, the first principles of the gospal not excepted; and we ought not to practice baptism
or other ordinances of the gospel, for these
were given to another people, and with them
and their law we have nothing to do. What
have we left then?
We may reject to-day what we received yesterday. One man may refuse to be governed
by revelations received through another, and
each one become a law unto himself. (D. C.,

**

1

They walk down the valley like virgins,
Too pure for the touch of a word.
Do you ask me the place of the valley,
Y e hearts that are harrowed by care?
It lieth afar between mountains
And God and his angels are there;
And one is the dark mount of Sorrow,
And one the bright mountain of Prayer.
~->--<~~---

WHAT IS TRUTH1
A LECTURE.
Continued from page 184.

What is God's object in placing intelligent
beings here upon this earth? I answer, ulti·
mate happiness; in the great end, happiness
ultimate and absolute. Although it may be
through the refining fires of human experience and sorrow; it may be through the experience and woes of hell, yet the salvation of
God through the gospel of his Son will come
to all men in time or in eternity; and men
must be obedient to this spiritual law or they
never can be spiritually quickened and exalted to appreciate the companionship and presence of God and the riches anq glory of the
celestial world, worlds without end. It is the
divine and everlasting law of God's just and
eternal judgment, and the sooner men accept
this, the only plain and reasonable interpretation, the only one that reveals him as a God
of mercy and justice exact, the sooner will infidelity begin to abate.
You may say man is made a free agent, to
choose for himself between life and death.
This is qualifiedly true, but supposing he never heard the gospel. Let us assume for a moment, man to have been an intelligent preexistence, "and the choice of annihilation on
the one hand be given him, or on the other to
take an existence in the body with the one
chance in a thousand of getting to a sectarian
heaven, or failing, to go to a red hot place of
unutterable woe, without reprieve or hope,
and for what? Perhaps because of a failure
to be able to comprehend or reconcile the dif.
ference between man's creed and his conscience or intelligence. Is this justice, mercy
or love? Nay; all that is high or noble that
God has implanted within us-attributes, feelings, aspirations for good, which God has
given us, by which to test what is truth, repels acquaintance with or allegiance to or
worHhip of such a God. Who would not first
choose annihilation? But, says one, does not
Christ speak of sins unforgiven in this world
and in the world to come? Yes. If I owe a
debt, and through my distress or inability to
pay, or through my creditor's compassion, he
will release me, that is forgiveness. If I manage to pay the obligation there is no forgiveness; I pay the debt and am entitled to a release. "Agree with thine adversary quickly,"
said Christ in the parable, '.'while thou art in
the way with him, lest he hale or bring thee
to the judge, and the judge deliver thee to tho
officer, and thou be cast inl;o prison; verily,
thou shalt not depart from thence until thou
And
hast paid the uttermost farthing."
while we may talk of our indebtedness to God,
we may, I think, without irreverence ask,
what does God owe us, whom he has placed
here and without will or volition of our own
given us an existence? The wisest and best
legislation looks toward the reformation of the
criminal as well as the protection of society,
and shall we attribute less wisdom, goodness,
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and mercy to our Creator? Nay; and the interpretation ofhis law by and in an age when
ignorance, cruelty, and bloodshed abounded,
should not and can not, save where ignorance
abounds, in this our day obtain credence and
foothold in the hearts of all or any whose
spirits are throbbing in unison with the great
loving heart of him who came to bring "peace
on earth and good will to men. "God so
loved the world,"--no other passiott moved
him. Not for power, I ust, pride, or possession
gave he us himself in the likeness and person
of his Son. Let us remember this, my dear
friends, and if we feel his punishment it is no
less his loving hand that inflicts, but to save,
purify, and exalt. And so we may even welcome sin, not as an act, but fact, and the
great plan "that sunk an Adam to reveal a
God." Not that we can profit by voluntary
sin; nay; as the apostle says, ''shall we continue in sin that grace may abound; God forbid." God forbid, we repeat; but the fact of
sin we are obliged to accept as much as the
fact of existence. And what is to be gained
or lost, if anything, by the fall; or what the
difference in the estate of the first Eden and
the last Paradise? We answer, everything to
be gained; and all the difference, and more,
a va8t deal more, than the finite can comprehend. There is perfection of joy, abundance
of peace and perfect satisfaction for all who
accept and obey his laws in nature and in revelation. And there is all the difference between man's first and last estate that there is
between innocence and virtue, and more, because even we now can readily conceive of an
estate in which virtue might be more abundantly rewarded than with the untoward surroundings of this life. This is the sphere for
development and acquirement, not full enjoyment of virtue. I have seen a mother gazing
upon her beautiful babe, a picture and fact of
innocence. I have seen again the accountable and gifted young man or woman struggling with and at last overcoming mighty
temptations to ~lin. That is a picture and fact
of virtue. And so I argue, if sin were not,
virtue with its consequcn~ reward could not
be. And so, as the apostle says, "the law entered, sin abounded," and why? That grace
might much more abound. Man in his present estate is liable to prolonged and intense
suffering, but God and his love are vindicated
even in this and self confessed; for how nearly
universal is the testimony of the afflicted, and
who so ready to admit of the efficacy of the
trying and purifying fires as those who thems~lves are the greatest sufferers and who bear
the marks of spiritual culture and happiness,
lit.erally consequent upon this suffering. "God
is love." And he who loves most and purely,
abides nearest the Infinite and Eternal; and
it is no less his love that permitted our transgression and what is called our fall, than that
which revealed himself through his Sou, his
salvation and his final redemption. As the
poet says, "The great salvation wrought by
J osus Christ, had never come but at the call
of sin." Evil is not God's mistake, or sfgn of
failure in any of his great purposes, in any
sense, nor even mystery, but his means selected from infinite resource to make the most of
us. Poisoned with sin we are. The antidote
is Christ.
And so we struggle for a heaven we never
would have sought, hv,d not evil, sickness,
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sorrow, pain and death pointed to us the way.
This way is the gospel of' God's dear Son;
obedience to his spiritual law, the main prin.
eiples of which in our weak way we have tried
to portray; six in number. Faith, repentance,
baptism, laying on of hands, resurrection, and
eternal judgment. Like the six tints of the
beautiful bow of promise in the heavens,
which when combined form the purity and
whiteness of the seventh, so in like manner
does the combination of these gospel principles, when in wrought with our lives, form the
last color, whose whiteness and purity absorbing these six make in us the symbol, perfect.
Black is no color at all, but simply the absence of color; pure white is the combination
of all colors. So let our lives combine the
beautiful, and a character as pure and white
as the driven snow will ultimately be eliminated. Add to these, virtue, knowledge, temperance, patience, brotherly kindness, charity.
If all of these things "be in you and abound,
they shall make you that ye be neither barren
nor unfruitful in the knowledge of God." If
any man will do the will of God he shall
know of the doctrine. And it is the only way
by which men may or can settle this question
as to wha~ is truth. 1Ve repeat again, this
question can not be settled by the evidence of
the senses alone. No more can thorough and
satisfactory conclusions be arrived at in all the
deductions with which science has furnished
us; neither have we to wait for it, it is useless. As surely as God is, so surely is he
waiting to reveal himself and his truth to us:
and if himself and his truth be hid, it is hid
to them that are lost through disobedience and
consequent unbelief.
We have spoken of the language of music.
We would like to spend time in showing how
much of life is made up of this principle and
how all of life's relations and issues are affected
by it. Music has a language as definite and
powerful as orators' words can be made. Martial music stirs up by its inspiration the combative and warlike element in man, and is a
language that appeals to that part of his nature,
and is not the result of education primarily.
On the other hand, as the poet has expressed it:
"Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast,"

And when those sweeter and purer chords are
touched, the tenderness of our nature is evoked,
and feelings of war and bloodshed are banished. So with the gospel, its author and
great exemplar, Jesus Christ, has the key of
all the divine harmonies that you are able to
or can appreciate, and more. Come under
his gentle influence and teachings, and though
at first he, may drill and discipline you in the
rudiments which you must first master, by
drawing out, perfecting the sweet notes, eliminating the harsh, discordant and untruthful
ones, yet perfecti('n of joy and harmony will
come at last, if through patience we persevere
in following his instruction and leadership;
and at last we shall be permitted to sing the
song of the redeemed.
·
The religion of Christ is the relighm of nature. His gospel is, and was and is as old as
its need. In it is satisfaction for the highest
reason and spiritual wants of man. Do we
wish to come into conscious relationship with
the author of our being; it is through his Son
and his law that he is made manifest to our
consciousness.. Yet though we may see and
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feel conscious of a providence in the natural
universe, in the sunshine and in the storm,
the changing seasons, the adaptation of earth
and its productions to the material wants of
man, in man himself; it is not enough, to
satisfy the need of a higher revelation which
man at times is mad:e to feel. It is not enough
for me to think of Jesus as an advanced thinker, a profound moral philosopher; or even a
masterly religious genius. It may do in our
healthful and happy hours to talk of the beauties, beneficence,. and even intimations of immortality in the human soul; and to think
that we have the same faculties and organs
of research and discovery as Christ possessed.
But when the death-shadows gather, and those
whom we love and· to whom we cling as to life
and more, are slipping out and away forever
from our earthly sight; then Jesus as a farseeing earthly philosopher is insufficient. The
needed consolation and support are wanting.
In such and in other times and hours of grief
and human disappointment, you want authority and surety, you want and need the proof of
almighty power and assurance; you need to
see death conquered and a crucified Savior
walking again among men who saw him die,
triumphant over death and the grave; to feel
as Fn your soul the truth of the divinest of
words, "I am the resurrection and the life.
He that believeth in me, though b,ewere dead,
yet shall he live." It is he '!'fi'til'1ives and
dies in this faith, that is truly in rapport with
nature and nature's God. I have seen the
glory.crowned autumn putting on her most
beautiful hues, just before death. Thus has
it ever been with the dying Christian, from
the martyr Stephen's death until the present
day. In the hour that strains and snaps our
earthly philosophy does the Christian's hope
grow brightest, clearest, surest. "Let me die
the death of the righteous and let my last end
be like his."
Mr. Frothingham in a late work, says, "The
advent of Spiritualism savod the popular belief
in immortality from the danger of partial if
not total eclipse; and that to mankind Spiritualism has brought a new revelation, and the
eagerness with which it was welcomed showed
the need that was felt." We think Thlr. F. mistakes. It is not a new revelation, but is as
old as the time when Egypt's necromancers
and sign·showers performed their wonders;
only conformed to, not the real wants, but to
the desires and passions of society as it stands
to-day; and Mr. Frothingham with the rest
will find its inadequacy in the end to reform
and purify society, or in reality to prove its
claims. You scornfully point to Christianity
as it stands to day in reply; and ask, What
has it done? We confess to the lameness and
impotency of the creeds; and may in the
future make it the subject of discourse; but
have now only time to say that as an explanation of the silence that has so nearly prevailed
for centuries, with regard to spiritual manifestations, we offer as a reason that the genuine not being in circulation the uselessness
of the presence of .the counterfeit ought to be
apparent. The gospel, in its primitive purity
and completeness, gave to men all the good
which Spiritualism claims. We might, and
would like to have said more with regard to
this, but our time is gone. We have endeavored to show you in the gospel of Christ
all_ the ,good that Spiritualism claims; and
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recognizing the thousands of disappointed,
honest truth-seekers who have left the various
churches in the insufficiency of their creeds,
but to think they have found light among the
self-confessed "works of darkness," we would
much rather draw these away from a building
whose foundation is built upon what in the
end they will find to be the shifting sands of a
religion that promises, as we before said, liberty
without law, and blessing without obedience.
Obedience to Christ's pure law, the gospel, the
whole, not a part of or a perverted gospel will
bring that Spirit which will eventually "lead
you into all truth." "The words I speak unto you
they are spirit and they are life," said Christ.
John says : "He that believeth in the Son
hath the testimony in himself." And again :
''We know that the Son of God hath come,
and hath given us an understanding that
we may know him that is true, even Jesus
Christ." And ma);ly such like expressions
that manifest a surety of testimony and possession of, not a belief, but knowledge, which
may not be expressed in human language.
And. if objectors to Christianity knew of its
hidden power and blessedness, they would
wonder less at the ignorance and b~gotry
whiC'h Christian professors seemingly, and
ofttimes in reality do possess. But let me be
called bigot or unreasonable; my experience
in the last twelve years has proved that "His,
not mine!f§l.t~~ saving strength." And all that
I am, and all th~~<t I possess, are pledged to
Christ and his everlasting truth. 0, that we
might all by the sacrifice of obedience to his
law and pure commands, prove his word and
him, and thus be led up into the light of Him
who was and is the way, the truth, the life,
the light.

INFLUENCE OF RELIGION.
People talk about religion being a restraint
upon men. But this is not its chief idea.
There are in men certain destructive tendencies-passions, appetites and inordinate affec·• tions, which need the curb; and religion
operates as a curb upon these and reins them
in. But it has other and larger uses than
this. Fetters and cords and gags do not represent it. It plants more than it uproots.
When the work of correction is ended it has
only just began its operations in the soul,
operations which will continue in force eternally.
Negatives do not express religious
duty. We love to think that religious life
means the growth of all faculties, and not a
slow strangulation of them. Religion no
more cramps a man than wings do a bird, or
fins do a fish. I>iet.y is not a ship at anchor
on a level sea i it is a ship in motion, with
every s:.til set and swelling with wind, and the
waters around it crested with white. Christianity makes a man active, vibrant, tense.
Great injury has been done religion by teaching people to regard it as a mild form of
slavery, in which people consent to be tied up
that they may not hurt themselves or others.
But there is no such religion as this, at least
in the New Testament. The gospel Christ
taught is a gospel of liberty. It is a st.imulant to man's energies, not a narcotic. :ij
makes him a doer, not a hearer.
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"THE TEN VIRGINS."
I will offer a few thoughts upon this subject,
hoping to be aided by the Spirit of truth. I
wis.h to show who the "ten virgins" are; and
also to present some of the promises made to
them.
"Five of them were wise, and five of them
were foolish.'' When the cry was made, "Behold the bridegroom cometh," the wise ones
went forth to meet him fully prepared; but
the foolish were not ready, as they had no oil
in their vessels, and their lamps had gone out.
The question may be asked, "Are those
foolish virgins, Saints? I have heard this
question answered that they were not; but
that they were the sectarian churches, that
the term virgins did not apply to the Saints
at all. I think that we should be very careful how we teach this doctrine, as it may damage our prospects of salvation.
The fact that these foolish virgins expected
the Savior to appear in person, and also that
they intended to go out to meet him, would
make it seem evident that they belonged to
the same class as the others, only they had
been living less faithful. And another point;
"Their lamps had gone out." It seems that
their lamps had been burning, but they had
evidently wasted their oil by being unfaithful;
therefore, when the cry was made, "Behold
the bridegroom com{lth," they arose to go out
to meet him; but alas, they could not see, for
their lamps had gone out.·· What is meant by
their lamps going out? It evidently refers to
the loss of the Spirit; and of course if they
had not received the Spirit, they could not
have lost it, and as the Spirit is only given by
the laying on of hands, it could not be the
people of the world whose lamps had gone out,
for they had not received it, hence they must
have been Saints. So the wise virgins went
in with the bridegroom to the marriage, and
the door was shut. This was done while the
foolish virgins were gone to buy oil. When
they returned they found the door shut, and
they cried unto him, saying, "Lord, Lord, open
unto us." But he answere1 and said, "Verily,
I say unto you, you know me not.''
Now, you may say, ''If these were Saints,
they would have known him, but these knew
him not.'' To this I would answer, "That
t.hey might have known him before they lost
the Spirit; but after that they did not know
him, for, no man can say that Jesus is the
Lord, but by the Holy Ghost, th!tt is they
could not say it knowingly.
What will become of them r is the next
question that will arise; What will become of
them? They will be shut up in prison, with
all the nations that know not God. At that
time there will be an entire separation of the
righteous and the wicked.
"And in a time to come, even in the day of
the comi,ng of the Son of Man, and until that
hour there shall be foolish virgins among the
wise; and at that hour cometh an entire separation of the righteous and the wicked.''
How is this- separation.

Now bear in mind, this is to be done by the
angels of the Lord. And if this is to be done
by the angels of the Lord, it could not refer
to the separation spoken of in Matthew twentyfifth chapter, when the Lord is to sit upon the
throne of his glory, and all nations are to be
gathered before him i for this event is to take
place after the thousand years are ended.
"But, behold, verily I say unto you, before the
earth shall pass away, Michael, mine archangel,
shall sound his trump, .and then shall all the dead
awake, for their graves shall be opened, and they
shall come forth, yea even all."

And what then?
"And the righteous shall be gathered on my
right hand unto eternal life; and the wicked on
my le!L hand, will I be ashamed to own before my
.I!'ather; wherefore I will say unto them, Depart
from me ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared
for the devil and his angela."-D. & C. 28: 7.

The Lord, speaking of the death pronounced
upon Adam for his transgression, says, He
became spiritually dead; which is the first
death, even the same death which is the last
death, which is spiritual; which shall be pronounced upon the wicked when I shall say,
Depart, ye cursed." This seems plain to my
mind, and I do not see what plainer proof an
honest seeker after truth would desire.
We will now return to our subject concerning the virgins of which we have spoken.
The quotations referred to are sufficient to
prove that the foolish virgins are of the Saints
and not of the world. We will now consider
the wise ones.
These are they who had their lamps trimmed and burning; and when the bridegroom
came he found them ready; they knew the
Son, they were "valiant in the testimony of
J e~:ms."
"In that day before the Son of Man comes, the
kingdom of heaven shall be likened,unto ten virgins, who took their lamps and went forth to meet
the bridegroom."-Matthew 25 : 1.

This event spoken of in this passage, is
spoken of in D. &. C. sec. 45, par. 10.
"And at that day when I shall come in my
glory, shall the parable be fulfilled which I spake
concerning the ten virgins; for they that are wise
and have received the truth, and have taken the
Holy Spirit for their guide, verily I say unto you,
they shall not b.e hewn down and cast into the
fire, but shall abide the day, and the earth shall
be given to them for an inheritan.ce."

The fact that they are to inherit the earth
shows that they are Christ's, and, "If we are
Christ's we are Abraham's seed and heirs according to the promise."
lt has been said that tholie persons just re~
ferred to, are persons who will receive the
gospel immediately after the appearing of the
Son of Man, and it is also stated that they
will be in a mortal condition during the milIonium, and that after the thousand years are
ended their children will be subject to the
temptations of the Devil. The Lord says,
before the Son of Man comes this parable is to
be fulfilled and not after his appearing.
The apostle Paul says (and I believe it)
that,
"The Lord himself will descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and
with the trump of God; and the dead in Christ
will rise first; then they who are alive, ahall be
caught up together, into the clouds with them
who remain, to meet the Lord in the air; and so
shall we be ever with the Lord." -1 Thess. 4; 16,

"And i:'n that day will I send mine angels to
As the best of us are unfit to die, what an in- pluck out the wicked, and cast them into un- 17.
. } pressible absurdity to put the worst to death.
This does not look much like they were
quenchable fire."-D. & 0. 63:13
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going to be mortal and live in that condition.
We will give the testimony of Paul still further: "Behold I show you a mystery, we shall
not all sleep, but we shall all be changed."
Not a part, but all. So there will be no
Saints in a mortal condition after Christ receives his Church and is glorified in H.
Now let us see if their children will be
subject to the temptations of the Devil. In
D. and C., sec. 63, par. 13, we are told what
will become of the children of those who are
living at the coming of the L0rd:
"And he that is alive when the Lord shall come,
and has kept the faith, blessed is he, nevertheless
it is appointed unto him to die at the age of man;
wherefore children shall grow up until they become old; old men shall die ; but they shall not
sleep in the dust., but they shall be changed in the
twinkling of an eye."
This don't look much like temptation.
Here is something more about them :
"And they shall multiply ancl wax strong, ancl
their children shall grow up without sin unto salvation, for the Lord shall be in their miust, and
his glory shall be upon them, and he will be their
king ancl their law-giver."-45: 10.
Says one: "According to that argument
there is a difference between resurrected
Saints and translated ones," Yes, there is a
difference. Prove it, says one. Well, in the
resurrection there is neither marrying nor giving in marriage, but they are as the angels of
God in heaven; but these translated Saints
, will multiply and wax strong in the earth.
They will live to the age of man and then_ they
will be changed to immortality.
"In those days there will be no more thence an
infant of days, nor an old man that hath not filled
his clays; for the child shall not die, but shall live to
be an hundred years old; but the sinner, living to be
an hundred years old, shall be accursed. They
shall build houses and inhabit them, and they
shall plant vineyards and eat the fruit of them.
They shall not build and another inhabit, they
shall not plant ancl another eat; for as the days
of a tree are the days of my people, and mine
elect shall long enjoy the work of their hands.
They shall not labor in vain nor bring forth for
trouble; for they are the seed of the blessed of
the Lorcl, and their offspring with them. And it
shall come to pass, that before they call I will
answer, and while they are yet speaking I will
hear."-Isa. 65; 20 24.
What glorious promises are made unto the
seed of the wise virgins. The Lord has
promised to hear while they are yet speaking,
and to answer before they call. Of course
the one great thing they will be freed from
will be the temptations of the evil one. So
you see there is no possible chance for them
to be drawn away and deceived. And then
again the Lord will be in their midst and his
glory shall be upon them, he will be their
king and their law-giver.
Seeing that these foolish virgins referred to
the Saints, be faithful, praying always, having
your lamps trimmed and burning, and oil with
you, that you may be ready at the coming of
the Bridegroom, for he says, "Behold I come
quickly; even so, Amen."
Now to show that persons can be caught up
into heaven, and that they can be placed in a
condition neither mortal nor immortal, and
that when they are in that condition they will
not be subject to death, but will be subject to
a still fm:ther change, I will call your atten·
tion to another passage of scripture, found in
the Book of Mormon, (see Book of iNephi,
chapter 13, verse 6).

"And now behold, as I spake concerning_ those
whom the Lord had chosen, yea, even three who
were caught up into the heavens, that I knew not
whether they were cleansed from mortality to immortality. But behold since I wrote, I have inquired of the Lord, and he hath made it manifest
unto me, that there must needs be a change
wrought upon their bodies, or else it must
needs be that they must taste of death; therefore
tha.t they might not taste of death, there was a
change wrought upon their bodies, that they
might not suffer pain nor sorrow, save it were for
the sins of the world. Now this change was not
equal to that which should take place at the last
day; but there was a change wrought upon them,
insomuch that Satan could have no power over
them, that he could not tempt them, and they
were sanctified in the flesh; that they were holy,
and that the powers of earth could not hold them,
and in this state they will remaiD> until the judgmeclt day of Christ; and at that day they were to
:receive a greater change, an!l. to be received into
the kingdom of the Father, to go out n!> more, but
to dwell with God eternally in the heavens."
Thus we see that translated persons are not
changed to immortality, but a greater change
must come upon them, and then they shall be
received into the kingdom of God, the Father.
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Bro. Thomas W. Smith sends us copies of
the Christian, Common People, and the Armory, from the latter of which we quote the
following:

RAILWAYS IN THE EAST.
The Cincinnati Enquirer says :-General T.
D. Lovett of this city, formerly Chief Engineer of the Southern Road, has just completed a contract for the building of a narrowgauge railroad from the city of Jerusalem to
the port of Jaffa, in the Holy Land, and has
written to Major John Boyne, also of this
city, the champion narrow-gauge railroader of
Ohio, to join him in the enterprise, The
road will be some forty miles in length, the
air-line distance between the two points being
something over thirty miles. Joppa is a
small maritime town of Palestine, on a tongue
of land extending into the Mediterranean, and
lies in a north-westerly direction from J erusalem. It was formerly the port of Jerusalem,
and was the landing place of the cedars and
stones of which the temple of that city was
built. It has a considerable trade in cotton,
corn, and fruit, as has also the country lying
back towards Jerusalem, through which the
road will run. A large factor in the business
of the road, however, will be in the annual
visits of the pilgrims at the Easter season,
and travelers at all seasons. The proposed
road is backed by a party of French capitalists,
and is to be pushed forward to an early completion. :Mr. Lovett is ,now in Paris preparing for the work.
With reference to these oriental Rai.lways,
the Jewish Ch1·onicle remarks :-"The report
that the Porte has granted a concession to an
English company for the construction of the
Euphrates Valley railroad, and to a French
company for the J affa.Jerusalem line has been
very favorably received by the Jews in Jertisalem, especially as, according to their belief,
a prophecy in the Scriptures will thereby be
fulfilled. The Euphrates railway, so it is proposed, will intersect the former provinces of
Assyria and Babylonia, and will have stations
at 1\:Iosul and Hillel, in the neighborhood of
which towns are Assyrian and Babylonian

ruins. H has been suggested at Constantinople
that eventually a junction might be effected
between the Euphrates line and the Egyptian
railways, which, if carried out, would confirm
the following prophecy of Isaiah xix. 23, "In
that day there shalLbe a highway out of Egypt
to Assyria, and the Assyrian shall come into
Egypt, and the Egyptian into Assyria, and the
Egyptians shall serve with the Assyrians. In
that day shall Israel be the third with Egypt
and with Assyria, even a blessing in the midst
of the land."

THE SACRED SCRIPTURES.
MINISTERIAL VIEWS ON VERBA,L INSPIRATION.
.11 •

The discussion before the Ministerial Association yesterday was quite animated, being
the question of the "Verbal Inspiration of
the Scriptures." Rev. E. R. Donahoo read a
paper on the subject, in which he held to the
literal inspiration and divine selection of the
very words of the Old and New Testaments.
Rev. Dr. Felton believed that the choice of
words, etc., was left very largely to the individual writers, and was not a subject of inspiration.
Rev. B. F. Woodburn referred to
the different modes of describing the same incident in the Bible, (as, for instance, the four
accounts given of the writing on the cross),
and claimed that this precluded the theory of
exact literal inspiration of words and sentences. Rev. J. Lawrence defended the position of the essay. He claimed that there
was a wide distinction between revelatio~. a)l.d
inspiration. What men could n.ot ~earn of
themselves was revealed to them, .b~t even
such things as matters of personal knowledge
were written under the inspiration of the
spirit. It was not a mere mechanical w:riti1Jg
by the spirit. The spirit used the mmd of
the writer, and so the human style was apparent in each book.
.
Rev. B. F. Ashley thought a behef in. absolute verbal inspiration, if carried out to its
logical result, would show that we had not the
Divine Scriptures at all, since we have not
the original Greek or Hebrew words in which
they were written. Rev. J. S. Wrightnour
claimed that what men could relate of themselves they did not need to be inspired to
write, but Divine mysteries and truths were
revealed directly. The Spirit of God, however, hindered the Bible writers from writing
error even when they wrote most. Rev. S.
J. Fisher thought we should distinguish between mechanical inspiration and verbal in·
spiration. Rev. W. T. Beatty thought _after
all there was but little difference, when the
definition of words was attended to, between
the advocates of the two theories advanced.
A memorial to be sent to the mi~>sionaries
in China, and by them placed in the hands of
the Chinese authorities, was then adopted,
setting forth dissent with those desirous of restricting Chinese emigration. The topic for
the next meeting is, "The Scriptural Canon."
Rev. B. F. Woodburn to open.
·
While smoking your meats, with chips or sawdust, put on the fire a few red peppers. The
fumes will prevent all insects from attacking
your meat.
The deepest sea-sounding ever taken showed a
depth of eight miles and three-quarters, double
the height of the Andes.
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Seasons, vol. 3, p. 940). The Relief Society there
named is supposed to have been the original one,
of which the "Ladies Relief Society" of Salt Lake
City is the successor. 0 nc distinguishing difference between Sister Emma and some of the
others who signed that certificate is, that she
maintained her testimony by her subsequent life,
while they did not. She was then "the elect
lady," and if so because of what she then was,
she did right to remain in her then convictions,
which she did.
So far as her being the responsible agent of
leading her son Joseph, "the leader of the sect
which commo!J,ly bears his name," astray, is
concerned, we have this to state. We were of
full age, (and we believe of sound mind), when
we made the choice that we did. Sister Emma
did not use her influence to direct us into the
way we chose. That she did approve of it, and
gave it her hearty sanction, we admit, and revere her for it; while for the love of honorable
deeds, pure life, and hatred of bigotry and oppression, either of dogma or person, that we may
have inherited from her, we shall ever feel pro.
foundly grateful. She has indeed "gone behind
the vail," to answer to her account when called,
and there those who now have "only pity and
sorrow for the course she pursued," may find to
their shame that "the elect lady" has not lost
"honor and glory;" but that the dauntless and
deathless spirit that burned wHhin her when, widowed and bereaved, she dared to raise her voice
against what she believed to be corrupting and destructive of purity and virtue in woman, will
be crowned in celestial life and immortal peace.
We trust, so far as her oldest son is personally
'concerned, that those against whose principles
we are at war, will cease casting the fault of our
erroi· and crime, (if it be such), in choosing our
fate in Mormonism upon her; so far as we can
possibly do so, we absolve her from any and all
'responsibility in the matter, and desire that upon
us alone may be visited the punishment due.

The Utah DcseJ'et News, for May 21st, 1879, in
noticing the death of the wife of the Martyr, as
announced in the Carthage Republican, of Han.
cock county, Ill., adds to the notice as follows:
"To the old members of this Church the deceased was 'lj,eU known, as a lady of more than
ordinary intijpigence and force of character. Her
opposition to the doctrine of plural marriage,
which however she at first embraced, led to her
departure from the faith of the gospel as revealed
through her martyred husband, She chose to
remain at Nauvoo when the Saints left for the
West, and ip. consequence lost the honor and
glory that might have crowned her brow as the
'elect lady.'
"i::lhc was the mother of four children, all the
sons of the Prophet Joseph, viz: Joseph, now
leader of the sect that commonly bears his name,
Frederick, (deceased), Alexander and David. It
was mainly through her influence that they were
led into the by-path wherein they have gone
astray. She has now gone behind the vail to
await the great day of accounts, There is no
feeling of bitterness in the hearts of the i::laints
toward Sister Emma, but only of pity and sorrow
for the course she pursued. May her remDoins
rest in peace."
JYirs. Emma Smith, Bidamon, "Sister Emma,"
has been a singular rock of offense to Brigham
Young and to his followers. Her straightforward
opposition from which she never swerved, was
at its beginning perilous, and afterwards, was
evidently more provocative of anger than of pity
in those whom she opposed. . So far as Sister
Emma's having first embraced the doctrine of
phtral marriage, from whic,h she afterwards re.
volted, is' concerned, she directly and positively
denied having anything to do with it, and, as
published elsewhere, placed her testimony on
record, that she neither saw nor handled the soSINGING.
called revelation on celestial marriage; and this
she did notwithstanding the statement of Pres. B. WE again call attention to the great necessity
Young, that she bumed .the original. The fact there is for the Saints training themselves and
that this woman maintained her character for their children to sing.
truth and integrity to the close of her life, and
Why do parents, Saints not excepted, send their
won a name for good, with the respect of even children to school to learn to read? And how is
the enemies of Mormonism, together with the it that those who do learn to read, are better and
fact that she openly avowed and always stoutly more eftective readers than 'those who have only
defended her faith in "the faith of the gospel as learned their letters, and to write without learn.
revealed through her martyred husband," is a ing to read? How is it that the voice and delivsufficient denial of the statement n;tade by the cry of an elocutionist are more pleasant to the
News that she "departed" from that faith. She hearer than those of an untrained man or woman?
did what she could to stay the tide of evil that We confess to surprise, and to being sometimes
was creeping over the Church, and mantained pained by the indifl'erence and prejudice cxhibib)r hertestimony and life what she as President; ted among the Saints in respect to this, one of
Elizabeth Ann Whitney, Sarah M. Cleveland, the finest of God's gifts to man, the ability to sing,
Counsellors; Eliza R Snow, Secretary; and to put thoughts into musical rythm and expres.
JYiary C. Miller, Lois Cutler, Thirza Cahoon, Ann sion.
Hunter, Jane Law, Sophia R. Marks, Polly Z.
There is no reason why Saints should not sing
Johnson, Abigail Works, Catherine Petty, Sarah, in time and tune, by reason of practice and cui.
Higbee, Phebe Woodruff, Leonora Taylor, Sarah ture, and at the same time retain the simplicity,
Hillman, Rosanmih ~farks, and Angeline Robin. humility and efl'ectiveness of their forms of wor.
son, members of the "Ladies Relief Society," of ship. The argument that, to have an organized
Nauvoo, testified to in a certificate pul:)lished in band of siDgors who meet and practice singing,
the 1'imes and Seasons, in October of the year is preventive of congregational singing, is to us
1842, at the close of an article on marriage, in a mistake. That some so take it is to their dis.
which the existence of any other system of mar. credit, for it usually turns out that those who most
riage than the one published in the Book of strenuously urge this, are those who either will
Doctrine and Covenants is denied. (Times ancll iwt, or can not sing; and, in either case, the ob-

jectiou is improper, and the argument is a defec.
tivc one.
There is no intention on our part to discourage
congregational singing. On the contrary, we are
assured that there is no more efl'ectual way of
making the worship of the Saints effective and
attractive to those without; and to the Saints
themselves, than to all engage heartily in the
singing.
"But," says one, "the choir is given to learning
and singing new pieces, that we do not know;
besides, they put ou airs.over us who can not sing
just as well as they can do.''
The first statement is true, in one sense; they
do learn new pieces, and why should they not?
Are not their likes and dislikes of as much value
as those of others who do not belong to the choir;
and should not the congregation be willing to
permit that portion of itself who arc fond of sing.
ing, and of hearing and learning new and beau.
tifnl songs and tunes, to enjoy that privilege;
provided, that the choir be willing to sing old
and well known pieces in order that all may join.
And indeed should not all be willing to meet half
way and sing and learn to sing together, the
choir leading and carrying the burden of the
theme, thus inspiriting and instructing all who
will put forth an effort to learn? Take the Plano
branch as an example, and we do this because of
the varied character of its membership only. In
this branch a,re some good singers, who love to
sing and to hear singing. There arc also those
who believe that t?aints should "sing with the
Spirit and with the understanding," and that
without \any choir, and without the necessity of
learning to sing; that the teaching of the Spirit
is enough. There are s'ome also who think an ·
organ a superfluity, and the use of one in the
church a device to worship God by machinery,
and they style the organ a "wooden brother.''
Now here was a difficult problem to solve; and
in its solution some hearts ached, and are sore yet
At length, it was agreed that on sacramental oc.
casions and at prayer meetings, the Saints' meet.
ings par excellence, the organ should not be used,
the choir, as a consequence, not getting together;
but in preaching and funeral services the choir
might use the organ. The president of the Branch
has tried to select at least one half the music of
such pieces as are quite well known, only ventur.
ing now and then upon those which are new.
If all branch officers where there is a choir would
do lhe same, and thus avoid criminality, or folly,
in being guilty of the charge of singing pieces
that the congregation did not know, in a spirit to
exclude them, we see no just reason to object
to the keeping up choir organization.
Of the second charge, that of "putting on airs,"
we have little to say; and that little is this; it is
not true of the choir at Plano, and has not at any
time been true of them; and we believe it to be
untrue of every organized band of singers in the
church. If, however, there are any persons belonging to any of the bands of singers, who do
this, "put on airs," it is a weakness that should
be endured, a folly thr,t should be ab:;tndoncd, or
an abomination that should be denounced and
rebuked.
It is decidedly unjust to charge upon those who
may love music, who can and are willing, to sing;
and who, by request, or expectation, take the lead
of the singing, and who take pains to cultivate
and preserve this talent in themselves, and to de.
vclop it in others, with putting on airs. It is
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outrageous, when those of a congregation who
feel the divine emotions of true worship and praise
stirring within them, and who possess the faculty
of giving expression to these emotions in the
singing service, with music nnd song, to tell them,
"Yon arc putting on airs." It is precisely as just,
and equally consiitent to say of the preacher, who
has received help and aid to edify and instruct,
"0, 1Jecause you can preach, you are putting on
airs."
We are in hopes that a new impetus will be
somehow given to the cultivation of the singing
talent that there is in the church. We sometimes
feel that some brother who may be competent
could turn missionary in this cause and going
from branch to branch could do as much, yes,
more towards helping the gospel forward than
the average elder. And we believe the Spirit
would help such an one. But he would need to
be prepared for some painful experiences, rebufEs
and objections that he would have need to exercise much patient forbearance and kindly spirit
toward.
It is quite dispiriting for an elder to meet with
a fair sized branch and find a lot of good singers
there, but the singing all out of sorts because
there is a lack of energy or disposition to cultivate the goodly faculty by practicing together,
and by becoming familiar with the method
employed to secure harmony.
WE sometimes hear the remark, "unwise preaching." "What is meant by the term?
Too long sermons is one of the most common
things in unwise preaching. There are not
. many congregations so endowed with patience
and intellectual forbearance, as to hear and comprehend all the gospel that a fluent speaker will
say in an hour, though there may be elders suill.ciently gifted to preach that long (and even longer) without repeating themselves: while the majority of speakers sometimes prove uninteresting
and tiresome within that time.
It is bad policy to preach people tired, and he
who is speaking should cultivate the faculty of
observation, that signs of weariness, dullness,
and inattention may not esl5ape him. We have
known brilliant eflorts of forty, fifty and sixty
minutes totally spoiled in their effect upon the
congregation by a dragging service of five, ten,
fifteen, twenty-five, or forty minutes duration,
while the more considerate of the elders and
saints were on nettles, the rest of the hearers displeased, disgusted, impatient, or slowly dropping
out by ones, twos, threes, or dozens, the preacher
seemingly unconscious that anything unusual
was taking place, We have thought in such
cases that the man was either in love with his
own utterances, or indifferent to the effect he
was producing. Depend upon it care must be
used by the elders not to destroy the good pfl"ect
of a sermon by overdoing it.
Another thing that we believe to be an unwise
and impolitic thing is for an elder to take up the
time of an audience by a long prelude about his
not knowing what he is going to say; that if the
Spirit has anything, &c.; that if he has the
Spirit he will speak, and if not he will not, &c.
,The congregation are as a general thing cogni, zant of this rule of the Church; and it sometimes
happens that after an elder has done this, he just
bores the people with a disconnected, pointless
jumble of ideas, ancl scriptures, from which the
hearers· gather only the supposition that the
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Church and the elder have mistaken his call to
preach. The elder fails to have the Spirit and
fails likewise to comprehend the fact. In such
case it would be far better to rise, say what is to
be s~tid and leave preliminaries aucl apologies
out of the discourse. What conclusion can an
audience draw from a statement to the efl'cct that
unless the speaker gets the help of the Spirit he
will have nothing to say, and then the speaker
goes right on in a sort of heedless, disjointed,
slipshod sort of a harranguc? '!;,hey can not fttil
to conclude either that the man has not the
Spirit, or that the spirit by which he is speaking
is not the intelligent, orderly spirit of a wellinformed man, or he would not make so great a
blunder. The elder virtually tells them that he
has the Spirit by continuing to speak; and when
it so turns out that he speaks incoherently and
aside from the subject his audience concludes
that he boasted too soon. Apologies are seldom
in good taste anyway, and the plain, simple
effort that a man may be able to make is in nearly every instance far better and more cordially
appreciated if not burdened by an apology.
Another, and we hope rapidly vanishing class
of unwise preaching is a sort of vain, boasting,
domineering kind of presenting the gospel, with
tho air of perfectionists, as if what was not known
by the Saints about the whole matter of salvation
was not worth the knowing. Boasting of the
girts, the possession of the spirit of revelation
and the gospel gifts and graces, with the assurance that these things supplanted the necessity
for the exercise of wisdom, just discrimination
and general sense of propriety. This sort of
preaching has done a deal of mischief, and in
some instances has resulted in driving good
elders out of places where it has been indulged
in. It is neither atrectiug nor effective for good
in any place, and whoever may do it should be
taught "more pei·fectly."
INFORMATION reaches us from two widely separated points, that the neighborhood skeptics say
"If the Bible be true, and any body preaches the
gospel, it is the Latter Day Saints." This, coming from different regions of country, widely
sepamted, is certainly cheering to the workmen.
"If the Bible be true." One of the strongest
proofs that we can possibly give to .these doubting people, of the correctness of our faith regarding the divine origin of the Bible, is a life above
reproach, in keeping and harmony with our profession and its teachings. They can ask no better
evidence of inner and spiritual grace and power,
nor will they: The gospel is a Jaw of life, spirit.
nallife, and he who professes belief in but does
not perform its requirements, is by no means, a
fit exponent of its truths; those who live in'c~
corclance with its precepts are the true gos~el
expositors. Brethren, let our precE>pt and our
example be found to go hand in hand, and then
we have nothing to fear.
Bno. T. IV. S;~nTn writes from Providence, R. I.,
~Iay 25th, as follows:
"J~ast "Th'l:onday I bapti~ed a young married man
who had been under my hands healed of a dangerous complaint in his neck, a couple of weeks
previous. He spoke of it in a bctrber shop, and
in an adjoining chair sat a young man, who listened attentively, and having at home a young
wife very low in consumption, to whom he rela
ted the matter, and by his request I was sent for,
and went with Bro. Morse first, and after with
Bro. Bradbury, and administered to her, nnd she
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claimed to receive help each time, and appeared
much better, and she believes she will be healed.
We preached to them, and the young people, wit.h
her parents, receive the word gladly, and will
likely join the Church·. Yesterday I baptized a
young,. man (A. W. Glover) and his wife. Brother
Glove1· lived in Aurora, Illinois, and received
from Bro. Sapp an understanding of much of the
latter day work. He started one day to go to
Abington to study for the ministry in the Disciple College, or Academy; but l1y the power of
the Spirit was prevented, and was turned back,
and being led by the same divine influence came
here, and heard and obeyed. The Lord has lately showed him the divinity of this work, aml
hence he could do naught else than obey the
heavenly vision. In his confirmation he was
told of the work the Lord had for him to do. It
was an unmistakable call. At n)ght (the Confirma1ion taking place after preaching) a prophecy
was given by a sister who was not present at the
afternoon, and who knew not a word of the matter, and she repeated much of the other revelation, greatly to the comforting and strengthening
of many hearts. We shall leave in about a week
for Deunisport, from thence to Boston, and-hope
to reach l'tfaine early in July."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
WrLL the ofrlcers of new branches organized
from time to time, please send to the Church
Recorder, fnll lists of members, with items of
birth, baptism, co.qfirmation and ordination,
when, where and by whom. We notice the
organization of two stated in this issue, one at
Lodi, California, one at Centralia, Kansas. Also,
he would like a full and complete list of changes,
names and items from all branches, either
through the hands of the district clerks, or c1irect to him.
Dr. W. C. Bruson, for whom the Herald Office
printed
book on Porcitis (Hog Cholera) last
year, writes from Fernandina, Florida, _asking
for the addresses of some of our people in the
South, and we are pleased to note his words concerning those whom he has met in this state and
in J\fissouri. He says: "I have found your l<eople far better than the average of mortals to
deal with." We hope that the brethren will
continue to prove to the Doctor that his present
commendation is not wide of the truth anywhere
he may find them, and in return we can say that
we have never found anywhere a more honorable
man to deal with than Dr. Bruson.
Bro. G. T. Griffith wrote June 7th from Huntsville, Missouri. He had preached at Callao, College ]\found, Salt River and Bevier, had tried
Maoon City, but did not get a hearing. He baptized three at Bevier, Mtty Gth.
Bro. C. J. Hawkins writes from Readville,
Texas, that Bro. J.- L. Stone, of the Lone Star
.Brauch, preached there and had succeeded iB.
awakening interest in some. He thought some
would obey before long. He was using some
tracts apparently with effect.
To supply new readers of the Advocate the
Editor would like 25 copies each of numbers 1,
2, 3 and 4, for which credit will be given in the
Advocate or otherwise, if the senders will inform
us who they are by card or by a slip in the papers
returned.
Bro. Joseph A. Stewart, at Philadelphia, is
preaching the gospel and his work is having a
good efi'cct, as some promise obedience to God's
commands. One of these, a lady, assists, in hiring the hall where Bro. Stewart preaches. Bro.
Bmall is soon to assist him. May they do_ valiantly and win souls to Christ.

a
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Bro. J. M. Straight at Mason City, Cerro Gordo
Co., Iowa, would like to know the brethren wp.o
are nearest him. Bro. J. F. Patten is at Charles
City, l<~loyd County, next county east of Cerro
Gordo.
Elder Joseph Foreman, of Salt Lake City,
Utah, is by vote of th0 Saints chosen Presiding
Elctcr of the Salt Lake District. Officers of the
branches, traveling Elders ancl the Saints gonerally will please confer with him in reference to
matters connected with the district. He writes
May 28th, that he expected to be in the field laboring in the "region in full accord with the in.
terdst and regulations of the general church."
Bro. Charles Williams, formerly of Amboy,
Illinois, now at Bamard, Nodaway county, Missouri, writes May 25th that he has been living
there since September, 1877, ancl finds the Saints
to be Saints indeed. lie speaks to the people in
the school-house when occasion oll"ers and is
well listened to. Long may "Uncle Charley''
live and thrive to tell the gospel story.
Bro. II. R Harder writes from Delavan, Clay
County, Kansas, that tho work there is gaining
ground steadily, both in spirituality and influence,
as well as in numbers.
Bro. L. N. Drown writes of the organization of
a branch at Lodi, California, of twenty-one members, Bro. Jesse Spurgeon, president; L. N.Drown,
tet1cher; G. W. Ramsey, deacon; Sr. Clara Ramscy, clerk. Spurgeon has clone a good work for
the cause ·there, so writes Bro. Brown. Also Bro.
J. R. Cook came ancl held a debate. He showed
the truth to be with us, ancl the lack of it with
his opponent.
Bro. G. S. Yerrington of Providence, R. I.,
writes of his travels among the Saints after his
departure from the General Conference. From
here he journeyed with Bro. R. S. Salyards to
Pittsburg, where he preached once. He found
good Saints, good meetings and a good Sunday
School. Next he was at Brooklyn, New York;
where is a small but spiritual branch in charge
of Bro. Joseph Squire. On May 6th he arrived
at Bridgeport, Connecticut, and found Brn. Collier and Vincent ancl their families. He held
eleven meetings and baptized two who had been
previously taught by Bro. Collier Bro. Yerrington arrived at home May 27th, feeling well and
rejoicing in the work of Gocl.
Bro. Edward Delong of Reese, Michigan, writes
that he is trying to clo his part as a servant of
God, in that branch ancl in Guilford, ncar by.
He enjoys the Spirit therein ancl hopes to continue faithful.
Bro. William Lively of St. Clair, Ontario, bears
his testimony to the truth of the Lord's work,
knowing it to be the gospel of the Son of God,
and being grateful that he was lecl unto it. A
late article on offerings caused him to examine himself and he found that he was slack towards the J_,ord, and so he feels determined to
make sacrifice of some habits and to give aiel
unto the work of God. May he be able to overcomc and feel a greatly increased joy ancl peace,
ancl have more light and testimony from God for
so doing than ever before.
Bro. J. B. Jarvis of Scranton, Kansas, says that
there is a good prospect for the work in that place.
Some are ·anxiously examining it by the light of
the Scriptures, and he wishes that some able
standard. bearer would come and help them. A
nrgc sehoul-house is at their service and the
·~ 1ctt ren will gladly entertain them.

Bro. T. W. Chatburn writes that in Shelby
County, Iowa, many are believing the gospeL On
June 8th he baptized four persons. Others are
almost ready and the prospect is good for a large
addition to the membership by and by. The calls
for preaching are many, but so few of the elders
are declaring the gospel that little is done compared with what might be were they free to labor
in the ministry. Bro. Thomas seems to be alive
to do all he can, as usual, and so are many others
in that region. He also works for the Heralcl,
Hope ancl Advocate to extend the lists.
Bro. W. M. Rumel of Omaha, Neb., writes that
a brighter day seems at hand for that brancl1,
which is good news indeed.
Bro. Joseph Parsons writes from Pittsburg, Pa.,
that the work there is in an improved condition,
ancl quite an interest is manifested by some of
the people. The Saints' prayer meetings arc also
excellent. Bro. Parsons preached some in Mansfield as wells as in Pittsburg. Four have been
baptized at Pittsburg since April conference, and
the gifts of the Spirit are enjoyed.
Bro. Wm. France at Cofieyville, Kansas, writes
that he is doing what he can for the cause. He
expects that Bro. M. T. Short will come into that
region soon to preach.
Bro. Robert Davis wrote June 3d, from Swan
Creek, Saginaw Co., Mich., that the work was
onward there.
Bro. GeorgeS. Hyde mentions the encouraging
progress of the cause at Little Sioux, Iowa.
Bro. D. S. Seavy writes from Tennant's Harbor,
Maine, of their loneliness, and says that when
they read in the IIerald the good news, and about
the good meetings of the Saints, they long to be
with them to worship Gocl in their ·assemblies.
Their faith in the Lord ancl in his work is enduring.
Bro. Levi Gamet writes that their conference
at Little Sioux, June 7th and 8th, was interesting
and largely attended. Brn. C. Derry and David
Chambers preached effectively.
Bro. John Macauley of Dunnville, Wis., an
old veteran in the gospel, still does what he can
for the increase of faith and righteousness in the
earth, teaching and preaching as he has oppor.
tunity.
Bro. Horace Bartlett, ncar Harvard, Illinois,
says that he did considerable preaching last winter and he intends to continue. Some are investigating.
Sister Agnes Hoze writes from Omaha that
the wmk seems to be flourishing somewhat in
that part. She had received much benefit from
administration by the dlders.
The wife of the Senior was made glad the
other clay by the receipt of a box of flowering
plants, a present from Bro. Abram Reese, of St.
Louis, Mo. They had been carefully selected
ancl carefully boxed, and were received in excellent condition; arrived opportunely, as a short
time only elapsed from their transfer from the
box to the garden, when a bounteous rain refreshed the air and earth, and the things of earth.
Our thanks. to Bro. Reese for his kindness.
Sr. Jane Hirons writes that the Saints of the
North Coon Branch enjoy the Holy Spirit in
their meetings.
Bro. Joseph Lively of Chatham, Ontario, expresses gratitude to God for a knowledge of the
truth of his work and he desires to continue ft:ith.
ful in all duties to God and to his fellow men.
May he be able and so do to the end, we pray.

In the obituary notice of Sr. Young, of Des
Moines, it should have read "Services, -(meaning
simply prayer, attendance and benediction), by
Elder T. E. Lloyd," not sermon by him, none
being yet preached. In connection with this
correction we wish that writers of obituaries
would write "sermon," whenever one was delivered, or else "prayer service," if there was such
ancl not a sermon. The term "services" is a
very indefinite one, ancl may or may riot mean a
sermon, but when one has been preached it is
better to say so, though nine times out of ten the
writers mean that when they usc the former
word.
Bro. and Sr. Spann, in JYieigs Co., Ohio, send
for tracts to help them defend and proclaim the
truth. They are alone there but are taught by
the Lord's Spirit.
Bro. J. T: Phillips wrote, June !Jth, from Henick, Missouri, that Bro. G. T. Griffith, preached
there seven or eight times recently, doing good
thereby. Bro. Phillips baptized one, Muy 18th.
Bro. A. Falconer of Blairsville, Pa., writes in
faith that now is "the clay of the Son of Man," as
declared in the Book of Covenants, and that this
is the day to warn men of His near approach; for
his ministry are of the day ancl not of the night,
that they should be ignorant ofthesc things. Bro.
Falconer is seventy-one years old.
Bro. Joseph F. McDowell has closed out his
business at Wyandotte, Ka.nsas, and is again in
the field. He will begin his labors at Inclepcndence, :1\-iissouri, this week. He wishes us to state
that branches, or districts in Iowa, or North Misso uri, in which his labors may be desired, can
address him at Netawaka, Kansas. He is expecting Bro. William Crick, a young eo-worker, to
be his traveling companion. May success attend
them.
Bro. J. B. Porter writes from Three Rivers
Branch, Jackson Co., Mississippi, that they hold
regular prayer meetings twice a week. A year
ago when .Brn. Heman C. Smith and L. F. West
came there the cry was that they were wolves in
sheep's clothing, but ere two sermons were
through, numbers became their friends, ancl in
time a branch was organized.
Bro. J. L. Gunsolly of Dellance, Shelby Co.,
Iowa, says that little preaching is done in his
neighborhood, but he thinks that a few there
would obey the gospel on good opportunity.
Bro. William Potter, writes J\>Iay 10th, from De
ffuatemcd(t, Las Gapuohines, care Oornpani(t de
Transp01·tes, "There is no chance for preaching in
this part at all."
Bro. C. G. Lanphear wrote from Monticello,
Iowa, June !lth. He had been at Janesville and
Beloit, Wisconsin, and at Pecatonica, Illinois;
had spoken at several places; finr.lly getting into
Iowa, where he hacl labored sixteen years r~go.
He was warmly welcomed by the Saints in severallocalities, and enjoyed more or less liberty
when preaching. He had also attended the session of conference for the. Sub-District of Kewanee Conference, at Blue Cut, Jones county, E.
Larkey presiding, where he reports some pros.
pects for increase.
.Bro. Lawrence Conover, formerly of Arkansas,
entered upon his duties as Secretary of the"Board
of Publication on J\>Iay 16th. We welcome him
as a co-worker in the labors of the Herald Office.
Sister R. Dayton still distributes epitomes to
the Kirtland Temple visitors, and thus aids the
cause.
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Our stock of postage gtamps has been reduced buildings wete unroofed or otherwise damaged.
by the falling off in our receipts of them. Some At Topeka there was a severe hailstorm that did
much damage to crops, and killed pigs, chickens,
have sent fractional amounts in silver, at quite a etc. At Wichita the hailstones were still heavier
risk of losing, and so we give notice that frac- and greater damage was done to windows and
tions of dollars in stamps are willingly received, crops than at Topeka. At Dubuque, Iowa, the
but we prefer the even dollars in bills.
wind unroofed hou~cs and blew down trees.
Bro. James Williams of Lexington, Mich.,
The messenger-robbers in Chicago, the 7th,
were captured yesterday, and $2,000 recovered.
thinks that some will be baptized when Bro.
A 1·iot occurred in Georgia botween a party of
Cornish visits them next, which they expect will colored excursionists and resident colored people.
be soon.
A negro militia company was part of the excursion
Bro. J. J. Cornish wrote June 6th, from Hich- and a fight between two negroes culminated in a
general melee, in which a number were killed and
mondville, Mich, that he had baptized two more others wounded.
recently.
At Philadelphia, while Edward Parr was being
S\lntenced by the judge for the murder of his
he took poison and fell into convulsions
NEWS SUMMARY.
in
court-room.- He died the next morning in
(Prepared expressly for tho Herald.]
great agony, after every effort to save him, which

June 5th.--For tho sole purpose of correcting ~f;~ ~~~~~h~e~~~J ~~!~ri~g;~is~: ~~~emaaf~e~ui~!
the blunders of people who write letters there are for crimes he had done.
six men employed in the New York City post oJlice.
If people would alwayfj, direct their letters correct12th.-Lightning set fire to an oil-refinery at
ly and legibly none of these six clerks would be Philadelphia, yesterday, and an immense quannecessary. In that city as high a number as tity of oil was burned along the river front, setting
fifty thousand letters have been posted in one day fire to and destroying five ships; total loss one
that lacked being fully correct in the"address.
million dollars. Twenty thousand empty barrels
J. M. French's menagerie establishment, near were destroyed in the cooper-shops of the company.
A murder which is said to equal the famous
Detroit, was burned, on May 22d. One elephant,
five lions, a zebra, leopard and other valuable an- Burdell and Nathan murder cases has been comimals perished in the flames.
mitted in New York City. A Mrs. Hull, aged 58
In the city of Paris, France, there are eighty- years, was the victim. She was found dead in
four surgical depots for the relief of persons who bed at he:r residence yesterday morning, having
meet with street accidents.
been smothered. Her husband, aged 74 years, is
JVIr. W. E. McLellin of Independcnc~>, Missouri, suspected of the deed. They had not lived happily
sends ns a Kansas City Journal, containing full together for some time.
it4!ms about the tornado in Marshall, lUley, Ottawa,
A visit has been made to the reservation of the
and other counties in Kansas and in Jackson, Umatilla Indians in California, and there were
Nodaway and other counties, Missouri. It was a found thc:re "comfortable homes, fine grain· fields,
terrible affair, many killed and wounded, and a thrifty gardens, horses, cattle and fowls, in fact
vast amount of property destroyed.
evarything to be found on first-class farms" was
6th.-The European silk crops said to be back- enjoyed and labored for by these industrious Inward and inferior.
dians.
A hundred thousand dollar fire at Cincinnati,
A hail-storm at Arcola, Wisconsin, did damage
Ohio. Four men killed and four badly injured by to crops and broke windows. In Wright county
falling walls.
Minnesota, several houses were blown down and
7th.--A steamer off the coast of England during others were unroofed and damaged. The storm
a gale lost 155 cattle overboard.
in Wisconsin swept through a mile in width.
In Italy the overflow of the IUver Po has caused
In Butler county, Kansas, on the 9th, thirtythe destruction of much property and rendered seven farm-houses were wrecke.d by a cyclone and
thousands of people homeless. Thousands of acres many more were injured; also crops suffered
of crops are ruined.
greatly.
By a strike of workmen in the timber trade in
13th.-Rain, wind and hail came in fury at
Sweden ten thousand men are idle.
Trenton and Bordentown, New Jersey. Buildings
The I.awrence Hotel in Burlington, Iowa, were blown down, trees uprooted and other damburned; loss $45.000. A $30,000 fire at Trenton, age done, among them a railroad wash-out.
Ontario; $24,000 at Saganaw,iMichigan; $10,000
A storm at Sandersville, Georgia, blew down
at Flint, Michigan.
the Catholic church, also trees, fences and crops.
~H. Etna, Sicily, is apparently through with
lGth.-A naval battle occurred, May 22d, bethe eruption for the present.
tween the Chilian ancl Peruvian fleets, each losing
!lth.-One half of the business porUon of a vessel of war, one going down with one hundred
Dwight, Illinois, was destroyed by fire yesterday. and fift.y men, only forty of whom were rescued.
Fourteen buildings, including grain elevator, By the bombardment of Pisagua, a Peruvian city,
stores, shops and offices were burned; loss $50,000. two million dollars worth of property was de·
At Chicago, day before yesterday, as two mes- strayed.
sengers from the Illinois Central Railway, were on
Shocks of an earthquake hav~ been felt recently
their way to deposit the days accumulations in a in Costa Rica and on the Isthmus of Panama.
bank, they were met by two men, who assaulted
Severe storms reported at 'l.'oronto Canada, and
them and threw pepper in their eyes, seized their in New York City, doing damages in vfl.rious ways.
packages, leaped into a buggy standing hard by,
By a boiler explosion on a vessel in Stettin
and escaped. The theives secured about $10,000. hs.rbor, Germany, many persons were killed.
A heavy frost in Vermont and New Hampshire
Out of the esti>te of Brigham Young, estimated
night before last, did much damage to crops.
&t $2,500,000, about $1.000,000 has been turned
Information has been received from Fort Belk- over to !he Mormon Church by the executors of
nap that 800 lodges of Sitting Ilull's Indians are t.he estate, and now comes l~melia A. Young. one
south of the British line. No acts of hostility had of the prophet's heirs, and claims that the money
been reported up to the 6th.
has been improperly disbursed, and asks for an
lOth.-Mount Etna has ceased its eruption, injunction to :restrain the executors from any
nothing but smoke issuing now from it.
further ac·ts ::~s such, and the appointment of a
The London papers 'give doleful accounts of the Receiver. Accordingly the United States Court
evils and expense of the war in Africa, In the has ep~o.inted two Gentiles to take charge of Brig·
latter respect it is said to equal the Crimean
ham'll eetate and :relieve the Mormon brethren
the present cost per week of sustaining tJ,.e
f!'om any further temptation to discriminate in
army of operation being two mil.lion five hundred , favm' of the Church.
thousand dollars. There is also gr. eat
to
17th.-Along the D::mube, in Hungary, Silesia
the men, because of the climate, bad
and Galicia still greater fiooda are occurring.
so that 2,500 men have already perished,
Seven iron bridges destroyed, and villages and
meadows submerged.
.
a few of them in battle.
By a violent storm at Lawrence,
a
Lightning struck a school-house near Lincoln,
church steeple W1J,s blown down, 9,nd
! ~ebraska, killing one young lady and woun:ling

I
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I
I
I

a number of boys and girls and nearly destroying
the building.
The insurgents in Paragua, South America httve
deposed the President and seized upon the Government.
Fifteen General Managers of railways in this
country have salaries of from $10,000 to $15,000
a year.

__
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~~nt~panultUtt.
TrroRN'roN, Limestone Co., Texas,
June 5th, 1870.
B1·o. H. A. Stebbins:-The Saints ln the Lone
Star branch are in possession of the good Spirit,
and are doing well. Two more have been added
to it since last report, and we are encouraged to
battle on. I live some eight or ten miles from
the branch and meet with some opposition around
me. I applied for the school and church-house,
some two miles from here, owned by the Methodists and Presbyterians, but was refused. I
shall now apply for the house which Bro. Jenkins
was refused while here, having heard it rumored that they would let me preach there. I shall
try them. I preached eight miles from here May
24th, and a gentleman ( ?) had the audacity to tell
me (after dismission) that all the preachers were
"grand rascals," and anything but honest; but
he also had the honesty to confess that he was
dishonest. I find that the worst opposition in
this community is silence, with wire-working behind the scenes. I sometimes think the devil
will get them all, yet I have reason to believe
that there are some honest souls among them,
and hope and pray that they may be gathered
into the fold.
·
The Methodists are contracting to build a brick
chapel in our little town.J:>y subscription from all
classes. I subscribed with the understanding
that we could preach in it when not in use by
them. I hope they
be more generous than
some others.
Where is Bro. Cato? I would like him to come
and see me. I have a li~tle meat and bread which
he and his are welcome to help us consume, and
so is any other Saint that will be plesased to call
on me. Your brother in Christ,
Er,rAs LAND.

will

Sroux RAPIDs, Buena Vista, Co., Iowa,
June 11th, 1870.
Brethren Joseph and Henry: It is not because
I have been idle that I have not, ere this, written
for publication. I left home for the Plano Conference, intending to preach by the way, March
4th, and returned April 16th. After a visit of
two weeks with my wife and children, I left for
Boone, Iowa. My objects iri coming to this place,
at this time, were (1) to attend a four nights' discussion between Elder William McBurnie, Latter
Day Saint, and W. P. Summers, of the Christian
Church; and (2) to preach the gospel to the people after the discussion was over. Some things
transpired during the progress of the debate that
were strange and unpleasant to us, though at its
close the aspect was much brighter, and the
whole affair ended pleasantly. We are confident
the cause gained something by the efforts of Bro.
McBurnie.
May 4th, we commenced preaching, and continued our labors to the cheer and comfort of
some, and the displeasure and torment of others,
till v.re had preached four times in Boone and
eight times in the Logansport School-honse, ncar
Boonesboro. At the la.tter place the interest was
better than I hac1 ever seen there, in fact the people were really awakened, and the gospel wave
reached far out into the country. Two were baptized, anc1 others confessed they believed the gospel. Within this period of time, from April
30th to May 21st, we met with the Boonesboro
Saints in business meeting, when, by order of the
branch, David Crow was ordained to the office
of a Deacon, and James 'l'raughear to the office
of Priest. 'vVe entertain a hope that the branch
will be more peaceable and prosperous than it
has been for some time in the past. Vve also
visited, within this time, the Anrterson School.
house, near New Jefferson, and preached three
times with fair results.
}lay 22d, we began a series of meetings at Coal-.
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ville, Webster county, where we remained nearly
two weeks, preached nine times, bapUzcd six, and
met with the Saints several times. Here, as also
at Booneshoro, we were signally blest by the
Spirit's presence upon several occasions, one of
which we will name. We had gone to t]lc place
of meeting with a subject before us, as usual for
us, upon which we intended to speak. As we sat
waiting for the assembling congregation, most of
which proved to be youug people, our subject
grew darker and darker, till there was no light
to be seen in it. As this was not the first time
we had been served this way, we did not hesitate
to lay it aside and make an impromptu effort.
\Vc wondered, but were blest with liberty nnd
light, and, would you believe it? the young peo.
ple, and some of the older brethren, regarded it
as the best meeting we had had. The effects of
this one meeting ::tlonc caused us all to rejoice in
the truth. "My reason for writing this is that it
may possibly benefit some who are just beginning
their experience in the ministry. The mental
and spiritual development of some, who have
been making an etl'ort to properly sustain the
work, at Coalville, is encouraging. Keep your.
selves free from all selfish aspiratious, brethren,
be humble, and diligent in the work of the Master, ·and you will surely be blest.
Our next stoppillg place was at l<'onda, the
home of Bro. E. C. Brown. \Ve remained in this
region one week, being cared for by the hospitality and kindness of Bro. and Sr. Brown, Bro.
nncl Sr. Cook, and our newly made friend, Mr.
Burnett, of the Second Day Adventists. Mr.
Burnett seems to be a true gentleman, stands up
for his faith, but is willing that others should
stand up for theirs. We preached five times in
the Chase and Pinneo shool-houses, and baptized
one, Mr. Griffin, of the Disciple or Christian
Church. This one baptism caused a great excite.
mcnt in the neighborhood. It carne down like a
thunderbolt upon the heads of a few very pious
(?)individuals, and they raised the usual cry of
"Old ,Jo. Smith, Brigham Young, polygamy, &c.,
&c." And what was the. crime of which this man
had been guilty? He believed the teachings of
Paul, and Peter, and John concerning the gospel;
he heard the voice of the "Good Shepherd" and
determined to follow Him, and for this a great
hue and cry is raised agaiust him and "this pesti.
lent fellow" who baptized him.
Bro. E. C. Brown is not idle though he says
b.ut little about his labors. He has preached in
several different localities, and is alive in the
"work. Except a great deal of physical sufi'ering,
I have been blest and prospered in my labors.
Yours in the love of the truth.
J OS.EPII R. LAlliil.EH'r.
CA~>I.ERON, Mo., June 10th, 1879.
Editors !Jerald:-Time, in its flight passes,
and carries with it, its record, for the better or
for the worse. In the record of the immediate
past may be found !.hat of another of our quarter.
ly conferences, held at Stewartsville. Time only
will prove whether its transactions will be for
the best. Some important steps wer·c taken which
if carried out will prove a blessing to the cause
here; more missions were taken than ever before
to my knowledge. A prevailing desire was among
t'le elders to worli; this is what should be. May
G )d bless his elders in their good desires. The
WJrk in this district is gaining a firmer l;lold and
quite a number have been baptized during the
last quarter. Though there are a few refra;ctory
ones, yet peace generally prevails.
Among those outside the church in this neighbor).wod, there seems to be but little interest
. taken in the work, and what few are willing to
hear it, seem to permit the adversary to take away
the seed, but this is no excuse for a cessation of a
patient continuance on our part, knowing that
the work is the Lord's, and he will see that it
rolls forth. We have opened some new fields,
and renewing some old ones, with fair liberty and
Mtendance. A good attendance was had near
old Far VITPst, where some are investigating.
1;\'c cnulemplate opening some other new fields
and exkiJding our labors farther, if the Lord
will. Bro. W.T. Bozarth contemplates soon going
to Texas, to whieh iield he has been earnestly in.
vited by many Saints there. There will be a
moderate crop of wheat here, with a good pros-

pect for corn, but oats are poor. Refreshing rains 1 with us; others know nothing of the anguish
are visiting us, with strong wind and vivid light. such things bring. While weighed down with
ning. As one deeply interested in this great work much sorrow I had another dream, in which my
I am your brother,
J. JYI. T JmRY.
son appcarecl to me. I said to him, "Moroni, you
are dead," "No," said he, "I am not dead, but I
ll.EAHN.E, Texas, June Dth, 1S7D.
have been where there is lots of good folks."
Dear Herald:- A little more than one year ago, "What do they do," I asked. He did not tell me,
while weighed down with much care and many but said, "They are all priests." "Whether the
trials, a beautiful angel appeared to me, on the dream signified something or whether it was henight of April 12th in a dream; and having so cause of my much thinking of him, it is not for
long desired to see an >mgel, a thrill of joy per- me to say, H was a source of comfort to me if
vaded my soul that I am not able to describe, nothing mm·e.
while I stood and gazed upon this glorious perI have labored as zealously, and as honestly
sonage. Being a short distance from it, I began for the canso as I knew. I have done nothing for
to advance toward it, and when I got ncar it, it. which I expect to have any remorse at the tribumet me and held out its hand, to salute me; I nal which will "judge the quick and the dead."
extended my hand and it took hold of it, and as I have labored in Red River, Robertson, Wilson,
it did so, it said "Make all things right, for you Gonzales, Bexar and Bell counties.
will .have to leave here." "How long first," I
I now ask forgiveness of any who may be of.
asked? "Not quite a month," was the reply, fended at any thing I have done, or said, in any
and then it started from me. I tried to elicit fur. of those places; I ask it from the heart. I thank
ther informaLiou from H, but all to no purpose; it the conference for the trust confided to me; I did
had delivered its message, and faithful to the all that I could to honor that trust, and when the
trust confided to it, it would tell no more. Yet I secrets of every man's heart will be revealed, then,
would gladly have had it made known to me (if not before), you will know the motives that
where I was to go, and what was the nature of prompted every action of my life in 'fexas. I
the mission to be filled. l'rly anxiety during the desire the prayers of the Church in my behalf.
first fifteen clays after this interview was much Weighed down with much so;row I am, yours
easier felt than deseribed. 'l'hcrc was a power in tlie faith of the L®rd Jesus Christ,
continually suggesting to me, that what I had
A. J. <JATO.
seen "was of the devil," "it don't amount to any.
N.Ew
TRILN'l'ON,
Ind.,
June
4th, 1879.
thing," and many other such things. It was not
Dear Iler·ald:-Whcn I wrote last (April 6th)
long however until I wrote to the Secretary of
the Church, and through him I learned of my I was a.t Harrison, Ohio. I went thence to Hunt's
appointment to the Texas mission. I had no Grove, near Harrison, and obtained the 'l'own
money, and how I wns to go was more than I Hall to preach in. The gospel had never been
could tell; but I did not have to wait long; the prenehed there b<·fore. I spoke with good liberty
Bishop sent me $30,00 with which to ptty my on Satnrday night., April 12th, to an attent~ve
expenses. The morning of the 6th of May found audience. Next day I attended the Presbytenan
me on the platform of the depot at Miami Station, Sunday School, afler which I listened to a diEwith my little son standing by my side, his conn. course from the H.ev. Chidlaw. At the close he
tenance expressive of much sorrow to have to part was requested to announce my meeting for the
with me; my wife was standing in a door a short evening. He enquired who and what I was, and,
distance away; thinking that she might better when told, refused to make the announcement.
conceal her emotions; still, a tear was trickling The superinteudent of the Sunday School made
down her cheeks. Oh, who can imagine the pain- it, and I had a good hearing. On the 22d, I went
ful emotions of one's heart who is leaving all to Covington, Kentucky, thence to Grant's Bend,
that is dear to him on earth; and they with no and continued to labor there tilllYiay 7th. I then
means of support but the charities of a cold- walked across Campbell county, Kentucky, to
hearted world; and he to make his home among New Itichmond, Ohio. Here I found sister H.
strangers, that he may give them the bread of B. Emerson, sister to Bro. S. F. Walker, of Deca.
life, and get as a legacy for his works, the sneers, tur county, Iowa. It is no flattery to sa.y that she
contempt and ridicule of many. Were it not for is a Saint indeed. She, with her son-in-law and
the knowledge that I have of the Latter Day daughter, made my visit a pleasant one, and I felt
at home. I contemplate visiting that section
Work, I for one would not do it.
I gave my child a parting kiss while I breath. again at a more favorable season, with a view to
ed a silent prayer to God that I might meet him open up the way for preaching the word of truth.
and his mother again on earth. The thought of Sr. Emerson will assist me in the effort in getting
those left behind, and the promises of the poor plaQes to preach in. If the elders were as earnest
despised Nazarene, that this gospel of the king- and energetic in the cause as she is, muc.h more
dom shall again be preached among all nations would be done. On my return to Covington I
for a witness * * * occupied my mind during found a letter containing the sad news of my son's
the day's ride. It was twenty-four days, "not death. It was a terrible blow. My son, my son,
quite a month," from the time I had seen the gone from us! He who never caused a pang to
vision until I left the country. Did the vision the hearts of father or mother; who, from child.
signify any thing? Or was it j Llst a happen so? hooLl to mauhood was so kind, noble and truth.
At Kansas City, I took train for Kansas, and six ful. 0 why was he thus snatched from us? Thou
o'clock found me at Bro. Crawley's in Cherokee, God of love and mercy, who knowest all thing~,
Kansas. I remained in the Spring River district thon who holdest the destinies of all men, thou
preaching and talking with the Saints and friends, who doeth all things well, help us to say, "Thy
until the 24th of May. While there I baptized will be done." Of the ten dear ones given to us,
two; and the Saints were, with some exceptions five are gone, two of them snatched away in a
very zealous for the work. I arrived at Walker state of health. lVIay we have the assisting grace
Station on the 27th; on the 28th, a walk of six of God to enable us to bear up under affliction
miles. brought me to Bro. Bullard's, the 30th to laid so heavily upon us, that we may say, "The
Sr. Dillards'. 'l'he prospect to do any good at Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away, blessed
that season of the year was very gloomy. How- be the name of the Lord." Not feeling in a conever, we had our meetings every Sabbath; but dition to labor I went to Amanda, Ohio, Branch,
the people were either too tired, or, too don't care, where I found congenial spirits, who offered their
and so we had meager attendance. I had been sympathy as only Saints can, and I obtained rest
there but a short time until it was suggested, that for body and mind.
I send after my family; I gave the matter much
I found a home with Bro. ni. B. Williams, who
thought, the Saints continued to solicit it, until I needs no eulogy from my pen; to know him is
agreed to send after them, the money was furnish. to love him. His wife is his exact counterpart,
ed to bring them, and on the 24th of J·uly they in fact all the adjectives in the language, descrip.
arrived at Walker Station, and were soon at Sr. tive of goodness and kindness may be applied to
Dillard's where we were made welcome. It seem. them, and likewise to Bro. Dick, Sr. Kate, Bro.
ed now that I might be more efficient in my la- and Sr. Wren, and in fact to all the Saints there.
bors, for several reasons which, it is useless to I came here J nne 2d for the purpose of attending
mention; but alas! my hopes were of short du- the District Conference, to be held· the 7th and
ration, for on the 8th of August my little son was 8th. I shall go then into Ripley, Jefl:"erson, Floyd,
taken sick, and on the 13th my son, my only son; Crawford and Perry counties, or where the Spirit
was taken from us. Parents may sympathize directs, Thus far I have bemilaboring mostly in
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new fields. I am willing to do anything or go
anywhere that will redound to the glory of God
and serve to advance his cause. It seems that
this is all that is left me now, to live for the loved
ones that are still spared me, and to labor faithfully for the master till he shall see fit to call me
hence. 0, the glorious hope of the Saints! What
an incentive to duty and faithfulness.
I desire an interest still in the prayers of my
brethren and sisters that I may retain the Spirit
of God to enable me to perform my whole duty
to God and man. I must not forget to mention
the Saints of this branch (New '!'renton). They
are live Saints without exception; never had a
jar or discord since the branch was organized in
; 1874. Bro. W. H. Chappelow presides ably, and
all is peace and harmony. I baptized all ·the
members save one; am to baptize two to-morrow.
I desire to express my heart-felt thanks to the
brethren at home for their sympathy and kindness to the loved ones confided to their care; Bro.
and Sister Dancer especially, and many others.
Accept the gratitude of the heart which the pen
fails to express. Your brother in hope of eternal
life,
B. V. SrRINGEit.
NETAWAI(A, Jackson Co., Kansas,
June 2nd, 1870.
Brother Joseph: Five have been baptized here
of late; so the work of the Lord moves on. Bro.
Anthony made us a visit and delivered twentyone discourses with good liberty, the Grange hall
being crowded every night. Great excitement
prevails among the outsiders, and many are enquiring when is the wonderful preacher coming
again. Skeptics say if ever the gospel was
preached in the town of Netawaka, it was by
Mr. Anthony. We pray that the Lord will bless
his labors, and hope that he will soon make his
appearance here again. We hold our meetings
on Sundays at two o'clock, in the school-house,
and it is well packed with good and attentive
listeners. Our prayer meetings are held every
Wednesday evening from house to house.
Sunday, the 25th of May, in company with
brother Hopkins, we made a visit to the ·Saints
at Centralia, and organized a branch of eight
\members, and four more will soon join them.
Bro. David Lewis voted president, Joseph I.ewis,
Teacher; Alma Dodd, Deacon; and James Buchley, Clerk. It is to be called the Centralia
Branch. I am requested by vote of the branch
to send this for publication. Yours in Christ,
GRIFFI'l'H GEORGE.
Jorr.rN, Jasper Co., Mo.,
June 9th, 187D.
Messrs Editors:-I am cheered to mmdidly
think "the old ship of Zion," with the hopeful
ones on board, is weathering the tide of opposition to soon anchor in the haven within the vail.
'fhe wicked, like the volcanoes of the tropic, engender and send forth filth, poison and death, and
leave a desolate track; whereas the good sower,
with liberal hand, scatters, broadcast, to bud in
space, i:nature in glory, or blast in the second
death.
The field will soon be reaped and the harvest
anthem sung. The field needs vigilant cultivating so that "every plant which my heavenly
father hath not planted, shall be rooted up." In
that glorious "shall be" the vats will overflow
with the oil of gladness and the wine of consolation, while the tree of life, with its ambrosial
fruits, will gladden the eye and enliven the soul,
and the granaries of eternity will crown the scene
with their celestial. contents. Let us think of the
-chequered past, the present with its multifarious
requisitions, and the sweet by and by.
AU forms of unbelief must be met and coped
with by the noble standard bearers. We, in the
south-west have challenged the entire world to
defend their crafts, with revelation and sound
logic and show us "the more excellent way."
Suffice to say that the free ( ?) thinkers and the
orthodox clergy have not, as yet, manifested a
willingness to enter the arena of contest. I heard
the renowned Ann Eliza Webb-Dee-Young read
her lecture to a well t1lled room of hearers that
took it all in by sponge-like absorption. Any
one that will read "The 19th Wife" will get the
gist of her address. . (She stated that Brigham
married four of the wives of ,Joseph Smith.) The

prophet's avarice, impiety and tyranny to her,
opened the eyes of the mother and daughter to
see the fallacy of the Mormon plan of salvatioa.
She now has a better wardrobe, a collosal fortune,
a hest of admirers, and bows at a Methodist shrine.
The Methodists must treat her just right, or she
will find out their plan is false, but money ameliorates her devious path and down trodden suffering deluded "wimmen," especially the one
born in Nauvoo, September 13th, 1844; causes
her to forsake the sweets of domestic life and
perambulate the land for the paltry sum of from
one to two thousand dollars per month.
After she had spoken her piece, I arose and
stated that I would deliver an address on the following evening, and further, observed that Brigham Young was the father of polygamy. I was
cried down, insulted, and th.reatened by a number
of muscular christians. I was told that I was
mean, and that no one of intelligence would come
to hear; but they were simply mistaken. Bro.
Crawley stood with me there, as well as elsewhere.
He is a bold and powerful advocate of the faith.
I feel good in defense of the cause, and painfully
anxious to witness a widening and deepening of
the true leaven. I want to be more humble, more
consecrated to Christ, and more like the High
Priest of our profession. Bro. Crawley and self
go on a tour in Kansas. Peace on Zion, love be
multiplied and God be glorified.
1\'I. T. SnOR'r.
FARMINGTON, Graves Co., Ky.,
May 21st. 1879.
Dear Editors:- I see an article in the Latter
Day Saint's Herald, headed Universal Salvation,
written by Thomas Hougas and W. R. Calhoun;
they say, "Where and when shall we receive the
full reward of our crimes ?" I ask, on the other
hand, Where and when shall we receive the full
reward of our enjoyments? I ask this for information. I am a seeker after truth. You will
please give me your views, through the Herald(in short).
DR. JAs. A. BOYD.
NEBRASKA CITY, June 2d., 1879.
Brothm· Henry:-! have been at home nine days
from my field of labor, and I am ready for the
field again. But it is pleasant to rest in the midst
of our warfare, and to see if we have made any
progress, and if our labors are productive of good
to the cause of our Master; and also if we are in
line of battle. You know the word, "Right
dress," but some are so far behind, that it is needful that we call them to remember their covenant
with our captain, to keep our arms bright needs
a constant care, for our arms are not like the
weapons of warfare that the world has. I find
that the more I use the weapons of the gospel,
the more strength I receive from the Master, and·
our faith will increase. But some want me to
believe that they have a great deal of faith, yet
they have not charity for the preaching of the
word to their friends or their neighbors. And if
their faith have no charity, it has no love in it,
and it is a dead faith, and the word of the Lord
is "Let the dead bury their dead."
I do not like to see elders in a branch striving
to break down that branch, nor to keep away
from the meetings, and by thus absenting themselves, weakening the faith of others, and destroying the work committed to our care; for, if a man
has no faith he will have no love; and, if he has
no love, he has no charity, and you will find him
in the fault-finder's path, seeking evil in those
that have faith, love and charity for all men, but
more so for their brethren in the Church. In my
labors of the past six weeks I have been blessed
with health, and my brethren and sisters have
blessed me with all that was needful to assist me
in my mission. J\'[y son is doing a good work
where he is, and I see I will have to go west alone,
and with gladness of heart I respond to the call
of that brave and determined soldier of the cross,
Brother R. J. Anthony. So, Brother Henry, the
work is onward. I had the privilege of leading
three into the water since my son and I parted.
Brother R. J. Anthony said in his card that he
expected to baptize three or four on Sabbathlast.
The call is, "Come and preach to us," and it
grieves me; for, if the elders and priests would
do their duty, we would make a record for the
west, that would be cheering to all the Saints of
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God. The work in this city is at a low ebb, but
we hope it may revive.· A few elders make the
efl'ort to proclaim the gospel, and leave wife, and
children, home and friends, to do the 1\'l:aster's
will, that the honest may hear the gospel. They
are willing to sacrifice all their time, while many
of the elders do nothing but stop at home and
find fault with those brethren. Your brother,
R c. ELVIN.
ScOTTSVILLE, Indiana, June 1st, 1870.
Brethren Joseph and Henry: The l\1ethodist
friends held a protracted meeting in our neighborhood, in which the tide of enthusiasm run
high. One Rev. Lee said he was glad to speak
to an audience composed of five different orders
-Catholics, Methodists, Disciples, Adventists,
and Mormons; and said, "Brethren, speaking in
a general sense, the Church of Christ is like a
wagon wheel and all the different orders are
like spokes, all centering in the hub, aJlcd the
love of God is the tire that binds them together."
The burden of their discourses was, that the inheritance would be high up in heaven. At the
conclusion of the meeting I submitted the following propositions: First, Resolved, that the
Church of Christ is composed of all the different
denominations of the day. Second, that the inheritance of the Saints would be on the earth.
And, after teaching it before from four to five
hundred people, they refused to defend what
they had taught. I asked them to affirm the
first, and we would the second. Since that the
ruling members of the chapel have invited us to
take a part in their meeting, which it is hoped
will be beneficial to some extent at least. Our
experience has taught us that the battle is not always to the strong, nor the race to the swift, but
the Lord's, as he has promised to go before us
and fight our battles for us. We find that the
anger of the Lord was kindled against Moses lor
not believing that he that made man's niouth
could give utterance and eloquence. Exodus
Yours in the covenant,
15: 10 12.
M. R. Sco•rT.
CoAL VALLEY, Allegheny Co., Penn.,
June 3rd, 1870.
Ern. Joseph and Henry:-I came here from
the General Conference, and since I came I have
done all that I could do. I have spent some
time in trying to convince those that are professing to be Latter Day Saints, and have been successful in gaining two of them, and one young ,
man from the world. So I have baptized three
souls into the Kingdom of God, and they all
rejoice in the comfort of the Holy Spirit. I
feel strong, and am thanJtful to our kind Master.
There are three difierent classes of those kind of
Saints around lJCre, that are living all by feeling
and rejecting the law, and to reason is almost
out of the question. I got a school-house and
tried three times to get a congregation, but the
influence of these kind of Saints has almost put
a seal on the people that is impenetrablt-.
N evcrtheless I am not discouraged, but believe
that truth will prevail and error will be exposed.
Pray for me and the glorious gospel of our God.
I am yours ever truly.
Josrcrn P. KNox.
OAI;: Isr"AND, Bexar County, Texas,
l\1ay 28th, 1870.
H. A. Stebbins, Dea1· Brotlw1·:-We have a
branch of seventeen members, three of whom do
no not live in our community, but of the remainder we have Sunday School every Sabbath when
the weather is fine. Having no house, we hold
our meetings under an arbor made of brush and
poles. We were in hopes to have been able to
build a house by this time, but it is impossible;
nevertheless, we trust in the Lord who cloeth all
thiugs well. We realize the truth of the latler day work, and are greatly comforted and
strengthened by the Spirit, but we wish to
thoroughly understand all the doctrines of the
Church. We are very poor in purse, but rich in
the promises of our precio-us faith, and hope
that the time will come when many more may
be persuaded ·to come out on the side of the
Lord. We have prayer and testimony meetings,
which are seasons of refreshing from the Lord,
enjoyed by all of us. We feel thankful that we
have b(Jen permitted to hear the gospel in its
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purity and that we are in the ark of safety; but
realize that we have greater responsibilities than
ever, and desire the prayers of all God's people.
Many of us ha~e felt the effects of prayer in being healed of infirmities, for which God be
praised.'
We are having a very dry time. This is customary here, everything is on extremes ; we are
too near the Equator to make it pleasant. I
think this country was never intended for farmers.·
Corn on the average is fifteen bushels to the
acre, selling now at eighty-five cents per bushel.
Cotton one-half bale to the acre. Many people
are flocking to Texas thinking to find an Eden,
but those that own farms anywhere else had
b&tter stay there, for they will be very much disappointed coming here. Many people who
have been living here for fifteen or twenty years
have nothing to live on but corn bread and bacon.
At the present time I do not think fifty bushels
of corn could be found in this neighborhood.
Last June we had a very destructive hail-storm
that destroyed nearly all the corn crop of this
country; and this year we had a very severe
drouth at the time of planting, which continued
so long that many could not plant at all; then a
rain-storm came about a month ago, succeeded
by hot, dry weather up to the present time; land
is now so dry and hard that it can not be plowed.
'!'rusting that many more may be brought into
the fold I remain your brother in the gospel.
J OllN BARBER.
KEOKUK,

Iowa, May 28, 187().

Dem• Nephew:- I am at this writing at brother
H. N. Snively's en route for home. I expect to
speak in the Saint's chapel to-night and to-morrow evening, and in Montrose, Sunday, June 1st.
I may call at Burlington on the way. I have
now been away from home since the first of January; have visited many branches of the Church,
and hope have added much to the confirmation
of the Saints in the faith, besides removing prejudice from the minds of the outside world. It is
my intention, as soon as I get affairs in a proper
condition at home, to again go into the field. In
all good faith I subscribe in bonds of love,
WM. B. S:r.nTn.
SAN ANTONIO, Bexar Co., Texas,
May 28th, 1870.
Brethren Joseph and IIen1·y: My pen can not,
(nor could my tongue if I could see you face to
face), describe the privileges and blessings which
I have enjoyed through the teachings of our
dear Herald, and I hope that the Lord may so
direct me that I may be able to make the pay.
ments as long as I live .• Yet I feel it my duty to
say that I have read things from some of the
Elders which I was not pleased with, but felt
wounded in heart. Occasionally they meet with
ministers of other denominations, who, being ignorant of the true rise and progress of the Church
of Christ, are blind to the truth and show forth
a spirit which is not the Spirit of Christ, persecuting and trying to hinder the work of God.
Then, as your humble sister thinks from the expressions she has read, the Elders of Christ have
erred, in holding up such to ridicule, using very
witty remarks, which I do not doubt they deserved, but God so loved the world that he gave
his only begotten Son to die for us, and when he
was reviled he reviled not again, but even wept
over the sins of Jerusalem. What love in his
expression: "Father forgive them, they know
not what they do." They had heaped upon him
every insult and were crucifying him, but he
breathed forth nothing but love and pity for a
sinful world. Brethren, if I have been too tender,
pray for me and forgive me.
Our little branch here are living in love ·and
kindness toward each other, meeting on each
Sabbath, praying and giving our testimony to
the work of grace in our hearts, and also instructing our children in the Sabbath-school. Bro.
Cato's short stay among us was both pleasant
and profitable. May the Lord go with him and
bless him wherever he goes. Bro. Bays has not
preached for us for near two months, being under the necessity of working to support his family. It does not sound very well in our favor,
but we are indeed very poor. None of us wear
the fine hats, ;!lowers, and pin-pack dresses,
·

which the good sister wrote against in the Hm·ald
lately. Nearly all of us have also quit the use
of coffee, which is the Texan's great luxury.
Bro. Bays will not leave us to battle alone any
longer than he can see his family provided for,
which we all know is right. Yet we are not
alone, for God is with us and doth often comfort
and bless us. I feel to ask your prayers for our
beloved brother and Elder, who has been confined to his bed for some time with a pain in his
hip and leg. At times it seems to be paralytic.
He was some better and met with us yesterday,
but walked in pain and was quite lame. I pmy
that God will pour out his blessings with great
power and give you wisdom in directing the af.
fairs of this great latter-day work, and comfort
you in every time of trial. Pray for me, brethren, that I may increase in all the graces and in
the blessings which the Lord has in store for
those who love him. Your sister in Christ,
NANNIE GIFlCOUD.

-----I~~u·

~

liVest Di§t!l:iict.

A conference was held at Stewartsville, Missouri,
June 7th and 8th, 1879 ; J. 'l'. Kinneman, pres. ;
.J. J\ii. Terry and J. S. Constance, clerks.
Branch Reports.-Starfield, at last
present 20, 4 Elders, 1 Teacher; 1 rnr,Hn"P"
letter. German Stewartsville, at last repo1't
;
no changes. Far West, at last report 40, present
48, 6 Elders, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 5 baptized,
3 received by certificate of baptism. D0lans,, z,t
last report 50, present 53, 4 Elders, 3 Priests, 3
Teachers, 1 Deacon; 4 received by letter, 1 expelled. Stewartsville, at last report 75, present
91, 1 Apostle, 5 Elders, 5 Priests, 2 Teachers, 5
Deacons; 12 baptized, 2 received by certificate of
baptism, 2 by letter, 1 ordination, 1 marriage.
St. Joseph, at last report 84, present DG, 13
Elders, 4 Priests, 3 ~t'eachsrs, 3 Deacons; 1 received by letter, 1 by certificate of baptism, 10
baptized, 1 removed by letter, 1 marriage. Center
Prairie, at last report 20, present 1\J, 3 Elders, 1
Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 1 died, 3 ordinations.
incorrect, and refered back to the bro,nch. Pleasant
Grove, at last report 26, present 23, 1 High Priest,
2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 '.l.'eacher, 1 Deacon ; 3 removed by letter.
Elders reported in person: F. 1\ii. Bevins, Wm.
Summerfield, J. L. Bear, T. Hinderks, A. J. Seeley,
D. J. and D. E. Powell, James Wood, A. G.
Weeks, 'J. T. Kinneman, Arnold N esscr, L. W.
Babbitt, S. Butler, Wm. JJewis, J. M.
L. L.
Babbitt, W. T. Bozarth, E.Binstcad, F. C.
and J. Burlington. A. J. Cowden, hs.
Reuben Phillips and 'f. J. Franklin :reported
letter. Priests J. Merriam, J. Ha:rdache:r,
Wood, F. Uphoff, A. J. Blodgett, 1\1. M. Ballinger,
Luther Cook and .Jacob Smith; Teachers H. R
Casto, L. Hoveuga, R. F. Hill, J. S. Constance,
- Headen, M. F. Beebe and C. B. Fox, and DeaconsChas. Faul and Jas. Smith reported in person.
A question as to the right of members to make or
second motion~ was ruled· negatively, though the
right to vote was extended.
The president was authorized to demand the
license of elders not having reported, unless they
give a good l'eason for not doing so.
Two·day meetings were appointccl :1t
June 28th and 29th; St. Joseph, July 12th
13th; Starfield, July 10th and 20th; Stewartsvme,
July 26th and 27th; Fe,r West, August 0th and
lOth, Brn. Bevins, Summerfield, Lewis, Merriam,
Butler, Terry, Burlington, Weeks and Cowden to
fill the appointments.
S. Butler, R. Marchant and J. L. Bear J. H.
Merriam and D. E. Powell; Wm. Lewis
J. T.
Kinneman; F. M. Bevins and Wm. Summerfield;
T. J. Franklin and A. G. Weeks; L. L. Babbitt
and Thos. Worrel; T. Hinderks and J. G. Baur,
were appointed missions in various parts of the
district.
Whereas, certain members fail to attend to their
duty, and set at defiance all authority, and neglect to assemble with the SaintB, and not only
neglect, but positively refuse to aid the canso
either by their presence or means, therefore be it
Resolved that such members be considered in bad

standing ; and after being visited by proper
officers and requested to change their course, and
then they fail to attend to their duty, they shall
be tried for such ncgl€ct and open rebellion, and
disfellowshipped:
Sunday: At 10:30 a.m, the word was ably declared by W. T. Bozarth, from He b. 4: 9; at 2
p.m., sacrament and social meeting; at 8 p.m.,
preaching by J. M. Terry, from Jer. 6: 16.
Adjourned to Delana, August 30th and 31st, 1879.
Sp11·iin~

Riwm· District.

A conference was held at Columbus, Kansas,
May 2<1, 1879; J. T. Davis presiding, 0. P. Sulh ·
erland clerk, pro tem.
The spiritual condition of the Columbus Branch
was reported as not being good. Pleasant View
and Mound Valley branches in a favorable condition.
Branch Reports:-Mound Valley, last report 81,
2 baptized, present 33. Columbus, last report 2\J,
died 1, present 28. Pleasant View last report 68;
baptized 9, received by certificate 1, removed by
letter 5, died 1, present number 72. Center
Creek, no changes. Joplin report returned for
correction. Jacksonville, Indian Creek and a alesburg brancheP, no report.
That the report of committee in the case of
Brother Williams versus Watson be received and
committee continued.
Preaching was had by Elders C. W. Short, D.
S. Crawley, and ~I. T. Short, and a good time
was had.
Adjourned to Mound Valley, August 29th, 187\l.
Phiih:ulc!pJBia Dish•ict.
A conference met in J>hiJadelphia on Sunday,
May 25th, 1879; Wm. Small, president; J. A.
S tcwart, secretary.
Branch Reports.-Philadelphia 49, 6 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher, l Deacon. Hornerstown not
:reported.
Resolved that the Brooklyn Branch, N.Y., be
accept·ed in this district.
Elders Elias Lewis, Asa Copeland and H. Beaumont had no report t.o make. J. A. Stewart, Wm.
Small and Joseph Squire reported.
Adjourned to Philadelphia, August 24th. and
25th, 1879.

AJab[llnJa Dish·ict.
A conference convened at the Butler Branch,
Butler county, Alabama, 1\IIay 3d, 1879; president
G. T. Chute in the chair; W. D. Clark, clerk.
After the opening exercises an hour·was spent
in remarks by brethren Geo. T. Chute, Heman C.
Smith, W. J. Booker, 1<'. Vickery and G. R. Scogin.
1\Iinutea of last conference corrected to read
that G. R Scogin, W. J. Booker and G. T. Chute
reported in person.
Branch Reports.-Butler 25, including 2 Elders,
1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 received by letter.. Macedonia referred back to the branch for
correction. Flat Rock the same.
F. Vickery, the Bishop's Agent, reported for the
six months ending May 3il, 1879: "On hand last
report $8.25, received $11.00, total $19.25; expemled $16.00, balance on hand $3.25.
Heman C. Smith and W. D. Clark were appointed
to audit the Agent's books.
Elders Heman C. Smith, W. J. Booker, G. R.
Scogin, F. Vickery, J. G. Vickery and G. T. Chute
reported, also Priests W. Allen and W. D. Clark,
and Deacon A. Vickery.
Resolved that, in the opinion of this conference,the district conference, or tho district president,
has the right to appoint a court of elders to adjust difficulties in the branches, where a necessity
for such an adjustment exists, bnt where the president appoints a court he should state his reasons
for so doing at the next conference.
Itesolved that the foregoing resolution shall not
interfere with the previous action of branches.
That the district president be requested to visit
the branches and take such action as is necessary
in his opinion for the adjustment of difficulties.
At 7.30 p.m., preaching bY G. T. Chute.
The committee to audit the Bishop's Agent'a
book reported that they found his boo'ks and ro·
port_cort:~Qt.
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Sunday, at 11 a.m., and 1~ p.m., preaching by
Heman C. Smith; at 7.30 p.m., prayer and testimony meeting. Five children blessed by Heman
C. Smith and W. J. Booker. The Friday before
the next conference was appointed as a day of
fasting and prayer for the success of the work in
this district.
Adjourned to Pleasant Hill Branch, August 2d
and 3d, 1879.

§ouUsmEaste:<·n Ohio and '\Vcstm:·n
Yh·~haia

District.

A conference convened at Syracuse, Ohio, April
26th, 1879; David Thomas, president, pro tem;
Thomas Matthews, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Lebanon 22. Minersville 9.
Syracuse 45. Jackson 7. All the same as last
reported.
Elders David ·Thomas, L. W. Torrance, Rice
Williams, David Matthews, Sr .. Wm. T. Davis,
Thomas Matthews and John Harris reported in
person, and Edmund Thomas by letter; also
Priest Lewis Walters and Teacher Daniel Jones in
person.
Thomas Matthews was elected president of the
district for the coming term and David Hopkins
c Jerk.
Preaching at 7:30p.m. by David Matthews, Jr.,
and John Harris in Welsh.
Sunday, at 10 a.m., preaching by Thomas Matthews in English, and David Matthews, Sr., in
Welsh; at 2 p.m., prayer, testimony and sacrament meeting; at 7 p.m., preaching by David
Hopkins and Lewis W. Torrance.
Adjourned subject to the call of the president of
the district through the Herald.

Wyonnilim19 YaHcy DistR·iict
A conference was held at Danville, Pa., May
24th, 1879; Henry Jones, president; Wm. Harris,
secretary.
Branch Reports.-Hyde Park, at last report 30,
IJresent 28, 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 removed by letter, 1 expelled. Plymouth, at last
report 14, present 17, 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Deacon; 1 received by letter, 2 baptized. Danville 9,
2 Elders, 2 Priests; 2 received.
Elders H. S. Gill, Wm. Crumb and Henry Jones,
and Priest Wm. Harris reported in person; James
.Jenkins by proxy, L. D. Morgan, John Edmunds,
1'. A. John, J. R. Griffiths, L. B. Thomas and
Priest Llewellyn Harrison by letter.
Iteport of Wm. W. Jones, Bishop's Agent.: "Received Hyde Park Branch $11.25, Danville ~;i,
previous balance $20.68, total $35.93 ; paid H en:ry
.Jones traveling expenses $18.00, Finance Book
3Gc., balance in hand $17.58."
J',lissions: John Edmunds, Lewellyn Harris,
Wm. Crumb, Wm. Harris, W. W. Jones, L. B.
Thomas, T. A. John, J. R. Griffith, James Jenkins,
II. S. Gill and J. E. Thomas were appointed to
preaching duties in the district.
Sunday.-At 10 11.m., preaching by H. S. Gill
and Wm. Harris; 2 p.m. by Henry Jones; evening by H. S. Gill and Henry Jones.
Adjourned to Hyde Park, August 23d, 1879.

1'\loa·Uucrn lifUiin.ois Dii§t•·ict.
A conference was held at Braid wood, Illinois,
May 31st and ,June 1st, 1879; W. W. Blair, presiding; H. A. Stebbins, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Plano 180, 2 First Presidency,
2 Apostles, 1 High Priest, 10 Elders, 8 Priests, 3
Teachers, 5 Deacons; 2 baptized, 7 removed, 4 ordinations, (1 Elder, 3 Priests), 2 marriages.
Sandwich 63, 1 First Presidency, 2 High Priests,
(one the Presiding Bishop), 1 Seventy, 3 Elders,
1 Deacon ; 5 baptized, 3 received by letter, 1 ordination, a High Priest. Piper City 19, 1 Elder,
1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 baptized, 2 received by
vote. Streator 44, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher,
1 Deacon ; 10 baptized, 1 expelled, 2 died, 3 ordinations (1 Elder, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon). ;Braidwood 60 (9 scattered), 3 Elders, 1 i'eacher, 2
Deacons; 6 baptized. Mission 103, 2 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher; 2 baptized, 1 removed by letter, 2 loss by error in previous reports. Leland,
Amboy, Pecatonica, Marengo, Janesville and Burlington (Wis.), branches not reported.

Bro. Blair spoke of the excellent prospects in
the district for the increase and spread of the
work.
i'he spiritual condition and progress of the following branches were reported by their presidents:
Braid wood by John Kier; ·Plano byiJoseph Smith;
and Sandwich by Henry A. Stebbins; also Hans
Hayer reported the Mission and D. C. Serene the
Piper City branches. Bro. Blair reported what he
knew about Amboy and Streator from recent vieit8.
An appeal by Richard Wooliscroft against the
action of the Streator Branch in his case was presented, the appointment of a committee was ordered, and Joseph Smith, Frank Lofty and M. H.
Forscutt were selected to investigate and report
upon said appeal.
The subject of branch collections or offerings
for the aid of the gospel was talked over.
At 2:30 p.m., the following was adopted, and
the resolution of the General Conference referred
to was ordered to be published with it:
Resolved that the several branches of this district be hereby admonished of the resolution of
of the Church requiring the observance of Paul's
injunction to the Church, found in 1 Cor., 16th
chapter, respecting donations for church uses;
and that the presidents of branches be directed to
present this matter directly to the branclles.
The resolution referred to reads as follows:
"Resolved that the church adopt the order
taught by the apostle Paul in 1 Corinthians 16: I, 2,
"Now concerning the collection for the saints, as
I have given order to the churches of Galatia, even
so do ye. Upon. the first day of the week let
every one of you lay by him in store, as God hath
prospered him, that there be no gatherings when
I come;" and in the Book of Covenants, sec. 59,
par. 2, "Remember that on this, the Lord's day,
thou shalt offer thine oblations, and thy sacraments, unto the Most High, confessing thy sins
unto thy brethren and before the Lord," to raise
money for legitimate church purposes. And that
whereas we, ;the Elders in General Conference
assembled, believe that the church should put
forth a greater effort, financially, than in the
past; therefore be it resolved that we consider it
to be the duty of the Presiding Officers of missions, districts, and branches, to teach the law of
tithing and free-will offerings, presidents of
branches to act as the Bishop's Agents in collecting and disbursing such tithing and offerings,
keeping an account of all moneys received and
forwarding the same to the Bishop to carry on the
work of the ministry, &c."
Resolution adopted by the General Conference,
April 9th, 1872.
Subsequently tho president was authorized to
send instructions to the branch presidents about
the action taken, and about the carrying it into
effect.
The committee in the case of Bro. Wooliscroft
vs. the Streator Branch reported that after considering the documents and letters pertaining to the
case, their opinion was as follows:
1st. That the legal expulsion of a member by
the branch to which he or she belongs is an ex.
pulsion from the Church; but that the member so
expelled has a right of appeal.
2d. i'hat in the case before us, the evidence
clearly shows that the brother appealing was expelled from the church at his own request.
3d. That the branch had a right to grant the
request of the brother to be expelled ; but that, as
the evidence furnished us shows that this request
was made in anger, it would have been better and
wiser for the officers of the branch to have waited
and labored with the brother when his anger
should have abated, and sought to turn him from
his purpose, before resorting to the extreme
measure of expulsion.
4th. From the evidence it is clear to your com·
mittee that the brother making the appeal did
very wrong in defying the branch officers; ~or the
officers of a branch are the representatives of
Church authority, and should be respected and
sustained as such in the legitimate pursuit of their
callings.
5th.-In view of the foregoing considerations
your committee recommend that the brother appealing make confession of error before the b~aneh
for his demand to be expelled, and that on hiS do-

ing this, the braneli forgive aud restore him by
vote to his former standing and office. Respectfully submitted. Joseph Smith, Frank Lofty,
Mark H. Forscutt, committee.
.
The secretary was authorized to furnish the
president of the Streeter Branch with a copy of
the above.
The president's financial report showed that
be had received $19.65 from the district during
four months and had paid out $16 45 in traveling
expenses therein.
'Elders W. W. Blair, Joseph Smith, M. H. Forscutt, H. A. Stebbins, John Kier, .1!'. Lofty, P. Devlin and E. W. Tullidgo reported, also Teacher
James Parks in person and Elder J. Stanley by
letter.
At 7:30pm., preaching by E. W. Tullidge.
Sunday, June lst.-At 9 a.m., a prayer and
testimony meeting; at 10:30 a.m , preaching by
W. W. Blair; at2:30byJosephSmith; at7.p.m.,
by M. H. Forscutt.
Saints from Streator, Piper CHy, Wilton, Braidwood, Mission, Plano and Sandwich.
Adjourned to Amboy, October 25th:and 26t.h,
1879.

.No••UtaEast Missouri Dish·ict.
A conference convened -in the Saints' Chapel
Bevier, Missouri, May 3d, 1879; John Taylor in
the chair; E. L. Page, clerk. Opening prayer by
John T. Phillips. Introductory remarks by Pres.
Taylor, explanatory of the purpose for which we
have met.
Branch Reports.-Bevier, at last report 6\1,
present 64, 9 Elders, 3 Priests, 5 Teachers, 1 Dea·
con; 1 baptized, 1 received by Jetter, 7 expelled,
1 marriage. Hannibal 21, 3 Elders, 1 Priest.
Salt River, at last report 22, present 23, 1 Elder,
1 Priest., 1 Teacher; 1 baptized. Renick 15, 1
Seventy, 1 Elder, 1 Deacon; 1 removed by letter.
Financial Reports.-Bevier,: Receipts $18.02;
previously owed $G.83, ,expended $13 27; now
owe D. D. Jones, clerk, $1.08. Hannibal: Received and disbursed $6.
Elders J. T. Phillips, G. T. Griffiths, D. D.
Jones, Robert Thrutchley, T. D. Rees, J. T. Williams, Edward Bennett, Charles Perry, E. L.
Page, J . .1!'. Thomas and John Taylor reported;
also Priests Frank Mussel and Nelson M. Ridings,
and Teachers Jacob Waltenbaugh and J T. Richards .
John T. Phillips asked why the Huntsville re- ·
port was rejected at last conference. After some
explanations it was ordered that· it be engrossed
on present record as accepted.
A letter and report from Bro. Wm. B. Smith
was read.
Margaret Rowland and John Stott appealed from
the action of the Bevier Branch in expelling them,
and Elders Phillips, Thrutchly and Page were appointed to investigate these cases and report.
Sunday, May 4th.-At ten a.m., a prayer and
testimony meeting, followed by a discourse from
John Taylor. At 2 p.m., a sacrament., prayer
and testimony meeting. The Spirit. of God was
enjoyed. At 7:30 p.m., preaching by Gomer '1'.
Griffiths, followed by John Taylor.
Committee in the cases of Margaret Rowland
and John Stott reported, affirming the decision of
the council. Report accepted and committee dis·
charged.
J. T. Williams' case was spoken upon, and a
resolution passed to request the Kewanee confer·
ence to more satisfactorily adjust the matter.
Bishop's Agent reported: "Received and paid
out $11.07."
The case of Edward R. Evans, formerly of the
now disorganized Coon Creek Branch, who is given
to drunkenne~s, was presented, and it was ordered
that Wm. Hazzledine, president of the St. Louis
District, be notified of the facts, so that he may
take proper action.
"
Adjourned to Salt River Branch, Aug. 2d, 1879.
AtidJ.•CS!'lC®.

James Kemp; Hutchinson Jefferson Co., Colorado.
Joseph Squires, 93 Ralph Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
James Robb, Bishop's Agent for Kent and Elgin
District, is Kimball, Lambton Co., Ontario.
Israel L. ltogers, Sandwich, DeKalb Co., Illinois.
Alex. H. Sm\th1 Andover, Harrison county, Mo.
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CARD OF THANKS.-Allow me on behalf of the
Toronto Branch to thankfully acknowledge the
receipt of $2 50 from Sister Abbie Bristol, of Vineland, New Jersey, $2.35 from Bro. E. D. Norton,
Titusville, Pa., and 50 cents from Brother
Benjamin Bowman, of Day.ton, Virginia, towards
debt on Toronto Church, sent in response to an
appeal made through Herald in April last. Others
feeling equally interested, and havinll;...a desire
and ability to aid in lifting our $1,000 mortgage,
will address me at Plano, Illinois, Box 50, for a
time, and oblige.
J OSEPII LUFF.
INFOB.~IA1'ION WANTED.- A. H. Herke, 1605
Grand Avenue, Kansas City Missouri, would
like tidings of his brother, Chn.rles Herke, aged
2\l years, born Feb. 5th, 1850, in Jena, Sax Weimer, Germany. In May, 1864, he landed in New
Yoi"k with his parents, and that is the last that
Bro. Herke knows of him, therefore if any can
furnish the desired information they would greatly
oblige him.
15 jun 4 t

0DITUARIES.-0bituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words) five cents for each additional eight worda (one line) will be charged; notices of prom
inent Church officials excepted. l\Ioney to accon1pany notice
~iarriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.
llOi'll.

DAWSON.-At Sacramento City, California, June
1st, 1879, to Bro. William N. and Sr. Sarah C.
Dawson, a daughter ; name, Mary Alice; mother
and child doing well.

Died.
IlimDE.-ln the Swan Creek Branch, Saginaw
county, Michigan, February 26th, 1879, Oscar
Benjamin, son of Bro. Andrew and Sr. Mary
Beebe, aged 8 years, 3 months, 4 clays. Funeral
discourse by Ecler Robert Davis.
GREEN.-At Hopkins, Missouri, March 11th,
1870, of typhoid pneumonia, Bro. J<Jdward M.
Green, brother of the late Bro. Hervey Green of
California, and of Sr. 'l'urner of Montrose, Iowa.
He was born at Genoa, N.Y., December lOth, 1817;
obeyed the gospel ordinances, in Michigan, in 1844
or 1845; went to Nauvoo soon after, and west as
far as Council Bluffs with B. Young and party; but,
feeling that he could go no further, he returned to
Michigan. He heard of the Reorganized Church
and joined it at Montrose, Iowa, in 1874.
GRAYBII.L.-AtEight Mile Grove, Pottawatt.amie
county, Iowa, June 1st, 1879, of cqnsumption,
Mary Ann Graybill. Not a member, but a believer in the faith, at the early age of 25 years
and 2 months, she was callecl hence. A husband
and two little ones, a large circle of relatives and
friends mourn her early death. There was a very
large funeral procession. Sermon by Elder Robt.
l\I. Elvin, from Isa. 61: 1.
MuNRo.-At San Antonio, Monterey county,
California, May 20th, 1879, after an illness of
four months, Bro. James F. Monro. He was born
in Edinburgh, Scotland, May 5th, 1820; was baptixed into the Utah Church in 1851 ; went to Utah
with his family in 1855 ; came to California in
1868, and was baptized into the true Church by
Bro. George Adams in 1873.
liANNA.-Killcd in a coal pit, May 5th, 1879, at
Irwin, Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania, Henry
Hanna; aged 53. lie was born in Balymena,
Antrim count.y, Ireland, and joined the BrighamHes in 1848; emigrated to thie country and joined
the lteorganizalion in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
baptized by Elder Jacob Reese, October 3d, 1875.
Puneral sermon by Elder Joseph Parsons. 13ro.
Hannn. was a good and faithful member of the
Church, very much res:nected by a large circle of
friends, a good husband and loving father.
DAVENPORr.-At her residence near Bandera,
Texas, March 16th, 1870, Mrs. Delaware, wife of
Bro. Wm. H. Davenport, aged 32 years, 8 months
and 2 days. A husband and eight children mourn
her loss. While she made no profession of religion, she was honest and sincere ; an afl'ectionate
wife and mother.
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CAHOON . .:.c..At New Tacoma, Washington Territory, March 26th, 1870, of n.bacess on the liver,
Elder H. G. Cahoon. He was born near Cleveland, 0., March 24th, 1820; was baptized at Healdsburg, California, December 21st, 1873, by Elder .J.
M. !'arks; afterwards ordained presiding I~!der over
the Pine Mountain Branch in California, by Elders
J. Adamson and P. C. Briggs. He leaves n. wife
and two children. He was devoted to the cause
of Christ, and died happy and rejoicing in the
hope of the first resurrection. To the last he bore
testimony of the truth of the latter day work gnd
the Book of l'vformon.
BuRROws.- At Bradley Station, Michi!l:an, April
15th, 1879, of putrid sore throat, sister Estella A.
Burrows, niece and adopted daughter of Bro. Ezra
and Sr. Martha A. Burr, aged 13 years, 3 months
and 8 days. She was a dutiful and affectionate
child, beloved by all who knew her. Funeral sermon, May 1th, by Bro Samuel Johnson, of Rees,
Michign.n.
GATROST.-In N orlh Star Branch, Poltawattamie county, Iowa, April 2lsf, 187\l, of measles
and bronchitis, Laura May, dn.ughter of Bro.
Henry and Sr. Emily Gatrost, aged 1 year, 5
months and 7 days. Funer11l discourse by Elder
D. K. Dodson.
ATWELL.-At Ch:nlestown, Greenwood county,
Kansas, October 17th, 1878, Rosa B., daughter of
Bro. A. and Sr. M. A. Atwell, aged 12 days.
CoorER.. -At Luena, Clayton county, Iowa,
December 28th, 1878, the wife of Bro. George
Cooper, aged 63 years, 11 months, and 20 days.
She and her husband (yet living) obeyed the
gospel in England, in 1848 cn.me to America in
1862, went to Utah and there joinerl tho lleorganized Church during the visit of Brn. Briggs
and McCord, and came back to the States with
Bro. D. B. Harrington in 1864.
BREWSTER.-At Leland's Grove, Shelhy county,
Iowa, of membranous croup, January 15th, 187D,
Leonora Brewster, daughter of David and Elizabeth Brewster, aged 4 years, 1 month and 11 clays.
BREWSTER.-Of putrid sore throat and lung
fever, March 8th, 187D, .Joseph Willin.m, so·n of
David and lWzabeth Brewster, aged 6 years, 11
months and Hi days. Funernl servic0 by meier
George Sweet.
HunsoN.-Sr. Laura E. Hudson was born in
Summitville, Madison county, Indiana, November
12th, 1843, and at the same place was baptized in
August, 1861, by Br. G. Rarick, confii·med by Br.
W. W. Blair. She died at midnight, May 6th,
187\l, at Lamoni, Iowa. She truly lived by the
gospel, as her life anu actions testitled. Her dying
words were, "Give my love to all the Saints, and
tell them I died in the gospel." She was an affectionate wife, a kind and loving mother, a true and
f9jthful sister in the church. By her two sweet
children we have laid her body to rest in the graveyard that it was her privilege to name "Sweet
Home." We feel thn.t her spirit is now with them
in the paradise of our blessed Redeemer. May
her husband and children emulate he:r ; then will
they rise with her in the resurrection of the just.

Pcl'i'iona.l. Appearance of §t. Paul
and the Savio1·.
M. Th-I€zieres' doubt of the authenticity of M.
Renan's description of the personal appearanc'e
of St. Paul appears to have set the Paris bookworms at w01·k delving among the works of the
early Church Fathers. The result is not only the
justification of Rcnan, but a good many curious
discoveries, of which the following are perhaps
the most notable. St. Clement, of Alexandria,
thus sketches the Savior: "J esua had no beauty
of face; his person offered no physical attractions;
he only possessed beauty of soul, which is the
true bca!'lty." "St. Irenmus, a disciple of St.
Polycarp; who was a disciple of St..John, wrote
that his master had often heard the beloved disciple say that the hair of .T esus had already turned
while when he began his mission."
INDUSTRY-SLO'rH.-lt is with US
with other
!hings in nn.tu1·e, which by motion are preserved
iu their native purity and perfection, in their
sweetnesP, in their lustre-rest corrupting, debasing and defiling them; if the water runneth, it
holdeth clear, sweet and fresh; if the air :be fanned by winds it is pure and wholesome-but from
being shut up, it groweth thick and putrid; if
metals be employed, they abide smooth and splendid-but lay them by, and they soon contract,
rust; if the en.rth be belabored with culture, it
yieldeth com-but lying neglected, it will be
overgrown with brakes and thistles, and the better the soil _is, the ranker weeds it will produce;
all nature is upheld in its being, order and state
by constant agitation; every creature is incessantly employed in action conformable to its designed
end and use; in like manner the preservation and
improvement of our faculties depend on their conduct and wholesome exercise.
---~@-H---

TI!E NNCESSITY OF TRUE KNOWLEDGE.-Nature
never errs-she cannot; and man's doings with
her partake of this certainty. He may therefore
rely on what he uoes, providing all the points tue
understood; otherwise, with some understood and
?the:rs not, he may be disappointed, as the bearmgs may be~ different from what he imagined.
Nature never imagines; she is truth, fact alone;
This is encouraging. This carries out a man successfully, in all enterprises whatever and forever;
he need but be true to the princi pies; keep them
ever cn.refully in view, and never deviate. An
educated man knows this and acts accordingly;
the masses do not. It is hap·hazard with them,
more or less, and disappointment generally in the
ratio of hap· hazard.
Kind worcb are tho brightest flowers of earth's
existence; they make a very paradise of the humblest home that the world can show. Use them,
and especially round the fireside circle. They are
j cwels beyond price, and more precious to heal the
w~u!ldecl heart,< and m!!.ke the weighed-down
spn1t_glad, than a.ll the other blessings the world
can gwe.

Pictures.

1\l, A:, A,

KRUSE.-Near Barnard, Missouri, May lOth,
I ha;o now ready 11 group picture of the authorities of tho
1879, Kirsten Kruse, aged 71 years and 17 cbys. Church, tho First rresidoncy, the Apostles and the Bi•hopric,
Funer:tl sermon by Elder Charles Williams.
with Joseph and I-Iyrnm 1 the martyrs, eighteen in number, all
pla~ed

Fmsr A TRIAL-TIIEN A BLESSING.-Ah, what a
world is this, with its doubts, pains and sorrows,
that ever encompn.ss us about on every hand. Yet
the great God pushes the sunshine through the
intervals, to keep the heart from breaking at the
moment it is most severely tried. When the world
was darkest, when sin hn.d set its ugliest seal upon
everything-then, and not until then, the Savior
with his bow of hope appeared on Earth, to light
us to a setter land beyond the reach of evil; there
r.o remain safe, safe in the land of everlasting rest.
Yes, so it is ever, if v,:e but knew it-a great trial
first., to teach us by comparison, the joy of being
blessed-for without this comparison there could
be no blessing at all vouchsafed to suffering mortals.

He that runs againE t nme has an antr.gr·n:2t not
subject to casuallic~.

in order on a card for framing. Price one dol1ar each,
or In clubs of eleven for ten dollars. Size of card 14x17
incl1cs. Sample copies, album size, sent by mail for fifteen
c~nts.

Atldress,

J. IL MERRIAJioi,
Stewartsville, DeKalb Co., Mo.

------·

1 July 79.
lJ(jJj- I.oo lr Here.-A mark opposite this notice will In
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Remitt~n~es ar~ desired~ Attention is called to the notice giving
full ms·,ructwns about how, and to whom to send all money

ordors, and business letters as recently advised.
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THE SAINTs' HERALD Is published SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plano,
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is editod by JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEDJHNS. $2.15 per
year. All remittances, orders, and business communications
intended for the office of publication, must be directed to
Henry A. Stebbins, Bo!» 50, Plano, Kendal! Ci>., llls. Money
ma:j' be sent Draft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano, by
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SAW ANO'i'IIER AKGEL
*, IIAVING TITE EVBRLAS'l'I~G GOSl'BJ,·'l'O PREACH TO 'l'IIEM TIIA'l' DWEJ,J, ON THE EARTH**, SAYING,
FEAH GOD, AND CliVE 0LOHY •ro liDf, FOR TITE HOUR Ol" 1-Irs JUDG11EN'l' IS Cmm."-HBV. 14: G-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM 'rrm.OUCU.I 'THY 'l'RU'l'II; 'J'HY WoRD IS TRU'l'IT."-JBSUS; JoHN 17:17.
.
"HEARKEN '1'0 'l.'IIE \VORD OJ" THE LORD, FOR TIIERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT In~ ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MOitMON; JACOB 2:6.

"I
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, JULY 15, 187.9.

No. H.

As v, woman, she was chaste and retiring. also in others through whom, she "being dead
Yet when wrongs were perpetrated against her yet speakcth," shall inspire thousands more to
0~ TilE DE.\TII OF
family, her sex, her friends, or her faith, she look beyond man to Him whose infinite love
MRS. EMJ'viA 13IDAMON,
was bold, intrepid and public spirited. On was her dearest theme in life, her joy and
lV{fe of JII(t;jor Lewis G. Eiclamon, of Ntmvoo, Ill., such occasions, she maifested a leading spirit hope in death, and who will be the giver of
the crown of life we are assured she will wear,
of a very high and commanding order.
,
·
.formerly
As a wife, she was all that grand old Saxon when She stands beside her martyred loved
WIFE AND WIDOW OF TfiE PROPHET JOSEPH SMITH:
word signified, with the Anglican idea super- one, who went before, among the bright galaxy
Delit'ered at Plano, fll., June 15th, 1879,
added-she was a help-meet for man. She of those who "came up through great tribulaBY ELDEH l'IIARK H. FORSCUTT.
answered our best, our highest, our holiest tion, and made their robes white in the blood
,
.
conception of the All-wise Creator's design in of the Lamb."
rho sorvi.ccs were commenced by tLc sing- forming the sacred relationship, which makes
If any think I eulogize her too highly,
ing of: hymn 835, Saints' Harp, to tho tune of a wifely woman a necessity of man's complete please withhold your judgment until you shall
"Rest.'" After this, lmder Henry A. Stebbins existence. She was the crown and glory of a have viewed her in some of those strange scenes
who occupied the stand with H!dor J11 orscutt, husband's honor, the solace and comfort of a in which she appears as a principal actor, or
husband's homo; his just pride and dearest as the su:frering one whom tho javelin of hate
.rr
d
ouere a prayer, w11icl1 was very appropriate
treasure.
so cruelly pierces to the v&ry soul, when it rcand full of feeling. Hymn 850 was then sung
As a mother, she towered far above most of bounds from·him against whom it is launched
to music comppsed and arranged for the new her compeers. To those who lived only on in fury. As the "highly favored among women"
tune book. At the close of the service, the tho plane of an abject selfishness, she was ever sank when "the sword pierced he'r heart.," at
choir sung hymn 882, also set to music for the n,n enigma unsolved. Not less may we rever·. the bloody scene on Calvary, bufrose again to
new tunc book. Members of the choir of tho ence her-if reverence in any degree may be comfort, advise and strengthen the dear onr 8
paid to mortals--not less may we esteem her 1 her divine Son loved, so arose again the noble
rwighboring Baptist church, kindly assisted in this regard-we who are members of the wife of the martyred prophet, honored of God,
the Saints in tho singing.
Church of Christ-than we esteem the mothers beloved of his people, a contender for the "old
TEX'l': Psalm 18: 14.·--"For this God is our God who in earlier times gave birth to a Moses, a paths," a reprover of sin, a condemner of the
for ever and over; he will ue our guicte even Samuel, a J olm; or in later times, to a J oscph, wicked practices which have made Israel's
unto death."
her first noble husband; while as citizens of hosts a hiss and a by-word, instead of being
I do not expect to dwell on the text I have the world, members of the common family of participators in that "favor and grace in the
chosen, but rather to make the history of the man, wi.l 1m1y esteem her as worthy to be classe<l eyes of the people" which the Lord promised
d<'!ar one whom to-night we commemor:.~tc :1 with those noblo women who gave to civiliza. on condition of their obedience to his law.
commentary on the truth contained within it. tion a Constantine, a Mclancthon, a ·washing·
She was born in Harmony, Susquehanna
, Sister Bidamon, familiarly and affectionate- ton., a Wesley, a "Watts, or a Lincoln.
county, Pennsylvania, on the lOth day of July,
Jy known to the Church of Christ as ''Sister
VV hile living, she was one for whom we 1804, and died on the 30th day of April, 1879,
ICmma," is gone Lo her rest, and we have as- who knew her, and knew her but to· love or in the seventy-fifth year of her age. · She was
sembled to pay a farewell tribute to her admire, entertained n, deep and strong affection. the daughter of lsaac and Elizabeth Hale.
memory.
Now, she is go.ne; but her memory lives, and
Very early in life, she gave evidence of
At the time of her decease she was the is enshrined among the memories of the that devotional ·spirit which has marked her
wife of :Major Lewis C. Bidamon, of f'ar-fttmcd "blessed among women," as the memory of cou·rse ever since, and commanded alike the
and, to tho deceased, dearly beloved Nauvoo. one who was ripe in the excellencies of human attention of friends and foes. She was a memShe was united to him in marriage by the nature. U ntamished let her name go down ber of a class "in the M:. E. Church when only
Rev. 'William Hana, of the l'\1:. K Church, on to posterity yet unborn as the name o.f one seven years old. A missionary spirit was
Dec. 27th, 1817-just three and a half ycors henceforth and for ever blessed.
hers from her birth. While thus a child,
:tf'tcr the cruel martyrdom of her first hus'Those who fill well the sphere in which seeking the IJord, she had her secret retreats
band, the prophet Joseph Smith, JTor over Providence places them, deserve tho thanks of for prayer and communion with him. It is
thirt.y-one years he who is now afflicted
the race; for each good deed performed gives said by a relative of the family, that her f;tthm;,
his sad bereavement enjoyed the
and each good thought expressed Mr. Hale, was at this time a Deist., It is
tone to idt)al manhood and womanhood; further said by him, that while she was one
companionship with one of the
nature's noble women. He appreciated
and even
such deeds be unknown out- day in one of her sacred retreats, pouring out
highly her exalted worth. Often have
sido the circle of home, and such thoughts her soul's aspirations to her God, her father
thought of his strong denunciation of somo in unhettrd or unread
any outside the circum- approached, unseen by her, and listened to the
Utah, who maligned her because she
scribed limits in
tho thinker moved, wailings of her young heart in his behalf.
what she believed to be the iniquities
thoy
add to tho
of good to the He was held to the spot by the magnet of her
sy~tem-o,r~en, and especial_ly
d? I 1 race; and in i_mp;·eseing
moulding cbarac- fervor and love. He who. r~cognized not in
i;•nnk of ms voluntary testimony
me tnat.
work for 1ts Improvement.
the lowly Nazarene the D1vme Son of God,
6 'she was one of the noblest and best women
whose absence we deplore to. :night, has beard his little child praying in that sacred
,that ever graced the earth." I am sure that
yet certainly impressed the stamp of name, praying for her fa:ther too. His proud
while we rejoice in her present exaltation, we moral excell.enee upon thousands who knew heart was broken; his obdurate will was consympathize with him in his great Joss. May her not; and her exalted ideal of right, and quered; his soul was melted in tenderness
God in mercy sanctify that loss to his eternal.!! duty, and love, manifested in womanly and before his God, and he became a convert to
,gain.
almost divino tenderness in her own lifo, and Christianity. Often, says thi!:l relative, in

COMMEMORATIVE DISCOURSE,
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after years, was he
to attribute to her civil law of Christian lands. Hence in the
prayer his awakening from the sin of unbe- foUowing October, by tho providence of God,
lief, and his conversion to the doctrine of the she sees him whose name she is to bear.
ll!essiahship. Not only docs the "effectual fer- Joseph
anarncBinccknowninncadyall
vent prayer of the righteous man avail much;" the civilized world for good or for ill, in fl<lfilltestimony oi' early days,
but as "out of the mouths of babes and suck- ment of tho
lings God hath perfected praise," her pleading came to board at her father's Lou"e, aCid I,Gvc,
with God prevailed.
as God's messenger, scaled their fate.
Strong and true in her afrcctions, her noble
As our departed sister obtains hol' chief innature would not allow her to rest contented, terest to the Church and to the world, as the
r;olfishly and alone, with her religious experi- wife of "The :M:odorn Prophet," and as Madam
ence. She had faith in her God; that faith Rumor, with her malicious aud busy tongue,
she employed for the conversion of others. has dared to assail even the character of
'l'hey were necessary to her own happiness. this woman of spotless integrity, I think it due
She wanted others to know "what a dear Sa- to her that l hero state bridly the history of
vior she had found." 0 !] that we and our the circumstances which introduced her and
children wore more like her in this respect. Joseph to each others.acquaintancc.
She made no ostentatious display of this
It was rumoretl that in earlier times, a htrgo
however; but laid it in her child-like
amoun~ of silver oro was extracted from the
beautiful simplicity before l1im
earth
.Harmony, Susquehanna county,
promised that his people shall be
by r;omc Spaniards. From this
the day of his power.
vast sum~ of money, taking with
Gifted by nature wit.h a logical
them what they needed, and cadtin,rJ the reinspirational in her genius, it is not
mainder in a cave, which they covered up
thai; she was also progressive in :!llith, nor
from tho ohflervation of others. It having
she soon passed beyond the latitude of her been asserted that oi:w of these parties had
earlier convictions. A yearning which hun- divulged the secret, the rumor found
dreds and thousands have felt, and which
among whom was a M:r.
thousands more will yet feel, for the gn1nd
Stowell, a resident of
unfoldmcnts of truth as reflected ft'om the
Now York.
:<postolic
of earlier
Snd.th had
scssed her
arftl. wbile
to
he had seen a vi~ion;
the strong faith of these earlier years, her na"
either able or willing to repeat
t u.re refused .to he stultified by tho prohibitions
mony
correctly
magnified this it~to a prean unprogressive theology. She longed for
the completeness of that gospel whose rays tense to be able to discover secrets hidden in
wore reflected in beatific splendor by the !lark the earth. Contrary to the testimony of' his
waters of Galilee, and which left a pathway of enemies, whose veracity at bes1; is very queslight from the stable in tho city of David tionable, as can be readily proven, if necessary,
through city, town, and hamlet, and by tho Joseph from necessity was a hard-working
lonely wayside, wherever the Master went, till farmer's son; and the boys wore comp:Jllcd to
on l\1ount Calvary it penetrated earth's interior, labor away from homo, the fimn being insuHiand with convulsive throes rent her heart cicnt to provide for a large family. Hearing
ofthis and of Joseph's asserted ability to dissunder.
Nor wore these longings vain. The time cover lost and hidden treasures, Jliir. Steal
approached when she would experienccJ their sought him, and after being undeceived as to
fulfillment. Their realization cost the glorious his pretensions, hired him as a common laborer,
t\ough lowly N~zarene his earthly life, and his and sent him to the supposed locality of the
chosen twelve theirs, too; canst thou, l~mma, hidden treasures to work with his "other
delicate lily by the water's edge, endure what hands.'' Before starting, J oscph tried to di.s
these stalwart fishermen, these rovers of the suadc Mr. Steal from the undertaking; but
seas suffered? If thou wouldst share the failed. Arriving there, as "the hands" were
honor of their missionary labor, thou must bear all placed out to board, J oscph was assigned to
the sorrows which fall to the sad lot, of a l\Ir. Isaac Hale's and hero it <was he met his
future wife. After continuing in this oecumissionary's wife. It will cost
holdest do11r. ]~von thy
thou p::ttion for nearly a month, he was more satisfied
hast loved so fondlv. and for
faith than ever of the utter inutility cf t~.c effort, and
in prayer prevaibl with God, will
with finally persuaded Mr. Stoal to Jisc0ntinue it.
n;inglcd sorrov1 and distrust upon thee. But This labor commenced in October, 1825, when
thy God will
thee, bra,ve heart; Joseph was in his twentieth year.
fot' tl1.on rnust fill
'I'he E.trong and
earHol'
table
God, to fit thee for
00ming years. r~~1anifest
counsellor :md
of a prophet shalt
thou be; and thy seed shaH meekly
tially fill the place assigned
operation, involve the
bassadors from the court on high
experienced employer far more
tbee and him whose name thou shalt be:w; .for j than
involve the character of his mission,
the purpose of God according to cleot.ion must or the truLb of his testimony-they are really
stand. (}od will be
guide even ur~to death.
of serious notice. Yet as it was
J.
lO!h,]
has come anti
l£mnm
to the f~\Ct of his being so employe:!
is
years of
made the desirable acquaintance of
her own choice be
to
beloved one who is tho
of my

or

offering to-night, I could not do less than
briefly notice the circumstance.
When Joseph was :first known to be seeking Emma's companionship, (for there is little
doubt but they had each other's love from
the first), no objections were urged against
his suit. But when messages of hate, moral
birds of ill-omen, commenced to warble their
weird strains, backed by seemingly pious entreaties to the parents to save their daughter
from an impostor's lures, the tide of feeling
turned so strongly against Joseph and Emma,
that, had not Gotl's hand and her own just
sense of right sustained her, and her strong:
love supported her, as others have done under"
trials far inferior to hers, slHJ must have submitted to tho voice of friends rather than to
the truer voice of her own pure heart.
praised be God, and honored be her
fidelity, her barque of faith in him she knew
bettor than they all, freighted as it was with
tho strong love of two human souls, weathered
the ·storm of their ful'y, and to tho future
Church of Christ was secured a mother in Ismel of unquestioned and unquestionable integrity, of unwavering fealty, of daring countgc,
of sterling worth.
Faithful in life, tmnin death, she is M1 cnsamplc to !.he maiden, an honor to wom~mkind. .Fier name will
live among the names of tho mothers in Israel, through whom the lineage of l:hc priest ..
hood was transmitted to human kind, when
the memory of her maligncrs shall be forgot,.
ten; and of her seed it shall be said, 'J'hcso
are they whom the Lord hath blessed--advo ..
cates of' the cross of Christ, defenders of the
faith, the descendants of those whom the Lord
ehose to introduce his marvelous work.
A little more than one year after J oscph's
acquaintance with Emma, Mrs.
the
mother of Joseph, speaking of him
rna in her autobiography, says, "Joseph called
my husband and myself aside, and sai.d, 'I
have concluded to get married, and if you
have no objection to my uniting myself in
marriage with Miss Emma Hale, she would
be my choice.' \Ve \':ere pleased with his
choice," writes Mrs. Smith, "and not only
consented to his marrying her, but requested
him to bring her home with l>im and live with
us."
Need I urge that this presents an aUrae[,.
ive picturo of home life in this traduced farnily, which speaks volumes for the method or
traininf!; that the children had been subjectetl
to? N ced I further urge that it is of itself a
refutation of the slander so often in earlier
repeated, after unconscionable and wickmen had first set it. afloat on the
waves of rumor-that the Smith family was a
Ilenr it, ve w"ho ha.'h~
on their devnt Gd.
own better
natures answer the question,
I not been
deceived in reference to these people? 'l'hink
of it, yo liberal n::.inded ones. Is this the way
in which profligate children of twenty-one
years of age seek counsel of disreputable parents, or is it the execution of the command,
"Honor thy father and thy mother," -the
policy of the peacemaker, the dutiful, the
obedient, the upright ·e If your judgment af~
firm not my own in this matter, then will I
pray as now that God will open your spiritual
and moral vision, that obedience and honor
may be rightly appreciated by you.
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:1\h. s~oal was the mutual friend of the who made them one in heart resting graciousHales and Smiths; as such, l~mma deBired to ly on them, as they delight in the harmonics
visit him. .J oscpb, doubtless as lwr escort, of peace and love in the mansion prepared for
went and brought her to Mr. Stoal's home at them in the Father's kingdom, perform their
South Bainbridge.
During this (rip he allotted d utios in their spirit home, or lovinglearned cf the bitterness of feeling
ly roam amid tho glowing beauties of their
him, anu on this discovery based his subse- lovely nbolle, they look upon their trials past,
quent actioiJ., in which some inconsistent and as troubles light as air. I can cycn now
meddlesome busy Lodi0s charge him with steal- lw~;:_mc;--u,u! is it imagination only?-! pering his wife.
~ro set t.bis iJlc and
of the fullness of joy with
ruuwr at retlt, permit me, in the interests of
luxuriate in tho love so chequered
tito departed, to atate what Eccm to bo tho by heart-rending eircumstance of life below,
!acts in the case.
and as the reminiscences of tho past brir;g up
On leaving her home lo Vl:;!L Mr.
sad
on which we can only past a passing
}<junna dcelarcd while living, that she had no
in unavailing sympathy, I seem to see
thoughts of then marrying, although she had
and hear ascending like the sound
decided that .Mr. Smith should be her i'Llturo of ~>welling tones of victory, one grand unison
husband. I say it with care, and I am sure of "Hallelujah! Praise to Him who deeth all
that hundred<> who knew hcr--non-membcrs things
"and who, in the joy vf the present
of the Church as well as members--will en- hath
a more than abundant recompense
dorse my statement, that, her single testimony for
sorrows of the past. Sing on, ye rei:'l worth more than a hundred testimonies of deemed ones, sing j I hope some day to join
the scribblers who have wriltt:m against the in your grand hallelujah chorus, and take a
Smiths, either f;Jr money, from spite, or part, !.hough lmmblc it may be, with the
through religious intolerance. Heliablc gen- Uhureh our God commissioned you to organize,
tlemen of the press who knew her, ofl]cial when heaven's high vaults shall ring with the
gentlemen who have had oecasion to visit; or glorious anthem, "Amen: Blessing, and glory,
correspond with her, all the bettn class of and wisdom, and tl1anksgiving, and honor, and
her neighbors and residents of Nauvoo--even
and might, be unto our God for ever,
th'J enemies of her husband--have bcC'n f'orucd
"
to ofbr a meed of praise to het· who wa~ a!The uniting her lot with that of J osoph
ways noted lor probity, honor, integrity, intel- Smith wv,s not undertaken without a compre·
hension of the fact that our sister was forfeitligcnec, and veracity.
While visiting at Mr. Steal's, Joseph ing her good name in the world, but she had
pressed his suit, and solicited marriage before counted the cost, and love led her on to her
:,;he returned to her home. l\Ir. Stoal-think strange destiny. News of her marriage was
of it, kind fi·iends who }Jave been deceived by transmitted to her parents, and an invitation
the treasure seeking enchantment story-lYir. subsequently sent to her husband and her to
Stoa.l urged the propriety of her consenting to return to the vicinity of lier former home.
Mr. Smith's solicitation. If she returned They <t1fterwards removed there, and on a
home to marry there, H would involve trouble small fium near her father's abode, waged
with her i'amily, as they were now bitterly early some of the fierce battles of life.
prejudiced against him. She was twenty-two
.P,_t the time of her marriage with Mr.
and a half years old, and legally had the right Smith, he had not yet secured the plates, but
to determine this question for herself. Mr. obtained them the following September.
Smith was now past twenty-one. The union When the appointed time arrived for him to
was approved by his parents, and her friends obtain them, l~mma accompanied him and
in the neighborhood.
returned with him the following morning'
She discovered also, by visiting whore he in Mr. Knight's wagon, after Joseph bad seiived, that the rumors afloat against him cured the plates and safely hidden them about
were untrue-the result of impious denunci- three miles from his home. He had now
ation of those ~piritual manifestations in been entrusted with them, hut was warned by
which he believed. She remembered, too, the heavenly messenger who gave them into
that no opposition was made against him by his charge that an efforb would be made to obcvcn her own kindred only on the basis of the tain them from him by force, and he must
rumors she had proven to bo false--and she be very c:aroful in his movements respecting
consented. On the 18th day of January, them. The seership was conferred upon him,
1827, they were married by ]jsquire TarbelL however, and the interpreters thereof were
So we perceive that the whole story of the brought by him to his home, and carried con"runaway marriage" is but another of the tinually with him. Into these he frequently
false rumors set afloat by Satan and hitJ fol- looked to ascertain the safety of the sacred
lowers, in fulfillment o~ the prediction of the I trea_sure. I~ear~ing that .a m,ob of ten or
angel, "Thy name shall be known for
or twelve men, w1th one \V!llara Chase, then
evil in all the world," and of the
a deacon of a
at their head,
legacy, '''l'hey shall
all manner of evil
to commit highway
against you."
Honored be the name Rnd
obtain the plates, J1Jmma
memory of ,Joseph and
for the
liJ aced on in haste to inform
.effort. to prevent family
was there working for a lYir.s.
timely marriage), and
a welL
Joseph enquired
to allow man "to
found the plates
joined together."
but
danger. He accordingTwo grand and noble souls, sorely tried on ly
and secured them, though waylaid
earth, they arc doubtleEs reunited now in Par- and attacked three successive times. Here
adise, where cruel separations can no more Emma's
was opportune, and through
come. Thcre, basking in the Emnlight of tho whole of her history, as we should diso:wh other's joy, nnd with tbJ smile of .Him cover had we time to examine it fully, she
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proved herself to be a wife in all the broad significance of that almost sacred name, thus,for, until modern society introduced the facilities for divorce, which have since reduced
marriage to the common level of a merely legal
contract, to be severed at the whim of either
party, on pretext fearfully trivial,-the name
was suggestive of sacred relationship.
In the farm house adjacent to her father's
home in Pennsylvania, to which Emma and
Joseph had removed, she wrote at her husband's dictation, while he translated the record.
I have examined the original manuscript, and
noticed her womanly hand writing. Martin
Harris bad formerly been acting as scribe for
him; but he bad no scribe now, save Emma,
and she continued to be his amanuensis until,
in tho providence of God, Oliver Cowdery
went and released her. While living there,
Joseph's parents visited them, nnd from the
kindly manner in which his mother speaks of
her father's family, naming them each one, it
would seem that amity had been restored between them. In her history, she says, ''The
time of our visit with them, we passed very
agreeably." But she was· a noble, christian
woman, and spoke well of all of whom her
conscience would permit her to so speak.
Would that all were more like her in thi~
rc!!ard.
',Joseph was not permitted however, to remain here long in peace. He was doing the
Master's work, and the Master's enemy stirred
up bitter hatred against him, which his devoted
wife shared. They removed to Manchester,
then to Macedon, then to Waterloo. These
conntant removals prevented Emma from enjoying and being, for any definite period, the
mistress of a home; but her love for her husband enabled her to bear her deprivation
with calm resignation.
At Waterloo, she
employed herself so assiduously in manufac-·
turing clothing, and chiefly out of raw material, to clothe the first J{]lders with who had
been commanded by revelation to take a mission to :Missouri, that she went far beyond
her strength, and the result was a serious
sickness.
Joseph, soon afterwards, was commanded to
go to Kirtland, Ohio. Thither she accompanied him, enduring suffering througlJ. her
delicacy of. health; but manifesting through
it all a courage to dare, a patience to endure,
and a zeal to execute, which put to shame the
murmuring ones, and made them regard her
as almost invincible. Noble woman! Thou
descrvest well of Latter Day Israel. Though
thy quiet and retiring disposition concealed
thy virtues while thou wert Jiving from the
thoughtless gazer, they were not hidden from
the observing ones; they shall yet be more
widely known, and generations to come shall
recognize thy truest worth.
Months roll by. Missionaries are in the
field. The vineyard of the Lord is beginning
to bear precious fruit, The work commenced
in weakness is accumulating strength. The
power of godliness is again gladdening the
hearts of men. The power of God has been
manifested in supernatural gifts; but as of
old when the Sons of God came, Satan came
also. Satan has given his gifts; but the man
of God has met him, detected him, exposed
his workings, and given keys of detection to
the Elders by which they might detect him
hereafter. He m~me as an angel of light, but
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he was baffled, defeated. H.e is angry now. His wife saw him and fainted at the hideous such experiences as thine, mother, could adapt
The battle has commenced in solemn earnest- sight. He stepped on one sido"and at his re- thee to give to the Church such a son.
ness. The crucible will soon be heat,cd-who quest a blanket was thr:;'>m out to him and
"God moves in a mysterious way,
His wonders lo perform."
can enduro?
the door closed. He
himself therein
When ;Joseph and J•imma uwved to Kirt .. and then entered tho
Tho whole
In their earlier visit, Sister Whitney W&S
land, in JJ'ol.H'u:.try, 1831, they were the wel-l night was spent in
the tar frmn him especially kind to Emma, and doubtless would
corned guests of Brother and Sister Whitney. and in washing and
hi w. Thus have been so at this time had not Satan putjt
:But early in the following fall, in September, pac:sed the preparation for the
On into the heart of her aunt to prevent it; but
they moved to Hiram, and became tho .guests tho following day, Sunday, among the congro- in this as in all cases where be attempts to
of l<'athor Johnson.
gation who gathered to worship, were some of measure arms with the Almighty, his zeal
During the winter, the work of God
tho leaders of tho mob.
Yyeak and afilictcd, frustrates his purposes. The wisdom of God
:.tml Satan found willing tools to try
stop m:.trred and disfigured as Joseph was, he stood is greater than the cunning of the adversary.
Hs progress. On the 25th of the following and preached tho gospel of salvation to these His covenant of elecLion shall stand and none
JYiarch, after they had retired to rest, and mobbers, and in the afternoon baptized three can hinder. Praise ye the Lord! Laud him,
while Joseph was sleeping soundly, he was preeious souls ·into Christ. What must have ye his people.
awakened by hearing his wife cry "liiurdor," been the reflections of his terrible persecutors
Interesting though it would be,. I yet must
'when he found himself being crowded out at will not be :revealed to us all till the day of not detain you with descrihing the various
the door by about a dozen ruffianly men. Ito- judgment. But in the calmness with which scenes through which our beloved sister passed
si;stance t~vailod not, though attempted. They his magnanimous soul presented the word of in the strange vicissitudes of settlement and
were too strong, nnd threatened him with life, he achieved a glorious triumph; and his exodus, at different periods of lter. ~ventful
death if fu;:ther attempted. Throttling
noble wife, amid all her trials, had thereby history, and her history is so interwoven with
until he lost his breath, but not his conscious- another evidence of the value of her faith, and the history of the Church, and especially with
ncsa, they dragged him along away from the tho nobility of soul of him whom she after- that of her husband, that to narrate one, is,
house. On tho way they passed Elder Uig- wards declared to be her crown. ·
in a degree at least, to describe the other; but
Jon, lying upon the ground, seemingly dead.
A few days after, on April 2nd, J osoph I pass the intervening periods of the terrible
'.!'he actors in this brutal affair, were some of started fo1· Missouri. During his absence, trials in Jackson County, by which the syrr:them preachers of a gospel, and some of them J!1mma lived at Kirtland, alternately with the pathies of her noble nature and the symp:::~
have been conspicuously before the wodd families of R. Cahoon, Dr. \Villiams, and J. thies of the Church and the honorable men of
:;;ince then, one of them, it is
senior. He returned in Juno and then the world were aroused, and come to the year
dent of a coilogo or Theological
this absence the of sad expcyiences-cip,htccn hundred and
man of seemingly meek and quiet demeanor.
u,J to-night, and thirty-eight.
l,ike tho highway robbers and assassinll who
mourner
for his noble mothe·r, was
After a two months' journey of upwards of
waylaid J·oseph, doubtless
to kill born; on tho Gth
of November, 1832. a thousand miles, in the winter season, which
him :.nd secure the plates-the
t1utt he Her husband had
·
with was necessary to escape tho bitter enmity
never possessed them is a more modem inven- Ilishop Vfhitney for her to have a home at hate engendered again~t them in Kirtlans],
tion; for oven the enemies then believed he his house dming Joseph's
and he and Joseph, Emma, and family arrived at l''a,r
h:td them, and they were willing to stain t}wir the Bishop had jointly so instructed her. West, Caldwell County, 1\lissouri, on March
l1ands with blood to obtain them for their real After tho terrible experiences at Hiram they 14th, 1838, enduring affliction and persecuor supposed intrinsic value,-like them I re- deemed this necessary, as the mob spirit so tion by the way, as soon as they were known.
peat, theso murderous ass[ti!ants at
horribly rife there, rendered the wife of the vVhen they arrived in Missouri, they were
were ready to testify under oath i.n any form prophet unsafe. So instructed, she with"diffi- personally acquainted only with such of the
against Joseph Smith, to hide their own crimi- culty made her way to Itirtland. The hus- Saints as had left the. Eastern States; but to
nality. Yet the testimony of such men, mob- bands of the two women were absent together the inhabitants they were principally stranocrats, and robbers as they were, has been on a mission, it was eminently proper their gers, especially to their persecutors, "and yet
eagerly sought after and employed to over· beloved ones should dwell together too. An they had fled from their ·home in Kirtland,
throw the work of God in these days. In aunt of Irlrs. Whitney was visiting with
Ohio, to Missouri, as to a refuge, to find tLat
days of old, Moses and the prophets were not however, and though Emma had been there there a reward of one thousand dollar3 bad
employed to meet Christ and tho early Apos- only about two hours, resting after her fatigu- been offered for "the Prophet's scalp.
tles; nor have scriptural
been em- ing journey, this aunt advised her neice that
While watering his horse at Shoal
ployed to meet the J.Attor Day Saints--~uborn- there was not room enough for the prophet's three or four guns were snapped at him, but
cd testimony instead of scriptural truth.
wife and her in tho home; hence l~mma was as, previous to his leaving 'Kirtland, lw had
After the mob had taken Joseph a dist::mco invited to
which sho immediately did. told the friends whom he loved, that he had
of perhaps sixty reds from the
The homeless
of a
the promise of his life f.i ve years, the life of
tore his night
wife was hers;
God's servant was in his hand~ and could
shamolcss]y, scratof1cd his
ho1ncs of thobc before
not be forfeited till lils work should
done
talon-like nails, as wild
time as best she could,
in a stat.c of ecnstant
as Yet his family wore
done, covered him with tar, tried
but hcart·sick.
alarm.
into his mouth, and in
he whurn GoJ.
Less than three month:> after their
the contents of a small phial down
.Juno 2nd, Alexander IL was born.
broke the bottle against his teeth.
we see reflected,
the character
i hei.t~ brutnl
tin1es. I~rave and
of truth find in him :1
can daunt; the friends of
a leader in the :.tssaults
1·ightcousness, an
·very deed a~d
word. Invincible as Alexander of old
raost;
he be, but his
tho sword of the
marred, they left him
Spirit and tho
1·ccover, as Providence
'l:ho scenes
lying a while he
left for the historian's p~n
the earth again. As soon a,s he hv,ri
and re- must name what et?peci.ally afl'ected our dewhich parted sister. 'froubles arose and the m'riith~
to do so, he removed the tar from his mouth
as best he could, he breathed more
covers a multitude of sins and prevents their were called out. Surrendered to the
his physicarpowers of endurance and
a shepherd, born to comrpand, fi.rm under false pretense,-a militia who were virtu ..
yet clothed with charity as a11y an organized mob in their design aJ.d
powers of :recuperation
he was in
a short time able to
would be ncodod, and only pose, as manifestod,-her husband was in
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He· enquired of General Wilson, monsters in the shape of men, and my child".Why am I thus treated? I am not sensible ren too, not knowing how their wants would be
of having done anyLhing worthy of such treat- supplied; to he taken far from them in
mont," and was answered with the nonchalance that my enemies
me when
of a Spanisl1 freebooter, "1 know it, and that thought proper to
partner
is the reason why I w::mt to kill you, or have my children clung to me, and wore only
killed.'' TherD was indeed more truth from me by the swords of the guard who
s:.cnguinary humor in this reply j depend guarded mo. I felt overwhelmed whilo,I witmy friends. And tho enemies of the nesscd the scene, and could
who do not perceive its truth, are sub- them to the care of God, whose
had
of your pity. Had it been possible i.o followed me to tho present time, and who
arrest and punish J osoph Smith by legal pro- alone could protect them and deliver me from
the spiritual dyspeptics and political the hands of my enom
and rcs!oro me to
who persecuted him, would gladly ·my family."
hnve done so. '.!'he logic of the reply is, You
Joseph was in their hands a prisoner about
arc honorable and free. You wield a great six rrtonths-was sentenced, he was told, three
influence. v:r e fear that influence. If your different times to be shot,--thcn taking a
people become great as there is a probability change of venue to Boone coimty, «n the
of their becoming, your immense influx of second night after their departure tho guard
northern people will be n. serious obstacle to got completely intoxicated, and Joseph and
our pro.slavery policy, as your religious tenets his brethren respected the
without
are to the progress of our-"churches, and the waiting for a writ of hccucas co?jnts, to sm'frcedom we demand as the 'citizen's right, will render themselves for examination nnd trial
in your hands be the means of our defeat, before the court of home.
cApecially at the polla. We fear you. We
I.,eaving the land of slavery and dungeons,
r;an not dc:fbat you., fairly; we must do it they reached Quincy, :tllinois, after traveling
foully.
till almost exhausted, and each received the
While J oscph waa conversing with "the congratulations of th:.ct sacred trio so dear to
General !"-God forgive the mark, and do not the human heart,-wife, children and friends.
l:.ty it to tho charge of our loved-American in· And who can bla.me them? Among intellistitutions that such men as this could hold so gent :free men, they were then everywhere
dignified an offico,-thc militia. mob went into co1nmendcd, while the knowledge of the inhuFar \Vest, plundered the houses, committed man and illegal treatment they had received
crimes "wild Indians" never thought of, drove
in the memories of tho people.
f:1milics out of doors, and stole their pi·operty.
is true that their peroccutors called
Among those so driven out from home and them "Fugitives from justice;" but if
plundered, the sister of whom to-night we most hero think they were such 'fugitjves, I
kindly think, as a departed but not lost friend, them not to believe my unsupported testimony
and her family were numbered; and the thai; they were fugitives from inJustice only;
greater amount of their little all carried away. but to read the history of those times, and I
"Driven out from home," in-a strange and in- am satisfied they will be surprised only that
hospitllble land, believing her husband to have human rmture could endure what they had' so
been nlready foully murdcre,ll, tell, ye mothers, wrongly endured, and for so long a time. If
yo wives, yo of lovely homes and· pleasant sur- there be one here to. night who thinks they
rcundings, tell, if ye can-but let your own ought to have remained in the hands of their
hearts only h(\ar the message-what must have inhuman captors, after such opportunity for
been that wife's, that mother's anguish, and escape was given, I only ask him to notice the
all for her love, her religion, and her God. following quotation from the address of lVInjor
'l'hink it not strange that she should havo for- General Clark, delivered to tho citizens of
gotten the promise, "Five years shall yet be Far West, after these brethren had been
given thee to complete thy work."
placed as prisoners in their :hands, and before
After much entreaty, before leaving Bar they were either indicted or tried for any real
Vilest, the prisoners (!) were permitted, Ji!nder or supposed crime :-"As for your leaders,
the vigilant eyes of a strong and blood-thir~ty do not once think-do not
for a
guard, to enter the eity, and see their faulilies moment---do not let it enter your
that
once more, and as the guard then believed, they will be delivered, or that you
and t.he militin-mob detm·mined, for the last thel:r faces again, for t.heir fate is
time. I know you wiU pardon me, my friends, die is cast, their doom is se:1led."
if I l1erc allow the prophet himself to tell the
J"et reason be heard :---Could there be
sad story of this strange meeting, and
there to become
from
he does so, beur ye witness with me
there be
when
whether his test.imony is that of a wicked man,
as his enemies would have you believe, or the
tm1timony of a man of God, as I know him to
have been. He t.lnuJ narrates his visit. t.o wife

and children:
"When I entered my house, they clung to
my garments, their eyes streaming with tears,
while rningled em"ot,ions of joy and sorrow
w•cre manifest in their countenances. I re,.
to have a private interview wiLh them
a few minutes, but thiM privilege was denied
mo. I was then obliged to t.ake my departure,
but who can realize my feelings which I ex- oners on the public square in Far
at that time, to be tom from my o'clock on the following
'"''11n"n·irm and leaving her surrounded with j Doniphan and Graham v.ncl some

wish, my friends, thatihad their names to hand
down to posterity, as the names of mon ofhonor
--refused to sustain tho decision; anu the firsi;
named told them he should move his command avmy early in tho morning, that they
might not witness so heartless a murder; and
he did so. ~!'his unnerved the eommanuintx
General J,ucas, who revoked the sentence of
and ordered them to be taken by General
to Indepondenco, Jackson county.
It was then that the request of the prisoner;;
to see their families once more was granted.
When Joseph was leaving his house, his
eldest son, our brother Joseph, now with us,
then a little boy about six years of age, clung
to the skirts of his father's coat, crying,
"Father, is the mob going to kill you?" - 'I'o
which the unfeeling guard replied wit,h an
oath, "You little brat, go back; you will see
your father no more." This I take from the
published and never disputed testimony of
Colonel Ijyman Wight, given under oath in a
subsequent trial of Joseph Smith, which irvolved the Mormon difficulties.
Do you now think theEe men did wrong in
escaping from their drunken guard and seeking~ an asylum with their families already removed to your own free state of Illinois. No;
not one of you; for as I look on the congreglltion before me, I see those in whom t.hcro
beat hearts of hun:anity and freedom.
I~ot it not be thought, however, that honor
not in vY estern Mi9souri. It did, unci
many noble sons of Amel:ica lifted up their
voices
such a desecration of human
rights;
the truth of tho wise man's ut.tcr11nce was then fearfully realized, ''When tho
wicked rule, the people mourn."
Again must I
by much historic detail,
and even by
incidents of settlement in
Nauvoo, and briefly notice the leading events
of the times, as they relate to our depv,rte<i.
sister; 11gain calling your attention to the fact
that what affected her family, is legitimately a
pnrt of her history also.
After Nauvoo had. commenced to attain irr~
portance as a rapidly growing city, the eity of
the Saints; on the fifth of June, 18,H, .Joseph
and others wont on a visit to Quincy, Illinois,
\Vhile returning, he was arrested at the Bear
Creek
on a warrant from Governor
Carlin, at
instance of a demand from.
Govemor Reynolds of Missouri for him as a
from justice." He returned to
took out a writ of habeas
and
agi·eed to give him a
the following Tuesday. After
to obtain
to
Illinoi3. It, was here
tho Hon. 0. H. Browning, since so worthelevat<Jd to t.he dignity of SecrcLary of the
. under Abraham ],incoln';J a.dmini:Jmade Lis eloquent appeal, in behalf of
••,~c: 11 ,,,--...._ am sorry time forbids.,my giving it
which he recited tho unparacruelties he lmd witnessed inflicted on
by the mobocrats of Misunder color
law, and by which he and
J~ittlc secured J-oseph's triumphal acquittal; the decision
given bytheable judge,
Stephen A.
It is
on IYlay 6th, 18,!2, I,. W.
Boggs, ex-Govemor of Missouri, was shot by
some unknown assassin. Knowing that he,
wl1ile Governor of Missouri, had if!egally issued. an onkr for the banbhment of' all I,at,t.er
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Day Saints, said to number from ten to fifteen I close gave a learned and able review of it, him if he stirs. His work now done, he is
thousand souls, from Missouri by a given time, concluding as follows : "The decision of the rcn.dy to go, and he enquires, "What is the
or their extennination,-knowing too the cor- Court is that the prisoner be discharged; and meaning of this?" Oaths again, not to be
rupt and wicked policy he had previously pur- I wish it entered upon the records 'in such a repeated, accompany the brutal reply from
~>Ued against them, and that it was mainly a way, that ..Mr. Smith be no more troubled one of them,-"I'll show you the meaning. If
owing to his former bitter hatred and persecu- about this mattc1·." 'l'hus triumphantly vin- you stir one inch I'll shoot you." Joseph
tion of them, and his well understood deter- dicated, he returned to tho bosom of his family, then bared his breast and replied, "I am not
mination to pursue them to the death, like a who again received him with joy and glad- afraid of your shooting. I am not afraid to
tiger seeking his prey,-that he was elected to ness.
die. I have endured so much oppression, I
the office which gave him the power to barNor must we suppose that this has nothing am weary of life, and kill me if you please
barously banish or exterminate them,-'-know- to do with the life of ]~mma. Her corres* but if. you have any legal process to
ing, further, that had a thousandth part of pondence with Gov. Carlin on this subject, as servo, I am at all times subject to law, and
such atrocities as he was guilty of, or defended, published in vol. 5, T-imes & Seasons, pp. 568- shall not ofi(lr resistance." Threats, accomaided, or abetted others in perpetrating against 573, brea~hes forth the ~oble tenderr:ess of _her\ pan_ied by horrid blasphemies were again and
them, been wrought against him, it would have grandly JUSt and lovmg nature, m whwh, agam repeated by these gentlemen (?) of the
been deemed by him and his minions suffi- while she clearly and forcibly points out the la.w, who, hurrying him off to the carriage
cient to justify his and their taking the per- wrongs and inhumanity of Missouri injustice they had in waiting, without permitting him
petrator's life, he at once accused Joseph in the hands of mobocrats, yet urges upon to say farewell to his family, and without
Smith of being the perpetrator of the deed. Gov. Carlin that she does not wish him "to serving any legal process upon him, attempted
Hence he made affidavit that "he believed, and swerve from his duty as an executive in the thus to kidnap him. But, seeing a friend paR<>
had good reason to believe that Joseph Smith least." Her state!llents and arguments called by, Mr. Smith informed him what these men
was accessory before the fact, and that he forth from the Governor the statement, "! were doing, and told him he wished a writ of
was resident in Illinois; and on this affidavit now appropriate a few moments to the taslt of habeas corpus to deliver him out of their
Governor Carlin of Illinois endorsed the writ replying satisfactorily * * Lto her letter] hands. This gentleman at once started for
of Governor Reynolds of Missouri, and issued every word of which evinces your devotedness Dixon, where the captors also drove with
a warrant for the arrest of said Joseph Smith. to the interesls of your husband, and pouring their captive at full speed.
'
The whole proceedings of Governor Carlin forth the effusions of a heart wholly his."
Arriving at Dixon, Joseph was thrust into
were pronounced illegal by competent authorNoble woman, well worthy art thou to be a room in l\fcKennie's tavern, and there guardity, and as it was known that Mr. Smith was crowned with him in glory. Truly in thy ed. Horses were ordered to be ready in five
innocent, he was advised to absent himself case may it be said, "The man is not without minutes. JYir. Smith told J. H. Iteynolds,
until the officers holding the writ should have the woman in the I,ord, nor the woman with- one of his kidnappers, a Sheriff from Missouri,
left the place, and this that he might not be out the man." Not long, liO\vever, must. this tlut he wished to obtain counsel. Reynolds,
illegally transported to Missouri, to be mur- peace that has come to thy so often desolated in words of v;ulgar import and with blaspheered. He did so.
homo remain with thee. The five years of life mous imprecation, told him he should not,
Subsequent to this time, Joseph entered promised him whom thou lovest so ft)ndly havo have any counsel, and again threatened tn
into a correspondence with Gov. Ford, then expired.
shoot if Mr. Smith said another word. U nHovernor of Illinois; and when the I~egislaIt was pFomised that "the keyri of the
heeding his threat, Mr. Smith saw a gentleture sat, conscious of his absolute innocence, dom shall not be taken from him, neither
man pass and shouted to him, "I am falsely
and by the advice of the Governor, he went to this world nor in the world to como." 'fhey imprisoned here, and I want a lawyer." A
Springfield, and surrendered himself for trial must be carried thither by him.
He is lawyer came; the Missouri ruffian banged the
before th~e District Court of the United States, one of the dear Lord's disciples, ono of those door in his face. Another came and received
for the District of Illinois. The Secretary of of whom John heard it said, "'l.'hcsc arc they the same treatment. A crowd immediately
State sent for the writ issued by Ex-Governor which follow the I,amb 1DMthcrsocvc1' he goeth. g:tthered, told the Sheriff that Mr. Smith
Carlin:; but neither the Ex-Governor nor the These were redeemed from among men, being shoula have justice done him, and if his capSheriff, in whose hands he had placed it, an· the first fruits unto God and the J":J,mb." tors persisted in refusing it, they would find
swered the Secretary's call. After all the Jesus, the J_,a.rllb of God descended to Hades. a summary way of dealing with them; tl10y
hue and cry about Joseph being a "fugitive He there preached to the spirits in prison; might so act in Missouri, but in Illinois a
from Justice;" their refusal or neglect to fur- and he, Emma, whom thou lovest, must man should have his rights. ·writs were
nish the writ, or give any reason for not fur- follow the Lamb there, for he must follow Him served, considerable traveling was done, the
nishing it may be taken as prima facia evi- whithersoever He went. Thy husband's home case was heard, and the following decision
dence that they had then discovered, if they in Paradise sh:tll be thy home too; but he given: "It is ordered and considered by tho
did not before len ow it, that their action was ille- holds the keys of this dispensation, an:l he court, that thcsaidJ oscph Smith, senior, be disgal. It was probably nothing more nor less than must go and labor as his Master labored before charged from the said arrest and imprisonment.
an act of complicity with the Governor of Mis- him. He m11st follow Him. Buckle on thine compl:tined of in said petition, and that the
souri to place Joseph Smith in the hands of armor, brave heart. 'l'hou must seemingly said Smith be discharged for want of subhis murderers.
soon fight the battle alone j but 'tis seemingly st:tnce in the warrant upon which he was arAnd would you believe it, my friends, after only. New troubles are coming. Satan is rested, as well as upon the merits of said case,
all the rumors about Joseph's fleeing from working; but the Holy Ones arc working too. and that he go hence without day."
justice, before he could be tried on the charg- His minions shall Jay thy husband low in
Snatched brutaily from her without due
es made against him, after he had journeyed to death, but his death shall complete l1is victory. process of law, I~mma had now the pleasure of
Springfield, voluntarily surrendered himself Satan shall again frustmte himself. near up receiving him back whom she so fondly loved.
and found no writ against him, he absolute- as best thou can, brave woman; bear. A little Unsafe to even visit thy friends with him,
ly himselfpetitioned Gov. Ford to issue a new longer, and thy beloved one shall be
sister, for his every step is watched, and his
writ, that he might be tried where he could the power of death; and though
work almost done, thou hast but little respite
hope for justice; and the Governor furnished smitten, thou shalt live on to sec the work thou from care in respect to him. He has told thee
a copy of the writ isued by Gov. Carlin. Is this lC>vcst triumphantly established by thy seed. that God has promised him that he shall
the way a guilty, or an innocent man would act? The beginning of the end draws ncar.
shortly triumph over all his enemies, and soon
What think you, friends? Mr. Smith then
In June, 1843, Joseph and Emma wont t,) will that promise be fulfilled. May God prepetitioned the Uuited States District Court for visit her sister, Mrs. Wasson, who resided in pare thee to endure the method of its fulfilla writ of ltabeas corpus. It was granted. He Lee County, Illinois. While there, two men mt>nt.
appeared before the court on Saturday, Decem- arrive at Dixon, about twelve miies from !11r.
From the time of this release to the time of
her 30th, 1842, and gave bail to answer to it on Wasson's residence, and pretendillg to be her husband's cruel death, our beloved sister
the following Monday. On request ofMr. L:tm- Mormon preachers, are directed thither. had little but sorrow to enduro. Nobly had
bourn, Attorney General of the State of Illinois, They find JUr. Smith outside the door, accost she filled her place by the side of her husband;
the case was deferred till Wednesday; and him as ruffians only can accost a gentleman, ignobly had he and she been recompensed.
was heard before Judge Pope, who a~ its and with blasphemous oaths threaten to shoot It was abundantly evident that. Missouri'B
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mohocruts were sml in
however much
the thousands of her honorable
their official acts, they
t.o prevent tlwm. Slaveholders
the patrons of a slave oligarchy, they
had stultified their better natures, blunted
their moral senses, and had but little more
compassion for the real or supposed fugitive
from justice, or fugitive from their power,and power and justice were synonymous terms
in their dwarfed and partisan views--than
had the bloodhounds who delighted to fasten
their fangs in the r1uivering ilesh of the poor
negro who sought an asylum of freedom.
'l'he place of refuge-the city of Nauvoo,
was contiguous to the borders of the land of
oppression, and many dark deeds were done
by criminals in and around that beloved city.
)1'or these deeds the outside world held Joseph
responsible, though wrongly so. ]1~mma was
in continual dread.
Finally, a defection in the Church opened
the avenue wl1ioh led to her husband's death.
A prcsR was started there which the city
council denounced, und demanded the demolition of, aR ::;. nuisanCf). In his offieial capacity
had to Bee this unwi8o and very
wrong
executed. The freedom of
the press in sacred, or should he, to the liberties of t.he people. H was assailed. From
this arose new difficulties between the apostates rmd the Church, and bitterness of hate
JYlr. Smith. li'inally a wril; was issued
J"oseph and othcrd, charging them
fm· destroying the press, type, and
fixtures
the Nauvoo E.cr:por,t'tor. Assured
by the Governor of the State that protection
from
violence should be afforded
them
they would surrender themselves for
trial, they went to Carthage on J-une 2'1th,
18,14, and surrendered themselves to the constable, Mr. Bettersworth.
The plotting,
treachery, illegal treatment, and wrongs they
were subjected to, were evidently designed to
consummate their death, which was accomplished by an armed mob, it is reported, of
from one hundred and fifty to two hundred
and fifty painted white br:~ves, (?) who murdered Joseph and Hyrum Smith in cold blood.
The Goveri1or and people were overawed by
the shadow of evil.
On the very day and nearly about the time
t,hey were being murdered, Gov. Ford, subsidized by t,he mob spirit, was haranguing the
citizens of Nauvoo from a platform ncar the
prophet's residence, and by his manner and
m-ethod, his vascillat.ions between duty and interest, virtually making concessions to the
mob. Witness in support of this the fact
that he warned the men of Nauvoo, that if
they molested any one their city would be
fjred, and their wives and children put to the
sword. But not a word was said concerning
punishing any who might molest them.
~~hen it was that the cowardly and treacherous governor was accosted by the brave
women whose lmsbands he had left to be
murdered-the wives of Joseph and Hyrum
Smith. They appeared before him p,nd presented a petition, praying.him as governor to
protect the women and children of the city
from mob violence. Emma personally handed
it to him, and gave him a brief history of
their trials, and a statement of the grounds on
which they apprehended further injury. In
those time~, Emma was in the prime of her

from
and with l,ho
with
piercing hazel eyes looking upon
the
that penetration peculiar to her
his
pusillanimous ehief could scarcely
emotions.
While thus eloquently pleading for the
mothers and children of Nauvoo, a hideously
painted, ragged and mrtley gang of assassins
were killing her own loved one in the place
that governor had treacherously left, having
first disbanded all the troops who could be
relied upon, and whoso officers had given him
a pledge to stand by him and protect the prisoners from illeg::ll violence. Only the Carthage GreJIS remained there. Throe days before their captain had ordered them to fix
bayonets, and load with ball cartridges, because
General Deming bid them ground arms foi·
insubordination, and this in tho presence of
Gov. Ford, who left them to guard the
brothers, and them alone--alone, when he
knO'I'i' that; their insubordination arose in consequence of their hatred of these men. 'l'heir
captain was one IL Ii'. Smith; and this
same Captain was tlw identical R li'.
too, who had previously, as justice of the
peace, committed the brothers to prison on
falselJOod of his own creating, to remain
diseharged by due course of la.w,-'-the same
also, who, one day
demanded tlJem
their l1aving been so discharged, and
when the constable refasod to
them up,
it was t,his same man's
Cart,hage Greys-who nw.n~'"""
and compelled the
them np to be
brought before l1im as
justice of the peace. All this Gov. Ford
knew, and yet l,h(;se insubordinates were left.
by him as the prisoners' only gu:mJ.,
fully advised of the intention to murder them.
Well might he afterwards write the history of
Illinois and try to throw all the opprobrium
possible on the Latter Day Saints in
Nauvoo. It was needed to hide his own criminal conduct. Well, too, may the enemies of
the cause our sist,er loved until death, delight
to quote from t,hat history :.gainst the Church.
It needs only, to complete it., a compilation of
the facts placed in juxtapositon with his
stat,ements, to enable us to judge of the book
and its author as justly as our departed sister
judged them, and related them to me during
her lifetime.
On the following day the bodies of tho
martyrs-yes, enemies of the truth, and embittered apostates, martyrs they were-were
taken to the city of Nauvoo and deposited in
the Nauvoo Mansion. Wives and mothers,
what sl1all I say to you in respect to this sad
meet,ing of the living and the loving with the
pierced and mutilated dead?
Often do I
think of the spot where they then lay, as the
youngest son, our fatherless-horn David, pointed it out to me, as he had learned it from the
sad testimony of mother and brothers. But
I will leave another to describe the scene, who
though not a member of the Church, gives a
vivid, truthful, and thrilling account of it.
Before the arrival of the bodies, this gentleman had repaired to the mansion, where preparations had been made to receive the bodies;
news having arrived early on that morning
that they had been murdered. He says:
''When I entered the mansion I found the
wife of Joseph seated in a chair in the centre
a small room, weeping and wailing bitterly,

or

in a loud and unrestrained voice, her face
covered with l10r l1ands. :Rev. :M:r. Green
came
and as the bitter cries of the weeping
woman :reached his cars he bm·st forth in
tones of manly grief, and trembling in every
nerve, approached Mrs. Smith, and exclaimed:
'0, sister Emma, God bless you.' Then clasp·
ing her head in his hands, he uttered a long
and fervent prayer for her peace, protection,
and resignation. [Sister Emma, in speaking
to mo of this circumstance nearly twenty-five
years afterwards, told me that she received at;
that moment such an influx of strength, as
gave her coherence of thought and language
and inereased her physical powers, and further, that the blessing of it remained with her
to that day.] Tho first words the poor woman
uttered were, 'Why, Oh God, am I thus afflicted? -Why am I a widow and my children
orphans? 1'hou knowest that I have always
trusted in thy law.' Mr. Green rejoined to
her that this afiliction would be to her a crown
of life. She answered quickly, 'My husband
was my crown j for him and my children 1
have sufl'ered the loss of all things, and why,
oh God, am 1 thus deserted and my bosom
tom with this ten-fold anguish?'
*
"In another room the ehildren of J-oseph
were all huddled together, the eldest, an
adopted daughter, I think, being about eighr.een. 'l'wo young boys were lying on tho floor
and tho other one was kneeling over them,
their grief' in one wild scream of
* ·X· * vYhmi the bodies
arrived at,
mansion of Mrs. !Gmma Smith,
tho people, numbering eight or ten thousand,
mostly JJ!f.ormons and in e!ose sympathy with
the deceased, pressed about the house, and
the loud wails of the mourners outside and of
the f}1miiy within, were truly terrible. *
The bodies were carried into the dining. room,
and about a dozen resolute men who could
stand the scent of blood were selected to lay
them out. This occupied an hour or more,
and they were then ranged under the west
window of the room, and their families were
brought in to take a first look at their dead
husbands, children and fathers. As the door
opened, the prophet's wife entered, with two
attendants. She advanced a few steps towards
the body of Hyrum, swooned, and fell to the
floor. Her friends raised her up and gave
her water, but she fainted again and was carried out insensible. Six times she attempt.cd
to see the bodies, and six times ~he was n>
moved in the arms of' her two attendants.''
After the family of tl1e dear, :noble patriarch, murdered with the prophet, harl viewed
the corpses and sent their wailings and lam~
enta.tions up into the ears of the J,ord God of
Sabbaoth, l~mma was again borne "into the
room, between two attendants, in a half swooning state. She came toward the body of Hyrum, and, knowing that the sensation of feeling a cold, dead body, exerts a calming effect
on the human nerves, I took her hand and
laid it on Hyrum's brow, and in a moment
her strength returned. She murmored something in a low tone that I did not hear, her
eyes opened, and she said to her friends, 'Now
I can see him; I am strong now.'
She
walked alone to her hus,band's bed, kneeled
down, clasped him around his face and sank
upon his body. Suddenly her grief found
vent, and sighs, and groans, and words, and .
lamentations filled tho room. 'J" oseph, J o-
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seph,' said she, 'are you dead? Have th~ as- Cowdery to be correct, when he wrote of her
sassins shot you?' Her children, four in in earlier· days:" "She has most certainly
number, gathered around their weeping mother evinced ·a decidedly correct minrl anrl uncomand the dead body of a murdered father, and mon ability, talent and judgment., in a manigrief that words can not embody seemed to fest willingness to fulfil, on her part, that pasoverwhelm the whole group. She contintie'd sage in holy writ: 'And they twain shall be
to speak in low tones, but none of the words on~ flesh.' 0:,* * * , Her character stands as
were audible save those which I have re- fair for morality, piety and virtue, as any in
corded."
the-land ..?
Here I will leave the history of the prophet's
That she was not in sympathy with the polremains and those of his noble brother, after icy of the church which now exists in Utah,
stating that they were buried under circum- is a matter of history; but that she ever destances of strange and peculiar import, but nied any portion of the great work of God,
their freed spirits went on before to the re- none will be able to prove. With polygamy
gions of love, where an Emma and others and all its kindred evils she was ev.er in deadly
tried and true, who loved them here, have warfare, even down to the time of he~ death.
gone on too; and we will some of us soon meet I well remember propounding to her the
them and participate with them, I trust, in question, "Sister lilmma, the Utah Church
the joys of Paradise.
charges upon Joseph Smith the authorship of
Itwouldbesupposedthatthosewholovedher polygamy, and claim that the revelation auhusband would all be her very faithful friends, thorizing it came through him, do you know
and it .is probable they would have shown her whether it is so?" and receiving from her the
fdendship of no odinary kind, had she been significant answer, "So far as my knowledge
ol:>edient to their counsel; but she. was not. goes, J osephSmith never had any other wife but
Soon after the prophet's death, there was man- me. If there was any revelation ever given
ifested a tendency which she ·thought to be authorizing polygamy, it certainly did. not
wrong, and of which she did not hesitate to come from God.''
speak. The course pursued by the Twelve,
This statement is in harmony with the hiswho succeeded her husband in the watcheare tory of the times in which her husband lived,
of the Church, and especially the course of and may therefore be better accredited than
President You1.1g, she strongly disapprobated. statements made now by those practicing polygBut as he has gone behind the veil, I do not amy, who need the support of the past to justhink it would be honorable in me to now re- tify the present. It is also in harmony with
veal the many things she told me during my their own writings at those times. I will just
1ast two visits to Nauvoo, respecting him. She quote from one article contained in the fifth
told him, however, frankly and fearlessly as all volnme of the Times and Seasons, page 713,
who knew her will feel assured she would do. f>Ublished November, 1844, which sustains our
Enemies or' the Church, knowing her an- sister, and makes her continual opposition to
tipathy to the policy and teachings given by that evil consistent: "The law of the land, and
him sought to inveigle her into furnishing ma- the rules of the church do not allow one man
terial for another expose of :Mormonism; but to have more than one wife alive at once;" and
while she disapproved of the policy then being here will leave this question, one which I
pursued, she .was ready as in days of old to should not have named at all in this commemgive her testimony to the great truths of the oration of our sister, had the advocates of
latter day work. Her name was not "Jezebel ;" polygamy not antedated their practice to the
but her designation "the elect lady.'' The time of her husband's ministry.
Washington Globe and the St. Louis RepubliOn November 17th, five months nearly
both published a rumor to the effect that after her husband's murder, the youngest son
a work from her pen might be expected; and of the prophet was born into the world, and
it may not be amiss to notice here what the 1 the name was given to him which the earlier
Times and Seasons of January 15th, 1845, John part of his ministerial career so well justifies j
Taylor then being its editor, says of her in for, like David of old, he was indeed the sweet
reference to this matter; though since, those singer of IsraeL God grant that ere long he
whom he represents have maligned her. He may be able to take down his harp a,gain, and
writes:
'
cheer the sons and daughters of Zion with
"Suppose we say a word concerning the his sweet songs of inspirational beauty. Born
prophet's wife, l\irs. Emma Smith. She hon- under such sad circumstances as preceded,
ored her husband while living, and she will attended, and succeeded his noble but deeply
never knowingly dishonor his good name while suffering mother's sad lot, he should have our
his martyred blood mingles with mother earth. earnest sympathies and most fervent prayers.
Mrs. Smith is an honorable woman, and if we For him, Latter Day Israel, let me exhort. you
are not deceived, is as far from the corrupt in the words of the poet:
insinuations in this ninety-ninth expose of
"Awake! yo Saints of Gou, awake!
:Mormonism, as a fixed star is from a gambler's
can on the Lord in mighty prayer,
lamp at midnigl1t. The very idea that so val'l'hat he will Zion's bondage break,
uable and beloved a lady could be coaxed into
An<l bring to naught tho fowler's snare.
a fame of disgrace like the above, is as cruel
In 1836, one son was born to tho
and bloody as the assassination of her husband and his noble wife, whom Rhe raised
at Carthage.''
hood, and who passed away before her on tho
True then to her own highest conceptions of 13th day of April, 18G2. His name was
duty, as she had ever been, she not only did Frederick G. \V. 'l'he remaining t.hree, and
not, could not, would not be made the their adopted daughter, now Mrs. ,Julia Midtool of designing men,.as some others of less dlcton, live to mourn the loss of their noble
.honor and unworthier fame have been for the parents, whose names shall be remembered
snke of gain, she ever maintained her integ- among the names of the great and
in
rity, and proved the judgment of Oliver the ages yet to come.

can

.. a -long, an eventful life, she passed
IfromAfterearth,
its toils, its sorrows, and its joys,
to her better home beyond, on the 30th day
of April, 1879, and was solemnly interred on
the premises of her eldest son, our brother
Joseph, where many other~ of this highly
favored but sadly tried family calmly, peacefully sleep. Her funeral took place on the
2nd of May, 1879. Suitable and impressive
services were held over her remains, conducted
by our esteemed brethren, John II. Lake and
Joseph A. Crawford, five of her six bearers be.,
ing her husband's nephews, the remaining one,
13ro. Babcock, of :Montrose. The Nauvoo Independent, commenting on the services, states
that, "taken as a whole, the funeral wa~ rcmarkably impressive and tenderly sad."
Tho same paper in the same issue, pays the
following well deserved compliment to her
memory:-"She was the companion of her
first husband for eighteen years, and shared
his fortune during the fourteen years of his
active ministry, passing through scenes of
sorrow and trouble that tested her character
to the extreme, and won the esteem of alL
She was the.wife of .Major Bidamon from 18·17
to 1879, nearly thirty-two years, and proved
herself to be a worthy companion. *" * * She
was loved and respected by all her neighbors,
for her charitable and kind disposition. She
was a good and faithful wife, a kind and lov ·
ing mother, as the expressions of her children
and associates will, verify. If such a record
as she has left does not render a person worthy of a better life beyond, it _is difficult to
conceive how it can be done.''
During the dark days of the Church, after
it had gone into the wilderness, she still maintained her testimony and her integrity to its
truth, as revealed througn the prophet of God
and lqoked forward with joyous hope to ·its
ultimate triumph. When it pleased God to
make known to her the calling of her sori
Joseph to take the place assigned to him by
the eternal council of heaven, she accompanied
him from Nauvoo to Amboy, Lee County, Illinois, and on the; 6th day of April, 1860, formally ·
united herself with the Reorganization of that
Church, which in the providence of God her
first husband was instrumental in establishing.
She taught her children ever to love, reverencc, and fear her God-her husband's God
-and when the two elder sons, Joseph and
Alexander, attended her and witnessed her
death-bed conflicts, they had the unspeakable
pleasure of seeing the sublime evidences of
that triumph which the faith of God's elect
always brings, as she gently clasped her hands
and, gazing upwards, had her spiritual visi:on
opened and passed from earth away, exclaiming "Glory! glory!! glory!!!" 'l'hey were left
to mourn a mother gone, but to rejoice in the
triumphs of a mother redeemed.
She who accompanied her husband when
he went to obtain the plates and was among
the first at the inception of the great latter
day work, also accompanied his son when that
son took his father's place. ]~ver, too, has
her testimony been it blessed and encouraging
one. Tempered by wisdom, fortified by experience, presented and maintained with integin the spirit of love, it shall stand, a witness for Jesus, an assurance and comfort to
others, when the testimonies of those who by
falsehqod and unblushing misrepresentation
s~ught to destroy the work of' our God and
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his Christ, shall have passed into oblivion: If
CHURCH FAIRS. "
temptations. 'l'he whole p~wer and infiqence
the memory .of the just is blessed, her memory
"
of the Church should be exerted against tl1is
will be blessed indeed. If' "precious in the
I have been but a sl10rt time in tho Roor- crime just as firmly and u.nwaveringly as
sight of the Lord is the death of his Saints," g:mized Church of J'esus .Christ of Ll:ltt,er Day against any other ci'imo which. fit! len m1·
precious indeed must have been the death of Saints, but I have no apology to offer to my commits.
.
our mother, our sister, our friend. Zion has many brethren who are wondering at my sud"What tl1en shall we say of :1 church which
watched her undeviating course of honor, and den departure from what they call truth, and not only winks at this crinw, but aetually sells
as Zion's children contemplate her d.eparture, taking up with a Mormon delusion; but I am lottery tickets to dozens of young mqn who
they bless God for the purity of her example, sat!sfied and know what I am doing, .and my never would have thought of such a thing as
a purity whose lustre time can· ne:ver_Jim.
earnest prayer to God is that more of them buying them if offered to them under onli·
She has gone to rest in peace, and in her will become deluded just as I have bqen and nary circumstatl'ces by a professional trickster.
departing a mother in Israel has passed away. cease to be satisfied with a form -wit.hout a, But they say this is done not for private gain,
A faithful spirit has been released from its substance..
.
.
,
but for the purpose of building and supportprison-house o( mortality. A fruitful branch
Not see~ng_ anything m the Ilc~ald from ing the church. "The end j ustilics the means''
has been transplanted from the I.ord's earthly the Blue hap1?s Branch, I send tlns s~e~ch, ;was an old adage, from which r;prang all the
vineyard to blossom and bear anew in his ~hat all the Stunt~ may. know ~ha~ the Samts horrors of St. Bartholomew's night, and ten
heavenly Paradise. Our sister-our mother m Kansas are still altvc and at work; and. thousand other crimes that have been comhas gone. He who once held the power of this is. ?ur belief. that we should com bat error mit ted 'Under the guise of religi~n inay be justdeath hath no more dominion over her. ~'he at all timES and m al.l !?laces. .
.
ly traced to this false maxim. But no such
debt of nature is paid. Deat.h's claims are
We are o_f the opm10n t?at q-od n~ver l:e- things do we find in the teachings of Paul,
cancelled. The "elect lady" is with her sorts to WI_ckedness to gam !us. pomt~ lll who said. that he was fals.cly accused of doing
Lord.
·
'
C~urch affam, and fro~ the readmg of the evil that ~ood might. come, and a sou.nd phiLazarus died, and Jesus wept tears of lov- l,.Jth and 16th ~crses ?f tllc £nd ehaptm: of losophcr ot modern tJmcs has ombodwd the
ing sympathy with those who loved him, for St. ~ohn, we clalm a ngl:t to cpntcnd agamst true teaching 6f Christianity in six words:
Jesus loved him too. Emma is gone, and we all kinds of church.lottcn~s, or .wh_atmle_r they "Do right, though the heavens falL" But
·weep with tl~ose who loved her, for we loved ~ay be called. The readmg of thiS scripture they ask how shall the churches be built and
her too. His tears were not the overflowing rs as follows:
sustained? '\Ve answer if churches can not
of merely human passion; neither are ours.
"And when he had 'ma4e a scourge of small be built and sustained wltho\(t resorting to
They were not the manifestation of human cords, he drove. them all out of tho temple, and immoral and criminal practices, better by all
'
th
the sheep and the oxen;. and poured out the "dds h"vc none. If our churches do not lend
wea lmess, b u t ra th er Ofh uman Sureng ' sane- changers' money, and overthrew the tables: And v
"
"
tified by the divinity of love,-each tear a said unto them that sold doves, 'l'ake these things onward and upward toward God and right,
dew-dropgatheredonlyfromaffection'sleaves,a hence; make not my Father's house a house of they will lead the other way; and there are
pearl from love's deep sacred mine. Such merchandise."-John 2: IG, Hi.
plenty of leaders in that direcLien without the
were the tears of Jesus for J.-~azarus, his
The ears of the~ Christian commu;ity have church. No, when we want to raise money
brother, his friend. Such are ours for Emma; tingled and the faces have crimsoned with shame for the church let us use legitimate means to
one of' God's elect, our mother, our sister, our in the last month, at the recital of the ways do so; and if no better way tha.t is justifiable
friend. But while he wept,· his tears were and me~ns adopted by theM. E. Church of a seems to offer, let us appeal to· men's conscisanctified by the consr.ious presence of power, neighboring town to<rai~e money. But while cnces, point to the benefits" derived from tlrc
before which he knew that even death, the con- we feel it to be the duty of Christians to ear- church, its elevating power upon society; and
queror, must bow and be ultimately overcome. nestly protest ttgainst such unchristianlike rely upon it, (]ad is able to take care of his
Ours flow without the conscious presence practices, and we take this case as an example; Church without asking the Devil to foot his
of this power, yet they are fragrant with hope yet it is but just to say that .they are not by bills.
and joyful in the holy triumphs of faith, for aqy means alone in the matter, "more's· the
Wo wish to add that this writi~g has not
the gracious prGmise, "He that believeth pity;" but are following in the wake of thou- been dictated by any ill-will toward the
in me, though he were dead, yet shall he sands of other so-called churches all over this church in question, but oil the contrary, we
Jive," was made by him, and as he holds the Christian land.
have said nothing which we would not say if
key of death, his word can not fail.
Could Christ pass through our land in mor- we were a member of it, and uoing all_in our
The Lord God was indeed her God; her ta1 form to.day as he entered Jerusalem, at power to build it up.
T. n. n.
Guide through life to its very close. As she how many chur.ch fairs would 'he stop and
Btu~ HArms, Kan., March, 1878.
passed through the valley of the shadow ,of enact again the same scene as t,hat described
..,.,..>-<4$><--death, His rod and His staff comforted her, in our quotation.
·
:P'ROGRESS AT JERUSAI,E1iT,
and she feared no evil. Her triumph was the
The practice of voting favors., gifts, or comtriumph of those who are more than qonquer- pliments upon individuals is of very doubtful
Hecent letter writers tell us that th~re are
ors through "him who loved us, and gave him- tendency, for there is danger of fostering more signs of' business and social aetivity at
self for us." As I think of the exultant Ian- pride and vanity in tlte ~inner, and envy, Jerusalem now than at any time since the
guage of' that holy triumph, "Glory, glory, malice, hatred, al'ld heart-burning in the losing days when it was the capital of Israel's kings" •
glory," .there comes before my mind a vision of rival. Could these results be positively guard- In and abo'ut the cit.y many new building3 are
the spirit, en clothed in a flowing r9be ofl'uJ;est, ed against-wbich i's impossible whi'le human going up, and this naturally calls for an in
spoUess white, ascending from 'thQ form out- nature is as it. is-then there could be no very crease of' agricultural· and manufacturing in
stretched below, with mourners. weeping material obje~t.ion to the practice.
terests in the neighborhOod. 'rhe number ot
around; and as I view this spirit triumphantly
But_ t~e ~tit gre~t offens~ against th,e spirit workers is growing and the idlers are pushed .
rising, I seem to sec upon her face a:smlle of of Chnstramty, agamst pub he morals, and even to the wall-as they should be.
·
ineffable sweetness and upon her countenance against the' laws of ·our land which is found • This result is due not to the efforts of our
a radiant light, as with her right hand pointing in so many of our church fairs, and figures so co-religionists in Pafestine and their friends
upwards whither she is going, and her left ·largely in_ the case in hand, is gambling by in other countries, but to the activity of Bushand pointing to the scene below, she thus means of church ra-s and l
s. The sia and Germany as antiquarians and colonists.
bids t4ese sorrowing onas "Weep not. J~ook Christian churc.h pron8ses to b
nd sho11ld Russia especially seems bent upon colontzing
before me. Glory awaits me yonder ! I must be a leader in all moral movements. The buy- in the Holy T~and, probably with a view to
r,way to my reward. I heard the promise, ing and selling of' lottery t,ickets is made a counteracting a supposed preponderating in'Be thou faithful. unto death, and I will give crime by the .
itjltion ofthe State of Kan- fiucnce on the part of I{:ngland. The Czar
unto thee a crown of life.' My husband, my sas, and by t ·
s of nearly, if not every, !oaks with a jealous eye on that portion of' the
children, my crMm await me!
A triune State in the
ion. Its evils are so manifest worl~'s map, and quietly encourages a relif,':blessing is mine. I go; and Glory, glory, and manifoJd. ,hat no one will deny that it is a ions fanaticism on the •;part of' the Greek
glory, is my triumphant song!"
sin in t!J.e ~ight. of God. Yet thousands·of church in that direction. The lower classes
our young me1;1 arc being led to temporal and in Russia are ignorant and superstitious-and
spil'itual ruin every year by its fascinating the same may be said of the weaJt,hier and
Ha I oils in vain who s!.rives to please all. •
Q

..
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more aristocratic inhabitants of that country. vance. From one or both 'of these must honest- good cause, and do many thiug>J of their own free
Their adoration of certain localities in Jerusa]em is blind, but it is real, and a large expenditure of money in the way of pilgrimages
and shrines is a natural conflcquence. .'l'his
tends of course, toward building up business
intcr~sts, and the people of Palestine .will
gather the harvest of gold that will follow.
Hebrew Leader.

JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY .A.. STEBBINS,
.EDITORS.

l'lano, Illinois, July HI, 1879.
.A.N ORDER OF ENOCH.
TrriEUE is a world of difficulty in determining
what nhould be done in relation to becoming
united in reality as in theory. The object of this
article is to assist, if it be possible in this way to
do it, to untie the troublesome knot and set the
imprison~d mystery free.
It is quite evident that something must be
done, if either the letter or the spirit of the law
and commandment is kept. Moralizing and theorizing this way and that, as to what the meaning of this or the other passage and clause may
or may not be, have not yet decided the matter.
And because there has not yet been a specific
carrying out of the law, it is concluded by some
that there is gross negleet and !1lisunderstanding
upon tho part of those "who should know," as
these same persons allege. The most that the
majority of those who are most anxious to have
the law kept have ever clone, has been to say in
regard to what has been attempted, "That is not
the way." '!'hey should have had the grace to
point out "the way." But fault-finding seldom
mends what i& broken, whether broken by design
or accident, and in this case will add no force to
what is proposed, we shall therefore refrain, and
will try to present a way in which something
might be tlone, and in which we believe whatever is to be clone must be done, if permanent
good is accqmplishecl.
It is apparently an easy affair to lay out upon
paper the plans by which a scheme for work and
sustenance of men and women may be carried
out; provided, first, the money is in hand to do
it with. Archimedes would have lifted the
world if he had only had a spot on which to
have rested his lever. In the absence of means
with which to pay for the work and the materials required for the development of plans, many
a schemer has been only a dreamer, of necessity.
"Money digger" was and is yet a term of reproach applied to one of the early Elders of the
Church, and conveys the idea that money obtained in other ways than labor and trade is dishonestly gained; a sentiment to which all may agree.
Whence then shall come the means by which to
carry out correct schemes for aiding the needy
and the poor, and for uniting the scattered forces
of the Saints, previding the correct way !s ever
discovered ? This is a vital question. There
are two sources whence it may come: The overburdened bank accounts of those having a surplus, or more than they are using; or the plethoric pockets of those having a competency, but
no surplus, aided by the generous pittances that
p0vcrty donate~ to the objects she seekll to ad-

ly gained means be forthcoming. We can not
now turn into "money diggers," "fortuqe hnnters," or be permitted the t1se of Aladilin's fabled
lamp. Neither .the Church, nor any one for the
Church, has right, authority, or power to assess
a tax, specific or advalorcm, upon 1he members
of the body and collect that tax by exaction,
force or civil process; hence, whatever the
Church may receive and usc,. must be placed in
her charge by those having it to dcvotc.to public
uses through that method. All the means that
the Church is entitled to usc for self-preservation
or for aggressive work, must accrue to her coffers through the willing deposits of her mr:,m bcrs
few, or many.
Voluntary contributions arc notal ways reliable
in amount or regularity of payment. Systematic
giving, however good the system, depends upon
the willingness of tho givers, their ability, and
their recognition of the necessity for giving.
Bencftciarles usually prefer to dispense their
own bounty, and hence, as a rule, give only when
face to face with the need asking for supply.
'fhis is just as true of tho Latter Dn.y Saints as of
any other class of bcn\)factors.
Very few give largely fo;: any object, except
those who may have been 1Jcncfitted by bounty
properly bestowed, or those who have thought
long and deeply upon some pressing need and
how to meet it. From the latter class come endowments for schools, colleges, homes for various classes of needy or suffering humanity, hospitals, &c. l'tlost of these arc organized institu.
tions, having power to carry lnto efl:i3ct the designs of those who cne!owcd them and furnished
the money-life-blood for their eon tinned ex istence
There may be some such people among the
Saints; if so, and they are desirous of realizing
to those with whom their faith associates them,
we offer the foll;)wing. Organized industries
among the Saints must be counted as one of the
principalmethods by which the energies and rcsources of the people ma.y be utilized, labor provided with something to do, for which a fair remuneration in sustenance, or its equivalent may
be returned. Organizations require leaders,
leading ~pii·its, fitted by nature, or by acr1L1ired
ability, to devise, direct, and control tho first and
successive measures nece~sary to carrying out
the object of the organization. These organizationB are in effect governments, and like political
governments, "derive their ,just powers from the
consent of the governed." Association, tempered
by wise counsels, secures this consent. To make
this consent effective and association permanent
there must be guaranteed unto the individual
members of those organizations, immunity from
loss, actual or constructive, and this can not. be
done under the political rule now existing in the
states and territories where the ecclesiastical
idea, known as the Latter Day Work, is being
developed !.ll'l:cl is now pr?gressing, only by and
through thc'lntervcntion of the civil law, and we
are persuaded that this is one ofthe reasons why
the commmand was given, that "he that keepcth
the laws of God hath no need to break the laws
of the land." (a)
As if to cover every case that might arise in
following tho precept of the law which. states
that "men should be anxiously engaged in a
(a) Doc. nnrl

C~t., st>c,

will, and br.ing to pn.ss much righteousness;
the power is in them, wherein they me ngcnts
unto themselves," (b) iL seems t.n h:we been providell that the Saints might orgtmizc .into societies, in
direct accordance with any organic law of the
states wherein they might be dwelling, by the
provisions of which they could have a lawful oxistencc and an indisputvJJlc right to act together
for the accomplishment of the objec.t sought.
Under this intci1wctaUon of tho revelation, H
is possible to sec how many, very m:my things
could be done, U willingness and anxiet.y to do,
were to be found in tlw plnec of dcsiw to have
some one e1se do.
We have several times reminded the ~hints
that we believed th>lt inher.i tances were to llc
purchasel1, not
by the Saints. All
know by this time that it is not many thousaml
acres that we could buy as an individual with
all our fortune; nor can it be reasonably cxpcctcd that with the history of past accnmnlntions or
wealth by spirituallcaderu, and their fmhscquent
abuse, and the extremely jealous care with ·which
present and futurc"attcmpts of this sort wm be
watched and frustratul lJy .Latter Day SaintA, a
man with so little flnancircl. ability ns we :we
noted to be, will
mu(·.ll ofthisworld'c
lucre in the time yet ITm:\ining; thi:o ougltl; 1n
satis(y any who may be waiting for us to parcel
out, :~n inherit:~ncc to them, th"t il; i8 poor, very
poor polir:y to wait luuger. Agaln, and we beg
pardon for the pcrson:tl el1araeter of what follows,
it is understood to he the province of the one
who properly succeeds Jor1eph Smith, to "leach
the rovel11tions"
through him; hence, hie:
work and m isr'.ion ate obviously mow to teaeh
llu1n to gtvo revelations. 'J'o teach tho :rcv'e1:1tions is, if we comprchcm! the mcaniog of the
won!, to mnlw them praclkable, to rlo render
them that the work
in them, or pro
yidecl for by them, m:ty be llone. This we have
tried to do, in rcg:ud to the law undilr consldcration, and have been met wilh so decided .rebuke
by many ohlcr L:ttter Day 8aints than we nrc,
whose wisdom it wac; meet that we should
gard, that we have been timid in insisting
we were right. But as no arlvancomont has been
made by hillwTto favorite methods, we ask that
we be listened to and the methods vvo propose be
taken into consideration and a trial be made of
them. J'lfore especially do we ask this of men
to whom has been given wisdom and success in
temporal things; and though ihc suggestions
may be those of a dreamer, if they have seeming
practicability in their favor, let them be put to
tho test. We have not gold nor silver, but we
l1avc moral strength to stand by men of energy
and wisdom, and that is worth something in any
cause.
Men of the Church, whether holding ofllce
or not, may legitimately combine their moneys
and goods in organized associations, Pnm 1""'"''
of two or mora members, for the pnrposc of carrying on any industrial enterprise that may oirer
opportunity for utilizing labor, giving employment to those who may need it, and returning a
sufficient profit to pay a reasonable percentage
upon the capital invested .. We name in this con"
nection the manufacturQ of wooden-ware; plows
and other articles of husbandry; tiling and brick;
jars and earthenware; brooms, which involve
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the employment of many, raising broom-corn;
cheese, which makes sale for milk and stimulates the keeping of dairies; wagons, buggies;
boots and shO<ls, &c. These, together with the
purchase and sale of everything raised, produced or manufactured, opens fields of enterprise
that should satisfy the most exacting.
Besides theseit is within the liberties for any
man of means and public spirit, to establish by
.himself, under his own inspection and management, any or all of these; or, if he prefers to begin and carry out any plan for the aiding of the
ministry, the support of the families ofthe elders
in the field, the helping of the deservingly industrious but unfortunate, who may only need help
for a time, to be returned to the general fund
when success ensues; the establishing of farms
ancl purchase of lands, to be resold to brethren
who may be able to pay part down with time
for the remainder, and a reinvestment of the proceeds in similar ventures, or any other of the
multifarious number of works in which men
may engage,
'fo those who may be hesitating, waiting for
the institution of the Order of Enoch, we state,
that if the law concerning that order can not be
fillcJ by an association of men ancl money, for
tho transaction of every business enterprise in
which honest men may spend their time and
employ their means, legally organized according
to the laws of the land, we believe that it can not
he done; for this reason, if for none other: no
business transaction in which money and goods
nre involved, and the owners liable to lose what
may have been invested by them in such enterprise, can be prosecuted in any of the states, with
fair assurance to those investing that they shall
not sutl'er loss by irresponsible swindlers, unless
there shall hiwe been first a legal sanction to
such business, by proper organization, No mat.
ter by what holy name it might be called, the
name itself can not be a guarantee for the honesty of its members. If they arc honest, legal
restraints do them no wrong; if they are dishonest, they need them; and the legislatures have
taken care that safeguards shall be pwvided.
The Order of Enoeh is at best, when reduced
to every day practice, but an organized legal
body, having Church origin and membership.
That is, divesting the Order of Enoch of all its
legendary mistiness, it can but prove to be alegal method tci cany out Church designs
Examine the matter as freely as you will, the
fact still remains, that the law is inoperative and
the possible good to accrue therefrom is unrealized; not from any spoken design of the lawgiver that it should be so; but from a failure to
comprehend, or an unwillingness to carry into
effect what is comprehended.
Another reason why there can be no safe organization except in the provisions of the civil
law is there can lJe no by-law enacted by any
number of men associated together for any definite object that can make the subscribers thereto honest. If their gospel covenant has failed to
give birth and growth to honest principles, or to
cultivate ancl enrich the native germ, association
will, of necessity, fail to accomplish the beneficent work. To secure the honest men from the
rogue in grain, and to prevent the commission
of "crime made venial by the occasion/' through
the exciting of cupidity by reason of opportunity, safe provisions arc made in the laws enacted
by those who are "wiser in their generation than
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thechildronof tliel{ingclom ;" ando:nhese prO:
visions wise men should avail themselves, that
goodv't!ley;'Seek" fol;· others
for themselves
may not be defeated.
'l'hat precedent for this may not be lacking, we
cite, the organization and establishment of the
Church, "agreeably to the laws of our country."
(c) Also, "And thus all things shall be made sure
according to the laws of the Janel." (d) Again,
"Therefore I, the Lord, justifieth you ancl your
brethren of my Church, in befriending that Jaw
which is the constitutional law of the land." (e)
In the article on marriage, the Church affirms
that the association in wedlock, the most sacred
nnd bencliccnt of all co-partnerships for the business of life that men can enter into, is entered
into in deference to the precept of the law of the
lands ancl by an analogy of reasoning·we may
c0nclude that in the matter under consideration,
an adherence to the rule is pleasing to God.
In conclusion, he who has strong desire to do
something !audible ancl beneficial to the cause,
may by himself or with others set immediately
at work upon any of the enterprises named, observing, that if he proceeds alone h!J may not incorporate; if he proceeds with others he may.
The way will be found in the statute books of
the several states. The object having b.een ascertained, agree as to rules of association, the
amounts to be invested, the by-laws for government, file the articles of agreement in the proper
oflice in the county; and go to work. }Nc are
ready to listen to any proposition, and to help
any proper movement on to success.
We have wondered heretofore that some of our
wise men in temporal things, whom the Lord
hacl blest and was blessing with safe investment<;
and sure returns, did not engage in the land and
farm business, aiding men who were willing to
work, to secure to themselves homes, and thus
people the land with industrious and frugal citizens, whose religion was a safeguard of good
conduct. A few thousands of dollars set apart to
this special work, might with care be made an
eflicient means to "lay up treasure in heaven,"
and to make friends of (by means of) the mammon of unrighteousness." Whoever undertakes
it must use discretion, constant and earnest diligence, that he shall not waste and squander the
means so used; and in doing so, will need to insist that his brethren whom be may help, shall
deal honestly with him, and shall promptly perform their part of the agreement, that the golden
opportunities afrorded them may in turn be ofl~
erccl to others, .and thus many be reached.
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ELDER William Sheldon, of the Adventists, the
man who has been writing against the Church,
and to whom Bro. Blair replied in his "Seer,"
visited the sanctum on the 24th and again on
the 30th June, and interviewed the Senior, In
each of his visits he was quite courteous and apparently friendly. His chief objection to our
work is the claim to inspiration, both in the beginning and now. He frankly ancl persistently
avows that he "docs not believe a single word of
it."
The Church to which he belongs held a series
of tent meetings in Sandwich, during Bro. ];orscutt's week there, from the 22ncl to the 30th June,
Messrs. Sheldon, Spencer, Watson, and others,
being the speakers. 1\'Ir. Sheldon states that it
(c) D. & C., 17:1.

(d) D. & C., 51:1, (e) 1J, & C., D5: 2.

was the poorest effort in numoers and effect of
any camp or tent meeting he' ever attemled chiring his ministry. There is some talk of a discussion between between Mr. Sheldon and some
one of tho brethren, but it may result in talk
only. Elder Forscutt baptized one during lJis
meeting at Sandwich.
By the way, where is the brother who has, o1·
where the brethren who have the means and .the
will to spare from 150 to 250 dollars for a gospel
tent, and where are the two elders who will volunteer to take said tent, travel with it and preach
the word in it; and where is the band of singers
from two to four who will give two to four
months 9f their time to the song service of a se.
ries oftent meetings? vVherc, 0, ~where? Don't
all speak at once.
BRo. Wm. Nelson writes from Papcte, Tahiti,
Society Islands, IYiay '7th, that he had been sick
but was now better. IIe found the Saints doing
as well as could be expected. Bro. David Brown
gets the I!ERAI.D regularly, aml now Bro. Nelson Teads it to them in their own language. Bro.
Nelson feels that a good wOTk may be done on
the Islands, though temptations beset him who
tries to do that work The living is hard, the
climate enervating, and the social habits demor ..
alizing, or tending to laxity of morals. The prevailing vices are drunkenness and lasciviousness,
Bro. Nelson confirms what Sr. Lincoln, of 8an
Francisco, and Bro. Tuck, of vVatsonville, Cali.
fornia, told us in 18'70; it is difl}cult to make the
Islanders to understand and appreciate the worship of God, The reasons for personal righteousness they seem not to grasp, hence arc easily
led into excesses. The religious impulses,
though momentarily active and strong, are not
permanent; hence the necessity for some one to
be with them all the time to watch over them, as
over children.
Bro. N clson will Tccei vc his penni t to stay s.nd
will do what he can,
BY late papers we notice that Emaline A. Young,
Mcintosh, daughter of tho l~"tc Brigham Young,
for herself and others, has begun suit against
George Q. Camion, Albert Carrington and Brig.,
ham Young, exec.utors of the will of Pres. Young,
asking that said executors be released from their
duties, and receivers be appointed in their stead;
alleging fraud and abuse on their part as causes
why it should be so clone.
Among the counts in the indictment against
these executors, :M:essrs. Cannon, Carrington and
Young, are the deeding of certain pieces of property ancl the payment of certain sums of money,
amounting in the aggregate to nearly 1,200,000
dollars, to John Taylor and others for the Church
to which testator and legatees lll.olonged; also,
that in making these deeds and payments ,of
money, those men have assumed, as apostles and
spiritual leaders, to dispose of the properties
and moneys named fraudulently and without regard to the provisions of the will, the forms o l
law, or the rights of the inheritors of the dead
president. We presume that the moneys and
properties the disposal of whieh is complainc'd
of really belonged to the Church, and that the
executors have simply "rendtred unto Ceasar
the things that are Ceasar's."
Tho receivers have been appointed and it is
probable that now a long and tedious legal warfare will ensue, from which the lawyers and the
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Bro. T. F. Stafl'ord says that Bro. J. S. Patterson
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It is an appeal to Gentile laws for equity in Zion, made
possible lly an apparent malfeazance in office of
the chief shepherd. It is certainly an astonishing thing'that President Brigham Young should
have accmnulated a fortune of two millions and
a half, to devise to as numerous a household of
dependents as are represented in the will, holding interests of the Church in his hands which
are utterly disregarded in his will, unless provided for in the terms, "after the payment of all
my just debts," without giving rise to the fear
that he may have improperly administered upon
some of those trusts. We have desired and do
now desire that the memory of the man may be
clear of the stain of dishonesty; but if these men
who have proceeded to administer as executors
of the will shall be by the court adjudged guilty
of fraud in securing to the· Church to which
Pres. Young belonged, the properties and
moneys that were clearly the right of the Church,
what other conclusion can they and others derive
from it, except that Brigham Young looked after
the welfare of himself to better advantage than
he did the interests of the people who styled him
the "Lion of the Lord." It is evident that he secured the lion's share of the prey.
Below we give a portion of the account in
favor of the Church against Pres. Young, alloweel by the executors, fraudulently as is charged
by Mrs~ Mcintosh:
The estate of Brigham Young to John Taylor
as Trustee-in-'rrust for the Church of JeBus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, Dr.
To amount of balance on railroad
contract account. • •.............. $51,6'78 0()
To amount of balance due on Utah
Central Hailroad account . . . . . . . . 59,200 00
'ro Zion's Co-operative Mercantile
Institution account..............
10,404 GO
To errors in footing and extension in
account.........................
9,074 41
To balance of book account from
June ""0 ' 1873·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~100 '7o_ll_ 011"
To real estate Social Hall lot and
building. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,438 ()7
'l'oreal estate JYiuseum lot and build.
4,000 00
ing ........................... .
'l'o real estate Council House lot and
building ....................... .
'7,209 50
To amount of errors in credits in
Pres. B. Young's·private account. U28,8G'718
'l'o amount to reimburse the Trustee
in rrrust for error erroneously credited the private account of Pres. ll.
Young for subsistence and quartermaster bi11s, &c., as per entry of
August 28, 18()6 ................ .
30,000 00

$909,632 DO
EDITORIAI~

ITEMS.

'rwo excellent letters of late date are received
from England; one from Bro. Archibald Draclshaw, and the other from Bro. R. Kendrick.
'rhese indicate that there is a new era about to
dawn for the work there. The brethren write in
splendid spirits. If it was not for the measure
of contention and strife manifested in some directions we could almost say Zion is at peace;
but discontented humanity still keeps up the din
of battle.
Sister S. A. Hose of Graysville, Ohio, writes of
the good conference held at Lampsville. Harmony and peace governed the assembly. Brn.
Ells and Craig preached with liberty to large
gatherings of people in a gl'ove. Some intended
to unite with the Church at the first opportunity.
Sr. Rose rejoices in the worJt of God.

-~-:"'~~cc=,_-~~c:".:'::~:=-~·-::::::c:~.:e:--•;,_:::•=·::::~:"::=c::.:c

Iowa, June 6th, and mentioned the departure of
Bro. J. W. Gillen for California, June 4th, on his
way to Australia. Of that mission Bro. Hollger
writes: "I have left the colonies clear of any incumberancc; no debt for my successor to meet;
a good 'little library, and many fricn<h both in
and out of the Church."
J3ro. John ·weir of Coalville, Iowa, mentions
the visit of Bro. J.
Lambert there, and that he
baptized six during his stay. 'l'he branch enjoys
the favor of God in its meetings. The young
Saints also hold prayer services by themselves and
are examples to the older ones, Bro. Weir says.
, J3ro. J. _H. Hansen replies to some one '\1lho attacks him and his faith in print, who signs himself "J~enox." J3ro. Hanson occupies two-and-ahalf columns of the Democrat, publisheu at
Mayfield, Kentucky, and his reply is able and in
excellent spirit, showing the weak points of
"Lenox," and bringing forward the testimony of
Vice President Colfax, Jliirs. c. v. Waite, tho historian Smucker, and others concerning the origin
of polygamy and the kindred evils that flourish
in Utah, but which have no place in the doctrines, teachings, or practices of the true Church,
either original or reorganized. ]Hay Bro. Hansen
reap good fruit from this defense of truth, with
honor to the cause and to himself. INc also
thank the Editor of the Democrat for publishing
Bro. Hanson's defense.
,
,
Bro. L. C. D onalson of· the "I
"' ill Creek I>rancD,

n:

gave much satisfaction to his hearers during his
recent preaching at Lowir;ton, Jllinols. He went
about .June 20th to 8treator, lllinoic1, to preach.
Bro. Stamu·d still hbnrs in the mhistry fait.l>fully.
Bro. Samuel LonglJottom was n.i; Newlon,
Iowa, Juno 23d, so wrote Dro. D. C. vVhitc.
Bro. James Kemp writes o.f a good conference
being held by tho Colorado District in June.
People came twelve milcfl to hear tho gospd
preached. Dro. Kemp is now prcshlcnt of tllnt
district, and intends to prosecute tho work in
Denver and elsewhere. Those interested please
ac1drcss him at IIutchlnson, JcH'crson County.
Bro. .Tames Pe1'kins ·wwte from
Smith county, Kansas, June 1'7th, that t!w pmspect was good for an increase in the mcmlJm·sltiJl
of the Church there. 'l'lw Saints. in that region
have a good rcputntion, says Bro. Perkins, which
is what we like to hear of any
all Salnt:lo
Bro. Perkins had rccenily ]Jecn to Solomon Valley and Salt Creek llranchc~J, where are no1Jlo
and faithful Saints, he says. 'fhreo baptized dn
ring his stay. Crops are
exccpt.tll~ctspring
grain was light in qnanW.y.
Some one iu Salt Lake
sends us $1 ,G3 for
publications, but sign no n:;,me. Will tho wrlicr
please to send it.
Bro. J. II. Lawn, of Paiccncs, San Bcnlto
county, California, sends us n clipping from a
San Francisco, Cal., Gall,
the d-catlL-01'
Sr. Emma llidamon, which he thought of rc,)]v.

Iowa, says that they hold meetings rogultwly and
< "
that most of the members attend. Ilro. J. R ing to. It shows how 1Ht1e newspaper men know
J3adham is preaching in his district field and of the Saints, when such things need answering.
Bro. Donalson is associated with Bro. l'!Iortimore
Sr. E. Hcdfiold writes from Shcfumdoah, Iowa,
in another field.
encouraging us to push on, and not to fill Uw
precious space in tho HE1UI,D with replies to.
Will the person who sent fifty cents to the
office from Little Sioux, Iowa, give us their name, those who arc not pleased -with things which we
and we will do as they request.
can not help. We thanl' her for tho COJl!ldence
expressed.
We used the term Oakland Conference, in an
Uncle \Villiam wrote from his home in Elkn"
article an issue or two back, when we should
have written San Francisco Conference. It ;vas cler, Clayton county, Iowa, he having returne(l
for the harvest, rest and recuperation. He writes
a lapse of memory, in regard to where the confer-in commendation of the Sainte, where he ha;J
once was held.
been, thus: "l\-Iay these kind S:tints long live to
Bro. Tho)-llaS J. Andrews and family, of Ran enjoy the great reward of their Christian love
Francisco, California, stopped with us from i.he and charity. In all the places named, thanks be
19th to the 25th of June, en route from England, to God, I found Saints of the true faith in the
where they have been visiting for a little more gospel of Christ Jesus our Lord."
than a year, to their home. They left us on the
Bro. GeorgeS. Yerrington writes from l'rov·:.
21Jth intending to stop at Lamoni, Iowa, to visit dence, R I., "Some good nGws from ~c""'''v'""'
the colony there before finally leaving for the Conn., one more wants to join the Clmreh. In
west. Bro. Andrews confesses to being strongly Providence they keep coming in; one hst week,
confirmed in his predilections in favor of Ameri- and others arc interested. So rnovcs on tlw
ca and her institutions.
work."
Bro. N. Stamm wrote from :Marion county,
A daily l'revad1~ Tn:lmiw of June 1;Jth, ano
Iowa, June 90th, that he had preached ten times nounces tho services of Bro. D. fl. JUills in the
at or near Pleasantville, and enjoyed good liber- court hour;e at Carson City, J'-'Tcvadn,
ty. Tic baptized one recently, an excellent m~m. on
tho 14th inst
Bro. I. N. -White had just come to help carry on
-~------.
l'fK~VS SUI~UIAlnT.
the work. Eight members there now, nml pros(Prepared OXlH'fJSS1y for the Y{or:;,h_l,J
pects good for more being added. Dro. Stamm
intends to go west into Lucas county. He feels
lt:iLh.~~~wo veRse1s h11vc 2.1~:tivcd
Ncnv y·o:i:<lr
well in spirit, and labors zealously and devotedly" ft·om the West. Indie8, with Bcvend en.sc8 of yel!o'S
Sr. ,J. H. Merriam of Stewartsville, J\!Io", men- fever on board.
Gen. Crook h!1s viGiled lhe military
or' the
tions the presence of Bro. Alex. H. Smith in that
and iB convinced that there
110 danger
branch. The Saints there have good prayer frontier
of an Indian outbreak
the ~,rhH.es cau
meetings, being blessed of God's Spirit.
be prevented from
the
of theii.'
Bro. Walter l'.1:cKnight, of Clay county,)Can. property. They have- recently stolen from ihos,,
n-ctmber of ponh:s
sas, mentions the good labors of Bro. I. N. Hob- at Ited Cloud A.gency a~
and run them off. The
1'ribune
erts at Oak Hill, that county. Though our views
are battled, Y<i\ Dro, ~Y.l#Cnight holds up the
standard,

--------·-·->$--
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on a
that neglects to protect their
rights or :redress their wrongs."
Dy shocks of oe,rthquakc in Italy seve1·al houses
have fallen and some people have been killed.
In Sicily by a recent riot eighteen persons were
killed and sixty wounded.
1\Jth.--Dy au earthquake in Sicily five villages
have been partially destroyed and some people
were killed and others injured.
In Switzerland so large a mass of rock has
fallen down upon the road through an Alpine pass
!hat it will take months to clear it 9,way, perhaps
a whole year.
'l'he stl"ike of lumbermen in Sweden is ended.
Geo. lteynolds, the Utah polygamist, who was
r;ontenc·ed to two
imprisonment, is on his
way to the
at Detroit, Michigan.
June 20th.-A disprd.ch from Capetown, Africa.,
2ays th:;,t Prince Louis Napoleon, the Prince Imperial of Fr9,nce, v,u ofliC'cr with the British army,
'md who was with a party of officers reconnoitering, when a party of Zulus crept up near and
fired their spears, killing the Prince. This is a
blow to Imperialism in France.
Quite a division hr,s occurred in the Sinai Temple congregation of Jews in Chicago on the subject of keeping the Sabbath, the conservative ones
wishing to continue and adhere to the historical
seventh day and tho liberals desiring to adopt as
their day of worship the one observed by the
Christhms. There is quite a, commotion, and so
much feeling that H:>bbi Kohler has resigned the
pulpit.
~:H.--A picnic ps.Tty of Tiohcmhns in Chicago,
'wemt to a grove and took along prtrt of an ''independent"
of sharp-shooters, nnd as boys
~Hld
gain a free entr:1nce to the
interfered, and when stones were
by Uw roughs the company used the bayonet,
and then fired shot., wounding eight or nine, one
or two of them mortally. Quite an excitement
prevails. The Stri.te JI.Iilitia Law goes into effect
July 1st, which prohihlts drilling or parading of
any arms- bearing body of men not orgtmized and
enrolled under the provisions of that law. Uns,uthorizcd comp>1nies were getting to bo too numerous for public safety.
2Hh.~'fhe
i1ltendiug lho death of Mm.
Hull iu New
has nt last l>ceu solvecl by the
~~:r:rest and full confession of the murderer.
The
l?_issing
to be the clew, and the
uwcovery in a
pawn-shop of a cameo set
to the mudo:rcd woman hid the founthe detection which followed. 'l'he
named Chttstine
n<CP.r lho
residence, and was
odd jobs about the place.
head of lhe Darion shipthat j t ca.u n.nct will be

~5t.lL---A
in South wcc;ter:u N tJbrrtJska
der:1oHshed
lHcthGdir.Jt chapel :1nd scvcra,l
houses &J:, Red. Cloud,
I\. heu,vy rain-fall at Fort Gri11in~ ~-f'ex:10, iloodt..hc town and overflowed the creek. Seven
were drov,rncd there
in th2 vicinity.

s~._, l-'etersburg
OI
_on
f1re

one girl and a boy killed and several other persons were wounded.
The spinners of t.he FalllUver, Massachusetts,
cotton mills are still on a strike and the weavers
may join them.
29th.~Another boiler' explosion.
This time on
a tug boat on the Missouri, below Nebraska Cit.y.
1'wo men killed and four others fatally or badly
wounded.
The engine and three cars of a mail train went
through a bridge in Virginia, one train man killed
and three injured. Several passengers hurt.
The boiler of a pleasure boat on a lake near
Minneapolis, Minnesota, exploded. The captain
and tho engineer were mortally wounded and seve :al passengers severely so, and others bruised.
A storm at Baltimore deluged the streets and
unroofed forty or fifty buildings.
In Arizona .a scouting party of soldiers came
upon seven Indians who had been committing dep·
redations and slew them.
30th.~On the Atlantic a steam ship came in
collision with an iron bark night before last and
sunk it. The captain and four of the crew went
down. The steamer was disabled and put back
into New York yesterday.
The prisons and jails of Russia are filled to
overflowing because of the thrusting therein of
those known to be or suspected of being enemies
of the government.
The death of the Prince Imperial of France
causes much controversy in France among those
who have looked for a restoration .of the empire.
Prince Napoleon, cousin of Napoleon III, and son
of Jcrom·e who was the brother of Napoleon I, can
claim the right. to rule, should the Imperialist
party prevail, and then he may abdicftte and give
place to his son Victor as Napoleon V. It is said
that the Prince Imperial left a will to the effect
that he wished Victor to succeed to his rights.
Prince Napoleon served in the Crimean war and
in i.he war of 1859 with Austria. In 1859 he
married Clotilda, daughi.Oi' of the Victor Immanuel,
king of Italy, and Victor, their son is nineteen
years old. In A.merica resides a grandson of
Jerome, the brother of Napoleon I, whose first
wife wrts a Miss Patterson of Phil:tdelphia, from
whom Napoleon and France col]lpcllod Jerome to
separate as not being of royal blood, and a marri:>ge was armnged between Jerome and a princess
of Wurtomburg, from which union carne Prince
Napoleon.
In Afghtmistv.n the cholera is sprecHling lhro.ugh
the villages.
,
In. England, the weather itJ bad for crops and n
poor harvest is expected. The price of food is
consequently advancing.
In tho west of IrelanJ great. trouble anrl dcstrucLiou to c. ops is being caus<Od by continued
heavy rains.
In South Africa, the British oillcers are rna king
arrangom(~nts fur an advance into Zululand, to
start as soon as General Wolsolcy arrives.
July lst.-S~veral
were c.&psized in the
Doston harbor d<ty
yesterday.
·
A heavy thunder storm in l' d.ris', France
Several pereons ldllcd.
A dit,patch fr·om Pat·is says Pdnce Jorvme
will publiBh a manifesto after the funeral
of
late Prince Imperial, urging all Bona.part-·
ists to submit to the l:cpublic, and that he has al'-'eMJy
President. Grevy that he w\ll not
boc~"9Ll'~ a fl'8tencler io the Imperial throne.
~3 ~ ~.._\t V.:0vL.L3DCB 7 It. I, lrJ:cs Shaw? convic!w

cd. u[ tho rnu1dc:· of her husband bas b_;~n sentenc
for lif,"'.
it1 BOllfht."'!'~} RnsBir1 ,1:re very
poor. Drouth,
nud g:rassbcppers have in sue·
cesBio?J devagtated. J:;,rge regions of country. 1n
northern Italy the &)rospects a.re b:::.d becn.nse of
rf1in :]nd inu11dation, and only tnodera.tely
othe-r pot~Uonr~, exee.pt S trtlhlia, where the
wiil be ex.ceil0nl.
A dlspa1ch fron1 Pari8 s.'t.Y'J that gronps of BonU.partists are talking of bringing forw11rd Jerome

to the
Ied Tr::.e
crop

Bong._part.e}s Americ~n grandson as pretender to
the throne of Fl'a.ncc.
11 he war bot ween Chili n.nd Peru goes 0!1 1 both
by tho explosion of a making further rrrepa:rations for war, the Ch.ilian~
several dwelling honses getting
for a lnnl~! n.nJ sf'n, n.ttftck on Limst
tb.c engineer ancl two women, and CaJlao in

A $50,000 fire in Boston, Massachusetts.
4th.~Thirty one men perished by an explosion
in a coal-pit near Glasgow, Scotland, yesterda,y
morning, four of them being burned alive.
The colliers of Merthyr, WJtles, thirty-two
thousand persons, have refused the ten per cent
reduction of wages made by the masters.
Queen Victoria has ordered a royal regiment to
meet the body of the Prince Imperial of France
at Woolwich, as an escort.
A tornado struck Elkhorn, Dakota, the 2d, and
blew uown dwellings, barns, a ware house, water
tank, etc. Only one person seriously injured.
In the country much damage done to crops, buildings, fences and trees.
In Plymouth county, Iowa, a like event occurcd
causing great destruction, and two men were killed by the demolillhing of a barn in which thry
took shelter. At St. raul, Red Wing, and through
out much of Minnesota, there were floods of rain
and railroad washouts and undermined buildings
with great damage to properl-y and crops. ln
Goodhue county seven persons killed and anumber wounded by lightning andtttho fall of a builc'ing. In other places there was also loss of life
by the lightning. In Menomonee, Wisconsin two
persons swept away and drowned in the flood.
5th.-A great many accidents occurred yestcr"
day in various parts of the United States, during
efl'orts to celebrate Independence Day. At 1'rcnton,
New Jersey, during a rush to board an excursion
boat a wharf gave way, and seventy-five persona
were thrown into the water. A few wue drowned
and several others were injured.
Near Worcester. Ma~e., an excursion slcttmer
careened and tho upper deck broke down with tho
weight of people and many went into the water.
Some wore drowned or otherwise killed and a
number were wounded.
.•
Other accidents resulting in mortal and datgcrous wounds were by the bureting or premature
discharge of cannon, and there was a railroad
collision, some drownings and other forms of
death. A church at Scituate, 1\lass., burned by
fire-crackers.
6th.~Further ne·ws comes of the deslrucliou
caused by the great rain, hail and wind storm in
Minnesota and Wisconsin. Over five inches of
rain fell within one day. The cyclone cro~scd
the Mississippi into Wisconsin, at Lake Pepin.
Red Wing and Stillwater suffered most by the
flood, houses being undermined, stores and bas£ments flooded and goods destroyed.
July 7th -Two remarkable tragedies are noted
yesterday, namely that of two old men killing
their wives and then themselves. One instance
occurred at Greens burg, Pa., thirt.y miles from
Pittsburg, whore the husband, aged 76 years, shot
and instantly killed his wife aged 70 years. They
had trouble about some land which he had previously deeded (o her and subsequently wished to
have re·dceded to him. After killing her he put
t.he gun to his own chin and blew his hea,d open.
The other ca.se was at Alden, N. Y., near Bufft>lo;
manner of killing not statod nor cause.
In Prance a hurricane struck a steamer on fi
river and sunk it. Forty-eight out of fifl.y·tbrce
persons on board were drowned.
In South Africa the British troops have begun
their advance towards Zululand.
Wind, rain and lightning did considerable dam-.
age to bui.ldings and trees near Madison, Wis,
One was killed by lightning.
8th ~There were four murders committed in und
near New York City on the Fourth.
The cyclone in Minnesota, July 3cl, was terribly
destructive to life a_nd property. In one small
village nine persons were kiiled, four others will
probably die, and thirty more were injured. In
all thirty persons lost their lives and fift.y were
wounded. All kinds of propert.y were destroyed,
the loss being too great to estimate.
Jefferson Davis refuses (so says a dispatch) to
accept the office of Senator from Mississippi.
In Newcastle, ra., a<ilady was burned to death
by her dress catching fire from a firecracker in
the g\:reet.
At Richmond, Va, a lady was burned t.o death,
he:r dress catching from a wisp of paper used by
her to light the gas and then thvown down.
A lar!le emigration from German;y is expactcd
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because of the new tariff enforced, whereby corn
and other foreign products'pay euch heavy duty to
the Government that many of the people can not
endure H.
Two hundred and fifly emigrants from Iceland
are on their way to Minnesota, United States.
A tornado. near Milwaukee, Wisconsin, did
much damage the 5th, also at La Crosse and Mad·
ison the storm -was terrible._...and destructive, wind,
rain and hail.

_______ _____

LoNDoN, England, Jnne 5th, 18"/D.
.Editors lleraldy· dea.r b1·ethren: 1 write you
concerning ourselves. I venture to do so because
I am assured that although the rolling billows
of the Atlantic, and mati'Y; .miles of. the New
World prairie land separate'us, still you are not
wanting in interest in our welfare. For, though
there be diversities of operations, th,3re is but the
one Spirit which binds us in so indissoluble a tie
that even mighty distance cannot sever it. I am
also convinced that yourselves and the Saints on
your continent, apart' from thi~ spiritual bond,
also have a deep interest in the occurrences of
thiR land, and cspeciitlly of this capital, from
which so powerful an influence irradiates over
the entire globe.
The signs of the times are purtcntious. There
are spirits abroad and influences at work here,
the natural result of which can only be the consummation of this last dispensation, according
as the mouth of Israel's God hath spoken it- I
verily believe he is about to "cut short his work
in righteousness." There is also an unmistakeable spirit of theological dissatisfaction pcrvad.
ing at least two thirds of soeiety. The other
third compose tho "upper ten," whose fashionable theology is the vital principle of their superior classification, and its coneomiLant train of
social privileges. It is hard for a rich man to
enter the kingdom of heaven. Amongst others
we find, when out preaching, a general dissatisfaction with that which they have; but, up to
the present they manifest a curious incredulity
anent the message we bear them, excepting a few
enquiring ones who recognize the great importance ·of the question at issue, and conceraing
whom I am sanguine. Since I last wrote you I
have been ordained to the Melchisidek priesthood, aml appointed to labor in the north and
JWrlh-westet H parts of London. During the last
fom months or so I have been doing so (in company with my father) and it has been interesting
to watch th ~ receptions we from time to time receive. The district is replete with Hecularists,
and theologically disposed persons who call
themselves Hationalists, with a respectable
sprinkling of much less heterodox ones. vVith
these we have some interesting discussions,
which are rapidly removing misunderstandings
from the people's minds, and disabusing them ol
many of their misconceptions concerning the
philosophy of Jesus Christ and our position in
relation thereto. The kingdom is extending in
this city; since date of my baptism (November)
twelve nave entered; but what are they, or the
~ixty members or so, against the 4,500,000 of this
city? Jillay their "deep sleep" soon cease, and
rmi.y they awake to the glorious light of the rev.
elations of the Lord. On Sunday last, the Annual Conference of the British lHission was held
here, and we had a good time. The weather was
very bacl, but great intcreRt was maniffsted, nnd
we had good meetings. Without doubt one result will be a clearer understanding of our position, and this is no small thing. The meetings
wore held in a skating rink, very close to a
bra.Hch of the Utah people, several of whom honored us with their presence, but carefully withdrew the same previous to close of meetings.
We have been pleased to see our Bro., Elder J.
Gilbert, of Nebraska, and although we in· :bondon have not had much of his presence, yet we
find him already endeared to us, for he carries
with him the iniiuencc of the Spirit.
This lmmeh has seen days of severe trial in
the past, ;;u i le>~rn, and it is not without them
now. I I!l(mn trials· from within, and we all
lmow how much harder these are to bear than
those which we naturally look for from without.

But they are being adjusted according to the
Covenants of the Church, (or rather the causes of
them are), and I trust that ere long, the unity
which now characterizes the large majority of
the branch willl; old undisputed sway over it all.
In closing this letter I feel lccl to mention a
few remarks which some short time since fell
from the lips of Lord Derby. He was just fresh
li·om the presidency of the Foreign Oifice, so
that his words are not without weight, tts to
their signitlcance, that requires no explanation.
The 1wncral ell'ect of his remarks was as follows: That it is a great mistake to suppose that
every one is desirous for peace. That strong in1luences arc always at work for the purpose of, if
possfble, causing war, and taking advantage of
every crisis to that end. That our army is not
now what it used to be some years back, for military ism· had become a seienee calling for deep
study, and causing a natural desire for that active service which alone can bring promotion to
those who have adopted this profession. That
the officers of our army are related to families of
the greatest inllucnce in· governing eire les, and
therefore ·are enabled to bring direct pressure to
bear upon our polities. That army contractors
for clothing, ammunition, ordnance, machinery,
provisions, &c., &c., form a powerful body, having and using influence to the same end.
'fhe above and other statements were made as
I have stated, by a man who had jnst resigned
his prominent and honorable position because of
nndt1e pressure which was breJught to bear upon
him in order to swerve him from the policy of
peace to that of war. Arid. when we remember
that these influences exist almost all over the
civilized world, to what other conclusion can we
come than that these are the days in whielt we
shall especially "hear of wars and rumors of
wars."
Then, too, there are the astronomical signs to
which you a short time back drew attention in
Herald, port· nding the continuance of those
"pestilences and famines" of which some nations
have already tasted. Even now news reaches us
here of a very serious famine in Cashmere. It
is impossible for men not to see and know these
things. May they soon see also that the gospel
of the kingdom is being preached for a witness,
and mny they embrace its divine call. Amen.
The t:laints here salute their brethren and sisters and pray for the Church and its leaders.
l'tfay the Eternal Spirit breathe continually
upon them, that they be not deceived, but remain
channels for the use of the Lord, through which
the streams of life may continually flow. Amen.
Will the Saints who read this please remember
ns in their prayers, for we are but a tiny portion
of leaven in the whole lump of this 'City.
Praying for the extension of the kingdom, I
remain yours in the gospel,
R. KENDmcK.
LONDON, England,
June 13th, 187D.
B1·o. Henry: I herewith forward you a little
m;ws fwm our hemisphere, feeling, although
thousands of miles separate us, that we are often
tog'ether in spirit, and that our Jove is the same
for our Master and his cause. vVe are at work
very hfml here unfurling the gospel banner, but
we l'now if we are only faithful, and put our
trust in our beloved Eedeemer, he will bring us
through, and we shall come off more than conquerors. We have been and are doing a great
deal of out-door work, preaching the gospel in
the highway and byways, as did the disciples of
old. There is no one here who is so liberal as to
loan us a hall even for a moment, unless we are
prepared~ to pay a good round sum for its use;
but we are quite satisfied, for we are having glorious times. Scarcely do we commence a meeting but our ad versarios are at work; but, with all
they can do, they only strengthen us and our
cause, for the work of the Lord must grow and
overcome all error, though f1l! hell oppose. It
often brings to my mind these lines,"On tho rock of. Enoch founded,
\Vhat can shake our sure repose;
\Vith salvation's walls snrrouudNl,
VV c may r:anile on all our foes."

Vvc have had numerous discussions with Secularists and sectarians. vVe have been holding
several contests with a man by the name of Ket-

tie, who is a vendor of the gospel ancl tea, who on
one occasion made the assertion that the Book of
l\!Iormon was a conglomeration of rubbish from
beginning to end; which, of course, as yon may
guess, we challenged him to prove. He .commenced by saying it was below the standard of a
novel, and that he had carefully studied it; yet
he was unable to quote one solitary passar-:o
therein contained, let alono find the rubbish. He
said that it was not fit for any one to read, and
assailed us with its teaching polygamy, there and
then proving his entire ignorance of the booJ.::,
and also making his former statement untrue.
Pshaw, what will pricstcraft not do to hide its
own baseness. We also put a copy into his hand
and asked him to read the rubbish, (as he called
it), which he refused to do.
There is a great spirit of enquiry in this district (Hackney). '!'he brothers, Kendrick, and
my humble self, visit the neighborhood twice tt
week for out-door preaching, and occasionally
other brothers come and help us. We arc negotiating for a hall which we expect to have very
shortly, when we intend starting the Hackney,
or second I~lmdon branch; we ask for the prayers of the Saints on our behalf; that a great work
may be done in this portion of the Lord's vineyard; that many honest souls may be gathered
into his cause and kingdom.
Other of our brethren travel two or three times
a week to Stratford and the villages ronnel about,
where some thousands have had the gospel
preached unto them for a witness. They hope to
raise up a branch in Stratford soon; but the
great drawback is the scarcity of meeting pla.eCG
suitable; but the work is onward, enfjuirers hav~.
ing come to hear us at our branch at Limehouse,
a distance of about five miles, and then the journey back another five.
We feel that the work here in London is about
to take a great stride, and that before very long;
we had a thoroughly good time at our general
conference, which was held here, many of the
brethren from various parts of the country being
present with us: also, the Holy Spirit, the Comforter, was with us to cheer us in all our deliberation. Ever praying for the onrolling of the little stone, I remain your brother in the gospel
bonds,
ArtciiiiJALD BnADSIIA w.
ScRAN'l'ON, Osage Co., Kansas,
Dem· .Editors of Saints' Herald :-I have in
my possession a copy of a letter which I consider
suggestive of points of importance pertaining to
the work of the Lord, of the times and sensum;
that our Church has had to contend against.
I was talking with Dr. James N. Seymour, in
the year 1875, at the city of Carbom!ale, concerning the coming forth of the Book of Mormon,
and I advised the Doctor to go and sec David
V{hitmer, as he was a living witness at the time
of writing. He did not go himselt~ but wrote to
David Whitmer about his testimony of the truth
of the Book of Morman; and when the Doctor
received the answer to his letter of enquiry, he
gave it to me to read, with permission to copy if
I wished to. The letter to Dr. James N. Seymour,
of Carbondale, from David Whitmer, December
8th, 1875, reads as follows:
"Your letter of enquiry at hand. You have
heard that I am a witness to the origin of the
Book of Mormon. As you read my testimony
given many years ago, so it stands as my own
existence; the same as when I gave it, and so
shall stand throughout the cycles of eternity.
Head the book, believe and follow its commaml"
ments; turn your soul to Christ, the Prophet,
Priest and King of his Church; which no other
can usurp. Have charity for the oversights of
sectarianism; but as a seeker of truth dip not
into their deceptions and worldliness. As to
Spiritualism, have fear, lest the fate of Saul shall
come upon thee; and hell's arch minister have
dominion over thy Christian aims. The world i8
full of his snares, ancl none so great a.s Spiritualism. The Church of Jesus Christ is the only
true cognomen .of n, Christian. Be patient and
remember signs follow only those that believe.
Salt Lake Il'lormonism is the faith perverted, and
most shamefully, and the Book of Mormon condemns them in all their infemal sensual ceremo.
nies. Be thy directors the stick of Judah, the Bible as received by the Gentiles, and the stick of
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J oscph, tho Book of ]}fmmon, translated by the sec a sky so sublimely beautiful. vVhile admiring all things, knows full well there is a mighty in-

all-seeing agency of tho Almighty Father, through
the mercies of the Savior. May peace drawn from
heaven by thy faith, follow thee through the
lnncs·of life nnd support thee over the dark river
to thy eternal home, preparQd to meet thy Savior
a once man of sorrow and acquainted wiLh woes,
now the eternal judge of all the earth. In answer
to a seeker of truth, dictated by David Whitmer,
handwriting of' his grandson, Geo. Y!f. Schwcich."
Your brother in the gospel,
J.D. J.

the view, my attention was attracted by a tree of
great height, a few rods from the house. It was
cove1·ed with leaves and fruit which glittered like
diamonds in the sunshine, dyed in all the various
colm·s of the rainbow. (luicker than thought
there was presented in front of the tree a personage in the air, robed in white. Beauty and
majesty were written in the whole scene, yet the
most majestic was the personage. He was glorious to behold. My whole soul was filled
with happiness. I turned to my husband, (who
was the only one in the large assembly whom I
recognized), and requested him to look out. He
glanced out, but seemed indiflcrent, while I was
happy beyond description, and I awoke the
same and was the same for weeks whenever I
thought of the beautiful picture.
Soon after that I was taken sevcr0ly ill, and one
week following my husband came down with
the fever. In fact, we were all sick together.
But the beautiful pleture comforted me. I felt
it was from the Comforter, to show me that the
I,orcl would bless me in life or in death. I had
no tfcars of death, but could say, ·' 0, Lord, I
come."
lie carried us all safely through in his own
Lime, and his loving hand was vl~ible in all
things. 'l'his is one out of many manifestations
I've had since I've boon in the latter day work.
Y onr sister in tile faith,
JI,'ImA SNOW.

Lackawana Co., r,,,,
J nne 21st, 187D.
Drn. Joseph mul llanry :-I pen a few lines,
thinking
it may be interesting to the
renders
to learn something conthe "Wyoming Valley District I have
cons'tdcralJ1y this last three months, and
preached evcrywore I could get opportunity; the
a11.dicnccs sometimes
and ntlcntive. l'rcjn.
fllcc over\vhchns the
of the people against
"the truth;" yet truth JJ.nds an honest soul here
and there.
I bapti"cd five iuto the Uhnreh. I f'uund n few
persuanod to be Christians. I eiras I
trusting that they will
my absence. I reand Jen good
"When shall
return? I met with
everywhere,
whnt I expected. If the people would rcspcet the gospel as mur;h as they respect men we
Sn~EA'I'Ol~, Ill., June 10t.h, 187[).
would have a
ingathering soon.
Brcihrcn Hen;·z; and ,Joseph: I feel like telling
I f(,el
of tbc coufic!cnec nnd rcspeet that you and all the dear Snints how much we have
towards me in this district, by my heen bleKscd in tte labors among ns of Ern. !fark
;•,nd pJ:ay that it may never H. I<'orseutt, vV. W. Blair, and E. W. 'l'ullidgc.
HENJtY JON.ES.
W c have had some }llost excellent preaching. In
our prayer and tcsHmony meeting the blessed
Spirit, the Comforter, was with us in power. We
I NDl~PI~NDIBNCIC> J\Iissouri,
June 14.t.h, 1870. have also been blessed with the same in the twoBm. Joseph mul
:--\Vcare still trying to days meeting at !fission, June 7th and 8th.
serve the J,onl ns
Saints. \No arc well Thcrr also these brcUJ.ren broke the bread of life
nleas13d with this section of the country, andre- to the crowds who came to hear, and we have
1
joice that we arc living iu the land of Ziou. It reason to believe that a number were convineed
.is our
prayer that we may so live that the of the truth.··· I loYo this work;. it is meat and
Lord may
pleased to allow us to remain here, drink to me. May we live faithful is my pmycr.
unless he has work for us in- other parts for the Your sister in the faith, CAmuE N. CooPER
building up of his kingdom in these last days.
'I'he work is progressing hero; this bwnch has
fJcoTTS BAY, Nova Scotia,
increased eleven members since December 1st,
June 8th, 18".'[).
1878, by baptism and twenty-seven by letter. 'l'he
liJrlitors IIemld:- Your constant labor of love
bmnch novv numbers 120. "\Vc hear of others c1cmonstmtcs itself by every Herald that comes to
who purpose to como here. I hope that whoso- us, in a thousand forms of faith, hope, cheer, paever should, or will coine may prepare the way tience, porsevcrenco, advice, instructions, counbefore them, for most of the Saints here arc in sel and admonitions, all for the elevation of manrather close circumstances; therefore those com- kind and the spread of trut.h to the glory of Gok!.
ing here shoulc! be able to sustain themselves. 0, whtlt position is there in life so noble, so ex:Lanr1 is <1uit.c cheap; building material very alted, though it be fraught with many cares and
reasonable. I am a carpenter by trade, and perplexities. There is, in the mind of the writwould be ple>tscd to correspond with any one de- er, a spirit to aclmire and even to covet a place,
siring to lmild after coming here. Always hoping that will enhance the divine favor of Israel's
and
for the prosperity of Zion, and the God. And there is also-a spirit in me that desires
of
Saints, I remain with all in the the possession of a heart full of Jdvo to God and
bonds of love.
.Tmm S. PAnE.
for ma,n, of ail'eetiom sanctified by a life of obedience to the law of Righteousness. But, dear
N"ourrrr I~nOOXSVILL1ii, nT nine, editors, there is such a power of evii in mP, and
such a current against me, that I oftimes sink as
June 23d, 18'/!J.
Dear llemi,z :-'Tis with longing desires I it were under waves of opposition. Hence my
wait thy coming and with joy I greet thee. 'Tis life >1ppea.rs useless. And oil, worse than lweless,
joy to tho soul to receive so many testimonies if I should sink to rise no more. Still, for all,
from living witnesses, of God being the tmme there is a spirit prompting that will cry out in
to-day aud forever. vVho but he alone defense of the Latter Day work every time my
clenr the various religious tangles, head gets far out enough to speak, and then I get
honest
free? Can v.re ever another poke that starts me under. Perhaps J
have not a winning way, or do not understand
never!
how to present truth and facts that will meet the
'vVhen I
a
of the Church,
approbation of God and the minds of men. Be
I had not been able
yea~s
_tead,
or sesv. But
the
the SDirit it as it muy, I mean it for good. Poet language,
"It
me>tns thy praise howevc:· poor." But. if the
I have now b•2cn made
to perform these" duties or
not able to do either in God of Heaven will appear in my behalf, or in
the
year, I read the Old behalf of his own work, and give some ouc an
the Book of Jt[ormon~ the enquiring mind sufficient to o1)tain a knowledge
Saint's I-Iarp, the
of 1Varning, Forscutt and even equal to what the writer has of the .Latter
day work, then I could feel to shout, Hosannah!
tlbinn's DiscusRi.on, twelve Heralds, etc.
I~ast fctll om son
stop-sou) was brought Glory to Uod and Lhe J,amlJ! For such a knowlhome from
of a fever. First I went edge will cause a separation from those forms of
to the great
and I received a corufort- godliness, ;md eause him to endure r~proach and
assurance
would be well. During contempt for the truth's sr,kc. Dear Editors, you
illness I dreamed that I was in the school- who do have power with God, pray for our delivhouse of
standing in the desk, erance and God's power to operate on some honlooking
Never did I est soul in this my native land, Gol1 who knows
TAYLOlWlLLE,

fluence against him and his work. But the hon-est soul he has a claim upon; and why not send
his spirit to convince, convert, and establish in,
the right. The general cry is, "Away with prophets and all believers in such; we want nothing
of them; we have enough, we have all we want,
(I believe it); we have the sure word of prophecy; we have all that God ever extended for the
human family." "0 none so blind nor deaf as
those that will not see nor })ear."
"Blind unbelief js aurOf.to orr,
And scan his work in vain."

· Sometimes I feel a pity for and sometimes I
feel that if they arc bound to go their own way
there is no help for them. Only the Lord reward
them according to their works. Yours in hope.
GEO. N. DAVISON.
1liAONOLrA, Iowa, June 17th, 18"/D.
B1·othm· Ilem·y ;_:_I have just been l'CfJ.ding the
Herald, and the thought comes to me, How can
a Saint, who is a true Saint, do without it 'I I
can hardly wait fioom one to another, I am so
anxious to know what success the work is having.
If the mom bers, one and all, would arouse from
their ·sleep and do then: !'li1ty as well as the Elders
do, how this gospel would spread. But many of
our Elders are at home working for their f"milies, which I think ought to be taken cnre of by
those who do not preach. Mone.y could not buy
the peace of mind I have had since I engaged in
the good cause. I have been blessed with blessings that were to follow the believers, for which I.
tha11k my heavenly Father. Your sister in the
new and everlasting eovenant,
,J. c. SHEI'IIERD.
~-~-"".-~-~---

Co.Boa·ado District.
A conft>rence convened at, the Rocl<y Mountain
Branch ..Jetfer~on county, Colora,do, .June 7th and
8th, 187\l; G. 0. Kennedy, president; Jas. Kemp,
clerk pro tern.
Ilranch Reports.-Rocky Mountain 24, 3 Elders,
1 Teacher.
Elders G. 0. Kennedy, Robert St.andering, John
Ellis, A. Bishop and James Kemp reported.
John Ellis reported as Bishop's Ag~.nt: "Received $ll0, and forwarded the same to the Bishop
of the Church, $110."
G. 0. Kennedy resigned as district president,
and ,James Kemp was appointed president. .James
Cail"all and F. C. Warnky were ~usta.ined in their
mission to Colorado.
Sunday: Preaching at 11 a. m. and 2 p. m. by
James Kemp; at 7 p.m. the sacrament W!1B administered, and a prayer and testimony meeting
was enjoyed. We h!td a good time and a peaceable conference.
Adjourned to Rocky Mountain llmnch, Sept..
6th a.nd 7th, 1879.
l.,oUa'!vaUanai<~

Dista·ict.

A conference was held in Crescent City, Iowa,
June 1st, 187\l; C. G. Mcintosh, president; Frederick Hansen, clerk.
Branch Iteports.-Crescent Cily 3R, 4 Elders, 2
Priests, 2 'l'eachers, 1 Deacon; 1 died. Wheeler's
Grove 80, 1 High Priest, 5 Elders, 4 l'riests, 2
Teachers, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized, 3 received and 1
removed by letter, l died. Council Bluffs 132, 1
Apostle, 1 Seventy, 8 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers,
2 Deacons; 1 baptized, 2 removed by letter, I died.
North Star 39, 6 Elders, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 4
baptized, 3 received by lett.er.
The spiritual condition of the several branches
was rfport,ed: L. Davis, the Council Bluffs; L.
Graybill. the Wheeler's Grove; Hans Hansen
(pe:r 0. Hansen), the North Star; Wm. St,rang,
the Crescent City; Briggs Alden (per George
Wyman), the Fontanelle.
Jleports of Elders: It. M. Elvin (bq.ptized li),
James Caffall, Sam!. J,ongbottom and C. G.
Mcintosh.
In accordance with a former resolutio'n rpquesting all Elders and Priests to report, the following
reported: Frederick Hansen, A. Martin, .J. Winegar, L, Graybill, A. J. Fields, W. Strang, C.,
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Mcintosh, A. North, A. Hall, D. K. Dodson, Wm.
McKeown, Alfred Bybee, L. Davis, L. Campbell.
Report of Andrew Hall, Bishop's Agent : "On
hand ::.t l::.st. report $74.10, received since $46.00,
total $120.10; sent Bishop Hogcrs $70.00, paid to
James Caffall $24.20, total $84.20; balance on
hand $25. GO."
North Star Branch Finance Report: "Paid to
llishop's Agent in tithing and offerings $60.00.
Donated to the ministry that have labored in
North Star Branch and vicinity $12 50."
It appeared from the report of the Fontanelle
Branch that some trouble existed there that the
branch can not settle, and the president was
authorized to send an Elder there -to help them.
Hesolvcd that we thank Bro. K M. Elvin for
!he labor performed by him in our district, and
that we request a continuation of the sa,me as circumstances will permit.
All the Elders and Priests were given a mission
to preach in the district.
Seven were baptized during conference by K
Thl. Bivin.
Preaching by R. M. Elvin.
Adjourned to Downsville, August 801h, 18iG,
at 10:30 a.m.
D<~.\s

l'?loincs Dish·ict.

A conference convened in Newton, Iowa, May
31st., 187\.J; I. N. White, presiding; John Sayer,
clerk.
Branch Heports.-N ewton 51, () ElderB, 2
Priests ; 1 expelled, 1 ordination.
No report
from Independence, DesMoines Valley or Des
Moines branches.
glders J. X Davis, Gcorp.;e Walker, Bartley
MHyer, Moses Houghton, B. Hughes, I. N. White,
W. C. Nirk and N. Stamm reported in person, and
J. 1'. Knox by letter from Pennsylvania. Priests
ll. C. White (baptized seven), Hufus Whito and
R Batty reported; also Teachers F. W. Barbee

SAIN'I~S'.

HERALD.

C. Derry, L. N. Streeter, J. B. I.ytle, Donald
Maule, D. M. Gammet and J. C. Crabb reported
in person; also Priests Levi ·Gamet, Milton
Daugherty and J. C. Johnson. Elders H. S.
Smith and Wm. C., Cadwell reported by letter.
Committee on Bishop D: M. Gamet's books reported having examined the same and find a balance on hand due the Church of $22.51. J. lVI.
Putney, chairman.
Report was received and committee discharged,
,J. C. Crabb was requested to visit the Six Mile
Grove llranch.
J. M. Harvey, Phineas Cadwell, J. lVI. Putney,
Alice Cobb and sister Bailey were added to the
committee on Sunday-schools.
Sunday, .Juno 15th, was set apart as a day of
fasting and prayer in behalf of sister Mintnn, who
is affiicted, Ern. Hugh Lytle and A. W. I,ookling
to administer to her.
David Chambers was released from his former
mission, and John Conyers and D. Chambers were
requested to labor in the district, also Charles
Derry, as much as is consistent with his mission.
Evening, a prayer and testimony meeting, conducted by .J. M. Harvey and John Thomas, in
which the Saints had a time of refreshing from
the Lord.
Sunday: At 10 am., preaching by Charles
Derry. ,House full and many could not get in.
At 2 p.m., preaching by David Chambers. Not
room for all who came.
Committee on Sunday-schools reported having
organized, with Phineas Cadwell as president, p1·o
tern; Alice Cobb, secretary. The propriety of
t.he Saints adopting the International Union Sah·
. bath School papers wv>s briefly discussed. No
definite conclusion arrived at. A. E. Cobb, sec'y.
Report was received and committee continued.
Hesolved that the Utah Elders can preach in the
Magnolia Meeting House, provided we can have
one-half the time in the same meeting.
Two-days meetings were appointed at Moorehead, S. W. Condit, in charge.; Unionbnrg, J. M.
Harvey in charge; Six Mile Grove, Phineas Cadwell in charge.
The Priests in the district were nNucsted to
labor under direction of !.he branch authorities.
Resolved that we sust[1in by our frtith and
prayers all the spiritual and tcmpor[1l authorities
ofthe Church, except those against whom charges
are preferred.
Evening, preaching by C. Derry. 1'he act.ion of
this afternoon restricting the labors of the Priests
to the branches was rescinded,
Aujourned to Magnolia, September 6th, 1878.

and James Prosser.
Sunday !.l:30 a.m: Where11s, Bro. George Walker
has stated to us that he makes a donation to thhJ
district of the balance of the account due him,
and nleases the district from said obligation,
t.hercfot'e be it ltesolved thrtt we accept the donalion a.nd thank Uro. Walker for the same.
Whereas, all the books now bought for our district are purchased in the name of " A. Wbite and
Brother," therefore be ir, resolved that we release
Bro. Alfred White as Book Agenl, and appoint
Alfred W bite and Brothers instead thereof, and
that we sustain that firm as book agents for the
Des Moines District.
At. 11 a. m., preaching by W. C. Nirk. Afternoon, sacn1mf·nt a:nd Sa.Into' rneeting, conducted
by George Walker and J. :X. Davis, and we bad a.
time loog to be rcwcmbercd. lllthe close of the
N oticc to Amnmu!.
sotvice one wa,s buried in the liquid grave for the
Notice is hereby giv~n, that a,t the ensuing
remisbion of eins. At 7:80 p m, preaching. by T
N. White. The brother baptized was confirmed. Semi·lumual Gener[1! Conference of the Rcorgan·
Adjourned to meet at Newton, September Gch, izcd Church of J~sus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
t.o be held at Galland's Grove, Iowa, September
1879, 3 p.m.
24th, 187\J, a resolution will he introduced to
amend Articio·ll of Incorporation and Association,
ILiUic Sioux Viistrikt.
A conference convened at Little Sioux, Harri- as follows:
"Sec 5. 'fhis lloard of Pub!ic(tlion shall conson county, Iowa, Jnnc 7th, 187\J: .J. C. Crabb,
president; Phin!·as Cad well, assistant Jlreoitleut; sist of a committee of E'tvE, to be 9.ppointed or
sustained annually at. the General Conference of
Donald i}l!tule, clerk; Levi Gamet, aseistant.
Branch lteports -Little Sioux 13:l, 4 High the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
rdests, 1 Seventy, G Ehlers, 2 Priests) 3 Teachers, to be held in April of each year."
It will bo moved to·amPnd:
1 Dca.con; 5 rec<'ived a.nd 5 rer-noved by letter.
l{esolved, that, sccf ion five of the Constitution of
livening Star, orgr,nized April 80ih, 187D, with
J :l members; i) baptized since that time, making the Board of PubliMtion, as published in the
18, 1 Priest, 1 'I'eacher, 1 Deacon. Unionburg Articles of Incorporation, be amended by striking
report returned back to the bn1nch for oorrection. out the word FrvE, and inserting the word SEVllN;
Spring Creek 42, i) Elders, 1 'l'eaeber, 1 Deacon; so that it shall :read: "This lloard of Publication
no chanf'e. i\L1gnoli' 1215, 2 High Priests, 1 sha.ll consist of P- committee of SEVEN, to be appointed or sust.ained annually at the 0 enc:ral Con~eventv, 5 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 TeacherR,. 1 Dea
c<Jti.: 7 baplizNl, J received by vote. 115 removed rer~nce of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
by letter. Buen" Vista 23. 2 High Priests, 2 El Dr,y Saints, to be held in Ap'ril of each year."
MARK H. Fonscu>r-r.
d~rs, 1 Deacon; 1 r"ceived, 2 removed. Pleasant
lZKWA:NEl~, Ill., July 8th, 1879.
V1ew 20, 3 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Deacon; 2 receiveJ
by lct.iBr. Union Center 75, 1 Seventy, 8 Elders,
Notices.
1 PriN>I: 2 h~piize.il, 4 recdved hy vote.
MAINE CoNFF.RENCE.-'J'he Western Maine ConEld<• s fln?h Ly!le (baptized 2), J. M. Putney,
G eo H yrle, .J M Harvey, G. ,W. Conyers, S. W. ference will be held with .the Brooksville Branch,
Condit, Henry fhrnH, Da'lid Chs.mhers, George August 30th and 31st, 1879, and all the Saints
i\Iont.ague, .). F Mintun, C. Downs, Phineas Cad- are requested to attend. John J. Billings, pres ;
well, John J. Conyers (bapli~ed 7), John Conyers, M. R. Cousin, clerk.

CARD l!'ROM INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-We, a commit-

tee appointed by the Conference of the Independence District of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, to build a house of
worship in Independence, Jackson county, Missouri, hereby solicit aid from the members of
said church, and, also from all neighbors and
friends who may feel willing to help us.
All moneys should be fowarded toW. P. Brown,
"Treasurer," Independence, Jackson county, lliisflouri. As Independence is the final resting place
where the Saints expect to gather and receive
their inheritance, we hope that aU who feel interested will try and help u&. We have secured a
Jot, and the work will soon be under way. J. W.
Brackenbury, W. P. Brown, Chas. M. Schroder,
C. C. Frisbey, S. G. 1\Iayo, Committee.
INFORMA'>'ION WANTED.- A. H. Herke, 1605
Grand Avenue, Kansas City Missouri, would
like tidings of his brother, Charles Herke, aged
2\.J years, born Feb. 5th, 1850, in Jena, Sax Wcim.
er, Germany. Iu May, 1864, he landed in New
York with his parents, and that is the last that
Bro. Rorke knows of him, therefore if any can
furnish the desired information they would gnatly
oblige him.
15jun4t
OnrTUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each adlli~
tional eight words (one lino) will be charged; notices ofpromr.,
inent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice~:~
Marriage notices $1. each. l3irth notices free.

HOl'll •

S·rANLEY.-At Streator, Illinois, June 1Dth,
1879, to Elder Jacob and Sister Margaret Stanley,
a. son. Mother and child doing well.

Dietl.
HAzELTON.-At Nohletown, Dickinson county,
Kansas, April 15th, 1879. Charles nussel Hazelton
son of Bro. Norman and Sr. Alice Hazelton, aged
7 months and 11· days. Funeral sermon by Elder
James Perkins.
EYRES ...,...At Lilly Dale, Perry county, lndiann,
.Juno 3d, ] 879, a Her, an illness of some months,
Bro. Abraham Byres. He was born in Castleton,
Derbyshire, England, April 6th, 1816, and wag
therefore 63 years 1 month and 27 days old. He
died strong in the faith, wanting to go horne.

Pictures.
I ha""Ve now ready a group picture of tl1e anthorities vf the
Church, the First Presidency, the Apostles and the BishopriCj
with Joseph and. Hyrum, the martyrs, eighteen in tnuuber, all
placed in order on a card for framing. lldce ono doJJar each,
or in clubs of eleven for ten dollars. Size of card 1Jxl7
i11chos. Sample cotJios, album size, sent by mail for fifieen
cents.
Address,
J. H. lVIERR.r.ur,
8tewartsville, DoKalb Co., Mo.
---------·-----·---·-·--------

JOSEPH THE SEER:
HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED,
AND

'!'he Divine Origin of the Book of Mormon
Defenderl and :Diaintainc<1;
Doing a reply l1y Elder \Vm. W. Blair to Elder '\Villiam Shel~
·
don, of the Second Adventist Society.
This is a book of 200 pages, and is an important work to h~)
in tho banOs of the ministry of the Church especially, and n
is a. most excellent one to be circulated both in the Church
and arnou~ those without, abounding in proofs novor lwforo
presented in defense of ;roseph Smith and the Book of l\Iormon.

Prlce, postage paid, cloth 75c.; paper 50c.

15 July 79.

&" :r... ook Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
form sulJscrib(lrs that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. ReM
rnitt.ancos are ch.~sirod. Attentjon is called to the notice giving
full instructions about how, and to whom to send aU m.onoy,
orders, ~nd b.~siness ]etters as recently advised.
1
THE SAi!iTS HERALD is published SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plane·,
Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of the R<o:rga.nized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sa.intsJ and
is edited by JogEPn SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 per
year. All remittances: orders, and buslineas communications
intended for the office of publication, must be directed to
Henry A. Stebbins, Box 50, Plano, Kendall IJ>., Ills. nroney
m •Y be sent Draft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano, by
registered letter, or by Exproas; but there is vary little risk
in sonUing small Bums of money in n.n 01dhta.ry letter.
·
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SAW ANOTHE11 ANGB:L
*, IIAVING 'fHE EVERLASTING GOSPEI. TO PHEACII TO THEU
ON :piE EARTII
*, SAYil~W,
l!"EA11 GOD, AND GIVE GLOitY TO H!llf, FOR TilE HOUR Ol!' JIIS JUDGMENT IS Cmm,
; 6~7,
.
"SANC'f!FY THE~f 'rHROUGII TIIY TRUTH; TIIY WORD IS TRUTrr.".:C.JESUS; JOHN 17; 17.
,,
·'
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF THE LOllD, FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY M.iN AMONG You HAVE SAVE.I'i' BE 0NT~ WIFE.~'-Boo~
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
.
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though a man say he hath faith, and have not hold, I know that ye all, among whom I have
works? Can faith save him !" "Even so f;dtli, gone preaching the kingdom of God shall see
if it hath not works is, dead, being alone." my face no more." "And Paul dwelt two
"Ye see then how that by works a i:nan is jus- whole yettrs in his own hired house, and retified, and not by faith only." "Not every ceived all that came unto him, preaching the
one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter kingdom of God, and teaching those things
into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth which concern the Lord Jesus Christ." Matt.
scribed.
the will of my !father w4ich is in heaven." 24: 14. Acts 8: 12; 20 :25; 28: 30, 31.
'l'HE L,l'l'TEU. DAY SAINT.
,Jas. 2 : 14-20. Matt. 7: 21.
9. What am I to believe ofthe things con:Bravely ho fights in the battlo of life,
4. But is not faith necessary?
cerning theykingdom of (tod and the name of
~
With ne'er a 41\roh word for children or wife;
Yes. "He that believeth and is baptized Jesus Christ?
Though storm·clouds may rise. he makes no complaint,
shall be saved; but he tliat believeth not shall . 1st, The things that concern the kingdom
A thoroughly disciplined Latter Day Saint.
be damned." "But without faith it is impos- of God as a spiritual organization, or the
Ready to labor and happy to lend,
sible to please him [God] : for he that cometh body of Christ-the Church. See 1\fatt. 16:
When he can do good to brother, or friend ; ~
Donbti he will fight, when weary and faint,
to God, must believe that he is, and that he 18. Rom. 12 :4 8. 1 Cor. 12: 1·31, particuFaith is the shield of the ,Latter Day Saint.
is a rewarder of them that diligently seek larly verses 27 aud 28. ]~ph. 4:1.16, partie.
When he's reviled he reviles not again;
himn Mark 16: 16·. Reb. 11 : 6.
ularly.verses 11-14.
He tries to give pleasure where others give pain;
r5c!lb How shall I obtain faith?"
2nd, The things which concern the kingNo bribe, man can give, his spirit Will taint)
Mi'Jut what saith it ? Th'e word is nigh thee, dom of God as a temporal or physical governHe's upright, and just,-he's a Latter_Day Saint.
, even in thy mbuth and in thy heart; that is ment. See Gen. 1 : 26, in connection with
He has good courage where others despair;
the word of faith which we preach." "So then 1\Iatt. 25:34. Dan. 7:13,14,27. Rev. 5:9,10;
I<iia anchor is hope, his weapon is:!Ji'ayer;
'\Vlth the sword of the Spirit, he's well acq•iaintfaith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the 11:15; and chapters 21 and 22.
Tha only sword used by a Latter Day.,Saint.
word of God." "Peter rose up, and said unto
3rd, The things that concern the name of·
Stands as a witnoss whenever he can;
them, Men and brethren, ye know how that a Jesus Christ. ·
Preaches the gospel Of Jesus to man;
good while ago God made ehoice among us, that
His name, Jesus, unfolds his character as
Knows he will reap if he never does fajnt,
the
Gentiles
by
my
mouth
should
hear
..
the
a
Savior, (Matt. 1 : 21 ), which includes the
Works for the crown of a Latter Day Saint.
word of the gospel, and believe." Rom.}\@.: facts of his death, burial and resurrection.
Hiswordisasgoodasthenoteofakinog;
8 18 Acts 15.7
HI's name also signifies his authority.
Luke
He never will stoop to do a mean thing;
- ·
' '
,
'
'
His bliss in the future no poet can paint,
6. What is the word of God that I am to 24:47. Acts 11 : 38. 1\iark 16: 17. Acts 8:
When Zion's the home of the Latter Day Saint.
belbve, in order to be saved?
16; 19:5.
',,
n. s. DILLE.
"Being born again, not of corruptible seed,
His name, Christ, signifies his future .posi:.
_ _ _ _.....,,......,.,____
but of incorruptible, by the word of God, tlon, as the Restorer of' Israel, and the Kingdo!ll
FORTY PLAIN QUESTIONS PLAINLY which liveth and abideth for ever* * * * of David. 1 Chron. 17:7-14; 29:23. J]]zek.
ANSWERED.
But the word of the Lord endureth ·forever. 21:25-27. Isa. 9:6,7. Luke 1:31-33; 2~:, '·
I desire to be saved from "the wrath to And this is. the word which by the gospel is 28 30. Rom. 11 : 25-27.
s ' ,_
come;" from the second death, and in the preaehed unto you.", "The word which God
10. Believing with all my heart that Jesus
sent unto the chiJ.dren of .Israel, preaching is the Christ, the son of the living God, what '
"kingdom of God," with "the ..great salvation, peace by Jesus Christ j (he is Lord of all:) else shall I do to be saved?
'"
.
WHAT SHALL I DO TO BE SAVED?
that. word, I say, ye know, which was publish- . Confess your faith and confess your sins.
1, Am I not saved by the blood of Christ? ed thJ'oughout all Judea, and began from "That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth
Yes; "For without the shedding of blood Galilee, after the baptism which John the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine
is no remission" [of sins]. "In whom we preached. 1 Pet.l:23-25. Acts 10:36,37. heart that God hath raised him from the
have redemption through his blood, even the
7. What was the word that God sent by dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the
forgiveness of sins." He b. 9 : 22. CoL 1: Jesus Christ?
heart man believeth /unto righteous'hess, and
14. 1 Pet. 1: 18, 19.
"No·w after that John was put in prison, with the mouth confession is made unto sal-,
2. Am I not saved, therefore, uncondition- Jesus came into Galile~ preaching the gospel of vation." "And there went o~k )mto:'him,~ll
ally?
the kingdom of God." "And Jesus went about the land of Judea, a~d they'? of Jerusalem,
No. "But if we walk in the light, as he is all Galilee, teaching ~n their synagogues. and and were all baptized of him/in the river of
in the light, we have fellowship oneowith an~ preaching the gospel of the kingdom." "And Jordan confessing their sins:~' Rom.10: 9, leJ,
other, and the blood of Jesus Christ, cleanseth it came to pass afterward; that he went through- Mark 1 : 4, 5.
us from all sin." "How much more shall the out every city and village, prea~hing and show11. What else shall I do?
blood of Chri~t, who through the eternal ing the glad tidings of the kingdom of God."
Repent of siils ~nd dead works. "Repent
Spirit, offered himself without spot to God,
8. But was this the gospel that was preach- ye anq believe t]:Ie gospel." "And that repurgc your conscience from dead wor)>.s, to 1cd by the apostles and others?
·
pentan'ce, and remission of sins' should be
serve the living God." ''For yo need have 1 "And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached~ in his name among all nations, bepatience, that, after ye have done the wiH of I preached in all the world for a witness unto ginning at. Jerusalem." "For godly sg~f'9w
God, ye might receive the promise." 1 John all nations; and then shall the end come." work.eth repentance [or ~eformation] u
all: 7-9. Heb. 9: 14; 10: 3G.
"But when th'ey believed Philip, preaching :Va:tion not to be repented of." "No
3. But have I not "to only belie•e,'' and the things concerqing the kingdo!Jl of God, again the foundation of repentanc,e . ,,.:
then I shall be saved?
and the name of Jesus Christ, they were bap- works." Mark 1 :13. Luke 24: 4'7;;'
No. What doth it profit, my brethen, tizt'd both men and women."'' "And now be" 7:10. Heb. G: L

The following lines are sung· in Utopia as a
truthful description of the Latter Day Saint in
thtt country, and were copied by a recently returned pilgrim who trusts that the time may soon
come when he and all others who bear th.e name
may become like our Utopian brother here de-
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12. What niore can a:o that is necessary
to salvation?
Be baptized .. "Repent and be baptized
every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ
for remission of sins, and ye. shall receivet#he;
giftoftheHolyGhost." "Andnowwhytarriest thou? Arise, and be baptized, and.V\'asn
away thy sins, calling on the name of t,lie
Lord."
"And were all baptized of him in
the river of Jordan, confessing their sins;"
"The like figure whereunto baptism does also
now save us."
Acts 2: 38; 22: 16. Mark
1: 5. 1 Peter 3: 21.
13. How shall I be baptized?
d
11 b · d f h"
h ·
''An were a
apt1ze o . 1m IN t e nver
of Jord_an·_." "And_ Jesus wh. en he was baptized went up straightway out of the water."
A d ·h
d
b h
h
" n t ey went ·own ot into t e water,
both Philip and the eunuch; and he baptized
him. And when they were come ~p out of
· · of t h e L. or d caugh t away
the '!.Hater, t h e S·. pmt
Philip." "Know ye not that so many of us
b · d ·•
J
Ch ·
b
as were aptlze . mto esus
nst, were aptized into his death? Therefore, weare b~tried
with him by baptisrn into death; that like as
Christ was raised up from the dead by the glo~
·
l. 'h Jd
lk
ry of ·. th e F a th er, even so, we a so s ou . wa
in n.ew~oss of _life:'' "Buried. with . him _in
baptism, wher~l!l also ye are ~!Sen Wlth hlm
throughthe fa1th of tlw operat10n of God who
hath raised him from the dead." .. "For. as
many of you as have been baptized into Christ
haYe put. on Christ." Mark 1: 5. Matt. 3:
16. Acts 8: 38, 39. Romans 6: 3, 4. Col.
2 : 12. Gal. 3 : 27.
. .
.
·14. What else is required that I may enter
the kingdom of God ? .
.
.
YoU: must be born of the Spirit as well as of
:
th e wa t er. ''Ven·1 y, ven'l1 I say un t o t'nee,
Except a man be born of water and of the
Spirit, he can not enter into the kingdom of
· d every· one' of.
G od ." ''R epen t an db e b aptlze
you in the name of Jesus Christ, for theremission of sins, arid you shall receive the gift
of the Holy Ghost." "Not by works of righteousness, which we have done, but according
. ···
·h. ·
d·
b. h · · h' ·
t o ..h IS
mercy e .save us, y t e was mg
·
·
·
1·
an d renewmg
o·f t l'10 · r·T
::tOy
o f' . regenerat10n,
Ghost" "For by one Spirit are W(l all bap.
tized into one body." John 3 : 5. Acts 2 :
38. ~_'itus 3 : 5. 1 Cor. 12: 13.
·
h' 'f ·f 1
15 . Sh a ll I recmve
t tsglto tJO pmt
before, O:t after baptism?
Af'__ter. "I indeed have baptized you with
· h ·tnc
·
wa t e[; 'out h e s.h _a,11·. b apt'1ze you wit
Holy Ghost" . "John truly baptized with
water; butye shall be baptized of the Holy
Ghost not many d'ays hence." ''R~pent and
be baptized *
* and ye shall receive the
gift of the Holy G hoot." lYhrk 1 : 8. Acts
1:5; 2:38,
16. How shall I receive this gift or baptism
ofthe Spirit?
"Now when the apostles which wore at Je:
rusalem heard that Samaria had received the
word of God, they sent unto them Pet.or and
John; who when they were come down they
prayed fur them, that, they might receive the
Holy Ghost: (for as yet he was f11llen upon
none of them; only they were baptized in the
name of the Lord Jesus). Then laid they
t hei"
ands on them, and they:recei:ved the
Hoi
host." "When they heard this
were
ized in the name of the Lord Jesus.
And when ~!mlhad laid hi8 h:wds upon them,
. the Holy Groost came upon them, and they

HEHALD.

Spake with tongues and prophesied."

Acts with tongues, butrather.that y{prophesied."

8: 14-17; 19: 5, 6.
"Wherefore, brethren, covet to prophesy, and
17. What evidence will I have that I ro- forbid not to speak with tongues." ''Quench
ceive this gift?
not the Spirit. Despise not prophesyings."
· "He •thnt believeth and is baptized shall be Acts 6 : 8; 8 : 6. Rom. 12 : 6. 1 Cor. 12 :
saved; but he that believeth not shall be 7,8,9,10, 11, 28; 14:1,5,39. 1 Thess.
damned. And these signs shall full.; ,v them 5 : 19, 20.
that believe: In my name they shall cast out
20. But did not Paul say .they would be
devils; they shall $peak with new tongues; done away with, or would cease, because not
they shall take up serpents; and if they drink needed?
··
any deadly thing it shall not hurt them j they
No. For in 1 Cor. 13 : 8 he declares that
shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall
rec. over." "For to one is o"iven by the Spirit lcnowledge should vanish away as well. as that
"prophecies" ''shall fail," and that "tongues"
the word of wisdom; to another, the word of
d
b h
S · ·
should "cease," and if' because they would
knowlc ge y t e same 'pmt; to another, cease to be needful to the well being of' the
faith_. by t_he same_ Spirit,· to_ a,nother, the
church, they would ''fail" and "cease," then
gifts of healing by the same Spirit; to another,
k·
· 1
h
lmowledge would "vanish away" or cease ,for
the wor mg of muac es; t? anot er, prophecy; the same reason, and who is prepared to admit
to another, disceming of spirits; to another,
divers kinds of tongues; to another the inter- that the church to.dayis devoid of knowledge,
.,,.. k. 16 : 16-1 ; even if it is a fact that soon after the apostles'
pretation o.f tongues. "
m.ar
8
1 Cor. 12 : 8-10; also see 14 : 1, 12, 39.
days it lost the "knowledge of the truth,"
B
h · h'
and turned its cars away "from the truth"
18. ~ut are not t esc t mgs done away and "turned unto fables," a_ s Paul said it
with, because no longer needed?
· ·
"For the promise is unto you and to your woul~ do~ (2 Tim. 4 : 3, 4). Buth~ refers
children, and to all that are afar off, even as hto a. tlmekm .th. edfut~;.e, whet~' prophl"desybmgdand
· ·
th · L d ·
G d h ll
ll" "I
avmg now 1e ge m par . wou . e one
many as e" or our o s a ca .
~o,
. d th t · " h th t h · h ·
:D t
I al!l with you always, ev,en unto tb~ en~ .of ~way, an, a / 8 w een a w IC ;~per Bec
the.world. [N.o~ personally, b~~ by ~IS Spmt, I~
ldo~, .nb ott rd -:or~~ the.; re~a~c
which he prom1sed to send m. hiS stead]. 8 at ~hw~ 1th . e a 8 be m d ef per e~ 8 • e,
"Howbeit, when he the Spirit of' truth is come, no
~'k ere wou1, e an en·. 0 pr_op ,~symg,
he will guide you into a!! truth; for he shall ~r of. no~le;g:, 7< bu~
l~ saxd, now
not speak of himself; but whatsoever
no~ m P~~ ' Hu J.~n 8t a . . now: even. ~sl
1
hear, that shall he speak; and he shall shew you am not~nt tl e £: n~ ~~an, as ~o~e Y~? Y
things to come." ''It shall come to pass in the last assert, . a;. lat per ec ~-a e ~as t e. llllS ~ng
days, saith God, I will pour out of my Spirit and perfec.lOn of the Scnpt~ues, for. Paul dwd
upon all flesh : and your sons and your daugh- be_f'ore that was acc?mphshed, -If' accomters shall prophesy, your young men shall see phshed tyedt, bu!t ~fie _,oVldedntlylretf~rl~eddtotthte
· · • an d your
·
· 13a
h. 11 d ream d. reams: resurrec
sae
VISIOn",
old men
hot h e ,k gd on de•• l ano- ·d ce
f es 1aB 1ze
t 'f ·t ·
and on my, servants and. on my handmaidens, I ~ "'. e 100 0 an
on':'e nor~ .. u 1. ~ IS
w_· ill pour out in those days of my Spirit; 2nd ,nsisted by an. y, thhat P auldspdvkv prhophdetH.mlly,
1
' . s·h:ll
not
t 1:1'ey
a prop h ecy. " A cts 2 : 39 . M att.· we answer,
t th t · at wld 1b'• yet
d 'e oes"b
. t thgrant
28: 20. ·John 16: 13.
2: 17.
.even 1lm
a
ey wou;, e ,on(l a.wal
C·
• 19. But were they not confined to tho chaus~nk,o lo ngder ,?eedeldd, forb .ben. It follows
1
180 . cco~~e unoe~es
apostleiJ?
. ·.
.
.
t at ' now,~, ge . :V.ou' ~
Jesus said, '.:These signs bhall follow them that ~~ry). Bult "'".0 :;' 111dacheepo this (a ..J uhsthconclu:
· l"
" · · ··b l'·
h ··
l '
Js1on un ess muec t ey agree w1t t e greao
be 1cve, L e. e teve t .. c a post es pre a_ c nng.
d ' d J h, ''V •
·h·
,, 't' 'c ·f. 'h
,1
1
. an d con fiJrmwg
"Tl1e .uoru
1
~'.
.
an
wor k'
·wg w,;tt<l t1· urn,
H J~gooGl o , n 1 .cs dey,bt 1at
· · t . 'CSe
h g1Chts ·o r t e
the w_ ord with signs fullovdng." "And Sto- h 01~
lOSt J Ce~Ee
•ec_au~e t deh" ,.~ 18 Ia~s
183
1
ph en full of' faith and power. did great wonders
~ . Je,?omo", . lt.lrns ng.tmi· __ ;•n S ~..t · '~8 ~-t ~
andmirclcs anion_g the pcoplti. i; ,; And th c peo- '_pint • or hnac, no 1hnore,,<• th;e phu 1 · 0., 0
·
-d gave
·
h ee d totnethwgswhwh
, ·· ·
·
than t 1w ot cr neat en. .w 1c11 c sa1u wus
plew1t h. oneaccor
h
.
.
'r 1 ]'
. ('
Philip spake, hearing and Boeing tho miracles t 0 ?-'" 0 hlnGt1j() tJm((~u y~. 1 T~~p7o; ~n0
which he· did," efc, ".Hal' in:.; then gifts slantwNe t ~, reat.
ee . n ., I.'s ~'!/ s erd.ff
·
·
d'wg to t ]1e grace Lat
h · JS
· g1vcn
·
mons
1 enng
:wcor
, ' l'. Jet)
.
. . .
. .
to us, whether prophecy, let us prophesy ac21. But If I ainnt ~hi~, I. must beheve that
cording to the proportion of fa it h," etc, "But L:w Church has not. exwted w the form estabthe n1anifestation of' the Spirit is. given to hshed b.y the Savwr a,nd the apostles
every Imm to profit withal. [That is, every nea~ly .e1gl:teen ~ undred y~ar~. Is ~hat. ~o ~
one in tbe church, for 't,he r1 u.t ural man rcWell, ':'no clmna that. 1t has extsted .with
oeiveth not the things of the Spirit of God.'- all th~ vfi:cerB, a,l1 t.he f?.!fls, all the ordtnau1 Cor. 2 : 14]. For to one i3
the ec-s, for that pcno?? 1'he greater part. are
spirit the word of wisdom; to anotber, the not fo~md to-day In the churches, and some
word of knowledge by the sumc Spirit; to an- are reJected by one, an? sorrw or hers by
~thcr, faith by the Eame Spirit; to another, another, !l,nd some arc re,Jecte? by
of the
.the gifts of heaiing by the sc.:mc Spirit; to an- so called orthodux aud evangelical bodtes,
other, the WiJrking of' mir::wles; to another,
22. Indeed, wiJ you please explain your
prophecy," etc. "But all these
the meaning more clearly and more minutely?
self same Spirit,
to every man sevCertainly.
Taking the whole history of
eral!y as he willn
God hatl1 set some the rise and progress of the Church, as rein the
fir,,t
secondarily C'Jrded in the writings of the apostles and
prophets, thirdly
after that miracles, others, we fiud that God placed in the Church
then gifts of heaHngR,
di- Apootlos, and then seventy other disciples
·virsities of l:ongucs.'!
a.fter
who al6o had CJmmission to preach, &c., and
and desire spiritual gift~, but rather that ye / wh,(m; we can call "the Beventy" as well as to
" "I would tl:at yo all spako calJ tho others "tho Twdvc." 'rhen we road

s ·· ·· ·
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of prophets, evangelists, pastors, teachers, el- plish this very end necessary and in order
.ders, bishops; deacons.
to-day?
And these means were in the
· Now where do we find apostles, prophets, Church till after the last revelation that God
and teachers?
In no church outside of a gave the Church was written, (as many say
people generally despised and rejected as a that John the Revelator gave the last inspired
Church, by the majority of professed Chris- word). If these means were in the Church
tians of the land.
·
till after the last revelation was given, and if
In nearly all we find, it is true, elders, but there has been none given since, by what
when they are asked to do an elder's duty, as authority, or upon what ground can any one
referred to by James 5 : 14, neither they nor assume that the above purposes can now be
the Churches which appoint· them believe accomplished, independently of the means dethat they have any power or authority to vised and appointed of God, as above de~
noint the sick wi:th · oil in the name of the scribed? And if God has not laid aside these
Lord, nor do they believe that the "prayer of officers and gifts, or has not informed the
faith shalt ~ave· the sick.''
In bU:t few Chinch of the fact, if he has done so, who has
church.es do we find bishops; in but few, any laid them aside, or by what authOrity do they
evangelists. Generally we find pastors and presume to try to accomplish these results by
deacons; but the principal officers, :ind those some other means? Especially as they do
particularly who held the ''keys of the king- not pretend to have any revelations from God
doni," and those who were to reveal the mind for 1800 years.
of the Spirit to the people, are ignored, as
To bo continued.
being useless to-day.
--- -·-~-For information concerning officers who ELDER JOHN H. HANSEN'S REPLY TO
were divinely appointed, tlee Lu:ke G: 13,16; 1
"LENOX,"
10:1,17. Acts 13:1. I Cor. 12:28. Eph.
"Lenox" in his repplyto me says thaL his
4: llil6,. I Tim. 5:1, 17. Titus 1: 5. 1 Tim. article contained b11t two personal references
1:2,12, 13. l\fatt. 16:19; 18:18. Ames 3:7. to me, and thinks I did not and can not deny
_ 23. Were not the apostles and prophets them.
designed· as organizers or builders. of the
The second one is, "l made no impression
Church, and hence not necessary after they except a feeling of disgust, etc.'' It would
had accomplished that work?
·
have been indelicate in me to deny this stateNo, but were parts of the building or the ment,
some of my fliends~- seeing the awkChu:rch,' and members of the "body," instead wardness of my po~ition, have made a denial
of creators of 'it. "Now there were in the for me in the Democmtof April 10th, headed
Church that w'as at Antioch certain prophets "Near Lynnville.)) The writer says: "l take
and teachers;'' Observe, they were ln the the ground to dispute that part, for I heard both
Church as members or parts of it. "And sermons and thought the one delivered by
God hath set some in the Church; first, apos- Hansim to be appropriate fortbe occasion, and
tles; secondatily prophets," &c Not outside many others that heard him, whoae names I
of the Church, as builders or framers of the could give, were highly pleased with the ser-·
'Same, but in the Church, as members ofthe. men.'' 'l'his statement shows that "L.'' was
"body." Paul further shows th'atevery mem- wrong in his assertion, as it has now been deher isnecessary, or as he said, "The eye can nied, buti would advise him to think seriously
not .say to the hand, I have no need of thee: on the closing sentence of the article just
nor again the head to the feet, I have no need quoted, viz.: "Not to measure everybody's
of you.'' Aiid what is true of the human com by his own half bushel." It is probable
body· is equally true of that spiritual body some were disgU:sted with my sermon, but "L."
called the Ohurch. .
·
should remember that some were disgusted
The importance of the apostles andprophets with Peter's sermon on the day of Pentecost
is seen from the language that Paul used, on the same subject, viz: '"The Ihptism of
"God hath' set some in the Church; firs.t apos- the Holy Spirit:" And he should also ratles, seeon'darily, (not secondly) prophets, member now ns then, the disgusted ones
as of first importance, and of chiefauth- scoffed at those who tlefcded this Bible docority, the apostles. Acts 13 : 1. 1 Cor. 13: trine.
21, 28.
"L." next sayB "he did net know it was an
24; But what were these offic.ors for, ui1d insult to cull in question one's doctrine.'' In
how long were t,hey to continue?
this he is right, but it should net be done by
"For the perfecting of the Saints, for the using such epithets as "disgusted, a blot and a
work of t.he m.itiistr.y, for the edifying of the. blight, bbtant
.
impostor," cte. 1\Ir.
body of Christ.'' Notice, that for three
"L.," if I had a taste
such language I could
1 hurl it at your church as
important purposes were they given to
em at ours.
Church. The perfecting of the Saints, which
He next states that I
my fortunes for
shows, by the way, that a Saint is not a sin- time ~.nd
with the impostor Joseph
less b'eing, or fully perfect, but susceptible of Smith. This is anothe.r mistake. I have not
perfection; Again; for the work of the min- linked my fortunes with either Joseph Smith,
istry; ··The work of the. ministry is evidently or A.
or any other man except the
preaching the gospel, baptizing, administerour Lord and Savior. But,
ing the sacrament of the Lord's supper, or''L.'' is const.antly callof producing arguments.
da-ining other men to the ministry, &c. Again,
for the edifying of the body (or Church) of
Mr. H. belongs to a faction
Christ. To edify is to build up, to enlarge,
old I,atter Day Saints because
to instruct .. Now who will say these results
Here
he blunders.
are not to pe athined, and necessary now?
to a reorgan.
And if so, then if the end is to be accqm- iz<Hion of tho
founded on the
plished, why are not the divinely appointed 1
mean~, -or those designed of God to acoom- 1
continues :. "'rhis f::tation
th.J

l.e.,
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doctrine of polygamy, which is praiseworthy,
but they retain all the other absurdities of old
Mormonism, according to my information.''
Here is an effort madeto make it appear that
old Mormonism included polygamy. This is
another of his many mistakes. But he says,
''according to my information;" This evidently
was intended as a loophole to crawl out at if
it was contradicted, as he feared it would be,
and I challenge him to produce one competent
wit-ness who'wlll say that polygamy was a doctrine of the old church. I will here introduce
the testimony of some historians on this subject. But let it be understood that not one
of them is a member of the Latter Day Saints
Church, so that their testimony can not be the
result of prejudice in our favor; on the contrary, their prejudice, if they have any, must
be against us.
'
First, we introduce the "History of all Religions," in illustrated l''amily Bible, by C. F.
Ve'nt. It says, "It was at Nauvoo that the
doctrine of polygamy was first advocated by
Sidney Rigdon, but was opposed by Smith and
was not acknowledged a part of Mcrmonismtill
after his death. Second. "History of the Morr..<wns, by S. l'\1. Smucker, author of I1ife of
Catherine 2nd and Nicholas 1st of Russia," p.
171 : "Many of these persons pretended to have
revelations *
by which they were permitted
to have as many wives as the patriarchs of old,
provided they could afford to maintain them.
Joseph Smith would not tolerate tliis scandal
and every offender was forthwith excommunicated and publicly declared to be cut off
from the church.-p. 172: "1-Ie (Smith)
was at all times most anxious to preserve
the church free from taint, and to exclude adulterers, seducers, and persons of
immoral lives.'' Third. "The Mormon Prophet and his Harem,'' by Mrs. C. V. Waite,
(y;'ife of United Sbates Judge in Utah), page
160. "But the greatest change of all in the
Mormon religion made by Brigham Young
was the introduction and · establishment of
polygamy. This was nota part of the Mormon
system of religion as originally established."
li'ourth. An extract from a speech by Schuyler
Colfax, late Vice President of the United
States. He says : "As it is not essential
whether this illegal or immoral system wa:s or
was not a part of their original faith, Iwill
110t occupy yiJur time with· many quotations
from this Mormon Bible, (Book of Mormon)
and Mormon articl~s of faith, which I have
incorporated in para'l'iel columns in this manuscript. But I will reproduce one here from
each, conclusively proving what I here assert.
The Book of Jacob, of this Mormon Bible,
par. 6, after previous condemnation of David
and. Solomon for 'having many wives and concubines,' says explicitly : ' ·wherefore, my
brethren, hear me, and hearken to the word of
the Lord j for there shall not any man among'
you have save it be one wife, and concubines
he shall have none, for I, the ]~ord God, delighteth in tho chastity of women.' And in
the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, after declaring that the language of the marriage ceremeny should require them to promise to keep
themselveEl 'wholly for each other and from all
others
your lives,' it avers as follows:
'Inasmuch as this church of Christ has been
reproached with tho crime of fornication and
polygamy we declare that we believe that one
man should have one
and one wom:::n but
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one husband, except in case of death, when have the privilege of discussing the history

tlers, and he named to us and pointed out the
either is at liberty to marry again.'
and doctrine of the church of which "L." is a places of several of our brethren. Our road
"If you ask me how then has polygamy be- member. If he accepts this proposition he now ran alongside almost continuously seemcome the accepted practice of these people shall have as much latitude as he .desires and ingly never ending corn fields; and an
whose original books fulminated their denun- he can discuss the evils of Mormonism to his occasional dwelling house painted white with
ciations so fully against it, I answer that it heart's content.
green trimmings would present itself to us
Now 1\'l:r. "L.," "come, and let u:; reason to- from out some shady grove, giving pleasant
was by a pretended revelation to Joseph Smith,
which has been branded as an imposture by gether." If I am in error, come and show it to relief from the suspense and silent monotony .
his widow, his sons, and all his followers among us, that we may turn from it and enjoy your of the night journey. At one a bright light
the Mormons; but which the Utah Mormon greater light.
was seen and voices heard, and at our suggesIf you should say anything more through tion our driver drew up for information as to
, church charges that his wife, Emma, burnt up,
and the copy thereof on which they depend the press please drop your "Lenox" and give the whereabouts of our destination. This
was found by them after Smith's death. And us your name that we may know under what proved to be the store of Brother S. Gurley,
upon this miserable humbug, the bogus copy flag you fight. When I write on religion I who, on learning our names and anticipating
of a bogus revelation, your national law is de- am always willing to let people know-who I our arrival, came forward and greeted us corfied, your Republic disgraced, and your civil- am, so that they can hold me to a strict ac- dially, stating that our arrival by our friends
ization shamed."
countability for what I say.
was expected.
This I think proves conclusively that polygI can be addressed at Farmington, KenWe bid an evening's adieu to Brother
amy was introduced by B. Young after Smith's tucky. Yours truly;
JoHN H. HANSEN,
Samuel and launched out upon the sea of
Elder in the Church of J. C. of L. D. S. darkness, and with but one incident in which
death, and founded on a forged revelation,
P.S.-I will preach at I .. ynnville on the third there was imminent danger of being upset and
which was not known till after Smith's death,
consequently the old church is not responsible Sunday in June, at 11 a.m., on the "Baptism pitched into a washed out cavity in the road,
J. H. n.
for it and its kindred vices now practiced in of the Holy Spirit."
we reached a house embosomed in a grove.
MAYFIELD, Kentucky, Democrat, May 2U, 1879.
Utah:
The dog alarmed our approach vigorously.
"L.'' thinks my real object in replying was
A whole herd of bovines great and small, lying
to get an epitome published. In this he is IMPRESSIONS ON VISITING DECATUR. still, completely blocking the road and disputas usual wrong. How is it that he is contining our further progress. A few raps at the
Dear Herald :-Before commencing our door accompanied by a vigorous hailing from
ually thinking evil of me, and yet pretends to
be my personal friend? If I thought him journey to Europe we had determined upon our Jehu brought light to the windows and
guilty of duplicity I would not be his friend, Decatur county as one of the points rf interest glad voices to our ears, for we readily detected
to be visited. One reason for this was that that we were at the home of the friends we
for I hate fraud and hypocrisy.
He then gives seven articles, some of which, we had some dear friends there who we had were seeking whose faces we had not seen for
Eke his preceding thoughts, must have orig- not seen for a number of years. Another, be- many years, but who now appeared to welinated in his own brain, and says that "every cause of its growing fame with Latter Day come us to their hospitable home.
one who becomes a Latter Day Saint has to Saints whose eyes are now being directed
The morning of our first day in Decatur
subscribe to these seven items and more, too, towa,:d it as being connected with the gather- was bright and clear, with pleasant zephyrs
and to whatever comes out of them."
ing. Again, we wished to see it for ourselves, from the South, making the atmosphere as
I am very sorry "L." made this statement, and at a time too when nature had clothed it genial as the most fastidious could desire. It
for I hate to accuse a man of misrepresenta- its best attire, when its reRources were more was a happy relief to us, and in strange contion, and if I remain silent on this point people plainly visible to the eye, and also when its trast to the oppressive sultriness we had realwill believe that his statement is true, I say disadvantages or rather its worst features, ized in Plano and Sandwich, Illinois, as it
then that "L.'' never saw any such statement in might be readily seen. To see its occupants happened during our visit there. At the latany of our writings nor did he ever hear any and by all possible inquiry fortify myself with ter places there were breezes gentle and strong,
of our ministers say so, nor any of our members, their opinions which long residence and ob- as they came rustling through the leaves of
that the statement is true. I hope that his servation had perhaps justified their conclu- the trees. Measurably they were refreshing,
statement is according to "his information," sions.
but we discovered them to be sultry, and their
so that the burthen of manufacturing the
We left Plano the 26th of June, by the hot breath came upon our cheeks as from a
11-20 p.m. train and arrived at Chariton furnace; and oh! how oppressive and debilislander may not rest on him.
His charge that when some man wanted to 1-30 p.m. on the following day. Made con- tating they seemed to us. If that which we
commit some crime he could get an especial nection with the Leon train where we arrived saw and teit is their comtant character, we
revelation to that end, is replied to in my at 5 p.m. thence by omnibus to Ward's can account :or much of that languidnees and
quotation from Smucker's History, where he Hotel, and after partaking supper took our lack of freshness in the faces that we saw there.
shows that Smith expelled men when they seats in the phaeton which we had hired at The breezes in Docatur come in from the hills,
manufactured revelation to commit sin.
four dollars for the trip and were soon whirl- and after sweeping through their drains are
This laet charge proves that "L." is totally ing away toward our destination On the purified, leaving no malaria upon their wing~;
ignorant of the discipline and practice of the way we saw numerous encampments of people they are refreshing in their balminess, and
L. D. S. Church, and before he again attempts occupying clean white tents and C(Jvered invigorating to the system; they are delightto write about other people I would advise wagons, and all the paraphernalia of camp ful as they are strong and bracing, and if conhim to inform himself of their doctrines and life. Night had let down her 8hades ere we tinuous as we felt them, how measurably betpractices. He also complains t.hv~t I did not had reached our destination by ten miles, ter as a dwelling place Decatur must be.
give him latitude enough in inviting him to making travel difficult and unsafe; as the reWe will now take our first day light view of
show who has been injured by Mormonism. cent rains had disturbed the roads and bridges. our surroundings. How enchanting it seems
My reason for limiting him was that I did not Occasional flashes of the moon gave us to us. At a distance the site of our present
want him to repeat silly rumors that he could glimpses of the road a_nd brought relief to an home appears to be a most elevated one. At
not prove, but prove the evil by pointing it ever present sense of danger. Traveling in five miles distance, as we 1>ubsequently saw it,
out in our own country where we could exam- the darkness aided us in viewing to ad vantage it seemed to be as high if not higher than any
ine his charge and see if it was true.
the myriads of lightning bugs dardng in point in sight. As we view it now it seems
He ends his article by saying that he is set every direction, showing their brilliau·t colors. to be almost the lowest point and center of
for the defense of truth against Mormonism.
We were evidently in a .rolling country, f'.H a vast amphitheater of terraced hills, each
If he meant this for a challenge, I reply that now we would descend into the valley, and the climbing above the other, culminating as it
I am ready and willing to meet him (if he is next minute climb the opposite hill. On looks from here in a well defined circular line
a minister, or if he is not I am ready to meet! reaching an eminence we could faintly discern standing boldly up against the clear bright
any responsible minister whom he may select) numerous compact bodies of trees skirting sky. Above this line, here and there, rise up
in public debate, either at our church, or in the land now faintly defined against the west- in bold prominence well defined (mos ly
Lynnville, to discuss the history and doctrine ern horiz:.m. These our Jehu infvrmed us square) groves and orchards of trees, the forof the church of L. D. S, provided I also indicated the farms and dwellings of the Eet- mer frr shade purposes and a measurab!elpro-
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tection for animals and buildings in times of clover, the cattle browsing-in fact it is but a 1 ly remarked, "We shall notfecd so much corn
violent rain and wind storms that at times repetition of the first, and as before, though in subsequent years." I have heard brethburst upon the country; the latter for fruit we had selected, as we thought, the highest ren complain of the excessive toil and drudgand for domestic use. These arc facaded by commanding point of view, we find we are ery'in raising corn here. I believe it, but
what seems to be large sized dwelling houses, still in the lowest; seemingly everything is this arises from necessity. The country is
clean and white, and looking cheerful in the towering above us, and wherever we go the wild and undeveloped; a great deal of extra
bright sunlight of the morning. We look phenomenon is the same-one vast amphithe- and excessive toil is demanded in contending
around the circled crest, and the view is com- ater of hills is present, as we have described. with its present condition. It strikes me
that a remedy will be found for this in develpletely panoramic. The inner slopes of this
RESOURCES.
oping the legitimate resources of the landbeautiful picture of nature is dotted over with
A brother of large experience in the its fine grasses, &c. My candid opinion is,
similar pleasant homes and the same cheerful
surroundings of emerald looking groves and or- country made this remark to me: "we can not that when this is done, their standard of exchards are everywhere to be seen. Here the boast of a first-class corn country, but an ex- cellence will be so great that but a small perfarms are sectioned into fields by the ver- cellent grass one," and it seems that here is centage of the corn now required for feed puritable Osage orange hedges; also the honey the proper key to the matter. All here agree poses )Viii be needed.
locust, a native wood, very thorny and admir- that this is strictly :t cattle country, and its
HAP,D PAN.
able for the purpose; also by the ordinary developed resources so far proves the fact.
I have made an allusion to the hard pan
board and worm fence, all looking cheerful and A,. good cattle country means one abounding hills. Before visiting Decatur a brother kindpretty in the picture before us. In every di- in rich esculents, or grasses. In its virgin ly suggested that my enquiries and observarection we see extensive fields of growing corn, condition natural grasses abounded every- tions should extend to this. I have done so,
and I am inclined to interrogate myself as to where, but in the process of development and the result is that I find it everywhere; it
the method by which those long, straight lines these are made to give way to a better class, is the natural subsoil of the country, covered
in surveying precision are produced; but they such as all nations cultivate. This is done by over with a rich black vegetable soil, averaging
are therE, and no artist pencil could more ploughing the virgin soil and seeding down perhaps not more than two feet over the whole
clearly define them on his canvas. Again we with proper seed-timothy and clover-and country. The general impression about this
see almost boundless fields of ripening oats, whenever this has been done here, success subsoil is, that it is an objectionable feature
interspersed with fields of' timothy gra§s and has attended the effort, as the numerous fields in any country. In character it is a heavy,.
refreshing looking clover, all ripening and now ripening fully prove; and wherever this solid, yellow clay, that admits of no perceptible
rippling in soft silvery shades and shadows as is done, everything foreign t) them speedily percolation from above, or emanation of dampthe zephyrs blow apd _the sun peeps out from disappears. In other lands where timothy ness from below; its merits or demerits I
behind the banks of flitting clouds passing and clover are grown, the former io the domi- must leave others to decide; all I can say is,
over the bright sky. In the natural pastures nant one when sown together, to the extinc- nature seems perfeet in her works, and eviwhere the wild, homogeneous grasses still hold tion of the latter in the process of time. dently she provided this for Decatur, and I
high carnival, many herds may be seen grazing. Here this is reversed, and the latt-er predomi- have yet to be convinced that it works injury
All around the musical notes of the birds are nates with usual results; but where sown sep- to it as a grass country,for which evidently it
heard; the quail, the doves and other birds arately, excellent crops are maintained. I am is intended. In other lands where a gravelly
are met_ with in the pastures and highways; told by brethren here that a few years of sub-soil exists, better corn can be raised, but
in fact, from this point can be seen nature in close observation have convinced them that you fail to find the rich grasses that abound
most animated character and diversity. I look in a few years Decatur will beat the world. in where it exists. It certainly would not be
around again for something more to complete raising these famous esculents.
suitable for a corn country. In s.uch a broken,
Again, it is exemplified everywhere here, rolling land as Decatur county, having such a
this beautiful landscape view; but I look
almost in vain, for the golden fields of ripen- that when stock are fed at the stall with the shallow soil, as its solidity will not admit the
ing wheat, but they are not there. I am told above grasses and pastured in the native superabundance of water that falls upon the
it is not a wheat country, and here is my as- grasses, wherever the seeds of the former are land, the result is the water must escape
tonishment, surprise and disappointment. How deposited and germinate, it completely anni- otherwise, and in doing so disturbs the soil
is i~, I voluntarily ask, that nature can here be hilates the latter, and the rich, solid masses of and sweeps it away with its rushing volume,
so profuse and diversified in her gifts and still white flowered clover, instead of red as before leaving the hard pan a worthless promontory.
deny the precious wheat, the chief factor, the observed all over the natural pastures, demon- This is measurably the result in Decatur upon
staff of human existence? It seems almost strates the fact that the best grasses of the the high lands, and sooner or later the settlers
incredible that such can be the fact, yet so it world can be grown here; and in the near fu. must learn that nature never intended those
is to a great extent. I look away to the left, ture, if aided by human skill, they will devel- high broken lands but for grazing purposes.
and peering above the heavy growth of timber op to such an extent as to completely eradiThis subsoil runs to an indefinite depth,
in the bottom lands, I see a field that looks cate every wild element that now abounds.
and more or less, as sinkings have proven, is
Another hopeful sign upon this point is filled with small undefined stratas of gravel,
like wheat, tipped with the golden hue of the
ripening grain, but it is a heavy, sullen color, visible to the observer. The proverbial "blue yielding water, pure, clear, and cold, just as
not cheerful and bright, but rather sickly and glass" for which Kentucky is so justly famed, you may be fortunate enough in striking them
degenerate. Not the thing, as we have been is seen here already in many places. The in- when sinking.
accustomed to look upon fields· in the golden ference is, that without seeding, wherever
Continuing resources, oats do well,"also rye,
land. There it appears as the chief and pasturing is continued for a few years upon both -almost certain crops. All kinds of vet,crowning glory of nature's handiwork, both in the wild grasses, this choice esculent appears, etables can be grown in profusion with propcolor and yield. There its maximum yield to the extinction of the former. From the er attention.
has been ninety, with an average of forty bush- above facts it must be apparent that Decatur's
F.ftUITS.
els to the acre; here its maximum, I am told, resources in rich esculents are excellent, and
Apples
do
well,
with
exceptional years of
would be twenty-five and its average ten; at will make her in time the leading stock
scarcity; pears an uncertainty. All kinds of
country of the world.
least this is not a wheat country.
Although, as the brother remarked, Deca- berries are grown in profusion; this year, and
'Ve leave our present point of observation
and seek another, miles distant, with the objeet tur may not be a first class corn country, it is for the first, the crop is an entire failure.
of a different aspect; we reach the highest quite evident from the vast fields of it seen Vineyards are young but look well; the evipoint that, seemingly, the country affords; and here that it must be a good one. Seventy dences are good that grapes will be abundant
what do we see now? A vast amphitheater maximum and forty average bushels to the in the future.
WOODS.
still, terrace after terrace crowding to the bold acre seem to be the recognized figures, and a
outline that encircles the heavens.· The pan- corn crop of this character will always and
Native woods are as follows, varieties of oak,
oramic view that delighted us before is re- more than answer the purposes of the country. white, red, black and burr; honey-locust;
peated again with pleasure to us. The hedg- At present large quantities are grown for hickory, two varieties; elm, two; hack bury;
es are in emerald. duplicate; the groves and feeding purposes during the winter season; eottonwco:i, maple and blackwalnut. Among
orchards, the fields of corn, of timothy, and but, as Bro. Dan car very wisely and knowing- the numercul kinds of brush growing in the
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bottoms and along the creeks, we notice tho
valuable plant or shrub called the sumach. This
is par excellence of all shrubs containing
tanning properties: the minimum of properties in the list of tanning plants being 28
maximum 158, and sumach contains the latter.
It can thus be seen at a glance what a valuable
resource this will prove to be to the colonizers of
the land, and we would suggest that if some
brother having a piece of low, otherwise valuless land would start a nursery of this valuable
plant he would prove an excellent benefactor
in the time to come. Sprouts can be found in
abundance.
ORDER 0:1!' ENOCH.

As a stockholder I have felt deeply interin it, of course, and more particularly as
having a relative connection with the progressive development of the cause. I have
felt in the past, that living far away from tho
site of its operations without the privilege of
seeing its workings i and through an overstrained reticence on the part of the Directors
in imparting informa.tion, we did not know as
much about it as we would like to know, hence
our visit to Decatur to learn and then tell
others.
The company possesses land in this vicinity
aggregating 3000 acres., more or less, as pleasantly and advantageously situated as any other
land here perhaps; excepting about 500 acres
all are fenced and under cultivation, or in
seeded pastures. This land is divided up into
farms from80to 120 each; improvements are
put upon these farms by the Company, consisting of one-and-a-half story houses, barns,
yards, etc; these farms are rented to church
members exclusively, for t,he consideration to
the .Company of one-third of the annnal productl3, the renters furnishing all implements,
teams and seeds.
Th!'J question has often suggested itself as
whether such an arrangement as this is satisfactory to the renter, and also to the Company.
A diligent inquiry made by me amongst the
renters and also. the Directors has enabled me
to arrive at this conclusion, that there is a
mutual satisfaction existing on both sides,
with the advantages resting with the
renter. In the first place there is no l;mded
investment nor improvements to create.
No fear of crop failure jeopardizing his annual
rent. All these cares !lnd responsibilities, including taxes upon the Jand, rest with the
Company; which must be paid by it, whatever
the fortune of season may be. If any dissatisfaction or restiveness exists, it may possibly
arise from this fact, that in mos.l: minds the
justifiable aspiration of acquiring pGrsonal
homes is found. None are to be blamed for
this; it should be the ambition of every dignified manhood. But oftentimes tho undue
restiveness it creates disqualifies one to fully
appreciate existing surroundings. I am told
that this combination of personal capital has
lifted many families up out of the slough of
despond and placed them measurably out of
poverty's reach into pleasant and comfortable
surroundings; while some of these by all perseverance and thrift have been able to improve their condition even beyond the position
of renters; but these cases have been rare,· I
am told, and the question exists as to whether
it is possible for· any others to do it. It might
be asked, Is it not possible that the Company
est~d

may extend further privileges to the renters?
I am persuaded. to believe that if a due regard
is paid by the Directors to the property committed to their charge it can not. Already it
realizes that the return is not as satisfactory as
could be desired. We mentioned the matter
of selling. homes to the renters, and no dissent
was heard from its present policy of renting to
that of selling. 'l'he Company holds itself
ready to sell farms to any who want to buy,
and are prepared to do so in a proper manner;
but it will reserve the privilege of. exercising
and guarding against a wanton waste of effort
and the sacrifice of any interest that belongs
to the Company. Our opinion is that the
Company has been of service, great service to
many in what it has already done. We should
have been pleased could all its present :renters
havo acquired homes through its operations.
If it has not done this, it can not be to blame.
What it may do in tho future, circumstances
must determine. \V e would recommend patiencc and perseverance, and above all a feeling of contentment and appreciation of present
surroundings.

I believe eventually there will be a local
gathering, of its details I know .nothing,.and
don't believe any other person does. , Revela.~ ·
tion must, make it known. If. Decatur. h;ts
any relative connecti~n with that prospective
work, it se.ems to be this, that in view of such
a possible event it might be well and proper
that our people should be together as muc.h
as possible, available at the proper tnoment.
The opinion of the leading men of the c(l1ony
is, that this. is a pleasant and .snitable.land
for the purpose of benefitting and. bettering
the condition of. many of our people. So I
think, and one has. only to stand .upon .one.ot'
those elevated spots that I have.described and
look to the four points, and rememb.er there
is boundless room in every direction, and he
will readily exclaim, "There. is.room in the
land for all who choose to go," ·a)ld I suppose
there is not a farm held but .can always be,
purchased with ,money.. If the. kind, provideuces of the divine hand are . clearing. the
way for a preliminary work of this kind, well
and good; we are inclined to think so, .and
hope we .are correct.

:RAnROAD.

WHO SHOULD dO?

The people of Decatur have within the last
Wh 0
h" ? w
h ·· h
three weeks been greeted with the cheering
..
mm answer t 18 •
e t oug · t we
prospect, and we might say the certainty of a heard it answered to our satisfaction by one
who is entitled to all praise for his honor and
railroad. We had the pleasure of reading the fidelity as a man, an.d the effort he is mak. ing
bond or contract entered into between the in the interest of the. colony. Said he, "n
-.n
e
Railroad Company and a good number of our
d · · h ·· h d
· 1
brethren and other gentlemen, whereby the can not o Wit ,nOit er owe want peop e to
come here destitute. of means and utterly igthe right of way is secured; a prospective norant of farming life. It is a farq:~ing comand other munity that we want just now, not dest1tute
town laid out, town. lot11 secured
d
matters t h at great ly f oresha ow radical chang- of means, but sufficient to pur chase for theme~, that will materially improve the prospects selves, either in part or. in. wh. ole. , ~.s be case
speedy developments; The railroRd
i~.
may .b e.'., J ust so, an d I .am "p1ease d t h at. t h e
hailed with feelings of relief and pleasure by situation is getting to be better understood
·
lement
~
· :W h at·
all, except one dissenting· person, and how any t h an h'Ith erto. A
. f:armmge
1s
one can fail to see the benefit it must bring, I Decatur needs, with some means to work
am at a ·Joss
· h . Th"IS IS
· t.h e pwneer
·
• ·
. to understand. It will surely w1t
e1ement of . a11· ClVI;
b ring in a nealthy competition for all products lizations. They are accustomed to a class of
that can find more distant markets at greatly
· ·
· ·· d · d
f
advanced prices. H makes the country ap- pnvatwns, mconvemences an mo es o . } e
that would utterly dishearten and break down
h
1
f h
· b ·
· Th' h ··
proachable and~ increases the price of lands i
and above all, it will bring the people in to any ot er . c ass o. . uman .emgs.
·. IS as.
been exemplified in the history of th~e ,work
contact with many ofthe comforts 6f life, that wherein that golden rule, "Let all things be
their present isolation precludes the possibility
d, h
b
1· ·
·d ·L
of; in fact we view.. it as the greatest possible prepare '
as . een utter lJ Ignere ~ · . .~ et.
~
any other community than a . farndng one
blessing
that could reach Decatur at the pres- come to D ecatur,
·
· t h ey h ave
· · a p 1et.h ora
· ·
.
uri 1ess
ent tlme.
GATHERING.
of ready cash to work with, they will fiild it
,
·
_,.
. an undesirable place. It can be grappled
Decatur
county and surrounumgs are m 1 1'th
f 11 b th · :f · · , 1 ' · , I
some minds becoming largely associated with :
~~ccess
Y d' . 0 ~~mer, aone. ~
8
the prospective development of a great work. t,hlme . dY. WI 'bol ne · OWJ:l.t~ s ,w 1• ness., a~
·,
1 ,·
·
.b
ll
en. m 1spens1 e necess1 res · WI 11 reqmre
Wh a t hS
ret ao1ve
connectiOn may. · e, a
· th · · · 't f · :J ·t • . th.
, '
· d .
· . d
,
·. D t 't ano er commum y o muus nes; . us everyrom sate no agree , nou even m eca ur 1- th'
'lld · 1 . ·1 't8
· 0 d ·· · ·. a:
self. We had the pleasure of hearing anummg w\ e:~hop ~~ pr~p~r. ~ ei,. an
ber express themselves upon the matt~r; one, bcon;.mundl'tyhwi. a
e vane m us nes, WI
· part1cu.
· 1ar, d, eo.areu
1
.1 •
. spot e ,oun
ere.
m
1t was t h e "',avonte
AT MEETING IN LAiiiONI.
for gathering unto; that the prophets had so
declared il;, &c. Whq.tevcr others' may think
On last Sabbath, morning we attended
about it, I am inclined to believe there is no meeting in the meeting-house belonging to
sure word of prophecy defining it as a gather- the colony. Outwardly 'its pretensions are
ing place. \Ye have but one place named not great, the elements seem to be admonishand we know its location and whereabouts. ing the brethren for neglecting, either wilOther places wpro stated to be in existence fully or from necessity, givipg it a coat of
when tbe first was full and t,heir names with-~ paint .. ~.It is. a palpable exhibition of the
held, and would be until that occurred. If any penny wise and ,pound foolish doctrine. A
one knows more than that let him say so, and caravan of vehicles surrounded the building.,
how he CIUllO to know it, and all about it In and numbers of persons werec standing
fact I have come to the conclusion that the around, waiting, I pre~ume, the time of se,r.
gathering is a question of teo vital an interest vice~to arrive. " Here wee obtained i)ltroduc-,
for ordinary human wisdom and tact. t) grap- tion to many of our bre.thren and saw many
ple with, it belongs elsewhere.
faces we had known years ago. On entering;
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T'HE SAINTS'
we found the plaQe well filled and were kindly invited to a. seav near the stand, but not
upon it, and for this we felt thankful, realizing ho\V· much more we had occasion to be
taught than to teach. The interior of the
chapel we thought quite primitive, but I presume it had been built conformable to the
conditions of those who donated. When we
visit J,amoni again, we hope to see another, if
possible excelling the one in Plano, and it
too will reflect the condition of the people as
the present one now may do. The services
opened with the nsual singing and prayer,
when the priest called to his aid Brn. E.
Stafford, Harris, and S. Gurley; the former
leading, selected the parable o.f the sower as
his subject, remarking that Christ usually
adapted his discourses to the occupation of
his hearers. We tHought Bro. Stafford did
the same, as we. presume, with but an excep;
tion, all were farmers before him.
We
thought someheavy thrusts were madeagainst
riches and the universal effort to obtain them,
and I thought I could read the reverberating
thoughts of every heart present: that we are
all sadly iri need of them after all. Surplus,
tithing, &c., were mentioned j whether any
took the hints to themselves or not, I can not
say; but evidently there was an exception
taken and a reply followed, which might
better not ,have been mado. We hold all
men's opinions sacred, and the desk occupancy
would seem to warr.ant their expression in
moderation, and free from attack.
How
anxious we all are to have others sec as we
do, forgetting that we should do unto others
as we would have others do unto us. vYe enjoyed the Saints' society at Lamoni, and wish
them continued joy and unity in the faith.
T. J.

ANDREws.

--,...._-......,,......,.___
THE WORK OF GOD.
.
I s t h e C hnrc h , stnctly
speaking, the work

" Wh
f
of G od r · · en we testi y that we are en- G d'
k
d
gage m o s wor , what do we mean? Do
I
we mean t h at we are
'l mere y conducting' ourse I ves so t h at no ev1 shall be attached to the
nameo f t h e b ody b y reason of our manner of
., ? nT
•
111e.
• n e might live inoffensive liv:cs and
our con d net b ring no reproach upon the
Chnrc h , an d at t h e same time, although our
names might stand .upon the Church record,
not b e engage d in the work of God. For if
this is ·not
h so, we can .be engaged in God's
wor k Wlt. out spirit and love.
Let t h is be understood, that to be in God's
work is to serve him, and to serve God is to
pl ea. se G od.. , an !I. be own. ed by the outpouring
of the .Sp.irit. A man ma.y b.e occupied in
buildin.g up_ a.nd presiding in, or officiating
in
~
the Church, and at the same time be under
the displeasure of the Almighty.
May not
b th · ~'
f h b'•
d
· t"
a m. an
· · y . f'e ,ore. e o a I", an an an Ique
convictiOn o truth, administer and serve in a
pribliccapacit.y, 'Without the desire and aim of
his life being to serve God and keep his commandments? vVhat would be the real character of such labor? Would it not savor of
man?
An elder may be a constant violator of the
law by which we· are to be preserved and sanetified, and may in all his administrations seek
to please himself; when arraigned, may make
hypocritical confessions to those sinned against.
Is such a person engaged in the work of God?
Nay.
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Repentance is a genuine sorrow for sin., taught many grievous and pernicious heresies.
What must be the condition before God of To wit: That Zion was in Utah; that .Brig- ·
that brother or sister who repents not of sins ham was Joseph's legal successor; that polycommitted, nor confesses to those sinned gamy was a divine institution; that it was
against It is my opinion that we only re- the duty of Saints to obey counsel, right or
present and do the work of God to the extent wrong; that Adam was our God •. and that
that we honor the iaw and keep the command- there are gods almost without number. And
ments .. 'rho work of God is embodied in the thus the way was prepared for the gathering
revelations and law of God. To dq the work into the land of sage-brush and salt, the unofGod we must do what is therein enjoined righteous rule and elevation of B. Young, the
upon us. Individual righteousness is neces- moral overthrow, servitude and degradation
sary for salvation and peace, as. well as to pi·e- of camp followers, and thereby the raising of
pare and fit us to do the works or things com- an oligarqhy for the benefit of petty tyrants,
manded by God. In this connection I allude the sanctifi~ation of the "crime of fornication
to the works devolving more especially upon and polygamy", . and lastly, the recedence
the ministry. Now aside from individual away back to the faith of the dark ages ante~
righteousness, what does the Lord require of rior to Christ-that of the degraded and.bethe. ministry, we inquire? One object of nighted heathen nations-:-in the existence of
priesthood is, to proclaim the will of God to a variety of gods, and. the worship of deifie~ .
the people, saint and sinner. This will of men. All these thi;rgs were appended to.the ·
God which is to be proclaimed, is simply that good news of glad tidings, as though light
which is clearly revealed, and that for the benefit and darkness existed in one. The truth
of the masses. It does not consist in specu.. stands out in bold relief, of the great necessity
lations that may be entertained, but in the of discriminating between truth and error,
simple yet grand trut~s of the gospel, and for error vitiates and impairs the mind for the
God's revelations.
reception of light and truth. No guile, or
Au elder may, when presenting tho claims untruth, or error,. is any part of God's work,
of the Church, also present his person:ll opin we may rest assured.
ions, as if by the authority of the Church,
The wo;d of Oud bul' us seek the wisdom
and thus a false impression eoncernirH! the that comes duwn fr<En on high; bids us s~ek
faith of the Church is given. Those whore- wisdom .by study, even th.e .study <>f good
ceivc the gospel through tho labors cf this books. To obey God is to do what he has
Elder, may also believe that opinion, oimply commanded. Jesus became perfect by the
because propagated by royal priesthood. Js things suffered or experienced, and methinks
that opinion or error, as it may be, the work that the experiences, successes and retrogresof God? Is the preaching of finely developed sions, of the Church in earlier days should be
speculative theories the work of God? If of intrinsic worth in the present and future
such be tho work of God, then he is not the work committed to the Saints. Surely wisauthor of peace and oneness, but of confusion dom will be justified in all her children.
and division in all the churches of the Saints.
There is still balm in Gilead.
The law of
I do not object to expansive thought, nor God is just, and the rule of life to all Saints.
to the liberty of expression, whether by the The mercy of God is all sufficient, easily ob~
Ife1·ald or Messenqc 1·,· and I think·it would be tained, if only sought. We can approach the
~
h
· f
1
bt · f
th
a little more valiant in some, in reviewing- the t rone o grace ourse ves, an o aln rom e
~
·
I'
11
d h
1 S · "t b
h" h
.writings of J. W. B., as found in the Jlfessen- giVer 01 a goo , t e LoY p1n ·, Y w 1c
h L d ··
· d ·
h
.ge1·, to offer their strictures for iDsertion in we can serve t e or m spmt an m trut .
"
by uay
"
· d th e S p1r1
- 't ; vta'
·
the columns of" thA Jlfessenger, and n. ot make If we uay
receive
1 h
D" · p
·
the appearance of conflict and antago.nism be- First Presidency, A post es ip, 1stnct resi,,
d
d B
h p
ld
tween the Herald and Jlfess.enger. Th. e. Ilcralrl ency, an
ranc
.res1 ency, we 'Won
b h
f ·
d
is repre. sen ted. to be the o. fficial..Paper of th. e simply e t e creatures o Circumstances, an
ld
1
h
th
L
d
b
Church. I wonder how many official st.ric- cou on y approac · e or
y an array of
ffi
tures or comments upon doctrines and theo- o cers.
ries are borne out by the au. thority and voice
Realizing that faithful Saints, whether und er the 1ea d ers h"1p of t h e 1egaI auth onty,
·
of the Church.
·
or
d
ld
h
d
d'd
h
th
S
· 't ,
However this writing is only my opinion, pseu oes, con
ave an
I
ave e p1r1
·
and I would not seek to dignify it as being wh"1ch was given
as a t ·es t'1mony t o th e gospe I,
· h t h at t h e S pmt
· · comes on Iy
the work of God. Let us be content with the t h at to teac
h
h
h
h
1
f
simple truths of revelation and the ,ulorious t roug t e c anne o prest"d'mg offi cers, IS.
• of Christ, and not obscure the radiance no part of· G od' s wor k . It was one
·
f th qse
ospel
o
g
· ·• ·
· t ro d nee d un der th e reg1me
·
of the messa,ae we bear by pretending to know v1t1atmg
no t'Ions m
~
what the Lord has not revealed.
of f'a1se 1ea ders, t o sane t'f
1 y cess-poo1s, an d
give assurance to victims of the reality of the
"Behold, all ye that kindle a fire, that compass claim made by usurpers.
Its character is
yourselves about with sparks: walk in the light
. th e spar k s th a,t ye. h av.e known by l"ts offic·e-w· ork and results. It I's
of your fi rc, an d m
kindled. This shall ye have of mine hand; ye well to consider and to realize that there may
shall lie down with sorrow."-Isaiah 50: 11.
be administrations of a personal charaQter,
The martyred Joseph, who, like all ether wherein naught but the will of the actor is
· d ee d- an d ev 1·nced ,· and aga1'·n,
mere proph e t s, was 1'1abl,e t o err m
- there may be admi.ni"stra· · as any t o-aay
,
· l'k
•t•
'"'Hh
opm10n
m
1 e posiwn,
vv o tl"ons·, purely of an offic1'al characte· r· , where1'n
will say that he was infallible? 'Yill any one self is unknown and the law and will of God
say that his successor in office is infallible? are revered-of such is the work of God.
Opinions should only stand by their real merit,
Every one should be fully persuaded in his ·
and not by the celebrity of their originators. own mind, and be sure of the right, and then
The elders of the first organization after go onward j but at the same time be willing
the death of Joseph, somo of them I mean, to lcam. There is such a thing as zeal with:.
not all, not only preached t.1:e gospel, but also out knowledge, and in my brief experien<n I
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have found that to be the real scat of intolerance. If a prophet should use snuff that
would be no reason why we should sneeze,
except we were only designed to play the role
of mocking-birds. I have no hesitancy in
saying that the Saints in general desire to do
the will of God. The truths of our holy
cause will never cease to shine, for God is at
the helm. We need no(fear the airing that
some subjects are receiving if we desire to be
of sound theory and doctrine.
I pray God to bless his people with the
Spirit for the labors before them, and meanwhile let us investigate-prove all things and
hold fast to that which is good, for therein is
the work of God.
'I.' nos. E. LLOYD.

THE

SAINTS'

HERALD.

Saints in this district; to-day it numbers near
two hundred members. Much of the progress
is due to the untiring zeal of Father Landers, G.
W. Shute, I. N. Roberts, R. J. Anthony, and our
beloved 'little giant,' president James Perkins."
Bro. S. C. Andes writes frOJtl Elmira, Mitchell
·county, Kansas, that a branch of nineteen members exists there, t:laints from other places settled
there. By c6rrect living they hope to win others
to Christ's fold.
Bro. J. M. Terry wrote from Cameron, Missouri, of a two-days' meeting at Starfield. Bro. A.
H. Smith was doing some good work, preaching
in that district.
Sr. Marbary Robbins, widow of Bro. Henry P.
Robbins, of Stockton, California, writes quite
NEwToN, Iowa, Jan 18, 1877.
feelingly, asking that the Saints will help her pay
off the incumbrance on their church at Stockton;
the death of Bro. Robbins having left the payments unprovided for. It would be noble for
,JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
some one who is able to lift the debt and take
EDITORS.
the property in trust till payment can be made.
Bro. S. S. Wilcox, of Shenandoah, Iowa, .says:
Plano, illinois, .August 1, J.8j9.
"Our branch is moving along, I trust making
sure progress. Crops good, and prospect for
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
corn never better. Health of the Saints generalA :LET'1'ER from Mary A. Rattenbury, dated at ly good."
The Mill Creek Branch of Fremont county,
San Francisco, California, June 9th, 1879, and
directed to Uncle Wm. B. Smith, Plano, Ill., Iowa, is in fair condition, so Bro.' L. C. Donaldwas received here and forwarded to Uncle Will- son writes. Two have been baptized recently.
Bro. Moses Welch wrote from Colfax county,
iam at Elkader, Iowa, who returns it to us. The
writer states that she was formerly a wife, as she Nebraska, July 14th, that the grass-hoppers have
supposed, of Cyrt1s H. Wheelock, having married destroyed their crops, leaving their one hundred
hitn in 1847 or D, while he was on a mission to and twenty acres of land bare, as if it were March
England, and a reputed widower. On arriving instead of July, so that it looks dark with them
in· tJtah, she found that Wheelock had a wife but they put their trust in God for better times.
living whose maiden name was Olive Parish, May they receive from Him and not come to
sister to Ezra and Wm. Parish, whereupon she want.
Bro. E. B. Mullin of Taitsville, Ray county,
refused to live in polygamy and left Wheelock.
When Col. Steptoe's command left Utah, she left Missouri, writes of the progress of the cause
in their escort, and went to California; there, there. Plenty of opportunities for preaching by
upon the advice of a lawyer that her marriage the Elders.
Bro. H. S. Smith, Unionburg, Iowa, says that
to Wheelock was void, she married a Mr. Rat.
tenbury, by whom she has had six children. a profitable two days' meeting was held there
Three years since her husband left her, and she July 5th and 6th, Bro. Charles Derry and J. J\;f.
has sued him for support. In defense her hus- Harvey doing the preaching.
Bro. Worden Whiting, of Deloit, Iowa, relates
band now sets up her marriage to Wheelock.
Now she wishes to ascertain from those acquain- the loss of his shop and tools by fire, which we
ted with the facts, where and when and by whom regret. He is out in the ministry Borne. The
the marriage between Wheelock and Olive Par. June conference of that district was, he thinks,
ish was performed, that she may set herself right the best they ever held.
Sister Emma Parker of Independence, Missou.
in the courts. If any reader of the Herald can
give the desired information they will please ad. ri, gives her testimony of the gospel being the
dress Mary A. Rattenbury, No" 20, Jessie-street, off the word of God as made known to her by his
7th, San Francisco, Cal. The court sits in July, spirit, by which also she has received grace and
but this letter reached us too tate for thehumber strength since her baptism.
Bro. D. P. Brown of Kinmundy, Marion Co.,
for July 1st, it having already been printed when
Illinois, wrote J:uly 12th, that Bro. I. A. J\;Iorris
the letter came.
Letters from E. 1\1:. Wildermuth, Blue Rapids, and I. M. Smith have been there preaching to
Kansas; J. W. Chatburn, Harlan, Iowa; endorsing good audiences, and had baptized three persons.
Sister C. J. Cooper of Santa Rosa Branch, Cal.
our remarks on the Order of Enoch, business, &c.,
one dated the 20th, and the other the 21st, are re. ifornia, says that the few Saints who meet together there have the spirit of peace and love abiding
ceived. Thank you brothers.
Bro. Wildermuth is of the opinion that a splen- with them. She is thankful for the personal
did water power at Blue Rapids offers special lmowledge that she has of the truth of God's
opportunity and inducement for brethren to come work. Bro. Jeremiah Hoot is aged and feeble,
·in there and attempt an enterprise. A deposit of but strong in faith, and doing all that he can for
gypsum near there is also named, and the start.. the cause he loves.
ing of cement works suggested. The rock will
Bro. A. Haws was at Franktown, Nevada,
make a cement equal to the Portland, so he July 12th. He had been preaching in Nevada
thinks. He writes further: "The latter day work during the six weeks since his arrival from Calis making rapid progress in this part of Kansas. ifornia. He seemed to be doing well, having
Two years ago lhere was hardly a score of fair congregations and good attention.

Bro. F. P. Scarcliff of Holden, }~Ilssouri, says·
that he has been tried in mind and ill in body,
but feels that God is blessing him spiritually unhY
joy and peace in the truth of heaven. J\;Iay Bro.
Frank abide and be made strong.
Sister E. M. Hightower of King City, Gentry
county, :Missouri, spoke of her rejoicing in the
knowledge and instruction received by her
through the Herald. She and her husband are
the only Saints there,;but Brn. Merriam, Nutt and
~-have been to se~ the1:n, and they wish to be
faithful, and to so guide their children.
Bro. B. F. Pollard of the Shawnee Branch,
Texas, says that an able miniBter could :find plenty
to do in that region, and also the branch needs
reviving.
Bro. Hiram Robinson wrote from Fremont,
Nebraska, :M:ay 23rd, 1879, "I have been blessed
with the Spirit while speaking, beyond my expectations, and have baptized five."
Bro. Wm. Kelley wrote from Madison, Indiana,
July 16th, that he was getting ready to leave for
JI;Iichigan, where he expects to locate for the time
being at Coldwater. He reports that things are
looking more favorable in Canada, and are quite
flattering in parts of Indiana and Michigan.
Bro. Pooler, Independence, Mo., says that the
number of the Saints at Independence is one
hundred and twenty, and still increasing.
Sister E. E. JI;Iitchell wrote from Qainsville,
Florida, }flay 12th, they were expecting Bro. H.
C. Smith in July. We hope Bro. Heman reached
them.
We learn with regret that Bro. Gomer Griffith
is under the necessity of leaving the field for a
time, owing to the sickness of his mother, to
whose side he has been called lately by telegram.
He wrote from Carrolton, ~'l:issouri, July 3rd;
A letter from Bro. S. P. Sherrill, dated at Cook's
Point, Burleson county, Texas, gives quite a his.
tory of the difficulties under which the Hannibal,
~Iissouri Branch has been laboring, but the rc.
cital is oftoo personal a nature to publish. Bro.
Sherrill writes encouragingly about the prospects
in the county where he is.
Bro. Edmund Kelsall sends a copy of the Bible
Society Record; ·Bro. D. C. White a Grinnell,
Iowa, Independent, with a notice of meetings near
there; Bro. T. R. Hawkins some Nevada papers;
Bro. W. N. Dawson, some San Francisco
Chronidesj J. R. Lewis, a Pittsburg paper, and
Bro. C. M. Fulks a Topeka, Kansas, paper .and a
St. Louis Joumal, for all of which we thank the
senders.
Bro. D. J. Wetherbee, writes from Versailles,
Brown county, Illinois, that on May 25th, 1879,
Bro. John H. Lake organized a branch of twenty,
six members, after baptizing seven. It is called the
Union Branch, near the North Bend, or Jaquis
School,house, four miles west of Versailles.
Horace W. Wetherbee, presiding priest; Sarah
E. Baker, clerk, and Nancy Jaquis, treasurer.
Bro. Wetherbee represents an excellent feeling in
the neighborhood, and his deaire to be active in
the work.
Bro. 1\L T. Short wrote from Jacksonville,
Kansas, July 7th, that he preached twice in the
grove there the day before, (Sunday), and once
in the school-house. He was going to Coffey.
ville next.
Bro. M. H. Bond, of Cadillac, Michigan, is
earnest in his love for the cause of the Redeemer,
and manifests it in his words and ways.
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Bro. C. D. Seeley sends a Henderson, kentucky,
paper, containing quite an interesting sermon
about the fulfillment of prophecy in the first coming of Christ. Sr. Jane Hirons we thank for an
Iowa paper. Bro. C. W. Reeves of Amboy, Illinois, sends the Journal with defensive articles
on the faith by Bro. E. Cad well.
Sister Hannah E. Nichols of Norton Creek,
Canada, writes a letter of appeal to the sympathy
of the Saints. She and her sister are alone in
the faith, yet they love the word and work of
God. But both of them are ill, and there being
no elders near to administer to them, they petition to be remembered in the prayers of the
Saints. We earnestly pray that they may receive the blessing of God in health of body and
in joy of heart, being confirmed and strengthened
in their faith.
Bro. W. F. Donaldson, formerly of Harrison
Co., Iowa, is now in Smith Co., Ka.nsas, and desires to have some of the ministry visit him, for
he believes that a good work could be done
among the people of his neighborhood. Address
Porter's Ranch, Kansas.
Bro. Frank Hackett wrote from western Wis.
cousin, June 22d, of their having had a epiritual
time at the recent district conference. Every
heart rejoiced and blessed the Redeemer's name.
Three were baptized. The work is in the best
condition it ever was there, Bro. Hackett thinl.;s.
Bro. Joseph Parsons wrote from Allegheny
City, Pa., July 3rd, that he had been preaching
ever since he was at Plano in April, and he felt
well in the cause.
Bro. W. A. McDowell writes from Western
Wisconsin, that their district Conference was
one of the best ever held by them, unity and
brotherly love prevailing throughout. The gifts
of the Spirit were enjoyed, and the Saints were
encouraged and strengthened.
Bro. F. P. Schnell ancl family, formerly of
Burlington, Iowa, are residing at Manitou
Springs, Colorado, being there for the benefit of
his health. No other Saints there, but they
woulcllike to have some call on them, aml also
hope to have preaching, if the elders can visit
that region. Bro. Schnell sends money for tracts
to distribute.
Bro. A. J. Cato wrote from Robertson eounty,
Texas, July 1Gth, that the work in that region
was gaining ground fast.
Bro. Andrew Johnson, of the Valley Branch,
Carroll county, Missouri, reports the labors of
Bro. G. T. Griffith there. Nine were baptized
into the kingdom'during his stay.
Bro. A. B. Kuykendall writes from San Antonio, Texas, that on account of the drouth, there
will be very little ()Orn raised in that part of the
State. Times are very hard, and no prospect for
better. However, the Saints are prospering
spiritually, and they so live as to gain friends for
themselves and the cause, by works and ways
that are good. Bro. Kuykendall has been afflict.
ed with bodily pain for three months, and not
able to labor. May he be blessed and healed.
Bro. Charles Wicks left Plano on the 14th July,
for Grand Rapids, J't'l:ichigan, with the intent to
labor for a time in that State, preparatory to a
more extended field. A card received from him,
datecl Muskegon; the 18th, stated that he had ar.
rived safely, and would start south on the 21st.
We wish brother Wicks the amplest success in
his misgion.
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Bro. Isaac R. Price, of Blackfoot, Montana,
says that the Herald and Hope are to them like
the refreshing shower to the withering plant of
the desert, and he and his feel revived by their
regular visits. Bro. J. U. Holmes, of San Anto.
nio, California, says that he would not take
double their price and do without them.
Bro. John Gordon, of Coos county, Oregon, deplores their lonely condition. Although there is
a branch, yet the Saints are so scattered that they
seldom have meetings, and they need some one
to come and gather and restore to them these
privileges.
Sister E. E. Lovell writes that she and her husband live six or seven miles south-east of Chariton,
Iowa, and takes this means of letting the elders
know where they can be found. They love the
cause, and Bro. Lovell teaches the people the
truth, holding forth in a school-house near by.
Bro. Lovell has been baptized into the Re01·gan.
ized Church, but Sr. Lovell has not. She was
baptized in England in 1848.
Bro. V. D. Baggerly, of Perry county, Indiana,
sends word of his faith in the great work, and
an account of his labors for it.
Sister Carrie C. Heath, of Nashua, New Hampshire, expresses her gratitude at having come to
a knowledge of the truth. May she have joy and
peace unto the end of the strife.
Robert Ouldcott, of JVIetropolis, JVIassac county,
Illinois, a former believer in the latter day work,
desires t() be visited by a representative of the
Reorganized Uhnrch, that he may be baptized
into the true fold. :rvrassac is opposite Paducah,
Kentucky.
Bro. T. W. Smith wrote from Dennisport,
Mass., June 23rd and 27th. He was as busy as
usual. He baptized one ,June 22nd. He went
thence to Boston, and afterwards to Providence,
when he wrote us, Ju1y 1Gth. He was soon to
go to New Jersey and Philadelphia.
Bro. John H. Lake has again been called to
mourn over the death of a loved one, his daugh.
tcr Oraey having departed this life at Burlington,
Iowa, on the 27th of ,Tunc. Vle sympathize with
him in his great loss, and pray God to heal his
wounds and bless his life.
Bro. M. H. Forscutt gave a qourse of nine lee.
tures on the J3ook of JVIormon at Kewanee, Illinois, beginning July Gth, and closing the 18th.
The results will no doubt be of much value to the
progress of light and truth. Bro. Forscutt was
to go thence to Farmington, Iowa, about the 24th
of ,July.
Bro .. N. W. Smith wrote from Hopkins, Mich.
igan, that the blessings of the gospel were with
the Saints of that branch.
Bro. John Roberts, the Bishop's agent for Cal.
ifornia, has returned to West Oakland. Address
him at 1728 Seward Street.
Bro. Louis VanBuren writes from Berne, Swit.
zerland, July 4th-letter received on the 19th.
He states that the few Saints at Hedingen have
kept the faith, but the spirit is weak, and they
are looking anxiously for an elder to visit them.
Bro. VanBuren sends a bit of Jewish news, in
reference to settlement in Palestine, which will
be found elsewhere, and will be of interest to the
Saints.
Bro. John Gillespie wrote from Pittsburg, Pa.,
June 2Gth, that the work was progressing there,
and the Saints are enjoying the blessings of the
Holy Spirit. Three baptized recently.

Bro. A. S. Davison wrote from Ivfoselle, 1\'Iissouri, June 21st, that he had for some time been
holding, meetings on Sundays. He had baptized
one and expected others to be added to the king.
dom very soon, and to then organize a branch of
the Church.
Bro. Leander Clouse, of Hamlet, Mercer coun.
ty, Illiuois, wishes that Bro. J. II. Hansen would
visit his father and other friends, in Knox coun.
ty, Kentucky, twelve miles north of Barboursville.
He says that some of them would like to hear
our doctrines. Bro. Clouse desires the prayers
of the Church in behalf of his wife, who has
much bodily affliction.
Bro. S. F. Walker wrote, July 8th, from Sedgwick, Decatur county, Iowa, that the crops would
be very abundant. The work on the railroad
was progressing rapidly.
Bro. J. W. Chatburn baptized one rtt Harlan,
Iowa, July Gth.
Bro. and Sr. Federer, at Bunker Hill, Russell
county, Kansas, would welcome at their home a
minister of Christ's gospel, and would care for
him, if he will come and preach the gospel, or
visit them to instruct and encourage. They are
alone in the faith there, but earnest in their pray.
ers, and anxious in their desires for the progress
of the work of God.
Bro. C. V1. Conat writes from Ji!Ianistce, :Michigan, that the Herald is precious to him in his
loneliness. He hopes that the gospel will yet be
preached there.
Sister Nancy A. Drown, of Hopkinton, Iowa,
relates some of her experiences while she was a
member of the Presbyterian Church. Before
she joined the Church of Christ she dreamed one
night of reading the 29th chapter of Isaiah. She
says: "I saw and read every word as plainly as I
could from the book by daylight. I had never
seen it before, and did not know there was such
a chapter. When I came to the place where it
spoke of the 'book,' something said to me,
'That is the Book of Mormon.' In the morning
I found the chapter and read it, and it was just
as I had read it in my sleep."
Bro. Peter Devlin wrote from Braidwood, Illinois, July 15th, that Bro. J. f:!.. Patterson was
there preaching. They intend to open a place
in J olict. Bro. Lofty had baptized a~:- other re.
cently.
Bro. J. R Johnson, of Canton, Iowa, says that
their branch is enjoying the Holy Spirit in their
meetings. Bro. Johnson and wife have been recently baptized into the kingdom.
Bro. L. D. Hoisington, of Winterset, Iowa,
writes that it has been four years since he heard
a gospel sermon, for he is alone in the faith, yet
loves it always.
Sister Esther Buckley, Chebanse, Illinois, has
heard no gospel preaching for over five years,
but loves the cause of Christ better and better as
time rolls on.
Bro. T. W. Chatburn, of Shelby, Iowa, says
that crops never looked better in that country
than they do this season.
Sister Jane Thompson, of New J\'Iarion, Indi.
ana, writes her testimony of knowing that the
work is of God.
Bro. E. W. Crumb, of Abilene, Kansas, says
that the work is gaining there constantly, though
many oppose it. Bro. Crumb distributes tracts
and the Voice of Warning. l'il:ay he rejoice and
save souls.
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Sister Laura Carter, of Surry, Maine, writes,
desiring the prayers of the Saints. For six
weeks she has sufl'ered from lameness, caused by
an accidental wrenching of her ankle, anc! she is
told that she is likely to lose the use of her foot
permanently. That God may greatly bless her
with his healing power we devoutly pray.
Bro. Richard Farmer mentions the very excellent conference of the Galland's Grove District,
in June, at Deloit. The Lord blessed them with
his Spirit in all their business, preaching, and
prayer meetings. The new chapel was dedicated
by Ern. Clothier and Pett. The work increases
and ms,uy are the demands for preaching.
Bro. C. W. Reeves writes from Amboy, Illinois,
that they have regular m~E:Jtings in that branch,
but not a large attendance. Bro. Reeves desires
the prosperity of the work of G od. He sends a
copy of the personal appearance of the Savior,
published some years ago in the Herald, but
p~rhaps of interest to publish again.
We thank the following for papers received:Ern. J. A. Jones, W. II. Deam, J. II. Hansen.
Cyriel Brown, D. S. Mills, 1\L H. Bond and J.
W. Waldsmith.
We are informed that some one or more .in
Uta-h, are circulating the statement that the Reorganization has abandoned th.e Book of Mor.
mon and Doctrine and Covenants, as standards
of faith and practice, to the hurt and injury of
the Church. So far is this from the truth, that'
at the Semi-Annual Conference, held at Galland's
Grove, Iowa, these books, with the Bible, were
by resolution affirmed. We wish it understood
that we have not abandoned these books, nqr is
there any intention cherished to do so at any
time in the future, and whoever makes such
statements misrepresent the Church.
Bro. C. G. Lanphear wrote from Monticello,
Jones Co., Iowa, that he preached there June
22d. Congregation fair and interest good,
Bro. G. H. Hilliard wrote from Jeffersonville,
Illinois, that he hoped to get his afl'airs arranged so as to spend more time in the 1\linistry
soon, for he feels no less zeal and devotion f~
the cause of Christ, and ardently desires its prog,
ress and triumph. Some of the ministry in that\
district arc becoming more active and the work
is in fair condition. Father Green still labors,
and Bro. I. M. Smith is spending all his time at
present in the field.
Bro. T. R. G. Williams of Coalville, Iowa,
says that he is preaching the word of life and
truth to the people, and he feels well in doing it
and .hopes to be. useful in saving sou:Is. The
Saints are in good spirits and love the cause,
and Bro. Williams rejoices with them.
Bro. Benjamin Sly, of Mindoro, Wisconsin, is
alone in the faith, and would like an el.dcr to
come there and preach. Bro. Sly was baptized

in 1844, while residing in l'l'i:ichigan.
Bro. James Buckley, of Centralia, Nemaha
county, Kansas, says that the branch there is do·
1 !1g we 11 ' and having excellent meeting!>.
, Sister Nancy E. Leonard, of Amboy, Illinois,
widow of the late Bro. William Leonara, mourns
her loss, but manifests the Spirit of Christ and
of the gospel in a recent letter to us, and puts
her trust in God. May she be kept in his care,
and be ever faithful.
Bro. C. M. Fulks wrote, June 18th, that Bro.
1\L 'f. Short had been preaching at Weir, Kansas,
and also with Bro. D. S. Crawley further west.
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Sister .M. A .. Christy writes in apology for
some words of hers in a recently published letter, wherein she mentioned that her brother in
Canton, Iowa, felt that the elder whom he heard
preach was too severe on other denominations.
But now that he has heard more of our doctrine
and authority, he is much more favorable and
friendly, and does not think the remarks were
bact. Hence Sr. Christy (as the elder referred to
·wrotE:J her should be) thinks that the ministry
need the faith and prayers of the Church, not
unfriendly remarks, or criticisms, when they are
doing the best they can. Therefore, feeling her
error, she wishes to acknowledge it to the satisfac;;ion of .all concerned, as she believes that
Saints ought to rectify their blunders, of whatever nature, if they can.
Bro. Jitmes Perkins, of Morgan City, Utah, is
thankful that he has been. able to em1nre the
struggle in that land, and that God has enabled
him to stand for the truth as it is in Christ.
May he thus endure unto the perfect pay.
Bro. Thomas 1\!Iatthews writes that Bro. David
Thomas, of 1\'Iinersvillc, Ohio, has rented a hall,
and at the Sunday evening preaching service it
is well filled.
Sister R. M. Bradley writes from Webb City,
Jasper county, Missouri,. that they are· greatly
comforted and cheered by the Herald, with its
glad news of the progress of Christ's cause on
earth, and she rejoices in having a part in the
work of God. Vei'Y few Sai11ts are there, and
no pr:eaching is had, though there are calls for
it. Bro. A. J. Cato left a good impression when
there.
Bro. A. McKenzie, of Merlin, Kent county,
Ontario, says that the work is onward in that
district, and prospects for the future arc e:wel~
lent. Their June Conference was harmonious
and spiritual. Bro. W. U. Kelley's stay was
brief, but productive of inuch good to the cause.
A BROTIIER thus writes us on the singing business:
"I have just finished your comments on your
singing troubles, which aflects my heart, as well
or as much as yours, (if I am capable of feeling
as much as you claim to feel) .. I have thought
inany a time that I would write no more to you,
nor to the office concerning right or wrong, as
there are so few that see or understand as it falls
to my lot to understand. Now, I have got to be
short in my remarks .. If I were present with
you, perhaps you would make it look different
than I now, or ever wish to see it.
"Now singing at home, or in meeting, is good
for all as I see it; but how shall it be done? By
a sweet, melodious sound, as they used to sing
sixty or seventy years ago; or shall it be done
with a whoop, a hallo, a yell-no tune, nor any.
thing like a tune. Now, I find myself, though
far west of you, surrounded with the old mother
of harlots, and John, the revelator, says she is a
nasty, filthy old slut, that we should come out of
her, lest we partake of her sins, for they are
many. I can not here mention them .all, but if
we follow her customs, by making big books,
and some to shine outside, and practice and do
as she does, are we not a partaker of her sins,
just so ·far as we pattern, or follow her examples.
Now brother, let me say to you, and to all
Saints, beware how you follow the examples of
your nasty, filthy old harlot, for we all have been
more or l<oss cradled and rocked in her abotninations, and her singing is one of them. What
benefit or comfort is there in having any one or
more sing, if you can not understand a word
they pretend to sing.
How you sing in Plano, I don't know, consequently I have no right to find fault; yet I fear
it is there as in other places, that the course you

are purs~ing in your singing orders, will_weaken the farth and confidence of the unlearned and
the poor in the Church and outside of it.. To
govern, or government, is one of the best qualities or qualifications that can be found in the
heart of man. Can he get this gift without the
knowledge of God? And if he has this, will he
not learn to know that judgment and justice is
the throne of the almighty Go.d. Here is .the.
key to the whole matter, first to know God and
how to govern one's self, then his wife and children, and his domestic animals, as the laws of
God require. Love and union is Zion's rain.
Singing as you propose, tends to exalt soft hands,
and I claim that he or she who can sing, good or
poor, has a right to sing at home or· in the congregation as well as they can, and they who can
sing better should be patient with .them. But if
you are going to cultivate the way of singing as
the Gentiles do, by a yell and a bellow, then the
poor singers have as good a right to their ways
as any. When I first became acquainted with
Mormenism, they used to sing, not hallo. Every
word could be distinctly understood; but how is
it now? Well, I am aware, I think, you 'will not
thank me for what I have written; but Parley
says, "Truth will prevaiL" But I will ask,
when? Not till after majorities are used up, as
prophets and John has declared, in the 7th and
14th chapters of Hevelations, Then will be; I
hope, an end of contradiction and finding fault
with those who.know the most and behave the
best. But error and wrong will continue in
Church and State till God rises up as in Mount
Perazim to do his strange work. Then you will
know who are his Saints and who are not. Isaiah
28th chapter. This from an OLD MoRMO.N."
IowA,

~dair

Co.,

~u1y

2nd 1 1879.

Exactly. Would an "Old.l\formon" and the
class he proposes to. speak for have us to under.
stand that those who can sing, and those who
desire to learn and to become more proficient in
singing, must not put forth any eflort in that direction to educate themselves, to i•govern" themselves by the rules of harmony, that they m:ay
not "yell" and "bellow" .out of time and tune,
and in discord? Or are we to take it that.the ·
only ones who shall sing are those who will not
put forth any effort to "govern" themselves, but
sing by caprice, and sometimes purposely dis- ·
cordant, to be independent of rule? '\Ve can not
think that this was intended.
'Ve wrotq not in favor of "bellowing," "hallooing," or "yelling," in Church. We did
write in favor of singing, of learning to sing, to
gov:ern ourselves in accordance with the rules of
music, known and appreciated for hundreds of
years.

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared exprosoly for the Herald.]

July \Jth.-In cbnsequence of long continued
rains in England, the crop prospects are anything
but assuring. The wheat is unimproved, barley
is nearly ruined, and hay will be entirely destroyed if the sun does not shine soon. Accounts from
the wheat growing districts in France are also
unfavorable.
Nearly the entire town of Irkutsk, in Siberia,
was destroyed by fire on the 4th.
The Liberals in England have gained in eff~ct
the abolition of flogging in the British 'navy.
lOth.-The late war in Turkey cost Russia seven
hundred and fifty million dollars, and the lives of
two hundred thousand men; so says t.he official
report.
The ravages of the East India Cholera are extending into Burmah.
Nine cases of sunstroke in St. Louis, yesterday,
four of which proved fat.al.
The yellow fever has broken out in the South.
A fatal case is reported from Memphis. Last year
the first case was August 2d; thia year it is over
three weeks earlier than that.
The Jews born in Servia having hitherto l;l~en
permitted to RAt.t!e and cany (1U business only in
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the, towns of Belgr!lide, Posurevatz, Sell\endria and
Scha'l:\atz, .are now, in consequence of a petitiol).
they add~.essed to the Horne Minister. allowed to.
setUe.and .trade in other towns of the Principality,
where they may also build synagogues and schools.
11th.,.....,The citizens of Memphis, Tennessee, are
harrowed.. with apprehensions about the yellow
fever, and there is great anxiety to get a way from
the city; while St. Louis, Louisville and Cincinnati, are.alartned over the present hot weather and
the early beginning of the disease. At Memphis
nine oases and two deaths are reported for yesterday.
Every day there. comes a terrible recital of murders, hangings, r{lbberies, and of the various kinds
of wicked deeds, too numerous to mention. Also,
deaths by drowning, and by lightning, are of every
day occurrence, as are deaths by railroad accidents; grain reapers, explosions, ·and by other
forms of destructiveness. ·
The bones' of another giant animal, the mastodon, have just been discovered near Newburg,
New York; Some of the bones measure as follows: skull2 feet 5 inches high; length of upper
jaw, 3 feet 9 inches, width 2 feet 4 inches; between the eyes, 2 feet; eye sockets, 7 inches in di·
arneter; depth: of forehead, 18 inches; back teeth
se'Ven inches long; front teeth;4l inches long; arid
one ofthe,fore legs, including the shoulder' blade,
is 7 feet long; ,Weight of skull estimated at 600
pounds. This is the third mastodon skeleton found
since 1845;
12th.~The rernah1s of the Prince Imperial of
France have arrived in England, They were taken
un(fer military escort 'to Chiselhurst, the home of
his-, rno,tber, the Empress Eugenie. Thousands of
people. were out to witness the procession.
Asjlcond fire in Irkutsk, Russia, destroyed five
churches, three banks, the town hall, post office,
court house, police telegraph and other offices, etc.
The first fire burned four hundred dwellings
Good ·whe.at crops are reported in the Odessa
district, .Russia. In England the prospect is now
better tli.an it was expected last week it would be.
, In, 'Bodie, .·California, five. tons of giant powder
exploded,' .and eleven persons were. instantly killand'over forty were weunded. The town is like
a, hospital.· 'rhe shockwas felL twenty miles dishint; .··· · · ·
· .
.·
·
By .a,bo.iler eliplosion in Baltimore, Marvland,
two persons were killed.
. ·
. "
, A to,rn~do and. rainstorm visited .Port Huron,
Pontiac ~nd St-.. Clair, in Michigan, yesterday,
blowing down or greatly injui-ing churches, mills,
depots, stores, offices, and dwelling houses. A
like storm visited Sarnia, in Canada. Also, Northern Ohi,o and Eastern and Western Pennsylvania,
exp~l'ienced like storms, and much destruction
from thllrn.
.The yellow fever panic at Memphis has subsided
a goOd deal; there not being the cause for alarm
thlit wa.i! thought existed. It is estimated, however, that. :five thousand people went out of the
city day oefpr~ yesterday, under the influence of
tl,ie scare,-gone north.
l#h;,.....,Re!lently some. orie·jmt tip placards in
B.rl,i~~~ls,; · flelgiurn, threatening. the life of the
kiqg> A,.inauhas beeu arrested on suspicion of
b~ing the doer of the deed.
••Uneasy lies the
he~d/'
etc. · ··.
·•·
The a,l).nual parade lind. review of the French
army \va~ held ~esterday (Sunday).
. A,n,:Bgyptian stemner lost at sea; twenty-three
na,tiy~s a,nd hyo Europeans drowned.
'~\VP. cotton, mills. at. :Slack burn, England, containin,g ,llO,OOO spin,dles, have. closed work.
()p.,e \le!lth. from yellow fe.ver at Water Valley,
1\<liss\~sippi .. ()ne at ~:l:emphis, and another dying
1!1-B~ llVIllling. .No great excitement there.
, Twp ,deat,hs, yesterday, by dwowning, are repo:;ted,
.
1:5tl,i,,.-Cardinal Manning preached the funeral
sermol). over the body of the l'rince Imperial of
Franc~ •. at ()hiselhurst, ol!. Sun<!!l-y the 13th.
The Russia!). troops have made an. entire evacuation of the Turkish. province
Rournania, according to promise. last year.
The citizens of MernpliiE who.run away so hastily, -are now returning. by thousands, re.assure.d by
the favorable situatio.n, and by .the. reports of lhe
physicians tliat there is very little danger.

or

16th.-By reductions in. wages, strikes and
troubles in the cotton mill districts of England,
hundreds· of thousands of spindles are. i<!le, and,
as per consequence, the thousands of men and
women who formerly ruu them.
17Lh.-In Germany, serious disturbances have
taken place in consequence of a disagreement
about wages, between the workmen in some iron
foundries and the owners. There. was a riot, and
two were killed.and four wounded; sixty others
arrested.
Depression in trade in L3ncashire, England, is
causing 11 large number of operatives to emigrate
to America.
The Chilian fleet have resumed the blockade of
Iquique, Peru. Eleven thousand troops garrison
the city. All business at a stand still.
A cyclone in Massachusetts. In Boston harbor
many boats were capsized, and numbers of people
were drowned. One srnall.schooner was also capsized, and five out of six on board were drowned.
.Buildings and other property in the city were injured. · At Pittsfield, Massachusetts, buildings
were blown down or unroofed, hundreds of trees
leveled, and several people killed or wounded. At
Fitchburg, Worcester and Springfield, also, much
damage was done.
The diptheria is raging as a terrible epidemic
in Bessarabia, a southern province of Russia.
Deaths are numerous.
18t.h.-At Memphis there is again an excitement
about the yellow fever. Five 'genuine cases, and
one death, yesterday; consequently the prospect
is that the city will be deserted, and this time they
will be likely to stay away. Here in the north
the weather has been cool enough to be comfortable, yesterday and to- day, but not at the South.
A schooner has arrived at Philadelphia with seven
cases of the fever on board. The captain and two
of the crew had died while out at Pea. H was
from the West Indies.
A steamer from New York for Glasgow, struck
a bank near Sable Island, during a fog, 125 miles
from Halifax, and gradually sunk. The boats had
to make seveu miles to reach the shore, and the
surf being heavy, one boat was capsized, and nine
persons were drowned. Sixty cattle out of 104
were .saved.
Cetewayo, the Zulu chief, wishes t.o make peace
with the British, and so proposes.
19.-The yellow fever is fairly fastened npon the
inhabitants of Memphis, and the prospect is for as
great a time of terror and death as it was last year.
Lord CJ:;elrnsford, in Africa, laid his plans to
catch the Zulus; but the latter outwitted him by
moving large bodies of Zulus during a day of negotiations, or pretended ones.
2lst.-Ten additional new cases of yellow fever
at Memphis and five deaths. Great excitement
prevails in all southern cities, and most of them
have established a quarantine against boats and
trains of passengers from Memphis.
A dispatch from Bismark, Dakota, says that a
steamer left there yesterday for the Upper Missouri, with a battery and 222,000 rounds of cartridges, and at Fort Buford was to take on two
companies of infantry and a troop of cavalry men.
It is deemed that Gen. Miles and his six hundred
men in the Bear Paw Mountain country are in
danger from the Indians and of being drawn into
an ambush.
A great wheat crop is about to be harvested in
Minnesota, now the great wheat-producing state
of the Union. However, in certain regions drouth,
chinch bugs, blight, rust and excessive heat have
injured it considerably'.
22d.-Thirty-six new cases of fever at Memphis
yesterday, bnt only two deaths. Business is almost entirely suspended and flight is general, so
that the city looks deserted. One newspaper suspended and others issued half- size. The government lias sent tents for use as hospitals and for
citizens who go outside the city for refuge from
the fever within. Refugees are arriving in Chicago and other northern citeis.
~
About six hundred depot and yard laborers of
the rail way companies centering at East St. Louis,
Illinois, are about to strike for an increase of wages
from $1 to $1.25 per day.
A riot occurred at Fall River, Massachusetts,
yesterday, because of the Union spinners of the

cotton mills who have struck work trying to drive
off those who were brought there from other places
•
to work.
In Africa the Zulus are falling back before the
British advance, and many of them are ~urrendJJr
ing to the invaders.
In Yorkshire and Derby shire, England, large
tracts of land are flooded by recent heavy rains.
Great alarm in France at the proepect of a bad
harvest. A fall of snow in south-eastern France.
Another large fire at Novogorod, Russia. During it an explosion of stored powder killed twentyone p,ersons.
Prince Charles of Rournania lias threatened to
abdicate unless the Jews are emancipated, made
free from stringent laws that oppress them there.
There is a rebellion in the Madras District,
East India, against the British tax on palm· trees,
and in England there is trouble between the renters and the Lords of the land.
A telegram from Atlanta, Georgia, says that
two Utah preachers, who had been inducing women
to go to Utah, were met by a gathering of men in
the road, and, during a controversy one of the
elders was shot dead.
23J.-The putting in full force the sanitary
rules and regulations at Memphis is said to be having a salutary eft'ect on the general health of the
city. Only seven new cases yesterday and seven
deaths, and hopes are had that the worst phase Gf
the situation is over.
On the 17th inst. Lieut. W. P. Clark of Gen.
Miles' command in Montana, had a battle with
400 Sioux, who were likely to get the best, till
other troops were sent to reinforce Clark, when
the Indians fled. 1'he friendly Crows and Assiniboines did good service with the soldiers. It is
said that Sitting Bull's main force is about 3,500
warriors, 1,700 lodges. Miles has only 800 men.
A man, his wife and four children, killed by Sioux,
near Yankton camp. Gen. Miles is considered by
Gen Sheridan as seeking for fame and precipitating a war without any necessity for it.
A telegram from Atlanta, Georgia, says that the
killing of the Mormon Elder was a cold-blooded
murder, Gov. Colquitt will offer a reward for the
capture of the murderers.
The difficulty is to·
determine just who fired the shot.
The Bonapartists in France have held a caucus,
and after considerable discussion, a majority voted
for Prince Jerome Napoleon as the head of their
party. Numbers remained away, so as not to
commit themselves either way.
Mr. George Reynolds, by permission of the
United States Government, was removed from the
penitentiary in Nebraska to the one at Salt Lake
City, Utah. He arrived at the IaUer place, July
17th. It is expected that he will there serve out
his two years' sentence for bigarn;y, or polygamy,
rather .

- ...

MERRY OAK,

V a.,

June 15th, 1879..

Ern. Joseph and Henry :-I have just returned
home from a ten day's trip to the lower part of
the Shenandoah valley, iu Virginia and West
Virginia. I was accompanied from his home in
Dayton, by Bro. B. Bowman of Rockingham.
Had a good time and feel that the Lord was with
us; all the praise, honor, and glory be to his
great and most excellent name. The fartherest
poiut I was from home by any direct road, was
about one hundred and fifteen miles; though in
going and returning I traveled over two hundred
and fifty miles, except twenty-five miles, all by
private conveyance. Traversed a portion of Bro.
Ralph Jenkins' laboring ground of over six years
ago. Heard him well reported of. Found a
small settlement where some of the Utah Elders,
a while after the close of the war, succeeded iu
getting a hearing sufficient to induce some to be
baptized into Brigham's church; but I believe
most of them have become dissatisfied, and either have, or are about to discard Utah Mormonism.
Bro. J en kens preached there once, with satisfaction to some, though many thought it was on1y a
blind and were not inclined to investigate. However, I feel the truth will prevail with some of
them ere long. A sister seemed to rejoice to
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years, with those of the thousand honest hearts the fountains of water seemed to pervade the
who are striving to keep themselves pure from atmosphere of the place; ·we l:tad an enjoyable
the "corruption that is in the world through time long to be remembered. And why not?
lnst," and from "evil hearts of unbelief," have Bro. Springer is with us at Olive, ready and willbeen heard, and the blessings such as the ing to work. We feel to ask all the household of
Almighty God alone can give are coming down, faith to pray for us that we may never bring re·and that the knowledge hath came to us in these proach on the cause, but live faithful, and come
the latter times, that the Church of God does off conqueror in all our trials and be saved.
Yours in the truth,
actually exist. There are hundreds of as honest
people in Utah as there are anywhere, those who
E. c. lfAYIIEW.
have been blindly led to believe the Reorganization an imposition. Oh, if they only knew-if
STREATOit, LaSalle County, Illinois,
they only knew; and yet the prospect brightens
July 2nd, 1879.
that they will know and many before long will
B1·o. lfenry:-I have been in the field laboring,
have the eyes of their understanding opened to since April 25th, in Mercer, Knox, Peoria and
all the freshness and purity of their early faith Fulton counties. In the last mentioned, in conwith the added knowledge and worth of experi- nection with Brother T. F. Stafford, I continued
ence, save to those who may have sinned that preaching within a circuit of twelve miles from
sin of which we do not like to think or write.
Lewistown, and also in the court house at that
I have been reading the Herald to-day and place, with fair liberty, breaking down prejudice,
find, as I always do, instruction a::;.d comfort. I and laying a good foundation for future labors.
would that it were a weekly issue. I wouldn't At Canton I baptized one. Many are believing
go without it for five times its price. It does where we have labored, and we anticipate some
seem as though the heart and thought and mind additions to the Church in the near future. We
of mankind had became corrupted; and, as I have also been blessed in our administrations to
stand in my business daily, surrounded by men the sick, and our efforts to instruct the Saints
and women, ignorant of God and his ways, or in the law of life. I am now holding meetings
COUNCIL BLUI,'FS, Iowa,
June Dth, 1879.. his salvation, moved by passions and corrupted at this place. I have received a pressing request
Bro. Hen·ry A. Stebbins:-With my family I desires, th1tt every word and action almost con- froin Brother Keir to go soon to Braidwood.
left Providence April 30th, and reached Omaha veys the open or doubtful jest or filthy thought, Some representatives of the Utah abomination
May 2nd, and on the 3rd (8unday) went to meet- how hard to always keep the shield upheld, how are there, and they say they will discuss the
ing and we had a very good one, and the Saints hard to one who, full of afl:'ection and sympathy right of presidency, and are defending polga.my.
enjoyed themeelves. I was a stranger to them as desires communion and return of pure feeling, I go there next week, and if they don't play the
I thought, but some of them did not think so; to always stop at the line which the pure Christ coward, as their brethren have done in the past,
they thought they had seen me before, but they has drawn. We know the story of Joseph in we will do our best to accomoda.te them. I exhad not, for it was that oneness of spirit of God Egypt and its a splendid thing to read and re- pect to be at Plano in a few weeks. With sentithat makes us not strangers. vVhile sitting and member, but the unwritten part of the story is ments of respect, and with best wishes for the
listening to their testimonies, I felt to say "God perhaps the one of trial most. God keep all the prosperity of the cause, I remain your Brother
JonN S. PATTEIISON.
bless them;" tho Spirit of prophecy fell upon me, young Saints from the stains and snares that will in Christ,
and it was to tile encouragement of the Saints. embitter their after life and memory, and give
Rrcii"fONDVILLE, JI!Iich.,
I could not get a tenement there, so I left for them a gospel knowledge of the difference beJuly 7th, 1879.
Columbus, Nebraska, and on the following Sun- tween love and lust, between a lawful and pure
Bro. Hemy :-On the Fourth of July about
day met with the Saints. They were few, but human affection, and the passion which blights,
they enjoyed the promises, for God blessecl them withers and destroys. Brother Tullidge's writ- thirty or more of the Saints, and some outsiders
came to my place, and we had a good time towith the gifts and blessings of tho gospel. I ings in the Advocate will do good.
MYRON H. Bmm.
gether. We spoke o! the goodness of God and of
was led to go back, and went to Council Bluffs;
the work that had been clone here within a ye·ar.
and on the following Sunday met with the Saints
LOGAN, Harrison Co, Iowa,
Three were baptized that day in the lake. Bro.
there, and preached in the evening to a goodly
July 18th, 1879.
Hobert Davis has been here and is doing all he
number. They want me to stay with them for
EditoTs Herald :-I am trying to preach the can. He seems well, considering his age. I
they want laborers. I said, if God wanted me
to stay I was going to stop; and was willing to word. I have not been out of this county but a have been laboring to supply my needs nearly
preach in doors or out. Thei:e are some good- short distance. I have many requests to go, ever since I moved here, but I hope to get out in
hcm·tell Saints here, always ready to give a help- which I will comply with as far as I can. I had the field soon. I now preach by turns in four
Yours in Christ,
ing hand; but who are they? 'l'lley are the poor. the honor of baptizing one at Magnolia a few branches on Sundays.
J. J. CORNISH.
"Jesus said in my Father's house arc many man- days since, and the privelege of seeing Bro. Harsions." Now some of us will get but a poor little vey baptize another at Unionburg a few days
mansio:t unless we work more faithfully, and to after that; I trust both were truly born into the
LoNE STAR BRANCH, Texas,
do that we will have to assist with our means so kingdom of God. I can not boast of my spiritual
July 12th, 1879.
strength. I have felt better, but with God's help
that the gospel can be taken to other nations.
Dea;· Herald:-! am still fighting for the
I mean to hold on and try to gain the promised crown and trying to feed the Saints with the
Your brother in the gospel,
crown. I hope you will have a noble response words of truth, that they may continue faithful.
T. H. MOORE.
to the tent call, both from the monied men, the Some of the Saints have a heavy cross to bear.
singers and the preachers. I would like to see We hold regular meetings, regardless of storm or
CADILI,AC, Michigan, June 1st, 18'70.
Bro. Ilenry:-You who are privileged "to the good work go on, and I have no doubt you tempest, though but five of the members meet
meet together oft" do not share my feelings of will have plenty of volunteers. 'fhe brethren of regularly. The others live so far away that they
loneliness this rainy Sabb11th Day, when I think this district seem to be doing their duty in trying can only come irregularly. The Saints are all
well and doing very well, except Sister Land,
how much I would love to be with the Michigan to preach the word. Yours for truth's sake,
CHARLEs DEnnY.
who has been sick of a fever. The good Spirit
Saints in conference to-day; but I was privileged
is with the Saints. I preach the first and third
to attend and be blessed at the Annual ConferVERSAILr,Es, Ripley Co., Ind.,
Sundays in each month at the branch meeting
ence, and ought not to murmur I suppose. I
June 11th. 1870.
place, which is in the shade of a tree. Every
was then encouraged, refreshed and strengthened
Bro. Joseph :-The Olive Branch is still alive fourth Sunday I preach for the little colony that
in my faith of the mission of the Reorganized
Chmch. I have felt for the year past much of in the work. A majority are striving to serve I first preached to. I also delivjlred five or six
the witness of that wonderful gift of the living the J\Iaster faithfully. 'fhe gifts are enjoyed sermons at Head's Prairie, and I feel that many
God which the world knows not of, and of the greatly to the edifying and strengthening of the from that place will be brought into the kingdom.
gifts of which the so called Christian chmches t:;aints. 'l'he quarterly conference is just over; it We have many sore temptations here, in various
are ignorant and . destitute, tlw gift of which was held with the New Trenton branch. Bros. ways, and the spirit of the evil one comes to
Jesus spoke to the Samaritan woman, the gift of B. V. Springer and Richard W. Williams, sister tempt the Saints. A Simon Magus has been
the Holy Spirit; that gift through which Jesus Hannah Emerson, (sister of Samuel Fry Walker), here, and the people give heed to him, from the
was qualified for his missinn and gave command- myself and wife constituted the visiting members. least to the greatest, even so that the very elect
ments to his disciples, and made the weak and Tlle 'l'renton branch is composed of sixteen mem- were almost deceived. But, thanks be to God, I
vascillating Peter a witness of that fact that bers, contincd almost entirely to the family of feel that he can not now d()ceive the Saints
Jesus is indeed the Lord, by the revealation of Chappelows. Husbands, wives, and their chil- here. He was a man professing to cure any disthat which inspired the prophets of old, Who dren, wh.o are remarkable for their devotion to ease by the power of electricity in him. A very
spake not by their own will m· opinion, but as the J\Iaster's cause, and so devoted to their good, old man, one whom I had known for nine years,
they were moved upon by the Holy Ghost; that aged, saintly mother, who was too sick to attend 1came to me and wanted to make up a class to
spirit by which I can indeed testify before the ses~ions of conference much to the disap- learn what he called faith from this Simon. I
men and angels that I know the latter day work pointment of all; no less herself as slle has not told him I did not believe in any such work,
to be of God and not of men. I feel very thank- had so great a privilege since November 16th, hence did not wish to learn, but that I had been
ful and grateful to God that he is watching over 1841. Bro. Springer baptized two just previous taught to believe in God and his power, and that
his people Israel, and that the prayers and right- to the conference. That love that emanates from this power of healing through faith was my re.
eous longings of my owni:eart in the long past the Gocl that )Jlade the heavens 1 the earth, and ligious belief.. "Yes," said he, "but you never do

learn that young Joseph was a preacher, and the
president of the Reorganized Church, and she remarked that she had believed that the first Joseph
was a gooLl man. I left them eleven Aclvocates,
some numbers of the IIerald and Hope, and varions tracts, and I think we made one subscriber
for the Herald, though we found those who were
mostly inclined to investigate, to be poor. On
the line of our journey, going and returning,
formed many new acquaintances, believe we
made some friends for the truth, talked as much
privately as we thought profitable, and distributed tracts, papers, &c. I spoke twice to good
sized, intelligent looking, and well behaved audiences, and once to a small audience gathered
by an hour's notice. Had good liberty each time.
I baptized and confirmed one into the kingdom
of our God. She told me that her first impressions and conviction concerning the great work
of the last days were from reading the Voice of
I'Varning, left somewhere in that region by Bro.
J cnkins. She had never heard any one preach,
nor eve.r seen a Latter Day Saint till seeing Bro.
Bowman and myself. I remain yours in the
covenant of peace,
0. E. Cr,EvELAND.
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any such thing as heaJ the sick." I told him
that if this Simon professed to heal by faith in
God, the people would stop coming to him. The
old man went away satisfied that he came to the
wrong place. He also said that if the doctor
did not heal him of the rheumatic pain he would
call on me. I replied that I never healed any
one and never expected to, but I would do all I
could that God might heal him; that God had
. answered my prayers and I believed he would
again. Your brother,
J. L. STONE.
CHARLES CITY, Iowa,
July 2nd, 1879.
Editors Herald :-As I have seen no returns
made on the egg-tithing movement that was spoken of near one year ago, I will make a move to
obtain money in this wise for the cause. I will
raise ten chickens, and the money they sell for
next fall I will send to the Bishop of the Church
to aid the treasury, and I suggest that the officers
and Elders look after this matter, and that all
make a report so that it can be published next
January. If I live I will make one. Yours,
JOHN F. PATTEN.
[Bro. Patten errs in thinking that there were
no returns on the egg-tithing proposed. Several
sent money, and it was so noted in the Bishop's
reports last year.-EDs.]
CHEROKEE, Kansas, June 23d, 1879.
Bro. Ilenry:-I received your welcome letter,
and your advice and caution were appreciated. I
have tried to be a peace maker, and fancy I have
made some progress that way. This is decidedly
a cheering time for those engaged in husbandry,
for the fields are groaning with golden harvests
and waving corn. The work is on a fair footing
in this region, but there is a painful need for
workers. Few are willing and able to dispense
the bread of life. Peace reigns throughout I believe. A Presbyterian clergyman, of the Cumberland Branch, and I expect to have a debate
in Joplin, early in September. We may give you
a fuller account when all the preliminaries are
duly arranged, and the questions agreed upon.
He is an editor of a daily, a weekly and a monthly. The monthly is styled "The Glwistian Polemic." It began in February and it is waging
war on soul sleeping, t:lpiritualism, Universalism
and Mormonism. '.rhe representations are very
unfair, and his arrows are sharp and poisonous.
Praying for the peace, prosperity and perpetuity
of the Church, I am your fellow servant in the
kingdom and patience of the Lord,
J\'I. T. SHOH'l'.
NEBRASKA CITY, Nebraska,
July 1st, 1870.
Bro. llenry:-During the past four weeks I
have only preached on the Sabbath clays. Itainy
weather and the slow action of others has delayed my departure. Our quarterly conference will
meet July 6th, with the Platte River Branch.
After conference I expect to go west and spend
a few weeks in this district. It is not au easy
task to arouse much of an in.terest among the
farmers during the summer time, and in the
winter season we have to cope with the revival
efforts. "Without a cross there is no crown."
So to the field we will go, trusting to God, believing that it is even now, as it once was, "Paul
may plant, Apollos water," but God only can
give the increase. The Saints of this city are
without a house of worship. The influence of
our religious contemporaries was one of the
strong factors in unhousing us. It is to be
hoped that the cloud that now overshadows has
a silver lining. A little sifting might be of utility. However irksome it may be, we confess
with shamefacedness that, for years, we have
been encumbered with those who seemed to possess the character of the parasitical instead of
the paragon. \Ve are not without hope, for when
the reapers put the wheat in the barn the tares
will be bound against the day of burning.
"As for me, I will behold thy face in rightousness; I shall be satisfied when I awake with
thy likeness." By dream was this pledged on
condition of remaining in the "true vine," and
holding on to the "rod of iron." The blessings

HERALD.
3rd chapter. If our faith i& not worth a denial of
worldly pleasures, then it would have been better
had we never known it. But if we are in the
light, let us walk in the light lest darkness overcome us, and we are lost in the mist.
Much has been said in the Herald concerning
polygamy, and that Joseph the Seer sancLioned
the same. I could give my evidence that I am
convinced that this is not so, for my father went
on purpose to see Joseph and Hyrum concerning
this matter, which account can be found in the
Times and Seasons. I have a slight recollection
of the time he went, and I have heard him tell it
hundreds of times, for I was most thirteen years
old at his death. lie kept many from going to
Utah-. He never wavered from the old standard,
and was waiting for young Joseph to lead the
Church. I have often thought of his firmness
until death. His name was Hichrml Hewitt.
Your sister,
R M. BnADI,EY.

promised are worthy of tho sacrifice asked; yea
even so, amen.
Crops are looking ~ell in this part o.f the land.
Fruit a partial failure. A week ago this evening
some malicious person poisoned a can of ice
cream at a festival of the colored people; twentyseven were poisoned, resulting in the death of
one, and several others are lying in a very critical condition. Two members of the Church are
among the sufferers; their recovery is not doubted. Last Friday the government boat, Clytie, at
work at this place upon the river, exploded her
boiler, resulting in the death of four men and injuring several others. The boat was a total
wreck and sunk in fourteen feet of water.
July 9th.-At threa o'clock last Sabbath morning I left this place with brethren J. W. Waldsmith and J. Perrin, for our quarterly conference
by wagon, and at 10:30 a.m. upon the assembling
of conference we were present, have traveled thirty-five miles. Some of the meetings were held in a
very pleasant grove, and, although there was no
important business transacted all that was done
was in harmony and brotherly love, and for the
best interest of the cause. I did not go west as
I expected, for the reason that the farmers are so
busy harvesting that it would be impossible to
hold meeting week-nights.
Brother J ushua
Armstrong was released and Brother Levi
Anthony chosen ns district president. The prospect for abundant crops was never better here
than it is now. Yours in the covenant of peace,
H.. JJ1. ELVIN.
NEWTON, Iowa, July 20th, 1879.
Br·o. Henry:- Bro. Isaac N. White and I were
ou~ north-east of Grinnell, a week ago to-day, to
fill two appointments which we had previously
announced. I spoke at eleven o'clock, Bro. Isaac
in the evening. In the afternoon, quite a number
of us went to the Iowa River, ab:mt eight miles.
There I had the pleasure of burymg two by baptism, fulfilling the Scripture that says "Buried
with him in baptism, wherein also ye are risen
with him through the faith of the operation of
God who hath raised him from the clead."-Col.
2:12. After returning to our night meeting Bro.
White gave us an excellent discourse, full of life
and spirit. The two baptized there this time
make ten I have baptized since the first of last
April; nine of them at that place, and all with
families, except one. May the Lord be thanked
that we have not appeared unto them in man's
wisdom, "but in demonstration of the Spirit, and
of power." May that comforting spirit be with
those few, that it may guide them into all truth
and show them things to come, and that they may
live that "newness of life" that the world m:Jy
glorify our God. We expect to be there August
10th, and then organize a bmnch. Bro. White
is making much sacrifice for this work-may the
Lord crown his labors with many sheaves.
Your brother in the "one faith,"
D. C. WHITE.

1VEBE CITY, Jasper Co., Mo.,
July 22nd, 1879.
Dear lleralcl :-One thiDg troubles me much,
that is that our preachers are sent out to d<:pend
on the charity of a cold world, while there are
many calls for more laborers in the vineyard,
and yet how little is the call heeded by
many who spend their money for things that perish, when th(cy might spend it more for the b.reBd
of life to those who are perishing in their s!J1s.
Brethren and
are we not the or · who
will stand
if t::'e J,ord c. 1Jens the
hearts of the
that they may help the ministry and we
shut the door uf our
hearts. Can we expect a blessing? A1 c we not
the Lord'g?

lie has on1y lent us what

V•/C

bn.vc 1

and yet
r0fuse to lend to the Lord. If not
80, wllv is it
1here are so many meml.Jc:rs t<nd
yet so little done? Those who would do ar<O not
able; those vd1o are

~'ble,

wait for a better dny,

and so it is. Our ministers have to stop prear:h
ing and go to wmk; but can they prune the' incyard and the cornfield at the same time 'I l'l o,
they were called to labor in the vineyard and to
prune it fur tbe last time, and each and every

Saint should try to be ready when the perfect
fruit iB reclaimed. E. ee Book of Mormon, ,Jacob

BugNsiDE, Mich., July l2Lh, 18'/D.
Bro. Ilem·y :-There are plenty of chances for
gospel laborers in this region of country. Although there has been a good deal of seed sown,
and some has taken root which bids fair for a
crop. Yet, on the other hand, we regret to say
that some has sprung up which had not suflicient
depth of soil, and therefmc it seems inclined to
wither away. Hut perhaps many tender plants
may yet be made to thrive by good culture and
tender care. I do hope that all the priesthood in
this vicinity may well learn and consider their
duty in the great work of the latter days. I do
know that God will bless the labors of all the
faithful. We have been blessed in this field by
having the advantage of very compet(;ut tcachcrf,
such as brethren Robert Davis, Arthur Leverton,
John J. Corn ish, Joseph Luff, and some others.
Brother W. H. Kelley gave us a call last summer,
and his teaching while here seemed to brighten
up the way before us. We would be glad to
welcome him again. l'.fay the good work continue to move on. JI.Iany about here have been
convinced of the truth of the work, who have not
yet obeyed, but I think that if Bro. Leverton
could give us another call, there would be much
good clone. I know of some who would go
many miles to hear the word of truth by him.
Your brother in the gospel,
JOII~f J. BAILJCV.
SAL'l' LAEE

Utah,
May 13th, 1879.
Dear Herald :-May I t1;ll you what I saw one
day in Salt Lake City? D. II. Wells had been in
the ponctcntiary two days for contempt of court,
and this morning, about 8: 30, the streets were
lined with people, old and young, in wagons, on
horseback, and on foot; rich and poor, from the
finest livery to the poorest farmer's rig; from the
wisest in the Church, (John Taylor), to the most
ignorant, that do not know the right hand from
the left, figuratively, from the finest apparel, to
the mostly naked, dusky son of the forest
several bands of music, etc. At nine they
out for the prisoner, and returned about ten.
In front of the procession was tc brass band,
drawn by four horses; next one carriage in which
was vV ..Jennings, R Burton, Bi.shop Leathon,
notorious in Utal1; next one caui>tge drawn by
four beautiful white horses; in the carriage were
,J. Taylor, D. H. \Yells and E. Hunter, heads of
the Church of Utah; then followed teams of all
kinds and colors, music and banners of all de
scription, such as "The Stone from the Mountain," "We 'Welcome the Chieftain of Zion,". "Polygamy," "Can man abolish what j}od has ordained?" ''Constitution and Law, but no Tyranny,"
"Indian, J\1ussnlman, Greek and Jew, Banner
of Freedom is for you;" "\Ye despise jurypackem, but sympathize with the packed." On
root were women, old and }
on crutches,
and carrying bnbies, ancl of all
; and a8 I
went up to the'United States Court room, and
heard the charge of Judge Ernerson to the jury
to respect the law, and to give a true verdict in
the Miles case, over20,000 showld defiance to the
law, and in the streets trampled it uuder their
feet; and EJ1lowed det1anee to the whole uation,
court, and law; it seemed an open rebellion.
Hurrahing rent the air, tili a person got almost
CITY,
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deaf from the effect. Some climbed the trees,
the better to see and be seen.
I _must say, my heart was truly grieved as I
saw such a multitude of deceived people, wor.
shiping to the extreme the hard-hearted General
of the Nauvoo Legion; and among the multitude
the most oppressive and the most oppressed, under the name of religion. I tunied away from
the noise in despair, to find better company at
Bro. Browning's and Bro. Warnock's, and I
thanked God in my heart to find a few true Latter
Day Saints in Utah. A defender of the law.
M. FYitANDO.
'I'AYLOit, Red River County; Texas.

Bro. Henry: There is some opposition here,
yet we have good congregations, and I think
that several more will come into the church. I
notice one thing that pleases me, and adds to the
credit of the Saints here, and that is, the outsiders say they never saw a people that would endure so much slander and take it so patiently as
the Saints do. The friends_ here say "surely
there is something in this doctrine that is not of
man." w-hen I came here last January, I found
but two members, and plenty of opposition. Now
there is a lively branch of nineteen members,
and many calls for preaching. I have an ap.
pointment, to preach at Paris, where that piece
that was in the last Herald was printed. I saw
and conversed with the editor a few days ago.
He was very bitter against us, and says that
when I come up there to enlighten Paris, that
he will have all of the preachers on me that
nre in town. Great excitement prevails all over
- the country about it, and it is expected that a
large congregation will be there to witness the
death of Mormonism. "If the Lord be for us
who can prevail against us?" I expect to be there
the twelfth of July, so please remember me.
I have already taken considerable slande~· and
abuse of the tongue, and I expect more; bnt this
is nothing if the truth prevails. There are several here that seem strong in the faith, and I
think will soon join the Church. 'l'he crops are
about made and the rush of work over, so we
will try to improve the time this summer in telling the good news, if the Lord blesses us with
he~lth. I am very much cheered at the good
conduct and kindness of the l::laints, which
speaks volumes for the cause. Ever praying aud
hoping for Zion's triumph, I am yours in hope,
W. 'I'. BOZARTH.
JACK'S VALLEY, Nev.,
June 26th, 1870.

Denr Hemld:-This sultry, hot day finds me
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living their religion, have long since outgrown
the odium attached to their Utah brethren, many
of whom were lawless and reckless. These reformers or true Saints, have nearly all become
identified with the Reorganized Church, and are
among the most honored and respected of Nevada's citizens, generally noted for their industry,
honesty, and intelligence in religious matters.
I had the pleasure of meeting in District Conference with them at the Court House, in Carson
City, on the 14th and 15th instant; with no contentious spirit to mar our peace, or chronic
p:rowler to bring a reproach on the cause of
Christ; and in the excellent testimony meeting
found the same genial spirit and holy fire burn.
ing in their bosoms, that has so long lighted up
their altar fires, and guided them through the
dark and cloudy day of trial and sacrifice, till
the light of heaven's glad. day has again burst
forth, dispelling the traditional errors of men,
and the gloom which so long hung as a pall over
the nations; and again revealing heavenly truths
in letters of living light, which I trust shall remain with them till their final glorious triumph,
in the redemption of Zion and her converts.
I spent a little time at Dayton, with our kind
and estimable brother, 'I'. R. Hawkins, who is one
of the useful busines men of the town. I have also
met with Brri. Twaddle and Smith, of Franktown
and Green Valll'y, both of which places I propose to visit as soon as possible. 13ro. Levi Atldnson and family seeni to be quite alone in the
mountain fastnesses of Virginia City, and so are
the Saints scattered in eyery valley, nook and
mountain, their weary feet seeking rest, groaning
within themselves for the deliverance and redemption of Zion. The opportunities for the
dispensing of the word are both abundant and
good; the people seemed pleased to hear, though
few obey. Surely there will be an ingathering
by and by, from the good, honest hearted people
of Nevada. The Saints are generally firm in the
truth and trying to do right. :More anon. Yours
in the covenant,
D. S. MILLS.
WILnER, Neb., July 2ud, 1870.

Ern. Joseph and Henry :-The good work progresses here. Bro. R. J. Anthony has been laboring with us the last few weeks, and the results
are four more baptisms, and others are almost
persuaded. The inquiry for the word is greater
than it ever was before, for which we are thankful to the giver of all good. Yours in Christ,
LEVI ANTHONY.
~

----..~--~~

-1

~JO!~h.eft:Ut'Jt~.

at the ever hospitable home of the old, veteran
war-horse, Bro. A. B. Johns, in this far famed
§aU I.a)Hl .Distriict.
sage brush state, justly celebmted for its treasures
.,
.
..
. ~
of the ancient mountains, and the chief things of I At Salt Lake Ctcy, Utah, on ~Iay 3J, ~81 ?• the
its lasting hills, the very fvundations of which brethren assemb_led. and _orgamzed a distnct, a
are being removed by the indomitable miner, ~,emporary orgamz&tton bem!' first effect~d hy callwho is thus producing the lever which moves the Ing M Fyran~~ to act as chairman, a~d 'I. N. I!ndworld along. Before me lies the valley through son as cl?rk. I hen fotlowed the ?Pe~mgexerciSes,
which meanders, like a great silvery serpent, after w h_10h a permanent orgamzat10n wa,s _made,
with its wooded freight, the waters of the Carson ~otes bewg cast for Joseph For~man, Wul_1am P.
River, clothing the otherwise barren vale with Sm1~h and Thos .. N .. Hudson, m ~he choice for
Jiving green, so far as irrigation is applied. pr~s.tdent of the distriCt, and the first named reBack of me and to the west, rises abruptly the ce1vm~ th~ n:ost votes, was decl~red elec.ted. Also
partly denuded pine range, in whose tops lie the Wm. I. Smith was elected vrce _J!res.Ident, 8,nd
placid, ice-cold waters of Lake Tahoe; a wonder Thos. N. Hudson secreta~y of the chatnct.
and delight to visitors and tourists from every
Jo.seph Clark was nommated_ and recomn;rende,d
clime, and a boon to the poor Lamanite who is to Btshop I. L Rogers for appomtment as Bishops
now feasting upon its superb speckled trout. Agent.
.
.
Southward, and in full view, towering heaven.
Jos?p~ Foreman exprP~sed. h1s app;ecmt!on of
ward are the eternally snow-capped ranges of the kina :regard shown him m choosmg h1m as
Alpi~e County, Califo~nia. East war?, far away pre~ident a?d stated his intent~on t? _perform the
over a broken waste, he the rich minmg fields of dnttes reqmred to the best of his ahllrty.
Bodie, to which thousands are hasting, most of
Branch Reports -Union Fort 50 (7 absent),- 3
whom return ere long, wiser, poorer and dishear- Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 6 of the
tened; but so goes the mining world. To the 50 received by letter and 44 baptized; 3 marriages.
northward lie Carson, Virginia, and the lesser Salt Lake Oity 149 (62 absent), 6 Elders, 2 Priests,
towns. Many portions of these valleys are in a :! Teachers, 1 Deacon; 12 baptized, 7 expelled.
good state of cultivation, and by irrigation are Kaysville 7.
rendered much mnre productive than a stranger
Plain City and Heber City branches .were remight suppose. They were first settled chiefly ported by M. Fyrando as being in good spiritual
by M<>rmous from Salt Lake, and would most condition; Kaysville by. Bro. Weaver as prospercertainly have proved a very valuable location ing and many inquiring after truth; Union Fort
for them; had they remained and done right, in- by W. P. Smith, and Salt Lake City by Joseph
stead of joining in the exodus or Brigamite hegi- Foreman as being good.
ra of 1857. Some, however; remained; and by
Elders Henry Marriott and Stephen Pope re-

ported their labors, also Priests Joseph 1\farriott
and JohnF. Weston arid Bro. Dot.y. _ _ . _ ·
Re~olved that persons holding funds that have
been subscribed or. donated to the Utah Chapel
fund, are herebyrequestedto pay the sariie into
the hands of the building committee. · _· . .
J. Foreman made some remarks onthe ¢quality
of woman, and held the same to be one of the .leading features of true ChristianHy. · The sisters were
invited to take part in giving expressions. ·'Sisters
Robinson, Payne and A. Clark spoke.
A collection of $2.10 was taken up for expenses.
Evening: Preaching by Joseph Foreman.
Sunday, May 4th.-At 10:30 a.m., preaching by
Henry Marriott and M. Fyrando. At 2:30p.m., a
testimony meeting, and sister N. Weston was eonfirmed a member of the Church by Brn.::Fyrando,
Smith and Foreman. Collection for expenses $5.85.
A short adjournment, imd then the. sacr.ament was
administered by T. N. Hudson. Two cdllection.s
$7. 95, hire of hall and lights $2.25; _$5.70 _balance
paid president of district for other expen,se~. At
7:30p.m., addresses by Brn, Weav~randPope.
There being need of continued preaching in this
district, it was., Resolved that Elder Fyrando be
requested t<Y remain in this field three months,
more or less, or until help arrives from the East.
Adjourned to Salt Lake City, August 2d, 1879,
at 10 a.m.

I'!llanclu;ster,

Em1~land,

Dish·ict.

A conference was held at Manchester, England,
April 12th a.nd 13th, 187'9; Joseph Dewsn.up, presiding; James Batty, secretary.
The secretary read the br,anch repor.ts, which
were all referred back for correction.
·
At 11 a.m, meeting called to order by prayer
by Elder Henry Boydell.
Elders J. Woolston, W. Booth and J. W. Coward
reported by letter,. and Thos Hughes, J. McCue,
R.. J3aty, II. Greenwood, Jos. Dewsnup, J. Baty,
J. Miller and C. H. Crump in. person ; Priests B.
0. Mellard and S. Holmes by letter, and H.·Jackson
in person; 'l'eachers J. Dyche and Deacon J.
Foden in person.
·
.The secretary read a letter from-the Farnworth
Branch, recommending for ordination Jas. Eckersley as Priest; Robt. Dawson, Sen., as Te,ache.r,
Ralph Lawson as Deacon.
H. 0. Crump, ·Hy. Gr.eenwood, Thos. Hughes
and J. McCue were appointed _to conside-r these
recommendations and report.
l'tesolved that the brethren in the district who
have not licenses be supplied with them, and.-that
they be notified that they will be E)xpected to forward them to every conference of the district for
endorsement, sending at least one week before its
sitting.
Business session adjourned till 8 p.m.
At 2:30; a fellowship meeting, in charge of Eld.
James Baty, the Holy Spirit.,was (1njoyed ,and
some excellent testimonies were borne, to the edification and confirmation of the Saints; - ,At 6:30,
Elder H. C. Crump, of Birmingham, q,ddressed a
full meeting upon the gospel. He enjoyed excellent liberty and spoke v1ith power-an:d demonstration of the Spirit.
At 8 p.m., business session resumed. The committee on the Farnworth Branch recommendations,
reported, advising the adoption i>f said recommendations regarding ordinations. The conference adopted the report and sanctioned the ordinations.
Resolved that a district fund be commenced.
That a district record book and some· branch
reports be procured.
That we sustain the 'following Church authorities, in righteousness: viz., those in America, as
at present organized; Thos. Taylor as president
·and C. H. Caton as secretary of the English
Mission; Joseph Dewsnup as president and Jas.
Baty as secretary of the Manchester District.
That Pres. Joseph Dewsnnp be our delegate to
the annual conference of this mission, and that he
there suggest that all scattering members-report
to the branch nearest where they reside.
That th"e priesthood of this districthe requested
to labor under direction of the president, and report to next conference.
A vote of thanks was accorded to Bro. H. C.
Crump for his able services during the:conference.
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Branch reports returned corrected too late for
presentation to the conference:
Manchester, at last report 40, baptized 2, received 3, died. I; Elders 8, Priest 1, Teacher 1,
Deacon 1; total44. Farnworth, at last report 14;
baptized 12, removed 1, . expelled 1, Elders 2,
Priest l, Teacher 1 ; total 24. Olay Cross, at last
report 16, baptized 2, removed 2, expelled 1, Elder l, Priest 1, Teachers 2, Deacons 2; total 15.
Sheffield report not .returned.
During the entire session that unanimity of feel·
ing that ought always to characterize such assemblies, was made manifest. Ther.e was a good attendance of strangers at the Sunday afternoon
and evening meetings, and the attention given
manifested the .interest felt in the day's proceedil)lSdjonrned subject to the call of the president.

Sou.Uwrn Illinois District.
A conference was held in the Brush Creek
Branch, May 31st and June 1st, 1879; G. H. Hilliard, presiding; I. A. Morris, clerk.
B.ranch Report a.-Brush Creek BS, 2 Elders, 2
Priests (one inactive), 2 ~l'eachers; 2 baptized.
Dry Fork and Deer Creek, numbers not given, but
reported no changes. Elm River 13, 2 'reachers,
all in good standing; 1 baptized. Springerton 51,
1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 baptized. Tunnel Hill. 77,,
5 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon 1 baptized.
Elders Reports.-T. P ..Green reported preaching
at Elm lUver, Dry Fork and Deer Creek, had opened
a Ilew place for preachin'g, in all28 times. Henry
Walker, John L. Thomas, I. M. Smith (preached
25 times) John T. Henson .(preached five times),
" M. R. Brown (preached five times), I. A. Morris
(baptized two), and G. H. Hilliard reported. The
latter said that the work in this district is in better condition than ever before.
Isaac M. Smith and I. A. Morris were appointed
missions, and other ministry to mission themselves.
Resolved that we request the Church to place
the .numerals in the notes in the contemplated
music book.
At 7 p.m., preaching by Henry Walker.
. Sunday.-At 10:30 a.m., preaching by I. 1\f.
Smith;· at 2. p m.,. sister Eliza Sissons was baptized
by I. A. 1\Iorris; 3 p.m.; sacrament and confirmation meeting in charge of G. H .. Hilliard.
Adjourned to Tunnel Hill, August.23d, 1879; at
10 am;
C>
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Resolved that we sustain the organization of
the Glenwood Branch by president Hougas.
Officials present, 1 High Priest, 1 Seventy, 11
Elder·s, 4 Priests, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons.
Prayer meeting at 8 p.m:
Sunday, June 1st.-Pra yer meeting at 9 a.m.;
preaching by D. Hougas at 11 a.m, and at 3. p.in.
by G. E. De.uel. At 3 p. m~ t.wo w·ere baptized,
ancl at 8 p.m J. H. Badham preached.
Adjourned to Glenwood, August 30th, lSi(), at
10 a.m. Bro. Ilougas requested the I~lders to
meet August 29th, p.m.

lnd.epcnde&1CC District.
-
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A conference convened. at Independence, Missouri, June 1 and 2, 1879; J. J. Kast.er, president;
C. C. Frisby, clerk; Wm. Crick, assistant clerk.
llranch Reports.-Jndepeudence, Kansas City
and Wyandotte reported. [No numbers givenEns.] Belton, no report._
Elders A. Lloyd, A. C. Inman, F. Campbeil, Il.
B. Brackenbury, G. W. Pilgrim, E. W. Cato, Sen ,
J. W. Brackenbury, J. l.!'. McDowell, F. Scarcliff,
C. C. Frisby, W. B. Tigner, W. T. Bozarth ahd .T.
J. Kaster reported; also Priests ,A. J. Cox, W.
Pooler, J. F. Clemensen, Luther Allen, J. J. Vickery, Hudolph Etzenhouzer, J. A. Vernon, and
Teachers G. W. Payne, P. Ha)l, C. Clemenson, A.
M. :VIontgomery, T. Beagle, J. Parker and W. II
Blatt.
The building committe.e. reported .that they had
decided to builL! a brick building 40x60, that they
had received specifications and. bids, and had let
the eontract, and should proceed with the work as
fast as circumstances would permit. J. S. Page,
F. Campbell, C. C. Fri~by,, c~mmittee
Report was adopted. .
Resolved that the building comrni1tee be discharged and that a new committee be appointed,
namely, J. W. Brackenbury, C. C. Frisby, C. M.
Schroder, S. G. Mayo and W. P; llrown.
Adjourned to Independence, August 29th, 187()

Saints to take the Herald, Advocate and Hope, in
order to be instructed in the affairs of the Church,
and to help the cause.
Tho committee appointed to audit the book of
the Bishop's Agent reported that they find it correct as reported. Report received and committee
discharged ..
A short testimony meeting was held.
Sabbath, 10 a.m., preaching by Wm. II. Kelley;
2:30, by Arthur Leverton; 4:30, sacrament meeting in charge of George Cleveland; G:30, preaching by Wm. H. Kelley.
'l'hus passed a peaceful and pleasant conference.
Adjourned to Zone, time to be appointed by the
president of the district.
--------~~-·~~~------

Notices.
Nourn WEsrERN KANSAS DISTRICI'.--The Qu'lrterly Conference of the North-west Kansas District will convene ten miles north east of Clay
Center,. Kansas, Augustlst, 1879. We invite any
representative of the General Conference who can
do so to be with us, as questions of great importance are expected to ba settled.
Signed, District Clerk.
ERRATmi.-ln the May 15th Ilerald, the notice
of Sr. Coshaw's death reads that she was born
November 2d, 1859, when it should have read November 2J, 1853. It was an error in type setting
and proof reading
0BITUARIEs.-Obitnary notices not exceeding uno hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding ono hundred words, five cents for each additional eight words (One line) will be charged; notices of prom~
inent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 ea.ch. Birth notices free.

Died.

0RELL.-At Goodland, Lapeer county, Michigan,
11\:eut an.d EB!{ill Di§triid..
April 16th, 187(), of old age, sister Agnes Orell,
A conference convened in t.he Buckhorn Branch, aged 78 years. Funeral sermon byPriest, Joseph
Rond Eau, Ontario, June 14th and 15th, 1879; Emmett.
William H. Kelley, president·; l'tichard Coburn,
LAKE.-At Burlington, . Iowa, June 271.h, 1879,
clerk.
of consumption, after a liJJ!gering illness and much
Branch Report.s.-Zane .35, 2 ElderR, 3 Pl'iests suffering, sister Oracy A., daughter of Bro .. John
Buckhorn 54, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers; 2 H. Lake, aged 20 years, 7 months, 8 day~. This
---o--~'-:-"••'• ·
·
received, 4 removed, 2 expelled. Wellington 12, is another sad bereavement for the tried heart of
F.t•elnont. Distl•ict..
2 Elders, 1 Priest; 1 received. Botany 20, 1 Bro. Lake. Her request, some time before she
A conference was held at Shenandoa·h, Page Priest, 1 'i.'eacher; 1 baptized.
died, was that Bro . .M. H. Forscutt should preach
county, Iowa, May 31st· and June 1st, 1879; D.
Elders G. W. Shaw," Geo. Cleveland, N. L her funeral sermon, which he will do at FarmingHougas, president; J. R. Badham, clerk protem. Blakely, Charles Badder, Benj Blakemore, and ton, Iowa, where her body lies beside that of her
Branch Reporta.-Mi!l Creek 27, 3 Elders, 2 Arthur Leverton reported ; also Priests Peter mother.
Teachers: 1 received by letter, 3 by vote, 4 re- McBrayne, (baptized 1), Wm. Carnes, Jas. Robb
MrLLER.-At Manchester, England, June 11th,
moved by letter. Shenandoah 91, 1 High Priest., and A. McKenzie reporte<j; also Teachers Phelan
1879, John Miller. Deceased was born at Paisley,
1 Seventy; 7 Elders, 4 Priests; 4 baptized, 3 re- Shaw, Hobert Buck and E Coburn.
ceived and·7 removed by letter. Farm Creek 27,
Bishop's Agent, James .Itobb. reported : "By Scotland, August '22d, 1811 ; was for a long time
1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Plum Cree.k 84, 11 error infoot.ingreport o.f June, 18i8, Joseph Lively a member of the "other body," and becoming disHigh Priest, 2 Seventys, 8 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 paid $2 00 t.hat was not recl<aned. This would atisfied, became one of the prime movers in the
Teachers, 1 Deacon; 7 baptized, 3 removed by leave a balance at last 1 eport of $.9 DO; received establishment of a branch of the lteorganized
letter. Glenwood 21, 3 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Dea- since last report $8 60; expended since laet report Church in Manchester, and was baptized Septemcon; 5 baptized, 1 received by vote. (This branch $8 50. lhlance on hand June 14th, 18i9 $10 00" ber lGth, and ordained an Elder, September 1 ith,
was reorganized by D. Hougas, April 20th, 1879,
It was moved that. we consider t.he !tct.iou of the l8i6. His life ttnd his death were in keeping with
with 15 members. Elm Creek report rejected. Wellington Branch in receiving Bro. Asa Vickery his profession. Ho died bearing a faithful testiNo.report from Nephi. ;tinto their branch to be unjust and iilegal. After mony to the truth of the work, and exhorting the
Report of Elders.-John Goode, Jas. CalkinR, being thoroughly discussed tho motion was put Saints to faithfulness.
A. T. Mori,imore, J. R. Badham, G. E. Deuel, S. S. amllost.
BAN1'A.-At Sedgwick, Decatur county, Iowa,
Wilcox, Geo. Kemp, G. F. Waterma.n and D.
Resolved that. the Buxlou Brauch be cons:dered July lOth, 1870, of cholera infantum, (peculiar
Hong as reported in person and R. M. Elvin·by diBorganized, because of its members moving away. t.ype ), W. E. Banta, infant son of Bro. and Sister
letter; l'riests U. A. Austin, R P. Baldwin and
W. II. KeHey, A. Leverton and Chas B~dder Elijah Banta, after an illness (}f sixteen hours,
Matthew Stubbard reported; ~reacher L. Donald- were appointed to investigate a certain c~se of aged 9 months and 3 days. This was a promising
son reported.
marriage between some parties in the Lindsley child, and around his life the hopes and love of
T. Cutler, J. R. Badham and Wm. Leeka were Branch, !ind were also empowered to investig>tte father and mother4 were thoroughly entwined.
appoint~d to visit the Elm Creek Branch and in- any other matters belonging to that branch that Those tendrils now lie broken and bleeding; but
quit:.e i.nto. its. condition, and report to next con- may be laid before them.
the Healer will come and graft them in again, and
ference.
·
W. H. K;dley w11s su~tained as preeident of ihe they will yet prove to be the golden chain to help
Resolved that the officers of the Elm Creek Mission; Arthur Leverton as president of t.his Elis these sorrowing souls to Him "who doeth all
Branch be requested to grant hitters of removal to trict; Richard Cobu m as clerk, and J as. Robb as things well." Services by Elder Glaud Rodger.
1
all members .requesting. letters, if. said members Bishop's Agent.
INCE.-At Manchester, England, May 27th,
are worthy; and if not granted to any of the parA. Leverton reported the organizing of the 1870, Hannah, the beloved wife of William !nee,
tie8making.application,. to rep or~ to the next co?- Lindsley ~rauc~, and the report WRS reed ved and aged 66 years. Deceased joined the Church in its
ference th~r reasons for refuswg to grant said the commlttee disch:<r,:ed
early days; emigrated to Utah in 1868; returned
letters. · ,
_ _ .
·
John 8h1ppy w1shed to be releas~·l from the to l~ogland in 1875 and joined the Reorganization
Report of Bishop's Agent: ''Received since last trustee-ship of the Linilsl~y Church He was re- in January 1878 'She lived and d1ed 11 faithful
rep(lrt $70.00; paid out $76.94, du.e Agent last leased,. and C~as Bad de!" w;,~s appointed to sue-~ Latter Da; Saint. I<'uneral services by Elder
report ~11 95, total $88 89; balance due Agent ceed h1~.
_.
Joseph Dewsnup.
$18;80. -Wm. Leeka, Agent.
Bro. Kelley made BO'TID remarhs, aclvnm1g the
"Aslct·p in}"esus, Llosscd sleep."
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J. A. Crawford, ministry ................... .
30 00
INFORMATION W Alj!TED.- A. H. Herke~ 1G05 . "H>,
50 00
" JG,
Grand Avenue, Kansas Cit.y Missouri, would
~~·f.Yt:~t>Ort,
·25 00
" lD,
like tidings of' his brother. Charles Herke, aged
M. II. }'orscntt,
.................. ..
20 00
" 19,
1~11e po.9r .................................... " .. ..
20 co
" ~30,
29 yea.rs,born Feb. 5th, 1850, in Jena, Sax WeimStamps for the ~'irst !"residency ........ .
jj 92
":w,
er, Germany. In May, 18G4, he landed in New
Stamps for Church Secretary andRe" ~0,
York with his parents, and that is the last that
corder .................,. ............. .,........... .
2 21i
Harps to Hymn Book Committee ...... .
3 25
" :JO,
Bro. Ilerke knows of him, therefore if any can
Taxes on Church Land, 100 acres ....... ~
14 0~
" ao,
furnish the desired information they would gr®at1y
~'encing built and purchased ............. .
98 V6
" 30,
oblige h~m.
15 jun 4 t
l' 30,
David Dancer for the ministry, the

.. GRIFFITII.-In Plum Hollow, Fremont county,
Iowa, June 28th, 1879, of old age, Judah Griffith,
aged 84 years, 1 month, 5 days. He was born in
Delawttre county, Delaware, May 23d, 1795; was
baptized in 1831, by Gideon Carter, in Amherst,
Ohio; ordained an High Priest in 184:::; joined
the Reorganization on his original bttptism, and
was a member of the Plum Creek Branch. He
died bearing a faithful testimony to the work, and
was resign(d. Funeral sermon by Eider E. C
--"~·~-Brand.
.Bishop'!! Qm.lrtell·ly l{epm:U.
Financial Report of Bishop I. L. Rogers of moneys received
RonnrNs.-At the SoldierB' Orphans' Home,
the Church and paid out, during the quarter ending June
Normal, McLean county, Illinois, May 24th, 1879, for
30th,1879.
of brain disease, Nellie Hobbins, granddaughter of
CHURCH ON TITIIINGS AND Ol!'FERINGS, CR,
Bro. Joseph and Sr. Esther Buckley, a.ged 7 years.
lly balance, April 1st, 1870 .......................... $1,263 13
"Of s'uch is the krngdom of heaven."
Aprill, From D. S. Bowen, 1.-'lo. ..............................
r) 00
•• l, " G. 0. and M. Kennedy, Colo...............
25 00
MrLLElt -At Carrolton, Missouri, April 13th,
l,
W. L. Booker, Mo. .............................
5 00
1879, Sr. .Martha Miller, wife of Bro Francis i\I.
1,
H. C. Holcomb, Iowa,........................
5 00
1,
Sr. L. K. Hartwell, Iowa....................
·10 00
Miller, who is thus left with six motherless child0
ren. She was a devoted wife and loving mother,
~:
~:. ~1~z~c~~e;~:o·, ~;i~·:::::.:·:.::::~:::::::::: 2 ~g
as well as a faithful sister and friend. She obeyed
3,
Sr. 1\tlary Hawley, lowa .....................
3 00
8,
Sr .. Eunice Butler, Ills........................
2 85
the gospel November 28th, 1877, and bore her
9,
,John Ellis, Colo ........ .,.......................
25 00
testimony to the la.st., through months of suffering
9,
R. Staudering, Colo............................
2!1 00
patiently endured. She was warned of her death
" 10,
Stephen Richard.son, Ills. ............ ......
GO 00
" 10,
St·. Erepta ltichar..dson, Ills ..... ,..........
'10 00
and that her disease would be incural!le. Funeral
"
10,
Alex.
McCallum,
Ills.........................
2~ 0( 0
sermon 'by Elder E. C. Brand.
" 10,
Sr. janet Black, Ills ..... :.....................
.... 10
" 10,
\V. II. Cnrwcn, Ills. .......... ........ ... ......
5 00
GaAss.-At Ashland, Nebraska, May 16th, 1879,
''
10,
Sr.
l\fary
Hawkins,
Mo......................
:M
50
of scarlet fever, JosPph Alexander, son of Samuel
10,
Sr. Jane :Ferry, Ills............................
10 OU
C. and Eleanor Grass, aged 1 year, 3 months and
" 11,
No nan1e, Iov;a .................................
1 00
" 11,
.J. Gault., Nev ........ :..........................
10 00
20 days.
16,
Sr. Sarah L. Bass, '\Vis........................
5 00
McC LURE.-Near Abilene,· Kansas, of scadet
17,
Arthur Leverton, Ont. .......................
4 eo
" 17,
Sr. lVlary~Lcverton, Ont......................
~3 00
fever, two children of Bro. J. F. and Sr. Elizabeth
" 25,
Sr. Vodica Fassett, Ill........................
10 00
McLure, as follows: William died April 19th,
" 25,
Sr. Harriott Agan, Ill. ......... ~............
50
187\J, aged G years, ·1 month, 20 days. LoUie
" 2:),
.lames Allch, Iowa............................
5 00
" 25,
James Youd, Cal. ..............~;~~...............
3 11
died April 1 li.h. 187\J, aged 1 yea.r, 3 months
" ~6,
Robert Strang, Cal. ..................... ......
1 GO
ttnd 7 dgj e.
Funeral service by Bro. N. N
" 25,
Sr .J. Gault, Nev. ..............................
6 75
Hazelton.
l\111y 4,
" J. C. Ciengbuch, Idaho.......................
5 00
"
5,
Sr. Hannah Cowen, Mass. ...... ...... ...... 150 00
Barawr.-cAt S"u Antonio, 1\:xa.~, of flux, Mary
6,
St.•J. Squires,. Mich. ..........................
1 50
Rebecca, daught.er of Mr. Charles and Sr. Alva.
" 12,
C. N. Hutchings, Neb. .......................
3 75
" 1:1,
Sr. Jessie M~'Dancer, Ills...................
10 00
Bright, aged 1 yea.r and G Ifll)tJths.
H
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s~!;;W·l.rfP.villB,

llii~8GUrl, .Juue 18.h, 18/rJ,
Htbber cownl~lted ~:-uicwt·, hy

D.•K·db count.y,
L·cvauub Van
:::;hu:Jfirlg herst'lf in
Sr

"

15,

A.

" lb,
" 10,
"

n:r. Wilsey, Ill...............................

5 00

" 27,

6:

H

H

H

1

H

}(),

H
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~.~

';\.ddi'()~!'es.

"

28,

"
"

28,
98

Jacob Reese, 'l'reasurer of the funds of the Pitts- .Ma.y-s:
burg District., No. 10, Din wid die street., Pitts" n,
6,
burg, l'a.
G~orge ~lo\lashcd, 30~ Grey-et, London, Ont.
Johu Rcherts, !:li&bop's Af!<DI for Ca!ifornin, 1728
'' 1 ;)~
,, 22,
Sew"rrl street; We,;t Uakland, (J,;].
" 2,-~,
Jame<J [-\ UJ[•, llutebi<><Oa J..ifersou Co, Colorado.
" 2!3,
.Joseph t'quir··H. \Jd R>tiph Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y, June 2,
.. 1:~,
James r,olJb, i~1ehnp's AgeJ.Jt. for Kent and Elgin
'· 13,
District, i.~ K,wbal!, Lambton Co , Ontario.
" ];1,
Israel L. Rogers, Saudwic4,.DeKalb Co., Illinois.
H
18,

.".':.'.'.'.'.'::::::::::::

poor, and to improve Church Land ..

200 2'1
$1,57~

llalunce duo tho Church.....................

23

901 66

Ilespectfully submitted,
$2,480 89
ISRAEL L. ROGERS, Presiding Bishop.
REPORT OF BISHOP'S AGENT.
Richard Allen, Son., Bishop's Agent for the San Bernardino,
California., District, from January 1st, 1878, to March 8th, 1879.
1878.
CHURCH, DR.
•
To Balance due R. Allen, Jan. 1st, 1878 ........ $31 eo
.Tanuary, Paid J. C Clapp ........................................., 50 00
]'eb'y,
"
''
.......................................... 20 00
April 22,
.......................................... G 00

r,ra:Y 25,
June 18,
1879.

•. .... ..... ............ ............ ......

0"

...........................................

6 50
20 tO

ThlarcJl 8, J. ~'. Ilurtqn ................................................ 15 CO
1878.

CHURCH, CR.

$!48 50

Jan'y 23, From St·. Mary Ita! ph ................................... $20
u
23,
"
r". Allen, Sen ....................................... 50
24,
Sr. Emma Burton................................ 1
April 21,
Sr. l\Iary Ralph ................................... 5
May
5,
Sr. Adeline Boren................................ 5
1\lar. 2.6,
Sr. Jane Craw .................................... 2
Oct. 13,
Sr. Jane 1\Iorse.................. ..... ...... ...... 1
Nov. 24,
Samuel 'VeMon ................................... 10

Dec. 22,

Sr. Adeline; Boron................................

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
5 00

$99 00
llalance due R. Allen, Sen ........................... $49 50

HrcnARD

ALJ,EN,

SEN., Bishop's .Agent.

$148 50

Sh•ong-JJ.Und.cd lVomen.
A strong-minded woman is, to our thinking, in
the common acceptation of the word, a weak· mind-

:P. Un:enbach, Switzerland.................
40 00
Henry Burgess, Cal. .................... '.'......
~ 00
ed one. She thinks differently from the world,
One who Loves the Cause, Illinois......
40 00
and generally thinks wrongly. She believes that
_Friends in Dei~alb Couuty, Illinois,
for the poor ............ ............ ...........
JO 00 women arc wronged; and while she knows we are
Sr. Anna Nielson, NclJ ........................ _'J.-.. J 0 DO killing hundreds of young men, and exhaust.inoA ~'riend, (A. D.), Ills .................. ~....... · 10 00
1\I. D. Scribner, Ohio ................... :·.. ,".
1. 00 thousands by over-education, she wotlld educat~
S. Perry, Iovva ..................................
3 00 women equally with men; she would do. away
JD. Snider, Io\va. ...................... ~.;........
5 00 with the difference of sex, forgetting that God will
Mary A Pett, Iowa.............................
14 00
Susan l\Iatthews, VVis. .......................
2 00 not let her; she would teach women trades which
Russell Huntley, Cal......................... 276 00 kill women, but not lf,fiCh them bow to make good
E. JIL Bowen,, Mont............................
10 00 wives and mothers, wnich alone makes the world
James OriCk, Sen ..... ~.........................
3 00
live; she would drag women into poli~ics, forgetElhabeth Green, Iowa.......................
~~ 90
Matilda Greenwood, Cal. ..... ..............
3' 95 ting that home-life first forms the politician. In
D. F. Crane, ill inn. ...... .......................
5 00 the hand of the mother lies the future of the
Ellis Short., Mo..................................
50
She would make women so bnsy with
JD. l{oeler, 1\!o....................................
1 60 world!
.J esso I.,ongfield, 1\Io. ...... ........ ........ ....
18 ·oo beadledom, parliament, the town pump and the
D. Hall, Iowa....................................
16 00 vestry scold, that she would not have time to
Willie N. Kendall, Iowa....................
1 50
Stephen Woeds, Iowa........................
20 00 suckle her children; in short, she claims for the
John J-todger, A uatralia ..................... 195 00 elevation of her sex that which would be its greatA. H. Herke, Mo................................
1 00 est ruin and depression. Of wise women, learned
A. Rattray, Ohio .............................. ..
2 50

2·1,

t~e he:<rt with a ,~mall revolvor.
Sne was t.he
" 27
daughter of Bro. Peter Tryon, and the wife. of i\ir.
Bur a! Van Bibber, aged 18 years, 5 months, and June [j1', "
1 da.y. They were married Ja.st. October, and, to
6,
all appearance Jived v~'i/'!1 agreeably until the last
6
three·.months, during ~1which she has at tlmes
o:
acted v;ery strar>gely, and her mind seemed to be
9,
"11,
affected,\ ,Funer»l sermon by Elder A. H. Smith.
]8,
SEnno* . .:.:...A't L~hna'ti Grove, Shelby county,
" 18,
"
18,
Iowa, of diphtheria, three children of Bro. Joseph
l::J,
and Sr. Nancy Seddon. !1R follows: John Z., oldest
" 20,
son, 'died May l~tb, 1879, aged lQ,years, 1 month
":w,
" 21·,
and 17 dn.ys. 0 iver C., youngC:~t ~on, died May
" 2!),
l !Jtb, 187\J, aged S years, 3 month$ and 5 days.
" 2f:l,
,. 27,
AHce E , oide;t daughter, died JYlay 24th, 1879,
27,
aged 8 y<mre, 11 mouths and·:H d:,ys. Funeral
" 30,
cltsc?Uroe by Eld.er Chrnles D:rry ..June 1st., 187!J,
" 30,
frorri 1 '!'bees.·!: 13-18.
$2,480 8!)
JoNES.-At Bevier, Mo., July loih, 1879, ThowCHURCH, DR.
as Jones, infant sc,n d Bro. John .T. and Sr. Selina April 8, l'ald .L R. Lambert, ministry .................. .. $30 00
.. 8,
·w. II. Kelley,
"
': ................. ..
~.5 00
.Jones, aged 1 year. 3 months, 28 days
Funeral
.J. II. Lake,
.................. ..
25 00
8,
sermon by Eider G. T. Griffith, from Matt. 1\l.: lo1
Alex. H. Smith.
. ................. ..
30 00
o,
Charles Derry ·
.................. .
V,
50 00
BROWN --Near lliol.trose, Iowa, July l!Jrh, 187\l,
u,
J3ooks and 1 racts to the Elders ......... ..
13 75
~lary Dell, daugbt~r of Charhs and Sarah Brown,
,[{) 00
.J. S. P11tterson, ministry .................. ..
H,
aged lU ye:ns, 10 mon1ha, 23 dao-s
Funeral ser·
'l'racts to Utah Mission ..................... ..
v,
5 65
20 00
nJOn by .l<>lder J obn II Lclk e.
~rC:r~~~ 8P~~·~~~!' rui~!stry::::::::::::::~::::: 10 oc
1(),
HusH.-·At. St. Helens, L>1ncasbir~, England,
Josiah Ells,
'
................... .
25 00
" 17,
.J. Ells, in 1'870, but'*neglccted to be
" 17,
May 22d, 18iD, of apoplexy, Elder George McDonput on books ............................... ..
30 00
ald Rush, aged 44 years. Bro. Rush was among
M. H Forscutt, ministry .................. ..
50 00
" l!J,
those who obeyed in Ut11h, and joined the Iteor.
.J. J. Coruish,
"
................... .
25 00
" 21,
Joseph Lulr,
.................. ..
30 00
" ~1,
ganization at an early day. His w~s a turbulent
W. W.Blair,
................... .
30 00
" 21,
hfe; we trust he sleeps in-h<>pe.
,, 24-,
J. W. Gillen, Australian Mission ...... .. 350 00
B

H

,,

Envelopes and Note-Heads for the
Bishop ........................................ ..
Printing I>()stal CardR, and for paper .. .
Stamps for Bishop's use .................... .
1;5r. I~I. I-I. l!'orscntt ........................... ..
'1\ VV. Smith, ministry ...................... .
Agent Wm. Leeka tor family of R. J.
Anthony aml others of ministry,
11restern Io,;va ............................... .
The poor ........................................ ..
\Vm. ll.Relley, ministry ...... : ............ .
''Vln. \.V. Blair
"
.................. ..
rrlle poor ........................................ ..
D. II. Bays, miuititry ............ " .......... ..
41
J. II. l~ake
...... ....... : . . . . . . . . . . ..
Sr. W. '1'. Bozarth ............ , ............... .
'l'he poor ........................................ ..

('

"

2 GO
60
3 00
10 00
10 00

women, good women (Heaven's angels rather), we
have a different opinion. Of strong-minded women,
as p~pularly known, the above is a flattering
skeccn .

a

Pictures.
of

I ha>e now ready group pii5ture
the authorities of the
Church, the First Presidency;:tll:e Apostles and the Bishopric,
with Joseph and Hyrum, the martyrs, eighteen in number, all
placed in order on a card for framing. Price one dollar each,
or in clubs of eleven for ten dollars. Size of card 14xl7
inches. Sample copies, album sizo, sont by mail for fifteen
cents.
.Address,
J. H. 1\fERRIA>r,
Stewar~sville, DeKalb Co., Mo.

1 August 79.
¥if" Loolr Here,-A mark opposj,te this notice will in
form subscrib!:'rs that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as mally fail to notice the time on their label. Re ..
mittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
full instructions about how, and to wbom to send all money,
orders, and business letters as recently advised.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plano,
Kendall Co., Illinois, by tbe Board of Publication of the Re
00 organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sainte,.and
25 00 is edited by JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. 8TEiliiiNS, $2:15 per
:-30 00 year. All remittancest orders, and buliliness cOmmunications
20 00 intended for the office of publication, mnst be d~ected to
25 00 Henry A. Stebbins, Box '50, Plano, Kendall CO., ll!s. Money
20 00 m~y be sent Draft on Chicago, Post Office Orde~ on Plano, by
20 00 registered letter, or by Expreas; but tbere is very little riejt
5 00 ~ in sending small sums of money in an ordinary letter~
50 00
35 00
65
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SAW ANOTHER ANG:EL
*, HAVING THE EVEl~LA:STmG GOSPEL TO PREACU TO 'J'IIEM THAT DWELT~ Ol'f 'J'Hl!J EARTH
1 SAYI.NG,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR 'THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMEN1' IS COJIIE,"~R:mv. 14' 6=7;
.
.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGR THY TRUTH; TH¥ WoRD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JonN 17; 17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF •rnE LORD, J.i\0~ '£HERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN .AMONG
HAYit SAVE I'l' n:m·ONE WSFE."-Boox·
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

"I

You

Vol.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, AUGUST 15, 1879.

26.-Whoie No. 424.

THE BRUISED REED.
Dejected soul, lift up thy head,
'Let thy sad heart take hope;
Hear tho kind words thy Lord hath said,
And give thy faith full scope,
"The bruised reed I will not break,
Nor quench the smoking flax;
Thy trembling BOll-I shall surely reap
The victory at last."

"True, thou art bent beforo the storm;
The ruthless foe hath trod
Beneath his heal thy fragile form;
Bnt still I am thy God."
"My hand shall raise thy (\roo ping head;
Thy feet shall firmly otand
On truth's own rocltl and firmly tread
)'fy courts on Zion's land."

"I'll shield thee from the raging storm ;
. Temper the chilling blast
To thy poor, frail and helpless form,
Until its rage bo past."
Shrink not, but Jean upon my hand,
Heed not the threat'ning cloud;
The thunders roll at my command,
By me the heavens are bowed."
"Fear not, though oft' the waters dark
1\Iay surge around thy path;
Mine eye is on thy fragile bark,
I'll save thee from their wrath."
~'Sin-stained thou art, ]Jut I liavo died

That such- as thou mayst Jive;
For thee, thy Lord was crucified,
Thy sins I do forgive."

j

"0, trust me, pale and trembling ono!
My arm is strong to save;
Confide in me, bid doubts begone,
I'll bring thee from the grave.''

!

~'l,ll

save thee from the power of siu,
And purga thee from all stain;
By me thou shalt tho conquest win,
And life eternal gain."

"'The bruised reod I will not break,
Nor quench tho smoking 1lax;
i'hy trembling soul shall surely reap
Tlle victory at last."

ing spirit hovering around me, that tells me
that I must stand for myself before God. ·
When I was made to see that I must not
look to man for honor, but unto God, this
comforting spirit said unto me "You must be
baptized for the remission of yo_ur sins!'
Since then I have struggled day and night
to know why such thoughts troubled me for
t;he first time in my life-many are the gar! menta I have sprinkled with tears of godly
L1lorrow.
Now I know, for I have the living witness
within my heart that I have met with a
change, and I ask an interest in prayers of
Christians in my behalf, that I may remain
, steadfast aJ:!d prove to the world that I was
called by the Holy Spirit to repent of my
sins; and that I may have all the Christian
graces cultivated in my heart. Every thing
I have done this spring has seemed to speak
, to me of spiritual things. Even as I swept
the cobwebs from my shed, I was made to
· feel that 1 must clear the sins from my heart
to let the true light in.
..
0, servants of God, tell me, is this the true
Spirit of God which I possess; for lean as truly
forgive as ask to be forgiven, and love those I
once hated. If so, I ask you to pray earnestly that the dark shadows may pass by me, for
I am weak, and easily despair.
I was first made to see my error by going
1_to my neighbor's with a complaint of another.
j She turned to the window and said, "How
clean the ground looks, covered with snow."
!' This was all the answer I received. I went
· home condemned. I felt that I had u1fended
one of God's chosen ones. 0, if my heart
could only be as pure as the snow that she
referred to, and may the angel constantly say
to me, as to her, and help

C. .D EPoR y.

/fi'c

BEFORE :BAPTISM OF THE SPIRIT
AND WATER.
I arise from my bod at the hour .of midnight, for I am suffering from the weight of
my sins, which I have been made to sec
through the divine help and the goodness of
my Christian neighbor, who lets her light so
shine, that I can see that I have a right to
a share of that comforting Spirit that she possesses.
I feel to cry ".Abba Father, Oh,have mercy
on me;" for ·none but the pure in heart can
pity me. I have felt the power of God's Hol:y
Spirit drawing me to the light, day by day. I
have tried to get rid of this, but I feel a liv-

"l\:eep me pure as the beautiful snowSpotless, but ever lending my given light,
rro help the fallen, though e'er so low;
Its crystal lens shall blend and glisten bright;
But falling gently shall surely soothe
'l'he sad 1 fainting heart, that knows no(where to ]can.''

SINCE.

l fear that I have lost, a few friends by
making this change in my life. If it be so, I
have gained one, who is able to care for the
broken hearted, and comfort them who mourn.
None but our I~ord knows how my heart
aches for the conduct of my past life. I sin
cerely pray for patience and meeknpss to be
able to meet with troubles and trials. I used
often to feel lonely, with no one to comfort
me; but now I have learned to go to the
Lord in prayer with all my troubles, and he
sends his Spirit to comfort me in times of
trial. "He will not suffer us to be tempted
more than we are able to bear."
•
I wish to say to those who m·e ont of the

No. 16.

"ark of safety," if you will deny yourselves
and take up your cross, you will receive a
testimony for ·yourself, that this work is of
God, for so I have been blessed. I know
that it is nothing but the power of God that
could make this change, for I know for myself, feeling the assurance in my heart.
When I was halting between two opipions 1
God's Holy Spirit said to me, "¥ ou lllllst
stand for yourself at the judgment bar,"~not
looking unto others, I resolved to rest on
this plan of salvation, and was blessed with
that godly sorrowwhich brings repentance t!)
every heart. I now -de~ire to .live so that I
shall 110t have to cry in the future, and no
one come to save, Ever trusting ill our Sa.
vior, constantly praying for those }yho have
not.put on Christ.
.
. p. r.

... ....

..

The first of: the following extracts from the
Chicago Alliance, is a brief sketch of another
theory as to the origin: of the .Latter
Saints and the Book· of Mormon, and· .the
second extract .is a reply from Bro. T. ]j',
Stafford, of Lewistown, Illinois, to the- first, as
will be seen :

.Pay

NEW ORIGIN OF MORMONISM.
Rev. Daniel Dorchester has written a letter
to the Boston Advert£ser, in which he shows
that the Mormon iniquity really originated
with a counterfeiter by the name of Wingate.
Dr. Dorchester's uncle, Rev. Laban Clark,
found, while traveling over his circuit inVermont, a member of the Methodist churehl
who, with many others, was very much exercised over what was called "St. John's
Rod," a divining rod which, held in the hand,
would point in answer to questions. The following extract is of incidental interest to
those who believe that the Spiritistic phenomenon, called psyeography, provps an intelligent force outside ~he medium:
Mr. Clark asked to be permitted to see Mr.
D-'s rod. After a short absence he returned
with it, and, lifting it up, said: "If Mr.
Clark is a Jew, let the rod point toward hiD!."
It moved and twisted in his hands; and pointed toward Mr. Clark.
"Well," said Mr.
Clark, "If I am a .Jew, I should like to know
what tribe I belong to. Ask if I am of tho
tribe of N aphtali ?" He did so, but the rod
would not move. Mr. Clark then said: "Try
Zebulon." He <lid so, but it moved not,
Mr. Clark said "On the whole, I think that I
belong to the tribe of joseph." He put the
question, and the rod directly came down with
apparent force.
"I thought so," said Mr.
Clark, ''for Wl.\S Joseph.'' my father's name
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I read very r.arefully every Alliance coming
to me, and you must bear with me if I reply
to anything found in your paper which tends
to destroy or to poison the mind against us as
a body. If truth will destroy us, let it come.
'1'. E. S·rAFForw.

believed in by one in ten thousand; and the
few who do practice it, do not do it as a sequel
to the baptism in water for the remission of
sins, or that the person may be "born of the
Spirit," having been previously "born of the
water." Again, as before shown, the orLEWISTOWN, Illinois,
dinance of laying on hands for the healing of
the sick, in connection with anointing with
Concluded.
oil in the name of the Lord, is believed in by
FORTY PLAIN QUESTIONS PLAIIiLY scarcely one in: ten thousand, and is not reANSWERED.
garded by one preacher in a thousand, or
25. I always have been taught that each not more than th'at proportion. Again, the
denomination of Christians, or each church Lord's supper is observed in a very irregular
was a member of the body of Christ, and that and unwarranted way, some observing it once
it required them to compose it. Is that not so? a year, some twice a year, some every three
But you see that will not answer; for if months, some ~once a month, some every two
they are necessary now for that purpose, they weeks, and but few every "Lord's day," or on
must always have been, or whenever that body the "first day of the week." And some paror Church of Christ existed. And that "body" take of it in the rooming or at noon, others
did exist in the days of Paul, a.nd as a perfect early in tho afternoon, but few at the time for
body, God having "set the members every one supper. Some use fermented wine, and some ·
of them in the body as it hath pleased him;" use water to represent the blood of Christ,
Editor Alliance: I see in the Alliance of or, as he says, "Now ye are the body of Christ, and some use light or raised bread, or biscuit,
June 21st, an· article, which is intended to and members in particular." Hence these instead of unleavened or unfermented bread to
throw dirt at what it pleases to call Mormon- denominations with their different and con- represent the pure, uncorrupted body of
ism. I am of the opinion that neither Mr. flicting names, creeds, forms of worship, and Christ.
·
Dorchester nor the Rev. Mr. Clark is aware church government, must have existed in the
27. If the goclpel has been so perverted, and
of what coJ}stitlites Mormonism. True Mor- time of the apostles, if they are necessary to the order of the government changed, the ormonism, or tlie Church of Jesus Christ of form or constitute the body of Christ. But dinanccs disregarded, the laws broken, and in
Latter Day Saints (which is the prop~r name) who claims or even believes this to have been fact a general apostasy taken place, was this
never knew anything about St. John's rod- the case? No one. But if the "body" or state of affairs not fore8€en, and foretold by tho
neither did the Church originate in any such church of Christ did then exist, and that too, apostles and prophets?
Yes, the prophet Isaiah, when writing of
way as the Rev. gentlemen assert. The ene- independently of these organizations, being
mies of Joseph Smith are at a loss to know formed of entirely different material, or are events as he saw them occurrin~ in the latter
what to do next to misrepresent. It does members of a vastly different charact.in·, or in days, said: "The earth also is defiled under the
soom as though they love to falsify and be- other words, composed of apostles, prophets, inhabitants thereof; because they have transmean. They take particular. pains to tell teachers, etc., it can, and does exist now in de- gressed the laws, changed the ordinance, and
falsehoods where the truth actually ought to pendently of them, and as in the olden time. broken the everlasting covenant." And Christ
appear. I have known the Church, and have And farther, without revelation from God- said: "And many falseprophetsshallariseand
been a member of the body a number of years, the supposed author of these so-called "mem- shall deceive many. And because iniquity
and, I must say, that in .the columns of the bers," i,e. denominations; who can tell wheth- shall abound, the love ofmany shall wax cold."
Alliance I see for the first time in my life the er there are now enough members to form the Paul said: "For I know this, that after my
story of a rod, and that that rod was at the body, or whether there are not too many, for departing shall grievous wolves enter in among
beginning of Mormonism so-called. The Salt in either case the body would not be perfect. you, not sparing the flock. Also of your own
Lake body I have no love for, only that I And if there is, and has been for some time selves shall men arise speaking perverse things
could wish they would reform, become better just the requisite number to constitute a per- to draw away disciples after them." ''For
men and women, and cease their abominable feet body, is it wise, and proper, and according t-he time will come when they will not endure
practices. The Church was organized in the to the will of the Creator of the body to farther sound doctrine, but after their own lusts shall
year 1830, on the 6th day of April, under divide or sub divide the members, or even to they heap to themselves teachers, having itchthe influence of the Spirit of God. Knowing u.nite two or more together? for, in either ing ears. And they shall turn away their
nothing of either St. John's rod or the Mr. case, the body would be deformed, and made ears from the truth, a.nd shall be turned unto
Wingate who is made to be the author of the imperfect, for a body with too many or too few fables." Peter said :~ "But there were false
Church so much despised by the Doctor and members would be an imperfect body, as f~r prophets also among th"e people, even as there
the Reverend, if you will have it, let me say instance a body with three arms, or but one shall b.e false teachers among you, who privily
·
.
shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying
to you, that the Church referred to is the eye.
stone that was cut out of the mountain, and,
26. Well, as it now seemaplain that there is the Lord that bought them, and bring upon
despite tte efforts of her enemies, she will tri- something radically wro'ng ~oncerning officers themselves swift destruction. And many shall
umph over all, because she is the Bride of the and gifts, or the organization of the church, as follow their pernicious ways; by reason of
Lamb- Mr. Dorchester, the Rev. Clark, presented by modern so-called Christianity, whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of.
John's rod, and Mr. Wingate, to the contrary you also spoke of "ordinances," do they not And through coveteq,usness shall they with
~
exist in the churches to-day?
feigned words make merchandise of you."
notwithstanding:
Now, Mr. Editor, I do not wis' ' encroach
No. There is, for instanct lwptism "for Isa. 24:5; Matt. 24:11, 12; Acts 20:29,
needlessly upon your space, but w
I see a the remission of sins." Many d not practice 30; 2 Tim. 4: 3, 4; 2 Pet . 2: 1-3; 2 Thess.
notorious falsehood, I should be 1- ·eant to the apostolic mode of immersing the candi- 2: 1--12; 1 Tim. 4:1-6; 2 Tim. 3:7.
my trust, my faith, and my Savior, if I did date in the likeness of the burial of Christ,
28. Was this unfortunate state of affairs in
not nail the untruth fast, as soon as possible who was not buried by sprinkling a little the religious world to remain so till Christ
after seeing it. Every sentence in that arti- earth on the head, or by placing him on his came, or was there a reformation promised?
Yes, truly, there was a re-formation promcle is false as far as the Church of Jesus knees and bowing his head forward three times,
Christ of Latter Day Saints is concerned. If but who was, according to Jewish custom, laid ised or foretold. David had a view of it, when
it applies to the Salt Lake body, I have noth- on the back in the tomb or sepulchre. Again, he said, ''Truth shall spring out of the earth
ing to say; but if all to whom the nanie Mor- not one-thousandth part of Christendom be- and rightl3ousncss shall look down from
mon attaches, are classified in that article, lieves in baptism "for the remission of sins," heaven." Truth being the "law o~ God," the
without discrimination, then l do, without nor does one-hundredth part of those who "commandments" and the "word" of God.
any mental reservation, brand those men as practice immersion, or the proper mode, so be- Righteousness being revealed by or through
absolute falsifiers of truth-the grand princi- lieve. Again, the ordinance of. "laying on of the gospel, or is the gospel plan itself. Paul
ple upon which· the Church is built.
hands" ~r the gift of the Holy Ghost, is not alluded to it when he said: "But though we,

Mr. Clark then understood the mystery of
the working of the rod-that it moved "as
the imagination of the mind affected the nervous action."
Mr. Clark, upon another viEit to the place,
found the people fasting in obedience to the
rods, and in mortal fear of an earthquake.
The earthquake failed to put in an appearance, of course, but the people were excited
notwithstanding over the latter day glory that
was about to be ushered in. This was, Dr.
Dorchester claims, the advent of the Mormon
doctrine, and it was by the medium of St.
John's rod that ,Joseph Smith afterwards discovered the golden Bible. The fact which
Dr. Dorchester brings to light, that a counterfeiter, (Wingate), using superstitious people
to aid him in circulating counterfeit money,
was the originator of a religion which has ever
been as the coin of its founder, is of interest.

---·--· ....
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or an angel from heaven, preach any other
gospel unto you. than that which we have
preached unto you, let him be accursed."
John the Revelator saw the matter more clearly
than :Paul, even as he saw it more distinctly
than David. John said, as he viewed the future
by the Spirit: "And I saw another angel fly
in the midst of heaven having the everlasting
gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the
<earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and
tongue, and people.'' You observe that Paul
must have foreseen that an angel would come
arid claim to have authority to restore the gospel, and authority to administer it, for he
knew that no angel had attempted this work
prior to his· day; and there was no necessity of
an angel coming from heaven with the gospel
in his or John's day, as it was being preached
in fulness of fact and principle, and in power
by himself and fellow laborers. P.sa. 85 : 11 ;
Gal. 1 :8; Rev. 14: 6.
· 29. This would truly indicate a restoration
of ihe doctrine of Christ, but was there nothing said about a resurrection, or revival, or
r~-establishment of the Church'!'
Yes .. Daniel said: "And in the days of
these kings shall the God of heaYen set up a
kingdom, which shall never be destroyed,"
etc. You observe that it is not after the days
of these kings, or when the "ki!!gdoms of this
world become the kingdom of Christ, but {n
the days of these kings.'' Dan; 2 : 44. . In
the days of what kings? Evidently the days
of the kings represented by the feet and toes
of the great metalic image seen in a dream by
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. 'I'he condition of the kingdoms was to be compound,
or. par.tly political, partly religious-as represented by the irO:n and clay mixed, yet not
united. The old territory of the Homan Empire, i. e. Western Asia, Europe and Northern
Africa·, now presents a number of states or
governments, having a national religion; upheld by .the state or political element of
power.
30. What course would the God of heaven
most likely take in restoring the gospel, and
in setting U}} the kingdom of heaven, which I
understand to be the Church, for it is repeatedly called the "kingdom"of heaven?"
That course indicated in his word, ''Surely
the Lord God will do nothing, but he revealcth his secret unto his servants the prophets,"
:-~s well as by sending the angel referred to,
who would confer the necessary authority to
.organize his Church.
31. Well then, must there not be a prophet
on earth to whom the Lord would reveal the
secret of his intention or purpose of establishing the Church?
Yes. And as the prophetic office is a
gift, and riot an ordained office, or one conferred by ordination, it could be enjoyed before
any effort had been made to reorganize the
Church by appointing officers, and indeed this
was necessary, for all officers in the Church of
God were ordained "according to the gifts
and calling of God unto them," and are to be
"called of God as was Aaron," and as Timothy
received his call and authority by "prophecy
and the laying on of hands of the presbytery,"
so we judge that the Lord, having selected in
his mind a man for a certain office, will reveal
that which is a secret with himself, to his
servants the prophets i hence there must be a
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prophet first before any one can be called to
No. It was quite generally disorganized
official position in the Church.
~liortly after Joseph Smith's death, which OC•
32. This is all reasonable, and in harmony ctirred in June, 1844, but it was a church when
with the Scriptures, but has such a thing hap- organized on April 6th, 1830, with six: members,
paned, or has the prophecy of Daniel and that· and hence would be a church, if there remained
of John been fulfilled?
an organized branch or local church, which was
Yes. For at different times from 1823. to the case in several parts of the country, and
1830 t.he Lord sent his angels to Joseph Smith, besides there were many elders and' other
and revealed his secret concerning the restor- officers who did not follow the great apostacy
ation of the Church with aU it.s doctrines, or- that. developed .itself under )3righam .Young
dinances, gifts, officers, etc., and also brought and others in Utah. And farther, the Lord
about by the same means the fulfillment of the had provided a successor to the prophetic
eighty-fifth Psalm, and "Truth" or the word office, and presidency of the Churc.h, in the
of God, the laws and commandments of God, person of the eldest son. of Joseph, who was
as are contained in the Book of Mormon, were blessed to this end by his father previous to
brought from the earth in the form of plates, his death.
containing hieroglyphic characters, which
38. Was this apostasy that you speak of
were the teachings and history of a part of the foretold also?
.
It· was. Jeremiah speaks plainly of the
race of Israel, particularly descendants of Joseph, great-grandson of Abraham, and this people in Utah, which you know is the localrecord of their journey to this land, which we ity of the Great Salt Lake. "Thus saith the
now call America, with a history of their Lord: Cursed be the man that· trusteth in
travels, trials and labors, and indeed an ac- man· and maketh flesh his arm, and whose
count of their doings in temporal and spiritual heart departeth from the Lord, For he shall
matters for about one thousand years, was be like the heath in the desert, and shall not
translated by the same person, to whom the see when good cometh; but shall inhabit the
angel came, and who was given the Spirit of parched places in the wilderness,. in a salt
revelation, by means of a divinely constructed lan(l, and not inhabited.''-Jer. 17:5, 6.
instrument called the Urim and Thummim, And Paul said, "Now the Spirit speaketh exmentioned in the Old Testament in different pressly that in the latter .times some shall deplaces.
part from the faith, giving heed to seducing
33. Strangr., indeed, and wonderful. And spirits and doctrines of devils, speaking lies in
was this important matter foretold by al!y one hypocrisy; having their conscience seared
else than the Psalmist?
with a hot iron.'' 1 Tim. 4: 1, 2.
Yes. Particularly by Isaiah, in his twenty39. What particular items of the faith
ninth chapter, for he says: "And the vision of have these people departed from?
all is become unto you as the words of a book
1. From the cardinal doctrine of. the gospel
that is sealed, which men delive.r to one that (arid hence the faith of the Church) which is,
is learned, saying, Read this I pray thee; and that there is but "one living and true God,"
he saith, I can not, for it is sealed. And the wh.o is the Creator and preserver of.:the unihook is delivered to him that is not learned, verse, and th.e "God and Father of our Lord
sayiQg, Read this I pray thee : and he saith, I Jesus Chri13t ;" in that they teach that "Adam
am riot learned."
is God," and "the only God .with whom we
34. Was .that literally fulfilled, for I per- have to do.'' Thus wors;hiping and serving
ceive it is a prophecy?
"the creature more than the Creator," and
It was. The words of the book, not the hence committing idolatry.
book itself you observe, were sent by Joseph
2. In teaching that there are some sins
by the hand of Martin Harris to Prof. An- that the blood of Christ can not atone for, and
thon, of New York, who declared he could not that the offender's own blood must be shed,
translate it, proving it to be a sealed language, whereas the faith of the Church is, that "the
for he was well versed in many languages, and blood of Christ cleanseth from all sin"
he admitted that it was not a known language.
3. In teaching plurality of wives, or polyThe book itself was delivered to an unlearned gamy, whereas the faith of the. Church has alman, even Joseph Smith, who,ofcoursecould ways been, '•That no man * * shall have
not translate it by human learning or skill.
save it be one· wife; and concubines he shall
have none.'' And "Thou shalt love tlry wife
35. How then could it be translated?
Isaiah further on tells us: "Therefore I with all t.hy heart, and cleave unto her and
will proceed to do a marvelous work among none else, and he that looketh upon a woman
this people, even a marvelous work and a WOI;I- to lust after her shall deny the faith, and shall
der: for the wisdom of their wise men shall not have the Spirit"-these being commandperish, and the understanding of their prudent ments of the Lord. And thus do they fulfil
men shall be hid.''
the prediction of Peter already referred to,
36. What was this marvelous work of the for they have brought in privily "damnable
Lord?
heresies, even denying the Lord that bought
Why it was certainly marvelous for. the them.'' And "many" have followed "their
Lord to give power to an unlearned man to pernicious ways" and by "reason of whom
translate into the English language what the the way of truth" is "evil spoken of.''
learned of the age could not. And all.the
40. Where may the true faith be found?
circumstances connected with this restoration.
In the teachings of the Holy Scriptures, in
of the gospel and kingdom of heaven are mar- the Book of Mormon, in the Doctrine and
velous, are a wonder.''
Covenants, of the Church of Jesus Christ of
37. Did you not say that Daniel foretold of Latter Day Saints, and in the numerous tracts
the setting up the kingdom of heaven, and published at Plano, Kendall county, Illinois,
that it should "never be destroyed," or "left to and through the columns of the true Latter
other people?" And has it progressed without Day Saints' IIerald, and Saints' Advocatel
interruption until now?
published at the same place, and through the
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preaching of the Elders of said Church in all
parts of the Union, and different parts of the
world. Read and think, read and pray, read
and obey.
Dear readers, "Repent and be baptized
every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ
for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost." Be "not ashamed
of the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of
God unto salvation to every one that believ.
eth." If the world hate you, remember Jesus
said, "It hated me before it hated you." Remember Jesus said "Blessed are ye when men
shall revile you, and say all manner of evil
against you falsely for my name's sake." Paul
said, "If we suffer with him we shall also
reign with him." "He that is ashamed of me
and my words, of him will I be ashamed before my Father and all the holy angels,"
Jesus said.
The true Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, under the presidency of Joseph
Smith, the son of the Martyr, holding. the
pure faith of the gospel, and distinct from,
and opposed to, the many heretical ideas, and
to the abominable practices of the Utah
Church, or Salt. Lake Mormons, dear reader,
invites your candid consideration, for within
her pale you will find the apostolic faith, practice, church government, and spiritual expe. rience. Come and see.
T. w. s.

JERUSALEM AND THE JEWS.
It is wonderful to contemplate that while
ten thousand Jews hover about captive J ernsalem, and millions more look wishfully Zionward, the Rothschilds-Jews-can count up
their $3,400,000,000 and to.day, the two Prime
Ministers of Great Britain and France, Benjamin Disraeli and Jules Simon, are both
Jews. Jews the bankers of Europe's kings,
Jews the premiers of seventy millions of civilized people. All this, too, where a century
ago the poor Jews were hunted from nation to
nation like wild beasts. How this once despised people are marching to the front in
riches and honor. The two powerful premiers
named, it is said, are keeping a sharp eye on
old Jerusrlem with a view of getting po<session.
Meanwhile a railroad stretches over a part
of the Holy Land; the scream of the iron
horse echoes among the hills and valleys where
the old prophet long ago uttered the prediction
of a cha,;iot that in the great preparation day
of the Lord would run like lightnin~ .. There
are also two hundred and fifty Protestant
churches worshiping among the sacr€d hills,
and seven hundred and sixty children in the
Sunday schools of Palestine ring out the very
hymns and songs that our children know and
sing in this land. Think, too, that on Mount
Zion, where stood the holy house, there has
within a few months past been placed that
thing of wonder, the modern printing press,
and it is sending out books descriptive of that
famous country. The clank of Zion's first
printing press over the abodes of David and
Solomon! 0, shade of the wise man 1 is there
nothing new under the sun ? Are there not
signs?
Our minds are as different as our faces, we are
all traveling to one destinatiGn; but few are going
by the same road.
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We insert the following that the Saints
may see what eminent positions in nearly all
vocations and professions of life are attained
and nowoccupied by the Jews. Don't make
the mistake of supposing that these resolutions actually passed; they are the sarcastic
suppositions of a Jew, an editorial Hebrew.

THE JEWS KICK BACK.
A

SARCASTIC

ARTICLE BY A HEBREW
EDITOR.

Thousands of copies of the article below
have been circulated at all the eastern watering place hotels within the past few days.
Long Branch, Newport, Saratoga, and Richfield have been flooded with them. The article was written by Harry IL Marks, of the
Lotos Club:
Down with the Jews!-Meeting of the Society for Suppressing the Jewish Race-A
Terrible Plot against the Ohosen People.
A meeting of the American Society for the
Suppression of the Jews was held on Tuesday
evening last, in the blue parlor of the Grand
Union Hotel at Saratoga. Mr. Henry Hilton
presided, and Mr. Austin Corbin acted as
Secretary. Max. L. RosvaHy :made a few
preliminary remarks, and argued that t,he
best way to suppress the Jews was to convert
them to Christianity, as he had been converted while serving a term in the Albany Penitentiary. Mr. Corbin objected to introducing
any religious element into the discussion,claiming that the Society only opposed the
Jews as a nasty and vulgar race, and not on
account of their religion. He thought, however, that the time had come for nice and refined Christians to put themselves on record
as utterly opposed to the toleration of Jews in
American society. "Is this a free country?"
said the speaker, "why can'.t we be free of
the Jews?" [Loud applause.] Mr. Hilton,
taking the floor, said that he quite agreed
with the previous speaker. The Jews in
America were becoming, like their ancestors
in Egypt, too numerous and powerful to be
tolerated. Their business energy and abilities were a constant menace to the welfare of
truly Christian trade,-such as he practiced;
and, if America was not to be Judaized, the
Christians must unite to suppress these formidable rivals. By excluding them, as much
as possible, from social advantages, by holding
their men up to scorn, and their women to
ridicule, by ~~ever missing an opportunity to
harass and pursue them, he thought they
might soon be persuaded to return to Jerusalem, where, he said, they ought always to
have remained.
After speeches to the same effect by Mr.
D. C. Corbin, Counselor Chatfield, and others,
the following preamble and resolutions were
unanimously adopted:
Whereas, The rapid increase of the Jewish
population in the United States, and especially in New York, has become a constantly
menacing danger to the welfare of Christian
citizens; and
Whereas, Jewish competition, backed by
Jewish audacity, is rearing its head in com·
mercia!, political, literary, and professional
life; and
Wher-eas, Wo find our clubs and hotels iavaded by J ew.a, who also fill our theatres,
managed by Jewish managers, who hire Jew-

ish artists to perform the works of Jewish
authors : and
Wher-eas, We find political and financial
trusts confided to Jewish hands, while Jews
practice at the Bar, sit on our Bench, edit
our newspapers, and, flourishing in whatever
walk of life they may select, vulgarly flaunt
their prosperity in our very faces, adding the
insult of ostentatious display to the injury we
sustain by their successful competition : therefore be it
Resolved, That we deem it of vital importance to take immediate and effective measures to check the growth of Jewish influence
among us; and, to this end, we do, one and
all, solemnly agree to bind ourselves by the
declarations of principles here laid down.
Resolved, That we deprecate the election
of Jews to office; and, when we see Jews like
Disraeli at .the head of the British Government ; J easel on the British Bench; Goldamid, Simon, Rothschild, and Isaac in the
British Parliament; Gambetta, Cremieux,
and Simon in power in France; Lasker leading the Liberal party in Germany; Artom in
positions of Government trust in Italy; and
the Jew Hamburger dictating to the Foreign
Office even in Russia, we feel the importance
of carrying on our work with energy and dispatch. We notice, moreover, that, in our
country, Judah P. Benjamin and David S .
Yulee, late Senators from Louisiana and Florida; Henry M. Phillips and Emanuel B. Hart,
late Congressmen from Pennsylv.ania and
New York; Henry M. Hyams, late Lieutenant-Governor of Louisiana; Mordecai M.
Noah, late .Sheriff of New York; Uriah P.
Levy, late Commodore of the United States
Navy, and other Jews of public eminence,
have been succeeded· by Jewish public men of
equally baneful influence. We, therefore, denounce the system by which the Jew Jonas
was recently elected to the Senate from Louisiana, by which the Jews Einstein and More
are enabled to represent New York and Massachusetts in Congress. We deplore the election of Moritz Ellinger to be Coroner of New
York; of Jews like Hess, Dessar, Englehardt,
Steinert, and Seebacher, to the State Assembly; and of Jews like Joachimsen, Koch,
Dittenhoefer, and Otterbourg, to the Bench.
We denounce Mayor Cooper for appointing
Jacob Hess to the place once held by Myer
Stern in the Board of Charities and Corrections, and for retaining Katzen berg and Cohen
in the Board of Education. We also denounce
the action of the American voters in electing
Jews like Cahn, Marks, Godchaux, and Jastrimski to the J~ouisiana Legislature; Seasongood to the Ohio Senate; Benjamin Levy,
Recorder of Eureka, Nev.; Schweiter and
I,ehman to the Indiana Legislature; Hirsch,
State Treasurer of Oregon) Bochman, City
Treasurer of Portland, Ore.; and Jews of the"
same kind to be Mayors of Los Angeles (Cal.),
Wilmington (N. C.), Baton Roul!e (La.),
Pierce City (Mo.), Donaldsonville (La.), Helena (Ark.), Butte City (Mont. Ter.), Montgomery (Ala.), Bushnell (HI.), Wichita (Kas ),
and other towns and cities too numerous to
mention.
Resolved, That we deeply regret the inroads that the Jews have made upon the domains of music and the drama; and, for the
purpose of checking them, we pledge ourselves
to attend no t.heaire or opera where Jewish
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composers Qr artists are encouraged. We will· to cast out their Jewish members. Jews must
not in any way help to support the successors not be admitted to Long Branch; let the cotof the Jewish actors, Rachel, Levenski, David- tages of the Seligmans, Sternbergers, Moss,
son, and Schneider.. We will attend no per- and others, be torn down. Let the chief street
formance in which the Jews, Sarah Bernhardt of Newport, named after the Jew Touro, be
or Rose Eytinge, take part. We-will not go rechristened, and let Christian society be
to see Adelaide Neilson, because she has the cleansed of this people.
Resolved, That, in the opinion of this sociJ cw Strakosch for her manager. We will not
go to hear Aimee, because she has the Jew ety, the constant awarding of prizes to Jewish
Gran for her manager. We will not attend pupils in our public schools, the small proporWallack's Theatre, because Wallack is of tion of Jews in the jails (while they number
Jewish descent, and his treasurer, Theodore one-tenth of the population of New York,
Moss, is a Jew. We will attend no operatic they contribute less than 1 per cent to the
or other musical entertainments at which criminal classes), their boasted immunity
there are played any of the compositions of from contagious diseases, their proverbial sothe Jews Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer, Halvey, briety and law. abiding reputation, have served
Offenbach, or Strauss, or at which the Jews to increase their natural pride of race to an
Joachim, Rubinstein, Wieniawski, Lucca, unbearable degree. We believe their reputaHeilbronn, or Levy are permitted to appear. tion for learning, health, and domestic virtue
We will attend no church where the Psalms has been purchased by bribery; and we deof the Jew David are sung, or where any Jew- nounce the Sun especially for selling out to
hh compositions are played.
our natural enemies, "the Jews,"-an act of
Resolved, That we
not read or in any treachery which was sufficiently proved by
way, encourage the sale of the works of the the Sun's recent articles on "Jews in Public
J·ewa Disraeli, Aguilar, Auerbach, Gold- Schools," and, by its boast that "A man
schmidt, Kompert, Heine, Rothschild, Lazar- might as well oppose Niagara, or the .Missisus, or Farjeon. We will not read the New sippi, or the Hudson, as to brace himself
York Herald, because of its proprietor's eon- against the Jews."
nection with the Jew Levy, of the London
Resolved 1 That the severest measures are
Daily Telegraph. We will not read the Home needed to d estroy the blighting effects of the
Journal, because it is edited by an obnoxious ever increasing Jewish influence all over the
Jew. We will not take or read the Examiner, world· and therefore we are opposed to the
edited by the Jew D'Avigdor, or the Nine- enfor;ement of Art. 'vn of the Treaty of
teenth Century, which numbers among it!l con- Berlin, guaranteeing the Jews of Roumania
tributors the Jews. Montefiore and Adler. equal rights with Christian. We are unalterNor will we support;
in any way encourage ably opposed to the further emancipation of
the·.sale or circulation of, any of the period- the Jewish people; and we appeal to all
icals kept by the Jew J~r~ntano.
Christian peoples to aid us in restoring the
Resolved,: That, for2the purpose of discour- Ghetto,· the Inquisition, and their agencies
aging Jewish intrusion into the realms of art, for the extermination of the Jews.
we will abstain from reading Harper's Weekly
Resolved, That we will no longer encourage
while it is illustrated by the Jews Nast, Woolf, the Jews by reading their Bible. We repuand Eytinge; that we will buy no photographs diate the Old Testament in toto. we refuse
taken by the Jew Sarony, nor any paintings any longer to accept the Ten coU:mandments
by the Jews Israeli!, Verveer, Mayer, Hyne- given by the Jew Moses, and we pledge ourman, Marks, or Hart. We are opposed to the selves not to attend any church where the
acceptance by the United States Government name ofthe Jew Jesus Christ is mentioned.
of the statue of' Liberty by the Jew Ezekiel.
With perfect confidence in the righteous.
We are opposed to sending our children to ness of our cause, we invoke the hearty coschools where Bien's maps and charts are used. operation of all Christians in this our holy
Resolved, That, in order to discourage the crusade against the Jewish people, and we
intrusion of Jews into all branches of business pledge ourselves to spare no effort to remand
to the detriment of truly Christian interests, them to the condition that they were in durwe will not countenance or support in any ing the middle ages, or to exterminate them
way the real Estate Trust Company which utterly.
has among its Directors .the Jews Seligman,
These resolutions were adopted unanimousWallach, Thalmessinger, Rosenbaum, and ly; and Mr. Corbin being called upon for a
J osephthal; or the Equitable Life-Insurance speech, addressed the meeting on· the subject
Company, which has the .Jew Seligman for a of the intrusion of the Jews in the Christian
Director; or the Mutual Life-Insurance Com- society of Europe. He instanced the case of
pany, which has the Jew May for a Director. the British nobility, the marriage of the
We will not ride on the. Cross. Town Railroad, Rothschilds with the noble families of Great
which is managed by the Jew May; nor will Britain, and gave a list of men like Montefiwe ride on any railroad which has Jewish Di- ore, Sossoon, Salomons, Phillips, Vogel, Ellis,
rector&. Finally, we will not subscribe to any and Goldsmid, who have recently tarnished
United States loan as long as the Jews, Sel- the English aristocracy by becoming part of it.
After a vote of thanks to the Chair, the
igman & Co., and Belmont, are permitted to
reruain in the Syndicate.
meeting adjourned with three cheers for HaResolved, That Jews must be excluded man and Hilton, Torquemado, and Corbin,
from all first-class society. We call upon the the Inquisition, and the Manhattan Beach
Union League Club to expel the Jews Selig- Hotel.
man and Einstein from among their members;
~ ••••
upon the Union Club to expel the Jews NaHeat and animosity, contest and conflict, may
than and Florence; upon the Manhattan Club sharpen the wits, although they rarely do; they
never strengthen the understanding, clear the
to expe1 t h e J ewe H art and Myers; and upon perspicacity, guide the judgment, or improve the
the Lotos, New York, Press, and -other clubs heart,

will

or

A DREAM.
I thought we were holding prayer and teatimony meeting at our house. 'l'here was a
man bearing his testimony, when a man went
out of doors. He afterwards came in and
said that God and Christ were coming. Then
we (my sisters and brother) got into a box
and covered ourselves with a sheet. While
the man was yet bearing his testimony, I heard
five distinct raps on the table. I then raised
the sheet fron my head, and I saw the doorknob turn. We got out of the box and went
to the door in a line. First, God came in,
then followed Christ and the angels. The
latter held out their bats, which contained
something for us. They all received the hats
but one. They then went around the table
and as they went they set them upon the table,
and then took chairs. My mother asked me
why I did not take mine. I said I did not
know I had any right to it. She took it out
of the hat and gave it to me. The books
were then opened and read, the good deeds
first, then the bad ones. Two angels arose
from their chairs, one from each side of the
table, and took other ones. God then sat
down on one ~ide ?f the table, while Ch.rist sat
on the opposite ~Ide; the former callmg for
a cup of tea .. He then called me .to his side
and asked me tf I could read any thmg around
the brim of the cup. I looked for a moment,
and could not. He took the cup and said,
"This family shall be blesssd and shall be
saved." I said, "We had better telegraph to
t~e other branches.'' ''No, my angels and I
wlll go; but we shall go to the tem~le first.''
I then repeated what I had before sa1d. The
same answer :was made. yY e all went to the
temple. Whtle he and h1s angels were gone
to the branches we. sang h.ymns. When he
returned we arose m the a1r and Go~ went
down and set fire to the earth. I said that
J wanted my brother a~d sister. I went out
and the:e was an ass t1ed to ~n o~k tree ... I
turned 1t loose; afterwards tted It up; that
was what God rode upon ...
THEonocrA JEFFs.

MR. WESLEY'S PRAYER.
"I~o! I come. If this soul and body may
be useful to do anything, to do thy will, 0
God; and if it please thee to use the power
thou hast over dust and ashes, over weak
flesh and blood, over a little vessel of clay,
over the works of thine own hands, Io! here
they are, to suffer also thy good pleasure. If
thou pleasest to visit me with pain and dishonor, I will humble myself under it, and,
through thy grace, be obedient unto death,
even the death upon the cross. Whatever
may befall me, either from neighbors or strangers, since thou employest them, though they
know it not-unless thou help me to some
lawful means of redressing the wrong-I will
not open my mouth before the Lord who smitetli me, except to bless the Lord. And hereafter no man can take away a thing from me
-no life, no:honor, no estate, since I am ready
to lay them down, as soon as I perceive thou
requirest them at my hand. Nevertheless, 0
Father, if thou be willing, remove this cup
from me 1• but if not, thy will be done. Whatsoever suffering her~after may trouble my
flesh and spirit, 0 Father, unto thy hands
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HERAL

contempt of the same court. What thenfwm not ·accessory befol'e and at the time of the fact.
We feel a genuine pity for these men:, for they
be done when this trio of contcmner~lcome out
of durance?
·
seem to be made ·to suffer, when sUffering might
Seriously it is an inconvenient thing for these have been avoided. We sincerely regret what is
.saints. Their president died possessed hominal- now taking place in the Courts of Utah, in this
ly of millions of money, stocks and real estate, a regard, ariel the only consolation we see to the
good part of which we believe was the property innocent, is that it will serve to help dG~troy the
of the people called thetJhurch. .:puring all his trust in the arm of fiesh, long since condemned
life hehad carried tho keys to th,iil treasure, and by Isaiah.
when he put away his breath ).:ulby will gave the
· ·
WE are not in possession of all the facts con·
keys to his heirs, without m[tking adequate ar- ·nected with ·the killing of Elder Standing,· an
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
rangefuents
by which the people should get their eld er of th e Ut ah Church , m
.. Georg1a, 1a. te1y; bu t
'
EDITORS.
·
own. The love of possession, or the false delica- we have enough to believe that while he and his
cy of over fond friends, 01' both conjoined, let sUp
Plano, Illinois, August 15, 1879.
co-laboring elder were attempting to propagate
. re11gtous
•
•
· th t t t th
·
the opportunities to rectify this blunder of rights th eir
VIews
1n a sa e, ey·were.orUTAH AFFAIRS.
while yet Brigham Young lived; but after his dered off by' a mob; thatEldei· Standing resented,
death honest endeavor, or crafty desire attempts possibly resisted. this attempt, and was shot by
IF Joseph Smith, residing in the State of Illinois, to set the matter right; and by so doing has.set some hasty, hoMempered man; who was there
were to marry Susan Fairlady, while his present theTrustee, and the Executors of the last will of
wife is living, undivorced for good cause, there the dead man at war with the heirs and the court.· engaged.in an unlawful. business. It was a cruel
and wicked act of violence, which deserves the
would be small mercy extended to him, and all
The law of the Church, its ecclesiastical law, condemnation of aU free men, all law:abiding
officers ofthe law, fro1li the town constable to as !oun.d in. the Doctrine a.nd Covenants, seems
people, It. smacks of bigotry and oppression,
the judge on the bench who would sentence him,
to provide that the properties of the Church; the and the very fact that the party doing the killing
and the Governor who would refuse
pardon
property of the people of the Church, should be were there for an unlawful purpose, gives· Elder
him, would be expectedto,do their duty sternly,
held by the Bishopric; but almost all the way Standing a place among those who hav~ died for
uncompromisingly in punishing for violation of
from Kirtland to Utah, the error was committed, their opinion's sake. Those .who have! suffered
the law. George Reynolds violates the same law
of creating the President of the Church into a from mob violence need only to know t1lat others
for which Joseph Smith would be punished, and trustee, who was necessarily an irresponsible
are victims to lift their voices against the act.
the fetters are .toned down to confinement that is
party, sofar as the Church for which he was reWe are opposed to the principle of plul'ality of
made a half holiday play spell by its surround- quired to act was con~erned; and we can conwives,
which it is said Eider Standing was propings. Either Reynolds committed a crime for
ceive how it is possible that this fact should be agating ;. and think that the proselyting of sinwhich h,e should be honestly punished, or he is
known and acted upon, when .an official occupy- ners to that system of .faith, is but to change their
the victim of official persecution. ·If the latter,
ing that position of"trustee in trust," said "If any manner of sinning; but we are likewise .opposed
he should be at once released; if the former, no
body wants to know how this money and proper- to the shot-gun, revolver and rifle argument to
further sentimentalism should be wasted over
to is used, it is none. or' their business." He prevent it. Mob violence, the killing of heretics,
his fate.
knew that they could never make him answer to by fire or impalement, are arguments fit for an
JusT now our Utah neighbors are in trouble the Church for a dollar of it.. Now, when that unenlightened past, but are sadly out of place toabout the fortune which Pres. B. Young did, or trustee dies, his executors, striving to be honest, day.
did not, acquire a righteous right to di 8 pose of and thus correct, if possible, dishonesty on the
by will. The heirs, or some of them for them- part of the man whom they represent, and make Eno. E. C. Enow!'!, of Fonda, Iowa, is anxious
selves, imd of course for others for obvious rea. right any wrong .inflicted upon the people, are that Elder David Whitmer, of Rich1nond, Miss~ns, ·have .sued the Executors, George Q. Can-· met b~ the heirs, and i~termeddling lawyers, souri, the sutviving witness of the Book of Mornon, Albert C~rrington, and Brigham Young, Jr., who Will as surely use tl:I~ leg~l ~oomerang ~P mon, should visit the Fall Conference, and to
appointed by the will, for certain moneys and on them, ~s there are mtlhons. m 1t. ~ropert1~s facilitate this oliject he offers to subscribe with
properties devised by the will to the heirs as al- at both Ku"tland and Nauvoo, were. mixed up m others to pay the necessary fare; for others of
leged by them, but which these Executors' claim the same way, and it .was within the. range of the Saints might desire to see and converse with
belonged of right to the Church and which they possibilities, for the heirs of Joseph Smith, to him. Bro. Brown asks us to mention this idea
now return to the Church as a :Uatter of justice have run a legal tilt against the system then, as in the HERALD. His idea is that Jmder Whitmer
and of course. John Taylor acting as president for the heirs of Pres. Young to have done it now, be invited to attend the conference, and that his.
of the Church there, is mixed up in the affair be- only the will of one man left the whole to his expenses be paid. He will himself pay two and
cause as Trustee .for the Church, by virtue or' his heirs, while the will of tho other did not follow a half dollars towards it. We cheedully mention
office as such acting president, and the choice of the heirs into the possession of property belong- this; for, although Elder Whitmer is not with
the people, he consented to receive the money ing to the Church. Brigham Young and his col- the Reorganization in faith, as a Church, he still
and properties so returned. Tb,e court awarded leagues administered upon the Church' property stands faithfully to the testimony he bore so long
the request of the petitioners, a receiver was ap. held by Joseph Smith, as !rustee for the Church; ago. We respect hitn for this, and 'shall be
pointed, and he made a demand upon the Execu' but the same Brigham· 1' oung, as president of pleased to meet him, if opportunity serves. Bro.
tors for the moneys and properties that he might the_ Chu:·ch~trustee.in-trus~-lcaves a will, by Brown, also writes:
hold them subject to the decision of the court· which h1s successors are gomg to be bothered to
"On the anniversary onr National Birth-day
I had the pleasure of baptizing one1into the kingand this demand extended to J olm 'l'aylor. But: g0t what should be intrusted to their care.
dom of God: Another Brown by the name of
It is·asserted that some of this Pioperty was Nathan, a pensioner of the war. of 1812, eightyneither John Taylor, nor Messrs. Cannon, Car.
rington and Brigham Young, ,Jr., responded to held by the trustee, because of, and to evade a six yoars old, cho2e that of all days to be bom
the demand, but refused, or neglected to return law, by which no more than $50,000 coulcl be again. I preach every Sunday.';
the filthy lucre. At this the court issued its man- legally owned by any church corporation~ in the
elate and these men were promptly arrested for territory of the United States. If this is true, Bno. G. T. GRIFJJ'ITns writes from White Hock,
contempt of the august authority of the United long before Pres. Young became infirm, childish, Missouri, June 24th:
''I left Huntsville, on the 6th, for tjiis place. I
States Court, and are required to answer to such or liable to drop 'away, some legalcaclw Bhould
charge of comphtint for so falling or refusing to have been found for that which he held, that the have been preaching here almost every night
with good success; the Lord has truly blessed
give up. Mr. Taylor gave bonds, and the others fiction 5hould be kept up, and the Church not me in preaching the word. I have had the plea,
went to prison, wherein it is supposed the majeB- sufier. As it now is, if that statement be true, it sm'e of baptizing nine persons, five men and four
ty of the law will' be asserted, and the hurt dig- ""i,ll nuzzle the~e executor8 and trustee. in" trust, women, since I have been here; many more be,
lieving and :will soon come, I think. I shall·
nity of the court will be.healed. But how about to plead in the courts, in defen:;m of the action leave
here to-day for Carrollton. I have had the
the martyrs? D. H. Wells was feted by the peo- complained of by the heirs, this double dealing chills three times since I have been here. Pray
ple, be.cau3e he wafl ~11.\1~ up a couple of days for of. their principal, to which they must have been for me!'

will I commend my life, and all that concerneth it; and if thou be pleased either that I
live yet for awhile or not, I will, with my Savior, bow down my he;~d; I will humble myself under thy hand ;"'I will give all thou art
pleased to ask, until, at last, I give up the
ghost."
'

to
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THE SAINTS'
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Ques.-Is it right to teach the Saints publicly
that Young Joseph is a better man than Joseph,
the Martyr?
Ans.-It is not a doctrine of the Church, but a
matter of private opinion only; is probably not
true in fact, and extremely doubtful in theory;
and is decidedly in bad taste, and out of place in
P\lblic preaching, either to Saints or sinners.
Q.-Latter Day Saints testify to the world that
they know that they are in the kingdom of God.
What kingdom do all religious men outside of
the kingdom of God belong to?
A.-If, by the kingdom of God in the question
stated above, the Church is referred to, we answer
that religious men who belong to other churches
are in the kingdoms of men, or churches of men;
the wicked are of the kingdom of the devil. We
believe, however, that there are men, good men
who are of the remnant of the seed of the woman,
spoken of in Revelations, who are not in the
kingdom of God, i. e.; the Church:
Q.-Is it right for the Saints to use sectarian
lesson books and leaves to teach from in Sunday
School?
A.-Yes, if nothing better can be obtained.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
FRmr Sr. J. H. Merriam we learn that Bro. Alexander H. Smith was attending two days' meetings
at Starfield and Stewartsville, Missouri, July 19th20th arid 26th-27th.
Bro. :!VI. B. Williams, of JUiddletown, Ohio,
sends us a Cincinnati Times of July 24th, con-taining an article on the "Ohio JHormons," a vol'y
good notice. Bro. Wm. Bradbury, or Cyriel E.
Brown, sel!lds a Providence iYiorning Star of July
21st, containing a favorable notice of the Saints
there, and the marriage of Bro. Cyriel E. Brown
and 111:iss Anna Dunlap.
Bro. Thomas J. Andrews arrived home, San
Fmnc-isco, California, on tho 12th July, well, and
in fine spirits. He had the pleasure of the company of Mr. W. S. God be, Salt Lake City, Utah,
for a part of the way; and writes that he found
him to be a genial and pleasant companion.
JVIm·monism was quite freely discussed between
them.
Bro . .T olm S. Patterson and wife called on the
Saints of Plano, on the 28th .July, andstayed until the 31st, when he returned to his home for a
rest; and- to recuperate.
Latest advices from Bro. W. T. Bozarth, state
that he was at J;aylor, Red ·River county, Texas.
He was carrying on quite a warfare in defense of
the truth, against an attack by a Mr. Northcutt,
who .it appears came to that country, upon request, to defeat M.ormonism. Bro. Bozarth sends
an article written by a Mr. B. T. St. John, about
the dispute between them, sent to the Bois Banner, and refused by that paper. If we can find
room we will publish it. Bro. Bozarth writes,
"the Saints are feeling fine."
Sr. Eliza Slocum, the sister whose husband was
killed7 _l),t.;Nebraska City, some time ago, writes
fronr ffiieiiandoah, Iowa, July 27th, that she de.
sires the prayers of the Saints.
Bro. Jacob Huntsman, of Reading, Ringgold
county, Iowa, says that if they there could have
some good preaching occa~ionally it would do
them good. Some others there say that th()y
would like to hear our doctrine,
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Bro. Albert Haws, an old play and school-mate,
wrote July 25th, from Carson City, that he had
been trying to hunt up and labor with some old
Saints at Virginia City. He ll1et with some there.
He thanks the Saints of the district for their kindness to him.
Bro. D. H. Bays writes from Bandera, Texas,
July 28th, that through drougth, hot weather and
absence of rain·, great scarcity must inevitably
ensue through that region.
Bro. D. D. Babcock wrote from West Belleville,
Illinois, July 22d, of his preaching among the
Illinois branches of the St. Louis District. He
was trying to do them good.. He wrote from
Caseyville, August 3d, and was continuing the
work, and feeling well.
Bro. N. Stamm wrote from Coal Creek, near
Pleasantville, Iowa, July 27th, that he had been
to Lucas county, and found the Saints there doing
well, both spiritually and temporally. There is
a plenty of coal in that region, and maey shafts
are being sunk. He was doing what he could,
and felt well, although he had not been treated
altogether well by some who should know better.
He says, "0, how I long for the day when. Israel
shall be free, and shall receive their inheritance,
even the earth; of which we have received the
earnest" And concludes by writing, "We are
trying to magnify our calling.
Word from Bro . .J. R J. (.J. R Jeffries we suppose), I,a Graoiosa, California, July 18th, representing the work there. He is doing what he
can. Bro. Clapp was there last winter, and Ern.
R Dana and J. F. Burton had also visited them.
t:leveral were added at each time.
Bro. B. A. Atwell, at Indian Creek, Elk county, Kansas, writes of being opposed by his cousins in Butler county, Kansas, while he was teaching them of the Latter Day Work. They made
some charges on which he challenged them for
proof not yet furnished.
Sister Gtiileta F. Simmons writes of their location in, and great satisfation with, Clinton county, Missouri. They found it a healthy country,
and one good to make a living in.
Bro. Edwin H. Gurley wrote from Decatur
county, Iowa, July 22nd, that he and Bro. 0. B.
Thomas had been preaching south in Missouri,
about twenty-two miles, where prejudice had run
high, but was giving way before the truth. At
first they were charged with holding absurb
views, and of representing a very bad people; but
their replies to their maligners were having good
effect, and they feel well and propose to put the
false accusers to shame.
Sister Eliza Hancock, at Wathena, Doniphan
county, Kansas, is alone in the faith, but rejoices
in the gospel of Christ, and desires the presence
of the ministry. Some have promised to visit
her, but thus far have not made their appearance.
Bro. George Wyman, of Fontanelle, Iowa, says
that he hears no gospel preaching there, but he
desires to ·continue faithful, and asks to be remembered by the Saints that he may be strength.
ened, and so may he be, we pray,
Bro. Jesse Sheldon writes from Belmont county, Ohio, that he io striving to work out his salvation before God, whom he praiile5 for hill kindnes!J and tender mercy. lie laboro for the spread
of the gospel of Christ,
Bro. Henry Peterson; at Lander, Wyoming, has
been ill, and, during hia Biclmells, he foUnd the
H.1JJ:t!A:Ltl a great comforter and instructor,
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Bro. E. C. Brand writes from Tabor, Iowa: "If
no preventing providence, I intend the latter end
of this month to !!tart out, with my satchel on my
back, to endeavor to fill my mission to Montana."
Bro. William Crick arrived the 4th inst., from
Amboy, Illinois, and reports the baptism of one
there on the 3rd, and one re-baptized.
Bro. Edwin Lowe, of Canton, Iowa, says that
the Saints there are all trying to live faithful, and
are enjoying God's favor and blessings.
Bro. H. N. Snively, of Keokuk, Iowa, wrote
August 4th, that Bro. Forscutt spoke there on the
3rd inst. to good audiences. One person baptized. Bro. Mark went to Rook Creek, Hancock'
county, Illinois, the 4th.
Bro. Mark H. Forscutt preached the funeral
discourse of Sr. Oracy A. Lake, at Farmington,
Iowa, July 27th. It is said that her funeral was
one of the largest, if not the largest, ever ki;J.own
in Farmington. She was there buried by the
side of her mother. Sr. Oracy died of pulmonary
consumption, at Burlington, Iowa, June 27th,
1879.
One of the Plano brethren has for sale, very
cheap, an almost uewset of Chamber's Encyclo,
pedia. 'fhe original price of this work was $50.
Address this office for price.
Sister L. H. Bald win, of Ottertail county, 1\rJin,
nesota, writes us a good letter that gives .evidence
of her love for the cause of Ghrist, but we regret
very much that their crops were so. injured in
that region of country. With pleasure we continue the HERALD to Sr. Baldwin.
Bro. W. S. Montgomery, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, says that he and his wife are the only ones
of the faith in that city now, but they labor for
the enlightenment of the people. The Saints ,of
that district (Northern Wisconsin) held. a pleas-.
ant conference recently. Bro. D. B. Rasey,recently of Janesville, was present. with them. Bro~
J .. M. Wait is preaching some amon.g the people,
and many acknowledge that our doctrine is the
doctrine of the Bible.
Bro. Aaron W. Kelley, of Indian River, Ma~ne,
considers that the Latter Day Work in Eastern
Maine is gaining ground, notwithstanding the
raging of the enemies of the truth, and if the
Saints only live faithful, he thinks that the work
will increase finely.
Bro. J. A. Mcintosh, of St. Thomas, Ontario,
writes that he is growing in the knowledge of
God; but his domestic affairs.prevent his spreading the gospel news as much as he would like to
do. He has, however, made six new openings for
preaching, since he begun in the work, besides
his labor in his own and other branches.
Bro. Geo. Burnham, of New Haven, Connecti·
cut, sent us some time ago a newspaper containing a lengthy article, in which some one tried
very hard to make out that the "original Mormonism" started with some counterfeiters, in
whose scheme the "St. John's stone," mentioned
in our present issue, figured prominently as a
starting cause of modern prophecying and vision·
seeing. It was a curiosity, but hardly worth its
space in full in our columns, being so entirely
absurd; Bro. Stafford's reply to a very brief ac'
count publi~hed in the Interior is given in thia·
HERALn, as also the Interior article, which gives
some idea of the whole. Bro.BnrJ!ham. says
that notwithstanding itll publication in .the New
Haven paper, he ha!! invitations to preach "original Mormonism" there.
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Fpr f~rty cents, we will s.end by mail, postage
paid, q!larter ream (five quires) note paper, be·
ing but eight cents per· quire. It is light weight
and good quality. The heavier paper will be
sent for fifty cents, post paid, instead of sixty-five
as heretofore, owing to reduction in the market.
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othil:r the right to such claim, and as it was a
question of such vital import, both to the world
and the Church, it was but simple justice to all
concerned that the matter should have a thorough
and candid investigation, in all its bearings. I
was met by a refusal on their part, on the ground
that such discussion could not be conducted in a
proper spirit. They further stated as a reason
for not discussing the question at issue, that it
would bring persecution on them; that we only
sought an opportunity to heap abuse on. them;
that they were perfectly satisfied with their position, and wanted no controversy. We assured
them that so far as they were concerned, we proposed to treat them ·like gentlemen; but their
claims and doctrines we would handle without
gloves. They finalJy said that they would dis.cuss the question of priesthood, but nothing else,
which means that their leading men held the
priesthood at Joseph's death, took it with them
to Utah, ~nd still _retain it. We r~plied that -yve
had no d1spute w1th them regardmg the cla1m
, that many of them held priesthood at Joseph's
death. But that we could prove that they had
forfeited .their rig~t to offic~ate; and in order to
·prove thl~, all pomts 0 ~ d1:t'l:'erence between us
must be discussed; to this they refused to assent.
, This is~ invariably the position taken by those
Utah representatives, when confronted by the
Elders of the Reorganization. Why is it thus
with the}ll of late :y-ears! in view: of the fact that
he w)lo IS no"* thetr actmg president, and many
other~, In years gone by, have thrown down the
gauntlet for discussion to all the world, claiming
that truth was not afraid of the light.? Does it
not look as though there was somethmg among
them that will not bear investigation? Who
answers?.
JonN S. PATTERSON.
,. _
.,

A still lighter kind, but one heavy enough for all
ordinary purposes, and especially for writing
articles and con:espondence for the HERASD, saving postage to the writers, will be sent for"thirty.
five cents per package of 120 sheets.
A brother (an agent for the HERALD and.HOPE)
writes: "I have been trying to collect delinquent
bscriptions. but have had poor success finan'
ally, yet get plenty of good promises.'' We
hope that the writer of the above,. who, we be~
lieve, is proving himself to be a faith(ulageri.t in. ..
.
. "
.
. . , ·.
deed~ 1"1ll contu~ue until good pro~nses? . becomegood fulfillments .. Other good agentijfind
the same· difficulty, but we believe the Church
and office interests are safe in their hands and
··· . :.. · ,
.
.
. '
all the patience possible w1ll be exerCised by
them and us. We can scarcely think that those
who desire the HERALD and HOPE and who
promise to pay for them will fail to d~ so unless
, .·
.
'
.
somethmg unforeseen occurs, though somethmg
of that kind does indeed prevent very many pay.
ments from ever being made to the office.
· f
I"
·
Bro.· J · B : J_arv1s,
o. cranton, >..a~sas, mentwns
a recent VlSlt of his to Osage C1ty, where he
preached. Though unbelief prevails, yet he Imd
attentive listeners and was treated with respect.
NEWS SUMMARY.
Sr. Love holds fast to the faith there. Prospects
(Prepared expressly for the Herald.]
are good at Scrahton for a gospel work.
·
Bro. T. W. Smith left Providence, R.I., August
July 24th.-There were 277labor strikes in Eng4th, for New Jersey. He expected to be at New land in 1878. The outcome of. these was as f.olEgypt, Ocean county, N. J., till about Aug· ust lows: Successful, 4; compro:mised, 17; went back
to work on employers' terms, 250.
20th. Address him there, care Mrs: S. B. Burtis.
The loss of life by the late tornado near Boston
Afterwards, at Philadelphia, Pa., till September was twenty-three. Outside of a line drawn twenlst, care J. A. Stewart, Davis Hotel, Market street ty :miles around Boston, there were about half a
dozen persons killed.
and Delaware Avenue.
Nineteen fresh cases of yellow fever in Memphis,
ERRATA~-In the article on "Singing," by an yesterday, but no deaths, a fact full of encourage"Old Mormon," it appears that we mistook his ment. Several of the older cases, it is expected,
manuscript, in the following items: Revelations will die. Some cases at other points south. At
7 and 14, should be 17 an ellS .chapters. Also, in Havana, Cuba, 99 deaths during the past week,
and 118 the week previous.
paragraph 3, read "hearing," instead of having..
The news of yesterday about the fight between
In paragraph 4, read "basis," instead of rain. In Lieut. Clarke's men and the Indians in Montana,
the same paragraph, read "heads," instead of is confirmed. Two companies of cavalry and fifty
bands.
scouts were engaged with 400 reds, who, learning
that reinforcements were coming, fled away.
We thank brethren T. R. Hawkins, Thomas ·Lord Chelmsford and 5,000 troops in South Africa
Henning, C. M. Fulks, M. B; Williams and D. D. had a battle, July 4th, with 15,000 Zulus, and de:
Babcock, for papers received.
feated them, and burned the town of Ulundi.
Destructive thunder storms occurred in the New
.
.
England States, night before last; also, one about
PLEASE note the following from Bro. J obn S. Pat- Columbus, Ohio, damaged crops and buildings.
terson, of Kewanee, Illinois; and permit us to
25th'.-Eighteen new cases at Memphis, and five
ask the question, whether these Elders are under deaths, yesterday. Steamers, last evening, took
With the Government
instructions, or "counsel," not to discuss with the 500 Memphians north.
tents, a camp will be established seven miles north
"Josephites ?" If so, will President J obn Taylor of the city. One death at Louisville, Kentucky, a
please remove the interdict, as we think it ought Memphis lady.
In Ellington, a woman waa murdered, night beto be time that the question of difference between
the two classes of worshipers should be canvass- fore last, and her husband nearly so. Murderer
unknown. A man assassinated and knifed to the
ed. To aid this we invite President 'faylor to heart by 11.1:1 Italian in New York City, last eveninstruct his traveling ministry to measure con- ing.
Speeial instructions have been sent from Wa.sh~
clusions with our Elders.
ington to Gen. Miles not to preaipita,te an Indian
PLANO, Ill., July 29th, 1879.
Bro. Joseplt: Having just completed a three war, but rather to avoid it if possible.
A shoe factory in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., which
months' tour in the ministry, with varied success,
I now retu·rn home to rest and recuperate for a employed 400 hands, was struck by lightning and
few days. While out, I spent two weeks at Braid- entirely destroyed by fire on the 22d.
011 the 22d, at Huntingdon, Penn., a premature
wood, in this State, and was there introduced to
two of Utah's representatives, named respective- sand-blast explosion res)llted in the instant death
ly, Robert Barrett and F. F. Hintzy, who were of three persons who were managing the blaBt.
preaching Utah Mormonism. I invited them to Fragments of their bodies were scattered aH over
a public investigation of the differences between the surrounding tenitory.
26th.-Ten new cases of fever nt Memphis, yesus and them ; remarking, that as they claimed to
be tlw Church, and RO did we, denying to each. terday, and 10 deaths. Many .casea are doing well.
s·

The :majority of the cJtizens have fled, and only
15,000 now remain in the city. St. Louis is enforcing a rigid quarantine. On:e death at Harlem,
New York, and two other cases. One fatal case
at Baltimore.
The Russian evacuation of Turkey will!Je complete August 4th.
Disastrous floods in Belgium and along the valley of the Rhine, causing great loss of property.
Tho Interior Department at Washington think
there will not be any serious Indian trouble, but.
the War Department is less confident.
28th.-Fourteen new cases, and nine deaths, at·
Memphis, yesterday, (Sunday). Camps are to bemade to-day for the poor refugees, outside thecity. Three cases in New Orleans, four in Louisville (imported).
A great rain storm in and nround Pittsburg·,.
Pa., on Saturday, doing damage to ihe amount o.f
$500,000. Railway tracks and bridges washed
out, sixty lumber rafts on the Allegheny river
broken up, quite an. amount of land inundated,
several houses washed away, and the creeks
swelled to rivers suddenly, overflowing and wash·
ing away buildings, wheat "shocks and other property, compelling the peolille to fly to higher
ground, carrying what goo~hey could, and forsaking the remainder to the flood.
Three hundred striking engineers intend lo leave
England for America soon.
A street fight between political factions occurred in Ottawa, Canada, Saturday night, in which
revolvers, clubs and brickbats, were freely used.
Two men were shot, and many others obtained
broken heads and noses in the melee. A like affray occurred yesterday (Sunday), at a picnic,
near New York City, where plenty of beer was the
moving cause; and at Fall River, Mass., there was
trouble and fighting between the striking and the
working spinners at a cotton :mill. An excursion
of roughs visited Marblehead, Mass., yesterday,
and they were very lawless and insulting to the
people, and the police interfered, and revolvers
-and stones were used. Seven roughs were captured before the boat left.
By an accident on a Wis<ronsin railroad, several
persons were killed or wounded.
29th.-Thirteen new cases at Memphis, but only
one death from yellow fever. First death from it
at New O.rleans. Much uneasiness at St. Louis
and other cities, and the quarantine is rigidly en·
forced.
By a hurricane in the Adriatic Sea twenty ves·
sels were sun)!: and several lives were lost.
By the bursting of a water-spout in New Mexico
property and crops were destroyed, and in Colo·
rado :much damage has been done by a· heavy
storm and flood.
30th.-Only eight cases and four deaths, of
yellow fever at Memphis yesterday. The. plague,
in its worst phases, is thought to be over. Five
cases at New Orleans. One death in quarantine
at St. Louis.
A storm of wind, rain and hail at Lakin, Kansas,
did great damage to crops and property night before last. A hail and rain storm at Janesville,
Wisconsin, was destructive, the tobacco erop
suffering the most, entirely ruining :many field a.
The wheat harvest in Minnesota is progressing
favorably. Yield is from fourteen to twenty-four
bushels per acre, with the average at seventeen.
A woman was hanged in London, England, yesterday, for the murder of her :mistress last March.
The cholera is abating in Afghanistan.
In Hungary and Selecia sudden rain-storms,
after great heat upon the grain-fields, has dama.ged the crops very seriously.
In Linn county, Iowa, an epidemic disease, akin
to cholera, is raging. Twenty persons have died
at Centre Point; also at Walker several deaths
have occurred.
3lst.-The Turkish Dashi Bazouks are again
upon Bulgarian Territory, plundering and killing.
The Priuca of Bulgaria demands their immedi~tte
reGal!.
j)etectives keep watchful guard over Prince
Bismark of Germany, lest he be assassinated.
Thirteen new yellow fevcr 13aSei in Memphis,
bJ}t no death~, yesterday.
Dalrymple; the great farmer of Dakota Territory,
haa one hundl'ed and Jlfteen self-bintler harvesters
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in his wheat fields, and twenty threshing machines
are getting the wheat ready fo.~: market. H brings
eighty cents per·bushel.
At Wooster, Ohio, much damage done by heavy
rains and rushing water.
George Q. Cannon, Albert Carrington and Brigham Young, the executors of Brigham Young's estate; and the President of the Mormon Church, John
Taylor, have involved tl}emselves in a case of contempt by refusing to obey the order of the Court
to turn over the property to a Receiver. The case
grew opt of an action begun in the United States
Court by one of Brigham's wives, charging the
executors with mal-administration of the estate,
and the order to surrender control was the result.
Yesterday the executors were ordered by Judge
Boremali to pay into the Court $142.000 in cash,
and President John Taylor lis required to pay
$290,000 in cash and stocks illegally received by
him, and to go to jail until he shall nave obeyed
the ol,'der.
August' lst.-Seven g~eat tanks of oil were
burned at Pittsburgh yesterday, or about 70,000
barrels; loss about $100,000. The lightning
struck one of the tanks.
A dispatch from Gen. :Miles, at his Camp on
Rock Creek, eighteen miles south of the boundary,
reports that Sitting null and his warriors and
women and children have fled in great haste back
to Wood Mountain, in the Northwest Territory.
The force of the Sioux numbers 2,000 fighting men,
and Gen. Miles states that he has troops enough
to cope with all the hostile Indians that can be
brought against him.
Near Clayton, New York, on the St. Lawrence,
a •.Yacht on which was an excursion party, upset
yesterday and five ladies were drowned,
It is estimated that the :Minnesota wheat harvest
will yield thitiy million bushels, over half of
which will be number one wheat, and much of the
corn will yie~d seventy bushels per acre.
2d.-The Consolidated Bank of Toronto, Canada,
has suspended. Liabilities over assets are about
one million five hundred thousand dollars. Three
hundred and seventy-six shareholders are women,
mostly widows and single women, dependent upon
their labor for 'a living.
Yesterday a disastrous fire destroyed one-anda- half million dollars worth of property in the
business portion of Hamilton, Canada.
In Afghanistan the cholera has broken out
among the English troops, and forty men died in
one day out of one regiment.
Fourteen new cases of yellow fever at Memphis
yesterday, and four deaths. One death at New
Orleans. The general condition is far better than
it w~ra last year.
4th.-At Memphis. yesterday, twelve new cases
and two deaths from fever. The city is almost
entirely cut off from outside association,. and only
a tri-weekly mail goes in.
It is evident that considerable apprehension is
felt in England over a new danger which may at
no very distant day threaten India. She has hardly
protected herself against Russian schemes of ag. gression with her new scientific Afghan frontier
before she discovers that China is extending her
influence westward quite rapidly, and recovering
territory which formerly belonged to her, which
lies close to the eastern frontier of India.
Gth.-King Cetewayo, of the Zulus, is a fugitive
from his own'land, and their territory will probably be divided among three or four of the chief
nobles, the King's brother receiving one part.
This war cost England fifteen million dollars.
A despatch from London, England, says that the
severest storm had there in many years raged the
night of the 2d inst. In Bedfordshire much of the
hay crop was swept away and many.cattle drowned.
Hailstones as large as hen's eggs fell. Window
glasB in and about London was destroyed to the
amount of many thousands of dollars. Damage
was also done by floods and lightning in Cam·
bridge, Norfolk, Guilford, Leicester, Bath and
:Monmouth, and in the· valley of the 'fhames the
storm was terribly severe, doing immense damage
to crops and other property and killing a great
deal of live stock.
In Fayette county, Pa., a heavy ·wind and rain
storm unroofed houses, ruined the crops and did
great damage by flooding. Mtich damage near

Grand Rapids, Mich., by a storm of wind and
rain.
Fifteen new cases of yellow fever at Memphis
yesterday and two. deaths. At New Orleans it is
making not much progress. One of the refugees
died in Chicago yesterday.
The town of Volcano, West Virginia, was entirely destroyed by fire yesterday.. Six hundred
barrels of oil, ten stores, the .post ofilc'e; ·depot,
telegraph office, hotel, printing office, six boilerworks and nine dwellings were burned.
The Chicago .Tribune says: "It is pleasant to
record that Brigham Young's executors, Cannon,
Carrington, and Brigham Young, Jr., are in the
Salt Lake I'enetentiary for contempt of court in
refusing to obey the order to turn over the prop~rty in their posession.'? President .John Taylor·
gave bonds, and was released.
The great heat in New York City is causing the
death of numbers of people.
Uy a railroad accident in France, five persons
were killild, and eleven seriously and forty slightly injured.
6th.-A steamer was wrecked upon the coast of
France, and twenty-five persons went down into
the sea with her.
Two river laborers got into a fight near Clark
street bridge, in Chicago, at eleven o'clock at
night, and each trying to throw the. other into the
river, both got in and bo.th were drowned.
The crop prospects in some portions of England
are better than they were some. time ago, owing
to recent better weather and a rapid growth and
maturity ; but in many parts there is little improvement. The shippers of Russia, Australia,
Chili and California, are taking advantage to ship
immense quantities to England; so that prices are
kept nominal.
In Staffordshire, England, three thousand four
hundred coal miners have struck against a reduotion of wages.
The Peruvian war ships have been visiting ChiHan ports, and they have destroyed launches, and
captured a steamer loaded with Chilian soldiers
and supplies, and three vessels loaded with copper
and coal.
At Memphis, Tennessee, eighteen new cases of
yellow fever and four deaths. The citizens are
already becoming weary of their terrible visitor,
and yet weeks and months will probably elapse
before it is likely to leave them.
President John Taylor, in behalf of the Utah
Church, brought suit against the estate of Brigham
Young, for one million dollars.
Reports From United States Consuls in Europe
show that wages in the United States are double
those of Belgium, Denmark, France, and Englandw
and three times those of Germany, Italy, and
Spain, and four times those of the Netherlands,
and that the prices of the necessaries of life are
lower in the United States than in Europe; that
more misery results from strikes, drinking, Socialism, and Communism in England and· Germany
than from all other causes combined, hard times
included.
The case of the Ponca Indians was considered
at a meeting of citizens in .Boston yesterday,
whereat the Indian policy of the Government was
severely criticised, and a committee was appointed
to raise $4,000 with which to defray the expense
of testing the question of the Poncas' rights in the
United States Supreme Court.
Dr. Law, of Cornell University, has demonstrated the fact !hat the hog cholera is not only infectious, but contagious. He also shows that other
animals can take the disease, and transmit it back
to the previous source. The loss from this disease
is estimated at from $20,000,000 to $30,000,000
yearly.
The debate in the U. S. Senate on the proposed
reduction of the tax on tobacco, brought to light
some interesting figures which furnish a great
deal of food for thought in these hard times. Of
the cro·p of 1877 there were 184,000,000 pounds
consumed at home. Estimating our population at
4G,OOO,OOO;-three-fifths of whom are women and
children, would give 18,000,000 men and youths
of whom not more than 5,000,000 abstain from the
use of tobacco; thiil leaves us 13,000,000 of persons who, from the above figures, use each 15!
pounds yearly, or nearly 5 ounce~ per week. In
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the usual manner in which the average chewer
buys his tobacco, this would amount to fifty cents
per week, or a total of twenty-six dollars per
year for each consumer, or a grand total of $338000,000 wasted annually by the men and coming
men of this country in making chimneys of, and
otherwise defiling those organs which the Creator
designed ·for far different and nobler purposes.

STOCKTON, California,
July 15th, 1879.
Brotltm· Joseph: I write this to ask you to encourage the brothers and sisters to help pay
what is owing on the church here, and release
my little home from the mortgage, and two hundred dollars of our money loaned, more than our
contribution. Dear brother, if I was young, so
that I could work; but if I lose my home, I
don't know how it will be with me. The church
and land are too good a piece of property to be
sold to pay so small an .amount. If the Saints
feel to help, each one a little, they won't miss it
in time to come. Bro. Robbins and myself have
helped the church, (I mean Elders), brothers and
sisters, to many a dollar, and I feel glad that we
did; and I feel that the Saints will respond to
the call of their sister in trouble. I am firm in
the faith of the' Church, the true faith revealed
from heaven, the faith of Christ, and I pray that
God the Father will bless you with all things
that will be good for you, spiritual and temporal.
MRS. MARBARY ROBBINS.
SANTA ANNA, California,
July 29th, 1879.
Bro. Henry:-We do not often see in the Herald anything from this far off, western shore, and
still less from this immediate vicinity. As regards our temporal situation, I can say that we
usually have enough to IJ?-ake us tolerably comfortable, though our food IS not of the most dainty kind in the world, neither are our garments
the most costly; but we try to be clothed with
charity as a-mantle, and to have our feet shod
with the preparation of the gospel of peace.
Money, at present, we know very little about, or
rather, have very little to do with; for there is
scarcely any in circulation. Produce is very low
in price, bringing little money; consequently, it
is almost impossible for the Saints to get money
enough (and in fact they can not) to pay their
subscriptions on Church publications. Only for
a few months have times been quite so hard, and
we hope that ere long there will be a change for
the better.
Our spiritual condition, seems also, to have
kept pace with the financial situation, for spirituality appear to be at a very low ebb with us at
present, more so than at any time before since
the complete organization of our (the Newport)
Branch. This· state of affairs has not, in my
opinion, been brought about by any intentional
wrong on the part of the members, for our branch,
which numbers 153 members, is composed of
just as good and honest people as can be found
in any branch of the Church in the world; and
in times past we have enjoyed much of the good
Spirit, and have been very zealous for the cause
of our divine Master. And now I will say that,
in my opinion, just here is what has been the
cause of our troubles and darkness. In our great
zeal for the work to maim rapid strides onward,
we have suffered our wisdom to be optdone by
our zeal; and, consequently, the work has received a severe check, from which it will take
some time to recover, though there seems to be a
better feeling. gaining ground of late.
I think it not amiss, to give you, very briefly,
one or two circumstances, which have been the
cause of trial. In the first place, ever since om
first settlement here, we have been contending
through the laws of the land, for our homes, and
have also often laid our case before the Lord,
asking instruction how to proceed, and· many
predictions have been made, (through the gifts
of tongues and prophecy), which, as yet, have received no fulfillment; and there seems at present,
to be very little probability of a fulfillment in
the future. In the second place, we have had
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BANDEitA, Texas, July 18th, 1879.
and generous," and would support the work if they
Editor·s Herald- I write to give you a brief ac- were able; but, owing to the famine-breeding
count of my labors for a few months past.
dronth that has been literally scorching the land
In January I visited the Saints at Stockdale, for over twelve months, most of them are hardly
and held several very interesting meetings. On able to live, and are not able to render me any
the evening of the 27th, I had the pleasure to ad. material aid; in fact, I should feel that I was dodress a large and very attentive audience, from ing wrong to take anything from them. Every
1 Thes. 1 : 5, on the power of the gospel, endeav- crop, wheat, oats, corn and potatoes, "in ~his secoring to show that time had not served to deprive tion of the State is a total failure. In some small
the gospel of any of its power. That to be the spots where they have been favored with a few
same gospel, it must be possessed of the same showers, the people may have corn enough for
power, both as to quality and degree. At the bread; but the large majority are entirely desticlose of the meeting liberty was given for re- tute, and will certainly suffer for food. The
marks, whereupon Elder Marquis, my opponent streams are dried up, and the grass is so poor
in debate at Stockdale, la,st July, arose to explain and dry that stock, sheep and cattle especially,
the kind of power exhibited in the gospel; claim- have actually perished. From present appearan.
ing it to be physical; and here, I must confess, ces, we shall scarcely be able to obtain the actual
is the first instance coming under my observation, necessaries of life, in consequence of which we
where a man was forced to maintain the power may be forced to abandon the field within a short
of the gospel to be physical and not spiritual. time. But we feel determined to stand it till
It was manifestly an effort to evade the whole spring if posible. We desire the prayers of the
issue, and the people perceived it, and marked Saints for the progress of the work here.
the absurdity.
Yours still in hope,
D. H. BAYS.
The night following, the congregation was
larger than before, and I addressed them from
CLEAR LAKE, Steuben Co., Indiana,
Matt. 16:18, on the "Rock," or "foundation of the
July 20th, 1879.
Church." At the close, Elders Marquis and
Brethren: vVe are trying to serve God the best
Moss, thought they must say something, and as we can. We have our prayer meetings regularly
they could find no fault with the discourse, as every Sunday. There is need of an Elder in this
they confessed, they introduced the subject of branch, as we have had no preaching since Nothe Book of Mormon, and finally invited us to an vember last .. There is a chance for quite an ininvestigation of that subject, which, of course, was gathering, if we had soms one. to preach to the
accepted. This led to a discussion on the divin. people. My wife was taken sick with a fever,
STAFFOitD, England,
ity of the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and and, worried with excitement and weakness, a
July 15th, 1879.
Dea1· Herald :-Our Branch of the Church at Covenants. The most remarkable feature in the doctor was called, and the fever was broken, but
Stafford, has suffered through the bad trade which whole transaction lies in the fact that Marquis, settled in her leg, and it was thought by those
prevailed last winter, the brethren not being able who, in consequenee of ill health, was unable to professing to know, that it would result in a
to stay in the town; 'but had to go where they engage in the work, passed by every preacher in fever sore. We tried everything we thought
might do better for their fam.ilios. Where we his own church, (some of. whom are considered would help it; the doctor could not help it any;
used to be eleven in number. we are now only to be men of ability), and made choice of Mr. the swelling was so great that she could not walk,
four, and should have been only two, had not one Washburn, a Baptist preacher, to fight their bat- and the pain was very severe. Failing to receive
brother and sister returned .to this place again. tle, to the amusement of "outsiders," and the any benefit from medical aid, we looked to the
The brethren aod •sisters in this district love the chagrin of the "preaching brethren~' of western great Healer, and fouhd relief, We had a little
work of God. I am very sorry that Bro. Joseph Texas;
consecrated oil, and commenced to use it, and
Gilbert was obliged to return. I was with him
I met Mr. Washburn at Stockdale, on July 7th, found it was what was to cure. There was not
on Whit Monday, in London, England. We were to complete the preliminaries. Not much to my much oil in the branch. I went to Coldwater,
out seeing the sights, and he must h~ve got very surprise, the gentleman wanted to have it all his and got some oil, had it consecrated, came ho1ne,
wet, as it was raining all the while; I hope and own way. He not only claimed the right to frame and kept using it, and nothing else; and, thanks
pray that he may be better by this time. We are his own proposition, but wanted to dictate mine. be to the Clod of the Saints, she is able to be
all well here, and send love to all the Saints. To this, of course I would not agree. So he arose around and do her work again. We feel here.
Hoping that God will bless and prosper his work and left the room, declaring, substantially, that after to put our trust in him who has all power.
in these lands, is the prayer of yours, in hope,
he would not debate the question unless I would
Your brother in bonds,
GEO. s. GitEENWOOD.
accede to his wish. And only for the timely inANDitEW J. SMITH.
tervention of Elder Matthews, of the Christian
BANDEitA, Texas, July 16th, 1879. Churcb,-and a man, I am. glad to say, who has
EDENVILLE, Iowa,
Brother Henry: I have just arrived from shown himself to be a fair-minded gentleman on
July 24th, 1879.
Stockdale, where I heard the debate between every occasion-the debate would have proved a
Bro. Henry: Through the providence of God
Bro. Bays and John Washburn, a Baptist preach- failure. The arrangements, however, were com- I am still laboring in the field. We have made
er, who had been engaged to dispute in behalf of pleted, and the discussion commenced on the 8th, quite a stir in Poweshiek county, and have addthe Disciples, who were the challengers. Two and continued three days. From what I saw of ed nine to the Church by baptism. We hope to
propositiQns were discussed. Jst., The Book of my opponent last year; I feared that he would organize a branch there ere long, as all the memMormon, and Doctrine and Covenants; what condescend to unbecoming things; but in this I bers are very active.
are they? Are they divinely inspired? Bays was very agreeably disappointed, for as a general
I just closed a grove meeting in }{arion counaffirmed, Washburn denied. 2nd, Joseph Smith, thing he was courteous, and deferential; but ty, which was well attended-said to be about
would
occasionally
resort
to
ridicule,
when
ar.
jnn., the founder of Mormonism, was a false
five hundred persons present at one time. Had
prophet. Washburn affirmed, Bays denied. The gument of a better character was not at hand. good order and an excellent time indeed. BrethHis
principal
witnesses
were
the
Millennialli
ardebate lasted three days. Those not connected
ren Stamm and Longbottom gave me timely aswith any church organization expressed the be_ binger, a periodical edited by Alexander Camp. sistance. They seem to be good brethren, with
bell,
and
a
recent
work
called
Western
Wilds,
by
lief that Bro. Bays gained a complete victory ;
hearts in the work. Another grove meeting is
that is, they did so far as I heard them express Mr. Beadle. Mr. Washburn said he had but lit- appointed for August 20th, to be held three
tle
use
for
the
Bible
in
the
debate;
and
we
thought
an opinion. A reporter for a northern paper
miles south of Pleasantville, Iowa. We would
said of the first day, that Bro. Bays clearly sus- so too, as he only referred to it about three or be happy if any Elders passing this way, would
four
times
during
the
entire
discussion.
At
some
tained himself in every point; and of the third
make us a call. Stop at Newton, or Des Moines,
day, he said that Bro. Bays had beaten his op- future time I may give you a synopsis of and will be conducted to place of meeting. Our
my
opponent's
arguments.
The
investigation
of
ponent. Said some one to him, "You surely do
Conference comes ofi' at Newton, September 6th.
not believe that Joseph Smith was a true prophet." the subjects under consideration, served, at least, and 7th. Could not some of the brethren of IlliSaid he, "I did not say that, but I do say that Rev. to strengthen the faith of the Saints, and we have nois, or eastern Iowa, call and "rest a spell," unWashburn failed to prove him afalse prophet." good reason to believe the unbiased and thinking til General Conference? I believe we can truthMr. Washburn was gentlemanly, and almost cour- part of the community was benefitted. Many fully say that we have received less help from
teous in his bearing throughout the debate, which were heard to express the belief that the argu. traveling Elders than any other district in Iowa.
is more than can be said, truthfully, of most of ments presented in favor of the Book of Mormon We will be patient a little while longer before
our opponents. Bro. Bays and myself have each a were unanswerable. We pray that God may grumbling much. Bro. Lloyd has crawled out
two-days' meeting to hold, and thE!n a discussion bless the seed sown by an humble hand, and of his shell, (shoe shop), and has been holding
between Bro. Bays and a Christadelphian. T~en cause it to bring forth fruit to his name's .honor meetings for two Sabbaths in the Des Moines
we intend to go east together, as far as Angelme and glory.
Valley branch. He is. well received, and left a
County. My health is good since coming here,
I returned by way of Oak Island, round the lasting impression on the minds of the people in
but. Bro. Bays seems to be somewhat feeble. Saints well, and most of them rejoicing in the favor of the truth.
Praying ever for the welfare of Zion, and that glorious light of God's eternal truth. We held
My business at home is demanding my attenher officers may be endowed with wis.dom from two meetings with them, and baptized one on tion, and if something don't work favorably for
me, I will have to leave the active ministry by
on high, to enable them to faithfully perform Tuesday.
their duties, I remain, yours in the faith,
Of the few Saints in tlais section of the State, I the first of October. My brother A., and I, are
JAMl.tS w. BitYAN.
wish to say, they are, as a class, noble-hearted engaged in mercantile business, and the clerlt

with us, a very stubborn case of disease, namely,
epilepsy, and though the person had been administered to quite often, yet there was no visible sign of recovery. Therefore this case was
also presented to the Lord, through prayer and
supplication, to know the nature of the disease,
and what we must do to obtain a permanent
blessing for the afflicted person. We were instructed, through the gift of tongues, some two
or three times, and by as many persons, that if
we would (any indefinite number of us) fast and
pray for three days, the person would be perma.
nently healed. Accordingly, some twenty or
more of us, abstained from both food and drink
for three days and nights in successson, during
which time, the testimony of the Spirit confirmed to nearly all, what had been given through
the gift of tongues; and still the person to-day is
no better, though for five days after the fast there
was a marked change for the better; but hils
gradually failed ever since. Query,-Now if the
manifestations, or testimonies, were from God,
why is the person not healed?
vVe have had some excellent preaching recent.
ly, for Brn. H. P. Brown, J. W. Gillen, and J. C.
Clapp, have been visiting us, and if they could
have stayed longer, I think much good would
have been done, despite the present existence of
things.
Ever wishing for the prosperity of Zion, I remain, your brother,
R R. DANA.
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that endeavors to fill my place in the store, leaves
t1s October 1st. .
,
If some good, active brother in the Churchone who has the ability to stand behind the
counter and meet the trials and bluffs of trade,
and sell enough goods out of a well assorted
stock, to support two households and himself
(and family, if any), will correspond with A.
White and Brother, at Edenville, Iowa, there
may be sonic show to get a job.
·They don't want any mcm that uses tobacco,
or that will get into debt and not make every
effort to liquidate it. A man that can:t run his.
own business, is not fit to run business for some
one else.
Yours for the work.
I. N. Wrra'E.
BURNSIDE, Michigan,
July 27th, 1870.
Bro. Hem·y: I have been laboring to the best
of my ability in spreading the gospel among my
fellow men, and my labor has been blessed beyond my expectation. There are about eight
branches of the Church organized in this section
of Michigan, and two more ready for. organization; altogether, about or something over two
hundred members. I baptized eighteen during
the last six weeks, and a number more are ready
for baptism. Some of the parties baptized are
the fruits of the labor of Bro. Cornish. · I wish
we had a few more Elders like him in the field.
Local Elders are doing what they can. · Among
them are Elders Bailey, Sims, and Barr.
We have, been much disappointed in notreceiving a visit from Bro. W. H. Kelley. I hope
the disappointment will soon be remedied by
his presence, as the people and myself feel ourROBERT DAVIS.
selves neglected.
PLEASANTON, IOWA.
. EditM'B He1'ald: We have large and attentive
congregations here every Sunday evening. Our
brother, Duncan Uampbell preaches for us every
other Sunday, sometimes oftener. There has
not been any added to our Church here yet; but
I believe we will yet see our reward. Did I say
'toe 'I Yes; for I have done considerable talking to
the people, and praying to my heavenly Father:
I would like to say to my sisters, let us ever be
ready to give a reason for the hope that is within
us; and let us help all we can, whether it is to
speak in meeting, or pray, or talk to and encourage a weak brother or sister; for no matter how
weak we feel, if we put our trust in God, he will
aid us to help our fellow man.
l was very much pleased, in looking over our
late Conference minutes, to see the counsel given
by,. our president, as regards cutting members
off. I have always looked upon it as a terrible
thing to cut any one off. Brethren, beware, lest
their hloocl be upon your heads. Brethren, try
to perfect yourselves in gospel graces, ancl do
not try to find fault with your brother,!and think
because he does not attend meetings as regularly
as you do, he ought to be cut off from the Church.
Our heavenly Father does not deal with us in
that way. Let us all try to help bear each other's
burdens, n,nd so fulfill the law of God.
Your sister,
Mns. E. ALLEN.
PAWTUCKET, R.I., June, 1879.
Dear Herald: I have often thought that if we
stopped to consider that all we say is recorded,
we might weigh our words for fear that they
might serve to our ·condemnation. We do indeed stand in the presence of the great Judge,
and yet how careless. Our words, our thoughts,
are all recorded, and yet so silently that it does
not waken us to consideration, and yet it is twice
recorded-on God's book, and on the pages of
memory. These sutler no erasure: on the last
day it shall be brought to mind; it shall stand
forth in clearest characters. If it be there found
that we feared the Lord and spoke good and not
evil of one another, that we have kept the' commandments and remembered the poor, then in
that day we shall st~nd, and, ascribing all to his
grace, at his bidding we shall enter and share in
the joys of our ·Lord for evermore. If such is
our earthly probation, should we not ponder our
words, and keep our heads with all diligence.
·
Amm'l Hom.

Dow CITY, Crawford Co., Iowa,
July 25, 1879.
·
Eflitors lieralcl: One week ago I returned
home, after an absence of two and a half months,
spent in Northern Iowa, and Minnesota, striving
to build up the Master's kingdom. Since my return we, ;have been- under a cloud, caused' by severe and apparently dangerous sickness in our
family; 1lut now, thank God, the darkness begins
to recede, and we hope for final recovery.
We are not alone in these afflictions. There
is considerable sickness in this region at present,
mostly among children. Saints should not for.
get to sympathise with and pray for suffering
humanity, wherever found. Some are laying
beneath the cold sod their friends, relatives, little
ones, with the bright hope that they shall meet
them again when the Redeemer returns to earth
to complete his work for the glory and redemption of man. They weep, and we would not stay
their tears, for it is but the expression of their
love for those who are dearer to .. them than life
itself. We would only say, "Sorrow not as
others which have no hope." Others there are
who lay down the loved ones in the darlmess of
despair. God pity them t Dear Saints, should
we not do all within our power to make known
unto them the' great antidote for the cares and
ills of life-an intelligent hope in Christ-one
that is founded upon God's eternal word?
But I started to tell you something about my
labors. Since writing you last, I have labored
and preached near t:lioux Rapids and LeMars,
Iowa, and in Lake Crystal and Grand Prairie,
~Iinnesota. Near Le:M:ars I baptized five. After
administering to them bread and wine, and try.
ing to impress upon their minds the necessity of
living rightly before God and all men, I left them
in the care of Him who has assured us that not
one sparrow falls to the ground without his
notice .
In Lake Crystal my visit was short, but, with
a few exceptions, quite pleasant. I baptized one,
and organized the few Saints living there into a
branch, to be known as the Lake Crystal branch.
Bro. Eli Steadman, president; D. L. Crane, clerk.
The branch only numbers ahout eight or nine
members, and they want all the Elders who may
be passing through that way, to call and see
them, and preach the word.
At Grand Prairie, the work still survives, and
the Saints meet together for the worship of God,
and the proclamation of the truth to their neighbors. 'l'hey have been passing through those
peculiar trials tb,at are sure to overtake every
branch, sooner or later. vVe believe there is salt
enough left to save the branch.
The general prospect in this mission is better
than heretofore, but labor, LABOR, LABOR, is
what is needed. Who will perform the vast
amount of work that lies before us? It needs
men with stout hea,rts, men of s.ound integrity, of
deep humility, and strong faith, and withal, an
unusual supply of patience; and even then there
will be times when they will find enough to do
in contending against the wiles of the Devil.
"Pra.y ye, therefore, the Lord of the harvest, that
he will send forth laborers into the vineyard."
Yours in gospel bonds,
J. R. LAMlll1]HT.
SAN AN'rONio, California,
July 2t5h, 1870.
Beloved Herald: It is seldom we see any word
from this part, so I write, that your readers may
know that we still live; thanks be to God, though
our trials have been many and severe, yet by his
help we have heen able to stand to our faith, !lnd
we still have a desire to struggle on to victory.
Our heavenly Father has, in his wisdom, called
from us, within the past few months, my father
and sister, which is a sad, sad blow to us. Our
fate seems very harCJ indeed, but we will try to
endure without murmuring, if possible. It seems
to be our lot to be isolated from the Saints, and to
be deprived of the privilege of meeting with them
on the Sabbath to worship God. Our branch is
seventy-five miles distant. It also seems that
our trials are more severe, or harder to bear, we
being in the midst of wickedness; yet, notwithstanding all this; we find our loving 'Savior at the
helm, and in time of need he has proved to be
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nigh. So I am led to exclaim, "0 Lord, how
merciful and longsufl:ering thou art. 0, when
shall I be able to repay thee for thy loving kindness."
With joy and gladness I hail the IIcmld, Hope
and Advocate. 'They fill the place of a preacher
very well; still we would like it it an Elder
would give us a call, now and then. I think we
could fill our School-house with attentive listeners for him. I do what I can to poiht out the
narrow way, but my talent is very limited.
Times are very hard here. This is the third
successive year the crops have failed-1877, a
drouth; 1878, too much rain, causing rust and
shrinkage, and this year, a drouth for forty miles
around. Yours in the gospel of Christ.
I. A. MONROE.
CmomncE, Conecuh Co., Alabama,
June 12th, 1879.
Dear Herald:- After my communication to you
from Millview, Florida, I attended the Florida
conference, April 5th and 6th, at Santa Rosa, ancl
enjoyed it very well. I remained in Florida
about four weeks, visiting the Santa Rosa, Coldwater; Mount Olive, Hinote, and Eureka branches, seeing some things to encourage, but wishing
afl'airs in some places were in better condition
than they are.
April 30th I arrived at Bro. G. T. Chute's, found
himself and family well, but he had recently sustained quite a loss by having $340.00 stolen from
;him while on his way from Pensacola.
On May 2d, in company with Brn. Chute,
Clark and W.S. Booker, went to Butler Branch,
where the. Alabama conference was held the 3rd
and 4th. We had an agreeable and, I trust, prof.
itable time. After conference I remained awhile
with the Butler Branch, and, to my great joy,
discovered a marked improvement in their spii·itual condition since I was with them last fall.
I also had the grEeat pleasure while there of seeing six more enlist in the cause of Christ. !'next
visited the Pleasant Hill Branch, where I held
several meetings, I hope with good effect. May
25th I commenced. meeting in Flat Rock Branch,
and continued nearly a week; and, though it was
a very busy time, we had fair sized audiences
and good attention. l.hope some good was done.
One was baptized, Bro. Clark ol.liciating. On
May 31, June 1st and 2nd, I preached at Welcome
Church; one was baptized: June '7th Bro. Henry Jones took me to Bro. Samuel Page's, in this
county, where I preached three times: When we
were there before we had the t~se of the Methodist Church, but this time on the night ot our appointment it was nailed up. Why this was done
we can not tell, as we asked no questions, but oc.
cupied a school house near by. Jiowever, we
thank them for past favors, and should opportun.
ity offer, will oblige them in return. Yesterday
I arrived at this place, where Bro. Duncan l\fcCall resides. As I was never here before I was
under the necesity of enquiring the way, and was
pleased while doing so to be voluntarily informed by several that "Duncan McCall's folks are as
fine people as you ever saw," "He is one of the
best· citizens of our county," &c. I am not
ashamed to enquire for such Saints as these.
This reputation was not gained by being ashamed of the cause, for he openly advocates and defends it; and so it will ever be. Men may afl'ect
to despise us for our belief, but if we manfully,
yet mildly, defend our honest convictions, they
are compelled to respect us; while a cowardly,
irresolute course is really and justly condemned
by all.
In regard to the general condition of the work,
I scarcely know what to say, in some places it
seems to be progressing, in some standing still,
and in some retrograding; in some places I am
encouraged, in some discouraged; sometimes
my mind is calm and peaceful, sometimes dis.
turbed and anxious; sometimes I rejoice, and
sometimes I weep. In some places I even seem
'to breathe the ait· more freely than in others, ac.
cording to the element with which I am surrounded; Some Sunday preaching is done by
Elders Chute, Scogin, Booker, West, Hawkins,
Powell, Squires, Cooper, Givens, Reeder and
Grierson, in their respective neighborhoods.
Some preaching is also being done by Priests
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Clark, Allen, Faulk, Sherman and King; while
Teachers and Deacons are trying to do their duty.
Within a radius of four hundred miles numerous
calls are coming for preaching. I have neither
time nor means to supply them, though I have
])een constantly engaged. I hear good news from
Mississippi; they are b,aving some trials, but
trials will only develop their strength if they are
humble, faithful, and steadfast. 1\'Iay the angels
of peace attend them.
I will remain in this district about two weeks,
and then go to Florida and attend their conference the first Saturday and Sunday in July. Then
if able I will go to East Florida to open the work
there. I feel impressed that that field ought to
be looked after. The cause has never been represented there, but now an opportunity is offered
and I am anxious to improve it. Will the Saints
pray for the success of the mission? My whole
soul is engaged in the work. If I have any personal interest not connected with the cause of
Christ, I do not know it. Ever,praying for the
welfare of Zion, I am as ever,
HEll-IAN c. SMITH.
SALT LAKE CITY, July 28, 1879.

Bro. H. A. StebbinB: The outlook is very prom.
ising in our field of labor. Many are seeking
and feeling their way along, in hope some day
to again walk the narrow way. Bro. Blair's
little Advocate is doing a good work· in our city;
it goes where the elders can not be admitted, and
all who receive it read it with candor. Our labor
is on the increase, and several additions have
been made to the Chur-ch oflate, by baptism. I
think that there never was a branch so tried as
we have been, but we have been purged, and are
now being made clean and fit [for the Master's
use. I want to do all that one can do in so good
a cause--anything that will better the condition
of humanity. Pray for us that we may have
wisdom from on high.
Your brother in the covenant of peace,
THOMAS N. HUDSON.
Dow CITY, Crawford Co., Iowa.
We have never seen wheat, corn, oats and vegetables look better at this season of the year since
we have been in this land, which will be nine
years next fall.
Our Conference, last month, came off very
pleasantly ; a good feeling prevailed generally.
The health of the Saints in this land is generally
good, and I see from the Bishop's report from
time to time, we, as a district, are gaining
ground upon the law of tithing, for which we
feel very thankful. I am in earnest about this
law of tithing.
JOHN HAWLEY.
4 ..

Ke'wauee District.
A conference was held at Canton., Fulton county,
Illinois, June 7th and 8th, 1879; J. A. Robinson,
presiding; J. S. Patterson, clerk protem.
Branch Reports.-Bufl'alo Prairie, Kewanee,
Millersburg, St. Davids, and Bryant accepted;
Canton returned to branch for correction ; Truro,
Henderson Grove and Princeville not reported.
All financial reports read were received.
Elders J. S. Patterson, R. Holt, Lewis Jones
and J. A. Robinson reported in person, and J. D.
Jones and E. T. Bryant by letter.
Whereas, the president of the district has present doubts regarding; the ordination of Bro. James
Terry of Millersburgh, to the office of Elder,
therefore be it Resolved that this conference justify the ordination of Bro. Terry and authorize the
president to issue him a license; but it is the will
of this conference that in future no ordinations to
the office of Elder shall take place within its precincts, without the consent of the body.
Whereas all Elders of the district who are not
branch officers are amenable to the district conference, being officers of the district; and Whereas,
many of said Elders neither desire nor would
honor a mission from this conference, therefore be
it resolved that this conference order all Elders
who have no missions and desire none to return
their licence!l to thll '1istrict president, and they

remain as members only, until they are prepared
to honor their ministry in preaching the word by
appointment of the district.
Resolved that the above be laid over till next
conference for discussion, and that this action be
published in the Herald that all may be fully advised of what they have to meet.
Missions were appointed for T. F. Stafford,
Ezra Bryant and J. D. Jones.
Resolved that a special collection be taken up
in each branch of the district and "file forwarded
to the Bishop's Agent every quarter, to defray the
incidental expenses of the district.
At 7:30 p.m., a prayer and testimony meeting,
R. Holt presiding.
Sunday: At 10:30 a.m.; preaching by Robert
Holt of Kewanee. At 2 p.m., sacrament meeting.
At 7:30p.m., preaching by J. A. Robinson.
Adjourned to Millersburg, September Gth and
7th, 1879.

has upon its record the names of non-resident
members, shall advertise the same in the Herald,
and if they are not heard from by September 1st,
1879, their names, date of baptism, confirmation,
&c., will be transferred to the General Church
Record of names of scattering members.
Resolved that we request all the branches in
this district to send a financial report to the conference, stating how much money received, and
how much paid out to the traveling ministry.
Resolved that we request the appointment of a
Book Agent for this district, the agency to be at
Keokuk, and that we recommend Bro. Nathan Spi·
cer for appointment as said Agent.
At the request of James McKiernan, he was released from acting as secretary of the district, and
Nephi Snively was chosen in his place. Secretary's bill of expenses $2.50.
Missions given at the last conference were continued. Preaching, Saturday evening, by Solomon Salisbury; Sabbath, 11 am., by J. A. Crawford; evening, by J. H. Lake.
Malad. Sub-Dhltrict.
Adjourned to Pilot Grove, September Gth, 1879.
A conference convened at Malad City, Idaho,
June 8th and 9th, 1879; John Lewis,· president
protem.; Harbert R. Jones, clerk.
Los A.ugeles Su.b·District.
Morning session devoted to preaching by J.
A conference convened at Newport, Los Angeles
Lewis.
.
county, California, June 7th and 8th, 1879; J. F.
2:30 P.M.-Branch Reports: Elkhorn 22 ; 7
Burton, president; R. R. Dana, clerk.
baptized. Malad 42; 15 baptized, 2 removed by
Report of the Newport Branch (the only one in
letter ; branch spiritually improving.
the district), 153 members, including 9 Elders, 5
Five Elders and one Priest reported.
The building of the Malad meeting-house was Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 1 added by letter.
District Treasurer's Report.-"Balance at last
discussed. It was agreed to lay the foundation
report $2.35, received since 35 eta., total $2.70.
right away.
A resolution to release J. Vanderwood as presi- N. W. Best, Treasurer."
Six Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers and 1 Deacon
dent of the conference was tabled.
At 7 p.m., preaching by w. Richards and J. reported.
A committee was appointed to circulate a subLewis.
June 9th, 10:30 a.m., J. Vanderwood in the scription paper to raise means to defray the expenses of President Joseph Smith to California,
chair.
The president was requested to notify Elder J. and return, so that he might be here to attend the
Pacific Slope Conference at Newport Branch, Oct.
Bowman to report to next conference.
J. Vanderwood was sustained as president of 6th, 1879. Quite an amount was subscribed, but
subsequently learning that he could not come, it
the district. A short discourse by J. Lewis. At was not collected.
2:30 p.m., sacrament and testimony meeting. A
Brn. Best, Walker, Garner, Burton and Huntly
good measure of' the Spirit was felt. At 7:30p.m., were appointed to make arrangements about holdpreaching by J. Vanderwood.
ing said conference, they to report to our next
Adjourned to Malad City, September 27th, 1879, quarterly session.
at 11 a.m.
Resolved that we discountenance l.he use of
---~-+-·<-----tobacco by Church members, and declare it a
String Prairie au.d Nauvoo Disnuisance.
trict.
Newport Sabbath-School Report: "From Dec.
A conference was held at Rock Creek, Illinois, 29th to June 1st, 1879, whole number enrolled 85,
June 7th and 8th, 1879. J. A. Crawford, presid- officers G, teachers 5, pupils 74, sessions 21, aver·
ing; James McKiernan, clerk ; John Stevenson, age attendance 38~.-It. It. Dana, superintendent;
assistant.
N. W. Best, secretary."
Branch Reports: Pilot Grove, af. last report 34,
Sunday, 11 a.m., preaching by J. F. Burton; at
present 35 ; 1 baptized, 1 ordained a Priest. Rock 3 p.m., sacrament was n.dministered, and the
Creek, last report 45, present 43; 1 removed by meeting given to the Saints.
letter, 1 died. Montrose, last report 27, present
Adjourned to Newport, Sept. 6th and 7th, 1879.
31 ; 2 baptized, 2 received. Vincennes, 21; no
changes. · Burlington, last 73; present 75; 2 bapDecatur District.
tized. Elvaston, last 19, present 21 ; (how added
A conference was held at Lamoni, Iowa, May
not stated). Keokuk, last 38, present 39; 1 ordained a Priest. String Prairie and Farmington, 31st and June 1st, 1879; A. Kent, presiding; 0.
B. Thomas, clerk ; A. S. Cochran, assistant.
not reported.
Branch Reports: Lone Rock, Lucas and LamoThe Bishop's Agent, J. W. Newberry, reported.
J. H. Lake addressed the assembly. Eight Eld- ni, were approved; but Allendale and Little River
ers reported. J. H. Lake had baptized 7 persons, referred back to branches, the latter for the names
and had organized a branch in Brown county, Il- of those removed, and dates of removal.
Two High Priests, 1 of the Seventy, 8 Elders,
linois, named "Union Branch."
The president reported having received $23.20, reported.
The report of D. Dancer, the Bishop's Agent,
and paid out $15.75 for tmveling expenses, leaving him $7.45 in hand.
was read and approved.
Committee on the case of J. W. Mather reported
H. T. Pitt reported that one of the committee
appointed to visit Pilot Grove refused to act, and that the prosecuting witness had failed to appear,
sickness and other trouble prevented their meeting and having written that he intended to have nothat the time appointed; therefore, they held no ing more to do with the case, it goes by default;
meeting, and they. asked to be released. They and in view of this and of Bro. Mather having
been kept iu suspense so long, they recommend
were released.
Brethren McKiernan, Revel and Babcock, were that he be released from all impending charges,
appointed to try the matter of appeal presented and that his former standing be restored. Report
by Sr. Mary Dorothy; they also to investigate the received and adopted, and the committee discharged.
charges presented against S. Salisbury.
A motion to rescind a former resolution requirWhereas, it is the wish of the General Church
Recorder to know the exact numerical strength of ing Elders and Priests to report, or lose their
each branch and district; and whereas, almost standing, was lost.
every branch has upon its record names of nonA resolution was then offered to rescind three
resident members whose whereabouts are unknown, former resolutions, requiring High Priests, Sevwho are still reported as members. Therefore, be enties, Elders and Priests, to report either in per•
it resolved, that each branch it~ the di~trict.wbieh son or by letter, or lose theil' licensea,
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The following substitute was offered, "That the
resolutions affixing the penalty because of failure
to report, on the part of said ministry residing in
the district, be expunged from the record."
Resolved that a failure on the part of the ministry to report, as heretofore required, subject those
so neglecting, to rebuke.
Sunday, 9 a.m., prayer and testimony; I 1 a:m.,
preaching by Jas. W. Gillen; 2:30p.m., a s.acrament and testimony meeting; at 7: 30 preaching
by E. Robinson,
Adjourned to Davis City, 10 a.m., August 30th,
1879.

HERALD.

trict to the General Church Recorder for a year
past. He hoped the negligence would not be
charged to him.
At 2 p.m., a sacrament and testimony meeting.
The moments passed very swiftly while the
Saints were rehearsing the goodness of God and
his dealings with them. Each one appeared to
enjoy the Spirit of God.
Bishop's Agent reported: "On hand at last report $31.50; sent. tn Bishop Rogers $10 tithing;
balance on hand $21.50." Report was accepted.
Resolved that D. S. Mills act as president of the
district for the next three months, or while he remains with us, one or more months.
Preaching in the evening by D. S. Mills.
Central Missotari District.
One High Priest, 1 Seventy and 7 Elders present.
A conference convened June 7th, 1879, in the
Adjourned to Carson City, September 13th and
Waconda Branch; J.D. Craven, president; Saml.
14th, 1879.
.
Crum, clerk; E. N. Ware, assistant.
Adjudication committee, E. N. Ware, Emsley
Curtis, Joseph Belcher.
Bh·min~ham (En~laud) Dish:ict.
Branch Reports.-Waconda, last 25, present 31;
. A conference was held at Birmingham, England,
6 received. Clear Fork, last 14, present 15; 2 in the Saints' Meeting Room, 14 Temple Row,
baptized, 1 removed by letter. Hazel Delll9; no May lOth, 1879; John Seville, president; G. S.
changes. Carrollton (for six months), last 53, Greenwood, clerk.
present 40, 3 baptized, 14 removed by letter, 1
Birmingham, Hanley and Stafford branches r~
expelled, 1 died. Alma, last 12, present 16; 4 ported (all there are in the district).
received. Valley and Grand River, no reports.
Elder C. II. Hassall reported by letter, and
Fifteen Elders and two Teachers reported.
Thos. Taylor, H. C. Crump, Joseph Gilbert, C. H.
The west half of Johnson county was released Caton and John Seville, in person ; Priest W.
from this district by request of the Holden Branch, Clarke by letter, and John Kirtland, John Haywhich intends to be annexed to the Independence wood, and G. S. Greenwood in person; Teachers
District.
John Elkin and E. Meredith in person.
Bishop's Agent's Report.-"On hand $2.70;
At 3 p.m., an address was given by the presipaid District Clerk $1.25; balance $1.45."
dent, after which there was a testimony meeting.
Preaching by E. N. Ware and C. Prettyman, on The Saints felt well, and poured forth their songs
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
and prayers to the Giver of all good.
Adjourned to the Valley Branch, September
At 6:30p.m, preaching by Joseph Gilbert, of
61h, 1879, at 10 a.m.
America. He spoke well upon God's dealings
with his people from age to age, revealing his
Easte1•n Maiuc and l'Wova Scotia
purposes and carrying them out through his servDistrict.
ants and messengers to the children of men. Geo.
A .conference convened at Jones port., Maine, S. Greenwood followed him, speaking from 2
June 28th, 1879; J. Lakeman in the chair; J. C. Chron. 26: 23.
Resolved that branch clerks forward to the disFoss, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Pleasant View 23; 1 added. trict conference a numerical statement of their reSea Side 10; 3 baptized. Other branches notre- spective branches.
The president presented a financial report
ported.
Resolved that all the branches report at next which was audited and accepted.
The ministry of the district are requested to la·
conference all the members that are in their juris·
bor as circumstances permit and report to the
diction.
Officials present; 2 of the Seventy, 6 Elders, 2 next conference.
Adjourned to Hanley, Staffordshire,· August
Teachers, 1 Deacon.
The committee chosen last conference was dis- 30th and 31st, 1879.
charged.
Evening, a testimony meeting.
Pacific Slope Mission.
Sunday morning and afternoon preaching by J.
The annual conference of this mission was held
Lakeman. Evening a testimony meeting. .E'orty at San Francisco, California, April 6th, 1879.
bore testimony.
Conferenoe convened at 10:30 a.m, by choosing
A<lj.,urned to Little Kennebec,
,___Sept. 27th, 1879. H. P. Brown to preside; J. F. ;Burton, vice president. l'. Canavan, secretary: J. R. Cook, assistant; George Lincoln and W. Betts,. deacons.
Nevada District.
Sunday, Apri16th.-Opened by singing, "Come
A conference met in Carson City, Nevada, June
14th, 1879. No business of conference was done thou Almighty King." Prayer by J. F. Burton.
on that day. Bro. D. S; Mills, of California, being Hymn, ••O Jesus the giver." The time till 11
present, preached in the Court House in the even- o'clock wa.s occupied as a prayer meeting; then
ing to an attentive audience. Subject: "The preaching by H. P. Brown, from Jer. 6: 16; at 2
p.m., administration of the Lord's supper and giv·
Bible a revealed worn of God."
Sunday at 10 a. m., the conference assembled. ing testimony; at 7 p.m, preaching by Elder
·
Geo. Smith, president of the district, opened the John Carmichael
Monda.y, April 7th -10 a. m, vice president J.
meeting, and D. S. Mills was elected president
F. Burton in the chair. Minutes of Semi-Annual
of the conference; T. R. Hawkins, clerk.
Seven Biders, 1 Priest and 1 Teacher reporttd. Conference of 1878 read and approved.
D. S. Mills reported his lf:J!bors, and thanked
Elder A. Haws of C~Jifornia, said that he was
sent here by the California conference to labor the Saints for their kindness to hirn.
P. Canavan arose to a question of privilege, re
under the control of this conference, and that he
would do the best he could by the assist~tnce of fcrring to rhe resolution as folind in the published
the Lord. Priest Ridler and Teacher Wilmot re- minutes of the Somi·Annual Conference of this
mission, of October 6th, 1878, and now approved,
ported.
which states that a resolution improperly found its
Branch Reports.-Frank Town,
o. Smith;
Carson, by Thos. Millard; Mottsv ... ,
repre- way into the minutes. He st.ated that he felt that in
sented; Dayton, by T. R. Hawkins, reported 3 passing such a re5olution the conference had done
him•a great injustice; as it appeared to him to be
Elders, 5 members, 2 scattering-total 10.
Pres. Mills remarked the necessity of branch D. vote of censure for doing his duty. He produced
presidents presenting a correct statistical report the original resolution, signed by J. C. Cla.pp and
of the membership of their branches. Remarks S. B. Hobinsqn, and asserted t.bat the conference
on the same by the clerk of the district, showing made no ot.he1· disposition of the same but .to order
his inability to keep a correct record, for some of it to lie upon the table, which, according t.o the
the bram:hes .h'Lve been very remiss in their duty rules, is not a fiu.al disposition of it, and he could
on that point, consequently he has not been able not. exclude it.
The following sub-district presidents reported;
to report the state of the membership of the dis-
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John Carmichael, of Santa Cruz;· J. R. Cook, of
Sacramento; J. F. Burton, of Los Angeles; H. l'.
Brown, of San Francisco; and Albert Haws, of
Petaluma. Russel Huntly reported by letter.
The secretary's report called for. P. Canavan
read his license to act as secretary for the mission,
and said that since last conference, in consequence
of an action of that body, in doing away with the
records of the mission, he had .not done anything;
that at that time he had nearly completed the
record; that he had quite a number of reports of
branches (blank), whic-h he delivered up. He said
the office furniture consisted of a book case only.
It was ordered to be turned over to the Bishop's
Agent to be sold, but as no one had made a formal
demand on him for it, it still remained in his possession. Bro. Alexander H. Smith had paid $15.00
for it some years ago; but it would not bring half
that amount to-day. He said he had paid considerable money out of his own pocket, and· also
had taken considerable time to perfect the record,
and, in justice to him and his family, he thought
the conference ought to compensate him for the
work ordered to be done.
"
1:30 p.m.-H. P. Brown in the chair. l'. Canavan moved a suspension of the rules, which carried, and the following resolution carried under
the suspension:
·
Resolved that Elders John Carmichael, A. C.
Bryan, H. P. Robbins and Owen Dinsdale act as a
committee of investigation of whatever businesH ia
lawful to be brought before them. On motion, they
were invested with power to sit as a Court of .Elders.
The regular order of business taken up. Elders
George Oman, H. P. Robbins, D. J. Phillips, Wm.
!\I cLean, P. M. Betts, John Range, Wm. Anderson,
E. H. Webb, T. R. Davis, Orren Smith, Owen
Dinsdale, A. C. Bryan, and Priests H. C. Ladd,
John Nightingale, Andrew Anderson and Charles
Parkins reported. Elders J .. B. Price and Alfred
Nethercott reported by letter.
Branch Report8.-San Francisco 25, 5 Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon (acting); 3 received;
GeorgeS. Lincoln, pres ; Wm. Hart, clerk. Alameda Creek 60, 1 Seventy, 4 Elders, 1 l'rieat, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon. West Oakland 44, 1 High
Priest, 4 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2
baptize~, 3 removed, 1 expelled, 1 died, 1 ordination; D. J. Phillips, president; R. Ferris, clerk.
This report was objected to by Peter Canavan, a
member of the branch, as being incorrect.: 1st, in
the number of Elders, as the following Elders are
members of the branch, viz: Orren Smith, J·oseph
Vernon, D. J. Phillips, P. M. Betts, John Roberts,
Peter Canavan. 2d, In reporting Elizabeth Canavan removed. 3d, In reporting A. H. Anderson
cut ·Off. 4th, In having received Hannah Baggaley (formerly Anderson) at a special meeting of
Oct.ober 17th, as a member of the branch, and not
embodying such action in the report.
The objections were overruled by the chair, and
the report was accepted.
Newport, 153; 9 Elders, 6 Prirsls, 2 Teachers,
2 Deacons; 19 baptized, 28 received by letter.
John Brush. president; William Garner, clerk.
Stockton, 48; 2 Elders, 5 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1
Deacon; 2 baptized, 2 died, 1 removed by letter,
1 marriage.
H. P. Robbins, pnsident and
clerk. San Bernardino, 129; 1 Seventy, 5 Elders,
3 Priests, 4 TeacherR, 1 deacon; 23 removed by
letter, 3 died. John G:1rner, pres.; R Allen,
clerk. Nortonville, 22; :2 Elders, 1 Priest; 3 removed. T. R. Davis, pres. H. S. Green, clerk.
Wm. Anderson arose to a question of privilege
and rights of members. He said that the former
conference (Oct. 6th, 1878) had taken upon themselves the reBponsibilit.y of reversing a decision of
a Court of Eldere, re,p:ul«rly appointed to try a
member of the West Oakland llranch, namely,
Hannn.h Anderson, now Baggaley. That he, as
one of that court, protested against the mauner
in which this decision bad been brought about, as
did also Bro. 'f. J. Andrews, another of t.he court
who sat in the case. Bro. Anderson read from a
letter from Bro. T. ,J, Andrews. The poinr.s reviewed by the brother ,md upon which he h>lsed
his ohjections were, 1Ht., That. tbe pn"ident of tbe
Conference appointed a committee of investigation
j without any authority to do so. 2nd, That the
appeal of Hannah Baggaley, formerly Anderson,
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was presented to this committee, and that they,
without examining a single witness to test the
truth or falsity- of the statement of the appellant,
recommend-ed a reversion of the decision of the
Court of Elders.
3rd, That the Conference, in
acting upon such recommendatio.n, acted prema-.
turely, as no Court. of Elders had been appointed
by that body. 4th, That a Court of Elders is one
thing, and an investigating commiitee is another.
D. S. Mills stated that he had appointed the
committee from a precedent established by Alex.
H. Smith, when he was presiding here. No further action was taken, tiS a motion to adjourn
prevailed.
APRIL 8Tn,.10 A M.
Opened by prayer and singing. As there were
charges before the Court of Elders appointed,
president H. P. Brown explained a resolution of
a former conference (April 6th, 1878) wherein it
was resolved that this conference woulcl only entertain cases to try them upon appeal.
The f<Jllowiug motion was then .presented.
Resolved !bat we repeal the resolution of the
conference of April 6th, 1878, wherein is stated
that this confereno.e. is not a court of original jurisdiction, and is made. only an appellate court,
whereby it appears that no case of any name or
nature can be tried here, only in cases of appeal.
H. P. Brown vacated the chair; J. F. Burton
presiding.
The discussion of this lasted the entire session.
The chair instructed all the lesser priesthood and
lay members to vote. The vote was taken by aye
and no, and classified. Ayes: 10 Elders, viz,
Orren Smith, John Carmichael, Peter Canavan,
Wm. Anderson, .George Oman, Albert Haws,:. A.
C. Bryan, Owen Dinsdale, E. II. Webb, and John
Roberts; ] Priest, viz, Andrew Anderson; total.
11. Not voting, 1-Simeon Stivers. Noes: 7
Elders, viz, D. J. Phillips, H. P. llrown, J. B,,
Cook, George Coons, Peter M. Betts, Thomas R.
Davis, and John Hange; 2 Priests-H. L. Ladd,
and John Nightingale; 9 sisters, viz.. Phenneger,
Cook, Green, .. Jones, Darrow, Darrow, jun.,
Quiggle, Potter, Davis, ; totall8.
. H. P. Brown resumed the chair.
Objections being made to the rulings of the
chair, with regard to the manner of conducting
the: business of tb!) Conference, and of the instructions given to. the lay members, the President said
be was governed by the. decisions of . Bro. Joseph
in the Latter Day Saints' Herald.
This raised
the question of "What should we be guided bythe organic law. of the Church, embodied in the
Doctrine and Covenants, and the more recent aid
to the work, the Hules of Order, or be guided by
the opinion of the Editors. of the Herald. The
chair was notified tpat exceptions would bo taken
and an appeal from the rulings.
2 p.m.-H. P. Brow.n presiding. The following
was offered and discussed at considerable length,
H. P. Brown vacating the chair to take part in
debate:
Hesolved, That the Elders comprising this Conference have the sole right to vote on matters of
jurisdiction of this Conference.
The chair again instructed the lay members to
vote. The vote was called by ayes lilnd noes, with
the following result: Ayes: 7 Elders- Orren
Smith, John Carmichael, Peter Canavan, Wm.
Anderson, Albert Haws, A. C. Bryan, John Hoberts: 1 Priest-Andrew Anderson ; 1 TeacherCharles Monckom; total 9. Noes: 7 Elders-D.
J. Phillips, H. P. Brown, J. H. Cook, Owen Dinsdale, P.M. Betts, T. It. Davis, John Hauge; 1
Priest-H. L. Ladd; 3 sisters-Lincoln, and two
who did not give their names, but claimed th)lir
vote: total J 1.
llesolved, That branches have no right to supersede the action of Conference, in rejecting a district president sent by Conference t~ preside over
their district-~uch action will be held as insubordination to the General Conference or Church.
That we accept the resignation of A. Haws
from Petaluma sub-district.
That Brn. Davis and Cain ordain Bro. Henry
Green a.n Elder.
That A. Haws labor in Navada, under the direction of the president of the Nevada district.
That we sustain Joseph Smith as President of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
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throughout the world in righteousness, by our
faith, prayers, and means.
That we sustain J. Hoberls as Bishop's Agent
for Pacific Slope.
•rhat we sustain Hussel Huntley as president
of San Bernardino sub-district.
II. P. Brown, as president of San Francisco
sub-district.
John Carmichael as president of Santa Cruz
sub-district.
The president of Nevada district.
Joseph F. Burton as president of Los Angelos
sub-district.
John H. Cook as president of Sacramento subdistrict.
'l'hat we sust,ain D. S. Mills as president of the
Pacific Slope Mission, until he be released by the
General Conference.
That Bro. Canavan be allowed to keep the book
case in his possession, as a compensation ·for
labor.
The Bishop's Agent read his financial report.
lie asked that a committee be appointed to audit
the books, and Ac Haws, John Carmichael and D.
J. Phillips, were appointed to that duty.
Hesolved, 'l'hat we accord no wrong intent on
the part of the Secretary of the Conference of
Oct. 6th, 1877, in inserting in the minutes the resolution concerning the action of the Conference
in the case of J. Hr Cook, as it did not firitl its way
improperly into the minutes of Conference of Oct.
6th, 1878.
The investigating committee gavo· in the following report in the case of an appeal:
"Peter Canavan appeals from the decision of
the present organization of the West Oakland
Branch, in !.hat they have decided that Elder D.
J. Phillips, Priest H. Ferris, and Teacher R. M.
Phenneger, who held severally the office of presiding elder, priest., teacher, and clerk of said
branch, have been properly elected thereto.
We, the committee or court, sustain the above
appeal on the grounds well taken, according to
Hules of Order, chap. 14, sec. 162 and 168, and,
according to standing rules in the· minute book of
said branch, and that said officers as above complained of were not elected at a regular meeting."·
-Signed, ..John Carmichael, John Hoberts, Owen
Dinsdale, A C. Bryan.
The committee not having finished their labors,
were continued. :
Hesolved that we release Bro. Peter Canavan
from the s~cretaryship ·of this Oonference.
It was moved that P. M. Betts assist J. B,. Cook
to write up the minutes for publi~ation in the
Herald, hut .the. following substitute prevailed:
Hesolved that P. Canavan be permitted to write
the minutes himself and forward for public>J.tion.
The auditing committee reported the Bishop's
Agent's account as correct.
Adjourned to Newport, California, Octob~r 6th,
1879.
Benediction by H. P. Brown.
Peter Canavan, secretary of the Annual Conference of the Pacific Slope Mission, held April 6th,
7th and 8th, 1879.
I certify the above minutes to be correct.

2d. Because there are falsehoods and misrepresentations made in said minutes.
3d. Because it is interlarded with extraneous matters, not a part of the proceedings,
but ema,nating from the Secretary.
4th. The Conference did not request him
to 'forward them for publication, but simply
allowed him to prepare them, as he stated in
open Confer.ence that he kept them in such a
manner that nobody but himself could make
them out.
We will here &ay that Bro. Cook gave his
minutes to Secretary Canavan, who refused
to return them to him, and Bro. Cook. took
no part ;u the preparation of them as they
now stand.
II. Jl. BRO"\i\'N,:C!!tair;nan o.f sa1:d Conference.
WILLIAM HART.
lllAGGIE WINGATE.
P. l\1. BI~TTS.
.~JThfMA ROWJ,AND.
D .•T. PIIILT,IPS.
MARGARET KAIGIIAN.
.T. W. VERNON.
H. A. BROWN.
A. W. VERNON.
CHARLOT'fE PHU,LTPS.
1'. II. LINCOLN.
l\IAHALA. WILLIA~fSON.
RICHARD FERHIS.
H. Thi. PHENNEGER •.
Jnf,J,EN }'ERRIS.
II. J. PHENNEGER.
OAKLAND, Cal., July 7th, 1879.

Bislaop's

A:~cnt,.Appointed.•

In accordance with a resolution adopted by the
Massachusetts District Conference, held at Providence, H. I., May 17th, 18i9, recommending Bro.
John Smith for appointment as Bishop's Agent
for said district, to succeed Bro. E. N. Webster,
resigned; I hereby so appoint., and pray that Bro.
Smith may prove a wise, faithful and able man in
the duties of this calling.
.
IsRAEL L. HoGE:Rs, P-re.liding Bishop,

___,...__....__._

SANDWICH, Illinois, August 1st, 1879.

Pictures of Jose}lll, the 1Iartyr.
VVe have now on hand and subject to order, Photograph co..
pies of the qn1y authentic front view painting of Jos_epb 1 the
Martyr, in existence. This portrait was taken by a painter
from New York, when Joseph was about thirty-six, years· of
age, and repfesents him as he appeared at· that time,. ~as remained in the possession of Emma, until near the close .qfher
life, when it was by her committed to the hands of Pr~sident
Joseph Smith, with permission to have it copied, copyright
secured. Copies can also be procured of' Jane A. Robinson,
1512 1\fain street, Peoria, Illinois; or of Lewis C. Bi<lamon,
Nauvoo, Illinois; at the following prices by mail, Prepa~d :_,
Card size ..................... ,, ...•.. ,..................... 25
Cabinet size............................................... 30
Size, 8 x 10 inches ...................................... 1 00
Size, 11 x H inches ............ ;., ..................... 1· 50
Solar Types, lifo size, framed, by express ..... l5 00

PITTSBURG DISTRICT.-The quarterly conference
of the above named district will convene at Belmont Branch, Belmont county, Ohio, September
13th and 14th, 1879. All are invited.
JAMEs BRowN, President.

PETER CANAVAN.

FouJ.•tb Quorum of Eldea·s.

PROTEST.
To the First Presidency of the Church of
Jesus Chr-ist of Latter Day Saints, Plano,
Illinois:
W,e, the undersigned officers and members
of the Pacific Slope Mission, of said Church,
hereby respectfully enter our protest against
the publication of the Minutes of the Conference of April 6th, 1879, for said mission,
held in the city of San Francisco, as reported
and furnished the Board of Publication, at
Plano, Illinois, by the Secretary of said Conference, before its correction and revision by
the Chairman and Assistant Chairman of said
Conference; for the following reasons, 'to wit:
1st. It is not a correct record of the proceedings of that body.

By request of the unenrolled Elders who were
present ~tt the September General Conference, .held
at Galland's Grove, Iowa, September 7th to 13th,
1878, and by instruction of said Conference, measures were taken towards the organization of the
Fourth Quorum of Elders, the meeting being presided over by Henry A. Stebbins, of the presidency of the First Quorum, R. M. Elvin, of the
same quorum, acting as clerk.
However, as too few were present to accomplish
the work to the best advantage, it was ordered
that only an enrollment of names be made, the
permanent organization not to take place till the
September General Conference of 1879, the president meantime to receive names by letter for
membership therein, and to publish the list prior to
said conference, that all may know, and that they
may be prepared to choose their officers. This is
therefore to notify all, that such organization will
probably be effected at the ensuing conference.
The following is the entry of names so far as received, the first ten having been present and en-
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rolled at the preliminary meeting above named,
and many of the other names having been recommended by those present at said meeting:
James F. Mintun, Milton Lynch, Ingvert Haneen, Absolom Kuykendall, Orrin Butts, Alfred
Jackson, *Branson L. Lewis, ·*Dorman J"ewis,
Levi Wilson, *John Conyers, Peter H. Reinsimar,
*John C. Hardman, Prior L. Stephenson, Lucius
N. Streeter, Joshua Armstrong, *Joseph P. Knox,
Nelson Brown, James Ogard, Joel Hall, James
-'.!'!Jomsen, *Hyrum L. Thompson, Hiram P. Sherard, ><·Wm. II. Davenport., *Andrew B. Kuykendall,
*James A. Curry, James W. Bryan, *A-- W.
Bullard, Ja.mes Irvin, Joseph Flory, Joseph D.
Flanders, *William Cowleyshaw, *David Lewis,
*Marion Outhouse, Andrew J. Seeley, ·*David E.
Powell, Temme Hinderks, *Benj. F. Dykes, John
M. iRange, Walter Kinney, Alexander J. Cato,
Griffith George, Henry Green, William Hopkins,
(Kansas), E. Henry Webb, Oliver E. Cleveland,
Isaac A. Morris, Abram N. Caudle, Darius J.
Wetberbee,!Richard Groom, James Foxall, William
Smith (of St. J,ouis), Leonard P. West, John P.
'fhomas, Martin R. Brown, James K. Kent, Daniel
D. Babcock, James L. Richey, John L. Buckingham, *Rial D. Evans, William J. Booker, George
R. Scogin, Franklin Vickery, .John G. Vickery,
Alexander Kennedy, John H. Givens, John W.
Grierson, Geo. T. Chute, Elias Land,. Benjamin
F. Kerr, Henry Walker, Henry Stephens, Nicholas
Taylor, Edward W. Knapp, Senterlow Butler,
George C. Smith (St. Joseph, Mo.), Elias N.
Webster, James B. Prettyman, Joshua B. Prettyman, Charles W. Prettyman, Jesse W. Nichols-·
total 80.
Besides the above the following improperly received licenses from the Third Quorum, they not
having been received into tb~t quorum by vote,
and there not being vacancies for them when
their names were forwarded to lhe secretary of
that quorum. Of these the Pourth Quorum can
a.ccept sufficient to fill their number to ninety-six,
if they 'wish: Samuel 0. foss, Caleb E. Blodgett,
William Hart (Ca.lifornia), Joseph F. Burton, John.
Carmichael, -~William Probert, Samuel B. Robinso11,
Albert Haws, Joseph W. Vernon, Archie C. Bryan,
Peter Canavan, Walter Bohall, Daniel Brown,
John R. Cook, Jasper H. Lawn, Peter C. Briggs,
James B. Price, Alfred Nethercott, Orren Smith,
Bradbury Robinson. All but- the first two are
residents of California.
Those names having a star before them are not
found upon the General Church Record as elders,
and I find no entry of Brn. J. P. Knox, II. L.
Thompson, W. H. Davenport, A. B. Kuykendall,
.J. A. Currie, A. W. Bullard, J. M. Range, Walter
Kinney, David Lewis, Marion Outhouse, B. P.
Dykes, 0. E. Cleveland, J. K. Kent, or Rial D.
Evans, as members of any branch. If those who
are in branches will state which one, and will give
the items of their birth, baptism· and ordination,
lhey will oblige all concerned, themselves included, and on the organization of the quorum
they will be. notified, and licenses can be issued
to them by its officers.
HENRY A. STEBBINS, Church Secreta.·y.
PLANo, Illinois, August 7th, 1879.

CARD FRO~[ INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-We,. a commit.
tee appointed by the Conference of the Independ·
ence District of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, to build a bouse of
worship in Independenoe, Jackson county, Missouri, hereby solicit aid from the members of
said Church, and, also from all neighbors and
friends, who may feel willing to help us.
All moneys should be forwarded toW. P. Brown,
••Treasurer," Independence, Jackson county, Missouri. As Independence is the final resting place
where the Saints expect to gather and receive
their inheritance, we bopu that all who feel interested will try and help us. We have secured a
lot, and the work will &oon be under way.
J. W. Bra.Qkenbu:ry, W. P. Brown, Charles M.
Schroder, C. C. Frisbey, S. G. Mayo, committee.
Israel L. Rogers, Sandwich, DeKalb Co., Illinois.
Alex. H. Smith; Andover, Harrison county, Mo.
John Roberts, Bishop's Agent for California, 1728
Seward street, West Oakland, Cal.
James Caffall, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

HERALD.

OBITUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each addi~
tiona! eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prom·
inent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice.
Marria.go notices $1 each. Birth notices free.
:BOl'l!l.

FERRIS.-At West Oakland, California, April
30th, 1879, to Bro. Richard lind Sr. Ellen Ferris,
a son; .name, George William.

l'tlarried..
ZENOR- ALLEN.-At the Methodist Chapel;·
Pleasanton, Decatur county, Iowa, on the eve.ning
of March 21st, 1878, by Elder E. Robinson, :\fr.
Bona(Zenor and ·sister Sybelia Allen. After the
ceremony at the church,, numerous invited guests
partook of a rich repast, at the residence of the
bride's mother, sister E. Allen.
MANIFOJ,D-HOLLOWELL.-JuJy 30th, 18i9, at
residence of the bride's stepfather, Bro. Roberts,
of Farmington, Iowa, by Bider Mark H. Foracutt.,
Mr. Wm. 0. Manifold to Sister Ida 1\1. Hollowell.
'fhe happy couple left on the evening train, same
day, for the bridegroom's residence, Jewell Centre,
Jewell county, Kansas. l\lr. Manifold is a jeweler
by profession; but he has added now a lovelier
jewel than ever before possessed by him. Saint
and stranger alike recognize in Sister lda.one of
the loveliest types of nature, and all who know her
believe that sister Manifold will adorn the best
society of Jewell Centre with her manifold virtues.

Died.
DYKE.-Mary Ann Dyke, wife of Simon Dyke,
was born 22d }'ebruary, 1824, in Massilon, Stark
county, Ohio; was baptized at that place in 1837,
by Elder David Bvans, and joined the Reorganization by baptism, 19th October, 1862, baptized and
confirmed by Elder Charles Derry. She departed
this life 16th July, 1879, from the cfi'ects of a tu.
mor. She died lamented by a large family and
circle of friends. Funeral sermon by Elder E. C.
Brand.
BLACK.-Near Edgerton, Platte county, Mo.,
July 18th, 1879, of a complication of diseases,
among others heart disease, Mrs. Lucinda Black,
wife of H. H. Black, and daughter of Bro. H. T.
and Sr. E. A. Burna.m. Deceased was an exemplary wife and mother, and beloved by all who
knew her. She leaves a husband and four little
children to mourn her ( t.o them) irreparable loss
One by one, my dearest Lord,
My loved sisters thou hast taken;
But through the promise in thy word
Faith in thy love is •till unshaken.

TAYLOR.-At St. Louis, Mo., July 19th, 1879,
Alvi.n Taylor, infant son of Bro. and Sr. Thos. E.
Taylor. Puneral service by Elder Wm. Still.
So fades the lovely blooming flower,
Frail, smiling solace of an hour!
So soon our transient comforts fly,
And pleasures only bloom to die.

1\. Defend.m.• in Texas.
The following letter was sent to the Bois Banner, but was refused, and was sent to us by Bro.
W. T. Bozarth, for in.sertion :
RuRAL ScHooL-HousE, Lamar County, Texas,
May 17th, 1879.
JJfr. J. J. Wheeler, Paris, Texas:
Sir,-You have allowed a place in your invaluable columns for a letter from Mr. W. P. Billingsley, giving an account of his visit to the,"l\iormon
camp," in .Red River County, and reque~ting some
Chriatian preacher to visit their community, and
lead them out of their error. I hope you will
please lend the use of your columns to one who is
not a Mormon, (nor do I propose to espouse their
cause, and do battle for them), but one wbo dislikes to see any class of individuals misrepresented ; nor do I think it right to misrepresent the
Holy Scriptures. I, by chance, was a.t Taylor, in
Red River County, on May 10th and 11th, when
one Mr. Northcut, of Paris, came, I presume in
response to the solicitation of Mr. W. P. B., and
some others, to Taylor, and opened fire on the
"romantic dreamers'" camp; and I, as a.n un biased and unprejudiced observer a.nd bearer, wish
0RR.-At Salmon Falls, Eldorado county, California, July 3rd, 1879, Katharine Orr, aged 84
years. She was a nativo of Scotian d.

to say, that if a few more such guns as Mr. Northcut used, are fired in and around Taylor, instead
of killing Mormonism, I think that the assault.ing
party will annihilate themselves, and the Mor·
mons will remain unhurt. Mr. Northout, instead
of coming in a Christian spirit, and reasoning
with the "proselytes," "from the Scriptures,"
ope.ned fire upon them in a spirit of bitterness and
persecution; and if he tried to show them their
frror, I, with my very limited intellectual culture,
failed to perceive it; and when Mr. W. P. Billingsley's brother-B. L. Billingsley-requested to
"let us reason together from the Bible," after
agreeing to do so, and after Mr. B. I, B. had given Mr. N. a fair and patient bearing, when Mr.
B. L. B. proposed to read some of the Scriptures
from the Bible, (not from any Mormon book), Mr.
N. would not hear him, but left the house and
grounds. So much for Mr. N's reasoning the
"proselytes" out of their "romantic dream."
. Mr. Editor, as I do not desire to do an injustice
to Mr. N., or any one else, b'l.t simply desire that
all parties have a fair representation, I wish to
state some of Mr. N. 's assertions, made at t.he
time and place before mentioned, in proof of what
I have said; and if I misrepresent him, H is not
intentional on my part, but because I may have
misunderstood him; and if that be the case, I am
not the only one (not a Mormon) who misunderstood him. ·
First, Mr. N. stated, that six men claimed to
have seen the wonderful plates (of Mormon notoriety) descend from heaven by nigh..t, and alight
upon a table, around which they were sitting.
Mormons claim that Joseph Smith disinterred
them from the earth.
Mr. N. stated that Mormons claim the power to
impart the Holy Spirit to men. Mormons. teach
that God only bas the power.
Mr. N. said that all mankind had their sins pardoned at the same time, but did not prove it by
the Bible. Mr. N. said the Scriptures gave no
authority (but forbid) for Christians t.o pray for
their enemies, or aliens to God. Christ saiJ,
"Pray for those who persecute you, a.nd despitefully use you."
Mr. N. said he WfiS commanded to preach the
whole gospel. I did not know that persecuting
Mormons, and contradicting Christ, was preaching the gospel.
In his closing exhortation, Mr. N. said, "!offer
you salvation." The Bible says the gospel is the
power of God unto salvation, to all them that be·
Iieve.
Mr. N. said that those who did not see proper
to come forward and accept his offer, said by
their ac.tions that they desired .the association of
dogs, liars, &c., &c., and used many other abu
sive epithets, that I do not care to name, as they
did not sound to me like they came from a spirit
of love; but on the contrary, fro:n a spirit of
anger.
Now, Mr. Editor, I fear that I press too hard
o.n your kind nature, so I will conclude, by saying that it is my honest belief, that if ever the
Mormon branch that is planted in the neighborhood of Taylor is extinguished, and the parties
that are members of it, who once were members
of the Christian church, are brought back to that
church, it will be by sound arguments and reasonings from the Bible, offered to them in a persuasive manner, a.nd in a spirit of love; and, also, if
the young ladies and gentlemen who 1·eceived
such a nice compliment from Mr. N , for their
good attention a.nd behavior, ever are converted
to Christianity, H will be by the same process.
I hope, Mr. Editor, that you will not think me too
tedious, and give this a place in your colum.ns.
Reepectfully,
B. T .. ST.TOIIN.
--------~~·~--------

Bro. ,J. W. Gillen wrote from Oakland, California.
August 2d, that he had just returned from his
.preaching tour south, and would leave on the
"City of Sidney'" for Australia, on the 4th inst.
May he have a good voyage and arrive safely in
the la.nd where all the Church will prHy that he
may have great favor and blessing in preaching
the gospel of Christ and building up the kingdom
of God.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, SEPTEMBER 1, 1879.

A SUPPLICATION AND REPLY.
0, Spirit of our father,
Whose will it Is to bless
Thine earthly fallen pe.ople,
How cau the spirit rest 1
Behold, our hearts are burdened
By sorrows thick aud fast,
If here and there a blessing,
They are too sweet to last.

0, let some light, we pray Thee,
Illuminate our sky;
Shed forth some ray of glory,
From out Thy throne ou high.
Now from the throne of glory,
lllethinks I hear a voice;
It bids the weary hearted,
Amid their pains rejoice.
"Behold, I send them on you ;
These sufferings thick and fast,
That you may then appreciate
My glory at the last.

"!f you had never fallen
And tasted of the vile,
The good you gain would perish,
Though round you all the while.
"There is no earthly sorrow
But grants a holier peace,
When from its cruel confines~
The soul finds sweet release.
HThere are no bars of iron,
No gates around you swung,
Which bring not greater freedom,
When liberty's song is sung.
"Then weary ones, plod onward, .
Though thorny be your way;
If ·on the earth there's weeping,
In heaven there's joyous day."
PLANO,III,,Aug, 4th, 1879.
G. F. WESTON.

PRESENT DUTY.
The greatest impediment that retards the
progress of the Church of Christ, is to be attributed more to a want of unity among the
Saints, to a want of spiritual life and power,
than to any o~tside influences. The "old
man with his deeds" strives to sow discord
and jealousies among them, and through his
corrupting power, "mole hills become mountains," and our ~eligion becomes subject to
the caprices of unlawful passions; instead of
our p!lssions being under the influence and
control of the religion of Jesus.
When sectional ideas are entertained, and
personal interests, and ends become objective
points in our ambition, it paves the way for
spiritual defeat and disaster. And they who
sacrifice religious duty of principle to Batisfy
a narrow mind, or obdurate will, do not only
debar themselves of the spiritual blessings of
the gospel, but will shut themselves out of
the "Heavenly Kingdom."

The contest of God's truth throughout the
ages, has been with a corrupt humanity; and
the noble victory it has sought to achieve has
been to disenthrall the human mind from the
baneful influence and power of evil, to robe it
in the habiliments of moral purity, and to unfold to its understanding those principles by
which it can advance to a higher plane of
thought, of feeling, and of action; and the
impress which it has made upon the history
of time proves its aU. sufficiency to accomplish
this noble work. The great and good in all
ages, whose lives were devoted to the service
of Divine Truth, are immortal witnesses of its
strength, power and efficacy.
The gospel of Jesus not only comes to us
as an aggressive power, waging war against
every phase of sin, but it demands of us an
unconditional surrender to all of its requirements. It demands that we shall give up
malice, hatred, lust, envy, and all the evils
that degrade the soul. It demands that we
shall turn our backs . upon the "pleasu~es of
sin," and live for pleasures which are heavenly
and divine; that we shall .adorn ourselves
with the beautiful garments of Faith, Hope
and Charity. These also are means by which
to unlock the heavens, and bring the rich
blessings of God in profusion upon-those who
are its faithful votaries. It demands that we
shall render good for evil; that we shall suffer
wrong rather than do wrong; that we shall
surrender all personal desires and ends, if
necessary, to promote brotherly love and unity
in the Church of Christ. That we shall not
live for self, but for God, for his truth, for
the Church of Christ, and for humartity; and
upon this broad and comprehensive platform of
reform and progress, it demands our life long
service. It points to God's Spirit as our
teacher and comforter, to Jesus as our leader,
to the crown of life as our reward, and to the
kingdom of immortality as our home.
With such divine incentives to inspire the
soul, no wonder that an apostle could say,
"For I am persuaded that neither death, nor
life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers,
nor things present, nor things to come, nor
height, nor depth, nor any other creature,
shall be able to separate us from ~he love of
God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."
Paul's extraordinary faith and devotion to
the gospel of Christ, was the legitimate result
of his faithful compliance with its requirementa. His mind was fortified with a positive
knowledge of itfl verity; for it came to him as
it came to us with the bold assurance, "If any
man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God, or whether I
speak ofmyself."""""'John 7:17.
Religious duty demands of us many sacri-

No. 17.

fices. Hence a positive knowledge of its
truth is essentially necessary on our part, that
we may know that our labors and sacrifices
are not in vain. There are thousands of
Latter Day Saints who claim to have received
this knowledge.
They claim a faith not
founded upon the sands of uncertainty and
doubt, but upon an actual experimental
knowledge "that this is God's work."
And we should remember that this knowl·
edge will prove to us "a savor of life unto
life, or of death unto death." And should not
our lives be commensurate with this testimony?
Should we not faithfully perform all of our
religious obligations? Nothing short of this
can make us efficient workers in the cause of
truth and bring us to enjoy the fruitions of
our most holy faith. The progress and prosperity of Christ's Kingdom demand work and
labor faithfully performed, not only on the
part of the ministry, but also by the members.
And this work should commence in our own
hearts by }\'Urging out everything that para·
lyzes our spiritual energies, or militates
against the performance of our individual
duties. We should bury self beneath the
sacred principles of duty, and demonstrate the
great truth in a practical sense, "that this is
God's work."
Ira these practical principles exists the elements of spiritual life and power by which
we are confirmed in a knowledge of the truth,
and which alone can "confirm us unto the
end." To ignore or set them aside, is to commit spiritual suicide .. As the physical can
not survive without proper food and care,
neither can the spiritual without it appeals to
that source which alone can give it life. And
as the natural law of the great Creator,
clothes all animate nature with life and beauty,
likewise his spiritual law will destroy a carnal
nature, and build up a beautiful and symmetrical oharacter of moral purity, of spiritual
strength and power. It will change the current of human life, and cause it to flow onward
towards the peaceful kingdom of life and im.
mortality.
The paramount question for our consideration is, Are we living as faithful as we know
we ought to live, in our families, before· the
world, in all of the various walks and ways of
life? Are we as Elders performing the high ·
duties committed to our trust? Are we as a
people making every sacrifice which duty de·
mands to send the knowledge of salvation
throughout the whole world? Are we as the
Church of Ohrist cultivating that spirit of
love and forbearance, which alone can build
us up in the unity of the faith? While we re·
joice in the glorious light of the gospel of Jesus,
]eli us remember that present duty demands our
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attention, and that its faithful performance on
our part will lead us higher and higher in the
knowledge and power of God, until Zion's fetters shall be sundered, and we shall hail with
mutual joy and gladness the hour of redemption.
F. M. CoorER. ·

WHO ARE THE LOST 1
••For therefore we both labor and ~ll"er reproa.ch,
because we trust in the living God, who is the
Savior of all men, especially of those that believe."-1 Tim. 4: 10.

The thought has been in my mind whether
there was a certain class that would not be
saved. In the beginning, at the close of the
great creative work, we read that the "Great
I Am" said:
"l * * saw everything that I had made, and behold all things which I had made were very
good."-l. T., Gen. 1: 33.

Now it only remains to be proven that God
made man to show that man was one of the
great creative works. This is evident from
the same chapter, and also from Ecc. 7: 29:
"Lo, this only have I found, that God hath
made man upright," etc. As to his duration or
continued existence upon this earth, there is
a great deal of difference of opinion. What
this difference consists of I shall not stop to
relate, for fear that I may be tedious. My
object is to state in as concise a manner as
possible, a few thoughts only on this subject.
To Latter Day Saints the authority that I
bring will be conclusive on this point. In a
revelation given to Joseph the Seer, June,
1830, in verse 23, these words are found:
"There is no end to my works, neither to my
words; for this is my work and my glory, to
bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of
man."

This fact is generally conceded by Latter
Day Saints, although I am aware that some
claim that there is a class to whom there is
no repentance (Matt. 12 : 32). That can be
true, and yet Christ be the Savior of all men.
This is my object in writing these thoughts.
In our text is presented two salvations. We
read in First Nephi 3 : 46 :
"Behold, there are, save two churches only:
the one is the church of the Lamb of God, and the
other is the church of the devil; wherefore, whoso
belongeth not to the church of the Lamb of God,
belongeth to that great church."

Now then at the close we find only two
classes. In 1 Tim. 4: 10 we read that one of
those salvations is called a special salvation.
In Jude, third verse, we read of a common
salvation. Now then we rea.d of only two
classes at the end, and we also read of two
salvations, consequently all men must be saved.
Provision is made for this event. (See 1 Cor.
15:40, 41; John 14: 2). One thought in regard to the class spoken ofi.n Matthew 12:32,
right here. The query comes up, how can
that class be saved and they receive their
judgment according to their works?-Matt.
16 : 27. We have at least an inference that
after the wicked are punished they are let
out. (See Matt. 5 : 25, 26). And could not
this class spoken of, after receiving their punishment, be under condemnation of their own
mind and yet receive a :salvation? We have
found that man was created good, and that
it was God's design that man should have an
eternal existence, now then Satan started out
to destroy and mar the work of God j then in
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hitherto the parent Empire has been much
neglected in favor of the northern offshoot, the
Assyrian Empire. Mr. Rassam was able, after
a considerable amount of opposition by the
brick merchants, who dreaded his presence as
a menace to their vandalism, to carry out a
series of explorations on most of the mounds.
From the examination of the ruins buried beneath the Mugelibe, Mr. Rassam has been able
to ascertain the site of the edifice from which
have come the series ofbankingand commercial
tables known as the Egibi tablets. From the
relation of this edifice to the King's palace, it
standing on the north-east side among a number
of small buildings, evidently the royal offices,
it is now clear that the theory advanced by Mr.
Boscawen, that the traders were also keepers
of the Kin~'s Treasury, and the revenue offiASSYRIAN EXPLORATIONS.
cers of the Kings of Babylon, receives a strong
THE RESULTS OF MR. ItASSAM'S SECOND EX· confirmation. Hitherto, owing to the irregularity which has characterized the system of
PEDITION.
digging among the mounds of Babylon, no
Mr. Hormuzd Rassam has juet returned to traces of any regular edifice have been found.
England, bringing with him the results of his Mr. Rassam, however, managed to infuse some
second expedition to explore the mounds of the species of order among the brick-hunters, and
Tigre-Euphrates Valley. Although not furn- the result was the discovery of several halls and
rooms. In a mound called Jubjuba, the Jumishing any such grand discovery as that of the
juma of Mr. Rich's memoir, h!J discovered the
bronze gates from Balawat, the expedition has remains of a large hall of most rich construcbeen an extremely successful one. With the tion. Painted bricks, rich Indian woods, and
exception of the explorations in Syria, and enameled tiles, all indicated the richness of the
especially on the site of Carchemish, he has fol- edifice. His excavations in the Birs Nimroud
have brought to light the remains of edifices,
lowed the programme which was detailed in the and a number of inscriptions. A most interTimes of October lOth, 18'78. His explora- esting discovery in connection with this ruin
tions on the mounds of Nineveh have this time has resulted from the examination of the site
extended to a site hitherto untouched by former by Mr. Rassam,-namely, that its destruction
explorers,-namely : the mound of theN ebby- was due, not to a fire or the vengeance of an
Yunus, or Tomb of Jonah. In this mound he enemy, but to a volcanic eruption, which has
was fortunately able to make some few ex- split the whole edifice in twain, and vitrified
plorations and to recover a number ofinscribed all the brick-work with which the lava and
fragments bearing inscriptions of the reigns of flame came in contact. The exploration of
Esarhaddon and Sennacherib, a.s well as some Babylon has too long been neglected, and it is
statuettes in terra cotta, which exhibit a higher to be hoped that the short but fruitful
art than any before recovered. Explorations visit of Mr. Rassam will tend to direct attenhave been continued in both the palaces of Sen- ion to the site.
We are glad to note that Mr. Rassam carried
nacherib and Assur-ban-i-pal and many hundreds of inscribed tablets have been recovered. out the roving commission which we indicated
On the mounds of Nimroud, the exploration of in our notice of October lOth, 1878, and exerthe Temple site, discovered by Mr. Rassam in cised his authority on the itinerant explorers
his former expedition, was continued, and a from Bagdad. He paid a visit to the mound of
number of fragments of tiles and several inscrip- Tel Ho, and examined and copied the inscriptions were recovered. This temple, or rather tion 'on the black basalt statue which was there.
temple area, is now found to have contained a He has also obtained a number of inscribed
number of altars, as well as a systematically ar- tablets from this site, and among them are
ranged series of seats. It would appear rather several of those interesting examples of Baby·
to have been a species of forum, where religious Ionian cunning, the commercial deeds in duassemblies, councils, and other gatherings were plicate, the one copy forming an envelope to
held. Warned by the violent riots which at- the other. From this site he also obtained a
tended his former explorations in the mound of number of very curious, inscribed coins, with
Balawat, Mr. Rassam has carefully abstained legends of early monarchs. During his visit
from any attempt to continue the work there. to the city of Bagdad he obtained, by purchase,
His labors on sites which did not come within a number of inscriptions, mostly of the con·
the scope of his former expeditions have been tract, or commercial class. As Mr Rassam has
most fruitful, considering the short period only been a few days in England, and many of
which he was able to devote to them. His ex- his cases have still to be forwarded, we can not
plorations at Kileh Shergat, the site of the as yet fully learn the results of this expedition,
ancient City of Assur, the primitive Capital but we have every reason to believe that stuof Assyria, have much enriched our knowledge dents both of philology and art of the Asyrian
of this site, and furnished us with some valu- and Babylonian Empires will find much of
able inscriptions of the early Assyrian Empire. importance to aid them in their researches.~
Among these we may specially notice one brick London 'l'irne.1j July 8d, 1879.
written in a most archaic script.
ltappy is he who has learned this. one thing-.;
The discoveries which Mr. Rassam has been
able to make on the mounds of Babylonia will to do the plain duty of the moment quickly and
be welcomed by all studentll of archreology, for c1HJerful1y, whatever it may be.

all humility al"!d Godly reverence, if there was
even a small portion of the humari race that
was not saved, would not Satan be successful.
Thus far from the evidence before us 1 can
not see but this must be the case, but we are
not driven to that conclusion if we will read
Daniel 12: 2.
Here again are two classes, "And many of
them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall
awake, some to everlasting life and some to
shame and everlasting contempt." This to
me is conclusive. If I am in error in that
conclusion no one need accept it, as I claim
only for it my opinion and that alone, praying
at the same time that I may have the Spirit
of God to lead me into all truth.
AcE.
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in front of the desk. A bad arrangement, by

erect a gigantic tumulus to his poisoned friend.
In "Besica Tepe" I sank a large shaft, and dug
from its bottom four large galleries. I merely
found there very ancient pottery precisely of
the same type as that found in the upper strata
of the first Trojan city. If, therefore, we claim
for the tumulus 1,500 B. C., we are probably
near the mark. In none of the tumuli did I
find any human bones or trace of burial.
You are no doubt aware that in ancient and
modern times it was generally believed that the
plain of Troy had been produced by the alluvia
of its rivers, Scamander and Simois; that there
was at the time of the Trojan war a deep gulf in
the plain, and that there was consequently between Ilion and the Hellespont, not sufficient
room for the grand exploits of the Iliad. This
theory, which in times of old was advocated by
Hestiro of Alexandria Troas, by Demetrius, and
by Strabo; this theory which for the last mnety
years has been the powerful weapon in the
hands of the defenders of the Troy-Bunarbashi
theory: this theory is now blown up, because
Prof. Virchow and M. Burnouf and I have
found by our excavations in the plains that the
rivers do not go deeper than from five to eight
feet, and that underneath is that. compact, fine
yellow clay which is the deposit of a sweetwater lake, and by long ages older than the
Trojan rivers and the Hellespont itself. .

the way, for those who lead in the singing
should be so placed that their voices may be
Dr. Schlieman, having just returned to
distinctly heard by the congregation; and the
Athens from his second season of explorations
Lord recognizing this fact, gave direction that
the chief singers should have a place above
on the site of ancient Troy, gives in a private
and
apart from the congregation; but this
letter to the editor of this paper, a brief acwas done to appease a portion of the branch
count of his success. It will be found of inwho may be some relation to our brother.
terest sufficient to repay a careful reading:
The object of the choir is to guide, instruct,
ATHENS, June 19,1879.-* **I havejust
and assist the congregation in singing. Their
returned from Troy, where I had this time as
mode of singing is to sing as many old, simple
and harmonious tunes as possible, occasionally
collaborators, two good friends, the celebrated
learning a new tune and singing it again and
Prof. Rudolf Virchow, of Berlin, and the famous Orientalist, Emile Burnouf, of Paris, who,
again, as often as good taste directs, until the
when you were at Athens, was Director of the
congregation are familiar with it, when it passes
French school there. In their company I have
into the regular list, to be sung at any appronow not only terminated the excavation of the
priate time. The tunes used are a collection
of grand old tunes compiled into a volume
whole ancient Ilion, and brought to light its
entire circuit wall, but I also dug up and carknown as "The New Lute of Zion." If the
brother does not think th!'y are appropriate,
ried away at least 40,000 cubic meters of debris
from its suburb. You have no doubt seen in
or harmonious, let me draw a picture which
the papers that last year I found four treasures
may suit his refined notion of singing.
of gold ornaments at Troy; but now its wealth
The Elder goes into the stand and lines out
one of the beautiful hymns found in our
is exhausted, so that this spring I only found
two treasures, consisting of gold bracelets, gold
"Harp," and there being no choir, no organ,
earrings with rosettes and long hangings with
and no leader, he tries to start "Nellie Gray,"
idols attached to them, a gold eagle, a breast
or "Old Ned;" but gets it about two keys too
ornament of gold with ten chains, each consistlow; so after singing a line or two, he is forced
ing of 155 links, and covered with as many
to stop. Everybody looks at him as if to say,
leaves; gold disks like No. 250 in my Mycenro
"You did it!" He flushes with annoyance
HENRY ScHLIEMAN.
(collection); also gold ornaments likeN os. 297
and chagrin, coughs, clears his throat, and
tries it again, and this time gets it too high;
and 299 in Mycenro, and a mass of other ornaON SINGING.
ments with whose types you are acquainted
but he is resolved to carry it through at all
from my "Troy and Its Remains." Of pottery
I have just finished that strange and erratic hazards, and so, with a desperate resolution,
and bronzes, I found again a very large quan- concatenation of perverted judgment, signed, away they go, keeping time like a crazy horsetity; also some very fine jewels of silver;. a
fiddle with three bars broken out ; making
silver dagger, whose handle is ornamented with "An Old Mormon·," and I write to let you harmony like a currycomb drawn across a
a couchant cow with long horns; a silver spoon, exhausted on this particular subject, and I rusty stovepipe, for each verse has four whoops,
with a novel shield-like ornament in. the midst, know that my little stock of patience is at last six yells, three growls, ten squeals, twenty
for libations; also a large mass of silver rings wish to ventilate a few thoughts that have pauses, and forty-seven quavers, and the whole
tune is one continual drawl, each one trying
fused togethJlr in the great conflagration, and presented themselves to my mind.
to which have also been fused gold ornaments.
to keep behind his neighbor. And when at
In entering the Hellespont you must have much
The brother complains that he can not see last they sit down, each face wears a relieved
admired the gigantic conical tumuli called he- as others do. From my heart, brother, I am expression, similar to that of a boy wh.o has
roic tombs. One of them was in 1873 exca- sorry for you; for, if you are not in possession just escaped from an uncomfortable position
vated by Mrs. Schlieman ; six more I explored of the Spirit which shall bring us into a "unity across the maternal knee, and they are "awful"
now, and in that number the two largest of all,
glad there is no more. What would you call it,
''Udjeck Tepe" and "Besica Tepe," the former of the faith," or make us all alike, you cer- brother? A tune, "no tune, ( n)or any thing
of which is eighty-three feet high and 733 feet tainly deserve commiseration.
like a tune?"
in diameter. I tunneled it and sunk a shaft
What you can intend by placing the "nasty,
Correct pronunciation is indeed one of the
from the top, and found it a qaadrangular tow- filthy old harlot" in the possessive case, and chief charms of music, but I have never found
er, fifteen feet long and broad and forty-three laying it distinctively at the door of Bro. J o- it among untrained singers.
feet high, which had been built on a circle five seph, I am at a loss to understand; but this
I must confess I fail to see the brother's,
feet high, built of beautiful-fitting polygonal I do understand: If those who are so fond intended point, in the dissertation upon "govblocks, and having a radius of about twenty of occupying the position of "dog in the man. ernment," and I must also acknowledge that
fee.t. Digging galleries to the right and left, ger" would eease their endeavors to bay the his meaning appears somewhat ambiguous
as well as into ~he quadrangular tower, and sink- "Old Harlot" into a state of infuriated antag- where he says, "Singing, as you propose, tends
ing again shafts from the galleries, I found onism, the efforts of the Elders would be far to exalt soft hands;" for he acknowledges that
ve-.:y ancient pottery mixed with pottery of the more effective, and we should sooner realize he don't know how Bro. Joseph proposes to
Macedonian time. But there were also picked the fulfillment of the promise, "I will give sing. And the latter clause is equally dark,
up some potsherds, for which I can not claim you grace in the eyes of the people."
for m,y hands were hardened by long acquaintmore than the second and third century A. D.;
Having been a member of the much abused ance with the sledge hammer, and I know of
and as the tumuli can not possibly be older than "choir" at Plano, for the past two years, I no one of mtr band.who does not "earn his
the latest pottery found beneath it, I would will take the opportunity to tell you how they bread by the sweat of his brow." But I fear
attribute the tumulus Udjek 'l.'epe to the Em- do there, as you confess you don't know, and that such a system of fault finding, may tend
peror Caracalla (211-216 A: D.), who, accord- right here it occurs to me that it may with to elevate "soft heads" to an extent that will
ing to Heredotus, made funeral sacrifices at reason be called absurd for a man to put a prove injurious to them.
the tumulus of Achilles, and poisoned his medieval harn(SS upon a dyspeptic mind of
And now, brother, in COJ)clusion, let me
most intimate friend, Festus, in order to get a the nineteenth century, and run a madcap tilt say, that I have none but the best wishes and
Patroolus, and to be able to imitate the funeral against something which he can not com pre· the kindliest feeling for you, and I would not
which Achilles made to his friend, and which hend. The "choir" consists of whoever will have written in this manner, were it not for
Homer descri~es with so much beauty in the oomc and practice once a week, with Bro. J o- the fact that there is a class of people who
twenty-third Iliad. This theory also seems to seph ae leader, and Sr. Zaide Smith as organ- continually bar the road. of progress toward
be confirmed by the size of the tumulus, be·J ist, eo appointed by vote of the branch. The perfection, who constantly cry on every hand,
cause such a vain. fool as Caraealla could only place of the choir is in t,ho body of the church "That it3 not right,'' but never cffer a s11:gges-
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tion as to how it might be made right, and
Bro. Joseph is the "shining mark" at which
they love to aim.
May the love of our blessed Savior constrain
us each to understand and to perform our duty;
each in his allotted sphere, that we may all
come to a "unity of the faith," and a knowledge
of the Lord, that we may at last be found
among those "who are found to be Saints,"
when that time of division comes.
Praying and working for Zion's weal, and
the prosperity of her people, I subscribe myself, a "YOUNG MoRMoN," whose name is

graveyard. In the same year in Norwich, employment to over 10,000 persons who turn
50,000; in Venice 100,000; in Florence 100,- out 160,000,000 cigars in a year, valued at.
QOO. In eastern nations during the same year $2,000,000. From Havanah and Manilla,
20,000,000 died. It was called the black Hamburgh, besides its manufacture, imports
death.
from these two places 18,000,000 cigars,
. In A. D. 1352, in China, 900,000 died of making the agregate sum of 178,000,000 cifamine.
gars in one year from one city, 163,000,000 of
In A. D. 1450, in Milan, 60,000 died of which are exported, leaving 15,000,000 for
famine.
home consumption; allowing 40,000 a day
In A. D. 1611, in Constantinople, 200,000 for an adult male population of 45,000.
died of plague.
In England, with a population Df 21,000,In A. D. 1625, in London, 35,000 died of 000 !(in 1821) the consumption oj tobacco
was 15,598,152 lbs., or an average of 12
plague.
CnAs. Wicks.
In
A.
D.
1626,
in
Lyons,
600,000
died
of
ounces
per head of the entire population. LaBerrien Co., Mich., Aug. 2d, 1879.
plague.
ter, in the year 1831, with a population of
In A. D. 1665, in London, 68,000 died of 24,410, 439 the consumption had reached 19,plague.
533,841 lbs., or 13 ounces per head; and in
IS lT THE END OF TIMES.?
In A. D. 1755, in Lisbon, 50,000 killed by 1841, with a population of 27,019,672, the
Since we are now living close up to the an e,!lrthquake.
consumption was 22,309,360 or 13! ounces
consummation of time, we are accordingly
In A. D. 1755, in Mitelene and the Archi- per head. In 1851 the population was 27,l
peligo 2,000 houses were shaken down. It 452,692; consumption 28,062,541lbs., or 17
iving in, or very near a "time of trouble such shook all the Spanish coast. The plague fol- ounces per head thus showing a steady increase.
as never was," when war, famine, pestilence, lowed, which destroyed 150,000 lives.
In France the consumption is lSi!- ounces
:tires, plagues on both man and beast, hurriComing down to more modern times, we per head.
eanes, earthquakes, tidal-waves1 fevers, chills, have, during the years 1866-7-8, a few staIn Denmark it is 70 ounces per head.
and many such like things, as well as great tistics, as gleaned from newspaper accounts.
In Turkey it is even greater.
In the London Times of August 3d, 1866 : A
Enough of tobacco is used to keep every
destruction by lightning, and terrific peals of dreadful famine in India. Many died and poor man in the world well off, and yet it is
thunder shall be sent forth to awaken a slum- were left unburied; and in Orrissa and Mid- smoked and chewed by professing Christians
bering world, that the judgments of God are napore 75,000 were daily fed by public char- (Saints as well, in many cases). Yes, puffed
waken mankind to a state ity. The largest number of deaths in Orrissa into the air, squirted on the ground, stoves,
sent as means
f
t
B 1 18
•
d
h t r t and Midnapore in one week was 3,500. The furniture, floors, walls, etc. Look at the loss
0
repen ance.
e ?w annexe a 8 or 18 average number during six weeks, as officially of time that is involved in lighting, cutting,
of such plagues, fammes, earthquakes, etc., as reported, was 2,500 a week. Add to the filling, to say nothing of the time occupied by
as have visited the earth at different times on above the recent disastrous famines in India others cleaning stoves, floors, etc., after the
a small scale, in comparison with the fearful and China, besides several minor local ones,. depredators. Here then a stupendous fact
events that await the inhabitants in the very such as that now going on in central Brazil. is shown, my beloved brethren, ye who are
To the above Jist let the intelligent reading "called saints," ye who are called on "to earn·
near future:
community recall the numerous floods, fires, estly contend for the faith once delivered to the
. By famine and sword between A. D. 96 and tidal waves, etc., particularly since 1800. saints." Can you, do you, believe that tobacco
180, over 180,000 Jews were destroyed.
Many of these casu ali ties are very serious, but indulgence was once part of that faith? If it
By earthquake in Antioch 100,000 lives too numerous to :mention, and would require was the angel who brought the "everlasting
were lost between A. D. 96 and 180.
volumes to enumerate.
gospel'' (to Joseph) forgot to mention it. He
By pestilence in A. D. 160, 1().,000 died
But it will be remembered that in 1868 the has, therefore, brought not the old, but
daily in Rome.
great earthquake of Hawai occurred. On the another (speaking ironically). My beloved
In Rome A. D. 18'7, pestilence appeared and 27th of March the volcanic erruptions of Mt. brethren, in the light of the gospel, cast it
continued three years.
Pilauea commenced, and during twelve days down. It is an idol, and you would not like
In London A. D. 310, by famine 40,000 there were 2,000 shocks of earthquake, fol- to have me, or any one, show you how great
died.
lowed by fearful tidal waves, destroying entire idolators you are, by giving more statistics.
An earthquake in Constantinople on Sept. villages and causing the loss of many lives. See the "Word of Wisdom," read it, keep it
17th, 446, shook down the walls of the city In the kingdom of Naples during seventy-five in thia particular, and you will be blessed.
and 57 towers fell.
years previous to 1868, 110,000 liv~s were
Enough on these subjects at present, as I
In Rome, in 539, in one district 50,000 lost by earthquakes
wish to give a few facts concerning a few
died.
From a recent newspaper I glean the fol- other subjects. For a good many years there
In Antioch A. D. 588, an earthquake killed lowing concerning earthquakes in Japan dur- has been a cryof peace and comparative safety;
60,000.
ing the last fifteen hundred years, copied from but as I presume most all are acquainted with
In Turkey, A. D. 590, plague killed 10,000 the Scientific Amfrican for 1878:
this part of the subject I will say nothing on
"Minister Bingham has sent a very inter- that, but will give a short statement of the
daily.
In England, A. D. 679, a severe famine for esting paper by a native savant, as follows: kind of peace we have been having since this
three years; estimates not given.
The number of earthquakes causing destruction cry of peace began.
In Constantinople, A. D. 717, plague killed recorded during 1500 years is 159. The ninth
The loss of life and money between the
300,000.
century was most prolific, reaching 28. In years 1852-77:
In 1005, earthquakes for three months, fol. the fifteenth century there were 15; in the
1. Lives lost in battle, or died of wounds
lowed by pestilence, in "Which it is said one- seventeenth century 15.; in· the eighteenth in battle and disease:
third of the human ,;ace died.
13; and in the present century 16. The reCrimean war 750,000, Italian war of 1859,
In A. D. 1077, in Constantinople, so many corded average is one great earthquake every 45,000. War of Schleswig-Holstein 3,000.
died by plague that the living could not bury ten years; but the nineteenth century gives American civil war, North 280,000; South
the dead.
one great earthquake every :five years. TTn- 520,000 (800,000). War between Prussia,
In A. D. 1124, in Italy; there was such a usually high temperature and strange atmos- Austria and Italy in 1866, 45,000. Expediplague that the dead lay in the streets un- pheric changes have been noticed as precursors tions to Mexico, Cochin, China 1 Morocco, Parburied. In the same year, in England, one- of great convulsions; especially in the great aguay, etc., 65.000. Franco-German war of
,third of the population died.
earthquake that desolated the city of Yeddo 1870-11, France 155,000; Germany 60,000,
In A. D. 1294, many thousands died of in 1855."
(215,000). Turkish massacre of Christians
famine (not given).
I will now conclude by giving a few facts in Bulgaria, Armenia, etc., in 1876-77, 25,000.
In A. D. 1345, in London 50,000 died of about ToBACCO: "In the city of Hamburg, Total1,948,000.
plague and famine, and were buried in one Germany, the manufacture of tobacco gives
2. Cost. Crimean war .£340,000,000~ or
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$1,700,000,000. Italian war $300,000,000.
American war, North $4,700,000,000; South
$2,300,000,000. Schleswig-Holstein $35,000,000. Austro-Prusian (1866) $330,000,000.
Expeditions to Mexico, etc., as above, $200,000,000. Franco-Prussian over $2,500,000,000. Add these enormous sums of lives and
money together, and compare them with the
cry of peace and safety.
J. tl... l\1.
---~-.,
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ing censers, and voices long hushed chanted
the ''Te Deum Laudamus" and other hymns of
the church, when the land which we love, and
which is a joy to call our own, lay hidden in
the night of ages. In this cathedral the exterminating persecution of the Albigenses was
resolved, and here the prelates assembled and
determined upon the war against the Saracens,
or the first crusade. Nor is this a solitary instance of men kneeling in the temple while they
crucify the Christ. Mankind have not yet
learned that superstition makes converts by
war-religion by love.
In common with many other churches, Notre
Dame experienced the fury of' the French Revolution of' 1793, and many of its treasures and
relics disappeared in that convulsion. In the
year following the Christian religion was formally abolished, and the inscription, "The Temple of' Reason," was engraven upon the portal
of Notre Dame. The Convention assembled
within its walls and sang hymns to reason,
while Mademoiselle Mailard, a handsome girl
belonging to the Opera House, appeared with
bare arms and neck in a Roman costume, and
represented the goddess of liberty. Napoleon
said at St. Helena that when he seized the
helm of' affairs. he found that without some
form of religion, society was impossible, and he
determined to establish the old faith. This
was accordingly done, and appropriate services
were held on the occasion in Notre D&me,
where he and Josephine were crowned.
One of the best descriptions of the old cathedral occurs in Victor Hugo's novel, "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," wherein you can
see the church as it appears to-day, and trace
the ravages which time, revolution and fashions
in arts have graven, like so many scars, on the
face of' the venerable structure.

The churches of Paris are among the most
interesting of its monuments, and one of them
is world-renowned. As Christianity superseded
Paganism, and churches took the place of temples, the forrrer were often erected. upon the
ruins of the latter, and thus the triumph of
the new religion ov~r the old was presented in
a visible form. A temple dedicated to Isis
formerly occupied the spot to which crowds of
worshipers have for generations wended their
way to the church of .St. Germain, and a temple
of Mercury once stood on Montmarte.
The cathedral of Notre Dame, not only one
of the oldest but one of the finest specimens of
ecclesiastical architecture of which France can
boast, is another illustration. Its dimensions
are imposing, being 390 French feet in length,
144 in breadth, and 104 in height. Its two
towers gray with antiquity, and the great circular window, a rose, as architects term it, are
magnificent. The<present edifice was begun in
1010, by Philip Augustus, and finally completed after the lapse of centuries. The foundations of the church were originally laid by
Childerbert in 502, and that they were placed
Baptist Weekly.
upon the site of one of the old pagan temples
is not left to conjecture. In 1711 some excavations were made under the choir, with the
REDEMPTION.
view ofmakinga vault six feet below the ground,
and some stones were discovered, which formed
'Vhile sitting in meeting on Sunday, I got
part of a wall. Sculptured upon one of them, in to thinking, on hearing the ring of the blackbas relief, were full length figures of Vulcan, smith's hammer, that it was another evidence
Jupiter, Roman soldiers, and Esus, one of the of the confused condition of the world at the
deities worshiped by the Gauls. One of the present time; some keeping Saturday for the
largest of these stones had an inscription, Sabbath and working on Sunday; indeed, we
which has been thus translated: "Under Ti- are told by learned men of the present that
berius Cmser, the Patisian waterman erected every day of the week. is observed as the Sabthis altar to Jupiter Optimus Maxim us." The bath, by different peoples of the earth. Again,
interior; of the cathedral has been sometimes we are informed by historians that there was
erroneusly represented as severe anJ gloomy; a space of about twelve days when time was
it corresponds with the character of the exte- not counted, or lost; and· it occurred to my
rior; 120 splendid columns sustain the roof; mind that, if this be true, how do the Jews,
arches with double entrances, and long galle- Adventists, or any kind of' Sabbath-keepers,
ries on each side, supported by 108 pillars, know that the time is counted correctly now,
contributes to the harmony and effect of the as to Saturday being the seventh day? It
whole.
seems to me that the world is just as apt to
Notre Dame has an interest for the student\ mistake about time as other things. My consuperior to any other church in Paris, owing viction is, that after the Roman power changed
to the famous convocations and assemblies that, the Sabbath from the seventh day to the first,
have been h{)ld in it to determine points of God being jealous for his holy Sabb.ath, .even
faith and ecclesiastical discipline, or for the the seventh day, confounded the time 1~ all
darker purposes of inaugurating, in the name the world, and that when they began aga1n to
of reliaion, persecutions and wars. The in tel- count time, it being the seventh day, they
ligent "'traveler, musing before the portals of called it the .first, which makes it come all
this church, is overwhelmed by the associations right for Sunday being the true Sabbath, the
that cluster around its old walls and towers, seventh day. If these views are not correct
and better under.stands the force of' the ex·· it seems to me that the Lord, in the revelapression "from generation to generation." It. tions given to his people in· these last days,
is a volume in memory, and every stone and would have made it known, if Sunday_ w~s not
page inscribed with some record of the past. the Sabbath, the seventh day. Thrs IB an
Within these walls incense smoked from swing- 1 evidence to me that the times of restitution are

surely come. The gospel is restored with the
priesthood and gifts; t~e !ert.ility of Palestine
is restored and the pr1v1lege to the Jews to
dwell ther:. So the morn of redemption must
be nigh, when "Jesus shall come from the
heavens to dwell with the redeemed upon the
earth.
w. o. L.

LIGHT ON "SOME THINGS THAT I
CAN NOT UNDERSTAND."
1st. There were not any letters written "to
a number of branches, urging them not to receive the resignation of' Bro. Mills," neither
asking any one to "sign petition," &c.. I make
this statement on these grounds: ThiS matter
of' letter writing was spoken of in conference
in San Francisco and I there in reply, stated,
in substance what had been written, which
was as follo~s: "Please place this matter of
Bro. Mills' resignation before your branches
and send the result to the conferences East
and in San Francisco, that the desires of the
Saints of the mission may be known."
.
I do not suppose any one needed authonty
to write such a letter to a brother; and I
judge this is the letter writing that "W. A."
refers to. They were written to four branches,
for the purpose of' getting information respecting the feelings of the Saints in reference to
Bro. Mills being retained in the presidency;
the answers to these, with information from
other sources, showed that about ninety-five
per cent. of the Saints desired Bro. Mills retained in the presidency.
2nd. "W. A." says, "notwithstanding the
desperate effort made by some to have him
reinstated," &c. The facts are these: A resolution was presented to. conference tha~ J?ro.
Mills be sustained president of the MtssiOn.
Two Elders spoke against it, stating in substance that we must abide the decision of the
confer~nce East, and they might accept his
resignation, and it would not be well to appear
to rebel against their decision. Acting on
these sug,gestions, an amendment was offered,
that Bro. Mills be sustained a,; president of
this mission until he be released by the General Conference. If my memory serves me
right, there was not one word_ uttered for or
against this amendment; certamly no desperate effort made to reinstate him, unless a much
larger vote than usual, which was unanimous,
was such effort; and the spirit of the con ference was with a few executions, that he be
sustained as president of' the Mission, and it
evidently was the spirit of. the ~i~sion,. if
ninety-five per .cen~. of the Sau~t~ destr!ng ht.m
retained is indwatlve of the spmt of tne Mtssion.
3rd. I know nothing of the telegram "W.
A." speaks of that was sent to the conference
East; but a telegram expressing the desires
and spirit of the conference was sent to Bro.
Joseph Smith, at Plano; it. was as ~ollows:
"Conference adjourned; Mllls unammously
sustained, subject to appointment from East;"
which conveys the spirit of the amended resolution in fewer words. It was sent, I suppose, that Bro. Joseph might know th_e action
of the brethren in conference here m reference to this matter.
Hopin"' this light reflected on these proceedings will ~atisfy and be received by "W A.,"
I remain as ever,
JosErH F. BvRroN.
NEWPORT, Los Apgeles Co.,

C~l.,
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TrrE Chariton and Mt. Ayr branch of tho Chica.

W:m notice by the minute& of the last St. Louis
go and Burlington Railroad, running from Char. Conference, that Bro. William H. Hazzledine, for
iton to Leon, and thence to 1\H. Ayr, through Da- some fifteen years president of the St. Louis Disvis City, and the townships of New Buda, Fay- trict, has resigned his presidency, and that it had
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY .A. STEBBINS,
EDITORS.
ette and Bloomington, hitting the settlement of been accepted, and resolutions of respect tenthe Saints in Decatur county, near its north-west- dered to him at the close of his term of service.
Plano, lllinois, September 1, 18?9.
ern limit, has decided to locate a depot and sta- Bro. Hazzledine is a man full of years, many of
tion at the point where the road divei'ges from them spent in the Master's service; "in which
"JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
Lamoni to Mt. Ayr, and there to make a town. though he may possibly have erred, he has reHIS PROGENITORS."
There is now an opportunity for some of the tained his integrity, and the respect of the Saints.
latent energy and talent of the brethren who are We congratulate the Saints of St. Louis District
LAST year the Board of Publication decided to desirous to locate and go into business in that on having had the long service of Bro. Hazzlepublish an edition of the above work, popularly region. Bro. Dav:.id Dancer, now president of dine, and while we regret the increasirug infirmity
known as "Mother Smith's History," the book the Order of Enoch, writes to Bro. Henry A. of him whom they have released from the active
written by Lucy Smith, the mother of Joseph Stebbins, under date of August 18th, as follows: burden of duty, we deem that release due to him.
Smith the Martyr. A committee was appointed
We expect that the esteem and support so long
"I think there ought to be something said,
to prepare it, which they have done by inserting through the Herald, in regard to our new town. and so universally accorded to Bro. Hazzledine
a few explanatory foot notes, leaving the text just If things could be got into working order this will now be transferred to his successors; and
as it is in the original book. The office has been fall, our town would command quite a large trade hope that the church will flourish anew.
this winter, and in fact till the south-western road
printing it in sheets for an edition of twenty-five is
We notice also that it was represented at the
built, and I think they will not undertake that
hundred, 232 pages being now done, and it is ex. very soon. * * * As long as the road remains as conference, that it was feared that a large decrease
pected that it will be finished and a portion bound it is, our town will draw the trade of Eagleville, might ensue-better use the knife slowly, breth.
and for sale by_November or December. It is Loraine, and a distance of twenty miles or more
from the south and south-west. It will command ren.
a valuable book, and will not be an expensive a strip of country ten by twenty-five miles, if
one, but within the reach of all. The Saints will buildings and men suitable to do the business FROM some statements made in the daily papers,
bear in mind its publication, and prepare to can be got this fall. If not the trade must go to it would appear that much feeling against the
order it when advertised. We can not tell yet some other place. We need a hotel,-! hardly Government is being aroused in Utah, by what
know how we can get along without it this win- we have elsewhere noticed in regard to the rewhat the price will be.
ter; a brick yard, lumber yard, stock scales,
stores, mechanics; and now is the time to start. ported action of Secretary Evarts. The followIt is expected that the cars will be running to ing appears in the Chicago Tribune, of August
THE SAINTS AND THE MINISTRY.
our place by September 20th."
14th:
"IMPORTANT FROM UTAH.
The Order of Enoch have offered their lands
TrrE Saints among whom the Elders travel and
APPEALS OF THE APOSTLES TO TITE
preach, especially those of the ministry who are for sale; the Board of Location have a quarter "FURIOUS
SAINTS-THE MORMONS ARMING-EFFECT OF
appointed by the General Conference, in charge section that will likely be for sale, which some
SECRETARY EVARTS' CIRCULAR LETTER.
of, or to labor in certain fields, that is to minister farmer will want, within five miles of the sta"By telegram to New Ym·k Herald.
"
tion; and other lands may be bought thereabouts
"SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, August 11.-Apostle
the word of life, of salvation, and of com,ort, to at good prices for the present. It is hoped that Joseph F. Smith, in the Salt Lake 'fabernacle,
both Saints and sinners, (and the Saints everyyesterday afternoon, delivered a furious speech,
where are anxious that the latter should hear it), the company will name the town Lamoni, in which has greatly added to the popular excitethese Saints who so much desire. the presence of compliment to those who have labored for the ment. He said the Mormons had met their oneinterests of the people there. A word to the wise mies with their own weapon, the Bible, and dethe Elders among them, ought to see that the
feated them every time. Our enemies, not con"
h
ought to be sufficient.
. d
I
tent with defeat, have persecuted and maligned
needs of these men are supp re , so 1ar as t ey
are able, and as is consistent with their several
""'=="""=="""'=
us, and driven us from our settlements in Missousituations.
TnE Coldwater (Michigan) Republican, of June ri and Illinois for no cause whatever. By these
·
h 1 t " d dk
th ·
20th, 1879, contains the following:
abominable acts these people have been subjected
F or· it IS
not enoug on Y o 1ee an cep em
to hardships almost unparalieled. The speaker
over night, (though this may be all that some can
"A CARD.-It has come to my knowledge that enlarged upon the part he had borne in these
or should do), and then think all the duty is done; some of the Latter Day Saints in this locality persecutions, and said he did not want to see
for, when the ministry who are sent of God, and think some reflections were made upon them in such terrible cruelties repeated. We have been
·
certain strictures upon Joe Smith, which appear- turning the "other cheek" long enough, and it is
by the Church, leave their homes, their families, ed in the history of Mrs. B. Cowel, of Quincy, in now about time to change our policy. We have
and the pleasure of laboring for themselves and a recent number of the Republican. Nothing was been foully misrepresented and spit upon. We
their dear ones, (and it is indeed a pleasure to all further from my intentions. The only point I have suffered the presence of that damnable sheet
. d 'dl ) . .
ffi . t
. wished to make was against polygamous Mor- among us, which would not be borne in any
but the determme 1 er' It 18 a su cren sacn- monism, and with that I understand the sect in other community. We have submitted to its
ficc, without their having to think of possible or this locality have no sympathy. That, I do con- abuse and misrepresentations long enough, and
known want at home.
tend is one of the foulest blots upon our national now it must be stopped. [This was greeted with
Yet many seem to think that it is the duty of hon~r. Many of the Saints in this vicinity are "Amen.!" from the whole congregation]. The
these men to walk entirely by faith, and, irrnoring personally known to me, and I have lived a neigh- Apostle then advised his hearers to procure effec.
"
bor to some of them. I know them to be good tive firearms and not delay in doing it.
the sacred claims upon them, "trust all to the citizens, good neighbors, and I have the highest
In the Fourtee~th Ward meeting-house the
Lord," and to do it without the assistance of those respect for them and their belief, and regret that same evening the speakers recommended their
who are so willing that the ministry should "for- anything of my composition should have been hearers to secure arms and to sell their clothing,
written so as to admit of such a construction.
if they had not money to purchase them.
T. COWEL."
In the Thirteenth Ward Maj. Little severely
sake all things," and who think that unless these
men of God do so, they will be condemned; yet
reproved one speaker for indulging in the same
these who so think, or many of them seem to for- BRO. MAITLON SMITIT sends a Dispatch, published incendiary strain, saying there was already too
K
d dA
much excitement prevailing for public safety.
g et the warning inJ·unction of the Master himself,
at Clay Center, Clay county, ansas, ate
ugThe gun-shops to-day have been busy selling
as follows:
ust 14th, which contains the following from a firearms and taking old ones to repair.
"Whoso receiveth you receiveih me, and the correspondent of the paper in that county. May
A dispatch relating to Secretary Evarts' letter,
same will feed you, and clothe you, and give you the Saints there ever strive to deserve the enco- discouraging Mormon missionary labors in formoney. And he who feeds you, and clothes, and
eign parts, has caused some consternation. The
gives you money, shall in no wise lose his re- mium given them now:
Deser·et News this evening discusses it in a long
ward; and he who doeth not these things, is not
"The Latter Day Saints have been holding con- editorial, of which the following is the concludmy disciple; by this ye may know my disciples." ference at the school-house in district GS. They ing paragraph:
-D. & 0. 83: 1G.
have made several additions to their church in
"There is another thing. The doctrine of gathHence the needs of the appointed and faithful that neighborhood during the past year. Some ering, which our missionaries pdreach is true.
· ·
h f T
f of their ministers are good speakers. If the God has in very deed commence to bring his
numstry should be looked to, and t e ami res o much hated 'Mormons , as a class are as upriJJ'ht people from east and west, north and south, prethose who have them, should be remembered by as thC:se of our acquai~tance, we ;hould say that [para tory to the coming of om; Lord Jesus . . He
those among whom the husband and father labors j 'one person's religion is just as good as anoth-~ who attempts to stop gather:ng, fiji;hts agamst
in the ministry of Christ our Lord.
er's, if not a little better.'''
God. Pharaoh arrogated to hunsell more p:>wer
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than any republican or monarchal government A LETTER received from Bro. Joseph Gilbert,
pretends to hold. He undertook to say that the dated at Omaha, Nebraska, August 11th, indiLord's people should not go. Let his fate be a
warning to modern autocrats. No power beneath cates that he has returned from England. He
the sun can stop the work of gathering of the was sick of ague and chills in the land of rains
Latter Day Israel, for a mightier hand than that and fogs, and therefore left for America, after a
of Emperor or President is engaged in it. When stop of a few weeks only. He states that he thinks
puny men in blindness attempt to thwart His
purposes, they will only aid in accomplishment the work growing slowly, but steadily.
Like the work in our own land it has been a
of his will. He who sitteth in the heavens will
hold them in derision. The fate of all nations long and arduous task to gain a footing, and a
t.hat fight against Zion is inscribed on the pages recognition from the classes whom it is desirable
of Holy Writ, and just as any government of this
world array themselves in earnest against her, to reach, of a right to stand among men with the
the Lord will smite them with fire and dash them right to be heard for our cause. When this point
in pieces like a potter's vessel."
is reached, however, difficulties begin to vanish,
It will be well for Saints to stop and think a and a better progress will be made. Steadfast
moment after reading the foregoing. There is, energy and faith will reap the golden reward of
in our mind, a strong element for mischief in the success.
military spirit fostered among those who are to
Bro. Gilbert's. letter states that there is a strong
"lift up a standard of peace." And; though the feeling manifest to push the work along. Bro.
statement respecting the impotency of any power Taylor and others arc doing all they can. Times
to "stop the gathering" of God's people may be are hard; climatic changes, depression in trade
true, the past experience of some fully warrants and manufactures all combine to make times
the belief that man may and can seriously incon- hard. The struggle to keep above physical want
venience and retard such gathering. The declar. seems to drive the spiritual things away from
ation, "And if by purchase, behold you are bless. thought. "As in the days of Noe."
ed; and if by blood, as ye are commanded not to
shed blood, lo your enemies are upon you, and ye IT is being circulated and discussed as a newsshall be scourged from city to city, and from syn- paper topic that Secretary Evarts has prepared
agogue to synagogue, and but few shall stand to a circular to be presented to the proper authorireceive an inheritance," still remains.
ties of foreign governments, setting forth the evils
The preparation to resist governmental author.
of Utah J\{ormonism, and asking that those powity if there should be an attempt to enforce it, by
ers set on foot co-operative measures to prevent
armed conflict, would precipitate certain destruc.
Mormon emigration from their respective countion upon those who should engage in it, either
tries.
as counselors, or actual participants. The peo.
This strikes us as a very absurd thing for the
ple. of Utah have been warned that polygamy was
United l::ltates Government to do, for two reasons.
not a tenet of the Church of Jesus Christ, proper;
One of the reasons is, that it has long been pop.
and that it must ultimately be so decided. The ularly supposed that this land was, and was to
Government now knows, at least we think it has
be, the asylum, preeminent, for the down-trodden
had reason to know, that to treat that dogma as
of every nation ; and that here every man was
of right sacred to the faith, and thus secured by
expected to worship God acoording to his conthe constitution, is a grave mistake; and hence,
science, unmolested and without fear-especially
dealings with those who transgress the law un.
free from interference with his religious rights
der the shelter of that idea, will lose their kid
by the Government. The other reason is, that
glove character. The Government also knows,
such a course would seem to indicate that the
if the men called the Government can measure
Government was unable to deal with transgressors
anything presented to them, that the entire num.
against its laws resident within its domain; or
ber of polygamous men of the Utah Church is
was morally afraid that the J\-Iormons were right
probably less than two thousand, and that ten.
in their position respecting their favorite sin;
der mercy and solicitude not to hurt them in
and hence, dare not put the matter to an issue.
enforcing the law is injustice to the mass of
In either of these cases such a circular would be
Utah's manhood. And those who now seem to
a bad political measure, indicative of weakness.
be most defiant of the right to compel obedi.
We have not seen the circular, and therefore
ence to law, are in the minority. It may be that
can not state what its terms are; but write only
the poorer and middle classes, who will suffer
from the supposition suggested by the newspamost if arms are resorted to, may get tired of
per statements and discussion.
standing in the breach that ill advised leaders
have made, and refuse longer to lend aid and
FROM the Nauvoo Independent for August 15th,
support to such a cau~e.
1879, we clip the following:
One of the crimes urged against Joseph Smith
"Seven converts to the faith of the Reorganized
was treason, in that he hastily prepared for con. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sains were
flict, by calling the Nauvoo Legion out, and put. baptized in the river on last Monday afternoon.
ting the City of Nauvoo under martial law, Six of the persons baptized were from the neighdonned the trappings of war in place of the ha. hood of Adrian, and one from this city. The
baptism was conducted by Elder Mark H. Forsbiliments of peace. It was an error, and one cutt, in a solemn and impressive manner. 'The
that resulted ftom having been deliberately pre. following liberal sentiment we find in an epitome
pared for beforehand. The man who places a of the faith and doctrines of that church: 'We
revolver in his pocket and constantly Cflrrles it claim the privilege of worshiping Almighty God
according to the dictates of our conscience, ami
there with a view to its use, is prepared to do a allow all men the same privilege, let them worship
hasty deed if occasion is presented.
how, where, or what they may.'"
We dislike the idea that such a thing may oc.
cur ihat the Utah people shall array in hos.
Bro. W. N. Ray, Casey, Iowa, speaks of Bro.
tile attitude to resist the United States Govern- James Caffall preaching there. Thence he went
ment. Inflammatory speeches or articles should to Fontanelle. Bro. Ray desires to see the minbe avoided on both sides,
istry yet more at his place,

EDITORIAl;.. ITEMS.
Sister Ruth A. Turner says that· the Saints at
Montrose, Iowa, are still striving for eternal life,
and the Lord is mindful. of them with his bless..
ings and goodness manifested.
Bro. James and Sister Elizabeth Cazier, at
Plattsmouth, Nebraska, report that they have no
preaching there, but they rejoice in the knowl.
edge of the truth that they have received from
above, and are grateful for God's blessings to
them. May they be comforted in their declining
years, by peace from the Lord and many favors.
Bro. John Kier wrote from Braidwood, Illinois,
August 8th, that six had been baptized by Bro.
Lofty at that place, during the week. They continue to gain in numbers there this year, and we
rejoice with them. May they also continue in
the blessings and in spiritual progress.
Sister Mattie E. Spaulding, of Grand Prairie
Branch, Minnesota, says that they are not. discouraged, though they are tried and know that
sometimes they err. The drouth and the grass..
hoppers have damaged their crops seriously, and
this would discourage them greatly did they not
believe that the Lord would provide for their
wants by his providence. We feel to pray that
he will amply satisfy them both temporally and
spiritually.
Bro. Levi Gamet, president and clerk, reports
the organization of the Evening Star Branch, in
Harrison county, Iowa, in April last, and sends
a report in full for the Church Record, twenty.
two members. The Church Recorder thanks
him for it, and wishes that the officers of all unrecorded branches would do likewise.
Bro. J. H. Hansen wrote from Farmington,
Kentucky, August 7th, as follows: "I expect to
spend most of the time from now till cold weather in the ministry. Last Sunday I preached at
Eagle Creek Branch, in a new building that has
been erected this year by the Saints and a few
friends. This will give us a much better opening there, as we have heretofore been preaching
in a private house."
Bro. Charles Wicks was at Sawyer, Berrien
county, 1\Iichigan, arriving there July 30th. At
Muskegon he acquainted his father more fully
with his position religiously, and he says that
he (D. A. Wicks) will entertain any intelligent
and faithful Elder who comes there to represent
the cause. Also will A. C. Wicks, at Jennison.
ville (near Grand Rapids), as well as James Vanderbeek, near Benton Harbor, Berrien county,
where he was kindly entertained. Bro. Wicks
was at Lawrence Branch and Hartford on his
way down, where he found good Saints. He saw
Bro. C. Scott there, who has considerable opposition from the "Disciples," but stamls in no danger of any theological whippings.
Bro. C. W. Short writes from Joplin, Missouri.
He is seventy years of age, but travels and preaches in Missouri and Kansas a good deal. He says:
"In the last two months I have traveled about
one hundred and seventy-five miles, and delivered
twenty discourses to good and attentive audiences." He says that it has resulted in the removal
of prejudice, and that our cause is gaining in favor among the people. He was then (Aug. 4th)
soon going to Jacksonville, Kansas, to meet and
labor with his son, Morris T. A discussion would
likely take place with a Christian minister. We
wish both these brethren much success and much
help to do all they like _to do for Christ's ca\]se.
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Bro. C. J. Hawkins, at Headsvilie, Texas, still
Sister Marbary Robbins says that since the
continues to advocate the cause to those who death of her husband, Bro. H. P. Hobbins, the
come to his shop to turn him back, and he is work in Stockton, California, is at a stand still,
glad that he is able to meet error with truth. and it seems sad to her to go to tlie meeting-place
The Lone Star Branch, nine miles from him, had and find no man taking hold with zeal and doing
one added by baptism on the 3rd of August.
valiantly for the name and cause of Christ, as a
Glenwood (Mills Co., Iowa) Journal says: "El- leader of the people of God. Will not the brethder E. C. Brand preached at Saints' Hall last Sat- ren there try to bear off the crruse and keep themurday, and during Lord's day. He was favored selves and others alive? We hope to so hear
with large audiences, and those present expressed from and of them.
themselves much pleased with the speaker and
Bro. John II. Lake was at Belfast, Lee county,
his discourse."
Iowa, for some time quite unwell, in fact since
We have for sale four unbound volumes of vol. the death of his daughter he had not recovered
1 of the HERALD, (excepting number 6, which is his usual state of health. We hope, however,
missing in each case), and eight volumes of vol. that he will soon recover and regain his wonted
2 complete. Those who call first will .first re- vigor of body and cheer of spirit. Sr. Matthews
says that he was not willing to be idle while
ceive. Price $1.1Q each, post paid.
Bro. Geo. W. Crouse, Middletown, Maryland, there, but preached eve.ui.ngs all that he could,
who is now seventy-seven years of age, evidently and the people liked him very much. One bapstill loves the cause of Christ. His daughters at tized, others believing.
Frederick City, Md., also wish to learn of the docBro. Wm. Hopkins, of Kansas, sends us a copy
trine of the Church, and would like to hear the of the Junetion, published at Ogden, Utah, and a
Elders preach. If one will visit Maryland, Bro. copy of the Northern Light, published at Logan,
Crouse will do all he can for him. He bears his Utah, both containing accounts of the celebration
testimony to the work of the last days, and we of the great day of the Utah people, July 24th,
hope that he may rejoice in the goodness of God the aniversary of the arrival in Utah of their adto the end of his days.
vance force in 1847. We than!~ also the following
The correspondents of Bro. E. Banta will please for papers: Brn. A. C. Everett, T. R. Hawkins
address him hereafter at Sedgwick, Decatur Co., and Mahlon Smith.
Bro.J. S. Holler is at Verona, Lawrence county,
Iowa, instead of at Davis City.
Bro. G. S. Yarrington, Providence,· R. I., men- South-western Missouri, and thinks that good
tions recent visits to Simmonsville, preaching the could be done by the ministry in that region.
Bro. W. H. Kelley wrote from Coldwater,
gospel there. Bro. C. N. Brown was with him the
last time, and good seemed accomplished. Bro. Michigan, August 17th. He has located his famT. W. Smith has recently left the Massachusetts ily there, and that will be his address hereafter.
When he wrote, he had been preaching there, and
and Rhode Island country for New Jersey.u
Bro. 0. E. Cleveland, Merry Oak, Virginia, in Steuben county, Indiana.
Bro. T. W. Smith, at Hornerstown, New Jersey,
wrote to the editor of the Valley Virginian, published at Staunton, and sent an Epitome of Faith, baptized Samuel Hopkins, brother of Bro. Wm.
and both were published. It was one of those Hopkins, of Decatur county, Iowa. He has long
acts of courtesy for which we are ever grateful, been investigating and reading the Herald and
books, and we are glad that he has concluded to
and we hereby thank the editor of said paper.
Bro. Thomas Bearss, Corinth, Ontario, says take up his life work with us.
Sister C. M. Goodwin, Sanilac, Michigan, bears
one baptized lately. Others are inquiring the
way, and they need competent Elders to teach testimony to the Latter Day Work, although one
them. Bro. Luff is much missed by the Saints. year ago she was a strong opposer of it, but now
Bro. M. T. Short has recently preached in five she rejoices in knowing that it is the work of
difrerent places in Mound Valley Branch and God, and in the light given to her through the
vicinity, Kansas. Many stated that they had Holy Spirit. She first heard the gospel from Bro.
never before understood the doctrines of the Cornish. The Saints in that region are alive, and
Saints, so writes Bro. France. Two were bap- Brn. Davis and Cornish are gathering souls into
tized by Bro. Short. Grain crops have ,proved the Kingdom.
fair in that region, notwithstanding the drouth.
Bro. David Clow, Davenport, Iowa, says that
Wheat yielded twenty to thirty bushels per acre. they enjoy God's Holy Spirit in that branch, and
Bro. D. S. Mills wrote from Oakland, Califor- peace and unity prevail among them.
nia, August 3rd, that he saw Bro. Gillen the 2nd
Bro. John Justice, of Corsicana, Texas, wrote
and 3rd, prior to his sailing to Australia the 4th. August 9th, th(tt the cattle were perishing there.
Bro. Mills thinks that the work is progressing a bouts, because of the lack of water.
fairly well again in California.
Bro. James Dutton, Columbus, Kansas, wrote
Bro. Edward Delong, Reese, Michigan, says August 10th, that he was holding meetings nearly
that two others were baptized there August 10th, every Sabbath. Brn. C. W. and M. T. Short were
and the prospect is still for more. The greatest at Jacksonville, Kansas.
difficulty they find there to encounter is prejuSister Alice R. Leach, Elkhorn, Nebraska, says
dice, but the Lord blesses them with assurances that the Saints are doing well in that region.
of his work being true, and therefore they rejoice
Bro. John Garner writes that Bro. J. W. Gillen
in defending the gospel of Christ, and we pray preached at San Bernardino, California, six or
that Bro. Delong and those of that region may seven times when he was down that way, just
continue so to do.
prior to his leaving for Australia.
Bro. Josiah Ells, Bridgport, Ohio, writes that
Sister Melvina Hevener, Piper City Branch,
Illinois, says that they there hunger for the bread our cause is gaining ·influence there, and preju.
of life, and greatly desire that the voice of a min- dice is being lessened. The desire to hear inister of the true gospel be heard there once more creases, and the prospects are for some additions
to comfort and instruct them.
soon.

NEWS SUl[M:ARY.
[Prepared expressly for tho Herald.]

August 7th,-Very hot weather in plague·
stricken Memphis. Fifteen new cases and three
burials yesterday. It is now expected that the
fever will go into every quarter of the city.
A large fire in Chatenois, France. Two thousand
persons homeless. Loss heavy. _
In Germany the wheat crap will be short because of the continuous rains this season. In Russia also the average will be much less than usual.
The cholera-epidemic near Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
still prevails. Six new cases yesterday and two
deaths the day before.
Two husbands killed their wives and then themselves, one in Ohio, one in :Missouri. Another in
New York killed his wife, but not himself.
In Sheffield, England, 50,000 men are out of
employment. Hundreds are coming to the United
States from that city alone.
A dispatch from Berlin, Germany, says that a
telegram from Stockholm, August 2d, announced
that the Arctic explorer, Prof. Nordjlnskjold, had
brought his steamer out of the ice in Behring
Strait, where she had been coniine~ during the
winter, and had begun his homeward journey
through the Pacific Ocean.
This announcement is that of the first success of
many efforts to find a north-east passage from the
Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. Prof. Nordenskjold
started on this moat pel'ilous and important expedition on the 4th of July, 1878. He started from
Gothenburg in the Vega, accompanied by a corps
of scientific specialists, in addition to a crew of
able seamen, who bad had experience in navigating
the Arctic seas. The details of his voyage as far
as they have been received, are full of interest,
and show as well the daring and the perseverance
of the explorer.
8th.-'rhe large number of twenty-five new
oases of yellow fever at Memphis yesterday. Five
deaths. Daily relief expenses are $500.
.
Another financial disaster in Canada. This
lima the Exchange Bank of Montreal has suspended. It owes nine hundred thousand dollars.
A tornado at Woodstock, Canada, and vicinit-y,
on the 6th, destroyed much property and the lives
of several people. Farm houses, barns, fences,
crops, etc., in the country, and buildings in town,
shared in the ruin alike.
At Quincy, Illinois, yesterday, four boilers in a
paper mill exploded, and completely destroyed the
stone boiler-house, but only slightly damaged the
main building, and, strange to say, only one person was injured, the fireman,
9th,-Another Canadian bank has failed, a
French institution in Montreal, after an hour's
run upon its funds by frightened depositors.
Runs were made upon other banks, but without
injury to them,
The Darien Canal subscription in Paris is pronounced a failure, and in this country it. is not
favored to any degree. It is believed here that
its result. would be disastrous to our railroads to
the Pacific, and the canal, being chiefly a foreign,
institution, would be of no value to American
capital and very little to trade, compared with
the loss that might accrue to the roads,
The capital city of Bosnia was n~arly de~troyed
by fire yesterday. One thousand buildings burned
and ten thousand persons homeless.
The yellow fever is increa&ing in Memphis.
Twenty-nine new cases yesterday aud nine deaths.
Ei@:hteen of the new cases are Negroes
Gen. Miles has arrived at Fort. Peck, Montana,
with p2,rt of his command, having forced the hostile Indians to the northem line of the United
States. Wit.h his troops in two forces he is watching the border.
So many young children have died in Detroit
recently (one hundred and seventy-two in one
month, under the age of one year), that an investigation was made by medical men, and it was
found that one milk-dealer used la.rge quantities
of terra-alba with water in the milk. Though not
a poison, it is indigestible, Tons of it are used
in the manufacture of candy, it being a white
earth, a powder .with no grain to it,. it is stdd that
very little candy is entirely free from it.
llth.-Twenty-nine new cases and five deaths
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from yellow fever at Memphis yesterday. Cases
are also developing in the surrounding country,
and the bravest hearts are giving away to gloom.
Still further accounts come of the great fire at
Serajevo, Russia, by which many hundreds of
warehouses, stores and dwellings were burned.
Three thousand miners in Staffordshire, Eng·
land, have struck against a reduction in wages.
Near Saginaw, Michigan, forest fires rage in
consequence of the dry weather, in Lake, Tuscola
and Sanilac counties particularly. Buildings have
been burned and some towns threatened.
12th.-The cholera is taking off many Englishmen in Afghanistan.
In Memphis, Tenneseo, yesterday was the worst
day of the yellow fever, there being fifty cases and
eight deaths. Malignant cases are growing more
and more frequent.
Another heavy wind and rain storm at Madison,
Wisconsin. At Marshall, nearly two thousand
lights of glass were broken by the hail, and much
damage done there and at Sun Prairie, to corn,
clover, tobacco and other crops.
13th.-The yellow fever in Memphis increases
in virulence. Thirty-one oases and seven deaths
yesterday. In Corinth, Mississippi, there is much
of it, and the people are fleeing out by hundreds.
It is also reported that it is raging at Tampico,
Mexico, with great destruccion to life.
14th.-An earthquake in Austria, yesterday,
split the ground and caused the people to flee in
terror.
A recent storm in Denmark destroyed one hundred farm houses, killed fifty persons and did great
damage to crops.
Two deaths from cholera in London last week.
The failure of crops in England is a very SRrious
one, and much destitution is expected in consequence during the coming winter.
By a collision of steamers on the Atlantic one
was sunk, and 46,000 bushels of corn, 300 cattle,
22 horses, besides canned meats, lard, bacon, etc.,
were lost; value $92,000.
Heavy floods in New South Wales are reported,
and the volcano of Kilauea is in eruption.
Forty-three new cases of yellow fever at Memphis, and fourteen deaths.
The treasurer of the American linen mills at
Fall River is found to be a defaulter to the amount
of seventy five thousand dollars.
18th.-The Asiatic cholera is creating a panic
in Afghanistan among the British soldiers.
Twenty-five new cases and four deaths at Memphis on yesterday.
19th.-Dispatches from London, England, are
as follows:
"A week's notice of the five per cent reduction of
the wages of operatives has been posted in most.
of the cotton-mills at Staleybridge, where 200,000
spindles are running on short time, and 200.000
are stopped altogether, wl!ile 636,000 are working
full time. A mure general adoption of the shorttime system is expected this winter. In Ashtonunder- Lyne 425,000 spindles are stopped, and
200,000 work on short time."
"A more cheerful feeling, and other signs of
improvement are noted in the iron trade.
"The announcement of the death of Mrs. Sartoris, daughter of Gen. Grant, is not true. The
mistake arose from the death of Mrs. F. W. Sartoris, formerly Adela;de Kemble."
"At Lurgan, Ireland, Saturday, 200 police
charged on a mob with fixed bayonets, The po·
lice were beaten back, and twenty of their number
injured. The rival mobs fired at each other with
rifles. One leader of tbe Catholic party had some
dynamite, whioh exploded, injuring him fataliy."
"As Ca.shmere is the onl.y part of India which
apears to still be threatened with famine, there
are hopes of a revival of prosperity in India, and
a timely rain in C&shmere might yet secure half
on average rice crop. The statement made some
time ago, that this would be enough to support
the people, rests upon the assumption, ( &pparently
well founded), that half of the inhabitants have
either perished by famine or have emigrated."
"In consequence of the storm, traffic is suspended on the railway between Chester and Holyhead. The viaduct at Lland Dulas, Wales, has
been washed away; also some of the bridges.
Several sewers were burst by th~ freshets on the
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lines of the Liverpool railways. Birkenhead is 'people. But observe the pattern, which is given:
flooded. There has been thirty hours of continu- two by two let them be sent, that they may be a
ous rain at Chester. In Derbyshire, the Trent and help and a support to each other in their minisDerwent Rivers overflowed, and the low-lying try, especially to the nations where you can not
lands are flooded. The wheat crop is gradually send the Saints' Herald in their langua.ge. I
rotting, and any crops left standing will not pay ·know that by experience; for if we could get the
for the cutting. The rain at Sheffield was so vio- Saints' Herald in the Danish language it would
lent as to wash away the foundations of five houses do more good than I can. It is almost impossiin the course of construction."
ble to keep the Saints satisfied without it, and
Heavy storms with violent winds are reported especially where there is only one missionary.
along the Atlantic coast yesterday, by which ves- Now brethren, one thing you will have to do,
sels were beached, streets were flooded, trees were loosen your hands and come and preach the
blown down, and other damage done. It extended gospel, or get the Saints' Herald translated to the
from New York City, nortb, to Wilmington, North Danish language, I wish both to be accomplishCarolina, south.
ed, and it can not be done any too soon.
A decrease in the number of yellow fever cases
Dear brethren and sisters, the redemption of
at Memphis yesterday, being only thirteen.
Zion is near. "Behold I say unto you, the re30th.-A dispatch from Boston says that a storm demption of Zion must needs come by power:
night before last did a good deal of damage along therefore, I will raise up unto my people a man,
the New England coast. At Portland, Maine, sev· who shall lead them like as Moses led the childera! yachts and schooners were sunk, and at other ren of Israel, for ye are the children of Israel and
places similar destruction occurred. At Newport, of the seed of Abraham."-Doc. and Cov. 100: 3,
R. I., many sail-.boats and three yachts sunk. .At "And Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the
Norfolk, Virginia, it was a tornado, and buildings Egyptians, and was mighty in words and in
were unroofed, shipping damaged and warehouses deeds."-Acts 7:22. And as. Paul the apostle
flooded. Loss there estimated at over two hun- said "There shall come out of Zion the deliverer.
dred thousand dollars. At Morehead, N. C., the That was in the time to come; and in the land
Atlantic Hotel was completely destroyed, and the where Zion is appointed by the Lord, the delivone hundred and fifty guests lost all but the cloth- erer must be learned in the law of God and the
ing they had on, the wind and incoming waters land; as Moses of the Egyptians. And it is
destroying the building so suddenly.
written, it came into his heart to visit his brethA hot day yesterday in Memphis, and thirty five ren, the children of Israel. And seeing one of
new cases of yellow fever and four deaths. Also them suffer wrong, he defended him, and avengat White Haven, Tenn., the fever has a hold.
ed him that was oppressed, and smote the Egy:r2lst.-Twenty-seven new cases and five deaths tian. "For he supposed his brethren would have
at Memphis yesterday. A fire which threatened understood how that God by his hand would deto be very destructive broke out and caused much liver them."-23-24-25 verses. We learn from
excitement for a time, but was got. under control this that Moses was then sent of God to deliver
soon.
Israel out of bondage. But it took forty years
Heavy floods are r~ported in Wales.
before he was given the power, and it is about
At an early hour this morning severe shocks of forty years since God commenced to raise up a
earthquake were experienced along the line of the man, (or Moses) by Joseph Smith the Martyr, as
Weiland Canal in Canada, between Lakes Erie and he was to be appointed by him.-Doc. and Cov.
Ontario. Several cities and villages were shaken; 43, 1-2. "Yea, even his seed; yea, the head of
at Thorold it was particularly violent.
his posterity after him." "And as I said unto
The rains in EnJ!;land continue, and there is a Abraham, concerning the kindreds of the earth,
renewal of the overflow of rivers in Somersetshire, even so I say unto my servant Joseph, in thee,
Derbyshire, Warwickshire, Leicestershire, and and in thy seed shall the kindreds of the earth
Staffordshire.
be blessed."-Doc. and Cov. 107:18.
Brethren, I wish to call your attention to the
Second Book of Nephi, second chapter. Read it
carefully, in the . first verse, Joseph the last
born of Lehi is spoken of thus: His seed shall
not utterly be destroyed. For behold thou art
the fruit of my loins, and I am a descendant of
AALBORG, Denmark, July 22d, 1879.
Bro. H. A. StebbinB:-It is over three years Joseph who was carried captive into Egypt. And
since I left America for the purpose of proclaim- great were the covenants of the Lord which he
ing the glad tidings. Before I started for my made unto Joseph. And Joseph Smith, the Seer,
native land, I considered by myself, Is Christ di- the Martyr, was a descendent of Joseph who was
vided. No, neither can his Church be. This sold into Egypt, and out of the fruit of his loins
was a spiritual testimony to me; and also the will the Lord deliver them out of captivity unto
revealed Word of God, by his angel to Nephi, freedom. (verse 2.) "Yea, Joseph truly said, Thus
"And it came to pass thnt when the angel had saith the Lord unto me, A choice seer will I raise
spoken these words, he said unto me, Remember up out of the fruit of thy loins. And I will make
thou the covenants of the Father unto the house him great in mine eyes, for he shall do my work.
of Israel: I said unto him, Yea, And it came to And he shall be great like unto Moses, whom I
pass that he said unto me, Look and behold that have said I would raise up unto you, to deliver
great and abominable church, which is the moth- my people, 0 house of Israel." ''And out of
er of abominations, whose foundation is the devil. weakness he shall be made strong, in that day
And he said unto me, Behold, there are save two when my work shall commence among all my
churches only: the one is the church of the Lamb people, unto the restoring thee, 0, house of Israel,
of God, and the other is the church of the devil; saith the Lord." (verse 3). "And thus prophesied
wherefore, whoso belongeth not to the Church of Joseph (in Egypt) saying, Behold, that seer will
the Lamb of God belongeth to that great church, the Lord bless, and they that seek to destroy him
which is the mother of abominations; and she shall be confounded."
Who is seeking to destroy him but the Brigis the whore of,all the earth."
.
These testimbnies, together with the Spirit of hamites; wherein shall they be confounded.
God, I did not have anything too good for the 'l'heir own doctrine. The Bible, Book of MorChurch of the Lamb (Christ), and just as dearly mon, and Doctrine and Covenants are against
as I love salvation for my own soul, I love my them. The name of that choice seer must be
fellow creatures. "Forasmuch as ye know that Joseph. "And his name shall be called after me,
ye were not redeemed with corruptible things, as and shall be after the name of his father. And
silver and gold, from your vain conversation re- he shall be like unto me, for the thing which the
ceived by tradition from your fathers: But with Lord shall bring forth by his hand, by the power
the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without of the Lord shall bring my people unto salvation,"
yea, thus prophesied Joseph.
blemish or spot."-1 Peter 1: 18-19.
In the second verse, it states about a great work
. "In whom we have redemption through his
blood, even the forgiveness of sins."-Cols. 1: 14. for Joseph, the choice t:Jeer to do. "And unto
Dear Brethren, how can you stay at home and him will I give commandment that he shall do
not go and preach the gospel, even to your native a work for the fruit of thy loins, his brethren,
land, as the promise is given, it shall be preached which shall be of great worth unto them, even to
to every nation and kindred, and tongue and the bringing of them to the knowledge of the
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covenants which I have made with thy fathers. intention; and placed him in this world of sin pied by myself, so far as related to the pr6laching.
And I will give unto him a commandment, t.hat and that, too, with a great ugly devil constantly I enjoyed the meetings, and the people listened
he shall do none other work save the work which at his heels, urging him to everything that is attentively. At the close of the afternoon session,
I shall .command him. And I will make him vicious and bad, and swearing in his wrath that one of those singular .specimens of humanity, a
great in mine eyes, for he shall do my work." he never shall do a meritorious act; and yet the modern sign-seeker, presented himself publicly
"And the Lord said unto me also, I will raise up Almighty requires of this man, in whom he has before the stand with two little bottles in his
unto thee fruit of thy loins, and I will make for not placed one element of good, an exhibition of hands filled with liquid, which he said was poison
him a spokesman. And I, behold, I will give all of the moral qualities, upon pain of being aud would kill any man living that would take
unto him that he shall write the writing of the damned to all eternity if he does not? Is it pos- it, and requested me to drink it, to prove to the
fruit of thy loins, unto the fruit of thy .loins; sible there is any one who believes such in this audience that I could take poison; or rather,
and the spokesman of thy loins shall declare it. age of the world?" He said that he believed that that Jesus made the promise that certain signs
And the words which he shall write, shall be the man is wholly depraved; and continued his Bible should follow the believer. I answered, "I do
words which are expedient in my wisdom, should selections to sustain himself, with such flippancy not care whether the audience believes that I can
go forth unto the fruit of thy loins." That is to and force as to make us square up in the seat and take poison or not. I am not here to tell what I
the Indians or Lamanites, of whom is a remnant fortify. It was a new experience for me, for I can do, or what I can not do, but what Christ
of the Jews; and also called the house of Joseph .. thought that men holding such extravagant and declared the gospel to be," &c. After putting a
Fourth verse: "And there shall rise up one senseless views all died a hundred years ago. number of questions, and receiving answers
mighty amqng them, who shall do much good But no, they are here yet. I enjoyed it, and it which did not flatter his conceit and vanity, he
both in word and in deed, .being an instrument in was music for some of the passengers, if no stated that it was only turpentine that was in the
the hands of God, with exceeding faith, to work other good comes of it. I succeeded however, bottles. I replied, "I am sure not to take that,
mighty .wonders, and to do that thing which is in working up his Southern blood to such a for I never did like turpentine any way. We
great in the sight of God, unto the b1•inging to heat, that he forgot to get off at his station. When never use it at our house, only in case of worms,
pass much restoration unto the house of Israel, ·the train was under motion, it was too late, the and I am not afflicted just now." He slipped the
and unto the seed of thy- brethren."
.
conductor was inexorable-he had to go on to little bottle into his pocket, and took his seat,
When will that mighty spokesman be raised London. I sympathized, by saying that I was with all of his expected applause so pinched up
up of the Lamanites, and declare the words in ·fearful that this incident would have a tendency that none enthused at his wonderful effort. Fdo
their own language?
to confirm him in the doctrine of man's "total de- not know whether he became convinced that
"For it shall come to pass in that day, that pravity." At London, I tarried over night with Latter Day Saints can take up serpents and drink
every man shall hear the fulness of the gospel in Bro. Evans, where I was welcomed and well deadly things or not. I would be willing to take
his own tongue and his own language, through cared for by the excellent household.
a dose of Camphor, Cod Liver Oil, Ginger Pop
thos~ 'Yho a_re ordained unto this power, by the
The 6th was a fearful windy day, and very cold or something of the kind, if it would only lead
admm1strat10n ot the Comforter, and shed forth for the season. I had contra.cted a cold while in some of these blind guides and vain boasters to
upon them, for the revelation of Jesus Christ.''- Michigan, and was frequently coughing. Some "see themselves as others see them."
D. & C. ~7: 4.
.
.
of the brethren sympathized with me by asking
Bro. Robert Brown's house was the central
There 1s a rumor out among the Bng~am1tes, if I had been coughing ever since I was there a place of gathering during the conference, and
~nd by the means of th~ s;tme they are bbndf?ld- year ago. Some way, I have a notion that it is upon that family the chief burthen rested in carmg·man_y people, and 1t 1s about the Lamam:es just a little disgraceful to be sick, ailing with ing for the Saints. This was done in a cheerful
(or Indmns), tha~ Joseph th~ Martyr had sat.d, aches, pains, colds and coughs, all of the time; good way, and ample preparations was made for
where thPy go to and be baptized, there you w~ll aml when not well, and am asked about my all. Bro. Brown is from the Emerald Isle: and
find tl!e C_hurcb. If Joseph the martyr ever said health, I feel a good deal as I imagine old maids of short acquaintance with the Latter Day Work.
auythmg m tJ1at respect, to find the Churc.h, he do when their ages are inquired after.
He has a large family, the most of whom are
m~y have said,. !If here those great and mighty
In the afternoon, I went to St. Mary's, too late to grown up; all are in the faith of the Saints.
thmgs spoken of m the Second Book of ~ephlj meet the teams sent to convey us to Carlingford, Their pleasant home shows business-like and insecond chapter, come from, there you w11l find so remained there over night.
dustrious habits, and them to be one of the first
the Church.
·
.
.
The morning of the 7th brought with it a heavy families. They are not sitting idly still, waiting
Jlrn._J ~seph ·and Stebbms, send a b_rother mto frost, which greatly damaged tender vegetables. f()r the millennia! day to dawn, or for something
thts mtsswn as soon as you can .. I Wlll stay and At about eight o'qlock, I met with Brn. Evans to turn up, that without dint of effort upon their
help the work along as .long ~s I can. 4-nd, and Harrington, then on their way to the confer- part, they may stumble into a fortune or a good
thanks be t~ <;tod, I am not afrmd of. any. of the ence; and later still, with Bro. Brown, who was home, by gift from the rich, or by all of the poor
orthodox mimsters. Thanks be to God, h1s com. waiting at the depot with team, to convey us to putting all of their nothings together and having
n~and~~nts are ~or me to study and understand by Carlingford. Nine of us in number, all in a all things common in a grand way, place them
h1s Sp1nt, H_e 1s my teacher.
'
cheerful mood, accompanied him to point of des- in superb circumstances; but they go to w6rk
. I _have bapttzed three lately, and others are be- tination, where we arrived at 11 a.m., to find a with tact and energy, to build themselves homes,
ltevmg. Come, brethren, and preach the gospel. number of brethren from various parts of the after the manner suggested in the Book of GeneYou will get your reward. God is a righteo:us London District., in' waiting at Bro. Brow~'s sis. This, we think, is the surest method. I felt
God. May the Churc~ of the Lamb's Cl~nst house. In my judgment, this is the nicest farm- just a little proud that my name is Kelley, when
prosp_er, and the lw~est m heart be a?opted mto ing country that I have seen in Canada. It is I saw the faith and devotion manifested in the
the kmgdom, and ~ton b~ redeemed, IS the pray. rich and beautiful. The season of the year may gospel of liberty by these Sons of Erin. May
er of your brother m Chnst.,
. have had something to do in .its being so favor- their joy and confidence in the faith increase 'till
PE'l'ER N. BRIX. 'ably presented.
the perfect day.
----Conference .convened at 1:30 p.m., in Bro.
On the 10th, Bro. Samuel Brown brought me
MADISON, Indiana,
Brown's dwelling house, which is large and at: to the railway station, and in the evening I was
.June 26th, 1879. :forded ample room, with a good representation at London and preached in the Saints' chapel, to
Editors of H m·ald :-On the morniug of the 5th in attendance. The business of the conference an attentive m:idience. The day following, I atiustaut, I left Cold water, Michigan, for Canada. was transacted in the afternoon, with excellent tended a Saints' meetlng at the same place. The
While waiting for the train in Detroit, 1 good feeliug. A desire to do for the wisest and brethren took a part in the meeting, manifesting
chanced to meet a gentleman from Alabama, wbo best was manifested by the members. No wrang- taith and interest in the work. The Spirit was
was slightly acquainted with some of our brethren ling, jargon, or high-keyed verbose speeches, sensibly present at the opening of the meeting,
there-Bro. Chute and others. He thought them . with a view to mastery, were indulged in; neither but towards the close it grew darker and colder,
fanatical and wild in their religious notions, as a disposition to make business when there was until the exercises were merely mechanical.
they "believed in miracles; healing of the siek, none. Consistency and unity characterized the Another strange experience for us! One child
casting out devils," ete., a thing "impossible," in meeting throughout. Socially and every way W}1S blessed, a little daughter of Bro. and Sr.
his opinion, "in these times." "The Bible is an the best of good feeling prevailed. A testimony Pugsley.
meeting was held in the evening, and the brethren
At the close of the meeting, after those of the
all-sufficient guide."
As we rode along towards London, he cham pi- manifested their faith and love for the gospel, in audience who wished had retired, an investigaoned the doctrine of "total depravity," and with such a way as to put it beyond question that they tion was had by a court of elders, into the diffia flourish of the hand and air that iudicated that have, in·some degree, been made partakers of the cult.ies existing in the London branch. The inhe was in the habit of sweeping off the stakes in power and life of the Spirit that confirms the vestigation showed the grievances to be petty,
controversies upon that question, began to quote: believer in the gospel; and that they are growing but vexatious. "Insubordination"-"Calling of
"Their mouths are open sepulchers;" "The pois'bu in the perfections of the faith. 'file Spirit was names"-"Jumping up and running out of doors
of asps is under their tongues;" "Their thoughts sensibly present at times during the meeting.
when certain ones attempted to speak in social
are to do evil cont.iuually ;" "They are cori'ceived
Sunday the 8th, a number of the Saints not meeting while under supposed, by some, to be
in Rin, and brought forth in iniquity;" (I quote present the day previous, arrived, and the day spirit influences"-"1\Hmicing the minister by
from memory); "The wicked are estranged from was devoted to preaching. The meetings were gestures and otherwise, when he is preaching."
the womb;" "There is none that doeth good, no, held in Bro. Brown's barn, which had been fitted
Difficulties of this kind could all be·avoided if
not one;" and mttny other such passages he up with platform and seats for the occasion, and brethren would only keep in vie_w a few wholelinked together in such a jiugle, that it showed there was room for all. A respectable number some rules to guide them; something like the
that he was anything but a tyro at the business. of the citizens of the neighborhood were in at-· following:
I replied interrogatively, "Do you believe that the ten dance. Bro. Mottashed, of London, addressed
1. No one can afford,· even for their own sake,
all wise and loving God created man without the the audience in the morning, presenting some of to be anything less than a lady or gentleman,
least particle of good about him, wholly incapa. the.main facts of the gOb pel in'' clear and concise whatever their situation; especially in attending
ble of a virtwJus act, a noble thought, or a good manner. The afteruQon apd evening were occu- church, or civil gatherings of any kind.
"
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2. That ia Church law the majority is the autlwrity.
3. Officers appointed and sustained by the rna.
jority should be respected in their places by the
minority, whether they are to their liking or not,
at least so far as treating them with courtesy and
respect.
4. When speaking in an assembly, and one
finds that in the heat of discussion he has violated
the rules of the assembly, he should apologize at
once, and set himself right. If the presiding officer raps as a signal for him to take his seat, or
calls him to order, he should take his seat immediately, and that without parleying over the matter. If he thinks an injustice is done him, let
him appeal to the house in regular order. If
still he thinks an injustice is done, in case the
officer should be sustained, he shohld take his
seat-stand corrected.
5. No officer should use languagbin addressing
a member of an assembly only that which is in
keeping with the rules of propriety and courtesy.
6. Every one is entitled to an individual opinion of what they see, in church or out of church,
whether given by spirit or otherwise; and they
are not compelled to believe anything without
the facts in the case are sufficiently potent to
them to warrant a belief. But none have a right
to express an opinion in a menacing, accusing
and fault-finding way, to discourage and injure
others.
7. If false testimonies and false spirits are man.
ifest, they can in~ure no one who are themselves
good. Should any one feel humiliated--chagrined or imposed upon by an exhibition of some
silly thing, foolish speech, or fanaticism of some
over-zealous and not very discreet ones, they
should pity them and get along with it the best
way possible; just as is done in a thousand instances of a similar nature, so far as being mortifying is concerned, that are constantly occurring
in the routine of daily life. When an opportune
time comes, if need be, they can be corrected.
We are to grow into perfection.
8. Individuals who are quite sure they can not
go to meeting and be orderly, by reason of fear
that something may be. transacted which will not
he agreeable to them-and which is likely to influence them so that they will render themselves
culpable and ridiculous, by trespassing on the
rules of civility and good breeding, to say nothing
of Christianity, had better stay at home until they
are certain they possess nerve and good sense
enough to go to meeting and. act in a becoming
way, no matter if the house is on fire and everybody else is in an uproar.
9. Officers are the ones who should govern in
meetings, see that every thing is in order, and the
members protected in their rights, and they
should be respected.
Thursday, the 12th, in company with Bro.
1\lcintosh, I went ·to St. Thomas, and, in the even.
ing, preached in the Saints' Chapel in that place,
to a small, but attentive and orderly audie11ce.
The Saints there have made some progress within
the last year, and are yet hopeful that a good work
will be done there by and by.
The morning of the 13th, I spent in a pleasant
way at the houses of Brn. JYicintosh, Clow and
Phillips-administered to two children that were
sick, and, in the afternoon, went by rail way over
the canada Southern, at the rate of forty miles an
hour, to Chatham Crossing. It seemed that I was
really on one of Nahum's chariots that "run like
the lightnings." I arrived at Blenheim, and
stopped at Bro. Geo. Cleveland's, where I was
kindly received and made welcome, and where I
made it my home while in Blenheim. Bm. Robb,
Shaw, Pearson, Leverton, and others arrived in
the evening, preparatory for to-morrow's meeting.
Saturday, tlie 14th, at 10:30 a.m., conference
convened at the Saints' Chapel, in Blenheim, and
was organized. ·A respectable representation was
in attendance. The forenoon was devoted to a
social me~;ting, and an excellent spirit prevailed.
The afternoon aqd part of the evening were
spent in the transacting of business. This was
done with desirable unanimity of feeling and
sentiment, upon the part of the members. 'fhey
certainly manifested an excellent spirit. But a sin.
gle thing was brought up that elicited any discus·
13}on-or excited the least feelin9, ~nd that was
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baptized one old gentleman sixty years of age,
named Thomas Frew, who has been fully satisfied for some time, and has lived an exemplary
life before the world, and was fully prepared for
the birth of water. I feel grateful to the Saints
for their liberality; I pray the Lord niay bless
them temporally and spiritually, so they may
enjoy the unity of the spirit and ever be one,. and
alwayshave wherewith to assist those who pubJ os. P. KNox.
lish the gospel.

with reference to the rule enacted· l)y General
Conference requesting members scattered abroad
to identify themselves with some branch. It was
held by some, that the spirit and design of that
rule was to compel the members to identify themselves with the branches nearest them, though
they might prefer to unite with some other. After
considerable discussion over the matter, conference decided that it should be left optional with
the individual as to what church he would unite
with. That none had the right to abridge another's liberties by debarring him from the right of
choice of branch associations. Proper courtesy
was shown during the whole of the session, and
each one seemed desirous that the right should
predominate.
Sunday, the 15th, was devoted to preaching, in
the morning, afternoon and evening. Good audiences were in attendance, and paid respectful
attention. In the afternoon, Bro. Leverton preached
a good discourse, and the sacrament was administered by the B!enh(lim Branch president. Br.
Leverton took her husband to task a little, however, for bearing down so heavily on the Methoc
dist shouters; but he took it well, knowing, per.
haps, that us rough men need the touch and polish of some of the gentler ones to make us what
we ought to be. Then, what is a fellow to do
when the sisters criticise him? I know of no
way but to bear it with Christian fortitude-take
it-and not get angry or excited about it. I en.
joyed the meetings, with the home chats and visits
with the Saints and fri€mds. They are excellent
Saints, and making progress in the work. May
the blessings of the gospel attend them.
On the 16th, I rode with Brn. Shaw aJid Leverton to Bro. Traxler's, arriving late in the after.
noon, where I had a pleasant stay until noon of
the next day. Bro. Chute, from the Olive Branch,
was there also. He is advanced in years and
sound in the faith.
In the afternoon of the 17th, at four o'clock, I
took the train for home, where I arrived at noon,
the 18th, to find a sick wife, and a baby boy six
days old. Under responsibility and care, we are
still in the faith.
W11r. H. KELLEY.

TAYLOR, Red River Co., Texas,
August 5th, 1879.·
Bro. Henry:-I am preparing to go into a debate with a Baptist minister here. He is said to
be a very able man. He will attack the Book of
Mormon, and the Doctrine and Covenants. lie
has the latter and jle took your name and address
yesterday, to send for the Book of Mormon. I
baptized one last week, and others say they will
be baptized soon. ·My opponent is going to try
to prove that.the two Nephites did die; also John
the Revelator, and thus overthrow the books.
Pray. for me and send me any instruction that you
VV. T. BozARTH.
can. Yours in hope,

MACHIAS, Maine,
August 7th, 1870.
Ern. Joseph and Henry :--On Sunday last I was
at Holme's Bay; spol;:e threetimes and baptized
four persons, one man and three women. Others
told me they would be baptized soon. · I shall be
with them ere long again.
•.
A few days ago sister Nettie Holmes was
invited to a house with a Baptist lady, not
knowing what was going on. After entering the
Baptist commenced firing at her, ·bringing up
some false stories about her; and they having a
young man to help them,·he commenced to make
up a story and went into a fl.t. He bit his tongue
and lips badly. 'I' he Baptist ladies left the h'ouse
and wanted sister Nettie to leave also, and said,
"He is dead." Nettie said, "Dead men never
hurt any one," and wanted them to help her
bring him out of the fit. She took water and
brought him out all right, but could not help
from saying to him, ''Gecn·go, you know you
were going to make up a lie about me, and God
would not suifer it." Sister Holmes is among
the finest of 8aints. All for the best on our side.
Yours truly,
J. C. Foss.
COAL VALLEY, Allegheny Co., Pa.,
.
August 7th, 18"{9.
Bro. IIenry :-I- have been visiting the Church
Hill (Ohio) Branch. The Church there is not so
proi:lperous as it was formerly, yet. the most of the
SainLs are strong in the faith and endeavoring to
live the life of Saints. Others claim to be as
strong in the faith as ever they were, yet they
neglect their duties, which is conclusive evidence of an existing indifference to the strength
of the Church; for when we are of one heart and
mind, we are strong, and thus retain saving power, which salts the earth, or creates in the Church
the influence necessary to fulfill the mission
which is intended of God that she should fulfill.
I visited all the Saints while there; tried to remove imaginary difficulties, for so I claim them
to be. I gave an exhortation in the Saints' saq,
rament meeting, preached in a_private house, and

GAINESVILLE, Alachua Co., Florida,
August 12th, 1879.
Dear Herald:_:.After writing from Commerce,
Alabama, I visited Lone Star Branch, which I
found about as usual, in a low condition; but, as
it has ever been, I found some earnest, sincere
Sain.ts, who are nobly struggling for the right.
May God bless and preserve them.
Leaving Lone Star on June 19th, I went into
the. neighborhood of Midway, and spent a few
days very pleasantly with Brn. Hardee and. Patrick, and their estimable families. I was sorry
when duty bade me leave this quiet, peaceful retreat. Thence, in company with Bro. Hardee
and his daughter Mollie, I went to Butler Branch,
where a rich treat awaited IDE'. The Saints were
in peace and union, and enjoying the blessing of
God to a remarkable degree. I enjoyed good
liberty in speaking. In prayer meeting the gifts
of prophecy and tongues were enjoyed through
which we received words of comfort and enconragement. Every heart was caused to rejoice by
the influence of God's love, and I had the pleaH,
ure of hearing four of those baptized when I was
here last, bear testimony to the work; the otlu3r
two are also firm, and their confidence unshaken.
June 25th, in company with Bro. A.M. Vickery, went to Pleasant Hill Branch, where I spoke
at night, and was kindly make welcome by the
Saints. The next day went by rail from Georgi.
ana to Brewton, where I met Bro. ,John Jones, and
went home with him, and spent one day very
agreeably. Thence to Santa Rosa Branch, and
after visiting the Saints, proceeded to Coldwater,
where, according to previous appointment, I
preached Sunday, the 29th; found the,Saints as
hospitable and ldnd as ever, and tarried with
them until July 3rd, when, in company wit.h Bro.
L.F. West, started for conference, to be held with
the Persf'verance Branch, Bald win county, Ala.
bam a. The night of the 3rd we preached at Bro.
Gandy's, near Molina, Escambirt county, Florida.
On the 4th we arrived at Perseveranee, and con.
ference convened the 5th, and passed off pleas.
antly, but no important business was done; two
were baptized by Bro. ,John H. Givens, and confirmed by BID. West, Givens, and I-teeder. Having fully made up my mind to !]lake an effort to
pmsecute the work in East Florida, I prevailed
with Bro. Da.vid Donaldson to accompany me,
and r>fter some fatigue and trouble we arrived
here safely.
Th"e cir:cumstanees attending this trip are so
peculiar· I will bridly relate them. Last April
Bro~J_,_ F. West received a letter from Sister Eliza E. 1\Htehell, of this place, but formerly of
Pla.ttsmouth, Nebraska, asking for some one to
come. V{hile reading the letter I was impressed
to go, but as it was about three hundred miles
direct, and much farther by any route we could
go, I tried to dismiss it from my mind as
impossible; but the more I thought of it the
more was I impressed to go. ·while in Alabama,
I was trying to excuse myself on the ground that
I could not stand the journey while the weather
was so hot, and I would likely be sick among
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strangers, and be able to do no good. While
thinking on this wise I was taken suddenly ill,
and was for a few days very sick. This convinced me that I was liable to be sick any where. I
called upon the Elders, (though at the time I had
a burning fever and my body was racked with
pain), they anointed me and prayed for me, and in
fifteen minutes I rose, went to the creek and baptized six, and have not been sick since. This
convinced me that God was able to protect me
any where. With these two important lessons
learned, I was more determined to make the
effort.
Before starting on our journey east, Bro. Donaldson and I made a visit to Muscogee, Florida,
where Bro. and Sr. Anderson reside where we
were kindly received by a quiet, orderly and intelligent people. We preached four times to fair
and attentive audiences, and I think left a good
impression. While there we were the guests of
Bro.. and Sr. Anderson and. Mr. and Mrs. Senior,
who kindly administered to our wants, and gave
us some assistance for our journey. · We were
kindly treated by many others including the
brothers Briggs. On the 14th we departed for
Pensacola with kind wishes for those left behind.
Our tickets were paid for by non-members of the
Church, Mr. Haden paying for one and Mr. Frost
for the other. Many thanks for all this kindness.
At two o'clock p.m., the 17th, on board the a.
Fisher, we left the Pensacola wharf, crossed the
Pensa.cola Bay, thence up Santa Rosa Sound to
Mary Esther, situated near the mouth Of Choctawhachee Bay, where we arrived about nine o'clock
p.m., walked five or six miles and staid with
Bro. Mitchell a brother-in-law of Bro. Donaldson.
We stayed with the Saints of that neighborhood until the 21st, when we started on board a
sloop, (hired by the brethren), for Point Washington; we had "a laead wind" all day, and as our
boat was small, we only made about twenty-five
miles, and camped on the beach at night. We
ate some supper, found some boards placed on
the limbs of trees, where some one camped before,
to get out of danger from snakes, Bro. D. and I
ascended and lodged for the night; but Capt.
,Jinks thought it less dangerous on the ground,
fearing that he would fall and break his bones.
Early on the morning of the 22d, we resumed our
journey and arrived at Point Washington at five
o'clock p.m. We staid all night with a Mr.
Davies, an old acquaintance of Bro. Donaldson.
The 23d found two men going twenty miles on
our way with a team, and got them to carry our
satchels; but we walked with the exception of
five miles. After leaving them we walked seven
miles farther, and staid with a Mr. Potter, who
charged us nothing.
On the 24th we walked seventeen miles before
noon, paid twenty-five cents each for our dinner,
walked sixteen miles farther and tarried for the
night at a Mr. Melvin's, for which we paid one
dollar. Twelve miles, on the 25 th, brought us to
Marianna, on the Chipola River, where we ate
d'
d h
b
mner, an t en ent our steps towards Ohattahoochee, and for some then unaccountable reason,
we were seized with a desire to hurry through.
We had before resolved to "take our time," so we
walked a part of the night and arrived at Chattahoochee at seven o'clock a. m. the 26 th. Soon
after our arrival it commenced to rain, and rained
hard all day, we could then see why we were
hurried on so, had the rain fallen before we past
the Chattahoochee swamp, the road would have
been almost impassible. In many instances we
saw God's power and goodness manifested; show.
ers and storms passed us upon every hand, and
we came through "dry shod." Some times when
the sun's beams were so hot as to be almost un.
bearable, a cloud would pass over us, and we
would proceed comfortably. We praise God for
his goodness.
At Chattahoochee we bought tickets for Lake
City, for which we paid $7.50 each; and at twenty-five minutes past one p.m., we were on our
way; passing through Tallahasse and other
places of less importance, we arrived at Lake
City at 3 o'clock a. m., the 27th. Thence we
walked to Gainesville, a distance of forty-seven
miles, arriving in the afternoon of the 28th.
From Pensacola we had traveled about four
hundred miles, walking about one hundred and
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fifty, through the burning sands of Florida, under
the rays of a July sun; but we were not so much
fatigued as one would suppose. Nothing but
God's power could have preserved us. Praise
his holy name.
We were kindly welcomed by Sr. Mitchell and
her husbaud, who is with us in faith, but as yet
not a member of the Church. We were here
without means, and no place to preach, and
what were we to do? We. engaged the City Hall
for one night, for which we were to pay two dolJars; posted notices, and had quite a large audience. We preached, and then stated that we
were not able to pay for the hall, so would be able
to hold meetings no longer. The next day Judge
Dawkins and Mr. Grissom, two prominent men
of the city, settled for the hall and procured it
for the remainder of the week, and we were invited to proceed, which we did. When the time
expired we were told to still proceed, and the
hall would be furnished; so we continued until
night before last, preaching thirteen times, most
of the time to large and very attentive audiences.
Yesterday two were baptized, and four more
have given their names for baptism.
We have made many friends, who openly defend us. We have had but little open opposition.
One Christian minister publicly attacked us, but
he left the hall thoroughly discomfitted. Much
sport is made of him; but he was more honorable than some others who have tried to hurt us by
secretly warning their flock not to go and hear
us, and circulating false reports. The plea is that
we are not worth noticing; yet they will notice
us, I\Ot in an open manly way, but in a sneaking
undermining way. I respect a man who, like
Dr. Mason, will come out openly and publicly,
but the opposite course is too contemptible for
further notice. With profound thankfuln.ess to
God, and feelings of gratitude to these who have
so generously assisted us, we await further developments.
Through the kindness of Saints and friends we
came here by walking one hundred and fifty
miles, but from present prospects it seems we will
have four hundred miles to walk back. I hope the
Saints will pray that strength may be given for
all the work we may have to perform.
This part of the State is better adapted to agriculture and fruit growing than West Florida, and
is far ahead of it it in education and improvements of every kind, and altogether the more desirable. Bananas, oranges, figs, with many other fruits which are more common, are successfully grown here. Yet I think Florida has been
overrated. Give me the West with all her frost,
snow, and ice; where the harvest brings to the
husbandman a rich reward for his labors, and
banish from my sight the sands of Florida with
all their charms. Nothing but the cause of my
Master would induce me to remain here. Sometimes I long for home, and it seems hard to tarry
from it, and yet the thought of leaving the mission brings pangs of regret; for f!:O where I may,
the memory of some whom I have met in
the South will be fondly cherished. May God
bless and direct them, and all the true Israel of
G
od, and prepare us all to meet on the shining
shores of immortal bliss, there to rest from the
toils of life, if the prayer of a weary pilgrim for
the gospel's sake.
HEMAN C. SMITH.

more pleasures than pains. The Herald, Hope,
and Advocate contain a world of good to every
honest Saint, or those who try to be such. I wish
all were published weekly. Yours in the one
faith,
C. L. ALBERTSON.
DELAVAN, Kansas,
•
August 4th, 1879.
Ern. Joseph and Henry :-TheNorth-west Kansas District Conference has just closed; a goodly
turn out; a peaceable and zealous interest. The
Saints love the cause. We have eighteen members in this neighborhood; all we lack of having
a branch is some good Elder to locate among us,
which I hope will not be long. Can not Bro.
Alma Kent be sent to Kansas to labor this winter?
H. R. HARDER.
FALL RIVER, !'[ass.,
August 5th, 1879.
Editors Herald :-I see in the Herald for August 1st, in the News Summary, under date of
July 22nd, that "a riot occurred at Fall River."
This statement was a false report which was circulated in. the papers. There has not been any
riot yet, but the civil authorities are afraid that
there will be an outbreak. Whoever lived here
and observed the times, would say with the Apostle, that they are "perilous." Yours,
J. SMITH.

Central

Neb•·ad~~:a

Dhtrict.

Conference met at Cedar Creek, Antelope Co.,
Nebraska, June 28th, 1879, at 7:30 p.m.; Geo. W.
Galley, presiding; C. H. Derry, secretary, pro
tem.
"·
Branch Reports:-Columbus 39, J baptized 1 expelled. Cedar Creek 17.
Elders Geo. W. Galley, Spencer Smith .and
Chancey Loomis reported in person, and Chas.
Brindley by proxy. Priests C. N. Hutchins, Geo.
Masters, C. H. Derry reported, also Teacher
Aaron Hollenbeck.
The pr~sident reported on the case of procuring
Brother R. Oehring's certificate of membership,
and the matter was discussed.
Resolved that the president continue to try and
get the certificate of Brother Oehring.
That the president correspond with Brother
Charles Derry in regard to coming himself or
sending an Elder to labor in this district.
Sunday Jone 29th.-Resolved that President
l oseph Smith and his Counselors, and Bishop I.
L. Rogers and his Counselors, and all the quorums
of the Ch uroh be sustained.
That Chas Brindley as president of Columbus,
Chancey Loomis of the Deer Creek and Spencer
Smith of the Cedar Creek branches be sustained.
Adjourned to the vicinity of the Deer Creek
Branch at 2 p m.; September 2ith, 1879.
Preaching by Brother Galley. 1 p.m. sacrament meeting in charge of C. Loomis and S.
Smith. 7 p m. preaching by the president.

\Vest Wiscollllsin District.
A conference convened at Wheatville, Crawford
county, Wisconsin, June 7th and 8th, 1879; Frank
Hacke!., president; W. A. McDowell, clerk.
The Wheatville, Freedom and Webster branches
reported. No report from Willow,
One High Priest, 1 of the Seventy, 7 Elders, 1
Teacher and 1 Deacon :reported.
The committee on resolutions recommended the
consideration and adoption of the following resolutions :
'l'hat the manner in which the district conferences have heretofore cut off members from the
Church, without either proper notice, personal
labor, or trial before a comt of elders, is illegal.
That we recommend thai. those branches which
have cut off members contra:y to the specifications
Ill D. and C. 42:23, labor w1th those members according io law, and proceed legally.
'l'hat the president appoint a committee to legally
labor with scattering members who have been illegally cui, off by the action of the previous conference, committee to report at the next confer·•

lHARSH BASIN, Idaho,
August 4th, 1879.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins:-Really people think that
it is a great favor to give their names as subscribers without any money. People are willing as
a rule, to .have the paper, but few can offer to pay
for it. I sometimes get tired trying. The Herald
to me is wOl'th many times its price. How you
folks can have so much patience, and say no
more than you do, is wonderful. I sometimes
think we make very slow progress, and wonder
how those, who have left home, and all that makes
life pleasant, can do it, to go out among a people,
whose ears are dull of hearing and who seem
almost lost in sleep. Life must often seem a
burden. I do not wonder that Paul wished to
depart, and rid himself of the foes within and
without. But you only need words of cheer.
This matter will all work out right, with those
who war a good warfare to the end. Life has ence.
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i'hat this conference appoint a committee to act
on resolutions presented for conference action, and
that. all business by resolutions be handed in to
said committee, and that said committee arrange
and present the same in order.
The above resolutions were adopted.
A priest's license was given to M. V. Thayer,
and F. M. Cooper was sustained in the ministry.
At 8 p.m., preaching by F. M. Cooper.
Sunday, 10 a. m., Frank Hacket and E. C. Wildermuth; at 2 p.m., sacrament and testimony
meeting, in charge of Frank Hackett, Cyrus Newkirk and J. S. Whitaker. · The gifts of tongues and
prophecy were enjoyed, and many faithful testimonies were given. Afterwards three were baptized by F. M. Cooper. Evening, preaching by
F. M. Cooper.
F. M. Cooper, A. L. Whitaker and Wm. Brunson
were chosen to labor with members illegally cut
off by the action of previous conferences; also J.
S. Whitaker and E. C. Wildermuth to act on resolutions for the next conference.
It was ordered that this confer-ence give E. C.
Wildermuth a license as one of the Seventy.
Adjourned to Webster Branch, October 11th and
12th, 1879, at 10 a.m.

St. Louis District.
A conference was held in St. Louis, Missouri,
6th and 7th, 1879; W. H. Hazzledine, presiding;
J. 0. Smith, clerk; Geo. Hicklin, assistant.
At 10:30 a.m. D. D. Babcock of Montrose,
Iowa, preached; at 2 p.m. the Lord's Supper was
administered by Wm. Anderson and R. D. Cottam,
and the Saints bore testimony. The gifts of unknown tongues and the interpretations thereof
were given, and Spirit of the Lord was poured
out in rich abundance; at 7:30 p.m. preaching
by James Whitehead.
Monday, 7th.-Branch Reports: St. Louis, last
report 270. present 253 ; 15 removed by letter, 2
died. Gravois 53; no changes. Objections were
made to the number stated in this report, it being
said that in previous reports they had been overstated ; also that the branch record is in such a
confused state that it is difficult to make out even
an approximately correct report. Belleville, last
74, present 75; 1 baptized, [name not given], 1
ordained a Deacon, 1 marriage. Caseyville 38 ;
1 baptized. Alton 29 ; no changes. Alma report,
not having the signature of either president or
clerk, was ordered to be sent back. Whearso 18;
8 baptized [names and items not given]. Cheltenham and Boone Creek not reported. Moselle 6;
1 baptized.
Condition of the Branches: Gravois, not good.
Caseyville, mostly in good standing. Moselle,
condition is good, all the Saints trying to do their
duty. Geo. Thorpe reported the St. Louis Branch,
that of the 253 members reported, 50 are scattered,
and charges are prefered against 100 more, and
their cases are now pending, being under investigation by a committee. The probability is, that
when these questions are .disposed of, our numbers will be reduced to 150 members. Alton
Branch, in a fair condition, the Saints doing the
best they can.
Bishop's Agent's Report for the six months end.
ing July 6th, 1879:
"Balance Jan. 6th, 1879 : F.reewill Offerings
$11.25, Elders' Fund $2.75-total $14.00; Received: Free)Vill offerings $6.00, Elders' Fund
$100.50-total $106 50. Total receipts $120.50.
Paid out to Elders $106.40, leaving a balance of
$14.10, the Elders' Fund having drawn on the
Freewill Offering Fund $3.15. R. D. Cottam,
Bishop's Agent."
Six Elders reported.
A communication from Bro. Wm. Still was read,
tendering his resignation, and stating a difficulty
which existed between him and Bro. Wm. H.
Hazzledine. On motion, it was ordered that this
communication be laid on the table, and a committee appointed to investigate the matter. Bro.
Hazzledine vacated the chair, and Bro. Reese took
the chair and appointed Wn;. T. Kyte, J·ames
Whitehead and Samuel Perks said committee and
they retired with the parties to tl!e ante· room, and
on their return reported that an amicable settlement had been agreed upon, they mutually forgiving each other and pledging themselves never to

bring up these things again. Tho report was ap:
proved and the committee discharged and Br.o.
Still withdrew his resignation.
Wm. H. Hazzledine tendered his resignation as
president of the district. His resignation was accepted, and a vote of thanks tendered him for his
faithful services. Also Brn. Wm. Anderson and
R. D. Cottam were appointed a committee to draft
resolutions suitable to the occasion, and they pre·
sen ted the following:
Resolved that inasmuch. as old age and feebleness of body have caused our beloved brother,
Wm. H. Hazzledine, to resign the presidency of
the district, we hereby express our confidence in
him as being an esteemable and true servant of
God, one who has been faithful and untiring in
his labors for the interests of the work of God in
this district, having presided for the last fourteen
years over the same under many trying circumstances. His exemplary and godly life has and
does command for him the confidence and respect
of the entire district, with rare exceptions, if there
are any, and we pray that the brightness of his
life may never grow less, until God shall crown
him with the redeemed of his people.
·
Resolved that we elect the officers of our district
every six months.
Abraham Reese was elected president of the
district, and he appointed Oeorge Hicklin and
Wm. Anderson as his counsellors, and by vote of
the conference they were sustained as such.
John G. Smith was sustained as conference clerk.
Adjourned to St. Louis, Sunday, Oct. 5th, 1879.

!iioutbe1·n Indiana District.
A conference convened at New Trenton, Ind.,
June 7th, 1879; B. V. Springer, president pro
tem.; E. C. Mahew, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Amanda, last report 25 ; 6
baptized, 5 removed by letter, 1 died; present 25.
New Trenton, last report 14; 2 baptized; present
16.. Olive 20: no changes.
Three Elders, 1 Priest and one Teacher reported.
Harbert Scott, president of the district, desired
to be released, feeling that he was not doing for
the work what was required or necessary in that
position, but the conference, by resolution, expressed entire satisfaction with him and his work
in the district, and would not accept his resignation.
R. J. Williams was ordained a Priest, on recommendation of the Amanda Branch.
Samuel Rector and J. S. Christy were continued
in their mission, and all officers not confined to
branch duty were requested to labor in the district.
B. V. Springer was appointed to adjust matters
in the Olive Branch.
Whereas the branch clerks and cfficials of the
District have been remiss in their duties in making
out their reports to the clerk of the district, therefore, Resolved that the presidents of the several
branches be especially requested to see that eaoh
clerk and officer make out their report, and forw:ard the same to the district clerk in ample time
for each conference.
Adjourned to the Olive Branch, August 30th and
31st, 1879.
M:Jicbi~aut

and Nortb.ern Indiana
Di!!tJ.•ict.

Conference convened at the Fowler Schoolhouse, May 31st, 1879; Wm. H. Kelley, presiding;
S. M. Bass, secretary.
Branch reports:-Coldwater 47. Sherman 35;
1 expelled. Lawrence 61; 2 baptized. Clear
Lake 48; 3 baptized, 2 received by certificate of
baptism. Oalien 43.
M. H. Bond and C. Scott reported by letter;
W. H. Kelley, Wm. Reynolds, Bradford Corless
and G. A Blakeslee and Priest Jackson Smith in
person.
C. Scott and J. J. Cornish were sustained as
laborers in this district.
·
Preaching on Saturday evening and on Sabbath
morning, afternoon and evening by W. H. Kelley.
Monday morning one baptized by W. H. Kelley.
BiBhop's Agent's report was oonsidered and Brn.
Bass, Lockerby and Smith were appointed to
audit it, and report at the next conference.

A prayer and testimony meeting was held . in
which the peaceful influence of the Holy Spirit
was felt to a great degree. Saints were comforted and strengthened and they rejoiced together.
Adjourned to Oalien, Michigan, November, 1879,
the day to be appointed by the presidet1t of the
District.

Southern Nebraska District.
A conference was held at McCai{!:'s Grove,
Cass county, Nebraska, July 6th and 7th, 1879;
J. W. Waldsmiih, president, protem; R. M. Elvin,
clerk.
At 11 a.m. preaching by R. M. Elvin; 1:30 p.m.
Saints' meeting; 3 p.m. preaching by R. J.
Anthony and at 8 p m. by Henry Kemp.
7th.-Joshua Armstrong reported his labors
and requested to be released from the presidency
of the district.
Secretary made his report.
Bishop's Agent, J. W. Waldsmith, r'lported:
April 1st, 1879, on hand $1.02, received J. W.
Waldsmith $2.75, Jas. Perrin $2.20, total $5.97;
paid R. C. Elvin $1.75, Joshua Armstrong $1.00,
total $2.75; July 1st, 1879 balance on hand $3.22.
One of the Seventy, 6 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher
and 1 Deacon reported.
Branch Reports:-Nebraska City 109; no
changes. Plattsmouth 14; 3 removed by letter.
Blue River 33; 4 baptized. Platte River 34; 4
received by vote. Palmyra 42; no changes.
Moroni not reported.
Zion's Hope Sunday School of Nebraska City
reported.
L. Anthony reported that they had organized
a union school, all the officers being members of
the Church.
Committee on two days' meetings: L. Anthony,
R. M. Elvin and R. J. Anthony.
·
Jas. Thomsen was sustained in his mission.
The ordaining of officers in Plattsmouth· Branch
was left to the district president.
·
R. M. Elvin was chosen delegate to the Semi·
Annual Conference, and Levi Anthony was elected district president.
Thanks were voted to Elder Joshua Armstrong
for his labors of the past as district president.
Resolved That we sustain R. J. Anthony and
that we request the General Conference to continue liim in his present field.
That we will not recognize any ordinations unless performed in accord with D. & C., 17:16, and
that we believe it necessary for and action of a
quarterly conference to select any to the office of
an Elder.
·
Vote of thanks to Mr.. D. McCaig for use of
grove.
Adjourned to Wilber, Saline county, Nebraska,
October 26th, 1879, at 10:30 a.m.

Northm.·n Nebraska District.
A conference was held June. :.!8th and 29th,
1879, at Platte Valley Branch, Nebraska; T. J.
Smith, presiding.
Branch Reports.-Pleasant Grove and Omaha
read and approved. (No numbers, names or items).
The Douglas Branch was received into the District. James Caffall and T. J. Smith reported the
Bell Creek Branch disorganized, and Bro. Nelson
Brown was requested to give up the branch record
to the president of the district. Peter Brown reported the condition of the Omaha Branch a11
improving. Omaha Scandinavian as last reported.
T. J. Smith gave a good account of the Douglas
Branch. James Ogard reported Pleasant Valley
Branch in good standing.
One Apostle, 1 High Priest, 4 Elders and 2
Priest reported.
Resolved that the Elders whose time is not
needed in the branches devote as much time as
possible outside them.
A motion to disorganize. the DeSoto Branch was
lost, and the president was requested to visit the
Saints there and try to revive them.
N. Brown and Oeo. N. Derry were appointed to
solicit means to purchase a horse and wagon for
the use of the president of the district.
A petition was received from Geo. Medlock, and
referred to Brn. Derry, Curtis, Ogard, Brown and
Caffall.
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Resolved that the records of the late Elkhorn
Branch be transfered to Douglas Branch. ·
Resolved .that .we appreciate and endorse the
teacl)ing and counsels of Elder James Caffall.
The report of Committee on Geo. Medlock's petiton was referred back to Omaha Branch, Bro.
Medlock having failed to notify the branch of his
intention to appeal to conference. Report received
and committee discharged.
Collection $11.75 ..
Adjourned to Fontanelle, N.ebraska, October
12th, 1879.
NOl'til

West Kansas DistriCt,

Conference met Friday evening August 1st,
7:30 met together and the Saints enjoyed a social
meeting.
August 2d, 9 a.m.-Branch reports:-Elmyra
19, 3 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher. Gaylord last
report 29, present 29, 1 Elder, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 received by letter, l died, 1 ordained. Solomon Valley 14, 1 Elder. No changes.
Blue Rapids, last report 42, present 45, 1 High
Priest, 1 Seventy, 3_.Elders, l.Priest, 1 Teacher;
3 baptized, 2 received and 2 removed by letter.
Nobletown, and Otter Lake Branches not reported.
.
Elders John Landers, J. F. Jemison, I. N.
Rob.erts, N. Van Fleet, James Perkins; H. Noble,
A. Sears, T. H. Humes and Mahlon Smith reported
in person and N. Hazzleton by John Landers.
Priests J. s. Goble, H.' R. Harder and James
McClure reported.
Resolved That James Perkins be granted a recommendation to the General Conference for appointment on a mission to England.
.That branch reports be hereafter made out
either on printed blanks to be obtained at the
Herald Office, or ruled and written to correspond
verbatim with them.
Bisbop's Agent reported:-"Received as freewill offering $21.45; as tithing $24.34; paid. to
ministry, etc. $21.45; .balance on hand $24.34.--,Mahlon Smith, Agent."
·That the Bishop's Agent's report be revised and
sent to Herald Office for publication.
The following were associated together in missions in the district: John Landers and N. Hazzleton; Nelson VanFleet and H. Noble; .Mahlon
Smith and H. R. Harder; G. W. Vail and J. S.
Goble; also Geo. W.. Shute was continued in present mission.
Saturday evening August 2d, sermon by I. N.
Roberts. On Sabbath 10 a.m. sermon by John
Landers; at 2 p.m. sacrament meeting, and at 7
sermon by James Perkins.
The conference had a large attendance by the
citizens of the. county for .many miles around.
Reports received since the conference from Elders
not present show a prosperous condition of the
work of God in the district.
Adjourned to ~lmyra Branch, Mitchell county,
Kansail, 10 a.m. November 1st, 1879.

Central. Kausas District.
A conference convened at Netawaka, Kansas,
August 2d, 1879; David Williams, president; Wm.
Willilims, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Atchison 37; 2 baptized.
Netawaka 19. Good Intent 17; 2 removed by
letter, 2 expelled. Fanning 13. White croud,
not reported.
;Elders Wm. Hopkins, G. George. J. Jarvis, J.
Jones, D. Munns, C. Pierce, H. Green and D. Williams reported in person;· Priest H. Parker and
Teacher J. Lewis reported.
Resolved that Charles Herzing be silenced until
next conference, and be notified to answer to
the charges then and there to be preferred against
him.
Daniel Munns and Griffith George received a
mission together; the Elders to labor as circum·
stances permit:
Saturday, 7:30p.m., preaching by Elder Jarvis.
Sunday, .10:30 a. m., preaching by David Williams: At.2 p.m., prayer and testimony meeting.
The gifts of the gospel were enjoyed.· At 7:30
p.m., preaching by David Williams.
Adjourned to Atchison, Movember 1st, 1879~

Tille .Elders' QUoJt•U»ns.
For the informat.ion of the.Church, and in order
tha.t the Elders who are in quorums may know
that they are and which ones, I present a list of
members of the various quorums as they now
exist.
FIRST QUORUM OF ELDERS.
George Adams W. Anderson (St. Louis)
T. J. Andrews J. R. Badham S. V. Bailey
0. J. Bailey
E. Banta
H. Bartlett
John Beaird
J. L. Bear
C. A. Beebe
R. J. Benjamin M. H. Bond
Joseph Boswell
B.B.BrackenburyJ.W.BrackenburyDavid Brand
H. c. Bronson Stephen Butler John Chisnall
Eli Clothier
Elijah Cobb
J. D. Craven
G. E. Deuel
Peter Devlin
Samuel Diggle
H. s. Dille
J.P. Dillen
D. K. Dodson
Lehi Ellison
R. M. Elvin
T. J. Franklin
w. w. Gaylord Levi Graybill Henry Halliday
Andrew Hayer A. Hendrickson George Hicklin
G. H. Hilliard Thomas Hougas Daniel Hougas
E. F. Hyde
John Johnston J.D. Jones
J. J. Kaster
J. s. Keir
Henry Kemp
Jam~s Kemp
Alma Kent
M. McHarness
Mad Madison J. Vf. Mather Anthony Metcalf
A. w. Moffett w. A. Moore
Thomas Nutt
M. B. Oliver
E. Penrod
F. G. Pitt
H. w. Pomeroy D. Powell (Mo.) w. Powell (Mo.)
J. M. Putney
c. c. Reynolds H. w. Robinson
F. P. Scarcliff Henry c. Smith J. s. Snively
E. Stafford
John Sutton
George Thomas
James Thomas 0. B. Thomas N. Vanfleet
s. 0. Waddell George Walker R. Warnock
A. G. Weeks
A. White
E. M. White
Valentine White Chas. Williams David Williams
P. s. Wixom
Stephen Wood w. w. Wood
Samuel Wood
Wm. Woodhead G." s. Yarrington
Present total, 89
Of the above I have no record of when, where,
and by whom Elijah Cobb was ordained. If he or
any one else can furnish the items, they will do a
favor. Also, will James Thomas please furnish
dates of his birth and baptism.
Since the organization of this quorum, in 1870,
it has had 124 members. Of these it has lost by
ordination as an Apostle, one; as High Priests,
eight; as members of the Quorum of Seventy, six;
by expulsion, eight; by death, twelve; leaving
eighty-nine at present, there being seven vacancies to fill. Elijah Banta is the president of this
quorum. By ordination it has lost both its Connselors and its Secretary during the past year.
SECOND QUORUM OF ELDERS.
William Acker Jacob Adamson Samuel Alcott
T. R. Allen
Wm. Anderson (California)
* J. Armstrong Eber Benedict J. E. Betts
John Bierline J. J. Billings Wm. Brittain
A. W. Bronson C. E. Brown
E. C. Brown
James Brown C.E.ButterworthW. C. Cadwell
D. Chambers
Wm. Chambers Horace Church
W. J. Cook
M. F. Cooper Chaa. Crowson
J. X. Davis
Lewis Davis
Colby Downs
W. R. Durfee 0. N. Dutton
B. F. Durfee
M. N. Eastman 0. C. Eaton
David Evans
A. Falconer
Samuel Ferris Thomas France
Henry Garner Wm. Gettings John Gilbert
Charles Hall
Fred. Hansen W. G. Harris
Henry Hart
Wm. Hart (Ill.) John Hatcher
Wm. Hendricks M. Houghton Charles Howery
Odin Jacobs
B.S. Jones
Rich. Hughes
Geo. Kinghorn Rich. Lambert John H. Lambert
D. F. Lambert C. W. Lange
John Lee
T. E. Lloyd
A. W. Lookling S. Longbottom
S. Mahoney
John Matthews Donald Maule
L. N. Marchant G. Montague
Joseph Morril
J. W. Newberry W. C. Nirk
Alva North
W. Owen (Alton) Elisha Palmer Henry Palmer
Ira Parish
Samuel Perks H. T. Pitt
Peter Ray
Jacob Reese
T. D. Reese
S. J. Salisbury G. Scheidecker
H. Roberts
L. B. Scott
Isaac Shupe
G. W. Shute
John Smith
S. Thomas
T. Thomas
W. Vickery
F. C. Warnky
H. P. Tyler
I. N, White
H.M.Wilbraham D. Wildermuth
Wm. Williams George Wilson J. Woolams
Total, 95 members.
Of the above, I have no items of birth, baptism,

or ordination, of John Bierline, Henry Roberts,
William Williams, Wm. Hendricks, or Peter Ray.
Also, the whereabouts of brethren Hendricks, Ray,
C. Howery and H. P. Tyler, are unknown. If any
one can give their addresses, they will confer a.
favor, both on me and on the officers of the quorum. We also need from brethren Cook, Cooper,
Crowson, Downs, France, Jones, Mahoney, Scheidecker, E. Palmer, J. H. Lambert, S. Thomas and
T. Thomas, the· time, place, and by whom they
were ordained. We also lack the date of birth of
Bro. Evans, and of birth and baptism of brethren
Hughes, Longbottom and' Tyler, and of the ordination of Bro. Perks, none of which items are found
upon the General Church Record of names. The
names of Hendricks and Ray at'e not found upon
the Church Record, either as Elders or as members. Any one knowing of them will oblige by
informing us. Since the organization of this quorum in 1871, it has had 125 members. Of the 30
who a.re lost to it, one was ordained to the First
Presidency, one as an Apostle, three as High
Priests, two into the Quorum of Seventy, six have
been expelled, and 17 have died, leaving 95 members. William Chambers is president of the above
quorum, David Chambers and W. C. Cadwell are
his counselors, and Donald Maule is clerk.
* Bro. Joshua Armstrong was by error enrolled
among the Elders of the Fourth Quorum, as I gave
in the list in the Herald for August 1st; for he
was received into the Second Quorum by vote,
September 22d, 1877.
I will send to the General Conference, for the
use of the Fourth Quorum, and to be recorded by
its officers, the names and items (so far as obtained) of the seventy-nine thus far enrolled by me for
said organization, and I request of themto send
me, a list of the other seventeen names, to :fill up
the required number, at their earliest convenience.
THIRD QUORUM OF ELDERS.
W. N. Abbott
Wm. Alden
Levi Anthony
Wm. Ballinger J. B. Belcher F. M. Bevins
E. E . .Binstead G. W. Bird
Albert Bishop
W. T. Bozarth
A.J.Blodgett,Sr. Nath. Booth
E. R. Briggs
.C. Brindley
Joseph Burnett
E. W. Cato, Sr. James Cazier
T. Chapman
T. W. Chatburn C. Christiansen Fred; Collins ·
W. Cunnington E. T. Dobson .E. T. Edwards
J. R. Evans
Rich. Farmer Daniel Fisher
C. S. Frazier
Reuel Frost
John Fry
G. W. Galley
I. A. Goff
John Goode
W. M. Goreham T. R. Hawkins Wm. Hawkins
John Hawley
Geo. Hayward R. C. Hendricks
Reuben Hoyer W. R. Huscroft A. Jacobson
Ralph Jenkins J. W. Johnson Chas. Kemmish
P. C. Kemmish George Kemp J. T. Kinneman
W. C. Kinyon W. D. Leadingham
Wm. Lewis
Jesse Longfield Jonathan McKee
z: S. Martin Geo. Medlock
Ole Madison
C. Miller
R. R. Montgomery
Daniel Munns Bartley Myers
R. C. Moore
G. W. Nuttall
D. J. Phillips D. J. Powell
B. S. Parker
Mad Paulson M. Rasmussen
John Roberts J. V. Roberts John Rounds
J. R. Rudd
B. Salisbury
E. Rowland
John Sayer
S. R. Shackleton S. I. Smith
T. J. Smith
James Steel
W. Summerfield
J. B. Swain
J. W. Sykes
J. Taylor (Mo.)
J. M. Terry
J. W. Waldsmith Garret Walling
R. L. Ware
John Watkins B. G. Watson
J. A. Wedlock Daniel M. Williams
James Wood
David M. Williams
Robt. Young
Total, 94.
Nephi Yocum
~'!~<.·The name of W. T. Boose I have dropped from
the record, there being no such name upon the
Churoh Record, and believing it to be simply a
corruption of the name W. T. Bozarth. Neither
are there upon the Church Record the names of
Joseph Burnett, C. S. Frazier, Mad Paulson, or
David M. Williams, consequently if there are now
any such Elders, I have no record of their items
of birth, baptism, and ordination. There is also
lacking the date, place, and by whom Wm. Ballinger, Thomas Chapman, E. T. Edwards, Charles
Kemmish, Jesse Longfield and James Steele, were
ordained; also, the time of the baptism of the last
named, and of Nephi Yocum; and if those named,
or a.oy branch clerk can furnish these items, they
will oblige. Since the organization of this quorum
in 1873, it has had 112 members. Of these it has
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one by ordination as an Apostle, two as High
Pr1ests, one as. a Seventy, four by expulsion, seven
by death, and two by enor (those who were previou~ly enrolled inthe first and second quorums),
leavmg 95 now .upon it's record. This quorum lost
its president by ordination to another office in
April, 1879, c.onsequently a new. ·president and
counselors are to be chosen.
Any one knowing of the death or expulsion from
the Church of any named in the above three quorums, will please inform me, giving (if possible)
the dates thereof.
'
Any who have not received quorum licenses are
requested to send for them to secretaries of the
quorums. To Donald Maule, Magnolia, Harrison
county, Iowa, for second quorum licenses; and to
Charles Kem~ish, Unionburg, H.arrison county,
Iowa, for thud .quorum licenses; enclosing ten
cents for expenses.
The above report is respectfully submitted for
the information of the quorums, and that of the
Church.
H. A. STEBBINS, Church Secretary.
PLANo, Illinois, August 15th, 1879.

-·~

First Qnm·ulu of Elders.
The members of the First Quorum of Elders, so
many as can do so, are requested to be present at
the September General Conference, for important
business will be presented to them, namely the
complete reorganization of the quorum, by the
choice of an entire new set of officers, which is
rendered necessary. There will also be seven
vac11.ncies to fill in the quorum.
E. BANTA, President.

§ecoud

QUOl'U.m.

of Elders.

Will the following named persons, members of
the Second Quorum of Elders, please report at once
to the president or secretary of the quorum, as it
is desired to obtain a complete list of the names
in full, and post office address of each member of
. B&id quorum: William Hendricks, Charles Howery,
Peter Ray, and Henry P. Tyler. Any persons, not
memb.ers of the quorum, knowing' the address of
the above named persons, will please report as
above.
David Chambers, president, Unionburgh, Harrison county, Iowa. Donald Maule, secretary, Magnolia, Harrison county, Iowa.

____...._

Notice to Book

iu~

A~ents

Elders.

and. T.a·awcle

On and after September 15th, 1879, all subscriptions to Herald and Hope on credit, received from
Book Agents, or •rraveling Elders, will be charged
to the account of the agent or elder so ordering,
and all mol;l.eys (except that sent to the Bishop),
whether for subscription or for books, will be
credited to them. We do this to prevent possible
mistakes arising from crediting moneys sent for
papers. to book account, .or visa verBa, either
through omission of detail on the part of those
sending, or a misunderstanding .of directions on
the part of the Office Secretary. Agents will
be particular to caution parties when desiring
to pay such subscription, to remit. through them.
The above applies to new subscriptions only, and
not. to renewals.

To the
·

lilto~khoidm•!ii

of tbc Ordm·
of Enoch..

The Stockholders of .the First United Order of
Enoch are hereby notified that it has been decided
by the Board of Directors that, as the work for
which the company wa9 organized, seems to have
been accomplished, it would be well now to dissolve the association as such, and at the ensuing
election of direotors, to be held at Galland's Grove,
Iowa, during the session of the General Conference, whioh will convene there, September 24th,
1879, appoint a oonmiittee to appraise the land and
other property, and, as soon as can be done, sell
it and divide the net proceeds acoording to the
shares held by each stockholder.
But, according to the law of the State of Iowa,
this. dissolution and settlement can only be accomplished by the unanimous vote cf all the stookholders concerned. I:l:ence the necessity of each
one either being present to vote in person, or send-

ing to or by some one a written authorization to
cast their vote or votes fer them. If you favor
dissolving the company, and a settling up of the
the affairs, then write upon your vote the words,
"For disorganization."
. If letters and votes for proxies are not sent in
time to reach the brethren at their homes before
conference, they may be sent to Dunlap, Harrison
county, Iowa, care of Alex. McCord, where I may
also be addressetl. Be careful to send to some one
who .is certain to be present. The present Board
consists of )). Dancer,. E. Banta, Wm. Hopkins,
P. Cadwell, C. A. Beebe, I. L. Rogers, and Alex.
McCord.
D. DANCER, President;

General Conference Notice.

:

The South·E.astern Ohio and Western Virginia
District Conference will convene at Syracuse. 0.,
September 6th; 1879. Let all the S!l-ints that 'possibly can, come to conference,-come and have a
good time together in worshiping God.
THOMAS MATTHEWS, President.
OBITUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one. hundred
words, about twelve Jines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each addi·
tiona! eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prominent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice·
Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.

Born.
BEARSS.-At Corinth, Ontario, July 14th, 1879,
to Bro. Thomas and Sr. Hannah Bearss, a son.
All well.
WILLIAMS.- At Cheltenham, Mi~souri, April
19th, 1879, to-Bro. Thomas and Sr. Mary Williams, a· son ; name Daniel. Blessed by brother
Blakely.
ADAMSON.-At Millville, Shasta county, California, August 5th, 1879, to Bro. J. M. and Sr. Mattie Adamson, a daughter ; mother and child doing well.

The committee of arrangements hereby give notice concerning the General Conference, to be held
at Galland's Grove, Iowa, beginning on Wednesday, September 24th; 1879, that teams will be at
Dow City, (formerly Dowville), on the Chicago and
North-Western Railroad, on the day before and on
the first day of the conference, to meet the eastern
and western trains, to convey to the conference
grounds those who come by rail. Alsol' for the
teams of those who drive, hay will be sold (as last
Died.
fal~) for five ce.nts a feed, or ten cents per day.
WILLIAMS.- At Cheltenham, Missouri, June
Ne1ther do we mtend any to gq without, if 'they
25th, 1879, of diphtheria, Thony, son of Bro. Thos.
have not the wherewith to pay.
Signed, J. Hawley, B. F. Homer, L. Crandall, and Sr. Mary Williams, aged 2 years, 1 month and
12 days. Funeral sermon by Elder A. Reese; text:
J. Cross and J. Porter, committee.
"He can not come to me, but I can go to him."
Galland's Grove, Iowa, lOth Aug., 1879.
.ToHNSON .-At his residence in Pittsfield, Illinois,
June 11th, 1879, of hemorrhage, from bronchiti8,
Bisl11op's A;-ent Appointed.
Joseph Johnson, in his fifty4hird year: Ten
In accordance with the recommendation of thl.l months since the deceased married Sr. Emma E.
Salt Lake City District, Utah, at their conference, Williamson, and, although not a member of the
held May 3d, 1879, whereby Bro. Joseph Clark was Chu:rch, many of the S~ints will long remember
nominated for appointment as Bishop's Agent for his favor and generosity toward it.
said district, I hereby appoint him to said office,
SHEEHY.-At Wyandotte, Kansas, Edmond Joshpraying that he may be able to accomplish much
good, and be worthy of the confidence reposed in ua, son of Bro. Frank M. and Sr. Orilla Sheehy,
him. I commend him to the Saints as a receiver of aged 9 months and 15 days. This is another link
the funds needed to carry on the work of Christ in a long chain of distressing circumstances, (and
we hope the last), which calls forth our tenderest
in that district, and abroad.
sympathies. But why should we sorrow ••as others
IsRAEL L. RoGERS, Pre.Yiding Bishop.
which have no hope." Yet what power, beauty
SANDWWH, lllinols,____,,
August 13th, 1879.
and fragrance, there is in such buds.
lndepende)IB.CC Chapel JFnnd,
CAUDLE.- Sister Lucretia Caudle, of Brush
CARD FROM INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-We, a commit- .Creek Branch, was born May 11th, 1823; united
tee appointed by the Conference of the Independ· with the Church in 1842 or 1843, and with the Reenoe District of the Reorganized Church of Jesus organization in August, 1867; died August 11th,
Christ of Latter Day Saints, to build a house of 1879. She was loved and respected by all, and
worship in Independence, Jaokson county, Mia- was noted for her works of kindness and charily.
souri, hereby solicit aid from the members of She leaves a husband and seven children, (all
said Church, and, also from all neighbors and grown but one), and many friends. May she rest
friends, who may feel willing to help us.
in pea()e. Funeral by Elder G. H. Hilliard.
BRIGGs.-Clermont Andrew Briggs died near
All moneys should be forwarded toW. P. Brown,
"Treasurer," Independence, Jackson county, Mia- Port Orford, Oregon, June 7th, 1879, of apoplexy,
souri. As Independence is the final resting place aged 40 years. He was brother to Brn. J. W. and
where the Saints expect to gather and receive E. C. Briggs, and was born in Jefferson county,
their inheritance, we hopo that all who feel inter- Wisconsin, May 5th, 1839. He went to California
ested will try and help us. We have secured a in 1854. He went to Oregon in the fall of 1877.
He leaves a wife and one child. He never united
lot, and the work will soon be under way.
J. W. Brackenbury, W. P. Brown, Charles M. with th.e Church, but was a friend of the cause.
ScoTT.-At Scottsville, Floyd county, Indiana,
Schroder, C. C. Frisbey, S. G. Mayo, committee.
August 5th, 1879, of typhoid. fever, FranceP,
daughter of Bro. and Sr. M. R. Scott. The night
Notices.
INDEPENDENCE AID SOCIETY.-The sisters of before her demise she said: "My Zion, "0, my
Independence, Missouri, have organized an Aid Zion, I lay me in Zion."
HALL.-Near Pleasanton, Iowa, March1st, 1879,
Society. We :met and opened with prayer, and
organized by choosing. a president, a secretary, John, and on March 8th, 1879, Joshua, infant sons
and a treasurer. We pay ten cents to become a of Lewis A. and Mary Hall, twins; both buried
member; after that;·five cents every two weeks, in one coffin. Fune~al sermon by Elder E. Robinwhen we meet. We have pieced a quilt, and quilt- son.
ed H, and now have it for sa.le. We will sell our
DoUNARD.-At T.er.re Haute, Decatur county,
quilt to the highest bidder, in the next two months, Iowa, July 28th, 1879, Bro. Wm. Dounard, aged
the money to be applied on our church.
64 years, 4 months and 6 days, after an illness of
Sister E. S. Pilgrim, president; Sr. Bracken- eight days with congestion of the brain and lungs.
bury, secretary; Sr. Page, treasurer.
He was baptized in Wisconsin, in 1843, by Z. H.
Gurley, Sen., and rebaptized by S. H. Gurley in
We printed a large number extra of the HERALD 1875, since which time he lived consistent with
of July 15th, 1879, containing the memorial ser- his profession. He leaves a wife and three child·
mon by Elder Forsoutt on the life and death of ren who through faith hope to meet him. By re•
Sr. Emma Bidamon, the mother of President quest, funeral services were held by Z. H. Gurley ;
Joseph Smith, which we will sell at five cents each, text 2 Cor. 5 : 10.
RAISEnAcK.-At Bevier; Missouri, July 8th,
postage paid. It is a good thing to circulate
among your friends as a historical document, and 1879, Mary, daughter of Mr. William and Sr.
it will certainly caase an increase of respect and Frances Raise back, aged 1 year and nine months.
Funeral service by Elder G. T. Griffiths.
good feeling among all who read it.

____
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MoNTGO~IERY.-At Independence, Missouri, July
22d, 1879, Sister Sarah A. Montgome,ry. She was
born February 8th, 1810; was baptized into the
Reorganized Qhurch August 15th, +877, and re·
mained firm to the la~t. She has many friends who
mourn her.
ZERR.-At Keokuk, Lee county, Iowa, on Aug.
14th, 1879, pelvic abscess, Mrs. Matilda Zerr, wife
of Mr. C. Zerr, an honorable gentleman in business
there. She died a firm believer in t.he latter day
work, and her funeral services were conducted,
and funeral sermon was preached by Elder Mark
H. Forscutt, on August 16th, 1879, Elder N.
Snively assisting. The services at her former
home, and the sermon at the Saints' Church. A
large train of carriages and buggies were employed by friends, who thus testified their esteem
of her amiability and worth.
THOMAs.-At Pittsburgh, Penn., Augu,st lOth;
1879, of consumption, Sr. Jessie Thomas, late of
Streator, LaSalle county, Illinois. Born at Mertbir-Tydvil, Glamorganshire, Wales, December,
1844; united with the Reorganized Church, June
9th, 1877. She di~d in fall faith of a glorious
resurrection when Jesus shall come. Her suffer·
ings were long, but, amidst them all, she had
remarkable patience.
WALLACE.-At or near Elvaston, in Hancock
county, Illinois, Sr. Esther L. Wallace, of con·
sumption and gall disease, ag!!d nearly fifty years,
having been born on May 26th, 1828, and died
April 5th, 1878. A faithful Sai~t has gone to rest.
Her funeral sermon: was, by her request, preached
by Elder Mark H. Forscutt, in the M. E. Church,
Elvaston, on August 17th, 1879. She left a husband and five children to mourn her loss; four
having gone before.
·
MoOLINTHEN.-At Mon.l'rose, Iowa, June 13th,
1879, sister Hannah J. McC!inthen. She was
born in New York in 1837; was baptized in Nau·
voo in 1863, and died strong in the faith of the
latter-day work. She leaves a husband and six
children.
MESSER -At Eldorado, Decatur county, Iowa,
,July 24th, 1879, sister Susan E. Messer, aged 32
years, 9 months, arid 18 days. Her husband and
five children mourn her loss. Funeral sermon by
Elder E. Robinson.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL**, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACH TO THEM 'rHAT DWEI,I, ON 'l'IIE EARTH * *, sL.:'!a,
'
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF JliS JUDGMENT IS Co~m."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY TIIE~I TIIROUGR THY TRU'l'H; THY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"REARKEN TO TilE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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mu~t be judged by that law; and if
he be "not a forgetful hearer, but a doer" of
that law, he shall be "blessed fn his deed."
Were we to ask why God's law is a perfect
law, our answer is, that, being an all-wise and
perfect being, nothing imperfect could emanate from him; and as all have sinned and
come short of his glory and favor, what will
save one man and reinstate him in the :Pavor
of God, will apply to all.
Now, as we are commanded to take up our
cross and follow Christ, Jet us do so; but as
John the Baptist was the forerunner of our
Savior, it will be necessary to know wherein
he came to prepare the way. He claims to be
"The voice of one crying in the wilderness,
Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his
paths straight."-Matt. 3:3.
How did he prepare the way? Here it is:
"John
did baptize
in the wilderness, and. preach
th e bap t•tam
. OL,
of repen t ance f or th e rem1sston
sins."-Mark 1 : 4.
Wh d" d h
h ., R
F
at 1
e preac 1 · epentance. · or
what did he baptize? .The book says, "for the
remission of sins.'' How this harmonizes with
the teachings of Peter: "Repent, and be haptized, every one of you, in the name of Je~us
Christ, for the remission of sins."-Acts 2:38.
What says the Scriptures concerning those
who received John's baptism?
"All the people that heard him, and the pub licans, justified God, being baptized with the haptismofJohn."-Luke7:29.
How did they justify God? (Or, rather,
h · 'fi d f G0 d 9) B b ·
how were t ey JUSti e 0
Y emg
' "
baptized for the remission of sins, and to fulfill
the law of righteousness, as did Christ.
What says Lhe Scriptures concerning thoEe
who rejected the baptism of John?
"But the Pharisees and lawyers rejected the
counsel of God against themselves, being not haptized of him."-Luke 7: 30.
That John the Baptist was as muoh a
preacher of the gospel of Christ as was Peter
or Paul, is evident from Mark 1: 1-4. Remember that Paul, in speaking of the gospel,
says: "For therein is the righteousness of God
revealed."
Having found that John the Baptist carne
to prepare the way before Christ; that he
preached repentance; that he baptized fol' the
remission of sins; that those who rejected his
baptism, "rejected the counsel of God against
themselves;" we will try and follow Jesus, or,
in other words, see what he did. Then let us
take up our cross and follow him, not to Calvary, but to every duty laid down in the gospel; "for therein is the righteousness of God
revealed.''
We find Christ demanding baptism of John.
What for? John was baptizing for there-

REFLECTIONS ON LEAVING MELBOURNE. the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of spiration,

sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Our life as a dream. It passeth away,
Ghost."-Vs. 3S.
And we'll waken ere long to eternal day;
Now this answer, though apparently differShall tho dream be forgotten in that future state 1
ing from the answer to our text, when we
Ah; no! But much of its history we ne'er ahali r~late.
J!Ote the fact that Paul (or Silas) preached to
'!'here's the black and the white, the record of time;
.th'em the word of the Lord, and baptized them
And the angel of conscience can read every line;
all straightway, we can see a striking similarity.
Eternal it stands; 0! how solemn the thought;
How this harmonizes with the words of the.
A guide to the Judge in the day of our lot.
Master:
The mountains may melt and the sea be no more,
"Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel
And the snn cease to Bhine on the bright pebbled shore;
to ever:y creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not.,
The earth pass away as the vapor of morn,
shall be damned."-Mark 16:15, 16.
But on et6rnity,s page our record is borne.
Remember these words, as we may want to
We may sink, with the damned, to the regions of woe;
refer to them again.
Or rise with the blessed, having conquered the foe;
Now, the conditions of salvation, in our last
Worlds may pass away as the smoke in the air,
quotation; hinge as much on the word "hapStill the page of our life stands eternally there. G. R.
tized" as on the word "believeth," being
"WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED~" coupled together. "He that believeth and is
. d" If
bap t 1ze
.
we are no t saved , th en are we
Acts 16 •• 30 •
Friendly reader and seeker after truth, this damned, or lost; tr.en, according to this, he
that is not baptized is lost, just as virtually as
text or question presupposes man, if not lost, he that believeth not, because it is one of the
· an unsave d con a···
t o be m
lolon an d 1·mble t o b e conditions through which salvation is secured
lost.
or promised. In defence of this assertion, we
Having selected this question from the will quote the words of the same author, (Jeword of God, the volume of inspiration, and as sus), to Nicodemus:
. D "d h
·a Th 1 f h "Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man
t h e P sa l m1st aVl
as sat , " e aw ,o t e be born of water and of the Spirit, he can not enter
Lord is perfect, converting the soul."-Ps. into the kingdom of God."-John 3:5.
19 : 7. This question force~ itself upon us:
Then, according to these words, if a man is
. .
Shall we take the experience ofman,orthe not b ornof t h ewater,aswe II aso f t h e S ptnt,
he is lost. What says St. Paul?
volume of God that contains our text, to an":i;'or I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ:
swer this all-important question? Surely, for it is the power of God unto salvation to every
every lover of the Bible will say the latter; one that believeth; to the Jew first, and also to
the Greek [or Gentile]. For therein is the rightespecially, as Jeremiah warns us not to put eousness of God revealed."-Rom. 1: 16, 17.
our trust in man, nor make flesh our arm.
Then the birth of the water is one of the
The experience of man to confirm the word is requisites of salvation, is it not? If we can
good, where it harmonizes with the same, but not enter into the kingdom of God without it,
so it would seem. "For therein is the rightwhere it disagrees with the word, we should eousness of God revealed;" and as Jesus says,
choose the latter every time;
speaking of this birth: "For thus it becometh
In answering this question : "What must I us to fulfill all righteousness.''
do to be saved?" it is claimed by many that the
"But," says the objector, "how about those
question is answered in the following verse. who have never heard the gospel, nor had a
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou a chance to obey the same?"
shalt be saved and thy house.'' But is this a
We answer, the heathen are a law unto
plain, a comprehensive answer Y What is it themselves, and by that law they are to be
to believe on (or in) the Lord Jesus Christ? judged. All nations are supposed to have some
Is it to 'believe that there is, or was, such a. kind of a law of right and wrong; and as they
being, and that he will save us because we be- honor those laws. by practising the right, it
lieve in him? Or is it to believe in his words, will be accounted unto them as obeying the
and in the words of his servants, uttered by more perfect law, or the law of the Lord.
inspiration?
Again, sin being the transgression of the law,
We find the same question asked, in Acts where there is no law there is no sin, hence
2:37, as in our text, or caption, only in a no condemnation; for God is not so unjust as
little different form, ''Men and brethren, what to judge (or condemn) a man by a law that he
shall we do?" The answer was
never had received. But he that hath the
"Repent, and be baptized every one of you in ''perfect law of liberty," the volume of in-
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THE
mision of sins, as has been shown, and he was
without sin. Guile was not found in his lips;
and yet that is clearly the design of baptism.
I contract a debt that I can not pay; I have
a friend who has never (for himself) contracted
a debt in his life. This friend, to save me
from imprisonment or trouble, becomes my
sponsor; he assumes my debt. Just so with
Christ. We are all debtors, (sinners), and
have come short of the glory of God. Jesus,
our Friend, comes to our rescue and says:
"Father, 1hey can never pay that debt! I
will be their sponsor; I will pay their indebtedness; I will assume their sins and die for
the same!" 0 ! wondrous love, that Christ
should give his life, dear friends, for you and
me.

SAINTS'

HERALD.

Was it our actual transgressions, or the sin
that we inherited through the fall? If for
our own sins, why will we have to answer for
'the same? Or why be baptized for theremission, of them, if in his death they were
nailed to the cross? Evidently it was the sin
that was entailed upon us through the fall of
our first parents, which si,n brought death into
the world, the effects of which we all have to
.d
Th
£
h t
J
b · d?
a b 1 e.
en or W a was esus aptlze ·
We have shown that John the Baptist, Peter
and Ananias, baptized for the remission of
sins, and that Jesus became answerable for
certain sins, hence, in· that sense, a sinner;
and as Webster defines an unconverted man
to be "a sinner," he was unconverted. And
as David has said: ''The law of the Lord is
Then may we all the gospel heed,
perfect, converting the soul" [or man J. HeMe,
That from our sins we may be freed.
he must submit to the same perfect law that
In this case, although he is without sin of every other sinner does to become converted.
his own, who will say that he has no sins to That Paul was not ashamed of the gospel of
answer for? Who will say that, if baptism is Christ, "l!'or therein is the righteousness of
for the remission of sins, that Jesus did not God revealed." That Christ demanded bapneed baptism?
tism of one who was baptizing for the remis"But," says the objector, "I thought that sion of sins, that he might "fulfil all righteousChrist died for our sins i for 'without the ness,'' hence he was baptized for the remission
shedding of blood there is no remission' of of those sins that he had assumed.
sins." Granted. But does that invalidate,
B
h d
h d
Th
· h h
h"
fJ h
ut as t e ecree a gone forth, "· ou
or d o away Wlt t e teac mgs o o n, as we
l d ,
d
·
d?
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R
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·
d
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1
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"
?
A
22
16
man
a
ter
e
a
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execute
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t h e L or d . - cts
: · ·
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f But as J esus h ad to come into possession of tho
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f d h
d h ll 0
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b
John, "He forbade him, saying, I have need eys_ 0
eat an
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to be baptized of thee, and com est thou to me?
Jesus answering, said unto him, Suffer it to
besonow: for thus it becometh us to fulfil all
righteousness."-Matt. 3: 14, 15
Having asserted t.hat Christ was a sinner,
(not by committing, but by assuming), hencz
had sins to answer for, we will quote St. Paul:
· th
h d" d h d" d
t .
" F or 1n at e 1e , e 1e un o sm once:
but in that he liveth, he liveth unto God, "-Rom.
6: 10.
What says the prophet Isaiah on this subjecH
"He is despised and rejected of men; a man of
sorrows and acquainted with grief: and we hid as
it were our faces from him; he was despised, and
we esteemed him not. Surely he hath borne our
griefs, and carried our sorrows : yet we did esteem
him stricken, smitten of God, and affiicted. But
he was wounded for our transgressions, he was
bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement of our
peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are
healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we
have turned every one to his. .own. way; and the
Lor d hath lai d upon him t h e Imquiiy of us all."Isa. 53: 3-6.
.
b
. d
Th en sure Jy h ere are sms to e remttte , or
cancelled; for, in Hebrews, we learn that
when he comes again he is to come without
.
.
'
..
sm, unto sal~atwn. (He?. 11-. 28.)
. .
But how IS he to receive the remission of
·
th
t
·
t
d
t
h"
th
, ose sms
a are xmpu e un o 1m; t h ose
sins that he has assumed? Was he an unconverted man or soul, when he became responsible for our indebtedness? When the Lord
laid on him the iniquity of us all ?
Webster defines the word "unconverted" to
mean "sill.ful," "impenitent." Was he not
sinful, hence unconverted, when he assumed
the sins of the world?
Again, What sin of ours was it he bore?

we take the word of God for our guide. In
the Acts of the Apostles, we find that Philip
had been preaching and baptizing in Samaria.
We have already shown what baptism was for,
but as it was necessary that they receive the
Holy Ghost, how were they to receive it?
"Now when the apostles which were at Jerusa!em heard that Samaria had received the word of
God, they sent unto them Peter and John: who
when they were come down, prayed for them, that
they might receive the Holy Ghost: (for as yet he
had fallen upon none of them: only they were
baptized in the namo of the Lord ,Jesus). Then
laid they their hands on them. and they received
the Holy Ghost."-Acts 8: 14-17.
Need I refer you to certain twelve that
Paul came across at Ephesus, who, when he
had baptized them, he laid his hands on them,
for this very purpose. (Acts 19 : 3--6). Or,
again, (Acts 9: 17), where Ananias laid his
hands on Paul that he might receive his sight,
and be filled with the Holy Ghost.
We now wish to ascertain what class of peoplc, and what age of the world, the gift of the
Holy Ghost is confined to, if any. For this
purpose we will refer to Pet-er's sermon on the
day of Pentecost. VVe trust that none who
believe in God's most holy word, the Bible,
will question this authority, when they were
_
all filled with the Holy Ghost, and spake as
(,he Spirit gave them utterance. (Acts 2: 4).
When the question was asked, "What
shall we do?" the answer, as we have before
shown, was to "repent and be baptized
for the remission of sins.'' To this there was
a promise attached.
"And ye shali receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost. For the promise is." Promise of
what? Why," Ye shall receive the gift of the
passi~g through the sa_me, .It became _necessary Holy Ghost. For the promise is unto -you,
for ht:U to bleed and die. Hence, Wlthou.tthe
d
she?dmg of blood there. could be no b~n~fit [those devout men out of every nation un er
d
df
d
f: t
heaven],andtoyourchildren,[theirposterity],
en_ve rom a par on; m ac ' no remiSSion and to all that are afar off, even as many as
ofsms.
. .
.
.
, the Lord our God shall call.''-Acts2:38,39.
The remisswn of ~ms, ac?ordmg to W ebs~ex'
This shows that the gift of the Holy Ghost
doe~ not do away With ~heu results, or entue- was for those down to the latest generation;
ly Ignore them; but It may mean pardon;
f ·
even as long as there is an unconverted man or
180h• arge f r?m Wh a t ·IS d ue j
Imumt!o? o. mtens 1ty; whlle atonement means, sat1sfactwn; woman to be saved in the celestial kingdom of
expiation; reconciliation. Hence, there must God.
.
"
be an atonement made to brino- us back from
Now, as StJohn admomshed us not to bethe effects of the fall. Or, i~ other words: lliey~ [receive] every spirit, but to try the
"As in Adam all die even so in Christ shall spmts, whether they be of God; because many
'
t; 1
h
t · t th
Id"
all be made alive "that we miO.ht be in a con- a ee prop ets are gone ou m o
e wor ·
dition to work odt our salvatio"n, through obe· 1 John n 4 :_1. "We will fir~t. ascertain what
dience to the gospel of Christ. Surely there a-;e the rrmts o, the true Spmt, and then the
has been enougq said t.o show that we have g1fts of the same.
t
th"
t d t b
d S
tl ·
"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, J. oy, peace,
go some mg o o, o e save ·
orne ung
t d th t
·
· ·
long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meeko o
a we may recmve a remrsswn, a par- ness, temperance: s,gainst such there is no law."
don; but do not think that the remission of -Gal. 5 : 22, 23 .
s 1"ns is all that is necessary, tha"" we may l·nfi ere we h ave nme
· d"""'
, VIr·
llleren t graces.or
herit eternal life. The Apostle James has
h f .
f h S . .
B h
h"
b
h
r
f h tues, as t e rmts o t e pmt.
ut ave we
sa1
so met mg a out t e per1ect 1aw o t e any more right to reJ· ect the gifts of the Spirit,
L d
~
or ·
.
.
and say that they are not for us, that they are
"But whoso Iooketh mto. the perf~ct Ia w of lib- no longer needed; than we have the fruits of
erty, and contmueth therem, he bemg not a for- the same?
getful hearer, but a doer of the U'ord. this man shall
'be blessed in his deed."-Jas. 1: 25.
Paul says, concerning spiritual gifts, he
How this harmonizes with the prophet would not have us ignorant.
"For to one is given hy the Spirit the word of
Ezekiel.
wisdom; to another, the word of knowledge by the
"When a righteous man turneth away from his same Spirit; to another, faith by the same Spirit,;
righteousness and oommitteth iniquity, r.nd dieth to another, the gifts of healing by the same
iu them; for his iniquity that he hath done shall Spirit; to another, the working of miracles; to
he die."-Ezek. 18: 26.
another, prophecy; to another, discerning of
Now after we have repented of our sins, spirits; to another, divers kinds of tongues ; to
another, the interpretation of tongues : but all
and been baptized for the remission of the these worketh that one and self· same Spirit disame, there are other conditions for us to com· viding to every man severally as he will."-1 Cor.
ply with, if, as we said in the commencement, 12; 8--11.
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Here we have also nine different gifts of
the Spirit. By reading the whole of the last
chapter quoted from; we find that these nine
gifts were not necessarily given to any one individual; but that they were placed in the
church, or body, as it pleased the giver.
Now to make this point so plain and positive that none who will believe the teachings
of Jesus and his apostles, can doubt the promise, "and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost," we will quote the words of Jesus to
his disciples :
"And he said unto them, !the eleven disciples],
Go ye into all the world, ana preach the gospel to
every creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not
shall be damned. [Now mark the expression].
And these signs shall follow them that believe."

Who?
believe"

The apostles?

No.

"Them t.hat

"In my name they shall cast out devils; they
shall speak with new tongues; they shall take up
serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing it
shall not hurt them ; they shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall reoover."-Mark 16: 14-19.

Now who will say that they believe the
Bible to be the word of God; and then deny
that the gifts of the Holy Ghost are for the
Saints of God in every age of the world ?
We wish now to notice one point or feature
more, descriptive of the church or kingdom of
God on earth; viz., the officers of the same.
Now, we read of one, some eighteen hundred
years ago, or more, who ascended into heaven,
"and gave gifts to men." We have just
showed ·what those gifts were. But in connection he gave them (the church) something
else.

HERALD.

stature of the fullness of Christ," who will say
that they are not for us?
Thus have we briefly attempted to show that
man has something to do, to be saved. That
he must repent of his Blns, and be baptized for
the remission of the same. That he must receive the gift of the Holy Ghost through the
laying on of hands. That the gifts of the
Holy Ghost are for all, in every age of the
world, who will obey the gospel. That Christ,
though free from sins, (of his own), guile not
being found on his lips or in his heart, yet he
became a sinner for others, in that ''he bare
the sins of many," (Heb. 9 : 28); in that the
Lord laid on him the iniquity of us all. That
as baptism was for the remission of sins, it being a part of the gospel of Christ; and as
Paul says, "for therein is the righteousness
of God revealed," he was baptized for the remission of sins, to fulfil all righteousness.
That he must bleed and die ; must pass
through the portals of death and the grave, to
destroy the same, and to bring to pass the
resurrection from the dead. That God (or
Christ) had placed in tbe church, apostles,
prophets, evangelists, pastors, teachers, bishops
and deacons for the perfection of the same,
and they were to continue whenever and
wherever he has a church upon the earth.
That the reader may be enabled to sift out
the errors and cast the same away, should
there be any, and treasure up the truth in
their hearts, is the prayer and wish of,
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Whether Bro. T. W. S. is correct in his views
of the time and manner of observing the Lord's
supper, is not the question at present.. What
we most seriously object to, is the implied
statement that the Latter Day Saints observe
the Lord's supper every "Lord's day;" or on
the "first day of the week," and late in the
afternoon, or at night. And that they always
use unfermented wine, and unleavened bread,
whereas the truth is, so far as I know, the
branches make their own regulations as to the
time, and, in a large degree, the manner of observance, some partaking two or three times a
year, some every three months, some once .in
two months, some once a month, some every
two weeks, and but few "every Lord's day; or
or on the first day of the week." And some
partake of it in the forenoon, "others early in
the afternoon, but few at the time for supper."
Many use "fermented wine, and some water to
represent the blood of Christ," and nearly all
use "light or raised bread, or biscuit, to represent the pure, uncorrupted body of Christ."
J. R. L.

LETTER FROM ELDER J. CAFFALL.

Dear Herald :-Perhaps at no period of the
world's history, has religious fr~dom, been
enjoyed to the same extent as at the present.
Whether this is the legitimate cause of. the
disputations which every where abound we
CORTLAND, Illinois.
W. R. CALHOON.
will not stop to determine; but one thing is
clear to the most casual observer, that the
FALSE REPRESENTATION.
delving and soaring after knowledge is not
"And he gave some, apostles; and some,
When Elders undertake to speak or write that they who thus delve and soar may find
prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pasfor the Church, they should exercise great out and be subservient to God's law, but rathtors and teachers."
care to represent her faith and practice cor. er that justification may follow a denial of his
What for, Paul?
"For the perfecting of• the saints, for the work rectly. When leading representatives impress existence and commands in finding out the
of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of upon the minds of outsiders their own indi- great cause or causes of all visible effects beChrist."
.
vidual views concerning any ordinance, doc- held in creation without design, or the interHow long were they to continue?
position of power by a personal God. Hence
"Till we in the unity of the faith, all come to a trine or practice of the Church, instead of the
knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, belief and practice of the Church, and that too the sound reverberating over every hill and
unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of
while they are professedly teaching the faith through every vale, "We don't want this man
Christ."
of
the Church to the world, it is likely to re- to reign over us."
For what purpose?
The gospel economy teaches that man is a
"That we henceforth be no more children, tossed sult in great harm to the cause.
to and fro, and carried about with every wind of
fallen
being, and thus depraved. And evi •
In Herald for August 15th, 1879, p. 241,
doctrine, by the slight of men and cunning craft. in answer to question number twenty-six, in
dence
of
this depravity exists in his seifishiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive."regard to the existence of the "ordinances in ness, self justification, deception, opinionatedEph. 4: 11-14.
ness, lying, scheming, giving or taking bribes
The above, with the bishops and deacons, the churches to. day, we have the following:
"Again, the Lord's supper is observed in a very for self aggrandizement or convenience. Nor
as found in Phil. 1: 1, makes seven officers in irregular
and unwarranted way, some observing it
the Church of Christ, as established by him- once a year, some twice a year, some every three are these facts disproved in the thought that
self and those whom he personally chose as his months, some once a month, some every two weeks, man can put his fellow men under oath to
co-workers; those who received the Holy and but few every •Lord's day,' or on the 'first r~mind and induce him to perform legitiGhost, which was to guide them into all truth. day of the week.' Some partake of it in the mate acts, or duties he should perform through
Query : Was this church or kingdom a per- morning or at noon, others early in the afternoon, a love of right, which he should have done
but few at the time for supper. Some use ferfect organization? If so, can we do away mented wine, and some use water to represent the without fear excited by intimidation, or love
with any of the officers, gifts or graces of the blood of Christ, and some use llght or raised bread, of reward; though a love of reward may
same, and still have the true church of Christ? or biscuit, instead of unleavened, or unfermented stimulate, yet, it might be well to ask, if a love
In First Corinthians 12: 28, we :find a bread, to represent the pure, uncorrupted body of for right does not stimulate, will we receive a
reward for righteousness? "Blessed are those
different phrase made use of, in regard to the Christ.''
Did not the writer know, when he penned who hunger and thirst after righteousness, for
officers and gifts of the church.
"And God hath set some in the churoh, first the above, that the very things which he con- they shall be filled," is the promise. Will we
apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, demns in the sectarian churches are, in a large thirst for that we love not? "Blessed are
after that miracles, then gift.s of healings, helps, degree, practiced by the Latter Day Saints? the pure in heart, for they shall see God."
governments, diversities of tongues."
Or did he mean to give the L<.ttter Day Saints Shall we be pure, without a love for purity T
Now if God has set these things in the a nice little whipping over the heads of the
The burden assumed by a devoted life to
church, and they were to remain, as we have sectarian churches? If the Iatt,er is true, (and Christ has, is, and doubtless will continue to
l!lhown, "Till we in the unity of the faith, all the former certainly can not be), we think the make some essaying to bear it, stagger and
come to the knowledge of the Son of God, un- policy pursued of very doubtJul propriety, at fall. That there should be any circumstance
to a perfect man, unto the measure of the least.
in any subsequent period of our lives, to de-
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crease the zeal and love felt and enjoyed at
our entrance into the fold, is singular, indeed;
but so it has been. 'Tis not unfrequently
that complaints are made of a spiritual barrenness, and a departure of love and pleasure
once enjoyed through the unity of the Saints.
But it doubtless would be thought presumptuous. in me to attempt to assign a reason for
this departure of spiritual power and happi"
ness. But I will .venture an opinion that
whatever our joy and peace, or spiritual power
was in the past, we have now all we live for.
Except preaching a few times in the Pottawattamie District, Iowa, I labored after the
.,'\.pril conference until the end of June, in
the Northern Nebraska District, some of which
labor consisted as per request in attending to
church matters. I visited and preached in
four counties; can not say that I had packed
or overflowing houses, but did have hearers
every meeting; more than I had expected, it
being a busy time with farmers. Some heard
respectfully, and with interest, expressing belief in the doctrines. Others thought some
needless appendages should be lopped off, to
give us more prestige with the respectable
world. While one in Fort Dodge, and eight
in Burris county entered in at the risk of be·
coming unpopular. We trus.t they may be
among those who shall wage a successful warfare, and overcome.
There is some evidence of an increase ofzeal in the above district; and many good
openings for preaching. At thrir quarterly
meeting held in Platte Valley, in June, the
brethren knowing that the district was too
extensive for the president to travel over on
fJot, adopted measures to purchase one, or
a span of horses, and light wagon. This, if
successful, will not only facilitate the labors of
the president, but will help the Saints in that
district to pay tithing, or free will offering in
kind, for which through an understanding
and cooperation with the Bishop's Agent, the
president can give them credit.
We are needing in the west an increase of
laborers; nor do I think we have reason to
expect our cause to move without a lively.
active and united ministry. With an increase
of elders; we need an unlimited supply of four
and eight page tracts, illustrative of our faith,
with the subscription list of Herald, Hope,
and Advocate increased. Measures bringing
about these results are needed; nor will they
be brought about without labor and some
sacrifice. Why not begin now? I am now,
for the third time since the April conference,
by request, seeking to reconcile those estranged
from each other; and reflective as it may be,
as in many other cases, the trouble has risen
through elders assuming, or being altogether
negligent in duty. This would never be, if
those who submit to an ordination realized,
and put forth corresponding effort to acquit
themselves of the duties imposed; for they
would then know that instead of wasting time
in undue interference in Branch matters they
would be out on the Sabbath day persuading
men to come to Christ. It hardly seems credible that an elder should get such elevated
notions of priesthood as to conclude that the
right to dictate and control is vested in him
by virtue of his ordination; when the fact's
are, that unless he is appointed by a branch,
or district to preside, or sustained by the
Church to devote his whole time, he is only.

to travel and preach as his circumstances
render practicable, having no right to interfere
with branch matters, only as his coansel may
be sought, or he be requested to labor by
those appointed to act.
It is high time we quit delving and soaring
after far off mysteries. and set about preaching
the primitive go~pel, being clothed upon with
primitive humility, simplicity and honesty.
Does it follow that we must sanction wrong
doing because we (as is incumbent) refrain
from biting and devouring each other? No
elder, priest, teacher, or deacon is authorized
to make, or frame laws, but may expound, enforce, and sustain Jaws, which Christ has, or
may give; and his instrur.tions relative to
dealing with, or adjudicating wrongs, are as
imperative as instructions touching the laws of
adoption. That many have been injured by
hasty and revengeful movements, is probable.
But who shall tell how often organizations
have been shaken from center to circumference; and how many hearts have been pierced
with sorrow and sunk under the burden of
grief, through a failure to examine and decide
between the accused and accuser, or check a
rising evil? No official is authorized to be
officious or meddlesome, nor can he be justified
in remaining as a cipher; so far from this,
that the word declares he that shows himself
not approved, shall not be counted worl.hy to
stand. And yet 'tis possible that a becoming
zeal and fidelity may be construed into tyranny or despotism. Christ, to his friends was
the most lovely among ten thousand; but
doubtless those he drove from the temple
thought differently. To dri~k at the putrid
waters,-feed on husks,, sink under the scorching rays of a July sun, perish 'neath the blasts
of a J anufAry wind, or throw the body on cold
mother earth, and rest its weary limbs under
the broad canopy of heaven, though it should
be wet with the dew thereof, may require
some gospel grit, but that were better than
to feed on luxuries, or to be the recipient of
favors through a compromise of equity, justice,
or truth. It has long been admitted by all
civilized nations, that without good and wholesome laws, and their rigid enforcement, there
is no security for life or reputation; and without this security, business would languish, and
commerce become paralyzed.
The Church of Christ can not exist and its
success be insured, without law, any more than
the organizations which have been brought
into being and exist by man's wisdom. The
duties of officials are explained, and a necessity
exists for their study and labor whenever
wrong, or a misunderstading occurs among
members, or else our church discipline and
laws are a conglomerated bundle of meaningless stuff. One of the orders or arrangements
brought into being by and with the sanction
of the Church, requiring a oneness of action of
officials, is the financial arrangement, under
the heads of Tithing and Freewill Offering.
The Church has said money and property
may be received for the benefit of the ministry,
the sick, needy and infirm. The necessity or
validity of tithing is not disproved in the fact
of its having been misapplied or squandered;
while to say that tithing should not be received
until the Church is within the limits of Jackson county, is the veriest twaddle.
But the beginning of tithing being the surplus, it is thought mysterious, and so becomes

a stumbling·stone to some, and a--rock of offense
to others. The thought that Israel's righteous
ones are to be their own exactors, is quite
consistent and much more 6 in harmony with
the gospel economy, than resorting to forced
measures to exact money from members.
The freewill order is certainly simple and
inpocent looking; but it has been despised
because of its M:ethodistical appearance. Wonder if some of the knowing ones won't be pro•
testing, ere long, against praying, singing and
preaching, for the Methodists thus exercise.
We have six districts in the west, with a membership of fifteen hundred, that with efforts
and a reasonable sacrifice could keep twenty
Elder in the field, where now there are not
three. We may not expect to bring much to
pass, without due and continuous exertion.
Are our prayers consistent, which beseech
God to roll on the gospel, unless we are striving
to do what we can, and what is our duty to
do ? I would not say pray less, but let us do
more. First to allay undue excitement, misunderstanding, disputation, bickering, jealousies, heart-burnings, evil ~peaking and surmisings and talebearing among ourselves, and
then call into requisition ability and substance,
for a long, strong and continued effort to
to spread the gospel. The gospel made no
more rapid strides in t,his dispensation in any
nation than in England; and however the
people thereof may be censured for their credulity and willingness to follow their file leaders, one thing is certain, the cause was moved
by an active ministry, sustained by the pennies
of the poor; and it is equally certain that
similar zeal is requisite now. Every Sabbath
afternoon, b<>sides contributions to other funds,
the plate which contained the broken bread
was returned, and received the pennies of the
poor for the poor; and destitute must that
soul be who would go to the house of. worship
without an offering.
Beside more laborers, an increase of the
printed word, and increasing the subscription
of the Herald, Hope and Advocate, we want
better singing, and a greater_ effort made to
increase and sustain Sabbath-schools.
I doubtless have exceeded my limits, and
yet, in consideration of the little furore in
some localities, caused by the editorial criticism accompanying an article over my signature, in the first of April number of the Herald, I wish to say, if any one since the introduction of the "Book of Rules," feels aggrieved
through my official acts, with proper notification,
I shall be ready to answer. I may and doubtless
have a full share of egotism, but have never
thought my acts so near perfection as not to be
examined, changed, or even abbrogated; nor
do I expect to escape the censure my wrong
doing might deserve. He is noble who is
wronged, and legitimately seeks and patiently
waits for redress; but he whose tongue never
tires in berating and striking at others from
behind, or at a time and place they can't defend themselves, is to be pitied:
You doubt the propriety of a motion being
offered to a people and the negative vote not
called, which is correct, when and where parliamentary rules for the transaction of business
legitimately obtain; but if parliamentary rule
becomes an infallible guide, what purpose does
the law serve?
Law is a rule of action, precept or command
from a superior authority; which an inferior
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authority is obliged to obey. I read in D. C.,
sec. 41, par. 23, that one refusing to be reconciledis to be deli"ered up to the church, "not to
the members, but the Elders." The literal rendering of the law in this case is accepted, and
whereas the case by command is taken from the
members and given to the Elders, I can but conclude, (and I may be wrong), that the Elders are
to bring it to a finality, and the members have
nothing further to do with the case, only as
the law directs, and it directs as follows : "And
the Elders shall lay the case before the Church,
and the Church shall lift up their hands against
him or her." Again, the order of appeal has
obtained; so that in the event of an individual feeling tbat one tribunal has done him an
injustice, he may appeal until his case shall
reach the High Council, where controversy
shall end; which order is worthy of all acceptation, bringing controversy to an end, and a
preventive to injustice.
Now it appears to me that a right of a negative vote in the presentation of a decision of
an Elders' court, to change or defeat the same,
would be subversive of the above order. But
if the Church should so construe the words,
"and the Church shall lift up their hands
against him or her," to mean a motion, second,
and right to vote for or against, it will not be
mine to resist, but at present I understand it
is an open question. Yours in truth,
JAS. CAFFALL.
-~

BLAIR AND JOHN DEBATE.
.According to pre arrangement, Bro. Ylf. W.
Blair and A. A. John, of the Seventh Day
Adventists, met on the evening of August Dth,
at the tent of the latter, at Norway, IJaSalle
county, Illinois, for the discussion of the following propositions :
1st. Is the Sabbath of the Fourth Commandment to be sacredly observed by Christians? A. A. John, affirms. W. W. Blair,
denies.
2d. Is the firot day of the week (Sunday)
to be sacredly observed by Christians? W.
W. Blair, affirms. A. A. John, denies.
3d. Resolved, That. the spirit of man is an
intelligent entity, and survives the death of
the body. W. W. Blair, affirms.
A. A.
John, denies.
The rules provided. that two sessions of two
hours each be devoted to each proposition;
the closing negative being confined to summing up negative arguments, and answering
the affirmative. At the request of Elder
Blair, the third proposition was continued for
two hours longer. Speeches of half an hour
each. The discussion was animated and interesting. We regret being unable to give a
verbatim report. In the following synopsis
all the speeches of each disputant are brought
into one, instead of the order in which they
were made; but the main arguments will be
easily seen by the reader. The attendance
was fair thronghout-~ometimes very large.
The interest manifested and the order kept
was alike pleasing to both speakers and moderators.
Elder A. A. John, in support of the first
proposition, introduced 1 John 4: 16: "God
is love," and said : God has a government.
It is of love. All God's governments were

founded in love. This love, like earthly laws, week; but we shall be like the angels, and will
governs its subjects. Government is law not need our present means of conveyance.
maintained. Jesus told the lawyer, (Matt. These Ten Commandments are they which are
22: 34-40), that all the law and prophets spoken of in Gal. 3: 19, to which was added
hung on the two commandments, Love God the law of ordinances. In Rom. 7th chapter,
with all your heart, and your neighbor as we find that the law is necessary to give knowlyourself; and again, in Matt. 19:16-22, in edge of sin; and as was Paul, so must we be
reply to the enquiry of the young man, slain by the law, in order to our salvation in
"What good thing shall I do that I may have Christ. The promise of God, (Jer. 31: 31),
eternallife ?"Jesus said, "Keep the command- is that in making the new covenant he would
ments ;" and when asked, "Which?" pointed write this law in our hearts, instead of on tato those recorded in Exodus, 20th chapter; bles of .'ltone. All the Scriptures quoted by
and although the young man said he had kept Elder Blair concerning the abolishing of the
all these from his youth up, he lied, for he law, refers to the law of ordinances, and not
showed by his unwillingness to sell all he had to these commandmEnts. Jesus was not a
and give to the poor, that he did covet. The lawgiver, and he g::tve no new law; but simply
principles contained in these Ten Command- magnified the old one. There is but one lawments existed prior to their being engraven on giver. The seventh day was sanctified at the
stone, as shown in Exodus 16: 22-30, concern- creation, and Christ tells us the sabbath was
ing the seventh day Sabbath, and also in Gen. made for man-not for God-God did not
26: 5, where God promises blessings to Abra- need to rest. Elder Blair says these commandham for keeping his law. Joseph refused to ments were not given to the G~ntiles. True.
commit sin, (Gen. 39: 9), but could not have but they were afterwards extended to them,
known sin without a law. The men of Sod om when they were grafted into the~ old stock.
(Gen. 18: 20) comn:itted sin, also Cain, (Gen. This law will also be the rule of judgment.
4: 8), and Eve (Gen. 3 : 6). They broke the ( J as. :2: 1~). It was to be a sign forever.
commands of God, for they sinned, and sin is the (Ex. 31 : 17). Christ went into the synagogue
transgression oflaw; and the only law by which on the sabbath, as his custom W(J,S. (Luke 4:
they could be condemned was the Ten Com- 16). Re also said to his disciples, "Pray that
mandments, wherein were found enactments, your flight be not on the Sabbath day. (Jno.
against these particular sins. This law was 24: 20). Holy women rested on the Sabbath,
kept in the sanctuary, which was a type of the according to commandment. (Luke 23: 56).
sanctuary in heaven. The reason why they Women resorted to the river for prayer on the
were given at Sinai, after a knowledge of them Sabbath. (Acts 16 : 13). Paul did his
had existed among them, was because they preaching on the Sabbath. (Acts 13:14, 42,
had been in bondage, and become negligent. 44; 17: 2), Paul also testified (Acts 27 :
Another law was given afterwards-contained 17) that he had done nothing against the ensin ordinances, (Eph. 2 : 15), which was done tom of the fathers.. All these prove that this
away in Christ. The Ten Commandments day was observed by the apostles after the reswere called the pe1ject law, (Jas. 1: 25), and urrection of Christ. John was in the Spirit
therefore the taking away of the fourth com- on the Lord's day, or Sabbath. (Rev. 1: 10).
mandment was not justifiable. Further proof Jesus says that "Whosoever shall break one
of them being the perfect law, is found in of the least of these commandments, and teach
J as. 2: 8-12. Paul, in Rom. 7: 12, pro- men so, shall be called least iu the kingdom of
nounced the law holy, just and good. God heaven."-'-Matt. 5:19. Eccl. 12: 13, Rev.
said, (Isa. 48: 18), "0h, that thou hadst 22:14, and many other passages already given,
hearkened unto my commandments." In the .as well as others, clearly prove that the com19th Psalm, the law is declared to be ''perfect, mandments must be observed, in order to
converting the soul," and therefore it could escape condemnation, and obtain a right to the
not be made more perfect, by adding or dimin- tree of life, and an entrance into the beloved
ishing. In Matt. 5:18, Jesus says, "Till city. Martin Luther, Dr. Barnes, Dr. Clark,
heaven and earth pass, one jot or tittle shall and other reformers and writers of equal imiu no wise pass from the law, till all be ful- portance, taught that these commandments
filled." The only law to be abolished in Christ, could never be abolished in time. In Dan.
was that contained in ordinances, and referred 7 : 25, we have a power spoken of, that would
to in Eph. 2: 15 and Col. 2: 14. We have "think to change times and laws." That was
beeh wrongly educated concerning these mat- the Papal power, and any Catholic will admit
ters; and, though it be a sorrowful thing, yet that their church changed the day from Satit is a fact, that the Christian world has been urday to Sunday; because they believe that
in error for eighteen hundred years on this authority was vested in their priesthood to do
matter. A knowledge of these principles of so. But Daniel looked upon it, and spoke of
law existed in and from Eden. We admit, as it as does Paul, in 2 The9S. 2: 3-12, as a perthe brother states, that those who are without verter of truth and righteousness. Constanlaw, are a law unt.o themselves; but we have tine made an edict, in A. D. 328, to keep the
the law, and will be condemned if we do not first day. God never authorized the change;
keep it. Jesus, in coming, did not destroy and when the day of judgment shall come, the
the law, but magnified it and made it honora- violators of that law shall go down in the
ble. (See Matt. 5th, 6th and 7th chapters). second death.
Eternal life was obtained by keeping the commandments, otherwise Christ told a falsehood
Elde1· W. W Blai1·, on the negative, said:
to the young man. (Matt. 19: 16-22). This The subject is an important one; for, if Bro.
Sabbath law was revealed in Eden, and John's position be correct, the Christian
will be observed in the new earth. (Isa. 66 : world has fur 1800 years been living in viola23). Elder Blair says this will not be a sab- tion of God's law, and it is time they knew
bath of days, for it would be impossible to it. We do not, however, accept the position
come up from all parts of the new earth every as a correct one, for the reasolll:l we .shall now
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offer:-The law of Ten Commandments was
never given to any but Israel, and as long as
it was in force in Christ's day, the disciples
were forbidden to go among the Gentiles or
Samaritans with it; and until it had been
fulfilled in Christ, they were thus restricted;
but after this they were commanded to take
the gospel to every creature-,.to all nations.
The position taken by my brother concerning
the Sabbath in Eden, is incorrect, from the
fact that the word "Sabbath" is never even
mentioned in the connection. It is simply
the day of God's resting that is referred to;
and if it be assumed that God's seventh day
was always to be kept, then it is man's first
day, for man was created on the sixth day.
But we will take the Bible itself for it, (N eh.
9: 13, 14), and here we iearn that it was at
Sinai that God made known unto Israel his
Sabbath. Also from Deut. 5: 2-21, we learn
that the Ten Commandments were not made
known to them before Horeb,-and the Lord
"made not this covenant with our fathers."
We learn also from this text, that "the covenant" embraced the Ten Commandments; also
from the fo1lowing texts: Ex. 34: 28; Deut.
4: 13; 9: 9-11; 10: 4, and others. Paul,
in 2 Cor. 3: 7-11, declares this Jaw, written
upon the tables, to be the ministration of
death, and that ib was abolished, or done
away, in Christ; also in Rom. 8 : 2, that the
''law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus, hath
made me free from the law of sin and death.
In Matt. 5th, 6th and 7th chapters, Christ
exposes the weakness and impotency of the
law of Moses, (see verses 21 and 22, also 27
and 28), and introduces a law that was as
much higher than and superior to it, as is the
sun to a star. The Ten Commandments
could only reach and condemn the acts
of the flesh, while the law of Christ reached
the very spring of human action, and governs
the thoughts, desires, and intents of the heart
and mind, and thus prevented the possibility
of their development into acts of the flesh, for
tpey were condemned at the very source.
Every essential quality in the old law, was
incorporated, or re-enacted in the new; and
when the young man (Matt. 19: 16-22) asked
which commands were necessary to keep in
order to obtain eternal life, Christ mentions
none but those that would be comprehended
in the new covenant,-not even hinting at the
necessity of seventh day, or Sabbath keeping;
so that this text condemns rather than favors
my brotlier's position. He says that when
the young man said, "All these have I kept,'!
he lied, for his unwillingness to ''sell all he
had," &c., proved a breach of the law, "Thou
shalt not covet ;' 1 but we challenge him to
show anything from that law that would brand
the young man as covetous. That law simply
had reference to an inordinate desire for his
neighbor's goods, and not to retaining his own.
See Ex. 20: 17. We admit that Abraham
kept the law of God, but deny that he had
any knowledge of the Ten Commandments.
See Deut. 5 : 2-21. This shows beyond power
of contradiction that they had never been
made known to him. The law of love, or the
law of conscience governed him. The "perfeet law," of James 1: 25, is not the law of
Ten Commandments, for we learn from Heb.
7 : 19, that, prior to the bringing in of the
''better hope" in Christ, there was no law in
existence that could make anything perfect.

HERALD.

In James 2: 8-12, my brother thinks he finds
proof to the contrary, but there we find that
the apostle says, "If ye fulfill the royal law,
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself, ye do
well," and we ask him to find any such command in the Siniatic code. 'l'he 12th verse
shows that by this royal law of liberty they
should be judged. He says that Christ was
not a lawgiver. I would simply ask him to
read John 1: 1-5, where it is declared that
all things were made by him, also CoL 1 : 16,
where he is pronounced the Creator of all
things, and again in James 3 : 12,-"There is
one lawgiver, who is able to save and to destroy," and then tell me if this is all possible
and yet Christ be not a lawgiver. In Matt.
28 : 20, Jesus charges his apostles to teach
men "to observe all things whatsoever I have
commanded you," and every command of Christ
is a law. He quotes Matt. 22: 35-40, and
argues that because all the law and the prophets
hung upon the two commands, viz: to love
God and our neighbor, therefore the law is
still binding,, because the first four enjoin love
to God, and the other six, love to man; but
let me here say, that I can keep the whole
law, or Ten Commandments, and still be
without a particle of love to God or my neighbor in my heart. It was a national or civil
law to Israel, and he who acted according to
it, as Paul said, should "live in them" but he
who broke them was killed, therefore, men,
to save their lives, might keep them all without either loving the law, their neighbors, or
God; and the fact of the law and prophets
hanging on these two commands, did not make
it part of them, any more than the fact of my
coat hanging on a nail can make it a part of
the nail; and further than this, we find from
the 38th and 39th verses, that these two
commands are the first and second in importance, and inasmuch as neither of them are
found in the Ten Commandments, it is plain,
that the ten were only third in importance.
Matt. 5 : 17, 18, he thinks, demands a perpetuation of the law; but we believe that the
words, "till all be fulfilled," clearly establishes
the fact that in order to make the law honorable, he had come, (as is shown in the 17th
verse), "to fulfill" it. This, we hold he did,
and by so doing, he became "the end of the
law for righteousness,"-Hom. 10 : 4; and
therefore; "Now, the righteousness of God,
without the law, is manifeoted, being witnessed
by the law and the prophets."-Rom. 3: 21.
The law had served its purpose, and accomplished its design, viz, as a schoolmaster, in
bringing us to Christ, ami, therefure, "After
faith is come, we are no longer under a schoolmaster.'' -Gal. 3 : 25. Paul was not dead by
the law, but to the law. Rom. 7: 4. We are
told, in Gal. 3 : 8, that the gospel was preached
to Abraham, not the Ten Commandments, and
in the 19th verse, that "the law (Ten Commandments.-See 2 Cor. 3: 7; Ex. 34: 28)
was added, because of transgression, until the
seed (Christ) should come," when it would be
no longer needed. My brother tells us that
these have reference to the law of ordinances,
and not to the Ten Commandments; but we
have shown in the above quotations that the
law given at Sinai-written on tables of stone
-was the one referred to. See 2 Cor. 3: 7.
And now let us see what the apostles would
have us do with that Sinaitic covenant.-Gal.
4 : 21-31. Here we have an allegt>ry, in

Ithe
which the two covenants are represented by
bondwoman and the free. The covenant
from Sinai, being that which gendereth to bondage, and that of Christ, the coyenant of the
free; and the positive command given, is
"Cast out the bondwoman and her son." We
therefore cheerfully acquiesce in the decision
of the apostle. Again, we turn to Acts
21 : 20-25. Here the law of Moses is spoken
of, and the Apostle James-presiding bishop
of the Church at that time,-says unto Paul:
"As touching the Gentiles which believe, we
have written and concluded that they observe
no such thing, save only, that they keep themselves from things offered to idols, and from
blood, and from things strangled, and from fornication." And yet my brother would have us
observe this same law, or covenant. He has
never even noticed these texts, though I have
so often repeated them. He tells us that
Jesus would not have the Sabbath desecrated,
and therefore said, "Pray ye that your flight
be not on the Sabbath day.''-Matt. 24: 20.
Is it possible that Christ would not have men
save their lives on the Sabbath, when he himself, healed the sick of the palsy, cured the
man with the withered arm, gave eyesight to
the blind, and did many similar deeds on
the Sabbath ?-Strange inconsistency! Christ
everywhere rebuked their ignorance of the
spirit of the law, and justified his own conduct
in saving life on that day. Then why did he
tell them to pray thus? Because he knew
that the exist,ing traditions and superstitions
among the Jews would prevent them from
protecting themselves on that day, and as a
consequence, they would be overcome. Ptolemy, Sossius, and Pompey had laid siege to
Jerusalem, and the Jews had allowed themselves to be butchered, rather than defend
themselves on that day. Christ knew thi~,
and therefore told them thus to pray-not because it would be a sin for them to escape on
the Sabbath. And we find that Titus did
take advantage of their scruples, and the siege
under him was most disastrous to the Jews.
My brother quotes Luke 23:56; Acts 16:13;
13 : 42-44; 17 : 2; and 28 : 17; all of which
show that the Sabbath was employed by the
holy women, and others for the observance of
religious duties, and that Paul was accustomed
to going and preaching on that day and among
these assemblies and he thinks that Paul held
to the old law on that account. We would
like to know at what other time the apostle
would go to preach to the Jews, except when
they were congregated together. If Elder
John wants to preach Seventh.day keeping to
the present Christian world, at what other
time can he do it more effectually than on
Sunday? But the fact of his preaching more
on that day than any other does not prove
that he keeps it as a Sabbath. He does it,
because the custom of the people brings them
together then, and it is the best time to reach
them. If I wanted to preach to the Jews
now, I would go on their Sabbath, into their
synagogues, because I could not so easily reach
the masses of them at any other time. The
use of these texts in such a way, indicates weakness. He informs us that the covenant Feferred
to in Jer. 31: 31, is to be the same Sinaitic law,
only written on the heart; but Jeremiah says,
it shall not be according to that covenant.
See verse 32. Paul says, in Heb. 8: 8-13,
that in introducing this new covenant, the old
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was to vanish away. My br.other tells us that
the :ren Commandments will be the rule of
the JUdgment; but. Paul says, (Rom. 2: 1?),
that m.en shaH be JUdged "by Jesus Christ,
accordmg to my gospel." Jesus also said,
~'The word that I have spoken, the same shall
JUdge you at the last day."-John 12: 48.
My brother says that in the new earth, the
Seventh Day Sabbath will be kept and all
flesh ehall come up to worship at Jer~salem on
that day; but Isaiah does not say whether it
will be a Sabbath of days, weeks, months or
year~, (Isa. 65.: 23), and we apprehend that
considerable difficulty would have to be encountered in coming from the utmost bounds
of. the ~arth and back every Seventh Day;
neither 1s there a word to show whether it
will be a seventh or first day Sabbath. While
Jesus w~s very careful in instructing the
people Wlth reference to all their duties, and
though ~e charged his disciples after his
resurrectiOn to teach men to observe all things
w.hatsoev~r he. had commanded; yet we fail to
?l?cove:, m h1s or .their teaching, one single
lllJUnctiOn concer~nng Sabbath keeping, and
though many ~p1stles were written by the
apostles, rebukwg them concerning almost
every kind of sin, yet not a word about Sabbath breaking is found in the New Testament
except by the Pharisees, who cavilled with
the Savior about his non-observance of it ac
cording to their crude notions. My brother
tells ~s that J 0hn was in the Spirit on the
Lords, or Seventh Day; but all writers of
any ~mportance, ~ell u.s such was the first day.
J ustm Martyr, Eusebms, Martin Luther, and
:n~n.y others tell us plainly, that the law enJ nnmg Seventh Day keeping was distinctively
Hebrew, and d<Jes not apply to the Gentiles or
Christians. We look upon that law as completed, and theret0re of no more force than
any other contract which has once been
fulfilled.
Continued.

DUTY.
. Some of you appear to dvubt if you can de-

e1de for yourselves what your vocation in life
is. Du not hurry. '·DJ the duty that lies

nearest thee: the re~t will follow." Lee~rn to
do well the simplest, commonest things j these
al.l fit you for the future. And do not, above
all, fall into that silly, childish cant of' hating
"dut.y," and doing things only for "love." lt
~8 the fatal weakness of these days that love
lS exalted, not merely above but in place of
all other virtues; that self. denial, self-control,
courage, endurance, a,re all set aside for the
sake of love, which is perverted to mean indolence a.nd self-indulgence. This is not the
love of the Bible, but a counterfeit weakness
out of which springs evils innumerable even
in .the very bosom of our homes and chu~ches.
Duty is the very breath of God and the outcome of love to him, as surely as warmth is
~~rn ~f fire ..<> Adhere to this, and the path of
hfe
wtlld un1old before you and the voice of
h L
t e or say to your souls: "This is the way;
walk ye in it." And by duty I do not mean
great action,
or ·sacrifice, but the
. f'suffering,
d
petty d eta11 o aily life; patience with noisy,
quarrelsome, perverse children; obedience to
parents; devotion to the comfort and pleasure
of those about you; attention to you own
health, temper and aRpearance; a study of
economy and neatness m the household; and,

HERALD.

Iwhen the in-doors duty is done, there remains

TRIALS.

always some lonely person to visit and cheer
How desperately superficial we are. In
some kindly, neighborly act to perform; som~
church-work to help in. Be faithful over nothing, perhaps, is this more apparent than
these things, and the work of your life will in our estimate of trials. We wonder why
find you out in good time and welcome you.
God sends trials upon us; why He sends them
in this or that particular form. We assume
OFFICIAI. RESIGNATION.
that we should know for what he made us,
Herewith I hand you a copy of .a question and therefore understand his methods with us.
and answer, published in the Millennial Star, To be sure, we are so curiously and wonderAugust, 1810, vol. 1, No. 4, page 96:
fully made, that a life-long study of the human
'· Ques.-Why can not an officer in the Church frame is rewarded with only partial discoverretain his standing as a member, if he gives ies. The study of centuries has brought to
up his office?
us still more limited knowledge of the human
"Ans.-No officer in the Church of Christ mind and its conditions; and as for the full
will resign his office without cause; and, when orbit of a living soul, we know next to noththe cause is searched out, it will be found, ing. Of this, as of his maker's, it may truly
that sloth, covetousness, or some such like said: "As high as heaven, what can'st thou
Deeper than hell, what can'st thou
principle of sin or transgression, is at the do?
foundation of his resignation, and the Church know?'"
What then can be more senseless and absurd,
of Jesus Christ is no place for sloth, covetousness, or transgression of any kind. He that than the assumption that we know what trials
receiveth the priesthood receiveth the Lord we need; or for how how long they shall be
Jesus, and he that putteth away the priest- continued. Only he who made man, knows
hood putteth away the Lord, and the only what is in him; only he who died to redeem
means by which he could enter intoocovenant him, knows the compass of that redemption.
with him; and, consequently, is not a fit com- Therefore we do well to exhort ourselves, and
panion for the children of the kingdom. one another, daily, to have faith in God; and
Where there is no law there is no transgres- to count it all joy when we fall into divers
sion; and where a law has not been under- temptations, c,r trials, knowing that the trying
stood, for want of information on the principle of our faith worketh patience. And he who
thereof, there is no guilt."
ventures to ask that his trials may be disconI wish you would be so kind as to publish tinued, is. inconsiderate and rash. A trial·
this, that those whose hearts are set to fulfill the that can be easily borne scarce deserves to be
word which saith, "and ye shall see that my law regarded as a trial. A trial discontinued
is kept," may be able to discharge their almost at our first longing for deliverance,
every duty in harmony with the Jaw, and the may-shall I not say, must-do little to inapproval of th·e Spirit. There are hundreds crease our faith? When it was inquired:
of persons in the Church, who have permitted Who are these arrayed in white robes? and
themselves to be ordained to some office. whence came they r the answer was: These
Districts and branches are overburdened with are they which came out of great tribulation,
official members, with no one to perform the and have washed their robes and made them
actual labor necessar:Y to a healthy condition white in the blood of the Lamb.
Keen and long continued trials have their
in their organization. A reaction has taken
place, for now it is sJmost impossible to have office to-day, as truly as at any former time;
a.ny ordination made, and the question is often and he who would be very near and very dear
aBked, what shall be done, the branch is dying to Jesus must not be impatient of such trials,
fur want of officers who will work in their nor distrustful of his Lord's wisdom and love
callings. Many of I he most active workers in in the continuance of them. The best develthe ministry are of the opinion, that to resign opment of an immortal soul, whose creation
a~ office, is an evidence of apostasy. And may be said to have taxed infinite wisdom, far
still there are others who believe that a man exceeds our comprehension, and may well imcan not resign an office, and retain a mem- pose upon us the need to have unlimited faith
bership in the Church. The sooner the Church in God. "Though he slay me, yet will I trust
takes action upon this matter the better that in him."
the union of acLion and labor may be att~nded
TRUTH.
by the life of the Spirit, a.nd the Church
Thou must be true thyself,
relieved of a large army of "idle members of
If thou the truth wo><ldst teach;
the priesthood." l!'or one I am not in favor
Thy soul must overflow if thou
of deferl'ing the settlement of any question
.Another soul wouldst reach;
It needs the overflow of heart,
tlutt hinders the growth of the church, or th~
To give the lips full speech.
sp1'ead of truth. Yours in Christ,
Think truly, and thy thoughts
RoBERT M. ELVIN.
Shall the world's famine feed;
Speak truly, and each word of thine
We printed a l~b~ of the HERALD
Shall be a fruitful seed;
of July 15th, 1879, containing the memorial serLive truly, and thy life shall be
mon by Elder Forscntt on the life and death of
.A great and noble creed.
Sr. Emma Bidamon, the, mother of President
Joseph Smi:h, which we will sell at five cents each,
Men unfold their natures gradually, and their
postage pa1d. H is a good thing to circulate trai~s and peculiarities are called out by a variety
among your friends as a historical document, and of cucums_tances. As a feather may show which
it will ce:tainly caase an increas.e of re.spect and way the wmd blows, and a floating twig the current of a stream, so may a little matter enable you
good feeling among all who read 1t.
to determine the true character of a man, and to
He that follows the Lord fully, will find good- know how far you can trust him, and what are
ness s,ud mercy following him continually.
his capabilities.

l
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There are not, consequently, enough of extra
wives "to go round," and the immigration, notwithstanding the popular belief to the contrary,
is as equally divided as the present condition of
society. These facts are little known in the East,
where it is generally thought that polygamy and
Mormonism are synonymous.
"In truth few people know anything about the
Mormon religion. It is regarded almost universally as something apart from ()hristianity, while
there is really less of superstition and absurdity in
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY A. STEBBINS,
it than in many of our prevalent sects. I have
EDITORS.
often been asked about the Mormon Bible. They
PJ,ano, lllinois, September 15, 18';9.
have no other Bible in use than the translation
authorized by King James. One hundred and
.twenty thousand people can not be found in the
SECRETARY EVARTS' CIRCULAR.
world who, take them all in all, are more sincere,
CAPTAIN CODMAN, a Salt Lake City correspond- practical Christians than the Mormons. This I
in justice to them, notwithstanding their adent of the eastern journals, says of the Evarts' say
herence to the patriarchal example in opposition
article on the prevention of the emigration of to the laws of the United States."
foreign-born Mormons to this country, that "it
When the world comes to a realization of that
confirms and strengthens the belief that the U niwhich
Captain Codman says, namely that poly.
ted States Government is unable to carry out its
own laws, as it needs assistance from all the gamy is no part of the true faith, and when they
civilized powers of the world, and this assistance also realize the position of the Reorganized
everybody knows will not be rendered." Many Church, and the power it will have to cope with
like unfavorable comments are made by other and solve the difficulties that seem to surround
papers and their correspondents. Captain Cod- the situation, they will indeed "see that which
they had not considered,", and will be astonished.
man asks:
The editor of the Advance .ArguB of Greenville,
"Will the European governments send their
officers to the docks on the sailing of steamers Pennsylvania, also reviews the situation between
to inquire of the passengers what is their relig. the government and the people of Utah on the
ious belief? If they do the Mormons will tell
them that they believe in the Bible and Apostles' polygamy question and says: "Polygamy is only
Creed, and, moreover, that Joseph Smith was a an incident and not an essential tenet of Mormonprophet. In short, what they believe is not the ism. It was added by Brigham Young long after
busiuess of any European government, nor of our Joseph Smith had established his religion, and
own; but what they practice after arrival is the
sole matter that concerns only the government of therefore could be given up without invalidating
the general creed." Such admissions as the forethe United States."
This is the true statement of the case, and those going by these two newspaper men are becoming
who are criminal in their marital relations, who more and more frequent and show that the world
have more wives than one, should be dealt with is waking up to a sense of the truth regarding
according to the laws of the land, not make war Joseph Smith and the Latter Day Saints.
against those who are perfectly innocent of either
The Burlington Hawkeye (Iowa) reproves the
the practice or the design of practising it; for it New York Tribune for saying that "Polygamy is
is not the foreign devotee to the doctrinal faith of an integral part of Mormonism," etc, and states
early Mormonism who is the culprit, but it is the that even the Utah church, though its authorities
rulers and leading men in Utah who are involved teach and practice polygamy, does not enforce
in this great crime against law and humanity, the doctrine. Also the Hawkeye editor corrects
and they are the ones, the only ones who should the Tribune when it says that the Mormon religbe made responsible to the civil law, the moral ion "defies the laws of the country." He admits
law and to God's revealed law of former and that the Utah church does defy the laws, but
latter days.
says that the organization in the states, [the
The same correspondent says that the Govern. Reorganized Church, he means] does not. He
m~nt "has only two methods to choose from with also says that this body "repudiates the horrible
which to cope effectually with 'the twin relic of practice" of polygamy. He writes:
barbarism.' One is to kill it outright by ma"That is one reason why the general Mormon
terial law, and the other is to allow it to die a church has no affiliation with the Utah church.
natural death. Any half. way plan serves only to The doctrines of polygamy and blood atonement
stimulate it and keep it alive." He says that are recognized by no Mormon except those of
Utah. Although we do not believe in that faith
he would like to see "the only objectionable fea- we must tell but the plain truth, when we say
ture of Mormonism obliterated," but regrets that that the members of that church in the states and
Secretary Evarts should have taken "such an in. in our own vicinity are quiet, good citizens-people with whom nobody finds any fault."
considerate course" to effect this.
We thank the Hawkeye for its defense of our
Further Captain Codman says:
"It is a great mistake in the first place to sup- people. This editor thinks it was quite proper
pose that polygamy is the corner.stone of the for Secretary Evarts to issue a circular to "warn
faith of the Latter Day Saints. If it is the cor- emigrants that their adoption of the 1\'Iormon
ner-stone now, this faith had no foundations on
which it was reared. Polygamy is only a later faith will not give them license in the United
revelation after the religion had been established, States to practice polygamy. The secretary was
and even now it has so little to do with it that at actuated by friendly rather than hostile motives
the highest computation there are not more than in giving notice in advance as he has done to
two thousand polygamists in this territory.
These are mostly old men rapidly. dying off, and people in Europe who intend settling in Utah."
As a note of warning, if associated with a stat
the younger people will not enter to any large
extent into this multitudinous family relation. ed determination to enforce the laws of the land
They are deterred from it by the unhappy ex. against the leading transgressors in this business
ample of their parents. * * * * The population
of Utah is 130,000, of whom 120,000 are Mormons, in Utah, it would do very well, but not as a methabout equally divided between males and females. od to cure this great evil.

Afill" Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Re·
mittances are desired. Attention is called to the notice giving
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.

"THE ROMANCE OF MORMONISM."
THE Greenville, (Pa.) .Advance Argus for August 28th, contains the article from the Philadel.
phia Tirnes, written by Col. McClure, of that pa.
per entitled, "The Romance of Mormonism."
The Colonel gets off a very nice romance indeed,
and that is just what it is, and it should not be
taken for truth, but for just what it purports to
be.
He characterizes Joseph Smith in his youth
and manhood as a "lazy, lawless man, without
culture, beyond a low streak of cunning:" as illiterate and uneducated; as "a thriftless adventurer;" "a sorcerer," etc, etc. He says that Joseph in
his character as a. prophet so far came short of the
likeness of the ancient prophets that he "failed
to command honor as a religionist in his own
country." Strange! Why, that is the very description of a true prophet, and his reception by
the people of his own age and country, as portray.
ed and predicted by Christ. "A prophet is not
without honor save in his own country and among
his own people," said the Savior of himself and
of his followers, as well as of the true prophets
gone before.
Colonel McClure also states that "None were
allowed to see the plates, not even the two scribes,
Martin Harris and Oliver Cowdery." Also he
says that "Smith was killed in his own temple
at Nauvoo!"
Bro. W. H. Garrett. replied in the Advance
Argus of September 4th, showing up the falsity
of the above two statements, presenting the tes.
timony of the eleven witnesses who saw the plates,
three of whom handled them as well as Smith,
and he presents the fact of Joseph's death at Car.
thage, Illinois, by the hands of a disguised mob
of law-breakers. He also shows that Joseph
could not have been "illiterate and uneducated,"
and yet have done the writing, editing, and translating, and the superintending of the work that
he did accomplish. Bro. Garrett expresses sur.
prise at the errors and misrepresentations made
by so able a man as Colonel McClure, and prom.
ises the citizens of Greenville to enlighten them
further upon the true faith. He presents the
claims of the Reorganization and tells its numbers, publications, the location of its head.quarters, etc., as presided over by tlae present Joseph
Smith.
BRo. G. T. GRIFFITH wrote from Mirabilt>,
Missouri, August 14th, that he was in the field
again. His mother, to whose side he was summoned by telegraph, has recovered from her ill.
ness, and Bro. Gomer is preaching again. An
extract from his letter is given below:
"I visited brother and sister Califf, of Wilson,
Adair county. They are both very old and living alone, and can not meet with the Saints to
enjoy the blessings of God with them. Sister
Califf is an old time Saint. She once had the
pleasure of entertaining the angel Moroni; so
she judged from the conversation she had with
the person. This occurred previous to the death
of Joseph. She questioned him respecting Joseph
and the Latter Day Work. He said, in reply,
that Joseph was a good man and a servant of
God, but that he would be overpowered by his
enemies."
By an error in setting up and proof reading,
in the price list of the new pictures of Joseph
the Martyr, cabinet size, is marked at thirty cents,
it should be fifty cents. It will be corrected in
this next issue.
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PLANO, SANDWICH, AND NORTHERN who authorized it to be written; and unto the one, but within the reach of all. The Saints will
ILLINOIS.
people who will upon this land, the whole land bear in mind its publication, and prepare to
BRo. H. A. STEBBINS baptized four at Plano re- of America, make manifest that they are "Zion, order it when advertised. We can not tell yet
cently, two on August 17th and two on the 20th. the pure in heart." Let others boast of "The what the price will be.
He still presides over the Sandwich Branch, Priesthood," of the Kingdom, and of their supeEDITORIAL ITEMS.
where also seven have been added by baptism rior claims to dominate the law and the people of
this season. That branch increases in influence the land, but let the Saints declare by righteous
TnE leading article in the Herald for October
for good, and excellent prayer and sacrament 'lives that the Spirit of the Master is in them, and
1st, will be the ''Last Testimony of !:lister Emma,"
meetings are held, besides the regular Sunday surely they shall live in the favor of God, whom
widow of Joseph the Martyr. This testimony
preaching services. Bro. Joseph Smith continues they serve.
was received and taken down by her son Joseph,
in charge of the Plano Branch. Quite a number
How can Zion be built up, if the Gentiles are
the revered President of the Reorganized Church,
have been baptized here this spring, and the to assist- in the work, kings become "fathers,"
in February, 1879, about two months and a half
branch is in fair condition.
queens "nursing mothers," to the labors of God's
prior to her death. This article is one of the
Brn. H. S. Dille, Joseph Luff, Joseph Smith people if constant antagonism and bitter ·hate
most valuable documentary evidences that could
and L. Conover have been preaching regularly are kept alive by haughty arrogance, and impebe in possession of the Church, embracing as it
every two weeks at Pritchard's Grove, in DeKalb rious priestly denunciation. Purity of purpose
does Sister Emma's own solemn testimony and
county, twenty miles northwest of Plano, Bro. made apparent by purity of action is the best
last witness concerning the life of herself and
Dille having begun. the work there. The possible commendation of either priest or people.
that of her husband, and his teachings and words
Saints thereabout are strengthened and there has
during the last years and days of his life, her
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
been a good attendance of other people, so that
evidence being to the everlasting refutation of the
if the work is continued, it is likely to result in
Q.-Does the command given unto Moses, to charges made against both him and her, concern.
saving souls.
be spoken to the children of Israel, of the food ing the so called revelation on polygamy, and
Bro. F. G. Pitt has held regular Sunday servi.
they should eat, apply to Israel in the last days. other matters wherein he has been charged.
ces at Big Rock, six miles north of Plano, this
A.-Only so far as wisdom and experience
A free will offering where one is not under the
summer, and has baptized three. He has been
show (either in general or in special cases) that letter of the law, is certainly within the line of
assisted by Brn. Weston and Stebbins.
certain kinds of food are healthy and certain other duty, and will be accepted of the Lord. He who
Bro. G. F. Weston has been preaching regularly
kinds are not healthy, "not good for man." And has not money to give, who will give labor, has
at a school-house situated between Plano and
to a greater or lesser degree we believe that the a right to hope that his labor will be accepted.
Sandwich.
Lord permitted or forbade ancient Israel for these He who can not labor, and has neither money
Bro. W. W. Blair continues in charge of the
reasons, just as now He gives "a word of wisdom" nor goods, may hope that "the will will be taken
Northern Illinois District, and has preached at
for the health and well-being of his people. But, for the deed."
Mission, Streator, and Braidwood branches, and
so far as the obligations of that law to Israel,
Bro. M. B. Williams, Middletown, Ohio, seeing
occasionally at Plano and Sandwich.
with the special penalties attached thereunto are in the Cincinnati Commercial notice made of a case
Brn. J. F. McDowell and C. Wicks are now at
concerned, it is certain that they were done away of healing in answer to prayer, in which notice,
Pecatonica, Winnebago county, preaching, and
in Christ, with the rest of "the law of carnal com- entitled "A Modern Miracle," it was requested
we hope that their work will be successful in
mandments," and so they are of no force or value that the "mystery" be solved by some one, accordconverting some honest hearts there.
to the Israel of these days, in their statutes or ingly wrote briefly to the Commercial a statement
Bro. Joseph Luff has been at Mission, LaSalle
penalties. The gospel law, one of faith, makes that in all ages those who had faith in God and
county, for some time, preaching and baptizing.
us judges for ourselves, and the commandments in the promises of Christ could receive blessings
Bro. E. W. Tullidge has preached some at
of God are all "words of wisdom," and if we do of this kind according to their faith; and he bears
Plano and Sandwich during his stay with us and
them willingly we receive the good truits there- his testimony to this having been tested and
while writing history.
of; if we do them not, the consequences follow in provad in this day of the world, and that God's
The work at Braid wood, Will county, is in
their own time, as we may know that they will promises in his word still remains good to those
good condition, Ern. Kier, Lofty, Devlin and
by the light given to us in Christ.
who will receive. It was published, and headed
others, laboring faithfully. A number have been
Q.-What kind of meat should Saints eat?
"A Mystery Explained."
baptized this season.
A.-·"Yea, flesh, also, of beasts and of the fowls
In the True Northerner, published at Paw Paw,
of the air, I, the Lord, hath ordained for the use Michigan, for August 15th, appeared an article
A LETTER received from brother E. L. Kelley, of
of man, with thanksgiving. Nevertheless, they by Elder Sherrod of the Christian society, in refGlenwood, Mills county, Iowa, now east at Kirtare to be used sparingly; and is pleasing unto erence to the sermons of Bro. C. Scott in that
land, Ohio, on business, brings the following
me that they should not be used only in times of neighborhood, and also to an article from some
"good news."
winter, or of cold or famine."-D. C. 86: 2.
one signing himself "Ace," in a previous North"Captain Burrows says that if you will only
From this we conclude that all flesh of beasts erner. Elder Sherrod seems to aim to annihilate
come back here and stay, the citizens will be
and of fowls may be used by man, but that it is them, but "Ace" comes out in the next issue
glad."
This Captain Burrows is an able lawyer of better not to use any flesh, except in cold, famine, (August 22d) with a response. Most of the colPainsville, Ohio, just a few miles away from or the winter season. In northern climes, much umn allowed him by the editor is devoted to the
Kirtland, and doubtless speaks the convictions animal food is required; in milder climes less, history of the Church, and a showing up of the
origin of polygamy as not a doctrine of the true
of a large per centage of the citizens. In refer. in tropical latitudes possible none at all.
Church of Latter Day Saints. A setting forth of
ring to this, Bro. Kelley speaks for us all when
"JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET AND
our principles and historical and doctrinal facts
he states
HIS PROGENITORS."
are good, if presented in a good spirit, and in an
"It is satisfactory to me to learn that those left
behind are beg'inning to see where they missed LAS'l' year the Board of Publication decided to effective manner, and the writer did well. On
the right way."
publish an edition of the above work, popularly the other hand a controversy about words and
If the Saints will begin to discharge their known as "Mother Smith's History," the book technicalities are not often of benefit and should
christian duties in an upright a1:1d honorable written by Lucy Smith, the mother of Joseph seldom be taken part in by our people, but some.
way, as they should ever have done, and will Smith the Martyr. A committee was appointed times it seems to be necessary to some degree.
continue so to do, it will not be long before it to prepare it, which they have done by inserting
Bro. Robert Jackson, Far West, Mo., says that
will be a comparatively easy task to rebuild the a few explanatory foot notes, leaving the text just the Saints in that region are strong in the faith.
"waste places of Zion."
as it is in the original book. The office has been Bro. G. T. Griffith had been there preaching and
"I will give you grace and favor in the eyes of printing it in sheets for an edition of twenty. five bad baptized five, and there was a prospect for
the people," was not written in defence of a law hundred, 232 pages being now done, and it is ex- more. Bro. Jackson thongh t soon to go out and
defying or carelessly living people, but of a fear. pected that it will be finished and a portion bound preach some, if he could find some one to go
less, independent, law-abiding and liberty loving and for sale by November or December. It is with him, for plenty of places are open for the,
·
' '
peo:rle, lt w!Jl be kept to the very letter by him a valuaqle P,ook, and will not be an expensive ministry, he says, ·
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Bro. R. J. Anthony wrote from Weston, PottaWe wish the Saints would hurry up and give
Brn. Joseph Smith and W. W. Blair left Plano
wattamie county, Iowa, August 25th, that he had us a few more subscribers. There are lots of ex- and Sandwich on September 5th, to attend the
just begun a series of meetings there. He has cellent things waiting in our office drawers, and Eastern Iowa Distriot Conference, to be held at
been constantly in the field and has baptized ten on our :tiles for the reading of the people; but Buffalo, t:lcott county, Iowa, the 6th and 7th.
since he last wrot~ to us. Prospects seem to be we have not room for them. A fifteen page let. Bro. G. A. Blakeslee Of Michigan, passed through
good everywhere, he writes.
ter from Bro. Kelley; and a twenty page one from on the same train going west. Ern. Smith and
Bro. T. W. Smith, at Philadelphia, August Bro. Caffall, and others of similar length from Blair intended going from Buffalo to Decatur
25th, says that he baptized three at Hornerstown, others, have to wait till they read almost like a county, thence via Council Bluffs to the General
N. J., August 22d, and three at Philadelphia, the .voice from the past. We make no apology, be- Conference at Galland's Grove.
Bro. Abram Jones, Caseyville, Illinois, says
23d, the latter the fruits of Bro. J. A. Stewart's cause we can not.
labors. Bro. Smith was going to Pittsburg and
Bro. M. A. Meder and wife of Santa Cruz, Cal- that they have regular meetings and are blessed
to Belmont, Ohio, early in September.
ifornia, made a three days call at Sandwich on in them. Two baptized recently.
Sister Eliza Hunter, of Alton, Illinois, mentions
Bro. Joel Allen, Jackson county, Ohio, says their way to the New England States. They
that they in that branch are striving to serve the were the guests of Brn. I. L. Rogers and W. W. a visit to them and sermons by Bro. Abram
Lord. Bro. Allen says that he has had a very Blair during their stay, which, to those who met Reese of St. Louis, on August 31st.
Bro. J. A. Carpenter, Michigan, wrote some
strong evidence of the truth of the Book of Cov. them and had a part in their visit, was a pleasant
occasion. They left September 1st, refreshed by time ago that he was striving to do his duty as
enants.
Bro. J. M. Terry, Cameron, Missouri, says that a rest on the way, and expressing their enjoyment president of the Mill Creek Branch. The Saints
the work there is moving on. He baptized eight of the stay with the Saints over Sabbath. At enjoy the Spirit's power and presence, and pre.
recently and others are near to obedience.· A Bro. Meder's conference with Brn. Rogers and judice lessens among the people.
good two-days' meeting was held at Far West, Stebbins of the Bishopric; he conveyed to the ' Bro. A. C. Inman, now at Carrollton, Missouri,
lately.
"'-,
Church certain valuable land property in Iowa, says that he continues to bear testimony to the
Bro. E. C. Brown, Fonda, Iowa, saw in the which will, by and by, be of much worth and truth of the gospel as he has opportunity.
Bro. Andrew J. Smith, Clear Lake Branch,
Fort Dodge Times another rehearsal of the Spaul- assistance in the progress of the temporal interNorthern Indiana, says that they are alive and
ding story "Origin of the J\forp10n Bible," taken est of the body.
from the Sunday .Afternoon, an eastern paper,
Bro. John D. Jones, of Kewanee, Illinois, writes trying to do their duty to God and men.
and he straightway sent the editor of the Times August 4th, that he had been· preaching during ' Our thanks are due to Ern. J. W. Waldsmith,
the Herald containing Bro. T. W. Smith's letter the summer, and had been listened to quite at- C. M. Fulks, William Hopkins, (Kansas), A. C.
of reply to the Massachusetts Fall River Herald tentively. He had opened two new places; but Everett, C. Scott, J. R. Lewis, E. N. Webster, D.
.and the Times editor kindly published the article was now waiting for the cessation of harvest W. George, Thomas Henning, J. F. McDowell,
entire, occupying a column and three fourths of work, before attempting anything further. He T. W. Smith, W. H. Garrett and Sister A. L.
his paper. We thank him for this courtesy.
writes commendatory of the labors of Ern. Pat. Stedman, for papers received.
Sister Helen Greer, Fairmont, Nebraska, says terson, Forscutt and others there.
Bro. Ad Richter of Burlington, Iowa, gave us BRo. WILLIAM ANDERSON, of 1007 Broadway,
that she is all alone in the faith there, but loves
the cause of truth and to receive and read the a call at the office, August 23 d, and stopped over Oakland, California, wrote us, August 4th:
"To-day, at twelve o'clock, we parted with our
Herald. She is not a member of any branch, and Sunday the 24th with us. From him we learn · beloved
brother, J. w. Gillen, who embarked on
sees no Saints. Her husband is not in the Church that the German Branch at Stewartsville, Mo., the City of Sidney, destined for Sydney, Austra.
but is not opposed, and she hopes that he will was getting along nicely. He thinks if they suc- Jia, We felt sad, as we saw him passing up the
yet see and obey the truth, and asks the faith of ceed in getting a little better unity of action stage plank to the deck of that noble vessel, and
pushing through the crowd of passengers, until
the Saints to this intent that he may serve God among them they will do considerable toward he
gained the upper deck forward and stationed
with her.
himself by a stanchion for a long, farewell look.
preaching the gospel to their own people.
Bro. John Spurgeon, of Woodbridge, or Lodi,
The Daily Sun of Nebraska City, for August We watched them cast ofl:' the lines that held her
when she commenced to move out into the
California, sa} s that they have a branch of twenty 21st, contains a column notice of the store and fast,
bay i and soon he was too far away to recognize
members there organized by Bro. J. R. Cook. stock of Bro. J. W. Waldsmith in that city. He him. How sad it looked to see him thus turn
The cause has many strong friends among the seems to be in a prosperous business situation as his course westward, with the broad, deep blue
people, and also some opposition. Bro. Cook has a grocer and provision dealer. We are glad to sea before him, and he alone on the crowded
ship. We breathed a prayer for his protection,
done a good work there arid the Saints are be- see our brethren as business men, and to have and asked the Father that he might safely return."
ing blessed through prayer aud faithfulness. them honorable and good men, so known to those
It will be remembered that Bro. Anderson was
Will the clerk please send a full record of names about them.
one of the three sent by the Reorganization to
and items of birth, baptism, eoufi,mation and
Bro. T. E. Thompson, at Chauncy, in southern Utah, among the first that went there, Brn.
ordination to the Church Recorder.
Illinois, mentions some sermons delivered there Alexander H. Smith and James W. Gillen being
Bro. J. B. Jarvis, Scranton, Kansas, writes. that by Ern. I. M. Smith and I. A. Morris. 1\'fany the other two. It is natural then that the ties of
the Saints there organized themselves into a seemed gratified and pleased to know our belief. brotherly esteem and regard, born of the gospel
branch on August !Jth, 1879, J. B. Jarvis, Elder;
Bro. J. S. Harding, Derby, Indiana, writes that bond, and cemented by months of travel and
James Bickerdike, Priest; David Green, Deacon, they have had no preaching in that county (Per- ministerial companionship, should so have bound
and five other members, total eight. More are ry) since last winter, and they feel neglected in these two brethren together, that they should thus
expected to unite with them soon, and the cause that respect. He considers that the chance for feel sad when so parting; the one to return to
seems to be onward there. The former branch progress is good, if preachers could be had.
his daily toil, the other to venture out into the to
Bro. H. M. Benson, Elk county, Kansas, ex- him unknown field afar, to labor for the souls of
was disorganized in 1877. l'!Iay the present one
continue to abide and increase in numbers and presses his gratitude to the great Giver for health men; often in danger, and unappreciated save
of body, and strength of mind, and for the com- by a faithful few and the Master of Life. May
spiritual strength.
At last writing Bro. Joseph F. McDowell was fort and aid given him by the Holy Spirit since God speed the gospel plow, and preserve and
preaching at Pecatonica, having left Amboy his baptism, August 3d, 1879, and he desires to prosper brother Gillen is th~ prayer of all Saints.
about the last of August. Bro. Charles Wicks abide in the faith, and to receive grace and
was with him, and they were receiving good at- strength. We pray that he may have both faith BRo. D. D. BAncocK wrote from West Belleville,
Illinois, September 1st, 1879, of the death of a
tention, and a patient hearing. Success attend and power, also patience to endure the trials.
them in Christ is our prayer.
Bro. J. S. Patterson wrote from Lewistown, Ful- daughter of Bro. James Batten, and of Bro.
Bro. J. L. Gunsolly, Defiance, Shelby county, ton county, August 26th. Though in poor health Batten's subsequent illness. He says:
Iowa, says that no preaching by our elders is yet he had been laboring in the ministry at Can"On the following Monday atter the death of
heard there, but he circulates his Herald, ete, ton and Peoria and had just arrived at Lewiston the daughter, the father, Bro. James Batten, while
T F S fl' d
at work in the eoal mine, received a paralytic
among those who will read them; but a great where h e f ou_n' d t h at Br
. 0 · · · :a or had stroke, afl'ecting his entire left side, interfering
many do not know the difference between our plenty of opemngs for h1m to preach m, and they some with his speech, but leaving his mind clear.
faith and that of the Utah people.
proposed to go at them vigorously.
I have been to visit him twice, and Bro. J. E.

l
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Betts and I administered to him once. He
25th.-The plague has appeared in Turkey.
seemed to receive benefit on each occasion, but
Blight and drought have badly affected the grain
is still lingering. His recovery may be slow, crop in Southern Persia, and in some districts of
and on his behalf, and that of the family, I sin- Asia Minor.
cerely request the prayers of the Saints, that he
Further riotous demonstrations in Lurgan, Iremay be restored to sound health."
land. The windows of a number of Protestant
BRo. P. J. HoLE, residing at Independence, Missouri, writes August 11th;
"I have consecrated according to your counsel
about a year ago, and am prepared to tithe myself according as God shall bless me. From that
time I have been blessed."
Here is a brother who wrote us asking what
he should do to keep a certain law_ We wrote
him, and he has put forth an effort resulting in
the above.

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

August 15th.-A slight revival in the iron- trade
of England is taking place, but cotton manufac-

turing is still on the decline.
A severe famine prevails in one of the districts
of Siberia. The Russian government is distributing corn_
Incendiary fires in Spain are reported.
Only one-fortieth of the shares of the Panama
canal scheme that were put upon the English market have been sold, 20.000 out of 800,000.
The recent great fire in Serajevo, Bosnia, destroyed fourteen hundred and seventy-six houses.
An excursion train, near Philadelphia, run into
a freight train. The conductor, two brakemen and
the news agent, all being at the brakes, were
killed, also one passenger. All inside the cars
escaped unhurt, except being slightly injured by
the shaking up.
The plague increases in Memphis, there having
been forty new oases, and thirteen deaths yesterday_
16th.-Fourteen new cases and eight deaths of
yellow fever at Memphis yesterday. Three times
more whites than negroes die.
A riot among ship laborers in Quebec, Canada,
yesterday, on account of a reduction in wages.
There was a parade of the seceeders and a melee.
Two were killed, two drowned and about thirty
hurt by gunshot wounds.
22d.-Day before yesterday the great storms in
England were renewed, and the country is again
flooded in several of the counties. Hay is being
floated away, and other crops are rotting. The
Avon, the Trent, and the streams generally, overflowed their banks in Warwickshire, Leicestershire
and Stafrordshire. In North Wales also great
damage is done by storm and flood.
There is a prospect of war between Russia and
China.
The yellow fever new ca8es at Memphis, Tenn.,
yesterday, were twenty-six, and there were six
deaths. Dismay and gloom are over the city, as
for weeks past, and likely to be for weeks to
come.
A great gathering of old Union soldiers at Aurora, Illinois, this week, lasting three days. Some
12,000 people, ex-soldiers and other citizens, present yesterday_ Speeches by Gov. Cullom and Gen.
John A. Logan, with exercises in drilling and maneuvering.
23d.-At Memphis thirteen new cases and the
large number of twelve deaths. Thieves and
burglars infest the city.
The news from the last expedition that started
from the United States in search ofiraces or relics
of the Sir John Franklin expedition, is that they
landed from the ship Eothan on the north shore of
Hudson's Bay, August 9th, 1878, and on the 1st
of April, 1879, they sta.rted overland, with four
sledges and sixty dogs. All hands were in axedlent health. Esqriimaux Joe was with them.
At the Soldier's Reunion, held at Aurora, Illin
ois, there were present yesterday about thirty
thousand people, over two thousand of whom
served in the Union Army during the war of the
Rebellion. A sham batt.le was fougM, in which
artillery, cavalry and infantry troops took part,
making a very faithful representation of a :real
battle.

dwelling houses were wrecked.
Four more cardinals are to be appointed at
Rome, Italy, soon.
At Memphis, yesterday, nineteen new cases of
yellow fever and nine deaths. Incendiaries and
theives set fire to and destroyed an oil warehouse.
26th.-About fifty new cases of fever at Memphis and eight deaths, seven of them whites,
though more Negroes than whites are sick.
Dispatches say that starvation and misery still
prevail in Cashmere; India.
Fever and cholera are decimating the English
troops in Central Asia, Cabul and elsewhere.
Good authority in England sets the grain crop
at one-third less than average this year. There is
also a great deficiency in yield of potatoes, beans
and peas.
A very large number of camels used in the Afghanistan expedition have died.
More floods of rain in and about Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, doing damage to railroads, causing
a land- slide and washing away bridges, flooding
houses, etc.
A storm at Port Sabine, Texas, wrecked a
steamer and two schooners, sent one steamer
ashore, washed away wharves and houses, and
damaged the cotton and orange crops very much.
27th.-At Memphis, twenty-eight new cases of
yellow fever and seven deaths, latter all white but
one. '!'hey need more money aid to take care of the
sick. Twenty thousand dollars and over have already been expended this season, of public donations from the North and South.
The rains in England continue.
Lord Chelmsford has returned from Africa_
28!h.-News from Yokahama, Japan, dated
August 13th, said that Gen. Grant would leave
there soon after the 20th for America.
England is making heavier purchases of American food products than it was anticipated a while
ago woul:l be necessary. The weathe,r in England
has been very disastrous for the crops. In many
pa:rts they are irretrievably ruined.
Thirty-one new cases of fever at Memphis yesterday and seven deaths
Iilinois produced this year over forty-five million
bushels of wheat. Two million five hundred
thousand acres were sown out of twenty-five million acres of land under cultivation; that is onetenth was in wheat.
29th.-The floods continue in England and
Wales. 'l'he harvest reports are more and more
deplorable.
Only three new cases of fever at Memphis yesterday, but six deaths-old cases.
After nearly four weeks' imprisonment for concontempt of court in refusing to obey its order,
the executors of Brigham Young's estate have been
released, through a successful appeal to the Supreme Court of the T~trritory, which reversed
.Jndge l3oreman's order of commitment, and ordered the discharge of the prisoners.
An exchange says, for months past the colony of
J ewa seti.led at Hamed an, Persia, has been agitated
by the question, "Is not Jesus the Messiah?"
Four of the chief men, the heads of about one
thousand housPB (about five thousand people) have,
after long trial, been publicly baptized, and many
others are asking to confess Christ. One N estoriau Christian is day and night beset with Jews
seeking inst,ruction concerning t.he New Testament Scriptures. It is well to remark for the information of our readers that the Jews in Persia
are descendants of those who were carried away
captive by the King of Assyria, Shalmaneser, and
and his snn, Sennacherib, over seven hundred
years B. C.
30th.-One thousand operatives at Glasgow,
Seotla.nd, have struck against the reduction of
wages.
A feeling has arisen be\ ween Russh and Germany, which some fear will result in war.
Eight million dollars in gold have arrived in
New York from England during the past three
weeks, and still it comes.
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The official report of the fire at Irutsk, Russia,
shows that two hundred houses were burned.
Sixty lives were lost, the greater number being
children.
Thirty-four new cases of fever at Memphis and
a number of deaths. The fever having got a foot
hold at New Orleans, it will likely be isolated from
the rest of the world, as Memphis bas been and is.
The dread disease strikes alike the high and the
humble.
Sir Rowland Hill, the founder of the penny po~t
in England, is dead. The average rate prior to
his reform, in 183G, was twenty· four cents per
half ounoe, and his plan, so successful for both
government and people, reduced the rate to two
cents.
Sept. lst.-Twenty new cases of yellow fever
at Memphis, and a few deaths. The cases increase at New Orleans.
2d.-A whaling ship from Scotland, with the
oil of fourteen whales on board, was caught in the
ice in Lancaster sound, near Baffin's Bay, and
crushed. The crew were saved.
Letters have been received in Stockholm, from
Prof. N ordenskj old, in the Arctic regions north of'
Asia, letters being dated January 7th, and February 20th. The expedition had plenty of food
and ooal, and were in good health and epirHs.
The three columns descriptive of life in the Arctic
regions are very interesting about that hit.herto
unexplored and practically unknown rrgion. 'l'he
vessel was in the northern part of Behring Strait.
Only four deaths from yellow fever at Memphis
yesterday. There were eighty- seven on the same
date last ye~r. Seventeen new cases.
3d.-Fifteen penons killed by fire-damp explosion in a coal mine at Bonchamp, Fral:!ce, and
many were injured.
The Mark Lane Express of London, England,
says of the Britieh grain trade and crop: "The
damage is irreparable. No subsequent weather
can reclaim the season's whpot crop from proving
most disastrous, both in qn1ntity and in quality.
Root crops are c 1:10lied with VI eeds Potatoes have
gone from bad to worse." However, foreign supplies thus far keep the prices from rising, but "a
marked advance must be expected" soon, says
the same j ournat
Bad weather at Memphis; thirty-four new cases
o_f fever and five deaths.
4th.-Twenty-eight new cases of fever at Memphis and eight deaths. The disease is spreading
in the suburbs and out into the country.
'l'he British troops in South Africa are pursuing
King Cetewayo who, with a few followers, had long
since deserted the Zulu peoplP, but has with him
enough to stir up war.
More storms in portions of Scotland have caused
large tracts of land to be flooded and great damage
to crops is being done.
Gen. Grant and party left Yokahama, Japan,
yesterday, for the Pacific Coast.
The yellow fever has been raging with great
violence on the Island of Cuba, though the deaths
laat week, (seventy-eight), were less than they
were the previous week. Insur~tent. bands are
ranging through the l81and, and Spain ·promises
to seud twenty thousand troops to aid in putting
R.n end to the troubles.
A tornado has occurred in Louisia.na, and there
has been immense destruction of river and plantation property. Three barges, loaded with many
1housand buehels of whMt, went down at one
place. Cot.! on-gins, sugar houses, dwellings, bridges. etc., shared in the ruin.
5th -English mill-owners and operatives are
still at v~triance.
There is a probability of war between England
and Eurm,;h.
'l'wenty· seven r,ew cases of yellow fever at Memphis, Tennesee 5 yesterday,
A cyclone at Hunterstown, Pa., demolished a
Methodist meetir•g house, and damaged school and
dwelling houses.
6th -Destructive floods and hurricanes are reported in Russia. 'fhe canals in the center of
St. Petersburgh have overflowed and the river
Neva is on a level with the otreets. The wind
blew the roofs fx-om churches, dwellings, and
other buildings·
By an explosion on a steamboat on Lake Erie.
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yesterday three persons lost their lives, while a
large number were seriously injured.
.
At Memphis, yesterday, twenty-four new cases
of yellow fever and eleven deaths.
Servia, after showing a desire to ameliorate the
condition of the Jews within her borders, has
apparently abandoned the undertaking.
The record of yesterday's causalities is full of
horrors, and covers a wide scope of territory.
These embrace deaths by land and sea-or lake
-and include explosions of a boiler, the sinking of a yacht, the collision of a rail-road
train, together with other accidents wherein the
loaa of life resulted.
Prof. Nordenekjeld's arctic expedition, of the
safety of which fears have recently been expressed,
has arrived at Yokahama in good condition, and
all its members in the beet of health.
The Memphis Howard Association, after battling
with the yellow fever two months, have at last exhausted their financial resources, and now make
a general appeal to the country for aid. It was
their belief at the outset that they could get along
without resorting to this end, but the exigencies
of the situation have proven so serious ae to render
it necessary.

... -

HARLAN, Iowa, Aug. 14th, 1879.
Bro. Joseph :-I am feeling well as regards my
faith in the gospel, and am preaching nearly
every Sabbath. Last Sunday I was fifteen miles
to the north of Harlan, had good houses morning
and evening.
I have thought a great deal lately about· the
financial condition of the Saints. Whenever I
contemplate the building up of Zion, I can not
see if in any other light only temporally, that is,
the t)aints must do the building. This way of
sitting down and waiting until the Lord builds
up Zion I am afraid I will pass from this stage
of action without seeing its redemption.
I have heard our brethren complain about tlie
world being prf"judiced against us, but there is
a greater evil than that. It is the judgi_ng of our
brethren from a jealous stand point, and if they
can not accumulate property they are jealous of
those that can. And ag&in, if a brother or sister
makes themselves comfortable as regards this
world's goods, and thereby able to make comfortable the servant of God on his way spreading
the glad news of the gospel, the wise ones will
wag their heads aucl say, "Ha, he is losing- the
Spirit; this world's goods are his god." Now,
Bro. J Obeph, I found out., years ago that a man
must labor mentally and physically in this world
in order to build up anything. It is well enough
to preach the gospel to the world, and duties to
the Saints; but more especially to give them to
understand that they are a part of the people that
make up this world, and that they have their
rights as such, with an equal chance in the race
for wealth and position. But I am sorry to say
that the Latter Day Saints, as a body, have been
content to labor and turn the avails of such labor
over to others. Why should this be? Are we
forever to be content with a pittance of the real
worth of our labor? Would it not be much bet.
ter for us, as a people, if we could handle our productions, and not turn them over to those not
friendly to us, only so far as their interests go. I
would like to see the time when the Latter Day
Saints would arouse, look round them and see
that where money, ()r money's worth is, there is
power; and that we as a people, if we ever expect
to be anything either in God's kingdom, or on
the earth, must make ourselves felt as a people.
What has held the church in Utah together for
so many years? It is the power they wield in
money matters. The Latter Day Saints went to
Utah poor, but by labor they have done wonders.
That labor was controlled by wisdom, and to-day
with all their evil doings, they can defy the nation. They could not do this if it was not for
their rail-roads, charters, and other things of that
kind. Brigham found out that money was power, and this power could be used for evil as well
as good.
If we ever expect to build up Zion, we must
!l!ilJ.Cate the people to an understanding that they
;

.

have something else to do besides preach the gosFONDA, Iowa, Aug. 24th, 1879.
pel. They must put into practice all the wisdom
Bros. Joseph and Henry :-I have more invitathat God has endowed them with, and try to get tions to preach, than I can possibly fill. Some
out of the old ruts, begin to think something of time ago I had an invitation to preach at the
themselves and by their action, compel others closing hour of a Sunday l:'lchool. I did so twice,
to think something of them also. Is there any and left another appointment for the next Sunuse for us to be forever at the tail merely be- day, but the superintendent, a Methodist, invited
cause we are Latter Day Saints. None at all! a stranger to go there to preach, and he commenLet us strike boldly out and make ourselves ced before my time, and held over and occupied
felt, in a legal and honest way. And if I am the hour which I was to use. Some of the school
not able to enter into some business or other requested me to preach, but I told theni I would
that will give me a return for my labor and capi- make a few remarks on the first verse of their
tal, let me say to those that can, "God speed you lesson, which was John 10: 1. Then they requestin the right." As we prosper we can redeem ed me to leave another appointment, but the su"
Zion, and in my view Zion can never be redeemed perintendent said it was mixing things up te~o
only by money. But then some say, "I am afraid much. I told them I would not leave another
of this people getting rich." I am not afraid of it appointment there till the 8unday School closed
for if a man will kick out because he gets rich, for the season. The very next Sunday it closed
he is better out than in.
for the lack of attendance, and they have requestAbout one year ago I wanted to extend my eel me to continue meetings. I preach to-day at
business, and in order to do so, I built a mill at two o'clock, two miles from there. The cause is
Shelby, sixteen miles from Harlan. The citizenil onward, and the word is fulfilling, which says,
of the town wanted a mill, but there were some "You shall find favor." I am getting well in
that did not want me to build it. The reason years, and ha"11e not lopg to stay, and my whole
adduced was that I was a Mormon, and said they, study is the plan of redemption and building up
"If Chatburn gets a hold here, he will bring in of the kingdom, and I can feel the expression of
Mormons, and the first thing we know a Mormon the chorus: "And oh, our hearts are filled with
church will be here." Those who made these joy, as we are nearing home." Love, praise and
remarks were men that professed religion. "\Ve thanks to God, and all his people. Yours ever,
E. C. BROWN.
went along, built the mill; and every man that
works in and around it, except one, is a Latter Day
Saint; with a membership of twelve in the town;
.
GLENWOOD, Iowa, Aug. 16th, 1879.
and now, (with a very few exceptions), the name
Bro. H. A. Stebbins:-Having a moment to
of Latter Day Saint is no terror there. Business spare, I drop a line to inform you how I spend
men in town, that know nothing about Latter the time in the Master's vineyard. First let me
Day Saints, only from what they had learned
h J 1 27 h
h
· h b" 1 d
f
from reports circulated against us, have come to say t at u y t ' was t e seventlet lrt l ay o
mother L. A. Hartwell, and on account of feeble
the conclusion that Latter Day Saints are about and declining health, by mutual consent there
as good as any others, able to transact business was a family reunion. There were present the
and take care of themselves as well as other following: Caroline L. M. (Hartwell) Campbell,
people.
husband and six children, Hyrum C. Hartwell,
This is one way to live down prejudice; and wife and six children, Em aline A. (Hartwell)
one of the ways that is incumbent upon us. But Elvin, husband and three children, and Joseph
then, again, I will be met with the saying, P. Hartw(Jll, wife and three children. In addition
"Blessed are ye when all men speak l,lVil of you to the above, there were present for dinner, neath
for Christ's sake." And again, "When the world the shade of the green maple trees, Bro. C. Bradspeaks well of you, you a.re nM in the line of -field, wife apcl son, Bro. J as. Kelley, wife and
your duty." Bro. Joseph, I do not think that my five daughteN!, and 'Mr. Bryltn. 1}.. very pleasant
religion will cause me to be in antagonism to my time was enjoyed. The following- was fhe farefellow men, but to act in union with them, when well speech of our aged and venerated mother,
they do right. We as a people can not ignore "I thank you all for granting me this ~rivilege.
the conventionalities of this world, so long as we of once more seeing you all together, as I expect
are called into contact with them; but this we it will be the last time I shall be per:mitted to see
can do, we can deal honestly and uprightly with all together on the earth. I hope tliat t.he,suffer~.
all, thereby gaining the confidence of those we ing, trials and expense that you haWJ been· to will?
are brought into contact with, as well as having all be recompensed of the Father, a.nd that we
peace of mind regarding our duties as Saints of may all so live that we will be permitted.to meet
God. I pray that we all may look well to this as a united and happy family, in~tJie celestiaf
matter, and in the own due time of the Lord we kingdom of God."
•
may be -able to redeem Zion in very deed. Your
During the day I was privileged to speak twice
J. W. CIIATBURN. .to the people upon the gospel story. .
brother,
I commenced meetings at Dawsonburg on the
CoOK'S POINT, Burleson Co., Texas, 3d inst, spoke eleven times, closing on the 11th
August 25th, 1879.
instant; continued labor will surely produce
.
Editors Herald :-Since my arrival in central fruit.
Texas, I have been preaching at every opportuni"Wisdom may be justified of her children,"
ty, which I presume would average three sermons but. questions that tend not to instruction, pacifiper week; and, notwithstanding some have cation, or salvation, should be carefully avoided.
raged, and imagined a vain thing-, yet there are How adroitly the arch-enemy employs the memsome in this county, and also in Robertson coun- bers of the household of faith, to scatter the seed
ty, who have had the courage to come out on the of discord and doubt within the ranks; and how
Lord's .side, and I have inducted eleven into the slow we are to discover his policy and remedy
Church of Ohrist; three in Robertson, and eight the loss, heal the breach and save the erring. It
in Burleson. Several more are believing, and I is sad, but nevertheless true, that the trut.h has
think they will obey at no distant day. Preju- been intrusted to agents who did not possess the
diqe', superstition, and bigotry are doing well necessary qualifications to faithfully represeut
their part, yet we have the witness of the 8pirit, the lnw and love of Christ, and there is a growing
that if we faithfully perform our part, all things feeling among the Saints, tb.at must soon culmiwill work for good, and for the glory of God. I nate in the adoption by the general ..Church of a
was taken by Bro. Pressley into Milam county protective measure against irresponsible, unruly
last Saturday, and· spoke twice on Sunday. I and rebellious persons, having authority to. repnever had better liberty. The people seemed in. resent the Ohurch.
terested, and gave a pressing invitation to return,
One of the most fruitful and increasing causes
which we agreed to do.
of trouble among the branches, is that of memBrethren, during my ministerial labors, I have bers, (but more especially officers), living within
never enjoyed greater light than I have during the precincts of the branch and who igno~·e the
the last two months, and I humbly praise the organization.
·
name of God for it. Will you please to make me
I visited Plattsmouth, Nebraska, and tried to
a special object of your prayers·? I need them, build up and comfort the few Saints found .there.
together with all the faithful in Christ, that I A lack of knowledge of the law and their duties
may be able to overcome human weaknesses. and the too free indulgence in making unchariYours in hope,
A. J. CA'!'O.
table remarks one about the other, have caused
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tears of sorrow, and hearts to ache. May the
Lord comfort them, and send his grace into their
hearts that they may be united, for I believe a
good work might be done there this fall and
winter.
I cpmmenced meetings here yester-night, and
will continue f<'lr a few days. Then expect to go
to Wheeler's ·Grove, with Bro. R. J. Anthony.
The demand for preaching has opened, and much
can be accomplished if the Church can sustain
the families of those who are willing to spend
the strength of their,. manhood for the salvation of
souls. Hoph;1g to meet you at the Fall Conference, I am yours in gospel covenant.
HOBT. M. ELVIN.
SHELBY, Iowa, July 20th, 1879.

Editors oftlte Herald:-Star of the West. It
rose in the east, but shines brightest in the west.

Dear Herald, thou art my bright morning star.

The gospel taught by-the Latter Day Saints is
likened to a schoolboy studying a hard example
in mathematics, he studies the rules and principles the author of the book has given, fignresand
solves, studies and works but not till the good
master helps him does he 0succeed in getting the
correct answer, proof certain that he has it. So
it is with the gospel; we have all the rules and
commandments and principles laid down in the
book the great Master of all has given us. Some
of the examples and ,commands are hard to accomplish and obey. Darkness was over me, I
studied God's holy book; I prayed, I worked
with a strong determination to g@t a satisfactory
answer, an echo back of approval from within
the vail; but no, not yet, for I must needs drink
to the dregs of the bitterest cup. 0, what a hard
lesson, to say "Thy will and not mine, 0 Lord."
At such trial it seemed more than I could endure,
but I prayed God that in his own way he would
turn it into a blessing. At this time God was a
listener; he heard me calling; for behold he sent
• a messenger. to my door to preach a gospel I had
never.he.ard. I'wentwith myweight.of grief to
hear him preach; then light begarf::t0·'d:awD;·the
problemS' were being solve~ ;,by.the: help· of the
good Master; I found su~ie,n:t proofs tnat this
is the true.:go!lpel. I heard :;the glad tidilfgs of
'great joy, accepted and obeyed; I am confident
I shall never regret it. Thanks be to God and
the few Saints here for their kindness to me in
my troubles. Yours in truth,
Mns .. Cox.
CADILLAC, Mich., Aug. 25th, 1879.

they wished for more, to which there was not a
dissenting voice. I expect to preach there again
to-morrow; the work is bound to prosper. My
belief is that the Lord never had a more devoted
ministry in any age than the world is blessed
with now. The Lord's priesthood always had
power with God, and always will. Jesus says,
If you abide in me and my words abide in you,
you shall ask what you will and it shall be done,
for you are of my Father which is in heaven."
It ts easy to see that our best interests depend on
complying with the conditions, that is, to abide
in Christ, and so doing we secure the favor of
God and that secures to us better than all things
else that is worth possessing. I send you a
couple of letters which when you peruse you will
remember the writer. She lives about two hundred and twenty miles directly south from here.
I would surely go and see her if I could spare
the· means, but that I can not do. If you know
of any Elders who have missions near there,
please name her to them, if not let the Biship
peruse the letters, and if he has any funds on
hand, let him send me sufficient to pay my fare
there and back, and I will gladly go. The fare
is five cents a mile in this state. As ever your
brother in Christ,
JOHN LANDERS.
p APETE, Tahiti.

Editors Herald:-It is with pleasure that I let
yon know that we are all well, and trying to get
along the best we can under the circumstances.
Our new church is about finished, or will be in
two or three days ; Bro. Nelson says it is a fine
building. It cost about three hundred dollars
for the material, and the brethren built it themselves, as several of them are carpenters. Several of the brethren are here now, visiting Siona
and Bro. Nelson. Bro. Nelson wrote you some
time ago that he could have his '.'permit," or was
tol"d so by the Commissary of Poli.qe to go and
get it, but when he went he was l<'l!d he could
not have it. ButsincethencJ:h!l'anihorities gave
it to him, as ail.. ()rematuar.ot Mission:otry, of :whicq
when we heardOfitwe were7eryglad; and ever
since then blessings seem· 'surround us, and
especially -Bro; Nelson. My Heralds come regularly, with very few exceptions. Reading mat.
ter is very scarce here, and the Herald is very
welcome; we wish it came oftener. Bro. Nelson
is learning fast to talk the language. There
are many calls for him to the other islands, but
he has not gone yet. I remain your brother in
Christ,
DAvm BROWN.

to

B1·o. Henry :-I send you a small subscription.
There are other parties interested, but say they
can not have peace and the Herald both in the
house at one and the same time. 1'his brother is
fairly interested and about satisfied, and he seems
to have the spirit of the Latter Day Work, and
the opposition from the Methodist brethren only
seem to draw him towards "the word." He is
of good report-one of those who "hear the word
arid un(lerstand it" and will obey it. There are
also others who never can be satisfied with anything else.
.
The season is late-but I would give ten dollars toward a gospel tent. It is a good idea, and
do hope it will be carried out next season if not
this.
The good' Spirit is with me, and my interest in
the Latter Day Work grows with the years, and I
long to see. the elect of God gathered out. As
MYRON H. BOND.
ever,
BLUE RAPIDS, Marshall Co., Kan.,
August 25th, 1879.
Editorsoj t'hie Herald, Beloved Brethren:-The
work isii,prospering in this place and vicinity.
Th,e Saints are abounding in every good work;
love an<l harmony prevail in the Church, and
those hol<li.ngthe priesthood are striving to magnify their;bffice and calling, by filling appointmerits .a':<lozen miles or less from town, as the
case n:i:~y/fie, which they can do on the Sabbath,
or . in the Lord's time, ·without interfering with
their own, and to those who are willing to labor
there is no want of a place to preach. There are
many more calls than there are preachers to fill
• them. I preached seven miles out in a northeast direction last Sabbath, to a full. house of
attentive hearers, and at the close I inquired if
.·

•"f>'

RICH:i\WNDYILLE, Michigan,
August 25th, 1879.
Bro. Ilenry:-I will give you some account of
this place, and how we as a people are getting
along. I believe that we are all trying to live as
we profess, (with one or two exceptions), and the
officers of the different branches are trying to do
their duty. At the same time, however, enemies
are at work, trying to do what they think is their
duty. We have been interrupted a little in our
meetings, by members, class.leaders and ministers
of other faiths. · One class-leader and some others
were taken up and were about to be punished,
when they desired to settle it. Our brethren, not
desiring to put them to a great cost, settled with
them on easy terms. Others threw eggs, sticks,
stones, &c. The meeting was broken up, and the
people were forc'ed to run for their lives. The
school-house was damaged a little, but no person
received any great injury. We found out after.
wards that all they wanted, was, to take Bro.
Wilkey and me out and strip us and then string
us up. Nearly all are found out, and I think will
be punished. The law is for the lawless and disobedient ones; but they had been informed that
there was no law for the "Mormons." This had
only been said by their ministers and leading
members. Perhaps they think their craft is in
danger. But the officers of the law have done
justice so far. They gave them to understand
that we had as much law as any one else. At
another place after the meeting was dismissed a
few eggs came flying around me. But the end
of the school-house received the most of them.
The next day they repented and said they would
not do it again.
We have had additions to our branches. Bro.
.

,•

R. Davis and I have baptized about .• thirty this
summer, and there are several others believing.
I have been in several new places and done inuch
preaching; have been busy this month, and expect to be for some time yet. I administered to
a man the other day who has been troubled with
the erysipelas for seven years; has been doctored
very much, and spent forty acres of land over it.
He got nb better but rather grew worse. The
next day after the administration, he went to
work, and has never felt better for se,ven years
than he does now, so he testifies. God's power
has followed us in many other ways, let him be
praised. Your brother and co-worker,
J. J. CORNISH.
TAYLOR, Texas, Aug. 24th, 1879.

Bro. Henry :-This leaves me well and feeling
well. Our debate is over, but my opponent would
not stand to his written agreement to debate the
question according to the 8criptures. So we
took it turn about for three days and nights. I
found him to be one of the smallest men in honor
and fair djlaling that I ever met, and one of the
most tricky. In his effort to prove that there
were but twelve apostles, he set Matthias out entirely, and asserted that he was not called of God.
He would deny the Scriptures in order to carry
his point. He asserted that there never was a
priest in the Church but Christ. I am satisfied a
good work will be done here, if all goes right.
I never met a nobler band of Saints than there is
here now. We look for Bro. Bays in this part
soon. I will start home soon. I wish to attend
the fall Conference, if I can. Yours,
W. T. BozARTII.
J ACKBONYILLE, Kansas,
August 23d, 1870,
Dear Bretltren of tlte Herald :-Some of the
Saints may like to hear from the discussion, held
at this place, commencing on the 11th and continuing over two Sundays, closing the 17th, with
two sessions on that day, between Elder Norton
of the Christian Church and Elder M. T. Short,
of the Latter Day Saints.
1st Subject: L. L. Norton affirmed that the
Christian Church was the true Church of Christ.
Elder Short denied.
It is not worth while to state the result t~ a
Latter Day Saint.
2d Subject: Elder Short affirmed that Joseph
Smith was a true prophet of God. The discussion on this proposition lasted three nights and
one day, making five sessions of two hours each.
The excitement was at fever heat for a month before the debate commenced. On the first night
the audience resembled a large Methodist camp
meeting, and the interest and enthusiasm con.
tinned to the end of the debate. Both parties
have the reputation of being fine spf<akers and
able defenders of their peculiar faith'S. It was
also understood that they hung out the black
flag. Some came ten and some twenty miles to
hear. The contest was hot and earnest on both
sides, but good feeling and courtesy were manifested by both speakers, and the audience behaved
equally well without open manifestations of approval or disapproval.
As a matter of course we got a complete history of the Spaulding romance and the Smith
family, for two or three generations, rehearsed
from Pomeroy, Tucker and other anti-Mormon
writers, ventilating Joseph Smith and all his
clan of early followers. Certainly we .did, and
we would have been disappointed if we hadn't
been fed on that same old hash, that the Saints
have been chewing the last thirty years or more.
Elder Norton stated that a proposition that
proved too much' did not prove anything. This
was the case with many of his own witnesses.
Some of the audience saw the point and made a
· .
correct application of this rule.
The Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants
and Inspired Translation, all passed under a
criticism, but they stood the test better than
King James' Translation, when it, with all its
absurdities, was contrasted with the Inspired
Translation. That seemed to worry him and surprise some of the hearers, to think the Mormons
had a more sensible translation of the Scriptures
than they had themselves. Elder Norton admit.
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ted that the Saints had been driven at different
times from their homes by a lawless mob or
mobs; and he stated publicly that they were a
set of scoundrels and murderers, and should
have been hung long ago, no diflerence whether
they were pretended Christians, or what they
were. I say amen. Few anti-Mormons less post.
ed than he is will admit that much. The opposers thought brother Short would run out of
ammunition on this proposition in a protracted
discussion, but his magazine never became exhausted, and his last effort surpassed the first,
bringing arguments from the Bible, Book of
Mormon and history that were, are, and always
will be unanswerable, for the truth will endure
forever. I think some good will come out of
this discussion, and the Master's cause be honored. Nevertheless, the masses are hardening
their hearts, turning away their ears, and can not
see a far off, yet the coming of the Lord hasteneth.
And while they are asking for signs, God himself is giving them fast, yet they perceive them
not. It is evident that Elder Norton did not convince all his hearers that Joseph Smith was a
false prophet, for the next day after the debate
ceased, Bro. Short baptized two intelligent young
ladies. Your brother in Christ.
J. B. GRAIIAIII.
INDEPENDENCE, Missouri,
August 31st, 1879.
Bro. Joseph:-We have just closed our quarterly conference. The Spirit of God was manifested in the gifts and blessings. I rejoice that I
have been spared to hear again the gospel of our
Lord preached. My heart rejoices when I think
of the promises to them that do the will of the
Father and keep his commandments. These
shall enter into that rest prepared for all the
Saints. The work of building a house of worship is progressing, considering the circumstances
under which it was commenced. The district
numbers one hundred and seventy-five members,
one hundred and twenty-one of whom belong to
the Independence Branch. There are so many
calls for Elders that I cry out in my soul, 0, that
I were a fit subject for my Master's use, that I
might assist to spread this glorious gospel to a
sin stricken and dying world; but in humbleness
of heart I say, "'fhy will, 0 Lord, and not mine
be done." Ever desiring the welfare of the cause,
and the redemption of Zion, I remain, with you
and all the Saints, in the bonds of love.
JOliN S. pAGE.
MILLERSBURG, Illinois,
August 26th, 1879.
Em. Joseph and Henry:-I am now staying
here for a little time. I attended the Saints'
meeting on Sabbath, and preached in t:4e forenoon; social and prayer meeting in the afternoon. The church seems to be in unity, and doing well. Bro. Joseph Terry presides. I preached here last evening. I was with the Buffalo
Prairie Branch one Sabbath; preached to them
in the forenoon; had a social and prayer meeting
in the afternoon. Bro. Larew js president of the
branch. '\Ve were blessed in all our meetings.
I there preached the funeral sermon of Bro.
Joseph Fuller, who lived near New Boston. Bro.
Jesse Adams assisted me. I felt blessed with
freedom and liberty in presenting the gospel upon
the occassion. I think of stopping over another
Sabbath in this part, and then return to West
Buffalo, Iowa, to attend the District Conference
there, September 6th and 7th. Yours in the
gospel covenant,
C. G. LANPHEAR.
MILLVIEW, Escambia Co., Florida,
J\'Iay 15th, 1879.
Bro. Joseph:-On April 28th, I received a blessing, which I desire to speak of for the encouragement of my brothers and sisters. I had been very
sick for several days, with such a pain in my
head, that it appeared that I could not stand it.
I told my husband to cut off my hair. He disliked to, but I insisted so he cut it off; that appeared to ease my head for awhile, but about
twelve o'clock it grew worse. All that could be
done for my relief was done, but to no effect.
They wanted me to send for the elders, but I told
them no; it appeared to me that a confusion was

in the branch, and it was not right to send for
them until that was settled. I thought that God
would not hold me responsible for not sending
for them under the circumstances. On Monday
I got worse, and all thought I would die. I was
in the spirit all day; sensible of some things
which were passing, but of some things I was
not. My husband, my mother, my aunt, and a
young lady who was staying with me through
my illness, thought I would be sure to die in the
evening. I told them to go away and leave me;
they all went out of the house, I closed my eyes,
and there appeared before me a child, the purest
I ever saw, with prettiest blue eyes. It came
towards me until it came to my bedside, smiling
all the time; it appeared to remain for a moment
then disappear. I called my friends, and they
came and I told them what I had seen. When
the child left, the pain left also; and I have not
had a symptom of it since. I give God all the
glory for the blessings he has bestowed upon me.
'fhis is my testimony to all, praying for all the
8aints that they may live faithfully. I know the
church is right, and the blessings are for all who
live faithfully to God's law. Your sister in Christ,
ELAFARE DONALDSON.

resolutions presented _by them were adopted, as
expressing the feelings of this conference. The
clerk was instructed to send a copy for publication in the Herald.
The auditing committee reported finding the reports of the Bishop's Agent and Treasurer of the
district correct, as follows :
Bishop's Agent's Report.-••Total amoant received $108 45; paid to the Bishop $75, the poor
$8, the traveling ministry $6, the treasury of the
district $8.30-total paid out $97.30; balance on
hand $11.15-total $108.45."
Treasurer's Report.-"Total received from five
cent fund $106 93, received from Bishop's Agent
$8.30-$115.23; expended for district expenses
$115.23."
Preaching at 10 am., Sunday, by John Gilbert
and John Smith. Testimony meeting at 2 p.m.
Preaching at 7 p.m, by T. W. Smith.
Adjourned to Fall River, Mass , Sept. 20th,
1879, at six p m.

N t~n·thaEastern lVhconshm

Di~>h•ict.

A conference met at Binghamton, Wis., June
28th, 1879; W. S. Montgomery, president; P. 0.
Cornell and Joseph Lampert, clerks.
BLAIR, Neb., Aug. 31st, 1871l.
Elders Wm. S. Montgomery, J. M. Wait and D.
Dear Herald :-I am out in the field doing all B. Rasey reported.
the good I can, preaching where I have oppor-. Binghamton Branch (only one in the district.)
tunity, and have good liberty in speaking. My reported by P. 0. Cornell, who said. he could not
health is not so good as I wish; but the Lord's give fully the standing of the bran.ch. He also
will be done. I am his servant. I pray the Lord resigned as branch clerk, on account of removal.
THOMAS GALLEY.
Resolved that all members of the Church, in
to bless my brethren.
- - - - ·.....~
this district, who wi:ll not conform to the law or
,~r/li4l1r~~'fi'~MI',.fii\~A
commandments of this Church, but will follow the
~!\i'l>lt~~J!,!It<llt!lt!ltl•'·
vain amusements of the world, such as dancing,
etc., after being admonished and do not reform,
sha.ll be disfellowshipped.
Massadnt!'ieU!l Diish.'ict.
At 7:30, preaching by D. B. Rasey.
A conference was held at Providence, R. I., May
June 29th.-Resolved that all scattered mem17th and 18th, 1879; T. W. Smith, president pro
tem; F. A. Potter and Joseph Woodward, clerks. bers belonging to this branch shall be notified by
Branch Reports.-Providence 128; 11 baptized, Herald or by letter, and if they will not report to
13 received by letter. Fall River 102; 25 baptized. tho branch, they shall be counted as scattered
Dennisport 84; 11 baptized, 1 received by vote. members.
That we pay Bro. J. M. Wait for the time he was
Douglas 19 ; 6 baptized, 1 received by vote. Bosout, preaching.
ton 33. Plainville 16.
H was also spoken of to try and raise money to
Thirteen Elders reported in person, and six by
letter; also three Priests, five Teachers and six have Bro. Wm. B. Smith here at our next confer.ence.
Deacons in person.
At 10:30., preaching by Wm. S. Montgomery·;
T. W. Smith, C. E. Brown and C. N. Brown were
appointed to draft resolutions expressing sympathy at 2 p.m., a testimony and sacrament meeting; at
of this conference with Bro. Joseph Smith in his 7:30p.m, preaching by D. B. Rasey, followed by
J. M. Wait.
bereavement by the loss of his mother.
Adjourned to same place Sept. 27th and 28th,
Wm. Bradbury, Charles Coombs and John Holt
were appointed an auditing committee to receive 1879.
all financial reports. The report of the auditing
L®udon District.
committee of last conference was reconsidered and
referred to them. The financial reports of the
A conference convened at Carlingford, Perth
Bishop's Agent, preaident of the district, and dis- county, Ontario, June 7th and 8th, 1879; W. H.
trict clerk were handed in, and referred to the Kelley, president protem.; J. A. Mcintosh, clerk.
committee.
Branch Reports.-Qp,rlingford 17; 2 baptized,
The auditing committee reported finding the :re- 3 removed by letter. B9,yham 14; 1 marriage.
port of the district clerk correct, and recommended St. Thomas f22 ; 3 baptized, 1 died, 1 marriage.
that the report of the Bishop's Agent and district London, Toronto ~,nd Usborne not reported.
clerk be referred back to them for correction,
Elders' Reports by Letter: T. A. Phillips (bapwhich was adopted.
tized 1) ; E. Harrington (baptized 4) ; Joseph
A letter was read from Potter M. Bates, request- Luff (baptized 15). In person: G. Mottashed
ing to be admitted again as a member of the Church. (bttptized 2) ; J. A. Mcintosh (baptized 2); Sam'l
H was referred to C. E. Rrown, Wm. Bradbury Brown (baptized 2).
and T. W. Smith, who were empowered to act.
Priests' Reports: By letter, G. H. Graves (colA letter was received from Bro. Wm. Hilton and ored), who has preached in four places. In perreferred to the same committee.
son: E. Sparks, C. Pearson, G. Herrington (bapResolved that the district clerk be authorized to tized 2), and John Baddon.
purchase a new district record, and that the funds
Teachers A. Clow, J. Cornish and R. Brown,
be furnished out of the treasury of the district.
and Deacon J. Thornby reported.
Resolved that the question as to whether or not
Bro. Joseph Luff (at his own request) was rethe Brookline Branch is in a disorganized condi- leased as district president, having been appointed
tion, be referred to the district president, to report by General Conference on a mission.
at next conference.
Resolved that we recommend Samuel Brown to
C. E. Brown was chosen president and F. A. Bishop Rogers for appointment as bis agent for
Potter cle1·k of the district.
London District.
E. N. Webster resigned as Bishop's Agent and
W. H. Kelley gave some very in'ipor~ant advice
treasurer of the district,, and handed in his report a nit directions for the Bishop's Agen't, also ,conas corrected. His resignation was accepted, and cerning tithing, freewill and other offerings, rephis reports referred to the auditing committee. resenting the merits of the financial system, and
John Smit.h was chosen treasurer of the district, it is to b'e hoped, that from the brief but-lucid
and was also recommended to the Bishop to be his manner in which he presented H, that there will
Agent for this district.
be no want of confidence on the part of the brethThe committee on resolutions of condolence to ren to place moneys in the hands of the Bishop's
the President of the Church :reported, and the Agent, whom we recommend to all ihe brethren,
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as a safe and reliable man and brother. The'
agent is requested to keep account of all amounts,
with the names of the persons contributing, and
so report to the Bishop.
Committees were appointed to examine affairs
in Carlingford, Bay ham and London branches;
Brn. Kelly, Mcintosh and Harrington for London,
and Brn. Kelley, Mcintosh and Mottashcd for
Bay ham and Carlingford.
At 7:30 p.m., a social meeting, conducted by
Bro. Samuel Brown, and some of the most cheering
testimonies we have been pleased to hear were
given.
Preaching on Sunday by G. MoHashed and W.
H. Kelley.
Adjourned to London in November, day to be
appointed by the president.

Wale§, '\Ve!ltern District.
A conference was held at Llansamlet, Wales,
July 20th, 1879; A. N. Bishop, presiding; David
Williams, secretary.
The president addressed the conference on its
duties as a body of Elders.
Branch Reports.-Llansamlet 17, 5 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized, 1 re.
ceived. Ystradgynlais 7, 3 Elders, 1 Priest; 1
removed by letter.
Llanelly 53, 11 Elders, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon ; 1 baptized. Aberaman 26,
5 Elders, 1 Deacon; 6 baptized, 1 expelled.
Condition of Branches.-Llansamlet in good
state; all feeling well and trying to do their duty.
Ystradgynlais, very few members, and they
scattered. Llanelly, only middling well, as members do not see eye to eye yet; some people come
to hear the gospel.
E!derJ. R. Gibbs reported doing out-dooi' preaching and having a good hearing. David Lewis
done out-door preaching. Richard Thomtts, John
Samuel, Wm. Baasett, Robert Evans, Benj. Davies,
David Williams; Priest Evan Morgan and Teaoher
Thomas Lewis reported.
U was decided by the conference that they must
have a hymn book in the Welsh language.
Sermons were had by J. R. Gibbs and A. N.
Bishop.
Adjourned to Llanelly, Sept. 28th, 1879.

___

,,",._.__

N ma·thm:East JjJ:issoul'i Dish•iict.
A conference met in Oak Ridge School House,
Macon counl.y, Missouri, August 2d, 1879; John
Taylor in the chair; E. L. Page, clerk; John T.
Williams, assistant clerk.
Branch Reports.-Hanibal 21, 4 Elders; no
change. Bevier, at h>st. report 64, present 08, 10
Elders, 3 Priests, 4 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 3 baptized, 2 received, 1 expelled. Salt River, at last
report 23, present 21, 1 Elder, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher;
2 expelled. Renick 16, 1 Seventy, 1 Elder, 1
Deacon; 1 baptized, 1 received .and 1 removed by
letter.
Elders J. T. Phillips, D. D. Jones, Robert
Thrutchley, G. T. Griffiths (baptized 1G), .J. I<'.
Thomas, Charles Perry, J. :!.'. Williams, E. L.
Page· and John Taylor reported in person, and
T. D. Iteese by letter. Priest D. F. Winn, and
Teachers Hiram Whit~, Jaeob Waltenbaugh and
John Jones reported.
Resolved that a series of two-days meetings be
held.
The Bishop's Agent said that but G5 cents had
been received by him, and he did not feel satisfied
with the little encouragement afforded him. J. T.
Phillips gave his views of the duties of the Saints
in this respect. G. T. Griffiths gave a lucid and
practical exposition of the cares and necessities of
the. ministry, and said that the reason why this
district was so much in lack of a traveling ministry, was for want of means at control of Bishop's
Agent. Bro. Phillips spoke of the necessity of
sustaining, by our contributions, the Bishop's
Agent, and thus too keep funds in the district for
the spread of the work. J. T. Williams said that
when the traveling Elders received money in the
several branches, a receipt should be required of
them, which should be handed to the Bishop's
Agent, who would report to Bishop l'togers, and
thus show what this district does to support the
ministry.
Resolved that the branch presidents in this dis-

trict receive, as treasurers, all moneys, and report
to the Bishop's Agent.
That all officers in this district be required to
report to each conference, either in person or by
letter.
The duties of the Deacon were spoken upon, and
the law read upon the subject.
Evening, J. T. Phillips preached·
Sunday, preaching at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., by
John Taylor. At 7:30 p. m., preaching by G. T.
Griffith.
Adjourned to Renick, Randolph county, Mo.,
November 2d, 1879.

Florida District.

Branch, placing it once in Massachusetts, and
once in Rhode Island. It belongs in the latter
state, though it is in the Massachusetts District.
HENRY A. STEBBINS,
Church Secretary and Recorder.
OBITUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each additional eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prominent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.

BoJ•n.
PuasLEY.-At London, Ontario, May 18th, 1879,
to brother and sister Pugsley, a daughter; name,
Margarette Ritche. Blessed by W. H. Kelley.
DEMPSTER.-At Plum Hollow, Fremont county,
Iowa, August 21th, 1879, to Bro. B. W. and Sr. M.
A. Dempster, a son; name Charles William.
l'lfarried.
FYFIELD-W ARD.-By Elder Wm. Cook, at. his
residence near Council Bluffs, Iowa, l.Vlr. William
w d
s d A
Fyfield to Sr. Mercy ar , on un ay,
ugust
1879
·
Bd,
And may these two

A conference was held in Perseverance Branch,
Baldwin county, Alabama, July 5th and 6th, 1879;
H. C. Smith, president protem; L. F. West, clerk
pro tem.
Branch Reports.-Perseverance 64; 2 Elders,
2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized, 1 expelled. Other branches not reported.
Official Reports: H. C. Smith, of the Seventy;
Elders L. F. West, J. H. Givins and Jesse Reeder.
Priests James Falk and David Donaldson; Teach·
era 1'. M. Gandy and Deacon Wm. Manning reWho one, have become
ported,
Remain undivided
L. F. West was recommended to the Board of
Tlll life's work is done.
Publication as a suitable one to act as their agent
Died.
in this district for the sale of books.
' MALLETT.-In Liverpool, England, April 12th,
Whereas there exists in Eureka Branch dissat· 1878, Bertha Eliza Mallett, daughter of Daniel and
isfaotion concerning the election of one of its Ann Neal, formerly of Berkeley, Gloucestershire,
officers: Resolved that we do hereby request all England. (Age not stated).
the officers .of said branch (except James Kelley,
NEAL.-At Ryegate, oryunty of Surrey, England,
the Deacon), to resign; and we recommend that an Ann, wife of Daniel Neal, daughter of George and
electon be held for officers of said branch, and that Rebecca Bloodworth, of Wiley, Gloucestershire,
a general notice be given of the time and place of England, aged 62 years. She was ba.ptized March,
holding said election.
1844, and joined the Reorganization, June, 1866.
Re2olveil that Priest Duncan M. Sween~y be re- She was a faithful member, and spent. her life in
leased from all official standing in the Church.
promoting its interests.
I'reaching Saturday evening by L. F West.
JoRDAN -At Deloit, Crawford county, Iowa,
Sunday: At 8:30a.m., prayer meeting, Bro. J. August 11th, 1879, of diphtheria, Johnnie, son of
H. Givins in charge. At 10:30 am., preaching Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jordan, aged 7 years, 6
by H. C. Smith. He spoke of the evidences of months and 16 days. Discourse by Elder E. T.
Christianity, examined some prominent objections Dobson.
urged by skeptics against the Christian system,
and closed by a stirring appeal to the congregation,
BLODGETT.-At Cameron, Clinton county, Mo.,
and said: "When skeptics tell you they don't be- on the 15th day of August, 1879, Andrew Selva,
lieve this, that., nor the other, ask them what they son of A. J. and Sarah A. Blodgett, aged 1 year,
do believe; and likely you will find that they be· 5 months a:nd 15 days.
He's gone to God, the giver,
lieve nothing-that they are all negative and
He rests from pain and woe,
nothing positive. When they complain that ChrisHe can't return to ua again,
tianity is divided, enquire if they are united, and
But we to him may go.
if you find any two of them that agree in all things
TAYLOR.-At Hannibal, Missouri, August 4th,
you will find something that I have not found. 1879, of cholera infantum, Adelina Taylor, aged 1
If we will make up o·ur minds not to abandon year, 8 months and 9 days, daughter of Bro. and
Christianity till something better-more consistent, Sr. Wallace Taylor. •·Suffer little children to come
desirable, calculated to do our race more good- unto me."-Jesus. Funeral discourse by brother
is presented us, we will not be found in the ranks John 'fay lor.
of skepticism very soon." At 3 p m., L. F. West
SALISBURY.-Near Burnside, Illinois, August
preached. At 7 p. m., H. C. Smith preached.
15th, 1879, Joseph A. Salisbury, aged 5 years,
Adjourned to Coldwater Branch, Florida, Nov. 11 months, and 11 days. Eight days afterward,
4th, at 10 a.m., 1879.
o:n August 23d, Ernest Salisbury, brother of
Joseph A., departed this life, aged 3 years and 3
months, and was laid beside his little brother, in
the cemetery at Webster. Diseases, malignant
diphtheria. These little ones were sons of Don C.
Bisboi,}'§ Agent Appointed.
and Sybia Salisbury. Funeral sermon by Elder
Having been notified by J. A. Mcintosh, clerk Joseph A. Crawford, at the residence of the parof the London, Ontario, District, that said district ents, August 23d, 1879.
BATTEN.-At Briar Hill, St Clair county, Illiat its late conference made choice of Bro. SAMUEL
BROWN of ~rlingford, for recommendation to me nois, August 5th, 1879, sister Hannah Batten,
a,s my agent in said district., I hereby do appoint, daughter of James and Mary Batten, aged 15
trusting that the Saints therein will sustain him years, 7 months and 20 days. Her disease was
by :financial means, as well as by vote, so that the erysipelas on the brain. The day previous to her
work may be aided in that district and elsewhere, death she saw her mother weeping over her. She
said: "If you knew what I kno.w you would not
by their offerings and tithings.
wish me to get well, to live in a wicked world like
I. L. RoGERS, Presiding Bishop.
SANDWicrr, Ills., Sept. 6th, 187~.
this." Thus one by one we are passing away,
Funeral discourse by Elder D. D. B1tbcock. ~·ext,
Psalms 116: 15.
F.rn·ata.
In-the report of the Church Secretary and ReAddrcsse§.
corder, in the Herald for May 1st, 18i9, there wall
an error in copying, so that Dennisport Br~nch, Jacob Reese, ~'reasurer of the funds of tlie Pitts·
burg District, No. 10, Dinwiddie street, PittsMassachusetts, was represented as having only 11
burg, Pa.
membera; it should han been 72. The Fall River
Branch only had a credit of 14, when it should George Mottashed, 352 Grey-st., London, Ont.
have been 7 7. I very ni ucb. regret these errors, James Kemp, Hutchinson Jefferson Co., Colorado.
and make my apology to these branches for the Glaud Rodger, Sedgwick, Decatur Co., Iowa.
mistake, as well as in duplicating Simmonsville Joseph Luff, Box 50, Plano, Kenda.U Co., Illinois.
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To the Stockholders of the Oa·der
of Enocb..

8 pages. 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
Trial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection,
32 pages, 8 cents each, 75 cents per dozen.
We are now prepared to do Job Printing at the Prophecy on the late Rebellion,
20 cents per hundred.
following prices, in good style arid on good stock,
postage or expressage prepaid.
'fiJiir .An assortment of Tracts 50 cents.
500 Note Heads, ruled ............ $2 50
IN GERMAN LANGUAGE.
1,000
"
" ............ 4 00
Who Then Can be Saved,
500 Letter Heads, ruled .•••••••.• 3 50
4 pages, 25 cents per dozen; $1.40 per hundred.
1,000 "
"
"
•••..••.• 5 50
Pamphlets:
500 Bill Heads, two sizes, ruled, •• 3 50
Complete aet of Tracts, 270 pages, bound in limp
1,000
"
"
5 00
cloth turned in, 75c. eaoh, postage paid.
500 Monthly Statements, ruled ...• 2 50
Rules of Order and Debate for all the Deliberative
1,000
"
"
4 60
Assemblies of the Church; also a Chapter on
500 Envelopes, No.5, ............ 2 50
Branch Rules, and one on Reports of Branches
500 Hand Bills, 6 x 9 inches • • • • . • 2 25
and Districts,
500 Business Cards, No. 2 •••••.••• 2 20
32 mo., 128 pages, bound in limp cloth 50 cents.
1 000 "
"
"
3 25
Visions of Joseph Smith the Seer, Discoveries of
500
No. 3 ......... 2 40
Ancient American Records and Relics, with
1,000 "
"
3 50
the Statement of Dr. Lederer (Cortverted Jew)
500
'' No.4 .... ~···~ 2 50
and others,
1,000 "
3 65
In colored covers, 48 pages, by mail 15 cents each.
500
''
No.5~·~··o·~• 2 90
Voice of Warning and Instruction to all People,
135 pages. A pocket edition of this old and reliable little
1,000
"
"
3 80
work on the doctrine and history of the latter day work is
25 Visiting Cards, mixed colors....
20
for snle at 50 cents each,. cloth covers, or 25 cents paner
50
"
"
"
"
35
covers.
~ Prices of other work given on applica- Songs of Zion, by T. W. Smith,
40 pages, 10c. each, $1 per dozen.
tion. Proofs furnished when desired.
Concordance to Book of Covenants,
24 pages, 10 cents.•
PUBLI CATI 0 NS ISSUED AND FOR SALE Trial of the Witnesses, to the Resurrection of Jesus-a
Legal Argument,
BY THE
36 po,ges, 10 cents each.
Board of Publication of the Re01'ganized Church,

PRICE LIST of JOB PRINTING

The Stockholders of the First United Order of
Enoch.are hereby notified ·that it has been decided
by the Board of Directors that, as the work for
which the company wa9 organized, seems to have
been accomplished, it would be well now to dissolve the association as such, and at the ensuing
election of directors, to be held at Galland's Grove,
Iowa, during the session of the General Conference, which will convene there, September 24th,
1879, appoint a committee to appraise the land and
other property, and, as soon as can be done, sell
it and divide the net proceeds according to the
shares held by each stockholder.
But, according to the law of the State of Iowa,
this dissolution and. settlement can onl:r be accomplished by the unanimous vote of all the stock·
holders concerned. Hence the necessity of each
one either being present to vote in person, or sending to or by some one a written authorization to
cast their vote or votes for them. If you favor
dissolving the company, and a settling up .of the
the affairs, then write upon your vote the words,
"For disorganization."
If letters and votes for proxies are not sent in
time to reach the brethren at their homes before
conference, they may be sent to Dunlap, Harrison
county, Iowa, care of Alex·. 1\IcCord, where I may
also be addresseJ. Be careful to send to some one
who is certain to be present. The present Board
Licenses and Notices:
consists of D. Dancer, E. Banta, Wm. Hopkins,
AT THEIR PUBLISHING HOUBll
Elder's, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's, Licenses, per
P. Cadwell, C. A. Beebe, I. L. Rogers, and Alex·.
IN PLANO, KENDALL COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
dozen,
12
cents.
McCord.
D. DANCER, President.
Blank Notices for Lectures, Preaching, and· Two Days' Meet-

---ototo--,-

Independence Chapel .Futul.

CARD FRO~I INDEPENDENCE, Mo.-We, a commit-

tee appointed by the Conference of the Independ

ence District of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Lat$cer Day Saints; to build a house of
worship in Independence, Jackson county, Missouri hereby solicit aid from the members of
· d 'ch •h
d
1 f om all uei hbors and
sa.1
nrc • an ' a 80. ;
g
friends, who may feel Wlllmg to help us.
All moneys should be forwarded toW. P. Bro~n,
"Tr~asurer," Independen~e, Jackson cou!lty, MIS·
ao~L:. · As Independence IS the final restmg pl~ce
where the· Saints expect to gather and receive
their inheritance, we hopo that all who feel intereated will try and help us. We have secured a
lot, and the work will soon be under way.
J
Brackenbury, W. P. Brown, Charles M.
• b
s G M
'lt
S 0 h .ro d.er, C. C. F•ns
ey, . • ayo, comm1 ee.

w

Notice to Book A~ents aJ!HI T•·avcl·
ing Eldea·s.
On and after September 15th, 1879, all subscriptions to Herald and Hope on credit, received from
Book Agents, or Traveling Elders, will be charged
to the account of the agent or .elder so ordering,
and aU moneys (except that sent to the Bishop),
whether for subscription or for books, will be
credited to them. We do this to prevent possible
mistakes arising from crediting moneys sent for
papers to book account, or visa versa, either·
through omission of detail on the part of those
sending, or a misunderstanding of directions on
the part of the Office Secretary. Agents will
be particular to caution parties when desiring
to pay such subscription, to remit through them.
The above applies to new subscriptions only, and
not- to renewals.

General Conference Notice.

;f

The committee
arrangements hereby give notice concerning the General Conference, to be held
at Galland's Grove, Iowa, beginning on Wednesday, September 24th, 1879, that teams will be at
Dow City, (formerly Dowville), on the Chicago and
North- Western Railroad, on the ·day before and on
the first day of the conference, to meet the eastern
and western trains, to convey to the conference
grounds those who come by rail. Also, for the
teams of those who drive, hay will be sold (as last
fall) for five cents a feed, or ten cents per day.
·Neither do we intend any to go without, if they
have not the wherewith to pay.
·
Signed, J. Hawley, B. F. Homer, L. Crnndall,
J. Cross and J. Porter, committee.

Tracts:

No. 1. Mountain of the Lord's House.
8 pages,20 cm•ts per dozen, $1~30 per hnndred.
No. 2. Truth Made Manifest..
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hnndred.
No. 3. Voice of the Good Shepherd.
4 pages, s.cents per doz~n, 60 cents per J:nndred.
No. 4. Epitome of Fa1th and Doctrme.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 30 cents per hnndred.
No.5. The Gospel.
2 pages, 6 cents per dozen, 35 cents per hnndred.
No. 6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects,
Pre-Requisites, and Design; and Who Shall
Administer.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 7. Who Then Can be Saved.
. 4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 8. Fullness of the Atonement .
16 pages,~o.cents..per doz~n, $2 per hundred.
.
No. 9. Sp1ntuahsm V1ewed from a Scr1ptural
Standpoint.
20 pages, 40 cents per dozen, $3 per hundred.
No. 10. The Narrow Way.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozea, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 11. The Plan of Salvation.
18 pages, 35 cents per dozen, $2.60 per hnndred.
No. 12. The Bible versus Polygamy.
14 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $1.90 per hundred.
No. 14. Reply to Orson Pratt.
•16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 15. Idolatry.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 16. Polygamy; Was it an Original Tenet of
the Church?
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hnndred.
No. 17. The Successor in the Prophetic Office
and PresideMy of the Church.
16 pages, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred.
No. 18. Rejection of the Church.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No.20. The "One Body;" or the Ghurch of
Christ under the Apostleship and under the
Apostasy. ,
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 per hnndred.
No. 21. Truths by Three Witnesses.
one page, 5 cents per dozen, 20 cents per hundred.
No. 22. Faith and Repentance.
8 pages, 20 cents per dozen, $1.30 per hundred.
No. 23. Baptism.
10 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.60 per hnndred.
No. 24. The Kingdom of G.od.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred,
No. 25. Laying on of Hands.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hnndred.
No. 26. Mountain of the Lord's House.
4 pages, 8 cents per dozen, 60 cents per hundred.
No. 27. The Sabbath Question.
12 pages, 25 cents per dozen, $1.75 cents per hundred.
No. 28. The Basis of Polygamy: a Criticism upon
the (so, called) Revelation of July 12th., 1843.
8 pages, 20 cents a dozen, $1.30 a hundred.
A Memorial to Congress,

Ings, each, per hundred, ......
Preaching Notices, smaller, per hundred,

50
40

Sunday Scllool Tickets :
Tickets for Prompt Attendance, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Ticliets for Good Behavior, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Tickets for 1, 2, 3, or 4 Lessons, per 100, 15c., per 1000
Reward Cards, per 100
.......

100
1 00
1 00
60

Sheet Music:
Safe in the Fold, per dozen lOc., Feed my Lambs, per dozen 10
Song of a Cheerful Spirit, per doz. lOc., Harvest Chorus
10

Blank Books:
Branch Records, well.bound in Leather backs and

corners, muslin sides, printed headings, and ruled for
Record of Members' Names, Blessing of Children, and for
Jlfarriages; also blank paper for recording minutes of

Branch Business Meetings. Every branch should have

one. Price: for large branches,
The same, for smaller branches

3 00
2 00

District Records, printed headings and ruled. for
1,248 names, and bound same as above
3 00
Branch Finance Books, headed and ruled for
Receipts and Expenditures of money, for Branch, Dis•
trict, and General Church Funds; price 35 cento.
Baptism, Confirmation, and Ordination Certificates
bound in llexible covers, 40 cents each.
Sunday School Class Books, 12c. each.

Miscellaneous:
Five Quires of Note Paper, 125 sheets, free of postage,
Do.
do.
do.
Do.
do.
do.
One Quire of Note Paper and a Packageof Envelopes
One Quire of Letter Paper and a Package of Envelopes
Emerson's Ready Dinder, old Herald sizo
new {'
"
"
"
"

Baldwin's Ancient America
........
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vola.
Cruden's Condensed Concordance of the Bible, cloth
"

"

"

Complete

"

Brown's Concordance of the Bible,

The Koran
The Bible Text Book,
Apocryphal New Testament

leather

cloth

35
40
50
15
25
70
85

2 25

6 30

1 75
2 00
2 75
60
3 60

100
1 65

Pictures.
I ha'ie now ready a gronp picture of the authOrities of the

Church, the First Presidency, the Apostles and t).le Bishopric,
with Joseph and Hyrum, the martyrs, eighteen in number, all
placed in order on a card for framing. Price one dollar each,
or in clubs of eleven for ten dollars. Size of card 14x17

inches.

Sample copies, album. size, sent by mail for fifteen

cents.
Address,

J. H. MERRIAM,

Stewartsville, DeKalb Co., Mo.

SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plano 1
Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of the Re·
organized Church..of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
is edited by JOSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.~5 per
'THE SAINTS' HERALD

Is published

year. All remittances, orders, and business

cornmuniq~tions

intended for the office of publication, niust 1;><> directed to
Henry A. Stebbins, Bof1! 50, Plano, Kendall Cl>., lll3. Money
m~y be seat Draft on Chicago, Post Office Ordar on Plano, by
rogistered letter, or by Express; but there lo very little rloki
in sending small sums of money in an ordinary letter.
.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEl, TO PREACH TO THEM THAT DWELI, ON THE EARTH '·· ···, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO Hnr, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS Co~m."-llEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGY THY TRUTH; THY WORD IS TRUTII."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF TilE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.

"l

Vol.

26.-Whole No. 427.

PLANO, ILLINOIS, OCTOBER 1, 1879.

LAST TESTIMONY OF SISTER EMMA.
In a conversation held in the Herald Office
during the early days of the present year, between Bishop Rogers, Elders W. W. Blab;,
H. A. Stebbins and a few others, leading
minds in the Church, it was thought advisable
to secure from Mother Bidamon, (Sister
Emma Smith), her testimony upon certain
points upon which various opinions existed;
and to do thiH, it was decided ~to present to
her a few prominent questions, which were
penned and agreed upon, the answers to which
might, so far as she was concerned, settle these
differences of opinion. In accordance with
this understanding the Senior Editor of the
HERALD visited Nauvoo, in February last,
arriving on the {th and remaining until the
10th. Sister Emma answered the questions
freely and in the presence of hel,' husband,
Th1
L • C B'd
ajor ewis · 1 amon, who was generapy
present in their sitting-room where the ~lti~
versation took place. We were more partie~·
ular in this, because it had been frequently
stated to us: "Ask yo,ur mother, she knows:."
"Why don't you ask your mother; she dare
not deny these things." "You do not dare to
ask your mother !"
Our thought was, that if we had lacked
courage to ask her, because we feared the
answers she might give, we would put aside
that fear; and, whatever the worst might be,
we would hear it. The result is given below;
it having been decided to giv 8 the statements
to the readers of the HERALD, in view of the
death of Sister Emma having occurred so soon
after she made them, thus giving them the
charac~er of a last testimony.
It is intended to incorporate these questions
and answers in the forthcoming history of the
Reorganization.
We apologized to our mother for putting
the questions respecting polygamy and plural
wives, as we felt we ought to do.
Question.-Who performed .· the marriage
ceremony for Joseph Smith and Emma Hale?
When? Wh(re?
Answer.-I was married at South Bainbridge, New York; at the house of Squire
Tarbell, by him, when I was in my 22d or
23d year.

We here suggested that Mother Smith's
History gave the date of the marriage as
January 18th, 1827. To this she replied:
l think the date correct. My certificate of
marriage was lost many years ago, in some of
the marches we were forced to make.
In answer to a suggestion by ~fl that she
might mistake about who marriedll\father and
herself; and that it was rumored,l:that it was
Sidney Rigdon, or a Presbyterian clergyman,
she stated:
·
It was not Sidney Rigdon, for I did not see
him for years after that. It was not a Presbyterian clergyman. I was visiting at Mr.
Stowell's, who lived in Bainbridge, and saw
your father therE(. I had no intention of marrying when I left home; but, during my visit
at l\ir. Stowell's, your father visited me there.
My folks were bitterly opposed to him; and,
being importuned by your father, aided by
Mr. Stowell, who urged me to marry him, and
preferring to marry him to any other man I
knew, I consented. We went to Squire Tarbell's and were married. Afterwatds, when
father found that I was married, he sent for
:us. The account in Mother Smith's History
is substantially correct as to date and place.
'Your father bought your uncle Jesse's [Hale]
place, off father's farm, and we lived there till
the Book Qf Mormon was translated; and I
thinkp;p,blished. I was not in Palmyra long.
Q
= · many ch'ld
d'd
I
h
.· . noyv
1 ren 1 you ose, mot er,
before I:w.as born?
A. ~4ere were three. I buried one in
Pennsylvania, and a pair of twins in Ohio.
Q. Who were the twins that died?
A. They were not named.
Q. Who were the twins whom you took to
raise?
·
A. I lost twins. Thirs. Murdock had twins
and died. Bro. Murdock came to me and
asked me to take them, and I took the babes.
Joseph died at eleven months. They were
both sick when your father was mobbed. The
mob who tarred and feathered him, left the
door open when they went out with him, the
child relapsed and died. Julia lived, though
weaker than the boy.
Q. When did you first know Sidney Rigdon?
Where?
A. I was residing at father Whitmer's, when
I first saw Sidney Rigdon. I think he came
there.
Q. Was this before or after the publication
of the Book of Mormon?
A. The Book of Mormon had been translated and published some time before. Parley
P. Pratt had united with the Church before I
knew Sidney Rigdon, or heard of him. At
the time the Book of Mormon was translated
there was no church organized, and Rigdon
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did not become acquainted with Joseph and
me till after the Church was established in
1830. How long after that I do not know,
but it was some time.
Q. Who were scribes for father when translating the Book of Mormon?
A. :!Ylyself, Oliver Cowdery, r.iartin Harri8,
and my brother, Reuben Hale.
Q. Was Alva Hale one?
.A. I think not. He may have written
some; but if he did, I do not remember it.
Q. What about the revelation on Polygamy? Did Joseph Smith have anything like
it? What of spiritual wifery?
A There was no revelation on either polygamy, or spiritual wives. There were some
rumors of something of the sort, of which I
asked my husband. He assured me that all
there was of it was, that, in a chat about plural
wives, he had said, "Well, such a system. might
possibly be, if everybody was agreed to it, and
would behave as they Ahould; but they would
not; and, besides, it was contrary to the will of
heaven."
No such thing as polygamy, or spiritual
wifery, was taught, publicly or privately, before my husband's death, that I have now, or
ever had any knowledge of.
Q. Did he not have other wives than your·
self?
,
A. He had no other wife but me; nor did
he to my knowledge ever have. .
·
Q. Did he not hold marital relation with
women other than yourself?
A. He did Iiot have improper relations with
any woman that ever came to my knowledge.
Q. Was there nothing about spiritual wives
that you recollect?
.A. At one time my husband came to ~e
and asked me if I had heard certain rumors
about spiritual marriages, or anything of the
kind; and assured me that if I had, that they
were without foundation; that there was no
such doctrine, and never should be with his
knowledge, or consent. I know that he had
no other wife or wives than myself, in any
sense, either spiritual or otherwise.
Q. What of the truth of Mormonism?
.A. I know Mormonism to be the truth;
and believe the. Church to have been established by divine direction. I have complete
faith in it. In writing for your father I frequently wrote day after day, often sitting at
the table close by him, he sitting with his
face buried in his hat, with the stone in it,
and dictating hour after hour with nothing
between us.
Q. Had he not a book or manuscript from
which he read, or dictated to you?
A. He had neither manuscript nor book to
read from.
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Q. Could he not have had, and you not gave some heed to what I had to say. It was
know it?
quite a grievous thing to many that I had any
A. If he had had anything of the kind he
could not have concealed it from me.
Q. Are you sure that he had the plates at
the time you were writing for him ?
A. The plates often lay on the table without
any attempt at concealment, wrapped in a
small linen table cloth, which I had given
him to fold them in. I once felt of the plates,
as they thus lay on the table, tracing their
outline and shape. They seemed to be pliable
like thick paper, and would rustle with a
metalic sound when the edges were moved by
the thumb, as one does sometimes thumb the
edges of a book.
Q. Where did father and Oliver Cowdery
write?
A. Oliver Cowdery and your father wrote
in the room where I was at work.
Q. Could not father have dictated the Book
of Mormon to you, Oliver Cowdery and the
others who wrote for him, after having first
written it, or having first read it out of some
book?
A. Joseph Smith [and for the first time
she used his name direct, having usually used
the words, "your father," or "my husband"]
could neither write nor dictate a coherent
and well-worded letter; let alone dictating a
book like the Book of Mormon. And, though
I was an active participant in the scenes that
transpired, and was present during the translation of the plates, and had cognizance of
things as they transpired, it is marvelous to
me, "a marvel and a wonder," as much so as
to any one else.
. Q. I should suppose that you would have
uncovered the plates and examined them?
A. I did not attempt to handle the plates,
other than I have told you, nor uncover them
to look at them. I was satisfied that it was
the work of God, and therefore did not feel it
to be necessary to do so.
Major Bidamon here suggested : Did Mr.
Smith forbid your examining the plates?
A. I do not think he did. I knew that he
had them, and was not specially curious about
them. I moved them from place to place on
the table, as it was neccessary in doing my
work.
Q. Mother, what is your belief about the
authenticity, or origin ofthe Book of l'r'formon?
A. My belief is that the Book of Mormon
is of divine authenticity-! have not the
slightest doubt of it. I am satisfied that no
man could have dictated the writing of the
manuscripts unless he was inspired; for, when
acting as his scribe, your father would dictate
to me hour after hour; and when returning
after meals, or after interruptions, he would at
once begin where he had left off, without
either seeing the manuscript or having any
portion of it read to him. This was a usual
thing for him to do. It would have been improbable that a learned man could do this; and,
for one so ignorant and unlearned as he was,
it was simply impossible.
Q. What was the condition of feeling between you and father ?
A. It was good.
Q. were you in the habit of quarreling?
A. No. There was no necessity for any
quarreling. He knew that I wished for nothing but what was right; anq, as he wished for
nothing else, we did not disagree. He usually

influence with him.
Q. What do you think of David Whitmer?
A. David Whitmer I believe to be an honest and truthful man. I think what he states
may be relied on.
Q. It has been stated sometimes that you
apostati~ed at father's death, and joined the
Methodist Church. What do you say to this?
A. I have been called apostate; but I
have never apostatized, nor forsaken the faith
I at first accepted; but was called so because
I would not accept their new fangled notion.
Q. By whom were you baptized? Do you
remember?
A. I think by Oliver Cowdery, at Bainbridge.
:Q. You say that you were married at South
Bainbridge, and have used the w01·d Bainbridge. Were they one and the same town?
A. No. There was Bainbridge and South
Bainbridge; some distance apart; how far I
don't know. I was in South Bainbridge.
These questions, and t}le answers she had
given to them, were read to my mother by me,
the dav before my leaving Nauvoo for home,
and were affirmed by her. Major Bidamon
stated that he had frequently conversed with
her on the subject of the translation of the
Book of 1\Iormon, and her present answers
answers were substantially what she had always
Stated in regard to it.
J OSEPII SMITII"
--------~~~~--------

RELATIONS OF l'Jl!ND AND BODY.
Whatever that thing, fact, function, or
idea which we call mind may be, or whether
the brain, as it is generally believed; is or is
not its sole organ of manifestation, it is universally admitted that varying bodily conditions are accompanied by related variations
of mental states. Aphasia, in§anity, imbecility, are so often found accompanied by certain
definite pathological alterations in the brain
substance that they are generally held to be
sympathetic of such local changes~ So, also,
though in a more general way, melancholia
and depression, as well as exaltations and excitements of the mind, are known to depend
largely on corresponding general bodily conditions of retarded or accelerated physiological processes.
It is also held, though in a less definite
manner, that the health of the body may be
affected, beneficially or injuriously, by certain
states of the mind, as of hope or despondency. Or, more in detail, medical men have
observed that certain mental states affect certain functions in certain definite ways. As,
for instance, sudden anxiety, as of the nonarrival of a friend when expec~ed, may cause
an increase of the peristaltic action, while
prolonged anxiety is apt to cause the contrary
effect. Joy over good news or at the return
of long-absent friends diminishes gastric
secretion and causes loss of appetite. The
feeble hold on life of the suicidal, and the
surprising recoveries from serious diseases and
after apparently fatal injuries, in persons
whose mental characteristics are hopefulness
and determination, are often recurring facts,
familiar to all.-.Dr. (]has. F. 1'aylor, in Popula!· Science 1lfonthly for ]jfay.

TO BRO. JO.llN H. L!.KE.
Has the dread summons come? Do the cold arms of death

Enclose thy daughter now?
[wreath,
An<l doth the chaplet of the deep, unknown, cold silence
Encircle Oracy's brow?

Yes; laid within the sombre gloom
That ends mortality, the tomb,
With iron band and giant's might,

With voiceless tongue and sunless night,
Has won and hidden her from sight,
And her we know no more.
Time's sun has set, life's radiant light1
Beams not now as of yore ;

i>Iortal vitality has fled,
And Oracy's numbered with the dead.
And is this death the end? Is there no other gleam
Of life beyond this cloud?
And doth the death of mortals here, forbid a beant
That death doth not enshroud!
No; far beyond this mantle dark,
Is dimly seen a radiant spark,
That upward rises from the fire
Of Immortality, and higher
A£cends. Then glows the night
Till a resplendent sun-burst come
Athwart the confines of the tomb.
Then, by creative might,
The ruthless bands are riven in twain;

Your Oracy then shall live again.
"Shall live again!" What mean these word a
That wlth magnetic power the chords
Of love do touch? It is that he
Who weaves the beauteous diadem
Of life, has entered in the vale
Of death, which makes the mortal quail;
And, 'mid the darkling shades alone,
When mortal life and strength had flown,
vVith power divine did conquer death,
And on the mortal brow tho wreath
Of immortality did place.
And now the mortal, face to face,
With that dread messenger can stand,
And know his summons to the land
Of shades, is but the opening door
T9 a new life ; then never more

Upon the bright celestial shore
Shall e'er again death's icy hand
Bind life in bondage with his band.
Then weep not. Though thy child is dead,
The mortal part alone is laid

Within the grave; we see the light
Of Paradise, where never night
Of cold and silent death can como,Therc is the spirii's happy home;
There, with the ransomed who await
The blessed resurrection state,

Doth Gracy wait and rest.
Then, when the sainted dead shall break
'l1he bands of death, and conquering 'wake

To life eternal Uless'd,
There will thy darling daughter be,

From mortal life and death made freo.
Then, when thy eve of life doth vorgo
To night of death, although the surge

Of powers of darkness may assail
Thy earthly course, thou wilt prevail.
If steadily thou vie west afar
The Christian's guide, that Polar Star
Which shines athwart life's shadowy path,

'Twill lead thee out beyond their wrath;
Yes, guide thco ever, an~ will soon
ConduCt to life's supernal noon.

When thou hast gained the Golden Stmnil
Of Paradise, and joyous stand
Within the opened gate,
Upon the borders of that land
Thy daughter shall await
Thy coming to that blessed seat

Of glorious life, and haste to greet
Thy advent thither. And, 'tis meet
To think, that, side by side,
The mother with the child shall como
And bid thee welcome to that home,
In glory to abide,
Until the mortal graves are torn
Asunder, when the radiant morn

Of Resurrection Day,
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Shall quick dispel the shades of death,
And bind upon each brow the wreath
Of Immortality, and give
2.1he signet of new life to live,
That casts all death away.
Then weep not, brother, for the tomb,
Environed with dark midnight gloom,
Is but tho herald of tho hour
That bringeth death to deathly power,
And plants upon time's ancient site
An endless day which knows no night;
A day whose sun forever more
Shall gild life's portal, flood the shore
Of earth redeemed and bless'd.
No parting then, as 'twas of yore,
But ceaseless joy and rest:
Together bound by ties of love
Cemented by the God above.

Then onward il;l thy call. Tho cause
Thou hast espoused must know no pause
In onward progress of its laws.
Tho lab01· must be done and well,
Tho glory of our God to swell;
The cross may heavy be, but yet,
VVe never, never, must forget
That every nation, every tongue,
Must hear the gospel tocsin rung;
Th:it all on this 'I'errestial'ball
]Just hear the last loud warning call;
That Zion then redeemed may be,
And all her converts be made free.
JOSEPII A. Cn.AWFORD.
BURNSIDE,

Illinois, July 2d, 1879.

IS BAPTIS!v:l: FOR REli'IISfHON OF' SINS.
According to the
the Baptist, he was the
or "the voice of one
* * * make l1is
is meant
deratanding, the definition of
is '' way,
a road used to walk in. Th~.t is the literal
moment, we must look
for the
their
John
preached, saying,
of
heaven is 11,t hand"
3: 2). This was
one
that J'ohn marked out in which
Christ was to walk. Did he walk in it? For
anSVf.Ol' read l\latt. 4: 17, "From
Jesus began to
and to say,
the
of heaven is at hand."
that J ob.n had :run in before
After men were called on
John then told thern to be
sion of sins. See Is'fatt. 3 : 6, 11.
were baptized, but not until
ed their sins. Did. ,J csus walk in the
? Head Matt. 3 :
Hl :
csmeth Jesus from Galilee to J ordsm unto
John, to be baptized of him; but John
bade him saying, l have need to be
of thee, and comest thou' to me?
answering
Suffm· it, to be so now, for thus
it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness.
Then he suffered him. And Jesus when he
was baptized went up straightway out of the
water," etc. Here then, is another
that
J esus''walked in t.hat John had run
before
him. " This makes two paths, repentance, baptism.
But what did John administer baptism for?
Was it administered to all, rich and poor, up·
on their application? Was it administered
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to those who did receive it a;s a means to dis- to come to John to be baptized of him, because
tinguish them from other sects? Or was it, "all Judea and Jerusalem and the regions
as is often stated, used merely as a rite of in- round about" had embraced, or believed in
itiation; or, in other words, a mere necessary baptism; and to keep in the good graces of
form to be complied with to allow them to be- the majority they too would submit to be bapcome members of the same body? Read Mat. tized, provided they were only allowed to stick
3:7, 8: "But when he saw many of the to their old traditions. This is just the very
Pharisees and Sadducees come to his baptism, thing that John would not do; neither would
he said unto them, 0, generation of vipers, Christ. Hence, the thing that they were
who hath warned you to flee from the wrath called on to repent of was their religion as
to come? Bring forth therefore fruits meet they called it; and that is what a great many
for repentance." John would not accept the are called to do to-day. Why? Because it
noble, rich, affluent, and influential Pharisees is not in form or spirit as Christ instituted
and Sadducees. Why not? Were they not his doctrines. Christ fully endorsed and acto society then, what our lawyers, dactors, ho- knowledged John's teachings, for he said of
tel keepers, m~rchants, and retired money him, that "of all men there hath not risen a
lenders, are to the society of our days? If greater prophet than John;" and John, as we
John lived now, who would he baptize? It have shown, preached that baptism was for
is well known that the Pharisees, above all the remission of sins. And to show that
others, were st,rict in keeping the law and tra- Christ endorsed it, he "conformed to it and
ditions of their fathers; are not the very class commissioned his apostles to pre.ach it.-Mark
of society now the same? Yet John would 16:16; Acts 2:38; l\htt. 28: 19.
If language has meaning (and the word
not baptize them. Suppose ye that he would
conform to their wishes now? Yes, if they reads distinctly that the ordinance was for the
would do now what he wanted them of old to remission of sins) has it ceased to be valid for
do, "repent" and "bring forth fruits meet for that purpose? If so, by what means can men
repentance." "Repent? We the Pharisees get remission of sins now? Some will say, by
repent! l What have we to repent of, are we the blood of Christ. But the arguments on
not t.he acme of perfection in keeping the law? this head have been fully met by others, and I
What have we to repent of?" Yet with all will only add that the reasoning of any' man,
the ze~Jous adherence to the law, Christ called who claims to receive remission exclusively
them "hypocrites, blind guides," "ye fools and through the blood of Christ, is abortive. For,
" etc. See Matt. 23: 13, 16.
if when he came, he came to fulfill a law, and
on a certain occv,sion he said, "Ex- having fulfilled that law, then that law with
your righteousness shall exceed the right- aU its belongings ceased, came to an end, was
eousness of the Scribes and Pharisees ye shall fulfilled; and he superseded the one through
in no wise enter into the kingdom of heaven" whom that law was given (Moses); and by so
5:
Here then is another path doing he caused the dispensation of' the law of
Jesus trod v;hich John had nm in before Ilrioses to cease, and ushered in a new dispenhim for John called these same Scribes and sation with a given law. And, in order to be
:J" ''generation of vipers."
Jesus partakers of the blessings of the new dispensaoalled them G<hypom:ites," etc.; and with all, tion, it will be necessary to keep the laws and
the
would natur2Jly arise in their ordinances belonging to it; just as it was necwith as much force and propriety as it essary for them, under the dispensation of
does i.n the minds of professing Christians (the 1\ioses, in order to enjoy the good things that
Scribes and Pharisees) of our day, What have were temporally and spiritually held out to
we to
of? Do we not have faith? them, they had to comply with the laws and
'rhat
we not believe in God? Have we requirements. So that, if in order to cause
off our former vices and youthful evil the dispensation of Moses to cease, a new lawHave we not openly denied ourselves giver had to appear; just so, then in order to
revelings, and riotous living, in cause the dispensation of Jesus to cease, a new
we formerly lived? We walk no more law-giver will have to come and fulfill the
in the company of men with whom we whole of that which Christ gave, baptism for
to walk. Having thus denied remission of sins as well. Because, when
and the pleasures thereof, Christ came he complied exactly with the law
of our sins? Have we that he was about to fulfill, by keeping aU it.s
not received remission of our sins, antl that requh·ements, sacrifices, ordinances, rites and
too without baptism? We believe in the Son ceremonies, so that none could . call him a
of
we believe in the Holy Ghost; also transgressor of God's law. In order then to
in iJJ.e resurrection, judgment, hell, heaven, fulfill that law he had to yield in every particand rewards and punishments; what more can ular; just so, in order to prove that baptism
we do? In
Did not the Scribes and for tho remission of sins (or any other ordiI>harisees do all
? Nay, more.· Was not nance) is done away, it will be necessary to
mode of worship then a hard, tedious prove that some one with proper authority
a continual round of samifiess and spoken of as such, foretold of in Christ's dis? So that if zealousness had anything pensation, has come and complied with all the
to do
the matter, they had all advantage rites, ceremonies, doctrines, and commandover the people of our day. We now there- ments, that Christ gave; just as Christ did
fore ask again, What had they to repent of? with the law of l'1ioses, bringing in a more
See the answer Christ gave them when they spiritual, a better, holier law than that of
undertook to reprimand him: ''In vain do Moses. In like manner has the law of Christ
they worship me, teaching for doctrines the been made so much more exceedingly holy,
commandments of men" (Matt.15: 7-9). Ac- spiritual and better,"by being fulfilled by this
cording to Christ's opinion, all the doctrine new comer that the law of Christ is taken out
that the evidently pious sects taught, were pre- of the way as being contrary to us, and we are
of man's invention. They were willing no longer under the law of grace, as in the
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dispensation of grace they were no longer under works.
Who is the one who has ushered in this
new state of affairs, giving us something easier
than that easy yoke and light burthen that
Christ left us? · When Christ came he found
our yoke heavy, our burthen a great bondage.
He took it away, and in his love for us gave
a light yoke, and we know his name that hath
done this. . But now a still more benign being
has come and taken away even the light burden that Christ left. What love! What a
pity that Christ, or his prophets, or apostles
did not tell us of his advent; the peculiar
manner of his birth; the means by which he
was to remove our yoke. Why have they
neglected to foretell us of his general mission ?
Perhaps some of them have. One thing is sure,
that is, the ordinance of baptism for the remission of sins has not been practiced by professing Christians; hence, it is not necessary.
It has been superseded by some power, or au"
thority; so we will now apply ourselves to see
whet,her he has been foretold who should do
it. Here are a few passages evidently foretelling the advent of' some one: "The Prince of
this world cometh and hath nothing in me"
(John 14: 30). "Let no man deceive you by
any means, for that day shall not come, except
there come a falling away first, and that man
of sin be revealed, the son of perdition, who
opposeth and exalteth himself above all that
is called God, or that is worshiped; so that
he as God, sitteth in the temple of God showing himself that he is God" (2 Thess. 2:3, 4).
Here are certain ones whose advents are
foretold, and the office work of one is distinctly stated. But we have not yet reached that
time; though events go to show that we are
rapidly approaching it. The man of sin has
not yet made his advent in his full official
work; but the prince of this world, I am inclined to believe, is the one who has changed
the ordinance, as Christ said he had nothing
in him. But Christ had baptism for the remission of the sins of every man who would
repent. And as the prince of this world had
nothing in Christ, then he had no baptism for
sin; hence, I am forced to believe that men
have been imposed on to believe the vain doctrines of men; or, ifl rejecting the doctrine of
Christ they have been suffered to be led into
a strong delusion believing lies instead; but
to the law. Hear Peter, Acts 2:38, "Repent
and be baptized every one of you in the name
of Jesus Christ, for the remiesion of sins; and
you shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost;
for the promise is unto you, and to your children, and to all that are afar off, even as many
as the Lord our God shall ca.ll."
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·BLAIR AND JOHN DEBATE.
SECOND PROPOSITION.

most eminent authority, sa.ys, in his Dictiona1'y
of the Bible :
"The general consent, both of Christian antiquity and of modern divines, has referred it to
the weekly festival of our Lord's resurrection, and
identified it with the •first day of the week,' or
•Sunday ,' of every age of the Church. * * * The
result of our examination of the principal writers
of the two centuries after the death of St. John
are as follows : The Lord's day existed during
these two centuries as a part and parcel of apostolical, and so of Silriptural Christianity. It was
never defended; for it was never impugned, or at
least only impugned as other things received from
the apostles were. It was never confounded with the
Sabbath, but carefully distinguished from it. * * *
It was not an institution of severe Sabbatical character, but a day of joy and cheerfuless, rather encouraging tha.n forbidding relaxation. Religiously
considered, it was a day of solemn meeting for the
Holy Eucharist., for united prayer, for instruction,
for almsgiving. * * * It is a fact that in the
year A. D. 321, in a public edict, which was to
apply to Christians as well as to Pagans, he [Constantine] put especial honor upon a day already
honored by the former-judiciously calling it by a
name which Christians had long employed without
scruple, and to which, as it was in ordinary use,
the Pagans could scarcely object."
Eusebius says of the Patriarchs before
Abraham:
•
"They did not therefore, regard circumcision,
nor observe the Sabbath, neither do we, * * *because
such things as these do not belong to Christians."

Is the .first day of the week (Sunday) to be
sacredo/; observed by Christians .'2
Elder W: W. Blair, in affirming the second
proposition, argued from Heb. 7: 12, "For
the priesthood being changed, there is made
of necessity a change also of the law," that in
abolishing the old law, and introducing a new,
of course a rest-day would be required, and a
re-enactment of the law for seventh-day keeping, or the appointment of some other was thus
necessitated. We have only to look to those
whom Christ authorized to teach his commands, for our information. We therefore
turn to the history of the Church and its progress, and learn from the writings and testimonies of such men as Pliny, Gibbon, Gausser, Justin Martyr, :Mosheim, Dr. Smith, as
well as Chamber's Encyclopedia, and other
works equally authentic, that all Christians
observed Sunday 'during the first four centuries, and held it to be equally apostolic with
confirmation and other church ordinances.
Elder Blair then quoted the following historical proofs that Sunday was kept during the
first four centuries of the Christian Church.
Gausser says:
-Eccl. Hist. p. 14.
"Our Scriptures were read, from the days of
Of the heretical Ebionites, he says:
the apostles, by permanent societies which were
organized for this very purpose; read without in- . "They also observe the Sabbath and other disterruption, from Sztnday to Sunday; * * * read in cipline of the Jews, just like them; but on the
every country then known."-The Canon, by other hand, they also celebrate the Lord's days
very much like us, in commemoration of his resGau.~ser, p. 112.
urrection."-Chap. 27.
He further says :
These testimonies are as full and as definite
"In a word, it is beyond doubt, that from the
year 140 of the Christian era, Justin, in his Apol- as need be; and they prove beyond successful
ogy, and shortly afterwards in his Dialogue [with question, that during the first four centuries
Typho], cites very abundantly our synaptical goa·
pels, declaring that they were written by apostles of the Christian Church-the period of its
of :christ, and their companions, and stating to greatest prosperity-the Christians did unithe Roman Emperor that on every Sunday all the versally keep the first day of the week-SunChristians in the world read them publicly with the day-for rest and religious service.
writings of the Old Testament in their sacred asIt is not true that Constantine's edict
semblies, before presenting their prayers to God,
or celebrating the supper and collecting the alms changed the day in 321. It simply enjoined
upon all the solemn observance of that which
from the faithfui."-Ibid. 217.
had
been observed by Christians from the
Mosheim says of the fit'st three centuries :
resurrection of Christ. It was a civil edict,
"All Christians were unanimous in setting apart
the first day of the week, on which the triumphant and governed all, whether Christians or not.
Savior arose from the dead, for the solemn cele- My brother quotes the words of Mr. Maclaihe,
bration of public worship. This pious custom, the translator of Mosheim, wherein is admitted
which was derived from the example of the church the fact of his having ,taken considerable libof Jerusalem, was founded upon the express appoint- erty .with his author when found necessary,
ment of the apostles, who consecrated that day to
the same sacred purpose, and was observed uni- and tries to invalidate the testimony of Moversally throughout the Christian churches, as ap- sheim on that ground, intimating the possibilpears from the united testimonies of the most cred- ity of facts having been mi~stated or corrupted.
ible writers. The seventh day of the week was If Mr. Macla.ine had intended this, how could
also observed as a festival, not by the Christians in he have hoped for any confidence in either
general, but by such churches only as were principally composed of Jewish converta,"-B. 1, himself or his work? He simply meant that
where the sense of passages demanded the inTo be continuod. J. A. MciNTOSH.
Part 2, chap. 4.
sertion of a word, or sentence, he supplied them.
He further says :
A RuLE OF LIFE.-In human life, if there be an
"The first Christiana assembled for the purposes My brother has done 1\Ir. Maclaine an injury,
end before us, and if that end be served, a thou- of di.vine worship, in private houses, in caves, and for which he ought to apologize. He says
sand things that are unpleasant may oo lost sight. in vaults where the dead were buried. Their that history is unreliable, but let me inform
of and forgotten; but, if it be not served, a thou- meetings were on the first day of the week ; and, him that the same church and people that
sand good things, though gained, will be oompar- in some places, they assembled also on the seventh, preserved the Scriptures, preserved these hisatively valueless. The main purpose of human which was celebrated by the Jews."-On the 2d
tories of the Fathers, and the one is as liable
life being the construction of man's character so Cent., Part 2, chap. 4.
to become corrupt as the other. He reads
as to fit him for immortality with God, we have
On the Fourth Century, he says :
in that fact the rule by which to measure things,
quite a bit from -history in favor of his view,
and determine whether they are right or wrong.
"The fint day of the week, which was the ordin· and then snaps his fingers, and tells us that
Liberty is a great word; but so is duty. We ary and stated time for the public assemblies of history is not worth that in supporting any of
must not forget, or allow others to forget, how Christians, was, in consequence of a peculiar law
much of life's happiness, sweetness and usefulness enacted by Constantine, •Observed with greater my points. But we gather from reliable
is secured by bending to our duties, and being like solemnity than it formerly had been."-B. 2, Part sources that Justin Martyr was an inspired
man, though my brother thinks not, because
him who came not to be ministered unto, but to 2• chap. 4·
minister.
On the "Lord's Day," Dr. Wm. Smith, a he differs from his interpretation of tho "law
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and the testimony." He offers nevertheless,
as an offset to these men who lived way back
in the very days of which they write, the opinions of such men as Dr. Neander, Coverdale,
Dr. Clarke, Dr. Barnes, Coleman, Brerewood,
Dr. Cox, Alex. Campbell, and other similar
ones, some of whom were controversialists, and
all of whom have lived within the last few
generations; while he is aware that they at
the same time kept the first day of the week,
thus giving little weight to their words, or re·
vealing in them a degree of inconsistency that
ill became men in their position. He says that
all Catholics admit that their church changed
the day; but they also claim that their church
dates back to the days of the apostles, and that
the change was then made. Paul says to the
Saints (Col. 2: 16) : "Let no man judge you
* "' *in respect of sabbath days." lVfy brother
says the Sabbath shadowed nothing; but Paul
says, in the 17th verse, it was "a shadow of
things to come." In Gal. 4: 10, 11, he tells
the saints he is afraid of them, lest his labor
had been in vain, because they were observing
days and months, and times and years, the
same as when they were under the law referred
to in the preceding verses. From Acts 20 :
6, 7, we learn that the Apostle waited till the
first day of the week, for the breaking of
bread and preaching. From John 20: 19, 26,
we discover that the disciples were assembled
on the first day of the week. Also from Acts
2d, the day of Pentecost being the first day of
the week, and honored of God in the pouring
out of his Spirit so marvelously. I. Cor. 16 :
1, 2, proves that Paul had instructed the
Galatians, and was then instructing the Corinthians to lay by upon the first day of the week,
their donations, etc., which evidently implied
that it was to be done when they assembled
themselves to worship, and break bread; for,
as has been shown from the history of the
Fathers, their breaking of bread, and contributing of their means, were done on that day
when they came together.·
Elder .A.. .A. John, in denying the proposit.ion, said that history was not worth a snap of
the finger, by way of evidence. It was not
reliable. lVfr.lVfaclaine admitted having taken
great liberty with his author, (Mosheim) in
translating, and we find a contradiction in
lVfartin Luther's statements, as well as Dr.
Smith's, concerning these very matters. Dr.
Smith says it would have been almost impossihie to have kept the first day of the week in
the first century. Dr. Buck, Dr. Neander,
Dr. Cox, Coleman, Brerewood, Dr. Coverdale,
Dr. Clarke, Dr. Barnes, Alex. Campbell, the
American Tract Society, Jew's letter to Voltaire [items quoted from each] and many
others, teach us, in substance, that there is
nothing to warrant the observance of Sunday,
nor to prohibit labor thereon, but that the
fourth commandment is as binding as the third,
for it is the only ~abbath that God ever revealed to man. I do not quote them as proof,
for history is worth nothing in proving or dis·
proving.· Elder Blair calls Justin 1\iartyr an
inspired man; but I doubt it, because he
differs from the "law and the testimony," and
we are commanded to turn to them for a standard by which to judge all men, (Isa. 8: 29),
and I believe in judging the Fathers by them,
and not them by the Fathers. Constantine's
edict changed the day and made Sunday ob-
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until we come to the days of the Saducees, and
there, for the first time, it is opposed, and Josephus says they were a barbarous sect. Our Advent friends have the honor, if honor it is, of
introducing it again, and they believe their
views are in harmony with the Scripture. I
will not appeal much to history, as my
brother does not seem to like it, but suffice it
to say that in the early ages this doctrine was
seldom opposed. We believe that the spirit
of a man is in the form of a man. You may
ask, "Why can we not see it?" and I reply
by asking, Why are not some of the most
vital and powerful agencies that operate on
earth visible? Air, electricity and magnetism, for instance; we can only judge them
by their works. So with the spirit. We
see it in architecture, in painting, in music,
and various other arts and sciences. In Gen:
35: 18, we read that Rachel's soul, or conscious
part, was in departing, for she died. In James
2: 26, we read that "the body without the spirit
is dead." I. Kings 17 : 2, Elijah prays for
the return of the dead child's soul to the
body, and in 2 Cor. 12 : 2-4, we read that
Paul knew a man, whether in or out of the
body, he could not tell, admitting the possibility
of the man being out of the body, and
THIRD PROPOSITION.
yet remaining conscious. lVfy brother says
. .
.
.Resolvec~, That the spmt of man IS a con- that this is only a revelation-not a fact; and
smous entity, and survives the death of the that in the other cases the word soul means
breath, or natural b'fe, and that in other places
body.
Elder W. W. Blair, in affirming, said: The it means mind. It is strange, however, that
spirit, or soul, is commonly understood to be in the case of Elijah, that in one verse the
the intelligent entity, or man. Chambers, in word soul is used, and in another the word
his Encyclopedia, states that it is "generally breath-see 17 and 21. In Rev. 6: 9, we
conceived of as a naturally imperishable en· read of the souls of them that were slain, c17,'·
tity." The Egyptians, or first historians, held ing for vengeance. Was this the breath or
this; alllo the Greeks and Phonecians. In natural life that cried? Ezek. 18 : 4, "The
fact, from time immemorial this doctrine l;las soul that sinneth, it shall die." Is this breath
been held sacred. Both cultured, refined, and or natural life ? Isa. 1 : 14, God says, "Your
barbarous people held to it. Aristotle, De- appointed feasts my soul hateth.'' Isa. 42: 1 ;
mosthenes, Cicero, as well as men of promi- 55:3; Dent. 11:13; Jer. 6: 8-all teach
nence in all ages have held to it, to the present. that the soul of man and God loves, hates,
The Indian tribes have held it also, as evi- thinks, etc. Is it breath or- natural life that
denced by their doings and traditions. How is referred to ? Ps. 9 : 17 : "The wicked shall
shall we account for this, save it be from the be turned into hell.'' He says this is the
fact that God has imbedded it in the very na- grave. Dr. Smith says it is the place of spirture of man. The Egyptians, whose nation its. So does Plato, the learned Greek .. Dr.
was the very cradle of the fine arts, and en- Clarke calls it "the unseen world," "hidden
lightenment, and from whence Israel drew world," etc. Yve have shown that the soul is
largely her culture~ held to this ennobling and the conscious part, that thinks, loves, hates.
elevating doctrine. lVfy brother tells you that etc., and that is what is to be cast into hell, of
they also worshipped immortal cats, dogs, which place Wm. Smith, in his Bible Dictionleeks, onions, etc., into which the souls of dig- ary, says, ''It is never used of the grave
nitaries entered; but when he states that, he proper, but always of the abode of spirits.''
should also tell you that this state of affairs This he states in defining the Hebrew word
was long after the period to which I refer. Sheol, and the Greek word Hades. In this
When Egypt was in the very zenith of her sense we understand it, and believe that no
glory, and was the admired of the earth, this other interpretation· is warranted by the scripennobling doctrine. of the soul's immortality tures. Matt. 10 :28, "Fear not them which
was one of her acknowledged and avowed kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul;
principles of faith. He tells you that its ten- but rather fear him which is able to destroy
dency waf'l not very elevating, when they after- both soul and body in hell." Here the soul
wards became so degraded and fell; but all is said to be beyond the power of man to kill,
who possess reason can at once comprehend and is also shown to be separate from the body.
that this was not the cause of her fall. She Isaiah 2:2, "I cried unto the Lord out of the
departed from her original faith, and then fell. belly of hell"-or place of God's punishment.
Look at the catacombs and pyramids,-the 1 Pet. 3:18-20, Jesus went and preached to
standing monuments of her enlightenment the spirits in prison, and in the fourth chapand intelligence. In these are found the em- ter, and sixth verse, we find the reason why he
balmed bodies of their dead, because they be- did so-"that they might be judged accordlieved that in placing them there, they would ing to men in the flesh, but live according to
be ready for the return of the spirit at a future God in the Spirit." In Isa. 24 : 22, we read
day when they would be reanimated. We of some who will be cast into this prison, and
trace this ennobling doctrine right down afterwards visited. lVfy brother says this

servance binding, A. D. 321. I go to the
Bible for my evidence, but Elder Blair resorts
to doubtful history. We admit that the Scriptures were preserved by the same men and
Church that preserved the history of the
Fathers, but the Bible is inspired. He has
not done. his duty in affirming the proposition.
He uses Acts 20: 6, 7, to show that the Apostie waited over till the first day of the week,
to break bread and preach, but by correct
counting, he will find it was on Tuesday; and
further, if breaking bread made it a Sabbath,
then every day was a sabbath, for they broke
bread from day to day. The passage cited
(John 20: 19), does not say they were .assembled because it was the first day, but for fear
of the Jews. Not a single passage has been
presented by him, commanding the observance
of Sunday. He can not find one, and has
been compelled to bring in history.
[A great many arguments used on both
sides in discussing the first proposition were
repeated in connection with this one. We do
not re-insert the';_D here, for lack of space. They
were concerning the abolishing of the law of
Ten Commandments, upon which the main
issue seems to depend].
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preaching was done in the days of Noah, but Michael contended wit;h the devil over his
the scriptures locate it after the death of body lsee Jude 9). Let us sec. Acts 2G: 23
Christ in the flesh. He says my position on says, "Jesus was the first to i'ise from the
Ezek. 18:4, is poor, for if the soul can die, dead."
Col. 1 : 18; 1 Cor. 15:
23 and
it is not immortal. But what is death? It Rev. 1 : 5, all testify to the same facL
is simply sepa1·ation. Dead to sin, is separate then could Moses have been resurrected before
from sin. Dead to God, or righteousness, is the death of Christ! !u Heb. 12:
Paul
separate from God, or righteousness, and this says, "Ye m·e come
* to the
is how the "soul that sinneth" dies. He says men made perfect.." The
again, If the souls under the altar (Rev. 6: 9) testimony to the truth. Jesus
were slain, it' proves they were not immortal. (John 13: 36-38), "Thou canst not f.Jl!ow me
But let me tell him that it ·does not speak of now." Peter understood that death would be
souls that were slain, but the souls of them necessary in order to follow
and
that were slain, But he says that this and the "Why can not I follow thee
quotation from 2 Cor. 12: 2-4, are only speak- down my life for
sake."
ing of revelations, not facts; but are they ~,ny 1 phen prayed in
"J~oni
the less facts because they were revelations. my spirit." Jesus
to his
He gives us Drs. Barnes and Clark, as proof thy hands I commend my spirit; and
that they were not fact,s, but if he speaks truly, said this, he
up the ghost."-Luke 23:
to
~,re here
they are not worth a snap of the finger as evi- Paul shows
possibility of man
abhis pre-existence, he
conscious and active,
dence. He cites the case of the rich man and sent from the body, and present with
Lazarus as a parallel to these, and calls it a in Phil. 1:21-26. :My brother says that he without the body; so he could when he laid
parable; for, he says, Lazarus could not liter- will not be present with Christ till the resur- it down again." And if this be so with him,
ally go to the bosom of Abraham, or literal rection; but he certainly will not be absent so is it with man, for Paul, in Reb. 2: 14,
water be taken to cool the tongue of the rich from the body then. Again, Paul teaches, in snys, ''Forasmuch then as the chf:ldrcn were
man in flames. He ought to be aware, if he Col. 1:16, that Christ pre· existed in a con- pw·talcers of flesh and blood, he also h.imself
is not, that Abraham's bosom was the name of scions state, from the fact that he was the ere- likewise took part of the same." This agrees
a place, and was understood so by the Jews, tor of all things. In 2 Cor. 5: 1-8, Paul again perfectly with the faith of the Fathers. My
as well as hell was. The one, Josephus tells speaks of the tabernacle, or body, becoming brother uses Psalms 89 : 48, and similar pasus, was the place of the departed spirits of the dissolved, and the spirit still existing separate, sages, to prove that the soul goes to the grave;
righteous, the other of the wicked. He uses in a building of God. In Revelations, 18th but it does not say so. n says "from the hand
Gen. 4: 10; Hab. 2:11; and James 5:4; as chapter, holy apostles and prophets are called of the grave." The soul at death goes to God
parallel with Rev. 6 : 9, and says it was done upon to rejoice over Babylon, because judg- for its consignment, either to Abraham's bo·
by personification. In support of this, he ment has been pronounced upon her, prior to som, or hell, till the resurrection.
reads from Romans, that God speaks of things the resurrection. This must be their spirits
that are not as though they were. Turn to that rejoice. John 12: 24, "Except a corn of
Elder A. A. John, in denying the proposithat chapter and read. You there discover wheat fall into the ground, and die, it abideth tion sai.d:
that the way in which God speaks thus is by alone; but if it die, it bringeth forth much
I do not consider the subject to be essential
his foreknowledge, his prescience. David says, fruit." My brother says that the seed does to our salvation; but desire to get at truth.
'<The pains of hell got hold upon me;" by not die as soon as put into the ground, but l'rlen differ on this matter everywhere, but we
which he evidently meant the puaishment of waits; so with us till the resurrection, and he should try to carry out the scriptural plan,
God. Ezek. 32, t~roughout, teaches that turns to 1 Cor. 15: 36-38, for proof; but while "One J.,ord, one faith, one baptism." Twenty
there is consciousness after the death of the we admit this to be so, with regard to the bo- men will interpret one text in twenty different
body, and that it is in hell, or the pit-see dy, referred to b_y Paul, in 1 Cor. 15, yet, can ways; but we should take the literal renderverse 18: "The· strong among the mighty he not see that in this instance it is death that ing of the Scripture. Dr. Barnes and Dr.
shall speak out of the midst of helL" l'!Iatt. is spoken of, and all men know thaf the very Clarke (quoted) both contend for a literal un25: 31-46.-Sheep and goats. Those on the moment the wheat begins to die, that moment derstanding of the Scriptures. Lut,her did
left go into everlasting punishment. If they the germ within it begins to rise up, and out of not believe in the immortality of the soul,
are altogether dead and unconscious, then they that which is dead, or dying, rises into new life but died in the faith we hold, viz., that the
are not sensible of pain, consequently there is -so with man. Eccl. 12. Dust returns to soul dies with the body. Brydges tells us
no such thing as punishment, because they are dust; but the spirit, to God. Mark 2:8, "Jesus that inferences are to be received wHh caution,
not conscious. He believes the wicked will perceived in his spirit,"-conscious, intelleo- the same with parables. vYesley differed from
be burned at Cl:.rist's coming, and that implies tual nature. 1 Cor. 2:11, Man only knows the Methodists ofto-day, for h!!did not believe
the whole conscious man. Then at the second the things of man, by the spirit of man in in immediate transition to gl~jy at death; but
resurrection, God will have to create an en- him. Rom. 8: 16, God's spirit bears witness held that there was an int~mediate state or
tirely new man, and will then judge, and con- with our spirits-conscious nature. [Anum- place for the soul, before or till the resurrecdemn this new man for the deeds done by the ber of quotations were here given from the tion. Elder Blair has given you his definition
one he burned up a thousand years before. I Fathers, which the reader may find on pages of soul or spirit. I will quote from Gesennius'
do not ridicule the idea, as he says, of burn- 115 and 116 of Joseph the Seer. They are Hebrew Lex·1:con, and from the Emphatic Diaing the w~cked; but I do ridicule the idea of valuable.] :M:y brother quotes the sayings of glatt. In each of these we find them rendered,
punishing a dead man according to his theo" Job; but, though l might find as much in my 1 breath,
life,
&c.
We admit
ry. If there is no consciousness, then there favor as he, yet I decline
him as th~,t the
were
first historians;
is no suffering, for there can be no suffering a witness, from the fact that God condemned but look
crude uotions concerning the
without feeling. Matt. 17, Mark 9, and Luke his utterances as without wisdom, and he himor soul.
in transmigra,9, all teach that James, Peter and John, se,w self admits the folly of his utterances. See
:1nd
dogs,
onions,
Moses and Elias with Christ on the mount, Job 38 : 1, 2; 42 : 3. Jllly brother
of dignitaries had
and we learn from Deut. 32: 50; 34: 5-7; the mind that sleeps when we
and vr:e
Blair
this was
and Joshua 1 : 2, that Moses died and was are entirely unconscious, unless disturbed
become
'lvell, if
buried; also from Matt. 17: 12, 13, that Elias dreams j but let me inform
thnt some
argue much for
most
character of the
was John the Baptist, who also was dead and the grandest compositions,
buried; so that it must have been their spirits exploits, have been accomplished while t,he
when they
that were present with Jesus on the mount. body remained asleep,-I refer to somnambuunder it.
can not go
My brother says Elias was Elijah, who was lism. He says there is no
till the
to prove his doctrine.
translated, but l'!Iatt. 17:12,13, says it was resurrection; but we are not
of the 'l'he doctrine of man's
originated
John the Baptist. My brother says again, part that is to be
then at all. in
when Satan
"Thou shalt not
that Moses was resurrected, and that was why W c are speaking of the
When the bo" God had said
and
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ANNOTATION.
should die, but Satan, whom Christ says was teach man's immortality. Tatian did not.
We have not given all the evidence prea "liar from the beginning," told man that he l'I.Iatt. 17, Mark 9, and Luke 9.-We believe
was immortal, or should not die. This will this to be literal. Moses and Elijah were sented on either side; but simply the main
explain why the doctrine has been found there. Moses was resurrected and that ex- arguments, without any desire or design to
among all nations. Genesis 35 : 18-"Soul plains Jude 9. Michael contended with the color or favor. The disputants parted with the
departing"-this means breath, as I have al- devil over this resurrection. Elijah was trans- very best of feelings towards each other. Elready shown; also James 2-"body without lated, and this transfiguration scene was to der John and his Moderator, Elder Johnson,
spirit [breath in the margin Jis dead.'' 1 Kings show both classes of bodies. This I give for acted throughout in tlie most gentlemanly and
17: 17, 25, is the same; and the reason for what it is worth. I do not count much on it, courteous manner, and we parted from them
"soul" being found in one verse and "breath" though I believe it is true. John 13 : 36, 37, (as Bro. Blair reinarked publicly at the close
in another, is simply to avoid repetition. 2 "Follow me," &c. This, in connection with of the debate) with even better feelings, and
Cor. 12:1-5, and Rev. 6:9, are~ only visions John 14: 1-3, shows that .Jesus was going to holding them, as men, in higher estimation
or revelations, and of no more importance in prepare a place for them, and would come than when we met. The spirit manifested
argument that Luke 16-a parable of the rich again; and then Peter could follow him. was alike creditable to both parties in the disman and Lazarus. These can not be taken Stephen (Acts 7: 59) simply asks the Lord to cussion. We believe the debate has done and
literally, for who would think of Lazarus be- receive the principle of life within him, till the will result in further good, and will express
ing literally in Abraham's bosom, or literal resurrection. So with Christ (Luke 23: 46), no other personal opinion as to the result, or
water being taken to cool the tongue of the it was simply a request to hold his life-princi- concerning the merit of either position as reman in flames.
The "souls under the altar," ple till the Resurrection. We are told plainly vealed in the discussion, than may be found
crying, is the same as Abel's blood crying, that Jesus "poured out his soul unto death;" in the expression, "We are perfectly satisfied."
(Gen. 4: 10), the stone crying, (Heb. 2: 11), his soul, therefore, died. Elder Blair's text, Let the readers judge as we have done, from
or the hire of the laborers crying, in James 5 : from Phil. 1: 21-26, does not support his prop- the evidence presented on each side.
Preaching services were held on three oc4. It is by personification.- God speaks of osition of conscious existence separate from
things that are not, as though they were. the body. The departing from the flesh is one casions during the debate in the Mission
Drs. Barnes and Clarke both agree that para- thing, and at Ollfi time, and the being with Church. Elder John also preached a sermon
bles prove nothing. If the souls under the Christ anot.her-which will be at the resurrec- setting forth their views on the latter day
altar were slain (as it says) then souls can die, tion. See 2 Tim. 4 : 6-8. Paul is about to kingdom, which was reviewed (according to
and it is against Elder Blair's position. So, depart, but does not expect his crown then, previous arrangement) by Elder Blair. The
also, is Ezek. 18, "The soul that sinneth, it but says, "Henceforth there is laid up for me chief difference being as to the time of setting
shall 4ie.'' Here it is plain that it can die, a crown," &c. 2 Cor. 5,-"This earthly house," up-Elder John holding th~.t it is yet in the
and this cuts his position to pieces, for it can simply refers to the mortal state. The build- future, while Elder Blair taught its present exnot be immortal. His text& from Isaiah, J er- ing of God obtained at resurrection, as shown istence. Another point of difference was reemiah, and Deuteronomy, all refer to the mind, in Rom. 8 : 21-23. "We groan within our· vealed. Elder John looks forward to spending
and he merely plays upon my words in calling selves, waiting for the redemption" (resurrec- the thousand years, or Millenium, in heaven,
it breath, for there are four meanings to the fion) of our body. In 1 Cor. 15th chapter we while Elder Blair contended, from several pasword from which soul is translated, and mind find that then will be the time,-see 52nd sages, that it would be on earth. There was
is the one in these texts. The embalmed verse,-"at the last trump.'' Elder Blair says no further controversy on this matter. We
bodies of the Egyptians show that they looked death is separation and dissolution. God's expect to baptize a few ere long in this neighJosEPH LuFF.
for re-animation at the resurrection. Matt.lO: word teaches that it is cessation of lije. We borhood.
31, shows that both soul and body can be de- read. (1 Cor. 15 : 45-47) that the first man . MISSION, LaSalle Co, Ill., August 23, 1879.
stroyed-killed, or used up altogether, in the Adam was natural-earthly-and in Gen. 3 :
grave or hell. The Diaglott gives grave as the 24, that God cast him out of Eden, and placed
YELLOW FEVER IN COFFEE.
meaning of Sheol and Hades, from which hell cherubims and a flaming Aword to keep him
The new theory that sacks of coffee are
is translated. Jonah 2: 2, simply means a from the tree of life, lest he should become
place of darkness,-Jonah was not dead,-but immortal. Jesus alone has immortality-! specially adapted to the transmission of the
Elder Blair speaks of him as being dead, Tim. 6 : 16. I will agree with Elder Blair yellow fever germ seems to be corroborated
which is wrong. 1 Peter 3 : 18-20.-This that it means that only Christ had it to bestow, by the actual experience of persons living in
preaching was done through Noah, in his day. but he will bestow it at the resurrection, as I Texas. The fact, if it be a fact, is alarming,
-See Dr. Clarke on this text. Isaiah 24:19. have already shown. Rom 6: 53-"Wages of since it is said that four-fifths of all the coffee
-The visiting of these people will be at the sin is death, but the gift of God is eternitl used in this country is imported directly from
resurrection, after the thousand years are life.'' This shows that the natural Adam's the regions where the pestilence originates
finished. Mal. 4:1-3, shows that they will sin brings natural death, but in the resurrec- spontaneously. A physician of local repute
be burned up and be ashes under the feet of tion the spiritual, or second Adam, will bestow says that the town of Liberty had declared
of the righteous; but they will be visited after eternal life. But man has not eternal life, or and was enforcing (1867) quarantine against
the thousand years. See 1 Thess. 4: 14-17; immortality, till then. Elder Blair says the Galveston, where the fever was prevailing.
Rev. 20:5-10. These are to be devoured or
sleeps, but you all know it is the mind, The place being small, and everybody on the
it is utterly unconscious, except when alert, no stranger or merchandise could get in
used up altogether. Psalms 9: 17,-wicked
turned into hell,-this is the grave and noth- disturbed by dreams. The first death is sleep. unknown. A steamboat from Galveston was
ing else. Obadiah 16, says, "They shall be John 5: 28--"All that are in t.heir graves coming up the Trinity River, and, when
as though they had not been." JIIIartin Lu- shall hear his voice and shaH come forth; they within a mile or two of the town, was stopped
ther says Pope Leo
forth and estab- that hz,ve done good to the resurrection of by the authorities. The captain of the vessel
lished soul. immortality as a doctrine. Elder eternal life [to obtain immortality], and they said that if allowed to land a sack of coffee
Blair makes light of lVIal. 4: 13; but it is true that h:tve done evil to the resurrection of dam- for a tradesman of Libe1·ty he would put
-u,,.,Lu. destruction. Psalms 89 : 98, about, and he did so after leaving the sack on
that they shall be burned up, for God has said
so. He said first that I twisted and
shows that t.he soul goes to the grave. Psalm the bank of the stream. The trrcdesman, a
ized the Scripture; but now that I
the 146: 3, 4.:--"In that very day his thoughts small grocer, received the coffee, opened it,
spiritualizings of Drs. Clark, Barnes, and oth- pex·ish. Eccl. 12: ·7.-If J11lder Blair is right caught the fever and died. His family and
ers. Well, I feel glad to peddle the sayings
then
and bad spirits all go to servants were also seized, and from them the
of such men, though I differ from them.
at
1rhn is same as beast-all scourge spread through the town, causing
Ezek. 22d chapter. Just read it over, and if
JJ.:zck. 18 : 4, tells us that "the many deaths. In the same year the supply
you can make any thing out of it, do so; I
it shall die," and this possi- of coffee had been exhausted in a settlement on
offer no comment whatever. Matt. 25,-Sheep
cuts his position ·an to the Nueces River, near Corpus Christi, a'nd a
and goats. This punishment will be as shown
matt.er now. If I man who had had the fever was sent to that
in :M:al. 4: 1-3 T,hey shall be destroyed.
remarks that would tend to town, where the epidemic' was, to buy a sack.
"Everlasting" does not mean without
in
I ask He got it, and, by agreement, drove to a
as he 11.dmits, AU the Fathers di.:l
and God's
mesquit tree, divided the coffee into portions,
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placed them in the boughs, and· retraced his
steps, to avoid any possibility of communicating the contagion. The persons who wanted
the coffee went to the tree, got their several
portions, and carried it home. The fever
was introduced within a few days into every
one of those families, and carried off most of the
members. Subsequent investigation proved
that the scourge had, in both these instances,
come directly from the sack of coffee. In one
of the cases, it should be remembered that the
coffee had been carried fifteen miles in a wagon,
then opened and divided, put into small bags,
and again exposed to the open air for twentyfour hours. The fever germ lived, nevertheless, and, as soon as conditions were propitious,
developed into active and mortal disease.

JOSEPH SMITH,

HENRY A. STEBBINS,

EDITORS.

Plano, lllinois, October 1, 1879.
DR. SCHAFF ON MORMONISM.
DR. ScrrAFF, representing the United States at
an Evangelical Conference, lately held at Basle,
Switzerland, and which closed its session September 6th, 1879, in replying to an inquiry upon
the Mormon question in America, stated that
"Mormonism now under legal restriction, would
go to ruin, but for the constant immigration of
its followers from Europe."
It is probable that when Dr. Schaff made this
statement, he had Utah in his mind; but, as all
phases of that peculiar institution known as
Mormonism are obnoxious to the orthodox notions of such ecclesiastics, as the learned doctor
was representing, the statement clearly shows
that he, nor those to whom he was speaking,
know anything of the genius of Mormonism.
The legal restrictions to which the doctor
referred are these: The law ot Congress providing for the punishment of polygamists, as
bigamists, and the late circular of Secretary
Evarts; which, so far as we now comprehend
it, asks foreign governments to take into consideration, that some of the practices permitted, or enjoined by, the Mormon faith are in
violation of the law of the United States, and that
this fact being known to the converts to Mor.
monism made abroad, before they emigrate, they
come to this country with a view to such violation, and are thus intentionally criminal; therefore,, 'the Secretary asks that the governments
whence these purposing criminals are to come,
shall prevent the accession to that class of the
population of the United States, which makes
demand for the enforcement of police regulations. This is possibly the only ground upon
which the Secretary could request the interference of foreign powers to prevent persons emigrating from their shores for the purpose of
settling in this country. Whether this request
of the Secretary may operate as a legal restriCtion, and how far the government may be justified in making it, and insisting upon its being
carried into efl:'ect, are questions yet to be decided ..
The genius of the faith comprehends that ultimate triumph is sure; therefore, that all intermediate obstructions and restrictions must necessarily succumb; and in one sense this is right. If

there is to be a triumphant ending to all this
turmoil of speculation in regard to religion, then
all that interposes must be removed. But the
difficulty is, that while these interposing restrictions rule, they must be honored and respected
by a submission to them; hence, to disregard
them is to antedate the triumph which must first
be won. This can not safely be done. All the
struggles lie this side; all the battle fields are
between now and then ; all the patience and de.
velopment of the Christian graces, the increase in
spiritual strength, and growth in knowledge of
heavenly things, which alone can fit man to enjoy a reign of righteousness, all appertain to the
time and world that now arc. He who does not
comprehend this, and comprehending it, does not
act in accordance therewith, is certainly unlearned in the work. Submission may be galling;
interference may be resented; and the right to
restrict may be denied, but wisdom dictates that
honors, glories and crowns must be deserved before they can be safely worn, enjoyed, or borne.
Here the learned doctor has been .led astray. He
has formed his estimate of Mormonism from its
perishable element, and has mistaken these for
its entirety; whereas they form a small part only
of the whole. These eliminated, as undoubtedly
they should be, only that part will perish, the re.
mainder will survive. It is the truth, the living
genius of Mormonism, that has given so long a
lease of life to its error. The warfare that has hitherto been waged against the Mormon Ohurch, has
been directed against it as a whole. As a result,
the truth being unconquerable, has, in sheer self
preservation, defended and preserved the errors
which have been skillfully intertwined with it;
either willfully, or in zealous ignorance. Indiscriminating attack has sactified both truth and
error. For as long as the enemies of Mormonism
will not recognize and confess its truths, while
decrying its errors, and continue to denounce
both, how can its devotees consent that even its
errors, if it has any, shall be destroyed.
The truths of Mormonism must abide and triumph, and no restrictions .of either governments,
or of sectaries can· avail to its ruin. Its errors
may and should perish; and if this involves its
utter overthi·ow and ruin, still it should perish.
So far we have no objection; but, to be concluded
by the doctor's statement, and consent to the
sweeping destruction forshadowed by it, we do
not.
IT is a matter of some surprise to us that many
of the newspapers, journals, the publishers of
histories, magazines and encyclopedias should
so recklessly discriminate against Mormonism
in regard to the manner of obtaining their information. As a usual thing, when any of the leading magazines, newspapers, and more notably
the publishers of histories and encyclopedias desire to secure information in reference to the history, belief and numbers of a religious denomination, they apply to leading members of the
particular sect which they wish to represent, and
publish their statements as the truth in regard
to their denomination; whereas, any idle chronicler who may be troubled with scabies scribendi
is accepted as authority on Mormonism; and
any absurd screed, belief, or fanatieal story told
of the Latter Day Saints is credited as genuine,
and their own statement is deemed to be false,
the result of a deliberate intention to deceive.
As an instance of this, Johnson's Cyclopedia

states in an article on Mormonism, that whatever
was evil and disreputable in Mormonism it received from Joseph Smith, whatever of respect.
ability there is in the system it derives from
Brigham Young. So gross a misstatement as
the foregoing could not possibly have been penned
by a I,atter Day Saint of any complexion, or
sliade of belief.
Common justice would demand that when information respecting a p~ple was wanted, their
enemies should not be applied to for it. None
are so likely tq, know the truth about the belief
of a sect, church, or even a schism, as the persons
who believe; and this continued reiteration of
differing stories of the foundation and origin of
Mormonism is putting the advocates of them into an uneviable light. "Surely," says the general
reader, "all these tales can not be true; these
conflicting 'Spaulding Manuscript' and 'St.John's
divining rod' tales can not possibly be true.
They are both improbable." Thus the object of
those who are telli:q.g these stories is defeated.
Lately, however two men, agents for Johnson's
Cyclopedia, and The Encyclopedia Britannica
respectively have offered that if we would fur.
nish them an article of suitable length upon the
subject, they will use their influence to get it inserted in future editions of these works. We
hope to succeed.

=FREEDOM VS. LICENSE.
of thought, freedom of expression and
freedom of action are supposed to be the pillars
of safety upon which the fabric of state may justly depend for its perpetuity. Insomuch as these
are preserved, being rightly understood and appreciated, the liberties of the people are safe;
insomuch as they are not understood, or are restricted or disregarded, there is danger to the institutions relied upon for security and peace,
This iB pre-eminently true of a republic, in which
the people are the conservators of their own
rights. By just so much as the people are intelligent, and have correct ideas of what is best calculated to secure and preserve their liberties, are
they prepared to enjoy those liberties.
The same is . true of the Saints. By the same
rule of reasoning it may be declared, that insomuch as the Saints comprehend and appreciate
the principles upon which their salvation as individuals depend, by so much will their safety
as a body be secured. Insomuch as they become intelligent, having a just appreciation of
their liberty in the gospel of Christ, by that much
will they be prepared to be examples, as well as
teachers !y precept, to the people to whom they
are sent as saviors of men.
Liberty of political speech is a safeguard
against imposition from evil and designing men.
But license of political speech, makes politics
a seething vortex of vilification and abuse, the
study of statesmanship abhorrent, and good men
to shrink from an arena where impudent assertion and foul mouthed demagogism, win against
worth and sober statement of truth. Few really
good men are ever found making a canvass for
the votes of the people where it has by license
become the rule to blacken the character and
asperse the motives of opposing men and parties:
Social liberty of speech is an able auxiliary to
true morality and progress in society; but social license of speech poisons the springs where
purity flows, and gives a licentious character to
FREEDOM
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the social atmosphere. Scandal flourishes, good
men and women refuse to enter the lists against
so bold and aggressive despoilers of the peace of
society,. and are ultimately outfaced, to their
shame and the ruin of the community.
Religious liberty of speech is one of the most
valuable aids to true advancement in the truths
that do and shall govern man's spiritual nature;
and is likewise a conservator of the peace of mankind. But religious license is a curse to the truth.
It hangs deftly at the heels of advancement and
hinders the good. Under the guise of seeking
after truth, it despoils the fair structures raised
by faithful endeavor, chills by invidious and
cruel comparisons the warning love of devoted
believers and defeats the object it purports to advance by carping criticism. If any of those called to be Saints, have thus mistaken license for
liberty, they have done themselves and the cause
an incalculable injury.
Liberty of conscience is and should be sacred.
But the liberty of conscience does not carry with
it, in any sense, the right to ignore and treat
lightly the obligations that men may have taken
upon themselves in connection with others by
which a rule of conduct is prescribed; for in
such case the judgment and will were both consulted when the obligation was taken, and having
yielded their assent can not afterward withdraw
without some degree of perfidy; unless, indeed,
the terms of the obligation are changed without
their consent, after having been obtained. Therefore, to take shelter under the love for truth and
liberty of conscience, to violate church bonds,
disregard church polity, and outrage church fellowship, are highly reprehensible and should find
neither principals nor abettors among the Saints.

297

Bro. Alfred Munn, Nelson Station, Butte county, California, mentions his efforts to preach the
Ques.-Is it right in a Saints' meeting, where gospel in his neighborhood. He relates a· blessall present can understand and talk the English
ing that he received by what seems to have been
language, for those who can talk Welsh to fill a providential preservation of his grain stacks
three-fourths of the time with speaking, singing,
from a running fire in the fields; the fire having
and praying in that tongue, which one-half of driven them away from seeking to protect the
those present do not understand one word of?
stacks, and yet stopping short of destroying them
Ans.-No. It is not an evidence of wisdom, by only a few feet, while he thought all lost, yet
or justice, on the part of those so taking up the was praying to God for their preservation. He
time, nor is it proper . courtesy towards their
feels thankful and so expresses.
brethren who can not understand them. Those
Bro. A. W. Bullard, of Shawnee Branch, Red
who talk English very imperfectly, or who have
River county, Texas, relates his experience 11:1 t1Hl
hard work to speak it, are of course excusable.
world, religiously, and it is interesting. ·He was
born in Georgia; moved early in life to Alabama;
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
joined the Baptist Church there, and subsequently became a minister of that faith. He preached
ATTENTION is called to the advertisement by a
eighteen years for them, baptizing during the
brother for land. He has the means and would
time over two thousand persons, organized a
like to purchase some thousands of acres. He
number of churches for them; but finally last
wishes the addresses of parties owning large
year believed the gospel as preached by Paul,
tracts in South-western Iowa, North-western Misand was baptized into the Kingdom of God and
souri, and North-eastern Kansas. Write to this
ordained to preach it. Since then he has been
office.
persecuted, spoken evil of, and has lost property
Bro. W. W, Blair left Decatur county, Iowa,
by those who have sought to injure him, but he
September 17th for the General Conference, and
still holds to the truth. May he go on therein,
Bro. Joseph Smith was to go on the 19th, both
be faithful, and be blest of God with his favor
via Council Bluffs. They preached at Lamoni
and J:Vs strength. Some seem near to obedience
and Davis City while in Decatur county and
through his teaching.
express themselves as having enjoyed their trip
Bro. Joseph Squire, Brooklyn, liew York, says
and visits.
that they have held outdoor meetings this sumWe have some thirty or forty of the works of
mer. Results, one baptized and others believe.
0. Pratt, sent in by a brother who wishes to sell
Bro. W. P. Brentz, Independence, Missouri, exthem. Price, postage paid, one dollar per copy.
presses
his thanks to God for aid and strength
Some have hitherto inquired for them and now
to stand in the covenant of grace firmly, even
is their chance.
•
Bro. M. T. Short, Joplin, Missouri, September through great trials.
Bro. Joseph Smith wrote September 8th, of
5th, writes that he has arranged with two other
ministers for discussions this fall, on differences having a good Conference at Buffalo, Eastern
ELDERS TAYLOR AND CATON AT
in doctrine. Bro. Short is laboring as the only Iowa District; two persons baptized.
Bro. N. Stamm, Newton, Iowa, Septemb@r 7th,
BIRMINGHAM.
steady worker in that part of the vineyard, and
Brethren Thomas Taylor and C. H. Caton, Bir- is showing himself an able defender of Christ's says that a good conference was held in Des
mingham, England, president and secretary of doctrine. He writes of the excellent conference Moines District, 6th and 7th. Bro. J. H. Lake
the English Mission, seeing in the Birmingham held recently in southern Kansas, and of himself presided and preached. One baptized. The truth
Mail an article entitled "An effort to crush out says: "I have received much comfort in the min- is working among the people.
Bro. A. C. Everett, Paw Paw, Mich., who wrote
Mormonism," the same being an editorial on the istry, and feel a strong desire to battle on in dean article in the True Nortlwrner, though affiict.
Evarts' Circular, replied to it, and made a state- fense of the cause we love."
Sr. Jennie Krahl, Schuyler, Nebraska, says: ed in body and unable to labor, being crippled
ment of "the situation," showing the apostasy
under B. Young and the Twelve, the adoption of "Since I last wrote you I have obeyed the glori- by disease, yet writes and converses in defence
polygamy, and finally the rise of the Reorganized ous gospel of Jesus Christ, and can say of a truth of the cause of truth bravely and with persever.
Church and its principles and doctrines, so that I have never found such peace and light before." ence. That he may be comforted in spirit and
the many readers of the Mai& might become more She is laboring for the cause of the Master, and healed in body we greatly desire. His previous
thoroughly satisfied of the fact that polygamy is we pray that she will not be faint, but temper zeal article in the True Nortl1erner, over the signature
not a part of Mormonism, and only became at. with wisdom, and be made to rejoice in the fruits of "Ace," in reply to Elder Sherrod, of the Chris.tian Church, which we noticed in our last issue,
tached to it by the falling away of its leaders of a lasting work of truth and hope.
after Joseph's death. The editor of the Mail had
Bro. J. Ells wrote September 5th, from Bridge- was replied to by Mr. Sherrod, and Bro. Everett
already learned and truthfully and honestly sta- port, Ohio, that Bro. J. Craig baptized three per. answered him through the Northerner of September 5th. Bro. Everett says that-these articles
ted in his article that "polygamy was not a part sons a few days before that.
Bro. A. Falconer, Blairsville, Pa., writes cheer- have been the cause of many inquiries being
of the original gospel of Joseph Smith," for
which we and our people in Britain express ingly of his faith in the approaching triumph of made of him, and he thus has a chance to explain
the true positiou of the Latter Day Work, and to
thanks to him. Brethren Taylor and Caton take the Lord's work.
Sr. w: C. Sides, Porno, Mendocino county, Cal., teach the doctrine of ()hrist to those who so inhim to task, however, for saying that "the gospel
of Joseph Smith would have been forgotten long writes that she and her daughter .are alone and quire. In this way he can do good and be made
since if it had not been for the embellishments they are endeavoring ·to serve the Lord~ They glad thereby.
Bro. Clayton Bargar, Ashland, Nebraska, bears
it has received at the hands of his disciples," and call upon his holy name night and morning, and
they show how the work flourished marvelously they enjoy much of his favor and blessings. She testimony to the work being divine, for he has
before those "embellishments" were added, and also wishes that the gospel could be preached received assurances from God. He also greatly
enjoys the HERALD and is comforted and instruchow the same "gospel of Joseph Smith" has there, but there is no one to do it.
·
flourished and spread by the Reorganized Church
sister Laura A. Cobb, of Gonzales county; Tex. ted.
under the presidency of his son, with none of as, says that she seldom hears any preaching, and
Bro. Louis VanBuren, senior, wrote from New
those fungus growths, and unclean doctrines is deprived of the society of the Saints, but she York City, September 15th, that he had arrived
taught by it. We are glad that the brethren got is steadfast in the faith, and hopes to endure the from Switzerland, and would soon be in Jefferson
an article published by the courtesy of the editor trials and affiictions of her life patiently. So may county, Indiana, aga\n, We welcome him to his
she be able to do.
American home,
of the Mail.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
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Bro. A. S. Davidson, Moselle, Missouri, wrote
September 12th: "I am still preaching every
Sunday; will go to Oak Hill, ten miles, to.mor.
B
W"ll"
St"ll f St L ·
·
.
row, ro. I mm I , o · . oms, gomg Wlth
me. Expect two more to be added to our branch
soon."
Sister Eliza Humphrey, of San Bernardino,
C<•lifornia, who is in the eightieth year of her
age, writes that it seems as if she were left alone,
those of her generation who obeyed the gospel
in the early years of its restoration having most.
ly fallen asleep. However, she remains and en.
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Bro. T. W. Smith preached at Pittsburg, Pa., Afghan cities, as well as at Cabul since the masSeptemer 3rd and 7th. He and wife were to go sacre. British troops are advancing from three
to Belmont county, Ohio, the 10th, thence west different directions towards that city.
to Illi"noi·s and Iowa.
Another water-spout in Swi!zerland swept away
mills and houses yesterday.
Bro. S.M. Rogers, Piper City, Illlnois, relates
At Terre Haute, Indiana, yesterday, Madam
the visit of Bro. Luff, and the good done them Anna Stewart, Spiritualist medium, and others·,
there by. The branch has profitable meetings filed complaints against W. C. and S. F. Ball, of
the Evenir1g Gazette, for alleged defamation of
and a Sunday School that flourishes.
character, demanding $20,000 damages. Of late,
-~-------··
it is alleged, she and others taking part in their
NEWS SUThU'U.RY.
se&nces have publicly exhibited nude personB
[Prepared expressly for tho Herald.l
claimed by them to be angels and materialized
. Sept. Sth.-A large fire occurred 1 Quincy, friends of visitors present, a~~ also cla!ming one
Illinois, night before last; loss one hundred 1 mHI~ person to be ~ esus Chns., appearmg to the
deavors to hold fast to the rod that leads to the thousand dollars.
' aud1ences, and havmg openly offered photographs
tree of life as seen by Lehi and Nephi, as she has
At Memphis yesterday 11 new cases and 8 o~ such a person claiming to bo Christ. Tha
done since 1835, when she received the truth. deaths from yellow fever.
Uaz_et~e. has made a deadly assault upon the :"'hole
f::lhe was a sharer in the Missouri tribulations,
Another lot of prisoners have just been exiled exh;b~t;on, a_nd ?harges ~te"":a:rt and others m the
to Siberia by the Russian government for poiitica,l exh1btt10n wnh 1mmorahty, mdecency and fraud,
her husband and father being prisoners to the offenses.
'
for which they bring the suit. An interesting
mob two days at that memorable time. She
Good crops have been successfully garnered in l!n;~uit _is pro?able.
.
.
went to Utah in 1849 and remained till185!), and Switzerland.
They exceed the usual yearly
'l:ne dlfficultxes_under wht~h farmers m England,
then escaped to California. Her husband died product.
ScoU~nd and I_re!and labor m the way of rent and
9th.-At Cabul, Afghanistan, the native troops taxat10~ are Jll~tstrat~d by some statements of
March 1st, 1874, and she waits her own time of de. mutined against the British Embassy there, and actual ,act published m ~he Mark. Lane Express,
parture with trust in God. As she desires, so may attacked their quarters and slew (after-being re- the London organ of a:griCultural mterests. An
she be comforted and sustained py the arm of sisted stubbornly and losing a hundred men them- owner of 200 acre.s receives $2,100 rent, and pays
His power when £he enters the stream and passes selves) the British Envoy, his secretary, the $11& land nnd mcome ta~. The tenant pays:
surgeon and Lieutenant Hamilton, and sixty-seven ren~, $2,100; poor _and h1ghway rates, $410;
over to the other side-to the place of everlasting soldiers, the only ones who escaped being nine dra;._nage rate, $315; mco.me t~x, ~37 ~50; total tax
rest and peace-we pray.
soldiers who were in the country foraging.
$871.50 ;. total rent and tax, $2,917. oO, or. ~t the
Bro. W. L. Booker, Kingston, 1\'lissouri, says
At Memphis yesterday 25 new cases of yellow ntte of $14.88 per acre per year. In addition to
fever and 10 d~aths.
'
this, the tenant is under legal obligation to place
that the cause is gaining about there. E,ight
lOth.-The report is that Cabul, Afghanistan, on the land an amount of manure equal to an
baptized into Far West Branch lately. A good has l<leen sacked by the mob of Afghans. The agreed number of to~s of stable-manure per acre.
conference was held August 30th and 31st. ·
British forces in India have been 80 weakened
15th.-At Memphis, yesterday, only one new
At Holmes Ba:y, Maine, August 24th, one bap. by sickness and death that there is a poor pros- case of yellow fever and but f~ur deaths. It is
tized by Bro. J. C. Foss, and three more by him pect for a successful march on Cabul and the thought. that the plague has run 1ts course, U'_llesa
Afghans. It will take two months to send troops the refugees come back ~oo early and fall by 1t.
September 7th, increasing that branch to eighteen. from England to that couu try but it seems neoIn southern New Mexico, last week, seven solOthers are favorable.
essary.
'
diers who were out herding _Governme~t mules,
Brother Wm. Hart, San Francisco, California,
There are reports of bad crops in Kings and :'ere attacked by Apache Indians and k1lled, a~d
'I
Down counties"Ireland
,he mules (64) run off. A detachment was sent m
writes, t:leptember 8th, that the branch there is
Thirty thou"sand p~rsons are out of work in pursui.t, but no news from them yet.
reviving, and some good meetings are being held. Glasgow, Scotland. It will be necessary to make
A dispatch from ~Iavana, Cuba, s~ys that the
Bro. Leon Lamore is at Carmel, Cloud county, provision for the unemploped the coming winter. slaves on th~ plant~t10ns around Santiago de Cuba
Kansas, and would like to learn of the nearest The iron trades a,re in fair condition, but the a;e demandmg the1r freedom, an~ many are runSaints to him in Kansas. He is alone in the building trades are very bad.
!lmg :"way. The p~a~ters are trymg to compromThe harvest· in England has begun in the south, 1se ":"1~h them by g1vmg ~hem wages, and the aufaith.
and some better weather is being had. The tho;1ttes ask of the Sp~ms~ Governmen~ what to
Bro. H. 0. Smith wrote from Cedar Keys, Flor. nights have been cold with occasional frosts, do m the matte~. It IS said by a Sp~mah new~icla, September 13th, that they would sail for Pen. hurting the unripe grain in some places.
, pape_r ~hat Spam ;vould have su?mttted .a b1ll
Sixty-five deaths from yellow fever in Havana, abohshmg sla~ery m Cuba forthwith! but 1t, v:-as
sacola that day. They left the Saints at Gaines. Cuba the past week. 'l'he insurgent bands, before feared that seriOus trouble to the agr1culturallsts
ville in good spirits, but with much to contend reported, have been broken up into smaller and would ensue from lack of laborers.
against. May they be faithful and have strength less dangerous parties.
lllth.-Russia is believed to be closely watching
given them to endure; and may Bro. Heman and
A cold wind struck Memphis yesterday and the affairs in Afghanistan and may take opportunity
his fellow-laborers in those States continue as mercury went down to 65 degrees above zero. of England's present situation of defeat. It is
Consequence, 11 deaths; also 26 new cases.
rumored that the Ameer of Afghanistan has openteachers and examplars of the righteousness of
The outbreak in Afghanistan is now considered Jy declared against the British.
the law and gospel of God.
greater than was at first supposed. The BritTen thousand workers are thrown out of emBro. W. D. Clark, Gravella, Ala., wrote Septem. ish force in India, on the border of Afghanistan ployment by the strike of the cotton-mill operaand elsewhere, is altogether too small to cope tives at Ashton, England. Over fifty iron furnaces
ber 5th, that Bro. Heman C. Smith had baptized with the Afghans. Troops will be sent from in Scotland have .been obliged to suspend work.
seven at Gainesville, and would organize a England at once.
The Mayor of Middles borough, England, writes to
branch there.
'I'he cotton operatives at Ashton, England, have the Government authorities: "Trade has notreBro.. Wm. Worwood writes from Nephi, Utah: held a large meeting and declare for a strike vived here, and great distress in the district has
against the 5 pe:r cent reduction.
so seriously affected those who previously sub"Times are very hard, grasshoppers numerous,
A shook of earthquake was felt at Lyons, scribed to the relief. funds that our localresources
drouth bad. I can scarcely get bread for my France, the 9th in st.
are not to be depended upon. I am obliged, therefamily. Spirituality is at a very low ebb here.
In Georgia,, western counties, a fatal disease fore, to ask for Government assistance."
'l'he people seem to think that their leaders are h_as broken out, having the f~llowing chD,\'acterisR.e!ative to the apprehe_nd~d distress among t~e
.
.
.
.
, twa: The tongue swells unt1l the mouth can not worKmg classes of the thwk1y populated towns m
not nght, nor the1r teachmgs. How long Wlll a be closed; the victim chokes; and the blood the northeast oJ England, it is estimated that
man rob God? Such is life in Utah, the Zion breaks from the ears, eyes and nostrils. ~~he 20,000 persons Tn that region have been thrown
which no man need seek. My wife and mother body is corered with large black spots as death out of work during the three years past. There
and myself have distributed the Advocate to the approaches. Only three persons oat of 58 "'ttack· are t~ousands of ~mpty houses at D~rlington.
ed have recovered.
Stock.,on and and Newport are also seriously afbest advantage. Few ask for more, and none
At Memphis, Tennessee, 16 new cases of yellow fected. The climax of distress has been reached
seem to care to pay for the paper and its precious fever and 9 deaths.
at Middles borough.
truths. May God hasten the deliverance of his
Yesterday the ocean steamers that arrived in
A serious disturbance occurred at Lurgan
Saints."
New York br?l~ght five million dollars in gold
Saturday night, arising out of the sta\l:
•
<'
•
from Great Br1t1an, France and Germany.
··
bing
a Catholic ill. a pa:rtiz~,n affray. All the
. Bro. A._J: Kemson, Eagle Rap1ds, Kansas, men.
12th.-Seventeen new cases of fever at Memphis police of the town were called out, and a conflict
tJons a VISit from Bro. I. N. Roberts, who also yesterday and eight deaths. The cities of the with the mob lasted some hours. Several arrests
preached to them. Good audiences and some north are raising money by the thoueands to aid we:re made.
are seeking for light and the truth of God yet the relief associations.
·
A dispatch from Berlin says the cattle plague
a
• •'
•
,
. 1
a
,
13th.-Every person COJ:!nected with the British having appeared in Russian Poland, Germany has
See~ af1a1~ _of t:1e speecn of the pvople. Bro. Embassy at Cabul, Afghanistan, was killed. forbidden importation across the frontier of Jive
Kemson reJOices lll the latter day message.
There are :reports of riot and murder in other stock from Russia or Aust:ri~,.
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'rhe war still goes on between Peru and Chili in
South America, chiefly naval conflicts or bombarding seaports.
At Memphis thil"ty-two cases of fever and eight
des.ths from it yesterday.
l7th.-Tho asylum ~.nd institute for the dee~fand
damb, at Delevan, Wisconsin, was burned yesterday. No lives lost, and all the furniture and the
property of the inmates saved. Loss to the St8.te,
nearly two hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
No insurance.
At Memphis yesterday 23 new cases and 7
deaths from yellow fever.
the plague is spreading
to
into the country, notwithstanding
confine it to the city.
18th.-It is now stated t.hat the escaping soldiers
from the Ca.bul massac1·e S3,y that when the Afghan
mutineers threateningly surrounded the Embassy,
some of the British soldiers fired upon them and
killed a few, otherwise possibly there might have
been no bloodshed, but this act of the soldiers
maddened the natives, and i.hey sought vengeance.
A few more soldiers who escaped the masRtWre,
have arrived within the British lines.,
Cetawayo, the Zulu chief, has been captured by
the British troops in South Africa.
English firms are ordering American cloths to
fill their orders from the East Indies which are
more for these goods tho~n for English goods.
Hlth.-Herat, a city of Affghanistan, has also
been the scene of a fearful revolt and all the civil
and military officials have been murdered by the
mob. The native regiments mutinied as at CabuL
The labor tro)lbles in England are increasing,
and many thousands of people are already suffering for want of food and the necessary comforts of
life.
·
A tenement house in Boston was burned night
before last, set on fire, and several persons perished in the flames.
-------~~~~~~~------

~t~rrt~p,olulren~.~.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa,
September 1st, 1870.
Dear Herald :--I so arranged as to attend the
quarterly conference of the Pottawatamie Dis.
trict, held at Downsville, August 30th, Bro. C. G.
Mcintosh presiding, who, as far as health and
circumstances admit, is still defending the faith.
The work about there and at Wheeler's Grove hns
been considerably revived within the past year,
through the labors of Brn. R. J. Anthony and R.
M. Elvin. The business sessions were peaceful,
yet few, very few, to participate therein. Father
H. Hansen, whose steps from the weight of accumulated years, are less certain, with his three
sons, Frederick, Oliver, and Kennedy, weTe present. Only severity of weather, sickness, or some
other uncontrollable circumstance would keep the
old veteran from duty. Would that we were all
such consistent and worthy members of the body!
And it is most gratifying to know that his sons
are following in his footsteps. The two latter
are young in years, but they nobly resist the vanities and follies of the day, and bid fair to become useful men in the Church. How comforting to Father Hansen and his sainted wife in
their declining years, to know, if their children
are missed from the house of worship or family
altar, that they are not with the giddy and gay,
feeding on husks, and wasting the days of their
probation. If all the young in the West were
thus minded, young people's prayer meetings
might be established with effect, and thus imitate
the example of the young folks of Plano. But,
alas, a love for worldly pleasure and popularity
is taking too strong a hold on many.
Reports showed that but few, if any, of the
forty Elders are exerting themselves to travel and
preach on Sabbath ds.ys. Reports from presidents of some bmnches tell of signs of improvement. A large attendance on Sunday; meetings
held in a grove .. Bro. A. Hall reported, and informed the conference that his indisposition of
body would prevent hi.s traveling among the
branches, to teach the law of tithing and free-win
offering, as he desired, whereupon, by resolution,
the presidents of branches were requested to cooperate with the Bishop's Agent, to teach those
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necessary things to their members, and to make
monthly returns to the Agent, which resolution,
strange to say, gave rise to some questions.
What a puzzling subject that tithing seems, requiring a vast amount of stamina to talk about or
introduce it. Surely the gospel economy is well
calculated to develop our traits of character.
J. 0AFFALL.
PLANO, Illinois,
September 15th, 1870.
Editors Herald :-The past five weeks I have
spent in the field of Northern Illinois, laboring
as the following report will show.
On Sunday, August 3d, I preached twice at
llfrission, LaSalle county, to fair congregations,
with good liberty. In the afternoon we repaired
to the river, and Bro. Thos. Hougas baptized five
persons. The ceremony was witnessed by a large
company of people, aud the opportu11ity was
taken advantage of by Bro. Blair, who delivered
a brief but impressive discourse on the subject
of "Baptism."
On the following Saturday evening, the "Blair
and ,John Debate" commenced, and it continued
till the following Friday. A brief synopsis has
been published. The disputants agreed to have
one night's rest during that time, which was occupied by myself, (as also was Sabbath morning),
in preaching to interested congregations. The
following two weeks were spent in that locality,
preaching six times at Mission, once at the Bell
School-House, five miles distant, and twice in the
Methodist Church, four miles south.
On Wednesday, September 3d, Bro. Hans
Hayer accompanied me to Paradise, seme forty
miles further, where live Brn. Lars Lews and
Soren Oleson and their families, who set about
at once to secure a school-house for preaching.
Remained here until Saturday morning, preaching twice to large and attentive congregations,
some of whom exp1'essed perfect satisfaction concerning the doctrine, and a desire to hear further.
On Friday evening, an Adventist preacher rose
at the close of the meeting, and raised one or two
objections against the arguments used in favor
of continued revelation. He declared the Bible
to be the rule of faith and practice, and scouted
the idea of receiving any revelations since. I
replied that if the Bible was the rule of faith and
practice, he certainly must observe the laying on
of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, which,
when obtained, would "show men things to come,"
and intimated that a wiser head than his would
be required to explain how this could be without
new revelation being enjoyed. I was then challenged to show one or two things from the book,
which I did with such unexpected grace and ease
that he admitted himself caught, but tried another
twist or two, and then sat hown. He is an old
hand at that work, having debated with Bro.
Sheen some years ago, and we learn that, though
somewhat enfeebled by age, he still persists in
making himself conspicuous when occasion
offers.
On Saturday morning we drove to the house of
l\'l:r. Lamer, and were welcomed kindly. He and
his wife are interested, and made many enquiries,
espeCially concerning the Book of Mormon.
They appeared S'ltisfied, and, as an evidence of
their good will, assisted me according to their
means.
In the afternoon we drove to Kempton, a new
town, about nine miles distant. Here we were
fav®red with attentive listeners, to whom I spoke
with
liberty. The hall and lights were
gratis, for which we thank the liberal
ones.
On Sunday morning, attended the Methodist
meeting, and heard a sermon preached that called to ·
the past days of my experience,
before
the light of truth. The preach.
er had
one of our meetings iiJ. the schoolhouse close by, and after we had been seated
a.bout ten minutes and closely eyed by him from
the stand, he stated that he had come with a pre.
pared sermon, but the congregation was not what
he expected, (probably on account of the rain),
and he had, therefore, decided to change his subject. He talked for half an hour on the words
"Thy kingdom come." He stated that it was set
up in our hearts, and afterwards exhorted his

hearers, who were, he said, members of the kingdom, to pra:y those words understandingly. It
was a discourse characteristic of the days we
spent when all our religion was implied in the
word "Methodism."
In the evening went to Cabery, some nine
miles or more in another direction, and preached
to a very large congregation, some of whom had
come from five to ten miles. Again I was favored with that liberty that only the Spirit can afford, and was enabled to enlighten some concerning the views entertained by us as a people.
Monday morning found us on our way towards
Piper City. _ Called at Kempton, and were met
by a unanimous appeal to preach again in that
place. I could not make any definite appointment, but promised to attend to the I'equest as
soon as possible. After a two hours' drive, ar.
rived at the home of Bro. Silas Rogers, and were
hospitably entertained by all the Saints in that
neighborhood during our stay. Notice was given, and I preached on that and the two following
evenings, in the school house close by. The congregations were fair and the interest good. On
Thursday drove sixty.six miles, arriving at Mission in the evening. Having caught a severe
cold, my hoarseness prevented further preaching
until Sunday. In the morning I addressed the
Saints in particular, and the Master of assemblies
was present, and though plainness was the main
feature in the discourse, yet we doubt the possibility of any being present who did not feel the
effects of the Spirit's outpouring in confirmation
of the truth. In the Saints' meeting that afternoon, the presence of the Holy Spirit was also
manifest to the comfort of all. In the evening,
I preached to a large and attentive congregation
in the Methodist church, four miles south of
Mission meeting hotlse, and on the following day
returned home.
Bro. Hans Hayer devoted the time of both himself !J,nd team in conveying me from place to
place, as above, to whom I shall forever feel indebted. In all these places, where Saints resided,
I was made welcome, and on leaving, brought
with me evidences of their regard, in the form of
good wishes and financial help. The cry every.
where was "come back soon," and the treatment
received was of a kind to make us wish we were
to live among such people forever.
Prior to the above, I did some Sabbath preaching in Plano, Sandwich, Pritchard's Grove, and
Big Rock. I received calls to go to Sheridan and
other places, but Conference must decide where
my future labors shall be. The above is a statement, in brief, of the labor performed since June
conference. Nearly four months of the time has
been. occupied in the Herald Office; but I now
feel free to labor as God through the conference
shall direct. Calls for labor in new places are
very numerous, and none who can labor, ought
to be at rest.
Yours in hope of the triumph of truth,
JOSEPH LUJ!'F.
TYDVIL, W aleA,
August 25th, 18"/().
Ern. Joseph and Henry:--I v<Jnture for the first
time to write a few lines in the fear of the Lord,
and with a desire to do good. I ·am happy to say
that the Lord has not forgotten to hear the cries
of those who humble themselves before him.
Sunday, April 13th, was a very stormy day. It was
snowing and freezing, likewise the wind blew
severely, but Bro. J. Morgan and I went over the
mountain to Aberaman, for the purpose of being
baptized for the remission of our sins. When we
met the brethren in council, every thing passed
in our favor. So we prepared for the water, and
when at the water side, I do testify, in the name
of Israel's God, that t.he weather became calm
while we were doing the will of the Father. In
the afternoon we were confirmed and ordained
Elders in the Church of Jesus Christ, and in the
evening we returned home rejoicing. Since then
we have not been idle. Bro. T. E. Jenkins has
united with us in Merthyr to hold meetings, and
the Lord is with us. We have restored two old
brethren who were gone astray, likewise baptized
three and reorganized the :M:erthyr Bmnch, and
when we meet in fellowship meeting the Lord
sends down his Holy Spirit upon us, likewise we
enjoy the manifestations of the Spirit. We are
MERTHYR
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doing a little out-door preaching, although our
iJOnl:l'regatitJns are not large; but they listen attentively, so we expect to baptil'le a few more
shortly. I hope that our heavenly Father will
bless us continually, that we may be enable to
do his will, and live faithful to our calling, is the
desire of your humble brother in the bonds oflove,
J. W. WATKINS.
Mu..L:musnunG, Ill.,
Sept. 11th, 1879,
Bro. Jo8eplt:-The Lord is causing the hearts
of the people in this place to rejoice, and encour.
aglng us in his glorious work, by the many man~festations of his love and power. In our meeting~ we enjoy the blessings of his Holy Spirit;
which brings to mind things that are past
and shows us things to come. Our quarterly
conference last week was, as many of the Saints
expressed it, a good old-fashioned one. There
was an unusually large attendance. Almost
every branch was represented. Some who were
investigating came from quite a distance to see
and. hear more. On Sunday morning four were
baptized by Bro. Bryant, and, in fulfillment of
the voice of the Spirit, weeks before, we were
made to rejoice in seeing some come in <i\'ith us
that we thought not of, showing that God is working by the influence of his Spirit in the hearts of
the honest, and it remains for the Saints to live
their profession, that their influence for good may
be felt by those who are seeking for truth. Bro.
John A. Robinson, our beloved district president,
was with us and preached two excellent discourses. The business sessions were peaceful, the
questions brought up were discussed with kindly feelings, and they seemed to be satisfactorily
settled. At the social meetings every heart seemed to respond as we sung,
"The Spirit of God like a fire is burning,
,1[he latter day glory begins to come forth."'

While the gospel wins its widening way, may
the Saints of every land and clime be up and doing; that we may ultimately receive the reward
of the faithful. Your sister in Christ,
V. I. VERNON.
.
WATSONVILLE, Cal.,
August 20th, 1879.
Editors Herald:-! arrived at this quiet village
of the beautiful Pajaro valley, August 15th, with
Bro. D. J. Phillips from Oakland. We had quite
a dusty trip, visiting en route the excellent family
of Bro. Burgess, at San Jose, and a family of old
timers at Gilroy, who are still looking Zion ward,
and are in full sympathy, though not immediately connected with us; and also stopped at Saints
Home, enjoying the brief season with Bro. John
Hauge's estimable family; though isolated from
the Saints, they are alive in the cause of truth,
and look forward to the glorious reunion in Zion
with joyful anticipations. I found the Christian
Church (so called) in that place, which opposed
us so vehemently, when Bro. Clapp and myself
held a series of discourses there, have gone down,
and are dwindling away, just as we told them
they would. The farmers have ~uffered severely
in that region this season, from drouth, and times
are hard there, as the deserted appearance of
most of the village testifies. As we leave it, and
approach the old Jesuitical Mission of SanJuan,
the town looks deserted; but the wheat iields are
heavily laded with their golden grain.
Passing over. the divide, we find ourselves in
the productive Pajaro, or Bird Valley; its enormous crops of grain are fast being shelled to the
tune of the numerous steam threshers, busy on
every hand with their hum and screech, whilst
lon15 trains of the Southern Pacific Railroad are
whirling it away to the motropolis, to be shipped to foreign climes; and while the toiling farmer lives frugally, the magnates of the freighting
corporations roll in luxury, drawn from the bone
and sinew-but, what should we do without our
railroads? They might feed starving millions,
they should marry the nations, and help restore
peace and happiness to the distressed world.
We stop at our old-time landmark, Bro. Daniel
Brown's, and visit the Saints in the neighborhood.
Met them with a few enquiring strangers at the
chapel three times; had fair liberty in speaking
ppon the greR,t }~twr day work, and its founder,
,/-t

from Isa. 4i l21j to the rejoicing of the Saints,
and the astonishment of the curious. A certain
Judge present, appeared surprised at the pleading; !lnd when we demurred to modern reasoning,
he did not overrule it.; think he has, the matter
under advisement l as also has our candid friend,
Mr. Slight, of spiritualistic proclivities, with
whom I afterwards spent nearly a day in close
candid consideration of the great present and
eternal truth of Heaven, and I feel to award him
a meed of praise, for his sound and candidly expressed views of truth and justice, so seldom
found among leading men of his calibre; and
that he may yet become a mighty standard-bearer of the gospel, is my prayer.
An excellent spirit pervades the Saints in Watsonville, and they have bright seasons of rejoicing- in their meetings.
Parties calling themBelves Christian Adventists, have been holding a series of unfruitful tent
meetings there, in which we, in common with all
other denominations, came in for a share of bombastic abuse, to such an extent as to counteract
all the good he might have done; although, being
well and favorably acquainted with Elder Miles
Grant, the chief apostle of the same denomination for many years, I have ever found him to
manifest a very different spirit, and do not think
he would tolerate any representative of his faith,
if he knew him guilty of such base, unchristian
conduct in public; but his malicious and false
calumniations did us no harm, but actually defeated his object, as he made but one convert
with all his Herculean effort and boasted threats
of demolition in denouncing those whom he dare
not meet in open, public discussion, with the
bible as a standard of merit. As this article will
be likely to meet his eye, I again notify Elder
Reed that his defiant challenge, so very loosely
thrown out to all opponents, is accepted, and
either Elder H. P. Brown, of Oakland, or myself,
will surely meet him, or any of his companions
in faith, and discuss all or any differences between us, as long as he may wish to keep it up,
and this I do with Christian feelings, bearing
him no malice, for what he has said of our faith
in his wholesale attacks. The feeble squibs he has
put forth in the Watsonville papers, have been
well ahd thoroughly refuted by a sister recently
convert to the gospel. She has advanced such
arguments as he can not answer trom his present
platform during .ife, and he says he can not after
death, as his wisdom and knowledge and devices
go into the grave-unlike the ancients.
Elder Carmichael, presiding over Santa Cruz
District, will hold a conference in Watsonville, on
the 13th and 14th of September; expect to have a
good time. I visited Santa Cruz, and had a
pleasant season with Bro. and Sister Moses, who
are desirous of locating near a branch of the
Saints soon. Bro. Meeder's place looked quite
lonesome, as himself and wife had gone east, and
house shut up. On the morrow I p:o to Hollister
D. S. MILLS.
again. Yours in the gospel,
ALTON, Illinois, Sept. 16th, 1879.
Bro. Joseph:-July 2d I took leave of wife and
babes for the St. Louis District. Stopping over
night in Keokuk, I took steamer the 3rd and arrived in St. Louis on the 4th. Met with the
Saints on the 6th in conference; preached to
those assembled in the Saints' meeting room.
The conference passed off,-well, to me not as
pleasant as I have seen, but with apparent good
feeling. I felt some disappointed at some things
which I felt and saw, but concluded that this
was to be part of my experience, and so tried to
make the best of it, as we are not all perfect yet.
By invitation went to West Bellville and delivered several discourses, thence to Alma and Caseyville, and also to Alton. Iu all these places I
was well received and kindly cared for, and my
labor seemed to be appreciated. We tried to
present to them the truth, and the necessity of
holding fast to the faith and daily practicing
those truths, that the Saints and their neighbors
with them might be benefitted together. And
thus give greater force to the truth, and energy
and encouragement to those whose duty it is to
present those truths. There were some things
I experienced which were unpleasant, and I was
led to say that I might as well be at home as to

be preaching to those whose actions were such
as to make, or would make the preaching of no
efl"ect. But upon the whole up to the present,
I have enjoyed myself among all the Saints quite
well. Rave had good liberty while speaking, as
a rule. And, dear brother, I begin to believe
more than ever that I have one talent, but it has
been covered up, or rather used so little that I
lack knowledge of how to handle it just right.
The more I call it into play the greater need is
there (so I discover) to know how to use in wisely and well.
I desire to be a wise builder on the true foundation, able to defend the truth and to give a
reason, yea a good reason, for the hope I have in
this truth, even to the stopping the mouths of those
who would gainsay. I received authority from
the First Presidency to come into this district
and labor, and now I wish to say that my labors
here are nearly ended, and that when I go from
here, expect to go into Benton and Henry counties, Missouri, which lie south-east from Independence. J\'[y son is there and my father-in-law
also lives in that part. It is a part of the State in
which I think there has been no preaching done.
The Saints have given to me material aid, for
which I pray that the giver of all good will duly
reward them. On the whole I have preached
about three times a week. For awhile the warm
weather hindered my labors, but now the weath.
er is cooler, I could speak every evening. I trust
I shall have the prayers of my brethren, that I shall
have strength to endure unto the end.
Yours in bonds,
D. D. BABCOCK.
PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 16th, 1879.
Bro. Stebbins:-Since Bro. T. W. Smith left I
have continued my night meetings on Sundays
with fair attendance, mostly of the outside world,
and I hope good results will foil ow. Last Sunday
evening two more presented themselves for baptism, which I shall attend to next Saturday afternoon. There are others believing and I think
they will be added to the Church soon. Pray
for me, that I may have the Spirit, and that my
labors may be blessed. Your brother in Christ,
JOSEPH A. STEWAR)'.
TAYLOR, Texas,
September 6th, 1879.
B1'o. Henry:-I was baptized into the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ, August 9th, 1879, by
Bro. W. T. Bozarth, and am trying to serve God,
according to his revealed will. Bro. Bozarth left
us for his home, August 25th. He has done some
good, and I trust, lasting work for the cause in
this county. Our branch numbers twenty-three
members, who meet together every Sunday to
worship God in singing and prayer. There are
several more who seem to be strong in the faith,
but have not yet joined the Church. Bro. Bozarth
preached a sermon at Springhill, in Lemar county, op. his way home; subject, God revealing his
will to man. He had a good and attentive audience; several expressed themselves as well pleased, and say they desire to hear more of the doctrine.
We have considerable opposition here, and
some are very bitter; but they fail to discover
anything unscriptural in the faith and practice
of the Saints, and that is what troubles them so
much. They seem to forget that Jesus said,
"Blessed are ye when men shall revile you, and
say all manner of evil against you, falsely, for my
name's sake." But they are so blinded with pre.
judice, and by the teachings of learned D.D's.,
that they are to be excused more than blamed.
Bro. Bozarth and a Rev. Mr. Worley, a Baptist,
agreed to hold a public discussion in our community, to commence August 21st. The subjects
to be discussed were as follows:
The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints has all the elements of the
Apostolic Church, and is the true Church of
Christ, according to the scriptures. W. T. Bozarth affirms; C. A. Worley, denies.
The Baptist Church has all the elements of the
Apostolic Church, and is the true Church of
Christ, according to the scriptures. ().A. Worley affirms; W. T. Bozarth denies.
When the appointed hour arrived, Bro. Bozarth
announced himself ready to proceed, but Mr.
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Worley (finding beforehand his ground untenable) said he was not Teady, unless he was permitted to bring in the Book of Mormon and Doctrine
and Covenants, and all the history he wished to
use. Bro. Bozarth declined to allow him to use
anything that he, Worley, did not accept as scrip.
ture, whereupon Mr. Worley said he wanted the
attention of the audience an hour. He then spent
about two hours in abuse, misrepresentation, and
perversion of our doctrine, pretending that we
were identified in faith and teaching with the
Utah people. He said that God did not recognize JHatthias as an apostle, but disowned him as
one. He made several misquotations from the
Doctrine and Covenants, some of which he was
called upon to read, but could not find them,
although he pretended to be well posted in the
book. The most of his history was from Beadle's
Western Wilds and Ann Eliza Young. Bro. Bozarth wished to have part of the time to reply in,
but was denied. However, he made a reply the
next day, and exposed all of his opponent's misstatements, and made plain all of his sophistry.
And so the matter ended. But it has caused the
Saints to be firmer, if that were possible, but
some who were prejudiced agains~ us, and who
do not read for themselves, have become more
bitter toward us. Yours in hope.
B. T. STJOHN.
Business College, 77 to 81 State St.,
CmcAGO, Illinois,
Sept. 14th, 1879.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins:-I am here alone without
friends or brethren, and it makes me feel lonesome, but still when I think on the promises of
God it cheers me; for he says that he will ever
be. with us to bless, and to do us good, if we will
try and keep his laws. and commandments, and
not be led astray by the wickedness of this world.
And it becomes us to strive day after day to be
more perfect in his sight, and to do unto our fellow beings as we would have them do to us. As
I have started out and taken the name of a follower of Jesus, I would ask you all to pray that
I may be faithful and live in accordance with
his laws and commandments. Your brother,
.
JOHN ·w. PARKS.
PHILADELPHIA, August 27th, 1879.
Bm. Joseph and Henry:- I am glad to inform
you that I had three candidates ready for the
water on tha arrival of Bro. 'f. W. Smith, whom
he baptized for me last Saturday. Names, Edith
Ida Heck, Lavinia Shinn Hick, aud Mary Ann
Creekman, all noble women, and strong in the
faith. A few more are convinced but have not
yet courage to face a frowning world, but I do
not think they will be out long. I wish Bro.
Smith had more time to stay with me. He
preached last Sunday night to a good and attentive audience.
I have taken the hall again on my own account
for another quarter. Bro. Smith will preach for
us again next Sund'ay night. With the help of
God I do not intend to remain idle, or to let the
hall stand vacant while I can raise money to
keep it open. I trulyhopethati can have the support of the Saints this quarter more than I had
last. I had to depend altogether on those that
did not belong to the Church.
Give me the assistance of your prayers that I
may always have the Spirit and success in my
efforts to do good. I hope to have many ready
by the time Bro. Smith returns in the Fall, and I
hope he can slay here with us. With best wishes
for the prosperity of the Church, I remain your
brother in the gospel,
JosEPH A. STEWART.
----SALT LAKE CITY, Utah,
September 15th, 1879.
Bro. Stebbins:-The cause of truth is onward
and upward; many are seeking after it. There
seems to be a fear resting upon the inhabitants
of these valleys, Gentiles as well as Mormons, a
fearful looking, as if something was about to
happen. Our prayer is that the Lord will send
us helpers, in the shape of Elders, who will be
true to our Master's cause. There never was a
time up here, when things looked so clear as they
do now. 'fhe talk is with many, "When will
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Joseph come?" We are impressed to tell them
to be patient, and that ere long he will set his
face westward. It is said that some one or more
claim that we have set aside the Book of Mormon
and the Doctrine and Covenants. This is not
true of this part of the vineyard of the Lord.
They are the standard works of the Church to
us. We wish it understood that we have been
placed in the Church as watchmen about the
walls, and ever hold ourselves ready to defend
all that is good and pure within.
Dear brother, please remember us at all times,
and the work that is required at our hands. It
is a continual labor; yet as our day, so is grace
supplied. The way grows brighter, and the
prospect for the near future is most beautiful to
contemplate.
Your brother in the love of truth,
T. N. HUDSON.
LucAs, Iowa, September 15th, 1879.
Bro. H . .A. Stebbins:-I am feeling well in body
and good in spirit. I have been laboring with
good success ever since I left home. I had the
pleasure of baptizing eight persons in the Far
West Branch. I also preached at Grand River,
Mooresville, and many other places. I have been
traveling with Bro. A. H. Smith for a short time.
Your brother in the gospel,
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
HAMILTON, Mo., June 29th, 1879.
Editors Herald:-I find a quotation in vol. 2,
No.1, Saints' Advocate, the first sentence of which
reads thus, "If any man writes to you, or preaches to you doctrines contrary to the Bible, Book
of Mormon, or Book of Doctrine and Covenants,
set him down as an impostor."
If we were to follow this instruction, what
would be the result. We are told by some that
the gospel has been taken from the earth since
the days of Christ. That the books do not contain the gospel, nor the word of God. But what
saith the books. Doctrine and Covenants, sec.
42, 5. "And again, the elders, priests, and teachers
of this church shall teach the principles of my
gospel, which are in the Bible and Book of Mormon, which contain the fullness of the gospel."
We learn from this quotation that the Bible
and Book of Mormon, not only contain the principles of the gospel, but the fullness of the gospel.
Therefore, to say that the books do not contain
the gospel, but only a history of it, appears to be
a denial of the scriptures. Again, in Doctrine
and Covenants, sec 10: 10, the Lord tells Hyrum
to study his (God's) word, which hath gone forth
among the children of men; (meaning the Bible);
and also study my word which shall come forth
among the children of men, or that which is now
translating. The Lord does not say !t history of
his word, but his word. Also in Book of Mormon page 494, (present edition), it is declared,
that the gospel is in the Bible and Book of Mor.
mon; and I could give many more quotations to
prove that the New Testament contains the gospel.
What is the gospel? I answer, it is the laws,
or revelations that God has given for the government of his church or kingdom upon the earth.
The first principles of the gospel are the laws of
adoption, whereby aliens and foreigners are
adopted into the family and fold of God, found
in the New Testament, and are thus enumerated
by St. Paul in He b. 6, faith, repentance, baptisms,
laying on of hands. Paul also gives us other
principles of the gospel, even the laws to govern
the citizens of the. kingdom. He also gives directions how the officers are called, their duties,
and how many officers there shall be, &c. The
Bible does then contain the gospel and the word
of God, as well as does the Book of Mormon.
But says one, "The gospel is a power, and there
is no power in the book." I reply, that the gospel is not absolutely a power. It only becomes
the power of God unto salvation to them that believe and obey it. The power comes through
obE>dience unto, and administration of the ordinances thereof. Book of Doctrine and Covenants
sec. 83:3. Is there any power in the law of the
land? Not absolutely. But when all the officers
that the law points out as necessary to execute
the same, are on duty, try an experiment and find
out if there is any power in the law. For in-
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stance, steal a horse, and see how quickly you
will feel the power of the law, in the administration of the ordinances thereof. The book that
contains the law, could not arrest you and bring
you before the judge, or put you in jail, but it
tells what officers shall do it. Again, the history
of the late rebellion, is not the rebellion. 0, no!
But it contains the Amnesty Proclamation of the
President of the United States to the Rebels,
offering them pardon if they (the rebels) would
comply with its requirements. And so does the
New Testament contain the gospel of Jesus
Christ, offering a pardon to all that are in rebellion to God, by their complying with the terms
thereof. Now, it is an easy matter to prove that.
the New Testament, nor the laws that it contains
have not been taken from the earth, since they
first had an existence here. In fact, there is no
one claims that the;v have ; the claim is, that the
books do not contam the gospel nor the word of
God, which claim I have disproven; and for men
to say that the books only contain a history of
the gospel and of God's word, is teaching contrary to the Bible, Book of Mqrmon and Book of
Doctrine and Covenants, and hence the text says,
put him down as an impositor. I want you to
publish this, and if there are any of the readers
of the Herald, that can bring any proof from the
books, that the gospel has been taken from the
earth, at any time during the last eighteen hun.
dred years, let them bring it along, I would like
to see it, if it is to be found, I have searched diligently and have not found it. Your co-laborer
for truth,
A. G. WEERs.

'Vales, Upper Dish•ict.
A conference was held in Aberaman, August
18th, 1879; David Griffiths, president:; J. H.
Watkins, clerk.
J. R. Gibbs, President of the Welsh Mission,
addressed the meeting, advising both officers and
members to do their duty, also to love each other,
so that they may prosper in the work of the Lord.
Branch Reports.-Aberaman 27, (l Elders, 1
Priest, 1 Deacon. Merthyr 8, 1 Seventy, 4 ElderP,
1 Priest. Rhonda 26, 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 2
Teachers; 1 baptized, 3 removed by letter.
Resolved that David Lewis, of Rhonda, be ordained a Priest.
That Elder. Thomas Venable is not lo be received in good standing, until he acknowledges
his fault in Lansamlet and Ystradgylais.
The officers stated their feelings towards the
work of the Lord.
At 2 p.m., Thos. E. Jenkins addressed the
Saints.
Though but few attended conference, yet a good
degree of the Spirit and the manifestations of tho
Spirit were enjoyed.
Adjourned to Aberami!Jl, October 11th, 1879.

___..

..,.___

Ituiependence Dista·ict.
A conference oonvened at Independence, Mo.,
August 29th, 1879; J. J. Kaster, preeiding; C. C.
Frisby and F. P. Scarcliff, clerks.
Branch Reports.-Independence 121, 1 High
Priest, 1 Seventy, 7 Elders, 9 Priests, 4 Teachers,
4 Deacons ; 6 received, 2 removed by letter. Belton 9, 2 Elders, 1 Priest; 2 baptized. Wyandotte,
referred back to the branch for correction, and
Kansas City referred to the Adjudicating Com·
mittee. Holden 7, 1 Elder, 1 Priest.
Ten Elders reported in person and two by letter.
Five Priests, three Teachers and one Deacon reported.
An adjudicating committee was appointed.
Resolved that we join the western half of Johnson county to the Independence District.
That we adopt the resolution of the General
Conference, making dancing a test of fellowship.
C. C. Frisby resigned as district clerk, and F.
P. Scarcliff was ohosen to succeed him.
Missions were given to B. B. Brackenbury, S.
G. Mayo, S. 0. Waddell, Wm. Newton, Roderick
May, C. 0. Clemensen, F. P. Soarcliff and G. W.
Pilgrim.
Report of Building Committee : Subscription
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$410.50. Collected $226.80. Brick on hand 120,000; intend to make 20,000 more.
Resolved that we sustain the building cd"mmittee
with our available means, to build a house 36 x 50
feet.
That we accept the resignation of C. C. Frisby
as one of the building committee, and that J. J.
Kaster ~ucoeed him.
That we receive the last report af the adjudicating committee, in the case of J. S. Page, declaring no jurisdiction, the case having been settled by the district conference of. :March, 8th, 1879.
That the adjudicating committee be continued,
and that they try the cases of Wyandotte Branch
against C. C. Frisby, and of C. C. Frisby against
the officers of the Wyandotte Branch, on the 13th
of September, 1879.
The gifts and blessings were enjoyed, and
during the greater part of the conference, love and
peace prevailed. Brethren stood up with tears in
their eyes, and with choked utterance declared
their intention to help build an house unto the
Lord, and the Spirit bore witness that they should
be blessed in so doing. The poor in the district
have many of them worked night and day on the
brick-yard, and the prospects are that we will
soon have a house of our own to worship in, upon
the consecrated land.
Sunday, August 31st: Prayer meeting at 9 a.m.
Preaching by J. w. Brackenbury at 11 a.m. Sacrament meeting at 2 p.m. Preaching by F. P.
Scarcliff at 7:30p.m.; all in the Court House.
Thus ended one of the best conferences ever
held in· the Independence District.
Adjourned to Independence, at 2 p.m., November
28'h 187\l
" '
·
_______
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be held on the same ground it was last fall, and
the appointing of the necessaTy committee of arrangements was referred to the Galland's Grove
Branch.
At 7:30 p.m., preaching by Benan Salisbury,
Wm. A. Carrol and Geo. W. Beebe.
Sunday, 10:30 a.m.-It having been previously
decided upon by the brethren of the Deloit Branch
that the house they had buil~ for the worship of
God should be dedicated, Brn. Eli Clothier and
John Pett were appointed 'to take charge of the
services. A psalm was read, prayer offered, and
hymns sung, and Bro. Clothier preached fromJer.
31 : 31, 32, 33, being blessed with that light and
liberty which the Father alone can bestow. At
2:30p.m., he preached again, and in the evening
the sacrament was administered. The meetings
were well attended, many encouraging testimonies
given, and the session was altogether a profitable
.Aiabl.Ulil!a Dii!Jh•ict.
A conference convened at the Pleasant Hill and peaceful one.
Adjourned to Galland's Grove, Friday November
Branch, Butler county, Alabama, August 2d and 28th, at 10:30 a.m.
__.........._
3d, 1879; George T. Chute, president i W. D.
Clark, clerk.
PhHadeipbiia
Di!lh·iict.
Branch Reports.-Lone Star, :referred back to
A conference convened at Philadelphia, Pa~,
the branch, the district clerk to visit the branch,
and help t~ correct the report ~nd branch record. August 24th, 1879; T. W. Smith, presiding; J. A.
Pleasant H1ll 42, 2 Elders 1 P;,Iest, 1 Teacher; no Steward, secretary.
Branch Reports.-Philadelphia, at last report
change. I}utler, last report ::5, present 30, ~ Elders.' 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 6 b~pt~zed, 49; 5 Elders, 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2
1 dxed. F!at Rock, last ~eport 3_2, present ,o6, 1 removed by letter, 3 baptized ; present 50. HorElde:, 1 :t:rrest, 1 Teacher, 4 re.celVed by letter, 3 nerstown, at last report 12; 1 Elder, 2 Priests, 1
Tea,cher, 1 Deacon; 4 baptized, present 16.
bap~Ized, 3 expelled. lV!acedoma, no report.
Brooklyn (N. Y. ), not reported.
Five Elders, three Pnests and one Teacher li'C·
Elders John :stone, J. A. Stewart and B. 0.
po~t.e~.
, A
t' R
t "O h , 1 t
t
IS op s gen s epor . - n anu as repor Herbert reported.
$3.25, received from Butler Branch $16.75-total
Resolved that the Priests and Teachers may be
$20. Paid to Heman C. Smith $20. :Franklin called up to report at the district conferences.
Vickery, Bishop's Agent."
That John Stone be elected nresident of the"disA committee of the Lone Star Branch sent in a trict, and J. A. Stewart be sustained as secretary.
report on the .condition of the branch, which was
Adjnurned to Hornerstown, Nov. 22d., 187\l at
read and accepted;~ also a communication from 8 p.m.
the Flat Rock Branch, requesting the appointment
of a court of elders to try certain members.
Far West Disb'iclt.
The Flat Rock Branch sent a request for the orA conference was held at Delana Branch,
dination of H. Higgins to the office of ~eacher, out
August 30th and 31st, 1879; J. T. Kinneman,
motion made to that effect was lost.
At 7:30 p.m., preaching by W. Allen am'l J. president; J. M. Terry, secretary.
Branch Reports:-St. Joseph, at hat report 96,
Booke.r.
Sunday, 11 a.m. and 2 p.m., preaching by G. prezent 94; 5 received and 5 removed by letter, 2
excommunicated. Starfieid 29; no change. GerT. Chute; 8 p.m., by W. J. Booker.
Adjourned to meet at 10 a.m., on Saturday, man Stewartsville 24; no change. Far West, at
November 22d, at Flat Rock, Conechu county, last report 48, p;:esent 62; 8 baptized, 6 received
by letter, 1 ordination. Stewartsville, last report
Alabama.
91, present 81; 1 baptized, 1 received and 12 removed by letter. Delan~,, at last report 53, presGaUand'§ GJl•owc Dii!it:dct.
ent 54; 7 baptized, 6 removed by letter. Center
A conference convened at Deloit, Crawford Prairie 18; no change.
county, Iowa, on June 13th, 14!.h and 15th, 18'79 ;
Eighteen Eiders repo;·ted in person, and five by
Eli Clothier, p_resident; W. Whiting, assistant letter or proxy. Two Priests and five Teachers
president,; John Pett, clerk.
; also three Deacons in pell'son, and two
Branch Reports.-Gall::md's Grove 223 members;
2 baptized. North~ Coon 18. Uoyer Valley 47.
P. Sherard having handed in his license, on
Mason's Grove ll4. Boonsboro 21; 4'baptized, 5 motion it was returned to him.
received by vote, 2 removed. Camp Creek 18;
The excuses of J. D.
nnd L. Booker
1 baptized. Coalville 27; 6 J:>aptized, 2 received for not reporting according to resolution requirby letter. Union, 'Saleni, Frt1nklin and Pilot Rock ing all Elders to report were read, and they perbranches not :reported.
mit.ted to retain their licenses.
Six Elders reported ha.ving labored iu different
It was moved that Brother E. Woodward be sinparts of the district, with encouraging results.
lenced, but the motion was t11bled until next conAt 7:30 p.m., preaching by John Rounds, as- ference. The Hayden Branch was declared dissisted by W. Whiting.
organized, and the remaining members requested
Saturday, ,June 14th: Ten J~lders
in to unite with the nearest bmnch.
person and three by letter; also three
;md
Two-day meetinge
for-: St. Joseph,
two Teachers in person, all testifying to good lib- September 20th and 21st;
Stewartsville,
erty enjoyed in presenting tho wo:rd.
September 27th and 28th; OenterJ;'rairie, October
Bishop's Agent's lteport.:-''Balanc~ at last. rB- 4th and 5th; Stewartsville, October 1Hh and 12th;
port, Mar.ch 7th, '$2; received $4\l-total $51. Starfield, October 18th aud 19th; Pleasant Grove,
Paid James Caffall $1, Joseph Lambert $1, Eli October 25th and 26th; De lana, November 1st and
lothie:r $8, Bishop I. L. Rogers $25, bt;lance on 2d; :Far West, November 8th and 9th; brethren
hand $16. John I'ett, agent."
Summerfield, Bozarth, Terry, Flanders, Marchant,
Missions in the district were appointed to Benan Burlington, Sherard, Lewis and Butler were apSalisbury, David Butterick, Wm. Jordan, E. ':!'. pointed to labor in, and brethren Kinneman and
Dobson, Ira Goff, W. Whiting, John Rounds and Flanders were invited to attend all the meetings.
Robert Montgomery.
Bishop's Agent's report:-" Balance on hand
A series of two-days meetings were appointed. $2.56,total received $11.00; paid out $2.00; balC. M. Wilder was by his request released from ance on hand $11.56: J. T. Kinneman, agent."
the duties of assistant clerk.
J. T. Kinneman resigned as Bishop's Agent and
Wm. A. Carroll and _George W. Beebe were, by J. D. Flanders was recomended in his place.
recommendation of the Camp Creek Branch, orMissions:-J. T. Kinneman and Wm. Lewis; L.
dained as Elders.
Booker and J. H. Snyder; Wm. Summerfield and
The Semi-Annual Conference w-as appointed to F. M. Bevins; A. J. Seeley and T. J. Franklin;

The following were sustained in or appointed on
missions in the district; T. F .. Stafford, David
Williams, D. S. Holmes, J. W. Terry, E. T. Bryant,
J. L. Terry, J. D. Jones, S. Garland J. Tha:rp; J.
L. Adams, S. N. Adams and J. F. Adams.
~
Resolved that no person within this district shall
be permitted to bring any charge or charges against
another that has been standing one year or more,
to the knowledge of the person making the charge,
without complaint having been made to the Teacher of the branch to which he belongs.
Sunday.-Preaching at 11 a.m., by J. A. Robinson; ~:30 p. m;, confirmation and sacrament;
7:30, preaching by president Robinson.
Four baptized during conference.
Adjourned to Kewanee, December 6th and 7th,
1879.
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A conference was held at Hyde Park, Pa.,
August 23d, 1879 ; Henry Jones, presiding ; Wm.
Harris, secretary.
Branch Reports.-Danville, at last report 9,
present numberl3; 4 baptized. Plymouth, at last
report 17, present 18; 1 baptized. Hyde Park, at
last report 28, present 27; 1 expelled.
Five Elders reported in person, two by letter,
and one by proxy.
Report of Wm. W. Jones, Bishop's Agent: "Received from Hyde Park Branch $14, Plymouth
75 cts, in hand at last report $17,58; paid Henry
Jones $8.34; balance in band $23.99."
Whereas Bro. Henry S. Gill has been imbib\ng
too freely of intoxicating drinks, Res~ol ved that
this conference withdraw his license until such
time that the officers of the district deem him
worthy to have the same restored.
Sunday, 10 a.m., Thom11s A. John and Wm. W.
J ories gave valuable instructions to the Saints; 2
p.m., a testimony meeting, and the gifts of the
gospel were enjoyed; evening, preaching by John
R Griffiths and Henry Jones.
Adjourned to Hyde Park, Pa., Nov. 22d, 1879.
ii;.{}\Wanee Di§tJrica"
A conference was held at Millersburg, Mercer
county, Illinois, September 6th and 7th, 1879;
President Robinson in the chair; J. II. Hopkins,
secretary.
Branch Reports.-Statistical reports of Millersburg, Kewanee, Henderson Grove, St. Davids and
Bryant branches :read and approved. ,J. A. Robinson reported Princeville, Truro and Peoria
branches by proxy.
Bishop's Agent's Report, for June 6th, l 87\l : "Received $7, paid out $7.65, leaving balance due
me of 65 cents. R. J. Benjamin, Bishop's.Agent."
Eight Elders reported in person, one by proxy
and three by letter. J. H. Hopkins reported
having received from the Henderson Grove Branch;
as a gift or donation for ministerial labors, from
all sources, in moneys and articles of food, etc.,
$100.
~
On account of absence of Biahop's Agent, J. A.
Robinson was chosen treasurer of the district.
The resolution passed at Canton Conference,
held in March, and laid over for discussion, concerning the calling in of Elders' licenses not engaged in the active ministry, wail taken up, and,
after considerable discussion, a vote was taken
and the motion was lost.
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L. Bear and R. A. Marchant; J. M.l
Terry and D. R. Baldwin, were appointed fields of
labor, and A. H. Smith, G. T. Griffith and W. T.
Bozarth were invited to labor in the district.
. J. T. Kinneman was appointed to represent the
district at the General Conference.
Sabbath morning the Saints met for social worship; at 11 a.m. preaching by A. H. Smith; at 2
p.m. preaching by G. T. Griffith; at 4 p.m. by A.
II. Smith; at 8 p.m. by w. T. Bozarth.
Adjourned to St. Joseph November 29th and
30th 1879
'
'
·
A conference convened with the Brooksville
Branch, August 30th and 31st, 1879; J. J. Billings, president; Mace R. Cousins, secretary.
Branch Reports.-Green's Landing 37; 2 baptized. Little Deer, Brooksville and Bear Isle the
same as last reported.
Five Elders reported.
Mace R. Cousins was recommended aa Bishop's
Agent for the district.
Sunday session: Morning and afternoon, preaching by G. W. Eaton; evening, prayer and testimony meeting. Good attention through the conference, and the audience large.
Adjourned to meet with the Little Deer Isle
Branch, November 29th and 30th, 1879.

Notices.
MICHIGAN AND Nou·~HllRN INDIANA DrsTRICT.A conference for the abovll district will be held
· at Galien, Berrien county, Michigan, commencing
on Saturday October 25th, 1879, at 10 a.m. All
of the branches in the state of Michigan and in
northern Indiana are requested to send in reports,
WM. H. KRLLEY, President of District.
·ERRATA.-In my report as Bishop's Agent, pub"
lished in Herald August 1st, the credit of $10 to
Samuel Weldon should have been to Samuel
Walker. Also it should have been stated that
Brother John Garner had donated a horse to bo
used in this misson.
RICHARD ALLEN, SEN.
SAN llERNARDlNO, Cal., Sept. 8th, 1870.

Land Wall'Ued.
A br.other wishes to buy a large quantHy of
good farming land, suitably located for immediate
settlement by the Saints. Brethren knowing the
, address of' owners of such lands will confer a
favor by sending their address to this office. ·If
known, please give location and quantily of the
land.·
loct
OBITUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one hundred.
words, about twelve linos, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each additional eight words (one llne) wUl be charged; notices of prom~
inont Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Dirth notices free.

a tendency opposed to the interests of religion,
adapted to weaken and subvert it, and to lead the
people who are influenced by it into a region
where religion will be impossible or regarded as
unnecessary. This is one of the most important
among the unfavorable tendencies of the age. It
Died
'
has made preaching "more interesting and attract1
MoNTGOMERY.-At Dee_rCreek, Neb., J~ly 15"h, ive to the masses," but this hag been accomplished
1879, Sr. Margaret F. Montgomery, ag~d o4 years, by sacrificing much that is essential in religion
2 months and 5 days. She wa~ baptized March itself.-.August .Atlantic.
2d, 1868, by Elder Th?s. J. Sm1t?. She lea~es a
husband and large famJ!y. We miSS her as a sister
WEAVE AND TRUST.
and friend. She died in the faith of her Redeemer
Better to weave in tho web of life
and in hope of a glorious resurrection with his
A bright and golden filling,
And to do God's will with a ready heart
people. She passed through many trials.
And hands that are ready and willing,
KENDALL.-Milo G. Kendall, born August 4th,
Than to sap the delicate? minute threads
or our curious lives asunder,
1807, in Cayuga county, N. Y.; married February
And then blame heaven for the tangled ends, 1st, 1836, at Lima, Jefferson county, N.Y.; bapAnd sit and grieve and wonder.
tized in Canada, in 1836, by Elder Reuben Nichols,
and again in 1862, in Wisconsin. by Elder Wesley
The Savior.
Horton; died April 31st, 1879, in Rock Creek,
Uancock county, Illinois, aged 71 years, 8 months, Description of Jesus by Publius Lentulus, President
17 days. Funeral services by Elder H. T. Pitt.
of Judea in the reign of Tiberius Orosar.
BALLINGER.--At Mirabile, Cadwell county, Mo.,
There lives, at this time, in Judea, a man of sinMay 8th, 1876, of hemorrhage of the lungs, Bro. gular virtue, whose name is Jesus Christ, whom
Lea Ballinger, aged 52 years, 1 month, and 11
days. Funeral sermon by Elder A. H. Smith; the barbarians esteem as a prophet, but his followers love and adore him as the offspring of the imtext John 5: 21.
BALLINGER.-At his mother's home, near Mira- mortal God. He calls back the dead from their
bile, Cadwell county, Mo., August 17th, 1878, of graves, and heals all sorts of diseases with a word
typhoid pneumonia fever, Bro. Jacob Ballinger, or a touch. He is a tall man, and well shaped;
aged 28 years. Funeral sermon by Elder Wm. T. of an amiable and reverend aspect; his hair of a
Bozarth.
color that can hardly be matched, falling into
MAY.-At Wyandotte, Kansas, August 22d, 1879, graceful curls, waving about, and parted on the
Barb:ua Jane, daughter of Bro. Roderick and Sr. crown of the head, running as a stream to the
Sarah J. May, aged 9 months and 25 days. Born front, after the fashion of the Nazarites; his fore·
at London Ontario, buried at Independence, Mo. head high, large, and imposing; his cheeks withFuneral sermon by Elder John Brackenbury.
out spot or wrinkle, beautiful with a lovely red ;
''Death, and darkness, and the tomb,
his nose and mouth formed with exquisite symOnly whisper, Till he come."
metry; his beard thick, and of a color suitable to
FErtRY.-At Forrest, Mo., February 4lh, 1879, his hair, reaching below his chin, and parting in
Sr. Clarissa J. Ferry, eldest daughter of C. F. and the middle like a fork; his eyes bright blue, clear
M. J. Stiles, in her 31st year. She bore her long and serene; look, innocent, dignified, manly, and
and painful illness with great patience and cheer· mature; in proportion of body, most perfect and
fulness. Her mother was with her for over four captivating; his hands and arms most delectable
months. She fell asleep in bright hope of a glo- to behold. He rebukes with majesty, counsels
rious :resurrection. Her mother took her four with mildness, his whole address, whether in
children to her Kansas home. The burial service word or deed, being eloquent and grave. No man
was conducted by Elder Benj. Fisher.
has seen him laugh, yet his manners are exceedSmPMAN.-At New Britain, Conn., August 18th, ingly pleasant; but h,.e has wept frequently in the
1879, Bro. James W. Shipman, aged 75 years, 8 presence of men. He ·js temperate, modest, and
months and 7 days. He was born in Sheffield, wise; a man, for his extraordinary beauty and
England. He was baptized in England, and joined divine perfections, surpassing the children of men
the Reorganization in this country. He bore his in every sense.
testimony that he knew the work to be of God, and
The Savior is so seldom recognized in profane
died in the faith. He signed the temperance history that this confirmatory contribution to his
pledge, August 18th, 1836, 11nd died August 18th, perfections is especially valuable.
187(), making just forty-three years from the day
of signing the pledge to the day he died.
Illinois, in the- Saints' Chapel, by Elder J. A.
Robinson, September 6th, 1879, Bro. Richard R.
Gaither, of Peoria, Illinois, and Sr. Susie II. Ennis,
of Millersburg. May the blessings of the new and
everlasting covenant abide with them.

Tille .Jm.vs in Palestine.

A good thought and true is presented below :

Tille Demand Foll.· JEJl.oquml!t
Preac bin~.

One of the special dangers and defects of preachR®rl!ll.
MARTIN.--In Canon City, Colorado, June 22d, ing in this country is connected with the popular
1879, to MX". Henry J. and Sr. Pluma Alexander. liking for oratory in the pulpit, the demand for
what is called eloquent preaching. The common
Martin, a son.
American idea of pulpit eloquence is low and sensational. It means chiefly a rapid and emphatic
EARL-Moauow.-At the residence of Bro. utterance of sonorous sentences, with something
Prettyman, near Knox, Stark county, Indiana, extreme, paradoxical, and violent in the thought
September 11th, 1879, by Elder J. B. Prettyman, presented though not mu!)h thought is required.
Bro. Francis Earl, of Plano Branch, to Miss Isabell People demand of the preacher that he shall arouse
~iorrow, of Grovertown, Stark county, Indiana.
and excite them, and they enjoy with a kind of
In our life there comes no blessing,
voluptuousness the temporary stimulus and thrill
Nor a pl~asure can we naipe,
Not a gift worth the possessing,
of emotion which the preaching causes. It results
If God blesses not the same.
from the laws of mental action that preaching of
Therefore, sanctify, our Father,
this kind does not inspire conscientiousness, nor
With thy Spirit, this pure vow,
May it ever bold unbroken
tend to practical moral activity. It necessarily
These two lives in love as now.
produces and fosters mental conditions which are
THOMAS-KENT.-At the residence of t.he bride, extremely unfavorable to spirituality of character
Caseyville, St. Clair county, Illinois, J nne 19th, and life.
1879, Elder Wm. 0. Thomas, of Cheltenham, Mo.,
This appetite for eloquence, working with other
and Sr. Martha Kent, of Caseyville. Ceremony tendencies of the age, has helped to make the
by Elder Thorley. A large gathering of Saints preaching in this country dramatic and entertainand friends were present.
ing, but, in a large measure, unspiritual. Thi8, I
GAITHER-ENNis.~At Millersburg, Mercer Co., think, can be rightly regarded only as a calamity,

The Lausanne Gazette, (a Swiss newspaper), has
just given a summary of statistics, which shows
how extraordinary has been the change in the aspect both of Jerusalem and the land of Israel
generally. At the beginning of the present century, the Porte allowed no more than three hundred of the hated people to live within the city.
Forty years later that restriction was removed,
but another still remained, by virtue of which
they were permitted only to reside in a particular
quarter of the town, which was much too small
for them. It is a!Jout ten years since this last
regulation was abolished, and since then the progress made by the Jews in peopling their ancient
capital has been extraordinary. Almost every
one of the old houses, on becoming vacant, has
been bought up by them, while they have built a
prodigious number of new ones in all parts of the
town. Schools, hospitals, and religious associations have been started on a grand scale; and the
population, which eighty years ago was, as we
have said, barely three hundred, amounted in
1875 to no less than 13,000 in Jerusalem alone.
Nor have the emigrants neglected to provide for
the material improvement of the country. Hesides numerous other examples which might be
quoted, a school of agriculture has been founded
and endowed by a rich Jew of V"enioe with several
thousand pounds. There is thus every chance
for the country to regain some of its old fertility
at least.
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"I SAW ANOTITER ANGEL *, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PHEACII TO TIIE~I THAT DWEJ,L ON 'l'IIE EAH'. 0 ~. *, SAYING,
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FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, l<'Olt THE HOUlt 0~ HIS JUDGMENT IS Co~m."-HEV. H: 6-7.
~W
"SANCTIFY THEM 'riiROUGY THY TRUTH; THY WonD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"liEAltKEN TO THE WOitD OF TilE LORD, FOlt THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE I'l' BE ONE WIFE."-BOOX
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, OCTOBER 15, 1879.

SISTERS, AWAKE!
0 sister mine, what can I do for thee?
So tempest tossed on tho world-wide sea,
With noble form of blooming boanty,
Dashing waves, urging thee to duty,
Hearing thy saddene<l heart that I see its sob\Jings,
I would bear the silken cord, to stay its thro\Jbings,
Tho' a stranger, thou art my sister!
'Tis no empty, fancy lot 1 a mother's part,
To train for heaven the idols of her heart;
Climbing the ladder beset with thorns,
No loving friends to help bear her wrongs.
Oh pity, ye loving women, of a christian land,
Gather closoly round the lonely with a helping hand;
She,s a. stranger, she is thy sister I

Oh stay the coming tide, that ever would abide,
Help her coil the rope, and temptation from hor hide,
Perhaps at a mother's knee she ne'er learned to .pray,
What's her story? Whore can sho lean? Oh pray to-day,
That kindly your hands and hearts shall bear a part
or tho lonely's woos, and gladly push away tho dart;
Tho' a stranger, she is thy sister I
Oh be her friend t Her friond? What is a friend 1
Is it her hungry soul away to send,
To feed on husks, knowing no place to trust,
Then sink and die unknown. Surely sho must.
No! Hold \Jefore her the wondrous cross 'ere she is lost,
Thou ne'er dost know how her wild beating heart is tossed,
Tho' a stranger she is thy sister!
SANDWICII, Ill., July, 1879.

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
We understand that the tenets of those who
disbelieve in the immortality of the soul are
as follows : That there is no spirit or soul
whatever in man-nothing but the air he
breathes, or, as some express it, a kind of electricity; that at death this air, or whatever
they are pleased to term it, returns to its proper
place in space, while the body moulders to
dust. Thus it remains till the resurrection
day, when the righteous are raised to life
eternal, and the wicked to complete annihilation, "which is the second death."
It will be observed from the above that they
believe in the resurrection of the wicked, as
well as tbe righteous. This we heartily endorse, for so the scriptures do certainly teach;
and it is upon this fact we wish to base the
argument of this article. We wish to prove
that there is an inseparable connection between
the resurrection, both of the righteous and the
wicked, and the gospel of Jesus Christ; in
other words, that the resurrection is the result
of an obedience to the laws of the gospel; that
it can never take place until the gospel i,; obey·ed. As the wicked arc to be raised through
the power of the gospel, and as they have rejected it in this life, we wish to show that

No. 20.

their spirits are still existing, free and intelli- it will be through the gospel law that the
gent, and capable of receiving the gospel in righteous are raised. Jesus said to Martha,
the spirit state, hence immortal.
"I am the resurrection and the life: he that
Law governs the universe, both earthly and believeth in me though he were dead, yet shall
heavenly, naturally and spiritually. The most he live." Now, if the righteous are raised
insignificant and unimportant works of nature, through Christ, or the way he opened, i. e.,
as well as the loftiest, grandest and most sub- the gosplll, can we not, reasoning from analogy,
lime, are equally the results of law. The tiny conclude that the wicked will be raised by the
lily that blooms and blushes unknown upon same law? Would it not be in opposition to
the prairie sod, is as much the result of law reason, justice, and the impartiality of God,
as the giant oak that proudly towers above to admit that the righteous receive their resthe surrounding forest. The little snowflake urrected bodies by an obedience to a righteous
that falls and melts upon our hands, as the law, while the wicked attain the s~me end by
stupendous icebergs that glare and glitter in disobedience, or obedience to an unrighteous
the north. The little rain drops that patter law, even if they did arise to shame and con- •
upon our feet, as the thundering Niagara that tempt? The wicked farmer obtains his harpours incessantly over those rugged steeps. vest through the same law that the righteous
The little ball the school boy thoughtlessly farmer does.
casts into the air, as the huge planets that
The subject· of the resurrection from the
roll in majestic harmony through the great dead is one that has been held sacred and
network of God's creation. In short, law dear by the people of God in all ages of the
produces, governs and sustains all things, ter- world. Inspired prophets and holy men of
re.strially and celestially. Law and existence God spoke and sung of it ages before Jesus
are as inseparably connected as air and life to burst the icy fetters of death and arose "the
us here; and if all law were once rendered in- first fruits of the resurrection." It was the
active or withdrawn, everything would at once all engrossing theme of the Apostles and
move toward nonentity. Says a great modern early Christians for years after that resurrecwriter, "He hath given a law unto all things, tion. They suffered all the trials and perseby which they move in their times and their cutions-not even shunning death-incident
seasons." Now if the above be true, it stands to their calling, in hope that they might partito reason that, if we wish to enjoy any partic- cipate in the joys of that glorious day. Job
ular blessing or favor, we must obey the law endured with astonishing patience the afflictthat will produce that blessing. To illustrate: ing hand of God; because he "knew that his
If we wish to enjoy the blessings of health, Redeemer lived, and that in his flesh he should
we must obey the laws or principles which see God." The Apostle Paul "suffered the
produce health. If we wish to continue our loss of a.ll things," "suffered perils by land and
existence, we must yield to the laws or con- sea," shipwreck, the galling accusations of
ditions of existence; we must breathe the air, false brethren, h:td fought with wild beasts of
have food and drink and be provided with Ephesus, had been imprisoned, mobbed, conclothing and shelter. If the husbandman tinually persecuted and finally martyred; all
wishes to reap a harvest, he must comply with that he might know Christ and the power of
the law that will produce a harvest. He must his resurrection. (Phil. 3: 10). If these ancast his seed upon the earth and then cover it cient worthies thus suffered and died to attain
up, that the rain, the heat of the sun a.nd the their resurrection, would it not look like parlight may have action upon it. And in like tiality in God to raise the wicked bodied withmanner is it with spiritual blessings. If we out 1YfiY suffering on their part, even if it was
wish to enjoy the blessings of God's Holy in the unjust resurreot,ion? We think it
Spirit, we must obey the law through which would.
We have before remarked t.bat the resurthat Spirit is received. If we wish to possess
the blessings of God's Kingdom on earth, we rection of the dead, both first and last, accrues
must yield to the law that will admit us there. from an obedience to a righteous law, or in
vV ould we have part in the groat resurrection other words, is the legitimate ending of an
of the dead, and enjoy the sweet pleasures obedience to the gospel of Christ; and it never
thereof, we must obey the luw that produces can take place until said righteous law is complied with. Whether the obedience of the
the resurrection.
It m~y be surprising to many to be told wicked to this law will be voluntary or not,
that the resurrection of the wicked will come we do not know, we suppose it will be, but it
through the gospel of Christ; nevertheless, does not matter whet,her it is or not, the result
we believe it to be the case. It agrees per- will be tho same. It does not matter in the
fectly with reason, la.w and the revelations of harvest, 'vvhether the farmer sowed his grain
God. No one will, for a moment, deny that willlngiy or unwillingly, the law of its gro:vth
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has been complied with, and the result is the power can the wicked receive that law that Young had his will drawn up by an attorney
same. He may cast every handful of seed will raise them? There is none, either in in New York City, and printed, and signed it
with an oath, and cultivate it with blasphemy or under heaven. Gabriel may blow his himself at the foot of every page. In it he
upon his lips, but this will not affect the har· trumpet until the mountains flee away, ten divided his various wives (some sixteen in
vest. So it is with the law of the resurrection. thousand times ten thousand angels and arch- number) and children (some fifty in all) into
This view of the subject beautifully explains angels may shout, until the very heavens classes, and devised to each class certain spewhy there is a long space of time (one thous- tremble and shake, and a thousand resurrec- cific property, amounting in all to $2,500,000,
and years) between the two resurrections. tion days may come and go, if the gospel of and particularly described each piece of real
At the first, the wicked have not obeyed the Christ is not complied with, the dead must property, including the Salt Lake Theater and
law that produces their resurrection, conse- slumber on. But Jesus tells us, "The hour the Amelia Palace, and allowed his executors
is coming in the which all that are in their three per cent on all amounts paid out.
quently, must remain in dust until they do.
The executors qualified before a Mormon
We will now turn to the scriptures and see graves shall hear his voice, and shall come
if this view of the subject accords with their forth.''-John 5:28, 29. If this be true, as Probate Judge by giving wholly inadequate
teachings. We will again quote the words of undoubtedly it is, what other conclusion can and insufficient bonds, and by filling an incomJesus to Martha, (John 11:25.) "I am the we consistently reach, than that the spirits of plete inventory of the vast property to be adresurrection and the life; he that believeth the wicked are in a conscious condition, intel- ministered.
in me though he were dead, yet shall he live." igent and capable of accepting the gospel;
Once in possession of the property, they igHere the Savior positively declares that he is that law which entitles them to a resurrection. nored even the Mormon Probate Court, and
the resurrection and the life. . Let us ask, Having rejected the gospel in this life, they helped themselves and the Church in right
how is he the resurrection and life? He is lose their title to the first resurrection; so priestly style.
the resurrection and life, the same as he is their bodies must remain in dust until the
They found (by means known only to them"the way, the truth and the life.'' (John 14: last. . But God having mercifully decreed selves) that the Theatre and Amelia Palaeo
6.) He has opened the way to truth and life. that every knee should bow, and every tongue in reality belonged to the Church, and, withThat is, he has given us a means by which confess to him, has opened a way for the re- out authority (unless by revelation), deeded
we can obtain the truth and eternal life, demption of all. Let us ever praise his holy the same to J·ohn Taylor, the !'resident and
which means is the gospel. Just so is he name.
Trustee of the Church. The most remarka'rHos. J. SThiiTH.
the resurrection and the life. He has opened
ble feature of this transaction is the fact that
the way to the resurrection and eternal life;
before conveying this property they paid off
BRIGHAM YOUNG'S WIVES.
which way is the gospel. We would call
a ~HO,OOO incumbrance out of the funds of
particular attention to the latter portion of THEY BRING SUIT AGAINST TilE EXECUTORS the estate, and then charged and appropriated
the above quotation: "He that believeth in
to their own use 3 per cent on the amount
OF THE ESTATE-THEY ARE JAILED IN
me, though he were dead yet shall he live;"
thus paid and on the value of the property. so
CQ-MPANY WITH THE BOSS MORMON
and would ask, is this not equivalent to saying
conveyed, because it was not a part of t,he es-THE DEVIL TO PAY GENERthat if they did not believe in him they could
tate, but had been stolen from the property of
ALLY IN MORlVION CIRCLES.
never live, could never be resurrected? We
the Church.
think it is, most certainly.
SALT LAKE, Utah, July 31.-The choicest
It also appears that John Taylor, the PresIn corroboration of the above we will quote bit of gossip now going the rounds in this ident and Prophet of the Church, presented
another declaration of the Savior's. (John 5: stronghold of the Latter Day Saints, is that to the executor~, and not to the Court, as he
25.) "The hour is coming and now is, when created by the heirs of the late Brigham should have done, a elaim against the late
the dead shall hear the voice of the Son of Young against his executors and the President Prophet for $1,000,000, and allowed a set-off
God, and they that hear shall live.'' The of the Mormon Church.
for $300,000, and collected and appropriated
hour here referred to, no doubt, is the time
The proceedings were begun in the United to the use of the Church, without authority
"he was quickened by the Spirit, by which States District Court here in June last. The of law, the balance of $700,000. This claim
also he went and preached unto the spirits in Court found that the executors had been guil- was made, notwithstanding Brigham Young
prison." (1 Peter 3: 18.) The time had ty of misappropriation and waste; that the es- had settled with the Church and willed away
come, or was near at hand, when that part of tate was in great danger of being squandered; in specific terms the identical property claimhis great mission should be accomplished. and appointed two Receivers to hold it until a ed by the heads of the Church and turned
No other hour or time would suit the condi- final distribution should be ordered.
over by the executors. The set-off was allowtion of the declaration, "And they that hear
The Receivers made demand on George Q. ed in face of the fact that Mormon Apostles,
shall live.'' Equivalent again to saying, that Cannon (present representative of Utah in Presidents, Bishops, priests, and teachers lathose who did not hear could not live; could Congress), Albert Carrington and Brigham bor without money and without price.
not be resurrected.
Young, Jr., executors, and on John Taylor,
Nor is this all. The Court finds, afte
The Apostle Paul takes up the same line of the President of the Chureh, for the property hearing, that the executors have retained some
reasoning in his epistles; hence we hear him of the estate, and recovered possession of all $25.000 as commissions on property distribdeclaring, in referring to Christ, "And hath the real estate, but could not obtain possession uted, to which they had no right.
brought life and immortality to light through of some $440,000 of personal property which
That they have retained and appropriated
the gospel."-2 Tim. 1:10. The "immortal- came into the hands of the executors, as per $11,000 on loans they were not authorized to
ity" here referred to, undoubtedly, is that of their inventory filed in the Probate Court. make.
the body; which is brought to pass through The Court thereupon issued citation upon the
That they have paid over $31,000 on claims
the gospel of Christ. He presents us with defendants to show cause why they should not to Mormons that were barred by the statute
another declaration still stronger and more be committed for contempt. After a full hear- of limitations, and in direct violation of the
conclusive than any of the above, "As in ing, the executors and Mormon President statute law of Utah.
Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be have been committed to the common jail until
That they have paid the debts of John W.
made alive."-1 Cor. 15: 22. Not out of the property is turned over to the Receivers. Young, $54,000.
Christ, but in Christ should all be made
The history of the whole matter, as subTho facts have been established in court,
alive.
stantiated by the facts thus far elicited, is that according to judicial finding, in a cause whereWe might produce other passages confirm- prior to 1873 Brigham Young was, in addition in Mormons are both plaintiffs and defendants,
a tory of the above, but we trust what has been to his other offices, Trustee to hold all the and hence are not susceptible of being called,
given will suffice, as they all bear the same Church property over and above the $50,000 as most facts damaging to the Mormon priestevidence to what we have been proving. that could be held by the Church according to hood are, "only gospel lies."
The fact then being established that the law; that in that year he resigned, and George
The conflict is a significant one, because calwicked are to be raised through an obedience A. Smith was elected his successor and re- culated to establish how Brigham Young, as
to the gospel law, how will it ever be accom- ceived all the property thus held by the Church by magic, amassed an estate of $2,500,000
plished, if the soul-sleeping doctrine be cor- in violation of' the law limiting its property to while devoting his time to the establishment
rect? If there is nothing in man but a little the amount of $50,000.
of the Church without compensation. 2. BeSubsequent to this settlement, Brigham cause it exemplifies how and to what end the
air or electricity, by wh!tt mode, or by what
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Babylonia has been called the China of the 1 astronomical, and astrological treatises, poems,
ancient world. It was a kingdom of books grammatical and lexical disquisitions, lists of
and libraries, schools, universities of learning stones and trees, of birds and beasts, copies of
and literature; education opened, the way, as treaties, of commercial transactions, of royal
in China, to State employment; and the Lon- proclamations, and petitions to the King. On
don Times suggests that; competitive examina- one tablet is the privat-e will of Sennacherib,
tions may have existed for the civil service. a!Jd on another a lesson in spelling and proEvery great Babylonian city had at least one nunciation to one of the Princesses.
The library of Nineveh is particularly rich
library. The most famous of these was founded at Agane, by Sargon, before the seventeenth in historical, religious, and scientific literature,
century, B. C. This contained the great and is of the highest interest to Biblical stuwork on astronomy and astrology, in seventy- dents, as well as to the students of Greek art
two volumes, which was translated into Greek. and literature. From the Assyrian canon of
The Assyrians derived their literature from monarchs, the contemporaneous chronology of
the Babylonians, for they were not primarily Jewish and Israelitish Kings has been restora literary people, but warriors and legislators, ed. There is authority here for rectifying the
like the Romans. This library of Nineveh was conl:licting numbers in the second Book of
established by Sardanapalns, and the early Kings. The fragments of the canon so far
libraries of Assyria, as well as of Babylonia, discovered do not go back further than 909
were despoiled to make it, and scribes were B. C. Ahab was Jiving in the year 854 B. C.,
NINEVEH AND BABYLmT.
kept copying and re-editing the old literature when he shared the defeat of Benhadad, of'
WHAT IS NOW KNOWN OF 'fHEIR LITER- of Chaldea. As Mr. Sayee says: "A new text Damascus, by the Assyrians; Jehu sent triATURB.
was the most valuable present a Babylonian bute to Nineveh in 842 B. C., Uzziah leagued
We gave the other day some accounts of city could send, and it was prized with almost himself with Hamath in 742 B. C., Tiglaththe wonderful bronze gates of Shalmanezar the same enthusiasm as a classical manuscript Pileser received trouble from Menahem in
now in the British Museum, brought last in the age of the Renaissance."
737 B. C., and from Ahaz in 734 B. C., and
year from the neighborhood of the Tigris, south
As we Baid, the literature of Assyria was Sennacherib made his campaign against Hezeof ancient Nineveh. Every year adds much exotic, derived from her southern sisters; but kiah in 701 B. C.
to our knowledge of the wonderful civilization the civilization of Babylonia, together with
l\'Iuch of the religious literature consists of
that existed in the valleys of the Euphrates t.he cuneiform writing in which her literature formulas and exorcisms against evil spirits j
and Tigris before the time of' Abraham, a is preserved, came from a race allied neither but the Accadian Schamanism, or Sorcery,
civilization contemporaneous with the most in blood nor language to the Assyrians, nor to was finally combined with the Semitic naturesplendid development in the Nile valley, the latter Semitic population of Baby Ionia it- worship into a great religious system which lastthough a thousand years after the age of the self. It was the race usually termed Accadian, ed for centuries. It had a hierarchy of'hundreds
great pyramids.
from the early name of one of the divisions of of gods, at the head of which was a trinity;
Until recently this civilization has been Chaldea, which built the great cities of the and this passionate movement of religious relittle more than a vague tradition j the dis. Babylonian plains, and originated the culture form resulted in an outburst of poetry, and a
coveries of Layard and others excited wonder which was handed down to its Semitic sue- collection of hymns making a Chaldean Bible,
rather than satisfied curiosity. But the re- cessors. They were a stunted and oblique- which has been compared to the Rig-Veda..
searches of George Smith, and the labors of eyed people, and spoke an agglutinative Ian- Some of the penitential psalms remind one of
such scholars as Rassan, Sayee, and Boscawen guage.
Much of the literary remains of passages in the psalms of David; and in one
have opened for us a vast world in the past, Babylonia and Assyria was originally written or two of' the later monotheism takes the
and replaced certaint,y for the myths and in Accadian, and translated into Semetic- place of polytheism, and all the gods are retraditions. For a century we have used the Babylonian and Assyrian after the conquest solved into manifestations of"one." It is benames of Babylonia and Assyria to term a of Chaldea by the Semitics 2,000 B. C.
coming clear that the germs of Greek mytholrhetorical period, we recognized in a dim outIt gives us an idea of the age of the world ogy, like the germs or-Greek art, were primarline their military power and the sweep of to know that in the time of Sardanapalus and ily derived from Babylonia and Assyria,
their empire, but of the life of the people, the before, there was a Renaissance of learning; through the Phmnicians.
character of their civilization, their literature that the Babylonians were students of a greatIn science there was great intellectual activ·
and art, we knew very little. It is difficult er past, of a dead literature, as were the ity among the Babylonians. Chaldea was the
for us to conceive that the now waste and Europeans of' our fifteenth century. With birth-place of astronomy and astrology; the
pestilent plains and swamps, watered by the the fall of the Accadian power the language motions of the heavenly bodies, and tlfe phe·
two historic river&, were ever the seat of became extinct, but the number of valuable nomena of' the weather were observed and
swarming populations, of an advanced culture, works composed in it, especially law and re- noted from a very e~trly period; eclipses of
the centers of a prosperous trade, teaming ligion, eaused it to linger on as a learned dia- the sun and moon were predicted, and the
with populous cities, the nursery of arts and lect, like Latin in the :Middle Ages. Persons connection observed between the weather and
arms. As the ancient story is opened to us pretending to education must study it as we the 11hanges of the moon; time was measured
we may perhaps learn a little humility in our study the dead languages, and composition by the sun-dial and the water-clock; and we
own young experiment in subduing and civil- was practiced in it; it is a curious fact that owe the signs of the zodiac and the days of
izing a portion of the globe, and may begin late specimens of this old language are as full the week to the Accadians; probably a rude
to ask why what has been may not be again, of faults as "dog·Latin," or the Greek exer- kind of telescope was known, and Layard
and Baby Ionia become the grt\nary of the ciscs of our schools. To facilitate the study found at Nineveh a crystal lens; the "spots"
Eastern world, and Mesopotamia the highway of this dead language, grammar, vocabularies, on the sun are noted. Perhaps the most sin·
of a revived commerce between the East and and_ phrase books of Accadian and Assyrian gular fact recorded is that the-Seventh-day
the V,T est.
were drawn up, passages were written with Sabbath was observed and kept as a day of
In a recent volume Prof. A. H. Sayee, of interlinear translations, and sometimes the or- rest and almost Jewish strictness; the King
Oxford, has put in popular form what is iginal is given with parallel translations in on it was forbidden to eat cooked fruit or
known at present of Babylonian and Assyrian anothor column. Probably- the Assyrian meat [cold Sunday dishes are so ancient], to
literature. Of the contents of the Babylonian youth in the schools used these as "ponies." change his clothes or wear white ro.bes, to
libraries themselves, little is yet lmown,-they By means of these helpB our scholars have drive his chariot Lprobably not even to meetstill wait the spade of the excavator; our learned Accadian.
ing], to sit. in judgment, to review his troop!,
chief knowledge of them is derived from the
The eon tents of a Babylonians library, judg- or to titke medicine. These notices are for the
Nineveh library, about two-thirds of which is ed by this of Nineveh, which is largely drawn most part embodied in the work completed
now is in the British Museum. This is a li- from the former, must have been various; for Sargon of Agane about 4,000 years ago !
brary of clay; the books were written on small! there were historical and mythological docu- And a curious modern touch appears in tho
clay tablets, and occasionally a papyrus.
ments, religious records, legal, geographical, catalogue of t.his work in a direction to the

Mormon priesthood have ruled. 3. Because
it is the first great Mormon conflict that has
been adjudicated by the United States Court.
4. Because it justifies a free discussion of the
disposition of the Church tithings and the accountability of the Mormon priesthood to the
laity that has heretofore been throttled by
Church discipline. The matter in issue is
$1,000,000, with the side issues as to whether
the dead Prophet stole from the Church j
whether the living Prophets have stolen from
the heirs, or both; and in the meantim.e the
President of the Mormon Church and three
high churchmen, the companions, and one son
of the groat Brigham Young, languish in jail
for contempt of court in not paying to an officer of the law the ill-gotten gains of the great
polygamist.-St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
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student, who is told to write down and hand
LETTER FROM ELDER
DERRY.
message from his dying lips. But the trusto the librarian the number of the book he
tees were alike unmoved by his plea and his
wishes to consult. No doubt the Librarians'
Dear Herald:- Deeming it only just, re- bragging, and politely but firmly· told him the
Convention at Boston could get some points ceiving, as I do, 80 much benefit fro~ vour house was at his service on the conditions profrom this old catalogue.
~
J
viously agreed upon, but upon no other.
The Babylonians were superstitious; divina- pages, that l should contribute my mite in re- Whereupon the Elder left in high dudgeon,
tion flourished like spiritualism and clairvoy- turn, I now essay to give a sketch of my la- and his compeers with him.
\Vhile
Among the rest of the meetings, I attended
ance in our day; indeed, many of the super- bors since the Annual Conference.
. stitions which still linger with us are traced there, I was the viclim of a very severe cold two conferences in this district, and am pleasthrough the air on a ''beam of wood'' instead
ed to be able to say that good times were enback to them; the Accadian witch rode which settled upon my lungs, and for weeks I joyed, the business was promptly done, and
of a broom-stick. But, for all that, they were was unable to preach. On my way home I the conference ably presided over by Brethren
a shrewd, practical people; law and commerce called at Lamoni Branch, Decatur county, Crabb and Cadwell. Improvement marks the
flourished; the code of laws was remarkable where for two nights I was kindly entertained business transactions.
An interest is also
for mildness and justice; the slave was pro- by Bro. and Sr. Banta. Bro. Dancer took taken in Sabbath Schools, and an efficient
tected against his master, and the women had me around the settlement during the one day committee has been appointed in this district,
their "rights" to the extent that "whatever a I was there. All looked prosperous as far as to consider the wants of these auxiliarifs to
married woman incloses shall be her own;" I could see. Good,dwelling houses and barns the Church, and the best means of conductcontempt of court was punished by fine and adorned the farms, and considerable taste and ing them. Some fear innovatiom, and they
imprisonment; royal judges held court through- skill seemed apparent all around; but I was will see that nothing contrary to the spirit
out the Kingdom, and prisons were erected in too unwell to take much note of things, and and letter of the gospel is introduced, while
every town. Taxpayers were divided into hence am unable to give a fair description. othe1·s, equally solicitous for the welfare of
burghers and aliens, and tas.es were levied for Bro. Banta conveyed me to I.eon, for which I Church and Sabbath School, will introduce
roads and public brickyards. The merchants express my thanks, and soon I was on my way every measure that, in their judgments, will
traded with the East Indians on the one side,\ home by the B. & M. R. R. I arrived at Coun- advance the cause of truth among the young,
and the Greeks on the other. On the west cil Bluffs that night, and found a comfortable whether it has its origin in sectarian societies
the great meeting place of merchants was and kindly shelter at Bro. and Sr. Beebe's.
or not.
Carchemish, the Capital of the Hittites, and
On the 19th of April I arrived at home,
Once in a while I find good people who are
the Aramaic dialect of Northern Syria was where I found all well, and joyfully surprised afraid of the Sabbath School, because it did
the language of commerce and diplomacy. to see me home so soon, but sad to see my not originate with us. But I believe the Lord
Houses were leased and sold, lands mortgaged, state of health. As soon as I could use my has told us that, "whatsoever enticeth and
and money lent at interest. A deed dated lungs so as to preach, I ventured out among the leadeth to do good is of God;" and surely
July 20, B. C. 709, records the sale of three branches of this and the Galland's Grove Dis- proper instruction in the Sabbath School will
Israelites by a Phronician, and another the trict. The friends there kindly remembered do much good; hence we should all hail it
sale of a girl by her father and brothers to an that I was one of those who are devoting their with delight. While the Sabbath School has
Egyptian lady who wanted a wife for her son. time to the cause of truth, and blessed me ac- not its origin in our Church, neither did it
The price of the girl was only £2 Ss, but the cordingly. Such acts of appreciation of one's originate in any other. It was the work of an
efforts I also appreciate, and pray God to bless individual, Robert Raikes, of Gloucester, Enpenalty for breach of contract was £90.
The Assyrians had an instinct for trade, the kindly hearts with more enduring proof gland, and no doubt it was an inspiration of
but the Babylonians clung more closely to of approval than I can give.
the .M:ost High to collect the loose, unguided
the agricultural traditions of the Accadians.
By request of authorities here, I attended and reckless youth of his day, and instruct
Irrigation was perfectly systematized, canals some two-days meetings in Harrison county, them in the truths of the Bible on the Sabwere numerous, fields were carefully tended, one in company with Bro. J. M. Harvey, at Un- bath. The churches were quick to sec what
and Babylonia must have been the garden of ion burg. We had good attendance. One was an auxiliary to them it was, and they availed
the world. The works on agriculture give baptized and confirmed. I attended a two- themselves of Robert Raikes' plan, and none
glimpses of country life; market gardeners days meeting at Six Mile Grove, where seven but God can tell the good results.
rented ground of richer proprietors and paid good lively meetings were crowded into the
I have traveled inN ebraska. As I started,
one-third of the produce; the field songs of two days; Elder Phineas Cadwell was in a worthy brother suggested to me that I might
the Accadian ox-drivers are preserved; the charge. Elders Crabb, Sweet, Halliday, and need a meal before I returned, and slipped a
high cultivation and care of the land is indi- Sedden were present and preached.
The dollar into my hand. This was timely, for I
cated by the discovery of surveyor's plans at- meetings were well attended both days.
needed it to pay my fare, as I had been comBy request I went (May 25) to Magnolia pellcd to take means from my family to travel
tached to sales of land.
These researches open a wonderful view of to reply to Elder Wheelock of the Utah order, with; for I find I can not now do as I could
an extinct civilizatiou by means of libraries arrangements having been made that he should ten, twenty and thirty years ago. I visited
which Abraham himself may have consulted occupy the house that afternoon, subject to Omaha and preached some, and was blessed by
in the land of his birth.-Hartford Courant.
the conditions of an equal division of time be- the Saints there. I hope tho time will come
"«$
-.
tween him and one of our Elders, in order when it can be truly said that the Saints there
TIIW Home of Taste.
that the distinction between us and the Utah are one in Christ Jesus; when petty jealousies
President will have died out for want of fuel; and when
II ow easy it is to be neat-to be clean? How Church should be made plain.
easy to v,rrange the rooms with the most graceful James C. Crabb preached in the morning, every officer, as well as every Saint, will be
propriety l How easy it is to invest our houses after which the president of the branch an- willing to help those who preside over them
with the truest elegance! Elegance resides not nounced Elder Wheelock's appointment, and and officiate among them, to build up the cause
with the upholsterer, nor with the draper-it is suggested that arrangements concerning the of truth, without suspicious glances, watching
not in the mosaics, the carpetings, the rosewood,
the mahogany, the candelabra, or the marble orna- order of debate be made, so as not to take up for evil, or carping criticism over every word
me'nts-it exists in the spirit presiding over the the time in the afternoon. Elder Wheelock or act, jealous lest others should be more
chambers of the dwelling. Contentment must and two other Brighamite Elders being pres. successful than they themselves have been.
always be most g1•aoeful. It sheds serenHy over ent, he arose and objected to the previous arPeter Brown made me his guest on Sunday
the scene of its abode-it transforms a waste into rangement, and refused to speak at all unless night, and took me to Platte V alloy the next
a garden. The home lighted by these imitations
of a nobler and a brighter life may be wanting in allowed the entire time to himself. The trus- day, which saved me thirty miles by raiL I
much which the discontented desire, but to its in- tees ofthe house hold him to the agreement, appreciate his kindness. I preached twice at
habitants it will be a palace far out-vieing the and refused to allow him to speak on any Platte Valley. The Saints kindly paid my fare
oriental in brilliancy and glory ..
other condition tban an equal division of time. to Columbus. I staid there one night, and the
Wheelock plead his honorable intentions, next morning had the honor and pleasure of
Conformity to the world has, in all ages, proved
the ruin of the church. It is utterly impossible boasted of the great good he had done, and of joining George :Masters and wife, on their
to live in nearness to God and in friendship with his being tho last person who saw ,Joseph j wedding tour from Columbus, where he had
the world.
Smith in life, and that he received the last come tho day before to be married on sigllt, to
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him in his duties, and requested him to hold
VOICE TO THE PEOPLE.
meetings every Sabbath, and feed that little
Hock with the bread of life. I thought it best
"And I looked, and lo, a Lamb stood on the
to let the authorities of this district organize mount Zion, and with him a hundred, forty and
·
· d
t four thousand having his Father's name written
a bi'anch Wh en t h ey thoug h t It WlB om so 0 in their foreheads. * * And they sung as it were a
do. These kind hearted souls gave me means new song before the throne, and before the four
to return part of the way home. I returned beasts, and the elders, and no man could learn
to Columbus, preached once to eleven peo~le. that song, but the hundred and forty and four
They seemed to love the work, but lacked hfe. thousand; which were redeemed from the earth.
L'
k
I
h
I These are they which were not defiled with women;
I suppose only a •OW new was t ere.
for they are virgins. These are they which f<ilwas not well enough to go around, hence the low the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. These
few present. The next morning Elder Charles were redeemed from among men, being the first
Brindley came to me and gave me $3,50 as fruits unto God and to the Lamb."-Rev. 14:1,3, 4.
the gift of the branch. I was thankful, for I
"Of his own will begat he us with the word of
truth, that we should be a kind of first-fruits of
could now see my way home; may God rewar d his creatures."-James 1: 18.
the kindness.
The word of truth is the gospel of the king·while at Columbus I received two letters dom of God, which is to be preached to all naurging me to stop at Freemont, Dodge county. tions; and in obedience. thereto they become
I did so, and preached three times and bap- the first-fruits of his creatures. This would
tized and confirmed one young lady, Miss imply that there was a second and a third;
Alice Peterson. May she ever remain in the hence Paul speaks of a glory of the sun, and
fold of God, and enjoy the.promised blessings. of the moon, and of the stars. Paul says:
Not much interest there. In fact I was told
"l beseech you, brethren, ye know the house
that none of the churches in that town could of Stephanus, that it is the first fruits of Achais,
muster a congregation on Sunday; hence they and that they have addicted themselves to the
have to club together and hold union meet- ministry of the Saints."-1 Cor. 16:15.
ings in the grove. My brother George met
This proves that they were the first to obey
me there, and took me home with him, and I the call and so were redeemed from among
attended an Old Settler's meeting in Fonten-. men b~ing the first fruits unto God and to
elle, Washington county, and, Mr. Editors, to the Lamb. We learn here that they were not
have listened to the flattering orations you defiled hence were purified through the truth.
would have thought the Mi!leniu~ was come'S The apostle Peter says:
but among the people, pandemomum seemed
"Seeing ye have purified your soul.s in obeying
to be let loose, and one speaker gave up in the truth, being born again, not of corruptible
disgust, and the chairman was cvmpelled to see?, b~t of incorr~ptible, by the word _of. God,
rebuke the rudeness of the audience. The whiCh l!~eth and ab1deth ~orever, and this Is th,~
n
'·
· •t,
word
wh1ch by the gospelrs prefl,ohed unto you.
rae.;
was th e Old S ettl ers wan t e d a " VlSI
,
_
1 Peter 1 . 22-25.
they were the best I had to deliver just then. fiandtt objected to being bored to death even by
Is not the gospel the perfect law of Liberty?
On Friday, Bro. H. 0. Smith started with me a ery.
.
.
.
"Blessed are the undefiled in the way, who
across the country, some eighty miles, to
The next morrung my sister-m-law brought walk in the law of the Lord. Blessed are they
l\ierrick county, where we arrived on Saturday me down to Bell Creek station, and I took that keep his testimonies, and that seek him with
night, and were well received by 1\ir. Charles train for Logan, Iowa, where I was met by the whole heart; they also do no iniquity; they
Pewberton and wife. I can not express my Elder P. Cadwell, who took me in his buggy walk in his ways."-.Ps. ~19: 1, 2,_ 3.,
gratitude to Hyrum for his kindness, for I t,hat nio-ht to Magnolia where the next two
When we walk m hiS (Chnst s) ways, we
should have had to foot it over the wide prai- days I ;pent in conferen~e, and returned home the~ foll?w the Lamb as we see they did;
ries and streams alone; and, although the on :t'ifonday, September 8th. Found all well, Chnst bemg the first born of every creature,
"young man of nineteen" advised
liJ!ders, but I was suffering some from cold. At a and the first begotten from the dead.
through the Herald some time
to take former visit to Magnolia I baptized a gentleAnd, being begotten by his own will, that
valise in hand and not "wait tor
wagon," man by the name of Williams. He seemed is, by his word, we become like him in all
I was compelled to disobey his counsel, and I
intelligent, and in earnest. The branch things; for John says:
was thankful the "young man of nineteen"
me some time ago with $10 for my
"We know not what we shall be, but this _we
did not reside in the west, or my poor frame
and the Buena, Vista Branch gave my k~ow, that when he shall appear _we shall.be I_1ke
might have melted beneath the scorching rays
$3.40 cts. Fot every kindness I am h1m: An~ every man ~avmg t,~Js hope 1n. hrm,
O f an Au;rust sun.
urb"l
I h,ave never l a b ore d 10r
.P
punfied l:nmself, as he .IS pure.
-1 John 3.• 2, 3.
~
,-, 1 e
• · •
The few noble hearts of the Cedar
money, yet I find it very useful and convenient.
The),' became the WISe VJ~gms by obedtence
remembered my family and blessed them as
I am now laboring around home, with what to Gou s Ia~ that they recmve~.
.
well as they could, I preached several times success the future must determine. I can not ."The t~st1mony of the Lord IS sure, makm_g
at Farmersville, Merrick
to small audi· b
+"
• •
I
h b t I
d
w1se the simple, the commandment of the Lord Js
oast, o.
~plntua growt ' u.
am e- ure, enlightening the eyes.''-Ps. 19:7, 8.
ences, and had the
elmer t,o the rod of IrOn and I p
h .
- h
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1
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•
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'
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sou
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Bro. Charles :Pemberton a teacher, instructed LoGAN, Harrison co., Iowa, Sept. 13th,HARLHs
1879.
Wlt
t e 1 o1s or E gypo.

-a sister from Michigan, Miss Emily Van. Bro.
·Galley had performed the ceremony, and I am
,sure Bro. Masters is a good judge of the sex;
.and I wish them many years of solid happiness,
,and no regrets.
I was the guest of Bro. and Sr. Masters one
,day and two nights. My impressions of the
·wisdom of his choice were not changed when
1left. By the kindness of Bro. John Harbottle I was able to visit Deer Creek, and
preached twice to good audiences, and Bro.
Chauncy Loomis said the last discourse I delivered there was worth one hundred dollars,
Pardon this little egotism, Mr. Editors, but
you see this little flattery had to satisfy in.
stead of the dollars. I was kindly treated by
all here, and received help from Brethren
Loomis and Hutchins on my way. I visited
the now desolate home of John :Montgomery
and children, whose wife and mother, Sister
Margaret Montgomery, an old-time Saint, and
one faithful unto death, had a short time before pas.sed away. She was loved by all, and
P
h
was worthy. May her prayers 10r her usband and children not be lost, but answered
in the true conversion of all to the truth.
One son, George Montgomery, has joined the
Church since his mother died. May he endure to the end.
August 12th.-I started for Cedar Creek,
in Antelope county, and was met on the way
by my nephew,_ Charles H. Derry, who had
come fifteen m1les to fetch me. I preached
twice on the Cedar, to ~mall audiences. I did
n,,t think they set as high a value on my
.:nrmons there as Loomis did; in fact, I did
were worth much m'J'self:, but
n. ;)t th 1"nk they
•
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we read that there is a highway, a way of ties, and by them being carried to the Gen- on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost
holiness, and the unclean shall not walk there- tiles, which law they transgressed, and which They are at ease, for they do not discover the
on, "but the redeemed of the Lord shall walk covenant they brake. And as a dispensation signs of the times, even the signs of the coming
there," those who have been delivered from is a distribution of God's word; and as the of the Lord Jesus.
N. STAMM.
the bondage of sin, by being born again, not Lord God will do nothing until he reveals the
of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible seed, same unto his servants the prophets (Amos 3:
KNOW THY OPPORTUNITIES.
the word of God "which liveth and abideth 7); therefore, apostles and prophets will have
forever," even the law of the spirit of life, to be in the Church, so as to fill the pattern.,
which Paul says had made him free from the as says Paul, that "God has set some in the
Each period of life has necessities and opJaw of sin and death. "For the fruit of the Church; firstly, apostles; secondarily, proph- portunities of its own, those which belong to
Spirit is in all goodness and righteousness and ets; thirdly, teachers; after that, miracles; it, if they are ever met and realized at all.
truth," proving what is acceptable unto the then gifts of healing, helps, governments, di- If opportunities go by, 'they are lost. Life
Lord, and have "no fellowship with the un- versities of tongues." Thus when the gospel lived can not be lived over again. The possifruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove is restored, as therein is the righteousness of bilities of childhood are behind us who have
them.''
God revealed, that is his purposes are made passed out of our childhood, and there they
"See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as known, through his servant the prophet, and will ever be.
fools but as wise, redeeming the time because the thus the body of Christ, the Church, is again
They who have gone beyond youth can not
days are evil."-Paul.
organized upon the earth, to preach the gos- go back again to youth; they can not gird
Just as long as we keep his commandments pel to the inhabitants thereof, as we have themselves for the growth of that period.
learned that by the transgression of God's They who are treading now amid the stern
we are wise. Isaiah says :
"The>earth mourneth and fadeth away, the world law, the earth was defiled, much more than scenes of life's meridian, can not start again,
languisheth and fadeth away; the haughty people the nations of the earth; so that those that and climb the eastern slope. If age has come
of the earth do languish; the earth also is defiled are honest :in heart may hear the gospel, and the shadows have begun to lengthen, there
under the inhabitants thereof; because they have
~
·
transgressed the law, changed the ordinance, bro- and obey it; for Christ is the author of eter- is then no VIgorousness of youth to be renewnal salvation to all that obey him; and that ed,-little if any of the work of youth that
ken the everlasting covenant."-Isa. 24: 4, 5.
This is the gospel covenant, which is an they might be sanctified through the truth. can now be done.
everlasting gospel. Just as long as we con- The word of the Lord is truth. 'fhe apostle
Rivulets run into rivers; rivers pour into
tinue therein, the promises are all yea and Paul says:
the sea; vapors rise out of the sea, to be borne
"And this is the word of the Lord that by the back over the hills, whence they came; and
amen, in Christ Jesus; but when men transgreased the law, changed the ordinance, as gospel is preached unto you, and thus become the there the vapors distill and flow a second time •
· h t II
th t th d'd th th h h sons and daughters of God, for ye are all the a third time-and possibly a thousand t1"n1es',
I sa1a
e sus a · ey I ,
en e c urc children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. For as
was no longer the chaste virgin of Christ, but "many of you as have been baptized into Christ, through the same channel to the sea. This
became Mystery Babylon, the mother of har- have put on Christ."
is nature. But there is nothing in the econHence, being redeemed from among men omy of life corresponding with this. No river
. lots, and: the abomination of the earth."
"And I saw the woman drunken with the blood proves that they were among those nations of of humanity runs back into the rivulet· no
of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of the earth, and became the first fruits, and by sea back into a river. There is but one ~oyJesus."
b d'
h
1 h
age from the cradle to the grave.
"And the woman was arrayed in purple and o e 1ence to t e gospe t ey were separated,
scarlet colors, with all manner of crime by which and became identified with the church, the . It takes no far look to find the poor, the
she would be defiled, being drunken with the blood body of Christ. And as he is the Savior of siCk, the sad, the lonely, the tearful, the strickof the saints, with whom the kings of the earth the body; not three nor six hundred different en-hearted_. The opportunities are many,had committed fornication, and the inhabitants of bodies or sects, as the daughters of Babylon are unremitted. The trouble often is that we
the earth whom she made drunk with the wine of are at this day, they who are all defiled with wait for large things to command us, and so
her fornication."-Rev. 17.
· · ·
the old leaven of the old mother of harlots. we sl"1ght t h e mvrtatwns
of· j'1ttle t h ings close
This agrees with the prophet, Isaiah f9.
These are the women with whom these virgins around us. Frequently a kind and a timely
"Stay yourselves, and wonder; cry ye out, and were not defiled; even the daughters of Bah- word is of wondrous cheer to sad hearts. A
th th
t G k
d p
little offering of remembrance-so small that
cry: They are drunken, but not with wine; they 1
stagger, but not with strong drink; and with their Y on
e e grea '
ree
an
rotestant
mouth, and with their lips do honor me, but have churches, for some of those kings of the earth it seems hardly worth while to carry, or send
removed their heart f:u from me~ and their fear are Protestants. For proof that these are the it-may relieve a waut that is immediate and
toward me is taught by the precepts of men.
women here spoken of by John, turn to the intense.
This goes to show that they do not walk in prophet Isaiah 32, where he says :
Life is made up, not of large things that
the law of the Lord.
"Rise up, ye women that are at ease, ye care- cost and dazzle, but of words and deeds -thrown
"Blessed are they that keep his testimony, that less daughters. Many days and years shall ye into the hours as they hurry by. There was
they also do no iniquity; they walk in his ways." be troubled, ye careless women. Tremble, ye wo- a motto on the t,emple of Delphos which read:
-Ps. 119:2, 3. .
men that are at ease; be troubled, ye careless "Know thy opportunity.'' This is one of the
B t
h
. t 1
d th t 11
t'
ones, strip you, make you bare, and gird sack- great lessons of life which should be learned
u we ave JUS earne
a a na wns, cloth upon your loins."
which is the same as all the inhabitants of the
early. Many do with opportunities as children
earth, had been made drunk with the wine of
As sackcloth is a token of repentance, but do at the sea shore-fill their little hands
instead of this, those who were at ease, not · 'th
d
d th 1 t h
·
b
her fornication, which is the precepts of men, knowing the things that would befall them, WI san , an
en e t e grams, one y one
fall through, until all are gone, and gather
God having poured out upon them the sp 1"r1't
of deep sleep because the prophets and se s they were the daughters of Jerusalem, which, pretty shells only to cast them away. ~After
'
have they covered
th
II t t'f
ther t when divided into different sects, became care- all, it is contact of soul with soul that wins.
; or
ey a
es 1 Y a less in regard to God's law, J·ust as the people
these thing" are done away· therel!ore
no
There is an open highway to every soul,
1
~
J
are t.o-day. They stoned the prophets God
'
'
'
commh anbdment of God, being that the coven- sent to them. They were a rebellious people. and all shall find it, if they search for it by
ant as een broken. Hence, John says:
the teachings of the spirit of truth. This
"Lying children, that will not know the law of Spirit will indeed guide you into all truth and
" An d I saw another angel fly in the midst of the Lord, which say to the seers, See not; and to
~
heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach the prophets, Prophecy not unto us right things; show you things to come. God brings people
unto them that dwell on the earth, and to every speak nnto ue smooth things ; prophesy deceits; of all classes close to us, that we may love
nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people."- get you out of the way, turn aside out of the path, them, and reach them with the truth. "ConRev. 14:6.
cause the Holy One of Israel to cease from before desuend to men of low esta,te," saith the scripThe very nations that had been made drunk us."-Isa. 30: 16.
ture. Some are scarred all over with sin and
with the wine of her fornication, are to have
Now these different denominations say, vV e crime; are so degraded and repulsive that
the gospel preached unto them, that has to be don't want any more revelations · we don't want we shrink from contact with them. But they
?ommitted to the earth, in the ~our God's our sick healed by the prayer~ of the elders are immortal, and down deep within them
JUdgment; and therefore a new dispensation· and the laying on of hands for this is done there is a yearning for the life of God. Thi~
of the gospel, not another gospel, but the away. They are careless in keeping God's is the time to warn and save; this is the time
same gospel that Jesus committed to his apos- commandments, doing away with the laying for our opportunities. Don't let us miss them,
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We can not do to-morrow the work of to-day., time it will reach you; and not only will you
They whom we might save to-day may on the have to take down the old barns and build
morrow be elsewhere; and we might be else- larger, new ones; but you will feel to rejoice
where, or other works might engage us. So and thank the Lord for this and all other
to-day is ours, not to-morrow. Th·en let us blessings received, and look onward; for the
seek to know our opportunities.
eye of man hath not seen, his ear hath not
Selected and revised by s. A. Rose.
heard, nor hath it yet come into the heart of
man, the things which God has prepared for
HOW TO GET RICH.
them that love him and keep his commandments; and to bring in the tithes is not the
To get rich is something that every body last nor the least.. Brethren, hear me, try it.
wants to do. But how every body varies in Save your own souls, and by doing it help to
the ways to reach it. Some will bet on horse save others. I remain yours steadfastly in
races, and others give their money to lotteries, the faith,
JOHN RrcuARns.
expecting to get rich at once; others will
speculate in merchandise and other things,
TITHING.
while the industrious farmer will toil early
and late to this end, that he may get rich. I
It seems almost useless to present evidence
have not discovered any new way to get rich,
but thought proper to remind the Latter Day from the old Scriptures to prove that the beSaints of two excellent ways to reach the true ginning of the tithing of God's people was a
riches.
1. Counteract your wants. Riches can not tenth of all; it seem so conclusive, but we will
make you happier in this world. If you have present two, if no more. Abram is our first,
plenty to eat and drink and pay your just and we propose to prove that he paid a tenth
dues, be contented, for you can not carry gold of all. We understand that this (this tenth
nor silver, land nor any thing of that kind to of all), was his beginning, and when we prove
the next world, and to-morrow you may be
called thither. I say, brother, be contented. this, we will then take his grandson, Jacob.
li'irst, we find Abraham paying tithes to
If you have the Spirit of the living God dwelling in you, be contented.
Melchesidck. (Gen. 14: 20). But this is
2. You may have been guilty of robbing not all. In verse 39, the same chapter, we
the Lord like myself, and feel poor and needy. find him paying tithes of "all he possessed
If so, read the Lord's command of promise in
.Mal. 3: 10, 11, "Bring ye all the tithes into over and above what he had need.''-Inspired
the.store-house, that there may be meat in mine Translation ..
house, and prove me now herewith, saith the
We cite the reader now to the Book of
Lord of hosts, if I will not open the win- Mormon, Alma 10: 1. In this paragraph the
dows of heaven, and pour out a blessing that the word "tithes" is mentioned, as well as
there shall not be room enough to receive it. "tenth.'' Read the whole chapter. You will
And I will rebuke the devourer for your sakes, find that Abraham paid tithes of one-tenth
and he shall not destroy the fruits of your part of all he possessed. Now, if this was his
ground; neither shall your vine cast her fruit beginning of tithing, then the words of Alma
before the time in the field, saith the Lord of should satisfy all believers in the Book of
hosts." Now the command is, "Bring in the Mormon, at least, that Abraham paid one·
tithes;" the promise is a blessing that there tenth of all.
shall be no room to receive it. If this is not
We turn to the 28th chapter of Genesis,
riches in promise, I would be glad to know and find Jacob under the influence of the
what is.
Spirit of G-od, making a vow or covenant with
Brethren, obey the command of God and the Lord that if he would give him anything
riches will be yours. You say you believe, on the way, he would surely ~ive him back a
but if you will not obey, it will not profit tenth. This is evidence sufficient to show
much. "Try me now herewith," saith the that if Jacob ever paid his tithing, he would
Lord. No, saith unbelief, I have no confi- pay a tenth of all, as he vowed he would. Let
dence in the promise. Brother, consider the me ask you, if this would not be his beginning.
matter over and try it. Have faith in the
If this was the beginning of the tithing of
promise of the Lord, for he is faithfui to do the people in olden times, when the highest
his part, but without obedience to all of his priesthood was on the earth, (that is one-tenth
commands the promised riches will not reach of all), would it not be a good definition of the
you. Brethren, try it. I have and am satis- word "surplus," as we find given in the year
fied. I repeat, brethren, try it. Others have, 1838 on the explanatio!l of the law of tithing
and are satisfied that the promises of the J~ord in our Doctrine and Covenants. I think it
are yea and amen in him. A heart of unbe- would. Some of my reasons for so thinking
lief, makes man a willful thief. So I pray are, that God is not a changeable being, and
thee, hurl that unbelief away; for whosoever he speaks to one nation like as he would to
laeketh in one point is guilty of the whole. another, upon the same subject.
Brothers, there is reason for the Lord to comIf this is a law of the gospel, we think it
mand it, for there is need of it in the store- should be obeyed. And what great wrong
house of the Lord. There is not one of you would there be if we should commence our
who will deny this. Well then, bring in the tithing as these two men did; a tenth of all,
tithes, and receive the promised riches from and, after commencing; if we all saw alike,
the hand of the Lord. He is able, he is will- that is, one-tenth of all our interest yearly.
ing. 0, yes, and more, is seeking for a peo- ·we see no wrong in this; we so understand
ple worthy to receive these promised riches. the law, at least. But if we can not all so
Brethren, bring in the tithes with a little faith understand, let us act upon our understand:mixed in, for the
reward, :u?,d in due
and commence; not wait until to-morrow,
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for then will the burning commence. The
Lord says it is called to-day till the coming
of the Son of Man; and "it is a day of sacrifice and tithing of my people," and those
that are tithed have the promise of escaping
the burning. This you will find in Doctrine
and Covenants 64: 5. And again, if we do
not observe this law we are not to be fo"?-nd
worthy to abide among the children of Zwn.
What an awful thought this is. No one who
believes the revelation need say it is not essential, for the Spirit through the president,
Joseph Smith, has coupled the Twelve with
the Bishop, commanding them to see to it ai!d
execute the law. Let us all come to the law
before they put it in execution; for we expect
them to come down by and by like a thunder
bolt upon all who are not prepared against the
day Of burning.
JOHN HAWLEY.

A NEGRO MINISTRY.
Having for some time been laboring in a
country where theN egro race is quite largely
represented, I have been led to think on the
subject of a Negro ministry, and desire to present some thoughts for the comideration of
others. It will, probably, be admitted by. all,
that this race is, or ought to be, entitled t6
gospel privileges, and that the gospel should
be preached to them. The question is, How
can this be most effectually done? Some are
inclined to think that the Elders ought to
break down the wall of partition between the
races, and mingle and associate with them
without regard to color. But there is such a
strong prejudice against the Negro race, that
if an Elder, though his motives may be never
so pure, should associate with them, he would
lose his influence with white people, and be
unable ,to labor successfully with them. Besides, it would be considered a disgrace to the
cause, and bring the Church into disrepute.
I do not propose to discuss the subject whether
it is right that this prejudice should exist or not;
but it does exist, and we must meet things
as we find them. Should it be considered
unjust that this prejudice should exist, yet
we are making but slow progress towards removing it, when we take a course which destroys our influence. Even the Negroes themselves, especially where slavery has been tolerated, have been educated to believe that a
white man who associates with them as equal,
is not quite what. he ought to be. They do
not have the same confidence in such an one
that they do in one who, though treating them
kindly, keeps himself at a respectful distance.
Now, what shall we do? Shall we, because
we fancy a wrong feeling exists between the
races, take a course that will destroy our influence with both parties, make ourselve·s contemptible, and bring the cause into disrepute?
Such a course, I think, would be very unwise.
•rrue, we may preach to them, and no notice
will be taken of it; but to establish the
Church among them, we must associate with
them, in private as well as public. As it is
clearly impracticable and unwise for the
white race to do this, I see no other way but
to send them competent ministers of their own
race; nor do I believe that we will successfully establish the Church among them until we
do.
In a recent revelation given to the Church,
the Lord provides for this, and says, there
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are some that are "chosen ministers to their
own race." I do not object to preaching, or
administering the ordinances to them, and
will cheerfully do so, when occasion requires;
but that they might be effectually established
in the truth, I would heartily endo1·se a movement by the Church to place reliable men of
the Negro race in the active ministry, and I
sincerely hope that the Church will take this
matter into consideration as early as practicable.
I am satisfied that a great work may be done
in the South by this means, which can be
done in no other way. I have been solicited
by several of these people to try to send them
a minister, "For," say they, "we believe your
doctrine, but we are not permitted to associate
with white people; we want ministers and
churches of our own." Shall we pass these
requests by unheeded? If we have men who
are competent I think we should not, but if a
man is sent here let him be a man who can
be relied upon for temperance, honesty, virtue
and integrity; let him be sound in doctrine,
and in morals, and exemplary in conduct and
conversation.
Have we such a man or men? Let us inquire into the matter, and, if we have, call them
out from obscurity, and bid them God-speed in
the noble work of carrying light and liberty
to their brethren who are in darkness. I
tliink such a course would be more effectual
for good than any other, as well as being more
exaressive of confidence in them. I believe
there are men among them who, with a little
encouragement, would be useful to the cause.
Even those who think we can accomplish this
work ourselves must admit that, if we successfully use them, it will be a great help, as well as
leaving us more at liberty to turn our attention
to those of our own race who need our labors.
Leaving these thoughts for the consideration
of others, I am, respectfully,

.. - .

HEMAN

COMMERCE, Alabama, June

14th, 1879.

c.

SMITH.

A M.ort~a~e.
In the whole range of sacred and profane litera~ure, perhaps there is nothing recorded which has
such staying qualities as a good healthy mortgage.
A mortgage can be depended upon to stick closer
than a brother. It has a mission to perform which
never lets up. Day after day it is right there, nor
does the slightest tendency to slumber impair its
vigor in the night. Night and day, on the Sabbath,
and at Holiday times, without a moment's time for
rest and recreatio~n, the bitter offspring of its existence, interest, goes on. The seasons may change,
days run into weeks, weeks into months, and
months may be swallowed up into the gray man
of advancing years, but the mortgage stands up
in sleepless vigilance, with the interest, a perennial stream. A ceaseless slumberer, the unpaid
mortgage rears up its gaunt front in perpetual
torme.nt to the miserable wight who is held iu its
pitiless clutch. It holds the poor victim with the
relentless grasp of a giant; not one hour of recreation, not a moment's evasion of its hideous presence. A genial savage of modifying aspect while
the interest is paid; a very devil of hopeless destruction when the payment falls.
Like flakes of snow that fall unperceived upon
the earth, the seemingly unimportant events of
life succeed one another. As the snow gathers
together so are our habits formed. No single
flake that is added to the pile produces a sensible
change, no single action creates, however it may
exhibit a man's character.
Never dare go where you have re11son toquestion whether God will go with you; a Christian
should never willingly be where there is not room
for his Savior.
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ship, and an assurance received from the railway
mark opposite this notice will in people that it shall be called Lamoni. .A petition
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thna largely signed is on its way to Washington, askmarked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. R&mittances are desired. Attention is c~lled to the notice giving ing for a change of the name of the post office
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money,
from Sedgwick to Lamoni. The location of the
orders, and business letters as recently ad vised.
new one will be about one and a half miles north
and west of the site of the present one, and Bro.
-$> Samuel H. Gurley will most probably be the
~
post master. Bro. Valt:ntine White, ~arpentcr
JOSEPH SMITH, HENRY .A. STEBBINS,
and builder, formerly of Sandwich, Illinois, has
EDITORS.
the honor of erecting the :first house in the new
Plano, Illinois, October 15, 184'9.
town, though others. are expecting to follow him
at once. Mr. Peasley, of Davis City, and Bro.
Two years ago last August "Ye Editor" visited Zenas H. Gurley, are agents for the sale of lots
Decatur county, where the Saints are making set- and will cheerfully answer queries asking for intlement, and where the First United C!,rder of formation respecting lots, terms, prices and so
Enoch is located and doing business; and upon forth.
returning to the Sanctum he wrote up the coun.
Crops are quite fair, though less than would
try a little, from notes taken on the spot, which have been had there not been heavy rain and
writing up seems to have affected some unpleas. wind, succeeded by a long dry spell. Enough is
antly, but are not the faithful words of a. friend raised to keep the people with considerable to
better than the praises of an enemy. The editor spare.
liked the country; believed that he could discovThe editor saw very mnch this time to encour.
er the advantages of soil, climate, and locality; age, and if he had been deaf, just a little, he might
believed also that neglect and careless unthrift have exulted in his visit. Indeed, taken as a whole,
would only eke out a scanty subsistence, though the result is quite favorable; but it is a matter of
Providence might be never so bountiful. If he in- hope (to be indulged) that the good work will go
jured any one he did not do so designedly, or on until snug, tidy farms and farm h.ouses, barns
wantonly, but incidentally. Laziness needs re- and wells, will mark the places where Saints
proof and carelessness a reminder.
dwell all over the land.
Well, another batch of notes has been gathered;
There is much ague, chills, and chill fever in
and as before, the "chiel" proposes to "print em." the country this fall, some of which seems tracea.
The first note was the general better condition ble to the fact that in places surface-water wells
and passability of the roads, along which the continue to be used. These ought to be supplant.
horses moved like "winged messengers," "airily ed by good wells, whence water may be the wa.
and swift." The next was the busy, bustling, ters of physical life, instead of disease.
appearance along the road from Leon to the Colony. Something like energy and vim was in the
air, and when the long trestlework and bridge THE Idaho Enterprise, published at Oxford, On.
across Little River were reached, and an iron eida county, Idaho, comes to hand as an ex.
horse dragging a train laden with ties, rails, and change. In its issue of September 11th, there is
bridge timber, with other necessary equipments a lengthy editorial upon Mormonism, so called,
for road making, passed close by the wagon way, in that Territory. It is strong in condemnation
the secret was out; for wherever the tireless mo- of priest.Jy rule in defiance of the moral and the
tion of that sulphurous steed is seen, humanity civil law, and of polygamy and kindred evils, all
of which of course is just; for these arc subversive
moves in time to his energizing tread.
The third note was the altered appearance of of human liberty and happiness, and they can
the country; for, though only two years had not long prosper in opposition to just law, both
passed since the editor was there, the country divine and human. But we note a few sentences
had assumed a more matured look. Thrift and by the editor of the JJJnterprise, and extract as
more careful management were visible in every follows:
"We came to this Territory with no bias. We
direction. The farm houses seemed whiter and
hoped to pursue our work of assisting to develop
cleaner; the yards seemed less littered up, and the country without regard to any religion or
it was with some misgivings that the editor asked politics, and we so announced to the public. We
himself the question, Is this the same country knew that the Church of Latter Day Saints had
that I visited two years ago. Many of the faces some adherents here, but were informed that under the laws of this Territory the objectionable
of landscape and people had changed, and that features of their faith would not likely be made
for the better. Some of the latter, looking quite prominent; that their connection with the church.
familiar, were pleasant and cheerful, compared as laymen was more in name than reality, and
they were disposed to be good citizens. This
with themselves as seen the two years before; that
we :find to be the case in the Ivialad valiey and
whether from the consciousness of duty well vicinity, where a spirit of freedom seems to obdone, satisfaction with self and the world, or be- tain among the church people."
cause they were well clothed, housed, and fed,What we have to say upon this is that there are.
of course the editor can not say. Sheds had been numbers of the Reorganized, Church in Malad
repaired, fences seemed to have been fixed up; valley and elsewhere in Idaho, and the profession
wells were putting off the half sunken condition and practice of these people has ever been upon
in which too marry were seen before. Some at- the side of monogamy, and never contrary to the.
tempt at ornamentation had been made here and moral or civil law in these matters. These do
there; and altogether the first notes were encour- not need to keep out of sight "the objectionable
aging.
features of their faith" because they are "under
The Leon and Mount .Ayr Rail way is at present the laws of Idaho;" for they have no "objection.
writing within a mile or two of completion to ble features" to hide. So we ask the Enterprise
l.\H. .Ayr, by the way of Davis City and the Colo- to please make this distiction between those of
ny, .A town has been laid out in Fayette town- the true faith and those who are forced by exist
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ing law to curb their otherwise unholy practices
and teachings. We will esteem it a great favor
if the editor will do thJs,
Since the above was written we notice in the
Enterprise of the 18th, that the Ogden Jnnction
and Deseret News· have tried to respond to the remarks of the Enterprise, but it thinks without
success on their part.

Buo. N. J. C. OLESON, St. Louis, Missouri, sends
a Tirnes-Joumal, of that city, dated September
22nd, which contains another rendition of the
Spaulding-romance account of the Book of .Th'l:ormon origin and other things connected therewith.
We only mention it because the way these "reliable gentlemen" vary in their stories is enough to
make and does make all but the gullible, unthinking portion of humanity, or those who think
and consider for themselves, see that all these
can not be right, and that possibly, very probably
indeed they have all been practicing on the credulity of the people, as in the case of the inform.
ant of the Times-Journal. Those who really know
the baseness of the whole falsehood that these
tellers have told as facts rest content in the
knowledge they have of the facts in the case, yet
they may feel indignant that public sources of
intelligence should fill their columns with extravagant stories and gross misrepresentations.
Sufficient proof exists to refute the Spaulding
theory, and we need not present it here. The
wonderfully wise informant of the Times-Journal
repeats the only occasionally told (because so
utterly foolish) story of Joseph Smith essaying
to' walk on the water, after putting planks down
to aid him in doing it. Could it be possible that
"a great multitude assembled" (as this writer
says there was) were so easily imposed upon as
not to see the planks that were placed "a few
inches under the water" upon this remarkable
occasion; or else notice that he walked upon his
ankles, or up to them, or above them, in the water? The "reliable gentleman" &ays that this
"great multitude" "were astonished and wondered how this thing could be," that is till he fell
into the water because of the accidental discovery
of the plan the night before by a man who removed one plank. And no one ever saw this
scene, only heard about it!
But this witness has seemed to be compelled
to tell some truths. He says of polygamy and of
Joseph's death :
"I believe up to this time polygamy was not
openly practiced among them. Brigham Young
advocated the doctrine, but it met with no favor
at the hands of the prophet and leader, Joseph
Smith, who I am informed on good authority,
never advocated the doctrine nor practiced it
during his life.
* * * * * *
How far the circumstance justified, or seemed
to justify, this action of the mob, I am unable to
say, but of one thing I am certain, that the killing of Smith, which took place after he had surrendered to the officers of the law (and which
was the case beyond all controversy), was a brutal, cowardly murder, which no condition of circumstances could justify; and if God is
and
his laws condemn the crime of murder,
of the murdered prophet still calls from the
ground for vengeance against those who were
engaged in his taking off.
* * * *
On the death of Smith, Brigham Young succeded·to his vacant seat at the head of the church,
and commenced to openly preach and practice
polygamy. The doctrine is not taught in the
'Book of Mormon,' nor even hinted at as allowable."
It would appear that tbe writer placed the

finishing of the temple at Nauvoo before Joseph's
death, and he says that the Saints "for several
years worshiped in their temple" there, which
is erroneous, as are some other minor statements
in the narrative. To close with he writes:
"I am told that Joseph Smith, Jr., a son of the
murdered prophet, is now at the he;:td of a very
large faction of the Mormon body who repudiate
polygam;y, and that he makes his home in Plano,
Ill., and frequently visits St. Louis in the interest
of several congregations of his faith in the vicinity."
For the words spoken, of course, we are thankful, as for the just opinion upon the death of
Joseph Smith that it was an outrage upon liberty
and justice, a murder of the blackest kind, "bruand cowardly," as the writer says.
THE Conference at Galland's Grove was a marked
success. The rain fell copiously on the morning
of Tuesday, and was followed by a black frost at
night, and a cold day after; but not a business
session was lost. The forenoon meeting for
preaching, Sunday, was interfered with, the rain
falling in a constant drizzle, with an occasional
pelting shower; but soon after noon it ceased,
and the people gathered to the stand, and the
afternoon programme was carried out. No other
interruption occurred, and from first to last our
eight days' session was characterized by the best
of feeling and attention on the part of the Saints
and Elders.
One very striking feature of the session was,
that the Spirit's presence directing and controlling was more apparent than at any other session
ever held by the Reorganization. This was ac.
knowledged by all with whom we conversed
after adjournment.
Another and very commendable thing noticed
was the almost entire absence of tobacco using
in either form, more especially smoking. We do
not state that there was a total disuse of it; but
that it was far less offensively presented, there
being scarcely any of it to be seen upon the
grounds around the stand .. The Saints are almost solidly concluding that money spent in so
foolish a practice is a direct waste of the Lord's
bounty unto them. There was less sickness in
the camp than we ever noted before, but whether
this was attributable to the absence of tobacco
and other unclean habits, or the direct favor of
God, is not for us to say; but it is certainly very
gratifying as a distinctive mark of progression.
EDITORIAl, ITEMS.
WE left the Junior Editor at Burlington, Iowa,
well, but with added responsibility and dignity
upon him. As a married man we hope that Bro.
Stebbins' usefulness will be largely increased, the
softening a.nd refining influences of the married
state adding their charm and grace to a l.ife
rich in faculties employed for the good
of his fellow men. The woman whom .Bro.
Stebbins has mm:ried is of au excellent family,
tmd of a character well calculated to adorn the
circle vvhere her life wili be spent. We wish
th€m great joy.
Bro. Lawrence Conover, Secretary for the
Board of Publ.ication, profitting by the good example set by the Junior, has taken him a wife;
having married Il'liss Mattie Curwen, of Plano,
celebrating his wedding on the 8th, the day
after Bro. Stebbins' departure from the ways of
bf!Chelorhood.

The minutes of the General Conference, held
at Galland's Grove, Iowa, September 24th to October 1st, did not come to hand in time for this
issue, but will appear in our next.
Bro. Robert Thrutchley of the Salt River
Branch, Macon county, Missouri, writes that he
and the Saints are trying to do all they can to ex.
tend the gospel of Christ. He and Bro. Winn,
by invitation, preached in the Presbyterian chap.
el, six miles north, September 21st, and have
another appointment there for October 12th.
Bro. J. W. Grierson of Mississippi, writes, "I
am doing what I can for the cause of truth.
Whenever and wherever I can get a listener I
tell him of the gospel of Christ, and those who
will read it I let them have the Herald." He is
a faithful and zealous man for the cause of truth,
and we hope that he will prevail, and save many
souls with his own.
Sister Casandra Johnson, of N ebo, Pike county,
Illinois writes: "I have not heard a sermon in
two years. Yle belong to the Pittsfield Branch,
but it is so far away, we do not get there often. I
am firm in the faith, and shall ever remain so."
Bro. C. W. Reeves, Amboy, Illinois, says that
their meetings are small, but they persevere and
enjoy a degree of comfort and peace. Bro. Lardner Stone, ill for so many years, and by spells
confined to his bed with prostrating and almost
deathly sickness, has at last succumbed to the
great destroyer, and is at rest; so write· his wid.
ow and Bro. Reeves. We know that he was a
good man, and his sleep will be sweet.
Bro. Phineas Tempest has removed from Soutt.
western Iowa into Graham county, Kansas, to
get cheaper lands, and thereby, as he says, "to be
free from troublesome debt to start on." He and
family are alone in the faith.
The firm of C. .Th'L and W. R Stebbins, brothers
of the junior editor of the HEHALD, bankers a.t
Dead wood, Dakotah, which city was burned the
night of September 25th,lost their new building
and fixtures worth eight thousand dollars. The
vault and safes were all right, even the clock of
the "time lock" being found running when the
ruins were cleared away and the vault and safes
opened. The total loss to the city was three million dollars, and two thousand people became
houseless. The bursting of hundreds of kegs of
pvwder kept in the city for sale added to the terrors of the fiery scene of devastation.
Bro. R. Goreham, at Sonora, Powcsheik county,
Iowa, says that their branch is new and has but
ten members, yet they are alive with the Spirit
of God. lVfany without are inquiring the way.
Opposition
last Spring, but is over now to
a great extent.
Bro. T. N. Hudson, Salt Lake City, writes:
"Our branch is steadily growing in numbers and
in good works. Our meetings are well attended,
and t-he efforts are for union and pettce, with a
desire to push on the work. The works of the
Church are called for, and the Advocate is doh:ig
good also."
Bro. John Barber, Ban Antonio, Texas, says
that times are very hard there. The drouth and
consequent poor crops makes tho prospect a very
glorJmy one for the coming winter. But the
Saints feel to trust in God and hope for the best.
We earnestly pray that they will have the divine
interposition to direct and bless them.
Bro. F. M. Sheehy has returned to Providence,
Rho.de Island ..
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We see by a notice just received and published
in this issue calling for a meeting of the branches
in Eastern Michigan, that it is contemplated to
organize a district to be known as the Eastern
Michigan District, upon which we are somewhat
in doubt about the propriety of such organization;
but suggest that unless a pretty general represen.
tation from the various branches in Michigan,
and a thorough consultation with the authorities
in charge there, be had before, or at such meet.
ing, an organization of the kind mentioned in the
notice ought not to be made, as trouble might
ensue. Bro. W. H. Kelley, will please make it
his duty to be present, with those interested; and
if an organization may be effected with proper
unity of a~tion upon consultation, it may be well,
but not otherwise.
Bro. Geo. 0. Kennedy, Hutchinson, Colorado,
says: "We had a good time at our late confer.
ence; the Spirit of God was with us. We seem
to be growing some since we reorganized." He
sends us a Denver J.'ribune and requests us to exchange with that paper, which we do willingly.
Bro. T. F. Stafford, Lewistown, Illinois, wrote,
September 20th, that Bro. Patterson's labors there
were effective. Thence he went to Streator. Bro.
Stafford is laboring as usual.
Sister Catherine Whitaker, Eau Clair County,
Wisconsin, loves the work of God and wishes
that a minister of the gospel would come there
and preach. Can some of the Elders in the Western Wisconsin District attend to this?
Bro. J. J. Cornish, wrote from Hichmondville,
Michigan, September 19th, that he baptized thTee
others there lately. He hopes to raise up another
branch of the Church soon, near Port Sanilac.
A good interest there.
Bro. James N. Simmons, Deckerville, Michigan, relates his calling to and hope of eternal
life. The Saints there enjoy some good seasons
together in worshiping God, and Bro. Simmons
labors in his calling. Brn. Davis and Cornish
have preached among them some this summer.
Bro. T. W. Chatburn writes that a branch has
been organized at Shelby, Iowa, where he lives.
Thanks for papers received: Bro. Owen Owen,
Liverpool Mercury; A. C. Everett, Michigan papers; C. M. Fulks, Kansas papers; William Williams, St. Louis Globe-Democrat; N. J. C. Oleson, St. Louis Times-Journal; John T. Wild, Day
Star of Zion.
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IT seems from the action of the defendants in the
suit brought by John Taylor, as Trustee-in-Trust
for the Church of J csus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, in Utah, against the heirs of the late
Brigham Young, and the executors of his will,
that it is designed to show that there is a mistake
somewhere about the existence of any such cor.
.poration. The heirs deny that there is no such
corporation, no such.office as Trustee-in-Trust,
&c. We have not yet (September 22nd) seen the
decision rendered by the court in the issue raised,
and therefore can not state from that whether
there is such a body or not; but it would be not
a little curious if it should be discovered that we
had labored with many others under this mistake so long. Well, strange things occur. as matters of course now-a;days, and this may be one
of them.
PRE-EMPTION OF LAND BY POLYGAMIS'I'S' WIVES.

According to a dispatch from Washington,
dated September 30th, the following just ~ecision
has been made concerning the pre.emption of
public lands by the many wives of polygamists,
in their own names :
"An interesting decision has just been made
by Acting Secretary Bell, of the Interior Department, in the case of Hugh Lyons, against Rachael
Stevens, of Salt Lake City, involving the question of the right of these parties to a section of
land in the Salt Lake City land district. The
claim of Lyons is rejected on the ground that the
tract was not subject to pre-emption or settlemcn~
by him. Rachael Stevens, it appears, is one of
the several wives of John G. Holman, whom she
recognizes as her husband, and he, to all intents
and purposes, governs and controls her acts. 'fhe
decision holds in view of the polygamous condition that if the first polygamous wife, while
voluntarily retaining that illegal relation to a
man, may, in her own name, obtain the title to
160 acres of public land, the second or twentieth
wife may do the same, and the so-called husband
would thus obtain in fact, for his own use and
benefit, the control of that number of tracts of
public land. This will not be permitted under
the Homestead or Pre-emption laws.
"'If the so-called wife,' the decision continues,
'should repudiate the illegal relation and cease
to violate the positive laws of her country and of
the civilized world, the fact that she had at one
time been called the wife of a man, and had
maintained that relation to him, would not operate as a bar to her right.'
"'No woman, however, who voluntarily maintains and acknowledges her position to be that
of a plural or polygamous wife should be perBRO. George H. HILLIARD, of Southern Illinois, mitted to make a homestead or pre-emption entry of public land, as the very fact that she rewrites:
tains such relation is conclusive evidence that
"I have been trying for years to extend the cir- the entre is not made in good faith for her exculation of the Church papers as much as I could, clusive use and benefit.' "
but have not succeeded very well, but do not propose to give it up, will still try. Owing to secuThe Burlington Hawkeye, Iowa, copied a part
lar business, I can not do as much in the ministry as I would wish, but will still do what I can of our editorial note of September 15th, thanking
under my circumstances. I think the work is the Hawkeye for discfiminating between the peoin tolerable fair condition in this district, but the
Saints might be more spiritual, and I think that ple of Burlington and vicinity, Latter Day Saints,
would have a tendency to make them do more and those of the Utah faith and practices, and
for the temporal wants of the Church. I would says:
be pleased to see the HERALD, issued weekly."
"In another column will be found an extract
We thank Bro. Hilliard for his endeavors in from the Saints' Herald, the organ of Joseph
behalf of the Church papers and other publica- Smith and his associates of the 'Heorganized
tions, as we also do all who manifest zeal in ex- Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.''
This sect claims to be the only genuine Mormon
tending the cause in this way; and, as the suc- church, and utterly repudiates polygamy and the
cess of this department is intimately related to practices of the Utah Mormons. What the
the progress of the cause, we hope that the num- Hawkeye said was simply a statement of the
ber of faithful adherents and laborers will be in- facts regarding this body as it understood them,
and with the view to do justice to a denomination
creased, both those of the ministry and those for which is too often, although unwittingly, conthe none the less necessary other departments of founded in public thought, with the Utah church,
the work,-the publishing and the financial parts. an error into which the New York Tribune, prob-

ably unintentionally, had fallen. Whatever may
be men's political or religious beliefs, the cause
of truth can not be helped by misrepresentation
of the facts."

NEWS SUl'IUURY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

Sept. 20th.-San Francisco, California, is dressed
in holliday attire, and flags and banners everywhere adorn the streets andl buildings, all in anticipation of the arrival of Gen. Grant from Japan.
He did not come yesterday, and is now looked for
to" morrow.
At Memphis eight new cases and four deaths
from yellow fever yesterday. At Concordia, Miss.,
one death and four new cases.
22d.-Gen. Grant was received at San Francisco
day before yesterday (Saturday) with royal honors by the city authortties, army officers, moneyed
men and citizens of that city, and will be" led
through a round of pleasure and sight-seeing,
and visiting during his intended stay of six weeks
in California and Oregon. Nearly a page of each
daily paper through the country is devoted to an
account of the reception and display.
At Memphis, yesterday, thirteen new cases and
one death by yellow fever.
23d.-A fire is said to have just been raging in
the city of Kier, l1ussia, that lasted nearly two
days, causing enormous destruction of property
and the loss of many lives,
Some relief has been sent to the starving people
of Cashmere, though little compared wirh the
great suffering that demands so much.
At Macon City, Missouri, a man killed his wife
and child, and then himself. Near Quincy, Illinois,
a man killed his stepfather. Near Philadelphia, a
man pounds his father so severely as to cause his "
death. In Delaware county, Iowa, a man murdered; also one in Chicago. In Mississippi, a negro
kills his wife. All these and (and how many
others not reported we know not) have occurred
within a few days.
'
At Memphis, 16 new cases and G deaths, yesterday.
President Hayes and Generals Sherman and
Sheridan and their wives and other people of distinction passed through Plano to-day. The train
stopped several minutes, giving us a chance to see
and speak with these notable ones of the nation's
rulers.
25th.-The main portion of the Marsh Harvester works, in Plano, Illinois, were destroyed by
fire last night. Loss very large, amount not yet
known, bat insurance covers it. Some two hundred men thrown out of employment. Three or
four hundred work in these shops during the
winter and spring of the year. They will proba.
bly be rebuilt.
The British troops are advancing on Cabul,
Afghanistan, and fighting is expected soon.
In Cuba the planters are emancipating their
slaves and hiring them under contract. Thus the
slavery problem there is being solved.
Four large fires have occurred at Astrakhan,
Russia, recently, and much property been destroyed.
A dispatch from Washington reads as follows:
' 'THE ~iORMONS.

"The United States District-Attorney in Salt
Lake City is to be instructed to assist the next
Grand Jury at Salt Lake City, which meets next
month, to examine the endowment house where
all the polygamous games are celebrated. An attempt will- be made to b:ring the r"ecords of the
Endowment bouse into court, and the department
of J usUce will make a vigorous prosecution of the
case."
26th.-The city of Oakland, California, yesterday, gave a ma.gnificent display in honor of General Grant's presence there .. They paid him honors as to a king, even the school children by thousands welcomed him and threw flowers in his
pathway. A salute of thirty-six guns was fired,
and a grand procession and feast followed.
President Hayes and G~nera.l Sherman are attending agricultural fl1irs in Kansas and making
speeches.
The strike of cotton operatives at Ashton, England, is ended. The men will resume work at the
five :per cent redu(ltion
by the owners.
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27th.-The city of Deadwood, Dakotah, a mining
Q.-Then I understand that you have no opinion
centre of some twenty-five thousand population, as to whether God's laws are higher than the
was burned yesterday marning. The fire started laws of man? A.-If I violatein an old shanty. For use in mining, large stores
Q.-1 ask you which is the greater law? A.of powder were there, and these blowing up one Why I have always understood that man's laws
by one, as the fire. spread, added to the terror of should be in conformity with the higher lawthe people and the destruction of property. Loss God's law.
estimated at two million dollars. About two
Q.-Well, now, which do you consider the
hu-ndred building!l burned, including stores of higher law-man's laws or God's laws? A.groceries, dry goods, furniture, clothing, hard- Well, I must consider God's law the higher, beware, etc., one bank and all the hotels, also the cause it was given first.
records and files of the county court complete,
Q -Is that the only reason? A.-Well, I dqn't
which will doubtless cause lawsuits and litigation know.
without number, concerning the property recorded.
Q - I f Congress. had enacted laws before God
There were very few fire-proof buildings, almost enacted laws, then I suppose the laws of Conall being built of wood. A fine new bank building gress would have been the higher laws? A.-I
of C. M. and W. R. Stebbins and company, was believe they would.
burned, but their vault and safe were unburned.
Q -De you believe that parties entering into
Their loss on building and fix!urers was $8,000, polygamy are doing God's will? A.-I have
with no insurance.
nothing to do with it.
In central Africa a large number of Jewish neQ - I do not say you have anything to do with
groes have been discovered. Nearly every family it. I ask w:ould they be doing God's will? A.possesses the law of Moses on parchment. They If they think so; if they do it with that intention.
trace their origin to the first captivity, when some
Q.-With what intention? A.-Of doing God's
of the Hebrews lied to the desert, and intermarried will.
with the natives.
•
Q.-Are you in polygamy? A.-No, sir.
Great destruction of property in Russia by inQ -Have you ever been? A.-Yes, sir.
cendiary fire_s continue to take place. Nearly
Q.-Recently? A.-Well, it is about three or
three thousand are reported to have occurred in four years ago.
that dominion during the month of August alone.
Q.-Since the passing of the law of Congress
The rinderpest is spreading more and more forbidding it? A.-Yes, sir.
among the cattle of Russian Poland.
Judge VanZile-! challenge this juror, your
29th.-The Afghans are resisting the approach honor.
of the British armies, and quite a war may ensue.
His honor-This juror is excused.
n is stated that Russia and Turkey are making A. L. Fuller, Mill Creek, Salt Lake county, was
an alliance for defensive purposes.
then proceeded with' answering all the statutory
At Memphis, 13 new cases and 6 deaths, yes- questions.
terday.
Q.-Do you believe in polygamy? A.-I do.
In order to decide the amount of killing done in
Q.-Do you believe it to be a law of God given
Kentucky, which so well merits the name of the to this people? A.-I do.
•
"dark and bloody ground," twenty of the one
Q.-Do you believe that those who enter into
hundred and thirteen counties in the State were polygamy are doing God's will? A.-Yes, sir.
sele.cted, and statistics of the causes of homicide
Q.-Do you believe that law a higher law than
that have occurred in these counties, during a the law of the Congress of the United States? A.series of years, were compiled. In ten of t.hese I do.
counties, it was foand that at oue term of court,
Q -Are you in polygamy? A.-No, sir.
Q.-Have you been? A.-No, sir.
two thousand eight hundred and forty-six persons
were indicted for murder, but only one case of
Thomas W. Lee, Tooele, having answered the
capital punishment occurred, and but three or statutory questions, he was examined as follows:
four sent to the penitentiary for life, the ethers
Q -'-Do you believe in polygamy? A.-Yes, sir.
receiving from one to ten years' imprisonment.
Q.-You believe it is a law of God to this peoIn seven counties, during seven and a half years, ple? A.-Yes, sir.
238 murders took place. In the other thirteen,
Q.-'l'hat he who enters into polgamy is doing
God's will? A.-If he does it for a righteous
during three and a half years, 4i9 persons were
maliciously wounded and killed. On an average, purpose.
36 homicides occur in each county every five and
Q.-Well, how can you tell that; wh~t is the
a half years.
rule for determinating. A.-My rule is works.
30th-In Salt J,ake City, the Third District
Q.-What do you mean by that? A.-By ljving
Court has for several days been engaged in ob- in it and sustaining his families and doing what
taining a Grand Jury. All Mormons who believe is g~tothing else? A.-Yes, there are a great
polygamy to be a revelation from God and superior
h
h.
to the acts of Congress, have been excluded. many ot er t mgs.
Eleven jurors were obtained. It is expected the
Q.-DofyCou think ?that lawOhis a higher law than
present Grand Jury will endeavor to obtain a the lawDo onghr~ss · hA.- h' yesd. b b
d .
record of polygamist marriages at the Endowment
Q.- 0 you t mk t at it 8 ou\ e 0 ;ye ~n
House. The following are samples of the ques- preference to the law of Congress· A.- es, Sir.
tionings of the Court., and the answers obta-ined
The Russian army has had a battle with the
from those who believe in polygamy:
Turcomans in Central Asia and defeated them
Frederick Goss, Salt Lake City, was the first after a severe and prolonged struggle. For six
gentleman examined:
•
hours they cannonaded a pogition occupied by
Q.-Do you believe in polygamy? A.-I de- 30,000 Turcomans, and by evening had obtained
cline to answer the question.
such advantage that the enemy lied.
Q.-Why? A.-Because I can believe what I
Another water-spout in Switzerland. Twelve
please. My belief does not affect me as a citizen. bridges we-re destroyed, and houses, fields and
Judge VanZile (to the Court)-I must appeal to vineyards swept away and flooded.
your honor.
A great storm in Sicily and southern Italy. A
• His honor decided that the gentleman must passenger train hurled off the track and people
answer the question.
killed and wounded.
Q.-Do you believe that polygamy was a law re·/ The British are advancing into Afghanista.n,
vealed from God? A.-Yes, sir.
rapidly.
Q.-Do you believe that it is a law from God to 1 The hop crop is t.he sm'1llest in England that it
this people? A.-Yes, sir.
_
has been since 1860.
Q.-Do you believe it a higher law than the
Anti-rent meetings are being held in various
law of the Congress of the United States? A.- pa:rts of Ireland, the call being for a reduction in
Well, I do not see that I am called upon to judge ren!,s.
which is the higher law. I don't see that I have
Oct. lst.-Gen. Grant. left San Francisco, yesteranything to do with it.
day, for. the Yosemite valley, to remain a w-eek in
Q.-Well, which is the higher law in. your that renowned wonder of nature. He will have a
opinion? A.-In my opinion; well, I hf!ve :no rest from the great crowds that have thronged his
steps during the past week or more, since hearopinion about it.
Q.-No opiniQJ:!. ~bout it,? A.-No, sir,
:rived from Asia.
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The Irish rent troubles increase. Their complaints are conceded to be "mostly genuine" so
says the Pall Mall Gazette, and if they as a people
refuse to leave and are put out for not paying the
landlords, then England will soon have plenty of
trouble and war at home.
2d.-On September 29th, Major Thornburg's command, which was out after the hostile Ute Indians
in southern Wyoming, near the. Colorado line, was
ambushed by several hundred of these Indians
and Major Thornburg and thirteen of his men
were killed and a large number more were wounded. Relief forces will be sent from Fort Steele,
Wyoming, also troops have been ordered from Ft.
Snelling, Minnesota, via Omaha. Major Thornburg is said to have been a fine man and a good
officer, aged thirty-five years. The rest of his
command are beseiged by the Indians.
A small encounter has taken place in Ireland
over the rent troubles, and one person was killed.
Over ten thousand persons have been sent., by
the Russian Government to Siberia on political
busin.ess, during the past summer, an enormous
number an American would think.
3d.-At Adrian, Michig~tn, the grand stand on
the fair ground, on which were seated two thousand people, fell and six: persons were killed and
nearly a hundred were wounded, many of them
fatally or seriously. There was a wlld scene of
woe, and the city was filled with great excitement
and mourning.
An Indian was hanged at San Rafael, Cal, yesterday, who confessed to six murders.
4th.-The strike of the cabinet makers is about
ended, at Louisville, Ky., a portion of the manufacturers having acceded to the demands of the
strikers for an advance of 15 per cent on the prices
heretofore paid. A committee appointed by the
workmen waited upon the different manufacturers
to ascertain what course they proposed to puTsue,
and hands commen.ced work in three shops. It is
thought that the other proprietors will accede to
the demands of the strikers.
The ,shop hands of the Louisville & Nashville
Railway held a meeting, the result of which was
a strike for higher wages, and an accession to
their demands on the part of the Louisville &
Nashville.
About 600 cabinet makers met in Cincinnati
this morning. Two firms sent communications
announcing that they would pay the advance of
wages asked.
·
Th
t t
h
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e
rian arr- roun s
proves to have been far more widesperad in it.s
scope than at first reported. Already thirt.een
persons have died in consequence of injuries received by the collapse of the overcrowded grand
stand, and it is expected that as many more deaths
will follow; while 224 have received medical
tnr.e autd.me.ent for their hurts of greater or less mag11
It is reported that the Chillians, before evacuating Calama, sacked and burned the place. The
Chilians have made raids into Bolivia, beyond
Conchas Blanchas, destroying commissary and
ordnance supplies. and seizing horses and carts.
Cetywayo has arrived at Cape Town, and has
been conduoted to the Castle, and the English colony turned out in force to see the Monarch pass.
He is an exceptionally fine specimen of the noble
savage; big, bb,ck, about fift.y years of age, standing nearly six feet high. He is well proportioned, has a fully-developed frame, and a good-natured, bi·oad, open face of the Zula type, quite unlike portraits that have appeared. He dresses
now in European clothes, in which he does not
seem at all uncomfo;•table. Major Poole speaks
most favorably of the King's general amiability,
and says he g:we very little trouble on the way
down, except on one or two occasions, when he
became sulky, and demanded to have an entire ox
roasted for his daily meal.
The Dutch Arctic expedition has returned to
Hammerfest, after penetrating as far as Francis
Joseph land.
Several English merchant ve8sels which endeavored to reach Eastern Siberia by the new route
have failed, their passage being prevented by
heavy ice-fields.
Forest :fires are raging fearfully near Norfolk,
N. Y., destroying farm-houses, barns, and fa.~~
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property. Some of the roads are impassable on I
account of fires. The loss can not be estimated,
nor can it be known how much damage will be
TAYLOR, Red River Co., Texas,
done, as the wind has been blowing fearfully from
September 20th, 1879.
the west for the past twenty-four hours.
Brotlwr
Editors:We are very much persecuted
A cyclone, accampanied by heavy rain, passed
here,
and
misrepresented,
more so than before
over the county fair- grou.nds at Watrousville, Mich.,
doing great damage. Tents were torn to shreds and Bro. Bozarth came the last time. They threatfences blown down. One tent where tables were ened to drive Bro. Bozarth out of the country.
set for a hundred persons was blown down, over- I have learned since he left that there was a petiturning the stove and a large.reservoir of boiling tion got up for that purpose, but they failed to
water, severely scalding six ladies, one of them present it. It is rumored also that there is a mob
with an infant a few months old, probably fatally. made up in the neighborhood to wait on the next
In ,the main hall the exhibits were considerably elder who may come here; and not only this, but
we also are threatened. I very often think of the
injured by rain.
King's powder-mill, near Lebanon, 0., explod- words of David of old, "Why do the heathen rage
ed this afternoon, and three men were instantly and the people imagine vain things." But notkilled. The explosion was the result of careless- withstanding all the misrepresentation and slander, it does not seem to move the Saints in the
ness of the employes.
Two carpenters were drowned near Four Mile least from their faith. We have also increased
Bridge, Ohio, while attempting to cross the river four in number since I last wrote, and some
on a raft. B·oth were married and leave large others are investigating.
The Clarksville Times contained an account
families.
of the Reynolds polygamy trial and the speech
5th.-The chairmakers of St. Louis have caught of Joseph F. Smith, advising the Utah people to
the strike fever, and have demanded 15 per cent, secure arms and resist the oppression of the
advance in wages. One factory, employing 140 United States. Now, Bro. Joseph, our enemies
men, has yielded to the demand, and will continue have worn the paper out carrying it around tryto work. Only one foundry now stands out ing to make the people believe that it was you
against the striking molders. All other stove and that preached that sermon, but we do not believe
hollowware works have agreed to the molders' de- it. I think that a letter from your hand would
mands and resumed work. The cigarmakers' do good, and I would be glad you would write
strike is about ended, almost all manufacturers a letter to the Saints of the Red River branch.
having accepted the terms of the strikers. The Crops are very good in this part; health also.
molders' strike in Quincy is at an end, and work
Your brother in Christ
J.P. BRANNON.
at the foundries will be resumed to morrow.
One more death has occurred at Adrian, caused
CLEAR CREEK, Saunders Co., Neb.,
by the falling grand staud.
September 29th, 1879.
From the editorial columns of the Chic~~cgo Trib.
Brn. Joseph and Henry:-I am a new beginner
une, we clip as follows: "A monster land meeting in the Latter Day Work, but I am doing all in
was held yesterday at Cork, 15.000 excited and my power to live upright. I pray my God daily
earnest people being present lo listen to the fiery to guide me in my daily walk and conversation,
speeches m:1de them by the Irish Home-Rule mem- that others may see that I am a true follower of
bers of P11rliament. Parnell, the leading spirit Jesus Christ, and that I may be the means to
of this agitation, boldly cvunseled physical resist- cause others to obey the gospel. When we speak
ance to t.he unjust demands of the land-owning of latter-day revelation, or of the "latter-dayaristocracy, and declared that robbery and op- work," it is a wonder to the world, and they say
pression would prevail in Ireland just so long as "show us a sign that we may believe." If people
Englishmen were permitted to rule. The time is would believe the teachings of the Bible they
now near at hand when the temper of Irish peo- would not ask a sign to make them belh;ve, but
ple is to be put to a severe test, as the landlords as long as the willfully blind lead the blind, they
show no inclination to modify their demands for will fall in the ditch together. Wherein I lack
the payment of rent in full, or to forgo the at- wisdom I pray my God to give me understandtempted eviction of all who re-fuse to pay."
ing. When our elders come this way, most of
A dispatch from Ocana, New Granada, reports the people go the other way, and what few do
"' rising of Communists at Bucaramaque, in the turn out to hear, will not think of what has been
State of Santander, on the 9th of September. The said, for their leaders tell them that it wont do.
Alcalde, Pedro Colla.zos, headed a crowd of ruffians The time has come when people will not endure
in attack upon several wealthy establishments, sound doctrine. If any of the Saints should come
among others the only bank in the place, and com- this way, they must call and abide with me.
pletely sacked them, killing aod wounding per· Yours in Christ,
J OSEPII BYOUS.
sons who endeavored to defend them, and also
burning the buildin·gs. They then retired to the
l'riANCHES'l'ER, England, Sep. 20th, 1879.
cuartels, carrying their plunder, and there inB1·o. Stebbins:-I am happy to say that the
trenched themselves, bidding defiance to the au- work of God in onward in t!lis city. Peace and
thorities of the Si ate. The city remained in a love and unity dwell in our midst. I may say
state of alarm and terror four <hys. Many fami- that our president, Joseph Dewsnup, shows to
ilies fltJd to the woods, and others barricaded their us n good example in laboring so faithfully in
doors and kept guard night and day. Gen. Wil- the branch. He is doing a good work here
cher, President of the State, hastened from the through the blessing of the Lord, and Sr. DewsCapital, Socorro, more than sixty miles distant nup labors a good deal amongst us, especially in
f,·om Buc,1nmaqua, wit.h a small but disciplined visiting the sick. Mnny strangers attend our
force, attacked the robbers in their intrenched maetings on Sunday evenings, and respect is
position, and completely routed them. He killed shown by them to our services. Our
several of the leaders and took many prisoners. tenclance at the meeting is about
The principnl, Col!azos, nnforlun.ately CfJCaped. in the bond of peace,
THOMAS
Order is o.gain r.Jstored. 'fhe dead bodies were
left unburied several
TIIORNTO::'<',
to the streets, and the
refused sepultu.re
September
to t.he vict.ims. These were nmong the most reB•ro. H. A. Stebbins:-Bro. A. J. Cato came
spectable mer·chnn t.s of the phce, and sacrificed, here a short time sinee, at my request, and
not on account of political or personal motives, ed six discourses. From two to four
minbut because they defended their properties
isters were present evm·y time. 'fhey were like
6th.--Ono moT~ de:1th at Adrian, a china.man, lambs led to the slaughter, so opened they not
this evenbg. He objected to an amputation of their mouths. Notwithstanding they had ample
his leg, thec~e seeming t.o be !.he Chinese supecrsti- time and opportunity oiiered them by Bro. Cato
tion in favor of being buried entire nnd without to defend themselves and their theories. They
die.memberment. 'l.'his makBs 14 deaths.
would get off in the brush, as Bro. Cato told them,
The work of rebuilding the Mnrsh Harvester and tell of "delusion," "fanaticism," "false prophshops burned at, Phno, is now going on, and the ets," &e. Shame Upon such men who pretend to
damaged machinery, engine and boilers, are be- be called of God, and who claim that we are
jug rapaired and refitted.
teaching false doctrine, and yet will not, in the

pulpit, raise a warning voice against it. But,
when they can not overthrow the doctrine, they
will secretly persuade those whom they think
they can influence, "not to go and hear that Mormon," and that "he ought not to be allowed to
preach." Yes, it is now like it was eighteen
hundred years ago. Then they commanded the
Apostle not to preach in the name of Christ, that
is by the authority of Jesus Qhrist. Just so it is
to-day. They would command us not to preach
by the authority from Christ, but would say,
"Come and preach by the authority from· men
and their institutions." Yes, if they could they
would crush the Church of Christ out of existence; but, thank God, he has set up his kingdom
for the last time, and by his prophet, Joseph
Smith, and it will break in pieces all other kingdoms and institutions. Amen. Pray for me
brethren. Yours in Christ,
ELIAS LAND.
NEWPORT, Los Angeles Uo., Cal.,
September 24, 1879.
Bro. Henry:-I have not been able to travel
and preach in this district this summer as much
as I expected and wished, but hope that I or
some othey may be permitted to labor in this
field this fall, for some of our neighbors are willing and anxious to hear.
I have spoken occasionally to the people here,
and September 13th, we organized a branch at
Laguna Canyon, called Laguna Branch, Bro.
Hemenway presiding. We had an excellent time
there Friday evening, Saturday, and Sunday.
While there Wm. Thompson and wife were baptized at the beach in the Pacific Ocean, the roar
of the surf on the beach beating a solemn accompaniment to our voices in singing and prayer,
and as we looked out on the great expanse of waters, so terrible and destructive in its anger, we
breathed a silent prayer that these who had just
started out on the voyage of eternal life might be
kept clear of the rocks, shoals, and breakers that
causes the destruction of so many, that
uThey might anchor their barks in the center,
And be. safe from the rocks on tho shore."

Some others there we think ought to lay' hold
of eternal life by obedience to the law God has
ordained for man's salvation. Bro. James Gillen
preached there while in these parts, and the peoyet speak of that missionary's sermon and the
good it did them.
Our land case was decided against us by Judge
Sawyer, and now is appealed to the Suprerne
Court. In the mean time, we must make terms
with the Land Company; they seem quite liber.
al, and very anxious for us to stay on the landprobably our people will make some terms, and
remain until the final settlement of the suit.
How sure, and firm, and unswerving the word
of the Lord is, with all the pleading, warning
and instruction we receive, we continue on, following our own views and expecting God's blessing just the same as if we had given heed to his
instructions. "Who am I, saith the I.Jord that
have promised, and have not fulfilled? I 'command and a man obeys not, I revoke and they
receive not the blessing; then they say in their
hearts, This is not the work of the Lord for his
proinises are not fulfilled."- D. & 0., sec.' 58, par.
G.
will
have faith enough to try the
and
his rcquirem.ents? Here, in
the solution of the question so
failures in prophein the Chm·cb, I
that has
is
as the
A
is one of
work.
to us if
we do not heed the 'Nord;;
If the Lord
to his
by his servant .Toseph Smith,
many
manifest their faith in it by acting in accord with the words spoken; how many
~;·c try"ing ~o live
_the words already spoken,
onus sllowmg
m present revelation. Let
the Saints generally exercise faith in the revelations given, and without doubt there will be a
great revi,val in the Church affairs; the Saints
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would be blessed; the priesthood have greater
power in spreading the gospel; the Herald officers be encouraged; the First Presidency feel,
more than at present, that they really are sustained by our faith and prayers, and Zion be soon
redeemed. God grant that his kingdom may
soon come, that his will may be done on earth as
it is heaven. Yours in the covenant of peace,
J. F. BmvroN.

SAL'r LAKE CITY, Utah,
September 29th, 187D.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins:-vVe had a peaceful and
happy meeting yesterday, a full attendance.
Some strangers met with us, and were happy with
us. They bore testimony that the true Spirit of
the gospel was made manifest. We feel that we
are growing in grace, and the knowledge of the
truth. Next Sunday will be our sacramental
service. We are looking forward in hope. The
way brightens up. Yve think our labor is not
in vain.
harvest is great, laborers are few.
Yesterday, distributed seventy-five Ad,voeates to
the Saints of the old<(!hurch as they passed into
the temple block. They promised to read with
care. 'fhere is a spirit attending the Advocate
that is powerful, causing the readers to think,
and look back, and search after the old path.
Peace be with you and all that are working in
the }faster's cause.
T. N. HuDSON.
GAINSYII"LE, Florida, Sep. 18th, 1879.
Dear Hemld:-A branch of the Church has
been established here. Brother I;Ieman C. Smith,
by an invitation from Sr. Mitchell of this place,
(she being the only member here at that time)
came here, and succeeded in getting seven other
members, my wife and I being of the number.
We met and organized a branch, and I was ordained a Priest by Bm. H. C. Smith and David
Donaldson. I have been a member of the Mis.
sionary Baptist Church five years, but I was not
satisfi.ed. I felt that there was something for me
to do, yet did not know exactly what it was. It
was .rumored around that a liormon was going
to preach in the hall, a man who believed in a
plurality of wives. I went out of curiosity to
hear why he believed so; but, thank God, I heard
no such doctrine preached; and I rejoiced and
said at once, This is the work that my conscience,
by tbe Spirit's power has been telling me to take
part in. And, from how I have felt and what I
have experienced, I am satisfied that I am partaker in Christ's doctrine, even tho,t everlasting gospel which John predicted should come to all
nations, tongues, and people. Bro. Heman has
gone back to Santa Hosa county. May he be
instrumental in bringing many other souls to
Christ. Since he left, we meet at my house every
Sunday for Sunday School, after which we hold
a prayer meeting. All seem to enjoy it very
much. I act as superintendent, and as teacher
of the Bible Class. All the Saints join in the
Bible Class. Saints, pray for us, for we are compassed about and mocked and persecuted on
every side. There are only eight of us here, and
we have many trials, but we rejoice in the promise given, "Bles$ed. are they which are persecuted
for righteousness' sake, for theirs is the kingdom
of Heaven." I went to the pastor of the Baptist Church to which I had previously belonged,
and asked him in a kind manner if he would
allow Bro. Heman to preach in their house before
he left us. His reply was: "No; I believe yom
doctrine to be a damnable heresy. Any rational
being who will read the Book of Mormon or the
church discipline will know that it is turning
from the true and living God. I want no more
to do with you, nor any of your crowd. You can
not preach any such doctrine in my church."
"Poor, blind guide, he needs to be pitied," I
thought, as he entered his house and slammed
the door in my face. I think llro. Waugh acted
a shepherd's part very curiously to get back the
sheep that had gone astray. I think he would do
well to practice the doctrine of the Book of J'dormon. In it he would find no such doctrine as
that. I think he would find what he said to me
concerning 1;eading it to be quite to the reverse.
I think the Book of J'IIormon teaches to go to the
stray sheep and help to bear its burden, and try
to bring it bnck to the sheep fold. As for its

teaching men the doctrine that would cause them
to depart from the true and living God, I do not
see it; for it teaches us to hearken unto the Lord
and to walk circumspectly before God and man.
Bro. Waugh says it teaches that a man is by its
doctrine allowed to have as many wives as he
can support. I can't see how he makes that out,
when it says positively that no one shall have
save it be one companion in wedlock, and concubines ye shall have none. I am afraid Bro.
Waugh's Book of Mormon was written by some
one like himself. He wanted it to be that way,
consequently wrote it so. As for the Church
Discipline he spoke of, I have never seen that,
and clare say he never has. I would ask the
brethren of the Florida Conference not to forget
us, but to send us an Elder without fail, for we
want one, we need and must have one; can not
do without one. If possible please send Bro.
Heman C. Smith again, I am confident there can
be great good done here, and other places near
here. Brothers, sisters, pray for us that we may
not be without a shepherd, and that we may increase in number, and in grace, knowledge, wisdom and understanding, and not falter, but press
forward. Your brother in Christ,
M. 0. HOWARD.

Spurgeon that I would go out and see how things
were out side. I traveled for two days and saw
nothing living, even the weeds and most of the
undergrowth was literally consumed, but the
trees and what shrubbery was left, showed no
signs of fire, neither the ground. Then I saw a
few cattle grazing in a distant valley, with a few
other animals. All was in peace, and the whole
earth was as a garden ready for the seed. The
surface was not changed. Then I awoke. Yours
GEORGE H. H.AMSEY.

TuscARORA, Nevada, Sept. 15th, 1879.
Mr. H. A. Stebbins:-! have received the book
and the assortment of tracts, and read them.
They came in quick time after sending for them.
I am standing alone; or, in other words, I am
not associated with any religious organization
upon the earth. But I believe in the God, and
Father of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, of
whpm the Bible speaketh; and that it is right to
reverence his holy name, and to learn and obey
the laws of his kingdom, and to do his will on
the earth ,as it is done in heaven; and to trust in
him, and to hope in his mercy. It is the true
light of God that I desire on tbe great subjects
of salvation and eternal life. I have no faith in
all the light of the nineteenth century to guide
me into the kingdom of God, or to keep me in
the straight and narrow path that leads to heaven. If I go among the Pagans, all is dark; if I
go among the Cath01ics, it is confusion, a mixture of light and of darkness; if I go among the
Protestant sects, there is more confusion, more
light and more darkness, and if I go among the
Mormons of the Utah order, I find darkness, confusion, and base idolatry.
0 ye elders of the Reorganized Church of Je.
sus Christ of Latter Day Saints, if the light of
God, is in you it surely behooves you to let it
shine; for darkness covereth the earth, and gross
darkness the minds of the people.
I send a money order for the Inspired Translation, for the Herald one year, for the tract
"The Kingdom of God," and a concordance to
the Doctrine and Covenants.
G. A. DAvY.

GLEN ELDER, Mitchell Co., Kansas,
September 23d, 1879.
Dear Hm·ald:-When I wrote you about one
year ago; I did not know of any Saints r:ear, but
now there are three branches within twenty miles
of us, and we are cheered from time to time by a
visit from· the brethren and sisters. We are as
firm in our belief of the ultimate triumph of the
latter-day work, as we ever were; and we pray
that we may have faith to keep us from falling
by the way; for we realize that through much
tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God.
liVe have had some preaching here this summer.
Bro. Jacob Jamison preached once, and our district president, (Bro. James Perkins) preached
two sermons. Some of the people said they never
heard so much Scripture in all their lives. A
good many wish.to hear more, and I think good
can be done by more preaching. We take great
comfort in reading the Herald, and think all
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa,
l::laints would be benefitted by reading it. With
October 4, 1879.
love to all God's people, your sister in the gospel,
Bro. H. A. Stebbins:-! take the pen to express
CASSIA WARREN.
the joy I have in reading the Herald, to see how
the work of the Lord is moving along, how it
picks up good and honest men, those not afraid,
LEXINGTON, Mich., Sept. 29th, 1879.
Bro. Henry:-I am living five miles west of but willing to lose their all in the world; but
Lexington. I have preached a few nights, and their loss in this world is their gain in the kingto-morrow I am to preach three times. Good in- dom of God. May God bless Bro. A. W. Bullard
terest here now, some may soon come in. Some of Shawnee Branch, Texas, for daring to do right,
of the 1\i:ethodists have combined to ask the Lord and may he do as good a work for the kingdom
if the Saints are right in their religious views, of God as Paul did when in the world, is the
etc. Several of the Methodist classes are almost prayer of your brother in the gospel,
T. H. MooRE.
broken up, one or two are entirely gone. The
Saints are gaining ground in almost every place
around here. Prejudice falls to a great extent.
Wilson County, Texas,
Yours,
J. J. CORNISH.
Sept. 11th, 1879.
B1'n. Joseph and HeM·y:--We embrace the
blest privilege of this expression, being the first
Lom, CaJifornia,
Sept. 13th, 1879.
since our connection with the Church. We heard
B1'n. Joseph and Henpy:-We.have a nice little the gospel in April, 1878, from our beloved Bro.
branch here, in good working order. Harmony Bays. It came in contact with our understandreigns with a very slight exception, and we have ing of the teachings of God's word; but as honhad some very glorious manifestations of the est seekers after truth; and I proposed an impartial investigation, which we set about as travelSpirit in its healing power.
A sister's child has been raised, we can almost ers through the desert would hunt for water to
quench
their thirst. In the progress of our insay, from the dead. The doctor said it was dying; that it was no use doing anything more for vestigation we met with many hard sayings
it. Its feet and hands were cold. Its grandma against the Church, and saw the probability of
laid it down for dead, but to-day the child is well the loss of many friends. However, we have read
and hearty. The branch met in prayer in its be- that Christ commands us to forsake all and folhalf. Bro. Spurgeon administered the oil and low him. Also we saw that when Jesus was on
prayed with the family, and the child was raised earth to establiSh llis gospel, great opposition was
right up. I might give a number of cases nearly met with. After an investigation of the Scripas good, but it is enough. We are all pressing tures, with prayer, in July, 1878, we believed, and
right on to the mark of the high calling in Christ. obeyed the gospel, and we endeavor to live in
I will narrate a dream. As it is rather singu- obedience. While there is a great deal of oppolar I would like the interpretation: Bro. Spurgeon sition to the Church, we find the worst enemy to
and myself were standing at a fireplace in an or- ·be within, which works in the hearts of men.
dinary house. There came a terrific flash of In this is found the traditional teachings of men
lightning, but it did no harm. It was followed in the place of tbe word of God. To get out of
by a shower of fire, the lightning running at the this teaching, we find to be not so hard after subsame time in all directions. After a few minutes mission to the teachings of the word of God.
the shower of 1tre ceased, and things became Myself and wife were baptizecl into the Baptist
quiet; the house was not harmed. I said to Bro. church about ten years ago, and we endeavored
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to live in obedience to all the commands; but
now embracing this gospel (wherein we stand today) we have in so short a time been made able
to bear equal testimony with many, of the truth
and power thereof; having the glorious light our
Savior spoke of when he was on earth, which illuminates our pathway, that we are able to bear
with humility the reproaches of men. Brethren,
pray for us that we may ever walk in the light.
We earnestly desire the prayers of all the Saints
for the same. Ever yours in Christ,
I. A. and S. S. CuRRIE.

HERALD.

along, to John Ellis, Bishop's Agent, Hutchinson,
Jefferson county, Colorado.
.
Adjourned to this place, November 29th, 1879,
at 11 a.m.
Sunday: At 10 a.m., preaching by Jas. Kemp;
2 p.m., prayer, testimony and sacrament meeting.
The Holy Spirit of promise was enjoyed. Evening,
preaching by the president.
A good conference was enjoyed, and t.he Saints
went home njoicing.

.PiUdnn·gb. D.isbict.

·After considerable discussion the resolution was
lost.
Sabbath school committee asked for more time
to report; time granted. Sr. Fuller was added to
said committee.
Motion to disorganize Unionburg Branch was
lost.
J. C. Crabb and Phineas Cadwell were appointed
to visit Unionburg and Six Mile Grove branches,
and try and set them in working order.
Two-days' meeting appointed at Unionburg.
J. C. Crabb appointed to represent the district
at the Semi-Annual Conference.
Testimony meeting, conducted by J. C. Crabb
and P. Cadwell. The Saints had a time of refreshing from the Lord.
Sunday.-At 11 a.m., preaching by C. Derry.
The report of the Beuna Vista Branch was received, and a matter of the same placed on the
district record.
At 2:30p.m., sacrament administered by J. M.
Harvey and J. 1\L Putney; preaching by J. C.
Crabb.
Sabbath School Committee Report: "Whereas it
it, is the opinion of the Sabbath School Committee
of the Little Sioux District, that the Sabbath
School is of great nnd vital importance to the up.building of the Church; therefore, be it Resolved,
that, for the successful promotion of the Sabbath
School work, we recommend that the General
Conference should appoint a committee, whose
duty it shall be to select and arrange lessons with
questions and answers in quarterlies for general
use among the Sabbath schools of the Church."
The :report was adopted.
At 7:30p.m., preaching by Geo. Sweet.
Resolved that the secretary be supplied with
sufficient means to defray the expenses pertaining
to bis office.
Donald Maule resigned as secrela1·y ; a vote of
thanks was tendered him for services rendered,
and Levi Gamet was appointed in his place.
Adjourned to Magnolia, December 6th, 187.9.

A conference was held at Belmont, Ohio, Sept.
13th, 14th and 15th, 1879; Josiah Eils, president
pro tem.; L. It. Devore, clerk.
Branch Reports.-West Wheeling, 0., 27. Mon§a.lt Lake District.
roe, 0., 15; 2 baptized, 3 removed by letter.
A conference convened at Salt Lake City, Utah, Sugar Creek, West Va., 34. Pittsburgh, Pa., 79;
August 2d, 1879; Joseph Foreman, presiding; T. 5 baptized. Belmont, 0., 23. Lampsville, 0.,
N. Hudson, clerk.
ll); 5 baptized. Church Hill, 0.," rejected.
Branch Reports.-Union Fort, same as last
Pittsburgh Financial Report.-Branch fund,
ported. Salt Lake City 155, 6 Elders, 3 Priests, last report $19.87; received since $24.26; branch
2 Teachers, 1 Deacon ; 7 baptized, 1 died, 6 ab- expenses $28; in hand $16.13. Sunday School
sent. Kaysville, Plain City and Heber City not fund, last report $14.71; received $3.76; exreported.
penses $14.38; in hand $4.09. Elders' fund, last
Sunday afternoon, prayer and testimony meet- report $3.06; received $3.70; remitted to District
ing. The peaceful influence of the Holy Spirit was Treasurer $3.06; on hnad $3.70.
felt. The ·sacrament was partaken of.
Jacob Reese, Treasurer of Elders' Fund in
Adjourned to Salt Lake City, l'jovember 1st, at Pittsburgh Branch, sent the following report:
10.30 a.m., 187U.
"Received from the Pittsburgh Branch during the
quarter $3.70, received from Church Hill, 0., $8;
Spt•ing River District.
total $11.70."
Bro. Reese was requested to remit said funds to
A conference convened at the Mound Valley
Branch, August 29th, 1879; J. T. Davies, Pre- L. R. Devore, Treasurer of the District Elders
Fund, and it was ordered that said funds ($11.70)
siding; J. A. Davies, clerk.
Branch Reports.-Pleasant View, last report 73; be equally divided with Josiah Ells, T. W. Smith
12 baptized, 2 received by letter. Mound Valley, and L. R. Devore, the latter's portion to defray
last report 33; ::baptized. Columbus, last report expenses accruing from his office as clerk of the
28; 3 baptized. Center Creek, Joplin, Indian district.
Five Elders reported in person and three by
Creek, Jacksonville and Galesburg branches, no
letter; also one Priest and one Teacher reported.
report.
Four able discourses were delivered by Bro. T.
The spiritual condition of Mound Valley reported by R. II. Davies; Columbus reported by Curtis W. Smith. Two persons were baptized, James
Randall; Pleasant View, by 1. R Ross; Center Craig officiating. The conference was enjoyed by South-Eastern Ohio and. \Vest Vir·
Creek, by T. S. Hayton; Joplin, by C. W. Short; most all. Much of the Spirit was present.
~inia District.
Adjourned to Pittsburgh, December 6th and
Indian Creek, by W. S. Loar. No delegates from
7th, 1879.
A conference convened at Syracuse, Ohio,
Jacksonville and Galesburg.
September 6th, 1879; Thos. Matthews, president;
Bishop's Agent' a Report.-"By balance from R.
David Hopkins, clerk.
Bird $3; tithing and freewill offering $30,50;
Little Sioux Di!la:i'i.ct
Branch Reports.-Syracuse 47; 2 received.
from estate of W. J. Davies, by will, ~UOO-total
A conference convened at Magnolia, Harrison
$133.50. Amount paid to M. T. Short $18; J. county, Iowa, Sept. 6th, 1879; J. C. Crabb, pres.; Minersville 9; as last reported. Jackson, as last
T. Davies, $5; on hand $110.50. I. R. Ross, Phineas Cadwell, assistant; Donald Maule, clerk; reported. Lebanon, not reported.
Six Elders reported.
Bishop's Agent."
George Hyde, assistant.
Bishop's Agent Reported.-"Money received
Committee in case of Williams vs. Watson reD. M. Gamet spoke on the prosperity of the $3.37; paid Thos. Matthews traveling expense
ported progressing slowly, but not yet completed. Saints and the law of tithing. J. M. Putney
The report was received and committee continued. spoke on the Saints not complying with the law $1.75; balance in hand $1. 62."
Resolved that every branch make a financial rePreaching by Elders C. W. and M. T. Short and of the Church.
pnrt from tho first of the year, to report at next
J. T. Davies was stirring and instructive. ReBranch Reports.-Little Sioux 131, 4 High conference.
marks were also given by the Bishop's Agent on Priests, 1 Seventy, 5 Elders, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers,
Sunday, 10 a.m,: Preaching by David Thomas in
the financial matters of the district, advising the 1 Deacon; 1 died. Spring Creek, at last report
Welsh, and Edmond Thomas in English; at 2 p.m.,
Saints to come up to the conditions of the law.
42, present 43, 5 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon ; 1 prayer, testimony and sacrament meeting; 6 p.m.,
It was gratifying to witness the good feeling received. Magnolia, at last report 126, present
enjoyed with the Saints during the Saints' meet- 128, 2 High Priests, 1 Seventy, 5 Elders, 2 Priests, preaching by David Matthews, Jr., and David
ing, and, indeed, through the entire conference. 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon,; 1 baptized, 1. received. Hopkins.
Adjourned to December 27th, 1879.
Adjourned to Pleasant View Branch, November Pleasant View 20, 3 Elders, 3 Priests, 1 Teacher,
28th, 1879.
1 Deacon ; no change. Evening Star, at last reDes Moines DistD:ict.
port 18, present 23, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon;
Coloratl.o District.
A conference assembled September 6th, 1879, at
4 baptized, 1 received. Beuna Vista 24, 2 High
A conference was held September 6th and 7th, Priests, 2 Elders, 1 Deacon; disorganized July Newton, Iowa; John H. Lake, president pro tem;
1879, at the Rocky Mountain Branch, Colorado; 19th, 1879. Unionburg and Union Center, no John Sayer, clerk, assisted by G. M. Jamison.
Branch lteports.-N ewton 51, 6 Elders, 2 Priests,
statistical reports.
James Kemp presiding.
Bro. D. M. Gamet reported the spiritual condi- 3 Teachers. Independence 55, 8 Elders, 1 Priest,
Whereas Bro. F. C. Warnky has not attended
the last two conferences of this district, therefore tion of the Little Sioux Branch, fair; Wm. Cham- 1 Teacher; 1 baptized. No report from Des
be it Resolved that he be released as district clerk, bers, the Spring Creek Branch, good; P. Cadwell, Moines or Des Moines Valley branches.
Five Elders reported, also three Priests.
and that F. M. Kemp be appointed as district sec- the Magnolia Branch, good ; Bro. McEvers, EvenI. N. White reported organizing the Sheridan
ing Star Branch, good; P. C. Kemmish, the Unionretary.
burg Branch, very bad; J. M. Putney, the Union Branch, August lOth, in Powesheik county ; ten
The branch was not reported. ~
Center Branch, fair.
members; R. Goreham, presiding Priest and presFive Elders and one Teacher reported.
Nineteen Elders reported, showing much labor ident.
Financial Report of the President of the DisBishop's Agent's Report.-"June 1st, 1879, re.
trict : ••Receieved from Bro. and Sr. Ellis $10, done and eight baptized. Three Priests reported.
The following was offered ;
ceived at district conference by collection $11.73,
from Robert Standering $8.50, from George 0.
Kennedy $5, from Joseph Graham $1.50, from 'Sr. :':;.Whereas, in a large portion of our district there from Independencce Branch $4.40-total $16.13.
Kennedy $2, from Sr. Dennison $2, making $29, has been no opening made for the want of places Paid W. J. Morgan $17 for coffin for Bro. Tally
for traveling expenses from Trinidad to Hutchin- to hold meetings in, therefore be it Resolved that Clark."
the president appoint a committee of five persona
Sunday.-At \):30 a.m., prayer meeting; at 11
son, to attend the last quarterly conferences.
Resolved that Brn. Ellis and Stewart labor to- to solicit means to buy a canvass tent, one large a.m., preaching by J·. H. Lake; at 2:30p.m., sagether in and through the southern part of the enough to seat two hundred persons, for the pur .. crament and Saints' meeting, conducted by John
pose of holding meetings in the towns and cities X. Davis and Don C. White, the Saints being
district..
That all the Saints in Colorado be asked to for- of the district, and for such other purposes as the blessed with an outpouring of the Spirit; at 7:30
p.m., preaching by J. H. J.ake.
ward what means they can afford to help the cause district may direct.

re-
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A motion that the conference meet in Newton,
every six months, instead of every three months,
was lost.
During the session there wero five children
blessed and one sister baptized.
Adjourned to Newton, December 20th, 1870, at
3 p.m.
------~+·~------

Nodaway District.
A conference convened at Ross Grove School
House, Holt county, Missouri, August 2d, 1879;
Wm. Hawkins, president; J·oseph Flory, secretary.
Branch Reports.- Platte, at last report 41 (but
should have been 40), present 45, 8 Elders, 1
Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon ; 4 baptized, 2 received, 1 died. Oregon, at last report 32, present
34, 6 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Deacon; 2 received.
Ross Grove, last report 39 (which should have
been 41 ), present 36, 4 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 1 baptized, Ci removed by letter. No report
from Guilford.
R. R. Ross, of Ross Grove Branch, reported it
as in good condition. Charles Wiliams said Platte
Branch was in good condition.
Nine Elders reported.
•.
ltesolved that we appoint a Book Agent for the
district, in accordance wit.h the terms for branch
agents, made by the Board of Publication, and
that Joseph Flory is our choice as said agent.
:Forty cents were collected and paid to the sec·
ret.a1·y for stamps and stationary.
Joseph Smith and his Counselors, the Bishop
and his Counselors, an(l the general authorities of
the Church were sustained.
Thomas Nutt, as traveling Elder in the district,
reported having received from Ross Grove Branch
$11.25, from Platte Bmnch $14.75-total $26.
Paid out as traveling expenses $9.95, leaving for
family expenses $16.05. He also reported having
incurred a debt of $15 for family supplies. His
report was accepted, and it was:
Resolved that the presidents of the branches be
requested to act as required by the resolution
adopted at the last conference for the support of
Bro. Nutt's family, and make an effort to raise
means to. liquidate saitl. debt.
The conference tendered Bro. Nutt a vote of
thanks for services rendered, and he was sustained
as traveling Elder in the district.
At 8 p.m., preaching by Alex. H. Smith.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a. m., preaching by A. H.
Smith; 2:30p.m., sacrament and testimony meeting; 7:30 p. m., preaching by Charles Williams
and A. H. Smith.
Adjourned to Liberty School House, Nodaway
county, at 10 a.m., January 24th, 1880.

Striug · Prah•ie Diistll•ict.
A conference was held in Pilot Grove Branch,
Hancock county, Illinois, September 6th and 7th,
1879; J. A. Crawford, president, assisted by Richard Lambert; Nephi Snively, clerk, assisted by S.
Ferris.
A committee was appointed to investigate the
appeal case of the Pilot Grove Branch, T. Revel,
Wm. Lambert and B. F. Durfee, and it was ordered
that the parties concerned be notified to appear,
prepared for trial, this afternoon.
Branch Reports-2 p. m.-Keokuk, last report
39, present 40, 4 Elders, 2 Teachers; 1 baptized,
1 received, 1 removed. Burlington, last report
7 5, present 73 ; 2 High Priests, 3 Elders, 1
Priest, 3 Teachers, 1 Deacon ; 3 baptized, 5 removed by letter. Rock Creek, last report 43,
present 51, Ci .Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Deacons; 6
baptized, 2 received. Montrose, last report 27,
present 27, 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon;
1 received, 1 died. Elvaston, last report 21,
present 24, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 3 baptized. Pilot
Grove, last report 34, present 32, 3 Elders, 2
Priests, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2 died.
Bishop's Agent's Report.-"Amount on hand
77 cents, .received since, from Keokuk Branch $2,
from Susan Thornton $3; on hand $5. 77. J. W.
Newberry, agent."
"As District Treasurer, received from Susan
Thornton $2; on hand $2. J. W. Newberry,
treasurer."
Book Agent's Report-Received from the Board
of Publication 23 abridged Saints' Harps, 9 Doctrine and Covenant.s, 5 Book of Mormon, 9 Voice

of Warning, 6 full Saints' Harp, 3 dozen Blanks,
2 bound Tracts, 2 assortment Tracts. N. Spicer,
Book Agent."
Four Elders reported in person.
. The president reported having received $24.75;
traveling expenses in district $13.75, leaving a
balance of $10.50.
'
. Secretary's expenses to and from conference
$1. 75.
U.eport of Court of Elders, Mary Dorathy
et al vs. Solomon Salisbury. "We fully exonerate
Solomon Salisbury from the charges, having found
them without foundation. Thomas Revel, Wm.
Lambert, B. F. Durfee. J. A. Crawford, clerk.
Report of Court of Elders, Mary Dorathy et al
vs. Pilot Grove Branch: "We find the parties
were not properly labored with before being cut
off, and find the parties should be reinstated, upon
their appearing before the branch and making acknowledgment of wrong doing. Thomas Revel,
Wm. Lambert, B. F. Durfee. B. F. Durfee, clerk."
Adjourned to Farmington, Iowa, Dec. Cith, 1879.

Dish•ict Organization in Easte1·n
.l'tUchi;an.
We find that the members of about ten branches
wish to be organized into a District; and having
talked the matter over, we decide that a meeting
be held in the Baker School house, Sanilac Co.,
Michigan, (St. John's Branch), on the 22d and
23d of November, 1879, for the purpose of so organizing, and to do other business. We therefore
request that all branches send delegates, with a list
of names of persons, with a full account of time
and place of birth, baptism, ordinations, &c. We
also invite the traveling Elders and Saints (who
can) to attend said meeting. Any one coming on
the daily steamboat, will be met on Friday, by team,
at Forester.
s· d
RoBERT DAVIS,
tgne '
J. J. CORNISH.
LEXINGTON, 1\lich., Sept. 20th, 1879.

Eastern :Iowa Distl'ict.
A conference convened at Buffalo, Iowa, September 6th and 7th, 1879; Elder Larkey, presiding; Chas. Alford, clerk pro tem.
Richard Rowley, Edmond Kelsall and C. G.
Lanphear were appointed on grievances.
Branch lteports.-Davenport, last report 32,
present 35 ; 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 2 Teachers, 1 Dea·
con; 3 baptized. Butternut Grove, last report
26, present 31; 2 Ehlers; 5 baptized, 2 received,
2 died. Buffalo Branch not reported, on account
of the president of the branch not attending his
duties. Jackson Branch not reported.
Resolved that it shall be proper for each branch
to send to each quarterly conference. a report of
their financial receipts and expenditures as a
branch, in connection with their statistical reports.
Resolved that all members of the district removing from the branches be requested to connect
themselves to the nearest branch where they reside by letter of removal.
Sunday at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p. m., Bro. Joseph
Smith preached. At the close of the meeting two
gave their names for baptism.
Resolved that we thank the minister in charge
and the society who so kindly granted us the use
of their house, and the citizens who have manifested kind attentions for our comfort.
Adjourned to Davenport, December 13th and
14th, 1879.
l§outh·Eastm.·n. Illinois Distl'ict.
Conference was held in the Saints' new meeting
house, in Tunnel Hill Branch, Johnson Co., Illinois, August 23rd and 24th, 1879. G. H. Hilliard
in the chair; I. A. Morris clerk.
Branch Reports.-Brush Creek 72, 2 Elders, 2
Priests, 2 Teachers; 5 baptized, 2 died. Dry
Fork, no changes. Elm River 14, 2 Teachers; 1
baptized. Deer Creek 20, 1 High Priest, 3 Elders,
2 ~l'eachers, 1 Deacon ; branch in good condition
spiritually. Springerton no changes; Sunday
School in good condition, an average attendance
of GO exclusive of visitors.
Tunnel Hill no
changes.
Six Elders reported in person, and 1 by letter.
The following Elders received or were continued
in mission fields in the district: I. M. Smith, I.
A. Morris, T. P. Green, Henry Walker, J. T.
Thomas, M. R. Brown, Elisha Webb and John
Smith. Other Elders and the Priests and Teachers were requested to labor in their callings as
they ca.n.
At 7 p. m. preaching by I. A. Morris.
Sunday, 24th: Preaching at 11 a. m. by T. P.
Green. In consequence of heavy rains during the
day, no more services were held, but at 3 p. m. one
was baptized by Elisha Webb.
Adjourned to Dry Fork Branch, December 20th,
1879.
Grief or misfortune seems to be indispensable
to the development :of intelligence, energy and
virtue. The proofs to which the people are submitted, as with individuals, are necessary then to
draw them from their lethargy and to di~close
their character.

0DITUARIES.-Obituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each additional eight words (one line) will be charged; notices of prom·
inent Chnrch officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.
BOJ'II.

EVERETT.-At London, Ontario, July 28th, 1879,
to Bro. and Sr. Everett, a daughter; name, Louisa
Harriet.
BnADBURY.-On September 27th, 1879, at Providence, R. I., to William and Annie H. Bradbury,
a son.

Married.
STEDniNS-SELLON.-At Burlington, Iowa, October 7th, 1879, by Elder Joseph Smith, Bro. H.
A. Stebbins and Sr. Clara B. Sellon, daughter of
Bro. W. R Sellon, of Burlington. Bro. Stebbins
and Sister Clara have the warmest congratulations
of his office mates.
CoNOVER-CURWEN-At Plano, Illinois, October
8th, 1879, by Elder Joseph Smith, Bro. Lawrence
Conover and Sr. Mattie C. Curwen, daughter of
Bro. W. H. Curwen, all of Plano. The office employees wish them much joy.
HoLT-RmLEY.-September 20th, 1879, in San
·Bernardino, San Bernardino Co., Cal., at the residence of the bride's parents, by Elder J. F. Burton, Bro. Hiram L. Holt, formerly of San Benito,
and Sr. Nellie A. Ridley. May the Father command the blessing of peace to abide with them.

Died.
SLATER.-At Philadelphia, Pa., August 12th,
1879, Bro. Eli Slater, aged 45 years. He was
born November 2nd, 1834, at Sedgley, county of
Stafford, England. He died in the faith of the
gospel. He was faithful to the duty assigned him
as clerk of the branch. He leaves a wife and six
children to mourn his loss. May God's blessing
ever be with them.
SwANK.-At Philadelphia, Pa., August 3d, 1879,
George Henry, eldest son of John H. and Henrietta Swank, aged 3 years, and 1 day.
Our little Bud has left us,
His loss we deeply feel;
The God of Jove and glory
Can all our sorrows heal.

FABUN.-In San Bernardino, San Bernardino
county, Cal., September 21st, 1879, Gideon Smith,
son of Mr. Cl!trk and Sr. Susanna Fabun, aged 18
years. Funeral discourse by Elder Joseph F.
Burton, at the residence of the parents, September
22d, 1879. This young man had anangements
made to attend the Conference, Oct. 6th, and be
baptized, but God ordered it otherwise, and doubtless has prepared for such cases that they may
rest in Paradise until the Resurrection morn.
CALKINs.-Near Hamburg, Iowa, August 9th,
1879, of flux, Bro. Chauncy Ira Calkins. Bro.
Calkins was very old and feeble. He was baptized
September 26th, 1834, at Tredand, Cattaraugus
county, New York; was born January 2nd, 1799,
in Washington county, New York. Funeral sermon by Elder J. R. Badham. His companion,
Sarah, died August 30th, 1878. They had passed
through the troubles in Missouri, and witnessed
the tragedy at Haun's Mill, and both died firm in
the faith of the gospel.
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STONE.-At Amboy, Illinois, September 9th,
1879, Bro. Nathanial L. Stone, aged 40 years, 1
month, and 24 days. He was born at Vienna,
Oneida county, N.Y.; was baptized at Amboy,
June 14th, 1859, by Bro. Samuel Powers, and con~
firmed by S. Powers and Z. H. Gurley. Amid all
of his protracted illness and the severe trials
physically that. he has passed through for nearly
seventeen yeu,rs, his faith in the promises of God
was unwavering and unshaken, and truly his last
days were his best and happiest, for his hope was
sure and steadfast. While wo are left to mourn
his loss, we are confident that it is his eternal gain.
'WILLIAMs-At Des Moines·, Iowa, June 8th,
1877, Bro. Charles Williams, aged 62 ye:us. Funeral services by Elder John R. Evans.
FuLLER.--.:.Near New Boston, Mercer Co,, Ill.,
August 20th, 1879, of sinking chills, from effects
of fever and ague, Elder Joseph Fuller, aged 5\l
years, 2 months, and 4 days. Funeral sermon by
Elder C. G. Lanphear, assisted by Elder Jesse L.
Adams.
BARR.-At Forester, Sanilac county, Michigan,
Sr. Uelilecca Barr, wife of Elder Andrew Barr.
She was born September 25th, 1837; died ·September 27th, 1879; wa!i a member of the Church
about one year, lived faithful and bore faithful
testimonies to the truth of the work. She selected
hymns 835 and 846 to be sung at her funeral, also
chose Elder J. J. Comish to preach her funeral
sermon, and to take text, Rev. 14: 13:.

P1·:cl.ctican <Uo-opcniltiou.
A Swiss colony settled on Cumberland mountain,
Tennessee, in 1873. This colony of 115 families,
about 700 people, purchased 10,000 acres of mountain land at $1 per acre, and now, after four
years, each head of a family has a comfortable
home, an orchard, and garden with a profusion of
mountain flowers. There is a large store that is
managed for the colony, members of which get
goods at wholesale cost; the colony has its own
school, church, doctors, etc., and their own candidates govern. The colonists already have dairies
and cheese factories in successful opera,tion, and
their products find'ready sale at fancy prices. They
have splendid herds of cattle, and their barns are
built as carefully as their houses. There is also
a colony of Swiss near Greenville, S. C. about as
large as the Tennessee colony, 11nd it is prospering finely.

Land Wanted.
A brother wishes to buy a large quantity of
good farming land, suitably located for immediate
settlement by the Saints. Brethren knowing the
address of owners of such lands will confer a
favor by sending their address to this office. If
known, please give location and quantity of the
land.
loct
Gon's REnJALED Woun.-Scientific men are
trying to show us, through the newspapers and
through philosophic papers, that our race is descended from the monkey. But we, who believe
in God's word, read there that God made man in
his own image, and not in the image of a monkey.
We open our Bibles, and we feel like the Christian
Arab, who said to the skeptic, when asked by him
why he believed that there was a God, "How do I
know that it was a man instead of a camel that
went past my tent last night? Why I know him
by the tracks." Then, looking over at the setting
sun, .the Arab said to the sceptic, "Look there!
that is not the work of a man; that is the track of
a God."
Womc or CoMFORT.-If it is not speedily done, it
never will be done. Yonfler is a heart breaking.
Now is the time to say the healing wonl. Go
next. week with your balsam, and it will not touch
the case. A man yonder came under your influence, and you might have captured him for God.
You will never have another chance at him. Tomorrow another man will be under your influence.
You will h:tve but one opportunity of saving him.
He will be lost, unless you save him.

'I'HE REWARD OF THE RIGHTEOUS.

PUBLIC ATI 0 NS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
JlY TilE

Yo Ulest of my Father, the Kingdom's prepared;
Come, illhori,t ita glories with me;
l\Jy sorrows and toils ye have faithfully shared~
Ye fod mo and cheer'd me, my foes ye have dar 1 t1)Aytcl this is my Father's decree.

Boa1·d of Publication of the Reorganized Ohu>·ch,
AT THEIR PUBLISHING ROUSE

IN PLANO, KENDALJ" COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

--ototo--

The Saints' Herald:

"When shar'd we thy toils and thy sufferings, Lord?
When did we thy great sorrow see?
\:Yhen did our weak hands any comforts aff~n·d 7
Ot· when did we feed thee from our scanty board?
0! when did we do it to thee?"

OJlicial paper &f the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, explanatory of the faith of the Church, and
contains correspondence from different parts of the- world, giv..
ing accounts of the progress of the Church, and setting forth
the dealings of God with his people. Published semi-monthly,
sixteen large pages. Price $2.15 per year, half year ..,1.10, free
of postage. JoSEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINs editors.

A lone, weary pilgrim, cast out from the worldj
Frail, poor, and down~ trodden was he,
You scnv not my form, you could not behold
My likeness in him whom humanity spurn'd,
Rut your kindness was done unto me.

Zion's Hope:
A paper for children and Sunday Schools, published semimonthly, price 60 cents per annum, 30c. per half year, free of
postage. J-OSEPH SMITH and HENRY Ao STEBlliNS editors.

lloly Scriptm·es:
lnspired Translation by Joseph S1nith the Ma1·ty·r.
Bound in Imitation Turkey, gilt
2 70

"Foot~sore

and weary a poor stranger on co came,
Half famish'd with hunger was he,
I diviUed my morsel and sought not his name,
But the world-hurled at me its rancorous blumo;
Yet its hatred was nothing to me."

H

Tu~~oy

350

sueerior

clasp,
Roxburg
New Testament, inspired edition

3 75
3 75
75

Book of Mormon:

'l1his stranger was one of my little oncs 1 sent

Full Uoan, sprtp_kled edges,
Full •rurkey J\{orocco, marbled edges
~·uu Turkey Morocco, full gilt, gilt edges,

To declare my righteous decree;
To call on the world, who on folly are bent,
To return to their God, and from evil repent,_.
Thy kindness was done unto me.

1 25
1 75
2 25

The Saints' Harp-Uymn Book:
1 00
25

In Muslin, plain
In Roan, plain

Tho drop of cold water, the morsel of bread,
The shelter your house did afford,
The kind words of comfort, though tremb!ingly said,
Are writ, and shall be in eternity road,Your kindness was dono to your Lord.

In Roan, full gilt, gilt edges ......
In Morocco, plain, marbled edges
In l\Iorocco, full gilt, gilt edges

1
1
1
2

50
75
25

ABBREVIATED HARP-=--200 PAGES.
Cloth, limp, cut flush
Cloth, limp, turned in
......
Roan leather, boards, plain
Itoan leather, boards, full gilt ......

CnAs. Dnnnll'.

DrscONTllN'r.-We are not content with our lot,
Doctrine and Covenants :
and sigh for a change. Fate never treated any
one as badly as he treat us, and everybody gets In sprinkled Sheep
In
Morocco,
marbled
edges,
on better than we do. That is about the way
Hespel"is:
matters stand with us a great deal .of the time.
And yet, if we had to bear the burdens of some of Poems, by Da-tld II. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt
edges
the very people whom we envy, we would be glad
Certificates and Reports:
enough to get back to our own little cares, and
think them nothing.
Certificatos of Baptism and Membership, per dozen
Think about yourself, about what you want,
what you like, what respect people ought to pay
you, what people think of you, and then to you
nothing will be pure. You will spoil everything
you touch; you will make sin and misery for yourself out of everything which God sends you; you
will be as wretched as you choose on earth, or in
heaven either.
The setting of a great hope ia like the setting
of the sun. The brightness of our life is gone,
shadows of the evening fall behind us, and the
world seems but a dim reflection Hself-a broader
shadow. We look forward into the lonely night;
the soul withdraws itself. Then stars arise and
the night is holy.
A thankful spirit has always fresh matter for
thankfulness. To praise God for the past is the
sure way to secure mercies for the future. Prayer
and praise live or die together.
The. Lord's love is free as the air; full as the
ocean; boundless as eternity; immutable as his
throne ; and unchangeable as his nature.
When you are quite content to bear what God
has laid upon you, he will soon remove it, or show
you that it is a real blessing to you.
We can not have fertilizing showers on the earth
without a clouded heaven above. It is thus with
our trials.
Jesus died for the ungodly; are you such? He
died to bring them to God; is that where you are
going?
Adth~C§!lQJ§,

Jacob Heese, 'l'reasurer of the funds of the Pittsburg District, No. 10, Dinwiddie street., Pittsburg, Pa.
George Motlashed, 352 Grey-st., London, Out.
James Kemp, Hutchinson Jefferson Co., Colorado.
Glaud Rodger, Sedgwick, Decatur Co., Iowa.
Joseph Luff, Box 50, Plano, Kendall Co., Illinois.
Thomas Taylor, 283 Bell Barn Road, BirmingW:tit on the J.. ord, he will supply you: wait for
ham, England.
the J,ord, he will deliver you.
Joseph Squires, ll3 Ralph Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.

25
35
60
75
1 25
1 75

1 60

Removal Certificates, per dozen
Marriage Certificates, per dozen
Branch Statistical Heports, per dozen
Anrual Statistical Reports, two for
Branch Financial Reports, per dozen
District Financial :Reports, per dozen

20
20
~5

.50
15
30
55

Pictures of Josepl1, the Martyr.
We have now on hand and snbject to order, Photograph copies of the only authentic front view painting of Joseph, the
Martyr, in existence. This portrait was taken by a painter
from New York, when Joseph was about thirty-six years of
ago, and represents him as he appeared at that time, has re~
mained in the poSsession of Emma, until near the close of her
life, when it was by her committed to the hands of President
Joseph Smith, with permission to have it copied, copyright
secured. Copies can also be procured of Jane A. Robinson,
1512 Main street, Peoria, Illinois; or of Lewis C. Bidamon,
Nauvoo, Illinois; at the following prices by mail, prepaid:Card size................................................... 25
Cabinet· size...............................................
50
Size, 8 x 10 inches ...................................... 1 00
Size, 11 x 14 inches .................................... 1 50
Solar Types, lifo size, framed, by express ..... 15 00

JOSEPH THE SEER:
HIS PROPHETIC MISSION VINDICATED,
AND

The Divine Origin of the :Coo]r of Mormon
Defended and llaintained;
Being a reply by Elder 'vVm. W. Blair to Elder William Shei'
don, of tho Second Adventist Society.
This is a book of 200 pages, and is an important work to bO
in the bands of the ministry of the Chnrch,,especially, an.d it
is a most excellent one to be circulated both in the Church
and among those without, abounding in proofs never before
presented in defense of Joseph Smi.th and the Book of Mormon,

Price, postage paid, cloth 75c.; paper 50c.
THE S.&.INTs' HERALD is published SEMIMMONTHLY, at Plano
Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publicat;on of the Re'·
organized Church of ~Joaus Christ of Latt~r D~y Sai:p.t~, and
Is edited by JosEPH SMITJl and HENRY A. STEBBiNS. )112.15 per
year. All remittances, orders, and business communications'
intended for the office of publication, must be directed ttY
Henry A. Stebbins, Bom to, Plano, Kendall Cb., llls. Money
may be sent Draft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano, by
registered letter, or by Express; but there is very little ris]j;
in sending small sums of !honey in an ordinaJ'Y letter.
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* *, HAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PHEACII TO THEM THAT DWEJ,J, ON THE EAUTII * *, SAYING,
FEAU GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMEN'r IS Co~m."-HEY. 14: G-7.
"SANCTIFY TIIElii TIIUOUGJl 'fHY TRUTII; THY WORD IS 'fRUTH."-JESUS; JoHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE l'l' BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
"I SAW ANOTIIER ANGEL

Vol.

26.-Whole No. 429.

PLANO, ILLil\l,OIS, NOVEMBER 1, 1879.

GENERAL CONFERENCfE!:MINUTES.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 24Til.

A session of the General Conference of the
Redrganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, was held at Galland's Grove, Shelby county, Iowa, beginning on ·wednesday,
September 24th, 1879, at 10 a.m., with President Joseph Smith, presiding; President W.
W. Blair as his assistant; Elder Robert M.
Elvin as Secretary, and Elders E. W. Tullidge
and Eli T. Dobson as his assistants.
Opened by singing, "Guide us, 0 thou great
Jehovah." Prayer offered by' Bro. W. W.
Blair. Sung "Redeemer of Israel.'' Bro.
John T. Kinnaman, chorister.
Bro. John Conyers was appointed chief of
polioe, with nine assistants.
'
· . President Joseph Smith addressed the conference as to what should be the rule of action in deciding every question, that shall be
presented for the consideration of the body.
President W. W. Blair stated that the same
order of meeting as observed last fall, would
be followed.
Adjourned with benediction by Bro. Joseph
R. Lambert.
At 2 p.m., sung "Sho)lt the tidimgs of salvation.'' Prayer by ·Bro: Josiah Ells. Sung
"Sweet is the work, my God, my King."
DISTRICT REPORTS.
The North-East JJfissouri District reports four
branches, with a total of 126 members. The spir"
itual cO:ndition of the district in general is good.
··trf.i'h-aF.ifydifferences have existed to our disadvantage, and that of the work; but it is hoped that
good counsels will prevail. Through the preaching of the Elders in the branches, a spirit of investigation has been~awakened. The Presiding
Elder, John Taylor, has also. opened a new place
across the Mississippi in P.ike county, Illinois, and
by request of the people, has kept up regular appointments. He has full homles and attentive
hearers. All that is wanted in the district is earnest laborers to occupy the attention of the people; Edward L. Page, clerk.
The Independence District has four branches, and
about 180 members. The president (J. J. Kaster)
reports by letter that it has been in rather a poor
condition 'for the past.: six months. A good many
difficulties: have arisen, but not very serious ones,
and at the last district conference a part of them
were settled. The prospects seem encouraging for
the future.
The Galland's Grove District is in good condition, no diffi.culties:existing so far as known, It
is on the increase nume}:'ically, spiritually, and
financially. Bro. J. R. Lambert h!!oB labored in
the northern and eastern parts of the district with
goodj success. The Elders also in most of the
branches have done well, suoceas having attended
their labors in many!,instances. Two of the Seventy are on missions under General Conference
nppointment. Pr~judice is fast giving way, and a
respectful and attentive hearing can be had almost

anywhere. Eli Clothier, president; John Pett,
secretary.
The Colorado District is reported by its presi·
dent, James Kemp. I can not tell at this time the
exact number of the Saints in this district, but I
think there are about 4.0 members, including 9 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. Our quarterly conference is just closed, and I am happy to BJIY that we
had a good time, and a good feeling was manifested, and the Saints are willing to do all they can
to help the good cause along~ I am laboring at
the present time a.s District President, preaching
every Sabbath day, and I will try by the help of
the Lord to do all I can for the advancement of
God's cause in th-is part of his vineynrd. Brother
James Caffall was sustained in his appointment to
Colorado by the voice of the quarterly conference,
and the Saints wish very much to see him here.
MINISTRY REPORTS.

Elder Joseph. R. Lambert, of the Twelve
(present), reported as follows:
Since last spring I have spent about three months
in the field, besides performing some labor at
home. Circumstances of an untoward character.
have prevented me from spending my time more
fully in the field, notwithstanding my desires and
the demands of the work in this part of the vine:
yard. I would be pleased if I could report greater
and better results in this field, but am thankful
that some progress has been made. There are
many new places where the gospel ought to be
presented, but it is more than one Elder can 'lo to
attend to the openings already made. I am confident that the general interest and prospect are
better than heretofore. I have labored more or
less in seven different counties in Iowa, and two
in Minnesota, confining my labors mostly to the
Iowa portion of my mission. Have preached 82
times, baptized 16, and organized one little branch
at Lake Crystal, Minnesota. This field should be
cared for, and if pl)ssible more fully supplied.

Elder Jarnes Ooffall, of the Twelve(present),
reported:
Since the last Annual Conference I have devoted
my entire time in parts of the fielrl assigned. At
the instance of local authority, have devoted some
time in attending to Church matters. The necessity for. litigation in some districts and branches
within the limits you authorized me to labor is
decreasing; and yet t~e spiritual condition is not
at all flattering. Little labor in some localities
is being performed by local officials, while it would
seem in others as if there was a cessation of labor
entirely ; members being under no restraint.
1'his is, or may be thought reflective, but I hate
exaggerated or too highly colored reports, the ultimate evil will more than overbalance present good
resulting therefrom. I find good openings for the
introduction of the word, but continued and judi·
cioua labor is needed to induce any t.o enter into
the fold. The present commotion is inducing
many to reflect and investigate. The tendency of
the age, because it panders to the flesh, imposing
no restraint, is toward skepticism; though there
ma.y be several seven thousands who. have not; and
do not intend to bow the knee to Baal; but theory
and practice combined will be required to gather
them out. Beside attending to some Church
business, I have preached about eighty times,
losing some meetings in May and June through
inclement weather; administered baptism to ten
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adults, some of whom were the results of other
men's labors.

Elder Joltn IL Lake, of the Twelve (present), reported:
Since the April Conference I preached in Brown
county, Illinois, and baptized seven, and organized a branch of twenty· three members; Horace
W eth erbee, presiding priest. I was called from
there by the sickness of my daughter, Oracy, and
I was thereby prevented from remaining with
them; have not been able to return. I also
preached in Hancock county, Illinois, and in Lee
and Van Buren counties, Iowa. On the 13th of
August., I started west; went to Newton, Jasper
county, Iowa; met with I. N. White, president of
Des Moines District. He took me to Marion
county, where we had meeting in a grove. From
there returned to Newton, where I preached once ;
from there to Edenville, Marshall county, where
we held a series of meetings. I trust good will
result. Uy the kindness of A. White, I was per.
mitted to visit Marshalltown, and som£friends re·
siding there. I found two willing ·1'6 be called
Latter Day Saints; one who was baptized in 1832,
in Ohio; the other in Etna, Scotland county, Mo.,
in the fall of 1860. They have been living in
Marshall county for about eighteen years; been
fed by the Herald as their only preacher; they
readily gave their names to be presented to the
Newton Uranch for membership, which has been
attended to. From Edenville, A. White took me to
Powesheik county. There 'I met with a few Saints
lately baptized; their hearts were burning with
their first love. While there I preached three
times, much aided by the Spirit. From there to
Newton, where, on September 6th, the conference
for Des Moines District convened. During thlil conference I preached three times, I trust to the comfort of the Saints. The Saints who attended the
conference manifested the good spirit of their
'Master. September 11th, I went to Des Moines,
and met with the Saints of that branch. They
hold no meetings at present., their numbers having
been reduced by death, and by some remaining
away. They have given up the hall, so they have
no place for meetings. While I remained with
them I gave them the best counsel I could. From
there I went to Shelby, in Shelby county, where I
preached last February and where several were
baptized. On Tuesday evening, September 13th,
the Saints met at Bro. T. w•. Chatburn's house, and
were organized, to be known as the Shelby Uranch;
Bro. Wm. Goreham, president; T. W. Chatburn,
clerk. And while I remained here, I preached
three times in Bro. T. W. Chatburn's house. The
Baptist church, which we had the use of when
there last February, as we learned when we asked
for the use of it this time, had met and resolvetl
that the ''Latter Day Saints, or li!ormons, could
not have the use of their church under any consideration whate-ver." So we shall be content
without the use of the church; bnt shall t.ako the
liberty to think of the days of selfishness and bigotry, and consider that they have not made much
progress in the ways of charity and liberality.
We thank them, however, for the crumb that fell
from their table of charity. By the sickness and
death of my dear child, I have not been able to do
as much as I anticipated; but I have preached
sixt.y·one times; baptized fifteen; blessed fourteen children. I have done what little I have in
hopes of helping to build up the kingdom of God,
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and to help to establish his righteousness, hoping settled; but the general outlook is better than I
that God will accept and bless the effort to that end. have ever seen for preaching the word. God seems
Elder Will·iam H. Kelle! of the Twelve to be moving the h~arts o_f the people to investi..
y,
gate. There are d1fficulttes to be met. Among
(present), Said:
them, I find a prolific cause of trot1ble is that some
In reporting this mission, embracing Michigan, lazy, shiftless men have been unwisely ordained
Ohio, Indiana and Canada, to which I was to the office of an Elder, who have brought disreassigned at your last session, I am happy to state pute upon the cause; but I trust these will learn
that as a rule the work is in a commendable wisdom and go to work, or else their power to miscondition-advancing and improving. A very represent in the capacity of representatives will
considerable advancement has been made within be removed. Hoping and praying that God may
the last year in the spiritual condition of the turn and overturn, and remove all obstacles which
churches, allowing for a few exceptions. The hinder the glorious onward march of Zion's citizens,
band of union is stronger, and much that has and hasten the gathering beneath the cloud and
been hitherto sources of divisions in places, has pillar in the temple of our God.
been eliminated-dispelled from the consideration
Elder Clw.rles Derry, of the High Priests,
of the Saints, and the spirit of peace and a deep- (present), reports:
er sense of the justness, and true worth of the
cause is felt and appreciated by the Saints.
Since the Annual Conference I have labored in
Canada has no constant laborers. She asks at Iowa and Nebraska. In Iowa my labors have
least two efficient men from this conference, and been confined mostly to Harrison county, with
it will be to the interest of the work to grant some labor in Shelby. In Nebraska I labored
their request. llut little has been done in Ohio, mostly in Central Nebraska District. In Merrick
t'or the want of laborers. llrn. C. Scott, J. J. county, and some in Madison and Antelope connCornish, Robert Davis, ll. V. Springer, aside ties, also in Douglas and Dodge counties. In
from myself, are all the constant laborers in Merrick county I baptized three, in Dodge county
Michigan and Indiana. 1'hese brethren have been one, and in Magnolia, Iowa, one, making a total
active and have done a good work; but they can of five, baptized and confirmed by me. In Mernot fill the calls for preaching. The work Ian- rick county, Nebraska, I ordained. one Teacher,
guishes for the want of constant efficient laborers. and instructed him in his duties, and enjoined
A number of good men resident in the mission are upon him to minister comfort and consolation to
willing and do perform what they are able to do, the few Saints in that part. I reported my labors
but they are so circumstanced that other duties there to the president of Central Nebraska Disdemand their attention. We ask for more labor- trict. I did not have many hearers in any place,
ers. It is a pleasing feature of the work that we in that state. The few Saints I met with there,
find open doors and hearing ears almost every seemed to love the cause; and unasked, kindly
place we go; and the noble stand we take for the administered to my wants, but I could earnestly
vindication of the truth, as held by the ancients, wish to see a greater zeal among all and a more
compel the admiration of the unprejudiced and perfect union. In low& I labored mostly by rethinking. Infidelity points to us as its most for- quest of district authorities, and if I have not aomidable op}il'pnent, and sectarianism quakes as the complished all the good I would, I have tried to
message of the last days goes through the land. avoid doing any harm. I have preached of late,
This is no exaggeration, but confirms the fact in the immediate neighborhood where I live, and
that it is a "marvelous work," and the hand of have been respectfully and. attentively listened
God is in it. Perseverance and a strenuous ad- to. Have met with no opposition, and trust the
herence to the truth, and ther.e is no question good seed sown may yet bring fruit to the honor
about the arising of Zion, and her compelling a and glory of God. I can not boast that I have
consistent consideration and admiration of the done what I could; but I have tried to labor with
world. In the ministry my faith has been con- an eye single to the glory of God. The Spirit of
firme.d.
God has been with me, and when among the
Elder Josiah Ells, of the Twelve (present), Saiuts; the brethren have nobly seconded my efforts. I have not responded to every call, because
reported:
I could not. My health has been poor part of the
Since I last reported at the Annual Conference time, and sometimes the health of my family has
I have preached nearly every Sabbath, besides been ind.jfferent, and these things have retarded
some extra meetings.
The condition of my my labors. I have tried to comfort the mourner,
strength will not allow of much effort beyond strengthen the weak, encourag.e the strong and
that stated. A few have been baptized in our call the wanderer into the fold of God. I am still
district. Expect to labor as health permits, so. for God and his truth, and my feeble efforts shall
long as permitted to continue.
be for the establishment of truth upon earth.
Elder Alexander H. Smith, of the Twelve
(present), reported:
A year ago I was appointed to North Missouri
and Southern Iowa, as a field of labor. Sickness
and home duties prevented my entering actively
into the work assigned me, until late in the
winter, or early in the spring~ 'llXC&pt some local
labor. In February I was called upon to visit St.
Joseph to assist in selling some difficulties there.
While on this duty I also visited the Far West
and Independence Districts, and labored as my
health would admit.. While laboring at St Joe
I baptized ten, I believe the results of others' Iabora. I attended the Spring Conference held at
Plano, April, 1879. There my field was extended,
including the entire State of Missouri and southwestern Iowa. I did not report to the Conference
my labors, hence my including them in this report
On my return home from Conference, I was compelled (on account of the sickness of my son) to
stop at home and get in my crops; but on the 11th
of June I started, and have labored since that
date, with the exception of a few weeks, effectively, if I may judge from the testimony of others.
I have labored in Cameron, Stewartsville, St.
.Joseph, Ross Grove, Starfield and other places.
Have not baptized any since spring. Have been
blessed of the Spirit, in word and administering to
the sick. The condition of the work is good, Some
.diJficulties there are stiU upset !led; some have been

Elder 0. G. Lanphear, of the High
Priests, writes from near Davenport, as follows:
I left Sandwich, Illinois, April 17th, northward;
stopped at Kingston, De Kalb county, and preached twice. Visited the branch at Marengo, and
preached once. Visited the Burlington branch,
Wisconsin, and was with them over two Sabbaths,
and preached on each Sabbath. I held two
evening meetings at a Methodist Church ten miles
west of Spring Prairie; visited some of th·e brefh·
ren near Janesville, and the brance at Pecatonica,
Illinois. Had an appointment near there in the
country, but the rain prevented the people from
coming. I attended the District Conference held
near Amber, Iowa, the. first of June; preached
once and took part in the exercises of the confer·
ence and ordained one in connection with others,
to the office of Elder. Was invited by tho District
President and the conference to labor in that District. I preached eight times in the north~rn
part of the district in June and July, and twice
at the West Buffalo branch in the south part of
the district in August. Was with. the branch of
lluffaln Prairie, Illinois, over one Sabbath and
preached in forenoon. Spoke to a few that came
out to meeting appointed at a school house at
Eliza Creek, for Wednesday night following; and
the next day preached to quite a large gathering
of the people upon the funeral occasion of Bro!her .Joseph Fuller. Was with the branch at Millers-

burg over two Sabbaths and preached on each
Sabbath ; also once on Monday nighh Returned
to West Buffalo, Iowa, and attended the district
conference held there September 6th and 7th.
Was with the branch at Davenport the Sunday
following, and preached in forenoon. Have an
appQintroent to preach at a country school houso
about four miles north of Davenport on Thursday
night of the present week. lly the kindness of
the Saints considerable assistance has been rendered me, so that I have not Jacked for traveling
fare and necessary incidental expenses. I have
an invitation to return to the Butternut Grove
branch and labor some in that part, also near
Monticello, where I was in June and .July. I
feel that the Lord has given me many evidences
that roy Iabore, though feeble, are acceptable ancl
pleasing to him. My purpose and desire are to
still continue in the vineyard of the Lord, realizing that the harvest is great, the time short, and
the laborers few. If the conference shall assign
me any mission, it will be my endeavor to fill it
to the best of my ability ; but will be content
with permission to labor as the way may open and.
circumstances permit.
li:!der R. C. Elvin, of the High Priests
(present), reported:
I have labored in Iowa and Nebraska; in and
round the following branches: Platte River; Ne•
braska City, Omaha, and other parts, baptizing
five, blessing seven children, confirmed eight; I
have been called to administer to the sick, and
they have received the blessing of health restored ;
some before I left the house, and others in a short
time after. I have traveled to other parts outsid0
of the branches, and calls have been made on me
to preach to them, which r will do this winter; if'
the Lord and my brethren desire. I have received
money from Omaha Bl'anch $6.40; Blne Itiver $7 1
and from brethren and sisters $9, in the past 5ill:
months. The prospect for the coming winter is
good, and with the blessing of God, I think good
will result to the work we are engaged in,
Elder JIL H. Forscutt, of the High Priests
(present), reported:
Since my appointment at the April Conference;
I labored by request ofW. W.. Blair in Northern
Illinois District, preaching while there ten times
in Plano, twenty-four times in Sandwich, fourteen
times in Mission, eleven times in Streator, and
once in Braidwood, Illinois. l have also preached
nine times in Kewanee, Illinois, five times in
Farmington, seven times in Keokuk, and twice at
Montrose, Iowa. Likewise seven times at Rock
Creek, once at Elvaston, and once at the Miliken
School House, Illinois ; nine times at Shenandoah
and once at Glenwood, Iowa; in all 102 times.
During these Jabm·s I have baptized thirt'!:en;-mm--;-- -·
firmed eight, blessed four children, administered
the ordinance for the sick seven times, and united
one couple in marriage. During ihese labors, I
have generally been sustained by the Saints satisfactorily, and hereby thank them all. I am still
in the field.
Elder D. IL Bays, of the Seventy, writes
from Bandera, Texas, as follows:
The report I have to make of the Texas Mission
is by no means a flattering one. As some of you
arc. aware, I came here under circumstances somewhat embarassing. The brethren in western
Texas informed me before leaving Iowa that in all
human probability, they should not be able to
maintain my family, although they would be perfectly willing to do so were they able. In view of
these facts I gave up the idea of bringing my
family to this field, and so informed those concerned. But upon frequent and urgent request
of s'ome of the principal authorities of the Church,
I was induced to abandon this idea, and bring my
family, which I did, I am frank to confess contrary
to the dictates of my better judgment. Believing
the work to be of God, I was willing to make any
reasonable sacrifice, and trust the result in the
hands of the All-wise. For about two months
after my arrival at Bandera, I was constant.ly in
the field, and several were added to the Church.
Hard times set in and I was forced to go to work
for the support of my family, and of course the
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work was stopped. Since that time I. have been
able to do but little, with no better prospect for
the future. The principal cause of the hard times
is the excessive drouth that has literally scorched
this land for the last twelve or fourteen months.
The condition of things in .this country is actually
distressing. Scarcely any where in the state have
the people raised a fourth of a crop of either
wheat, corn or cotton, while in the southern and
western portions the failure is total. Gr.eat scarc·
Hy, therefore, prevails throughout the country,
and men's hearts are "failing them"ffor fear" of
what is coming upon them. Already hundreds,
and even thousands of horses and cattle have died
for want of food and water, and the "end is not
yet." What will be the final result, the most
sagacious are unable to determine. People are
compelled to leave their homes and camp by the
rivers to save themselves and their stock; and if
the drouth continues much longer, half the homes
in the country will be deserted. Under these circumstances I shall scarcely be able to procure a
living for my family. Should I remain longer, it
will necessarily be at ihe expense of the Church;
and at the high prices in this country, it will be
expensive to keep a family the size of mine, and I
do not think it
be prudent to do so ; and
more particularly when you consider the fact that
people's minds are so disturbed that they can
hardly find time to think about religious matters.
I would therefore respectfully suggest that I be
released from further responsibility to labor here,
and that some young man of ability and discretion
be appointed to succeed me. In this connection
I would suggest the name of Bro. Heman C. Smith,
as a suitable man for the Texas Mission. If Bro.
Wm. T. Bozarth can continue to labor in northern
Texas, he should be continued, as his labors there
are effective. Bro. J. W. Bryan is willing to continue his labors in eastern Texas. Bro. H. L.
Thompson is willing to labor in central Texas.
He is worthy and able. The mission should not
be allowed to fail because of the present distress,
and the consequent embarassments and disap·
pointments, for I am still confident that this is an
excellent field of operation for the Church, and,
that, under favorable circumstances, a good work
may be clone. I have baptized a few since my
last report, and we have reason to expect others
before long.

will

Elder E. G. Brand, of the Seventy (present), reported :
Since April Conference I have, a large portion
of the time, presided over Brandsville and labored
in my own vineyard; have preached four times in
Glenwood, six times in Crescent; Hansen School
House once, Union Grove once, Goodenough once,
Spring Creek once, Pleasant lUdge once; one
funer!ll sermon in Plum Creek, one in Nishna;
&nd in my own branch whenever required, and am
on hand.

Elder R. J. Anlhmw, of the Seventy (pres.
ent), reported:
Since your last session, I have tried to discharge
the duty of a fellow servant; preaching in the field
assigned me, namely, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas.
In the different parts of the field that I have been
able to reach, the Church has been in a very good
condition generally. No:rth~westem Kansas and
south-western Nebraska bid fair to become a great
missionary field. In north-western Kansas the interest is most excellent, and I am of the opinion
that if the Elders will labor together there this
fall and winter, in harmony and peace, that many
will be led to see the light of the glorious gospel
of the latt.er days. With the good interest and
kindly feeling now m;mifested for the cause, great
and lasting good can be done. The local ministry
deserve great credit for their untiring and united
effort in declaring the words of life to the people.
Southern Nebraska is also in a most splendid con·
dition·for a fall and winter campaign. I am satisfied that the increase there will more than repay
the labor. The people are now anxious to hear
and examine our claims. The Church is well established there. In portions of Iowa the interest
is equally as good, as the other& mentioned; about
all the diJI"erence I find is, that in Iowa there are
more wise Elders than there are in the former
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places, who are able critics, can tell .iust how an
Elder ought to preach, what to preach, and all
about what. ought to be published in the Herald,
and some things :that ought not; and just the
measures that ought to be adopted by the Church
in general, and some are preparing to do a vast
amount of preaching'jby and by;an of which is
very commendable, especially the' preaching. I
feel that;I can :safely say that the Church in;my
field of labor, or rather the parts I have visited, is
gaining; and in good spiritual condition, with
few exceptions. I have preached about all I could
possibly stand, with the excepiion of part of July
and."August; have baptized fourteen,- solemnized
one marriage, administered to the sick, and tried
to do my duty according to the _best of my ability.
If your honorable body think best to sustain me
in my present field, I will cheerfully labor there;
if you should think best to send me to some
other field, so will I go there, trusting to my
Master for strength and wisdom to do for the best.

Elder Hernan: c_;Smith, of the Seventy,
wrote from Gainsville, Florida:
Since my report to Annual Conference I have
labored in Alabama and Florida, with varied success; have been blest of God to a marked extent,
and though I have passed through many hard·
ships, I have had many seasons of joy. I believe
the general condition of this part of the mission
is improved, though in some localities much wrong
exists, yet we have hopes of a final triumph. In
some branches they are having glorious meetings
and those soul-cheering and encouraging gifts of
the gospel, which have been so long withheld are
being restored.::; Some of the local elders are
making praiseworthy efforts, nobly seconded by
the lesser priesthood and members. Since last
report I have baptized fourteen, and organized
one branch, besides opening this new field of labor
which promises to be a fruitful one. Bro. David
Donaldson is now Ia.boring with me. We need
more laborers, and I wish to· respectfully, yet
earnestly present the claims of this mission for
more missionary labor. It is not only impracticable, but impossible for me to attend to the southern part of the mission and I must have help, or
the work must suffer. Here in east Florida a
branch has been organized and much good can be
done. But they are three hundred miles from
any other branch, and can not be visited by lQ{lal
authorities; nor can I come here often, if .I remain,
in the mission. A good work. could be done by
sending some one to this country, including south
Georgia. Please think of it. We are now four
hundred miles from the branches in south Mississippi. I am needed there very much, but can labor effectually here. I suggest the riame of Bro.
Isaac N. Roberts of Kansas, for this mission. We
have labored together, and have demonstrated the
fact that we can do so agreeably; besides, I think
he is well adapted to the mission. His de9tiny
was cast with the South during our national unpleasantness, and consequently there would not
be the prejudice against him that there would be
against others. However, any other zealous,
earnest, active elder would be welcome. Bro. R.
J. Anthony would please us much. Please do not
pass this matter lightly by; we must have help
or lose ground. If I have been unwise in pushing
the work and opening too large a field, I hope the
Church will excuse me; it has been the result of
an earnest desire to carry the glad news to all
within possible reach. I am at the disposal of
the conference, am willing to labor wherever
you may direct; but should I be removed from
here, I hope the mission will be better provid~
ed for. If' I understand the dontrine of the
Church, I am in entire sympathy with it, with the
exception of a. resolution of April conference on
rebaptism; however, of this I shall have nothing
to say ; I hold it to be my duty w bile I represent
the Church to preach the doctrine of the Church,
an.d in cases coming under this head I shall sim·
ply inform them upon what conditions the Church
will receive them. My faith in the great latter
day work is unshaken. Upon its principles I am
willing to risk my soul's salvation, believing they
emanated from the great Head of the ChurchChrist Jesus. I desire to labor for its advancement, and whel'eVer the Church thinks I can most
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Bro. Joh.n"]Landers, of the High Priest's
Quorum, laboring in North-Western Kansas,
writes:
I live only to promote this glorious work, though
on account of my advanced age and lack of strength
I can not preach more than once in a day, yet I
have enjoyed excellent health this season. I have
either preached or attended social meeting every
Sabbath through the summer. Six years a,go I
traveled through four counties of this State, and
found but a few isolated families of Saints, and no
one pre~ching the word of life but myself alone.
I bowed before the Lord, and prayed him to send
laborers into this extended field, and now I look
around with wonder, and I say to myself ·and to
others, Behold what God hath wrought! We have
a district of five branches, and a sixth one is about
to be organized. Elders Shute, Roberts and I?erkins, are able defenders of the truth, and devote
much time to preaching. Two or three other Elders labor as their circumstance!! allow; and wherever the gospel is faithfully preached it succeeds,
and the Saints are increasing in number and fli,vor
with God.

Elder B. V. Springer, of the Seventy, writes
from Wirt, Indiana:
Since the April Conference I have continued to
labor to the best of my ability in Dearborn, Ripl~y
and Jefferson counties, Indiana. Have generally
had large and attentive congregations. The field
is widening continually. I have made it a point
lo labor in new places, away from the branches.
I believe that a great work will yet be done in
Southern and Central Indiana. During the summer I preached mainly on Sundays, and during
the week labored to furnish myself with clothing.
I am willing to remain through the winter if
thought best. If continued, I have arranged to
labor in new places in Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky, such as will take five months of time to
prosecute, aud if I stay I will move on as propoEed by me. I desire to have the favor of God, and
to perform my whole duty in the mission, and then
have the privilege of reporting in person next
April, at Plano.

Bro. J. S. Patterson, of the Seventy, writes
from Lewistown, Fulton county, Illinois:
Since my appointment to Northern Illinois, last
April, I have devoted all my time to the ministry,
preaching and administering in the ordinances of
the Church. I have been blessed with the aid of the
Spirit, and I trust that good will result from my
efforts. I am now in the field for the fall campaign,
and I find it a wide one. Should my health permit, and the Holy Spirit still aid me, I will endeavor t.o advance the cause. And, if the conference
will consent, I would like, because of my feeble
health, to remain in this field, as it is nearest to
my home, which I can reach sooner should my
strength give out entirely, as I sometimes fear it
will. Bro. T. F. stafford here is doing his beEt
for the cause.

Elder J. W: B1:1Jan, of the Texas Mission,
writes from Bell county, Texas:
Since last Conference I have labored in this
mission, and I still desire to work in this field, and
also, if possible, to preach in Western Louisiana.
I have baptized six since last report.

Elder Williarn Nelson, of the Society Island
Mission, sent a lengthy letter account of his
labora and experiences in that land,' which was
read and appreciated. vVe quote from it as
follows:
Ziona is now in a flourishing condition. 1'hey
built a chapel while I was in America, and we are
to have a great feast when the brethren come from
the other islands in July, as that is the time it is
to be Op1lned. 'l'he King and the Governor have
to be present. The King is a Protestant, and is
very liberal in his views. Bro. Brown gets the
Herald regularly, and what a pleasure it is to us
all when it comes. I can talk Tn.hiti langu11ge very
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fairly. Men here who came before I did, can not
speak more than four or five words of the language.
As regards sending an Elder here, I must tell you
that he can make up his mind to go hungry often,
and sometimes to eat raw fish, or else cook them
himself. Otherwise he must have money to keep
him, or live on native food, such as bread fruit,
fish (roasted or raw), and suc'h like. Aud for an
Elder to bring his wife here, and rely on the natives for support, they would both starve. This
is a harder place to get along in than I had any
idea of, and indeed it seems sometimes that my
labor is all in vain, yet I believe there is a work
for me to do here, or I would give np. The Saints
had a fine house of worship on another island, but
Catholic priests went there several times and
broke up their meetings. Since then a tidal wave
came and swept off nearly everything, and none
are left there but a few Saints. I am determined
to go around, and if my days are to end for the
cause, I am ready to go. I love it and every one
that believes in it, no matter what race or color
they are. I ask all the faithful to pray for us
here, that God will open the way that these people
m!ty worship him as he desires them to do. I
have been very ill since I came to Tahiti, but now
I am nearly all right again. The Saints befriended me all they could, poor souls, and we feel very
much attached to each other. I shall write you
he'l'eafter as opportunity may offer about our progress. I have not one dollar in my pocket, still I
am not discouraged. I always look for a bright
future. I have here no friends among my own
race, but have many friends among the natives.
Elder Gomer T. Gr1ffith (present),reported:
Since last Conference I have preached in Missouri and Iowa. In all I have preached sixty discourses and baptized forty-two, confirmed twentyone, blessed five children, ordained one Elder. I
have many calls for preaching, more than I can
fill. I would like a mission in Iowa and Missouri,
and to be associated with W. T. Bozarth, if sustained in the field.
Elder W: T. Bozarth (present), reported:
Since last C1,mference I have preached in Mis·
aouri and Texas. I found many calls for preaching, and the people willing to hear. I have
preached seventy discourses, have baptized eight,
confirmed thirteen; ordained three Teaohers, one
Elder; blessed eleven children. I held one public
discussion, in Texas, which I think resulted in
good to the cause. I am still willing to do all that
I can. I would like to have a missi0n in Missouri
and Iowa, §or the next six months, if thought worthy to be sustained in the field.
Elder Joseph Luff, reported in person, as
follows:
I have been prevented from filling the mission
appointed me at the April Conference, by unforeseen circumstances. During the past six weeks,
only, have I labored constantly. Have preached
in nll, since lust Conference, over forty times, and
nttended to other minor duties. Have realized the
blessings of God in all my righteous efforts. Am
now in a position to go at the bidding of Conference. During my stay and labor inN orthern Illinois, I found a general desire on the part of the
people to hear; and more openings for preaching
than could be properly filled. There is evidently
no lack of opportunity for reaching the people in
this respect.
·
Resignation of Bro. J!i!ijah Banta,. president
of the First Quorum of Elders, read and referred to his quorum, and Bro. James R. Badham appointed to call the quorum together.
Hequests of Brn. N. C. Eldredge, Chas. N.
Brown and J. C. Foss, for the return of Bro.
T. W. Smith to Maine, were read :
This evening, the Dennisport Branch passed a
resolution requesting you to continue Bro. Thomas
W, Smith in this eastern mission, after the SemiAnnual Conference. Praying for the Holy Spirit
to guide in this matter, I remain, Nathan C. Eldredge, presiding priest Dennisport Branch.
The field of labor is extensive and ripe in New
England, and not sufficient number of constant laborers in the field. Bro. T. W. Smith has don.e

much good work here of late, and there are many
calls he has not had time to fill; and there are a
number who should be able to judge of the work
who think it very desirable that he be permitted
to retum to the east. Bro. S. H. Morse and myself are also of the same mind. Though he has
erred in some matters of minor importance, he has
c·onfessed when so doing, and thus given a good
example to others. We earnestly hope he will
come east after the Fall Conference, if the Master
so wills.- C. N. Brown.
As the General Conference is about to convene,
and the Elders sent to different parts, we should
like T. W. Smith sent this way. There is considerable labor to be done in the branches through
Maine, that the Ehlers can not, or have not seen
to. The president of the Eastern Maine District
has resigned; brother E. C. Foss is going away to
sea, to be gone all winter, and so you see it les,ves
me alone to do anything. If our quarterly conference came off soon enough we should pass a
vote requesting General Conference to send T. W.
Smith this way; but all that I have seen are anxions for Thomas to come back east, He did not
get into Maine this Summer.-J. 0. Foss.
Request of Southern Indiana District, for
the return of Bro. B. V. Springer was read :
Southern Indiana District.-Resolved that this
conference request the General Conference to continue Bro. B V. Springer in this mission. On
motion, ordered to be forwarded immediately to
the Secretary of the Church. E. C. :\fayhew, clerk.
Request of Bro. D. D. Babcock, for permission to preach in Benton and Henry coun·
ties, Missouri, read.
Preamble and resolution of Decatur District,
in relation to Book of Doctrine and Covenants,
read :
SEDGWICK, Iowa,
September 4th, 1879.
Bro. Joseph :-By order of our district conference, just past, I enclose a copy of a resolution
passed by the conference, wishing the General
Conference to take it into consideration, or the
subject embodied in it, as follows:
Whereas, There exists a difference of opinion
among the members of the Church with regard to
the resolution passed by the General Conference,
stating that the revelations from God in the Book
of Covenants should be a law to govern the
Church; and whereas, a large number of the
members of this Church do not believe all the
revelations in that book, as coming from God,
therefore be it
Resolved, That the General Conference, at its
coming fall. session, be respectfully requested to
define more clearly the position of the Church on
this question; as we wish to know whether any
man can be a true representative of this Church
who does not believe all the revelations in the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants as coming from God;
or whether it is required of the members of this
Church to believe all the revelations in that
book are from G·od, in order to retain their membership in the Church. Respectfully submitted.
A. KENT, President.
0. B. Tno~rAs, Clerk.
.:1

b p

·a

The announcement was maue y res1 ent
W. W. Blair, that no new business should be
introduced after the noon hour, Saturday.
On motion, Conference decided that the
President should appoint the speakers during
Conference.
Prayer meeting appointed for evening, Brn.
P. Cadwell and R. C. Elvin, to have charge.
Thursday, 9 a.m., prayer meeting appointed
in charge of Bro. John T. Kinnaman, and
preaching at 10:30, \Vm. T. B ozar!h and G ·
T. Griffiths in charge.
Closed by singing "Peace be to this congregation.'' Benediction by Bro. W. \V. Blair.
Evening meeting opened by singing "'Tis

,

R

Prayer by Bro. :.,.
a glorious thing to be.'
0. Elvin. Sung "Nearer my God to Thee."
The Saints in fervent prayer, spiritual song,

and strong testimonies praised their heavenly
Father. Closed by singing, "0 how sweet is
the soul cheering thought." Benediction by
Bro. P. Cadwell.
THURSDAY, SEPT. 25TH.

f

Prayer meeting held at 9 a.m. in charge o
Bro. John T. Kinnaman. The Saints enjoyed a peaceful and good time.
At 10:30 a. m:, Elder Gomer T. Griffiths
preach.ed the first sermon of the session, which
was well received. 1\ieetinO' in charge of, and
"
~
benediction by Bro. W. T. Bozarth.
Afternoon session, 1:30 p. m., opened by
singing; prayer by Bro. Charles Derry.
Minutes of yesterday read, corrected, and
d
approve ·
Reports continued:
. The 1Ve.1 tern Wisconsin District contains four
branches and some scattered members. Generally
speaking the spiritual condition of the branches
is good, and, with a few exceptions the Saints
enjoy a good degree of the Holy Spirit. There
are fair prospects for a continued growth, as
there has been a marked improvement in the.
district since our last report, though the ministry
have not been as active as is desired. The field
is large and inviting, and several active Elders
could do a noble work here. Frank Hackett,
President.
The Pltiladelphia District contains three
branches, about 80 members. ,J. A. Stewart,
secretary.
The Little Sioux District contains eight branches, with a total meml<lership of 498, including 1
Bishop, 8 High Priests, 3 Seventies, 39 Elders, 12
Priests, 8 Teachers, 9 Deacons. Spiritual condition of the district fair; the ministry aa a general
thing laboring successfully. Openings for pr_eaching are numerous. James c. Crabb, president.,
Phineas Cadwell, vice president.
In the Southern Nebraska District there a.re
six branches, aggregating a membership of 253,
including 2 High Priests, 18 Elders and 11 Priests.
There has been a number baptized since the
April conference. Tho spiritual condition is only
fair, the openings for preaching are numerous,
and there is a good prospect for an excellent work
being accomplished this winter, if laborers can be
found. The local elders do but. little. The District request the return of Bro. R. J. Anthony.
Levi Anthony, president; Robert J\1. Elvin, sec·
retary.
·
Elder T. W. Smith, of the Twelve, (prescnt), reported.
S'nce reporting at the last Annual Conference,
I have labored in Boston, Douglass, l'lainville,
Dennis port, and Fall River, Massachusetts; Providence, Rhode Island; Hornerstown, and New
Egypt, New Jersey; Philadelphia and Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, West Wheeling; and near Warnock
Station, Ohio, and Streator, Illinois. I have
preached on every opportunity presented. I have
baptized at Dennisport, J\iassachusetts, eleven, at
Fall River, Massachusetts, four, New Jersey, four,
at Philadelphia, three, at Streator, Illinois, one;
31 in all. I did not reach the state of Maine for
lack of time. It is desired by many that I should
return to the east, and I am willing and think it
my duty to return. However, I am subject to the
decision of the conference. I found .the cause
progressing in the east. The elders are as a whole
ready to do what they can in preaching the word.
The Saints are generally faithful and zealous.
Besides those baptized by me, a number were added through the administrations of branch presidents, and others. Some quite remarkable cases
of healing were witnessed in several of the branches. There is no elder in the whole New Engln.nd
States, at present, at liberty to devote his enliro
time to the ministry of the word. I have been
greatly encouraged by the sympathy and co-operatiori of the elders and Saints, and have as a general thing been much blessed~with the·: Spirit~ of'
the Master in my efforts in preaching.
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Bro. John II. Ifansen, one of the Sev:enty, Rogers, W. W. Blair, David Dancer, H. A. Stebbins,
president of the South-Eastern Mission, writes Locating Committee.
Music Committee report read, and, on mofrom Kentucky:
My temporal affairs have been such as to occu- tion, accepted and spread upon the minutes.
py my time in supporting my family, therefore I
have done no preaching except on Sundays since
my last report. I expected to preach actively
this month but I have been prostrate with a severe
attack of bilious-typhus fever, and wi.th difficulty
I sit up and write this. If I get well enough I
will spend October in the ministry, but thereafter
must engage in private labor. Consequently it is
best that I should be released from this mission,
and I request you to release me, and let it be attended to. It is with many regrets that I take
this step. I hope that you will send some one in
my place, for an active preacher is needed. I
pray the Lord to be with you.

Elder P. N Brix, missionary in Denmark,
writes:
Brethren: In reporting the Danish Mission, I
hav·e not much to say. I have baptized six this
summer. Others believe and testifythat it is the
truth we preach, but it seems strange to them
that only one missionary is sent here by the
Church, and no Saints' Herald in the Danish
language, as I have before stated the necessity of
having. Some months ago I asked the brethren
and sisters to translate into Danish some hymns
from the "Saints' Harp," but I have not received
a single copy. So I have gathered some hymns
and songs into a book, and I present one to the
Church for examinatiou. Let me know if you
will permit me. to use them in the Church. It will
now be the· fifth conference I have looked for
laborers to come here. If it is the will of the
Lord, and of his Church, I will stay till the spring
of 1880; but, if it is not, please release me. But
send some one in my place, and not let the Saints
be left alone aud scattered as chaff in the winds;
for they are wheat, and heirs of salvation. "Pray
ye, therefore, the Lord of the vineyard, that he
will send forth laborers unto the vineyard."

Bro. Thomas Taylor, President of the
English Th'Iission, writes:
The work in England is making fair progress. We have much to be thankful for, for
our numbers are being added to here and there,
in most parts of the mission. The continued
depression of trade tells hard on the working
classes. It seems to take all their time and
attention to provide for the things of this life.
Also many, even those who know better, class us
with the Utah people, and make excuses for
themselves in this way; but this makes no difference with the Saints. They have received an evidence for themselves of the truthfuluess of the
work, and are not easily shaken. On the other
hand, t.hey seem generally to have the work at
heart, and the one object in view is to push forward the work. I pray that you may have a
peaceful and profitable session.

Nvrtheru Illinois and Wisconsin District,
W. W. Blair presiding :
There has been an increase in number of near
25 per cent. in the last year, and near 15 per cent.
in the last six months. Opeuings for preaching,
plenty; and prospects for future success, good.
Peace and uuity are fully enjoyed, except in, perhaps, one branch.

Bro. J. 0. Ora Me, High Priest, reports:
Have preached almost every Sunday since last
Spring, mostly in Harrison couuty, Iowa.

Heport of the J,ocating Board, read, and on
motion, accepted and ordered to be spread upon the minutes.
The Locating Boftrd respectfully beg leave to
submit and report, that the route of the railway
having been deter:nined through Decatur county,
Iowa, in such direction as to render the land
heretofore purchased by the Board nnava.ilable
for the purposes of location, it has been deemed wisdom to offer the same for sale, that the
money may be otherwise invested as may be neeessary to do.
Smith, John Scott, Israel L.

We, your committee on Music Book, beg toreport that our work is now complete, ready for the
hands of whoever you may appoint to receive and
prepare it for tho printer.
Considerable expense has been incurred, .and
the labor has been so much greater than any one
not conversant with such work can imagine, and
we too while performing this labor. of love for the
Church, have had to meet so much opposition from
influential members and officers of the Church,
from whom we had a right to expect encouragement instead, that we have sometimes felt discouraged; but as the General Confer,ence had appointed
the work to be don~, and we as your servants to
do it., we determined, in spite of our discouragements, after you had refused to release us, to continue the work till our part should be accomplished,
and we are pleased to report that our work is now
done.
We are under especial obligations to Brethren
.T. T. Williams, H. R. Mills, A. D. Hougas and S.
I Smith; also to Sisters M. A. Bradford and J.
Alford for original contributions; and to Brethren
E. Slater, Edmund Kay, S. L. Branton, J. Burlington, E. T. Edwards, P. Thomason, Sister
Thimbleby and others for use of tune books and
copies of music. We also feel indebted to Presidents J. Smith, W. W. Blair, fo J. W. and T. Chatburn, P. Cadwell, H. A. Stebbins, T. W. Smith, J.
S. Patterson, C. Scott., C. Beebe, R. Winning, J. W.
NeaJ, W. E. Knights, J. R. Badham, E. T. Dobson,
Wm. T. Chute, J. W. Vernon, J. H. Lee, S. H.
Ennis, W. J. Borland, G. Hartel, R. Coburn, H.
Schmidt, M. and E. A. Mansfield, B. B. Smith,
Wm. Lewis, Wm. Garrett, Wm. Street, T. F.
Stafford and Clarence Wilder, for help in various
ways, and especially for kind words of encouragement and cheer, which we take this method of
acknowledging to tltese comforters in our toil.
We also thank Oziah Goodrich, Esq., Treasurer
and Business Agent of the Advent Christian Publication Society, for permission to use some of
their tunes-permission granted through the e.fforts
of Sister E. A. Mansfield.
We have now ready for whoever may be appointed over five hundred tunes, about one half of
them either entirely original, and the production
of our own Church composers, or harmonized by a
member of your committee from familiar airs, and
from some of the finest old tunes extant. A num.
ber of these have never been published in America,
a.nd will therefore be as new to the majority of
Americans as entirely original tunes.
A small, but· very choice collection of chants,
anthems and choruses at'e also ·arranged for the
close of the book.
Not a single hymn in the Saints' Harp is unprovided for, and your committee believe that, when
published, the book proposed will contain a finer
collection of music for church uses than any other
Music Book published, both for choral service and
congregational singing, as well as being the only
collection adapted to the Saints' Harp. ·
In conclusion, your committee ask, (1 ), That
their labors be accepted, and they discharged.
(2), That some one well qualified for the task be
appointed Musical Editor for the Church. (3),
'l'hat the committee be authoriz~d to turn over to
him all the music prepared by them, instead of to
the Board of Publication. ( 4), That measures be
at once taken to preJ:-are the manuscript for publication by said Musical Editor, and the book be
at once published, or as soon as circumstances
will justify. (5), That the name of the Music Book
be ••The Saints' Harmony''
Respectfully submitted.
MARK H. FoRSCUT'r,
NoRMAN W. SMITH,
JOHN T. KINNEMAN.

A motion to discharge the cnmmittee on
music, and that Mark H. Forscutt be appointed Musical Editor, was amended by stnking
out the name of Mark H. Forscutt, so as to
l'ead, That the committee be discharged, and
it was carried.

Moved that Max.! H. Forscult be appointed

Musical Editor. Questions asked by Bro.
W m. H. Kelly as to the duties of 1\f usical
Editor, were an~wered by Bro. Forscutt.
l\fotiQn was then put and was carried.
A motion to turn over the material!i, in the
hands of the committee to the Musical Editor
instead of to the Board of Publication was
considered. Questions were asked by Brn. ,J.
1\'I. Harvey, E. W. Tullidge and Alex. H.
Smith. Action of Semi-Annual Conference
of 1878, in regard to music matter, was read
by. President. Spoken to by Brn. Alex. H.
Smith, Wm. H. Kelley, J. H. I~ake, J. W.
Chatbum, Charles Derry and W.
Blair,
when the motion was put and carried.
A motion to !Jcdopt the first clause of the
fourth recommendation of the Musical Committee, referring to preparation of musical
matter, was carried.
A motion that the book be at once published,
or as soon as circumstances will justify, and
amended by adding, "and the Board of Publication direct," was spoken to by Brn. J. U.
Lambert and J. M. Harvey. A substitute
moved, "that the book be published as soon as
the Board of Publication may direct." This
substitute carried.
The fifth request of the committee that the
prospective new tune book be called the
"Saints' Harmony," vRs by vote granted.

w-.

The Report of the Board of Publication was
read, received, and ordered to be spread upon
the record.
The Board of Publication beg leave to submit
the following report of the working and management of the Herald Office, during the last siJ>
months:
The semi-monthly edition of the Herald has
averaged 2, 700 copi't!'a, or a total in the six months
of 16,200 copies.
The semi-monthly edition of the Hope has aversged 1, 700 copies, or a total for the six months of
10,200 copies.
Of books printed from electrotype plates, there
has been struck off 275 Books of Mormon, 430
Harps full size, and 1,000 abbreviated Harps.
Of books for which the type has been set in the
Office, there has been printe(l: Songs of Zion,
2,000; Visions of Joseph the Seer, 48.pages, 1,960;
Mother Smith's History, 330 pages, 2,064.
Tracts printed from plates, 12,000; tract, "The
One Baptism," from type set in office, 4,000;
tract, "The One Body," from type set in Office,
4,000; Sunday School tickets, 3,500; Letters of
Removal, 1,000; Marriage Certificates, 500. In
addition to the foregoing, a large quantity of letter and bill heads, blanks, &c., for Church and
Office use, have been printed, amounting in the
aggregate to 24,000 impressions, for most of which
the type has been set.
The work done on the Advocate has averaged
3,000 copies per mon'th, or a total of 18,000 copies
during the six months. For other parties, job
work.has been done, amounting, as per financial
report, t.o $223.83.
There. has been bound and placed on saie during the last six months, 375 Harps full size, 850
abbreviated Harps, 275 Books of Mormon, 170 Doctrine and Covenants, 200 Rules of Order, 330 "J oseph the Seer," and 2,000 Songs of Zion; leaving
a large number of sheets in the binder's hands to
be bound as occasion may require. Of those bonnd
a fa,ir stock remains on hand.
Your Board wish also to present for your consideration, in connection with the subject of getting out a new edition of the Book of Covenants,
to contain the revelations given to the Reorganized
Church, as ordered by you one year ago, whether
the Lectures on Faith, heretofore printed and
bound with said book, shall be continued therewith in the forthcoming edition.
Your Board have purchased a one-half interest
in the title and corrected plates of a work entitled,
"The Life of Joseph Smith the Prophet," by E. W.
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Tullidge. · In the correction of these plates, many
errors, arising from imperfect information on the
part of the author, have been expunged; the
Board of Publication being to no expense for such
correction. An addition of three hundred pages
has been written, which is now in hand ready for
setting and electrotyping. This addition will
make the work a complete history of' the Church,
from the death of Joseph the Martyr, including
the Apostasy and consequent disorganization of
the Church, through the usurpation of. authority
by the Twelve, the causes which led to the Reorganization under the present Joseph, and the history of the Reorganization down to 'the. present
time. It will make a book of 800 pages, supplying
a want long felt in the Church, and making a valuable acquisition to our literature.
Your Board consider that the value of the business entrusted to their charge_ has been steadily
enhanced by the acquisition of plat.es of the various works published. The possession of electro· type plates, while proving a tax on the revenues
of the Board in the past, will in the future be of
great advantage to the Church, both from the
facility with which future editions of these works
may be produced, and the consequent diminished
cost of the same.
Owing to the large outlay for these plates originally, together with the limited sale of the books,
compared with those published by other denominations, the Board have not felt justified in making
any considerable reduction in the price of the
Church publications. Some reduction, however,
has been made, and will be continued as opportunit.y may afford. T~ present prices C()inpare
favorably with those of the same .class.6f work
and binding, published by other den~ol:lJ:inations.
Your Board still contemplate making the Herald a
weekly, as soon as the increased subscription will
justify the additional expense. They have continued to improve the Herald whenever circumstances
have seemed to justify it, the price having been
reduced since the organization of the Board in
., 1870, from $3 to $2.15, while the quantity of reading matter has been largely increased.
Owing to the heavy rental to which they were
subjected in the building formerly occupied, and
the refusal of the owner to make the necessary repairs, your Board deemed it wisdom in the early
part of the present year to purchase and fH up the
building now occupied. This has h~en done at a
total cost, including material, alterations, and repairs, of$1,264.34. Ofthis amount there has been
pai!l out of the current receipts of the Office,
$1,064.34, of which $959.02 has been paid during
the past six months, as will be seen in reference
to the financial report, leaving but $200 remaininl!(
unpaid, thus placing the Church in possession of
a building well adapted to facilitate the work for
which the Board of Publication was created, besides effecting a great saving in rent.
The business relations existing between the
Board and the Book Agents appointed from time
to time, have been brought tJ a more perfect system, by requiring the Bro:tnches nominating
Agents, to pledge themselves, over the signatures
of their officers, for the proper accounting for all
property of the Board entrusted to their agents.
Your Board thereby hope to avoid the losses formerly occurring through the cancellation of debts
d11e from irresponsible agents.
Your Board realizing that the !Jerald, as the
official organ of the Churoh, should be iu the
hands of as many of its members as possible, have
been disposed to act with great leniency in regard
to the subscription, and have been slow to stop
the Herald going to those who, through such
leniency, have allowed themselves to fall in arrears. While the result of this policy has been to
somewhat increase the circulation of the Herald,
on the other hand the sums charged to delinquent
subscription account, consisting of those whose
paper after having become six months or more i.n
arrears has been stopped, show a total footing of
$1,000. While your Board do not doubt bnt what
the greater pa:rt of this amount will eventually be
paid, it must be obvious to all, that the withholding so large an amount of the proper revenues of
the Board, must prove a disadvantage to the work
in which they are engaged, and consequently to
the Church at large. This will appear, more evi-
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dent from the fact that paper and printing materThis District consists of six Branches and a
ial are bought on thirty and sixty days, and the membership of over 200; one Branch (the Bell
policy of the Board has been to meet its obliga- Creek) having been disorganized. As a general
tiona promptly, thereby making its credit A No. 1 thing the district is in a good condit.ion. There
with the firms dealt with. But as before :referred are, however, some local difficulties in two of the
tci, the Board has desired to, and has favored all branches. There has been considerable preachsubscribers who have asked for the Herald (and ing in the district by both the traveling and
given promise of payment therefor), with a con- local ministry, with an ingathering of twentytinuance of the same.
seven members. Bro. James Cafl:'all, Charles
For the Board of Publication,
Derry, Hiram Robinson, N. Brown, G. Derry, G.
LAWRENCE CoNOVER, Secretary.
Hatt, E. Boulson, E. Rannie and T. J. Smith are
Office of the Board of Publication of the Reorgan- the principal ones engaged in the ministry.
There is a great demand for preaching in the
ized Church of Jesus Christ., Plano, Kendall Co., district and many openings are presented.
Illinois.
By direction of the Board of Publication, I hereFremont Iowa District, reported by Elder
with submit to the General Conference, the fol- D. Hougas :
lowing,
Th'IS d"IS trrc
· t me~
· I des seven b ranc h es, Wit
· h an
Preamble and Resolution. Whereas, the Board
of Publication has evidence that at least some few enrolled me.mbership of 292.
'!'~ere are .a.lso
of the members of the Church, are dissatisfied some sc~tte~mg_ me~bers: The spm.tual condit.IOn
with the past management of the Board; and, of the d1strrct IB fair, With some eVldenoe. of ~~
whereas, the Board are informed that influences/ prove.me~t. .One branch has been. orga~uzed m
have been, and are being exerted to the preJudice the d!str.tct smce la~t report, that b1~s f.arr to beof the Board. Therefore be H resolved, that while come a hve .and acbve branch. PreJ?dwe seems
this Board sincerely thanks the Church for its to be b;eakmg away, and better opemngs for the
confidence and support in the past, we the under· preachrng of the word are offered.
signed do hereby tender our resignation as memJames Perkins as president of the Northhers of said Board, and respectfully ask the Gen- lYeste1·n Kansas i:Hstrict reports the condition
eral Conference to accept the same. Israel L.
'
Rogers, Henry A. Stebbins, .John Scott, lV. w. of the same:
Blair, David Dancer.
·
As a people we are desiring to know the law of
I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of God perfectly; also, to reduce the same to practhe Preamble and Resolution passed by the Board tice, and to teach it in simplicity, but in firmness,
of Publication, at their semi-annual meeting, held believing that the iaw is not given to destroy but
September 2d, 187~.
to protect, and perfect the Church. We realize
LAWRENCE CONOVER, Secretary.
our imperfections and through those :imperfections
Financial report of the Board of Publication of we have ja.rs, .probably common to all districts,
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ to the branches, and many members; but our desire is
General Conference, September 24th, 1879, from to become perfect and thoroughly sanctified
February 16th to August 16th, 1879.
through the truth, and by the law of God. We
appreciate the able efforts of Brn. R. J. Anthony
Cash on hand, February 16th, 1879 ...........................$ 338 25 and I. N. Roberts, and earnestly petition your
Receipts on Herald, I1ope, Advocate, books, tracts,
and other merchandise ......................................... .4,883 30 honorable body to sustain them in their present
Receipts on Deposits................................................ 284 00 field of labor. Our district is composed of eight.
Receipts for Job Work ............................................. 223 83 branches. Blue Rapids 45 membel's, Gaylord 29,
Total cash debit ............................................$5693 38 Elmy'ra 19, Solomon Valley 14, Noble Town 39,
Otter Lake 7, Centralia 8, South Logan 8. Total
EXPENDITURES.
Paper and printing material of all kinds .................. $ 695 83 169. Generally in good condition. We wish for
Binding Church publications ................, .................. 370 00 the :rapid progress of the work, and the redempWages. coal, wood, freight, and expense of moving..... 3,075 15
tion of Zion, will be the result of strict compliPostage, on Herald, Hope, Advocate, books, tracts,
and stamps, and postal cards ................. , .............. . 288 31 ance with Zion's laws.
Balance of rent, old office ................................ , ........ . 75 00
Books for Church Library ....................................... .. 4 85
Grand Prairie Branch report.:
Paid out on deposits ............................................... . 146 00
Members, 16; Elders, 3; Teachers, 1; ~piritual
Cash returned to various parties ............................... . 13 10
Herald building, on orjginal purchase ...................... . 500 00 condition not very good, though lh<lre 1s some
"
"
material, alteration and repairs ..... . 459 02 good live members doing all they can for the adTotal cash credit .............................................5,627 26 van cement of the gospel Charles Howery, presiCash on hand, August 16th, 1879 ............. :.................. 66 12 dent of Branch.
LAwRENCE CoNOVER, Secretary.
$5,693 38
The following preamble and reoolutiun was
A motion was offered that suoh part of the offered by Brn. M. H. Furscutt and C. Derry :
report of the Board of Publication, referring
Whereas, it is deemed by many in the west that
to the resignation of the members of the Board, the policy adopted by the General Conference of
d the Church in appointing the ~ucceeding Confer·
be deferred, su bject to ca II ; an d was amen d e
ences is not. for the best intHests of the many deso as to defer, making tht> consideration of that siring to attend those Conferences, in the eaet as
part of the report the special order for Satur- well as in the west, be it hereby Resolved, that
day, two o'clock. A motion to refer the finan- hereaf~er the Spr~ng, or Annual_ Conf~rence, be
cial repo.rt of the Board of Publication to a authonzed to appomt the suc?eedmg Annu~l Con.
d •h
h
•
, ference, and the Fall, or Sem1-Annual Conrerencu
committe?, an v at t at committee report au appoint. the succeeding Semi-Annual Conference.
next Apnl conference, was deferred until after
Af't
., .. , .. · ,,
,... 1 •
.
h 11 b t k . ·
d
.
er some ul~CUSdon one
q u. ,o_wn
•
th e ac t 1on
s a
e a en m regar 4.;o res1gna- b .
d h
1
•
•
.
f B d f p bl' t'
emg mnve , t, e reso.utlon was put. upon 1t1>
t.wn o
oar . o
u .IC~ IOn.
nassa re and lost.
The followmg resolutwns were adopted :
~ , g . t
1
.
11ppom men,s
for evening and to rhJl'l'OW
That during this conference all resolutions be
·
n art
Cl d b
· ·
h
1
presented in writing, excepting those on privileged 1mTohrn ng. l ~e.d . ose. l .,Y smgmg
ymu,
quest.ions. .
.
.
!S a an
llll~On.a .' > llenedieti.un
'
That durmg debate m th1s confe:renct>, no per- President ,Joseph Sn,Jth. . J rayer mee!ltlf!: m
son be privileged to speak twice on a question the evening in char<>e of Geo. Sweet and ,J.
without permission from the chair or the body, C. Crabbe.
"
and that no one be allowed to occupy more than
ten minutes in debate, without like permissioL
. h p nes
· t., repor t ed :
.FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26·nr.
ro. . (J.a d we ll, H 1g

I

:re

1

r:y

I

B

P

Prayer meeting at 9 a.m. i.n charge of' Brn.
Branch, and assisted Bro. J. C. Crabbe as presi- J. T. Kinnaman and Wm. Leeka. 'rhe time
dent of the Little Sioux District.
was well spent to the strengthening of the
Northern Nebraska District, reported by Saints.
At 10:30 a. m. Bro. ;Joseph A. Crawford
Elder T. J. Smith:
I hu,ve labored as pre:Jident of l.he Thbgnolia
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sect, they can issue no passes or special rates to,
any. l<'or the past few years my health has not
permitted me to walk much distance, nor to labor
as incessantly as I desired; and while I J!ave
traveled over eleven thousand miles by rail, three
thousand by boat, I have traveled equally as
much and more, with my own teams, and yet
there is much of the eastern and northern part of
the mission which I have never visited, and which
has had no preaching by any of our elders; and
GALLAND's GuovE, Iowa,
This district contains live branches, in active while we have in California :.t body of able, willing
• September 27th, 1879.
working order, and two in a disorganized con- and efficient elders that would do honor to the
Messrs. President and Brethren:-The High Priest's dition, on account of the death and removal of work, I regret to say they are quite powerless to
•Quorum met on yesterday, and the following named officers. The spiritual condition of the district is go forth for want of funds, and must forever rebrethren reported:
better than heretofore. Twenty-nine have been main so unless the Lord shall reveal the hidden
J. W. Chalburn has labored in Harlan, Iowa, added by baptism since the April Conference; treasures of the earth for their use and family
and vicinity, where six had been baptized, .of which additions are due to the labors of Elders bread, as the Book of Mormon indicates he will
whom he had baptized one since last report. The Robert M. Elvin and R: J. Anthony. The pros- ere long. The spirit of enquiry is rife among the
work in his vicinity was gaining ground.
pect for a good work to be accomplished this people of California to day, and this field demands
S. S. Wilcox had labored in Shenandoah, Iowa, winter is excellent, if laborers can be found who many laborers, but not more than two can possibly
and had baptized three since last report.
will work for the establishment of the truth.
be maintained here during the present hard times.
G. Derry had labored in Fontanelle, Nebraska,
Far 'Vest District reported by J. T. Kinna- In our cities hall rents are a severe tax upon the
.and was still doing so, as opportunity offered.
man:
Saints for they are very poor, and much labor can
G. A. Blakeslee had labored in Galien, Mich.,
not be obtained except at Chinamen's wages. Last
and vicinity. The interest was very good, and
This has eight branches .with a membership of year, it will be recollected, Bro. Brown and myself
there were so many calls for preaching that not between three and four hundred. This district petitioned the General Bishop to allow the tithing
one hundredth part of the calls made could be filled. is in a better condition than ever before spiritually. collected here to be used here, which was done, but
None had been baptized since last report, but the Some troubles which have existed have been set- after the experience of its workings, we are satisfied
Prospec t for an ingathering of souls dur1'ng the tied, and qui(e a number has been baptized with- it works an injury, and if continued long, will, we
next year was good.
in the last year. We have had the labors of fear, work our financial ruin, as tithing drops
J. a Crabbe had labored as President of the Brn. A. H. Smith, Charles Derry, M. T. Short, G. off, and we are no better off than before, and the
Little Sioux District, preaching on nearly every 1 T. Griffith and others; and their labors are ap-. Bishop is decidedly a loser. I would sugge. st that
Ssbbath.
·
_ preciated. Many calls for preaching the word. the former rule is the be\cter one. Again, while
D. M. Gamet had labored in Little Sioux and It is the desire of the district that Bro. A. H. the Saints in California and Nevada are generally
vicinity.
•
Smith be continued in his present field. Ever firm and in good condition spiritually, our inG. Sweet had preached every Sabbath when praying for the prosperity of Zion.
cre.ase is moderate, buf'of excellent quality. And
.able, his labors b~ing in Pottawattamie, Harrison
'l'he matter of hymn book in the Danish now the large and growing territory of Arizona
0
1
;an~.S~~ ~ ~ t~::~~~d labored as president of the ton_gue, referred _to in letter of Bro. P; N. demands our assistance;,. there is a call for elders
P. ottawattamie District, an. d during the summer has Bnx, was by motiOn. referred to a commltte.e to be sent there. We can e:.tsily furnish two good
elders for Arizona if we can assist their familie~,
held meetings in four different places. Twenty- of two, consisting of B rn. I ngvert II ansen an d which would be necessary, until the mission is
mine had been baptized in his district; though Hans N. Hansen.
once established there. A line of railway is fast
,personally he had baptized none.
R
t f B
D S M'll
d
extending through Arizona to connect us with
J. A. Mcintosh had labored in Sac, Harrison
epor O
ro. · · l s, rea :
Missonri, which must ere long become the great
·;and Shelby counties; Iowa. He had baptized
Although separated by great distance from you thoroughfare of the nation. Our people are nearthree. Has had good liberty in his ministry, and in your· deliberations, yet I believe that we are ly all looking Zionward and preparing for it. We
,especially in administering to the sick.
not separate from the spirit and voice of 011-r trust times are improving here. And, now, my
P. Cadwell had labored in Magnofilt, Iowa, a,nd heavenly Father, and my spirit would fain mingle dear brethren, thanking you for your confidence
vicinity. From a few in the region of his labors, with you on the present occasion, joining in your and: support in the position which I hold; and
,y,,,their number had increased to about one hundred praises, prayers and labors for the redemption of also desiring to express my love and thanks to
:"and fifty, reduced now by removals to about one Zion and the righteousness of her converts; and the excellent and beloved Saints in Nevada and
hundred and thirty. He had labored also as as- although I feel that an official report of this Pacific California, with whom I have spent many happy
sistant to Bro. J. C. Crabbe, as president of the Slope Mission is due you, it is not in my power to seasons, and whom I shall ever remember with
Little Sioux District.
furnish as complete an one as I desire, but trust gratitude, I hereby tender you my peremptory
H. Lytle had labored in Plymouth count.y, Iowa, the following may suffice. Doubtless it has long resignation as President of the Pacific Slope lVIisin Elkhorn, in Burt and Dixon counties, Nebraska. been felt by you, as well as by us, that tqis mis- sion, praying that you will release me, and appoint
Thirteen had been baptized in the vicinity of his sion is entirely. too large for on~ man t.o travel another in my stead, as I find it will be impossible
labors.
over, even one? m a year. Notwit~standmg,tbat for me to attend to the duties of said office the
L L Roger.1 had labored as presiding Bishop of the large territory of Oregon has m a measure
.
.
h
E
·
th bl ·
the Church. In Sandwich, the immediate vicinity been segregated and placed under the immediate ensumg SIX mont s. .ver praymg
e essmg
h
d
b
b
t"
d
Th
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d
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E·ld
J
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of
God
may
attend
you
m
all
your
labors
and de·
.
J
b
of h 1s a ors, seven a
een ap 1ze .
e on. c*arll:e an pres1 ency o · er . . . app, s .I l'b
!'
1
Schuyler Colfax, in an address in Sandwich to the there remains the large and important state of
era .rons.
citizens, hadspent some .fifteen or twenty minutes Nevada, and the much larger and more densely
The resignation of Bro. D. S. Mills was ac.
in defining the difference between the Latter Day populated state of California, the former cQmpris- oepted and his request to be released granted,
Saints of the Iteorganized Chur,eh and the Utah ed within one district under the charge and pres- by vot~
·
·
people, and good had been effected thereby.
idency of a district president of their own choice;
·
B
S
..
J. 3!. Harvey had labored in Harrison county, while the latter has been subdivided by this conReport of ro. C. cott, react·
Iowa, in several different places. Where at first ference into nine divisions, intending each subSince reporting to you at Plano, last April, I
t,he name of LMter Day Saint was a name of ra· division, or district to choose and sustain a presi- have done all the labor I could, in the interest of
proach, it now was honored, and he was thankful dent of its own, subject to the approval of the the cause we love, under the circumstances, some
t.o say the Saints had so lived as to ms.ke i.he name Mission conference; ihe whole' Hnder the general of which were disadvantageous to continual labor.
of the Church honorable, and command the respect and direct supervision of one appointed by your My labors have been confined to Van Buren, Berof the people.
body, in connection with the First Presidency and rien and Kalamazoo countie~, Michigan. The
D. Dancer had labored chiefly as ono of the by its approval. This vast area, more than one calls for preaching have been more than we could
counsellors to the presiding Bishop in temporal thousand miles in length, with an average breadth respond to under the circumstances, and we have
matters; bnt had been blessed in administering of one third that distance, is traversed by a gen- opened but one new place for preaching. Have
also to the sick.
era! and continuous line of railroad, the entire baptized and confirmed but two persons. Have
R. C. :13. Elvin had labored in Iowa ,,nd Nebrs.s- length of its western border, and at intervals been called on to preach the funerals of some out
ka.. Had baptized seven, and confirmed eight. reaching its center, to the line of Mexico and side persons, and have responded. We now believe
Prospects for increase were good in the Nebraska Arizona on tile south, leaving by far the larger the way to be open to 1,1s, to occupy the field most
portion of his field. Opposition had been madB lo portion of the interior without public conveyance. of the time during the Fall and Winter, if found
him, but he had thus far triumphed. There was And while every town, valley and mountain is worthy,
now an anxiety to hear the word in many pla0es. easily reached by a proficient pedestria;n, his visits
Elder A. J Cuto, in t,he Texas l}Jissiop,
JJI. H Forscutt l:u1d labored as per his report to to the whole, would he few and far between,
Conference now in sessiou.
though with but little expense, while in passing writes:
C. De1-ry had labored as a traveling minister.
over the long line of rail it is very expensive; for
Since I reported in April, I have preached sixtyC. Derry wa.s sustained as President of the it is seldom an Elder has funds sufficient to buy a four times and baptized eleven persons. Have !aHigh Priest's Quorum, and M. H. Forscutt anti D. through ticket., he1lce mustpQ.y from place to place bored in Wilson, Bell, Robertson, Burleson and
M. Gamet as his counsellors.
which more than quadruples the expense under Limestone counties, opening new fields.
The
H. A. Stebbins was elected assistant secretnry. the present syst,·m of charges; and while the prospects for the work grows brighter. NotwithBrethren C. Derry, M. H. Forscutt, R. C. B. proverbially polill' officials are rea.dy to extend standing the hard times and loss of crops, the.
;Elvin and J, A. MointOilh desire still to labor every favor tp us that they do to clergymen of any Sa~nts say they will do all.they can, ant! I wouiq
<preached an interesting sermon upon the char- wherever the Lord and Conference may direct.
Respectfully submitted,
,aoter of Christ.
lVIARK H. FonscuTT, Sec'y of Quorum.
At 1 : 30 p.m. opeped by singing, "RedeemOn
motion
the report of High Priest's Quo,er of Israel." Prayer was offered by Bro.
Alfred White. :Minutes of yesterday's session rum was received and ordered to be spread
upon the minutes.
!Were read and app;·oved.
Pottawattamie District reported by C. G.
.Report of High Priest's Quorum:
Mcintosh:

1
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like to stay till spring, if the Conference approves
of it, and 1 make the request that I be placedunder
the direction of the First Presidency or one of the
Twelve. I am determined to spend my days in
the service of the Master of life.
A request that Bro. Cato be continued in
his present field of labor, was read:
Our beloved brother, A. J. Cato, has been labor·
ing in our midst with great zeal, and we have
good reasons to believe with no other motive than
for the good of t.he cause of Christ. We do, therefore obligate ourselves to do all that we can to
sustain him in this field of labor; and in order to
curtail expenses, we are going to try to furnish
him with a light wagon and a span of ponies; as
for money, we will have but little of that to help
with. We further agree to see that the claim
against him in Red River county, is canceled, according to promise, if not providentially hindered.
We do now respectfully request that he be assigned
to the Texas Mission, as we do firmly believe that
he can fill it as well as some that might be sent
here; not that we believe him to be better than
other, but he is becoming acquainted, and is well
thought of by all who know him. Signed by Wm.
Sherrill and eight others.

States to the fact that Utah Mormonism is perhaps more so. Nearly everynationality is
not original, or genuine Mormonism.
to be found there, much good may be done
Bro. S. Condit also thought that men of there to both Mormons and Gentiles. They
experience, men acquainted with the rise and need some man who ean :>tay long enough to
fall of the Church, the creeping in of evils, identify his interests with theirs.
Bro. E. C. Briggs had been connected wiih
which was not the work of a moment, nor a
day, but of several years. Felt sure that that an early mission. Bayonets may be sent by
people would be redeemed if the mission was the nation by the multiplied thousands, but
faithfully prosecuted.
no power could be so effectual as that exerted
Bro. John A. Mcintosh felt interested in through the Reorganization. Gen. Connor
the Utah Mission, had friends and relatives stated that after going there his mind had
there whom he loved. And were he a young changed essentially in reference to that people.
man, or able as in 1844, could travel on foot That as a class they were honest. Believed
and preach his way there, and thought that that he had been sent there to protect the
he could talk in a way to them that they interests of the innocent. He prophesied
would hear.
that the mission about to be prosecuted there,
Bro. Thos. N utt said he thought that men should succeed. A Bro. Stiles, the first bapshould be sent there who endorsed the records tized into the Heorganized Church there, in a
of the Church; men also who could express prayer meeting, saw in vision a stream of silin their behalf love and sympathy. Felt that ver light coming from the east down the canon
the mission should be prosecuted.
into the city, up this street and down that
Bro. J. H. Lake said he was not acquainted throughout the city, and from the city into
personally with the members that composed the territory, north, south, west, and all over
Report of Robert M. Elvin:
the old church, and confessed that he thought the territory; and was immediately interpreSince April Conference I have spent all my time at one time that no good could come from any ted to represent the doctrine brought by the
in the interests of spreading the gospel truths. effort that might be made there. But had elders of the Reorganization.
Have traveled nine hundred and nineteen miles,
baptized' twenty-nine, confirmed sixteen, blessed since changed his mind quite radically.
Bro. Z. H. Gurley said in the beginning
eight children, and still desire to labor.
Thought now that the Spirit to-day manifest- the cry was made for the good, the virtuous,
A request was read from delegates from ed that it was proper that an effort should be erring ones should return to God. The orSouthern Nebraska, Pottawattamie, North- made there.
ganization there is supported by an honest
East Kansas and Fremont Districts, requestBro. S. S. Wilcox stated that he had lived class, speaking of them collectively. Nosuding that Bro. R. J. Anthony be continued in with some of that people and felt a deep in- den eruption need be expected there. Little
present field of labor:
terest in them. Felt willing to go there and by little the digressions were made. Love,
We the undersigned, the duly authorized repre- try to help them.
justice, mercy, truth, righteousness, must be
sentatives of our respective districts, express the
Bro. R. J. Anthony was in favor of the preached there. Thought that the missionary
will and earnest desire of those who entrusted Utah Mission being faithfully prosecuted. who shall be sent there, should be sent by intheir interest to our care, most respectfully re· Once started there to assist in enforcing the
quest! tha~ El~er R. J. Anthony be continued and laws of the country 1 traveled there some found spiration. It is a peculiar mission; a man
should be sent adapted to the wants of the
•
'
susta!Ded m hts present field of labor: Robert J\il.
Elvin, Delegate Southern Nebraska District; c. ,;t much d1fferent people there than he expee~- mission. That the power of the Government
G. Mcintosh, Delegate Pottawattamie District; ed to do. Of course when you touched the1r should be felt by the guilty in Utah, the inJ~mes Per~ins, Delegate North-west Kans~s J?is- religion you touched the apple of their eye.
nocent be protected, and the iron hand laid
tr1ct; Dame! Hougas, Delegate Fremont District. He favored the prosecution of the mission by
on the masses be removed.
A resolution of the Decatur District, asking the Reorganized ChurcH; He had, however,
President Joseph E'mith said that the
that the Church define more clearly its posi- thought that the nation hesitated in enforcing
Shakers
had lately decided without the intertion on the Book of Covenants, was read. The its Jaws there long enough. Hoped that if a
resolution was referred to the :First Presidency, cJrps of men were sent there that their labors vention of the Government to abandon their
with the additional instruction that they re· would be crowned with success. But ought complex system of marriage. When summonport to the present session of Conference.
not to expect that the doors would be all thrown ed to appear before the territorial committee
President Joseph Smith presented for consid~ open at once. Other church organizations to answer to questions as t~ what added legisoration of the conference the subject of the have tried to revolutionize the state of affairs lation was needed in reference to Utah affairs;
Utah Mission, and asked for an expression in there but had failed and would fail, not hav- answered that no added legislation was needed
regard to it.
ing the sanction of high heaven, which the but a proper enforcement of already existing
On motion it was resolved to entertain the agency there employed must have to accom- laws. Entering Utah on his C~lifornia missubject of the mission.
plish the work. He prayed for the success sion, he was a.sked if his father taught so and
so, answered that he did not know whether
Bro. E. C. Br~nd being called upon, thought of the Utah Mission.
that the mission ought to be prosecuted. That
Bro. J. Hawley said that most could be ac- he did or not; but when he came to the
many of those who had been most devoted in complished by example. That though they Church he found certain doctrines taught in
the latter day work were to be found there.
had gone to extremes in striving to keep the the books and on them he founded his posiBro. E. W. Tullidge thought that an effort law of tithing, they could show a better record tion.
On motion Bro. J. H. Lake was appointed
should be made to deliver Latter Day Israel than we in trying to keep that law. Thought
from bondage.
that this fact would militate against the suc- to preach this evening, Bro. W. W. Blair apBro. W. W. Blair believed that many who cess of any effort that may be made there. pointed to preach at 10 30, a.m.,.t,o~morrow.
In the evening Bro. Lake spoke to the reare there will yet be delivered from that state However, felt an interest in that people.
of bondage. '!'hat t.he Reorganized Church
Bro. H. Hershey had lived there some years joicing of the Saints.
is the instrument that shall in the hands of and was honest there as here. Did not see
God bring about that work. The state of his error until the man came along that took
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27Tn.
affairs there since the first mission prosecuted the law he thought that ,he had in his favor
in 1863 has materially changed. Railways and turned it against them.
Praye-r meeting at 9 a.m. in (\harge of 13m.
are threading the territory in many directions.
Bro. Wm. H. Kelley thought that no ques- S. S. Wilcox and Hugh Lytle; the Saints imThe nation seems to be determined that the tion ought to be raised as to the necessity of proving the time by presenting strong testimomajesty of its laws shall be honored there. the gospel being preached there, but does not nies.
Hon. Schuyler Colfax, Ex-Vice President of look for immediate results. Had stated an
At 10:30 a.m. preaching by President W.
the United States, has been studying the mat- honest class was to be found there. But there W. Blair.·
ter of Mormonism sineo his visit there, and was another class to be found there. There
At 1:30 p. m. opened by singing-, "Father!
has by public expression, again and again, are two powers there. Mormon and Gentile thy paternal care." Prayer by Bro. James
called the attention of the people of the United at variance as Jews and Samaritans of old, aud Oaffall. Sung "O'er the gloomy hills of dark·
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ness." Request presented by the Bishopric,
was read.
To the Conference asssembled: The Bishopric
respectfully ask your honorable body to pass the
following order of instruction: Be it ordered, that
the Bishopric be authorized to instruct his agents
in those districts where it may be deemed wise,
or necessary, and in his own immediate jurisdiction, to receive contributions, and offerings of
goods, merchandise and provisions in kind, for
the benefit of the families of Elders in the field in
their respective neighborhoods. And to authorize
the Bishop to enter such donations on his
books to the credit of the donors as tithing, consecration, or free-will offerings; believing that such
order will be a means to a better support of the
ministry.
Report of committee on Danish hymn book:
We, your committee, appointed to examine the
hymn book sent by brother Peter Bri:x:, hereby
report, that we have examined said book, and as
far as we are competent to judge, find the book
well adapted to the faith of the Church, and we
are convinced that our brother has done his best.
We therefore recommend the book to the Saints in
the Danish Mission, and that the brother's labors
be approved by this Conference.
INGVERT HANSEN, }
H. N. HANSEN,

C

om.

Report of Quorum of Seventy, read :
We respectfully present to your body the following names as men worthy of enrollment in the
Quorum: David Chambers, Frank Min tun, W.
Cadwell, Eli T. Dobson, G. T. Griffiths, R. M. Elvin,
Geo. Montague, Joseph Luff, George Yarrington,
Geo. Hyde, W. T. Bozarth, J. R. Badham, I. N.
White. We also call the attention of the members of the Quorum who shall assemble at Annual
Conference, to the depleted condition of said Quorum, and urge on them the necessity of endeavoring ,to fill it with proper material. E. C. Brand,
Pres. protem.; G. R. Outhouse, Sec'y pro tem.
A resolu.tion respectii)g the reports of Districts and Branches and providing for annual
statistical reports only, was .read, as also a resolution touching the Sabbath School interests
The matter of the resignation of the members of the Board of Publication was taken
up, as previously provided for the special order of the hour.
It was moved by Brn. J. M. Harvey and
J. W. Chatburn, that the resignation of the
Board of Publication be accepted.
Bro. James Caffall asked as to the propriety
of lhe wording of the resignation.
Bro. J. R. Lambert, though in favor of the
acceptation of the resignation, was sorry that
it was so worded.
Bro. W. H. Kelley was in favor of tho resignation, but thought also that it was an unhappy wording.
Bro. Mark H. Forscutt was in favor of the
resignation, for the reasons assigned.
Bro. I. L. Rogers asked a question, answered
by Bro. Wm. H. Kelley.
Bro. I. L Rogers, as a member of the
Board, said there were other reasons than
those given, why the Board should resign-he
felt that he was not a really competent man.
Bro. W m. H Kelley asked permission to
ask the Bishop a question. Permission granted.
Bro. W. W. Blair, as a member of the Board,
·•J,sed, as it
felt that he would like to be
would free him from a great dea1 l
.:e.
Bro. Z. H. Gurley favored the resolution,
not because he thought the Board had done
wrong, but he thought good would accrue
from it, because of the feeling already evinced.
The previous question was moved. The
President suggested that it be withdrawn in

order to give Bro. W. H. Kelley the privilege
previously asked of speaking further in explanation. The privilege of ten minutes time
was granted to Bro. Kelley by motion. Bro.
Wm. H. Kelley stated the sentiment expressed last Spring that it was not intended to
cast reflections upon the intentions of any of
the Board. A point of order being raised
during Bro. Kelley's speech, was decided not
well taken. Bro. E. C. Brand also spoke in
favor of the resolution~
Th e previous question was then ordered,
and the original motion prevailed.
The following was then moved:
Resolved, That we tender our thanks to the
Board of Publication for tlieir faithful performance of duty.
It was moved that a committee of three be
appointed· by the body to investigate ·the report and books of the Board of Publication
and report at the Spring Conference of 1880.
Moved to amend by adding the words, That
th ·
f f
· 11 h ·
e mves Iga wn cover a t e t1me occupied
by the Board just released.
Motion to amend prevailed and the resolution as amended was adopted.
.
The following brethren were by separate
motions appointed as such committee: W m.
H. Kelley, Geo. A. Blakeslee,.and P. Cadwell.
The following resolution was then considered:
That section five of the Constitution of the
Board of Publication of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints be amended by striking out
the word "five" and inserting the word "seven."
Bro. z. H. Gurley asked if it had the required notice in the Herald. President Smith
answered that the two months' notice required
by the constitution had been given. It was
spoken to by Brn. Z. H. Gurley and Wm. H.
Kelley as against and BrQ. M. Forscutt as in
favor of the resolution.

The vote being taken it was declared lost.
Division of the house being called for, the vote
stoo d thirty for, fifty-four against. Resolution
was lost. The following was then offered.
Resolved, That the Bishop be requested to nominate members to form a Board of Publication, according to the articles of incorporation at the earliest convenience.
It was moved to defer till after the First
Presidency have reported upon the resolution
from Decatur District relating to the Revelation in Doctrine and Covenants. This motion
to defer prevailed.
The re<,uest of the Bishopric was then con1
sidered. It was moved that the order of instructions asked for be passed by thisconference. The motion was discussed at some
length by.Brn. J·. C. Crabbe and A. Hall, and
questions were asked and answered. Moved
to amend by adding the letter "s" t.o word
13ishop, and the word "agents" after the word
Bishop's. The .amendment was lost, and the
· · l
·
b ·
ongma · motwn, upon emg put to vote was
also lost.
The appointments for preaching for to-mord 't
fi
d b
b ·
row emg announce ' 1 was con rme
Y
motion that President Joseph Smith preach
to-night. The congregation sung "Rejoice ye
Saints of Latter Days.'' Benediction by Bro.
T. \V. Smith.
In_ the evening preaching by President
Joseph Smith, to a large congregation.
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On account of rain, no meeting was held
till 2 p.m. Bro. Wm. H. Kelley then preach,ed ,an excellent discourse, and in the evening
Bro, M. H. For~cutt preached to an interested
audience,
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20TH.
Prayer meeting held at 9 a.m., in charge of
Brn. A. White and J. Hawley.
Preaching at 10:30 a.m., by Bro. Joseph
Lu!tl:30 p.m., opened by singing, "Come all
ye sons of Zion." Prayer by Pres. Joseph
Smith. Sung, "Give us room that we may
dwell."
Minutes of Saturday and Sunday's sessions
were read.
Elder George llatt reported, as follows:
I have not done as much as I should.have done,
but the last three months 1 have traveled from
twelve to twenty miles on the Sabbath, and preached once or. twice. I hope to be able, for the time
to come, to labor most of the time in the Master's
cause.
·
. Elder .J. F. McDowell, of the Seventy,
writes from Pecatonica, Illinois:
Since last report I have .labored in the ministry
in the· Independence, Missouri District, the Kewanee; Illinois, and the Northern Illinois districts,
giving in all thirty sermons and five lectures.
Have opened some new fields here, and been
blessed with God's Spirit to a good degree. I wish
to labor in Illinois and Wisconsin, and would like
Bro. Charles Wicks to be associated with me, if the
Conference will permit. He has been with me
awhile now.
The report of the First Presidency, concerning the resolution from Decatur District, in
reference to the :&>ok of Doctrine and Covennants was read:
To the Elders and Saints in Conference as.
sembled, greeting :-In the matter of preamble and
resolution from the Decatul' District, referred to
us on a previous day of the session, we beg leave
and submit:
It is our opinion that the free rendering and
meaning of the Resolution passed at the SemiAnnual session of 1878, and referred to in said
resolution from Decatur District. is that:
Whereas certain rumors had obtained currency
that the Church had not at any time so attested
the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, and the
later revelations given to the Church, by vote and
affirmation, that they should form with the
Bible and Book of Mormon, a standard of reference in ease of controversy and difference of
opinion upon questions of doctrine and practice
in the Church; therefore, to remedy this defect,
if it existed, the resolution referred to was introduced and passed.
We are further of the opinion, that it is not the
intent and meaning of the said resolution to
make a belief in the revelations in the Book of
Covenants, or the abstract doctrines possibly
contained in it, a test of reception and fellowship
in the Church; but that the things therein contained relating to the doctrine, rules of proceedure and practice in the Church, should govern
the ministry and elders as representatives of the
Church.
We are further of the opinion, that, while it is
not intended, or indeed practicable to bind, or
proscribe the liberty of conscience, whereby violence is done to the honesty and integrity of the
people by prescribing dogmas and tenets other
than the plain provisions of the gospel, as
affirmed in the New Testament, Book of Mormon
and Doctrine and Covenants, and set forth in the
Epitome of Faith f\nd Doctrine; it is clear to us
that it is destructive to the faith of the Church,
and inconsistent with the calling and dignity of
the ministry, to decry, disclaim, preach or teach
contrary to the revelations in said Book of Covenants, or to arraign them in such a waythatthe
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faith of the people of the Church is weakened
and they thereby distressed.
We are further of the opinion, that the elders
should confine their teaching to such doctrines
and tenets, church articles and practices, a
knowledge of which is necessary to obedience and
salvation; an.d that in all questions upon which
there is mucli controversy, and upon which the
Church has not cl:early declared, and which are
not unmistakably essential to salvation, the elders
should refrain from teaching; or if called upon,
in defence of the Church, or when wisdom
should dictate, they should so clearly discriminate in their teaching between their own views
and opinions, and the affirmations and defined
declarations of the Church that they shall not be
found antagonizing their own and others' views
as a conflict in teaching upon the part of the
Church.
We are further of the opinion, that the advancing of speculative theories upon abstruse
questions, a belief, or disbelief in which can not
affect the salvation of the hearers, is a reprehensible practice; and should not be indulged in by
the elders; especially should this not be done in
those branches where personal antagonisms must
inevitably arise, to the hindering of the work of
grace; and should be reserved for the schools of
inquiry among the elders themselves.
We are further of the opinion, that until such
time as vexed questions now pending are definitively settled by the competent quorums of the
Church, the discussion of them should be avoided
in all places where the elders labor, in the world
and in the branches, and should only be had in
solemn conclave when necessary to examine
them for settlement, under proper rules of re.
J. SMITH,
} Presidency.
straint.
W. W. Bum,
GALLAND'S GROVE, Sept. 29th, 1879.

President W. W. Blair in the chair.

It was moved :
That the report of the Presidency on the matter
referred to them, by this Conference, from the
Decatur District be received and adopted as ex-.
pressing the view of this Conference.
Questions asked by Bro. J. M. Harvey and
W m. H. Kelley.
The President then read a resolution touching an article of faith, doctrine, organization
and history.
The motion to adopt former resolution was
adopted unanimously.
Rules were by motion suspended for the purpose of introducing matter of J1Jncyclopedia.
Resolved, That President J. Smith, and those
whom he may call to his aid, shall be a committee
to prepare and present to the publishers of the
Encyclopedia Brittanica, Johnson's, and other en·
cyclopedias, an article setting forth the leading
facts touching the rise and progress of the Church
of ·Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, embracing
its distinctive doctrines and principles.

Spoken to by Bro. Z. H. Gurley in favor.
Unanimously adopted.
Resolved, That Bro. S. F. Walker be requested
to prepare for publication in the Herald;, from
notes in.his possession, the sermon delivered Saturday evening, by President Joseph Smith.
Adopted.
Resolved, That hereafter the several districts
and branches, not connected with districts, are
expected to report to the Annual (or April Conference) only. Adopted.

Resolution touching Sabbath Schools was
considered.
Whereas, In the opinion of the Sabbath School
committee of the Little Sioux District of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, that the Sabbath School is of great and vital importance to the
upbuilding of the kingdom of God; therefore be it
Resolved, That it is the duty of the general Church
in conference assembled to appoint a committee
whose duty it shall be to select and arrange lessons in quarterlies for the general use of the Sab
bath Schools in the Church.
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Spoken to by Bro. J. M. Harvey in favor.
Bro. W m. H. Kelley thought it would be difficult for a committee to perform such a continuous work. An amendment was moved
that the matter be published in the Hope.
Spoken to by Brn. Wm. H. Kelley, J. F. Mintun, J. M. Putney, W. W. Wood, G. E'.
Waterman, J. M. Harvey and J. H. J..~ake.
Question was asked by Bro. A. Hall. Spoken
to further by Bro. E. C. Brand. It was moved to amend the amendment by adding "That
it be published in a supplement sheet if need
be." Spoken to by Brn. Joseph Luff, J. C.
Crabbe, J. F. Mintun and J. M. Putney, and
questions were asked. The amendment to
amendment was lost. Amendment also lost.
An amendment was then offered as follows, by
striking out the word, "appointment of committee," and adding, ''persons appointed by the
First Presidency each quarter to prepare matter for lessons each ensuing quarter." An
amendment was humorously offered that the
"First Presidency teach all the Sabbath
Schools," which was lost. Previous question
being ordered by vote, the amendment was
put to vote and lost. The original question
put upon its passage was also denied.
Report of first Quorum of Elders was read.
. 1\let in session, September 26th, and on motion
James R. Badham was chosen president pro tem.;
R. M. Elvin, secretary. Resignation of E. Banta,
president of quorum, read, and, on motion, accepted. R. M. Elvin, was, by ballot, duly elected
president of the quorum. On motion, the choice
was declared to be unanimous. F. G. Pitt was
duly elected secretary. The name of H. C. Bronson was, by his own request, dropped from the
roll. The name of David Powell was dropped
from the quorum, because of expressed disbelief
of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. The
names of the following brethren were accepted as
members of the First Quorum: S. F. Walker, C.
Sheen, Robert Lyle, J. Boswell, E. W. Tullidge,
Joseph Luff, J. A. Crawford, G. T. Griffiths, James
Perkins, H. Hansen!' On motion adjourned.
Met in session, Saturday, September 27th. R.
M. Elvin, presiding; J. A. Crawford, secretary
pro tem. Bro. Luff asked to be released ; req nest
was granted; E. N. Ware was chosen to fill vacancy. The President stated his choice of counselors
to be, 1st F. G. Pitt, 2d J. R. Badham. On motion the choice was endorsed. On motion Bro.
J. R. Badham was appointed to perfect the organization of the Fourth Quorum. Robert Elvin said
he desired to labor during the ensuing six months.
G. T. Griffiths expressed a wish to labor in the
field. J. A. Crawford said that he was ready to
take the field and labor constantly wherever Conference directed. Thos. Nutt was ready to labor
in his own district, but, did not feel prepared to
labor elsewhere. E. W. Tullidge expressed his
intention to labor in Utah. A. White could not,
consistently, accept a mission. G. E. Deuel said
he was willing to labor in Utah, if so appointed
by Conference; but was ready and willing to labor
in Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas. Bro.
J. T. Kinnaman presented charges against Bro.
A. G. Weeks, which was, on motion, entertained,
and Brn. J. R. Badham, Joseph A. Crawford and
C. A. Beebe were appointed by the president as
a committee of inquiry. J. R. Badham expressed
a willingness to occupy one half his time in the
ministry in the vicinity cf his own home. Adjourned. Benediction by G. E. Deuel.
Met in session, Saturday evening, September
27th. Committee of enquiry presented the following report:
We, your committee of investigation in !he
case of Bro. A. G. Weeks, recommend, 1st, That
Bro. A. G. Weeks be silenced, and his license be
called in by the President of the Quorum. 2d,
That Bro. Alex. H. Smith be requested to investigate said cause, and take action in the matter.
Signed,
J. R. BADHAM, }
J. A. CRAWFORD, Com.
c. A. BE!lllE,

The Quorum requesting the evidence upon which
said recommendations were based, they were presented to the Quorum by the committee, when, on
motion, the report was received and adopted, and
the committee discharged.
Bro. James Perkins said he was at liberty to labor wherever the Conference may direct. On
motion, adjourned, with benediction by Bro. Wm.
W. Wood, who can labor in Western Iowa ..
R; M. ELVIN, President,
J. A. CRAWFORD, Secretary protem.

It was moved that the report be spread upon
the record and that portion referring to missions be referred to the Twelve and First
Presidency.
Moved and adopted, That President Joseph
Smith be requested to correspond with Bro. David
Powell, to learn more fully his feelings relative to
the matter referred to in the report of First Quorum of Elders.
·

Report of Second Quorum of Elders was
read, received and ordered to be spread upon
the minutes.
Quorum met at 5 p.m., at Bro. Wm. Chambers'
tent; prayer by Bro. David Chambers. Elders'
reports (by letter) Brn. Isaac N. White, H. Church,
Geo. W. Shute, F. C. Warnky, Geo. W. Wilson,
Cyriel E. Brown, E. C. Brown, Benj. F. Durfee.
Reports in person, Wm. C. Cadwell, David Cham.
bers, C. Downs, Geo. Montague, ·Wm. Brittain,
Henry Garner, Charles Butterworth, H. Palmer,
Lewis Davis, Wm. C. Nirk, Samuel Longbottom,
Donald Maule, Wm. Williams, Wm. Chambers,
A. W. Lockling, Thomas Thomas, and Stephen
Mahoney. On motion we now adjourn to meet
to-morrow morning at 8 a.m.
Sunday morning session, met at 8 a.m.; pray.
er by Bro. Wm. Chambers. On motion. Bro.
Peter Hay and Wm. Hendricks be requested to
report to Donald Maule, secretary of. the Second
Quorum of Elders, on or before the General'Con.
ference in April, 1880, or their names will be dropped from the Quorum. Carried. On motion the
the name of J. X. Allen was dropped from the
Quorum. On motion John J. Conyers be received into the Second Quorum of Elders. Carried.
On motion Bro. Robert Holt be received into the
Second Quorum of Elders. Carried. On motion
the secretary be requested to cancel all old licen.
ses coming into his· hands; those wishing their
old licenses returned can have them sent back,
by sending stamped envelopes for return mail.
Carried. On motion all licenses granted by the
secretary shall be registered on the Quorum riword. Carried. On motion, elders of the Second
Quorum that have had their licenses lost or de.
stroyed, can have them renewed by sending ten
cents in postage stamps to defray expenses, and
a certificate from the president of the district to
which they belong that they are worthy, Carried.
On motion the secretary receive $1.25 from the
Quorum Fund for money expended, Cafi"ied.
Whereas the presiding officers of the Second
Quorum of Elders have been to a great deal of
trouble and expense in getting out its circ.ular
Jetter and sending the same to its members.
Therefore be it resolved that the report of .the
said officers be spread on the minutes, and that
we tender them a vote of thanks for their diligence for the same. Carried. Report of officers.
Cost of printed circulars $5.50, postage and envelopes $1.35; total $6.85. Of this amount there
has been contributed by members of the Quorum
$6.85.
On motion we now adjourn subject to the call
of the president. Carried. Wm. Chambers, president, Donald Maule, clerk.
Report of Third Quorum of Elders was
read, received, and ordered to be spread upon
the minutes.
At the sessions of the Third Quorum of Elders
September 26 and 27,1879, the following business
was transacted. Bro. J. T. Kinnaman, J. M.
Harvey and Bro. Lewis were appointed a commit.
tee to investigate into the conduct of one Bro.
J. W. Johnson. Said committee was instructed
to labor with Bro. Johnson and rPport at the next
conference, and the president was empowered to
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silence him if satisfaction be not made. Bro.
J. T. Kinnaman was unanimously: chosen presi.
dent of the Quorum. The president, requested to
choose his own conselors, selected Ern. T. W.
Chatburn and W. T. Bozarth as such counselors.
the choice being confirmed by the Quorum, and
it is asked that these brethren be ordained as ap.
pointed. Bro. Kemmish tendering his resigna.
tion as secretary, it was accepted and Bro. E. T.
Dobson was appointed in his stead. The follow.
ing resolution of thanks and esteem was tendered
Bro. Kemmish and it was asked tliat it be pub.
lished with the minutes. Resolved, That we the
Third Quorum of Elders in session assembled,
hereby tender our heartfelt thanks to Bro. Kern.
mish for his past untiring services as our secretary, and feel to deplore the causes of his resignation, for in him we recognize a true and tried
soldier, and for past services he has our unfeign.
ed thanks and for his future shall have our hearti.
est co-operation.
A document sent by Bro. A. G. Weeks being
read, it was decided not to entertain it. The ft;ec.
retary was authorized to purchase a record book,
and $1.60 was furnished for the purpose; Bro.
Kemmish promising to copy and send to secre.
tary all matters of record found in his individual
record book. The following were received into
the Quorum: Ern. B. L. Billingsly, W. W. Whi.
ting, Senterlow Butler and Geo. Hawley to fill
vacancies. Adjourned, subject to call. W. T;
Bozarth and Geo. Kemp, chairmen, and Chas.
Kemmish and E. T. Dobson, secretaries during
the sessions.
Report of Fourth Quorum of Elders was
read, received, and ordered to be spread upon
the minutes.
To the conference assembled: The Elders of
the proposed Fourth Quorum of Eiders, met for
the purpose of organization, with Bro. J. R. Bad.
ham President protem., as appointed by the First
Quorum of Elders. ··The following elders were
organized into the quorum.
D. D. Babcock
Nelson Brown
J. L. Buckingham
Abram N. Caudle
.John Conyers
.Jas. W. Calkins
W. IT. Davenport
Rial D. Evans
.Tames Foxall
Henry Green
Joel Hall
.J. C. Hardman
Alfred Jackson
Jas. K. Kent
Edward W. Knapp
A. B. Kuykendall
Dorman Lewis
J. F. Min tun
.James Ogard
~Joshua Prettyman
.John 111. Range
G. R. Schrogin
Geo. C. Smith
P. I,. Stephenson
RT. l!..,. Thomas
l!'rank!in Vickery
Henry E,. Webb
D. J. Wetherbee
G. F. Waterman
D. R. Buttrick
Jacob Snyder
A. J. ]'ields

Wm. J. Booker
Jas. W. Bryan
Orrin Butts
Geo. T. Chute
Wm. Coleshaw
Benj. F. Dykes
.J. D. Flanders
Griffith George
Jno. W. Grierson
Ingvert Hansen
Temme Hendirks
Jas. B. Jarvis
Benj. F. Kerr
Joseph P. Knox
Elias Land
David Lewis
Isaac A~ Morris
Marion Outhouse
C. W. Prettyman
P. H. Reinsimar
Andrew J. Seeley
William Smith
Lucius N. Streeter
H. L. Thompson
Jno. G. Vickery
Elias N. Webster
Levi Wilson
Lyman Campbell
John Gallup
Adam Mortimer
,J. T. Williamson
Martin R. Brown.

1\Iartin R. Brown
A. W. Bullard
Alex. J. Cato
0. E. Cleveland
.John A. Currie
.Jas. Ervin
Joseph Flory
John H. Givens
Richard Groom
H.·N. Hansen
Wm. Hopkins
Alex. Kennedy
'Walter Kinney
A. Kuykendall
Branson L. Lewis
Milton Lynch
Jesse W. Nichols
Jas. B. Prettyman
David E. Powell
J as. L. Richey
H. P. Sherrard
Henry Stephens
Nicholas Taylor
Jag, Thompson
Henry Walker
Leonard F. "\Vest
Hyrum Robinson
Henry Hershey
A. F. Rudd
Robert Ross
Robert Tb.rutchley

Resolved that we elect George F. Waterman
President. Carried. He was elected President
by acclamation, and we ask the conference to so
ordain him.
Resolved that J. F. Mintun be our secretary.
Carried. Adjourned. J. F. Mintun, secretary.
The following was moved a
'l0pted.
Resolved, That no quorum is'"·'
~ed to en.
roll a brother without his consent.
Report of Seventy's read. On motion it
was ordered that the report be received and
spread upon the minutes, as read Saturday.
It was ord<,red that the names be considered
and acted upon separately. It was moved
that J. F. :Thfintun be ordained a Seventy. A
question was asked as to whether it was lawful that the Seventy be so appointed. Chairman answered that it had been usual so to do.
Motion to defer the ordination till next Spring,
or till the brother is ready to take the field.
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Spoken to by Brn. T. W. Chatburn, A. Hall,
E. C. Brand, Z. H. Gurley, and others. Motion to defer was lost. Original motion was
spoken to by Brn. T. W. Chatburn, Wm. H.
Kelley, J. H. Lake, and E. C. Brand. Moved
to refer the names recommended by the Quorum of the Seventy to the First Presidency
and the Twelve. The previous question being
ordered, it was voted upon and lost. It was
then moved to defer until to-morrow: Question being called and tho President not being
able to decide, called for division of the house,
which stood forty-nine to defer, forty.two
against deferring. It was deferred.
The matter of the Board of Publication
being then taken up as the special order for
the hour, two resolutions were read asking that
this Conference reqaest Bro. I. L. Rogers to
act as one of the members of the Board of Publication, one was withdrawn and the following
was presented :
Whereas, The constitution of the Board of Pub-

lication requires the Bishop to nominate the members of the Board; and whereas, in the opinion
of this Conference it would be in harmony with
the spirit of his office, that he be one of the mem~
bers of that Board; and whereas, further, we believe him to be eminently qualified for the position,
be it
Resolved, That .we hereby request him to act as
a member of the Board of Publication.

This resolution prevailed, and Bro. Rogers
consented to so act. The Bishop then read
the following as the names chosen by him for
members. Brn. David Dancer, George A.
Blakeslee, Wm. W. Blair, and upon separate
motions as each was presented the nominations
were confirmed. Bro. Rogers then read sev•
era! names acceptable to him, whom he said
were all good men, requesting the Conference
to choose one: H. A. Stebbins, Joseph Smith,
W. H. Kelley, John Scott, Col. W. R. Sellon.
President Joseph Smith was then nominated
by motion, and in answer to question stated
that if the Church thought it wisdom to appoint him, he was willing to serve to the ~est
of his ability; ,nomination was then ratified.
J>resident Smith gave some advice as to
prayer meetings. Closed by singing, "0! Lord,
thy people bless." Benediction by President
Joseph Smith.
In the evening prayer meeting in charge of
Brn. J. C. Crabbe and J. A. Crawford. The
first part of the meeting was good, the latter
part was somewhat marred. Ten were baptized and confirmed to-day.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH.

I>myer meeting held at 9 a. m. in charge
of Brn. D. M. Gamet and R. C. Elvin. A
profitable time was enjoyed.
At 10 : 30 a. m. preaching by President J oseph Smith.
At 1 : 30 p. m. opened by singing; prayer
offered by Bro. E. C. Briggs. Minutes of
yesterday's session read and corrected. The
report of the Quorum of Seventy deferred
from yesterday was then taken up, and the
motion to ordain Bro. J. F. Mintun further
considered. The motion was adopted.
It waR moved that Bro. E. T. Dobson be
ordained to the office of Seventy. Bro. Dobson declining to accept. the motion was lost.
A motion to ordain Bro. Gomer T. Griffiths
to the office of Seventy was offered aJl d prevailed.
·

A motion to ordain Bro. Robt. M. Elvin to
the office of Seventy was, because of his decling, lost.
On motion, it was ordered that Bro. Geo.
Montague be ordained to the office of Seventy.
A .motion to ordain Bro. Joseph J~uff was,
because of his declining, lost.
It was moved that the First Presidency be
authorized to confer with Bro. Geo. Yerringtan, concerning ordination as a Seventy.
It was moved that Bro. Geo. Hyde be ordained to the offiee of a Seventy. His ordination was spoken to by Brn. J. M. Harvey, Jas.
Caffall and Wm. H. Kelley, all in favor; motion prevailed.
On motion, it was ordered that Bro. W. T.
Bozarth be ordained to the office of Seventy.
A motion to ordain Bro. J as. R. Bad ham
was, by his declining to serve, lost.
A motion to ordain Bro. I. N. White to the
office of a Seventy, was, by motion, referred to
the First Presidency, for enquiry.
Bro. Jas. Caffall stated that the reason why
he had not ordained Bro. I. N. Roberts to the
office of Seventy, as ordered at last session, was
because be had not been able to reach the locality of Bro. Roberts, therefore it had been
impracticable.
It ·was moved that the brethren recommended by the First Quorum of Elders, as appointed to office by them, be so ordained as
requested.
It was moved that the brethren appointed
by Third Quorum of Elders be ordained as. requested. Amende'd by dropping the name of
Bro. W. T. Bozart·h, now selected for Quorum
of Seventy, and as amended carried.
It was also ordered that Bro. G. F. Waterman be ordained President of Fourth Quorum of Elders .
It was ordered that the surplus money collected for defraying the incidental expenses
on the grounds be turned over to the Bishop.
Amount collected was $21.00, the amount expended was $6.10, remainder $14 90 was turned over to the J3ishop.
It was asked, if the request to leave out the
Articles of Faith in Book of Covenants was
not acted upon, whether they would be published in the new edition of the Book of Covenants. President W. W. Blair answered that
they undoubtedly would.
It was stated by the chair that the ordin~
tions ordered as above provided, be now attended to, unless objected to. It was moved to
defer the ordinations for the time and proceed
to other business. This motion was lost. It
was then moved to proceed to ordinations.
An hymn was sung, and the ordination
prayer was offered by Bro. J. H. L~~ •. ::~:.:.
Wm. H. Kelley, James Caffall, J (' 'd;b
and H.. J. Anthony, were appointed tv '·'·- ....d
in ordination. The following named brethren
were then ordained in the order and to the
office of Seventy: Isaac N. Roberts, by James
Caffall; J. F. Min tun, by J. C. Crabbe; Gomer
T. Griffiths, by Wm. H. Kelley; Geo. Montague, by R.. J. Anthony; Geo. Hyde, by J. C.
Crabbe; W. T. Bozarth, by J a.mes Caffall; and.
Robert M. Elvin, President First Quorum of
Elders, by Wm. H. Kelley; J. R. Badham,
Second Counselor of First Quorum of Elders,
by R J. Anthony; J. T. Kinnaman, President
Third Quorum of Elders, by Wm. H. Kelley;
Geo. F. Waterman, President Fourth Quorum
of Elders, by W m. H. Kelley. ·
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On motion, Brn. ]):1. H. Forscutt and J. R.
Badham were authorized and instructed to
ordain Bro. T. W. Chatburn First Counselor
to President of Third Quorum of Elders, and
to report to the Secretary of the Church.
The First Presidency were authorized to
ordain Bro.~'. G. Pitt, First Counselor t<J President of First Quorum of Elders. ·
Two resolutions were read respecting the
Lectures on Faith in the Book of Doctrine
and Covenants. The first being withdrawn,
the following was moved :
·
Whereas, the Lectures on Faith, now bound
with and forming part of the Doctrine and Coverrants, are no part of the revelations of God to
the Church, therefore be it
Resolved, first, that said Lectures on Faith be
omitted from future editions of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants; and, secondly, That th<:l
Board of Publication be and is herebyrequested
to consider the advisability and practicability of
publishing said Lectures separately, either in
their present, or in a revised form, and report at
the ensuing Annual Conference.
Questions were asked by H. Lytle. Spoken
to in favor by Brn: Wm. H. Kelley and M.
H. Forscutt; against, by Brn. Thomas Nutt,
Geo. Hyde and ,Tames Caffall. The resolution
upon being put to vote was lost.
President Joseph Smith then presented to
the conference Bro. Zenas H. Gurley, who had
authorized the president so to do. President
Smith further stated that by the action of the
conference in adopting'the report of the Presidency upon theresolution from Decatur-District, the objections urged by Bro. Gurley in
his resignation, had been removed, and upon
that report he· stood with the Church. He
asked that the matter be c01asidered.
It was moved that we entertain the case
presented by President Joseph Smith, concerning Bro. Z. H. Gurley.
A motion to reconsider the motion con·
h
·
·
f h"
·
t"
cernmg t e acceptat10n o IS restgna wn; was
decided out of order.
President Joseph Smith stated that he was
authorized by Bro. Gurley to state, that in
view of the report made by the first Presidency on the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, he
was now willing to take a position with his
brethren and labor with them.
It was then moved that:
Whereas, Bro. Z. H. Gurley has authorized
President Joseph Smith to state that, by the ac.
tion of the body now in session in adopting the
report of the Presidency on resolution from Decatur District, the objections upon which his resignation was based have been removed; and he
prepared to stand with the Church upon that
statement and platform; therefore,
·
Resolved that he be reinstated.
·
h0 8t t d
S pok en to b Y B ro. W · W · Blair,
w
ae
that the· Spirit testified to him that the reinstating of Bro. Gurley in the Quorum of the
Twelve was according to the will of God. It
was further spoken to by Brn. J. H. JJake,
""" rl · Ch
,Joseph Luff, J. C. C rab b e, R · m.. i. vm,
as.
Derry, J. I-t. Lambert, J. T. Kinnaman, E. W.
Tullidge and .Tames Caffall.
The previous question was ordered, 70 to 29.
·
C
The motion was put upon Its passage.
arried.
It was then moved that Bro. Z. H. Gurley
be ordained an Apostle in the Quorum of the
Twelve.
Bro. M. H. Forscutt enquired whether the
brother whose case was under consideration
had declared his faith in tithing, a local Zion,
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and other matters objected to, by him in his
letter of resignation.
Spoken to by Brn. Wm. H. Kelley, E. C.
Brand, J. R. Lambert, J. A. Mcintosh, A.
White, Wm. Leeka, W. W. Blair, C. Derry,
J. C. Crabbe, J. Ells and M. H. ~~orscutt.
Previous question being moved, the motion
was put and decided carried. Division was
called ror; the vote, as counted by the tellers,
stood 67 for and 5 against.
The motion that Bro. Gurley be ordained,
being put to vote, prevailed, and it was so ordered.
Appointments were made for evening and
morning meetings. Sung "Lord dismiss us
with thy blessing." Benediction by Prcsident Joseph Smith.
Prayer meeting in charge of Brn. M. H.
Forscutt and I. N. Roberts. A good time was
spent· in the service of the Master. Six were
baptized during intermission, who were confirmed at prayer meeting.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1sT.
Prayer meeting at 9 a.m. in charge of Bro.
M. H. Forscutt.
The Saints enjoyed the
season.
Preaching at 10: 30 a. m. by Bro. R. J.
Anthony.
At 1 : 30 P· m. opened by singing j and by
prayer offered by Bro. J. W. Chatburn. Minutes of yesterday's session read, corrected and
adopted. Request of Bro. Mark H. Forscutt
to have question inserted in yesterday's minutes, was granted, and it was so ordered.
Report of Third Quorum of Elders read:
At a meeting of the Third Quorum of Elders,
October 1st, 1879, the following business was
transacted: The Second Counselor to President,
Bro. .W. T. Bozarth, having been removed to the
Quorum of Seventy, the President made choice of
Bro. J. M. Terry, which was confirmed by vote.
The President was instructed to call t.o his aid
whom lie would and ordain Bro. J-. M. Terry as
such Counselor. Adjourned subject to call. J.
T. Kinnaman, President; E. T. Dobson, Secretary.
Report of Fourth Quorurp of Elders read :
Fourth Quorum of Elders met pursuant to call
of President, September 30th. Bro. Hyrum Robinson was appointed First Counselor to the President, which was ratified by a resolution of Quorum; also appointed James Ogard as Secretary
in the place of James F. Mintun, who was released by ordination to the office of Seventy. Requested
that Hyrum Robinson be ordained. Adjourned.
R
f M T Sh t s ·
R"
n·
eport o
· ·
or , pnng 1ver IS·
trict, Kansas, read, corrected, and received:
I have labored constantly since last reporting,
mostly in this State, and in this district. Villages
and rural districts have received my attention.
Country people appear honest, humble, and devoted to the study, as well as reception of gospel
truths. Creeds and blue ribbons have tied many
in this region; while many are wholly indifferent
and reckless. I have been strengthened and
blest in my recent endeavors, for all of which I
feel happy and thankful. I needed, and do yet
need, an associate in labor through these parts.
I have baptized sixteen, and otherwise assisted to
roll the wheel of progress. I have figured in
basket and grove meetings, where the concourse
would be somewhat immense and the interest
excellent. To tell of times and places I have la.
bored would doubtless be irksome, but many are
the urgent requests to "return," ~tay longer," &c.
I have held one discussion with a representative
of the Christian Church. He was witty in the
extreme, quite eloquent by times, endowed with
a powerful memory, kind and courteous. I am
to meetElder Murray, of the same society, and
canvass several propositions, next week. He is

an old resident of Columbus, a man of honor,
ability, and accredited piety. Hoping that the
"Wonderful Counselor" maybe in your councils
to give tone and energy, to rule and sanctify, and
praying for the benison of peace, that can not
well be comprehended by finite minds, I take
pleasure in subscribing myself a friend to hu.
manity, a lover of truth and a warrior for right.
Though absent in body, I am surely present in
spirit. When the Spirit of the Lord is with you
in power, will you pray for me, for the work's
sake?
The following was presented and by vote
adopted and the order asked passed :
Whereas, a resolution of the Seventy's Quorum
prohibits the Secretary of said quorum to grant
license without vote of Quorum, or order of Conference; and, whereas, the Quorum can not
meet again for six months; therefore, be it
Resolved, that this Body instruct said Secro.
tary to grant license to those ordained yesterday.
Report of Quorum ofTwelve read. Report
of Third Quorum of Elders was adopted. Report of Fourth Quorum of Elders was adopted.
The ordinations recommended were by vote
ordered. Sung, "Thou, who art above all
height;" ordination prayer by Bro. W. W.
Blair. Presidents Joseph Smith and W. W.
Blair and Apostle Josiah Ells, ordained Zenas H. Gurley an Apostle, Joseph Smith leading in prayer.
Hyrum Robinson ordained
First Counselor to President of Fourth Quorum of Elders, W. W. )3lair leading.
Report of the Quorum of Twelve read as
follows:
To tlw Presidents of the Conference, Elders and
Brethren, greeting :-By the appointment of the
last Annual Conference, the Quorum of the
Twelve have met, and investigated the case of
Bro. Jason W. Briggs.
Brethren J. M. Harvey, Jonas W. Chat burn and
Phineas Cadwell appeared as prosecutors of the
case.
The accused presented before the Council a de.
murrer to the action of the Semi-Annual Conference of 1878; and, after considerable discussion,
the following resolution was adopted by the
Council:
Resolved that while we believe the demurrer is
quite well taken, yet we also believe that the na.
ture of the case is such. that it is for the best in.
terests of all concerned, that we proceed to a
hearing of the case.
The prosecution then entered upon a full, and
free presentation of their side of the case; after
which the accused entered upon a defense of his
position, having accorded to him all the time and
opportunity that he required.
After due examination of the evidence before
us, we, as a Quorum, have come to the following
conclusions on the charges preferred:
In regard to charge No.1, that, "He has denied
the pre-existence of man, and in doing so, has
denied the pre-existence of Christ as a personal
entity;"
We find thitt the accused holds the following po.
sitions: 1st, That he questions man's pre-existence
as a conscious, personal agent, or entity; but he
holds a sort of pre-existence of man. 2d, He claims
that Christ, as being more than man, existed as
the "Logos," or "word" of God, which dwelt in
the "bosom of God." But to him it is a "mystery,"
as he claims it was to Paul, who said, "Great is
the mystery of Godliness, God manifest in the
flesh," &c. We find him guilty; not of denying,
but of qttestioning the pre-existence of man, as an
intelligent, conscious entity, possessing agency,
and also the pre. existence of Christ, as a personal
being, or entity.
In regard to charge No. 2; we present the following:
Resolved, that tho second charge is not sustained; because evidence shows no intention to assail
the utterances oft he Holy Spirit, but to discriminate between true and false inspiration; and also,
shows the wide channel inspiration takes. The
article referred to was not finished, hence the
readers could not fully judge the matter on its
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merits. The comparison made by the brother
between Mother Shipton's prophecy and that of
Ezekiel, was unwise.
As pertains to the 3d charge, That he has denied the gathering, and the law of tithing, as
taught in the books, we present that:
We find that the brother does not believe there
is any place of gathering as pertains to this
Church, and holds that there is no command now
in force, requiring a gathering, either into what
is called the "regions round about," or to a "local
Zion," or to a "stake." He refers to the revelation of 1841, page 306, par. 15, as defining his posi tion.
As to the law of tithing the prosecution did not
urge an accusation on that subject. Therefore,
be it Resolved,. that the charge as pertains to a
gathering, is sustained.
Signed by the following brethren ofthe Twelve:
A. H. SMITJI, P1·es. pro. tem.
T. W. S1nTII, Secretary.
JOSIAH ELLS.
E. c. BRIGGS.
JAMES CAFFALL.
JOHN H. LAKE.
WM. I-I. KELI,EY.
J. R. LAMBERT.
Motion by Brn. Mark H. Forscutt and J.
W. Chatburn that the report be Teceived and
spread upon the minutes.
Motion to adopt· the report. Ordered bymotion that each section be separately acted upon.
First section adopted. Second section adopted.
Third section adopted. Report adopted as a
whole.
The following was then introduced, moved
by Brn. J. C. Crabbe and P. Cadwell:
Whereas, Bro. J. W. Briggs, has been found
guilty by the Quorum of the Twelve, of teaching
that which is not accepted by the Church, therefoR~~1~!d, That he stand rejected from the Quorum of the Twelve, and that he be forbidden to
act in any of the offices of the Church.
The following an:endment was made:
And that he be 80 suspended until he make
restitution to the Church.
The following brethren spoke to the ques.
J . W . Ch a tb urn, I>-"'. C . El vm,
· J . C.
t Ion:
Crabbe, Geo. F. Waterman, J. Rounds, Joseph
Lull", J. M. Harvey, Charles Derry, D. Chamhers, R. Ford, and Wm. H. Kelley.
On motion, previous question on the amendment was called and the amendment carried.
On motion, previous question on motion as
amended was ordered. Upon this vote a division was calle<i, when the vote stood fifty-four
for and fourteen against. Resolution as amended was voted upon and carried.
On motion it was ordered that the April
Conference be held at Plano, Illinois, April
6th, 1880. The following was presented and
and adopted:

W. H. Kelley, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and
Canada.
E. 0. Briggs, Western States, as circumstances
permit.
Utah Mission: W. W. Blair in charge, Charles
Derry, S. S. Wilcox, R J. Anthony, Joseph Luff,
E. W. 'l'ullidge.
1\'I. H. Forscutt, Northern Illinois, including
the City of Chicago.
E. C. Brand, Wyoming, Montana and Idaho.
Joseph F. McDowell, Northern Illinois and
Wisconsin.
Charles Wicks, Northern Illinois and Southern
Wisconsin.
C. G. Lanphear, as circumstances permit.
- Joseph A. Crawford; Missouri and Southern
Iowa, in connection with J. H. Lake and A. H.
Smith.
David Lewis, Welsh 1\iission, under local authority.
At request of the Presidency, a motion was
adopted, providing that a conference between
the First P.residency and Quorum of 'rwelve
be held to decide upon missions, with the.exception of those acted upon, and their action
to be published "in the Herald, as the appointments of conference. On motion, Bro. W. W.
Blair was permitted to choose a Scandinavian
brother for the Utah Mission. 1\'Iotion adopted
to sustain the authorities of the Church in
righteousness. A vote of thanks was extend-·
ed to the Saints and friends for their kindness
in entertaining the Saints at this conference.
A vote of thanks was extended to Bro. J. Conyers and his force of police. A vote of thanks
was extended to the committee on grounds and
reception. Moved that Bro. Z. H .. Gurley
preach this evening, and that Alex. H. Smith
be associated with him. Minutes were read,
correr.ted and adopted. Motion adopted that
the following statement appear upon the !Ilinutes.
President J. Smith stated that Bro. J. W.
Briggs, being under the necessity of leaving
this morning, owing to his being a Justice of
the Peace and having some suits pendil:tg, demanding his attention, requested a brother to
make a statement for him concerning the position occupied by him upon the opiniqns-of
the presidency, adopted by the conference or:~
r~ionday's session; and also his. views upon the
gathering; but which statement .was cut off
by the previous question, and was therefore
fore borne.
Closed by singing, "To leave my dear friends;
and from neighbors to part." BenediCtion by
President Joseph Smith.
.•
Evening meeting, preaching by Bro. Z. H.
Gurley. Three who had been baptized-at intermission were confirmed, and two children
were blessed by Brn. M. H. Forscutt, T. W.
Smith and C. Derry. Motion adopted that we
Whereas, the Annual Conference next to be
~
·
Cl d b
held will be the fiftieth anniversary, or the jubi- now aujourn as per appomtment.
ose
y
singing, "The fullness of tlw gospel shines."
lee of the Church, be it
Resolved, that the chair appoint a committee Benediction and blessing by father Josiah
of three to ascertain what rates can be had from I~ lis.
the railroad companies to accommodate a large
JOSEPH SMITH, }
.
representation from the west.
WM. W. BLAIR, Pres~dents;
HoBERT M. ELVIN, Secl'etary.
Ohair appointed the Bishopric as such comE. W. TULLIDGE, Assistant
mittee.
Eu T. DonsoN, -Secretaries.
:Missions as agreed upon by the First Presidency and Twelve, were read and endorsed by
FOR SALE,
vote. of conference:
Josiah Ells, Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia A f,um of lGO acres prairie and 40 acres wood lot.;
lying in New Jluda- township, Decat'lr county,
and Virginia.
Joseph R Lambert, Northem Iowa and lYlin- Iowa, five miles south-east of the new town of
nesota.
Lamoni, and within three miles of the Order of
J. H. Lake, present field.
Enoch
lands in Fayette township; price reasonaT. W. Smith, Eastern States.
James Cafl'all, Kansas, Colorado and Nebraska. ble, and terms easy. Enquire of Joseph Smith,
A. II. Smith, Missouri and South-western Iowa. Herald Office, Plano, Illinois.

l

MISSION APPOINTMENTS.
Appointments to missions by the Council of
the Ptesidency and the Twelve, held at Bro.
Alexander McCord's, Galland's Grove, Iowa, October 2d, 1879, as provided by resolution of Conference:
Z. H. Gurley to labor as circumstances and
wisdom direct.
G. S. Yarrington was released from present appointment and to labor in connection with local
authorities.
__
F. C. Warnky was released .from present ap.
pointment.
_
Jesse L. Adams to labor in present field.
The appointment of some one to fill the Danish
mission was left with Bro. Joseph Smith, t() fill
as soon as practicable.
_ _ The Australian mission was left to the First
Presidency, to fill when the mission be heard
from.
John Thomas, Arkansas. and North-East Texas.
George Hyde, Central Nebraska and Little
Sioux District.
James Perkins, to labor under direction "of
James Cafl"all and Joseph R. Lambert.
Hugh Lytle, S. W. Condit, D. M. Gamet, J. C.
Crabbe, J. M. Harvey, P. Cadwell, W. Baldwin, 'l',
Carrico, J. A. Mcintosh, J. W. Chatburn, George
Bweet, C. G. Mcintosh, R. C. Elvin, H. J. Hudson,
G. A. Blakeslee, W. H. Hazzledine, J aines Whitehead, W. D. Morton, Sen., 0. P. Dunham, H. P.
Brown, J. Parsons, T. P. Green, A. M. Wilsey,
George Derry, John Landers, W. B. Smith, to labor as circumstances permit.
Duncan Campbell, Bouthern Iowa and North
1\Iissouri.
B. V. Springer, present field.
J. H. Hanson, released. from present field and
requested to"labor as circumstances permit.
Robert Davis, Michigan and Canada.
J, T. Davies and M. T. Short, South-eas.t Kansas and South~west Missouri. _
J. S. Patterson, Northern Illinois;
James McKiernan, as circumstances permit.
J. T. Phillips, Missouri.
John C. Foss, Maine,- with liberty to go to
Rhode Island.
James W. Gillen; Australian mission.·
I. N. Roberts, Kansas.
James M. Wait, as circumstap.ces permit. _
Joseph Lakeman,.Maine and New Brunswick.
Heman n Smith, coJ;itinued in present field.
Magnus Fyrando,Jreleased from Utah. •
J. C. Clapp, Oregon and Washington Territory.
C. N. Brown, New York and Massachusetts
District,
,.
.
. · ·
Davis H. :Bays, released, subject to inquiry by
First Presidency.
·
J. W. Bryan, sustained in Texas.
. W. T, Bozarth, .G. 'l'. Griffiths, )iissouri and_
South Iowa.
·
·
Columbus Scott, Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio.
· Robert M. Elvin, S. W. Iowa, S. E." Nebraska,
N. W. Missouri; and N. E. Kansas.
.fames Brown, West Virginia and Ohio.
Thomas. Taylor, sustained President of European Mission.
··
P. N. Brix, continued in Danish Mission.
E. M. Wildermuth and T. E. Jenkins, as circumstances permit.
J. L. Buckingham, in Oreg.on, as circumstances permit.
Resolved, that we request the local ministry of
the Church, in Utah, Idaho, and Montana, to labor in the field there, as the Spirit may direct or
cirQumstances- permit.
Also. That the matter of the P1:esidency of
the Pacific Slope Mission be left to the First Presidency.
A. J. Cato, releas€d, silenced, and ordered to
report to his quorum, pending further inquiry.
Gland Rogers, to labor as circumstances permit.
Gordon E. Deuel, to labor in Utah, under direction of W. W. Blair.
, Any request for, or to labor, presented to Conference and not provided for, were left to the
First Presidency.
Read, and approved by the council.
·J. SMITJI, Presicl1:ng.
Atteat, T. W. S>IITII, Secretm·y.
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in preaching are bringing in their sheaves. They
never ask for money, yet never stop for need of
wherewithal to go with, if it is not offered to them
in time for their necessary journeyings, they
push out on foot, determined to try the work and
the Master by going where labor calls them.
New fields constantly open before them, they get
animated from opposition, and become indomitable from arduous toil, until they rejoice in something to conquer. Such men are jewels, and will
shine by and by.
"Do not follow in the track of other elders,"
was a well digested instruction in the early days
and would yield large returns now, if followed.
The branches, as a rule, have quite too many
elders in them for the local work done, and when
adding to their number transient men who may
possibly give conflicting advice, or advice that
may be construed to conflict, the tendency to get
into difficulty is increased.
"'
We have not intended to hit any one, or hurt
anybody, by what we have here written, but have
written as it was suggested to us by the reading
of a letter from a brother whom we knew to have
been traveling for a time mostly in the branches,
his want of success, sadly felt by him, gave us
the clue to a general view of the subject.

TrrE elders have been frequently cautioned about
traversing the field of the branches following in
the track of others; and it is not a little strange
that the inutility of such labor does not suggest
itself pertinently to those who take the field for
short seasons. There are in most of the branches
good, steady men, who are fair talkers, fully competeut to set forth the views of the Church, and,
to defend the cause; and for men like themselves
to come, one after another, into those branches, is
to plow the same furrows with but little prospect
for growth to follow their sowing of the seed.
One serious injury that follows this practice of
thtl'elders is this, it has a great tendency to discourage the elder who feels that he presents the
gospel quite as attractively as another; but who
fails to strike the attention of the people, and is
for that reason not listened to with interest, and
finally is given to understand clearly that his labors are not wanted; and it may happen that he
is even slighted and left unprovided for traveling
expenses. Another, and. this is .easily accounted
EDITORIAL ITEII'l:S.
for, is that the brethren of these branches, mostly
hard-working and poor, give of their substance THE indiscretion of sending to the HERALD for
to some of these elders quite freely as at the time answers to questions having a direct personal
seems to be opportune and needful, and being bearing, has been painfully presented by a letter
unable to help each in succession thus freely, to the office in reply to answers published in the
some get no aid, and are liable to behurt because HERALD for October First. It is assumed by the
of it, and to feel, if they do not charge, that par- writer that the branch in which he lives is the
tiality has been exhibited. Besides all this, an one referred to in the question and answer, and
elder may thus stump around the organized he straightly denies the statements upon which
branches, preaching only as opportunities are the answer is given, and asks, nay, demands the
presented to him until he wears out the hospital- publication of the letter of refutation. In reply
ity of the good souls where he stops, who can not to this demand, we deem. it right to state that
help thinking how much better it might be if he there is no statement in the question that points
were to strike out into other regions, where the out any one branch of the Church as the one inpeople may never have heard the gospel, and dicated; and hence the reference is only an inferthere preach the word to them to lead them to red one. Further than this, the question does
Christ.
not state that a branch is meant, but simply asks,
It occasionally happens that' an elder can leave if in a "Saint's meeting" such and such tlaings
home for a few weeks, and accordingly he strikes occur, would it be right. It is a question, not an
out on a visiting tour of the branches in a given affirmation; and for us to publish a reply in the
district. He visits and talks, preaching now and form sent .would be to give countenance to a
then as the opportunity at branch meetings offers, branch quarrel, which we decline to do, decidedand so puts in the time. If the Saints provide ly; there is too much of that already, altogether
the traveling fees, he goes round, if not, he returns too much.
Bro. John Stone writes from Philadelphia, that
home; the result is that he has preached a few
times, allayed prejudice, but gathered no sheaves, he had lately had the pleasure of baptizing two
and is possibly out of pocket his fare. An- old-time Saints, long persuaded of the truth, but
other way that some may have fallen into is the waiting for the salvation of God. May they be
habit of making up a poor mouth wherever they amply renewed in the Holy Ghost. Bro. Stone
go, and fairly begging of the Saints; until their is of the opinion that there are still some big "I's"
conduct is remarked as coveteous, and disgust and little "U's" in some branches, as he judges
ensues; this most frequently occurs in the branch- from the HERALD.
es and among the Saints. It is unmanly and out
Bro. William N. Dawson writes from ~:lacra
of character. The Saints as a rule are quick to mento, California, of a special interposition of
see, and relieve real necessity, and help the worthy the power of God in the healing of a child of his,
elder; but if they discover a disposition to prey after all other remedies had failed them. Em.
upon them, they at once take alarm and shut up Lowell was called in and administered, upon
their feelings of compassion-sometimes the wor- which there was an immediate and marked
thy elder who follows such a man through the change for the better, followed by recovery. He
branches suffers in consequence.
· states that many were witnesses. 'fhe ague is
Well the other side to this is, there are elders quite prevalent there,-healthy California.
who go out into the field, who seldom stop in the
Letter from W. A. C., Milton, Santa Rosa connbranches, but are pushing the work into new ty, Florida, gives us to understand that he was
places, going wherever they can make an open- badly hurt by a falling limb off a tree, but was
ing; and such elders if faithful in their calling helped by the laying on of hands.

We are in i·eceipt of a long and interesting letter from Bro.~.Erastus E. Altrop, dated Great
Staughton, England, in which he gives the. particulars of[aJ:conversation; lately held between
himself and an elder of the church in Utah, in
respect to their' distinctive: doctrine, in which
Bro. Altrop used the books accepted by the Church
to excellent purpose. They must:stand, or fall
by what has been given of God, and upon which
the Church was bnilt.:~If these are against them
God is not for them clearly.
Brethren Butler and Clay are manufacturing
all kinds of )tockings, gloves, mittens, gaiters,
wool and cotton, at.St. Joseph, Missouri. The
St. Joseph Herald says of their goods that "they
are all made for wear and not for show." They
took the silver medal at the Fair in the city.
Those of the brethren in want of goods of this
sort, will do well to inquire their prices. Manufactory corner Seventeenth and Francis streets,
St. Joseph, Missouri.
Bro. George N. Davison, writes from Scots
Bay, New Brunswick, that just now there is a
sort of religious warfare going on there, out of
which he hopes some good may come, as he is
watching and waiting in hope to get the truth
before the people. Courage Bro. George, the day
star is rising.
Sister Eliza Worley of North Freedom, Wisconsin, writes how severely she was tried by the
loss of her two darling babes; but led by earnest
friends to church, she fuund comfort and peace
in Christ, and happiness concerning every thing
pertaining to his religion.
Bro. Charles Wicks succeeded in getting the
use of a church at Meriden, La Salle county,
Illinois, for October 19th, and presented the kingdom of God to the people; but of the result he
was not yet advised when he wrote.
By a copy of the State Centre Entm'Prise, of
October 17th, kindly sent by Brethren White Bros.,
we learn that Bro. A. White and family had
reached home fro.m conference safe. He reported the conference as a grand success.
Bro. W. J. Brentz writes from Independence,
Missouri, that he was led thither by the spirit of
gathering, and rejoices in the good work going
on for the redemption of the people.
A good line is received from Bro. G. S. Yerrington, Providence, Rhode Island, who relates the
kind reception accorded to a concert by the
Saint& at Providence.
NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]

Oct. 6th.-The Indian war news from Colorado
is quite stirring. The hostile feeling is spreading among the Utes. Ourey, the head chief, it
is said, wishes to check the feeling, but is powerless to do so, and advises the Whites to take care
of themselves. Gov. Pi~kin is calling for arms
and ammunition.
An aeronaut and a friend ascended in a balloon
yesterday. The bag was defective and burst, and
both fell out and were killed. Nothing heard
yet from Prof. Wise and a companion, who ascended at St. Louis last week, and the fears of
their having perished are confirmed by the absence of tidings.
A rise of Communists occurred in a city of New
Granada, and the bank and several stores were
plundered, and several persons were killed. They
then entrenched themselves, but after four days
were routed by a force that came sixty miles for
that purpose.
Immense meetings are being held in various
cities of Ireland over the Jand tenantry matter.
At Cork 20,000 people were present. At two
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other places 14,000 and 15,000. There was no violent demonstrations, yet cries were made, "Shoot
the landlords, etc.
At Adrian, Michigan, the catastrophe continues to be the cause of grief and mourning over
the many dead and wounded.
Germany and Austria have made a great alliance to stand by each other "in every event."
This will have quite a bearing on the diaplomacy and movements among the nations of the old
world.
7th.-An engineer on the Michigan Southern
road reports having seen a balloon a week ago
driving towards the lake, and it is believed to
have been that of Prof. Wise and companion, and
that drowning was their fate.
8th.-Destructive forest fires are raging in St.
Lawrence county, New York.
Captain Payne and· his men (the remainder of
Major Thornburgh's command) besieged by Indians smce the death of the Major and a portion
of his troops, have been relieved of danger by a
company of colored cavalry under Captain Dodge,
but their getting through to Captain Payne shows
that the reds must have retreated southward or
taken to the mountains. It is rumored that Breckenridge, to the south-west of Denver, near Leadville, has been burned by the Indians. Inquiry by
a Government Committee into the cause of the outbreak of the Utes shows that Indian Agents swindled the Government and aroused the Indians.
11th.--Al'liichigan Central passenger train being
behind time, a switch engine intruded upon the
road, and near Jackson the passenger train, in
running forty miles an hour to make up lost
time, ran into the other; and the engineer, fireman, and about ten passengers were killed, and
thirty or forty others were wounded. It was the
worst.accident that has occurred on that road
since its starting. A passenger, on arriving at
Cb,icago, states that the· railroad· officials try to
suppress the awful results, for he claims that
thirty.seven bodies were taken out while he was
there. Another man reports nineteen· killed and
fifty wounded.
A Grand Jury has oe_en gbtain_ecl Jn ...'Llltd Tf.lro
City, consisting of th1rteerr \'<ennws an
w
l'lformons. ·
. , .
During the !?resent hot weather there IS ,m Increase of cases at Memphis. Sixteen n~w ones
yesterday. Three deaths. The w~a.ther IS sultry
mercury nsmg to 80 and
even in the north
85 degrees above z~ro, daily.
Gen. Roberts and his English troops are peseiging Cabul, Afghanistan, and have earned
some points.
14th.-At. Memphis, yester~ay, twe~ve new
cases and eight deaths from yel,ow feve1.
The Ute Indians in Colorado who were en.
gaged in the recent battle with Major Thornburg
;i,t is thought number several hundred; and, a~
they have made good their escape, a long war
with theJD. is among the probabilities of the future.
•
By a railroad collision near c· hmago,
yes t er d ay,
two persons were killed and several wounded.

have closed its labors, and I expect an Elder has
been appointed to this mission. I hope he will
proceed without delay, which he can do at this
season of the year without endangering his health.
As yet I can say but little about the prospects in
this mission; I can only say the outlook is not
very flattering; but I intend to put forth a strong
effort to .get an opening in this city. Before I
can do this it will be necessary to get the co-operation of the Saints in this region of country, as
there are not enough in Sydney at present to bear
the expense of a suitable hall to preach in; unless
they receive some assistance from others. For
this reason I do not intend to attempt an opening
in Sydney at present, but will visit New Castle,
Maitland, and Myall Lake; and I am inclined to
believe the brethren will render some assistance
towards making an opening in this place. If the
Bishop could afford fifty dollars it would be very
acceptable indeed; and, in my opinion (whatever
that may be worth), it would be a good investment. If he can not do it, if .any of the good
brethren feel like assisting in this matter during
the next two months, they can forward it to Bishop I. L. Rogers and he will forward to me, and I
will promise you that so far as lies in my power
I will make good use of the hall that yeur money
pays for, and you shall have my heart-felt thanks
besides.
Bro. Henry, if you and Bro. Joseph think best
you can insert a notice in the Herald embodying
the above request, for I am satisfied it will be
impossible to make an opening in this city, unless I receive assistance from some quarter, and
I am confident that a persistent effort here would
result in great good to the cause. I have been
told that Mrs. Stenhouse has been lecturing here
against Mormonism in general; and of course,
classed all together, or at least she made no distinction, so that in the minds of the people of this
city, ali the Mormons (so called) are polygamists
and parties to such doings as the Mountain
Meadow Massacre, and similar affairs. It will
take some time to set the people right on.th.i
matter, and it _will G.Q,<J.~.u.:~.s-.aran n'\l'e uoiiars per
iii!m:f. ·The Saints here will do all they ~an, but
th~y ~re not able to continue it as lo~g as It ought
to be· so if the Bishop, or the Samts can ·and
will ~id us, we will feel truly.thankful for 8l!ch
aid Kind love for all the Samts, not forgettmg
yo~rself and Bro. Joseph. My address will be
in care of R. Ellis, Cathe~ine St., Forest Lodge,
Sydney, N. S. W., Australia.
Yours in the gospel,
J. W. GILLEN.

I am striving to the best of my ability to spread
the gospel, and with the help of God shall continue. Give me the aid and assistance of your
prayers, that I may have the Spirit at all times to
carry me through. With kind regards to all, and
best wishes for the prosperity of Zion, I remain
your brother in Christ,
· JOSEPH A. STEWAR'r.
BEVIER, Macon Co., Mo.,
October 6th, 1879.
Bro. H . .A. Stebbins :-I have just got home
from the Conference; found the folks all well. I
enjoyed my trip to Conference very much, and
feel stronger in the faith than ever. While at
Lucas I baptized eighteen. The Saints there are
f~eling well; they did good to me, not forgetting
that it took means to ride on the trains. The
Saints at Stewartsville were indeed very kind to
me. I shall preach around Bevier and Salt River, until Bro. W. T. Bozarth comes, then we shall
travel together, if all be well with us.
Your brother in the gospel,
GOllfER T. GRIFFITIIS.
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Oct. 15th, 1879.
Bro. Josepl~:;_Since Conference I have been
busy. I preached twice in the Galland's Grove
meeting house. I came here a week ago to-day;
have held six meetings, and one in Woodbine
in the Methodist Church. I spoke in the Methodist Church on Monday night at Woodbine,
with very good liberty. Have been blessed in
my efforts. Have appointments here for every
night this week, except Saturday; an appoint.
ment on Saturday evening and Sunday at Little
Sioux. Have appointments for next Wednesday
at Council Bluffs. Expect to see the fruits of my
labors here soon. Love to all; yours ever.
. .
ALEX. H. SMITJI.

--~ - ... "'' upa·N:ti~;tiiTii.Krng y<\u;~~ld

"Il.k-eio hear from this part of the ~o!d's vmeyard.

1 often think that not many localities have b~en
favored with having the gospel preached with
power and great plainness like this people· have
in years past; but i~ seems from some cause there
is not much preachmg here now by any one. I
have noticed the decline for two ye~rs, and the
few Saints that are here, I fear, we Will represent
the Laodicean church if we do not get some eyesalve soon. 1\iay God give the Saint~ a stronger
desire for wisdom. I have done but little pr.eaching the spirit is willing, but the tabernacle IS too
PRAIRIE CITY, Oregon, Oct. 5t~, 1879.
feeble. Thirteen years I have been under the
I continue to preach the gospel in :pnvate and. rod In the month of July I lost fifteen pounds
public as opportunity offers, but there IS not much in ~eight from my emaciated body, th.at had alof an ear to hear and but few seem to take any ready lost twenty-five pOUJ!ds, _makmg forty
interest in the ;ubject. I feel to embrace the. pounds from my standard we1ght m health; and
first opportunity to sell out and move. east.whe~e still I live a spared monument of God's mercy
laborers seem. to be wanted. Th~ Samts m th1s for some cause that I know n~t yet, but the Lo_rd
branch are well and I hope trymg to pr9g:ress. will reveal it in his own due time. My finan.Clal
We have been expecting Bro. Clapp to yisit :us skies are covered with clouds, dark and lowermg;
in this state, but have not yet heard of his arnv- friends seem to have forsaken me; customers
JOHN BucKINGHAM.
have fallen off· business has run down, hardly
al. Yours,
worth attending to. Is it not a tri~l, ~rothe~·, b~
tween life and disease, or death, brmgmg With 1t
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Oct. 13th, 1879.
financial distress· all seemingly inevitable before
Bro. Stebbins:-As I told you in my last letter me. yet I feel that God will deliyer me out of
that two more had present~d them~elVes at my the'bondage of this death. I will, thro:'gh g.raee,
"
SIDNEY Australia, Sept. 10, 1879.
evening meetings for baptism, I will state that
Bro. Henry:-! th~ught I woul:I write a few Bro. Stone baptized them for me at. F_rankford, trust him· I will leave the burden with him, I
lines to inform you of my safe arnval at my field on the 20th of September, namely, W:lham Clay, will take'him at his word. He said to Israel,
of labor after a pleasant voyage of twenty-_seven Sr., and Harriet Royal, both born IJl Eng:land. "Try me;" and his word is just as sure to-day as
days. i found the few Saints in this place 1!1 the There are about five others thoroughly convmc_ed it was then. Out of my scanty purse I .make a
en·o ment of crood health. I was very km<;lly of the truth of this doctrine, as I have before s.ard, free-will offering of twenty dollar£, w.hich yott
re~efved by Br~. R. Ellis and his excelle~t wrfe, but 11ave not as yet come forward, b.ut I bel!eve will please hand to the Bishop, that It may be
with whom I am stopping at the present ti.me. I they will soon. I let them take thmr own time put in the store-house of the Lord for the Master's
met with the Saints last Sunday (my first m.Aus- and do not urge them, only to pre.ach the truth to work. I want to hear of his work rolling on
tralia) at the house of Sister Ca:r, North. vy'~llou them. I do not believe in urgmg them, for I from the rivers to the ends of the earth. Our
by. spoke to them for a short time, admilllSLered think it is not wisdom. There were tvyo men brethren in the field ask our faith and prayers,
thd Sacrament of the Lo~d's Supper, and ~en that spoke very favoralJly to me last evemng con- and God requires our means. Shall we mal~e an
gave opportunity for testimony. Some four or cerning this work, and I have some hopes of offering of one and refuse the other; and 1f so,
five bore testimony to the work, and seemed ;ery them. This malws five that have been ~dded to which one will we withhold. If we pray ~or ~he
thankful to our heavenly Father for another op- this branch since August 23rd by. baptisJ?, and upbuilding of the Church and the estabhslun.g
portmiity of meeting together for the p~u·pose of one"(an old membey of the Ch_urch m t_he aa~s o: of righteousness on the earth 1 we do well; but.If
worshiping God, as this has been the first meet- Joseph) was received on his former baptism, no works accompany that faith and prayer, will
ing they have had since Bro. Rodger left. And, name jesse W. Chalfant of Wilmington, Dela- we be saved in the kingdom. These are all c~m
right here, let me say, Bro. Rodger has left an ware 'making six in all. You see there are some necting links, and I have taken. the questwn
excellent na:rne here and is beloved by all who that 'are honest enough to obey the truth when home and I feel that some of us Will repent our
negligence when it may be too late, "Beb.old, the
know him.
r
"Jl
Before this reaches you, the Con,erence Wl they hear it.

the
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THE

Bride room cometh." I feel like talking, ~roth~
He~r but fearing I will weary your J?atlence
:ith m/~cribbling, I will say in connectwn that
I now regret with shame and sorrow the many
years of life spent in vain, gone f)dorieveril kNow
m record may be nearly closed, an
y;e
now
. t ~s a poor one . and the greatest desire I ha!'e
~0 \ive would b~ to make it better; b!lt I am ~l
the hands of him that doeth all thn~gs we .
With gratitude I remain your brother m bonds
JOHN MAT'l'HEWS.
of peac.e.

SAINTS'

HERALD.

Nov. 23d, and perhaps 30th. Then endeavor to
reach Jonesport, Maine, by the 6th of. J?ece~ ber.
Then afterwards as the local authontws ot that
State may arrange.

.Respect and (Joudoience.

Frem.ont District.
A conference was held at Glenwood, ~~Is Co.,
Iowa August 30th and 31st, 1879; D. ougas,
RIDGE PRAIRIE, St. ClairCo., Ill., president; Wm. Leeka, secretary.
Minutes of last conference read.
h
. "t
October 10th; 1879.
motion Bro. W. H. Kelley and ot er. VISl B ·o H .A Btebbins:-Since I came here from ingOnbrethren,
were requested to take part m the
the B~lle~ill~ Branch, the rest of the ~re~h~e~ tnd
. 4 b t" d
deliberations of the conference.
I have been preaching, an~ tdhe .gh~ andi~hi:~
Branch Reports.-Plum Creek 89{ d" dp l}l-li
been with us. I have baptize e1g ,
1
received
by
letter
and
1
by
vote;
1e · . 1d
more will be baptized soon. We have a. branch
of fifty-six and I like to live and labor ":lth th~: Creek 27. 1 baptized, 1 received by letter i, 1 ~l~ •
Glenwood 21. Shenandoah 101_; 10 reNce1v~.
Saints I am laboring in connectw~ Wl
Farm Creek 28; 1 baptlzed.
ep 1 .
~·ethren .Reese and William Anderson m the letter.
Creek 15; 7 rem?v~d by letter.
E
St Louis District, and doing all r cal?- for :he Elm
committee consistmg of W. H .. Kelley, .
h~ildin up of the kingdom. Wt; met IU, con er: C ABrand
and J'ohn Goode, was appomted to exence in Yhe Saints' Hall, in St. L?ms, l~st Sunday'
branch reports and report.
. ffi .
and taking all things into C<!nstder!ltwn, we had ainine
The branches were represented by the o ?Ia1s
a good time. your brother m Chns.t,
.
in eneral good condition, with some exceptwns.
GEORGE HICI•LIN.
fifteen Elders, two Priests and one Teacher
1
orts
reported.
b
GAINESVILLE, Florida,
Committee reported some o~ the ranc. 1
and
October 13th, 1879.. deficient. Report of comm1tte~ receive
h
J]ea •• He 1·ald:-I take pleasu. re in ~riting th1s committee discharged. .On. motwn the bra~~e
1
'
1
th Joyful news re orts were received, w1th tpstruct~ons to m
short
for you to
proc
atm C.e Sml
, "th cam e fupll r· epoi·ts accordin~ to mstrnctwns on the
to all epistle
our readers.
Bro.
Heman
I HI!
0
Y ·
b t t months ago preached the printed blanks for the future.
d
Married..
to
this place
a ou
w Day Samts,
. ' had bsevenWo
t
Report of Shenandoah Sabbath Schoo1 rea
of the
Latter
doctrine
j 01.
DEAM-Mum.-At the h<J,me ?f .Sr. Julia A.
ife and I being of the num er. . e and accepted.
.
d · ned
1 iJ.'
members of the Missionary
Resolved that all matters of
Marks, the bride's motherd Bso·lYt~l~aR ~~:a!tli
C~urch, for about six years: W? orgamze . a for action of conference be reduce t~ wn ~ of the Herald Office, an r.
· b h
b ranch here calling it the Gamesv11le Branch, I and presented at the beginning of eac con er. of Plano So goes the world. May they e ap--=~""~ Priest under the hands of brethren ence as far as possible.
It i~ pleasant to see our Heral4 Offic~ force
01.u::t~ .u"'"~-~-~=.l.<rll ns to return to The following was presented: , .
h py.
"dly increasing· three marnages m one
dred miles, and that is the nearesow~:......,-ugo"'fi=,,.hmd...th~J..Lwe enforce the reso,utwn o~ ~ e :ori~E.l We have only one printer boy left ~lone
other Saints we are aware of... ,J .organized a Sun. with some brancn-:--··---> ·""'- ,.nemhe.r.s_u_ni~mg
Die,d.
day School and prayer meeting for eaci;. Sabbath,
The Jollowing resolution was then :present~d: now.
have made it a rule to take Communwn on the
Resolved that we enforce the resolutwn which
J:E.Mi:s'EN'.::::::w.u:rretm a visit to her childre!l in
first Sunday in each .month, four 5>r five o'cloc};:; says, that all members shall take letters from the Kansas, of erysipelas, Sr. Catherine J emisen, wife
I am ignorant, unlearned, and very :weak; but I branch in which they reside to the one where of Father Jemisen, Camp Creek, Nebraska; . The
am resolved, by the help of the good Master, to they are going. After some discussion, a motion deceased was horn in Franklin county, Penn., on
do all that I know how to do. It gives me great that it be laid over till next conference prevailed. the 17th of July, 1803, mad was, therefore, at the
pleasure fn doing that little that I do know, for
Report of J. R. Badham in behalf of committe,!) time of her death, which took place Sept~IX1ber
it is the greatest pleasure to me in life to know appointed to visit the Elm Creek Branch, was 13th ·1879, 76 years, 8 weeks and 2 days old. . She
that I ·am. doing something f?r Christ. On last read, and as it was an individual report was with. was nrst baptized into the Vhurch of Christ by
Thursday, October 9th, I baptized one, Mr. F. M. drawn, the committee discharged, and a court of David Evans,' in 1832, and subsequently into the.
Shipley; on Sund_!ty, October 6th, four more, S. three Elders was appointed to visit, investigate, Reorganized Church. She was with the Church
C. ,White, Roxana White, W. F. Whitted, and Sa- and ascertain whether the members of the Elm in its trials in Missouri and -Illinois, and had a
rah Whitted, two men and their wives. I trust Creek Branch desired the branch disorganized brother, Elias Benner, murdei·ed at .the Haun's
that the brethren will see that an Elder comes as or retained as an organization, and reportat next Mills massacre, who, with fifteen '!>thers, was
soon as possible, that tlrey may be confirmed. I conference. Brn. Wm. Gaylord, John Goode and thrown into a well for burial. Eighty:five de.
am confident· that there are others here who G. Kemp were appointed as said court of Elders. scendants had been born to her, 10 children,.6~,
would joiri if they could hear good preaching.
Moved that we sustain the authorities of the grand.children, and· !l great grandchildre~; .62 -of
Brethren, sisters, pray for me that I may be made Church in righteousness.
these descendants and. her husband survtve her;
That Brn. Goode, Kemp and Stub bart- he con. but 23 were awaiting her on the other side. The.
to understand more perfectly, aud be made strong.
er in the cause, and that I may be able to expound tinned in their mission to Pleasant Hill, Glen. sympathy of the Church is with ·the bereaved.·
the Scriptures, that I may be an instrument in wood Egypt and Bartlett. That D.< Hougas and Her funeral sermon was.preached in the Co11gre~
bringing many souls to Christ; and that the son b~ continued in their former mission. That gational Church, Camp Creek, Nebraska, on Oct •.
Saints in this little branch may ever strive to. Bro. Austin labor·in connection with J. R. Bad. 24th, by Elder Mark H. Forscutt, in accordance
gether, and each one perform that dut:y: which ham. That Brn. Wm; Gaylord and G. E. Deuel with a wish expressed on her death bed. She
God· would have them to· do .. The Samts all be continued at Wrigh~ School House and Egypt. rests in peace.
seem alive. in the cause now, and may God bless That Wm. Leeka open and vigorously prosecute
· THOMAS.-At Deer Lodge, Montana, September.
and ever strengthen them that they may grow the work at Plum Hollow;
5th, 1879, Bro. William H. 'l'homas. He joined ·
more and more in the love of God and his cause.
Official strength: .1 Apostle, 2 High Priests, the
Church in 1865, .at JYialad City, Idaho,· but_
May God ever bless the cause and make it pros. 1 Seventy, 17 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 removed
to Deer I.Jodge, where he resided at the
perous that at last, when the great Shepherd Deacon.
time ofhis death.
D. Hougas was sustained as President of Freshall gather together his sheep, we 'all may be
found in that number. Saints, cheer up, work mont District for next three months.
La:nd Wauted..
Prayer meeting at 9 a.m., August 31st; preach.
valiantly, for time is precious; idle not away
A
brother.
wishes
to buy a large quantity of
your time, for every little good deed we do will ing by W. H. Kelley at 11 a.m.; and at 3 p.m. bJ: good farming land, suitably
located for im~ediate
tend to make our crown the brighter. Your ~I. H. Forscutt; and at 7 p.m. by W. H. Kelley. settlement by the Saints. Brethren
knowmg the
!I. 0. HowARD.
Adjourned to Farm Creek, Nov. 22d, 1879, at address of owners of such lands will confer a
brother in the vineyard,
10a.m.
favor by sending their address to this .office. If.
Appoiutmen.ts.
known, please give location and ·quantity of the
Bro. T. W. Smith expects, if the Lord will, to
Addresses.
lancl.
·
loot
fill appointments as follows :~Cove, Jackson Co., T. A. Phillips, Box 87, St. Thomas, Ontario.
Ohio, October 19th, and onward. At Bro. Jesse Henry Jones, Cleveland, Lucall, Co., Iowa.
TR:e SAINTs' HERALD Is published SEMI"lii?NT~LY; at Plano
.
Sheldon's, near ·warnock Station, Belmont .Co., Charles Derry, Magnolia, Harrison Co., Iowa.
Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Pubhco.twn o~ theRe·
Ohio Octobm· 25th and 26th; a two-days'. meet.. Jacob Reese, ~·reasurer of the funds of the Pitts- ·organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Bamts, and
is edited by JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS •. ®?:15.per
in g. Pittsburgh, Pa., November 2d, after stopping
burg District, No. 10, ·Dinwiddie street., Pitts- year. All remittances, orders, and business comm~ruca~10na
a few days at West Wheeling, Ohio. Philadel.
intended for the ofl!ce of. publication, must ·be dJreQt!fd.: to
burg, Pa.
·
IIeriry .A. Stebbins, Bo'" 50, Plano, Kendal! ao., Jlu.. ·Mphey;
phia, Nov. 9th. Hornerstown, 1\'l:onmouthcounty, George lVIottashed, 352 Grey-st., London, Ont.
may be seiD.t Draft on Chicago, Post Office Or~er ~mc~lall.~! by •
N.J., from Nov. 12th till 20th. Boston, Mass.,
James Kemp, Hutchinson Jefferson Co., Colorado. registered letter, or by Express; but there •s.very·J•ttle;ri@ll:

z!

:JP

~Je:

..... __

.

Whereas in the providence of our Father m
heaven, it hath pleased him to call frolf :r[~:;
and trial to peaceful rest1 our reve;~ . ~ the
in Israel Sister Emma Bldamon, Wl oy; o
Seer of ihe Latter Days, Joseph Sm!th, and
mother of our respected brethren, Joseph, Alexan.
der and David I-I. Smith; and although, to many
f
the Elders and Saints in conference assem~leds, she was unknown in the flesh, yet her ma~y
virt~es, her zeal in the cause of t~,;uth, hed pu~ry
of life her many trials and suffermgs en u:e m
the p~st for the latter day ":ork! we are not Ignor.
ant of and we duly appree1ate.
.
.
Ancl whereas, the Church, and m<!re partiCUlarly her children, have suffered 1!-n lrrep.arable
loss in her decease; where£Eorlde, be ~~d Saints of
Resolved that we, the
ers
Massachus~tts District in conference assem.
bled herebv express our sorrow for the bdeavdment the Church and her famil~ hav-e en ure '
and to her sons and other relatives, tender our
heartfelt sympathy and condolence.
.
Resolved further, that a copy of theseJn.eambles and redolutions be forwarded to the President
of the Church for publi?ation in t~e HJ:afd· the
Heported by committee appomte
or
purpose, May 18th, 1879.
T. w. SMITH,
} .
.
CYRIEL E. BROWN, Comm~ttee.
CHAS. N. BROWN,

~apdtlst

busm~ss es!~·ng

in sending small sums of money in an ordinary letter.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, IIAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PREACH TO THEM TJIAT DWELT, ON 'l'HE EAR1'H
*, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGJIIEN'l' IS COME."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY TIIEM THROUGH THY TRUTH; TIIY WORD IS 'fRU'l'H."-JESUS; JOHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF THE LORD, FOR TIIERE SIIALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, NOVEMBER 15, 1879.

llE "WHAT YOU SEEM.
If you would be deemed a man,
Act a manly part;
Aflectation is a ban,
Show you have a heart;
'Year no vain, deceitful mask,
Artificial wrought,
What does falsehood gain, I ask,
Be what you would be thought.

All that glitters is not gold,
'Tis but outward dross;
Speech, though courteous, should be bold,
Use no tinselled gloss;
Tell no flattering tales, aud so
eed men's self esteem;
"\Year your own true look, and show
Yon are what you seem.
1

]

1\Ien of thought are ever loth
Hollow praise to give,
Only minds of stunted growth,
On such diet live.
Empty vessels make most sound,
Words are empty air;
Live above it and be fonnd
What yon would appear;.

Selected.

THE CONTRAST.
__
.
.
Ji!dilf!l'S lfei:a.ld®:....J:The Savfof·says: ''The
wind bloweth where it listeth, and ye hear the
sound thereof, but can not tell whence it cometh, or whither it goeth; so is every one that
is born of the Spirit." Paul says, "The man. 11
1 estation of the Spirit is given to every man
to profit withal."
We therefore infer that there are times
when the best of men are left without the
Spirit, but we are not to forget what the
Spirit has previously taught, otherwise we do
not profit by it.
I wonder if there are any real Saints who
feel like surrendering to the mercy of that arch
fiend who delights in the misery and downfall
of that soul who aspires to anything good and
noble. I hope not. I have too much confideuce in the word of God, to believe that
after having exercised our agency to the best
of our ability, we shall then be cast off. If
the Spirit ever taught me anything, it is that
we could rely on the Holy Scripture. for the
promises there made; King James' version of
the Scriptures at that. It is no marvel if
there are errors in it. The .only wonder is
that it is as perfect as it is. Latter Day Saints
may congratulate themselves for having embarked on the only ship which is registered
for "Celestial Glory," a glory symbolized by
the Sun.
We can sec ships (churches) all around us
registered for "telestial glory," a glory symbolized by the starry firmament, going some-

where; way beyond the bounds of time and
space, there to sing praises through a never
ending eternity, to a being seated on the top
of a topless throne, who hath neither body
parts nor passions. Well, let them go. If
such a faith-if such a religion-can satisfy
the longings of the soul, let them have it. No
doubt Paul spoke by the Spirit when he said,
"There is one glory of the sun, and another
glory of the moon, and another glory of the
stars; and as one star differeth from another;
so also is the resurrection of the dead."
We are often told that it makes no differenc6"what a man's creed is, so long as he acknowledges Christ. We might admit this to
that class of christians who aspire to nothing
more, and are registered for telestial glory, but
there are a few people on earth who desire
something more tangible, and whose right and
privilege it is to have it. There is something
tangible in the belief that this earth and
everything pertaining to it, will one day be
redeemed from its fallen condition ; that it
will yet possess all of its original grandeur and
beauty, and that all whose names are found
registered in the Lamb's book of life will
possess it for the space of one thousand years;
all of which time those who have been registered for telestial glory will be in their graves,
and who through wilfulness, indifference and
disobedience are the lawful subjects for the
second death.
If the reader does not know positively for
what port his ship is bound, then we advise
him, candidly, to look well into the matter,
for so surely as God has blessed us with the
ability to think and reason, so surely we will
have to render an account for the use, or abuse
of those powers. Let us be consistent, and
know that man can not stick stakes for God to
come to. If we are so fortunate as to obtain
salvation, it will be by the terms laid down in
the Bible.
John, the Revelator, in speaking of the
general resurrection, says, "l saw the dead,
small and great, stand before God; and the
books were opened:
and the dead were
judged out of the things which were written
in the books." May we not reasonably conelude that the Bible is one of the books which
will judge· the world? It can not be otherwise.
How Jmportant, then, to have an understanding of the. Bible. But how can we, since
the most learned are not agreed as to what
the Bible teaches. There is one way, and one
only, and that is to become sufficiently humble,
and then appeal to God for his Spirit to guide
and direct us. When this Spirit has been obtained to a sufficient degree, we will then l:>e
surprised at the ·stupidity· and ignorance of

**"

No. 22.

men, who are continually perverting the word
of God. We will then see clearly that there
is but one platform, on which the Church of
Christ is built; all others are on a sandy
foundation.
Paul says, "Though we, or an angel from
heaven, preach any other gospel unto you,
than that which we have preached unto you,
let him he accursed. As we said before, so
say we now again, If any man preach any
other gospel unto you than that which you
have received, let him be accursed."
:Fortunately, this scripture is too plain to
admit of being spiritualized, or perverted. All
we have to do is to make ourselves familiar
with the teachings of Christ and his apostles,
and it will require no great outpouring of the
Spirit to enable us to detect false teachers, no
matter what their guise may be. The fact of
my standing with the Bible in hand; the fact
that I presume to unfold the banner of Christ,
does not prove me a fir$t class christian, or
that the church to which I belong, is necessarily the Church of Christ; ·any more than an
Ehglish captain unfurling the stars and stripes
to-. the breeze, proves him to be an American
born citizen, or his ship an American vessel.
It is. an insult to the Bible and to every
thing pertaining to godliness, to say that Paul
and the apostles taught all the conflicting doctrines that are put forth by professed christians of the present day. So long as we retain our senses, we shall ever defend the character of God, as a being of order; that order
is one of the attributes of the Deity, in the
fullest sense of the word; that disorder and
confusion have their origin with the p~ince of
darkness.
Paul preached one gospel only. All the
churches of Christ in his day were organized
on the one and the selfsame platform. The
first plank (so to speak) in the platform was a
belief in the divine mission of our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ. That he. was all that
he claimed for himself, and all that the Scriptures claimed ·for him. The second plank in
the platform, was the divine appointment of
men to fill certain offices in the Church; there
were apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors
and teachers. The third plank in the plat-.
form, was the Holy Ghost, which the Savior
said should guide us into all truth; bring
things past to our remembrance, and show us
things to come.
Paul, in the twelfth chapt,er of his :Fir:st
Epistle to the Corinthians, has given quite a
detailed account of the office-work of the Holy
Ghost, which is so entirely different from any
thing we can.see manifested in the churches
of the present'· day, that we are forced to the
conclusion that the third plank, as well as the
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second, has been almost if not entirely removed from the platform, on which the church
of Christ originally stood. The idea of apostles and prophets in the church of Christ in
these days is scouted and ridiculed, notwithstanding the office work of the Holy Ghost is to
make prophets of men. Paul says, apostles
and prophets, as well as evangelists, pastors
and teachers were given "for the perfecting
of the Saints, for the work of the ministry, for
the edifying of the body of Christ;" and were
to continue till we had "all come in the unity
of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son
of God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure
ofthe stature ofthe fulness of Christ." What
for? "That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with
every wind of doctrine, by the sleight and
cunning craftiness of men, whereby they lie in
wait to deceive."
How strange the contrast. In the days of
Paul none but those who stood upon the above
described platform, were considered christians;
and all who taught a gospel different from this
were counted false teachers, and subject to the
curse of Paul. To-day the man who defendtJ
this platform is counted a false teacher, impostor, knave or fool. The curse of Paul does
not affect or touch his case; but he has the
ill will, if not the curse of nearly all professed
christians of the present day. Has God indeed changed? One thing is plain, either
modern theology is at fault, or the Bible is no
rule of faith and practice for life and salvation.
Paul foresaw the time would come when
men would "not endure sound doctrine," and
would "heap to themselves teachers having
itching ears," etc. Among other calamities
that he foresaw was this, that those who had
"a form of godliness." were to deny '' ihe
power thereof." As the whole christian traternity are almost a unit in denying the power
of godliness, as it existed in the primitive
church, what conclusion can we come to?
Justice, however, would compel us to acknowledge one noble exception, in the person
of John Wesley, who we believe enjoyed as
much of the Spirit of God, as any man outside
of a church of apostles and prophets. Would
to God there were a few more such men to
help remove the chronic spiritual blindness
from the minds of the people. Wesley says,
"It was not, as some suppose, that the miraculous gifts, [power of godliness], which
adorned the primitive church ceased to exist
because there was no longer a need for them;"
for, says he, "not one twentieth part of the
world are even nominally Christian." The
reason given by Mr. Wesley for the disappearance of those spiritual gifts was that the
church had turned heathen again, and had
only a dead form left."
Paul, in his noble defense before King
Agrippa, asks the king, why it should be
thought a thing incredible with him that God
should raise the dead. We would now enquire why it should be thought a thing incredible with the Christians that God should
heal the sick, or otherwise manifest his power
in behalf of those who are to be heirs of salvation, the same as formerly. There is nothing
incredible about it; except to that class that
is actually denying the power of godliness, thus
shutting the windows of heaven against themselves. John the R eve! a tor, under the most
sublime p3Wer of god liness, foresaw that the
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Church of Christ would become extinct from
off the face of the earth. John Wesley, under
the power of godliness, saw plainly that the
church had turned heathen again. John the
Revelator, (after the church had turned heathen again), saw an angel flying through the
midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel
to preach to them that dwell on the earth.
This everlasting gospel is the selfsame gospel
preached by Paul. Paul having pronounced
a curse on the angel who should preach any
other, and the propriety of its being called
the everlasting gospel, lies in the fact that it
is contrary to the purposes of God to change it.
Now we believe that the angel spoken of,
fulfilled his mission in the year 1830. If the
reader can show that we are in an error, as a
christian should do, we invite him to do it.
Paul's motto, "Prove all things, and hold fast
that which is good," is our motto. There is a
class of christians, however, who do not care
to prove anything. Having their stakes set,
they prefer to run their chances and accept
the consequences, rather than move them.
There is a class of christians who do not hesitate to persecute and crush anything, and
everything that comes up contrary to their
preconceived ideas and notions. They seem
to overlook the fact that the enemies of science
and religion have always been men like themselves. The Jews, once the acknowledged
"people of God," how rebellious when required
to yield obedience to the Son of God. They
argued, and truly too, that they were of the
seed of Abraham; and, no doubt, thought that
a religion which was good enough for their
fathers to live and die by, was good enough for
them also. Any christian who is acquainted
with their history can see their mistake, and
how fearfully they have suffered for their disobedience. Noah, a preacher of righteousness
all his lifetime, succeeded in saving eight
souls; a very small percentage of what might
have been saved only for disobedience. It
would seem as though the children of men can
not profit by the things they suffer; for the Savior says, "As it was in the days of Noah, so
shall it be in the days of the coming of the Son
of Man." Again, "Strait is the gate and narrow
is the way which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it." Why? There is no
reason except it be man's perverse nature.
God is no respecter of persons, and willeth
that all men should be saved.
FLINTVILLE 1

Wis. Aug. 6th, 1879.

W.

FRANKLIN,

------~~~------

SPEAK SHORT.
An aged minister said to a young brother,
"Speak short. The brethren will tell you if
you don't speak long enough." The counsel
is good, good fer speakers and good for hearers, good for writers, and good for readers.
Length without breadth and thickness is a
very poor recommendation in a sermon, a pr:~y
er, or a newspaper article. The power of condensation, abridgement, and elimination of
useless matter is greatly to be coveted. When
a man has five minutes in which to speak, he
will usually consume one or two of them in
telling the people what he is going to say, or
in informing them that he has "been thinking"
of something which he proposes to relate. If
men who have something to say would say it,
if those who have had thoughts would speak
them, and those who had something to writ,e

would write it, omitting prefaces, introductions, and useless and unmeaning remarks,
much time and space would be saved with no
loss to any one. But how hard it is to be
brief. It takes gallons of sap to make a single
pound of sugar, but the sweetness pays for the
condensing. A little word said and remembered is better than any amount of weary,
casual talk, which men endure and gladly
forget.

PRESIDENT TAYLOR INTERVIEWED.
Bro. William Williams sends us a St. I,ouis
Globe Democrat of September 20th, which
contains some pertinent questions put by its
correspondent to President John Taylor in
s~Jt JJake City, and the answers given by him
to those questions. \V e make a few extracts
from the two and a half columns of the conversation as given in the above paper, such as
will bo particularly relished by our readers.
It will be seen that the questions were sharp,
and the one who replied often evaded the
issue:
Correspondent.--What has been your connection with tho church? How long have
you been identified with it?
President Taylor.-I have been identified
with the church since about the year 1836.
Cor.-How long have you been one of its
Apostles?
Pres. T.-Since about the year 1838.
Cor.-When were you made President?
Pres. T.-Two years next October; but it
was decided on before that time.
Cor.-vVere you made President by revclatiOJ:?
l\·eiL T.-I was made President accordiDg
to certain principles that govern these matters,
and in the order of what we term the priesthood. For instance, I was President of the
Twelve Apostles, which on the death of President Young became the presiding authority
of the church, and it naturally fell upon me,
under these circumstances, to be President of
the Church. I am President of the Twelve
Apostles, and they operate with me in my
capacity as President.
Cor.-Brigham Young was made President
by revelation fiom God, was he not?
Pres. T.-He was made President in the
same way that I was-that is, he was Presiident of the Twelve when Joseph and Hyrum
were killed, and, being President of the 'l'welve,
he held precisely the same position that I do
now hold. He was afterwards elected as President of the church. with two Couaselors. It
is a matter of form'in the organization of our
church. I would here state that our organization is very complete in its arrangement.
Cor.-Is the President not appointed by
revelation?
Pres. T.-Thete is a revelation regulating
these matters in general terms. All our organizations are given by reveiation. 1Ve have
the organization of the Twelve Apostles, the
organization of the Seventies, etc.
Cor.-They were organized in bodies under
revelation ?
Pres. T.-Yes.
Cor.-To whom was that revelation given?
Pres. T.-Joseph Smith.
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Cor.-Have there been no revelations since Ices of the Jaw. Still they will. consider it counts as they wore presented, we thought it
that in
to. the church organization?
persecution, but they will not forsake their was just that he should have a recompense of
Pres.
think not.
religion.
that kind, although he had never requested
Cor.-When was the l~st revelation from
Cor.-Will the church continue to admin- n'or desired it. Yet we, thnt is the authoriGod?
ister the ceremony of sealing polygamist wives? ties, thought it just and proper to allow a fair
Pres.
Pres. T .-Well, in relation to these matters, compensation.
Cor.-What is the amount of church propCor.--W ou!d
be proper for me to ask that will be a question to be decided hereafter.
what it was?
I have already stated that they consider it a erty hel.d in its own name, and held in the
Pres. T.--To illustrate what I mean: It is
and it may be a question as to its en- name of the trustee?
srtid in
the
of Jesus forcement.
Pres. T.-That I am not prepared to anis the
Cor.-Do you think there is any disposition swer.
1
Cor.-Approximatively, please.
and
have
on the part of the people to resent the act
Pres. T.-I would :rather not say anything
are hun- by force Y
ought to
under its
J>res. T.-No, sir, not if they are dealt fair- about it, for I could not do it correctly.
Cor.-People are a little curious about the
guidance,
is a principle we recognize. ly
but if that vindictive spirit, which
Cor.-Is that what
call revelation?
we have seen exercised in many instances, is matter.
Pres. 'l'.-That may be; but suffice it to
Pres. '!.".-That is
we call individual shown, and a violation of our rights as Amerrevelation; but there is no one recognized as ican citizens is attempted, then there might say that we are here as American citizens,
the proper
to
revelation to the be resentment. ·we want to be fairly dealt tb'at we have our rights, and will maintain
church but the
of the church. with by the law. If I am guilty you want t,o them if we can. At the same time we do not
They may have revelation to
themselves prove me guilty, and on that ground if there want to show our hands to everybody.
Cor.-Do you consider your church as an
and for their own instruction.
is any difficulty, if they pursue another course,
Cor.-How many Mormons are resident in if they want to use fraud and violence, then incorporate body?
Pres. T.-Well, we do not care whether it
the Territory of Utah aud adjacent Territories? they may be met with something of the same
is or not. There is a difference of opinion a~
Pres. T.-It would be very difficult to say. kind in return.
Perhaps somewhere about 150,000 to 200,000.
Cor.-Supposing it should prove that the to that. In regard to the incorporation, some
Cor.-IIow many of these arc
in law of 1862 could not be enforced by the think Congress did away with it, and others
·
polygamy?
courts, and the Government should declare think they did not.
Cor.-I know pretty well what others think,
Pres. T.-That I can not
martial law in the 'l'erritory, and proceed to
Cor.-Can you not say
lhe number?
polygamists summarily, would the peo- I simply asked your opinion.
Pres. T.-1 think there are as many believe
Pres. T.-No, sir, I could not.
resent by force?
Cor.-Would you say that half of them are
Pres. T.-You would have to ask them that the corporation is not .annulled as there
living in polygamy?
when the time came. You can not tell what are those who believe it is annulled, and as to
my own opinion it would be of no more iml'res. T.-I could not say.
people will do.
Cor.-Was tho indictment of Elder ReyCor.-I see it is computed by counsel for portance than the opinion vf anybody else.
Cor.-Did President Young regard it as an
nolds procured by the consent of the Mormon the church, that it would have been necessary
authorities in order to test the case?
for President Young to have made $400 per incorporate body?
Pres. T.-Well, I do not know what his
Pres. T.-Yes, sir; and therein we think day for the last fifteen years in order to amass
they have not treated him well, because, hav- the amount of $2.500.000 which was willed private opinion was in relation to that matter.
ing by their proper authorities here consented to his heirs. I think it was suggested that But whether it is incorporate or not, there is
to have a test case, it can hardly be ca Hed President Young's affairs had become mixed nothing based on correct principle that would
deprive men of their rights.
straight to treat him afterwards as though he Utl with the revenue of the church.
Cor.-Does the oath in the Endowment
were a criminal. We consider it was a depart- • Pres. T.-In regard to these matters, a little
ure from what we call honorable principles, difficulty has arisen. President Young was House require adherence to the church as
and that he was the victim of a misplaced doing an extensive business of his own, and against the Government?
Pres. T.-Well, now, you had better go and
confidence in United States officers.
he had the handling of large amounts belongCor.-Was the defense of Elder Reynolds ing to the church. They may have got mix- find out. We have no oaths inimical to the
presented to the various Courts in a manner ed, but generally the accounts have been United States Government, nor inimical to any
satisfactory to your church?
thoroughly !Qoked into, and are pretty well correct principle.
Cor.-Did the rash utterances of Apostle
Pres. T.-We had our attorneys to attend understood. Soon after PJ:esident Young's
to that matter? but I do not think they under- death an auditing committee was appointed Joseph F. Smith in the Tabernacle two Sunstood the thing. Our courts have been
to go ovel' the books on behalf of the church, days ago reflect the sentiments of your people?
Pres. T.-I do not think there was anyerally inimical to us, 11nd they have
ex- for the purpose of seeing what belonged to
traneous means, extra-judicial measures in his private estate. After having made this thing rash about his sentiments. I think that
arranging their juries, and it is very difficult investigation certain results were arrived at, when men crowd upon people and g1·in~ them
for us, under these circumstances, to get what which were sanctioned by the heirs and exec- down to the dust, put their heel upon their
speaking utors of the estate, and also by the Probate necks and treat them as some of our most
may be termed a fair trial.
honored citizens were treated, I think it i:3
of Reynolds' case, when it was first presented, Court.
he furnished the evidsnce himself to the Court.
Cor.-He was allowed, I believe, $300,000 time they were looking to their guns and keeping their powder dry. Now put that down
He brought in his second wife to give evidence for services rendered?
before that court, and afLer having done that,
Pres. T.-Yes; that would be for thirty from me.
Cor.--"Peaceably if you can, forcibly if you
to make use of that evidence in a vindictive years at $10,000 a year.
looks to us unfiAir.
Cor.-Did he make any claim for services must?"
Pres. T.-I have not said anything about
a test case, you
at that rate ?
the
would fi.nd a
Pres. T.-No, sir; he never made any claim force. For instance, as an example, a man
of that kind, but we thought it was only just here was dragged out of his house and abused
.-That is from the evidence that to allow him that amount under the circum- outrageously fol' not saying half so much as
w:>~s
but after Reynolds furnished stances. We 9~ppreciated his labors. He had had been said about him. Well, now, if this
that evidence, whioh
could not have ob- labored faithfully and diligently for thirty same man got a few friends together, t,ook tho
tained without
it is
and he also felt a little pride at not ask- same whip and belabored the other man, I
as they have done, as tt felon.
anything. Our Elders, you know, go should not object to him doing it. I would
Cor.-Will your
accept the law passwithout purse or scrip, and the President not say don't do such things.
Cor.-Is it true that Mrs. Eliz. 11Jlsworth,
ed in 1862, as
by Congress, or will had a feeling of th~.t kind. He felt proud at
they adhere to their religious convictions?
being able to sustain his family outside of the one of the plaintiffs in the suit against Presil'res. T
will adhere to their relig- help of the church; but on looking over his dent Young's executors, has been tried by a
ious
abide by the consequen· affairs aft.cr his death, and examining the ac- bishop for having joined in that suit and
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adjudged to withdraw as plaintiff within thirty
days, under penalty of being dismissed the
Church?
Pres. T.--I do not know that it has been
done. If it has not it ought to be, and the
same with all the rest of them.

ADDRESS TO THE SAINTS IN THE
AUSTRALIAN COLONIES.
Dearl!J beloved brethren and sisters 1~n Christ:
It is nearly five months since we bade good by
in the harbor of Port Jackson; an hour long
to be remembered. Few can j ndge the feelings of the heart as your vessel stean:ed alongside, especially when you turned round to go
back, while our noble ship bore us off upon
the great deep, and you vanished from sight
in the distance. It was then, dear brethren,
I felt the love that the gospel brings. I was
alone, a stranger to all on board. The reflections of more than five years' labor with all its
ups and downs and changes, loomed up like
mountains in the thoughts of the moment.
My companion, who crossed these watel!S with
me to plant the standard of truth, had long
since lain down to rest; a foreign shore found
him a home till the resurrection, and friends,
Saints, will long remember Bro. C. W. Wandell and visit with reverence his resting place.
But in the providence of God my life has
been preserved, though often in sickness, in
fatigue and weariness; tho silent forest has
been a sweet resting place when almost overcome with heat and travel, lif0 almost a burden. It was then I felt the fact of the Redeemer's love. How great to leave the glory of a
higher sphere, to wander on earth and seek
the salvation of souls, ofc without a place to
lay his head.
It was not fur gold or worldly wealth that
I was thus far from home and family; but
because my master called me thus to go; so in
him I put my trust, and never was prayer so
sweet with the surety, yes, the certainty that
my request would be granted. I was led to
where I found friends, and though my voice
was feeble among the raging waves of opposition, the good Lord touched the hearts of many
and softened the way, and ore long, you felt
the power of truth, and, willing to serve God
rather than man, you took up the cross to
stand fur Christ and the faith that was once
delivered to the Saints. Love, and the workings of the Holy Spirit soon made us one, and
we felt an affection for each other stronger
than that of kindred relationR. It grew with
you as the knowledge of the great message
of the last days was opened to your mind and
confirmed by that Spirit that never errs.
Now, my dear brethren and sisters, let no evil
spirit lead you from the path you have chosen,
for the enemy is strong and exerting all his
power to der.eive, divide, and lead away the
Saints. Let nothing trouble you only the
salvation of your own souls, and watch with
care the signs of' the times, and the contiuual
fulfillment of prophecy; for assuredly the J~:>rd
God of Israel is not asleep. His purposes
never fail, and the coming of tho Lord dra.weth near. Uphold and sustain those who are
sent among you, for.l:they are worthy, and as
I have often said in your midst, a great work
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will yet be done in Australia. Much depends
on your faith and example. Love one :mother as Christ's disciples. Ten thousand miles
separate us, still I feel the same int,crest in
your welfare as I did when among you j time
nor distance will never, no never erase from
my memory the happy meetings, the social
chat, the kindness shown to me up to the
parting moment. And I might be impeached
with ingratitude were I not to make honorable
mention of all whose love was ever shown in
trying to make me comfortable with every
temporal want; among whom are Bro. and Sr.
Ellis, of Sidney, whose house was a welcome
home to Bro. Wandell while he lived, and
myself for over five years, (when in Sidney.)
Bro. Ellis was the first I baptized in Australia,
a true friend to the end. May the JJord bless
and reward Jk and Sr. Ellis and family to
peace in the kingdom of God. Also Bro. and
Sr. Marriot, of Waratah, where I was ever
cared for and had a comfortable home, and a
welcome cheering to the weary traveler. Sr.
'Webster, of Newcastle, whose hand is always
doing good to Jew and Gentile, never will I
forget the happy hours at her cottage, and the
many manifestations at her hands of her love
for the gospel. Mother Williams, also, and
Bro. and Sr. Gregory, Bro. and Sr. Lewis, Bro.
and Sr. Davis, Sr. Ballard, of the Manning
River District, also Bro. and Sr. McLaughlin,
and Bro. and Sr. Scrivener, Bro. Buckman
and family, Sr. McKay and family, Bro. and
Sr. Wright, of Cape Hawke, and my beloved
brother John Rodger and family, with many
others both in and out of the church, not forgetting .l'rfother Carr, of Willoughby, and
family. Also Bro. and Sr. Farmer, all whose
kindness I shared up to the hour of parting,
when the bitter tear showed the love of Saints.
But though sad the hour, the hope of meeting
again in the better life and a happy future,
burst the clouds of gloom. I can only return
thanks to you and to God that we ever met,
and that the bonds of the new and everlasting
covenant has made us one in faith, and in
hope, and though far away, my prayer shall
ever be that you may be kept humble and
true to the cause of Christ, and that the fountain of light may pour forth its stream to your
satisfaction; that God is with this people and
their redemption is near.
I arrived home on the 1st of June, and
found my family aH well; and all in the faith
of the gospel, satisfied that they are within
the borders of Zion. I have purchased a
piece of land and am busy building to make a
home before winter. My health is tolerable,
for which I f"el thankful, though the climate
is a great change from the clear atmosphere
of Australia, and the fresh breezes of the
Pacific Ocean that girdles your shores. I
would say to all those who have been ordained,
all is well here; the church prospers, and tho
Saints of the Iteorganization are gaining respect and honor among the thinking class of
the United States. Surely the Lord is begining to favor Zion, and the way is fast opening
up for a. resting place for the Saints of' all
nations, for according to the I.ord's word, "Tho
wheat muR~ be gathered into the garnrr while
the chaff and tares must be burned." The
candle of the Lord will lighten the Saints,
while the blind that lead the blind will both
fall into the ditch. Knowing these things,
shall we as the ministers of the Lord, called

according to his order, shall we hold our peace
for the sake of favor or friendship? Shall
we neglect our calling because the wicked
rage? Shall we step aside when persecution
hedges the way and rises like mountains to
oppose? No! God forbid. I~et us trust in
Israel's God and cry aloud repentance to this
generation, for he can still the raging deep,
and say to the proud waves, Thus far shalt
thou go, and no farther. No hand that is
raised against this work can prosper; no power
can thwart the purposes of the Almighty; he
has spoken to his people as iu the days of
Moses and Joshua, and the elders of the church
are responsible. The gospel must be proclaimed to all nations; the hour has come, "And
after your testimony shall come signs and wonders, the judgment of God upon tho wicked,
and who shall be able to stand?" None but
the true and faithful. Therefore, brethren,
fear not man, trust in God, seek earnestly the
Holy Spirit as your guide, be not proud in
heart. but humble; let all your teachings be in
great plainness, warning the unruly, bearing
with patience when opposed,; finally, showing
a godlike character in all things, and the Lord
will surely bless and give you much of the
Holy Spirit which is the power of the gospel
unto salvation.
If in my teachings or manner of life I hurt
the feelings of any I humbly ask your forgiveness, and still beg an interest in your prayers
at the throne of God, even as I ever remember
you, that we ma.y all find a.n entrance into the
kingdom of God and his Christ.

___,.... .
__

GLAUD RODGER.

SEDUWICK, Iowa, September 7th, 1879.

A QUARTER OF A MILLION JEWS.
AND NOT A SINGLE PAUPER AMONG
THE NUMBER.

For nearly four years past Mr. William It.
Hackonburg of this city, one of the most prominent Hebrews of the country, has been engag.
ed in the preparation of a statistical record of
Jews and Judaism in the United States. This
work, which is intended to form a permanent
record of American Israelites, is approaching
completion and will shortly be in the printer's
hands. Not one of the least discoveries made
is that there is not believed to be a pauper Jew
in the United States. Every Hebrew who is
able to work finds something for his or her
hands to do, while the sick or infirm are abundantly cared for by the local societies. A Jew
is never permitted to seek assistance in sickness from any denomination or charity outside
of its own faith. It is calculated that there
are now fully a quarter of a million of Jews
scattered over the United States. They have
fourteen public institutions under their exclusive control, although some of these are not
sectarian in their benefits. There are fifteen
newspaper~ and magazines devoted to the cause
of Judaism and published and edited by Jews.
They have four Jewish orders, all secret societies, having for their object the advancement
of J uda.ism, the mutual assistance of their
members and general charitable objects. The
value of' property of all kinds owned by congregations is valued at upwards of five millions
of dollars. The oldest synagogue in the country is that of Shearith Israel, of New York,
which was established prior to 168!.-Phila·
de1phi(t Record.
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THE SAINTS'
TESTIMONY OF DAVID WHITMER.
IS I1' TRUE, OR FALSE?

Editors Ilerald :-In the Saints' Herald
of April 15th, 1879, I notice an article from
the pen of Elder T. W. Smith, which originally appeared in the Fall River (Mass.) Herald,
in which article the writer makes mention of
the testimony of David Whitmer, as published
in the Chicago Times, in 1875, and further

says:
"I personally heard him state, in January, 1877,
in his own house in Richmond, Ray county, Mo.,
in most positive language, that he did truly see,
in broad day-light, a bright and most beautiful
being, an 'angel from heaven,' who did hold in his
hands the golden plates, which he turned over
leaf by leaf, explaining the contents here and
there."

I have heard the same from the ...nouth of
Father Whitmer, more than once; and every
time I ever heard him tell the particulars of
that glorious scene, he always told it just the
same; and as far as I have ever heard, fwm
reliable witnesses, he has always told the same
story-"straight as a nail." Had Elder Smith
stopped at the end of the above quoted sentence, I would have had no ground for bringing his name into this article; but he did not.
He further adds :
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I or, between

that date and 1835; for it is not
found in any printed document of the Church
of Christ up to the latter part of the year
1833, or the year 1834. The "Book of Commandments" to the Church of Christ, published
in Independence, :Mo., in 1833, does not contain any allusion to Urim and Thummim;
though the term was inserted in some of the
revelations in their reprint in the "Book of
Doctrine and Covenants" in 1835.
Who originated the Urim and Thummim
story, I do not know; but this I do know,
that it is not found in the first printed book of
revelations to the Church of Christ, and there
is other testimony to show that it is not true.
It is proper to notice what it is claimed the
Urim and Thummim was. P. P. and 0. Pratt
both say it was an instrument composed of two
clear or transparent stones set in the two rims
of a bow. It is also confounded with the "Intrepreters," which were shaped something like
a pair of ordinary spectacles, though larger.
Now let us see. David Whitmer declares,
and I have shown him to be a competent witness, that J·oseph Smith translated by aid of
a dark stone, called a "seer stone," which was
placed in the crown of a hat, into which
Joseph thrust his face.
,
In the Saints' Herald of June 15th, 1879,
pages 190 and 191, I find a letter from President \V. W. Blair, in which he states some
fJctB, l, am,:d fwm Mr. Michael Morse, who
married a .Miss Hale, "a sister to Sr. Emma."
Among other things which I have not space
to notice here, but which your readers can find
by following the reference I have given, President Blair says:

"He also described the size and general appearance of the plates, and he further said that he saw
Joseph translate, by the aid ofUrim and Thummim,
time and again, and he then produced a large pile of
foolscap pa.per closely written in a very fair hand,
which he declared was the manuscript written
mainly by Oliver Cowdery and Martin Har:ris, as
"He states that Joseph told him that he found
the translation was being read by the aid of the
Urim and Thummim of the characters on the the gold plates, fro:n whence it. is claimed the Book
plates by Joseph Smith, which work of translation of Mormon was translated, in a stone box. (Some
of late have said that Joseph at first professed to
and transcription he frequently saw.''
found them in an iron box). He further
I, too, have seen the "manuscripts" t~nd have
states that when Joseph was translaling the Book
examined them. I, too, have heard Father of Mormon, he (Morse), had occasion more than
Whitmer say that he was present many times once to go into his immediate presence, and saw
while Joseph was translating; but I never him engaged at his work of translation. The mode
beard him say that the translation was made of procedure consisted in Joseph's placing the
Se0r Stone in the crown of a hat, then pu!ting his
by aid of Urim and 'fhummim; but in every face
into the hat., so as to entirely cover his face,
case, and his testimony is a! ways the same, he resting his elbows upon his knees, and then dictatdeclared that Joseph first offered prayr.r, ing, word after word, while the scribe-Emma,
then took a dark colored, opaque stone, called John Whitmer, 0. Cowdery, or some other, wrote

a ''seer-stone," and placed it in the crown of
his hat, then put his face into the hat, and
read the translation as it appeared before him.
This was the daily method of procedure, as I
have often heard :Father ·whitmer declare;
and, as it is generally agreed to by parties
who know the facts, that a co1<siderable portion of the work of translation was performed
in a room of his father's house, where he then
l'esided, there can be no dc1ubt but what 'Fat.her
David Whitmer is a
witness of the
manner of translating.
I am aware of the'· fact that the "U rim and
Thummim" story has long been foisted upon
the world as the true account of the origin of
the B Jok of Mormon; but the times demand,
and, the interest of truth demands, th:J.t the
truth should be told. We need not be afraid
of truth; and I greatly doubt if anybody will
be ultimately benefitted by the perpetuation of
a falsehood, which was invented for the purpose of gaining prestige, in the minds of the
people, for ambitious leaders.
The proofs are clear and positive that the
story of Urim and Thummim Translation does
not date back, for its origin, further than 1833,

it down.:'

The above agrees pm feeLly with David
Whitmer's statements, and goes far to confirm
!?ather Whitmer's testimony; but this is not
all. In the Saints' ]Jerald of' October 1st,
1879, in an article headed "Last Testimony
of Sister Emma," on first page of the Iferald,
third column, near the bottom of the page,
Sr. Emma is represented as saying:
''In writing for your fat.her I frequently wrote
da.y after day, often sitting at the table close by

he sitting with his face buried in his hat,
the stone in it.. and dictating hour after hour
wir.h nothing between us "

'J'his statement was made to President Joseph
Smith, by his mother in February, 1879. The
wife of Joseph Smith-who acted sometimes
as his scribe, certainly is a competent witness,
and her last testimony is entitled to respectful
consideration, and she says Joseph translated
by a stone placed in his hat.
Why did not )Irs. Bidamon not say that
,Joseph translated by aid of U rim and Thummim? The reason is obvious in the light of
the facts, .to which I have briefly alluded:
because he translated with a stone, a Seer
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Stone; not two clear stones set in the rims of
a bow. Thus we see that 1\'Ir. Morse and Mrs.
Bidamon both agree that Joseph Smith used
a stone and not Urim and Thummim, nor Interpreter either.
Will those who hold the Urim and Thurn-·
mim story to be correct, still continue to give
the lie to David Whitmer, Michael Morse and
Mrs. Emma Bidamon? Or will they have
the courage to admit that those who have held
high positions have been guilty of gross fabrication?
With the sanction of David Whitmer, and
by his authority, I now state that he does not
say that Joseph Smith ever translated in his
presence by aid of Urim and Thummim.; but
by means of one dark colored, opaque stone,
called a '·Seer Stone," which was placed in
the crown of a hat, into which Joseph put his
face, so as to exclude the external light. Then,
a spiritual light would shine forth, and parchment would appear before Joseph, upon which
was a line of characters from the plates, and
under it, the translation in English; at least,
so Joseph said.
In her last testimony Mrs. Emma Bidamon
said to President Joseph Smith :
"David Whitmer I believe to be an honest and
truthful man. I think what he states may be re·
lied on."

So say all who know him. And as sure as
he is truthful and honest, the Book of Mormon
was translated by means of a Seer Stone. And
if it was not, I say distinctly that David
Whitmer, the only surviving witness to the
Book of 1\Iormon, is not truthful.
MANDEVILLE,

..

J. L.

TRAUGHBER, JR.,

Mo., Oct. 13, 1870.

------
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TELESTIAL WORLD.
Much has been said by our opponents against
the word "telestial," and much wonder is expressed as to the meaning of it, when speaking
of tho divine authenticity of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants; some declaring that it
is not an English word, and that there is no
word in any language from which it could
have been derived.
I heard one of our
Elders say that he believed "stelestial"
would be the more appropriate word to express the sense intended. I have concluded
to offer a few thoughts on the subject, and I
hope that if "mine opinion" is erroneous, some
one more competent than myself may give us
the true meaning and derivation of the word
telestial, that we may be able to give a certain,
sensible, and satisfactory answer to any that
may ask us to define the word.
I believe that telestial is derived from the
Greek word telos, the end : as telos, the end,
and logos, a word or discourse; frem which
comes the word teleology, discoursing upon, or
the science of the ends for which things were
created. Telie, derived from telos, means relating to the end. Telescope is derived from
telos the end, and scopio to spy, and literally
signifies to look to the end. From "telos''
the end, and "tial," suffixed, pertaining to;
hence telestial, pertaining to the end, the
last, or ~most distant of the glories from the
central, celestial or heavenly glory world.
As the celestial is the first, or central sphere
or world, whose inhabitants enjoy the presence,
brightness and glory of the Father and Son,
und the terrestrial world is the habitation of
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teachings of men. Where the spirit of per- the most abominn.ble above all churches; for befrom the gospel of the
version is indulged in, the whole matter shows hold they have taken
Lamb, many parts
are plain ancl most
another face and another spirit, unlike the prteoious; aud also many covenants of tho Lord
face and spirit of the gospel.
have they taken
; and all this have they
pener~ the right W3JS of
So we readily understand the gospel per- done that they
verted will not make those who bow at that the Lord."
Space will not admit the
shrine heirs of celestial glory, since the true
as can
gospel is the law of that glory. We who be- but you can examine it at
Who
;
lieve that the latter day work is the work of all who have the Book of
:not to have it?
it is a book much
the Lord in fulfilment of his word given
to this
through his prophets of old, must also believe
the foregoing we kam that the Now
that the angel that John saw fly in the midst
which
of heaven, (Rev. 14: 6),, was an angel and Test:tment underwent a serious
parts.
nothing else. And the gospel he had to sheared it of its
was accompreach to them that dwell on the earth was And the purpose we
great
do
the true and everlasting gospel. And that a plished; that an
stumblo. The fruits we have felt to
in
messenger from heaven was authorized to
the past few
as a
minister and
it to earth among the children of men, is
learned
of
my mind conclusive; that at the time of his lHethodist
claiming to h[lve the
advent to earth nothing better tlum a ~~·~u''~ 1-·"1
the commotion, because neither one
gospel was known, preached or practiced, great
and I think I can support this conclusion by has it in full, hence can not teach what
the word. Such a gospel would not, could do not know.
Now for the text m
not, meet the demands, nor carry out the purposes of the All-wise Creator and Eternal 2, No. 2 Saints' Advocate:
Father, who purposed the one and true gospel
"If any man writes to
or preaches to you,
LETTER FROM BRO. G. N. DAVIDSON. to be the plan of salvation into the kingdom doctrine contr11ry to the
Book of Mormon,
or celestial glory. And who through his Son or Book of Doctrine and Covenants, set him down
Dear Herald:-The more I become ac- declared that this gospel of the kingdom must as an impostor."
Do you say, "If we were to follow this in ..
quainted with you and the principles you seek again be preached to "all the world, for a witto inculcate, and your origin and authority, ness unto all nations, and then shall the end struetion, what would be the result?" l
answer, dear
it certainly would be
the moro I love you. I have not the language eome."-JYI:att. 25:32, I. T.
that if none would be
teaching contrary
at my command to portray the comfort and
Again, if we believe that Joseph
then all of the elders or watchmen
joy, and the helps that I receive from your Jun., was called of God, we must also believe to
walls would be in unison with the
semi-monthly visits. I would that they were that the gospel was delivered to him, or he on
weekly, and trust such will be ere long. Till was made a vessel of honor to bring about and three books, which would meet the approbathen, I will, by the help of my :fi'Iaster, strive establish the true gospel. An acknowledgment tion of God the Eternal Father, and the blessheaven would be freely bestowed,
to peruse and investigate your contents at of the books that Joseph was instrumental in ing of
every appearance or visit.
bringing about as truthful, and containing the and the power of the gospel felt more abunAnd who is
to
what the
In vol. 26, No. 19, among much valuable gospel in very deed, is an acknowledgment of
Iuatter, is a short letter from Bro. A. G. "'Y., the deficiency without them. Does not the
w~d~
?
of }fissouri. After a careful perusal of that Bible, Book of 1\:Iormon and Book of Doctrine
letter, the Spirit seemed to say, Write. I r'e!t and Covenants make a complete threefold
brother in the
to question myself, saying, How or what shall cord? For illustration, ·a threefold of six
I write? The brother may be an aged man ; strands each is a stronger tie and make a more
and for one so young in the work and isolated perfect rope. The sailor knows full well that
from-communion and fellowship oHhe brother- a double burton is better purchase than sinhood, growing up in a wilderness of error and gle whip, (nautical phrase), and on the same
perverseness, as I feel is the case with me, principle is a three fold purclwse bettor than a
how can I offer an offering in righteousness? two fold. Take either part from the other and
But the promptings seem to urge to write.
the cord is imperfect. Wh3,t wisdom and
Dear brother, I do not feel to take sides beaut.y do we behold in the three fold cord!
wit4 you, but would rather have a friendly As for the
it may be true that it was
chat. Come, then, "Let us reason together." never taken from the earth; but if there has
Brother Paul, in his letter to the Galatian been a time when no legal officers of that law
church, gives us to understand that there is existed, the law itRelf became a dead
but one gospel to be taught. "I marvel that ye having no power of
hence powerless.
10,
where you left
are so soon remove~ from him that called you
We endorse tl1e declar~tio.n of the ~ook of the non-existence of ~he true and
into the grace of Christ, unto another gospel: l'l'lormon that the gospel IS m the B1ble and or a
'l.Jnnk
th,,t
which is not another; but there be some that Book of Mormon, but hardly see the
only for the
! Was it not
trouble you, and would pervert the gospel of that the New 'l:'estament contains the
for om
also.
for all called
Chl'ist."-Col. 1: 6. The two·following verses in full.
to be
for how can we
what we
fix a curse upon man or angel if they preach
Do we, dear brother, believe the
do not know
It is
to
the Bible
or teach any other than ~hlJ one, or true go~pel. Mormon to be of divine origin ? If we
The gospel
Christ ·is -the truth, the whole what can we learn from it? See 1 Nephi 3 : 40 :
truth, and nothing but the truth, which cer"And the angel of the Lo:rd said unto me [Netainly will ever be good news, glad tidings to phi], Thou hast beheld that the book proceeded
every one that believeth and accepteth truth. forth from the mouth of a Jew ; and when it proPerversion, we do not understand is annihila- ceeded forth from the mouth of a Jew, it contained
the plainness of the gospel of the Lord, of whom
tion of truth, but clips frum and adds to, till the twelve apostles bear record; and they be11r
it becomes changed.
record according to the truth which is in the Lamb
Hence, if there are many plain and precious of God: wherefore these things go forth from the
things taken from the book (Bible), and the Jews in pmity, unto the Gentiles, according to the
truth which is in God: and after they go forth by
~pirit of the plain and precious things not in
t.he hand of the twelve apostles of the Lamb, f:rom
existence, it (the recorded word) must stand the Jews unto the Gentiles, thou seest the founde,- And in the H)(;h verse tho Lord
to this generation something like the perverted tion of a great and abominable church, which is
shall be one in my hand."

those who enjoy the presence of the Son, but
not the fulness of the Father, so the telestial
world will be the habitation of those who receive
neither the fulness of the Father nor the presence of the Son; but through the ministering
of angels and the reception of the Spirit they
will receive a glory commensurate with their
capacity to enjoy. This being the most distaut of the glories may be synonymous with
the Orthodox Christian's heaven, "Out beyond
the bounds of time and space;" and may be
presided over by the Orthodox God; without
body, parts or passions.
The telestial world, being the last or most
distant of the glory worlds, it may be appropriately called the end of the glories, and its inhabitants will be those of whom the Revelator
says that they will be without the city walls.
Solar and lunar would be as appropriate as
stellar world. I understand these adjectives
as descriptive of the relative glory or brightness of those inhabiting the celestial, terrestrial and telestial worlds, and not their place
of abode.
JA~1Es w. BRYAN.
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such controversy as has been my lot to witness mann, Tischendorf and Fregelles, who have
done much to restore the text to its original
one fold; the six principles are also taught these few weeks past.
in the Book of Mormon, that's two fold; the
The Methodist teacher closed his series of purity. W£ have a body of 85 men qualified
six principles are clearly taught in the Doctrine discourses to-day, and administered the holy for the work, and including such scholars as
and Covenants, that makes a perfect cord; and ordinance of baptism (as he said it was) to two, Professor Wescott, and Dr. Host, of England,
Hyrum was to wait till he had obtained all the by pouring a little water out of a little pitcher each of whom has given more than twenty
Lord should grant unto that generation, say- on the head. The disciple teacher during his years' study to the Greek Testament, and
ing, "then shall all things be added thereunto.'' session of nineteen discourses, immersed ten. Professor Lightfoot,~Dean Stanley, Dr. ScrivIn connection with the subject, or forrgoing He is to review the last teacher's work next ener, Dr. Schaff, and a host of others."
"How will this revision count in the numconclusions, it seemeth good to me to make a week. The contest is quite sharp and warm,
statement of how I came to a knowledge of and the worst feature is a deviation from the bers made?''
''As the tenth, not including a number of
t~e truth of, or divinity of the books men- truth, and lack of the Spirit of the great
twned.
'l'eacher and his gospel. Again I feel to thank individual translations made since that of King
When in the State of California, San Benito God for the wisdom, light and kno~ledge that James. In 1880 it will be just 500 years
county, shortly after I had heard and believed he has bestowed, and hope it may yet be used since John Wycliffe finished the first complete
the gospel, and obeyed the laws of adoption in his cause, for the good of others and to the revision of the Holy Scriptures in the English
language, for which work ten years after his
into the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
of G-od.
GEo. N. DAvisoN.
Saints, an aged Elder delivered a discourse on ScoTT's BAY, N. ll., October 5th, 1879,
death, hi.s very bones were dishonored."
the deficiency of the Bible and absolute ncees~-+---sity of the Hook of Mormon_ for the work of
THE BIBLE REVISION.
Only Cl!lldstians.
God in the salvation of men. I thought that
John Wesley Clnce was troubled in regard to the
the Bible was lightly and irreverentiy dealt
For seven long years the Anglo-American
disposition of the various seots, and the chances
with. I felt troubled in my soul, and it caused Bib!e Revision Co'llmittee has been at work, of each in reference to future happiness or puna diligent inquiry and prayerful investigation the English division in the Deanery at West- ishment. A dream one night transported him to
of the matter, to see, if possible, what ground
the American at the Bible House in the gates of hell.
"Are there any Roman Catholics here?"
I was on, and what the faith I had espoused. New
Knowing that the allotted time
"Yes,'' was the reply.
I prayed earnestly to G-od about the matter, was fast drawing to a close, a reporter of the
"Any Presbyterians?"
but retired to my couch with a sorrowful heart Graphic called recently on :Mr. Howard Crosby
"Yes.H
and troubled soul. The God of Israel heard to inquire how near the satisfactory completion
"Any Congregationalists?"
"Yeso''
my supplication, and knew my sorrow and wa~.
•·Any Methodists?" by way of a clincher,
that the work moved on
pain, and when wrapped in deep sleen: "In a
Dt.
pious Wesley.
dream, in a vision of the night., when
but
satisfacLorily. "lt will, how- the"Yes,"
was answered to his great indignatio
sleep had fallen upon me in slumbering upon ever, certainly consume three years or more,''
In the mystic way of dreams, a sudden tran
my bed." Then he opened my ears and sealed he continued. "You must remember how tion, and he stood at the gates of heaven. I
instruction to me, just in harmony with the important the work is and the amount of time proving his opportunity, he again inquired:
"Are there any Roman Catholics here?"
teachings of the Bible. (See Job 33:10-16. absorbed in the two committees exchanging
"No," was replied.
I was at that time repairing a house for my confidential copies and harmonizing the same
"Any Presbyterians?"
brother-in.law, in that State, putting on Cal- when there are differences."
"No."
ifornia rustic finish (prepared hlmber, planed
"But supposing they can not be made to
"Any Congregationalists?"
"No."
• ... and matched, so as, vthen put up, to make a agree?"
"Any Methodists?"
"Then the disputed point will be referred
• ~neat, tight wall).
uNo."
I dreamed of just commencing putLing up to ~, committee of conferences which will be
"Well then," he asked, lost in wonder, "w
the front wall, when a·well·dressed, pleasant- appointed, and, if very serious, will be indi- are they inside ?"
···christians!" was the jubilant answer.
lvoking man came"Up to me,.asking me to let c;ted in a preface or appendix.".
him show me how to put up a rustic. I
"What are the principles of the revision?"
thought I knew how, but conRented to be in"To introduce· ~w alterations as possible
D<~finition of Home.
structed; so the clever fellow, my instructor, consistent with faithfulness to the original.
Home is the one place in all this worid where
commenced, and laid up about one-thrrd of Bishop Ellicott· thinks the .total amount of heatt3 are sure. of each other. It is the place of
the wall, then called my attention to it. I change will exceed five per c.ent, or more than confidence. It is the place yv~ere we tear off t~at
i·n a hundred (a large proportion of .mask of guarded and susp101ous ~oldness wh1ch
was taking cognizance of the work, and agreed five• words
•
•
•
•
the world always forces us to wear m self-defense,
to it being PJl right. He then put up the w-h.JCh 1s _due 1w ,g~ammatlcal corre?tlons), and where we pour out the unreserved coml)11iniother third, and called attention again." I
as 1t
250 smce the last verswn was cations of full and confiding hearts. It is _the spot
again sanctioned the work; then he finished, made, is not an alarming amount. These where expressions of tenderness gush out without
by putting up the other 3,nd last third, then changes also include words obsolete in their any sensa.ti?n of awkwardness and without any
called attention
Now, said my in- spelling and signification. Obscurities and dread of ndicule.
___ _,__,..,............__
structor, "vV e will take out the first portion, inconsistencies will be removed. The headpa2:es and paragraphs will be
PuRsuiT oF PLEASURE.-We smile at the ignorand what kind of a wall will it be?" I an- ings of•char,ters,
,.
v
anoe of the savage who outs down the tree in order
swered, it would leave the family exposed to carefully revised, the text will be divi'ded !nto to reach its fruits; but tlte fact is that a blunder
sections
and
the
parallelism
in
the
poetiQal
of this description ie made by every person who is
beasts and reptiles (which are not very
able companions in that St.ate), so
not books will be shown by printing in verse form." over-eager and impatient in the pursuit of pleasure.
"Are there many mistakes in the New Tes- To such the .present moment is everything, and
do to be left in that
My instructor
the future is n"Othing; he borrows, therefore, from
"Replace the
·away the
tament ?"
the future at a most usurous and ruinous interest;
portion." I said, t.hat wouk! leave a hole in
''Professor Abbot says there are hundreds and the consequence is that he :finds the tone of
the wall. 'l'hon
the of errors which a.fiect the translation in our his feelings impaired, his self-respect diminished,
and in some cases whole verses his health of mind !!hd b'ody destroyed and life resecond portion,
l New
a
that alone justifies the de- duced to i,ts very dreg; at a time when humanly
said, that will bo
as bad.
for a revision."
speaking, the greatest portion of its comforts
said, "The Bible, tho Book
should be still before him.
resources for settling the text
Doctrine and Covenants; it
to complete the work."
THE DISCIPLINE OF LIFE.-A person is not worth
quantity of manuscript material, anything who has not had troubles. Yon can not
first thought was, eacil
from the fourth to the tenth century, subdue selfishness without a struggle. You can
one be the word of the
3Jmoat
in value; the transactions not go through life without bearing burdens. But
and from t,hat day
which dates one or two you are going to have help under circumstances
doubts as to the
that will redeem you from t.hese things. You are
mmtu.ries earlier than our oldest MSS. and going to experience more victories than defeats.
poses and I
A
only would not h:1ve been sufficient critim1l editions ef the G-reek Testal)1ent, pub- Your sufferings will be only here and there little
in 11 whole lield of peace and joy.
for my support in the
amid liBhecl
s~'ch scholars
Lach-
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WRATH.
THE "Rocky Mountain Saints," as T. B. H. Sten.
house calls the Utah Mormons, are just now in a
fever of resentment; the moving cause of which
is the testimony of Sister Emma, as published by
us a short time since. The person who seems to
have been chosen to express this indignation is
Joseph F. Smith, one of Utah's Twelve Apostles,
the martyr Hyrum's second living son, and consequently our cousin.
There seems to be something strikingly proper
in putting this member of the Smith family in
Utah, against the Smith family out of Utah. The
people of Utah who belong to the ruling church
there, doubtless feel that it is a grand thing to
have the family buckler held between them and
the
sword; and it is doubtless quite amusworld, in Utah and out, to see
amily thus at war, congratulating themselves
it is possible that the Smiths will use thems up :fighting one another, and that with
extinction, the whole institution of Mor,;,. :¥;'.a!B~I1ism will go to pieces.
have long appreciated this phase of the
;'''~<'(-!li'~~>nllict; have said very little 11bout H, though
.·.e)I:Rectrng it would be brought to the fore before
;0 ,;,:;:>;J:.1 .,,~,....l'.'·""u.u came; and are therefore not unprepared
We by no means anticipate relinquishing
ntage ground in the :fight because Smith is
d against Smith.
Deseret Evening News, of October 18th, of
the present year, contains an article from Joseph
F. Smith, nearly four columns long, under the
caption, "Joseph the Seer's plural marriages."
In this article, that portion of Sister Emma's testimony which relates to plural marriage is given,
and in refutation of it the affidavits of Joseph B.
Noble, Benjamin F. Johnson, Lorenzo Snow,
John Benbow, (now deceased), stating that at different periods of time, dating from the Fall of
1840 to April1843, and all of them prior to July
12th, 1843, Joseph Smith, then the President of
the Church, did teach them the principle o'f plural marriage. One of these states that he did
seal one to Joseph Smith, according to the revelation on plural marriage, and the date of this
said sealing is long prior to the alleged date of
the revelation, July 12th, 1843, a portion of which,
only, according to Joseph F. Smith, was written
even on that date.
In connection with these, appear the affidavits
of two women who state that they were married,
or sealed to Joseph Smith, the President of the
Church, in May, 1843.
In addition to this is an appended statement
signed by Hyrum S. Walker. Sarah E. Smith,
and Joseph F. Smith, to the effect that Sister
Emma, should have told Lovina, oldest daughter
of Hyrum Smith, and wife of Loren Walker, that
she was present when these two were l'married,"
or "sealed" to her husband Joseph Smith.
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In order that there may be no mistake about
the position we occupy on this question, we wish
to state: (1), That whatever the truth, or untruth
of the testimony of Sister Emma, we are not responsible. We gave only what we received from
her own lips, and hence are not in fault whether
it be true or false. (2), We believe her statement
to be true, and think there are good reasons for
so believing. (3), That if it be true that Joseph
Smith did, in any of the years prior to July 12th,
1843, either teach or practice plural marriage,
as plural marriage is understood by both Utah
Mormons and Gentiles in and out of Utah, he
was a transgressor of the law of the land, subject
to prosecution for bigamy; a transgressor against
the law of God as expressed in the Doctrine and
Covenants, Book of Mormon, and the Bible, as
we comprehend the Bible, and without visible
warrant in any revelation then known to the
Church. (4), If Joseph Smith taught or practiced plural marriage, as that institution called
polygamy in Utah is politely named, after July
12th, 1843, and while the revelation claimed for
its sanction was yet unwritten and unacknowledged by the Church, he was a transgressor
against the polity of the Church; and was doing
that which can not safely be defended from the
ground of fair, open and honorable dealing with
the honest, but uninitiated in the Church, and
the world to whom he was sent as a messenger
of peace and righteousness.
Before proceeding further, we notice some
statements of Joseph F. Smith, and then we shall
examine these affidavits a little. Immediately
after quoting the statement of Sr. Emma, that
"spiritual wifery," or "polygamy," was not
"taught publicly or privately," before her "husband's death," to "her knowledge," Joseph F .
Smith, intimates that Alexander H. Smith made
certain admissions to him in 1866, and that we
made similar ones to him at a subsequent date.
These certain admissions, as he carries the infer.
ence, seem to have been as to our mother's
knowledge of and complicity with polygamy.
So far as Alexander H. is concerned, he can
answer for himself; but as for us, we never at
any time made any admission, of the character
intimated, to Joseph F. Smith. The. same gentleman asserts that these admissions were made
before we "had the cvm·age, or dared to venture
upon the hazardous and untenable ground, our
mother, now dead, is made to assume."
The writer forgets that this untenable, dangerous ground, is just the ground that we assumed
in 1860, and have constantly occupied ever since;
and we have as yet failed to discover the danger.
He forgets that we took this ground in 18'76 in
the "Institute" in Salt Lake City, in reference to
the so-called revelation on plural marriage, and
threw the burden of proof upon those who
affirmed the doctrine and assumed its defense.
Of the character of those who have thus made
affidavit, we have nothing to say. Of what is
averred in them we question thus: "Marrying,"
or "sealing;" "maJ·ried,'' or "sealed," are used by
these persons 'as synonymous terms; and we have
made so many and such continuous enquiries
after this mystery, and have received such uniform answers that we have come to the following
conclusions: that a few months prior to the
death of Joseph and Hyrum, there had obtained
among certain Elders, and Joseph and Hyrum
possibly of the number, an over estimate of the

dignity and powers of the priesthood; that this
over estimate grew out of the undue importance
which men blessed with authority usually imbue
themselves, and that upon it was predicated the
idea of going out of the privileges offered in the
gospel, by which believers were sealed heirs of
everlasting life by baptism and the gift of the
Holy Ghost, and canvassing the idea of extend.
ing the unity between happily married persons
here, into the spiritual world by having them
spiritually married by the authority of the "ever.
lasting priesthood;" that after a little while, elders who did not happen to be congenially mated
here, began to agitate the matter of the application of the rule to themselves, and not feeling
willing that these uncongenial companions with
whom they had been allied in marriage here
should be perpetuated to them in the spiritual
world, asked and argued the reasons why they
could not be married here for time, in the ordinary way, and be by this "everlasting priesthood"
married spiritually for eternity. The transition
was an easy one, and under the enlarged ideas of
the priesthood, it soon became apparent to these
seekers after a way that might seem good to
them, that the only thing lacking was that they
should find their necessary affinities; and as no
possible infringement of law was contemplated
by these spiritual unities, tho existence of legal
marital obligations and relations was no barrier
to their consummation; hence, as they them.
selves were not mated in spirit though matched
in the flesh, others must be in a similar condi.
tion, and the wives and possible wives of others
might, under this idea of the supremacy of the
priesthood, contract in this spiritual alliance.
All this might have been innocent, "if everybody
was agreed to it, and would behave as they
should; but they would not;" just as Sister
Emma st:1tes that Joseph Smith, her husband,
told her that they would not. But, subsequently
to this, the wish, father to the thought, suggested
that the powers of the priesthood that could ,
unite spiritual affinities here for the joys of eter.
nity, might, without seriously stretching their
prerogatives, give sanction to the ante.dating
those joys-there was an ounce of heavenly bliss
and pounds of fleshly and earthly pleasure. That
Joseph and Hyrum may have joined in these
spiritual speculations and wandered into the
clouds of priestly domination, and may possibly
have drifted into the latter phase as a result, we
have no personal means of knowing; but it is
evident, from what transpired not long before
their death that they repented of their share in
the spiritual foolishness, whatever tbat share may
have been, and had seriously set about counteracting the blighting results naturally growing
out of such an institution.
With this view before us it is an easy thing to
understand the guarded manner in which these
persons whose statements we are considering, all
swear that "marrz'age," or "sealing" was the ordinance performed; that they were "ma1··ried," or
"sealed." It is also easy to comprehend, that
when those who succeeded Joseph and Hyrum
entered into the control of the Church finding so
splendid an opportunity ready for their carnal
minds, it became an easy thing for them to con.
strue the spiritual affinity anc1 spiritual sealing
for eternity, into marriage fer time between
already married companions, and for eternity
between either themselves, or others, with the
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understanding that marital rights for eternity
might be claimed and enjoyed between such
spiritually married folk in time-and, hence, the
conclusion that Joseph's spiritual affinities were
his wives dejaeto, and spiritual wifery, was plural marriage, alias polygamy. Now, his wife
states positively that to her knowledge there was
no woman beside herself with whom Joseph
Smith maintained the relation of husband. To
confirm this, she bore him a son after his decease,
a result which followed no other of those affirming themselves to have been his wives, a consequence certainly very probable had they held the
relation of wives instead of sealed spiritual affinities for eternity only. This probability is made
more apparent, when it occurs that those who
come after him with kindly intent toward him
and the enlargement of his kingdom, touch these
same women with the magic wand of reproduction andlo, children are born to Joseph. Strangely, however, these children are not co-heirs with
Emma's children in physical, mental, or moral
traits, but are inheritor's of other men of all these.
It is a thing incredible, and yet :fi:l:r. James Hepworth Dixon, Mrs. C. B. V. Waite, and Mrs.
Stenhouse, writers on Mormonism, all of them
discover and bear witness to the fact of its strangeness; and Mr. Dixon states his conviction to be,
from all the evidence presented, that there was
some such spiritual sealing as that we have referred to; but justly remarks that the prophet's
connection therewith is very insufficiently proven.
Miss Eliza R. Snow, who writes for the EveninrJ News, in the number we are noticing, states
in reference to Sr. Emma's testimony as follows:
''If what purports to be her 'last testimony' was
really her testimony, she died with a libel on her
lips-a libel against her husband; against the
truth, and a libel against God; and in publishing that libel, her son has fastened a stigma on
the character of his mother, that can no\, or be
erased."
This sounds exceedingly well, coming from an
individual who writes herself "a wife of Joseph
Smith the prophet," and who subsequently beC:1me a wife of Brigham Young, for time, if report states truly. Let us see; Em rna Smith persistently refused to acknowledge the philosophy
of that spiritual wife business from the death of
her husband; and refused to admit that any
other woman held the relation of wife to her husband, and thus kept good her character for veracity in keeping with her statement publicly made
and published in the Times and Seasons, the official paper of the Uhureh, in October, 1842, which
statement Miss Eliza R. Snow also signed; while
the latter gives the lie to herself when, despite
that public statement, she now claims to have
been a wife to the husband of another. That
statement is signed by Elizabeth Ann Whitney,
wife of Bishop N. K. Whitney; Il'l:ary C. Miller,
wife of George Miller; I~ois Cutler, wife of Alpheus Cutler; Thirza Cahoon, wife of Reynolds
Cahoon; Ann Hunter, wife of Bishop Edward
Hunter; Jane Law, wife of William Law; Sophia
R. Marks, daughter, and Rosanna Marks, wife of
President William Marks; Polly Z. J ohuson,
wife of Aaron Johnson; Sarah Higbee, wife of
Elias Higbee; Phebe Woodruff, wife of Wilford
Woodruff; I~eonora Taylor, wife of John Taylor;
Angeline Robinson, wife of E. Robinson; Sarah
1\'I. Cleveland, Abigail \Yorks, Catherine Petty,
and Sarah Hillman. We cite this fact to insti-
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tute the comparison between the two statements j
the one made by Sister Emma, in perfect harmony with her after-life and dying testimony, the
other that of Eliza R. Snow, strongly suggestive
of secrecy and double dealing, in that she states
now, inferentially, that she was a wife by some
other law than that found in the Doctrine and
Covenants, to which she and others referred in
the statement in the Times and Seasons in 1842.
Joseph F. Smith states in the article referred
to in JJeseret News, that he deems what he has
presented in that artiele "sufficient to prove that
Joseph Smith did teach the doctrine of plural
marriage several years before his death, ancl not
only so, but that he did also practice what he
taught." One of the statements he relies on to be
sufficient, is that some time in the Fall of 1840,
Joseph Smith taught it to the deponent; others
place the times when such teaching took place,
clear down along the years to April, 1843. These
dates include October, 1842, the date of the published statement that the persons signing it knew
"of no other rule or system of marriage than the
one published from the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants;" which publication from the Doctrine and Covenants immediately precedes the
certificate which those men gave "to show that
Dr. J. C. Bennett's 'secret wife system' is a creature of his own make," as they knew "of no such
society iu this place, (Nauvoo), aJlcl never did."
This is signed by S. Bennett, George :Miller, Alpheus Cutler, Reynolds Cahoon, Wilson Law,
W. Woodruff, N. K. Whitney, Albert Petty, Elias
Higbee, ,JorrN TAYLon, E. Robinson, and Aaron
Johnson.
It will now be seen that if Joseph F. Smith is correct, he is asking that we and others shall believe
that Joseph Smith, the president of the Church
in 1842, and editor of the 'l'imes and Seasons at
the very time that the before named certificate
was published, had been teaching, possibly practicing a system of secret wifery, and allowed
these men and their wives with other women of
the Church to make and publish a flat and positive denial of it, making himself a party to the
lie, and yet he now thinks that we are trying to
blackea the character of our father and fasten a
stigma upon him. Which is the more consistent
course for us; to admit his complicity with
polygamy as it is now practiced by the Utah
Saints; accepting their statement that at the
time the statement was made in October, 1842;
which we have referred to, and to which our
father was a party, he was secretly teaching and
practicing that "secret system," or @Omething
like it, and thus believe him to have been a liar
in word and deed; also to accept their statement
that he did not dare to avow the truth, and thus
believe llim to have been a coward; also to accept their statement that hE) did have one or more
wives than our mother, and thus believe him to
have been a criminal, a breaker of the law of the
land, and thus a tmnsgressor of the law of God,
according to the revelations from God received
by llim, a bigr"mist, a man living in lascivious
cohabitation with women not his wives in the
law, and thus believe him to have been a libertine, given to the lnsis of the flesh, and rightfully
subject to punishment by the law of the land
agai.nst which he was an ofl"ender if their statements be true; or, refusing to accept those statements because incompatible with all that came
under our own personal observation, and with

many well e3tablished facts in the case; and
throw the burden of proof upon those who make
these damaging charges. Which party is pursuing the surest policy to blacken the character and fasten a stigma upon the prophet
Joseph Smith. We want no one to mistake us in
the statements that we make in this article, nor
to be implicated in it, or its consequences without
their consent; it is binding upon no one but ourself; but, there is to be a mission to Utah, under.
taken by the elders of the Reorganized Church;
the question of Joseph Smith's connection with
Utah polygamy will undoubtedly be urged in the
faces of the elders who go on that mission; pro.
priety demands at the present crisis that these
men know how we as an individual stand upon
the issue. Hence we write this and expressly
state that however much we should dislike it to
be proven that he, Joseph Smith, was what the
Utah Church claims that he was in regard to this
matter of polygamy, it would not in any wise
change the gospel, the dispensation given to the
Church, or the duty of the elders. If Joseph
Smith did teach, or practice polygamy, and if
the Utah people succeed in proving it, it does not
prove the divinity of it, nor that it is binding
upon us, or anybody. It would simply prove
him to have been a transgressor, for which he
alone must answer.
Again, Joseph F. Smith in the article so fre.
quently feferred to, states: "Further, the fact is
established (by what he had presented) that J oseph Smith received the revelation on celestial,
or plural marriage, and the eternity of the marriage covenant, prior to July 12th, 1843, the time
when a portz'on of said revelation was written."
In this statement of this defender of the polygamic faith, it must strike the careful reader that
he :~as grossly betrayed himself and that which
he is defending, "a portion of said revelation was
written July 12th, 1843. After all the long agony
of yearB, that wonderful thing that was to people
a new ldngdom with stalwart immaculate men,
turns out to be a fragment, a portion; a portion
too th!tt was had for eight tedious years in a
sacred receptacle belonging to Brigham Young,
the man who not only essayed to step into Joseph's shoes, but to lie down in his bed, to profane with an earthly touch what had been spiritually consecrated to his predecessor; and when
it sees the light does so after the said Brigham
Young and numbers of others, including these
women who lay claim to be Joseph's wives, bnt
bear children to Brigham Young, are compromised in the meshes of that which this fragmentary revelation comes to sanction and maintain,-we do not wonder that Brigham's last
words werc-"Oh! Joseph! Joseph!"
One of these women signs her affidavit Eliza
M. (Partridge) Lyman; the other Emily D. P.
(Partridge) Young. If the statement was true
that they were once wives of .Joseph Smith, why
not have written their names Eliza M. (Smith)
Lyman, and Emily D. (Smith) Young?
In conclusion, who was authorized to finish
writing the revelation, of which a portion was
written July 12th, 1843? Wl:ten was the remainder written, and by whom? Is it not warrantable to believe that material parts of it may have
been changed, omitted, or expunged during the
long years of its seclusion, under the immediate
care of the man of all men needing such a revelation to cover up with the gloss of sacredness a sys-
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tem that is so strangely at variance with luw and
sound common sense. But we are glad that the
storm that Sister Emma's testimony has raised.
evinces the fact that the Advocate and HERALD
are read; and we fnrther state that it is now our
settled conviction that whatever of wrong and
evil may have been circulating and obtaining
foothold among the elders of the Church prior to
our father's death, Sister Emma was not a party
to it, "consenting to the deed of them."

IN this issue we publish a pathetic and very interesting letter from Bro. Heman U. Smith, who
writes from Milton, Santa Rosa county, Florida.
Bro. Heman seems to feel sadly the fact that
the Semi-Annual Conference had sent him no colaborer. If he had been there with the same
"Macedonian cry" coming from nearly every
possible quarter, ringing in his ears, his hands
and pockets full of letters asking for laborers and
co-laborers, from every field from Maine to }![exico; from Alaska to Florida, whence his agonized
appeal, he would hardly have written the words
"almost discouraged;" but would have written
"Lord, send more laborers into thy field."
Let the Saints read this letter of Bro. Heman's
and Bro. J. L. Bear's, and ask themselves whether
they can not aid to keep certain men, qualified
by call and nature to be preachers in the field.
We feel at times the prescient power of the
prophet, and it foreshadows that some of our
"able ministers of the word," are going into the
field with a. greater trust in God, and the Saints;
if we fail them, Saints, fellow-Saints, be sure that
God will not, and neither will he forget us. The
excuse of some-many-has been, "\Vhy, our
leading men are not in the field. Why do they
not set us the example of sacrifice. If they will
go and declare the truth, we will do our part."
We feel that this excuse will soon be obsolete,,
out of date. Already some are shaking thecaselves free from engrossing temporal cares, and
are preparing little home affairs ready to go.
Some are in the field already, and are dealing
stalwart blows for the truth; of one of these we
heard it stated; that a minister of a popular
faith said of him, "He has clone us much harm."
Men like Bro. Bear are going to be more numerous, or we mistake the signs that seem to betoken
it
.
Now is likewise a good time for some one of
our Scandinavian brethren to buckle on the armor
for battle in his native land. Bro. Peter N. Brix
is anxiously waiting reinforcement. The matter
was left for the Presidency to fiH. We ask for
some one to go. It is not in our power to send
one who will not go. The Lord's work has need
of some of those who say that they are "willing
to do what they can."
OUR California Mission has gotten itself into difficulty in regard to its conference minutes. The
minutes of their Annual April session were sent
us, and before they were printed a protest against
their publication came. Now the rule requires
that the minutes of each day's session be read B,t
the opening of the next day's sitting, for examination and correction, if correction is needed.
Whether this rule was observed by the California Saints, or not, we do not know, the inference
is that it was. The minutes were sent to us, and
upon their face appear correct; as there is a motion the adoption of which is not disputed, which
provides that the then secretary should himself
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prepure the minutes for publication and send
them to the office of publication. Whatever may
have been the errors the clerk may have made,
the conference at which he served is as much
at fault as he, if the minutes were not rectd and
·corrected and approved, each successive day, and
before adjournment the minutes of the last hour's
sitting also read and approved, for the act ::mthorizing him to prepare them was the unsolicited
act of ~he body. To reject them, en masse, as the
fall session of that conference held at Santa Ana
has done, without specifying the particular items
that are incorrect and correcting them, is to leave
the entire record of th[l,t session a blank, is strikingly unjust to the secretary, and pbces the general church authorities in rather a peculiar predicament; for certain acts of the General Conference were based upon those minutes. As the
matter now stands the Secretary has the best of
the controversy; and his signature to the minutes
prepared by him in pursuance to the resolution
directing him to so prepare them, from tho notes
in his possession, will bear the construction of
the general reader as fair and correct. It was
decidedly bad policy to rrject them as a whole,
instead of correcting them.
We shall feel warranted in asking that no minutes be sent us for publication that are liable to
be controverted in such manner; as the secretary's signature is supposed to be our warrant
for publishing. · If the minutes are corrected as
we have stated at the beginning of each successive session and those of the last session at its
close, difficulty will be avoided.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
letters from Uncle William Smith indicate
that he is preparing to. spend the winter months
in the gospel field, wherever he can labor in unity
with the Srrints. He states that he feels the bmden of the gospel as much as twenty-five or thirty
years ago. His health is fair. His summer crops
were injured by drouth and the bug; but he has
saved what he raised as well as he could. vVe
hear frvm vaaious places that Uncle's testimony
was much sought after, and his preaching quite
acceptable. That he did not please all, is possible-who can? We have tried, and we can not,
hence, conclude neither Uncle nor any one else
can. It is said, "It takes all sorts of people to
make a world," and we are sure that a few of
every sort, nearly, are to be found in tho Church.
liVe are glad, very glad that the voice of Uncle
William Smith is again heard in vindication of
the truth, as it is in Christ Jesus. No man is
perfect,-at least we have soen none,-and we
feel the truth of what Bro. C. N. Brown of Pl'ov.
idence, R. I., said in a sermon on love, de1iversd
in Plano, "We should so have the love of Jesus
burning in our bosoms, as to be able to love our
brethren; loving them with all their proclivities."
We shall publish in next issue, P. series of letters from Joseph the Ma,rtyr to his wife, dating
from 1832 to June 27th, 1844, 10 a,m., the
of
the murdel". These letters have been in Sr.
Emma's possession, and by being pubiished will
give the Saints some idea of what respect the
Martyr held for his wife.
Bro. C. G. Lamphear wrote from Iron Hill,
Iowa. He had spoken twice at a school house
near Bro. E. Larkey's, and was to continue his
effort there. Had preached some seven thnes
near CantoJl.
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Bro. E. C. Brand wrote from Cheyenne, Wyoming, that he was thus far on his way, October
30th. "Would be in Salt Lake the 2d of November, thence go northward as the way opened.
Bro. B. A. Atwell writes from Greenwood,
Kansas, that there is a good chance there for a
first class builder. There is a new town being
built two miles south of Charlestown, likely to
absorb that place, to be called Fall River City.
Now there is a chance for somebody.
Good Sr. J\'lary .Jltfason, who visited the Saints
in Plano this last summer, writes from Tobi&s,
New York, of her enjoyment in her visit. She
sends the editor a token of remembrance, which
we hereby acknowledge the receipt of, and thank
Sr. :Wl:ason for.
marriages have been solemnized in the
Oneida Community under their new monogamic
rule concerning marriage; and a number of
others are resuming the marital relations held by
them before uniting with the society.
Bro. John H. Lake had baptized two at Harlan
and one at Keokuk, Iowa, since conference, and
was on November 1st preaching at Rushville,
Illinois; from thence he would go to Pittsfield,
Pike county, as the way would open up.
Bro. A. L. Whittaker writes from Whcatville,
Wisconsin, that his mother had been signally
healed of severe sickness by the proper exercise
of faith.
Bro. A. C. EvereU, Paw Paw, :Michigan, relates
his attendance upon a discussion between Bro.
C. Scott and Elder Dewey of the Christian order,
near J..,awrence, :Michigan. Bro. Everett considers that Elder Dewey made a signal failure in
trying to affirm and. prove that his church ''in its
organization, doctrine and principles is in accordance with the Old and New Testaments," and
we can well believe that he would have a hard
time in that line. Hence he made no points at
all. '1 ,,e second proposition was the affirmation
by Bro. Scott that the Church he defends is the
Church of Christ according to the Scriptures,
which of course he was fully able to maintain,
God's Spirit and the truth being overwhelmingly
upon his side. Bro. Everett considers that the
cause of the Redeemer gained influence in that
region by this discussion, for the line between
truth and error was made plain to many. Bro.
Everett still loves and labors for the truth.
Bro. Richard and Sr. Ann Cole of Dauphin
county, Pennsylvania, rejoice greatly that after
twelve years of darkness as to the latter-day work,
they have once more found the people of God;
and, as they now receive the Herald, they feel
that they are indeed fed. They would like to be
visited by the ministers of the Church as early
as possible, or to hear from those nearest them,
Saints and elders. Address them Wisconisco,
Pa. They were members of the S~tint Clair
Branch a long time ago, and some may remember them.
A good letter received from bwther George
Thorp, St. Louis, Il'lo., who sends clipping from
a Colorado paper, giving the Church good words
of praise for what we are doing as a people. We
thank you., Bro. Thorp.
Bro.~"'. C. Warnky writes, November 1st, that
he met with Bro. William A. Litz, at Taos, strong
in the faith. Bro. Warnky ·Starts for Independence, IIIo., soon, to make his home there. He
will preach along his way in from Alamosa to
Bro. Frederick.

I
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Letter from Bro. B. V. Springer, Derby, Ind.,
November 5th, states that he had baptized two
at Mt. Pleasant, one at Labelle Hi vi ere, two at An.
derson, two at Derby, and was to baptize two
more at Deer Creek on the 6th. Elder J. Ivi.
Goss, of the Disciples, had killed JY!ormonism in
that place, and Bro. B. V. was baptizing his
dead. Bro. B. V. invites Elder Goss to return, in
these words: "Come
Bro. Jecms."
Sister JI!Iarbary Robbins, of Stockton, California, widow of Bro. H. P. Robbins who mortgaged
his home in order to pay for the Saints' Chapel
there, wishes to thank those who have sent in
small sums to aid in recovering the place. Some.
where about tvventy.five dollars have been re.
ceived by Brn. Hogers and Stebbins and forwarded to the Bishop's Agent, Bro. John
1728 Seward Street, Yvest Oakland, California.
Probably some others have sent
to Bro.
-------~~~-
Hoberts. It is very necessary and just that this
PACIFIC SI,OPE ThHSSION.
debt should be paid, especially since the death
'fho Semi-Anrmal General Conference accepted
of Bro. Robbins, whose calculations and intenthe resignation of Bro. D. S. :M:ills, as president
tions were thus cut short by the great
The few Saints at Stockton are not able to pay of the Pacific Slope iliission, leaving the matter
the debt, hence any aml all others are invited to in the hands of the Presidency. Until further
action is had by tho Presidency, or the General
a liberal charity as far as they are able to do.
The St. Joseph Gazette for September 23d, sent Conference, the work in California will be left
us by Bro. Joseph Hammer, contained a full ac. in the charge of the local district presidents;
count of the resources, advantages and population with the instruction that those districts send their
of the north-western counties of I\'l:issouri, includ. presidents, or others chosen by them as delegates,
ing De Kalb, Buchanan, Harrison, Nodaway, to the next April Conference to be held for the
Atchison, Caldwell, Holt, Clinton, '\Vorth,Platte, Thiission to confer together as to what should be
Gentry and Davies counties, with sketches of the done for the best interests of the work.
Our reason for this action is, there is no one
town and villages therein. We consider this
number as being a very interesting one on account in the wst at our disposal who is suitable to send
in the present emergency. Added to this, so
of these historical notes.
much has been expended by the California Saints
Bro. E. Delong writes from Heese,
that he has been quite encouraged of late by for eastern interference that we deem it prudent
some success in opening a new place, and also to avoid further draft upon them.
Should there be a necessity for further eontin.
in securing a hall at Reese, in whieh he has had
untion
of mission organization in California, a
a good hearing. He has also administo;ed bap.
tism to one lately, which has caused quite a de. president, or presiding elder may be chosen at
session with a full concurrence of all
gree of talk, and this results in giving more pub. the
tho branches, ascertained by vote at their respectlicity to his effort.
Some Indian mounds opened during the grad. ive district conferences to be held prior to the
ing of a railroad four miles south-east of Wil- said April session. In the meantime we counsel
mington, Illinois, revealed skeletons, pottery, forbearance and Christian treatment of one anJ OSEPII SUITH,
copper implements and oyster shells. The size othe1'.
w. w. BLAIR.
of the bones make it evident that the people thus
~~-~---·---buried were from six to seven feet high. It is
NEW§ SU:M.&IARY.
thought that they were buried there 2000 years
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.]
ago, and the copper must have come from the
OcL 13lh.--Aunther terrible railway accident,
Lake Superior mines, and the pearl shells were
this lime on the Btl1tirnore and Ohio road. Two
probably from the Gulf of J'dexico.
collided
BelLon east of Wheeling, Virof the skeletons are much
than t}Jose of
Both trains wBre
the present day. The vases are ornamented with
et1gi:nes and the forwa.rd cars of
scroll work, and are four by five inches in size.
~(Hnp]etely WX"ecked. r.fhe ftCCiThe imports of coin and bullion, mostly
I
ft :udsunderst::tnding of te1e~
for September, were ~p28,360,000. Excess of imports merchandise same month $20,620,087.
TnE Philadelphia Times of June 8th,
following; please look at it, and profit
lesson it suggests.
THE QUARREJANG SAINTS.

The Saints' Herctld is the name of the ol1lcial
paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of the
Saints, and is
at
Plano, Ill.
be o "''-' OJ•uoc;u
name that the
were
most
peacenble people this side of heaven.
own organ liftB the curtain in a way
cates that they
to bark
much as
The editor
l::laints
meeting in a most un.becoming

ployed at good wages and are doing well. 3d.
That none of them are now being supported by
charity. 4th. In a msjority of cases they have
saved enough to buy them lois and build snug
little houses to live in.
All of the above is very good. However, he
reports their religious condition as being one of
great ignorance. He considers that the exodus
will continue from the South to Kansas, and thinks
it a good thing for all concerned.
One hundred and forty thousand miners were
represented in a meeting of their delegates held
at Leeds, Engbnd, yesterday. A resolution was
adopted favoring a national emigration scheme to
lessen competition at home, the scheme being a
system of small weekly subscriptions, the subscribers by and by to ballot as to who shall emigrate,
the elected ones to receive passage money and $30
if goi.ng to America, and passage money and $60
if going to Australia.
17th.-The :reception of General Grant at Portland, Oregon, this week has been about as royal
as the one at San Francisco was.
Another story of Indian war comes from New
Mexico this time. The Apaches have just killed
about a dozen ranch-men and taken their property, on the Rio Grande. Thirty citizens armed and
went to investigate and were scattered by the Indians who killed five of them. A mounted party
started later and have not yet been heard from.
Two wagon trains have also been attacked by
Indians in New Mexico, and eleven men, one woman and one child were killed. The bands of
Indians committing these depredations are s:.id to
be large.
18th.-From the fair valleys of Spain come stories of a hurricane raging there also, and followed
by floods of -rain and by the sudden inundation of
fertile valleys and the citi~s therein, whole towns
being swept away in a night, the waters rising
quickly and engulphing the sleeping people. The
streams bore the. wrecks of buildings and the
bodies of drowned people and cattle. In Murcia
at latest telegram the bodies of one hundred and
nineteen people had been recovered.
In regard to slavery in Cuba, some members of
the Spanish Cortes (Congress) favor its immediate
a nolitiou, but others with a ten years delay, according to the desires of the Cuban planters.
Lord Salisbury made a great speech at Manchester, England, yesterday, defending the Governmenl!s policy in Asia. His tone towards Russia
was hostile.
At vienna, Austria, a heavy 8DOW storm yesterday, something unprecedented so early in the season as this.
The miners at Brunell, Belgium, are on a strike.
Standing Bear, chief of the Ponca Indians and
others of the tribe are in Chicago, seeking redress
for the wrongs put upon them by the white race
and the Government. To a reporter the former
said:
"You may wonder at my traveling. When a
weaker man is oppressed he goes to a stronger.
I am traveling to find some one to help me. I
owned a field a.nd the land was mi!w. It belonged to me, and was dear to me. We had lived on
our lands hundreds of years. Our fathers lived
there before we were born. We don't know how
long
owned it. I do not know that I have
done
wrong. If yon white people had
been treated 9,8 I have been you would not like
it. If any one had taken hold of you and forced
you io another country that you did not want, you
would not like it. Who would want to kill a weak
and di'\fenseless man as I am, who had done nothwrong? The !anc1 is dear to me, and I would
to get H b3,ck. It ha.s been taken from me.
I wish 9,ll Christian people to help me to get it.
back. Whenever yorr wish to do anything you
have !he power to do i.t. What is then so hard in
us go free? We have done no wrong and
no crime, that it should be so hard to
back our !anus. I ask the churches and
to help us. When I see what you
have
done fo:r yourselves it gbcll me a desire
to tlo !.he same for my people. 1 wa.s driven- down
t.o Indi-~u Te:r1·itory against. my wilL I did not
like
so I broke away. You ask why I did so 'i
I
ruy women tmd oh ildren to live, 'I' luJ,t
em- is alL"
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Gen. Roberts entered Cabul on the 12th inst.,
accompanied by the Ameer and suite. British
troops of all arms lined the road, and the artillery
fired a salute when the BrHish standard was
hoisted at the entrance to the city.
An Afghan night attack upon the Bdtish camp
at Ali-Kheyl was repulsed, with a loss to the at·
tacking party of twenty· three killed.
The exodus from the Eastern provinces uf the
Canadian Dominion to the United States is said to
be constantly assuming greater proportions.
Thirty persons died in the small village of
Genijesk, Southern Russia, from eating poisoned
fish.
Inundations in Tabnsco, Mexico, have damaged
crops to the value of $1,000,000.
20th.-Still more awful are the later accounts
of tlie devastation by floods in Spain. Two thous·
and houses have been destroyed, and His believed
that a thousand people have been drowned. Five
hundred and seventy bodies already recovered.
Damage to property estimated at six million dol
Jars. Thousands of people homeless.
The Ameer of Afghanistan has abdicated.
Russia has two million three hundred thousand
soldiers, Austria one million two hundred thousand, France one million eight hundred thousand.
A severe snow storm in Russia, Galicia and the
Alps. Also snow at Marseilles, France.
. A large fire at Big Rapids, Michigan; loss
$30,000,
Since last noting of the yellow fever at Mem·
phis, a few deaths have occurred each week. Five
deaths yesterday. Up to date there have been
1480 cases, and 456 deaths. 'fhirty-one deaths
the past week. Some cases and deaths at Forest
City, Ark1tnsas, during the past few weeks
General Meritt and troops in Colorado are or·
dered to suspend pursuit of the Ute Indians, for
theil' whereabouts are not well known, and the
danger from snow storms is now increasing. The
troops are to return to their regular stations, only
enough of them remaining at White IUver Agency
(where Agent" Meeker and the other whites there
were killed) to guard the government property.
The Ute tribe are to be held for the delivery of
the slayers of Major Thornburg and party, though
why they should be is probably hard to see from
their side. The feeling with many in Colorado is
said to be that either the Indians "must be remov·
ed from the state or be extermina!!id." The thirtytwo soldiers who were wounded in the b1tttle of
Mill Creek have arrived at Rawlings, Wyominy.
In New Mexico the Apaches continue their dep·
reuations. Some forty or fift.y whites, settlers
and soldiers killed by them. Regular troops and
volunteers after them but forces too small, and
sometimes beaten themselves and losing numbers.
2lst.-Still greater are the tales of woe from
the valleys of Spain. Three thousand five hundred
houses and a hundred and twenty mills bave been
destroyed. The loss is now eslimi>ted at twelve
million dollars.
From Ireland comes reports of better times and
also· better crops than were expect.ed.
The Southern Ute Indians of Colorado are all
united and desirous of peace. The women and
<Jhildren taken at the White River Agency are
said to be safe. The Indians wish the Gov.ernment
to right the wrongs inflicted upon them by agents
and traders. They will give up the slayers of
Thornburg and Meeker.
The British troops in Afghanistan are still being
attacked by the native tribes in the mountains and
suffering loss. By an expl0sion in a mag9zine at
Cabul, some forty or ti fty soldiers and native allies
of the British were killed.
Another revolution in Hayti, West Indies. The
revolutionists succeeded and have formed a new
government.
General Grant has returned from Oregon to
San Francisco and will come east soon.
22d.-Further details come of the depredations
of the Apaches in the Mesilla valley, New Mexico.
Sixteen persons were found dead at one plnce,
killed by them. A compa.ny of thirty· one volunteers were defeated by the Indians and only one
esc1pHl. thirty being killed.
Lord SttliRbury's belligerent. speech at Manches·
ter is answered in equally offensive tone by the
papers and offici(t.!S of Russia, and they hint at a

l[!yer by trade;but there is not much to do in my
business now." He then turned to the man who
came with him, and said, "We will have work of
this Idnd to do;" and turning to me again, he
explained, saying, "The Saints are going to build
a church in Babylon." I then reflected over this
matter, and they finished their dinner. I thought
the Latter Day Saints were becoming very numerous. The whole country was filled with them.
Babylon, I thought, was a little town not far off.
After dinner, Joseph arose and started to go to a
funeral. I looked out and saw the procession
passing along the road; he started and I went
into the house. It seemed that we had not known
of the funeral before, and my wife concluded to
go to it; and while fixing for this, I awoke.
Now then, the strange man, the cap with a
window in the rim, the specs, the good old man
(for thus he seemed to be), the question, the work,
aud Baby Ion, the wonderful increase of the Saints,
the building of a church, the funeral, &c., all
these things seem to mean something worth un.
derstanding. That Joseph was a seer indeed, I
am fully satisfied. That I have actually seen
him, if not with the eye of the flesh, I am fully
confident. Now, the light of reason is good, but
the light of revelation 1s greater, and this is the
heritage of the children of God-they are "the
children of light." I feel that the good day of
the redemption of Zion is not far distant. I am
yours in truth,
D. L. SHINN.

Franco-Russian alliance to offset.the Austria-German one.
By a fire at Ufa, Russia, a vast amount of property and many livea have just been lost.
At Madrid, Spain, the government commission
on reform in Cuba have agreed to recommend
that slaves be entirely emancipated in seven years
from the passage of such act to emancipate; a
good deed by Spain if they will not do better.
King Alphonso of Spain has visited the scenes
of the recent destructions by flood and has given
relief to the homeless and suffering ones. The
King has decreed that all sums which individuals
or public bodies intended to contribute toward the
celebration of his marriage, be devoted to the relief of the sufferers.
The Russian troops defeated lately by the Turc·
omans will winter on the shores of the Caspian
Sea.
The distress in Hungary on account of the bad
harvest is very great. Government has suspended
the collection of taxes until the next harvest has
been gathered. In fifty· seven towns and villages
in Ternes county the greatest distress prevails.
In Saros county, where some cases of starvation
have occurred, forty parishes are threatened with
famine. Frightful accounts have also been :re·
ceived from the counties of AbaPj, Heves and
Zemplin.
Great preparations are being made in Chicago
for the reception of General Grant. Over five
hundred chief citizens are on the reception com·
mittee and Gov. Cullom and Hon. E. B. Washburn
and Mayor Harrison are to make speeches at the
great man.
23d.-The Russian press is very indignant over
J"ord Salisbury's allusions to Russia, and consid·
ers that his language is "not calculated to the
maintenance of peace and good relations."
The Spanish government reports that the loss
of life by the recent floods will exceed two thousand.

-----

....·-~------

SIIINNS'rON, ·west Virginia,
October, 187().
Saints' Ileralcl:-Last Spring I had a dream
which. I intended to write out for the Ilerald, but
for suflicient reasons I put it off from time to
time. Nearly two months ago I was badly hurt
by a horse running away and throwing me out
of the buggy. The elbow joint of my left arm
was entirely dislocated. The physician who attended me failed to reduce the dislocation. J\Iy
arm remained in this condition about one month.
I had it broken over, and properly set. Now I
am just recovering from this sickness. I feel
thankful to God that I am now able to write a lit.
tle; and having been spared through such great
suffering I feel under renewed obligations to serve
and worship more faithfully the author of our
faith. I will briefly relate my dream, and re.
quest the i::laints, whoever will, to give an interpre.
tation through the Hemlcl, of which I am a constant reader.
I dreamed that I was sitting in an arm chair
rocking and singing, and we were expecting
Joseph Smith, the Martyr. He came, and the
first I saw of him he was sitting at the table eating. There was a man with him whom I knew
not, nor did I learn his name. I had seen a picture of Joseph before, and read a description of
the man. I remarked to him that the picture and
description gave a poor representation of him.
He looked at me and talked freely, but such a
countenance I never before beheld; he seemed to
be superior to all other men in brightness of intellect. I never before saw a countenance beam.
ing with such glory. On his head there was, as
it were, a cap, with a broad rim in front, in
which there was a glass about four inches long
and two wide, through which, I thought, the
light came in from above upon a curious pair of
spectacles consisting of one glass extending over
both eyes. Through these specs he looked at me
with eyes of more than ordinary brightness and
intelligence. But I can not describe this scene
to my own satisfation, I am not capable of doing
it. He enquired of me as follows: "What. are
you doing now a days." I said, "I am a brick

1

TnE following letter was received from brother
John L. Bear, of Agency City, Missouri, and ex.
plains itself. We strongly favor the mission, and
if our brethren who are interested in all the mis.
sions, but more particularly the German mission,
will now improve the opportunity offered, Brn.
Bear and Steffe can be sent and maintained. We
believe that the effort should. be made.
AGENCY, Buchanan Co., l'l'Iissouri,
October 20th, 1879.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-It is now about five years
since I returned from the German Mission, and
throughout all this time there has been no efi"ort
made by the Church to prosecute, or to continue
that work. The few Saints there have been left
alone without any encouragement from the
Church and its officers except the letters they
have received from me from time to time. Now
I ask, shall they perish? All my labors, cares
and troubles had on that mission be in vain?
Then their souls will be required at our hands,
if there are not steps taken to continue that work.
Now it may be said: there is no money in the
treasury. This may be, but I think, not that I
want to command, or dictate, in any wise; I
only give expression to the feelings of my heart,
that if less money was used in the ministry by
those who travel from branch to branch, and the
rest used for the foreign missions it could be
accomplished.
I lay before you some of my propositions and
suggestions. The last desires and wishes of my
wife, a few hours before her death, and the last
words she spoke were these. I spoke to her and
said: "l\Iy dear wife, are you going to leave me?"
She answered, "I want to go to rest." I said,
"But what shall I do?" She answered, "You go
on a mission and preach the gospel." I said,
"\'\That shall I do with those children?" she said,
"God will take care of them."
It seemed strange to me how that could be, in
what way or manner they could be provided for
without a father Since that, a good many re.
fiections have crossed my mind, and now I believe
that I could put my children to some people
where they would be taken care of; the two oldest can earn their own bread, and they would see
that the smallest one was provided for; the next
to that, three and a half, or four in the spring, I
would take with me. This would leave two, one
ten the other eight, which I think I could put to
some good people who would take care of them;
consequently, I volunteer once more to go to
Germany and try with the help of God to carry
the work farther, which was begun before, if the
Church will assist and sustain me in that mission.
And, to comply with the law of God, let them be
sent two by two, I would suggest Frank Steffe,
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of St. Joseph, also a German born, to be my
traveling companion. He will very likely attend
the General Conference at Plano next spring.
But you will have to give me a definite answer to
my letter, as I have a partner on the little farm,
the half belonging to him, and I would have to
make some arrangements with him as soon as
possible, as it would be too late to make it after
the conference. I am writing to Bro. Joseph at
the same time, so please talk the matter over with
him as you are the Frst Presidency of the Church,
and let me know.
Yours ever praying for the prosperity of God's
works, and the establishment of his kingdom on
this earth.
J. L. BEAR.
Rrcni,AND CENTER, vVis.,
October 24th, 1879.
We had an excellent conference. I preached
five sermons after conference with good liberty
and efl"eet; baptized two, Brn. Bose and Hamilton; both good men. Many others are believing
and some declare their intentions of uniting with
the Church at some future time, but as the maxim runs, "procrastination is the thief of time,"
I hope these believers will add works to their
faith and come into the kingdom of God. Many
are the calls for preaching. In the gospel cove.
nant,
F. M. COOPER.
:MILTON, Santa Rosa Co., Forida,
October 18th, 187!J.
Dear Herald:-After writing from Gainesville,
August 12th, we continued our labors in East ]'lorida until September 11th. August 14th, five more
were baptized, and God, by his power, acknowledged our efforts. Owing to the fact that we
were unwilling to place an additional burden on
those friends who had so generously assisted us,
we held no more meetings in the hall, but continued to meet from time to time in private
houses. We discovered, to our great joy, that the
Saints were gaining strength, and that which
they at first embraced with timidity was becom.
h
.
f'
.
mg t e greatest JOY o therr lives. 'fhe peace we
felt with these honest, faithful souls, fully com pensated us fo•· all we suffered in bearing the glad
news to the~l i andsweet indeed is the thought
of meeting them when trials are over an(\ victory
won. The excitement occasioned by the Standing tragedy militated against us to some extent.
Some could not, or would not believe that we
were not identified with them but time will find
us better understood at Gaine~ville.
August 28th, we met at the house of Bro. Howard, and organized the Gainesville Branch, composed of eight members. Bro. Moses 0. Howard
was ordained a Priest and placed in charge of
the branch. Sr. E. E. Mitchell was chosen clerk.
Bro. Howard is an active, energetic man, and
entered immediately into his duties with commendable zeal; if he remains humble and faithful he will accomplish a good work for the
Master. May God bless him!
On September 4th we received a blessing which
very much encouraged us, and strengthened the
Saints: Sister Hollister who had been very sick
f'or a few days, was administered to and imme..
diately healed. Some say she would have recovered "any how;" but we give God the praise.
vVhen I last wrote, I spoke of the prospects of
a walk back to this country, but a better way
was provided, September 1st. We received $30
from the. Bishop, for which we were very grateful, and I hope some one will be fully com pensated for the donation, when final accounts are
rendered. I also received $5 enclosed in the following letter: "September 1st, l879. Bro. H. C.
Smith, Gainesville, Alachua county, ]'lorida. I
have just finished reading your letter in the last
Herald, and the thought has come to me that you
can make good use of the enclosed $G. M:ay God
continue to bless yon. A Sister." The name of
the writer, or place of writing was not given, nor
am I familiar with the hand writing, so have no
means of determining who it is who has so kindly lent a helping hand in time of need. But I
pray God to bless her. Will she please accept
my heartfelt thanks? It is all that I can do. I
had many times enquired of God for direction
how to return, when to start, &c., but J:eceived
nothing but the impression that the way would
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be prepared. So we remained until September willing to make more. I have laid my all upon
11th, when I was impressed that the time had the altar, except my life, and I feel to-day if it
come for me to start, yet did not know how we were necessary I would lay that down too.
Will the Saints everywhere pray that God may
would get through. But obedient to the impression we started for Cedar Keys; walked twenty- sustain me in my labors? And that God will
four miles, and then proceeded by rail the re- bless this mission, and raise up laborers who are
willing to make the necessary sacrifice to bear
mainder of the way.
Though there were no boats running regularly the standard of truth? No man who goes forth
to Pensacola, we were just in time to meet a with his faith in God can doubt the divinity of
schooner bound for New Orleans, and we made the Latter Day Work. He receives so many tesarrangements with the captain to put us off on timonies of God's goodness, so many manifesta ..
Santa Hosa Island, for which we were to pay tions of his love; yes, he receives enough even
him ~~11 each. We bound shingles all day one while here to more than compensate him for
day to help in getting ready to sail; and at 4 his labors. I hope to labor all my life for the
o'clock p. m. of the 13th we were of[ The first cause of Christ, and if I should I expect then to
night we had a hard storm, which thoroughly bow humbly at the feet of Jesus, and receive salconvinced me that I would not like a sailor's vation as a free gift. In hope of a brighter day
HEMAN C. SMI'l'IT.
life; the wind blew, the rain fell in torrents, the for Israel, I am as ever,
waves continually rolled over the deck, and it
was very dark, yet the sailors had to stand all
HARLAN, Iowa, Oct. 21st, 1870.
night exposed to the inclemency of the weathBro. Henry:-Bro. John H. Lake stopped in
er. We were a little sick, but not so bad as we this neighborhood about ten days on his return
expected to be. The morning of the 14th was from conference; preached several times, the rethe first morning of my life when I could look sult was five baptized. Bro. Brand preached at
around me and see no land, which made me feel Pleasant IUdge twice; he had good attention.
quite singular. The weather became fair, and Your brother,
J. W. CnATBUnN.
He who "holdeth the winds in his fists" favored
us with a fair wind; so on the 15th, 4 o'clock p.
II
0
·
m., we landed on-the Island, having sailed nearly
·· ARROW, ntarw,
three hundred miles in two days. We crossed
October 22, 1879.
Santa Rosa Sound and staid with the Saints near
Dear President:--Thinking you may know, I
M
E th
t'l th l"th h
t b ask: vVho in a branch may a distant member
ary s er, un I
e u ' w en we wen
Y of said branch write to, feeling a right to ask a
h
h
steamer to Pensacola. On arriving at Pensacola
·
k
d
f
we learned that Sr. Eliza Cairns had been buried rep1y, t at we may ave suffiCient nowlc ge o
th t 1
h
· t'
f1
each other, that the distant ones may be built up
1 S'10
a· c ay,-anot er VIC rm o wrosene ·
' was and strengthened and comforted in the unity of
burned by an explosion nearly two months be- their branch? Could not the Priest of a branch
fore, lingered in pain until September 17th, and write to such with the same intent that he visits
passed away. She died in the faith. Another near ones? Husband and I are members of the
terr·r'ble wa1·nr'ng- an admon1'tr'on
to be careful
·
Zone Branch, Kent and Elgin District, Canada,
wi'tlr that dange1·ous 'arti'cle · ·
over eighty miles east and north·, thinking the
0
h
B
D
ld
d
I
1
0 n the 2 t , ro. ona son an partec com- nearest, about fifty away. We are lonely, withpany, he to go to his home (Perdido Bay), I to out a word for months; with times so hard that
go to Milton, where I arrived in safety. It re- we have not been down for four years, and have
quired considerable courage to venture on the not partaken of the sacrament, with some times
mission under the circumstances which attended a fear that I am not worthy to partake·, but I am
dB
D
d
d
d
us, an
ro. onal son eserves ere it for mak- striving in my weak way to keep Jesus' Ct>ming the efl'ort. May God bless him, and may his mandments, and think myself in the constant
. zea: never be less.
.
'enjoyment of the earnest of ~he Sp.irit; feeling
Smce my ret:urn I .have been restmg, but have upheld and supported by Hrs almigJ:ty power.
~reach~d five times m Santa Rosa Branch, three I have ~uffered great m~ntal and physrcal weaktunes m _Coldwat~r, ~nd once at J\llorton's. I ~ess thrs two year~, Which has !e.ssenedlll:Y earn.
~ave baptized two m Santa Rosa.Branch and ?ne mgs much, and ~mders m,v wntmg, c~usmg form Coldwater. The 4th and 5th mst. the Flonda getfl:!lness. Pu~tmg trust m God, hopmg for his
Conference was held at Coldwater. In some re- commg, I remam, ANNA MATILDA HALSTED.
~pects it. was the best confer~nce I h~ve ~ttended
[Sister Halsted may very properly correspond
m Flond~. B!ft some thmgs exJSt m. some with the president and teacher of the branch;
places whrch pam me .very much, but I Will not
. .
.
.
trouble you with a recital of them.
and they should reply, grvr~g such mstr~ctwn
I learned last night, with regret, that the Semi. as may by necessary, comfortmg and exhortmg to
Annual Conference had sent no one to our aid. duty.]-ED.
I do not feel like murmuring, but just what to
OMAHA, Nebraska, Oct. 12th, 1879.
do I can not tell. Last night I heard the good
Bro. Joseph:- Went from conference to Harlan,
news that Bro. Howard at Gainesville had haptized five since our departure. There is no one Pleasant Ridge, Leland's Grove, Union, and to
there to confirm them, so they want me to return this place, preaching by the way; start to-morrow
immediately, which I am unable to do. It is for Platte valley, for a few days, and then return
necessary for me to visit Jackson county, Missis- here. Shall leave for the west as soon as I can.
E. C. BRAND.
sippi, and try to strengthen the branches there. Yours in bonds,
One man writes from Winston county, Mississip.
lliLBOA, npain, September 14, 1879.
pi, and requests me to come and baptize him.
Dear Ern. Joseph and Henry:--During my pas.
Now, dear Hemld, what am I to do? I have
appealed to the local Elders for aid in ministeri- sage, which is now more than six months since
allabor, but have appealed in vain. Some of the I left home I have seen ai1d heard all sorts of
lesser priesthood are willing to do what they can, evil, which I am thankful to say that up to the
but are not able to properly represent the work. present I have been able to stand firm, and I hope
I have appealed to General Conference for aid with God's help to hold fast that which is good
but have received none. And now with the until the end. When I left Providence (which
1\Iaeedonian cry coming from every quarter for Branch I belong to) there were a good many joinhundreds of miles around, I am here almost dis- ing the Church, which I hope and trust will concouraged; but while God gives me strength to tinue; but we must not forget that if God proslabor I will never yield, no never. We labor pers us we must not forget our duty to work on,
that we may possess, but I fear that some who never ceasing; for if we ourselves neglect, the
expect to obtain a possession after others have work of God must still roll on. It is the desire
done the labor will be disappointed. Financially of my heart to fulfill the covenant and be able to
I have received enough to have supplied all my proclaim the gospel of Christ and be the means
wants if I had remained in the vicinity of the of bringing many to the throne of God. Kindly
branches, but in my eagerness to push the work give me an interest in your prayers to give me
into new fields I have exhausted my resources, strength that I may be able to carry out what
and have often been in want. I have (some times God has set me to do. If God spares me I expect
unwisely) overtasked my physical powers. But to be in Providence by the 1st of November.
From your brother in the Church,
I do not regret any thing that I have done for the
G. G. BURGESS.
cause. I bave ml:lde many sa,crifices, and am
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lately and made a good impression.
think that it may almost be said that there is the
MOUNT PLEASANT, Indiana,
is wanted is more elders to labor in diffulfillment of the sayings of
that they
October 14th, 1879.
parts
of
the district; and now is a favorferent
CD.vos of the
Bro. Henry:-Since I wrote you last, I have "shall hunt them from the dens
able time for the work. I greatly rejoice at the
preached in Hip ley and Jefferson counties labor- earth." A few miles from where I am
news found in the Heralds of the proging in the meantime with my hands to replenish the far famed Wyandotte Cave,
ress of
work in different parts of the land.
my wardrobe. On the 18th of September I started explored a distance of nineteen.
mny ~t live to tell the g,J,ad news._ Yours in
at pres.
to Floyd county, via Louisville, Kentucky· re- like to visit it but my time is too
bOl1C!S
J:i,DW AI>D .lJARKEY.
from the
mained with the Mt. Eden Saints two weeks. sp'eak- ent to do so. Having heard
ing nearly every night. When I arrived in Floyd Semi-Annual Conference, I am still in ignorance
county, I was met by a challenge from the wheel as to the disposition it made of me; so I shall
1!1AcmAs, Thiaine, Oct. 22d, 1879.
horse of the Christian Church, of Southern Indi- bide my time and in the interim faithfully
Bro. !IenJ'y:-I have just returned home from
form
my
duty·
as
best
I
can.
stay
ana to meet him in debate. The propositions of
of the branches; find some ready
nnd is
his own framing, four in number, were, as he Saints of southern Indiana has
others very low. I shall visit the
SUJ?J?Osed, so arranged that handled by one of his of the most pleasant character, and I leave them
district in a few weeks, and go
with
Tegret;
but
duty
calls,
and
I
must
to
abi!lty they were calculated to demolish our
preach a few lectures in Bristol and Friendother
fields
to
tell
them
the
good
news.
claims. I sent him a letter of acceptance signiship. Yours truly,
J. C. Foss.
fying my willingness and readiness to attempt a God abundantly bless them.
I
endeavor
to
send
my
ahead
so
defense of our claims. I continued to preach
]'fiercer Co., Illinois,
am enabled to
every night, daily expecting to heflr from my op- that no time will be lost.
11th, 1870.
night
and
twice
on
Snndo,ys
every
P?nent; but a week went by and no tidings from
lh·o. H. Lt. Stebbins:-We arc still in a measure
seeming
inconvenience,
no
hAO>'C'D"'D""
him. Bro. Harbert Scott went to see him and
in the blessings of Christ. Our conferfrom
received his excuse for not coming to time, w'hich The tramping over the hills
of
was a success; those that unitto
place
is
the
hardest
part
to
perform,
was found to be reasonable, as sickness was the
with us then are now rejoicing greatly. On
stand
it
about
as
V{ell
as
tho
natives
reason of his nonappearance. I was glad, howthe evening of the fourth we had the pleasure of
ever, to learn that his sickness was not of a seri- meeting time and I must close for
hearing Bro. T. Vlf. Smith, as he broke the bread
Asking
to
be
remembered
by
all
the
ous character, as he was able to attend and assist
of life. JIIIany were made to rejoice because of
as
ever
your
fellow
laborer
in
the
gospel.
in conducting a meeting going on in the Christhe power of the Spirit that rested upon the speak
anon.
tian C~urch. Many of the _,Elders will readily
er. On the Sabbath he spoke again, and nearly
17\b.-Since
writing
the
I
have
baptized
recogmze my opponent wlt"On I tell them his
and confirmed two more,
just as I was on all tho Saints from J\iillersbmg were present, as
name is J. M. Goss.
it more Saint.Jike to visit our broththe
point
of
leaving
for
this
place
(Thfarrietta, we
On the 3rc1 inst. Bro. Harbert took me to New
sisters of the Buffalo Prairie Branch.
ers
Crawford
county),
another
signified
her
desire
to
Albany, where I waited with all the patience I
'ive had been long wanting to pay them a visit,
could muster for the boat to take me to Derby, be baptized, and I promised to return there
and the coming of Bro. Smith gave us a good exon
the
21st.
And
still
another;
a
Methodist
some ninety miles below Louisville. The good
cuse. "i'IIonday evening following, Bro. Smith
who
had
been
sprinkled
in
her
infancy,
steamer Anderson came at last, and I landed safely
to the people in Jl1:illersburg. Last Sunat Derby, at half-past four p.m., where I was met attended our meetings, became dissatisfied
we baptized one more into the kingdom of
her
baptism
and
her
minist'3r
to
immerse
with disappointment in not finding Bro. Hmcling
We feel that there is a brighter day just
or family at home; and sleepy and hungry I start. her, she came to me and demanded
for the Millersburg Branch. I remain,
wished
to
remain.
in
the
M.
E.
I
eel for Lilly Dale, seven miles distant, where I
E. 'I'. BRYANT.
bel'
that
I
was
not
baptizing
into
the
sectarian
arrived at half.past six, and was made glad by
churches;
gave
her
some
tracts
and
r,nd
meeting Sister Eyers and family. I found food
Bro. Joseph:-i'l..s it may encourage the Saints,
and rest, which I very much needed. Next clay I confidently expect to baptize her into the
I would say that the work is progressing in Ohio
I visited some ?f the Saint~, and it was arranged clom of God ere I leave. She is a
I have been, and here. I baptized one at
to }).old a senes of meetmgs. I accordingly lady. And still they come. Bro.
Belmont Co., Ohio; and here, yestera man
preached every night but one while there. On to me from Derby, and informed me
tm·day noon, I baptized seven. These were mainSunday the 5th I preached the funeral of Bro. who had attendee! my meeting at Deer C:rcnk, on
fruits of others' labors. Three more ofterecl
Abram Eyers to a very large audience. On Sat- the funeral occasion before aHudcd to, was wait- w<om:'•"'v'·" last night, who will be baptized next
urday, the 11th, in company with Brn. V. D. Bag- ing for me to come and baptize him. Others are
a.m. I had splendid liberty last Sunday
gerly, Harp, and McPeak, I came to this place not far from the kingdom, and so the good work
'Yeek at Bro. Sheldon's, near ·warnock's,
goes
on.
I
spoke
here
night
before
last
to
a
where an appointment had preceded me, and
i.a preaching on the "Signs of the times."
found a little band of good Saints, the fruits of co!lgregation; was to have spoken last night,
I
excellent freedom here yesterday morning,
ram
and
mud
prevented;
shall
preach
to-nio:bt.
Bro. ~arbert Sc?~t's labor. ~'bey were in an unI desire to say to the friends in Ohio and ICen- was greatly blessed in confirmation services in
orgamzecl conc1Itwn, no officials save n deacon.
the afternoon. I was also blessed in preaching
I spoke Saturday night and twice on Sunday to tucky who have been expecting me for so long, in
Jackson Co., Ohio. I shall be here
large and attentive audiences. Yesterday I bap- to exercise patience, I will do all I can and be ov~r
Sunday, ~nd probably reach Philacleltized two, husband and wife, and at the confirma- with them as soon as practicable. JYiy health is phm on the 12th mst. From present demands
B. V. SrmNGEH.
tion I ordained Bro. V. B. Baggerly to the office excellent.
P.S.-Is my "J3ody of nioses" in ihe waste bas- for labor this side, I doubt if I can reach Maine
of a Priest, and organized a branch to be known
for g
of months. It will be difficult to
as the Mt. Pleasant Branch; Bro. Wm. ~'L Harp ket? [We think not.-ED.]
get
in that land in the winter. Bro. Ells
was chosen clerk. The sacrament was then adreached home safely and in first rate health and
ministered and we had a time long to be rememJ\'IT. PLEASANT, Perry Co.,
gpirits. Your brother in the one faith,
bered. I preached again at night to a good conOctober 19th,
T. w. SMITH.
gregation, and we felt indeed that God was well
Bro. IIenry:--"VVe have
favored ·with
pleased with our clay's work. I am to speak visit of Bro. B. V. Springer.
is now in Craws~~ELBY, Iowa, October 12th, 1879.
again to-night, and then move on to West Fork ford county laboring. While with us he led four
I"ct me bm1d my house upon the rocks my
Crawford county (this is Perry); thence to An~ into tho waters of baptism. The cause is onward
foundnJion
be
the rock of ages. Let my na~e be
clerson; thence to Derby, ancl-0, where is the in this place. Some that joined were out of the
end; I am led to exclaim, as I am beset on all Homan Catholic Church, which disturbed a few carved in the rock, the Lamb's book of life· besides by invitations to go and preach at points of that faith, but what they said will not afteot ing washed iu the waters of baptism, buried ~ith
in every direction. I never saw the time when anything. There was a good spirit manifested him into life everlasting. Let my food be rare
~here seemed to be such a general call for preach- throughout the meeting that
held in this and sweet, even the bread of heaven. Let me
drink of the waters of life, that I may not famish
mg. Places that have been hitherto inaccessible pr,rt; to God be glory for his
and
by the wayside. Let me be clothed in the fashare now open and the people plead with us to Bro. Springer organized a branch here with
come and preach to Lhem; but, alas, for the lack teen members. All try to live right; may God ionable combination suit of two colors, meeknesg
and humility, heavily trimmed with i'igbteousof laborers-what can one weak instrument do bless us to do his commands.
ness, that I may be a comely daughter of Zion
in such a vast field. I am resolved, however, to
V. D. BAGGERl"Y·
and a beloved mother in Israel, is the wish or
do all I can for the cause; and I feel grateful to
prayer of your humble sis tor,
Mns. ·Cox.
the ~iver of all good for the health and strength
IRON Hn~L, Jackson
Iowa,
October 24th,
___ __,.,._._____
I enJoy, and more especially for liberty in speaking the word of truth.
Bro. II. A. Stebbins:-Our conference at "VVest
D~N'_T _PoROE1' IT.- Your enemy is at your feet,
I have not heard from· my family lately, nor Buffalo, September 5th, res~lted better :for the. and 11 1~ m your power to c_rush him! Don't do it!
from anybody else by letter. It seems that since good and advaneement of tne cause than was Better !S an ounce of forgneness than a thousand
I left Jefferson county all my correspondents lool~ecl for. The presence of Ern. Joseph and tons of vengeance ! If hardness and bitterness
stopped short, as if by mutual agreement, as I Blair. UJ?OU the occasion, did great good for the still
in your heart-if actual and deep
have received one letter and one card in the last upbmlclu:g of the work, and gave abiding strength
been inflicted
you-go and look
month. I can only attribute it to the very low to the Samts, and left a good impression in favor iu . ne&.rest grave--you
not have to go far
s~age C!f water in the Ohio river, making naviga- of the cause with th.ose that were present.
--and seo what is the end for your enemy and for
tion difficult. I find myself now, after having
~ h~pe .to see an mgathering of more souls in you.
Go and think for a moment beside the neartraveled over the fiats of Hi pley and J efl:erson t~IS cl1stnct ere long. There are
est
how little worthy it is for an imcounty, in a country presenting the opposite ex- ~ltes for ~he preaching of the
soul to be cherishing the passions of a wolf
treme. Here are the hills and dales, rocks dens ~Iste~lCl'S lll ~any places. Bro. C. G.
or a
and then forgive your enemy as you
1
and caves, and as I climb the rugged stc~ps, I IS With us c.omg
what he can. He has preached , noed

I
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The Sem1-Ammal Conference of the Pacific Slope
Mission, met at Newport, Los Angeles county,
California, October Gth, 1879 .
~

Sunday, the ath was devoted to preaching. The
forenoon was occupied by D. S. :Mills, in a wellLimed discourse. The afternoon services were
conducted by Priest Hyrum Holt, assisted by
Bro. S. L. Crain. Pra.yer meeting in the evening,
at the house of J. F. Burton.
Monday, Gth, 10 a.m., conference organized by
choosing D. S. Mills to preside; E. P. Prothero,
assistant; R. R. Dana, secretary.
Reports.-High Priest D. S. Mills reported his
labors: had visited Santa Rosa, Washington Corners, Watsonville and Sacramento, and other
places where the Saints testify to the blessings of
the Lord, in the healing of their sick. One sister
receiving a Yel'Y remarkable blessing, being restored to heallh after the doctor said she could
not live. Bro. Dawson's child also received a
similar blessing. Said he had labored as much as
he was able to do; owing to the condition of his
health. He had preached over sixty discourses
and administered to many, attended by God's
blessing 'generally; hopes the Elders will boactive. Had also visited the st11te of Nevada, and
while there was chosen to preside over the Nevada
District. Expects to labor in Southern California
this winter; next summer, expects to go to N evada and labor in that district.
Reports of District Presidents.--E!dcr J. F.
Burton said his labors had been confine<.! to the
Newport Branch, San Bernardino, and Laguna
Canyon; at the latter pl::~ce he had baptized two,
and organized a branch of twelve, called the Laguna Branch; ordained 11 presiding Priest and
'l'eacher.
Elder Russell Huntley said his labors have been
principally in San Bernardino; thinks there might
be considerable done there; thinks it best to unite
that district to the Los Angeles District, and give
both into the charge of Bro. Burton.
Elder John Carmichael, by letter: "Since last
April I have visited all the district; held two
conferences ; one at the San Benito, awl one at
the Watsonville Branch; and have done some
preaching during that time in different
of
the district; find a good spirit in all
attend
the branch meetings."
High Priest II. P. Brown, President of San Francisco District, by letter: His labors principally
confined to the Oa.kland Branch, having p:re:1ched
there almost every Sunday since the April Conference, attended two meetings at San Francisco,
preached. tho funeral sermon of Bro. H. P. Robbins
of Stockton, and twice at Newport Branch of Los
Angeles. The branches of this district have been
greatly neglected, but it was imposible for him to
do otherwise. Since our April Conferenc~ the
Saints of Oakland who are members of the Branch
have been in harmony and kept up their meetings
regularly. The Saints of San Francisco seem to
be united, and, being unable to hire a hall, hold
their meetings in private houses. No serious difficulties exist in any of the branches of my district,
so far as I have he2•rd, except the old fueds caused
by those who have taken letters from, or are
suspended from the Oakland Br::tnch, which I hope
will be d.ispoaed of this conference. Wishes to
resign his position as President of San Francisco
District, on account of the necessity of
for his family. Thanks the Saints for
confidence in him while trying to do his duty, and
while passing through the greatest trials of his
life.
Elder J. R. Cook, Sacramento Sub-District, by
letter : Has not been able to travel much the past
six months ; but has given one course of lectures;
held one debate and baptized one. Expects to go
north or south soon, and consequently wishes to
resign the presidency of the district, and recommends Bro. J. B. Price. There are many calls for
preaching in this sub-district, and if I remain, intend to travel and preach more. the next six months
than the past.
D. S. Mills reports Nevada District: No Elders
ready for active service. Elders Johns and T. R,
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Hawkins, at Carson and Genoa, do some preaching.
At Empire the members hold meetings occasional; also at Mot!sville. District is in a fair condiThanks the Saints there for kindness. Bro.
A. Haws was appointed to labor there, by April
Conference; but the Saints iu the district could
not sustain him, as they were not consulted in his
appointment.
Eldnrs
neporls , b y 1e t•e~
ur
,
.n
, •. - "
m. "'I ar.' rep or t s
S
an Francisco Branch thoroughly organized, and
lately had excellent meetings, and 1111 expressed
their desire for peace, love and unity.
E. H. Webb: Have not been outside of Sacramenlo since April Conference to labor in the viney11rd, but have done what I could to make known
the truth and to reconcile estranged minds-so
t0
k
A
t t
ld
d
rna 'e peace.
m seven y- wo years o ' an
my d11ily labor is the only dependence of three
familes.
J ool Edmonds:
Four score, and a little more,
lleen a Saint since thirty-four,
And hope to be forever more.

in Far West, in Bro. Turley's blacksmith
I was getting my horses shod to take
sister Emma and her children out of the State,
old Father Smith said, in ::~nswer to a question
about J"oseph and Hyrum, who were then in Liberty Jail, "Liberty Jail is rightly named, for
Joseph and his brethren will get their liberty,
and will again gather the Saints and build a city
of fame; but in that city troubles would again
arise, fo1· Joseph and Hyrum would be smitten
and slain; the Saints would be discouraged; false
shepherds would lead them, and tares and wheat
b'; sown in the field; but the good wheat should
grow and be gathered ; and would return and
build that great city. Joseph's posterity anointed
must be in the templo and Nauvoo. These you
will see,"
Henry S. Green: Laboi·ed in Nortonville and
vicinity; baptized two; several more investigating
in hie neighborhood.
D. J. Philips: Am at the will of the conference,
to a.ct in any capacity they wish to place me in.
Two p.m. session-Elders Reports in Person.-E. Prothero, S. L. Crain, J. Garner, Sen., Geo.
Itice and R. R. Dana.
p,·iesls in person.-Hiram Holt, N. W. Best, A.
E. Jones, J. Damron and A. Bald win reported;
anrl Deacon J. Damron also :reported.
Brauch Reports.-Newport, last report 153,
143, including 1 High Priest, 8 Elders, 6
2 Teachers, ~ Deacons; 10 removed by
J. F. Burton, president; W. W. Garner,

I·

Francisco, present number 31, including 6
2 Priests, I Teacher, 1 Deacon ; 6 added
since
report.
Sauta Itosa, present number about 75, including
3 Elders, 2 Priests ; 1 removed by letter, 1 ordination-C. W. Hawkins ordained by Elder D. S.
Mills to the office of Priest, August 31st, 1879.
West Oakland, last report 44, present number
44, including 1 High Priest, 8 Elders, 1 Priest, 1
Teacher, 1 Deacon; since last report 1 baptized,
1 receivod by letter, 2 removed by letter. D. J.
Philips, president ; R Ferris, clerk.
Nortonville, last report 19, present number 16,
including 2 Elders, 1 Teachers; 2 baptized, 2 ordnined, 2 children blessed, 5 removed. Henry S.
Green, president and clerk.
12, 1 PI'iest, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon. liarpresident; A. Wesley Thompson,
vey
clerk.
President :re~.d minutes of conference for April
Gth, 1879, and protest 11gainst them .. Actiou defen-eel for the present.
that the investigating committee, consisting of John Carmichael, A. C. Bryan, H. P. Robbins and Owen Dinsdale. appointed last conference, April Gth, 1879. be discharged, as neither of
them has reported to this conference, in reference
to business left in their charge.
Tllat a Court of Elders be appointed by the
uno""~"'" of this conference to investigate the unbuBiness of the committee of last conference in refernce to P. Canavan's ~.ppeal, and any
other business proper to coma before them, and
report to this conference if possible.
President appointed R. Huntley, S. L. Crain, J.
F. Burton, R. It. Dana, Geo. Rice, a Court of El-
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ders to investigate the matter presented to them.
Approved by conference, and
Resolved that tho minutes of April Glh conference be given to the Court of Elders appointed,
with all documents bearing upon them either way,
as they have been objected to; Court of Elders to
report to this conference early as possible ; and
Resolved that we hereby rescind a resolution
of last conference, which reads as follows: "That
branches have no right to supercede the action of
conference in njecting a district president sent
by conference to preside over their district: such
action will be hold 11s insubordination to the General Conference or Church." Carried.
That Bro. A. Haws be released from laboring
in Nevada District. Carried.
·
That we release Bro. II. P. Brown from tho
presidency of San Francisco Sub-District, agreeably to his request. Lost.
1'hat Bro. H. P, Brown be sustained as president of San Francisco Sub- District. Carried
unanimously.
Resolved that we accept the resignation of Bro.
J. R. Cook, of the Sacramento Sub· District.. Carried.
Itesolved that J. B. Price, of Dixon, be appointed president of Sacramento Sub-District.
Uarried.
That we sustain Bro. l. F. Burton as president
of Los Angeles Sub-District.. Carried.
That B. Robinson be sustained as president of
Humboldt Sub-District.
Resolved that we sustain Bro. Joseph Smii.h as
President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints with our faith and prayers.
Resolved that we sustain Bro. W. W. Blair as
Counsellor to Bro. Joseph Smith; also all the !1U·
thorities of the Church in righteousness.
Adjourned till 7 p.m. for preaching.
7 P. M.-Resolved that we have sacrament,
prayer and testimony meeting instead ·of preaching. Remarks by Bro. Burton on the supremacy
of God's power, and the happiness mankind may
obtain through his laws. The emblems having
been provided, were presented to the Saints,
and the promise given them in the name of the
Lord, that if they partake in faith forgiving all
men their trespasses, they shoulu receive of
the Spirit of Christ in proportion as they manifest
the· spirit of meekness. The time was used to
good advantage, and the good Spirit was made
manifest in tongues, interpretation and prophecy,
and the Saints felt greatly strengthened.
Tuesday, 10 a.m.-Report of Court of Elders
upon the questions placed before them:
1. In reference to the objections made to the
minutes of last April Conference and the protest
against them, we find from the evidence presented,
the published protest fully sustained.
2. As touching P. Canavan's appeal from decision of West Oakland Branch, etc., we find that
no decision was had or asked for, from the branch
in reference to the question appealed; consequently no cause of action for appeal.
Resolved that the report of the Court of Elders
be accepted.
That we reject the minules of April Gth, 1879,
conference of Pacific Slope M'ission, for the reasons
stated in the published protest.
That no Elder or Priest shall travel or labor at
large in any part of this mission, unless appointed
at a conference of the mission, or by anfl with the
consent and authority of the president of the mission.
That Bro. R. Huntley be sustained as president
of the San Bernardino Sub-District.
T.hat we sustain J. Carmichael as president of
the Santa Cruz Sub-District.
That this conference authorize the president of
this mission to send Elders into Arizona to labor
in the ministry.
That members of the Church residing within
the limits of a branch, who have not attached
themselves to said branch, be required to do so
within six months after so locating themselves, or
furnish proper reasons for not doing so, or be dealt
with according to the laws of the Church.
Resolved• that we sustain Bro. Mills as president of this mission unt.il his successor releases
him.
Whereas, Bro. D. S. Mills has resigued the
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presidency of this mission, and his resignation has
been accepted by our brethren assembled in General Conference, and
Whereas, in all his~,ministrations among us,
botu in word and in Spirit, ,,:we have been greatly
bleased, and have received much instruction and,
comfort; therefore
Resolved that we accept Bro. )\'Iills' resignation,
and hereby return him thanks: and the gratitude
of our hearts for his labors of love and charity
among us, praying God the Father to bless Bro.
Mills wherever his duties may call him, with
health, peace, joy, and life eternal.
That we sustain Bro. D. S. Mills as president of
Nevada District., subject to action of Nevada Conference.'
That this conference hereby request theBishop's
Agent, Bro. John Roberts, to send a report for
the past year, to be published in the Herald at
an early day.
That the Court of Elders appointed at this con·
ference be continued.
Whereas, we deem the Pacific Slope Mission,
which consists of the States of Nevada, California
and Oregon and Washington Territory, is too large
for one presiding officer to give proper attention to
all the field; and because of the lack of means of
travel in the inland counties, therefore
Resolved that we request our brethren assembled in General Conference, April 6th, 1880, to
take into consideration the proposition of dividing
this mission into several missions; suggesting
that the State of Nevada should be one, California
another, and Oregon and Washington Territory
another, and ask that they give it their earliest
attention, believing that such action would be
beneficial to the work here.
That we sustain Bro. R. Allen, Sen , as Bishop's
Agent for Southern California.
That Bro. R R. Dana prepare and forward the
minutes of present conference for publication.
That the conference of the Mission meet April
6th, 1880, at San Bernardino, California.
That we adjourn until 10 am., April 6th, 1880.
Sacramento Branch report arrived too late for
conference.
Approved.
D. R. MILLS, President.
R. R. DANA, Clerk of Conference.

SouU11.cru Indiana Di§h·ict.
A conference of the Southern Indiana District
met at the Olive Branch, at 10:30 a. m., August
30th, 1879. The president being absent, Br~. B.
V. Springer was called to preside. E. C. M;;hew,
clerk.
Elder John S. Christie reported in person, and
Wm. H. Chappellow by letter; Priest Wm. Burton
in person, and Jas. R. Chappellow by letter. J.
S. Christy reported that, as regards his mission,
he had done the best he could under the circumstances
Moved and carried that all official members, not
engageJ in branch duties, be requested to labor
in the district as circumstances will permit.
Resolved that this conference request the General Conference to continue Bro. B. V. Springer
in this mission.
Moved and carried that a Court of Elders be ap.
pointed to meet at Hall's Ridge, four weeks from
to-day, to investigate the case of John Younp:.
Brn. John S. Christy, Samuel Rector and B. V.
Springer were appointed said court..
Moved and carried that this conference sustains
the authorities of the Church in righteousness;
Bro. Samuel Rector as Bishop's Agent; Harbert
Scott as president of the district, and E. C. :\lay·
hew as clerk.
Moved and carried that when this conference
adjourns, it does so to meet at Hall's Ridge, on
the 29th day of November, 1879, at 10:30 a.m.
Adjourned.

PottawattanBie Dish·iict. ·
A conference was held in Downsville, August
30th and 31st, 1879: C. G. Mcintosh, president;
Frederick Hansen, clerk.
Reports of Branches.-Crescent City 46 members, 4 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon;
9 baptized, 1 removed. Wheeler's Grove 32, 1
High Priest, 5 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1
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Deacon. Council Bluffs 138, 1 Apostle, 1 Seventy,
8 Elders, 4 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 6 received by letter. The spiritual condition was :reported by Levi Graybill, H. N. Hansen, H11ns
Hansen and Andrew Hall.
Reports of Elders.-Levi Graybill, Andrew
Hall, Hans Hansen, H. N. Hansen, R M. Elvin,
R J. Anthony, James Caffall and C. G. Mcintosh.
According to an arrangement agreed upon at
the last conference to settle difficulties existing in
the Fontanelle Branch; Bro. James Caffall went
at the request of Bro. Mcintosh, accomplished the
object, reorganized the branch, and it is hoped
that good will result.
Report of Andrew Hall, Bishop's Agent.-"Cash
on hand at last report $25,90; received since in
offerings $7-total amount $32 \JO. Paid to Jas.
Caffall $20. Balance on hand $12,\JO."
C. G. Mcintosh was appointed delegate to the
Pall Conference.
Resolution on pa.ge 74, Book Il, request.ing the
Bishop's Agent to report the names of those in the
ministry that received money from him, and also
requesting the Elders in the ministry to report
what they received, was repealed.
Whereas, the Bishop's Agent has informed nil of
his inability, through indisposition of body, to
travel among the various branches to teach the
law of tithing and freewill offering, therefore, be
it Resolved that, in the opinion of this conference,
the presidents of branches should exert themselves
to the utmost of their ability to induce their members to contribute their means by way of tithing
and freewill offering, and make monthly returns
to the Bishop's Agent.
The constituted authorities of the Church were
sustained in righteousness. C. G. Mcintosh was
sastained as president for the next three months.
Officers present: 1 Apostle, 1 High Priest., 2
Seventies, 7 Elders, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon.
·
Preaching during conference by James Caffall,
R. M. Elvin and R. J. Anthony.
Conference adjourned to meet in Crescent City,
on the last Saturday in November, 1879, 10:30 a.m.

Moved by Bro. W. W. Blair, seconded "by Bro.
Joseph Smith, that Bro. John Scott be the Superintemlent of the Herald Office. ~otion prevailed.
Moved by Bro. Joseph Smith, seconded by Bro.
W. W. Blair, that the subject of music book as
acted upon by the Semi-Annual Conference, be entered upon the minutes and referred to the executive committee. Motion prevailed.
Moved by Bro. Joseph Smith, seconded by Bro.
W. W. Blair, that the Board adjourn subject to
the call of the President. Motion prevailed.
Benediction by the !>resident, Bro. G. A.
Blakeslee.
LAWRENCE CoNOVER, Secretary.
---~~~~

Notice§.
The Eastern Maine Conference will be held at
Pleass<nt ll.iver Branch, Addison, Maine, D!lcember 20th, 1879. All branches are requested to
send in repo1·ts. J. C. Foss. President and Clerk.
The London District Conference will be held at
London, Ontario, commencing on Saturday, Nov.
29th. It is desired that a good representation will
be in attendance. George Mottashed, President
of DiB!rict.
The Kent and Elgin District Conference will be
held in the Zone Branch, Ontario, commencing on
Saturday, Deceml;Jer 13th, next. A full attendance
is desired. Arthur Leverton, Pres. of District.
These conferences are appointed late in the
season, from the necessity of the circumstances.
If it is not thought to be the best time, we trust
all concerned will feel to make the best of it, and
if they should prove to be unwise appointments
we will try and do better next time.
W. H. KELLEY, P?·es. of JJ!ission.

OJ.•tlm.· oi

Em~ocl1 L~uuis.

The organization known as the Order of Enoch
is prepared to sell its lands in Decatur county,
Iowa, in farms ranging from forty acres upwards,
at prices according to the worth of land in the
same region. The most of it is improved, fenced,
and under cultivation, with houses on it. , For
further particulars address with stamp,
DAvm DANCER, Sedgwick, Decatur Co., Iowa.

Board of Public:;ation l'ficcting.
Minutes of a called meeting of the Board of
Publication, of the Reorganized Church of .Tesus
Christ, held at the Herald Office, Plano, Illinois,
October 21lth, 1879.
Present Brethren I. L. Rogers, G. A. l3lakeslee,
David Dancer, Joseph Smith a'nd W. W. Blair.
Meeting called to order by the Chairman, I. L.
Rogers, who led in prayer.
The Chairman then stated that as the resignation
of the former Board had been accepted by the
Semi-Annual Conference of 1879, which body had
also elected the brethren present as members of a
new Board, he had called them together for the
purpose of organization.
Moved by Bro. Joseph Smith, seconded by Bro.
G. A. Blakeslee, that Bro. I. L. Rogers be President of the Board of Publication. Bro. Rogers
stated that while willing to serve as a member of
the Board, he did not feel at liberty to serve in the
office of President. Motion withdrawn.
Moved by Bro. W. W. Blair, seconded by Bro.
David Dancer, that Bro. G. A. Blakeslee be President of the Board. Motion prevailed, and Bro.
Blakeslee took the chair.
Moved by Bro. W. W. Blair, seconded by Bro.
I. L. Rogers, that Bro. Joseph Smith be the Business Manager of the Board of Publication. Motion
prevailed.
Moved by Bro. David Dancer, seconded by Bro.
W. W. Blair, that Bro. I. L. Rogers be the Treasurer of the Board of Publication. Motion pre·
vailed.
Moved by Bro. I. J,. Rogers, seconded by Bro.
David Dancer, that. Bro. Joseph Smith be Editor
in charge of the Church publications. Motion
prevailed.
Moved by Bro. Joseph Smith, seconded by Bro.
W. W. Blair, that Bro. Henry A. Stebbins be the
Assistant Editor. Motion prevailed.
Moved by Bro. W· W. Blair, seconded
Bro.
I. L. Rogers, that Bro. Lawrence Conover
the
Secretary of the Boar.d of ,Publication. Motion
prevailed.

BOl'U,

1\IonGAN.-At Coldwater, Florida, June 15th,
1879, to Sr. Mary E. Morgan, a daughter, name
Ida Ethel. The father, Bro. Wm. M. Morgan,
died January 31st, 1879.
JoNEs.-At Cold water, Florida, September 17th,
187ll. to Bro. Seburn and Sr. Miriam Jones, a
daughter, name Ella Anna.
l'i'ia:rried.
TuLLAR-WllBB,-At the residence of the bride's
father, Bro. Elijah B. Webb, in Lincoln Township,
Atchison county, Missouri, by Elder M. H. Forscutt, on Sunday, October 12th, 1879, Bro. J. N.
Tullar, of Shenandoah, Iowa, and Sr. S. L. Webb,
of Missouri.
The Webb of life is woven, and the die is cast,
The bright-toned fabric's made by Love's own bands at last,
And though it change its hues as Time's advances make
New avenues for love to flow, for Love's own sake,
Yet let it ne'er be torn in fitful passion's gale,
But ensign l>e of peace at home, though storms prevail
On Life's l!W<i"ct.highway; in the sylvan glades of love
JJet John and S__ylvia/s home be reared, and Heaven alJOve
~Vith sweet f01~bearance fill each heart, that Peace may reign
With undisputed sway around their altar-fane.
N.

Died.•
GllAY.-At Indian River, Maine, October 18th,
18i9, William Gray, aged 78 years. Services by
Elder J. C. Po€s.
SPENCER.-In the Luc·as Branch, Lucas county,
Iowa, September 28th, 187\J, Sr. Emma Spencer,
aged 14 years, 4 months. She passed quietly
away to h'er rest while Bro. James McDiffitt was
praying for her.
THE SAINTS' HERALD is published SEMI-MONTHLY, at Plano,
Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of the Ro·
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
is edited by JosEPH SMITH and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 per
year~ All remittances, orders, and business communications
inte11ded for the office of publication, ehculd be directed to
.Tose.ifh Srn'ilh, Plano! Kendall Co'wn,ty, lllinols. :Th.foney may
be seat J)raft on Chicago, Post Office Order on Plano, by
rogistered letter, or by Express; but there is very little risk

in s~nding small sums of money in an ~rdinary letter.
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SAW ANOTHER .ANGEL * *, HAVING TIIE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PRJ Q TO THEM THAT DWELT, ON TIIE EARTH
*, SAYING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GI.ORY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDG! ::l::i IS COME."-UEV. 14: 6-7.
.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGti THY TRUTH; TnY WORD IS TRUTH."-JEsus',--~N17:17.
"HEARKEN TO TilE WORD OF TilE LORD, FOR TnERE SnALL NOT ANY MAN .AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOK
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, DECEMBER 1, 1879.

SUPERIORITY OF THE INSPIRED
TRANSLATION OF THE
BIBLE.
I have recently been examining three translations of the entire Bible, with a fourth one
of the New Testament, which has greatly
strengthened my confidence in the Inspired
Translation, and I can more clearly see the
Wh •h l
.
.
nee d of sueh t runs l at wn.
en" e earnmg
and wisdom of men had failed to restore the
gospel, and establish the organization of the
Church, God displayed his miraculous power
in accomplishing this work, by inspiring the
. weak to confound the mighty. In like manner when the wisdom of the world had failed
to produce a translation of God's word clear
of absurdities and contradictions; God by
direct inspiration gave a plain and more consistent version than had ever been rendered by
man. Allow me to place in juxtaposition passages from the four versions, and ask you to
read and meditate before deciding which is
the most reasonable and consistent.
CONTRADICTIONS.

King James: "And it repented the Lord
that he had made man on the earth, and it
grieved him at his heart." -Gen. 6 : 6.
"God is not a man, that he should lie; neither the son of man, that he should repent:
hath he not said, and shall he not do it? or
hath he spoken, and shall he not make it
good ?"-Num. 23:19.
Douay : "It repented him that he had made
man on the earth," &c.-Gen. 6: 6.
"God is not as a man, that he should lie, nor
as the aon of man that he should be changed.
Hath he said then, and will he not do? Hath
he spoken, and will he not fulfill ?"-Num.
23:19.
Inspired: Num. 23:19 reads exactly as
King James', but Gen. 8 : 13 (corresponding
with the above) reads : "And it repented Noah,
and his heart was pained that the Lord had
made man on the earth."
In the first two God is represented at one
time as repenting ; at another as differing
from man in not repenting ; in the last it is
man who is represented as repenting, and not
the Lord.
In 1 Samuel, 15th chapter, we find the
same sentiment expressed:
King James: "Then came the. word of the
Lord unto Samuel, saying, It repenteth me that
I have set up Saul to be king, for he has
·turned back from following me, and hath not
performed my commandments."-Vs. 10-11.

"And also the strength of Israel will not lie
nor repent: for he is not a man that he should
repent."-Vs. 29.
Douay : "And the word of the Lord came
to Samuel, saying: It repenteth me that I have
made Saul king: for he hath forsaken me, and
hath not executed my commandments.''-Vs.
10 and 11. "B~t the triumpher in Israel will
not spa;e, and wtll not be moved to repenta~;:e;
for he ~s not a man that he should repent. Vs. 29.
Inspired : "Then came the word of the
Lord unto Samuel, saying, I have set up Saul
to be king, and he repenteth not that he hath
sinned, for he hath turned back from following
me, and hath not performed my commandments." The 29th verse reads the same as
King James.
King James: "Fm·ty and two years old was
Ahaziah when he began to reign, and he reigned
one year in Jerusalem."-2 Chron. 22 : 2.
"Two and twenty years old was Ahaziah
when he began to reign; and he reigned one
year in Jerusalem."-2 Kings 8:26.
Douay: "Ochozias was forty-two years old
when he began to reign, and he reigned one
year in Jerusalem."-2 Paralipomenon (corresponding with 2 Chron.) 22 : 2. "0chozias
was two and twenty years old when he began
to reign, and he reigned one year in JerusaIem."-4 Kings (corresponding with 2 Kings
in common version) 8 : 26.
Inspired : "Two and twenty years old was
Ahaziah when he began to reign, and he
reigned one year in Jerusalem."-2 Chron.
22:2. 2 Kings 8:26 reads exactly as King
James.
It will be seen that the first two claim in
one place that Ahaziah was forty-two years
old when he began to reign, and in another
that he was twenty-two ; and it will be further
seen, by reading the context, that if he was
forty-two he was two years older than his
father. The Inspired Translation not only
clears up the contradiction, but does it in such
a manner as to make Ahaziah younger than
his father; which we are inclined to believe.
King James: "And Jacob called the name
of the place Peniel : for I have seen God face
to face, and my life has been preserved."Gen. 32:30. "No man hath seen God at any
time."-1 John 4:12.
Douay: "And Jacob called the name of the
place Phanuel, saying : I have seen God face
to face, and my soul has been saved."-Gen.
32 : 30. No man hath seen God at any time."
-1 John 4: 12.
Inspired: The same as King James in the
first quotation, but the last reads: "No man
hath seen God at any time, except tl~em who
believe."

No. 23.

While the three translations agree that Jacob
saw the Lord face to face, the two first claim
that hundreds of years after, ''no ma:n" had
seen him "at any time," but the latter adds,
"except them who believe." So, as Jacob
was a believer, the passages are rendered harmonious. The. three translations, also agree
that Moses, Aaron, Nadab, Abihu and seventy
others "saw the God of Israel." (See Ex.
24: 9, 10). It needs no comment to convince
the thoughtful that the rendering of 1 John 4:
12 is the most consistent and harmonious in
the Inspired Translation.
King James, Douay and American UniQn,
aU agree in saying: "And it came to pass as
he [Christ] was alone praying, his disciple~
were with him, and he called them, saying,
Whom say the people that I am ?"
Inspired translation says: "And it came to
pass, as he went alone with his disciples to
pray, he asked them, saying, Who say the
people that I am?" It is quite impossible for
Christ to be alone, and his disciples with him,
but very probable that he was alone with his
disciples.
In regard to the thieves on the cross, King
James has the following passages: "And the
theives also, which were crucified with him,
cast the same in his teeth" [the same as the
chief priests, scribes and elders].-Matt. 27:
44. "And they that were crucified with him
reviled him."-Mark 15: 32. "And one of
the malefactors which were hanged, railed on
him, saying, If thou be the Christ, save thyself and us. But the other rebuked him." etc.
-Luke 23 : 39, 40.
· Douay : "And the selfsame thing the th·ieves
also that were crucified with him, reproached
him with.-Matt. 27 : 44. "And they that
were crucified with him reviled him."-Mark
15: 32. "And one of those robbers who were
hanged, blasphemed him, saying : If thou be
Christ save thyself and us. But the othe1· answering, rebuked him.''-Luke 23: 39, 40.
American Bible Union: "And also the robbers, who were crucified with him, reproached
him with the same thing."-Matt. 2'i : 44
"And they that were crucified with him reproached him'.''-Mark 15: 32. "And one of
the malefactors who were hanged, railed at
him saying: If thou art the Christ save thyself and us. But the other answering rebuked
him.''-Luke 23:39, 40.
Inspired: "One of the thieves also, which
were crucified with him, cast the same into his
teeth. But the other rebuked him.''-Matt.
2'i: 47. "And one of them who was crucified
with him, reviled him also, saying, If thou: art
the Christ, save thyself and us."-Mark 15:
37. "And one of the malefactors who was
crucified with him, railed on him, saying, If
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thou be the Christ, save thyself and us. But
the other answering, rebuked him."- J~uke
23:40, 41.
The superiority of the latter translation can
easily be seen in these passages. It is harmonious throughout, claiming each time that
only one of the thieves reviled Jesus; while
the others are each contradictory, claiming in
two places that both thieves reviled the Lord,
and in another :that only one did, and the
other rebuked him.
Of the conversion of Paul, we have the
following:
King James: "And the men which journeyed with . him stood speechless, hem·ing a
voice, but seeing no man."-Acts 9:7. "And
they that were with me saw indeed the light,
and were afraid; but they heard not the voice
of him that spake to me."-Acts 22:9. "And
when we were all fallen to the ear·th, I heard a
voice speaking unto me.''-Acts 26: 14.
Douay: "Now the men who went in company with him stood amazed, hearing indeed a.
voice, but seeing no man."-Acts 9:7. "And
they that were with me, saw indeed the light,
but they hea1·d not the voice of him that spake
with me."-Acts 22:9. "And when we were
all fallen down on the ground, I heard a voice
speaking to me.''-Acts 26: 14.
American Bible Union: "And the men who
·
d wrt
· h h'1m were stan mg speec hl ess,
JOUrneye
hearing the voice, but seeing no one."-Acts 9:
7. "And they who were with me beheld indeed
the light, and were afraid; but the voice of
him that spal~e to me th(y hea1·d not.''-Acts
22: 9. "And we all having fallen to the earth,
I heard a voice speaking to me."-Acts 26: 14~
Inspired 1 "And they who were journeying
with him saw indeed the light, and were afraid i
but they heard not the voice of him who spake
to him."-Acts 9: 7. "And they that were
with me saw indeed the light, and were afraid;
but they heard not the vo~·ce of him that spake
to me.''-Acts 22:9.
>
In the above quotations the first three
·-t'!l~translations are again contradictory; at one
time claiming that all had fallen to the earth,
at another that they were standing; also in
one place claiming they heard the voice, and
in another that they heard not the voice ;
while the latter claims in each place that they
"heard not the voice," and says nothing to
contradict the fact that all had fallen to the
earth.
These are not all the contradictions which
I might call attention to in the three translations, but they are sufficient for my purpose.
If we reject the inspiration of the version in
which these corrections are made, it would be
difficult to account for the corrections. The
most learned men of the day were engaged in
the translation known as King James', and yet
Joseph Smith, unaided and alvne, (if we reject
his inspiration), gave a version greatly superior
to theirs, though he, perhaps, had less educa·
tion than any one of them.
It may be hard to believe in inspiration in
these days, but it is certainly easier than to
believe that Joseph, through his own wisdom,
could accomplish a work so vastly superior to
that of a large body of learned men.
But, says one, he had their experience to
help him-could discover their mistakes and
correct them.
But is it not singular that "The .American
Bible Union," which was composed of learned

a·

men, who had better facilities for the work
than Joseph had, make so signal a failure? I
will quote a passage from their preface, and
then ask you if you can believe that Joseph
Smith by his own wisdom could do the work
he has, when this company of wise men, with
all their advantages, have not succeeded nearly
so well.

sell it unto au alien; thou art a holy people
unto the Lord thy God.''-K. J. T.
"But whatsoever is dead of itself, eat not
thereof. Give it to the stranger that is within thy gates, to eat, or sell it to him : because
thou art the holy people of the I~ord thy God."
-D.T.
"Ye shall not eat of any thing that dieth of
itself; thou shalt not give it to the stranger
that is in thy gates, that he may eat it; or
thou mayest not sell it unto an alien ; for thou
art a holy people unto the Lord thy God.''-

"This Revised Testament has been prepared under the auspices of the American Bible Union, by
the most competent scholars of the day. No expense has been spared to obtain the oldest translations of the Bible, copies of the ancient manuscripts, and other facilities to make the revision I. T.
Which of these wa.Ys is the more conas perfect as possible."

I will now leave this part of the subject and sistent for a holy people? I have imagined
that I would like the society of holy people,
introduce what I shall call
but if they treat a man as represented by the
ABSURDITIES AND iNCONSISTENCIES.
two former translations, I should want to avoid
their company.
Gen. 18: 20, 21 is rendered thus: "And the
Here is Isaiah 2 : 9 : "And the mean man
Lord said, Because the cry of Sodom and boweth down, and the great man humbleth
Gomorrah is great, and because their sins are himself: therefore forgive them not.''-K. J. 'l'.
very grievous, I will go down now, and see
"And man hath bowed himself down, and
whether they have done altogether acording man hath been debased: therefore forgive them
to the cry of it, which haR come up unto me; not.''-D. T.
and if not I will know."-K. J. T.
"And the mean man boweth not down, and
"And the Lord said: 'rho cry of Sodom the great man humbleth himself not; thereand Gomorrah is multiplied, and their sin is fore forgive him not."-I. T.
become exceedingly grievous. I will go down
There would be but little to induce men to
and see whether they have done according to bow down, and humble themselves if they
bthe cry that
h thas
I come
k to me:
, Dor Twhether it could not be forgiven.
e not so, t a
may now. - . · ·
What do you think of this? Ezek. 14: 9:
HAnd the angel ?f the Lord sa1d unto A bra- "And if the prophet be deceived when he hath
ham, The Lord sa~d unto. us, ~ecause the cry spoken a thing, I the Lord have deceived that
of ~od?m. and Go~orrah IS gr.eat, and because prophet, and I will stretch out my hand upon
then SI?- IS very gnevous, I w11l destroy them, him, and will destroy him from the midst of
and I w1ll send ~o~, ~n~ ~e shall go dow~ now, my people Israel."-K. J. T.
and see that their 1mqmt1es are rew~rde unto
"And when the prophet shall err, and speak
them .. And ye shall .have .all .thmgs done a word : I the Lord have deceived that prophaccordmg to the cry of 1t, whwh IS come unto et : and I will stretch forth my hand upon
me.''-!!. T. 19, 20, 21 ve~ses.
. him, and will cut him off from the midst of
The first two translatiOns wo;xld have It my peaple Israel.''-D. T,
that the Lord had heard of the Wickedness of
"And if the prophet be deceived when he
these cities, and it was necessary for him to go hath spoken a thing, I the Lord have not deand see before he could know whet-her he had ceived that prophet; therefore I will stretch
heard the truth or. n?t. It needs no rem.ark out my hand .upon him, and will destroy him
to prove the supenonty of the last transla~wn. from the midst of my people Israel."-!. T.
In Gen. 19th chapter we have the follow1~g:
Would it not be sad indeed to believe that
"Behold now, I have two daughters, whiCh
haye not known man ; let me, I pray you. the Lord would deceive a prophet, and then
bn~g them ?ut.. unto you, and do ye to them destroy, or cut him off from his people?
as IS go?d m your eyes : only to these men Would this be consistent with his character,
do nothmg; for therefore came they under as elsewhere represented ?
the shadow of my roof."-K. J. T., Vs. 8.
Lest I be too lengthy I will close; though
"I have two daughters who as yet, have not I have not exhausted the subject by any
known man : I .will bri?g them out to you, means. .All who will read without prejudice,
and abuse you th~m as It shall please you, so will see the superiority of the Inspired Transthat you do no evil to these men, because they ation in these passages, to say nothing of its suhave come under the shadow of my roof.''- perior plainness throughout. To understand
Vs. 8, D. T.
this matter fully one must examine for him or
''And Lot said, Behold now, I have two herself. If the reading of this article will
daughters, which have not known man; let cause any to make this examination, my object
me, I pray you, plead with my brethren that will have been accomplished; for I am satisI may not bring them out unto you; and ye fied what the result will be. While I beshall not do unto them as seemeth good in lieve in the superiority of the Inspired Transyour eyes.''-Vs. 13, I. T.
lation, I do not object to the use of others. I
The two first represent V.Jt asking the priv- think wisdom demands that we should use a
ilege of delivering his daughters over to the version which the people have confidence in;
brutal lust of wicked men; while the last rep- when we are trying to convince them of the
resents him as pleading for them. Which is truth; especiaiiy so when either of them is
the more consistent course for a righteous man sufficiently plain to establish the doctrine we
to pursue?
teach beyond controversy.
•
HETh!AN C· SMITH.
Here is the rendering of Deut. 14:21. "Ye
shall not eat of any thing which dieth of itself;
N. B.-I have emphasized some words in
thou shalt give it unto the stranger that is in scriptural quotations merely to call attention,
thy gates, that he may eat it; or thou mayest and ·not to change the meaning.
H. c. s;
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NO CROSS NO CROWN.
It was a time of sadness, and my heart,
Although it knew and loved the better part,
Felt wearied with the conflict and the strife
And all the neeclful discipline of life.
And while I thought on those as given to me
l'l1y trial tests of faith and love to be
'
It seemed as if I never could be sure'
That faithful to the en<l I should endure.
And thus no longer tl·mting to his migh-t·
Who says we v.-alk by faith and not by si~ht,
Doubting and almost yielding to despair,
The thought arose, "~~Iy cross I can r:ot Ucar."
Far heavier its weight must surely 1Je.
Than that of others which I daily see;
Oh! if I might another burden choose
Methinks I should not fear my crown ~o lose.
A solemn silence reigned on all around,

Even Nature's voices uttered not a sound
The evening shac1ows seem'd of peace to ;ell
And sloop upon my weary spirit fell.
A moment's pauso, and then a heavenly light
lloamed full upon my wondering, raptured sight;
Angels with silvery robes seemed e'\'erywhcre,
And angel music thrill'd the 1JaJmy air;
.And one more fair than all the rest to see·
One, to whom all others bow'd the knee '
Came gently to me as I trembling lay '
And, ''.l!,ollow iile," he said, "I am the 1fay."

And speaking thus, he led me far abote,
And thero, beneath a canopy of love,
Crosses of divers form and size were seen
Larger and smaller than my own bad bee'n.
And one there was most beauteous to behold·
A little one with diamonds set in gold'
Ah I this, methought, I can with comfort wear
For it will be an easr one to bear.
'

. And so the little cross I quickly took,
When all at once my frame beneath it shook·
Th_e sparkling jewels, fair were they to see, '
nut far too heavy wa:~ their weight for me.
"This may not be," I cried, then looked again
To seo if any there could ease my pain;
'
And one by one I passed them slowly by
Till on a lovely one I cast my eye.
Fair flowers around its sculptured form entwin'd ·
.And grace and beauty seem'd in it combined
'
"\Vondering, I gazed; and still I wondered m~re
To think so many should havo paSsed it o'er.
,

But ah! this form so beauteous to see
Soon made its hidden sorrows known to me,
Thorns lay beneath the Jlowers and colors fair"
And, sorrowing, i said~ "This cross I can not b~ar.u
And so it was with each and all around
Not one to suit my need could there !Je 'round;
Weeping, I laid each heavy burden down,
As my guide gently saiU, "No cross, No crown.'~
And then to him I ope'd my saddened heart,
He knew my sorrows, bid my doubts Uepurt i
1
' Be not afraid 1 " he said, "but trust in me,
My perfect love shall then be shown to thee."
And. so with lightened eye, and willing feet,
Agam I turned my earthly cross to meet·
""\Vith forward footetcps turning not aside:
For fear smne hidden evil should betide.
And there in the prepared> appointed way,
Listening, heard; ~and willing to obey,
A crosH I q_uickly found of plainest form,
\.Vith only words of loYo inscribed thereon.
And thankfully I mised it from the rest
And joyously acknowledged it the best;'
The only ono of all the many there
'rlutt I could feel was good for me to bear"
And as I thus my chosen one confessed
A heaveniy brightne~m seem~d on it to ;est•
And as I bent my burden to sustain,
'
I recognized my own old cross again.
n.ut oh! how different did it seem to mo,
S1nce I had learned its preciousne86 to seo i
No longer could I unlJelieving say,
"Perhars _another is a better way.H
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And no\V henceforth all my desire shall be,
That he who knows me best, shall choose foi· me;
And whatsoe'er his love seems good to send,
I'll trust it best, because he knows the end.
ANON.

-------·-~~------J.!i!ASS MEETING AT FAR WEST, MO.

Joseph and Henry :-Meeting held at Far

W es~ on the Temple lot,-as per notice in a
prevwus letter. :Thiarch 30th, at 11 o'clock
D~et on the temple ground; a fair representatwn of the Samts from the vicinity of the
place where, over forty years ggo a corner
stone was laid for the purpose of' rearing a
temple unto the name .of the lllost Hiah God.
"
•
notice
having been given "'of this
I :> revwus
meeting, by the presiding Elder of the Far
West byanch in sufficient time for outsiders as
well as f.or the Church ~n the vicinity to have
due nocwe of the services brethren were in
attend::mce from the Delan~ branch and from
all parts of the adjacent country, to' be on the
ground at the beginning of the service. Notice was also given that William B. Smith, a
brother of the Martyred Prophet would speak
to the people, standing upon the corner stone
that was laid upon the temnle lot. This notice
and appointment. brought' in" a large percent~
age of the outs1de world, to witness what
might be. said by the pr?phct's brother, upon
so conspicuous au occaswn. I am happy to
sta~e that ~hose citizens present, who do not
ela1m a· kmdred fellowship with us in the
Church, seemed to take a deep interest in the
meeting, and listened with attention to the
prea~hed word, ~nd at the closing up of the
meetmg voted w1th the Saints in the adoption
of certain resolutions, which were read at the
closing of the services; a copy of which I
herewith send to the Hemld.
At 11 o'clock I took my stand upon the
corner stone, after singing, and a prayer by
Bro. Thomas J. Franklin. I read from 1 Cor.
15:29. "Else what shall they do which are
baptized for the dead, if the dead rise not at
all?
Why are they then baptized for the
dead?"
In connection with this statement made by
Paul on the subject of baptism for the dead
I called the attention of the congregation t~
Paul's testimony, to his Ephesian: brethren
on the dispensation of the fulness of times'
Eph. 1; 10. Showing that the doctrine of
baptizing for the dead must hav.e been at some
previous time in the history of the ancient
Church of Christ, an ordinance in the church.
But, as by some means this subject of baptism
for the dead h.ad ~een lost from the knowledge
of the world, 1t mtght be expected that in the
dispensation when all things, both in heaven
a.nd up9n ea~th, should be gathered in one,
that th1s ordmance would again be restored
to tho Church. It was for this reas0n also
~hat these Saints of latter days build temples:
m order to prepare a place for the administration of ordinances that belong in the order of
the holy priesthood. And it was for this ob~lso, that this corner stone was planted
th1s town of Far vV est, under the direction
~nd ,_:;,uperintendency ?f ~ oseph, the Martyr,
m lou6-37. Here still hes this corner stone
upon this sacred spot of earth, once dedicated
to God by solemri prayer.
And still the
Lord's dwelling place is here, as in all the
congregations of the Saints; and the time will
come when God's name will be honored here,

and upon this sacred spot of ear.th, in a temple
reared up by human hands in honor to his
n~me. For God's purposea ripen fast, and all
h1s words must and will be fulfilled. In his
own due time will all these things be accomplished.
In conclusion of my remarks in the fore·
noon session, I read from Book of Covenants
pag~ three hundred and twenty-six, to th~
closmg paragraph of Joseph Smith's letter
written on the subject of baptism for the dead
and the welding together of the links of th~
present and past dispensations; holdin()' the
keys of power in the knowledge to be rev~aled
concerning our dead; and the means by which
salva~ion might reach" them, that they with
us m1ght be made per1ect and saved with us
in the kingdom of God.
Mee.ting w~s ~ismissed by singing and prayer for mtermiSSlon of one hour for lunch.
At two o'clock preaching again assisted by
Br?. Bozarth, Elder Terry and Elder Gomer
Gnffiths. Elder :Sozarth opened meeting by
prayer; after wh1eh Elder Terry from the
Delana Branch, preached a most interestin"'
discourse from James 1: 22, 23. He was fol~
lowed by Elaer Gomer Griffiths. After them
I .made some concluding remarks concerning
Z1on and the promised land, as pointed out by
~he prophet~, and given by God as portrayed
m the blessmg of Jacob upon·his son Joseph,
many thousand years ago. And further, in
token that the mob spirit had so far disappeared from the State of Missouri as to offer an
asylum of peace for the Church in this land
of Far W_~st; and to give a fuller expression
of the feelmg and sentiment of the Church at
Far. West and of the people generally, the followmg preamble and resolutions were read to
the people assembled, and placed before them
fo; acceptancez or to be rejected, as the case
might be. Liberty was given for remarks.
Elder W. T. Bozarth rose and said that the
subject matter set forth in the resolutions offered by Bro. William B. Smith, met his hearty approval, and that so far as he understood
the sentiments and feelings of the Church the
preamble and resolutions correspond to' the
teachings and doctrine taught by the leaders
and heads of the Church, and therefore he
would move that the preamble and resolutions
be adopted by this meeting. The motion being duly seconded, it was put to vote and car:ied unani~ously, the outside world taking part
m the votmg. The assembly adjourned to
meet again at some future time at the same
pl~ce, a~ the good Lord in his" providenc!l
might direct. "Give us room that we may
dwell" was sung, making the air resound with
the music of one the glorious songs of Zion.
Brother Bozarth offered the closing prayer.
The !ollowing is a copy of the preamble and
resolutiOns passed at a mass meeting, held at
Far West, by the Church, and the people of
Caldwell county, ':Missouri, Sunday, March
30th, 1879:
.
"WHEREAS, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints was expelled from the State of Misso~ri in 1838-39, by executive authority under
p100 rule; and whereas, the Church of the Saints
having entered many thousand acres of land for
w~ich they paid their money in silver and gold, in
th1s county of Caldwell; and, whereas the Saints
after having expended hundreds of thousands of
dollars in the purchase of lands, making improve~ents, .building houses, and devoting much labor
m opemng new farms among strangers, and .in a
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strange land; and, whereas, according to the sa·
ored order of our Church government, we, the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, assembled here to-day, en masse, do most sincerely
regret our losses, and the great sacrifice of life and
property, that fell to the lot of the Church that
we are here to-day to represent; and, whereas,
we, the Church ·of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, esteem this spot of earth sacred ; this Temple Lot where lies this corner-stone, that was laid
with honors due to the sacredness of those Church
rights and ordinances, wherein the worship and
name of God are revered ; not only in temples
built with human hands, but honored and revered
in the hearts of all men who are true believers in
the gospel of J·esus Christ; and, whereas, this
corner stone was laid here on this Temple Lot,
over forty years ago, and consecrated to God by
solemn prayer; and at a time when the blood of
the Saints was made to drench this Missouri soil,
in a land of boasted freedom, and yet by mob rule
the Church of Christ was driven to seek an
asylum in a more congenial clime; and, whereas,
the principal causes that led to this expulsion of
the Saints from this county of Caldwell and State
of Missouri, have ceased to exist, since the emancipation of slaves, from the State; and, whereas, a
more civilized spirit has taken possession of the
masses of the people of the State of Missouri;
therefore,
.
"Resolved, that this meeting of the citizens of
Caldwell county and Church of Jesus Christ, invite
our brethren in the east and elsewhere, to emigrate to this land and secure their inheritances in
Zion, by purchase ; and, further,
Resolved, that we, the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, are a separate and distinct
class of worshippers from that body of Mornions
located in Utfl,h, known as the Polygamic Mor.. mons; and, further,
"Resolved, that we, as the true Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, deem it proper that
we embody in these resolutions, for the benefit of
our neighbors, and the world of mankind generally, .the fact, that we, as a Church, have no fellowSlip whatever for that class of people, as we regard them as apostates from the faith ; and there·
fore not worthy the confidence of any people.
And further,
"Resolved, that these resolutions and the min. utes of this meeting be sent to the Herald Office,
at Plano, Illinois, with the request that they be
published in the Herald for the benefit of the
Saints abroad; as there is now a good time for
those who wish to locate near the temple ground,
on easy and cheap terms for obtaining farms.
There are also splendid locations near the City of
Far West that are now for sale, tha,t have not been
moved by the plow for many years. And for timber there is plenty of it; and water. Come then,
ye Saints of latter days, and possess the goodly
land by purchase, and none to molest or make you
afraid."
These facts I know. Amen.
WM. B. SMITH.

. - ..

LETTERS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE
MARTYR.
OuR Utah cotemporaries, Brigham Young at
the lead of them, have frequently stated that
unpleasantness of feeling one toward the other
existed between Joseph Smith, and Emma his
wife. At the request of several of the Saints
we publish the following letters, placed in
our hands since our mother's death by Major
Lewis C. Bidamon, he having found them
among mother's personal effects left by her in
his possession. W c presume that it will hard,
ly be a difficult matter to tell the state of their
feelings toward each other when these letters
were written.
NAuvoo, December Gth.
Dear Ilusband:-In the midst of the confuRion of my own family, and Elder Hyde's,
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and the remains of Stera Fisk's family, I shall
endeavor to write, having omitted writing so
long already on account of so much confusion,
and some sickness, that I very much fear that
my Jetter will not arrive in Washington in
time for you to receive it. I did not receive
your letter, wrote at Jacksonville until after
that 1\ir. Law gave me the one he brought.
I can not give a very particular account of
what has passed here since you left home.
Business in this place does not go on quite as
well as when you was here. I broke Frederick's fever the same day you left, and he has
been well ever since. Joseph has had the
chill fever twice; the first time he bled at the
nose until he was very weak, he has not been
as well ever since as he was before, but is now
getting better. Milton has not been well, but
a small part of the time; the rest of my
family are and have been well. Elder Hyde
and family were brou~ht here the day you
went away, were all sick. He soon recovered
his health and has gone to the east. His wife
is very feeble yet. Mr. Mullholland was
brought here the day after you left home, and
suffered extremely until Sunday morning,
when his spirit left its suffering tenement for
a better mansion than he had here. He lost
his speech the first evening he was here, and
never spoke another word while he lived;
although I think he retained his senses. His
death was felt very sensibly by all in the place.
His wife omitted tho funeral until your return .
Much business remains unattended to on account of his sudden and unexpected death;
although Hyrum has put Robert B. Thompson
into his office, yet Mr. Thompson has not done
anything at all in the business, neither do I
think he will.
Carlos requested me to ask you what became
of that letter that 1\ir. John P. Green sent
to Ebenezer Robinson containing the names
of a number of subscribers; he wants the
letter on account of the names.
Father's health has been remarkably good
until to-day, he is not so well as usual. Mother
is well.
The disturbance between Gov. Boggs and
the Iowa is still increasing. A sheriff of the
Iowa crossed skunk river at Col. Wight's place
this week with a Missouri sheriff his prisoner,
who was taken while he was collecting the
Governor's taxes; and from all the information we get there is three thousand Missouri
troops now on their march after him. The
mails are stopped, and at the mouth of the
Dcsmoines, the Missourians retained the powder and lead that belonged to the merchants
above them, and sent the other goods as usual.
This is all the information we can get on the
subject yet, and, we have some serious impressions that it is true.
There is great anxiety manifest in this place
for your prosperity; and the time lingers long
that is set for your return. The day is waning, and night is approaching so fast, that I
must reserve my better feelings until I have
a better chance to express them.
·
Y ourE' affectionately,
E~!MA SMITH.
JosEPli SMITH, JR.
The above is without the year date, but
was evidently written while her husband was
in Washington, District of Columbia. It bears
the Washington post mark and was forwarded.

October 13th, 1832,
PEARL STREET HousE, New York City.
My Dear Wife:-This day I have been
walking through the most splendid part of
the city of New York. The buildings are truly
great and wonderful, to the astonishing of
every beholder; and the language of my heart
is like this, Can the great God of all the earth,
maker of all things magnificent and splendid,
be displeased with man for all these great inventions sought out by them? 1\:Iy answer is,
No; it can not be; seeing these works are calculated to make men comfortable, wise and
happy. Therefore, not for the works can the
Lord be displeased. Only against man is the
anger of the Lord kindled; because they give
him not the glory; therefore, their iniquities
shall be visited upon their heads, and their
worb shall be burned up with unquenchable
fire. The iniquity of the people is printed in
every countenance, and nothing but the dress
of the people makes them look fair and beautiful; all is deformity. There is something in
every countenance that is disagreeable, with
few exceptions. Oh, how long, 0, Lord, shall
this order of things exist; and darkness cover
the earth and gross darkness cover the people !
After beholding all that I had any desire
to behold, I returned to my room to meditate,
and calm my mind, and behold, the thoughts
of home, of Emma and Julia, rushes upon my
mind like a flood; aud I could wish for the
moment to be with them. 1\iy breast is filled
with all the feelings and tenderness of a parent
and a husband; and could I be with you, I
would tell you many things. Yet, when I
reflect upon this great city, like Ninevah not
discerning their right hand from their left ;
yea, more than two hundred thousand sou1s,
my bowels are filled with compassion towards
them; and I am determined to lift my voice
in this city, and leave the event with God,
who holdeth all things in his hands, and will
not suffer an hair of our heads unnoticed to
fall to the ground. There are but few cases
of the cholera in this city now; and. if you
should see the people you would not know
that they had ever heard of the cholera. I
hope you will excuse me for writing this letter
so soon after writing, for I feel as if I wanted
to say something to you to comfort you in
your peculiar trial and present affliction. I
hope God will give you strength that you may
not faint. I pray God to soften the hearts of
those around you to be kind to you, and take
the burden off your shoulders, as much as possible, and not afflict you. I feel for you, for
I know your state, and that others do not.
But you must comfort yourself, knowing that
God is your friend in heaven, and that you
have one true and living friend on earth, your
husband.
JosEPH SMITII, JR.
CAillP'

IsRAEL in Indiana state,
town of Richmond, 18th May.
lJJy .Dea1· lVifc:-Meeting being over, I sit
down in my tent to write a few lines to you,
to let you know that you are in my mind; and
that I am sensible of the duties of a husband
and father, and that I am well; and I pray
God to let his blessings rest upon you and the
children, and all that arc around you, until I
return to your society. The few lines you
wrote and sent by the hand of Bro. J... yman,
gave me satisfaction and comfort; and I hope
you will continue to communicate to me by
your own hand, for this is a consolation to me,
OF
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to converse with you in this way in my lonely
moments, which is not easily described. I
will endeavor to write every Sunday, if I can,
and Jet you know how I am; and brother
Frederick will write to Oliver and give him
the names of the places we pass through, and
a history of our journey, from time to time, so
that it will not be necessary for.me to endeavor
to write it; but I feel a satisfaction to write a
few lines with my own hand. In this way I
can have the privilege to communicate some
of my feelings that I should not dare to reveal, as you know that my situation is a very
critical one.
Bro. ;Jenkins, and William,
Jesse and George are all well, and are humble,
and determined to be faithful j and finally, all
the Kirtland brethren are well and can not
fail. I must close, for I can not write on my
knees sitting on the ground to edification. 0,
may the blessings of God rest upon you, is the
prayer of your husband until death.
JosEPH SMITH, Ja.
EMMA SMITH."
This letter bears the Richmond, Indiana,
post mark dated May 19th.
SALEM, Mass., August 19th, 1836.
]}~IJ beloved W1je:-Bro. Hyrum is about to
start for home before the rest of us, which
seems wisdom in God, as our business here
can not be determined as soon as w.e could
wish to have it. I thought a line from me by
him would be acceptable to you, even if it did
not contain but little, that you may know that
you and the children are much on my mind.
With regard to the great object of our mis"
sion, you will be anxious to know. We have
found the house since Bro. Burgess left us,
very luckily and providentially, as we had one
spell been most discouraged. The house is
occupied, and it will rEquire much care and
patience to rent or buy it. We thi11k we
· shall be able to effect it; if not now within
t~1e course of a few mouths. ""IN e think we
shall be at home about the middle of September. I can think of many things c,oncerning
our business, but can only pray that you may
have wisdom to manage the concerns that involve on you, and want you should believe me
that I am your sincere friend and husband.
In haste. Yours &c.,
JosEPH SMITH, JR.
EMMA SbU1'H.
This letter bears no post mark, and is directed to Geauga Co., Ohio; and we presume
was carried and delivered by Hyrum.
SPRINGFIELD, Illinois,
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a manner that is becoming to a mother and a.
Saint, and try to cultivate their minds and
learn them to read and be sober. Do not let
them be exposed to the weather to take cold,
and try to get all the rest you can. It will
be a long and lonesome time during my absence
from you; and nothing but a sense of humanity could have urged me on to so great a sacrifice; but shall I see so many perish and not
seek redress? No, I will try this once in the
name of the Lord; th~refore, be patient, until
I come; and do the best you can. I can not
write what I want, but believe me my feelings
are of the best kind. towards you all. My
hand cramps so I must close. I am your husband until death,
JOSEPH S~IITH, JR.,
To EMMA s~nTu.
'l'his letter is directed to Commerce, Hancock county, Illinois; and it seems fair to presume that it was this letter and another that
are referred to in Emma's letter of Dec. 6th,
as the sickness of Frederick and his recovery
are mentioned; this would fix the date of that
letter in 18:39.
''SAFE'rY, June 23rd.
Emma. Smith:-Bro. Lewis has some money of mine-H. C. Kimball has $1,000 in his
hands of mine, Bro. Neff, L<>ncaster Co., Pa 1

troops, (which we do not anticipate, excitement is abating), a part will remain loyal, and
stand.· for the defence of the state and our
rights. There is one principle which is eternal, it is the duty of all men to protect their
lives and the lives of their households, whenever necessity requires; and no power has a
fight to forbid it, should the last extreme arrive,-but 1 anticipate no such extreme,-but
caution is the parent of safety.
JosEPH SMITH.
P.S.-Dear Emma:-I am very much resigned to my lot, knowing I am justified, and
have done the best that could be done. Give
my love to the children and all my friends;
Mr. Brower and all who inquire after me.
And as for treason, I know that I have not
committed any, and they can not prove one
appearance of any thing of the kind; so you
need not have any fears that any harni can
happen to us on that score. May God bless
you all. Amen.
JosEPu SMITH.
P.S.-20 m. to 10.-I just learn that the
Governor is about to disband his troops, all
but a guard to protect us and the peaoe,-and
come himself to Nauvoo, and deliver a speech
to the people" This is right, as I suppose."
The body of this letter is in the handwriting of Dr. Richards, but is signed by Joseph.
The first post script is in Joseph's own hand~
-$400 00
You nuy sell the Quincy property, -or any writing and is also signed by him. The secproperty that belongs to me you can find any- ond post script is in Dr. Richards' writing and
thing about,, for your support and children
is not signed. It was sent by the hand of
and mother. Da not despair.-If God ever
opens a door that is possible for me, I will Joel S. Miles.
To these letters we do not wish to add other
see you again. I do not know where I shall
go, or what I shall do, but shall if possible comment than this: We were nearly twelve
endeavor to get to the city of Washington. years old when father was killed, had always
:&'lay God Almighty bless you and the children
occupied the same room, or a room adjoining
and mother, and all my friends. l\Iy heart
bleeds. No more at present. If you conclude the one occupied by father and mother, and
to go to Kirtland, Cincinnatti, or any other have recollection of only one serious controplace, I wish you would c:mtrive to inform versy or difficulty between them; that one
me, this evening.
JonPH SMITH.
was as follows. At the time 0. P. Rockwell
P.S. If in your power I want you should
returned to Nauvoo, after it was alleged that
help Dr. Richards' family."
he had shot at Governor Boggs of Missouri,
This letter and post script are in Dr. Richmother was in St. Louis procuring supplies
ards' handwriting but signed by Joseph, and
for
the Mansion House, the hotel father had
was evidently written from the Iowa side of
built.
At her return she found 0. P. in posthe Mississippi a few days before he gave himsession
of
the Bar room with a stock of liquors,
self up. It is directed to Mrs. Emma Smith,
decanters
and other things suitable to a bar
Nauvoo, and must have been sent by a trusty
room where liquor was to be sold. She at
messenger,
"CARTHAGE JAIL, June 27th, 1844, once remonstrated with father, and pointed
November 9tb, 1839.
20 Past 8 a.m.
1l(IJ Dear H"fe:-Perhaps you may think
"Dear Emma:-The Governor continu€s his out the impropriety llf such a course for him,
it strange that we are no further on our jour- courtesies, and permits us to see our friends. religious teacher and leader. To this he reney at this date, but I will say that we have We hear this morning that the Governor will plied pleading for Porter, and that the bar
done all that we could for the safety of Elder not go down with his troops to-day, (to Nau- might remain until he could find or build a
Rigdon, on account of his weak state of health; voo), as was anticipated last evening; but if place. Mother at length firmly stated that
and this morning we are under the necessity he does come down with his troops you will
of leaving him at brother Snyder's, and pur- be protected-and I want you to tell Bro. she would not consent to remain as landlady
suing our journey without him. We think he Dunham to instruct the people to stay at home of the hotel if the bar remained in the house;
will soon recover his health, as he is not dan- and attend to their own business; and let if that remained she would not, if she remaingerously sick. We regret that he can not go thel'e be no groups, or gathering together; ed the bar must go; she remained, and she
on with u:s very much, but can not help it unless, by permission of the Governor, they was in the right, which father recognized and
ourselves, but must commit him into the hands are called together to receive communica- acknowledged by removing the obnoxious tap
of God and go on, being filled with constant tions from ·the Governor which would please
anxiety for our families and friends behind. our people; but let the Governor direct. room. This is what gave rise to the story
I shall be filled with constant anxiety about, Brother Dunham of course, will obey the that he was the keeper of a bar room. It
you and the children, until I hear from you, orders of the Government officers, and ren- was not in the house long, and 0. P. Rockand in a particular manner little Frederick; der them the assistance they require. well was the occasion of its being in, mother
it was so painful to leave him sick. I hope There is no danger of any "exterminating or- the occasion of its going out.
you will watch over those tender offspring in der.'' Should there be a meeting among the
JosEPH SMITH.
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GOD AND HEREAFTER.
chance. If not, we must accept the Darwin- many and various wants to man, resulting
ian theory, that he advanced from the lowest from the laws of nature; but in this she has
I know that we shall live again,
order of the vegetable kingdom, until he not been slack towards our necessities.
h d h
d · h
· j
· ·
l
l
Beyond this vale of tears;
But can we prove that this is true,
reac e t e same gra e m t e amma
One item more pertammg to t 1e natura
Without the aid of Seers?
dom; and thence on, until he attained
wants of man, and then to examine his spiritAnd that there is a first great cause,
his present exalted and noble dimensions of ual or intellectual wants, or demands. J.. ove
bodv and of mind. Either this, or we must be- is an innate attribute in man, producing sad
The author of creative laws?
That is, kind reader, can it be proven with- lieve as a certain noted skeptic once expressed and serious results if there be no adequate
out the Bible, independently of revelation, himself, because he could not satisfactorily com- supply provided, if there be but the one sex.
that there is a living, conscious, tangible-here- prebend his own existence, that we were noth- But, no; God has made both male and female.
after to which we all are tending? As the ing but dreaming motes, and particles of nonLet us examine some of man's spiritual and
truths of the Bible are often called in ques- entity. Anything rather than to believe in intellectual wants. We find a longing after
tion, can we not prove independently of the an all wise, living and intelligent Creator.
knowledge, the arts, sciences, etc. Has nasame, or ofrevelation, that there is a hereafter
Were we to ask, as a young lady once did ture left him without any book to study,
in which we shall live; also a self-existing, of a highly educated philosopher and skeptic, models to copy, or problems to solve? Let
self. sustaining, intelligent being, full ,of wis- Which was first the hen or the egg? we should the advancement of knowledge and learning,
dom, love and power, whom we call God? "\Ve doubtless be told, that as the hen came from of arts and sciences, and of the creative and
shall try.
the chicken, and that from the egg; that as inventive skill of man answer this question.
That there are certain laws, governing our we could not produce the former without the In every instance that we have thus far .exexistence here; viz: the laws of demand and latter, nor it without the egg, that the egg amined of the wants or necessities of man,
supply, will not be denied any more than that must have been first. But whence came that growing out of the laws of his be.ing, we find
we exist. Nor will it be denied that we ex- egg? 0! Ah! I did not thin~ of that there that those laws have amply provided supply
ist by reason of some law, or laws of nature or could not have been an egg Without a
to for every necessity.
of nature's God. This being true, is it any lay the same. The hen must h3/Ve been first.
One point more. We find in man a trait
more reasonable to believe that we exist But whence came that hen? Thus without a of character that we have not yet examined.
through the agency of some law that was self- starting point, we can not tell where we shall He is a religious being, possessing hopes and
creative, that is self-existing; or, in other land. lVIan, by the aid of steam and other fears respecting a hereafter; not of his being
words, a hiw that is the author and preserver processes may hatch the egg into a perfect and annihilated, or blotted out of existence; but
of itself; than to believe that there is a Jiving, healthy ~hie ken;. b;;tt wit~ all his wi_sdom and one that inquires, Am I ready for my change?
intelligent being who is the author and pre- talent, w1th a!l h1~ 1_ngenmty and skill, he can Am I ready to cross ovtr the river? Now,
server of said laws? Which requires the not create a hfe g1vwg egg.
.
,.
whence this attribute in man? That he pesgreatest amount of credulity, to believe that,
Is ti;er~ a ?God j also a he:eafter,,:n !'fm?h 1 sesses this attribute (which Webster defines
there is a self-exi~ting being of unlimited wis. we shall hve. To answer th1s quesv~on 1t will as inherent inborn or natural) to. a greater
dom, knowledge and power, who created and be n~ces~ary to as~ another. very Important or a less de~ree, will not be denied. But that·
set in order the animal and the vegetable king- one, m tn~. answermg of ;vrhwh we see how thir; inborn principle can be cultivated to addom, implanting within them the laws of pro- none can fa1l to see the pomt. "Whence came
or otunted 1·n gro·~th. thaf it can be
' l'k
:.1
"
'
u
creation j or to believe t h at man came into ex- mans
1 es ana, d'1s l'k
1 es, h'
< w wants anu
neces·n•o~ correc•. or inrlorrect
ideas
or as1
. wis dom and mte
. 1·ligence, or s1t1es.
. . 'I 'n" ere t.o.ey
'
·
,.•~o h"·
A'
"
'
' "
"
'
istence with a ll lus
nco'- given.
1m :or.
sume a form
inconsistent
with
tho design
of
his capacity to obtain the same, independent- wi~e purpose; or we;re they gnre~ to lum l~ the giver, through education or tradition, is
ly of such a being?
v.am? J,et us exam me some of tno.>e necess1- also true. But does this do away with the
Man, with all his inventive skill and inge- tl~s ?~- derr;ands, and see whether nature has truthfulness, t.he
Being?
nuity, has not been able to create or invent a lel t mm mthout an adequate, or a
Because one man has
to believe
mental, reasoning, thinking machine. He can
supply for ~he. same, or not." If nature in a God
neither
nor parts,
count and describe the stars and the planets; created a nccess1ty. m her product1?n of man, and some say passions j while
believes
(many of them at least); can determine their and !eft no answerwg supply, ;lOr m any__
him to possess both, and in the form or likerevolutions upon their axe's, also around the ~rov!de_d for the same, t~en 1~ she S:J:dly
ness of man i and that lle
as such to
sun; measure their distances, and tell in what lault w.1th herself. Jl.bn IS su_bJeCt to hunger,
Jacob, JI-IIosr:P
is this
relationship they stand to each other. He can ;vl:lic~ IS ,true of t~e :vhole ammal. and yegeta- proof that he does not aist? D,:es it, do
count the miles from here to the sun; also ole kmgaom. Tli1s 1s_ a law of his existence. away wit.h a future state of
hecan foretell the eclipses of the same, and of ~ature has crea~ed thiS demand has she? pro" cause some have been taught
believe that
the moon, for years, perhaps for centuries to v1ded an a~swcnng
for
sam~. If the Priest can pray a soul.out of Purgat.ory?
come: can tell us in what hour to look for not, then _Js she sa~ly
,
then sr1_e has The same of heaven; because one man beheves
them, and in what portions of the~~arth they made a unstake. .out no, tnere
no m:sta~e heaven to be "away beyond the etherial blue,
will be visible or invisible. Nor is this all; here; nature has made no
nor Will beyond the moon and
ot, as we have
he can compass the bed of the ocean with a she.
h d 1·•
cable, and send messages around the earth
Behold the earth teeming with flesh,
ear " sung,
· ] th e spee d o f· j'1g.nmng.
'h• ·
IT~-e can bUl'ld 1"on·Js.
fruHs and
for the use of man
"Beyond the bound.s of time fHlcl sprwe,
Wit 1
'
Look forward to that hen.vznly place;
' "
ships, freight them with human souls and sail and beast. A leo,
decaying of the
The saints secure abode:
t;hew long <.listtwees thruugh the air high above
and their reOn faith's strong eagle JJinions rise,
a bon the
the clonds and the ruountain~; turn to her, lest she also become
3,nd
And force your passage through the skies;
mm chain the thunderbolts of heaven; those in her starving condition fail to
And scale the mount of God;"
vivid flashes vf li;!_hcniuf(. uud make them wit.h for the use of man.
Because it is believed
some that heaven
the rlements do his bidding. And yet, we
We will look at another
is to be on this earth;
t.he earth is to be
are asked to believe, that this wonderful, this thirsty. This also is one of
demands of cleansed and purified; in fine, to be baptized
p0wr·rful, (knowled;je is power), this wise, this our being, ca\lsed by the l11w of nature. Has
fire that the Savior is to return to it and
mii!hty, this creative and inventive machine, nature failed to provide for this w:mt?
and over
saints one thousand
man, came into existence independently of all" there no supply for this demand? Ask
years at least; or because the rude Indian bewiRd•Jm, knowledge, science, intelligence, or lakes, the rivers, and f(mntain of
lieves that there is a Great
and a hap•
creative and invenHve skill, because forsooth brooks, springs, and wells. Good.
ground across the
where he
we can not find out God, because we can not not as yet convicted nature of a
can
resume his bow, his arrow, and his
comprehend how there can be an intellig'ent, der, nor shall we.
spear, with no hated
fiwe to rob them of·
indPpendent·, self-existing, self-sustaining beAgain, man is subject to sickness of variom; their
or drive
from their homes.
an argument against the reality of a
ing, without beginning of days, or end of life. kinds, brought on by exposure, or violation of Is
Y r:s, WE' are asked to believe tbat man, as a the laws of his being; but look at the wisdom Supreme Being; against the
of a hereraee, £his unblest of God's work, always did, of :nature. here, in the
earth with hH after?
and always will exist, or that be came by I medicinal stores.
cold also cause
Remember that tlwse ideas concerning a.·
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THE
hereafter, or these discrepancies of faith, or
of faiths if you please, are not innate, inborn,
and :natural, as is that quality of mind referred to, viz: that there is a God, and a here' after; but they are the direct and legitimate
' results of education, the outgrowths of tradidition.
As we have shown that God, or nat.ure if
• you prefer, has made no mistakes, or failures
' in the works of creation, that although man
' was created with certain wants, demands and
desires, such as hunger, thirst, love, desire
for knowledge, his suffering from heat, cold
anu diseases; if she has amply provided for
cCach and every want, as has been and can be
: .clearly demonstrated, and has made no bhm·der thus far, then why tl1is last inherent, in,born attribute possessed alike by the Heathen,
the Pagan and the Christian, if there be no supply to answer the demands resulting from this
attribute? If there be no God, no hereafter.
If because man has falsely educated this quality that he possesses; if because he has stunt:
ed it' in its growth, or in any way abused the
s1me, and changed it from its natural and
proper channel; if thia is proof in favor of infi.delity, then by a parity of reasoning, we
might say that b.ecause he had misused and
abused all the gifts of God, those gifts do
not exist. That because man has made a
glutton of himself, or starved himself to death,
there is no food to satiate hunger. Or because
he has corrupted and perverted another of his
natural wants, and created an unnatural want,
by the use of poisonous and adulterated liquors, fermented beverages, wines, etc., that
nature has made no provisions to slake his
thirst. Or because he had abused and perverted that most sacred of all gifts, love, that
there is no proper supply for this necessity,
that there was but the one sex. But no, we
find these wants all amply provided for, and
that in Supreme wisdom, and perfect adaptation. Then why not believe that this last
quality of mind, or want of man under consideration, is also amply provided for?
Cortland, Illinois.

W. R.

CALHOON.

--------~~~------~

U.T1'Elt DAY SAINTS.
THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIS'T AS IT

}JX!STS IN

COLORADO-MORI>WNIS~I

IN ITS PURrl'Y.

i

So much interest has of late been expressed on
the subject of· the Mormons, especially those now
settling in Colorado, that the Tribune has made
some ~pecial researches, with a view of obtaining
correct information regarding their claims and
faith, and the following is believed to be thoroughly reliable, having been gleaned most carefully from various authentic sources:
In the first place, then, the "Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of J_,atter Day Saints" claims to be
an entireiy distinct and separate orga.nization
from the Church at Salt Lake, and its members
are often tenned "J osephites," in contracUst.inction to the "Brighamites" of Utah. Their headquarters a:re at Plano, Ill., where the Saints' Herald, their official paper, is published, and from
which place all tracts and other printed essays on
their religious belief are issued. The first member of this church to come to Colorado wv,s Elder
F. C. Warnky, from Nebraska, who reached Denver in November, 18i4, and on January 1st, of the
following year started the first Colorado organization, with twelve members, and in May of the
same year another branch was put in operation at
Hutchinson, Jefferson counly, which is still in active exiBtence, the Denver oue having died out.
The total membership in the State is very small,
not exceeding seventy-five or a hundred, but it is
gradually growing, and in a few years will in all
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probability number a very largely increased total. 7: "Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart,
This split from Salt Lake Mormonism occurred and shall cleave unto her and none else; and he
at, or soon after, the de9Ah of the old original that looketh upon a woman to lust after her shall
Joseph Smith, and was caused by the introduction deny the faith." (Old ed.; sec. 13.)
Section 49: 3. "And again, I say unto you, that
of polygamy into the doctrines of the church, as
well as the usurpation of the Presidency by Brig- whoso forbiddeth to marry is not ordained of God,
ham Young, who, at the time, was merely the head for marriage is ordained of God unto man; whereof the Twelve Apostles. Joseph Smith, just before fore, it is lawful that he should have one wife, and
his death, is reported to have said that if Brigham they twain shall be one flesh." (Old ed., sec. 65).
From this it will be seen that the "Reorganized
ever got control of the church he would lead it to
hell, and .Joseph gauged Brigham very closely. It Church" are staunch upholders of the family and
social
relations, and oppose to the uttermost the
must be borne in mind that the· Josephites claim
to be the oniy irue, unadulterated Mormon Church, pernicious and immoral doctrines that have renand that the Brighamites are a spurious imitation, dered the name of Mormon abhorrent., and the refull of damning heresies and abominable doctrines. ligion of Salt Lake City the foulest blot on American
They claim to be identically the same as when oivilizat,ion.-Denver 1hbune.
.Joseph Smith first started the machinery on the
Eith of April, 1830, and it was not until after the
SCIENCE AND GOD.
death of Joseph and his brother Hyrum, at Carthage, Ill , on the 27th of June, 1844, that the "PHYSICAL CONSIDEHATIONS DO NOT EXPI,AIN ALL
Brigham branch took shape and foTm.
THAT WE l!'EEL AND KNOW."
Under the Presidfncy of Smith, the Church beProf. Tyndall in the Fortnightly Review.
came a corporate body, and adopted as a constHuIf asked to deduce from the physical interaction
tion, or form of church government and discipline, of the brain·melecules the least of the phenomena
the Bible, the Book of Mormon, and the Book of of sensation of thought, we must acknowledge our
Doctrine and Covenants, the latter being ad.:ied in helplesaness.
August,, 1835, the first two having been the fopnThe mechanical philosopher, as such, will never
dation of faith from the b~ginning; rrnd !he e.ssen- place a state of consciousness and a group of
tial points of faith, as set forth by their leaders, molecules in the relation of mover and moved. In
a1'o closely allied to the general belief of the Gen- passing from the one to the other we meet a blank
Ule churches. 'l'hcy believe in the Trinity, and which the logic of deduction is unable to fill.
of the atonement of Christ; that man will be punPhysical considerations do not lead to the final
ished for his own t>ins, and not because of Adam's explanation of all tha,t we feel and know.
transgression; and that saivation is to be gained
We meet a problem which transcends any conby strict obedience to the laws and ordinances of ceivable expansion of the powers which we now
tbe Gospel, enumers.ting them as: 1, faith in God posse8s.
and in the Lord Jesus Christ,; 2, repentance; 3,
We may think over the subject again and again,
baptism by immersion for the remission of sins; but it eludes all intellectual presentation.
4, laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy
Having thus exhausted physics and reached its
Ghost; 5, belief in the resurrection of the body; very rim, a mighty mystery still looms beyond us.
and, Ei, belief in the doctrine of eternal judgment. We have, in fact, made no step towards its soluFurther, they believe that a man must be called tion. We try to soar in a vacuum when we en·
of God and ordained by the laying on of hands, of deavor to pass by logical deduction from the one
those who are in authority; to entitle him to preach; to the other.
that the organization should be the same as of the
Religious feeling ig as much a verity as any
primitive church, viz: Apostles, prophets, pastors, other part of human consciousness; and against
teachers, evangelists, helps and governments; it, on its subjective side, the waves of science
that in the Bible is contained the word of God, so beat in vain.
far as it is translated correctly, the Book of MorI could see that his (Carlyle's) contention at
mon supplying the balance; that marriage is or- bottom always was that the human soul has claims
dained of God, and that there should be but one and yearnings which physical science can not satcompanion in wedlock for either man or woman; isfy.
that, the doctrines of a plurality and a community
It seemed high time to him (Virchow) to enter
of wives are heresies, and are opposed to the Jaw an energetic protest against the attempts that are
of God; and, lastly, that to all men should be ac- made to proclaim the problems of research as
corded the right to worship Almighty God in such actua1 facts, and the opinions of scientists as esa manner as the conscience of each may approve, tablished science.
provided that such worship does not enjoin a dis·
We ought not, Virchow urges, to represent our
regard of the wholesome rights of others.
conjecture as a certainty, nor our hypothesis as a
The great essential point of difference from the doctrine; this is inadmissible.
Utah bigamists is the decided stand taken against
The burden of my writings in this connection
polygamy, and this they found upon the teachings is as much a recognition of the weakness of
of the three books that form their constitution, as science as an assertion of its strength.
the following examples will illustrate:
If asked whether science has solved, or is likely
Bible-1'\b!. 2: 14, 15. "Yet ye say, Wherefore? in our day to solve, the problem of the universe,
Because the Lord hath been witness between thee I must shake my head in doubt. Behind and
and the wife of thy youth, against whom thol:l hast above and around us the real mystery of the unidealt treacherously; yet is she thy companion, verse lies unsolved, and, as far as we are concern·
and the wife of thy covenant. And did not he ed, is incapable of solution. The problem of the
make one? Yet had he the residue of the Spirit. connection of body and soul is as insoluble in
And wherefore one? That he might seek a godly its modern form as it was in the prescientific ages.
There ought to be a clear distinction made beseed. Therefore take heed to your spirit, and let
nona deal treacherously against the wife of his tween science in the state of hypothesis and
youth."
science in the state of fact.
l\latt. 19:4-6. "And he answered and said unto
And inasmuch as it is' still in its hypothetical
them, Have ye not read, that He which made them stage, the ban of exclusion ought to fall upon the
at the beginning made them male and female, and theory of evolution.
said, For this cause shall a man leave father and
After speaking of the theory of evolution appl_ied
mother, and shall cleave to his wife; and they to the primitive condition of matter, as belongmg
twain shall be one flesh? Wherefore they are no to the dim twilight of conjecture, the certainty of
more twain, but one flesh. What therefore God experimental inquiry is here shut out . .
hath .ioined together, let no man put asunder."
Those who hold the doctrine of evolutiOn are by
1 Cor. 7: 2. "Nevertheless, to avoid fornica- no means ignorant of the uncertainty of their
!.ion, let every man have his own wife, and let data, and they only yield to it a prov!sional assent.
every woman have her own husband."
In reply to your question, they w1ll fra.rrkly adBook of Mormon-Jacob 2: 6. "Wherefore, my mit their inability to point to any sailsfactory
brethren, hear me, and hearken to the word of experimental proof that life can be developed, save
the Lord; for there shall not any man among you from demonstrable antecedent life.
have save it be one wife; and concubines he shall
I share Virchow's opinion that the theory of
have none."
evolution in its complete form involves the assumpDoctrine and Coveunts-Section 42, paro.graph, tion that, at some period or other of the earth'~
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history, there occurred what :would be now called
spontaneous generation. I agree with him that
the proofs of it are still wanting.
I hold with Virchow that the failures have been
lamentable ; that the doctrine is utterly discredited.

HERALD.

sustaining, any more than that our best Elders in
the field all the time, should likewise be self-sus.
taining by their own hand labor. The one is
about the same as the other.

bers. If any traveling Elders have been hitherto
deterred from presenting the HERALD and trying
to secure subscribers because of any rule by
which they would be held personally responsible
for the subscription money, they will please take
notice that such a rule, if it ever existed, is now'
reyoked, and we will be pleased to furnish them l
with all the facilities in our power to help get the '
HERALD list way up. We want the HERALD to
be weekly-give it a good hearty lift, all to.
gether.

THERE is a vast deal of helplessness in the world,
and of course there is some of it in the Church,
8- Look Here.-A mark opposite this notice will in- among and with the Saints-in fact, it has in
form subscribers that their time is out with the number thus
marked, as many fail to notice the time on their label. Re- some instances become chronic. Now, of all the
mittances are desired, Attention Ia called t<>. the notice giving
full instructions about how, and to whom to send all money, pitiable sights in this world, one of the most un.
ordero, and business letters.
comforting and distressful is that of a man, or
woman, apparently in reasonable health, who is
EDITORIAL IT]JMS.
by misfortune, real or supposed, made helplessshorn of their moral strength. There are really TnE advertisement of the brother wanting lands
few who are so badly off but that they might be is taken out of HERAJ"D. All the land is offered
JOSEPH SMITH,
EDITOR.
worse; few so utterly helpless as to be absolutely him now that he can take care of; and of course
HENRY A. STEBBINS, ASSISTANT.
indigent in spirit.
it will hardly be needful to continue to send in-·
The most pitiable man that is offered to the formation. Lands at Leroy, Kansas, are offered
Plano, Illinois, December 1,1879.
consideration of social forbearance is the one to buyers at advantageous terms; so says Bro. :
IT is often said that the HERALD should be self- who has allowed himself to drift into a state of Staley.
·
sustaining. We suppose that by this it is intend- hypochondriacal impotency, a sort of inane,
October 14th, 1879, Bro. J. C. Clapp was in
ed to be said that there should be in it as a matter nerveless entity, powerless for good, unable to Oregon, and at work in the laborer's field.
of business, as in other newspaper and magazi.ae help himself, and consequently to help others.
Elder J. S. Patterson called on us on the 13th·
enterprises, the element of business success; that We think we know some of these, and we would November, and stopped a day or two, en routB
there should be sufficient attractiveness in the pity them if we knew how; but we do not. Pity home from Braid wood, where he has been preach.
HERALD and HoPE to make them a successful sticks to them as they stick to their work, when ing of late with fair resi.11ts. He expects to be at ,
paying institution. It may be that this is the they have any to do, till it sours on them. They Kewanee Conference in December. He is look-';
case. But, let us see. The HERALD started in may be sick, but if they are, it is one part of real ing well.
1860 without any capital in its favor, except the sickness to nine parts of irresolution, or one of
A line from Bro. T. F. Stafford to Bro. J. S.'
subscription of a few who believed that such a sickness, five of irresolution and four of self-in- Patterson states that Bro. S. is doing what he •
paper would be a valuable aid to the Church in dulgence; if they would abstain from the one, the can to keep the word before the people about
setting forth and maintaining those principles others would be cured and overcome.
Lewistown, Illinois, his place of residence.
which these men believed to be the truth. It was
Bro. T. A. Phillips, of St. Thomas, Ontario,
Gospel grace would do much for these folks if
then deemed wise that such an auxiliary should they would only bestir themselves; but as the says that they now have a good place to hold
be secured; that to be without it was to deprive stagnant pool is not purified, except stirred by meetings in, and consequently they rejoice after
the Church of the advantages supposed by the tha winds and the storms, so these must needs be having passed through a time of trouble. The
age to be offered in the art of printing, and would moved by that which attacks the outer man rath- citizens are also learning that our faith is not
argue that we were not up to the standard of in- er than the inner. We think the remedy if ap- like that of the Utah Church. We are pleased ·
telligence in this matter-behind the age. Under plied by themselves would be the effectual one, to exchange with the St. Thomas Tirnes.
Bro. J. S. Christie, of the Olive Branch, Indi.
difficulties such as few papers ever struggled "cleanse yourselves, ye sinners; purify your
against, the HERALD was started, and by the hearts, ye double-minded." But self-examination ana, says that the Saints there are alive and en.
unwearied attention and sacrifice of a, few is like eaves dropping, one hears no good of one's joying the blessings of God. Bro. Christie is ·
faithful men it lived, for a few years before self. Self-communing, if one is in love with him- preaching in Ripley and Jennings counties, but
it begun to be a self-sustaining institution. self, is usually self-congratulation; and the influ- finds far more calls than he can possibly fill.
,
Bro. J. J. Cornish wrote from Richmondville, ,
Now, the question is, in what way has there been ences are not of the ·best. But that introspection
such a change in the conditions of the Church that seeks to find the weaknesses with an honest Michigan, in October, saying that he had bap.
and its work, as to dispense with the HERAT.D; view to their cure can usually find something to tized one more there. He intended going to
how has it ceased to be an auxiliary, one that mend. We recommend this to these hypochon- Canada soon.
Sr. Julia H. Uarter, of the Brooksville Branch,
ought not longer to be kept in being, unless it driacs, and insist that they shall apply the remMaine, takes great pleasure in the word and
pays its own way; that is, independently able to edy.
dispense with the kindly offices of its friends.
Manly independence of character is one of the work of God. A Sabbath School has been organ.
We confess to being unable to discover a sufficient safest guarantees for the good of the social com- ized there, and the children are interested.
change in the conditions and the work of the pact, either of church or state; and such men
Bro. C. J. Hawkins wrote from Robertson coun.
Church to warrant the dispensing with the agen- will be helpful to others as well as themselves.
ty, Texas, October 14th, that he intended going
cy of the press. Now, if ever, is such an agency
to the region of his old home, Pulaski county,
demanded; now, if ever the work demanded a WE want immediately five hundred additional Illinois, in November, and preach some there
strong and earnest endeavor to maintain our subscribers for the HERALD to begin the next during the winter. He is zealous and anxious
Church paper, is there such a demand. Whoso- volume with. We want the Elders to secure sub. for the progress of the work. We wish him sue.
ever thinks differently is away from the line of scribers fur us. If brethren have not the money cess in teaching his old neighbors and friends,
vision, from which the world, and our work is to send at the time of subscribing, but can pay even the success which God alone can give by
to be seen. 'fhere are not lhe numbers to take after awhile, send in their names, we will give the aid and power of the Spirit. An earnest and
the HERALD in the Church as there are to take six months' credit to those whom you deem good. a good life will win the hearts of men greatly.
and support many of the popular denominational Of course we don't want any to secure the names
Sr. M. J. Warnky, wife of Bro. F. C. Warnky,
organs; hence it requires more of' an efl'ort to se- and money, and send us the names only; send wrote from Alamosa, Colorado, October 15th, that
cure support by subscription lists, and we have names and money whenever you can; but where her husband was then in New Mexico preaching.
not so large a one now as we should have; and it may be that they can pay after awhile, but not Sr. Warnky feels that she is continually confirmwhile we should sincerely welcome an additional at once, send in their names. We want presid- ed and strengthened in the faith.
Sr. Kizzie E. Richa,rdson, formerly Forpenning,
number to swell our lists to a self-sustaining ing Elders of districts and branches to canv11ss
J)oint, -we should like better that the Saints ap. for us and get additional subscribers to the HER- writes for the HERALD to all her friends, as she
preciated the position, more completely, and ALD; we want the list to "boom" with every can not write to each separately. She Wl'ites
would more fully comprehend that if the HER- thing else. Don't be afraid that we will get too from Reserve, Gage county, Nebraska, and is
ALD, or its better equivalent was necessary years many. Times are getting better-send us your feeling well in the Latter Day Work. She attendago, it is far more necessary now. It is by no names. Traveling Elders will do the HERALD ed conference with the Saints at Wilber, where
means true that the Herald Office should be self- and .the cause a great favor by soliciting subscri- she met with friends in her Father's house.

1 December 79.
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.Bro. Edward L. Page, of Hannibal, Missouri,
Bro. G. S. Yerrington wrote from Providence, WE believe in special providences, and have been
desires the prayers of the Saints for his daughter, Rhode Island, November 11th, that the cause hit by a few of them, good, bad, and indifferent,
there was doing well, and that the Elders have during our forty-seven years of life; but there
who is very ill. Let her be remembered.
An excellent letter is received from Bro. John all they can do, so far as preaching the word of is one that we are just now extremely anxious
Gallup, Avoca, Iowa, who had been to hear Bro. life and salvation is concerned. Bl'n. Yerring- should happen-and that is, that some good Saint,
Forscutt, lately. He states that Bro. Mark ably ton and C. N. Brown labor together nearly every man or woman, with more money than is needful
and pleasantly defended the truth.
Sunday in various places around about Provi- for their daily wants, and with a heart full of
Bro. E. C. Brand was present at the conference deuce, sometimes at Plainville, fourteen miles love for the Latter Day Work, should give to the
of the Reorganization held in Salt Lake City, on distant, where there now exist a branch of twenty- Herald Office, for the Church, a good medium
the 1st and 2nd of November, well in health and one members, C. A. Combs presiding. On Sun- sized book press, the cash cost of which should
in excellent spirits. Bro. Thomas N. Hudson day, the 9th of November there were five baptized be between $1,000 and $1,500. We do not beg
presided. Bro. Tullidge was also present on the by Bro. Brown and four by Bro. Combs, all con- for ourselves; we do not even ask this for ouroccasion.
firmed the same day by Brn. Yerrington, Brown, selves, because we may not be here to use it; but
Bro. J. w. Waldsmith, of Nebraska City, Ne- and Combs. Six of the nine live at Woonsocket we have been thinking over what would help the
braska, stopped at Plano, November 13th and but belong to the branch at Plainville. Bro. work, and it just occurred that such a special
14th, en route· home from-Pennsylvania, where Brown also preaches at Woonsocket, where an providence as this might happen. We are going
he had been on a visit. He left for the east dur- interest exists. May these brethren be blessed to pray for it any way.
One may say, If the office has need of such a
ing Conference at Galland's Grove, Iowa, and in their labors and have both zeal and wisdom
press why not the office pay for it? Sure enough,
has been in the Keystone State for some weeks. for the cause.
He returns satisfied with the "west, the boundless
Bro. J. F. Burton, Newport, California, wrote and so the office would if our list was big enough;
west."
November 6th, that eleven person were baptized but as it is the office can not; and we need the
press now, or very soon. At all events, we feel
Bro. J. Stromberg wishes some of the Saints of at San Bernardino the 3rd.
California, near San Jose, to call and visit him at
Bro. Geo. S. Hyde, Woodbine, Iowa, says that as if some one had a bit of treasure on earth that
the County Hospital, where he is now confined he has labored in the ministry most of the time they wanted to lay up in heaven; and we suggest
by sickness. His letter to us is dated, San Jo- reQently, and has been blessed in so doing. He this way. Do good to all the world by it.
seph's Hospital, November 6th, 1879.
finds those who have turned a deaf ear heretofore
WE call the attention of the Saints, especially
to be now investigating.
Bro. R. C. Elvin writes us an interesting letter
Bro. I. N. White is now steadily in the field in those who are inclined to be scientific, to the
subsequent to his return from the conference at
the Newton District, Iowa. Bro. William Crick, short reprint article in this issue, from Prof.
Wilber, Nebraska, to his home in Nebraska City.
formerly of the Herald Office, is trying to fill Bro. Tyndall, one of the leading scililntists of the day.
He found a cordial welcome among the Saints,
White's place at selling goods, and thus the latter In this is confessed what the Saints have long
and was made the guest of Bro. Levi Anthony is enabled to attain to the desire of his heart, maintained, and for which they have long borne
while there. He feels especially thankful that namely a life in the ministry for the salvation of the name of fanatics, that there is something that
the Lord gave effect to the preaching of the word
may be known to the individual which he can
"lb
men.
at W 1 er.
Sister Ruth Turner, Montrose, Iowa, writes not, by any means known to him or others, demSome one in England sends a column and a that the branch there enjoys the. favor of God. onstrate; and for which he ought not to be dehalf scrap from the Oldham Chronicle, headed They have good meetings, the sick are healed nounced because he says, I know. It is a frank
"Religion in Manchester-The Mormons," the and peace prevails.
confession coming from a man who is an ac.
same being a sketch of the rise of the work under
.Bro. and Sr. Stranahan, of Northfield, Minne- knowledged leader in the world of science; and
Joseph Smith and its continuance under the sota, have not heard a gospel sermon for over it would be well if the lesser minds professing to
Twelve with "new doctrines and strange inno- three years. It seems like that was a long time, live in the same world would imitate the honesty
vations," as the Chronicle says. An account is and if some that have a chance to go and do not, of their leading man; for if they did so imitate
then given of the "Josephites" and their place could change places with Bro. and Sr. Stranahan him, they would not so impudently insist upon
and manner of worship and conducting meetings and other lonely ones, the change might do all the dogmatism of science, when they meet us in
in Manchester. Some statistics of branches are parties good.
comparison of ideas and conclusions. Many of
·given. Altogether it is a moderately fair article,
Bro. Walter :1\;IcKnight, Oak Hill, Ulay county, the devotees of science, so called, have insisted
though a vein of ridicule runs through it. Some Kansas, mentions that he talks with his many that if a man knew anything he could tell how
very good words of defense are also contained in friends concerning the Scriptures and the gospel and why he knew it; and have derided the Saint
tbe article, such as the following about the "Jo. of Christ. He teaches school there, and doubt. when he said that he knew. .But here is one who
sephites" or Reorganized Church in Manchester less will teach good things both" to the people need not be ashamed of his standing among his
and elsewhere. The writer says: "It must be and children. May he do so with wisdom and scientific brethren, who at one stroke demolishes
remembered that they are not polygamists, but success.
all the fair fabric so confidently erected,. and
.Bro. M. T. Short, Joplin, J\llissouri, wrote Nov. states that "religious feeling is as much a verity
they believe in a second [coming of] Christ, who
will in these latter days come and rule over his 10th, that in consequence of the severe illness of (truth) as any other part of human consciousSaints who have faithfully followed him. * * * his father, Bro. C. Short, he is confined at home ness; and against it, on its subjective side, the
When we visited them on Sunday afternoon last to minister to and care for him as true affection waves of science beat in vain." Let us therefore
they were holding a fellowship meeting. * * * demands. There are many chances through that not be afraid that our truth will be subverted by
They were much more cheerful looking and al- country and south-eastern Kansas to tell the story these waves of science, when so distinguished a
together a superior class of people to the Brig- of the redemption wrought by Christ, and Bro. light as Professor Tyndall is willing to admit
hamites," whose branch in Manchester the writer Short intends to do all that lies in his power. that. there may be something which we may
makes mention of.
May heavenly blessings of peace and power rest know which his science can not deny or account
We mention elsewhere a call on us made by upon him for his own comfort and for the good for, a consciousness amounting to the sublimest
Bro. J. W. Waldsmith, of Nebraska City, Novem- of his fellow men.
knowledge that Jesus is the Christ, a "rock of
ber 13th and 14th, when he was en route for home
Bro. M. 0. Howard, Gainsville, Fla., says that refuge," a "high tower" of defense against which
from a trip to tl:\e eastern States. Since then we the Saints in that new branch are alive and earnest the Gates of Hell shall not prevail.
notice in the Daily Sun of that city, dated Nov. in the cause, the light and truth of which have
F 0 R SA L E ,
16th, the following: "Hon. J. W. Waldsmith, Al- brought them so much joy. They feel lonely since
derman of the first ward, and the popular grocery- Bro. H. C. Smith left them, and as if they had no .A farm of 160 acres prairie and 40 acres wooil lot,
man of Central Main street, arrived home yester- strong leader. Courage, brethren, and do notre- lying in New Ruda township, Decatur county,
day morning in excellent health, after an absence lax your diligence, but depend upon yourselves Iowa, five miles south· east of the new town of
of eight weeks, visiting in Illinois, Iowa, Wiscon- and go ahead, and may God be with you.
Lamoni, and wHhin three miles of the Order of
sin, Indiana, and his native State Pennsylvania."
We thank the following for papers received : Enoch lands in Fayette t.ownshi p; price reasonaA brief sketch of his journey and the state of Bro. John Ellis, Bro. J. W. Waldsmith, and Sister ble, and terms easy. Enquire of Joseph Smith,
business in the east is also given.
Margery Robbins.
Herald. Office, Plano, Illinois.
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NEWS SUMMARY.

aged 55 years and over shall become free immedi- work. Twenty-one persons were drowned, and
ately; those aged 50 in September, 1880; those thirty hous<Js and five hundred thousand p<Jsetas
Oct. 23d:-The state of affairs in Herzegovina is aged 45 in 1882; those aged 40 1884; those aged worth of ore carried away. At Cuevas several
b~coming serious. The Christians refuse to pay 35 in 1886; those aged 30 in 1888; and ali others lives were lost, and one house destroyed. Marent to the Turkish landlords, and threaten to . in 189 0. From 1880, 100,000 piastres will he rauders are taking advantage of these events to
shoot them if they attempt to collect. It is be-· charged on the Cuban budget for defraying tho depredate on property. ~'he Saragossa and Barlieved that the Christians are being supplied with expenses of emancipation, 350 piastres to be paid celona railway is submerged for a distance of sixteen kilometers.
money and arms from Montenegro.
owners for each slave.
'fhe Cherokee Advocate, edited and published
A dispatch from Roumania says that the measure
The government will, as much as possible, f&vor
by Indians, very truly suggests, in some com-adopted by the government for the relief of the the immigration of free laborers.
Jews does not comprise all they desire, but is the
From Ogden, Utah, comes the report that the ments upon the letter written by Miss Rosa
beginning of better days for them.
Ute and Snake Indians of that ter:rltory ax·e on tho Moeker, in which she speaks of the Utes as "red
Dr. LeMoyne, the great advocate of cremation, war path against the whites, having killed a ·few devils," that "if you feel towards an Indian that
he is a :red devil, that you will treat him as suoh,
died last week at Washington, Pennsylvania, on the thinly settled borders near Green River.
where his furnace was, and, by his previous
25th.-The reported uprising of the Ute Indians and if you treat him as such he will 'come at yon
directions, his body was burned.
in Utah was a false one. Advices to the 23d s11y in the same w~y.'" The .tld!!ocate is "driven to
the conclusion, reluctantly, that Agent Meeker
Attention having been drawn by the recent ex that no trouble had then occurred.
tensive departure from Liverpool of Mormon conMore full accounts come from Spain about the was in collusion wi!h the Governor of Colorado in
verts to the proselyting efforta made by professors recent floods in its fair valleys. Over 3,000 per- a decp,laid scheme finally to drive the Utes from
and elders of that faith, Maj. Greig, the Head- sons were drowned and awful destruction was that fine country occupied by them, and granted
Constable of Liverpool, has issued a notice by way wrought by tbe floods upon the crops and property to them by the government," D,nd that tho plowing
of the fine pasture upon which the Utes had set
of warning, reciting that there is reason to believe of the people.
that the system of soliciting persons to join the
The frost has put an end to the yellow fcve;· at their hea,rts for grazing purposes was deliberately
faith and emigrate to America extensively pre- Memphis. No new cases yeste:rd,;y. Quarantine attempted with a view of provoldng an outbreak.
'l'he news from Tucson, Arizona, is that the
vails, and reminding such persons that by the to he raised to· day
American law polygamy is prohibited, and those
The weather turned cold y~sterday after a Apaches have captured 9, station and killed thirAlso the Navajoes have broken out
who practice it are liable to heavy fines and long long season of uncommon warm weather fo:r Octo- teen
the stock. Troops have been sent out
terms of imnrisonment.
ber, and in a number of places snow felL At and
J~xtensive· prairie and forest fires are reported Meadville, Pennsylvania, twelve inches of it it> re- afie:r them.
The body of George Burr, the companion of
along the Northern Pacific Railroad, in Dakota, ported and some in other parts. Along the New
and the valleys of the Red and the Upper Missouri England and New York coasts a stiff, cold gale is Prof. Wise on his b3.lloon trip from St. Louis h.as
Rivers.
blowing with snow sqalls. Six inches of snow ;·e been found on the Indiana shore of La.ke Michige.n.
2\lth.-Durir•g a gale and high sea on Lake
The British ship Naturalist, 259 days ont from ported in parts of New England. Snow :;;lsil al
Calcutta for San Francisco, is given up for lost, Allentown, Pennsylvanie,, and weather cold. At l¥ilCBJQ'9,n a propello:r run aground in trying to enharbor at Grand Haven, Michigan, and
and the insurance companies having risks on her Cleveland, Ohio, a heavy gale blew smoke staol<s ter
was wrecked. Loss $150,000. The 64 passenpaid them yesterd;~.y, aggregating $116,509, di- and chimneys down.
vided among twelve companies.
The Afghans are threatening the British army gers, officers r~nd crew were all saved. Nearly
By a great fire in the French concession at at several mountain passes. The English autho:r- 8,000 barrels of flour were on boa:rcl, also other
Shangha.i, China, 991 houses were burned. No ities at Cabul have already begun the hanging of provisions.
Near Detroit through carelessness two schooners
lives lost.
the mutine.ers in the late insurrection.
China is reported to be actively preparing for
A great sto1·m on the island of Jamaica, West came in collision and cne was sunk, having on
Boat worth
a war wilh Japan.
Indies, destroyed much property October 11th to boa1·d 56,000 bushels of b:1rley.
A "war of life or death" between Russia and 14th. Houses, horses, sheep, etc. swept out to $40,000.
The .Egyptitm obalisk intended for America has
England, "sooner of later," is predicted by a sea and thirteen persons killed.
leading St. Petersburg paper.
There is a prospect of trouble between Hu2sla been seized by lhe creditors of the Egyptian
government.
In a dispa,tch from Cairo, Egypt, Lieutenant- and Persia.
Gen. Grant want dow!l into the silver mines '"r~t
Commander Gorringe says: ••I have been present27th.-Mrs. Meeker and the other women and
ed to his Highness the Khedive as authorized by the children captured by the Ute Indians at the Virginia City, Nevada, yesterday.
30th.--A severe storm at ML. Washington, yesthe State Department to receive and remove to White River Age•,cy, Colorado, have be~n nslorte:rd:J.y.
The wind attained a velocity of 132
America the obelisk of Alexandria, known as ed to the Whites.
Cleopatra's Needle, which was presented to the
Russia is bending all the resources of her cast rniies per hour and sncw fell for one day. In
city of New York, through the Department of steel works tu the m9.nufacture of cannons >~nd Novi!J Scotia Pu ve1~y heavy gale with much 1·a-in.
Two new cases of yellow fsve:r at Memphis and
State, by his father, the late Khedive Ismail other implements and wea,pons of wa:r.
Pasha.
His Highness received me with great
A dispatch from Mon!:real says that two f;Jet of one death yesterday.
Nvv. lst.--Gen. Joseph Hooker, a brave leader
courtesy, expressed pleasure at the acceptance snow fell in some p»rls of Canada this week.
of the gift, and authorized me to commence
Gen. Grant left San Francisco yesterday for the of the Union forces during the civil war, died on
Lor;g Island yesterday.
the work of removal at once. The machinery of E9,st.
The storm in Nova Scoi ia, repQrtcd yesterday
removal is under way and work about to begin.
/ At l~~t advlces a battle was going on betw0en
was very dcstrnclivl'.
Schooners were drive~
Dispatches received state the defeat of the the Brmsh and the Afghans.
Russians at Geok:Tepe by the ~·:ucomans was
A $35,000 church was burned at N:1shvllie, ashore, houses and bn,n1s blown down and bridges
more disastrous than heretofore :reported. The Tenne.sse.e,,yesterday and a $6,000 o_ne at Camer- were swept away. Wncks of vessels litter the
condition of the Russian army is pitbble, and on, V1rg1ma. Other fires were qmte numerous begch. A few lives lost
Cardim~l Manning has authorized a gsner:J.l
they are in full retreat.
and some of them with heavy loss.
Gen. Garibaldi has written to tbe President of
Just now the tramps are commit.ting maoy Oilt- subscription among Catholic temperance organithe Ita.lian Irredenta Committee as follows: "Some rages in south-western New York, such as rob- zations in England for the relief of the distressed
·
persons talk of peace and friendship with Austria. bing stores and dwellings, tr&in wrecking, shoot- in South and west Ireland.
The officers of the Spanish army will coniribnle
Peace! Yes, since we have not courage to drive ing at people, setting fire to buildings, etc. In
her out of Italy; but friendship with Austria one encounter a deputy sheriff was wounded but one day's pa.y for the relief of t.he sufferers bv ihe
floods in Spain. 'fhe pri.vates will contxibtite a
would be a sacrilege and lie."
two of the tramps we-re killed by rescuers.
Reports in regard to the l'louth Am~rican war
28th.-A dispatch ft•om London says that there real each.
typ~oid fever and measles are raging
hav~ been :received tbat the Chilians, before evac, is no longer any use to disguise the fact that the
Clear, England. Forty cases and fifteen
uatmg Calama, sacked and burned the place. relations between England and Russia ~.re serious
have been reported within a week.
The Chilia.ns have made raids into Bolivia beyond and army circles there are earnestly discm;sing th~
Fo:rt Wingate, New
has been burned by
Conchas Blancas, destroying commissary and ord- probability of war in the near future.
we:re stolen.
nance supplies, and seizing horses and carts. It
A Paris correspondent says 200 inhabiiani s of Nav~jo Indians. All the
3d -Five men were killed by a fire damp exis reported that Peru has suspended payments hljunpoint, in eastem Siberia, hl1ve perishod by
in a coal mine at
I'a., yesterday.
from the treasury, and prohibited the exportation fo,mine.
bodi-es were tenib ly
and black ..
of silver.
.
.
The revival of trade throughout. Gre?,t Britain 1e
24th.-In Spam the financ1allosses by the recent quite apparent, a.nd the outlook for the winter is
floods amounted to ten million dollars.
not so discoura.ging as it was a few weeks
5th.--'<~a.ges ,to iron work;ro in Stuffordsilire,
The statistics of cri:ne in Italy show a fearful The average of the crops in Ireland is much
nave oeen advanceu.
state of affairs. The report·of the Minister shows than wa,s anticinated.
is said that the B:rltish
will send
that during the past. year more, than 2,000 ~1m·r·
In Spain m~re destruction
three regimen is of troops
IrE:lr,ml, to prevent
ders were committed, an average per million of river Agly has ove1·f!owed ii.s
trouble over the land renting difi'erfnce.
poputation 1~nequaled by 3:ny other cour:try on the valley of Manry, tbe
territ~:ry,
6ch.--Gen. Grant arriv€d yesterday iH Galena
the ft1ce of theJ~;lobe. Dun::g the same. !!me the and the town of Estigil.e.
was done\ from tl~e Pr,cific coast. He received an enthusi:
?umlwr of ormnary r~Jbber1es, burglanes, etc., lo property: There have bBen hc,3vy
through- amic reception of one day at Burlington, Iowa, the
IS s~ated 2.t 40,00.0;, w~Ile ~here were 50,000 rob- out the entire country. At Melagy a waier 6pont
and wa~ gHceted ali v.long ihe :route, wherever
benes a.ceompameu wnh violence.
uprooted trees and injured many persons.
At the
slopped.
A bill for the abolition of slavery in Cuba, to Vera, in Almeria, the river overflowed and floodFuneral services were held at New York, yesbe presented to the Cortes, provides that slaves e(l the mines, throwi.ng fi.ftem1 hundred out. of terday, ove•· the body of Gen. Hooker; and at' De-
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THE SAINTS'
troit over the body of Senator Chandler, who was
found. dead in his bed in a Chica,go hotel a few
mornings ago. He made a great speech the night
before in that city. His remains were viewed by
20,000 people at Detroit.
There has been a renewal of the floods in Spain.
The Spanish Government has abolished slavery
in Cuba, but the slaves are to remain on wages
with their present m9,sters for a time, before having full freedom.
Sad accounts come of the situation of the Irish
peasantry. It is acknowledged in England that
unless they receive assistance there wiil be great
suffering and probably some starvation during the
coming winter.
A snow storm in France detains trains.
The English squadron has appeared in the
Syrian waters of the l!tiediterranean, and nome of
the European powers are troubled. Germany and
Austria are likely to send fleets to see what it
means. Russia still has the prevailing influence
in Afghanistan, and that troubles England.
7th.-The recently begun improvement in the
cotton trade of England continues, and mills that
have been idle for mont.hs are now in motion.
Also nn the continent, manufacturing interests
are brightening.
During the Guy Fawks' celebration at Exeter,
England, there was a riot, but the troops, with
balls and bayonets, frightenened the mob into
quietness.
The presence of the British fleet in the Gulf of
Smyrna is taken by Russia as a menace that
Turkey is to be again looked after by England,
and Russian interests endangered.
Prince Jerome Napoleon seems again to be
. aspiring to political place, either with the present
republic or with France as an Empire.
Another revolution is said to be hatching out
in Mexico.
The people in :portions of Germany are threatened with famine, in consequence of a had harvest.
On the island of Jamaica, West Indies, one
hundred people have lost their lives by great
storms and floods of water.
8th..-A cracker factory in Kansas City fell
yesterday, and the ruins caught Jire. Seven lives
were lost out of 107 persons employed in the
factory, mostly boys and girls. Numbers of others
were wounded.
lOth.-·The people of :\Iontenegro are waging
war with those of Albania, and slaughtering them
by hundreds and without mercy.
The Russian expedition that went into Turkistan some time ago is sai<l to be perishing with cold
and starvation.
A large part of Napoleon, Ohio, was burned
yesterday, the court house, county otiices, as well
a,s stores and residences being destroyed. Loss
$100 000.
A torna.do in Arkansas destroyed 3, great det1l of
property and numbers of lives t.his week.
13th.-Gen. Grant arrived in Chicago yesterday,
:from Galena, and hundreds of thousands of people
welcomed him. Most of the chief generals of civil
war fame were there and a great procession was
the feature of the day, and a banquet and "!Jt~'""'"
the events of the evening and night to a
hour.
Pages of the daily papers are occupied with ao·
counts of these scenes.
At New London, Ohio, on the 11th insL, died
Mrs. McCook, mother of one major general, two
brigadier generals, and five or six colonels ~.nil
captains of the late war of the :rebellion.
15th.-Yesterday a tenement house in New York
City was burned, and two children and their
mother and grandmother were suffocated, and the
father of the children was killed in jumping from
the window.
Advices from the Canary Islands :report the occurrence of heavy floods, which caused some loss
of life, the downfa.ll of many houses, the destruo ·
tion of the cochineal crop, and considerable d&mage to other crops and other property.
A Berlin dispatch reports that Russia. is daily·
sh:iving, but ineffectually, to come to specbl
friendly relations with Germany.
Yesterday was the third day of the great reception of Gen. Grant in Chica.go. The city with its
public buildings, merc11ntile houses and private
residences, is decked out in gorgeous army, and
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Gcn. Grant is accorded royal honors upon every
hand. Distinguished visitors, of military, naval,
political, literary and scientific fame are present
from all parts of the norlh. Three governors a,nd
many generals, together with State and United
States senators are present to do him honor with
the thousands of their kind, and with the greatest
in the social wo:rld and the wealthiest of the money
kings, they unite to laud and praise him, as well
as to attend upon his every want, both real and
conceivable. Receptions, banquets, balls, playgoing, and other festivities, fill the hours of day
and night, and follow each other in as rapid succession as it is possible for men to plan or accomplish
with all the zeal and ambition that power and
money can so easily command when they wish to
make lavish display for the great; but even a
fragment of such vast expense the poor of that
great city may look for in vain, and starve with
hunger and perish with cold for the· want of. The
pD,pers say that "such a wealth and profusion of
elaborate toilets has never before been displayed
in the history of this oity, as by the ladies "of
wealth and fashion of Chicago's first society," at
these receptions and banquets. The procession
on the first day is said to have been '•the longest
and most magnificent ever seen in America,"
notwithstanding the rain poured down and nearly
every one of the hundnlds of thousands who were
out was drenched and mud- bespattered. 'l'hirtyone bands and neax•iy ten thousand troops par.
t.icipatsd in. the proceesion, also many civil organizations and trades, together with the representatives of art and labor in every department of
business in the great city.
--~~---

'fAYLOR, Red River Co., Texas,
October 30th, 1879.
Brn. Joseph and HenrJt:-Our little branch is
still alive and doing all we can to spread the
truth among our enemies, as of such we have
plenty. 'fhey attack us on all sides to trap us
and scandalize and backbite, but when we draw
the Testament they give us a letting alone, until
they hear some old woman's invention of Joseph
Smith, and then get mad because we will not believe their romance. They do not remember
what Christ tells them in Luke 6:22, and 2 Peter
2:2. Well the Scripture must be fulfilled; it is
joy for me to be persecuted.
Bro. W. T. Bozarth left us enjoying God's Spirit,
and if he ever returns I hone that he will find us
enjoying the same. 'l'he Herald is one of our best
friends it. keeps us cheered· up to read its truthful
and hear of God's word spreading,
and now and then a soul ·accepting the true gos.
pel of ,Jesus. Brethren, my testimony is that the
work is of God and not of men; I have an evi.
deuce from. on high and not from men. God's
people shall know of the doctrine whether it be
of God or of man, and I think every Latter Day
Saint is aware of that fact, or they would not
stand the
which God's people must sta.nd.
Your
in Christ, A. G. HEINEMANN.
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I have been talking to our young brethren and sisters to take the Hope; and have succeeded in
getting them to take a half a dozen. I think
every efl'ort should be put forward in aid of the
Church publications; how any Saint can do without the Hercald, is a mystery to me. It is a welcome visitor to my house, and I feel the Spirit of
God cheer me, when I read it. We have had a
cloud over us in Wales this last year, or two, but
we believe that it is broken now, and hope it will
soon pass over; after the storm comes fine weather; after the bitter comes the sweet; the darkest
hour of the night is just before dawn; after the
trials come the blessings. May the Lord bless
us and sustain us in the hour of trial, so that we
may be worthy of his choice blessings. I read of
brethren asking you for your "God's speed," and
I as a young man ask you for the same. Yours
in the bonds of love,
ALMA NEPHI BISHOP.
CLEVELAND, Lucas County, Iowa,
november 5th, 1877.
B1•o. Henry StebOins:-When our branch was
organized on the 17th day of February, 1877, with
fifteen members, things looked unusually gloomy,
many of us thinking that our stay here was to be
short, but in the midst of the gloom a ray of light
was shed in our midst by the Spirit's influence
that strengthened and cheered us. Although
everything looked dark and every avenue seemed
close.d, we were promised by the Sp'irit that if
we were faithful we would be prospered in this
place, and that many honest in heart would be
brought into the fold. Since that time we have
been doing all we can by way of preaching, and
have succeeded in removing the great prejudice
that existed towa.rds the Saints, and in accordance
with the promise, our branch has steadily increased in number and strength, until we number
at present ninety-three.
Our local elders, and priests have labored faithfully in expounding the Scriptures, and they have
lately rea.ped the fruits of their labors. Elders
from abroad have visited us with good eJiect.
Brn. J. W. Gillen, A. Kent, J. W. l'l1ather, have
preached here; also Bro. Gomer T. Grifrths stop.
ped with us a few days while on his way to conference; preached four times and led eighteen
down to the waters of baptism who had been
convinced of the truth and were ready. After
the eighteen baptized by Bro. Grifllths on Sept.
21st, I baptized four on the 28th, and three on the
12th of October. Bro. Jas. :i\1cDifritt baptized
seven on the 5th of October and on the 26th of
October Bro. John R Evans led two to their
watery grave to arise to a newness of life, which
made thirty-four in all, and. there are others yet
believing who will join us ere long. The miners
·here are on a strike at present for an advance.
I do not know how it will terminate. All we can
do is to trust in the Lord and hope for the best,
for I believe we have a work to do here and the
Lord will prosper us if we are faithful and put
our trust in him. Ever praying for the welfare
of Zion, I remain your brother in the gospel
bonds,
J.OIIN WATKINS.

Cr,Arui:snuRG, Harrison Co., W. Va.,
October 20th, 1879.
;)3 SwANSBA RoAD, Llanelly, Wales,
Jrir. Stebbins:- I find no paper among the milNovember 8th, 1879.
lions of earth that hns so much wholesome food
hwe often thought of writing for man as is found in the HeTald. I have often
Bro.
my brothers and sisters through rejoiced while reading its columns. I believe
the Hemld. As I have not seen a word in_Jhe many hearts are moved by the Holy Spirit when
Herald for a long time concerning Wales, to Rhow they search the Herald 'honestly for a good pur.
how we are getting on, I write to let them know pose.
And perhaps many fault finders of
that we are in the land of the living and still love the faHh of the Saints have been made to tremthe work of God, and are trying to push onward. hle when they learned that the teaching of the
God blesses us in so doing; and works with ns Herald upset and canceled what they thought it
in signs following them that believe. We have' advocated. I would be very glad to see you and
a very nice bmnch in Llanelly, and the Saints Joseph Smith, and many of the Elders whose letto eye with few exceptions. Our branch ters I so much delight to read .. I hope to find the
sixty, although there are two districts Herald a continuous stream of light and power
about seven miles from our branch, which keep . against every opposing power of the enemy. The
meetings by themselves. We m·e about thirty in Advocate is a lever in bringing up past light and
Llarielly; all, with a few exceptions, attend every placing it fresh before the young Saints, which in
meeting. The Spirit of God meets with us and my estimation is of much aid to thos3 who have
teaches us the peaceable things of the kingdom. come into the Church since Joseph V'IHS m&xtyred.
We have the gifts of the gospel in our midst. llVe I1Iy father and mother oft.en shed tears when I
have a lot of young men and women who have read to them out of the HeTald. w·e have been
come in of late, and we have a nice little school, ha:ed and scorned and mocked for our faith in
and a nice little chapel to hold our meetings in. Christ, which some are ready to denominate as

I
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the Brigham Young faith. This they do while
they are willing to be ignorant and feast upon
the doctrines of men which have rocked so many
thousands asleep and to stagger, but not with
wine. 0 how much scorn and contempt a true
and faithful Elder meets on his way Zion ward.
Yours, etc.,
AnNER VERNON.
LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 12th, 1879.
Bro. J oseph:-Having passed a few days at this
point, and being on the move for Council Bluffs
and Utah, it seemed good to .me to. write briefly
of the progress and prospects of affairs in this
region. The railway is completed to Mt. Ayr,
and the engineers are locating the St. Joseph
branch, which is to form a junction here, Q.nd
will most likely become the main line of the
C. B. & Q. R. to the Pacific, via St. Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. The advent of the
"iron horse" has infused new life and energy into
all departments of business, and the watchword
of all is "Onward!" The grain market is good:
corn having brought 29c., wheat 85 to 90c., oats
22c., potatoes· 25c. per bushel; butter 20c. and
live hogs 3 to 3.J4c. per Th. 'l'hese are the highest
prices reached this fall. Coal is worth $3 50 to
$4 per ton, and four feet hard wood, dry, is worth
$3 to $3.50 per cord, delivered. The corn crops
are fair, ranging from 30 to 65 bushels per acre,
oats from 30 to 50, and winter wheat from 15 to
25, and thnothy and clover from 172' to 4 tons per
acre. Bro. William Hopkins tells me he cut
quite four tons per acre from high rolling land
that had been tilled for the last twenty.eight
years. This region gives promise of becoming
one of the finest dairying, wool, and fruit growing districts of all the west. There is plenty of
quarry stone for lime and building purposes,
near at hand, and of bard wood lumber at moderate prices. Pine lumlJ,er is plenty, and rates
fair, at the yard here. ·
The health of the community is good, and the
natural indications are favorable for this to be
one of the most healthful localities. The lands
are rolling, the streams rapid, and well water
abundant and good. Industry, skill, patience,
and a little capital, will enable any one to procure and enjoy a beautiful home here in a reasonably short time. Now is a most favorable
time to purchase lands. Many of the old settlers,
for miles around, will sell for small prices, that
they may go to the west, where they can range
their stock on government or speculators' lands,
as they once did in this region. They love the
open plains and the unoccupied stock ranges
better than the scream and rattle of the railway,
the hum of skilled industry, and the strife and
bustle of the more active and advanced forms of
civilization.
· Besides this, the Order of Enoch is now offering to sell their lands, on easy terms to actual
settlers, the most of which are in a fair state of
cultivation. This is a rare opportuuit.y for those
who can pay one-third in hand, and the balance
on time. The delay, expense, and perplexity of
opening a new farm, in a new country, is thus
obviated, and their home is made productive and
paying at once. This is an important consideration. I have for the last six years had confidence
that here a large body of the Saints would settle,
and that if faithful to God, they here would be
greatly blessed and prospered. This place is
within the limits of what was the state of Missouri in 1830 to 1839. It is beautiful for situation. Such is my confidence in the future of this
country that I have recently purchased me a
home two and a half miles south-east of this town,
where I hope to be found worthy to be blessed
and permitted to remain.
Passing events prove the wisdom of locating
the business center of the Church here. By the
time the Office of Publication can get located
here, the St. Joseph line will be completed, the
Drake Road will likely have reached this vicinity, and the St. Joseph and Des Moines Road will
be completed, which, with the St. Louis and
Omaha short line now completed, will open up
this region to all quarters for making purchases,
and for passenger and business traffic.
I must not forget to inform you, that when the
engineers, recently, were looking out the line for
the St. Joseph Road about three-fourths of a mile

west of hertl, they ran directly across your forty
acre lot, and diagonally across the building spot
you had selected. Bro. Dancer informs me they
will likely change the line further north, so you
may still build where you intended. It is to be
hoped this may be, as the site is a very fine one.
The post office at Lamoni is now named Lamo.
ni instead of Sedgwick, and all business from the
next qttarter will be done in that name. This is
as it should be. Many are inquiring to know
where the name Lamoni came from. It is found
in the twelfth chapter of Alma, in the Book of
Mormon, and was the name of a wicked Lamanitish king on this continent about 2000 years ago,
who, with his family, and many of his people,
was converted to God in a most miraculous manner, and who became as renowned for his piety
as he had been notorious for his sins and cruelty. If in the goodness and wisdom of God, this
region should be as signally favored and blessed
of the Lord as was this king and his people, the
fitness of this name and the overruling providence
in its selection will be seen and appreciated. ~Iay
God grant that all this may be realized, and that
at an early day.
All parties wishing information in respect to
lands or town lots would do well to address their
inquiries to David Dancer, or Z. H. Gurley, Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. They are actively engaged therein, and are reliable.
Rejoicing in the present progress and future
prospects of the cause of Christ, I remain yours
w. W.BLAIR.

gratitude unto God for his never ending mercy
and love.
Bro. C. Wicks has been with me since the 29th
ult., and we are doing "what we can." We expect to leave here this week either for Marengo
or Kent, we wait a response from both places as
to which we 'will go first. We have baptized
none, nevertheless we have enjoyed the presence
of the Spirit upon all occasions, and we are willing to leave the results in the hands "of him who
doeth all things well." We have delivered the
message of life in a plain and unmistakable manner; we have presented "the principles of the
gospel;" not to tickle the ears of an ungodly world,
but as Jesus taught them "word for word." I feel
more zealous for God and the good of his cause
now than I have ever felt before.
It seems to me that great care ought to be observed respecting ordinations. For instance, we
have ml:m ordained Priests, taking photographs;
others keeping books;. others setting type. We
have men ordained Elders plowing corn, clerking in stores. We have some of the Twelve
planting corn, &c. Some of the Seventies doing
similar work. I tell you brethren we must re.
member that ordination imposes wonderful re.
sponsibilities. But go on brethren. Let us have
more ordinations to tend store, plow corn, &c;
men must(?) be ordained(?) to do these things.
I remember something about a yo11ng man that
was ordained to the office of Seventy; he "got it
into his head" somehow that maybe it was done
so he could work at the tinning business, but he
found out that that was not what the ordination
PECATONICA, Illinois,
implied, for he began losing what little health
September 15th, 1879.
. .
• Beloved B 1·otlter Jienry:-The writer came to he had, and since he has started into the mmiSthe above named place on the 22d ult. Bro. J. try again he is recuperating.
M. Leland was very active in obtaining a place
Saints! awake to a realizing sense of your duty
for services. We commenced preaching on Sun. you owe to God, humanity, and yourselves. Send
day afternoon, August 24th, in the Universalist more money to the Church coffers. Send your
Church. For two weeks we preached every "mites." Don't be so big headed as to think if
night, and also on Sundays; holding services in you can't give a dollar, five, or more, you wont
town, and out of town four miles, at the Hale give any. That's just where you miss tlae mark
school bouse. In town we had fair audiences; you want to reach higher than your means adin the rural district we had full houses; ~ood at- mit of, so you wont reach it at all. "Little drops
tention all through. Last week we helct a few of water make the mighty oc.ean." An Elder
meetings.
told me that a certain branch promised him if he
On Friday, the 12th inst. we had the Saints would leave his family and go preach the gospel
meet at Bro. Leland's house to take under consid- they (the Elder's family) should not be let suffer
eration the advisability of re,forming a branch. for the needs of life. When he came home they
For two years, or more, it has been in a dibilita- had potatoes and salt to cat and water to drink.
ted condition, a lukewarmness having taken the water part may be all right, but was the
hold of the members and officer; meetings were other? When Saints act that way, are they dodiscontinued. The officer in charge, laid before ing right? Can you blame the ministry for not
the writer the whole affair, and requested that we wanting to go out, who have families, when
do something for them if we could. He thought· Saints (?) will keep (?) their promises that way?
he needed some one to assist him; he felt too Shame! Don't say, "Don't that hit so and so:"
much alone. We, accordingly took the. matter un- Does it "hit" you? Are you doing what you
der prayerful consideration, and on Friday last might and ought to do? Read that quotation
we brought our consideration of the matter to a from the Book of Covenants in the editorial of
crisis. After the service was opened with usual Herald, September 1st, and don't try to excuse
preliminaries, we exhorted, advised, and confer- yourselves by saying, "0, its in the lierald and
red with them; stirring up their memory by way don't have any binding influence upon me." It
of remembrance of the covenants they had former. is in the law vou profess to love and teach. I
ly made with God in the waters of baptism, ask- tell you the Utah Saints to-day are an example
ing them what they did it for, &c., and inasmuch to this reorganization in matters of finance and
as they at the time meant to have kept it, but the support of their ministry. An example in
through negligence they had been in the condi- this respect: that they give their mites, the poortion afore named, if they were willing to try est, and the richest of their abundance. They
anew. 'l'his was assented to unanimously by up- will be, may be, like Jesus said, "The harlots will
lifted hands, and at the time the- Spirit of God enter into the kingdom before you." These are
was manifested unto all present; we believing living facts. And don't sit and wonder why the
God approbated the course being pursued. 'l'hen cause moves so slowly when it could move faster
an assistant was talked about, and the Spirit sig- if Saints, every one, would do, their duty finannified it would be proper to have one. Bro. 0. cially, instead of talking about it. Some say,
Hance was voted as the one, and to be ordained "the gospel is without price, and some take good
a teacher, and when he was ordained the Spirit care that it is without money when they are
of God was truly present. By and by the Holy about. Talk about Elders being negligent, &c,
Spirit was manifested in prophecy in immediate you who talk so go out yourselves and leave your
answer to prayer (mental) which had been offered families, as some have, in the hands of Saints
by a sister. Every heart was filled to an over- who treated them so nicely(?) and see how you
flow and a calmness pervaded every breast. It like it. I'm not finding fault; nor am I angry,
was after ten o'clock when our services closed. but I'm in earnest, and what I state are facts;
\Ve adjourned to meet i:lunday at two o'clock, and facts are stubborn things, but we all have
an old resident dying in the meantime, and his got to face them. I think what Bro. Chatburn
funeral service being appointed at the same hour, said is true, but when we accumulate riches
we deferred our service until the conclusion of don't be miserly with them, and let the poor do
the other. We came together, administered the more with their mites than the rich do with their
sacrament, then had a social time. God's Spirit abundance. An anecdote, then I am done: A
was manifested again, this time in tongues and certain rich man of a certain church cast into
interpretation, and we all were made to rejoice the box a small amount of money, and remarked,
again, and every heart swelled with a feeling of "There, I have given the widow's mite." "No,"
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responded the other, "you have not, for she cast
into the treasury all her living," all that she had.
The rich man talked no more about the "widow's
J. FRANK J\11cDO'.YEI,L.
mite."
William St., NORTH WILLOUGHBY,
:N. S. Wales, Australia,
October 3rd, 1870.
Bro. Stebbins:-! hope you will pardon me for
taking the liberty of writing to you, as I thought
many of tho Saints would be anxious to hear that
Bro. Gillen arrived safely in Sydney. He has
preached three or four times at my house. I felt
that the good Spirit was with us, as we had had
no meetings since our good Bro. Hodger left us.
It was great enjoyment to hear the word again.
I do thank the Lord that I ever heard the gospel
and embraced the same, as I never had so much
peace of mind as I have since I have been a Latter
Day Saint. The Herald is a welcome messenger, as I feel that I could not do without it. I
feel very thankfnl that we have another shepherd.
I hope the .Lord will open up his way before
him, that many honest in heart will be gathered
in the fold, is the prayer of one of the weakest of
God's children,
_
KEZIA CARR.
1\IosELLE, Franklin Co., J\!Io.,
September 20th, 1879.
Dear Herald: I wrote to you some time ago
that I had an appointment to preach at Oak Hill,
Su~day, September 14th. After making the appomtment I received a letter from Elder William
l:ltill, of St. Louis, stating that by the appointment
of Bro. A. W. Heese, our district president, he
would visit Moselle on that Sunday; I assure you
that I felt to rejoice upon receiving this information, as I had a few days before, thought to my.
self, well now I have two appointments (morning
and evening) at Oak Hill, I wish Bro. Heese would
come out here and fill one. I had almost made
up my mind to write to him, but when I began
to count up the expense it would put him to for
car fare, and as times were hard and money
scarce, so I feared to assume the responsibility of
requesting our brother to make a special trip on
our account. All these thoughts were the result
of my weakness, timidity in public speaking, yet
I am zealous of the Lord's work, and desirous to
do all that I .can to advance the interests of his
Church and kingdom in this portion of his vineyard, yet I felt that I was but a feeble instrument
to accomplish any great results. Such were my
thoughts; so I finally settled down to the conclusion that I would go to Oak Hill and place myself under the direction of the Spirit, and leave
the results with Him. When in this state of mind
I received Bro. Still's letter, and I thought it very
opportune; and as I had not informed either of
the brethren of my intention to visit Oak Hill, it
seemed marvelous to me, and in it I could see
how that God's Spirit was working with me in
my efforts; the glory and honor be the J_,ord's.
I immediately answered Bro. Still's letter, requesting him to be prompt in meeting me at that
time, ,to assist me. .Well, the time (Saturday,
September 13th) arrived, and with it came not
only Bro. Still, but Bro. William Jimmett. both
of St. Louis. The 1\'!:oselle Saints welcomed them
to their homes. Then went to Bro. John Cheshire to his house. I proceeded to Bro. Cheshire's
to remain. As soon as Bro. Cheshire's neighbors
found out that the St. Louis brothers were there,
they gathered at his house for preaching on Saturday night, when Bro. Still presented some of
the truths of the gospel to the earnest consideration of those present.
Sunday morning came, and we and the J\foselle
Saints proceeded to Oak Hill. On the way we
stopped at the house of our friend, Dr. vV. H.
Powers, a gentleman of very fine attainments.
The doctor and his kind lady invited us to alight
and enjoy the hospitalities of their house, which
we did for a few moments, or until they could
get their horses ready to proceed with us as
guides to the Oak Hill church, one and one half
miles from his home. The doctor not only invited us over to his place, but he secured the
church building for our use; he also invited us
to make his house our headquarters when in his
neighborhood, which invitation we accepted with
thanks: not only to the doctor, but also to our

heavenly Father for his promise to send his angels before his servants to prepare the hearts of
the people to receive them. 1\fay the Lord's
blessings rest upon the doctor and his lady, even
unto the obtaining a knowledge of his work, and
to be saved in his celestial kingdom. We finally
arrived at the Oak Hill church and found the
house quite well filled with people waiting to see
the Mormon preachers. No doubt they were
somewhat surprised to see that we looked for all
the world like other people. I opened the meeting by giving out the hymns. The congregation
acquitted themselves nobly in the singing, (they
are good singers), their souls seemed to be in the
music. After prayer by Bro. Still, I rose and requested the congregation to excuse me from filling my appointment, and let me substitute our
Bro. William Jimmett. They kindly gave way
to my request, and the brother proceeded to
preach with that earnestness that characterizes
him; and though inexperienced in the ministry,
I think that the cause of Christ here suffered no
loss. Bro. Jimmett only occupied one half of his
time, Bro. Still occupied the rest in introductory
remarks, to prepare the minds to receive his discourse which was to come off at three o'clock in
the afternoon. After services, several very earnest invitations were extended to us to go and partake of profl:'ered hospitalities, and our party
divided up to accept the different invitations, and
we all had reason to be thankful for the kind
treatment we received.
Three o'clock arrived, and we renewed our
exercises by opening with singing, and a prayer
by your humble servant; then Bro. Still spoke
over one hour, and had most excellent liberty,
and the earnest attention of the congregation.
He elucidated the gospel of God's dear son in such
great plainness and simplicity, that the people
were completely overcome with surprise, for the
doctrine was so dill'erent from what they had
been led to expect from the many rumors that
had been s~:;t afloat. Bro. Still is an able speaker,
which accompanied by his earnest zeal, tempered
with wisdom and a well stored milad, of historical as well as scriptural lore, aided by the Holy
Ghost, makes him a formidable foe for the adversary. May the brother grow in the grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ. I think that great good will
eventually result from their preaching.
This is the first preaching here by any of the
elders of the Church since 1870, at which time I
think brethren Sutton and Charles Hall preached. Before we went to Oak Hill I had my appointment posted some two weeks, and they were
expecting to hear me speak, and as Bro. Jimmett
filled my time, after the afternoon services were
over, they requested me to leave an appointment
for Sunday, September 28th. I did so, and I
will endeavor to fill the same if it is the Lord's
will. I preach regularly every Sunday morning
either at mine or Bro. Cheshire's home.
Yours in the gospel of peace,
A. s. DAVISON, M.D.
CEDAR KEYS, Florida,
November 14th, 1879.
Editors Herald:-I write a few lines to the
Saints and the readers of the Herald, in testimony
of the truth of the Heorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. I was sorely afflicted for six years; part of the time a bedridden invalid, and was expected to die at any time. I
had several doctors to attend me, and had taken
medicine, bottle after bottle, till I could not bear
it in my sight One of the physicians remarked
on one occasion that it was a miracle that she
lives. I heard him and replied that it was only
the mercy of God that I did live. Some time
after that I dismissed the doctors and went to
God for my physicial).; for I knew he was more
powerfnl than man, and was assured by the reading of his precious word that by faith I would be
healed. I read, sent for the elders to administer
by anointing with oil, &c. I was then a member
of the Baptist Church, and it was not a practice
in said church to. administer in said office, or
command; so I was undone, did not know what
to do. I believed what I read to be true, and
thought seriously, what shall I do to be saved.
Some time after that an elder of the Heorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of I,atter Day Saints came

to Gainesville and preached their doctrine' (I
was residing there then). I went to hear him,
Heman U. Smith; I at once believed, joined and
was baptized into said church, from which I shall
never turn away. A short time after that I was
taken very ill again, was confined to my bed for
two days, and was very weak. Thank God, I
then had the privilege of sending for an elder
who practised the administration of laying on of
hands for the healing of the sick. I sent for him
as commanded; he came, anointed with oil, pray.
ed for me. This was on tbe 14th of August, 187'9,
about five o'clock, p.m.; in about half an hour
afterwards I was up to the supper table eating
heartily and have never had a day's sickness
since. I rejoice in heart and give thanks to God
for his tender mercies in sending us the pure
doctrine as taught in days of old. Glory to God,
and all thanks be to the Great I Am, for sending
the true gospel to his people. In bonds,
Lou HoLLISTER.
SHERMAN, Mason Co., Mich.,
Nov. 8th, 1879.
Brn. Joseph and Henry:-Our hearts have been
made glad by a visit from Bro. M. H. Bond, of
Cadillac. He spent two days and nights with
the Saints of this branch; preached to us three
times; we felt encouraged and strengthened, and
although his stay was short, he won the hearts
of many, and left an impression that will not soon
be forgotten. It is four and a half years since
we were visited before. We are alixiously looking for Bro. Kelley this winter; may the Lord
open the way for him to reach us. I apprehend
that it would do us good inside if not outside ot
the branch. Yours in love of the truth,
E. A. SHELLEY.
LucAs, Iowa, Nov. 6th, 1879.
B1'o. Henry: I have good news for you. Twenty-nine have been baptized during the last three
weeks, and one or more to be baptized on Sunday. The. Saints ar~ living their religion, aqd
preach da1ly by the1r walk and conduct. The
Saints feel good, hence many are near the kingEVAN B. MORGAN.
dom.

:Nortb.-East Missoul'i Dish'ict.
A conference met at Renick, Randolph county,
Missouri, November 1st, 1879. In the absence of
president John Taylor, and the olerk, Edward L.
Page, Bro. W. T. Bozarth was chosen president
pro tem, and Bro. Jacob Waltenbaugh clerk pro
tem. Opened with prayer from Bro. W. T.; Bozarth. The minutes of last conference were read
and accepted, correcting date from November 2d
to November 1st as the time of this convening.
Branch Repcrts.-Hannibal, present number 21,
including 4 Elders, one of whom, Bro. Samuel P.
Sherill, is now absent on a mission to Burleson
county, Texas; no other changes. Money on
hand $2 50. John Taylor, president.
Bevier, report of last conference, held at Salt
River Branch, August 1st and 2d, was 68 members; including 10 Elders, 3 Priests, 4 Teachers
and 1 Deacon. Changes since last report, 2 baptized in the branch, 13 received by letter from
other branches. David D.•Tones, president.
Financial Report of the Bevier Branch: Balance on hand last report $0.32; received to branch
fund $4.75-total $5.07. Paid out to ministry
$16.15. Signed, N. lVI. Ridings, John B. Thomas,
committee.
Salt River Branch, at last report 21, present
number 22, 1 Elder. 1 Priest, 1 Teacher; 1 baptized. Financial Report: Cash on hand $1.55
Robert Thrutchley, president.
Renick, last report 16, present number 15, 1
Seventy, 1 Elder, 1 Deacon; 1 died. The condition of the branch is ~ood. Financial Report :
Paid to Bishop's Agent $3.80; cash on hand $3.35
-total :jp7.l5. John T. Phillips, president.
Elders reported in person: John T. Phillips,
Gomer T. Griffiths, (baptized 27), David D. Jones,
Robert Thrutchley, (baptized 1), Charles Perry
and W. T. Bozarth. John Taylor, Edward L.
Page, James Foxal and Thos. D. Rees reported by
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letter. Priests David Winn, Frank ]\fussell and
Nelson M. Ridings reported by letter, also Deacon
Samuel :\loss.
Bishop's Agent'sReport.-"Cash received $10.40; paid to the ministry $6.50, for tracts and
books $1.10; balance on hand $2 80."
Committee on two-days' meetings, appointed at
last conference, reported that there had been no
means available to send for any 0ne to help, and
there was no one able to labor in the district.
lteport accepted and committee discharged.
.ltesolved that this conference sustain the action
taken by the conference at Bevier, May 3d, 187\J,
in the case of Margaret Rowland.
That we accept Bro. W. T. Bozarth as Vice
President of this District.
At 7 p.m., W. T. Bozarth prea,ched on the Mission of Christ and tho Plan of Salvation.
Business resumed: Resolved that Bro. Charles
Perry and Bro. ltobert Thrutchley wait on Bro.
Edward Evans, and learn his feelings regarding
the Church and its work.
Sunday Session.:_At 10 a.m., preaching by
David D. Jones, assisted by Robert Thrut.chley;
at 2: 30 p.m., preaching by Gomer 'r. Griffith.
At 7 p.m., Bro. Bozarth preached.
Resumed business at the residence of Bro. J.
T. Phillips. Wm. Vaughn reported that he would
do all he could in the cause of Christ, and continue
'faithful, by the help of God.
Committee' in the case of Edward Evilns rejlorted that he feels that he can not give up the
Church of Christ. Report accepted and committee
discharged.
Resolved that the president require the licenses
from those Elders who have not reported to this
conference.
Adjourned to Bevier, .February 7th, 1880,
NorU~CA'lll J'flifhlll!lle!!lota Dish·iict.
A conference of the above district was heltl June
28th and 29th, 1879, at Silver Lake, Oller Tail
county, Minnesota; Marcus Shaw, president; H.
Way, clerk.
Branch lteports.-Hope of Zion IG members.
Oak Lake 31 at last report. Change since, 2
removed by letter, 3 by death.
Seven Elders reported. But little labor done
outside of the branches, but all being blessed of the
Lord when laboring in his cause, or defending the
truth. Testimony and prayer meeting held, with
the cheering influence of the Spirit of God present.
Conference adjourned to meet with the Oak
Lake Branch, the 20th and 21st of December, 1879,
at 1 o'clock p.m.

l'lahut Di!ltrict.
A conference w:as held at Malad City, Idaho,
September 27th and 28th, 1879; John Vanderwood, president; Herbert It. Jones, clerk.
The morning was spent in speaking, and some
faithful testimonies were borne to the truth of the
work, and a goodly portion of the Spirit was felt
among us.
Branch Reports.-Malad, 42 members, 4 Elders,
3 Priests-1 acting Teacher; 5 scattered. Branch
in a fair condition ; John Lewis, president.
Elkhorn 24 members, 1 scattered, including 5
Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Deacon; John Vanderwood,
president.
,
Bro. Richard Thomas was ord~.ined an Elder,
.and Bro. Harbert R. Jones a Tea.cher,
Elders reported in person: John Lewis, Morgan
Jones, Wm. ltichards, Henry John, Henry Bake,
Rees Thomas, John Vanderwood, Hearth and
Bowman. Priest Heefnaker reported.
Resolved that we sustain ali the spiritual authorities in righteousness.
That we sustain Israel L. Rogers and his
·counsellors as the Bishopric of the Church.
It was moved to recommend Bro. John Lewis to
Israel L. Hogers as Bishop's Agent for Malad
.Sttb·District.
Bro. John Vanderwood was sustained as President of the Malad Sub-District for the next three
months.
At 7:30 p m., preaching by Brn. John Lewis
·and John Vanderwood.
Sunday.-At 10:30 a.m., preaching by Brn.
tBowman and .John Vanderwood; at 2:30 p.m.,

met for a testimony, sacrament and prayer meet-,
ing, and a refreshing time from the presence of the
Lord was had; at 7:30 p. m., preaching by Brn.
John Lewis and John Vanderwood.
Adjourned to meet !.he last Saturday and Sunday
in December, at Malad City.

----...0

Eashn·ia l'mahae ailud Nowa §co&ila
Diist~·lict.

A conference convened at Little

Kennebec,
Maine, Septembel' 27th, 1878; E. C..F'oss in the
chnir; J. C. Foss, clerk.
since
Branch Reports.-Seaside 18; 8 adl!ed
last report. Other branches not reportecL
Officials' Heport: Elders J. C. Foss,
8), E. C. Foss, S. 0. Foss and J. Benner
also Teacher B. F. Foss.
afterSaturday evening, and Sunday morning,
noon and evening, preaching by 8. 0. Foss.
J. C. :Foss chosen president of district.
Adjourned to meet at the call of the president.
<Cent~?~\! Nebl'a:r;;ka JDI§h•icll:.
A conference was held r•t Deer Creek, Madison
county, Nebraska, September :J7th and 28th, 1879;
Geo. w. Galley, pr0sident; C. N. Hutchins, clerk
protem.
Branch Reports.-Columbus, r;t last report 39,
present 42, 1 High Priest, 5 Elders, 2 :Priests, 2
Teachers, 1 Deacon; 3 'baptized, 1 qrdination.
Deer Creek 16, 1 Elder, 2 Priests; 1 baptized,
1 died.
Cedar Creek 17, 1 Elder, 2 Priests.
Elders Geo. W. Galley, C. Loomis and R.
Oeh:ring l'eported in person, and Chas. Brindley,
Thos. Galley and Chas. Derry by letter. The latter had baptized three in this district. Moses
Welch reported by letter, and Geo. Masters and C.
N. Hutchins in person.
Bro. G. W. Galley reported having corresponded
with Bro. Frank Hacket, of Wisconsin, in regard
to Bro. Oehring's certificate, and his report was
accepted, and the committee W!cs discharged.
Whereas, we have used all due diligence to ascertain the facts in the case of Bro. Oehring from
those concerned, and whereas, the president of the
district from whence he came bas failed in every
effort he has made to get the parties together who
are interested in the matter, therefore
Resolved, that we consider it unjust to Bro,
Oehring to keep him in suspense any longer, and
Resolved that we accept him.as au Elder in this
conference.
At 7:30 p.m., the Saints had a season of rejoicing in prayer and testimony.
Sunday, Sept. 28th, at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
preaching by G. W. Galley. At 7:30 p. m., at the
residence of Bro. Hutchins, the sacrament was
administered.
The president called attention to the necessity
for some order being established in financial
affairs, stating that Elder Chas. Brindley was the
authorized Bishop's Agent, into whose hands all
moneys for tithing and ministerial purposes should
be placed, from whom they would receieve due
credit. And a due account thereof will also be
rendered to the;presiding Bishop. He hoped they
would bear these things in mind, and act accordingly.
Adjourned to Newman's Grove, December 13th
o,nd 14th, 18i8, at 2 p.m.

Centt·al IflU!ltJOUi•il. Dht,Ji•icll:.
A conference was held with the Valley Branch,
September 6th and 7th, 1879; 'J. D. Craven in the
chair; clerk absent. M. A. Trotter was appointed
clerk pro tcm., and Chas. W. Prettyman, assistant
clerk.
Branch Reports.--Carrollton, (three months), at
last report 40, present 44; 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 1
'i'eacher; 6 baptized, 3 received and 3 removed by
letter, 1 expelled, 1 died.
Valley, (for 1 year and \l months), at last :report
38, present 41 ; 5 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Deacon; 11
baptized, 3 removed by letter, 6 died, 2 ordinations, 1 marriage.
lteport of Elders: J. D. Craven, (baplizeJ 3),
C. W. Prettyman, - Westwood,- Young, (baptized 3),-- Pettigrew and- Johnson.
A motion was made ·that the several Elders in

this district, shall report to the conferences every
six months, either in person or by letter, and·•shall
be sustained by the branches to which they belong, every six months, or in failure of their being
so sustained; they thereby l:Jecome silenced, agreeably to the reolulion. After considerable discussion, the above resolution was laid on the table by
motion.
Resolved that the several Elde:rs meet in council
at the place of holding conference, immediately
previous to the convening ,pf conference.
Adjourned to the Carrollton Branch, Decemhe:r
6th and 7th, 1878.
J. D. Craven was elected president of the district, a1:1d Martin A. Trotter as clerk.
At 7:30 p.m., a pra.yer and testimony meeting
was held. and a good time was had. God gave
his Spirit and all were made to njoice.
On Sa,bbat.h morning a like meeting was held,
at Father Westwood's, and the Saint's engaged in
prayer nnd in bearing testimony. God poured out
his Spirit and its manifestations. Preaching in
the morning and evening by C. W. Prettyman.

l'".iUsfield Dish•ict,
A conference met at the Alma Branch, Sept.
27th, 1878; J. Goodale, president; Wm .•J. Curry,
clerk p1·o tem.
Branch 1\.eports.-PiltsfiBld, same as last report.
North Bend 213, including 1 Priest. Alma and
New Canton branches not reported.
Elders J. Goodale, C. Mills and D. H. Wetherbee,
also Wm. J. Curry and Teacher B. F. While reported.
The president was requested to visit the New
Canton Branch, in the view of getting them to
choose a president.
Jackson Goodale was chosen president and C.
Mills vice president, for the next term.
!'reaching on Saturday evening, and on Sunday
morning and evening by J. Goodale.
Adjourned to North Beml Branch, December
27th and 28th, 1879.

Dccahu Dii§t:rrict.
A conference met at Davis City, Iowa, Ang. 30th,
1878; A. Kent, president; 0. B. Thomas, clerk;
J. V. L. Sherwood, assistant clerk.
Elders V. White, J: Johnston and S. J. Madden
were appointed a committee to whom cases of
difficulty should be referred.
'
Davis City, Little River, Allendale, Lucas and
Lamoni branches reported. [No items given.Ens.J
Two High Priests, 1 of the Seventv, 11 Elders
and 2 Pl'iests reported.
•
Bishop's Agent reported for three months ending
August 30th: "Receipts: Of S. H. Gurley $5,
Peter Harris $3, I. L. Rogers, Bishop, $200.23,
balance now due Agent $25.45--total $233.68.
Expenditures: Balance due Agent at last report
$158.52, paid S. H. Gurley for Sr. B. V. Springer
$34.1G, Alex. H. Smith $41-total $233.68. Re·
spectfully submitted. D. Dancer, Agent."
Alma Kent desired to be released from acting
as district president. It was granted, and Joseph
Snively was elected president for the ensuing year.
A vote of thanks was extended to Bro. Kent for
past services.
0. B. Thomas was chosen clerk for the ensuing
year, and a vote of thanks was also tendered him
for past services.
A question was asked touching the authority of
members and Teachers to lay on hands and anoint
with oil for the healing of the sick ; also should
this ordinance be used for the benefit of the brute
creation? The latter question was answered
(without discussion) negatively; while the efficacy
and propriety of simple prayer for "flocks and
herds" was admitted, as warranted in the Book of
Mormon. But that the first question might come
properly before the bouse it was moved that
'l.'eachers and members have 9, right to lay on
hands for thehealing of the sick. Some discussion
followed, anil the question was ordered and lost.
The following resolution was adopted:
Whereas, there exists a difference of opinion
among the members of the Church with regard to
the resolution passed by the General Conference,
stating that the revelations from God in the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants should be a law to
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govern the Church; and, whereas,. a. large number
of the members of the Church do not believe all
the rev-elations in that book as coming from God;
therefore, be it
Resolved that the General Conference, at its
coming fall session, be respectfully requested to
define more clearly the position of the Chmch on
this question, as we wish to know wheth1lr any man
can be a true representative of this Church who
does not believe all tha revelations in the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants as coming from God ; or
whether it is required 9f the members of this
Church to so believe all the revelations in said
book in order to :retain their membership in the
Church.
A copy of the foregoing was ordered to be sent
to tho President of the Church.
The committee on difficulties recommendecl au
investigation of the charges preferred by R. Lyle
aga.inst E. G. Culver. Accepted.
At 7:30 p.m., K Stafford and l\L McHarness
were appointed to act pro tem. on the committee on
diffiiculties, and it was ordered that V. White, E.
Stafford and M. McHarness be a court of Elders
to enquire into the feasibility of trying lh!J above
named case, and to try the o<1se, if they can, ;md
report to the next conference.
Resolved that the branches of this district be
requested to prepare tl)eir reports, o.nd send !hem
by the persons appointed under the law, in time
to be presented at the first session of each conference.
Letters of removal were granted by the district
to BN. and Sr. Adams, of Leon.
After the business was over, 0. B. Thomas was
:requested to address the conference, which he did.
Heport of committee on charges preferred by
Wm. Bhk against A. J. Blodgett, received and
adopted as the sense of this body. Committee
discharged.
Sunday, 9 am , a goo<l season of prayer was
enjoyed. At 11 a. m., prayer by C. H. J-ones.
Henry C. Smith made some opening remarks, ttnd
Eben.ezer Robinson preached on tho Mission of
Christ· At 3 p. m., prayer by 0. J. Bailey;
preaching by C. H. Jones. At 7:30 p. m., prayer
by Lyman Little, and preaching by A. W. Moffett.
A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. J. Clark,
who kindly invited us to hold the conference in
the Union Church, erected by him for tho good
of all.
Adjourned to Lamoni, December 27th, 187\J, at
10 a.m.
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ISltAEL L. ROGERS, P1·esiding Jiislwp.

Fill'§t QuoJ.•um o:li Eidm.•§,
'11o my fellow laborers in the Gospel, Greeting:H seemeth opportune and good to address you a
few words of exhortation, upon the eve of the
whlter campaign. Hoping that it may be received
in the spirit that prompts its author to write and
send it forth ; namely, for an increased acti vit.y
upon the part of the individual members, to embrace every opportunity to spread the glad tidings
of
pesce among the widespread offspring
of
H is safe to state that in all the history
of tho Church there is no pa1·allel of so many demands for preaching, and the Spirit whispereth,
it is wisdom to now occupy and improve the favor
of our Father, in establishing the standard of
truih and righteousness. Let not the voice of inspiration })lead in vain, which sayeth, "For many
elders have been ordained unto me, and are come
under my condemnation, by reason of neglecting
to lift up their voices in my name." But in your
cogitationa, ponder well and meditate upon the
word, that proves a solace and an anchor to all
who delight. in the law of the Lord. "Hearken
and"hear, 0, ye my people, saith the Lord your
God; ye whom I delight to bless with the greatest
blessings; ye that hear me." "Behold, I say unyou, that it is my will that you should go forth
and not tarry, neither be idle, but labor with your
mights, lifting up your voices as with the sound
of a trump, proclaiming the truth according to
the revelations and commandments which l have

NEBRASKA CITY, Nebraska Oct. lGth, 1879.

Notices.
Charles and Ellen Bishop
have resided here for about two years, ~auring
which time their course of conduct has been very
unchristianlike, in that they cheated and defrauded
some of the members as well as non-members of
the Church, and inasmuch as they have nbsconded,
in a very discreditable manner, to parts unknown,
hqlding, as they do, certificates of membership
which they received on leaving Missouri, never
having given them up while here, we deem it our
duty, and do hereby warn all ngainst them; and
do solemnly declare that without a thorough
reformation they are unworthy the confidence and
respect of the Saints, and none should receive
them as mem hers upon presentation of their certificates, until, to the utmost of their abilities, they
make restitution for the evils and wrongs they
have perpetrated in these parts. James Kemp,
president of the Colorado District; George 0.
Kennedy, president of Rocky Mountain Branch,
Hutchinson, Jefferson county, Colorado.
WARNING.- Whereas,

BrsHor's AGENT.-In compliance with a resolu-·
tion passed by the Malad Sub-District Conference
recommending him to the office, I hereby appoint
Bro. John Lewis, Bishop's Agent for said District •.
IsRAEL L. RoGERS, Bishop.
Oua expectations are not to be made the rule of'
God's benefactions. Our opinions, suppositions,
imaginations, as to whnt is best, are often widely·
different from God's judgment, in the case before·
us, ns to what is fit. And the reason often is, that·.
God and we are working for such different results;
God, for an eternal character and an eternal good;
we, for a relief from present distress, or the accomplishment of a present purpose. God's ways
in the discipline of his grace are not at all as our·
ways, nor his thoughts as our thoughts; if they•
were, very few of us would ever reach heaven.
Our ideas of' what is fit are those of poor, blind'
creatures of a day, crushed before the moth. And"
constantly our Lord must answer us, as he did
Peter, "What I do thou knowest not now, but thoU'
shnll know hereafter."
Difficulties, like thieves, often disappear when
we face them.
He that runs ngainst Time has an antagonist·
not subject to oa.sualties.
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0BITUARIES.-0bituary notices not exceeding one hundred
words, about twelve lines, will be published free of charge;
when exceeding one hundred words, five cents for each addi~
tiona! eight words (one line) will be charged; notices ofprominent Church officials excepted. Money to accompany notice
Marriage notices $1 each. Birth notices free.

Born.
HuRsr.-To Bro. George and Sr. Frances Hurst,
November 2d, 1879, a son. All well.

Itlat•ried.
HoLT- CARMICHAET.. -At the home of Elder
John Carmichael, San Benito, California, October
12th, 1879, by Elder John Carmichael, Bro. Joseph
Holt to Sr. Jane Ann Carmichael. We wish the
young people much joy.
BENSON-RIDLEY.-November 2d, 18i9, in San
Bernardino, S:.tn Bernardino county, California,
by'Elder Joseph F. Burton, Mr. Shaster A. Ben·
son and Sr. Mary E. Ridley.
DAVIEs-PowELL -A.t Cleveland, Lucas county,
Iowa, by Elder J"ohn Watkins, Mr. Gomer T. Da·
vies and Sr. Catharine A. Powell, both of Cleveland.
May their minds in future, blending,
Know the purest of earth's peace;
May no evil cloud· descending,
Cause their perfect trust to cease.
With the other each forbearing,
When the time of trials come;
Ev'ry joy a.nd sorrow sharing,
Fill with light the halls of home.

McDONALD-GARNER.-At the residlmce of the
brid'll's father, Elder Henry Garner, in Raglan
township, Harrison county, Iowa, by Elder Phineas Cadwell, on Sunday, November 16th, 1879,
Bro. Julius McDonald, of Logan, Iowa, and Sr. M.
Caroline Garner. About forty friends and relatives were gathered to witness the interesting
event and enjoy the bountiful feast prepared for
the occasion.
Another jewel garnered in,
Another twain in uniori bound;
May this united life of theirs,
With all its weight of joys and cares,
Still flll the measure of God's will,
His beauteous law of love fulfill,
And be in heaven with glory crowned.

C.

Died.
BuRROWs.-At Lake Crystal, Blue Earth county, Minnesota, October 16th, 1879, of diptheria,
Lucius Oakes Burrows, oldest son of Bro. Charles
and Sr. Maria Burrows. Aged 12 years, l1
months, and 25 days.
ERIKSON.-At Nebraska City, August 15th,
1879, of brain fever, after an illness of two weeks,
Bro. Peter Erikson, in the 58th year of his age. He
was a faithful Saint, died rejoicing in the gospel,
and with the hope of a glorious resurrection.
Funeral services by Bro. K. Johnson.
EVANS.-At Renick, Missouri, September 28th,
of typhoid fever, Edward William, the son of
Edward and Jennett Evans, aged 15 years, 5
months, and 20 days. He died in the faith, and
was praying ,until he died; he was loved by all
who knew him.
FoUNTAm.-At Sacramento, California, Sept.
13th, 1879, Sr. Abby Fountain. She was born in
Dorchester, Massachusetts, June 22d, 1857; was
baptized by Elder Marcus Lowell, June 6th, 1868.
She has lived a consistent life, and was endeared
to the Saints. Two weeks before her death she
gave birth to a girl that died soon after; the
mother lingered, slowly fading; until she passed
so quietly to rest that it was not discovered till
one of her children kissing her found her mother
lifeless. She was a constant attendant at divine
service, and supported the cause faithfully.
DELANo.-At Crawley's Island, Maine, July 14th,
1879; Mark B. Delano, aged 45 years, 9 months,
14 days. Services by Elder S. 0. Foss.
BAILEY.-At Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa,
September 28th, 1879, Blanche C., daughter of
S. V., and S. J. Bailey, aged 1 year, 5 months and
14 days. Funeral sermon by Henry C. Smith.
WEsr.-At Plymouth, Indiana, November 14th,
1879, after a brief illness of acute pneum·onia, Sr.
Elizabeth West, wife of Bro. Charles A. West, formerly of Streator, LaSalle county, Illinois. Having known Sr. West in former days, we feel more
especially for the loss to Bro. West and his son,
by the death of the wife and mother, so suddenly
stricken down.

DAwsoN.-At Nortonville, Contra Costa county,
California, October 7th, 1879, Mary Alice, daughter of Bro. William N. and Sr. Sarah C. Dawson,
aged 4 months and 7 days.
Our darling Mary, so young and fair,
Cut off in early bloom ;
Just come to show how sweet a flower
In Paradise would bloom.
All is dark within our dwelling,
Lonely are our -hearts, to-day;
For the one we loved ao dear!y,
God has lately called away.
Yet again we hope to meet her,
When death's gloomy night has fied;
Then on earth with joy to greet her,

Where no bitter tears are shed.

CHADWICK.-At Brown Station, Boone county,
Missouri, November 15th, 1876, being killed in a
mine, Benjamin Chadwick. He was born at North
Leeds, Lancashire, England, February 2d, 1835;
was baptized at Belleville, Illinoi~, October 23d,
1871, by Bro . .Joseph E. Betts. He died in the
faith.
PARRY.-At Manchester, England, September
3d, 1879, Harriet, daughter of Bro. Ed. Parry,
aged 1 year and 4 months.
We shall greet them at home, we shall greet them,
When the sorrows of life shall be o'er,
Our loved ones, we hope soon to meet them,
On Eden's (air, beautiful shore.
The glorious thought, how consoling
To know that the time is so nigh,
"'hen Jesus the world shall controling,
Permit us to join them on high.

which continued to increase until his death. Too
much can not be 13aid in praise of Mr. and Mrs.
Gaines for .their kindness to the lonely and friend.
less sufl:'erer. Mr. Newcomb was the last of ten
children and fifty· eight grandchildren. The funeral was conducted by W. S. Skinner, Thursday the
14th, a large procession following deceased to his
last resting place.
JorrNsON.-At Little Sioux, Iowa, August 17th,
1879, of congestive chills, Salena E., daughter of
Sr. Sarah M. and Bro. Henry Johnson, aged 5
years, 5 months, 17 days. Funeral service by
Elder J. C. Crabbe.
JOHNSON.-At Little Sioux, Iowa, October 5th,
1879, of brain fever, Chauncy Johnson, son of Sr.
Sarah M. and Bro. Henry Johnson, aged 9 months
and 12 days. Funeral service by Elder D. M.
Gamet.
SroNE.-At Cannon Falls, Minnesota, October
11th, 1879, after a protracted illness, Sr. Livona
Stone, aged 76 years and 4 months, lacking one
day. She was baptized in 1869. Her faith in
God and his promises was unwavering.
Au~eh;

NELSON.-At Nebraska City, Nebraska, October
1st, 1879, of hip disease, an illness of the severest
kind, Bro. Andrew Nelson, a native of Denmark,
aged 35 years, 11 months, 3 days. Baptized into
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, January 15th, 1876, bY. Elder Henry
Kemp. While prostrated upon the bed of affliction he endured great suffering, but always was
willing to give a reason for the hope he had obtained through the gospel of Christ. A few hours
before his death he admonished his relatives to be
faithful to their covenant. He was conscious to
the last, and in hope of a peaceful rest calmly fell
asleep. He leaves a 'Yife and one child to mourn
the loss. Funeral sermon by Elder K. Johnson.
RoGERS.-At Jonesport, Maine, September 21st,
1879, Elder B. K. Rogers, aged 49 years. Ser·
vices by Elder J. Benner.
LEwrs.-At Cleveland, Lucas county, Iowa, October 17th, 1879, John L. Lewis, infant son of
Thomas H. and Sr. Louisa Lewis, aged 8 months
and 7 days. Funeral discourse by Eld. J. R. Evans.
FRY.-John Fry, Senior, was born May. lOth,
1815, in South End Sacombe, Hertfordshire, England, and died November 2d, 1879; he was baptiz·
ed into the Reorganized Church by Elder Wilkens,
April 30th, 1871, in Harri~on county, Iowa.
CAIRNES.- At Pensacola, Florida, September
17th, 1879, Sister Rutha Ann Eliza, wife of Mr.
Thomas Cairnes, of Pensacola, and daughter of
Bro. W. W. and Sr. Mary Squir.es, of Bagdad. She
was burned by kerosene, while attempting to kindle fire on July 23d, lingered in pain till September 17th, and passed away in hope of a glorious
resurrection, leaving a husband, two children,
father, mother, brother and sisters to mourn her
loss. She meekly and patiently bore her trials,
and passed away without a frown upon her face.
May her rest be glorious. Funeral sermon at
Bagdad, October 26th, 1879, from Rev. 14; 13, by
Bro. Heman C. Smith.
NEwcoMB.-At the residence of W. N. Gaines,
Janesville, Iowa, August 13th, 1879, Samuel Newcomb, aged 85 years, 7 months, and 5 days. Mr.
Newcomb was born in Bernardston, Massachusetts,
January 8th, 1794, and removed to Onondaga
county, N. Y., in 1822; from thence to Kirtland,
Ohio, in 1836. He was a farmer and physician.
At Kirtland he became attached to the Mormons,
and continued in the faith until his death, though
he believed Brigham Young was an impostor.
He had been dementate from his young manhood,
caused by the care of his father in his last sicker. He was a kind-hearted man, always living
for others, and whenever in his spells of insanity
he would go out to preach. Many remember him
in Janesville as a Mormon preacher. He had
suffered for ten or twelve years with a cancer in
his mouth, but was otherwise strong and hearty
until the 8th inst., when partial paralysis set in,

do n,ot Chelv.

A Methodist minister, the Rev. M:r. H.--, was
a good man, but rough in his ways, and very fond
of chewing tobacco. One day he was caught in a
shower in Illinois, and going to a rude cabin near
by, he knocked at the door. A sharp-looking old
dame answered his summons. He asked for shelter.
•'I don't know you," she replied, suspiciously.
"Remember the Scriptures," said the dominie.
"Ile not forgetful to entertain strangers, for thereby some have entertained angels unawares."
"You needn't say that," quickly returned the
other, "no angel would come down here with a
big quid of tobacco in his mouth."
She shut the door in his face, leaving the good
man to the mercy of the rain and his own reflections.
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SAW ANOTHER ANGEL * *, RAVING THE EVERLASTING GOSPEL TO PnEACH TO THE:I.f TITAT DWELL ON THE EARTH
*, SA.YING,
FEAR GOD, AND GIVE GLOUY TO HIM, FOR THE HOUR OF Hrs JUDGMEN'.r IS Cm.m."-HEV. 14: 6-7.
"SANCTIFY THEM THROUGH THY TRUTH; THY WORD IS TRUTH."-JESUS; JOHN 17:17.
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD, FOil. THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG You HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE."-BOOE
OF MORMON; JACOB 2:6.
.
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PLANO, ILLINOIS, DECEMBER 15, 1879.

SYNOPSIS OF A DISCOURSE
Delivered at Lamoni, Iowa, by request of the
Branch, on the Divine Oallin.q of Joseph
Smith, by Zenas H. Gurley. Reported blJ
S. F. Wall.;er.
The speaker, being ill in body, felt t.o express his dependence upon a superior power.
Was thankful to be permitted to speak for
himself. Realized that the subject was one
objectionable to the world. When the Elders
presented to the world the terms and conditions requisite to salvation, the people were
generally pleased with their views; but made
the Divine Calling of Joseph Smith a serious
objection, and thought it inharmonious with
·~nell'- oons1f"of: .right and truth and worship.
Another feature of the case is that in presenting the truth we wish to escape the charge of
being men-worshippers. And the critics say,
Why do .you not go about proclaiming 1\foses
a prophet? Our defence is, that Moses and
Isaiah and others are accepted as such, while
Joseph Smith is not.
The speaker took for a text the 22nd verse
of the 18th chapter of Deuteronomy:
"When a prophet apeaketh in the name of the
Lord, if the thing follow nor come to pass, that is
the thing that the Lord hath not spoken," &c.

Isaiah 29: 1-6, was examined. The "city
where David dwelt" was called Ariel or Lion
of God, because Judah was the Lion's whelp.
It was that Isaiah said should be brought
down and distressed. It was Titus -that
camped about her and llljd seige against her
with a mount, and raised forts against her.
It was the multitude of the terrible ones that
passed away suddenly. Because of her sins
the Lord spewed her out. The multitude of
nations that fought against her also became
as the dream of a night vision; and it was unto them as unto a hungry mtln who dreamed,
&c. This happened to them at a time subsequent to the siege. Of the Jews it was said,
"Cry ye out and cry *. * * ye have rejected
the prophets and your rulers, and the seers
hath he covered because of your iniquities."
To them carne a famine for the word of God.
The 13th and 14th verses show that the Lord
was to do a marvelous work among a people
whose fear was taughts by the precepts of men,
&c. Jesus applied these words to the Jews
in his day. The marvellous work commenced
with Christ's personal ministry: He called the
Jews hypocrites, a generation of vipers, &c.
But it does not follow that the marvellous
work was completed then. In the 11th verse

No. 24.

we are told that "the vision of all is become spoken of by the angel, and also the pure laws
as a book that is sealed." A retrospect of of forgiveness, charity, etc.
history shows that the seers and rulers were
In the 17th verse of Isaiah 29th, is the
hid; and that there was to be a marvellous prophecy that "But a little while, and Lebawork in the latter time. Joseph Smith, in non shall be a fruitful field." The speaker
his 15th year read James' declaration, "If any recently met, at Leon, a gentleman who had
man lack wisdom let him ask of God," &c. lived in Palestine. Fifty years ago that land
His mind had been excited by religious revi- was a parched desert. In 1852 the former
vals in his neighborhood, and he wished to and latter rain were restored, and all the conknow which sect was right. He had a vision ditions are changed. The words in this
of the glorious personages; one of whom, chapter, "The deaf shall hear t,he words of
pointing to the other, said, This is my Son, the book, and the eyes of the blind shall see
hear him. This was a repetition of the words out of obscurity," were compared with Isaiah
heard upon the Mount of Transfiguration, and 35: 3 to 8, and their fulfillment deferred to
also at the time of the baptism of the Lord. the near future in Palestine. The reading of
Why this repetition? Because Christ was the the book will open the understanding. It is
prime minister sent from heaven to inaugurate there that the lame man shall leap as a hart,
a government that· would break the shackles and the tongue of the dumb sing; for in the
that bound humanity, and banish hatred and wilderness shall waters break out, and streams
guile and pride, of which he would be the in the desert.
Revelations 14: 6, 7, was next commented
ruler, and, to his people, the true exemplar.
The supplicant was also told, "This people on. John had, in the Spirit, seen a door
draw near me with mouth and with their lips opened and declared things which should be
do honor me * * * and their fear towards thereafter. He saw an angel having the
me is taught by the precepts of men," &c. everlasting gospel to preach to them that dwell
Going back we find that these are the. words upon the earth. The gospel that John taught
applied by Isaiah to this generation. This was the everlasting gospel; if it continued on
boy of fifteen was unlearned and seemingly the earth, why should an angel be seen restorcommon place; how could he have manufac- ing it? In connection with the restoration of
tured this language of Isaiah, or this story of the gospel was the cry, "The hour of God's
t,he glorious vision, and how afterward could judgment has come.'' That the present time.
he have brought about a fulfillment of Isaiah's is the hour of judgment is confirmed by what
prophecy of' a sealed book? A book is men- follows-another angel crying, ''Babylon is
tioned in Scripture that John ate; and Dan- fallen.'' What is meant by Babylon, is found
iel's vision was sealed; but here in Isaiah is in the 17th chapter. The woman sitting upmention of a book that is sealed; and this on a scarlet-colored beast, was the church upbook was to be delivered to one not learned, held by the power of Rome. The beast is the
and the words of it to one that was learned; same as the fourth beast spoken of by Daniel.
and the Lord says that because this people In the 9th verse John says expressly that the
"draw near me with their lips," &c, "I will seven heads of the beast are seven mountains.
proceed to do a marvellous work and a won- Rome is known in history as, the "sevender.'' The Lord applied this. description to hilled-city.'' No other city, so built, has ever
the Jews (Mark 7 : 7). It is equally applica- exercised dominion over the kings of the earth.
ble to the people among whom the Book of The Roman Empire had been divided into ten
· kingdoms, representing the ten horns of the
Mormon was brought forth.
The speaker in this connection read from ·beast. Papal Rome had ruled them all, till
the History of Joseph Smith, his account of since the proclamation of the gospel by the
the visitation of the angel Nephi, emphasizing angel. When was the political power of'Rome
the fact that the angel said the book contained broken? Broken by Victor Emanuel. The
the fullness of the gospel. Nothing more can Pope no longer sways the sceptre of power.
be required than a fullness. It is a mistake to France is released-Italy is freed. The spirit
try to add to a fullness. The angel also said of self-government is overthrowing the beastly
that the prophet which Moses said the Lord dominion ; and the free governments being
would raise up was Christ; and some of the inaugurated, shall stand forever. Babylon
elders have made a serious mistake in applying the Great, the mother of Harlots and Abomthe prophecy to Joseph Smith.
inations of the Earth, is fallen. But in the
The testimony of Martin Harris was read, 13th. chapter, following the beast that had
detailing his visit to Professor Anthon wit,h seven heads and ten horns, John saw "anthe words of tho book.
other beast coming up out of the earth, and he
Quotations from the Book of Mormon were had two horns [showing political and spiritual
read, showing that it contained the fullness power] like a lamb, and he spake as a dngon,
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and he exerciseth all the power of the first
beast before him.'' This power must continue
to rise, and it will only be destroyed by the
brightness of the coming of the Lord. (Believes it to be an earthly kingdom, controlled
by spiritual darkness or spiritualism).
The speaker next read 1st Nephi 3:40, to
show that the book was to go forth to the
Gentiles to confirm the Bible, and to make
known the precious things taken away from
the Bible; and to show that those who obeyed
and remained faithful should be saved in the
celestial kingdom of God.
In Isaiah 11th, it is said the Lord shall set
up an ensign for the nations. The Book of
Mormon says it is that ensign, or standard.
It must be a standard to all people, because
Christ is the exemplar to all. If the book
does not offer full salvation, it is not of Christ.
Christ, speaking to the Nephites, calls it the
fullness of the gospel.
In John lOth, Christ says, "Other sheep
have I that are not of this fold; them also
must I bring, and they shall hear my voice."
Christ said he was not sent to any but to the
lost sheep of the house of Israel. Therefore
the other fold spoken of must have been of the
house of Israel. It was not until after his ascension that the apostles went to the Gentile
nations.
When Christ spoke to the people on this
contil!.ent he gave them speciai directions concerning the manner of baptism. They were
to go down into the water and come up out of
the water. The angel had said to Joseph Smith
that many precious things should be restored.
The method of baptism was one of those
precious things. How plain the Book of Mormon. It says he that hath the spirit of contention is not of me; and, "Behold, contend
against no church." If the elders had observed this precept, how much better it would
have been. Again it says, ''Whosoever is
baptized shall inherit the kingdom of God."
These are precious gospel truths, and wh:J.t is
more comet,h of evil. It is as Isaiah said, "so
plain that the wayfaring man, though a fool,
need not err therein."
The speaker read the words of Christ to the
Nephites concerning moral duties; showi-ng
that the same exalted sentiments were taught
then that were taught to the disciples at
J erusalem-:-that one must not be angry with
his brother; if he remembers that his brother
has aught against him, he must leave his gift
before the altar, and first be reconciled with
his brother; one not to put away his wife;
and that lust is equivalent to adultery, etc.
By the bringing forth of this book and the
establishment of the Church in 1830, the ancient gospel, with its pure code of morals, was
restored and re-enacted and made obligatory.
There are men of all grades claiming to be
Mormons, ju1lt as all claim to be christians,
but no man can believe and obey the Book of
Mormon and indulge in hatred even of enemies; nor can he practice polygamy. It is the
new covenant which· all are bound to rem ember. It contains a fullness. It is a revival of
the old way of holiness. In it the "precious
things" are restored. Whoever obeys, to
him is the Holy Ghost given. Men by obedience to it are entitled to the unction from
on high; the Holy Spirit communicates to
them, and they receive knowledge that remains.
through life. If Joseph Smith had not.ut-

tered a prophecy, the Book of Mormon would
be evidence enough of his divine mission, because of the sublimity of its moral precepts,
and because of its restoration of divine truths.
In considering the claim of Joseph Smith
to be a prophet we find in paragraph 3, section 4, Doctrine and Covenants, a promise
that three witnesses shall be given. Joseph
at that time was obscure, poor and derided,
and was struggling against great opposition
and abuse because of his claim to a Divine
calling. The statement of the witnesses is
conclusive against the Spaulding Story We
have ceased to pay any regard to that.
The speaker visited John Whitmer at Far
West a few years ago. He is now dead; was
then seventy years old. He had seen the
plates; and it was his especial pride and joy
that he had written sixty pages of the Book
of Mormon. His neighbors all gave him a
good character. He left the Church in 183'7
or 1838, because of tendencies he could not
approve; but had always remained true to the
faith. When the work of translation was going on he sat at one table with his writing
material and Joseph at another with the
breast-plate and Urim and Thummim. The
latter were attached to the breast-plate and
were two crystals or glasses, into which he
looked and saw the words of the book. The
words remained in sight till correctly written,
and mistakes of the scribe in spelling the
names were corrected by the seer without diverting his gaze from the Urim and Thummim. Whitmer, at the time of the visit was
receiving many letters from strangers, far
and near. His characteristic answer to one
of them was, "My testimony was true, is true,
and will remain forever." David Whitmer,
of Richmond, Mo., had been visited by a reporter of the Chicago Times, and the interview published. He has not apostatized, and
is a first class advocate of the truth to-day.
In 1829 Joseph Smith prophesied that a
desolating scourge should pass through the
land. The cholera that prevailed in 1832 was
a fulfillment of the prediction. It began its
ravages in Asia in 1830, and was unheard of
at the date of the revelation. The predictions
of Joseph Smith harmonize with those of
Isaiah 24, "The earth mourneth and fadeth
away," '•The haughty people of the earth do
languish. The earth also is defiled under the
inhabitants thereof; because they have transgreased the laws changed the ordinance and
broken the everlasting covenant.
Therefore
hath the curse devoured the earth!'
They have broken the covenant introduced
by Christ, by contention, and by changing his
ordinances; and to prevent the utter consump·
tion of the whole world, Malachi says the
Lord will turn the hearts of the fathers to the
children, and the hearts of the children to
their fathers, before the great and terrible day
of the I.-ord. Christ is our refuge. When we
have first learned to obey him, we are then
upon the threshold of truth and purity, and
though difficult we may find it to pray for our
enemies, when we co.me to a perfect standard
this must be done.
In 1831 it was declared, "Behold I, the I.. ord,
have looked upon you, and have seen abominations in the Church that profess my name
* * *. But wo to them that are deceivers and
hypocrites, for, thus saith the Lord, I will
bring them to judgment. :t * * The hypocrite

shall be detected and shall be cut off.'' In
August of that year it was said, "There were
among you adulterers and adulteresses; some
of whom have turned away from you, and others
remain with you that shall hereafter be revealed. Let such beware and repent speedily."
Was not the Church seized with this sin at
Nauvoo? In the 9th paragraph of this rev·
elation, we read, "The wicked shall slay the
wicked, and fear shall come upon every man,
and the Saints also shall hardly escape.'' And
in the 15th, "Wherefore let the Church re·
pent of their sins, and I, the Lo:::d, will.own
them, otherwise t.hey shall be cut off." Was
the church cut off? If not, then we have
made a mistake, and the Reorganized Church
is a mistake. But no, the prophecies were
fulfilled. In September of this year it was
revealed, "The rebellious shall be cut off out
of the land of Zion, and shall be sent away,
and shall not inherit the land ; for verily I say
the rebellious are not of the blood of Ephraim,
wherefore they shall be plucked out.'' The
rebellious are not of the blood of Ephraim; the
obedient are made so by obedience. The
Church did not keep the commandments, and
this threatning was fulfilled.
The "Church in these last days is like unto a
judge sitting on a hill or high place, to judge
the nations, and the inhabitants of Zion shall
judge all things pertaining to Zion, and liars
and hypocrites shall be proved by them." At
another time the elders are told byjhEJ__:L.o_r~
that they shall receive knowledge when he
sends them again; plainly intimating the disorganization of the Church, and a renewal of
the mission to the nations. Those who had
been called were cut off, and not accepted and
acknowledged of God. If this be not so, then
we must acknowlege Utah. I accept these
revelations quoted as fulfilled. Vengeance
cometh speedily. The indignation of the Lord
is upon the inhabitants of the earth. There
has been a fearful increase of crime in the
world, with scourges unheard of before, woes
innumerable and vexation of spirit.
In July, 1837, it was declared, "Vengeance
cometh speedily upon the inhabitants of the
earth, a day of wrath, a day of burning, a day
and of desolation, a day of weeping, of mourning and of lamentation, and as a whirlwind shall
it come upon all the face of the earth, saith the
Lord, and upon my house shall it begin, and
from my house shall it go forth saith the Lord,
first among those of you who have professed
my name and have not known me," etc. The
judgments began upon the Church of Latter
Day Saints, the people of God; a people who
knew better than to do as they did. They
had transgressed and become stiffnecked.
Spiritual-wifery was introduced at Nauvoo.
All christendom was amazed that professed
christians would tolerate such an abomination;
now it is not so stran'ge that some one in
Brooklyn or elsewhere does likewise. This is
the hour of judgment, and never was there a
time when there was so much corruption.
Isaiah says it shall so be. The Mormons first
made themselves notorious and now the world
is like them.
It is reported that Bro. Gurley has apostatized. I hear it on every hand. How is it,
Bro. Gurley ? You reject some things, and
accept so and so? I have heard so much of
this. I am always willing to answer inquiries.
I do reject certain things in the Doctrine and
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Martin Harris' case proves the same law. Lord hath not spoken," etc. I have spoken
Covenants, and for the same reason or similar
one, Numbers 31st chapter, where Moses com- The Lord refused to consent to his having the as unto wise men. Examine these thingsmands the Israelites to save all the women manuscript. He plead and teased, and the this volume (Book of Mormon) of truths reand kill all the males. I reject that inspira- prophet enquired by U rim and Thummim, and stored. There is nothing bad in it, but good
tion. It is no part of my faith, because it is got for a second time, a refusal, but at last will, universal love and peace. Be strong and
not admissable under the gospel law. It was got the consent of the Lord, because the Lord valiant for His truth. Live with one view,
given to a people who had rejected the truth, saw that he would do as he pleased any way. viz.: God's love and love of mankind; and may
and would reject any pure and holy principle. Joseph lost the Urim and Thummim for a God's Spirit abound in us, that will lead us
Why was it given? Because of their carnal short time by this transgression, (having into all truth and finally into the celestial
desires. In 1 Sam. 8 : 4, we are told Israel wearied the Lord), and they were told, kingdom, is my prayer in Christ's name.
wanted a king, and the Lord refused their re- "Though a man may have many revelations Amen.
The presiding elder explained that this
quest, and at last yielded to their importuni- and have power to do many mighty works, yet
ties, and permitted what he did notapprove of. if he boasts in his own strength, and sets at branch do not believe in the ancient practices
The ·people said to Samuel, "Nay, we will naught the counsel of God, and follows after of cruelty and revenge, and endorsed the sen·
have a king," and the Lord had said to Samuel, the dictates of his own will and carnal desires, ti.ments he had heard with much satisfaction,
"They have not rejected thee but have rejected he must fall, and incur the vengeance of a and wondered why Bro. Gurley had resigned
his position.
me, that I should not reign over them."
just God upon him.''
Bro. Gurley resumed the stand, and said,
In the 20th of Chronicles we learn that
The speaker next took up the vision of
David put the Ammonites under harrows, and Joseph Smith at Kirtland Temple, in which one object of the resignation was to bring
cut them with saws. This code was given to he saw his brother Alvin (who had not been about an issue. He would rather the cup had
a people under a carnal law, a people to whom baptized) in the celestial kingdom, and was passed him, and that another had been thrown
God had given statutes that were not good- informed that all who had died without the into tae breach, but there was a crisis in the
statutes of death. "The law was added be- knowledge of the gospel, but who would have Church, and it had to be met. The time had
cause of transgression." "Sacrifice and offer- embraced it if they had had opportunity, were come when elders must know just what they
ings thou wouldest not," etc.
saved in the celestial kingdom, because, the are sent to teach, and to exact nothing more
In the 22d of 1 Kings we find that the Lord will, as stated in that revelation, "the as a confession of faith from any one. The
king of Israel gathered four hundred prophets Lord judges all men according to their works, speaker thought the gospel as taught by Christ
and the apostles the only creed that could be
together to inquire of them if he should take according to the desire of their hearts.''
He next read the revelation ef 1832 con- made a test of faith or of standing in the
Ramoth·gi!ead; and they said, "Go up, for
the Lord will deliver it into your hand.'' Je- cerning the war of rebellion. Great Britain Church. His confidence in the ultimate trihosaphat, king of Judah, said, "Is there not and France had been called upon, and had umph of truth was unshaken and unmoved,
here a prophet of the Lord besides, that we aided the south; 260,000 slaves had been and he prayed God to give all needed wisdom
,;.;~: ;mqui.r,e of him?" And the king of Is. armed; 2,000 people in Minnesota killed by and grace to establish truth and brotherly
rael said, "There is yet one man, Micaiah, by the Indians ("remnants"), and $2,500,000 had love.
whom we might enquire; but I hate him; he been destroyed in property and money spent
GOOD.
doth not prophesy good concerning me.'' Mi- by the Government in suppressing that one
caiah said the Lord had sent a &pirit to be a outbreak. The Indians are still a "sore vexaMr. John Eames delivered a discourse at his
lying spirit in the mouths of all these prophets, tion.''
place on Hill Street, (Cheyenne, Wyoming Terriand told him to persuade the king to go up.
The work of the elders was to restore the tory), Sunday evening last, in the presence of a
And Micaiah also said to the king, "If thou ancient covenant, with its graces and its mor- deeply interested audience. The subject chosen
return at all in peace, then the Lord hath not als. After their testimony was to come the was "Baptism." The speaker sought to prove
spoken by me." What a lying spirit permit· testimony of earthquakes. The speaker read that ordinance essential to salvation. Mr. Eames
ted of God? Yes, "Go on," says the Lord. wonderful accounts in fulfillment of this pre- has erected a neat platform and uses his bar for
When men seek for error, God will fill them diction, and the accompanying one that the a pulpit. He will apeak again to-morrow evening.
Mr. John Eames, who our readers are aware
with it. If they want blood, they can have sea should heave itself beyond its bounds.
has given up hill bar business, will hold meetings
their fiil of that. If they want to fight, he How could Joseph Smith obtain such knowl- at his place on Hill street two evenings during
will give them a sword. But, "whoso taketh edge, except by divine inspiration? The Saints each week, as well as on Sunday nights throughthe sword shall perish by the sword" "In are promised deliverance on one condition. If out the coming winter. He will speak on the folburnt offerings and sacrifices for sin thou hast they do not live in peace, they shall suffer lowing topics:
Are we to look for angels in our day to visit the
no pleasure.'' Nor did he have pleasure in persecution. That Joseph was a seer, a transearth and reveal the will of the Lord?
the iniquity of the Church. The evil can:e lator and a prophet, whoever re11ds may see. . Is the fullness of the gospel to be preached to
because of the carnal desires of the people, He predicted many things. No prophet, it would them that are dead in the spirit world?
and I have shown you that the Lord charged seem, ever told of more things that came to
Are we to be baptized for the dead?
Is Jesus Christ coming to reign with his saints
that there were adulterers among them. God pass iu so short a time, of which we have any
took his own way, just as he always will.
account. Since I was a boy knee.high, my a thousand years, personally as he did with his
disciples?
In the 14th chapter of Ezekiel, we find an father had told me of the war that was to
Is the devil to be bound a thousand years!
explanation of why things are suffered of fhe come upon this land. Every where, as. God
Did Jesus Christ go to the spirit world and
Lord. "Every man of the house of Israel that has said, men's hearts are failing them for preach to the spirits in prison? Who were they ?
When the fullness of the Gentiles come in that
setteth up his idols in his heart, and putteth fear of things coming on the earth.
of sin shall be revealed.
the stumbling-block of his iniquity before his
As to Joseph Smit,h, his ~ins, like every man
Are Bob Ingersoll's works and doctrines sent to
face and cometh to the prophet, I the Lord will other man's, were between himself and God. I him from God?
answer him that cometh according to the believe he did sin and unfortunately, but as
Are there to be two resurrections?
Are there more heavens than one?
multitude of his idols; that I may,take the Shakespeare says, "The evil that men do lives
Sometimes Mr. Eames will speak on one subject,
house of Israel in their own heal't," etr.. after them, while the good is often interred
sometimes on another-or none of them as
"Should I be enquired of at all by them?"
with their bones," he should be left, like other and
the spirit may dictate. He is moved wholly by
Inspiration is largely in accordance with the men for God, not man, to reward according to the spirit .of the Lord. A meeting will be held
desires of the heart. If you so desire you can his doings. I believe that he would not have to night.- Cheyenne Daily Sun.
have any grade of inspiration from God down me lie, however, to clear him in any wise, for
to the lowest devil. Freeman, the Adventist when taken in a fault at Nauvoo, some of the
Ord.e1· of Enocla Lands.
enthusiast, was so in love with that old law of brethren sought to screen him by denying it.
.The organization known as the Order of Enoch
past ages that he wanted to be tried even as He publicly rebuked them by the open con- is prepared to sell its lands in Decatur county,
Abraham was. He persisted till he got a fession he made. He comprehended as well Iowa, in farms ranging from forty acres upwards,
VISIOn. Got a command to slay his child. as any man the principle of responsiblity. We at prices according to the worth of land in the
region. The most of it is improved, fenced,
But God hath said in all the books, "Thou need not excuse ; he would not thank us for same
and under cultivation, with houses on it. For
shalt not kill.'' Freeman's wife has found out it; onhis the speaker had evidence.
further particulars address with stamp,
To conclude: "If it come not to pass, the
the mistake, and he will, or go crazy.
DAVID DANCER, Sedgwick, Decatur Co., Iowa..
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PLAINT OF THE DUNNING PUBLISHER.
Would you ask us why this dunning?
Why theee sad complaints and murmurs,
Murmurs loud about ·delinquents
Who have read the paper monthly,
Read what they have never paid for,
Read with pleasure and with profit,
Read of church affair• and prospects,
Read of news both home and foreign,
Read the essays and the poems;
Should you ask us why this dunning?
We will answer-we will tell you.
From the printer, from the mailer,
From the kind old paper-maker,
From the landlord, from the pressman,
From the man who taxes letters
With a stamp of Uncle SamuelUncle Sam the people call him:
From them all there comes a messageMessage kind but firmly spoken,
"Please to pay the bill you owe us."

Sad it is to hear such message
When our funds are all exhausted;
When the last greenback has left us ;
When the nickles all have vanished;
Gone to pay the paper-maker,
Gone to pay the toiling printer,
Gone to pay the landlord tribute,
Gone to pay the clerk and "'devil/'
Gone to 'pay tho faithful mailer,
Gone to pay our faithful pastor.
Sad it is to turn our ledger,
Turn the leaves of this old ledger,
Turn and see what Bums are due us,
Duo for volumes long since ended,
Due for yeara of pleasant reading,
Due for years of anxious labor,
Due despite our patient waiting,
Due despite our constant dunning,
Due in sums from one to twenty.
Would you lift a burden from us l
Would you drive a spectre from you 1
Would you taste a pleasant slumber?
Would you have a quiet conscience?
Would you read a paper paid for?
Send us money-send us money;
Send the money that you owe us I

HOW WILL WE LIVE 1
Shall we ••live by every word that proceedeth from: the mouth of God?
I apprehend that every true Latter Day Saint
will say, yes. For we are taught, and expect
to be taught, to adhere to the teachings of
Christ in all things; and I tl'Ust we are ali
agreed in saying that he spake no idle words;
that he never gave any instructions but what
were for the good of men and would pertain
to the up building of his kingdom; that when
he commissioned his disciples and sent them
forth to preach the gospel, he gave them such
instructions as seemed good unto him, or as
he had received of the Father. And no Saint
will think they can modify and make better
even the least commandment.
There are a few passages of Scripture that
have been pressing on my mind, and while I
attempt to write them for the consideration
of others, I trust those who are more competent
will bear with my clumsy manner of expression. We read in Matthew 10: 11, "And into
whatever city or town ye shall enter, inquire
who in it is worthy; and there abide till ye
go thence.'' In Luke 10:7, we read, "And
in the same house remain, eating and drinking
such things as they give, for the laborer is
worthy of his hire. Go not from house to
house."
Mark 6: 10, "And he said unto
them, ln what place soever ye enter into a

house, there abide till ye depart from that
place.''
I am aware that I shall meet with opposition here, for every one is anxious to entertain
the traveling Elders; all want to visit~ with
them; all want instruction, hence the Elders
must go from house to house; and if any one
should presume to entertain them during all
their stay, they would at once be called selfish.
What shall we say? Did not Christ know the
wants of every man before he gave the command? I think he did; and he also knew
what would best pertain to the glory of G.od
and the up building of his kingdom; and it was
for this self same reason that he gave such
instructions. But some will say, "It is too
great a sacrifice." Dear Saints, is it not written, "My Saints are they who have made
covenant with me by sacrifice.'' And if it is
a sacrifice for us to keep Christ's command·
ments-to live by every word that proceedeth
from the mouth of God," ought we not will·
ingly make that sacrifice, knowing that it is
the "willing and obedient that shall eat the
good of the land of Zion." I have pondered
long upon this subject, and I trust after due
consideration many will agree with me in saying it is for the best good of the Church and
ought to be observed.
To explain why it is for the best interests
of the Church, allow me to illustrate. Two
Elders, A. and B., start out on their mission
of labor of love, or labor and love as you may
choose to call it. Elder A. goes to the C. D.
Branch, arrives there Saturday evening; stops
that night with Bro. M., who is greatly re·
joiced and keeps Elder A. up till long after
midnight ere they think of retiring. The
next morning he is up early, for he must make
a call on Bro. N. before time for service, for
the branch numbers some fifteen or twenty
different families and all expect a call, and he
can not stay but a week, hence there is no
time to lose. He calls on Bro. N., preaches
to the Saints at half past ten; goes home with
Bro. 0. to dinner; preaches again in the afternoon or evening, or both, then goes home
with Bro. P. for the night. By this time he
is weary and needs rest; he talked almost
constantly during the day, and feels the need
of obeying the command, "Retire to thy bed
early that ye be not weary. Does he do it?
No. Bro. P. wants a visit now, and while Bro.
M. goes to bed and sleeps soundly till morning,
Elder A. must submit to the demands of Bro.
P., and the hour of twelve and perhaps one
or two arrives ere Elder A. is permitted to
retire. Monday morning finds him dull and
with a headache; he is to preach again in the
evening, and needs a few hours of rest and
thought. Does he get it? No. A little
exercise will do him good, and he must make
one or two calls that day. He makes the calls,
talks with tho brothers and sisters, gives them
all the encouragement he can; preaches again
in the evening, and goes home with Bro. S.
to meet the same fate again to be kept up till
late hours. Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday are spent in the same manner. Elder A.
is nearly worn out, and feel greatly the need
of time for study and reflection as well as rest.
He proposes that for the remaining evening
they have a prayer and testimony meeting,
tells them that he does not fell like preaching,
that he has had no time to prepare himself
and he is in no condition to preach. Do they

grant his request-? ·No. He is to leave them
the next morning and they must make good
use of him while he stays; they can have their
prayer and social meetings after he is gone;
they had not been visited for a long time, and
may not be again for a long time, so he must
preach to them. And besides there are two
or three families that have not been visited,.
and they are getting clamorous for their rights,.
they need and want a few hours' conversation
with him as much as did Brn. M. N. 0. P. 7
and the rest. So the good Elder, in order tcv
please and benefit them, spends the d~y in
going from house to house and preaches tcv
them in the evening. The week is gone and
he must go also. He has done what he could,
he has spent only a few hours with any one,
but he has visited all, or nearly all the members of the branch. He has preached to them
seven or eight Limes; but his sermons have
been short and in some instances have failed
to come up to the expectations of some; and
if I may use the phrase, he is not quite so
deep as they expected; but he is a good man,
has done them all good and they are loth to
part with him. Saturday morning comes and
he leaves them, weary and worn, his eyes are
dull, his head is heavy, and it is a wonder if
his heart is not heavy also, for he has utterly
disregarded the instruction, "retire to thy bed
early that ye may not be weary; arise early
that your bodies and your minds may be
invigorated;" as well as the instrr;ctioiqtiven,
by Matthew, Mark, and Luke; and who is in
fault, Elder A. or the Saints he has visited?
Now he has gone and the branch can soon
make up for their loss of sleep; but, how is
i.t with Elder A.; can he make up for his
loss also, or is he sharing the same fate with
another branch of Saints? If so, he must
sooner or later quit the field, for human· nature
can not for any length of time endure that
which its Creator never intended it to endure,
Let us now look at Elder B.; he goes to
the· Saints of E. F. Branch, and they are
rejoiced to see him as were the Saints of C.
D. Branch to see Elder A.; but they have
been taught more perfectly the will of God in
all things. According to the instructions
given he finds an humble brother, say Bro. H.,
and there abides; he too arrives Saturday
evening, retires early and arises early that his
mind and body may be invigorated for the
day. Sabbath morning he has an hour or
two to prepare for service; he too preaches
once or twice as may be convenient, or as he
deems wise, and again in the evening; goes
home with Bro. H. again, and feels at home.
He too is tired, but not like Elder A., for he
spent the night before in sleep, and his mind
has not been overtaxed during the day; he
retires again early as practicable, and Monday
morning finds him refreshed and strengthened.
Again he has an hour or two to himself, while
Bro. and Sr. H. are doing their morning's
work. This over, instead of going from house
to house to call on the brethren and sisters,
he stays at home and they call on him, spend
two or three hours or t,he rest of the day as
convenient; evening comes and he is ready
for service. Thus passes the week, and Elder
B. is yet strong and able to do his Master's
work; his sermons have been deep and impressive, the Saints have been strengthened
and edified, and they have not been deprived
of social intercourse with him; but instead of
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his spending a few hours with each of them,
they have spent double that length of time
with him.
But some will say this will be too great a
burden on Bro. H., especially if he be a poor
man as the majority of Saint.s are; this is an
objection easily met, for if Bro. H. be a poor
man and unable to entertain so many, the
Saints could lighten the burden by taking with
them a loaf of bread, a pound of butter, or a
basket of potatoes, as they might deem wise or
as might be convenient. But I have already
taken up more space than I intended and perhaps have wearied the patience of some, yet I
wish to ask those who differ from me to look
. upon it with an eye of charity, for my motive
in writing is for the advancement of truth,
A
11111'

LOVER OF TRUTH.

....

MORTAL AND IMMORTAL, OR MORTALITY AND IMMORTALITY.

the use of the word "immortal," is, in our estimation, an abuse by the other party. "The
spirit and the body constitute the soul of man.''
Death is not, and can not be anything else,
in the light of Bible truth and reason, than a
separation of the spirit from the body. So with
"the spiritual death," it is a separation of the
individual from God's abode, and his immediate presence. Man is in a mortal condition,
because susceptible of separation-hence, may
be called mortal. Christ displayed the mortality of his existence upon the cross. At his
resurrection he manifested the ever-future
condition in which he was to exist-an immortal condition, because no longer susceptible
of a separation of spirit from the body, "For
in that he died, he died unto sin once; but in
that he liveth, he liveth unto God.''-Rom.

6:10.
Webster, in defining spirit., in brief, says :
"Spirit, the immortal part of man.'' The
definition of the word immortal, says: "Not
mortal; exempt from liability to die.'' Now
you readily perceive that his definitions are
given in accordance with and to the popular
usages those words have received, and not ac..
cording to the Bible ideas. The synonyms of
the word immortal, he gives thus: "Eternal;
everlasting; never ending." The elements
comprising the body of man are eternal, everlasting, etc., just as much so as the spirit element is. Prof. Tyndal says: ''Destroy one
atom and you may destroy the universe."
"The elements are eternal, and spirit and element, inseparably connected, receiveth a fullness of joy.''-D. & C. Sec. 90:5.
We reject the common use of the term ".immortal soul.'' Inasmuch as "the spirit and
body are the soul," and that spirit and body
must separate, then the soul is not in an immortal condition. If you will apply the terms
mortal, immortal, mortality and immortality to
man's condition now, and anticipated sn!Jsequent condition, then you will use them in a
truly Biblical sense and not until then.
If man, or any part of man, is immortal in
true Biblical sense, then what can the resurrection produce? If man's soul is immortal
now, can the resurrection make it any more
so? No. The resurrection is designed to
bring about an immortal condition. Paul
said, in writing to the Roman saints : "To
them who by patient continuance in well do·
ing see!~ for glory and honor and immortality,
eternal life." If there is any part of man immortal, why should man seek for that which
he already has? Absurd !
"But now is made manifest by the appearing of
our Savior Jesus Christ, who hath abolished death,
and h;oth brought life and immortality to light
through the gospel."-2 Tim. 1: 10.
He brought to light the fact that man
should live for ever in a united condition of
spirit and body; which condit.ion is immortality, through the gospel, in, the sense that
the gospel presents unto us Christ, who is the
prime author of this grand result to be produced upon man. Again, in speaking of
Christ, Paul wrote:
"Whom no man hath seen, nor can see, unto
whom no man oan approaoh, only he who hath
the light and the hope of immortality dwelling in
him."-1 Tim. 6: 16.

The doctrine ofthe resurrection is one sub.
stantiated by both the Old and New Testaments. It was the hope of Israel. It is a
theme dealt largely with by the apostle Paul.
It is the life stream of the Bible. It was
cherished in the hearts of ancient sages and
saints. We do not believe in -it because
of: its antiquity alone, but because we believe
that -we have an assurance of its verity in our
own heart, implanted there by tile divine impress of Divinity's hand. It is a doctrine not
schemed by man ; but by Jehovah himself. It
is "a wholesome doctrine, and very full of
comfort."
When the resurrection shall take place,
what is, or will be the result produced thereby?
This is what we wish to get at. The simple
idea that when the spirit of man leaves the
body, "rising up," is all there is or will be of
the doctrine of the resurrection, will not suffice.
Jesus Christ came to this sphere, lived, died,
and arose from the dead literally, actually, for
a purpose, specific, one ordained of God; and
we want to find out what he did that work fur,
what object he had in view in so doing; for
it evidently was not a work superfluous. If
the Bible throws any light upon this subject,
we want, we need that light.
The effect that will be produced by virtue
of the resurrection will be that called immortality.
It is stated by some that the spirit is immortal. ''The immortal soul of man." There
is no such expression in the Bible. We do
not deny the eternal existence of the spirit,
but we want to ascertain how this term came
came into use. Why, says one, "W"e got it
out of the Bible." We agree that you did,
and a great wa.ys out of it too.
There are certain classes of religionists and
non-religionists in the world who state that
when the breath ]eaves the body, man is dead.
They mean that he has ceased to exist altogether; there is no part of him a "conscious,
existent enti.ty" anywhere; hence, they use as
a term to express their idea, "Man is mortal."
Another class comes up and states that there
was a spirit in that body that still lives; it is
"immortal." Hence the saying, "The immortal soul of man."
. This language gives us to under~tan~ disThe use of the word "death," is an abuse of t:nctly that we are to have dwelling In us
the same, as used by the former class, just as the hope of attaining unto a certain state of

existence, -called immortality. In speaking of
the resurrection and its result, Paul further
says, and so plain is it too that, "We that are
in this tabernacle do groan, being burdened;
not that we would be unclothed, but clothed
upon, that mortality might b~ swallowed up
of life.''-2 Cor. 5 : 4. If the terms "mortal
body and immortal spirit," are used correctly,
does this passage above quoted, mean that the
body is swallowed up by the spirit? Impossible. "For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal [condition] put on
[assume] immortality;" [an immortal condition]; in which the spirit and body are never
to be separated again.
·
"So when this corruptible shall have put on
incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on
immortality, then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in victory. 0 death, where is thy sting? 0 grave,
where is thy victory ?"-1 Cor. 15: 53-56.
Now then, if, we say, that those terms are
correctly used in and after a biblical sense, we
can not comprehend it. If the spirit is to be
called immortal, then according to the foregoing language of Paul's, we "put on immortality," put on the spirit of man, the body gets
into the spirit, not the spirit into the body.
No, no, but the body in the resurrection puts
on the spirit? 0, ho! What a false rendering of the word! Don't you see, dear reader,
that the manner in which the terms that caption this article have not and are not used in
a biblical sense? "Why," says some one, "are
you wiser than the dictionary?" Are you,
dear reader, where Webster says that baptism
means either to immerse, sprinkle or pour? Is
such a rendering of that word biblical? You
say, "No.'' So say we about the other.
"Language is an oral sound used to express
ideas." An idea being false, may not the·
terms used to express that idea be false in
themselves, or false in their application? We
think so.
We believe, therefore, that the spirit of man
eternally exists as a conscious thing; and that
the resurrection brings to pass the inseparable
union of body and spirit, producing upon man
an immortal condition, and man will be immortal then, as the Bible teaches plainly, and
not till then. God said to Moses, ''This is my
glory and this is my work, to bring to pass
the eternal life and immortality of man.'' How
can God bring to pass a thing that already
exists? It is just as :j.bsurd to say because
that the spirit of man exists eternally, that
such is "eternal life" that Jesus came to purchase for man, as the books teach it, as it is to
call the spirit immortal, a thing that the Bible
does not teach in that sense. If the term "immortal soul" does not exist in any book, it is
a purely traditional idea imbibed in former
times as it has been in this age, without
foundation, and the light of reason.
J. FRANK McDowELL.
IT is a very precious thing, a very heavenly attainment to have a quick and keen perception of
God's meaning in his discipline, a tender and holy
consciousness of its purport, and a sweet readiness
to understand and obe-y its intimations, without
forcing God to use greater violence. There is a
child-like simplicity in the soul of a man walking
closely with God, that finds out his meaning, even
when others do not see how he is indicating it;
just as a little child when it is doing wrong in
company, will understand even a gesture of its
mother, r1nd not wait to be spoke~a to;
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THE LOST TEN TRIBES.
Rev. Joseph Wild, of the Union Congregational church, Brooklyn, believes that the Saxon race are the children of Israel, and that
the people of the United States represent the
tribe of Mauasseh. He also believes in the
dire significance of the approaching perihelions.
He says that in the years 542 and 1665, we had
the perihelions of three of the planets, and these
were extraordinary times of distress in the world.
"Now," he argues, "from 1880 to 1885 we
have four of our principal planets and one of the
minors in perihelion, besides three of them in
conjunction-taking in Mars we may say four.
The conjunction will be in 1882. The conjunctive planets will be Neptune, Saturn, Jupiter and Mars. The perihelions are as follows: Jupiter in the autumn of 1880. Mars
at the close of the spring of 1881. Uranus in
the spring of 1882, and Saturn in the autumn
of 1885.
"The chronological order of prophetic events
warrants us to expect and teaches us to believe the same things. The coincidence between prophecy and astronomy is of divine
appointment. These stars help us to know
our whereabouts as children of Israel in our
prophetic march."
Last evening, in a sermon, entitled "Our
Special Providential Protection," Dr. Wild
continued with his subject, explaining why he
thought the people of the United States would
escape the great evils which threaten the earth.
Troubles were coming on the earth, he said.
They are various, intense and terrible. But
what of all that need we fear? Certainly
nothing. Our duty is to watch and pray, that
we shall be accounted worthy to escape all
these things. Our forefathers' God wrought
deliverance upon deliverance.
During the Egyptian darkness all the children of Israel had light in their dwellings. As
the history of Israel was not answerable to the
common law of cause and effect, so the career
of the Anglo. Saxon race requires more than
the brain and heart of poor humanity to account for it. Reasoning on a human plane,
Britain's place and power are out of all proportion. Accidents fraught with ruin and disaster frequently occur that are very godsends
to England and devil sends to her enemies.
As an illustration of this the preacher narrated
the miraculous defeat of the project of Philip
II. of Spain, assisted by Pope Sextus, to conquer England, when she seemed powerless, in
1588. He also narrated the grand idea and
effort of Napoleon Bonaparte to conqu()r Englat~d, and said but for the divine quality attaching to England it was impossible to see
how the French General failed.
In historical instances of preservation like
those, the English are so much like Israel of
old that the evidence is in favor of their being
the tribes of the children of Israel and they
were in the latter days to appear in just such
an isle. The speaker concluded that the English were God's chosen pe\lple, and, if so, then
both they and Americans might expect to receive special protection in the coming days of
pestilence, famine, war and other scourges.
He did not think this country would go wholly
free. The scourge that is specially to affiict it
is to be chiefly of a political nature. Americans must he prepared for a federation in David's throne, which was God's throne, when

once it is established in Jerusalem. Being the
tribe of Manasseh they are to have, by divine
appointment, a place and lot assigned them in
the glorious fatherland-Palestine. He had
known many who did not want to be so intimately connected with Providence, for the
reason that it abated their pride.
The theory of the lost tribes was equal to a
red flag flaunted in the eyes of some Englishmen. They did not want to divide honors
with God. It was passing strange that, with
the remarkable history of the Saxon race, there
should be a disbeliever in the whole land. No
man could understand Irish history who did
not recognize the two antagonistic races peopleing the Green Isle, viz: the Philistines and
the Danites.
Under the recognition of Divine influence
and protection over the United States the
speaker could not, if called upon to construct
a seal for the nation, have made one more appropriate than the one it has. Manasseh came
out of Egypt and was familiar with the Pyramids; hence, on the reverse side of the seal
was properly a pyramid to proclaim his origin.
On the obverse side was simply the number 13,
for Manasseh was the thirteenth tribe.

I
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THE Mission grape is the best grape that we
were privileged to eat of in California, and its
origin may be suggestive of the adage, "stolen
waters are sweet'' We eli p from the Pacific

Rural Press :
ORIGIN OF THE MISSION GRAPE.
LeRoy Gomez writes from the Sandwich
Islands to the Bulletin concerning the origin
of the Mission grape as follows: Universal
tradition among a people, if not history itself,
must be accepted as the basis of history, and
a resident of many years in Mexico, and a
thorough inquiry relative to the origin of the
grape in that republic, has resulted in the
conviction that the Mission grape is indigenous
and originated in the wild grape of northern
Mexico.
The colonial policy of Spain prohibited the
cultivat,ion of the grape and the manufacture
of wine in all of her American possessions.
The vine was never introduced into Mexico
during the colonial dependency from any part
of Europe. Its cultivation was contraband,
and the little that was carried on was done
clandestinely by the priests in the more northern missions.
After the expedition of Coronado had awakened the spirit of' adventure toward New
Mexico, various military expeditions were sent
out in that direction. One of these expeditions in traversing the vast region known as
the Balson de Mapemi, discovered among the
hills in which arise the springs that form the
stream flowing into the Laguna de Los Parras,
a quantity of delicious grapes growing wild.
From the trailing of the vines over the rocks
and trees, they called the place Parras. On
their march northward they came to the source
of the Rio Concha, which flows into the Rio
Grande del Norte. There they also found
grapes of the same variety growing wild, and
they called the place P&rral, a name also significant of the trailing of the vines.
From these two sources sprin~ all the grapes
in Mexico, including the Mission grapes,
which, according to tradition, were brought
overland from El Paso del }4orte to California.

A HINDOO SERMON.

Following is a remarkable sermon on the subject, "Who is Christ?" recently delivered in
India before a large audience of natives, by
Baboo Keshub Chunder Sen, the great modern
prophet of the Brahmo-Somaj, who, a few years
ago, was called. the Theodore Parker of India.
The Christian Union, commenting on the discourse,
says: "The sermon would be extraordinary from
any source for its spiritual profundity: it is still
more extraordinary coming from a pagan, who,
with his present creed, would not, probably, be
ordained as a Christian teacher by any sect in
Christendom, and who would find it difficult even
to gain admission as a lay member of most of' our
Christis,n churches, because the Christ which he
adopts is not a •western Christ.' The study of
this sermon-for it is well worth st.udying-will
give occasion of thought to all thoughtful readers,
and we leave it to their meditative and devout
study without further comment, reserving that,
possibly, for a future time:"
I am not a Christian; none of the numerous
sects into which the church of Christ is divided
would allow my creed to he indentified with its
own. I have not been nursed on a Christian lap,
nor have I been brought up under Christian
teachers. The country in which I dwell is not a
Christian country, nor. is my home a Christian
home. I am deficient in biblical knowledge, nor
am I skilled in exegesis. Yet I must speak of
Christ. l.Vly love for Christ constrains me to speak
of him. l.Vly loyalty to Jesus is my apology. If
any other apology were needed, I would invite
your attention to India's earnest and impassioned
solicito.tion. Most eagerly she asks: "Who is
Christ?" On all sides there are indications and
signs which clearly and unmistakably prove ihiil
this question emanates from the .heart of the
nation. It is no wonder that India should ask
this question. For is not a new and aggressive
civilization winning its way day after day and
year after year into the very heart and soul of t.he
people? Are not Christian ideas and institutions
taking their root on all sides in the soil of India?
Has not a Christian government taken possession
of its cities, its provinces, its villages; with its
hills and plains, its rivers and seas, its homes and
hearths, its l.eeming millions of men, and women
and children? Yes, the advancing surges ofmlgbt.y
revolution are encompassing the land, and in the
name of Christ strange innovations are penetrating
the very core of India's heart. Well may. our fatherland sincerely and earnestly ask:
WHO IS THIS CHRIST?

Perhaps you will tell me that this question has
been answered already. Look at the flood of
Christian literature that has swept over the length
and breadth of the country. There are heaps of
books and numberless teachers and preachers
around you, all endeavoring to give a complete
answer to the question before us. Doubtless, from
these sources, India has had some knowledge of
Christ of Nazareth. But such knowledge bas not
given h~<r complete satisfaction. It is true the
people of India have been satisfied in some measure. For England has sent unto ua, after all, a
western Christ. This is indeed to be regretted.
Our countrymen find that in this Christ, sent by
England, there is something that is not quite acceptable to the genius of the nation. It seems
that the Christ that has come to us is an Englishman, with English manners and customs about
Him, and with the spirit and temper of an Englishman in Him. Hence it is that the Hindoo people
shrink back and say, "Who is this revolutionary
reformer who is trying to sap the very foundations
of nat.ive society, and bring about an outlandish
faith and civilization, quite incompatible with oriental instincts and ideas? Why must we submit
to one who is of a different nationalit.y? Why
must we bow before a foreign prophet~" It is a
fact which can not be gainsaid, that hundreds upon
hundreds, thousands upon thousands, even among
the most intelligent in the laud, stand back in moral recoil from this picture of a foreign Christianity
trying to invade and subvert Hindoo society; and
this repugmmce unquestionably hinders the progress of the true ~ph·it of Christianity in this goun•

try.
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But why should you Hindoos go to England to candor of conscious simplicity, He proclaimed unto idea of absorption and immersion in the Deity is
learn Jesus Christ? Is not Christ's native land the world that He was one with God. But he asc one of those ideas of Venantic Hindooism which
nearer to India than England? Are not Jesus and serted the doctrine of spiritual oneness, not only prevail extensively in India. From the highest
His apostles and His immediate followers more with reference to the Godhead, but also with re- sage to the humblest peasant, millions of men in
akin to Indian nationality than Englishmen 'I Are gard to those around him. He was present, not this land believe in the Pantheistic doctrine of
not the scenes enacted in the Christian dispensa· only in God, but also in the hearts of His disciples. man's identity with the Godhead. The most illittion altogether homely to us Indians? When we What was his prayer to.His Father regarding His erate:man is heard to say he and the Lord are one.
hear of the lily, and the sparrow, and the well, people before He allowed Himself to be crucified? The doctrine of absorption in the Deity is India's
and a hundred other things of eastern countries, Some time before that event occurred, Christ went creed, and through this idea, I believe, India will
do we not feel that we are quHe at home in the to his Father and said. "As Tho1;1, Father, art in reach Christ. Will He not fulfill the Indian scrip·
Holy Land? Why should we then travel to a dis- Me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one in ture? I am reminded of the passage in the gospel
tant country like England to gather truths which Us." Thus, in comprehensive unity, He sought .in which he says: "I am not come to destroy, but
are to be found much nearer our homes? Go to to include God, Himself, and all mankind.
to fulfill." The Mosaic dispensation only? Perthe rising sun in the east, and not to the setting
WHERE, THEN, IS CHRIST NOW?
haps the Hindoo dispensation also. In India he
sun in the west, if you wish to see Christ in the
will fulfill the Hindoo dispensation.
plentitude of His glory and in the fullness and
He is living in all Christian lives, and in all
The religion of our ancestors was pantheism
freshness of the primitive dispensation. Why do Christian influences at work around us. On the from beginning to end, and what is Hindoo panI speak of Christ in England and Europe as the occasion of His last supper, He commended Him- theism? Essentially, it is nothing but the identity
setting sun? Because there we find apostolical self to His disciples and the world at large as mere of all things with God. I do not mean that you
Christianity almost gone; there we find the life of bread and wine, to be assimilated to the soul, as should retain pantheism as it exists in Indian
Christ formulated into lifeless forms and antiquated mere leaven, and in time leaveneth the whole books. Oh! there are mischevioue errors and
symbols. But if you go to the true Christ in the mass. Addressing those around Him, Christ said;- horrid ideas mixed up with it, which you must
east, and His apostles, you are seized with inspi- "He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood eschew. Christ's pantheism is a pantheism of a
ration. You find the truths of Christianity all dwelleth in me and I in him." The language is loftier and more perfect type. It is the conscious
fresh and resplendent. Recall to your minds the strange indeed! Christ's body should enter into union of the human with the Divine Spirit in truth,
true Asiatic Christ, divested of all western append- His disciples; Hie very flesh and His very blood lov.e and joy. The Hindoo sage realizes this union
ages, carrying on the work of redemption among should be tasted by His chosen and beloved disci- only during meditation, and he seeks unconscious
his own pllople. Behold, he cometh to us in his pies. Those who loved Him were called upon to absorption in his God, with all his faults and short·
b
h"
B Ch · •
·
·
loose-flowing garments, his dress and features partake of His flesh and blood. The thing seems
a out . rm.
ut
rlst s commumon IS
altogether Oriental, a perfect Asiatic in everything. absurd. How could man eat Christ and drink his commgs
active and righteous: it combines purity of charWatch his movements, and you will find genuine blood? That was possible in one sense only. In acter with devotion. Hindoo pantheism in its
Orientalism in all his habits and manners, his up- the sense already indicated of spiritual identifica- worst form is proud, being based upon the belief
rising and downsitting, his going forth and his tion. All those who accepted Jesus with thorough that man is God; it is quietism and trance;
coming in, his preaching and ministry-aye, in fidelity were identified with him in truth, in love, Christ's pantheism is the active of self-surrender
his very language, and style and tone. Indeed, in wisdom, and in purity of character. As Christ of the humble servant and the loving son. In the
while reading the gospel, we can not but feel that was one with God, He wanted others also to be midst of activity, Christ was absorbed in God.
we are quite at home when we are with Jesus, and one with Him and one with God, so that all men Eating or drinking, preaching or going about doing
that Jesus is altogether one of us. He is our might dwell together in the glory of heaven, en- good, His spirit was enjoying serene communion.
Christ. The outward Christ is certainly an Asiatic, joying everlastingly a life of purity and holiness There is no pride in him, for He is dead to self.
and as such, He comes to us and rivets our national and joy in God Himself.
That, indeed, was There is no .dreamy mysticism in Him, for He it!
sympathies.
Christ's mission, that was the great object of His ever doing the will of His Father. In Christ you
But can we say the same of the invisible Christ, life. He did not seek to place Himself before His see true pantheism. And as the basis of early
the spiritual Christ, the soul of Christ? Is that hearers as a dogma, or a doctrine, or a theoreti<Jal Hindooism is pantheism, you my countrymen can
Oriental? Can you, as Asiatics, appreciate and truth. He wanted to live in them with all His not help accepting Christ in the spirit of your naaccept the spirit of Christ? In the very outset of ideas and feelings and principles, His piety and tiona! scriptures. You have already seen how in
the inquiry we find the ethics of Christ asking us godliness. His life of mystic absorption into the His outward form and appearance, with flowing
to accept it and give it a place in .our hearts. And Deity. For two thousand years men have been garments, he is acceptable to you. Now, you find
we readily acquiesce in it; the sublime and mar- trying to find out the dead Christ nuder the stone. that even the spirit of Christ draws you through
velous ethics of Christ, who can condemn-who But the Spirit of God has marvelously rolled away your .natural instincts. You have a natural affinwill not honor? The rules of forgiveness and love, the stone, and Christ is not there. Even for three ily to the invisible as well as the visible Christ.
meekness, humility, charity, justice, sincerity and days Christ would not consent to live on earth as Can, you deny it? Behold, Christ cometh as an
simplicity, the rules of property, self-restraint, a dead Christ buried under the stone. So the A'siatic in race, as a Hindoo in faith, as a kinsman
asceticism, constitute the highest standard of true Lord took His Christ unto Himself, and has in all and a brother, an'tl He demands your heart's affecages discomforted and disappointed those that tion. Will . .., 0 1!..... deny it? He comes to fulfill and
ethic8; which must find acceptance in all parts of have
searched for a dead Christ on earth.
· ·
perfect that.J ·yel.lgion
of communion for which
the world. Though we are Hindoos, we can not
CHRIST'S LIVING INFLUENCE A REALITY.
India has been' p;anting as the hart panteth after
help admiring the .superior and exalted ethics
which Christ brings to us. You can not deny it;
Of the dead Christ I speak not. Of what use is the water brooks.
you can not set it asids. It is from God. Your a dead Christ to us or to our nation? Put the
Let the people in this country who bear the
conscience attests it. Ancient philosophy bows living spirit of Christ into your hearts and affec· Christian name remember that it is not by presentbefore it. A greater than Socrates has taught us tiona, into your daily life and character. Do you ing a western Christ to our countrymen that they
this ethical code; and we are bound for truth's not see Christ existing throughout Christendom, will be able to regenerate India. If you like, presake to accept this legacy from Christ. We are like an all-pervading leaven, mysteriously and im- sent the English side of Christ's many-sided charall agreed, irrespective of differences of creed and perceptibly leavening the bias of millions of men ucter to the English nation. If you wish, present
caste, as to the supremacy of the ethical law em- and women. You can not resist His influence. a German Christ to the Germans, an American
bedied in Christ's teaching and character. If you You may deny His doctrines, you may even Christ to the American people. But if you wish
Indians hesitate or refuse to accept Christ, it is repudiate His name, but He goes straight into to regenerate us Hindoos, present Christ to us in
not because you dislike Christ's ethics, It is not your hearts and leavens your lives. He does His Hindoo character. When you bring Christ to
Christ's humanity that is a stumbling block in not care to inquire what doctrine you believe, or us, do not bring Him to us a civilized European,
your way, but His so-called divinity. His heaven- what dogma you accept, nor even what sort of a but as an Asiatic ascetic, whose wealth is devotion
ly spirituality, not his human morality, stands in life you lead, you may be the basest of sinners. and whose riches prayers. That horrid form of
the way of your accepting him.
You may be intellectually opposed to many of His asceticism which prevails in this country in the
It appears to me that Christ believed earnestly doctrines. i'he truth that is in Christ "\Vm, per- form of mere self· mortification is, indeed, most
in what I should, in the absence of a better ex- force, overcome and penetrate your souls in spite harmful and pernicious. True asceticism, as inpression, call the doctrine of divine humanity. of your perverseness. and secretly influence your dicated by Christ, means simply this; "Seek ye
Christ not only believed this, but He carried it, ohe.racter. In a.ll Christian literature, laws and first the kingdom of God and His righteousness,
theoretically and practically, to the utmost, logical institutions, we see Christ's living influence as a and all things shall be added unto you." One·
sequence. But what was this doctrine? Christ :reality. The Christ that is advancing in all di- more word and I have done. The time is coming,
struck the key-note of it when He announced his rections has touched India, and hence the ques· and now is, when India shall worship the Father
divinity before an astonished and amazed world tion she asks-Who is Christ? The genius of the in ~pirit and in truth. Say unto Christ as unto
in these words; "I and my Father are one." He nation has asked this question, and you are bound your best friend: Welcome! I say emphatically,
lived, moved and had His being in God. Not a to answer it. In the interests of the country, in and I say before you all, that Christ is already
breath He drew, but it was from the Lord. Not. the interests of truth, the question must be answer- present in you. He is in you even when you are
a drop of life. blood was there in Him, but it came ed one way or another, now or hereafter. To unconscious of His presence; even if your lips defrom the very fountain of life and vitality in heav· India's solemn and thrilling cry you must some ny Christ, your hearts secretly accept Him. For
en. He saw, He heard, He touched, as we see day return a response. Meanwhile, I must beg Christ is "the light that lighteth every man that
hear and touch. But He always felt that the root your acceptance of the truly national solution of cometh into the world." If you have in you the
of His being was God Himself-a fact of which we the problem I have presented to you. You will spirit of truth and fili!\l devotion, self-sacrifice,
are not always conscious. He had His life rooted find on reflection that a doctrine of divine human- that is Christ. Though often defiled and persecuin divinity He felt always that the Lord was un- ity is essentially a Hindoo doctrine, and ·the picture ted by the world, I have found sweetness and joy
derlying His whole existence. And, therefore, of Christ's life and character I have drawn is alto- unutterable in my Master Jesus. Jesus is to me
without equivocation, with all the boldneas and gether a picttwe of it!eal Hindoo life. 13~rel;v the not a h?crd doctri11e, I aiU thanj{ful to say I neve:r
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others ofhis historians have likewise stated, under may be within the possibilities that had these
deep conviction, being impressed with the neces. men who deterred Joseph Smith from becoming
sity of doing something to effect his salvation. a Methodist, taken a course by which he might
While in this condition, and as yet undirected have been helped to reform his errors of life
how to do any work that might be his to do under and opinion all the after imposition and evil
the :vision he 1lad seen, he became acquainted which they charge upon him might have been
with his wife that was to be; finds that she is a avoided. If so, are they not partly in fault for
member of the Methodist Church, and in order the terrible crimes that Joseph Smith did-a sort
to put himself more into accord with her and of accessories before the fact.
It is very strange that a man of such wonderfully
her surroundings, and the class of men among
whom he was then moving, even if the stories poor ability and little consequence should keep
told of him by his enemies be true, he joins the alive so much spite and effort to disparage and
class of an uncle of Emma Hale; and possibly defeat the avowed object of his life, to maintain
may have done this without any serious intention the gospel of Christ as found in the New Testaof compromising any truth he may have supposed ment Scriptures. But whatever else he may
that he held.
have done, that would subject him to censure,
And is it not passing strange that some of these joining the Methodist Church was not of them.
JOSEPH SMITH,
EDITOR.
very men now seeking to decry Joseph Smith,
=
HENRY A. STEBBINS, ASSISTANT.
should have met with him, apparently at the
A
CARD from Bro. W. W. Blair dated at Columthreshhold of his efforts to make himself reiJpedPlano, lliinois, December :15, 1879.
able, according to their ideas of respectability, bus, Nebraska, November 20th states that Brn.
and rebuffing him, as J'tfr. W. S. quotes from Charles Derry, Joseph Luff, R. J. Anthony, GorWAS JOSEPH SMITH A METHODIST?
Joseph and Hiel Lewis that Messrs Joseph Lewis don E. Deuel and himself were on the way to the
SoME writer for the Advent Ghrist ian Times, and Joshua McKune did, by telling him "plain- field of their Utah labors. We wish them "God
we think, signing himself "W. S.," which we ly" that he "was a disgrace to the church, that speed."
take it means William Sheldon, writes an article
A weight of moral responsibility rests upon
he could not be a member of the church ;" unless
under the head of "The American Prophet;" in he changed from what he had been, and that up- and attaches to these elders seldom visited upon
which the statement said to have been made by on this rebuff Joseph Smith withdrew, his name men; for they are representatives of an idea and
Mr. Michael Morse, that Joseph Smith was a having been on the class book as a probationer ~power occupying the middle and conservative
member of a class of which he was the leader, "only three days." God save the mark t These ground in the religious controversies of the day,
while he was a class leader in the Methodist exemplary christians engaged in the work of with radical principles so strongly marked as to
Church is cited, and this Mr. W. S. attempts to saving men, find a man's name on the proba- make them the observed of all observers. They
cast discredit upon the character of Joseph Smith, tionary record, put there as they themselves state are going into the field of religious enterprise at
upon the ground that this being a member of by their own minister, that name the name of one a peculiar crisis in the affairs of the people to
Michael Morse's class after having the vision whom they think is sadly in need of reformation, whom they are sent, and at an apparent epoch
which he stated that he had seen, shows that he they go to him at the outset of his putting him- in the history of the people sending them,-so far
had no confidence in his own vision.
self under the influence of the "means of grace" as peoples are to identify and name works and
There are two ways of accounting for this join- themselves professed faith in, and tell him he is principles. They go, also to ·do a work, or to
ing of the ciass by Joseph Smith, either of which a "diegrace to the church;" and command him attempt to do a work which is to affect two widemay be true; and neither of which would be seri- to withdraw; or stand a "disciplinary investiga- ly differing classes of men; one a class strongly
ously out of harmony with the character of a sin- tion." If this be true, it is no wonder that Joseph intrenched by custom, isolation and power; the
cere, honest religionist. One is, Emma, Joseph's Smith's name was on the class book "only three other resolute, reliant and aggressive; the one
wife, was a member of the MethQdist Church, and days."
intent on keeping, the other intent on getting, not
of Mr. Morse's class, as we presume; and it would
Now take either statement; the one of Mr. wealth but spiritual possession. There has been,
not be out of place for Jo5eph Smith to attend Michael Morse, the leader of the class and by there will be a conflict, close, intent, persistent.
this same class.
far the likeliest one to know, that his name was These men who go out from the Reorganization
It is not an unusual thing for persons to ask. on the class book (which according to his re- believing in the divinity of primitive Mormonism,
the prayers of the churches at revivals; nor is it ligious enemies 9ught to be in his favor) for intending to grapple with all phases of opposi.
a very strange thing for persons to attend class six months and was then dropped; or the other tion thereto with the standard works, rules and
meeting, which is called a "means of grace" in one referred to by Mr. W. S. that his name was authorities of the Church in their hands; to exthe Discipline; and in Section two of chapter two 011 the class book "only three days," Joseph amine all that is claimed to be truth and binding
of the Discipline, edition of 1853, it is provided Smith was not a member of the Methodist upon mankind, Saints, Latter Day Israel, by the
that none shall be admitted into the church until Church, nor could he become such, without a light of what has been written, and to stand by
they "are recommended by a leader wit!~ whom "recommend by a leader with whom [he] had the consequences. They go, as Moses may have
they have met at least six months." Now Mi. met at least six months; and had been "baptized." gone down from the mountain, to find Israel con.
chael Morse states that Joseph Smith's name was These good souls did not allow him to get very fused and dazzled by that which partakes strong.
on his class book "for about six months" and was near to the hidden door of the church; and it is ly of the earth, worshipping within the influence
then dropped. It may have been ~hat Joseph wonderflt). why they should now claim that he of something cast in the image of their own.
met with the class from time to time, desirous "joined the Jl.'[ethodist Church;" unless that too desires, wrought by their own hands; and it is
that this "means of grace," should soften his ob. is to be added to the sins that he must answer for. their duty, the Church expects it of them to
durate heart; and if, perchance he had been led
Joseph Smith would have been sadly deficient maintain the dignity of their calling; that they
• wrongly, he might be by such influence led in manliness and independence of character had shall retain their integrity as men and soldiers
aright; and this too without any further intention he suffered these intermeddlers to have domi- of a Redeemer-an Emmanuel.
than that of testing the value of the reformatory nated him in his religious convictions, and leave
That they will meet opposition must be expect.
influence there suppostld to be found. Hundreds their interference unresented; nor would it have ed; and that such opposition will be fierce, posand thousands both before and after Joseph been in keeping with the character for audacity sibly unrelenting, we have some reason to know.
Smith, have essayed the probationary state of and hardihood, which these same men give him, In fact, it would be unreasonable to expec.t those
the Methodist Church and have failed to abide; had he not at once adopted the first alternative so strongly entrenched to give way too readily.
have tested the power of godliness therein and and "withdrew his name." And, however good The rule seems to be now reversed. Once those
have not been impressed thereby, and have gone or bad his intentions may have been when he to whom our brethren are sent went out with the
out unchanged in conviction and manner of be- joined the class, he must have been driven from words of the prophet on their lips, "bring forth
lief and life; and such may have been the case his purpose, so far as the church was concerned, your strong reasons;" but now they cry unto us,
with Joseph Smith. The other way is this. This by so uncharitable a reception from those who "Away with apostates; we want no controversy
;young man was as he himself has stated, and as seemed to have been pillars in the church. lt with you. You are unworthy our notice?' But

read anti-Christian books with delight, and never
had to wage war with my Christ. The mighty
artillery of His love He leveled against me, and I
was vanquished and fell at His feet, saying, Blessed child of God, when shall others see the light
that is in thee? Therefore, I say, countrymen,
be not as the unbelievers are; do not throw yourselves into the vortex of ma.terialism and skepticism. Christ, your friend, is walking through the
streets of this country, carrying the banner of God
the Most High. He exhorts you to renounce .self.
My countrymen, throw on the scabbard then, unsheath the sword and cut down this abominable
self, and establish this kingdom of heaven in your
lives. Achieve the triumph and rejoice, for the
bridegroom cometh.
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THE SAINTS'
· we have notified them, and will again, that the
Reorganization intends to pound away at the
doors of their citadels of strength until the hon. est may go free; or until the God of Battle says,
"Hold, it is finished." May the Spirit of' God be
: with our brethren. Amen.
THE last number of the HERALD contained an
article from our pen on special providences, and
recited what one might say was a special providence indeed, and looked like begging. Well
that don't change the complexion of our needs
by any means. We see no necessity for any body
to spend time trying to bore augur holes with a
gimlet. It is hard work and the holes are all
gimlet holes when bored. There is not another
publishing house belonging to a religious body
· in the United States, so old as ours that has done
so much to spread the tenets of the body owning
it, that has not been helped by all sorts of gifts
and donations from its membership, we believe.
Men have died, their wills have contained clauses
giving bequests to the cause they had in life been
allied with; large and munificent gifts have been
made to many of the publishing houses of all the
denominations, and we thought some one might
' love our work that much too. The presses now
in the office were purchased by funds donated by
a brother for that purpose. 'No repayment was
asked, and we believe none was ever expected.
; There was no wrong doing contemplated in the
i purchase and none done.
We do not know
whether he ever regretted the generous act, or
: not; but we never heard him say that he did and
· do not believe that he ever did. We meant no
, harm by making our desire for such a providence
· known, except that we did want to do harm to
' the unprofitable works of darkness, and we want
· to still. This is our apology and explanation.
A thousand new subscribers to the Herald
wanted; send them along. If we had them the
Herald would be made a weekly straightway.
Send them in.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
'

:BRETHREN writing us will remember that our
' space in the correspondence column is necessarily limited; and as it is impossible to put all the
letters in, some will get left out. We shall try and
notice the more interesting ones, that are not in
the columns of letters, and so make partial
amends for our lack of space. Weekly-weekly' weekly HERALD-that is what is needed. Keep
· it before the Saints.
Bro .•Joseph A. Crawford, returned home about
November 25th, from a tour in Missouri, in which
',he preached at Star:field, Jameson's Mill's, Platts.
burg, Stewartsville, Liberty and Mount Pleasant
' school-houses; also in a school-house near Far
West. He says; "God blessed me with light
and liberty."
, Bro. George Mottashed writes from London,
; Ontario, that the work is reviving a little in that
.place. He feels the great desire to devote all his
itime and energies to the work; but, like many
Iothers, must bide his time.
. Bro. George Hicklin, of Belleville, and Bro. A.
:Reese, of St. Louis. have been out into the southi west part of Missouri, preaching at Sullivan,
]Leesburgh, and at different other places, from
:November 15th to the 23d. Ai all the pl~ces they
ispoke they were listened to attentively, and were
iblessed.

HERALD.

Bro. James A. Mcintosh writes from Holstein,
Grey county,· ontario, whither he has wandered
in an endeavor to preach the "One Lord, one
Faith, and one Baptism," taught by the Apostle
Paul and avowed by the Latter Day Saints. At
Carlingford, Bro. Robert Davis had baptized
three just prior to November 21st. Bro. Mcintosh had been at Holstein for some nine days,
preaching every night. Ten had so far been
baptized; and the meetings were to continue for
some days longer.
Bro. M. 0. Howard, Gainesville, Florida, is
anxious that an elder may be sent to them from
the spring conference. Who is there to send?
Our hearts ache, so many and so pressing are the
calls.
Bro. James Caffall writes us, N ovcmber 24th,
that he has reached his Colorado field of labor,
and is impressed with the vastness of that field,
and also with the fact that there are opportunities
to make good the words of the Master. Bro.
Caffall states that the air is light, afiecting the
new comer with shortness of breath, if making
any unusual effort, but that one soon becomes
acclimated. The field is a hard one, but Bro.
James proposes to do his duty without regard to
praise or censure, as he regards duty. He has
certainly effected some good in re-awakening Bro.
John Eames of Cheyenne, which we learn from
Bro. Eames' letter to us of a late date. We hope
that good will follow Bro. Caffall's footsteps
oyer the half sterile plains of Colorado.
Don't forget that Bro. Brix wants a fellow laborer of his own countrymen to help him in Denmark and Norway.
Bro. Thomas Nutt, of Nishna Botna Station,
Iowa, has preached in Sidney township a few
times, at the invitation of the citizens and was
well received. He thinks that Bro. Robert M.
Elvin could do a good work and raise up a
branch there. It is out of the district in which
Bro. Nutt is living, and he therefore fears trespassing, if he labors there.
.
Bro. C. G. Lanphear wrote from Millersburgh,
Illinois, December 2d, and was engaged in the
work. One had been baptized of late in that
branch.
Bro. E. N. Webster, of Boston Highlands,
Mass., thinks there is no better field for the faithful laborer than New England.
Bro. J. C. Foss writes us under date of Nov.
26th, that he has visited Deer Isle, Thomaston,
Tenant's Harbor, Damariscotta, Rockland and
other points in Maine, preaching as the way
opened.
Bro. T. E. Thompson of Richland coun!y, Illi
nois, writes that a desire exists among the people
there to hear -our gospel presented, the few sermons heretofore preached having awakened a
strong interest. Bro. Thompson lives three miles
from Chauncy, Lawrence county, which is on
the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad. He would
be glad to meet at the station some gospel ministers and convey them to his home. Any who
can go may address him there. He is fifty miles
from the nearest branch of the Church, he says.
Bro. Mads Powlson, at Goshen, Utah, wrote in
October, that he had distributed many tracts in
defense of the truth, and he seeks otherwise to
convince honest hearts of the same. He thinks
that the prejudice of the people there is decreas.
ing, and looks for good to be wrought by the
missionaries of the Reorganized Church now in
Utah,

Letter from Bro. R. M. Elvin, Crescent City,
Iowa, December 3d, gives account of his labors
since the conference at Galland's Grove. Among
the incidents related by him is that at one place,
noticing that a good brother declined the emblems at sacrament, he asked him the reason;
when he was told that the brother had made a
vow not to take the emblems from the hands of
a man who used tobacco. Rather a good reason,
we say, when, as Bro. Elvin remarks, the command is so emphatic, "Be ye clean that bear the
vessels of the Lord."
Bro. M. H. Bond, Cadillac, Michigan, wrote
Nov, 9th, that he had visited the Mason county
Saints recently. He felt the spirit of their welcome but found them scarcely holding their own,
and saw that the natural disadvantages of their
country were great. Yet he spoke three times to
fair audiences and aided towards reviving the
Saints. He mentions that Bro. Joseph Shippy
has been preaching east of Reed City where are
some members. Bro. Bond continues to rejoice
in a knowledge,of the truth of God.
Bro. Oscar L. Ferguson, formerly of Lamoni
Branch, Iowa, is now in Marshall county, Kansas. He thanks the God of Israel for giving him
blessings and strength, and his testimony is the
same as it was while he dwelt among the Lamoni
Saints. He mentions with feeling the names of
numbers there who were very kind to him, and
he hopes that the young members there will progress in their prayer-meetings and in all spiritual
things, and that they will live faithfully and soberly to their covenant with Christ. We can say
to Bro. Oscar, that when we were there in October,
we found that the young people's prayer-meetings
have been given up. Some said that they were
not conducted with order, decorum and sobriety,
and that some of those who attended came boisterously to the place of worship, and also with
other motives than those which should actuate
their minds and hearts. Others bore a better
testimony, but on the whole the meetings were
abandoned. For our part we are sorry for this,
for we believe that if conducted well, and if those
who attend do so in proper spirit, that then a
young folks' meeting may be made very profitable and oflasting service to them and their branch.
They should be in charge of some young but
sober minded officer of the Church. The one
here at Plano, ;which has existed for nearly
twenty months, has been thus proved, and its
good results are likely to continue to those who
attend and to the work in general. We hope in
time to hear of the re-establishing of the one at
Lamoni, and under such favorable auspices, and
with such decorum and true spirit, as to be suc.
cessful and enduring. So way it be in oth'er
places also. The older members should not be
forbidden attendance, but ·the general character
of the meetings being for the young they can
there develop their talents more freely than when
with the older Saints and the elders of the Church.
Copies of the Border Sentinel and Border Sta;r,
are sent us from Columbus, Kansas, for which
the brother sending them will please accept our
thanks.
Bro. Charles Wicks, who had been laboring at
Amboy and vicinity, went over to Kent, Stepl\enson county, on the 2d, and had spoken once there
at a revival meeting, on Wednesday evening, the
4th, by request, in the stead of an absent l'hinister.
Bro. Wicks had spoken thirteen times since leav.
ing Plano, on his present tour,
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Bro. George L. Matthews.of Sacramento, California, would like a .situation in the States. He
is an engineer by profession. Any one knowing
of a situation will confer a favor by addressing
Bro. Matthews as above and giving the informa.
tion.
Sister Cora E. Coombs, B!'ookline, Massachusetts, says that she is not only alone there but also
that she has not seen an adherent of the true fait)l
for nearly two years. She feels, however, that the.
Lord is with her by his.Spirit, guiding and in.
structing, which is an assurance that welike to
hear from any Saint, and especially from the
young in years, as is sister Cora, yet who are
faithful in prayer and in their dependence upon
the Lord. And. it is a. matter of note, that the
lone ones are often. (as a class) more faithful,
thoughtful, prayerful and devoted than are the
congreg~tted ones, those who lean upon some one
else, or who excuse themselves because there are
others to do duties, or who seek to excuse themselves because of the faults or errors of others, or
those who grow negligent, leaving activity to
some one else, as though some others' faithfulness
did for them too. The lone tree or plant grows
strong and tall, if the life is there, and so with
the Saint if the stamina and vital religious force
is there, while the crowded ones are often spindling and weak, till brought to the test alone and
are forced to grow. May sister Coombs ever
abide faithful, and ever rejoice in the work of
God, we pray.
Bro. J. B. Jarvis writes from Scranton, Kansas,
that the work there is going slowly forward;
meetings being kept up in the school-house every
Lord's Day, with good attention paid to the word
spoken.

SAINTS'

HERALD.

We commend the sermon of the Hindoo Priest,
printed in this issue, to the careful reading and
serious consideration of the Saints. Surely there
is a broad significance in the song, "Thou art
worthy, * * for thou has redeemed us by thy
blood out of every kindred, tongue and nation."
Our Hindoo theologian has taught his christian
brother a most valuable lesson-Christ, is the
Redeemer af all men, the Redeemer of the world.
There are some points of special beauty in the
sermon, that will be pleasing to all, particularly
to such brethren as Brn. Z. Gurley and S. F.
Walker, of Lamoni; Bro. Thomas Job of Goshen,
Utah; Brn. T. J. Andrews and D. S. Mills of
California; Bro. C. N. Brown, of Providence,
R.I., and others of similar character, because of
the richness of the thoughts expressed, in making
Christ, the Christ, the friend of man. Of course
we do not use the names of these brethren in
invidous comparison to others, but because their
names occur to us, as special lovers of the good
and beautiful in sentiment and breadth of view.
It is much more remarkable coming from a Bindoo, a word usually synonymous with heathen.
"For two thousand years men have been trying
to find out the dead Christ under the stone. But
the Spirit of God has marvelously rolled away
the stone, and Christ is not there." How won.
derously true. Christ is not in the sepulchre,
but yonder in the sky; and here, by his love in
the hearts, and by his power with the lives of his
disciples.
Bro. T. W. Smith, from Pittsburg, says: "I
baptized five more last Sunday week, or 9th inst,
at Pittsburg, making twelve in all. Several
more are about ready. I believe that I ought to
remain at least a couple of weeks longer, but if
Faint not brave hearts, the reaping time will come;
I get down to Maine before winter shuts up nav.
And men with Angels "shout the Harvest Home"
igation, I shall have to be moving on. I will not
It becomes a matter of business necessity for reach there before the second Sunday in Decemus to notify our Canada subscribers that British ber, if then."
currency is below par in the United States, and
Bro. E. C. Brand sends us in a letter of late
a loss occurs to the office on all that is sent us date, a clipping from the Salt Lake Tribune,
from one to five per cent, owing to the locality which is the report of a sermon preached in the
where we sell it. If you can procure it "Without Seventies' Hall in Salt Lake City, on the interloss, get United States currency to send; or if' esting subject of "Polygamy." The sermon is
you send by money order, get your orders on close, clear and argumentative; and does credit
Plano, or Chicago. If you can not get orders on to Bro. Brand as a defender of the faith. And
Plano be sure to get them on Chicago. A late from the reading of it, we should judge that it
order for a small amount drawn on Batavia, Kane was free from acrimony when delivered.
county, cost quite a discount before the office
B;·o. C. C. Reynolds, of West Buffalo, Iowa,
got the money for it.
sends us a copy of the Muscatine Journal, noting
A brother writes us under date of November the fact that a Mr. Haynes, a man claiming di30th that he is a believer in special providences, vinity, a religious leader in Texas, had been
and authorizes us to state that he will help ans. ridden on a rail, notwithstanding his claim to be
wer our prayer for a special providence in that invulnerable to human evil.
he will oft'er a "hundred dollar bill as a start,"
Bro. J. B. Jarvis, Scranton, Kansas, baptized
stating that we can secure "nine more at $100 at that place, October 29th, sisters Mary A. Herry
each; or eighteen at $50, or thirty-six at $25 and Ann Wilkinson. Good. Also an old time
each." This brother believes that God helps Saint out there, one who has been wandering
men and peoples who help themselves." So do since the "dark and cloudy day" began, thinks
we, or we should never have prayed for such aid. soon to renew his covenant and come into the
Bro. John Eames writes from Cheyenne, Wy. ranks again. We hope that he will, and in the
oming Territory, that he will be glad to have any fullr{ess of the Spirit too.
of the elders passing Cheyenne to call on him at
Sr. Rebecca Dayton, aged and poor, is still in
the English House. He sends us a Daily Sun, charge of the Kirtland Temple, which she holds
containing notices which we reprint.
possession of as the agent of the Reorganization.
In theNorth Manchester Glwonicle, Manchester, Long may her strength remain.
England, for September 20th, is an article of
A pamphlet advertisement of Florida lands for
near a column and a half in length giving quite sale and settlement is sent us by Dr. Wm. Bru.
a digest of the history of Mormonism, and a ref. son, for whom we last year published a work on
erence to both branches of the Church, J osephite Porcitis, or the diseases of the hog. He has
and Brighamite, with some of the differences be. been in Florida analyzing the soil and is engaged
tweetl them,
in the land business there.

Bro. J. J. Cornish gives account of how the
Saints in Eastern Michigan met November 22d,
in the St. John's Branch, Sanilac county, Mich.,
according to the published call, but finding that
the already existing district in ~iichigan included the whole state, and that therefore they were
out of order, nq separate organization of the
eight or nine branches in that region wt;ts
effected. Brn. W. H. Kelley and C. Scott were
present and preached effectively on Saturday
evening and on Sunday. The Saints were encouraged and the citizens are steadily growing to
an understanding of the true position of· the
trne Latter Day Saints. Bro. Cornish was in
London, Ontario, November 27th, when he wrote,
to attend a conference soon to follow. Of the
work there he says: "l found most of the Saints
trying to do well, although several have been
cut off since I left. It is the true church,. the
gospel is true, the work gr®ws, but through harsh
ruling on the part of their officers they suffer
themselves to be cut off, and I fear that too much
of it is done." Doubtless that is true, Bro.
Cornish, and a little more care and some more
patience would save some that are severed. It
takes kindness, patience and long waiting some.
times, but it pays richly in some cases.
Bro. William Bradbury, Providence, Rhode
Island, gives a good account of that branch·
About twenty-five earnest and honest ones have
been added to them by baptism since last spring.
They all express their joy in the truth, its power
and blessing being such as they never experienced
before. Brn. Bradbury, C. N. Brown and others•
are laboring for the conversion af those who seek
truth. Bro. Bradbury has preached in a park
where hundreds of people resort to hear·difl'erent
speakers on the Sabbath day. By this means
numbers have been led to investigate.
The Boone county Republican, a large and sen.
sible county paper, published at Boone, Iowa,
comes to us in exchange for the Herald. The
number for November 19th, contains an excel.·
lent editorial reference to us and our work.
Bro. J. Waltenbaugh writing from Bevier,
Mo., mentions the labors of Brn. Bozarth and
Griffiths there; and thinks good has been done
by them. Except some local division they are
doing well there.
Those wishing to communicate with Bro. Mark
H. Forscutt, will please bear in mind that until
further notice his address will be Box 50, Plano,
Kendall county, Illinois, care Herald Office.
The Home Mirror published at Longmont, Col.
orado, for November, is sent us. It is a readable
little sheet published as an advertisement of the
mining interests of Colorado.
Bro. Joseph Dewsnup is out in the North Man.'
chester Chronicle, England, in an article headed,
"Mormonism in Manchester," in which the faith
is ably defended. In the same copy, September
27th, the Epitome is published, under the caption
"Anti-polygamic Mormons." Good.
Sr. Sarah A. Rose, of Graysville, Ohio, writes
a long and encouraging letter to the HERALD
dated November 15th, in which she expresses
great gratitude for the instruction the HERALD
contains from time to time.
We thank the following brethren and friends
for newspapers received: Joseph Hammer, C. C.
Reynolds, T. R. Hawkins, Abner Vernon, Wm.
Hawkins, James Caffall, and some one unknown
for a copy of the Free Press of London, Ontario!
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Bro..B. A. Atwell, writes that at Fall River•
Wilson county, Kansas, a town on the St. Louis
and San Francisco railway, there is a good location for a lumber yard and furniture store. He
also thinks that a good locality for Saints to settle
and spread the gospel.

thing. We have been told by men who were, in
the old time, fathers in the Mormon faith, that
th.e question was raised in the early time, in Nauvoo, and that Smith always set his face, his counsel, and his hand, as firm as flint against it.

WE have received several copies of the Salt Lake
Tribune sent us by the kindness of JUr. James T.
Cobb, containing communications to that paper
concerning the situation in Utah, and the best
methods of meeting the issues there. One of
these communications in the number for Sunday,
October 12th, is a smart reminder to John Taylor,
to "be not too bold;" under the caption of "Polygamy doomed." Yes, it has been ''doomed" from
the first.
We thank brother Cobb for .these papers; also
for his strenuous eflorts to develop the latent
deviltry which he believes to be hidden in all
"Mormonism." He is evidently the author of
some of the articles in the Tribune sent us, and
which we read with interest.
In a late copy of the Salt Lake Tribune the
following sharp editorial appears:
"The heirs of Joseph Smith deceased, by his
wife, Eliza R. Snow, will hear of something to
their advantage by calling at this office."
The Tribune ought to have added "posthumous
heirs by proxy need not apply."

WE are compelled to withdraw our recommenda..
tion of the above paper published by Kafroth &
Co., Pennsylvania. One of our brethren sub.
scribed, and was intending to canvass for it, but
finding in a copy a part of a sermon in which
the Book of Mormon is spoken of in a manner
derogatory to its true character, and to the dissatisfaction of the Saints who have seen it,dissatisfactory because unjust and untrue,-he
sends it to us, and we herewith notify our readers
of the fact, so that we need not be blamed should
any herm·after subscribe and likewise be dissat-

rB.J;r:suRLINGToN "HAwKEYE."
WE clip the following from the Hawkeye, published at Burlington, Iowa, whose friendly and
just'words of defense we have copied before this,
and now: we have the pleasure again to record
like good words from it concerning the Reorgan.
ized Church, and the doctrine of polygamy as
not being a part of the true and original faith of
the Latter Day Saints, and only becoming a belief and practice when they were corrupted by
leaders who proved false to their trusts:
llWRliiONISM AND POLYGAMY.

The :1\Iorning Sun SentineZ has the following;
"The interview published in Saturday's Hawk.
eJre, of a Bun reporter with John Taylor, Brigham
Young's successor, contained information contrary to the oft repeated assertions of our favorite
paper, the Hwwlceye. That paper has several
times held forth the idea that polygamy was not
a part of the religion of the Latter Day Saints;
but only the practice of certain branches of that
denomination. Mr. Taylor says that polygamy
was a part of revelation, and that Joe Smith did
not specially teach it because he had sufficient
other important principles to inculcate, and necessarily left polygamy to be taught by his followers. We thus are led to believe that it is one of
the inherent, important points of the Mormon religion."
THE HAWKEYE, of course, is not responsible for
the statements of Mr. Taylor to a reporter of
another paper. But the present writer, (who is
not and never will be a Latter Day Saint, and is
very much afraid that he will never be a saint of
any kind), has taken pains to investigate this
matter a little; and he is satisfied that THE HAWKEYE tells the truth in regard to it. He knows
til at the son of Joe Smith, Joseph Smith, jr., now
a resident of Plano, Illinois, and the head of the
Mormon church outside of Utah, not only repudiates, but abhors the doctrine of polygamy. He
knows that the church of that faith in Burlington
is composed of good citizens, estimable men and
women, most of whom live in wedlock, and all
of whom have a holy horror of polygamy. The
present husband of Joe Smith's widow once said
to us: "I know that woman. No man could believe in polyg~my and live with her." The truth
is, Brigham Young was the fathel' of that sinful

"THE GUIDING STAR."

isfied.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Question.-Is a confession made to a branch,
in writing, legal and proper, and can a member
be restored to fellowship, by such a course, without personally appearing before the branch~"
.Answer.-We consider a well authenticated
confession in writing, of the genuineness of which
there is no doubt, and which can be filed with
the clerk and entered upon the Branch records,
one of the strongest that could be made; and
any one so confessing could be properly restored
to fellowship; such a confession we believe to
be as good all other things peing equal as if the
confession were made in person, made in good
faith.
Q.-Why is it the minutes of the Pacific Slope
Mission Conferences are delayed so long in publishing? The Saints here are interested as to
what was done there, and when the report reachp, c. B.
es them much of the interest is lost.
A.-We can not say. We publish them as soon
as possible after they are received; and are not
responsible for delay.

.. - ..

NEWS SUMMARY.
[Prepared expressly for the Herald.)

Nov. 16tb.-In the war between Chili and Peru
the navy of the former has had the best of it in a
recent conflict on the sea, two Chili an ironclads
having attacked the Peruvian man-of-war, the
Huasoar, and, with their guns, made a wreck of
her, killing three commanders in succession and
wounding two others, and killing and wounding a
large number of the men, all of them fighting to
the bitter end of the conflict, when the Chilians
were successful in boarding the historic vessel of
the Peruvians and taking possession of her as their
prize.
There are :rumors of an alliance between Russia
and Turkey for defensive purposes. The following dispatch from London shows what England's
reason was for sending h.er fleet into Turkish
waters recently: "Sir Austin Layard, British Ambassador to Turkey, has been instructed to bold
no further communication with the Porte regarding
Asia Minor, but to send for a British fleet, so that
it may anchor in Turkish waters. Subsequent
proceedings will depend upon whether the Turks
proceed to the fulfillment of their promises."
17th.-A grain·laden steamer on Lake Erie was
struck by a heavy squall of wind and capsized,
goirrg down into deep water suddenly. Of the
eight men in the crew six went down with her.
The captain and one man escaped after a hard
battle with the wind and waves,
The Cuban insurgents are raiding various portions of the island, their numbers increasing, and
their depreda.tio!ls upon the lives &lld property of

the people becoming greater daily. Government
forces have left Havana for the field of operation
and more troops are to be sent from Spain.
The Turkish Ambassador at London denies that
there is any alliance between his country and
Russia, or any understanding preparatory to one.
Germany believes that Russia is concentrating
troops near her frontier and she feels nervous
about it.
18tb.-A dispatch from Dublin announces that
incendiarism and agrarian outrages are increasing
throughout Ireland. The Irish National Convention has adopted an amended program, contemplating the power or right of self government for
Ireland, with nominal franchise qualifications, and
increasing the system of country borough representation. British troops are nuder orders to proceed to Ireland. A disturbance has occurred in
connection with the land rent agitation. A number of tenants having paid their rent as usual
were made subjects of a threatening demonstration
by the anti-renters.
A revolution has broken out in the state of Chihuahua, Mexico, against the Mexican government.
The Mexican Congress has approved the contract
for putting a cable across the Gulf of Mexico to the
United States. In the State of Yucatan civil difficulties have arisen. The Mexican government
has apparently instructed Gen. Palomina to intervene in the elections in that State. Gov. Ancona
immediately organized ·a force of 1,500 men to oppose such intervention, and occupied the Heightbs
of Merida. Gen. Palomina asked for new instructions from the Federal Government and reinforcements, which left Vera Cruz on the 5th inst. The
local opponents of Gov. Ancona joined the Federal
troops.
In France the beet crop is even worse than was
anticipated, and the price of sugar has risen.
Many refineries have come to a standstill, and
nearly all are likely to be stopped by the end of
December. The quality of the crop is inferior and
the quantity deficient.
At Calcutta, India, the inquiry into the Ameer'a
connection with the massacre of the British embassy at Cabul has begun, and at Cabul forty-nine
Afghans have been banged for complicity in the
affair. Further trouble is anticipated by the
British in Afghanistan. One insurrection is already being incited by one of the Kahns.
Five chiefs of the insurgent bands of Cuba have
surrendered, but others hold out still.
A dispatch from Pestb says the distress in Montenegro is very great. One· sixth of the population
is almost starving. The present supplies of food
will only last until the end of January. There
has been severe fighting on the Turkish frontier
near Bresovitza. The latter place was completely
plundered by a body of 500 Arnants.
When the news of the capture of the Huascar
reached Peru there was a riotous demonstration
by the Peruvians against their government, and
conseqently the cabinet resigned.
19th.-On Lake Ontario, during a heavy storm,
a fleet of tugs and scows went down, and twehe
of the thirty-one persona on them were drowned.
By an explosion of gas in a railroad tunnel in
California thirty Chinamen were instantly killed.
the engines and works were also destroyed. Oil
exists thereabouts, and a vein runs through the
soil where the tunnel is. Several lives had been
lost by previous smaller explosions.
Yesterday was the last day of Gen. Grant's visit
to Chicago.
After two years of short-time the spinning mills
at Kirkaldy, Scotland, have begun work on full
time. All the power loom manufacturers of linen
are also in motion once more, as not. for three
three years before.
Smyrna reports a splendid fruit crop. Ten million killograms of figs have arrived there from the
interior, the greater part of which will be sent to
Europe and America.
Preparations are being made t.o hold monster
land· reform and anti rent meetings in all the
counties of Ireland.
A dispatch from Valparaiso says the Chilians
hope to completely repair the captured Peruvian
iron-clad Huascar in two weeks.
Russia is discussing the ways and means for
the oonstruotion of voluuteer gruiser~, iu view ot
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the attitude of England towards Russia. A Rus·
sian paper says, "Every day and every hour the
conviction deepens that a great struggle is soon to
break out."
An Austrian squadron is cruising in the Mediterrn.nean.
20th.-Gen. ,Grant and wife arrived at their·
home in Galena, Illinois, last evening.
The heaviest fall of snow in that section for
years occurred at Augusta, Georgia. It snowed
over three hours steadily.
Yesterday the steamer Algeria, from Liverpool,
reached New York with $1,653,000 in specie on
board. On the same day the steamer Gallert
brought $800,000 in French gold coin.
2lst.-The storm of the 19th on Lake Michigan
was a severe one, and the result to the shipping
was disastrous, and suffering among various crew8
was great. The East shore of the lake is reported
as being lined with wrecks of schooners and
boats. On Lake Huron wind, rain and snow
storms caused like damages to steamers and
schooners, some being sunk out in the lake and
numbers of lives were lost. Some destruction also on Lakes Erie and Ontario, vessels and barges
going down or running ashore amid blinding
s·torms of snow and wind.
The Irish land troubles are becoming alarmingly
prominent. Messrs Davitt, Daly and Killen for
speeches made in Sligo county, have been arrested
by the British officials by order of the government
and there is a great commotion about it. Indignation meetings are being held and flaming posters are put up. The government is taking precautions to prevent an uprising by the Irish.
Those arrested will be held for conspiracy as well
as for sedition. The Irish organized societies protest against the arrests.
22d.-An immense indignation meeting was
held in Dublin, Ireland, last night, about the ar·
rest of Davitt, Daly and Killen, and the British
government was denounced. The excitement increases. Troops on Irish soil have been ordered
to concentrate in Sligo county, and infantry and
dragoons at Manchester, England, are ordered to
be prepared to start. An Irishman in Sligo
county, who had paid his rent, was dragged from
his bed by a party and beaten, and a piece of one
of his ears was cut off by them.
The court of inquiry as to the complicity of the
Ex-Ameer of Afghanistan in the massacre of the
English embassy at Cabul has closed and he was
not cleared.
By an explosion of gas at Hamburg, Europe,
ten persons were killed.
London dispatches of the 20th report the foundering of the iron steamer Pallas from Copenhagen
to Amsterdam. Thirty persons lost their lives.
Dena is Kearney, the San Francisco agit.ator, was
arrested in that cit.y on the 20th, upon the charge
of attempting to break up a public meeting, and
held to bail in the sum of $200.
At Chicago a Mrs. Buckminster committed
suicide by shooting herself in the forehead. She
was a confirmed morphine eater, and shot herself
because her husband had taken from her her
favorite drug.
Winter storms, consisting of wind and snow are
just now raging on the British coast, just as predicted some days a.go by the American Weather
Bureau. Hundreds of vessels put int.o various
ports for shelter, but some were stripped of their
ctmvas before reaching them.
The Sultan of Turkey has informed the British
government that the promised reforms in Asiatic
Turkey, shall be carried out without delay, but
promises are cheap with Turkey.
Over the new French cable messages of congratulation have passed between Presidents
Grevy and Hayes.
The scarlet fever is raging at Springfield,
Illinois. The board of health there reports over
500 cases in the city. The public schools are to
.
be closed for awhile.
24th.-Numerous meetings were held in England
and Ireland on the 22d and 23d, at all of which
resolution8 were adopted protesting against the
arrest of D:1vitt, Daly and Killen. The three pris·
oners were arraigned before the magistrates at
Sligo, Ireland, ye8terd01y.
At Madrid, Spain, died yestH.lay the Countess

de Montijo, mother of Eugenie, ex-Empress of
France. The latter arrived too late to find her
mother alive.
A dispatch received yesterday announces that
on November 2d, the Chilian army made a descent
on the. Peruvian coast and captured the city Pisagua, after a seve-re engagement. The Peruvie,ns
retired inland, followed by the invaders. The loss
of life was great.
The government troops in Cuba gained a victory
over the insurgents, November 5th, burning their
camp and putting them to flight.
In San Domingo the revolutionists defeated the
forces of President Guillermo on November 8th,
and Ms cause is considered to be lost. The capital city is beseiged.
Advices from Newfoundland tell of a terrible
storm on the coast of Labrador, on November 4th.
Three schooners went to pieces on the rocks;
some lives lost.
The widow of Charles Dickens died on the 22d,
at her residence near London.
25th.-The examination of Daly, Killen and Davitt was begun at Sligo, on the 24th, and resulted
in Daly being held to bail in the sum of £1,000,
the others being remanded for further examination. The Irish members of Parliament petition
the government to relieve the distress prevailing
in many parts of Ireland, and Lord BeacoMfield
has replied favorably.
The Chilians have captured another Peruvian
gun-boat,a.nd their land forces have again defeated the Peruvians in a great battle near Iquique.
Because the watch of a freight conductor was
fifteen minutes slow, his train was on the passen·
ger train's time, and a collision ensued. Both en·
gines and many cars were wrecked, and seventeer.
persons were wounded. The accident occurred
in Massachusetts, yesterday.
A steamer arrived at New York, yesterday,
bringing $1,300,000 in British gold bars and Amercan gold coin.
26th.--The excitement in Ireland continues.
Fire-arms are being purchased by the people, and
threatening notes are sent, and minor acts of violence occur. Davitt and Killen were examined
yesterday, and the former was held to bail for
£500.
By the b,urning of horse·car stables in New
York, over one hundred horses perished in the
flames, yesterday morning.
Extensive flouring mills were burned at Oronoco,
Minnesota. 30,000 bushels of wheat destroyed.
Loss $60,000. At London, Ontario, some extensive cooper works were burned. Loss $40,000.
27th.-A riot was attempted in Sligo, Ireland,
night before last, and the police were obliged to
clear the streets by force. The third prisoner,
Killen, is undergoing his examination; no decis·
ion yet reached. Last night a mob of 3,000 paraded the streets, overlooked by armed constables
to p-revent any violence or stone throwing"
28th.-Resolutions expressive of sympathy with
the tenant .farmers of Ireland and of a desire to
afford them assistance in their present need were
adopted last evening by the Irish .American Club
of Chicago.
Dr. Lesseps evidently has no intention of abandoning the Panama Canal scheme, as it is reported
that he will start for the Isthmus early next
month, and that ,a brigad~ of pioneers and engineers has been sent forward to begin t.he work
of cutting the canal.
Advices from the Arctic regions are not encouro.ging for the success of the expedition of the
Jeannette, as it is feared the ship will freeze up
in the pack-ice and have to be abandoned, with
not more than an even chance that in such an
event the crew will reach a place of safety. A
whaling bark arrived at San Francisco from the
Arctic Ocean brought tlie officers and crew of a
bark abandoned in the ice on the 24th of October,
and another vessel frozen in near by.
29th.-At. the close of Killen's examination at
Sligo, Ireland, he refused to give bail and was
committed to prison to await his final trial.
The Egyptian troops, commanded by Turkey
and her officers are making war against !he king
of Abyssinia because the latter would not accept
certain proposals in negotiation with Turkey.
Indians are depredating in Western Tex8,S.

Thirteen men were killed by them. Then a
strong party went out to bury them and while doing so they were fired upon and eighteen of them
killed. The Indians were evidently well armed·
with good rifles.
A portion of the city of Louisville, Kentucky,
was laid low by a whirlwind yesterday. Houses
were shattered, roofs torn off and a great deal of
other damage was done. It was an immel!se,
black cloud, funnel shaped and in five ruinates it
had done its work and passed by.
The breaking of a seat in a church at Waynesboro, Pennsylvania, caused it to be reported that
the floor was giving way, and a panic resulted.
The building, including the gallery, was full and
the wildest confusion ensued. Everyone tried to
escape, the lamps were extinguished during the
rush. The railing of the gallery gave way and
those above fell on the multitude below, and, in
the rush for the doors, the weaker ones and the
children were trampled down or otherwi5e injured,
some dangerously so.
Dec. lst.-The Irish agitators are holding large
meetings in England, Ireland and Scotland.
A
gathering of 50,000 people assembled at Hyde
Park, London, yesterday. County Mayo and
other parts of Ireland are ablaze with excitement.
Mesr;rs Daly and Davitt, out on bail, made speeches at two gatherings.
At. Naples, Italy, in an unfinished building where
twenty· seven people were dancing, the floors
above them gave -way and crashed down upon
them. Only seven were taken out alive.
2d.-A mass meeting was held in Chicago last,
evening, in sympathy over !,he wrongs of unhappy
Ireland. Some stirring speeches were made, in
which the leaders in Ireland were bid God-speed
in their endeavors to secure for her down-trodden
natives the ownership of the soil. Gr~J.rJdc pictures were painted of the evils of tenancy-at-will
and of landlordism, wherein the Irish at home are
crushed. Many leading citizens spoke and letters
of sympathy were received and read from Governor Cullom, General Logan, and others.
The White River Utes of Colorado are being examined before the Government Commissioners at
Los Pinos, concerning the recent outbreak .. On
both sides there are fears of treachery, and all parties are armed, Indians and whites. Chief Ouray
claims that the Mornl.ons of Utah are trying to
stir up the Utes to another outbreak.
Advices from several important points in Ireland indicate that a better feeling is prevailing,
and there is reason to believe that the culminating point of the a.gitation has been passed.
The first session of tl:i e Forty-sixth Congress of
the United States convened at Washington, yesterday. The chief item of the day was the reading of the annual message of Pres. R. B. Hayes.
3d.--Cardinall\Ianning, of Ireland, has appointed next Sunday as a day for a general collection
for the suffering, and whose appeal st.ates that the
indications are that such a period of want and suffering has not been known since the great Irish
famine. The British Government seems to keep
all the news from Ireland quiet, and the London
dfspatches say that none is to be had.
By an explosion of fire-damp in a mine in Saxony, seventy or more persons were killed night
before last.
4t.h.-There was an attempt at Moscow, Russia,
night before last, to assassinate the Cz01r by blowing up the train of cars, but the would-be murder
ers mistook the train and blew up the wrong on!',
destroying one car and throwing seven others
from the track.
Cold weather is reported in Great Britian and
on the continent, and snow storms at Rome and
Madrid.
A war has broken out in New Calabar, on t.he
western coast of Africa, and the prisoners taken
are killed and eaten by their captors. The
British naval commander has been urged by the
European residents to interfere as it is expected
that the outbreak will become general.
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hundred miles of him loaned him money, calculating according to the number that it is said he
received from and never returned it. "Joe" must
have been the luckiest man that ever lived to
have so many friends and sympathizers in his
early life, so that he had only to say, "I am in
want," and any one of them would hand right
over the desired cash, without the least security;
perhaps they never thought of that: What wonderful confidence they must have had in the man,
knowing, too, at the same time, that he was one
of the worst villains in the whole world! My
prophecy is that all the fools are not dead yet;
and if I could only get into such a nest of "poor
devils" as Mother Grundy says swarmed around
"Joe," I think that I should be strongly tempted
to take in their small change, and-perhaps-buy
a rail road, or start a peanut stand.
On Sunday, November 2d, I baptized Bro. Edwin Babcock and sisters Angie Was4burn and
Mary E. Vanburen, all of matured age and of
good repute. Amid snow, hail and cold winds,
these three followed the Master into the straight
and narrow way. May their faith increase and
their joy become full. Thanks to Mr. Nelson for
the timely aid rendered us in going to and from
the water: and for warm rooms and splendid
dinner prepared for all by sister Nelson, together
with the excellent aid given by the Davis brothers.
Others are believing near Troy and will never be
at ease until they find rest in the ark of safety.
They mav try the mourner's bench, hut it will
not do. Yours,
W. H. KEI"LEY.

I

CoLDWATER, Michigan, Nvv. 11th, 1879.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins:-The conference for the
Michigan District, held at Galien, October 25th,
26th and 27th, was one of the best that was ever
held in the district.
The weather was favorable, a good representa.
tion, especially from Coldwater and Lawrence,
was in attendance, and an excellent spirit was
.
manifested throughout the session.
The business was transacted in a satisfactory
manner, and a large and appreciative audience
of both Saints and outsiders was present at the
preaching services, and they listened with earnest
attention to the stirring and telling discourses
delivered by Ern. J. Smith and C. Scott, which,
taken altogether, were just a little extra. The
Saints were confirmed and encouraged, the hon.
est seeker after truth was shown the right way,
and the clouds of fog and mist that may have
been enveloping some, by reason of having been
led along by blind guides, were evidently dispersed in no small degree, as the facts of' the faith
were. presen~ed with fll!-ency, spirit and. force.
The mterest mcreased w1th each assembling, un.
til on Sunday evening, when everything seemed
to reach high tide, as Joseph seized the icon.
oclast's hammer and sailed into the moder11 dog.
mas, bigotry and inconsistencies of sectarianism
-smashing up the theories of men as if all pity
had left him. The audience appeared all ears
and eyes, and with bated breath they leaned forward to follow the line of thought. The speaker
was fresh from the "Sanctum," where the emblem
CovE, Jackson county, Ohio,
of peace hovers, but now, out to the front; the
November 25th, 1879.
war spirit, aggressive and defensive, seemed to
B1'o. Josepl•:-It has been several months since
have seized upon him, and he made such a de. I troubled you with a communication, so I con1eni:2{)f the truth, as to send confusion into error's eluded to write a few lines that the readers of the
whole line, and he shook the pillars of the sup- He1'ald might see what was going on in this reposed strongholds. We, the Saints, were happy gion. I came here about eighteen months ago;
right under the thunder of the occasion, and are it was then an entirely new field. I labored
yet confirmed in the opinion that despite the cant, about three months and baptized seven, and orderision, envy and suspicions of the slow to be- ganized the Jackson branch. During the time I
lieve· what has been written by the prophets," held a discussion with an elder of the Christian
the title of "Little Joseph" will soon be but a order. Soon after I left, Bro. Ells visited this
thing of history, and the "Lawful heir," by reason branch, and taught them. many useful lessons,
of the excellent gifts that God has seen fit to put which are not forgotten. On the 22d of Septemupon him, will be acknowledged by all Israel as ber my wife and I returned. I have labored since
one eminently worthy and fit to succeed his ill us- that time in the surrounding country, as I could
trious father to the prophetic office and presiden. get opportunities, and have baptized three, makcy of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day ing the number ten. I have preached seventeen
Saints.
times; the Lord gave me a requsite measure of
Socially, a more happy, cheerful and contented the Spirit, and many believe that we teach the
band rarely meets; at home, on the way, and at truth, but they are slow to obey. I have not met
church, the most pleasant emotions seemed ac- as mueh open opposition as when here before,
tively at work, to keep alive the already excellent although I had a little twist with a Rev. Soul
good feeling possessed, with the view to make Sleeper, on the 7th ult. At the close of my diseach still more happy.
course, I gave him liberty to announce his apThe Galien Saints, aided by a number not iden- pointments, which he did, and continued by
tified with the faith, had made ample preparations offering some objections to my discourse. He
to receive and care for those from a distance, and first objected to "the signs following the believer,"
did that part of the work with such a generosity saying "them that believe" was in the present
and splendid good way, that we only wished we tense, and must of course mean the Apostles. It
could longer stay.
was no trouble to put a quietus on him on that
The prayer and testimony meetings were good. point. He then desired me to work a miracle,
The Spirit of peace, tenderness, hope, confidence, saying if I did so, "he would believe. I used
love and trust, imbued the Saints as they wor- Matt. 4, with a marked effect, showing the simil.shipped and bore witness to the truth. They felt arity of the gentlemen-sign-seeker and Satan.
indeed that they were in the house of God, experi- He was sharp enough to see when he was caught.
encing heavenly seasons in Christ, as each heart He then objected to the kingdom of God being
was softened and touched with a gentle glow of set up, upon the earth before Jesus Christ's sec.
the ]loly fire, and the Spirit's voice was heard to ond advent, and quoted 2nd Tim. 4:1. I took
cheer them on. We were comforted-glad-and Dan. 2d, and ran the line of those powers reprefelt again to thank the Lord for the renewed gos. · sen ted by the great image, showing that the dipel of these latter days.
visions do exist, and that in the days of these
On Wednesday, the 29th, I went to New Troy, kings would the God of heaven set up a kingdom
and in the evening was blessed while addressing which should break in pieces all other kingdoms,
a large audience, and was kindly cared for by and it should endure forever. "The last straw
Mr and 1\'Irs. Eister. While in the vicinity, I broke the camel's back," and he had nothing more
preached also at New Troy and Chickaming, in to say. There was present quite a large congre.
all, six discourses. At the former place there re- gation. I left on the next morning, having apsides a man who says "Joe Smith" cheated his pointments for the Sabbath. I have heard that
uncle out of $500 of borrowed money; and from during his efl:"ort there, that he gave me "thunder,"
a neighbor of his uncle's he took $1800 in the (using the language of my informant). I think
same way. Now the question in my mind is how it all in place, when we are criticised publicly
"Joe" ever got the confidence ·of these fellows, if by the sectarian giants, to sling a few pebbles as
he was such a notorious rascal from infancy, as near the tender place as we can; it gives us tact,
all agree that he was, so as to even meet with a and by practising we become skillful with the
chance to cheat them? How C!J,me they to loan sword-it drives off the sca1'e, and we learn, if
him so much money and without. any security? humble, "that we shall not he confounded or put
It seems, too, that everybody that lived within five to shame openly."
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The Saints here were made glad by a visit from
Bro. T. W. Smith; he preached six times, having
excellent liberty, and allayed much prejudice.
Some have said, "He was the smartest man they
ever heard." Well he is worthy of all the good
said about him; may the Lord bless him and
crown his labors with success.
We expect to remain here a few weeks m,.ore,
as there are prospects for some new territory to
be opened. I think you struck the right "note"
on opening new fields, in a late He1'ald. I feel a
willingness to be a constant laborer in the field.
Please pray for me that I may become strong in
the work, and "a workman approved, that needeth not to be ashamed." As ever your brother
in the gospel,
L. R. DEVORE.
PniLADEI.PIIIA, Pa., Nov. 24th, 1879.
Bro. Stebbins:-Bro. T. W. Smith reached here
last week. I had two more readx for the water
on his arrival, and he baptized them yesterday,
(Sunday), both of this city. There are two or
three more convinced of the truth and I look for
them to come forward at no distant day. Bro.
Smith will go to l\fonmouth county, New Jersey
on the 27th. Our conference was held there yes.
terday; I did not attend by reason of the paptisms
here. We had a good attendance at the .Hall
yesterday, both morning and evening to hear Bro.
Smith. He preached on the "Book of Mormon"
in the morning, and on "Faith in the evening.
I see by the Herald that the interest in this work
is on the increase, which I am pleased to see. I
hope it will continue, and that many honest souls
may be brought into the bonds of the covenant.
Your brother in Christ,
JosEPII A. STEWAnT.
VIRGINIA CITY, Montana,
November 2d, 1879.
B1'o. Joseph:-! send you an allopathic dose of
my pilgrimage up to this point. I left conference
October 1st, and went to Harlan thence to Pleasant Ridge; p:ceached on Sunday 5th in company
with Bro. Lake who preached in power in the
evening under the influence of the Spirit. During the evening I saw in an open vision an angel
holding a book, (the Book of Life), point to the
book and to a lady in the congregation who gave
in her name for baptism. Monday 6th, 7th and
8th, spoke at Leland's Grove; on 12th and 13th
at Omaha; 14th 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, and twice
Sunday 19th, at Valley Branch; J'l>Ionday 20th
21st and 22d at Fremont; 23d and 24th at Elkhorn, returning to Omaha the 25th. Pre~tched
there on the 27 and 28th, and by the kind assistance of the brethren and sisters where I had
traveled was enabled next day, Wednesday 29th,
to take train for Ogden. Laid over twenty-four
hours at Cheyenne in a snow storm; arrived at
Salt Lake City on Saturday, Nov. 1st. Preached
in Seventy's Hall Sunday 2d; then to Little Cot.
ton wood. Preached 4th and 5th and again in Seventy's Hall in the city, Sunday 9th; subject,
Celestial Marriage. One or two of the wives of
Brigham Young, and one of Joseph Young's
wives, and sister of Oliver Cowdery, were present.
Several came and shook hands with tears in their
eyes, saying that was like old times. Spoke
twice and at Ogden in the ThL E. Church on the
13th, to the largest congregation ever convened
in the building. Elder Hyde, pastor, kindly ex.
tended the hospitality of his house, opened and
closed my meeting, and his organist and choir
kindly assisted. 14th to Three Mile Creek, thence
to Malad City; preached there Sunday 16th, and
Monday 17th. The brethren there kindly supplying my wants in the shape of under flannel
and an over-coat; which I then much needed.
Thence to Oneida, when I preached to a congre.
gation styling themselves "Apostates." Thence
next day to Soda Springs; preached there on the
21st, and baptized five and held a confimation
and sacrament meeting. The brethren there
kindly furnishing me with a buffalo robe, an
almost indispensible thing in this extremely cold
region. Saturday 22nd. returned to Oneida, then
taking train for Terminus. It is 274 miles from
Ogden. There I had an invitation from Mr.
O'Neal, the principal hotel, to stay over and
preach: did so, taking stage for Virginia, Monday 24th, at 2 p.m.; arrived at the Salisbury
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Station, at 6 p.m. next day, and had to stay over
till 11 a.m. next day, the Helena stage driver
having lost himself in the snow storm. Then
got to Pass Maria, or Ruby Valley that night,
and arrived here yesterday. I preach in the M.
E. Church to.night, tv-morrow and Sunday; then
Monday, Dec. 1st and 2d back nine miles to Ruby
Valley; then on to Gallatin Oo., to Bozeman City.
This will be my next address. I am much encouraged in the prospects of this mission. Your
brother in bonds,
E. C. BRAND.
SHENANDOAH, Iowa.
Dear Herald:-I have just been reading a letter from Bro. Gluud Rodger. What an inspiring
piece it is. How it will cheer those far off Saints,
and strengthen them to know they are remembered by so good a man as Bro; Gland. I never saw
our brother, but ufter reading his address to the
Australian Saints, I feel quite well acquainted
with him. Such blessed words, of faith, love and
remembrance will give peace and rest to all who
will read. If our brother received the parting
tear after a five years' sojourn among those Saints,
he certainly deserved it, and I thank our Father
for all such, and like a beggar ask for more.
With ml)lny thanks to brother Gland for his good
E. REDFIELD.
words, -I' remain,
UNCLE W1llimn B. Smith, in a letter from his
home in Elkader. Clayton county, Iowa, dated
November 26th, comments upon our editorial in
HERALD for November 15th as follows:
Joseph:- The Het•ald comes again with its usual
amount of interest in defense of the truth, bringing good news of the prosperity of the work in
different localities where the gospel is preached
in its purity. Thank God, Zion's cause is still
onward notwithstanding the accusations of false
accusers. I notice that in your reply to these
polygamous Mormons your points are well SUStained: and are justifiable in truth and righteousness. If it be true that Joseph Smith did teach
and practise polygamy contrary to the law of the
Church, he was most certainly a transgressor.
Nor would his sanction of the doctrine make it
a legitimate ordinance in the Church of Christ.
In proof that Joseph Smith did teach and practise such a doctrine I should want more reliable
testimony than can be had from the polygamous
wives of Brigham Young. According to their
own testimony they have been too much married.
To bear false witness is the natural result of this
polygamy system; and it is further to be remembered, that these polygamous 1\formons have
been well educated in the peculiar and treacherous tactics of apostasy, and placed under the
penalties of an endowment oath, consequently, at
the command or council of their file leader,
these must all fall into line with heel and toe on
the mark ready for evangelical duties, of their
kind according to the rules laid down in their
faith and practice.
In proof of these statements we offer the testimony of Brigham Young, (now dead), as to the
lying propensities of his elders and followers.
The following is the testimony of Brigham
Young concerning the character of his elders
who profess to hold the keys of the Kingdom of
God.
Brighmn Yojlng said November 9th, 1859, see
Deseret News, vol. 6, page 291. "Some of the
elders seemed to be tripped up in a moment if
the wicked can find any fault vvith the members
of this Church; but bless your souls, I would
not yet have this people faultless, for the day of
separation has not arrived. I have m'iiny a time
in this stand dared the world to produce as mean
devils as we can. We can beat them at anything.
We have the greatest and smoothest liars in the
world, the cunningest and the most adroit theives;
and any other shade of character that you can
mention.
"We can pick out elders in Israel right here
who can beut the world at gambling, who can
handle the cards, can cut and shuffle them with
the smartest rogue on the face of God's footstool.
I can produce elders here that can shuve the
:;martest shavers und take their money from them.
We can beat the world at any game. We can
beat them because we have men here (in gam-
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bling hells) that live in the light of the Lord;
that have the holy priesthood, and hold the keys
of the kingdom of God."
Now, with this evidence concerning the real
character of polygamous Mormon elders, who
could trust to the testimony of such men or women who are partakers of the same lying spirit;
though they should place on file a thousand affidavits? Who could believe them? If men can
hold the keys of the kingdom of heaven' 'in gambling hells;" and the testimony of whisky bloats
is to be regarded as prima facia evidence that
Joseph Smith was a polygamous prophet; then
may we conclude that righteousness and truth
have fled from the earth; while his majesty, (Satan), who is called the devil, sits in the highest,
as well as in the lowest sinks of iniquity on earth,
clothed in Divine habilaments,--0, shame! shame!
No wonder that men of such faith and doctrine
could call Sr. Emma a liar for having told the
truth in her last testimony to the world of the
true history and character of the prophet Joseph
Smith. Sr. Emma was an honest and a fuithful
wife, as in all my experience I do lmow' and testify.
The testimony of one honest person is more to
be relied upon than this whole array of polygamous Mormon evidence.
WILLIAM B. SMITH.

EDENVILLE, Iowa, Dec. 1st, 1879.
Bro. J'oseph :-Opened two new places for
preaching east of the Sheridan branch in Poweshiek county. Went there by direction of the
Spirit. One was baptized yesterday, a Methodist
lady. I continue over this week and during the
time hope to baptize more as many are favorable.
Bro. Goreham is my only help here. He is young
in the work, but determined. Organized a
branch in Marion county, a few weeks ago. Left
Bro. Stamm with them who is holding up the
standard of truth. This branch is a noble band
Of Saints. Visited the Valley branch, and find
them with good desires, but they lack an energetic leader. Since the death of their president
(Talley Clark) they have been almost as wandering sheep. I hope God will raise up a man ere
long to lead them that will not think it too much
of a sacrifice to meet with them every Sabbath.
I visited the Des Moines branch and found only
four families of Saints there. They had not held
meeting for months. Since my visit I understand
they ure keeping up meetings at Bro. Lloyd's.
I. N. WHITE.
Yours,

Dear Herald:-Will you please tell why John,
who was considered a.s great a prophet as ever
lived, and was the forerunner of Christ, and of
course possessed of the Spirit of God, should be
considered less than the least in the kingdom of
God? I have seen J\1r. Fleetwood's explanation,
ALPINE, Kent county, Michigan,
but do not admire it. If you will enlist some
November 11th, 1879.
B1•o. Henry:-We would be very glad to have good, able brother in this matter, I have no
an elder come here again to speak to us, for we doubt but hundreds of Latter Day Saints would
have not heard a Latter Duy Saint preach in enjoy it, and it would be a benefit.
almost seven years. The last sermon we heard
.....
was Father Norton's funeral sermon. If some
good elder will come here and preach he can
have a home with us as long as he wishes to stay.
I think that some of the people would be glad to
§t. Lcm.bi Distl\•ict.
hear, for I have been asked a number of times
A conference convened at St. Louis, Missouri,
why they dont come. I ask an interest in the
prayers of the Saints. From your sister in the at 9 a.m., on Sunday, October 5th, 1879; Abraham
faith,
MARY NoRTON. Reese, president; John G. Smith, clerk; C. J.
Peat, assistant.
Introductory remarks by Pres. Reese. Elders
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah,
James Anderson and D. D. Babcock were invited
November 24th, 1879.
Bro. Joseplt:-Brn. Luff, Derry, Anthony, Deuel to take part in the conference.
Branch Reports.-St. Louis, last report 253,
and myself reached here Saturday 8.40 p.m., and
present number 251; 6 Elders, 6 Priests, 4 Teachfriends met us and have cared for us kindly.
Our trip over the mountains was very pleasant. ers and 2 Deacons ; 1 baptized and 3 expelled.
Gravois 53, 1 High Priest, 3 Elders, 2 Priests, 1
Yesterday we held service in the Seventy's Hall,
and the interest manifested was encouraging. Deacon"; no changes.
Belleville, last report 74, present number 65, 8
We have secured the Institute and will begin
services there on the night of the 25th inst, and Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers and 2 Deacons; 8
continue on through the week. We expect to con- removed by letter, 1 died.
Alma, last report 41, present 57, 3 Elders, 5
tinue our services in the Institute for at least the
next six months. The Methodists and Presby- Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 8 baptized and 8
terians at Nephi kindly offer us their churches in received from Belleville Branch.
Cheltenham 30, 4 Elders, 1 Deacon.
which to hold services.
Alton 29, 1 High Priest, 4 Elders, 3 Priests, 1
All the missionaries will remain here till after
next Sunday, after which Bro. Derry will labor Deacon; no changes.
Caseyville, last report 38, present 40, including
at Ogden, Bro. Deuel at .Beaver, Bro. Luff at
Provo City, and Bro. Anthony at Logan, Malad, 4 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 2 bapand their vicinities. I will remain here. Our tized, 9 scattered.
Boon's Creek, !last report 24, present 20, inprospects are encouraging.
We shall need a large amount of printed mat. cluding 2 Elders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher ; 5 scattering
ter. The Church must help us to needed printed members, 4 removed by letter.
Whearao 18, 2 Elders.
matter. It will prove "bread cast upon the
Committee Report: The report of the committee
waters." Myself and fellow-missionaries will do
all we can for this mission, but the Saints must appointed at last conference to draft resolutions
aid by their faith and meuns. We are all "labor- appropriate to the occasion of the resignation of
ers together with God,'' and "all victory, honor President Wm. H. Hazzledine was approved, and
and glory are brought to pass unto" us by our the committee was discharged.
"diligence, faithfulness and prayers of faith."
(Note.-The report of this committee was incorMy address till March 1st will be, box 1046, Salt porated in the minutes of last district oonferenc~,
Lake City, Utah. With highest esteem, yours in and published in the Herald.)
Christ,
W. W. BLAIR.
Resolved that hereafter the authorities of branches in this district are requsted to send a request
to the district conference, if they need and desire
JEFFERSONVILLE, Ill., Nov. 19th, 1879.
I hope the Herald will soon become u weekly. any help during the quarter.
That all the elders and priests belonging to this
I am satisfied it might be now if the Saints had
given it the support they ought. We are still district, not engaged as branch officers, labor in
doing a little in this district, but we have no one branches, or wherever they can find an opening;
to devote his entire time to the ministry. If we if in branches, subject to the request and direction
bud a man that could travel and preach through- of the branch officers.
That hereafter all the elders and priests of this
out the district, I am satisfied there could be a
good work done. I pray the Lord to raise up district report at every quarterly conference, either
more faithful laborers and open the hearts of the in person or by letter.
Whereas, it has been reported to this conference
people that they may recieve the truth, and the
hearts of the Suints that they may better sustain that Elder Wm. B. Smith contemple,tes visiting and
laboring in this district this fall and winter, and
the work.
G. H. HILLIARD.

-·.-
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in view of the fact that we are not in a financial
condition to sustain him if he comes, Resolved
that we respectfully request Elder Wm. B. Smith
to defer his contemplated trip for the present.
Reports of the spiritual condition of the branches were made as follows: Elder Wm. Anderson reported the St. Louis Branch; Elder Wm. Gittings,
the Cheltenham Branch; Elder John Sutton, the
Gravois Branch ; Elder Geo. Hicklin, the Alma
Branch. Whearso Branch is reported in good
standing. Boon's Creek Branch is reported in
good condition.
Elders George Hicklin, R. D. Cottam, Wm. Still,
Wm. Smith and D. D. Babcock reported in person,
and A. S. Davison by letter. Priests J. G. Smith
and N. N. Cook reported in person.
Elder Wm. Still addressed the Saints before partaking of the sacrament. The Lord's supper was
administered by Elders Wm. Smith and R. D.
Cottam, and a short time occupied in bearing testimony.
At 7 p.m.,·preaching by Elders Abraham Reese
and Geo. Hicklin.
Adjourned to St. Louis, January 4th, 1880.

in Sarpy county; and all Elders and Jilfel!tB whoso
la.bors are not needed in their l'l(~lctive'"f:lr~:Oches
are requested to labor elsewhere as much as they
can.
The committee on a peal reported being in favor
of entertaining the appeal, the grounds being well
taken, A long debate followed, but it was finally
agreed to entertain it.
Afternoon Session.-Resolved that, whereas, the
brethren presenting the petition did not attend the
Sunday afternoon session, nor give any excuse for
not attending, or express a wish to have the matter deferred, we now proceed with the case.
Resolved that a letter from Bro. E. T. Edwards
to Bro. T. J. Smith be received aa evidence.
That we endorse the decision of the court of
Elders.
Bishop's Agent's Report.-"Brought forward
$3.10; received as offerings $19 85. Paid to Elders $21.85; to balance due Church $1.10. H.
Neilsen, Agent."
A collection was taken up amountin~ to $8.
Adjourned to Omaha, January 3d, 1880.

NOA'tl!B.mEastern. Wi!lconslln. District.

A conference convened at Newport, Los Angeles
county, California, September 7th, 1879; J. F.
Burton, presiding; S. L. Crain, assisting; R. R.
Dana, clerk; A. E. Jones, Jun., assistant.
At 11 a.m.; preaching by S. L. Crain; at 2 p..
m., sacrament administered, followed by testimony
meeting.
Committee on preparation for the Pacific Slope
Conference reported that the most convenient
place for said conference would be on Bro. D. L.
Harris' grounds. Report accepted.
Committee retained, with instructions to prepare
the grounds for the coming conference. Brethren
Rice and Bagwell were added to the committee .
Resolved that we sustain, with our faith and
prayers, Bro. D. S. Mills, as President of the Pacific Slope Mission,.
At 7:30, preaching by J. F. Burton.
Adjourned to meet on call of the president.

arrangements he can for the settlement of whatever may be due on said church property; also
that he forward the deed to said church property
to~t.he Bishop of the Church.
Preaching Saturday evening, by Jesse Reader;
at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m., on Sunday, by H. C. Smith;
7 p.m., 'by J. H. Givins.
Adj9,~~p,~d to the Hinote Branch, at 10 11.m.,
January 3d, 1880.
Monday morning after conference closed, Father
Odom, an aged brother of eighty years, renewed
his membership in the Church by baptiEm.
------~~~·~~------

Notices.
To the Elders who were elected to membership
in the First Quorum of Elders, at the September,
1879, meetings. You will please send to Bro. F.
G. Pitt, Plano, Kendall county, Illinois, the full
particulars of your ordination, and the sum of ten
cents, and your licenses will be forwarded. Yours
in Christ, Robert M. Elvin, president.

Los Aulo{eles SubmDistrict.
A conference was held at Binghamton, Wis.,
September 27th and 28th, 1879; W. S. Montgomery,· president; Joseph Lampert, clerk.
At 2:30 p. m., a prayer and testimony meeting.
At 7:30, business meeting.
Resolved that the committee should sell the
meeting house if a fair price is offered.
That a committee be appointed to find out the
standing of.the scattered members of this branch,
between now and next conference, and report to
the president of ihe branch.
Joseph Lampert was appointed as the committee.
.._. ·--.....l!!:~l'"}•iqg by Wm. S. Montgomery, then testimony meeting.
.
Sunday.-At 10;30 a.m, preaching by Wm. S.
Montgomery, followed by Wm. Franklin; at 2:30
testimony and sacrament meeting; at 7:30p.m.,
preaching by Wm. S. Montgomery.
Adjourned to Binghamton, December 28th and
29th, 1879.

Florida District.

A conference was held at Coldwater, Santa Rosa
NoA•tbern Nebraska District.
county, Florida, October 4th and 5th, 1879; H. C.
A conference was held at Fontanelle, Nebraska, Smith, president protem.; Jas. C. McArthur, clerk.
Sept. 11th, 1879; Thos. J. Smith. presiding; H.
Reports of officers in person: H. C.. Smith of
Nielsen, clerk.
the Seventy; Elders James Calhoun, A. Kennedy,
Branch Reports.-Omaha (Ellglish), the same as W. W. Squires, John H. Givins Jesse Reader,
last reported. Omaha (Scandinavian), no changes. John Hawkins, Benj. L. West and L. F. West;
Platte Valley 33; 2 baptized, 1 removed by letter. Priest Thos. Sanders; Teacher John R. Blocker,
Pleasant Grove 19; 2 baptized, 4 received. Doug- and Deacon Seaborn Jones, all had labored more
las 27 ; 2 l!>aptized, 8 received.
or less for the Church. Bro. E. Powell reported
Elders J. Caffal! (baptized 2 in the district.), by letter.
Geo. Derry, Thos. J. Smith, N. Brown (baptized 4),
Branch Reports.-Santa Rosa 26; 2 baptized.
H. Robinson (baptized 5), F. W. Curtis, Thos. Coldwater. 50. Other branches were not :reported.
Galley, E. Rannie and Ralph Erown reported.
The resolution of last conference recoD)mendiug
The presidents of branches reported.
Bro. L. F. West to the Board of Publiqation for
ReportofCommittee.-We your committee au-, appointment as their agent was rescinded.
thorized to solicit means for the purchase of a
Bro. L. F. West was requested to.visit the neighhorse and wagon for the use of the district, have borhood where the evening Star Branch once exmade no collection thus far .. but we have been isted, and decide as to the wisdom and propriety
promised, considerable from di:fferent parties, and of organizing a branch there.
we think. there is a good prospect of obtaining
A motion asking the Alabama District to take
sufficient at an early date.
action with us to unite the two distriicts was lost.
The chief objection urged against this resoluBro. P. Brown offered to pay $5· N. Brown
offered tak:(urnish the use of a ;horse until spring. Lion was that the territory was too large for any
Bro. Jones offered to furnish the use of a horse, local elder to preside over. Those who spoke
how long not said. G. N. Derry ofi'ered to furnish against it said they would endorse it, heartily, if
one-half set of harness.
it would result in liberating an elder for permaThe committee was then authorized to purchase nent ministry in the district.
the one half set of harness and wagon, according
Resolved that we declare the Eureka Branch
to their best judgment.
disorganized.
The De Soto Branch was dectared disorganized,
Whereas the conference has this day declared
as president T. J. Smith reported that on visiting the Eureka Branch to be disorganized; and,
H, he found the members too much scattered to whereas the Church owns a lot and church,building
effect an organization.
situated in the neighborhood where said branch
A petition from the Pleasant Grove Branch was existed, the deed of which is in the name of Bro.
referred back, with instruction that a branch had E. Powell, therefore, be it Resolved that we rea right to ordain a Teacher.
quest the president of the district to obtain a deed
An appeal from G. Medlock, G. Hatt and W. of said church property from Bro. Powell, one
B!:.llinger was presented. The. chair was author- made to the Church ; and that he also obtain from
hied to appoint a committee to investigate the ap- Bro. Powell a report of all money received and expeal, and report to conference their opinion about pended for said Church property; also that he
entertaining it. Brn .. Curtis, Ogard and Neilsen audit the same, and that he receive from Bro.
were appointed said committee.
Powell anything which may be in his posession
Missions: N. Brown and H .. Robinson to labor belonging to the Church; and that he make any

NEVADA DISTRICT.-The Nevada Dis ict Conference will meet at Mottsville, on the
and
·uth of January, .1880. A cordial invi
on is,
extended to all. It is hoped that every Elder in
the district will be present. Abednego Johns,
president; .T. R. Hawkins, secretary.
BISHOP'S AGENT APPOINTED.-Having been no.
tified by Bro. E. C. i)'Iayhew, clerk of the Southern
Indiana District, of the resignation of Bro. Samuel
Rector as Bishop's Agent for that district, which
was accepte<l by a conference held November 29th,
1879, in that district, and that by the same body
Bro. J. S, Christy was nominated for appointment
to succeed Bro. Rootor, I hereby so appoint Bro.
Christy. Israel L. Rogers, Presiding BiShc.p.

String Prairie and Nauvoo District.
To the Saints of the Strinu Prairie and Nauvoo
District.-There will be Two Days' Meetings as
per following places and dates:
.
Rook Creek, Hancock county, Illinois, December 21st and 22d, 1879.
String Prairie, Lee county, Iowa, December
27th and 28th, 1879.
Farmington, Van Buren county, Iowa, January
24th and 25th, 1880.
·
Keokuk, Lee county, Iowa, February 7th and
8th, 1880.
Pilot Grove, Hancock county, Illinoi~, February
21st and 22d, 1880;
All the ministry in the district, who can possibly
attend the Two Days' Meeting at String Prairie,
Lee county, Iowa, December 27th and 28th, are
earnestly requested to be present, as some time
during that session there will be a Priesthood
Meeting, to take un<ler advisement matters of importance relative to the affairs of the district.
J. A. CRAWFORD, President.
NEPHI SNIVELY, Olerlc.
FARMINGTON,

Iowa, Dec. lOth, 1879.

Married.
JETT-HAINEs.-At the residence of Elder John
Taylor, Hannibal, Missouri, by whom the ceremony was performed, Sunday, November 23d,
1879, Mr. William D. Jett, of Brown county, Kansas, and Sr. Elizabeth Haines, of Hannibal, Missouri. Bro,. Taylor adds, "May the desires of
these two hearts b,e ever one."
MANCHESTER-HEVENER.-At.the house of Mr.
Charles Hatch, Sll.ndwich, Illinois, December 4th,
1879, Bro. Asa Manchester, of Newark, IllinoiF,
and Mrs. Charlotte Hevener, of Plano, Illinois.
Ceremony performed by Elder H. A. Stebbins.
THE SAINTS' HERALD is published SEMI~MONTHLY, a~ Plano
Kendall Co., Illinois, by the Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, aud
is edited by J OSEPB SMI•B and HENRY A. STEBBINS. $2.15 psr
year. All. remittances, orders, and business communications
intended fo~ the o~ce of publication, Ehc,uld be directed to
Joseph Smith, Plano, Kendall (J(.unty, lllinois. Money may
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